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424 University Farm Place 
June 21, 1940 

My. Robert Sterling Yard 

The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Bobs 

I appreciate your teking the vains to write 
me especially ebout the meeting, and I ean imagine that 
it was a busy time for you. 

Dr. Murphy wrote me expressing approval of the 
idea of working with the Eeclogical Society, but he did 
not have time to write any special message nor to attend 
the meeting. However, I think we can call on him in the 
future if we can give him more notice. 

Needless to say, 1 would have given a good deal 
to be at the meeting. 

With personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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ALDO LEOPOLD 
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BENTON MACKAYE 
MASSACHUSETTS: Dr. Aldo Leopold 

GOnGEI An Soe 424 University Farm Place 
oukoa eunie Madison, Wisconsin 

WYOMING 

ERNEST OBERHOLTZER My dear Aldo: 
MINNESOTA 

Oe Enler oh eocunerk I ought to have written you Saturday, but that meeting tired me 

out. It began at 9:30 and lasted till 6. At noon the bunch sat around 
a couple of tables in the dining room and ate chops, potatoes, and 
strawberry shortcake, and got back at once to work. 

Those who attended were Anderson, Broome, Frank, Mrs. Jackson, 

MacKaye, George Marshall, and myself. 4 quorum, filling that round din- 
ner table that I had brought up from the storeroom in the cellar. My 
secretary sat at a table behind me and collected resolutions etc. 

It was the same crowd, with George instead of Bob, which consti- 

tuted our previous annual meetings. Once Ober was there. 

hr " Ee i This is a strenuous crowd, It greets every proposal with arguments. 
Thee cus off “Ky Of mMhoge four who, during several years of occasional tramps along Tennessee 

Dil ca eft Covel mountains, had talked each other and Bob into starting a Wilderness 

ery 0 ee eed Society, came prepared to do what they thought Bob would have liked to 
Gr Sereno ene Le have done, and did it. They were Broome, Frank, and MacKaye, then all of 
Ye Crowne ovhe *S Kpoxville, plus Anderson of Washington, who had been secretary of MacKaye%s 
a ot cef- Appalachian Trail. The meeting precisely resembled those of Bob's day; 

ye. Ce ae eager, argumentative, and very noisy in spots. I got through everything 
\- I wanted except a couple of personnel items of which I will write you 

e later. 

Virrcad 
We missed you seriously. There were several nice things said about 

you. 

It will take some time to get the Minutes into shape, especially 
as the Living Wilderness is now back in my hands in page proofs, and I & 
not want to delay that any longer than possible. 

Your suggestion went big for a combination with the Ecological Society , 
was universally approved, and your resolution passed. 

In a little while, with more time, I will be writing you again. I 
think we have a great deal in common. 

Sincerely yours, 

RSY:Y¥ be



1840 Mintwood. Place el 
Weshington, D. ¢. 

| 

Losing /3ob Marshall lost us a wisnrt st Anmel Keotings. te cane to then with propos 
sitions ng every phane of wilderness needs oni setivities anil « mimte knowledge of 
sos $e Weitieoate toed stch ho wee propmeniay seashen 0 Gus eneboen aseroainns Be 
brought maps for explanation to his ardent but less inforsed fellow Councillors and in 

many Cases 5: d xeaolutions. o~ The first thing T always did wae to turn our meetings 
coor to bine) 

The Ammal Meoting on June 14 next will of necessity be far aifficult. All Counetllors 
are here osked te send me immediately sug estions panied b lutions for advance — 

' of the igess OF One man we ghall have those of thirteen. It will te a very different meet 

Pletse come promptly to the Socletyta help with suggestions. 
A f 

Here Ae a live suggestion. 
J Rs 

4 groub 90 small eg our Council makes for efficiency tut lacke wide representation, 
he 

“We nefd the interest and frequent edvice of eclentifie specialists ond mewbers nective — 
in distent states. this is often secured by on Advisory Group of deeply intereste? experta 
without voter ot Anmal Keetings. 

thetr nanes, however, will appear on all public lists, ineluding letter paper. 
| wgaa So somah Stas aphuctttons be tees specialttes ani concerning their ie ee 
_ Whi de agzigned to work Like Councillers and asked te attend all Council Neetings, 

| Advisors will be Limited in number and elected, iike officers, anmmelly, We mst keep 
it of active men only. 

To begin this group, we have in mind two able ond earnest university professors, one 
from the South Fagt and one from the District of Colwihis. Also on setive lawyer whe 4s 

President of the New Yorks City Public Schools. Also 2 business men femous in California 
Conservation who was practically founder of the celebrated California State Park system, 

Please write we promptly. j 

The Annaal Meeting is planned for Friday, Jame 14. Any other dey than this would 
cost us the presenes of three invaluable members. It will be held at the Society's new 
office, 1840 ¥intwood Place, Washington, at 9:30 o.m. We hope te complete it in 2 morning 
session foliowed by a buffet luncheon. 

\



424 UniversityFarm Place 
June &, 1940 

Dr. Robert Oushman Murphy 
American Museum of Natural History 
New York City 

Dear Dr. Murphy? 

The Wilderness Society meets in Washington Wednesday. 

Should you, by any chance, be in Washington that day, I 
wish you would drop in and get acquainted with them. It will be a 
Small informal group. 

My reason for suggesting this is that the Society needs 
' - your counsel, i.e., Counsel of the kind you ean give. I can't be there. 

One of the points I have in mind is this: the Society as now 
constituted is interested mainly in wilderness pogtsabher: Another 
group, the Eeological Society, is interested mai in wilderness study. 
There is little or no cooperation between the two groups, though both need 
the same changes in public policy. 

That needs to be done, I think, is to persuade both groups 
that wilderness recreation is destined to become more and more "studious," 
and wilderness studies more and more appreciative of esthetics, i.e., 
recreation. Therefore the two groups should get acquainted. 

You are one of the few who would understand this. 

Should you care to send the Society a message, you ean reach 
them in care of my friend Robert Sterling Yard, The "Wilderness Society, 
1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. ¢. 

Yours sincerdy, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc R.S.Yard i 

i ( 
4
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YOUR IDEA 1S GRAND WE HAVE PROMINENT ECOLOGIST MEMBERS BUT 

SHELFORD DOES NOT UNDERSTAND US» IF MURPHY/)WILL MAIL CONCISE 

STATEMENT FROM NEWYORK ON WEDNESDAYs IT WILL REACH US IN 

‘TIME FOR MEETING® CANNOT YOU SUPPORT IT WITH SOMETHING AIR 

MAILED SAY MONDAY OR TUESDAY MAY START SOMETHING BIG! 

- ROBERT STERLING YARDs«!



Resolution 

There is little active cooperation between the Wilderness Society 

and the Ecological Society, despite the fact that both seek the estab- 

lishment of wilderness areas. 

Many members of the Wilderness Society probably think the Hcological 

Society seeks mainly small areas for scientific study. Many ecologists 

probably think the Wilderness Society seeks mainly large areas for 

recreation. 

Both should realize that only a nation-wide system of both large 

and small areas, will serve the needs of the future. Both should realise 

that ecological observation is one of the highest forms of recreation, 

while ecological studies without an esthetic appreciation of the biota 

are dull and lifeless. To a lerge extent, therefore, the interests of 

the two groups overlap, while the programs needed to serve those interests 

are identical. 

Be it therefore resolved, that the Wilderness Society hereby invites 

the Heological Society to attend its meetings and use its journal, and 

suggests to the Beological Society a possible joint committee on cooperation. 

i



. 42h University Farm Place 
June 1, 1946 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 

The Wilderness Society 
" 1840 iMintwood Place 

Washington, D. @. 

Dear Bob: : 

the revised page 1 is very agreeable te me 
and I have no further suggestions. I appreciate the 
pains you have taken. 

Wy article on "The Last Stand of the Wilder+ 
ness" came out in Forests and Zorest life, 
Qetober, 1923, oe SER. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



CoUNCIL cee 
Lae AiG MeN DiRON ROBERT STERLING YARD 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY PRESIDENT aa PERMANENT SECRETARY 
L. A. 

CALIFORNIA 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE . BENTON MACKAYE 
HARVEY BROOME ear Tan TENNESSEE WASHINGTON, D. C. HAROLD GC. ANDERSON 

TREASURER 
IRVING M. CLARK 

WASHINGTON 

BERNARD FRANK 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA shone ala bs 

May 27, 1940 
DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON 

MARYLAND 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
WISCONSIN 

BENTON MACKAYE 
MASSACHUSETTS op fille Or i 

GEORGE MARSHALL Dr. Aldo Leopold 
NEW YORK University of Wisconsin 

OLAUS MURIE Madison, Wisconsin 

ERNEST OBERHOLTZER ; : 
MINNESOTA My dear Aldo: 

ROBERT STERLING YARD 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 7 Se ax: n + gf 2 2 I have the copy you return of my manuscript introductory to 

the new number of the Living Wilderness. Thanks for your slicht 
but essential corrections. I came off easy. mi 

A I am very glad to have your comment upon our bracketing you 
with Bob as the founder of the system. It had not occurred to me 
that I was doing this, but I can see that you are right. The sim- 
plest and most natural cure is what you suggest. I will find a y ay 
of mentioning the group which worked with you. f 

The editing of an association paper is not always the simplest 
and happiest. Andy and Harvey are at odds about the relationship of 
their han lea ad il wie = ee ee Ls ks * * their le artic] ei ™ apneare. dnes no site ir sche articles. Their history, it a ars, does not quite 

ii thie@ias we efore T ar #1 agree. All this also was before I came into the movement, and I 
borrow wisdom from Solomon. ‘They have to settle it betreen then. 
Fortunately they are several hundred miles apart. 

Sincerely yours, 

|



COUNCIL OFFICERS 

HAROLD C. ANDERSON ROBERT STERLING YARD Be Sct Pea THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY meager ® YARD 
L. A. BARRETT 

CALIFORNIA 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE BENTON MACKAYE 
BROOME VICE PRESIDENT 

HARVEY 
TENNESSEE WASHINGTON, D. C. HAROLD CG. ANDERSON 

‘TREASURER 

IRVING M. CLARK 
WASHINGTON 

BERNARD FRANK 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON 
MARYLAND 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
WISCONSIN 

BENTON MACKAYE ay 28, 1940 
MASSACHUSETTS ” 

GEORGE MARSHALL 
NEW YORK 

OLAUS MURIE 
WYOMING 

ERNEST OBERHOLTZER poli wala al ll 
MINNESOTA Ve wtOO LOODOL 

a ore Melt Oh aM ks A 
ROBERT STERLING YARD rd sity of Wisconsl 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Pile Rk a eas Madison, Wisconsi 

My dear Aldo: 

Referring to yesterday's note, I suggest inserting new 
paragraph after the second to read as follows: 

Of Leopold's group of fellow thinkers, heartily 
supporting and spreading his ideas, Frederic Winn, | 
Riper RAP I ILE CEU ' Malhott Of Ward Shepard, gh Galkins, M. W. Talbott, ¢. K. 

Cooperider and others constituted a mission of foresters 
to foresters. Of Marshall's later group of doers, i: 
part only foresters, we shall read today in the articles 
which follow. 

The beginning of my article would then read like the en- 
closed. 

I don't know how inaccurate the new third paragraph may be, 
but there will be time for you to make it suit you, and return 
% Fe 27 y air mail. 

Sincerely, 

Pig Ke oT 
mes ) 
Enclosure Dl 

a 
oe v 

f f



j THE MOUNTAINS AND THe MAN 

By Robert Sterling Yard 

This number of the Living Wilderness traces Wildermess Areas from their 

formal behind in the mind and on the pen point of Aldo Leopold to the 

achievement by Robert Marshall of a practical new wilderness system in the 

National Forests, well protected by the Secretary of ttle Acriculture. ( 

Leopold, a forester at the time of his first wilderness suggestions, 

| is now a professor of wildlife management in the University of Wisconsin and 

; a power in the world of conservation. Robert Marshall, forester, explorer, 

long-distance hiker on remote fanges, student of nature in her untouched 

fastnesses, author, and planner of lands, died on November 11 last at the 

age of thirty-eight. : 

Of Leopold's group of fellow thinkers, heartily supporting and spypad- 

ing his ideas, Frederic Winn, Ward Shepard, Hugh Calkins, M. W. Talbott, 

C. K. Cooperider and others constituted a missionof foresters to foresters. 

Of Marshall's later group of doers, in part only foresters, we shall read 

today in the articles which follow. 

The idea which had inspired the first of these two makers of history was 

of gaeoge mach older than Leopold's first article on the subject in the 

Journal of Forestry of November, 1921. Long before the least need of saving 

wilderness had appeared in our undeveloped west, far-sighted thinkers and 

dreamers had played with the thought of setting apart samples of these vast 

commercial forests for the inspiration and study of a distant future. 

But these two men acted as soon as they sensed opportunity. They were 

not only seers. They followed through, leading the nation, each in his turn.



COUNCIL OFFICERS 

HAROLD C. ANDERSON ROBERT STERLING YARD soc re THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY mere vane 
L. A. BARRETT 

CALIFORNIA 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE ee Cae e 
HARVEY BROOME 

TENNESSEE WASHINGTON, D. C. HAROLD GC. ANDERSON 
‘TREASURER 

IRVING M. CLARK 
WASHINGTON 

BERNARD FRANK 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
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ALDO LEOPOLD 
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GEORGE MARSHALL CP en ena eM Ue . %, 
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ERNEST OBERHOLTZER 
MINNESOTA we qu? 

ROBERT STERLING YARD Ts 410 Leopold \ | 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA MA na a ik : tin Ay D University of Wisconsir xe \o 

Retr ae TN ee eat - 

It s s that Bob Marshall i is "fhe Probl of the Wildez gt 

a€ CQ UV your + Seer Ovaic CO. ANC LCall HLLCe ess as avi en 

published in 1925, é&mt- 

You have given us the date of 1923.V This discrepancy ver} ch 
troubles Harvey Broome. 

T have s trne ie Bea ata akg age Nets a 
a @ typed copy or t articie Lech yo ery Kindly sent e, 

but it is not dated. Will you kindly confirm the date for use in Harvey's 
article which now is in my hands. 

ai x i 
sincerely yours,



42h University Farm Place 
June 4, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Bobs 

My suggestion for the annual meeting is that we 
attempt in some way to join forces with the ecologists who are 
conducting an independent but parallel campaign for wilderness 
areas. As you doubtless know, Prof. V. H. Shelford, University 
of Illinois, is chairman of their Committee on Natural Areas. 

It seems to me important that our crowd should know 
what the ecologists are after, and they should know what we are 
after. I think the best way to accomplish this fusion is through 
particular individuals who are able to comprehend both groups 
and whose word would carry weight with both groups. ‘The out+ 
Standing man for this purpose is doubtless Charles Elton of 
Oxford, but I fear he is entirely tied up at present with war 
@uties. The best name on this side of the water that I can 
think of is Robert Oushmean Murphy of the American Musoun. 

We might get Dr. Marphy to prepare a special discussion 
of the wilderness idea aimed toward the fusion. If the Soelety 
agrees, I will volunteer to broach the matter to hin. 

I am agreeable to the proposal of an advisory committee. 

With best regards, 

Sineerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
i Professor of Wildlife Management 

/ 

}



42h University Farm Place 
May 8, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Bob: 

I hate to add te your burdens, but I can't revamp 
my paper to tell "I wea the first to...." I see too moh 
of this staking claims to glory: if it is to be done it will 
have to be done by somebody else. 

Your very interesting anecdote about the history of 
nomenclature is hard for me to insert because I don't know what 
they called the Gila, or what they call it now. This squabble 
over official labels has never interested me, but your story 
does; it throws light on some unsuspected "tender spots" in 
forester-psychology. 

On rereading my little paper I am reminded to add a 
section which I attach if you care to append it to the other. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



Please add to my 
"Wilderness in the S.W." 

(G) The Future 

There are four jobs for the future now in sight. 

fhe first is to make the system of wild areas mean something in terms 

of particular rare plants and animals (like the grizzly). 

The second is to guard against the disruption of the areas still wild. 

Disruption may come froin unexpected quarters. A deer herd deprived of wolves 

and lions 1s more dangerous to wilderness areas than the most piratical senator 

or the go-gettingest Chamber of Commerce. 

The third is to secure the recognition, as wilderness areas, of the low- 

altitude desert tracts heretofore regarded as without value for "recreation" 

because they offer no pines, lakes, or other conventional scenery. 

The fourth is to induce Mexico to save some samples of what we no longer 

have on our side of the border. Great scientific as well as recreational 

values are here at stake. It will some day be of the utmost importance to 

be able to study, just across the line, samples of unspoiled mountain country, 

to compare thom with samples on our own side which have been subjected to the 

Classical exploitation~conservation process. We have, in Arizona and New 

Mexico, hardly a stream still in normal condition; in the Mexican mountains 

such streams are still found. We have no faunas or floras which have not been 

abused, modified, or "improved"; in the Mexican mountains the whole biota 

4s intact with the single exception of the Apache Indian, who is, I fear, 

extinct.



LIVING WILDERNESS NUMBER 5, MAY, 1940 

Portrait of Robert Marshall Cover Ma ie 

Robert Marshall's National Career Yard wet 

The Natiunal Forest Wilderness System Sieker 

Origin and Ideals of Wilderness Areas Leopold 

Movements toward Wilderness Organization Anderson 

Origin and Ideals of Wilderness Society Broome 

The Indian Service Wilderness System Zimmerman 

Robert Marshall at Work in the Field Olsen 

Protection of Wilderness Areas Marie 

The Spirit of the Wilderness MacKaye



COUNCIL OFFICERS 

Maney rtich oF coun THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY noPereenaan Ne YARD 
L. A. BARRETT 

PERMANENT SECRETARY 

CALIFORNIA 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE BENTON MACKAYE 
VICE PRESIDENT 

HARVEY BROOME 

TENNESSEE WASHINGTON, D. C. HAROLD GC. ANDERSON 
TREASURER 

IRVING M. CLARK 
WASHINGTON 

BERNARD FRANK 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

COR ane JACKSON April 30, 1940 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
WISCONSIN 

BENTON MACKAYE i 

MASSACHUSETTS 

GEORGE MARSHALL 
NEW YORK Dr. Aldo Leopold 

OLAUS MURIE University of Wisconsin 
WYOMING : 

Madison, Wisconsin: 
ERNEST OBERHOLTZER 

MINNESOTA 

ROBERT STERLING YARD My dear Aldo: 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Here's another revision of the Living Wilderness Contents-- 

a short piece about a letter Anderson wrote just before the four 

got busy in Knoxville. I have letters from most of these which I 

plan to bind into the Minutes, but the printed pieces will be dif- 

ferent, 0 aturally. 

Yours is admirable as it stands for the Minutes, but I should 

like to have you rewrite it for the Living Wilderness a little longer 

and for the every day reader who doesn't know that you started the 

idea and title of the wilderness area, and first spread it broadcast. 

I think that your article is the place to say that the Forest Service F 

picked up the idea and developed a considerable system of wilderness 

areas, which, however, were renamed Primitive Areas. (I recall go- 

ing to Chief Stuart in some vexation when this announcement was made 

and protesting that this apparently set up a Forest Service rival to 

the Park Service primitive areas concerning which much was being said 

and written at the time. But he and Xneipp were immovable. They said 

that somebody had objected that "wilderness" was a horrid kind of name 

suggesting dangerous brutes and might scare people off. I could scarcely 

i believe them in earnest, and laughed when Albright announced that the 

Forest Service wage welcome to "Primitive" if it wanted it; thereafter 

National Park lands were to be called "Wilderness.") 

I'm going to write my little preliminary piece last of e211 and 

will smooth up any poor joining of the parts. But I hope that you will 

cover all that you can in your piece. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure f 

RSY:K
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Mr. Bernard Frank 
U. & Yorest Service 
Washington, D. C. 

uy dear Bernard! 

We mast have our anmal meeting this sonth, snd I should like to 

hear from you during that week it would be most convenient for you. We 

can, of course, not have many here, but it is highly necessary to-get a 

quorum. so far we have barely made our Guorums. 

, tt will be, of course, a very different meeting from any tn the 

past. I will have no Bob Marshall to request talcing charge of it. 1 

a will not be so long nor will it consider 90 many subjects, wut it pannot 

; fail to be most interesting. I will have en annual report uyself cover> 

ing briefly events whieh have made so much difference to us. Waving now 

no nember familiar with the great foreet in which Bob was so ably building 

up our wonderful wilderness system, wat I shell arrange with John Sicker, 

his very able successor, to be present as our guest to present to us this 

femous project. He will not offer helf so many projects for consideration 

as Bob did, but he will have e number of deep interest. We will hove more 

tine in which to get a grasp upon then. Probably you and Benton will have 

projects connected with the big things you are doing in the @astern wildete 

ness, and we may be sure that Harvey will have sone very interesting stuff. 

We can't expect Barrett from San Preneisce, but I de expect to have eug- 

gestions fron him about far western wilderness problems. 

Irving Clark unfortunately has gone hone, but we still have Oleus 
Wurie with ue and he will have suggestions to make. I have lost track of 

Brneet Oberholtser, tut whe can keep track of him. I am hoping that he 

will be east this month. 

Give me as wide a range of time as you can as we have no easy Job 

to meet the conditions of those who can come. 

Bob's place on the Fxecutive Committee has been taken by his brother 

George, whom we hope will be active. 

: Sincerely yours, 

RgYst



424 University Farm Place 
October 25, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. 6. : 

Dear Bob: 

5 I am sending you a historical outline of events in the 
5 wilderness movement in the Southwest from 1921 to 1926. My reason 

for terminating the chronology in 1926 is that I moved to the Lake 
States in 1924, and beyond that date my information on Southwestern 
events is second-hand. 

After 1924 my own activities were largely in support of 
Ernest Oberholtzer and his Quetico-Superior project. The history 
of that is well published and it would be more appropriate for 
Oberholtzer to summarize it for your purposes. 

I find in my files some manuscript copies of one or two 
of my early papers. Since you are making a collection I am glad 
to donate these to you. 

Sincerely yours, c 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



COUNCIL OFFICERS 

HR GNISTRIGTOR COLUMBIA THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY ST TPRESIDENTS oc lhe 
PERMANENT SECRETARY 

Be CALIFORNIA 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE BENTON MAcKAYE 
Wakvier Sandne VICE PRESIDENT 

TENNESSEE WASHINGTON, D. C. HAROLD C. ANDERSON 

IRVING M. CLARK ee 

WASHINGTON November 4, 1939. 

BERNARD FRANK 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON 

MARYLAND 

Smite yr teate Professor Aldo Leopold, 
BENTON MACKAYE University of Wisconsin, 

Tenant Madison, Wisconsin. 
GEORGE MARSHALL 

NEW YORK 

ROBERT MARSHALL My dear Aldo: 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

oe eines I perceive that the statement you sent me entitled "Wilderness 
ERNKSTIOEREHOCTIRA in the Southwest" is very valuable. I begin my collection with the 

MINNESOTA whole thing including the last half and beginning with your little 
ROBERT STERLING) AED! letter of October 25 accompanying it. I am a little puzzled by your 

confining the statement to the southwest. I assume that that is 
where the wilderness movement actually begun but by specifying it 
one suspects that it may have begun in some other section of the 
country. 

Will you kindly make this clear. I suggest that you replace 
your note of October 25 with another of the same date in which you 
will clarify this point. By entering this in place of the original 
note your statement and its title will become clear. ‘ 

Apparently the first published article was yours in the Journal 
of Forestry in November, 1921. I will try and get a copy of this; 
also of "The Last Stand of the Wilderness".in American Forests, 
October, 1923. 

It is true that the resolutions passed by the National Con- 
ference on Outdoor Recreation in 1924 contained no mention of wilder 
ness, but the special committee appointed to study the land question 
in detail proposed in 1928 twenty-one possible wilderness areas in 
its report. This, you may remember, was entitled "Joint Committee 
on Recreational Survey of Federal Lands". Butler and I with Frank- 
lin Reed as Executive Secretary did the practical work. You will 
find the "Possible wilderness areas" start on page 93. I have just 
received the Scientific Monthly of February 1930 containing Bob 
Marshall's "The Problem of Wilderness" which seems to have been the 

immediate inspiration of the Wilderness Society in 1935. 

You will see that my little collection of beginning facts is 
becoming historically important. We'll let it grow at the beginning 
of our Minutes Book and see where finally it gets. 

Sincerely, 

RSY:B



42k University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Manazement Setober 25, 1939 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yara 
The Wilderness Soolety 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Bob: 

I attach a historical statement in comliance 
with your request of October 2. You may prefer to leave 
out the last half, tat the first half is definitely 
historical and I think the kind of material you wanted. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene] Professor of Wildlife Management
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VICE PRESIDENT 

Hee iaeeeee WASHINGTON, D. C. HAROLD C. ANDERSON 
‘TREASURER 

IRVING M. CLARK 
WASHINGTON 

BERNARD FRANK 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Pe Miueasne he October 2, 1939 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

WISCONSIN 

SENT ASSACHUSETTS Dr. Aldo Leopold 
GEORGE MARSHALL University of Wisconsin 

nual Madison, Wisconsin 
ROBERT MARSHALL 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

OLAUS MURIE My dear Aldo: 
WYOMING 

Resta ee Harvey Broome recently referred in a letter to a meeting in 
ROBERT STERLING YARD Knoxville between him, Bernard Frank, Benton MacKaye, and Robert 

PITRIGHOner ie Te Marshall in 1934, at which it seemed to me the Wilderness Society 
was born. I wrote him asking for a description of the start of 
the Society and he recalled it. His letter dated Sevtember 7 last 

was so interesting that I inserted it in our Minutes Book shead of 

the minutes. Then I wrote to each of the other three asking them 
the origin of the Wilderness Society as they mew it. Bernard and 

Benton have sent me interesting and valuable brief letters in one 
of which Andy was mentioned as having suggested a society in a letter, 

Last night Benton, Andy, and I talked it over and decided that 

you ought to contribute also a brief account of the origin of the 
Wilderness Area, mentioning afterward your invitation to join the 

Society and to become its first president. Benton recalled an 

article of yours in the Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics 
that probably contained statements well worth quoting. He said it 

appeared in October 1925. His own article is most interesting. 
Bob's of course, will be very valuable. 

We want to keep these fairly short and confined to facts and 

references which will later be useful to persons looking up the 
beginnings of the Wilderness Society. I will retype them all and 
carry them together in the Mimtes Book. 

This will be a valuable record to which we can add letters from 
others whom we discover contributed to the birth of the Society. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lenn



WILDERNESS IN THE SOUTHWEST 

Aldo Leopold 

(A) Ghronology 

I will here attempt to cover the history of the wilderness movement 

prior to 1926. I suppose the subsequent events are too well known to require 

comment. 

The earliest action I can find in my. files ie a letter dated Sept. 21, 

1922, notifying the District Forester that two local Game Protective 

Associations had endorsed the establishment of a wilderness area on tho head 

of the Gila River, in the Gila National Forest. I suppose one may assume a 

prior “incubation period" of a year or two. I take it, then, that the move- 

ment in the Southwest must have started about 1920. 

This assumption is further corroborated by the publication, in 1921, of 

my paper, “The Wilderness and Its Place in Forest Recreational Policy" 

(Jour. Forestry, Vol. 19, No. 7, November, 1921). In 1922 G. A. Pearson 

published in Ecology (Vol. 3, No. 4) a paper proposing the need for small 

wild reservations for ecological study. This later grew into "A Naturalist's 

Guide to the Americas.” 

My only record for 1923 is the publication of my paper, "The Last Stand 

of the Wilderness" in American Forests (October). 

In 1924 the action stage was reached. I have a map dated March 31 showing 

the Gila area boundaries as originally proposed by me and as approved by 

District Forester F. C. W. Pooler. I do not know when Washington finally 

added its approval. 

How widely had the idea apread by 1924? I offer in evidence the resolutions
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passed by the National Conference on Outdoor Recreation (Jour. Forestry, 

October, 1924) which contain no mention of wilderness. 

By 1925 I had left the Southwest, tut I contimued to write on the 

western problem. Sunset Magagine published my “Conserving the Covered 

Wagon" (March issue). The "Service Bulletin" of the Forest Service for 

June §, 1925, contains » skit of mine (which I would not mind signing today) 

entitled, "fhe Pig in the Parlor." The Journal of Public Utility Zconomics ; 

for October, 1925, contains my "Wilderness as a Form of Land Use.* 

By 1926 the high-ups were beginning to wrestle with wilderness. (See 

W, B. Greeley, Service Bulletin, U. S. Forest Service, October 18, 1926.) 

I can appreciate their predicament now better than I could then. It was 

no light job to offer the first official resistance after a century of 

unresisted hoosterism. 

(B) Perspective 

In 1909, when I began work in the Southwest, there were six immense 

roadless areas in the Southwestern forests, each larger than half a million 

acres. New Mexico had the Jemez and the Datil-Gila area; Arizona had the 

White Mountains, the Blue Range, the Tonto Rim, the Kaibab. All are now 

gone except the Gila. The Gila has been split down the middle and pared 

at the edges, but it is officially set aside. Part of the lost areas were 

justifiable sgerifices to timber values; part, I think, were the victims of 

poor brakes on the good roads movement. They are too rough ever to pay out 

on a timber transport system. ; 

Outside the National Forests, there were large wild areas in many odd 

corners. They are all, by now, more or less broken up. ‘The dismemberment 

of small bits of wilderness is, I fear, still going on.
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I know of no serious attempts, as yet, to enlarge and consolidate 

wild spots for the benefit of particular threatened species in the 

Southwest. Thus the grigsly bear in 1909 persisted in five of the six 

wilderness areas already mentioned. Today this species is said to be 

gone from all tut one mot in the National Forests. The large facilities 

for land exchange which have recently been available have not yet been 

used to create even a single grizzly range. 

It would appear, in general, that in the Southwest the wilderness 

movement has come too late to aii: ila of what my generation called 

wilderness.



keh University Farm Place 
May 23, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

I have only a few minor suggestions for your 
manuscript and have indicated them in pencil. I ama 
little dubious about your bracketing me with Bob Marshall 
as the founder of the system. This might be true if you 
consider me as the mouthpiece of a group who worked with 
me. This group included Frederic Winn, Ward Shepard, Hugh 
Calkins, M. W. Talbott, and C. K. Cooperrider. 

: I am returning the manuscript. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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ROBERT STERLING YARD 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Dr. Aldo Leono 1a 

University of Wisconsin c ty o isconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

The enclosed, which I wrote to begin the Marshall 

number of the Living Wilderness, also deals with you. 
That is chiefly why I send this copy to you, so you may change 

anything you choose about yourself, or insert as you please. 

I should also appreciate other changes or criticisms. 
Personally, I am not specially happy over the piece, but it 
will probably do. ; 

Sincerely, 

Fnclosure 

Dovey RSY:



ww? UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE : 

WASHINGTON 

May 20, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard, 
, President, The Wilderness Society, 

1840 Mintwood Place, 
Washington, D. C. 

: Dear Mr. Yard: 

We have received your letter of May 11, requesting a list of 
the wilderness areas administered by the Department of the Interior. 

We do not have facilities to make such a compilation at this 

time. There is attached, however, a copy of my letter of October 
24, 1939, with attached tables, to the Acting Chief of the Bureau 
of the Biological Survey. These enclosures are self-explanatory, 
and I hope that they will be useful to you. 

Sincerely yours, . 

‘ ro 

Arno B. Cammerer, 
Director. 

Enclosure 1709538 

‘ 4
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P Washington 
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October 24, 1939. , 

i Memorandum for Acting Chief of Biological Survey: 

Attention: Dr. Bell. 

In response to your informal request for information regarding 
wilderness areas within the national park and monument system, I am 
enclosing a tabulation prepared during March 1939, giving the approx- 

imate acreage of roadless areas of over 100,000 acres. This computation 
does not include areas which are penetrated by stub or dead-end roads. 

Grand Teton National Park has been included in the tabulation because 
it so nearly approximates the 100,000 acre figure. 

Because there is no dotst/ exact method of wilderness computation 
that will portray all of the factors involved, we are enclosing another 
type of tabulation, prepared in Jyne 1986, on a portion of the areas 

within the continental United States. This tabulation is computed hy ( 

subtracting an aree approximately one-half mile wide on either side of 
a road from the total area of the park or monument, 

(sed) ARNO B. CAWMERER, 
Director 

Enclosures 2112668



; APPROXIMATE ACREAGE OF ROADLESS ARHAS IN THE 

FOLLOWING NATIONAL PARKS AN) MONUMENTS? 

PREPARED MARCH, 1939. 

LOCATION ACERS 

Dinosaur National Monument 198,500 

Glacier National Park North half 356,800 

" " " gouth " 398, 400 

Glacier Bay Nat. Monument 1,164, 800 

Grand Canyon National Monument 171,970 

Grand Canyon National Park Western 362,400 : 

: " my " " Bastern 192, 400 

Grand Teton National Park 91,300 

Great Snoky Mtns. Nat. Park Northern 107, 500 

; " " " " " Southern 136,000 

} Joshua Tree Nat. Monument Eastern 183,072 

Bem Le " North Central 120,822 

Katmai National Monument 2,698,000 

Mt. McKinley National Park North 396, 800 

" " ' South 1,536,000 

: Mt. Rainier National Parkn Central 168,500 

Rocky Mtn. National Park Southern 139, 600 : 

Sequoia National Park Eastern 271, 400 

White Sands Nat. Monument 140,600 : 

Yosemite Netional Park North 274, 500 

" s " South 209, 200 

Yellowstone Nat. Park Southwest 433,000. f 

" m " Central 138,000 4 

n th " Southeast 410,000 he 

" " a Northwest 318,400 

», ? q North Central 128,700 

: t 

' x



, Location Acres i 

Yellowstone National Park North + 
Northeast 170,112 

" f " Bastern 397, 200 

\



t WILDERNESS ARTA COMPUTATIONS FOR CERTAIN 

4 NATIOWAL PARKS AND MONUMENTS ' 

; PREPARED JUNE 1936. 

NAME OF PARK OR : Total : Area Subtracted ¢: Remaining +: Wilderness Percentage 
MONUMENT ¢ Area % because of $ Wilderness ¢ of total Area 

: 3 roads 2 Areas 3 

‘Crater Lake N. P. 160,333 10,970 151, 233 94.3 

Death Valley N. M. ‘11601, 800 60,600 1,553,000 97.1 

Glacier N.P. 0 981, 621 “4 227,000 881, 281 89,8 

Grand Canyon N.P 645, 808 84, 680 570, 308 88.3 

Grand Teton N.P. 96,000 10,170 91, 300 95.2 

Great Snoky Mtns. N.P. 394,883 98,100 351,083 88.9 

Mt. Tainier N.P, 241,782 60, 520 205, 622 85.1 

Rocky Mtn. N.P. ee: 269,411 43, 350 230, 611 88.9 

Sequoia N.P. - 386,560 64,840 329, 860 85.3 

Shenandoch N.P. 176,519 56,500 134, 219 76.1 

White Sands N.M. 143,146 2,400 140, 746 98.3 

Yellowstone N.P. 2,201,772 338, 120 1,946,252 27.6 

Yosemite N.P. 752,744 . 48,450 712,544 94.7



4ok University Farm Place 
May 14, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yara 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bobs 

In my own case my interest lies in “wilderness 
wherever found" and the new issue would be of the most 
interest to me if 4t included all departments that have 
segregated areas. Whether this is editorislly possible, 
I would have to leave to you. If not possible, then two 
departmental groups might be treated in successive issues. 

Anent the permanency of prodlaimed areas, I do 
not think that the academic view of those of us living in 
the Hast should dictate Society policy. If our best men in 
the West think that some legislative fixation is called for, 

, I an quite willing to take their word for it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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GEORGE MARSHALL Dr. Aldo Leopold : 

NEW YORK University of Wisconsin 

OLAUS MURIE Madison, Wisconsin 
WYOMING 

meer oeeoriee uy dear Aldo} 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 

pleumicn Or Cobunns The forth coming number of the Living Wilderness as 

contemplated will be devoted solely to the wilderness area 

system in the National Forest after the plans perfected by 

Robert Marshall. Sieker's article will describe the system 

with the help of a table of the areas to constitute it and 

a map showing their locations. 

You will write about his early promotion of wilderness 

ideals. It is you who invented the title wilderness areas, 

making practical certain ideals which had been in men's minds 

for many years, and had occasionally crept timidly into print. 

Half a dozen others will write about Bob Marshall's achieve- 

ment of a practical system of Agricultural Department wilderness 

areas. 

Now Marie suggests a new question: Oyght we also to list 

the Interior Department wilderness areas? Note that the Indian 

Service, which we treat above because Bob organized its :wilder- 

ness areas, is under the Interior Department. But some National 

Parks contain fine wilderness areas, and there are others. 

Note also that it is the Wilderness Society's business to 

"Geal with wilderness wherever found." 

Do you favor devoting this number solely to wilderness areas 

shaped by Bob, or to list the others also? I have no doubt that 

Cam would furnish us with a list of Interior Department wilder- 

nesses if we should ask him for them. Please reply promptly. 

Sincerely yours, 

RSY:¥ Pg
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Tniversitt > Kacondain 

fadison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

Of course, I anticipated the kind of reply you have 
sent me under date of May 8. But there was no reason why 

I should not try. One gets surprising results every now and 
then by trying. 

Any way I have got out of it : 9st interesting note 
on the future. I shall enjoy printing your "Ap: che Indian, 
who-is, I fear, extinct." 

Sincerely, 

Sy:



COPY PO. Box 2309, 

Knoxville, Tenn., 
May 4, 1940. 

Wy dear Bob, 

When Benton was here we discussed at great length a matter 
which I mentioned in the last paragraph of the inelosed letter. 
It has to do with the permanence of all the wilderness areas which 
Bob was able to have designated in the Indian lands and in the 
national forests. What, for instance, is there to hinder some later 
Indian Commissioner or Chief Forester, or Secretary of the Interior 

or of culture to issue some order nullifying the whole set 
up? iefece, for instance, should be successful in haying 
the wi seg turned over to the Interior Dept., what would 
hinder him from turning them over te Gam with the inevitable 
evils of Wational Parks development? . 

What I want you to do is to send me a yefter Bronte, desig-e 
nating me as a Committee of one, with rowers to on anyone else 
in the Society I may think necessary, to investigate the 
status of all wilderness areas in the United States, and to look 
into the question of malring them permanent by legislative means 
or otherwise. I have in mind writing such fellows as Sleker, 
Markle, Olsen, Barrett, Leopold, Andergon, and others. I am 
asking for this designation just to cive ny investigation an 
official status in the Society. Incidentally will you send me 
the addresses of Sieker, Murie, Olsen (and his initials) Bar- 
rett and Leopold? 

Will you also send me some stationery and envelopes of 
the Society? I should like to write these letters on official 
stationery? 

The problem is a huge one. I handily gave a thought to it 
while Beb was alive. At our last meeting, he spolke of a bill 
before Congress, which if enacted would have prevented the 
withdrawal of any wilderness areas for other purposes, except 
by act of Congress. I did not follow this thru, but dowbt if it 
was enacted. I am deeply concerned about the whole thing, not on- 
ly from the point of view of the Society, but from the angle 
of preserving Bob's work. 

Please give this letter your promt attention. of course, 
I do not expect to report anything at the annual meeting, but I might be able to make o start by. then, so that we could discuss 
it somewhat. 

Regards, 

Harvey.
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42h University Farm Place 
April 29, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 

The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

As I watch the unfolding pageant of the Great War 
among conservation bureaus, I am struck by the deadly 
parallel with international politics. All or most of the 
bureaus have a power complex, but Interior seems to display 

the worst case, and the Park Service is rapidly assuming 
the Himmler ruthlessness. The conservation public is 

alternately wheedled, bribed, and kicked, like other "smell 
neighbors." To dominate "recreation" is the major strategy 
of all and sundry, and for this noble end any means is 

justified. 

What but bribery is a fair word for admission of 

hunting, mining, and power into the parks and monuments? : 

What but an umbrella is needed to complete Mr. Wallace's 
equipment for the appeasing role? Once in a while Mr. Ickes 

stumbles into a right rut--as in Florida. It makes one think . 
again that there mst be some cosmic infection of the human 
mind. "It can't heppen here"? It is happening here. : 

Yours as over,
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- April, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold hi 4 Oy 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

Your letter of March 29 is just here together with a good account 
from Collingwood of what had taken place at the Izaak Walton League meeting. 

The meeting could scarcely have begun when I was telephoned authoratat— 
ively from a highly confidential source here that Ickes had broken out in 
a brand new demand. ‘The President had upon his desk at that minute a demand 
from Ickes for all recreational lands in the National Férest Service, includ 
ing wilderness areas, and a great area of grazing lands. In all, about a 
third of the National Forest. The President had signed this paper, my 
informant phoned me, and would send it over to Congress within twenty-four 
hours. 

Both Butler and Collingwood were far away, and someone outside of the 
Forest Service had to take the lead in stopping this move. So, in their 

interest, I wired Ken Reid a hundred words about the emergency and also to 
you and Collingwood to hunt up the Reid telegram. 

Meantime my informant phoned me that the President could only be stopped 
by Senators; later that the President had been stopped; then that night 
Fulton Lewis stated over the radio that the President was going to send the 
order over at once. The next day my informant phoned me that the President 
hed finally been stopped. Later on that he had changed his mind. 

I did not hear from Chicago until Collingwood phoned me from his office 
just before your letter arrived. He said Ickes had made a very unpopular 
speech and, after he left, the League had passed a powerful resolution 
against the whole thing. There had been a wilderness meeting but, in your 
absence, with no one representing the Wilderness Society. Perhaps it was 
just as well; but I am sorry that you could not have been there and partic- 
pated. 

Collingwood tells me that it seems to be now settled that the President 
is going to kill the new Ickes plan definitely. But he admits that he may 
change his mind still again. 

Anyway there is a hearing tomorrow morning before the Public Lands 
Committee of the House on a bill to grant the Interior Department authority 
to create wilderness areas within National Parks. Inasmuch as the Interior 
Department already possesses this power, perhaps this is a new phase of 
the Ickes plan. I am not going to speak at this hearing because the ) 
Wilderness Society's business is wilderness wherever found, but I wouldn't 

miss it for anything. 

The enclosed will interest you. 

I hope your cold is better. 

Sincerely yours 

Enclosure Qa 
| RSY:K e



Recreational and Other Areas in National Forests Now Demanded by Interior Department 

1. Outright transfer of the function of recreation from all 

departments, including Agriculture. 

2. Outright transfer from Soil Conservation Service to Interior 

of the function of recreation on lands administered under Section 3 of 

the Bankhead-Jones Act. 

3. Transfer all National Forest wilderness areas now designated 

as such, including, but not limited to, areas at head of Bitterroot 

River, South Fork Flathead River, Sun River, and Lewis and Clark River 

(Montana). Also lands having a high value forfecreat ion purposes as 

follows: North half of White Mountain (New Hampshire) and most of 

superior (Mjnnesota); parts of Arapaho and Roosevelt in Colorado; part 

of Black Hills (South Dakota); Snake River Canyon areas in Oregon and 

Idaho; parts of Snoqualmie, Cholan, Wenatchoo and Mount Baker in Washington; 

area, adjoining Kings River Canyon and area along Sierra Divide in Califor- 

nia; Beartooth Plateau (Montana); and part of Shoshone adjoining Yellow 

stone Park (Wyoming). Extend Teton Park (Wyoming) on all sides. 

4, Transfer areas more valuable for grazing than for forestry, 

including extreme eastern and extreme northeastern divisions of Lewis 

and Clark (Mi ntana) 5 all of Lemhi (Idaho); eastern part of Sawtooth 

(Idaho); all forests in Nevada; all of Mono on east slope and part of 

Modoo (California); most of Fishlake and all of Dixie (Utah); all of 

Minidoka (Idaho); all of Lincoln (New Mexico). And in Arizona, all of 

Coronado; everything south of High Plateau and Yellow Pine areas on the 

Coconino, Sitgreaves, and Crook; all of Kaibab south of rim, except some 

high peaks; parts of Cibola, New Mexico.



THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. 0. 

} April 16, 1940 

PARK SERVICE “ANTS £0 KILL FAMOUS ANTIQUITINS AGT WHICH ESTABLISHES NATIONAL MONUMENTS 

My dear QR» 

H.R.9351, admittedly prepared by the Park Service, introduced into the House April 11 
and referred to soa ge Lands Committee, abolishes Section 2 of Theodore Roosevelt's 
famous Antiquities + Which, on June 8, 1906, created the National Monument System. It 
gave Presidents the power to create national monuments on recommendations of Secretaries 
of the Departments administering the lands in question. 

During many yeers of Stephen T. Mather's Directorship, the Act establishing the 
National Park Service and Section of the Antiquities Act were carried in the annual 

reports of the Director. 

In plece of Section 2, Director Cammerer now substitutes an act giving the President 

power to create "national recreational areas" on national lands having “outstanding senic 

significance" and "velusble for recreational, educational, or inspirational purposes." 

He wants the National Park service to administer these areas “for public recreation con- 
ducted by the Secretary." He wants hunting when not contrary to the Migratory Bird Treaty 

Act nor to state laws. Also prospecting and mining "when not inconsistent with the use 

of such areas for public reclamation, flood control, and power projects." Ne wants rights 
to the minerals not te extend to the lands containing then, but to be confined to only so 

much of the surface as the Secretary may designate. Federal reclamation, flood control, 

and power will be permitted. 

Mr. Gammerer proposes that states should, if they want, retain their civil ani crin- 

inal jurisdiction, and their rights of taxation, over the recreational areas thus created, 

He asks that Section 4 also should he killed, which prevides that the Secretaries of De- 
partments shall agree supon uniform rules and regulations. 

Copies of the bill may be secured from Chairman Rene L. DeRouen of the Public Lands 
Committee of the House, who introduces the bill at the request of the National Park Service. 

The only reference to national monuments by name in the Antiquities bill is in Section 2 
which Mr. Caamerer's amendment would kill. 

With its passage, apparently authority for the title will disepyear from the law. 

Some idea of Mr. Cammerer's purpose may be obtained from his statement to the Public 
Lande Committee on April 3: "A bill will be presented to this Committee in a few weeks, 
lifting the restrictions in mmting and mining in National Parks." 

Section 2 of the Antiquities Act, to be abolished, is as follows: ‘That the President 
of the United States is hereby authorized, in his @iscretion, to declare by public proclam- 
ation historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, and other objects of historic 
or scientific interest that are situated upon the lands owned or controlled by the Govern- 
ment of the United States to be national momuments, and may reserve as a part thereof pare 
eels of land, the limit of which in all cases shall be confined to the smallest area com- 
patible with the proper care and management of the objects to be protected: a 
That when such objects are situated upon o tract covered by a bona fide unperfected claim or 

held in private ownership, the tracts, or so mech thereof as may be necessary for the proper 

care and managenent of the objects, may be relinquished to the Government, and the Secretary 
of the Interior is hereby authorized to accept the relinquishment of such tracts in behalf 
of the Governnent of the United states." 

Sincerely yours,
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Gomercr gaid yeeterday ot hearing before the Public lands Comittee of the 

Rouges 

*, biLL will de presented to this Gonnittes in e few wecks Lifting the restrice 

tions im huatiag an? mining in notional sonuments. It fe not yet quite completed. 

It will appear as an amendment to the Antiquities Act.° 

Now that we know that we shall goon have to face, let we lose 20 time in nation- 

vide preparation for defense againat it. 

the next step will no doubt extend mining to national parks. 

My. Gomnerer's remark had nothing te do with the hearing, which was on 4. 2.3648 

Sto authorize the setting apart and preservotion of wilderness areas in national parks 

and netional monuments." The bil1 had originated in the Interior Department and 

defined wilderness areas closely after the Silderness Society pattern. ie. Camnerer 

and a couple of ascietants appeared for it. 4& group representing six or seven con 

servation omgenteations were present, but got no chance to discuss it because of the 

setivity in eriticies of meshers of the Comeittes. 

Bo committeeman opposed wildernees areas of that definition. In fact, some of 

then warmly praised the type. But an important group in which figured Murdock of 

Arizona, O'Connor and Thorkelson of ifontans, Horton of fyoming, Fiiiott of dalifom 

nia, and others opposed the bil] vigoriously becouse just naturally the In
terior 

Tepartnent alreedy possessed the power it asked for. 

why, they coked, did it want ite power all over again from Congress? hat 

wag uniernesth the surface? Bevten and Thorkeleon confesse4 suspicious. what, we 

heart, was the game? 

Pushed hand by many, the Director apparently was only able to keep repeating 

that the bill would put the Interior Department in a better position, he 414 

not wake it clear how. 

At the climax of the ergument, without any gueesable reason, he made the state~ 

ment that begins this letter. Then he stopped short, and conmitteemen called for 

an executive eeasion whereupon the one witness and the rest of us filed into the 

ante-rovm. 

Half an hour later, the comnittee adjourned, replying when asked thet no 

aecteton had been reached about reporting the bill. 

The impression left on sone of us wns that the bill may not be adopted; aleo 

thet Mr. Ganxerer's hunting and mining esendment te the Antiquities Act oust be
 

soundly defeated. Let us spreed the warning. 

Sincerely, 

brant Sep we Wenrtafe, TES t 
ate: ‘i won, Qo op pe tom = 

Wet 4 Whee Aref a ek oe wr ne nh offecting



42h University Farm Place 
March 21, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 

4 Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

I wanted very mech to see you during a burried visit 
to the Wildlife Conforence, tut I was sewed up night and day 
and was uneble to undertake anything additional. 

I can fully comprehend the difficulties under which 
you are working, and I personally appreciate some of the 
directors giving you at least partial relief for this interim 
period. I wish there were some way for me to help. 

I am entirely ready to accept your judgment as to the 
vacancies on the Council. Somebody like Olaus Murie would be 
awfully good on the Council, but I suppose his availability for 
meetings would be too infrequent. 

! I will do my best to take care of things at the I.W.L.A. 
meeting in Chicago. Wish you could be there. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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WYOMING x 

“a My dear Aldo: 
ROPEDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Every day since I wrote you last, I have thought of writing 

you. Literally, I have been too worried, too busy, and too tired 

to do a thing I didn't have to. Only yesterday, a note in bank 

was assured me to provide means for the Society existing till late 

in September when Bob's bequest will be distributed. 

Meantime, I accepted two propositions made me in ignorance 
of our need. One was special work for the National Parks Associa- 
tion . This earned me $165. The other was $50 a month to help 
represent and to advise the Izaak Walton League in Congress. With 

these extras, we have barely survived, but emergency work for three 

humping associations at once has been almost too much for me. I'm 
played out. 

No one knows, of course, outside ourselves, the Wilderness 

Society situation, and I've caught a number of queer looks at me 
when I would appear for the Izaak Walton League; also I've been 
asked an increasing number of times how the Society was doing, 

for many knew that Bob's contributions had largely supported us. 
Of course I told ingquirers that it was doing fine. 

At the meeting of the trustees of the will on February 16 in 
Jim Marshall's New York Office, I explained that the Society could 

not exist till the October distribution. George at once offered 

to be one of three signers of a note in bank for $3,000, and Irving 
Clark offered to be another. The executor earmarked that sum for 
payment of the note. George asked me to ask a Washington woman 
to be the third, but she was in Mexico. When she returned a couple 

of weeks later, she declined. I was not fortunate in finding 
others to go on this note, and thought it unwise to try further. 

This was a Society matter and I turned it back on George. Before 
he replied, we were depending on my outside earnings for existence. 

But late yesterday, George turned up here with the note 

arranged. Next week we'll get our first thousand, and so we're 

off. I'll kill the Izaak Walton League job as soon as Ken can
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fill my place. 

What we shall have eventually, I do not know, but it will 
be more than before Bob died. 

Ken writes me that you will attend his Chicago meeting as 
representing the Wilderness Society, which is mighty good news 

to me. 

This at least brings us up to date on news. I'11 go on 
from here when I get a chance. Murie, by the way, will get here 
Saturday for several weeks. Chet Olsen is already here, and will 
get up the story of our biggest wilderness area. Clark is still 
East. The Wildlife crowd will bring Ward and others. 

Sincerely, 

Bor 

at 

RSY:B 

We have been urged to fill Bob's places on the Council and 
Executive Committee. Those proposed are not, in my opinion, the 

men for the place. If it were possible to get an Executive Com- 
mitteeman who was familiar with the high western mountains, it 

would be most useful. As it is not possible, I think George 

Marshall should be assigned to it. He is enthusiastic and will 
come down to meetings and he is Bob's devoted brother. For Bob's 
place on the Council I want to appoint Jim Marshall, the older 
brother. He is a strong man from every point of view and was 
devoted to Bob's wilderness ideals. He is the very successful 

President of the Board of Education of New York City, which will 
tell you a good deal about him. At the meeting we found him 
tactful and forcefule. mun, et firtare, 

With these two Marshalls I should feel safe under all con- 
ditions. What do you think of this idea?
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March 12, 1940. 

Mr. Hareld C. Anderson, j 
609 american Security Building, 
Washington, 2. G. 

Dear Andy: ; 

then Irving Clark, our Seattle trustee, called on me in Decen- 
der, he was frankly critical about the Wilderness Society office, 
and went up in the air when he heard ay salary. At the meeting in 
Jemee Marshall's New York Office on February 16 over the Robert 
Marshall estate, he criticised both as unbecoming the dignity and 
importance of the society, 

Irving hae been spending the winter in Worth Carolina with 
his family. Yeeteriay he sent me the copy of a letter he had sent 
to George about the loan of $2600 arranged to carry the society over 
te Septesber when the Fetate will be distributed, I quote: 

“I am just in receipt of a copy of the minutes of the first 
trustess’ meeting and I note the statewent about the earmarking of 
funds for the Wilderness society. This sete a limit of $2500.00 
to the loan. 

“after our meeting in New York, I asked Bob Yard whether he 
hed asked for enough to carry him through until funds were available 
from the estate, and he told me that he thought he had not. I do 
Sean cate Ge ce caieds ae on ame ee oo eek 
to know exactly what is needed; nor am I gure that ve can tell with- 
out kmowing just when funds will be available, but I think it highly 

. @egirable that there should be enough on hand so that Bob Yard can 
work under less trying cireunstances than he hae in the past. te 
you think we could assume thet the trustees of the Wilderness Punt 
would reimburse us for a somewhat larger sum, say up to $5800,60, 
or do you think it would be better for specific authorization for 
more at a later time? 

“st any rate, I want now te repeat what I told you in New York 
that I om willing to ge on the note of the Wilderness gociety with 

you and another as endorsers in the prineipal aum of $2600.00 to 
$3500.00. 

“Aleo it seems to me that from the point of view of furthering 
the purposes of the Trust, we ought to pay Bob Yard more salary than
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he has been getting, and also that we ought to provide the society 
with enough money in addition, to enable him to hire a full time 
clerk or stenographer, ané also to have more space for the office. 
We ought not to ask him to let the gociety encroach on his Living 
quarters. I om not clear whether this is a matter for all the 
counsellors to decide or for the officers or executive committee, 
but I wanted to let you know my views and I would like to know 
yours. 

“Will it be necessary to have the note sent to me for ay 
aignature or will the bank employ some other method of getting it? 

“Bob Yard hag told me and [ hope he hag written you that he 
finds that it ien't practicable to make the loan in Washington, 
and he told me you had said that in that case, you would be able 
to arrange it in Yew York. I suppose he needs money now, and a0 

I hope 4t can be done promptly. I expect to be here a little 
longer, tut it say not be very long. Then I will be starting test 
from Washington, D. ¢.* 

The official minutes of the New York meeting arrived and are 
not so interesting as the such briefed account which I sent you. f 
have never seen absolute essentials, and nothing but essentials, 
stated in so few words. 

There is one thing I have asked Simon Groes, the partner who 
prepared it, to insert. That is that after George Warshell had said 
he would be one of three to sign a note in bank for $2600 to carry 
the Association over to paying time in September next, Irving Clark 
announced that he would do the same thing. Three signers would be 
necessary and George suggested a lady in this city who is a member 
of the Society but whom I had never met. she just returned from o 
trip to Mexico the other day when I called and said she would be 

very glad to consider doing it. she said she would call me en the 
phone but she has not done so yet. 

ae there is not the faintest risk involved, and as she knove 
the Marshalls well, I suppose she hae forgotten it among other matters 
more important to her. Certainly she doeen't know that the Wilderness 
Soclety cannot pay ite salaries, and that we are living off of money 
paid me by a big conservation organisation in Chicago to represent it. 
in Washington. ‘This, by the way, is strenuous and tiresome work which 
leaves Mttle tite and satrencth for wilderness work, and which I shell 
drop just as soon ag the Society reeumes normality. 

Sincerely, 

RST:B
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eee ear ore one Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Aldo: 

James Marshall has called a meeting of the testamentary 
trustees of Bob's will for the 16th, so I should like to hear 
your comments and advice as soon as you comfortably can write 

me, in order that I can clear up my mind in good time. 

Of course we are concerned only in the quarter part that 
will go to wilderness. Of the part of Bob's life represented 
in sections one and two of the will, I had no more than slight 
hints. He never talked of it. To be sure I met Gardner Jackson 
a couple of times in gatherings but knew nothing about him. I 
did not even think of our executive committeeman, Dorothy Sachs 
Jackson, as Mrs. Gardner Jackson. 

Of course you've been reading the newspapers, but as I ! 

said, all that has nothing to do with the Wilderness Society. / 

Sincerely, 

RSY:3B



yeh University Farm Place 
Pobruary 5, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society ; 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Bob: 

I hardly know what to reply to your letter of January 27. 
I am sure, to begin with, that no transitory details such as bureau 
attachments would have anything to do with Olaus Murie!s exeoution of 
his duties. Yo all intents and purposes, then, you could regard him 
as an independent. You are the only other member whom I imow, I know 
Brant only by revutation and through his writings. It seems to me that 
the only tenable course of action open to us is to see how the group 
functions. It is always possible that they will rise above petty con- 
siderations and function the way Bob Marshall wanted them to. If so, I 
do not see that bureau attachments matter, On the other hand, if they 
fail to rise above such matters, you would presumably feel impelled to 
resign and to protest. I think, though, that the potentialities of a 
funded trust are so great that it is worth the attempt to make a go of 
the existing machinery. 

I fail to find in the will any provision for modifying the 
composition of the group. If I have missed something, it might, of 
course, alter my opinion. 

It ocours to me that the atmosphere of inter-bureau competition 
might prove a serious impediment to the functioning of such a group. This 
raises the question of how we can tie the wilderness idea in with more 
disinterested groups. The Heological Society is, of course, one group 
presumably disinterested which has a narrow but vital interest in the 
idea. I have always wished that some wstern university could actively 
participate in the development of the idea. I have in mind two university 
geographers whom I do not know intimately but whom I suspect of being 
fundamental sympathizers. Both are of wide reputation. They are Carl 0. 
Sauer of the University of Oalifornia and Hugh Raup of the Arnold Arboretum, 
Harvard. If you think this is worth going into, can't we get together at 
the time of the Wildlife Conference, March 18-20, for a further discussion 
of ways and means? 

Even a lop-sided group of trustees might be able to see that 
the execution of some of their plans might best be placed in disinterested 
hands.
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I also have the hunch that Robert Cushman Murphy of the 
American Museum of Natural History is a basic sympathizer and could 
in some way be worked into the execution of plans and the development 
of thinking. 

It is, of course, impossible to write adequately about a 
question like this. Let's talk it over. A personal session between 
you and me is long overdue in any event. 

With dest regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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ror en, qe 

ROBERT MARSHALL My dear Aldo: 

SOA route : I feel the need of your confidential advice and enclose 

PERRET Che DTEe you, in hope of it, a copy of Bob's will. All personally 

Bt NNeae identifying material has been omitted, but the names are 

ROBERT Serene vane entered in this letter for your information. Bob has, as 

you will see, left a quarter part of his fortune to five 

trustees charged with using it to the advantage of wilder- 

ness. As four of the five trustees are Councillors of the 
Wilderness Society, George Marshall was sure that the use 

of the interest would eventually come to us. 

4s I have no legal knowledge or experience of wills, I 

do not see how this one will work out. Both Bob's brothers 

are lawyers, and James the elder, who drew the will and is 

its executor, is the head of a legal firm of some importance 

on lower Broadway, New York City. I assume that it is a 

fine will. 

Of course we have nothing whatever to do with the two 

parts indicated as (a), and the one part indicated as (b). 
The trustees of (ae) are Gardner Jackson of Chevy Chase, 
Maryland, George Marshall of New York City, Heber Blanken- 

horn of Washington, D. C., Jerry O'Connell of Butte and 

Raphael Zon whom umdoubtedly you know very well indeed. 

Jackson, a lawyer, who came into the Government as a brain 

truster, found final refuge in Labor's Non-Partisan League 

(John L. Lewis) as “legislative representative". 

Nor have we anything to do with (b), of which James 

Marshall is trustee together with Edwin 8. Smith of the 

National Labor Relations Board, Washington, D. C., Roger 

Baldwin, pacifist, and John Finerty both of New York City, 

and Gardner Jackson. 

The fourth part, our own will be handled, in order of 

statement, by myself, George Marshall, Williem Zimmerman, 

Associate Indian Commissioner, Irving Clark, rich and 

retired, of Bellevue, Washington (across a ferry from 

Seattle} and Olaus Murie, biologist of Jackson, Wyoming. 

When Bob signed his Will in July, 1938, this group was 

admirable. Since then Irving Clark has come under the
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virtual control of Irving Brant of the Interior Department, 
a trickster of high degree, very active on the Interior 
side of the Kings Canyon fight, and a devoted attendant on 
Ickes at the hearings. Later, Brant put up a game through 
Clark to win me over. This failing, Clark attacked us by 
letter for "disrespect" to Ickes. We traced that back to 

: Brant. 

Bob insisted on replying, but Clark did not acknowledge 
the letter. Bob told me that Clark disliked the Forest 
Service--and himself. Unfortunately, Clark was our State 
Contact officer. On starting last on his last trip to 
Alaska, Bob planned to lay over at Seattle and arrange 
quitely for some other doing of our work in the hope that 
the situation might right itself. He was to have written 
me before sailing, but didn't; and we did not get to it 
in the two very short times I saw him afterward. 

Irving Clark's next appearance was in early December 
at Durham, N. C., where he had taken his family in October 
to enter his other boy at Duke. His older boy is e Soph- 
omore at Harvard. 

He came over to Washington "to have a talk with Irving 
Brant" whom he frequently mentioned in our two meetings 
here on consecutive days. I listened only a tittte to 
what he said of Brant. He was returning home, he said, on 
January 2, but he did not go then and has not gone yet. 
I get a postal every now and then, always hoping that he 
will meet Brant. 

I have kept absolutely still about Brant but have 
written the whole situation in detail to George, of 
course without prejudice, even without expression of opin- 
ion. With this our vice-president and treasurer, to whom 
I showed the will’ in confidence, agreed. 

Very recently, the Biological Survey has been changed 
over to the Interior Department, including of course Murie. 
That makes our five trustees now two independent, George 
and I, and three, Clark, Murie and Zimmerman, under con- 
trol of the Interior Department. 

I look forward with deep interest to your confidential 
views and advice. 

Sincerely, 

RSY:B Yr 
Enclosure



ABSTRACT 

First: Debts. 

Second: Executor and Alternate. 

Third: Behest to guide. 

Fourth: All rest of estate, real and personal, to be divided 
into four equal parts to be disposed of as follows: 

(a) Two of said parts to five testamentary trustees, named,"and 
the survivors of them, and to their successors, in perpetuity, in trust 
nevertheless, to invest, reinvest and keep invested said parts and to 
apply the income derived therefrom and such part of the principal as 
they may, in their unlimited discretion, deem necessary for the follow- 
ing objects and purposes? 

The education of the People of the United States of America to the 
necessity and desirability of the development and organization of uniorm 
of persons engaged in work or of unemployed persons and the promotion 
and advancement of an economic system in the United States based upon 
the theory of production for use and not for profit. The objects and 
purposes herein set forth shall be carried out through lawful means and 
only through lawful means, and for the purpose of rine out such 
objects and purposes, I grant to the Trustees named 1 power and 
authority to employ and pay organizers, lecturers and writers and such 
other assistants and employees as they may deem necessary for properly 

? fulfilling the ce. a and purposes of the trust as set forth by me 
herein, and to print, publish and distribute pamphlets, books, magazines 
and newspapers and generally to use any and all. lawful means toward 
the furtherance of such objects and purposes, and they shall further 
have the authority to draft bills and acts, laws and other legislation 
and use all lawful means to have the same enacted into the law of the 
various States of the United States of America and by the Congress of 
the United States of America. 

(b>) One of the said parts I give, devise and bequeath to five 
testamentary trustees, named,"and the survivors of them, and to their 
successors, in perpetuity, in trust, nevertheless, to invest, reinvest 
and keep invested said part and to apply the income derived therefrom 
and such part of the principal as they may, in their unlimited discre- 
tion, deem necessary for the following objects and purposes: 

The safeguarding and advancement of the cause of civil liberties 
in the United States of America and the various States and subdivisions 
thereof by all lawful means and actions, with full power and authority 
to the Trustees to print, publish and ai stribute pamphlets, books, 
magazines and newspapers and generally to use any and all lawful means 
to bring to the knowledge of the citizens of the United States of 
America the importance andnecessity of preserving and safeguarding the 
cause of civil liberties. Said Trustees shall have the power to draft 
bills and acts, laws and other legislation and use all lawful means to 
have them enacted into the law of the various States and subdivisions 
thereof and by the Congress of the United States to the end that the 
civil liberties guaranteed to the citizens of the United States by their 
Federal constitution and by the various State constitutions be forever 
maintained, preserved and developed.
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(c) The remaining part I give, devise and bequeath to five testa- 
mentary trustees, named, "and the survivors of them, and to their suc- 
cessors, in perpetuity, in trust, nevertheless, to invest, reinvest and 
keep invested said part and to apply the income derived therefrom and 
such part of the principal as they may, in their unlimited discretion, 
deem necessary for the following objects and purposes; 

The preservation of the wilderness conditions in outdoor America, 
including, but not limited to, the preservation of areas embracing 
primitive conditions of transportation, vegetation and fauna, and to 
that end said Trustees shall have full power and authority to employ and rn 
pay lecturers and writers and such other assistants and employees as they 
may deem necessary for properly carrying out the purposes of the trust 
and to print, publish and distribute pamphlets, books, magazines and news- 
papers and generally to use any and all lawful means to increase the 
knowledge of the citizens of the United States of america as to the impor- 
tance and necessity of maintaining wilderness conditions in outdoor smer- 
ica for future generations, and said Trustees shall be empowered to use 
all lawful means in opposing statutes or regulations which will or may 
affect adversely the maintenance of wilderness conditions, and said Trus- 
tees shall have the power to draft such bills and acts, laws and other 
legislation and use all lawful means to have the same enacted by the var- 
ious States of the United States of America and by the Congress of the 
United States as will tend to- safeguard and preserve wilderness conditions 
in outdoor America. ee : 

Fifth; If any purpose of any of the trusts (a), (b) or (¢) specified 
in the preceding paragraph shall be held invalid by any Court, then and 
in that event, I direct that the trustees of the trust, with respect to 
which such invalidity shall have been determined, shall devote the prin¢i- 
pal and income of said trust to the remaining purposes of said trust. If 
any trust created in any of said subdivisions of the preseding paragraph 
shall be held invalid in its entirety by any court, then and in that 
event, I direct that the principal and accrued income of said trust, so 
held invalid, shall be divided into two equal parts between the remaining 
trusts to the end that one-half of said trust and accrued income thereon 
shall be paid over and delivered to the Trustees of each of the remaining 
trusts provided for in this "ill, which sum so paid over shall be admin- 
istered by the Trustees of each said trust for the uses and purposes set 
forth in this Will. 

Sixth: In making distribution of my residuary estate, my Executor is 
authorized and empowered, in his sole discretion, to make such distributim 
in kind, or partly in kind and partly in money, and for such purposes, 

the judgment of the Executor concerning the propriety thereof and the 
relative value of the property and securities for the purpose of distri- 
bution, shall be binding and conclusive on all persons interested therein. 
My Executor may also apportion to the aforesaid trusts such securities as 
I may hold at the time of my death, irrespective of the fact that they 
may be securities other than those to which the investment of trust funds 
is ordinarily limited, and I grant to seid Trustees named in Paragraph 
"fourth" of this Will the power to hold and continue any investments so 
received by them from my Executor, even though they be of a character not 
comforming with the legal requirements as to the investment of trust 

funds. Any other investment or reinvestment by my Trustees shall only be 
made in such securities as constitute legal investments for Trustees under 
the laws of the State of New York.
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Seventh: If the Trustees of the trusts created in subdivisions (a) 

{b), or (¢) of Paragraph Fourth hereof shall determine that the objects 

and purposes of the trusts of which they are Trustees may best be car- 

ried out by a transfer and assignment of the whole or any part of the 

principal or income constituting said trust fund to a membership or 

other non profit making corporation or corporations organized under 

the lews of the State of New York, whose objects and purposes shall be 

in accord with or include the objects and purposes for which said trust 

is created, said Trustees are hereby authorized and empowered to trans- 

fer and assign the whole or any part of the principal or income consti- 

tuting said trust fund to such corporation or corporations in such amounts 

and at such times as they in their unlimited judgment may deem proper. 

The purpose hereof being to have said Trustees determine from time to 

time the method or methods best adapted to accomplish the objects and 

purposes of the trusts of which they are acting as Trustees. 

Eighth: If the Trustees of any of the trusts specified in Paragraph \ 

"Fourth" hereof shall determine that the objects and purposes of the 

trust of which they are Trustees may best be effected through corporate 

means, they are expressly empowered to incorporate or cause to be in- 

corporated under the General Laws of the State of New York or by special 

act of the legislature of the State of New York a corporation or corpora- 

tions which shall heave authority, among such other powers as may be con- 

ferred upon it, to take and hold the property constituting the trust 

fund with respect to which such corporation shall have been organized, 

and to administer, invest and dispose of the same and to devote the prin- 

cipal thereof and the income therefrom to the objects and purposes 

specified in said Trust. In the event that the Trustees shell cause to 

be incorporated any corporation with respect to any of the said trusts, 

I direct that the persons named as Trustees for said trust with respect 

to which such corporation shall have been organized shall act as Trustees 

or Directors of said new corporation for at least the first year of its 

existence and for as long thereafter as they shall be elected and may 

be willing to servee If any of the persons named as Trustees shall de- 

celine so to serve or for any reason be unable so to do I authorize and 

empower the Trustees who shall serve or the survivor of them to fill 

the vacancies so existing or created. ‘The trustees or directors of such 

corporation shall have power from time to time to fill all vacancies 

occurring in the Board. 

Ninth: In the event that any Trustee named in any of the subdivi- 

sions of paragraph "Fourth" hereof shall die before me or shall fail to 

qualify as such Trustee, I direct that the vacancy among the Trustees 

under any of such subdivisions of paragraph "Fourth" created by the 

prior death or failure to’ quality of any such Trustee or Trustees shall 

be filled by a majority of the remaining Trustees of said trust who shall 

have qualified, by resolution and appointment in writing entered in the 

books of record of their proceedings as Trustees, and a certificate of 

such appointment executed by such remeining Trustees shall be filed in 

the office of the Manager of seid trust fund and thereupon the Trustee 

or Trustees so designated shall upon the written acceptance of such ap- 

pointment duly @eknowledged and deposited with said fund manager, 
become vested with all the powers, duties and privileges of the Trustee 

or Trustees who shall heave died before me or shall not have qualified, 

with the same force and effect as though originally named in this will 

as Trustees of said trust. Any Trustee named in any of the subdivisions 

of Paragraph "Fourth" hereof may at any time resign his trust by a
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writing signed by him and delivered to the remaining Trustees, accompanied 
by a proper transfer and release of his title to any interest in the property 
of the trust. In the event of the death, resignation or disability of any 
of the Trustees nemed in any of the said subdivisions of Paragraph "Fourth" 
hereof, the vacancy thereby created shall be filled by a majority of the re- 
maining Trustees of said trust by resolution and appointment in writing enter- 
ed in the book of records of their proceedings and a certificate of such 
appointment executed by such remaining Trustees shall be filed in the office 
of the manager of said trust fund and thereupon the Trustee or Trustees so 
designated shall upon the written acceptance of such appointment duly acknow- 
ledged and deposited with said fund manager become vested with all the powers, 
duties and privileges of the Trustee so resigning or disabled, with the same 
force and effect as though originally named in this Will as Trustees of said 
trust. 

Tenth: The Trustees of each of the trusts created by this Will shall not 
liable for any error of judgment with respect to any of their acts hereunder, 
nor shall they be liable for the acts or omissions of each other, nor shall 
they, unless appointed by the Court, be required to give any bond for the due 
performance of the trusts with respect to which they are appointed, nor shall 
they be entitled to receive compensation for their services; they shall res- 
pectively be responsible, each only for his own wilful misconduct and not 
for any act, default or misconduct of any other Trustee. 

Eleventh: Except as herein otherwise provided and as to acts ministerial 
in their nature, the concurrence of a majority of the Trustees with respect 
to each trust shall be necessary for the purpose of giving legal effect to 
any act of the Trustess but it shall not be necessary that such concurrence 
shall be given at a formal meeting of the Trustees, but it may be evidenced 
by cable, telegraphic or written assent of the Trustees. 

Twelfth: As to strangers to each of said trusts created by this Will, 
the written assent of a majority of the Trustees authorizing a particular 
act to be done shall be conclusive evidence that is within the power of the 
Trustees and no purchaser from them shall be bound to see to the application 
of the purchase money or any other consideration paid or delivered by or for 
such purchaser to or for the Trustees. 

The foregoing instrument, consisting of ten typewritten sheets, was at 
the date thereof signed, sealed, published and declared by the above named 
testator as and for his Last Will and Testament in our presence and hearing 
and in the presence and hearing of each of us ard we at his request and in 
the presence of each other have hereunto subscribed our mames as witnesses.
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January 4, 1: 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Bob: 

Chester Olsen's letter is the kind of analysis which 
immediately commands respect. With thet kind of a man on the 
ground I do not see how we ean do better than leeve it to his 
Judgment where, how, and when to move. It is « confidential 
letter so I guess we can't send it to Calkine as an explanation, 

\ but I suggest you convey to Calkins the general gist of the thing. 

, The only point which remains cloudy in my mind is the 
proposed rosd. Olsen seems to see no hope of heading it off. 
Calkins particulerly hoped to head it off. Why wouldn't it be a 
good ides to try and bring Olsen and Calkins together and let 
them write a ticket? 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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RowEnermicr or couumaa Professor Aldo Leopold, 
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ERNEST OBERHOLTZER 

MINNESOTA 

ROBERT STERLING arp uy dear Aldo: 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Here is another point of view on Hugh Calkins' sugges- 
tion. Enclosed is copy of a letter from Chester J. Olsen, 
Ogden, Uteh, Chief of Recreation and Lands of the 4th 
District. He was Bob's adviser not only in his own most 

important district but elsewhere, and also with him on more 
trips by far than any other. I sought his advise about 
the Calkins suggestion about the same time that you wrote 

me on the same subject. His letter is marked "confidential". 

I should like to know very much what your judgment is, after 

reading this, as to whether 1 should take this up at once 

with the Park Service or await further development. Of 

course I won't get much out of the Park Service, if anything, 
but it seems to me as the situation stands it is the first 
step to any action on our part. 

Sincerely yours, 

a 

RSY:B 
Enclosure



From Chester J. Olsen to Robert Sterling Yard. 

(Confidential) December 21, 1939. 4 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard, . 
1840 Mintwood Place, : 
Washington, D. C. : 

Dear Bob: 

Now to answer your letters all in one. As you know, Bob Marshall and 
I spent considerable time discussing the proposed wilderness area for south 
ern Uteh and Arizona. I helped Bob fix the first boundary line on the map 
around this area. Hugh Calkins idea is, therefore, not a new one. 

I made arrangements twice to go with Bob over the southern Utah area, 
but both times he was unable to come. This year we had arrangements made 
again, and just a few days before Bob reached here, 1 was called to Wash- 
ington and had to disappoint him. However, as stated above, 1 am very 
familiar with just what Bob had in mind, and I have personally been over 
much of the area horseback and on foot, since a great deal of it is too 
rough even for horses. 

There is one "fly in the ointment" at the present time. ‘The National 
Park Service has been trying to promote ea National Park to take in much of 
the srea. They started out first with the idea of taking in six million 
acres. I think this has been reduced, however. The Park Service enlarged 
the Dinosaur National Monument all out of proportion to the needs over 
the protest of the State of Utah, and as a result of this and other Nat- 
ional Park activities, they have incurred the enmity of the Governor and 
various State officials; in fact, most of the State. They would not be ae 
opposed to the creation of a wilderness area if it did not interfere with 
plans that Utah already has made. I know they would be very suspicious, 
however, of any attempts to create a wilderness area at the present time 
because they would consider it just another step toward a National Monument 
or Park, expecially since the area is largely public domein and Taylor 
Grazing lands, all of which are under the supervision of the Department of 
interior. 

There is not much likelihood of the area being damaged in the next 
ten years, which gives us a little time to work. The road Hugh Calkins 
speaks about has been planned for a number of years and I doubt the pos- 
sibility of getting this idea out of their minds. However, it will cost 
so much money that this alone furnishes a natural barrier. 

If this thing is not handled in the proper way, it will blow up and 
result in nothing being done. There, I suggest extreme care and thorough 
consideration by those representing the State of Utah before any action is 
taken. 

Until the National Park Service gets busy and outline a good sound 
policy similar to that followed by Colonel Mather, I am afraid the Depart- 
ment of Interior is going to have much difficulty convincing the State of 
Utah that there should be a change in the administration of the area. 
People of the State are very much opposed to the enlargement or creation 
of any new National Parks or Monuments to be handled as the National Park 
Service contemplates, for two reasons:. they are afraid of the National 
Park Service and they are fearful that the present wonderful National 

Parks of Utah will be subjected to descration.
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If I get any different slants on the matter of the wilderness area, 

I will write you in the near future. 

Very sincerely yours, 

/sgn/ Chet. 

.
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

OLAUS MURIE My dear Aldo: 
WYOMING 

aaa I suppose that your note of December 13 about the 
ROBERT STERLING YARD Escalante Wilderness Area refers to Mr. Calkins! letter 

Ce go Maren to me of December 4, copy of which he probably sent to 
you. 

The last time I saw Bob he promised me that he would 
write me, at last, an article for which I had been begging 
for more than a year. The situation could now, he said, be 
made public. ‘The subject of his article which was to lead 
the next Living Wilderness would be "The Seven Greatest 
Wilderness Areas". 

That promise was made three days before hé died. There 
was no one left who could write that article. I conceived 
the idea of getting from his office the names of the seven 
greatest wilderness areas and have them described in several 
articles written by the field men who had painstakingly 
laid them out with him. 

I went to John Sieker, Bob's first assistant who is 
now filling his place, and he named the wilderness areas 
for me together with their acerages and the persons in the 
field who know most about it. They were as follows: 

Area Acreage Person to write to. 
1. Selway-Bitterroot 1,851 ,000 Chet Olson, Ogden, Utah. 
2. South Absoraka 

. Stratified 1,325,000 John Spenser, Denver. 
Teton "I'd be willing to write 

this one or try."Suru 
3. Idaho 1,227,000 -Chet Olson. 
4. North Cascade 800,000 Jack Horton, Portland. 
5. Superior 600 ,000 Ray Harmon, Milwaukee. 
6. Gila 555,000 “Edward Miller, Albuquer- 

que. 
7. South Fork 557,000 —Meyer Wolff, Missoula. 

All the abovelére Assistant Regional Foresters.



Of these proposed writers I know Chet Olson, Edward 
Miller and Meyer Wolff personally very well indeed. ‘They 
have been out on the trail with me. John Spenser was sebsent 
when I was in Denver which is why Sieker expressed himself 
willing to write this article. He had been all over the 
area with Bob. 

Meantime I received Calkins' letter about the HEscal- 
ante. It does not appear, you observe, on the Forest Service 
list. I showed it to Sieker together with the map Calkins 
had sent me and which I here enclose. Sieker returned it 
with the following comment: 

12/12/39 
in. Lard, 

Reference to Mr. Calkins' letter: 
I think you should discuss this with 

the Dept. of Interior since practically all 
of the area is under its jurisdiction. It 
sounds like a very fine area to preserve in 
primitive condition and according to the des- 
cription would not conflict with commodity 
uses at all." 

I am foggy on this situation. It may be that Calkins, 
who went over to the Soil Conservation Service a couple of 
years ago is not up to the present situation. This may be 
one of the changing principles which prevented Bob from going 
ahead with the article last year or the year before. I 
just don't know. 

What I am going to do about it is to take all the facts 
down to Sieker and get him to lay the situation that Calkins 
suggest and the list that Sieker suggests out on a map where 
I can understand it better. 

Meantime if you have any thoughts, do write me. Write 
me anyway. 

Sincerely, 

ead PN a 
ean 

RSY:B gee E 
Enclosure 

s
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beemisillanaine Professor Aldo Leopold, 
GEORGE MATEUALL University of Wisconsin, 
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

CuArs Unie My dear Aldo: 

ieeganeses came After writing you yesterday, I went to lunch with 
ROBERT STERLING YARD Granger, Sieker and MacKaye. The Calkins area is all 

ree or nee Interior Department land except the smallest of fragments, 
and they all agreed that it would be good policy for the 
Wilderness Society to suggest it to Ickes as a National 
Park Service Wilderness area. That, I assume, was what 
was in your mind in writing me your note of December 13, 
put I then had it in my thick head that enough of the 
planned area was National Forest to class it as Forest 
Service, or at least a joint bureau area. 

Sieker looks better to me every time I see him. Silcox 
is just down with another attack like his first but far more 
serious. 

We have just had word that the Interior Department has 
"adopted a new policy under which prospecting and mining 
will be permitted in perpetuity in newly established nat- 
ional parks". , 

Of course this means all national parks in a short 
time. It will work backward. And in national parks are 
many of the Nation's greatest wildernesses. 

This comes up in connection with the proposed Cascade 
Peaks National Park which is planned to cover most of the 
Cascade Mountains not already in national parks. The 
scheme is three or four years old, but is growing in popular 
esteem. Its worst opponent has been the miners who think 
there are fortunes in the Cascades. This "new policy" is 
to pacify them. 

Sincerely, 

i



42h University Farm Place 
December 13, 1939 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwoed Place 
Washington, D. CG. 

Dear Bob: 

I want to go on record as strongly seconding Hugh 
Calkins’ proposal for the Escalante Wilderness Area. 

As you probably know, Calkins is thoroughly experienced 
in western land problems and has a very thorough understanding 
of the wilderness idea, hence I would regard his single letter 
as having more meat than many @ long report. I do not see, of 
sourse, how you Gan carry on your own shoulders the job of 
organizing any undertakings of this kind and I do not mean to 
assume thet such facilities exist. 

Since the area lies largely in Utah, it would doubtless 
have to summon some special friends in that state. I am not well 
acquainted there and cannot offer any names. 

With best regards, } 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Hugh G. Calkins
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Professor Aldo Leopold 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

December 4, 1939 

Ur. Robert Sterling Yard, 
President The Wilderness Society, 
1840 Mintwood Place, 
Washington, D. CG. 

Dear Mr. Yards 

Enclosed are copies of a sketch map showing the approximate boundar- 
ies of the proposed wilderness area in Utah and Arizona. This area is one 
in which Bob Marshall was extremely interested. In view of his untimely 
death it seems particulerly important now that steps be taken to translate 
this interest into some sort of action. The desirability of action is 
further emphasized by the fact that there is frequently recurring talk of 
a@ highway which would connect Mess Verde and Zion Nationel Parks through this 
area. 

Roughly, the proposed wilderness is nearly eight million acres in 
extent, and it is probably the largest area remaining in the United States 
substantially without roede of any kind. Useentially it remains almost 
the trackless wilderness that it wae when Escalante and, later, when Morman 
pioneers crossed the Colorado River Canyon. Several years ago, on Marshall's 
initiative, the Bureau of Indian Affairs designeted a considerable area of 
land in the Navajo Reservation as a wilderness area, and as a result pro- 
jection of new roads into the northwest part of the reservation has been 
restricted. ‘he area thus designated is partly outside of the proposed 
wilderness. It did not seem desirable to include all of it because of 
certain roads that were built immediately before the designation by the 
Indian Service. 

In general the area is characterized by semi-desert conditions, ex- 
tremely rough topography, and by the absence of forests and mountain streams 
or lakes. If established, it is believed it would be the only recognized 
wilderness or primitive ares of its kind. 

The area ranges in elevation from about 2500 feet to 11,500 feet at 
the summit of Henry Mountains. In addition to this interesting range which 
is perhaps the highest one in the country surrounded by desert or sémi-desert, 
the area includes such interesting features ae Navajo Mountain, Rainbow 
Natural Sridge, many small national monuments and innumerable prehistoric 
ruins as well as some of the most interesting parts of the Colorado, Green 
River and San Juan River canyons. On the east and west respectively, the 
fringes of the ares would be readily accessible from highways 450 and 89,
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but the area itself is at present traversed to the best of my knowledge 
by no passable roads except those which are shown on the map, and none of 
them go far into the interior. 

fhe area is largely public domain within greasing districts established 
by the Grazing Service of the Department of Interior, except that part which 
lies within the boundaries of the Navajo Indian Yeservation. All except 
the roughest portions of the area are being grazed, largely by cattle. In 
the main, however, the amount of grazing te severely limited by the rather 
extreme aridity which characterises the ares. Generally speaking, human 
occupancy is restricted to a few stock ranches accessible by trail and, 
within the Navajo Reservation, by scattered Indian hogans, an Indian day 
school, one or two trading posts, and a guest ranch at the foot of Havajo 
Mountain. 

It is suggested that future use be limited to grazing, preferably at 
® lower rate of stocking than obtains at present. So far ag I know there 
ie little likelihood that there will be any development of water power or 
mining within the area for many years to come. In the event that the wilder- 
ness area is established, it will be necessary to negotiate with the Grazing 
Service, the Netional Park Service, and State authorities in Uteh and Arizona, 
particularly for the purpose of restricting roed development. It is be- 
lieved that it would be highly desirable to have negotiations carried on 
by persons outelde of the government service. 

It is euggested that the area be designuted as The Zecalante Wilderness 
Area. If I ean be of any further service in this matter, please let me know. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Hugh G, Calkins, 
Regional Conservator. 

Snel. 

cc Prof. Aldo Leopold
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hel University Farm Place 
November 27, 1939 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Bob: 

It had not occurred to me that Bob would leave 
funde for the promotion of the wilderness idea. Of course I 
am delighted that he did this, and it is characteristic of 
him. Offhand I am very favorable impressed by the subtitle, 
“Robert Marshall Foundation." : 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
; Professor of Wildlife Menezement
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eer BinERer St eocuneik November 20 ’ 1939. 

DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON 
MARYLAND 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
WISCONSIN 

BENTON MACKAYE Professor Aldo Leopold, 
ae University of Wisconsin, 

ieee oan Madison, Wisconsin. 
ROBERT MARSHALL 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA My dear Aldo : 

Ce avcmea| 
SHHESTIORRRHOLTIEe I infer from your letter of November 18 that you 

MINN OTA did not get your copy of the letter I sent out at 
(i nA once to our Councillors. More likely I did not mail 

you a copy, for I find that I sent none to Mrs. 
Schlotzhauer. I was more upset than I can tell you. 

Since writing yours of Nobember 18, here this 
morning, you have received mine to Mrs. Schlotzhauer, 
also of the 18th. So now, with its enelosures, you 
are pretty well up to date. 

Last night Gardiner Jackson told Benton that Bob 
had left money for preservation of the wilderness so 
phrased that it could only refer to the Wilderness 
Society; also that his brother James drew the will 
and was its sole executor. It is curious that Gardiner, 
husband of Dorothy, knows more apparently than anybody 
in Washington about it and yet is not even a member 
of the Society. He'tll have to come in. 

Wetll have to wait till we find out how much we 
shall get by Bob's will and James's possible gift 
before we decide how much to ask of our members, if 
anything, to meet the emergency. 

I hear that James wants to perpetuate something 
concerning Bob. What would you think of my suggesting 
adding, after our title, "Robert Marshall foundation"? 
If that should please him, it would necessarily mean 
that he would necessarily generously finance it and 
take Bob's place on the Council. 

Sincerely yours, 

Veen ioe an Gar 
Fey 79 

RSYB



hah University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Mavesber 16, 1999 

: Mr. Hugh G. Calkins 
Soil Conservation Service 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Hugh: 

I would be enthusiastic about your getting 
together the material to establish a wilderness area 
in the Colorado River basin. I think the Wilderness 
Society would give excellent support. The whole notion 
that only pine trees and lakes are bona fide wilderness 

L is, I think, pretty well dead by this time. 

It is rather tragie irony that Bob Marshall 
died while your letter was in transit, but Robert 
Sterling Yard will earry on the work of the Society. 

I would be glad to help push on your Colorado 
River proposition. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopela 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

November 10, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was mach interested in the historical data that you sent 
Mr. Yard entitled "Wilderness in the Southwest". In this connection 
I wonder whether it would not be a good idea to try to revive interest 
in some sort of official recognition of a portion of the Colorado 
River basin as a wilderness area. This is an area in which Bob Marshall 
has shown great interest, but which is now threatened by proposal’ not 
only to establish a National Park, but also by agitation to build 
through it a high-powered highway which roughly would lead from Mesa 
Verde to Bryce Canyon. It would run from the Navajo mountain country 
on the south to the Henry Mountains on the north, and would include 
the largest remaining area in the United States that is not trasversed 
by automobile roads. If you wish I can bring together a rough map and 
a little descriptive material concerning the area, and no doubt Marshall 
would be glad to contribute something. 

Very sincerely yours, 

G. Calkins, 
Regio Conservator.



Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
November 10, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was much interested in the historical data that you sent 
Mr. Yard entitled "Wilderness in the Southwest". In this connection 
I wonder whether it would not be a good idea to try to revive interest 
in some sort of official recognition of a portion of the Colorado 
River basin as a wilderness area. This is an area in which Bob Marshall 
has shown great interest, but vhich is now threatened by proposalé not 
only to establish a National Park, but aleo by agitation to build 
through it a high-powered highway which roughly would lead from Mesa 
Verde to Bryce Canyon. It would run from the Navajo mountain country 
on the south to the Henry Mountains on the north, and would include 
the largest remaining area in the United States that is not transversea 
by automobile roads. If you wish I can bring together a rough map and 
a little descriptive material concerning the area, and no doubdt Marshall 
would be glad to contribute something. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Hugh G. Calkins, 
Regional Conservator.
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42h University Farm Place 
November 18, 1939 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. GC, 

Dear Bobs 

I had not heard of Bob Marshall's death, and 
of course I am deeply grieved about it. I had no idea \ 
that he was fighting off an organic weakness. 

I of course appreeiate the loss to the 
Wilderness Society, not to mention the Forest Service 
and conservation in general. The rest of us will have 
to keep the Society going. 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Sincerely yours, : 

{



4a, Universit ty Farm Place 
October 4, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management f 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. GC. 

: Dear Bobs 

I read with interest your mimtes of the March 25 
meeting. The trouble is I am ont of touch with details, tut 
as you know, my interest in the main idea has never wavered. 

Do we have on our membership list Hugh Calkins, 
Regional Conservator of the Soil Conservation Service at 
Albuquerque? If not, he should be invited to join, because 
he is not only heartily with us, but also has an extraordinary 
knowledge of lands and opportunities for wilderness areas in 
the Southwest. 

. Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Managoment
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ROBERT STERLING YARD Professor Aldo Leopold, 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ae ; : a : vi 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

ear Aldo: 

The Minutes of the Annual Meeting of March 25, 1939, have 

gone out to you and several others perpetuating an error in an 
early office copy. Please turn to the paragraph about the Kines 
River Canyon and change H. R. 3749 to H. R. 3794. 

Sincerely, 

25Y:3B Ke



Fifth Meeting of the Council, March 25, 1939. 

The ANNUAL MEETING FOR 1939 
The Minutes. 

The Third Annual Council Meeting of the Wilderness Society was held at the 

Cosmos Club, Washington, D. C., March 25, 1939. There were present: Harold Cc. 

j Anderson, Harvey Broome, Bernard Frank, Benton MacKaye, Robert Marshall and Robert 

Sterling Yard. 

On motion of the President, Mr. Marshall assumed the chair. Reading of the 

minutes of the last meeting was omitted as copies had been mailed to each member. 

Resolutions discussed and acted wpon follow: 

Gorgeous Wilderness Area for the Summit of the Cascades 

In response to a letter from Chief Forester 3ilcox regretting Forest service 

action contrary toa reguest of the Wilderness Society, a resolution was passed that 

we should urge him to establish a wilderness area along the crest of the Cascades in 

Washington from Hart Pass south to Stevens Pass. This area, urged also by wire from 

Irving M. Clark, was studied in detail maps under Mr. Marshall's directing finger, 

and a letter was ordered to be sent to members of the Society urging them to write 

Chief Forester Silcox in favor of its creation. 

Wilderness Area Urged South of Sequoia National Paris 

Upon motion of Mr. Marshall with special recommendation by mail from Mr. Barrett, 

it was resolved to urge the Forest 3ervice to establish a@ wilderness area south of 

Sequoia National Park in the Sequoia National Forest, the houndaries to be drawn by 

Mr. Barrett; members to be asked to write the Forest Service, and each also to his 

representative in Congress urging creation of such an area. 

Wilderness Area Urged to Include Giant Hell's Canyon 

It was resolved that the Wilderness Society write to the Forest Service urging 

establishment of a wilderness area around Hell's Canyon and the Snake River including 

the country in the Wallowa Forest, Oregon and Nez Perce Forest on the Oregon side.
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In the event that this wilderness area cannot be created in the National Forest, the 
Wilderness Society voted to support a bill to make it a national park--such is the 
need of ite preservation. 

Urging the Extension of the Magnificent Wind River Wilderness 

It was resolved that the Wilderness Society should write to the Forest Service 
urging the extension of the Wind River Wilderness northward into the Gros Ventre 
country of the Wyoming and Teton National Forests and the South Fork of the Flathead 
wilderness to take in all the potential wilderness country yet remaining in that 
vicinity; members to be urged to back this extension with letters. 

Wanted: A Goat Rocks Wilderness Area 

On written request from Irving M. Clark, it was resolved to write to the For st 
Service urging the establishment of a Goat Rocks Wilderness Area in the State of 
Washington. It was resolved that Mr. Clark should be asked to set up the boundaries 
for this reservation. 

Supporting the Acquisition of Redwood Mountain in California 

The following was adopted: 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Wilderness Society favors the acquisition of Redwood 
Mountain, California, with its magnificent big tree grove. The Society shall write 
to its members urging them to write to their Senators and Congressmen to back a bill 
by which Congress will make available money for the purchase of this grove of big 
trees to be added to one of the national parks. 

esgtions Wanted fo: e Wildernesse 

It was decided to ask members of the Wilderness Society to suggest wildernesses 
of a hundred thousand acres or more which might be studied and set up as wilderness 
areas by the President, and that a list and description of these should be sent to 
the President. 

The Future of Okenfenckee Swamp 

It was RESOLVED to write to the Biological Survey explaining our interest in 
wilderness and asking what their policy is in regard to Okefenokee Swamp and what they 
propose to do/in it; also requesting a map showing what they intend to set aside as 
wilderness. 

artulations to reta: ckes on his Attitude toward Wilderness 

IT WAS RESOLVED that the Wilderness Society write to Secretary Ickes compli- 
menting him on his attitude toward wilderness areas, and suggesting that heeestab- 

lish by Proclamation some of the larger desert wilderness areas in which there is 
no good reason to build roads, such as the southeastern Utah area, the central Nevada 
area, the Owyhee area, the Lake Meade area, and the Green River area in central Utah. 

| To gave the rlative ver ons, California 

Referring to the bill H. R. 3794 to make the high mountain parts of the Kings 
River drainage basins in Californida national park, the following resolution was 
adopted:
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The Wilderness Society urges every member to write to his Congressman 
and Senators asking that the two superlative scenic features of this whole 
Kings River country, the South Fork (Cedar Grove or Kings) Canyon and Middle 
Fork (Tehipite) Canyon, should be incorporated in the proposed National 
Park as Muir, Mather, Greeley, and Henry C. Wallace wanted it. It is a 
matter of major national concern to preserve these two perfect marvels of 

i nature. This may be accomplished by amendment of H. R. 3794. 

With essential parts of these valleys excluded for water power as in the 

present bill, the main purpose of making a national park in this country 
disappears. 

Death of Raymond Hezekiah Torrey 

In the following resolution, the Society expressed its personal sorrow and pro- 
found regret for the unexpected death of a great worker for land conservation, and 
Contact Officer for the Wilderness in the State of New York: 

RESOLVED by the Executive Council of the Wilderness Society that we deplore 
the premature death of Raymond Torrey of New York as a breach in the effort to main- 
tain and cherish the basic American scene--and a loss to be redeemed only in such 
measure as the inspiration of his untiring devotion may be felt in terms of action. 

Opposing Unnecessary Promotion of Mining 

RESOLUTION: Whereas Senator Wheeler has introduced into the 76th Congress hill 
8. 27 providing for the appropriation of one million five hundred thousand dollars 
($1,500,000) to build and maintain roads, trails and bridges t@ aid in the develop- 
ment of certain mineralized areas located within the exterior boundaries ofthe nation- 
al forests; and whereas such roads if not located with discretion may in theprocess 
of opening up mineralized areas ruin wilderness areas of far greater value, therefore 
be it resolved that the Wilderness Society requests Senator Wheeler to add an amend- 
ment to his bill providing that such funds shall not be expended within the boundaries 
of any established Porest Service wilderness areas. 

Does C & O Canal Improvement Mean More Roads? 

It was RESOLVED that the Wilderness Society write to Secretary Ickes requesting 
specific information on whether the Interior Department is planning to build any 
roads along the old C & 0 Canal on the Maryland side of the River or within sight of 
the River on the Virginia side between Chain Bridge and Great Falls, and whether motor 
boats will be permitted on the Canal. 

To Preserve Great Smoky National Park Slopes 

A discussion of the condition of the new trail between New Found Gap and Cling- 
man's Dome, Great Smoky National Park, resulted in the following resolution: 

WHEREAS it is proposed to abandon the existing trail between New Found Gap and 
Clingman's Dome in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and to construct a new 
trail in lieu thereof on the Tennessee (north) side of the range, and 

WHEREAS this stretch of mountain is very precipitous in many places on its north 
slope, is densely forested with a spruce-balsam stand, and is highly susceptible when 
disturbed to erosion by water and to windfall, and 

WHEREAS there has been virtually no non-motor travel between these points since 
completion of the Skyway, NOW THERETORS
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BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the Wilderness Society at its annual meeting in 

Washington, D. C., on March 25, 1939, that the purposes of conservation will best be 

served by leaving this forested north slope undisturbed, and by retaining the existing 

trail with minor changes in it to obviate crossing the Skyway, and to arrest the ero~ 

sion on the side of Clingman's Dome; and 

BE If FURTHER RESOLVED that copies of this resolution be sent to the Honorable 

Harold L. Icked, Secretary of the Interior; to Myron H. Avery, Chairman of the Boardof 

managers of the Appalachian Trail Conference and to Thomas J. Duncan, President of the 

Smoky Mountains Hiking Club. 

Goncerning the Pacific Crest Trail 

It was RESOLVED that the Wilderness Society shall take no action in connection 

with the Pacific Crest Trail system unless some proposal may be considered as destruc- 

tive of wilderness conditions. 

Important Quetico-Superior Needs 

The following resolution was adopted: 

WHEREAS, the Quetico-Superior program seeks above all to establish in the border 

lakeland between Minnesota and Ontario a vast wilderness sanctuary, and 

WHEREAS, though Congress passed the Ghipstead-Nolan Act in 1930 forbidding flood- 

ing and logging of public leke shore lends in the area, no money has yet been approp- 

riated to secure the necessary public control with the result that a large pertion of 

‘e the lake shores remains in private ownership, and 

WEEREAS, the lack of adequate Federal ownership encourages all sorts of inimical 

speculative projects such as roads, dams, and mechanized penetration and at the same 

time complicates the task of negotiating a treaty covering the adjoining lakeland of ; 

Ontario, and : , 

WHEREAS, the delay in acquiring ownership ts ‘causing rapid depreciation of 

natural resources and is adding to the ultimate cost of acquisition, 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Wilderness Society, in the interests both 

of conservation and fiscal economy, respectfully urges upon the President, the Budget 

Bureau, and Congress an immediate authorization of sufficient funds to enable the 

United States Forest service and the Indian Office to complete acquisition of all 

needed private lands in the Quetico-Superior Area. 

Supporting the Bill for Wilderness Areas in Wational Parks 

Resolved that the Wilderness Society urge its menbers to appeal to their Congress- 

men to support H. R. 3648 "to authorize the setting apart and preservation of wilder- 

ness areas in national parks and national monuments". This bill had been introduced 

in the Public Lands Committees, on February 2 last, in the House by Chairman DeRousn, 

and on February 6 in the Senate by Chairman Adams. "For the benefit and inspiration 

of the people", says the text, "the President may, by proclamation, upon the recommen- 

dation of the secretary of the Interior, set apart tracts of land within national 

parks and monuments as wilderness areas." It prohibits hotels, permanent camps, high- 

ways, roads, truck trails and other “similar physical improvements" within these areas. 

New Contact Officers 

The following were named Contact Officers, each of his state group.



Harold C; Anderson, of the District of Columbia. 
John §. Apperson, of New York, in place of Raymond Hezekiah Torrey who dies. 

Mrs. Landrum Bolling, of Ohio. 
Ernest Dickerman, of Tennessee, in place of Harvey Broome, resigned. 

Mrs. Elizabeth Flint, of Montana, in piace of Elers Koch, resigned. 
fruman Peeples, of New Mexico. 
Mrs. Clara B. Schlotzhaver, of Arizona, in place of Fred Winn, resigned. 

Dr. Richard W. Guith, of Georgia, and 
A. BR. Watzek, of Oregon. 

Executive Committee at Limit Size 

The following were elected for the year 1939: 

President Robert Sterling Yard 
Vice President Benton MeoKaye 
Treasurer Barold C. Anderson 
Executive Committee The above named and 

Derethy Sachs Jackson 
Robert Marshall 

Council, the above names and 
L. A. Barrett 

Harvey Broome 
Bernard Frank 

Irving M. Clark 
Aldo Leopolé 
George Marshall 
Olaus Murie 
Ernest Oberholtzer 

Adjournment.
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Wilderness society, [yal Gu 
/ 1840 Mintwood Place, 

Washington, DB. C. 

July 20, 1939. 

ait os 
Ao 

As you have seen in the rs, the Kings National 
Park bill (new title for A. BR. 3794) was passed House on 

! : daly 18, by a vote of 205 te 140, but not until had voted down j 
overwhelmingly the amendwent that the Committee on Public Lands 
hed added to open the entire park te water power and irrigation; 
eleo the precedent which this ameniment had mage for opening all 
national parke, past, present ani future, to wate. wer and irriga- 
tion was thus destroyed. aX 

Alse, it out the word “wilderness out of title and text, 
saving this noble word from destructive use and meaning. 

These protests had been emphasized in our Wilderness News 
Buaber 11 on June 6 and mailed te every member of Congress. 

The hope of the bill at thie session depenis upon its being 
rushed through the genste before adjournsent, which now is within 
a couple or three weeks. This depenis upon Senate pasange with> 
out a hearing. If a hearing is granted, it will throw passage 
over to the next session, which begins in early January. 

Sincerely yours, 

RSYtB



Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. C. 

For Use of Members of the Society 

Robert Sterling Yard Sd A Ae March 
Editor NUMBER 10 1939 

HELP SAVE THE KINGS WILDERNESS 

The Council of the Wilderness Society, at its annual meeting on March 25, adopted the 

following resolution concerning the Gearhart Bill’s (H. R. 3749) clause to open the magnifi- 
cent canyons of the Middle and South Forks of the Kings River, California, to reservoir use: 

RESOLUTION 

The Wilderness Society urges every member to write to his 

Congressman and Senators asking that the two superlative scenic 

features of this whole Kings River country, the South Fork (Cedar 

Grove or Kings) Canyon and Middle Fork (Tehipite) Canyon, should 

be incorporated in the Park as Muir, Mather, Greeley and Henry C. 

Wallace wanted it. It is a matter of major national concern to pre- 

serve these two perfect marvels of nature. This may be accom- 

plished by amendment of H. R. 3749. 

With essential parts of these valleys excluded for water power 

as in the present bill, the main purpose of making a national park in 

this country disappears. 

John Muir proposed in 1891 that the drainage basins of the Middle and South Forks 
of the Kings River should be made a national park, but his years of promotion never for a 

moment contemplated any commercial use of any part of either canyon. Such an idea would 
have shocked him beyond measure. He became leader of the unsuccessful campaign to 

save the Hetch Hetchy Valley from being dammed. 

His successor in promotion of the national park in the Kings country, Stephen T. Mather, 
founder of the National Park Service, could have had his park at any time if he would have 

accepted it including water power use, but he would not. 

The Wilderness Society insists that these great canyons shall remain wildernesses. 

Protest to your members of Congress and get your friends busy, also.
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THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY ntdenw 
1840 Mintwood Place 

Washington, D. C. 

November 18, 1938 

fo Members of the Council E 

Here's a problem that we shall have to consider. Please think it over 
carefully and write me. 

It concerns the Pacific Crest Trails System which connects Cenade and Mexico 
upon and parallel with the crest of the Cascades and Sierra, 2696 miles, rising 
in places higher than 11,000 feet. Or rather, it concerns the use to be made of 
it. 

The trail consists of old and connecting trails to make a continuous way. 
Part of it is administered by the Forest Service and part by the Mationsl Park 
Service. The National Park service Advisory Committee on Hiking, of which Clinton 
C. Clarke is Chairman, handles its programs. Wr. Clarke devised and promoted 
the trail and handles its programs. He is a member of the Wilderness Society. 
After three years of promoting extensive organized use by youth organizations he 
has issued the following report on "backpacking" the trail: : 

1---.Provides a more strenuous and attractive wilderness program that builds 
up a sounder physical development. 

2---.0ffers a cross-country exploring program of romance and adventure that 
i creates self-reliance, leadership, personality. 3 

3---.Arouses @ true love for Nature and hardy pioneering that is greatly neei ed 
in our too-sartificial and too-mechanized civilization. i 

4---.Very important is the low cost over other methods of travel. The only } 
item is for food, 2lbs., and 50 cents a day per man. (Cheaper than 
staying at home.) Three weeks vacation for $10. 

5---.as only good trails, signs and maps are needed, the primitive wilderness 
ig preserved and no mechanical disturbance of the wilderness required. 

6--~-. Backpacking has been adopted officially by the Boy Scouts, Y.'.°.A., 

and is being placed in our Colleges, as an Advanced Camping program 
for older boys, away from fixed, improved camps. 

Therefore, he recommends “that hiking and camping be by backpacking and | 
that the Pacific Creat Trailway be conditioned for this method of travel in 
order that the Pacific Crest Trailway may be preserved as a primitive wilder- 
ness pathway for hardy explorers and nature lovers." 

Fifteen years ago I hiked and camped with Stephen Mather over the highest 

reach of thie trail. It is least suited to frequent large crowis of boys (or 
men) of any trail I know. Many doubt whether the human benefits sought at i 
this altitude cannot be better achieved on lower trails than this, leaving 
these unique, incomparable, primeval, isolated heights to Nature and her silent 
atudents. 

I should like confidential opinions for later considerations. 

we. a
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THE PACIFIC CREST TRAILWAY—The wilderness _ trail 

through Wonderlands—is the area across the United States of 
sufficient width to protect its wilderness character, through 

which traverses the PACIFIC CREST TRAIL SYSTEM, 2,296 miles 
long, from Canada to Mexico crossing the States of Washington, 

Oregon and California. x 
Keeping to the main summit divides of the mountain ranges 

of these states, it includes most of the principal scenic wonder- 
lands that have made the Pacific Slope world famous. 

This Bulletin describes the geographical and topographical 

features of the TRAILWAY, averaging about twenty miles wide. 

The entire Trail naturally and geographically divides into five 
Districts and sixteen Divisions of distinct individual character; 
with seven local trail names, as follows: 

WASHINGTON DISTRICT 

The Cascade Crest Trail—476 Miles 
Division 

1. | Canada to Stevens Pass... ..-ce-ccescescasereereesseee 180 Miles 
2. Stevens Pass to Mt. Rainier... 148 Miles 
3. Mt. Rainier to Columbia River...........------.------- 148 Miles 

OREGON DISTRICT 

The Oregon Skyline Trail—410 Miles 

4. Washington to McKenzie Pass.......-.-----e0------- 165 Miles 
5. McKenzie Pass to Crater Lake... 120 Miles 
6. Crater Lake to California........-..--sceceesnee 125 Miles 

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT: NORTH 
The Lava Crest Trail—330 Miles 

7. Oregon ‘to Mt. Lasseri.......csscecccsccccersnnsecseeneeevee 210) Miles 
8. Mt. Lassen to Yuba Gap... ssescssenesteesceseeeee 120 Miles 

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT: CENTRAL 

Tahoe-Yosemite Trail—260 Miles 4 

John Muir Trail—185 Miles 
Sierra Trail—160 Miles 

9. Yuba Gap to Lake Tahoe... -eceeccesceeteeeeeeeee 100 Miles 
10. Lake Tahoe to Tuolumne Meadows.......-..--.-.---- 160 Miles 
11. Tuolumne Meadows to Mt. Whitney.........-..------- 185 Miles 

12. Mt. Whitney to Tehachapi Pass........--.----0----- 160 Miles 

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT: SOUTH t 

The Desert Crest Trail—475 Miles ‘ 

13. Tehachapi Pass to Soledad Canyon..............--..- 120 Miles | 

14, Soledad Canyon to Cajon Pass... 90 Miles ' 
15. Cajon Pass to Mt. San Jacinto... 100 Miles 
16. Mt, San Jacinto to Mexico... .seeceeree 165 Miles 

2,296 Miles 

BULLETIN OF THE 

Pacific Crest Trail System 
Conference 

125 S. Grand Ave. 
Pasadena, California 

Price, 10 Cents 

' 

DIV. 1. is an “ALTERNATE TRAIL.” |
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NATIONAL FORESTS 
Cascade Crest Trail 

Net Trail 
Div. Name Acres Miles 

eM aa oh kas castes oataesceneeapeceacenayaee pd POO 40 
fei WG BAKO Bek eee cL So sas eenecenee OMG hae 90 
Dep SHOQUAN NG ets ccm rena areca nae cma ONO AD) 20 
2. Wenatchee (RNP) --..-csesccsscccnsseessenees+ 881,784 180 
Sic SCONIMbIa: ek peel cone oe eed ae FOO, A 135 

Total, 5,518,049 465 

Oregon Skyline Trail 

3 A LaMt Hood 17 Wits) bind all L107 1,301 110 
Si)’ Willamette 2a. nets tate 027122 60 

y) fe w@echiates; te ts LS ei at 09,800 50 
' 5. Umpqua (CLNP) fees eee Li Old 400 40 

6. Rogue River .......---2--cecneceeneeneeeseneeenenne 817,490 105 

¢ Total, 5,239,770 365 

Lava Crest Trail 

TS ACG: VC julie sa aeeseeesh eee Sera cunpieasiaraeereg y=) (0 fo) 80 

fesse (LNP;) #0. soy 925,094 70 

6) hPlamas cree Sg 17,688 70 

Tahoe-Yosemite Trail 

Qh Tahoe ied sae es A 543,008 5 
OED ADO pace tpc ets teesceseeenees es) 999/900. 50 

MOY Starilblaus esse sone) 22/845 45 

VO. Mono (YNP) ccccnseccnseconsssossecnsseccsssenseseee 840,660 20 

John Muir Trail 

Micte Starrett eee ee ee A583] 160 

Sierra Trail 

ND MSeqtioia| (SNP) peste 1 S50)141 150 

Desert Crest Trail 

TE NAPIER ce esac ectemapete ot OFA PSD. 110 

TS. San! BEMMardlno:. foes mecenceemce sence ener OT ONT, 100 

NG. be GIG VEIN cere orassentiaperecrsee es nsesnaees ce, SOO Sel 130 

Total, 10,150,793 1,060 
Grand Total, 20,908,612 1,890 

The area of these sixteen Divisions extending between Lati- 

, tudes 32 and 48 undergo marked climatic and geological changes. 

» The tree-line of Div. 1 is about 5,500 ft. and rises to 10,500 ft. 

in Div. 12. The annual snowfall of the Cascades is about 30 ft., 

> on the Sierra Nevada, about 20 ft., and in the Sierra Madre only 

) 6 ft. This has a marked effect on the sculpture of the peaks 

and on the vegetative covering of the slopes. Thus a peak in 

the Cascades of 9,000 ft. has the same character as one in the 

Sierra Nevada of 13,000 ft., and the Yellow Pine that flourishes 

up to 4,000 ft. in Div. 1, is found only from 5,000 to 7,000 ft. 

in Div. 15. 

The National Forests and National Parks traversed by the 

TRAILWAY in Div. 1-12, over 1,600 miles, is a continuous forest 

primeval of nearly 20,000,000 acres (except the Columbia River 

Valley and the crossing of the main motor highways), larger 

than the States of New York and New Jersey; the finest and 

largest coniferous forest in the world, both in the size of the 

trees and in the number of species, (nineteen species). In the 

Cascades the firs dominate the wilderness, clothing the slopes in 

dense groves for over 700 miles; while the pine is the monarch 

of the Sierra Nevada in more open and sunnier forests.



’ PRIMITIVE AREAS (1937) 
A PRIMITIVE AREA has primitive conditions of transportation, 

(no roads); no disturbance of the vegetation, (no improved’ 

camps, etc.); no disturbance of animal life (no hunting; game 

refuge). 

Trail 
Div. Primitive Area Acres Miles 

Tigts CaSentia 2 rie oe wesc ecseasisioccs 2102 S00) 65 

Ba GORE ROCKS <Sases so conc cpeseeeteenpieen 0,400. 60: 
A OMG HOG ta ies ec eetctees (14,800) 25 
Aa IMT. JOP ORSON © 22.22 cco cnceccoreeteetesstccscsrete 60,7 OO) 25 
St TONES SIE SOUS (Rec as ,ccae kee ee  ae  g OD., 40 
6. Mountein Lakes 20.2 a 3 365. 10: 

( J. Thousand Lakes ssccssccecmeeeseeenseereemee 15,495 15 
8. Desolation Valley ...........----ec---- 41,380 30 

‘9, “Emigrant Basin: 222-02: o ceases OT 020. 20 

Aili NAOT coisas oe Ce eee lol 20 
fils Sigh Slerra fcc ee Toro: 150 

Wao Devils Canyon) uc. ee ee e200 10 
Tas. Sen Gorgonlo: 220 ae) 20000) 1 
TG. San VACINO! icin cocci poi ee O50, 20 
TG. ge M TNL a| pone eee, eee eemraee ROO, 20 

15 Primitive Areas, 1,634,971 535 

The character of a Primitive Area can be determined by com- 
paring its Division with the peaks, lakes and passes in the same 

Division. This is true also with the National Parks and Forests. 
Note that only 7% of the Government Lands are in Primitive 

Areas. All the Primitive Areas are in the National Forests. 

NATIONAL PARKS 
Trail 

Div. Name Acres Miles 
Do MT Ralier cise at eats eee hy FOS) 10 
5) Crater Make t c.css oo tices NOL ae 30 
Tatts MGRBSETN fo cccceteeccoeeacetanteereereeet te LOT O20 So: 

TO. TY Gpemnite fact cert een ee ey a TS, 
TT SOQUOIE So sense cccesestertercconreerncstrssneomnenetnne! BOO; IO 15 

Total, 1,646,946 165 

ROADLESS AREAS 

Compact areas, traversed by the TRAIL of more than 100,000 

acres; not crossed by any road. 

Washington ....-sssssscssseeeceessesseeesesseeseeeeeee3 720,000 acres 

Oregons set Sh eae csseecas @40,000 acres: 

California. .u....-cesecsscsscasscesecstensseeeeteessesaeeen3/770,000 acres 

Total 8,130,000 acres 

All included in the National Parks and National Forests; most- 

ly in the Primitive Areas. 

TOTAL TRAIL DATA (1937) 

Total miles Of TRAIL (1937) --.ncecceccccssscesccnecceneeaeneeereese 2290 
Opn stents co Ce eee este eeeeeaeeeeeeeey A 
Oia FO ads eaten nae i eee eee 25D 
ini Si) National Parks:.cce ste ee ee 65, 
tn 22 “National! Foreste:a:1 24a tn 891. 
lpi developed areas is. canes bite 2 lates ree V2O0HG, 

Not in Government lands....--snecccsssossccnscccsesenssssereenseeee 240 d 
In Government lands.....-......---csscvssosssossneeenserssenns22 904,407 acres 
Gerla re MNES ios ss eso 2 sco tapevepetspeceeeaatedl aac onile 62,641 

Trail: MAES occa iene cl al asta naan scctectmensementbe 2,056 
Alienated lands in N.F.......:s:e-ssesces-eseseeeeeereseeeee 4,500,000 acres 

a—wWill be shortened about 75 m. 
b—During 1936-37 was shortened 100 m. 
c—Can be built around these areas 
d—Private lands in Shasta and Cleveland N.F. are being 

returned, leaving mostly only in Mojave Desert—80 m.



Taye) aes ean as 
PRINCIPLE PEAKS. (47) 

%*—The 24 famous mountains; (G)—Glacier peak. 
In Washington, (tree-line: 5,500-6,000 ft.) are over 175 

rocky, snowy peaks, 90% with glaciers, and many not yet 
climbed or named.—(1936) 

In Oregon, (tree-line: 6,500-7,500 ft.) only a few than those 
listed are distinctive peaks. 

In California, in the Sierra Nevada (tree-line: 10,000-11,000 
ft.) are 306 peaks over 12,000 ft., of which 94 are over 13,000 
ft. (most with small shelf glaciers), and 196 are not yet offi- 
cially climbed or named.—(1936) 

Altitude Trail 
Div. Name Feet Mile 

CASCADE CREST TRAIL 
1. *Baker (G) setteeseeeatstasensnenenseeersnessasnsecareneee 1,780 10 
Th Shuskan: (6) tikes tee AGIOS 15 
Ver HRedoubt 6G) (ical ca fae 8,055 40 
WU-cSnowsleld’:.(G) ihe G28 Si een 8,350 70 
Ve Aegan AG) 9 selections tile oeeuna ail i BG) 75 
Te) SBuckner | (G) veo d ee a 9,085 TL 
Be: Bonanza (G). Sgn en ee ada 9,500 130 
1. *Glacier (G) sritssectstasneeeenesenentasacaensensesasseseee 10,436 145 
2. *Rainier (G) stiseretaeaseseensassensenensesseenseeneeeseee 4,408, 320 
2k Goat Rocks (Gi 2 Se SLM Se 8,201 360 
3. *Adams (G) srstcsesesteseneessseteneeeeteesenenccesseeeesee 12,307 385 

; Bo MSE Helens. AG)! 12h le ees 9,671 390 

OREGON SKYLINE TRAIL 
4. *Hood (G) sststeesessasnseeentatarsessenensnsaeerenenewene | 1,225 35. 
4. "Jefferson (G) stretereseteeetesnsnesesetateecesecneeseseee | O,495 135 
A. (oiringered, ack. juices anu es 7,848 150 
AR WASHINGTON: c.. catn ec. eau ne 7,802 165 
5. *Three Sisters (G) setetetentenseeetanereraeannseesee 10,354 175 
i i; DISIMNG: 5 ceeds talc ok Ur 240 
Be PHIGISON A: lives cut eee tesa a Far eal 9,178 280: 
6) Mckoughiin +8525 ee et 9,493 330 

LAVA CREST TRAIL 
7. *Shasta (G) ctteeeeneeestatecornetnenenceteeneneeserseensee 14,161 60 
in Ghaten, israel 8,724 170 
7. *Lassen -3- ststaesesestnseeentnsncnsteeneneneeseserensnseese 1,453, 210 

TAHOE-YOSEMITE TRAIL 
a EAMG aes ee Rw nN Meee eg 9,785 40 3 

10. Stanislaus stoteeseataseesnnnceeerenensnentessesnsaceneceneeee | 1,202 170 
10. Matterhorn (G) sretesteeesesennecetenenesentacneeeensae 12,282, 320 
10. Conness (G) seressesestiecsecestesaensseenensneataceneneneee | 2,556 350 
10. Dana (G) -5- steteeeeatanesesteeneeesateseseeeseneeeaeer | 3,050 360 

JOHN MUIR TRAIL 
11. *Lyle (G) stititesenesenteceeeesesceeennenensaresencnserenseee | 3,090 15 
11. *Ritter (G) stitteseteeeeenenenennsnesseerarereeeeeneeeeresee | 3,156 30 
11. *Abbot (G) seesessststeseeenentnneanennencerenneeeeeseense | 34757 75 
11. Bear Creek (G) statesteensnseenenntessenseranseeseeeeee | 3,706, 75 
Tle SHumphiteys *(G).. 000s 13072 90 
Thee, DarwinsiGia 222s oe lo i aigao: 100 
11. *Goddard (G) seteesneenensnsesnenvewsnsosessssneseeneeene | 3,555 110 
11. *Palisades (G) seneestensevenenssensensnenenenateenevensene 14,254 120 
OAS BROW OE AN ce ac te sould ee antaaio ed ES 160 
MA RIE 10) se sterncauesectesiaetoemes ee neat) 3 Om 170 
UU Tyndall UG) io Ta 06 180 
41) SWillamson’ (G) 2. a saa 180 
OTS Milestone (ool ee ee 180 TY MRAWR AS or cc ae tra oe ERT 195 
We @Whitney® -15~) os 14496 185 . 

DESERT CREST TRAIL | 
TA San ‘Antonio’ coils th ei eg Doo) 100 
15.."San Bernardino cos. 103680 285 
15.) San: (Gorgonio® 27a Ca as 285 | 
16, San Jacinto -4- ...cecssesecoeeseneeceneesseesseneese] 0,805 310



MAIN PASSES. (52) 
r—rocky, s—snow fields, f—forested. 

Cascade Crest Trail 

Div. Name Mite 
eRe MRCWEY). (FB. 0 ie Geka te Ah tac os eee ER a GG) 

MPEIANNIGBI Pash cee ee ce aU Eg ees 20) 

DPW ALCON PYSIA Chace chm noycs sah Nm asieantreee ree Casa Set 

Hh PBOBYOE Dia Naespccctecteeenccestacs pace epee atecenst erieenaestatimcerteene AO 
TeRUPBRIC Creek; (Far e.cyto 32 Ne ee ay, 

Hides SONG BB) Fe) ect. te il ee eee 20) 

De TPRUCK  Cre@k 68: cace.ccccc ener ssa ecctenteas caceicce tee EO, 

RDU esi garses Sarees tte acta sere rcsanias ed ona cae AO 

Da) RI ee et eo sche OO 

Fests COM Bey rerum casets eect cro a acces sau tess teres orn shaken naar entteteee LOD, 
Tic NBEO RAN yetttre cs ates ctr eae eac con bgt deh dela actaanS TO. 
Rel TRVOINR NEV Uccieu et 2th ie Ee i  hO) 

BU BY po gR CR ess cacao oS cannecda conte cs coaseaeaeancs entre soeatinoesnt scents aD 
Pa DUCT UMAINGE UN op ceca erst scorch sconce ecnectpeeocedutanteekO 
Bert SHOGUBIE: (Fei cence ica eee er ee eS: 

BD SEAN MUTI Ts i Rocce gictocseterens sen est uc ons somes elepstt cos gatestvarasstestR IO 

PAE NNGACOIWS, WE ciao te, St ee eS 
PE TANTO al seca acter eace ee otra eee Eee eee OO 

AON RE Bec ca ttest en etace tetas gece eey taconite eer eter iatante a OD, 
A NIG a Year eha ence ec tees teat cas geet aaneraatenene tar tet atric een NO 
PeIINIBSOHO RA fe eee eto al ih eth ea emu ALO) 
PAGE Hy tt ees nae ht Ra alt beatae aoc Su teelateth steele OD 
SS aWCRTEON ERM se i aera. Wa c sagaereaa eee PO: 

SUC OW NTE Nats SoU Sa ect eon ans hiaeee terete teas GO 
SUN VEIR@ Og peceeegtohe ces wee eect as Ee cspatest tre eceneeeeeeea = SAO 
GU Clemente fee te ie Nic pcaten OD 

Oregon Skyline Trail 

PSION Hee eet cca coats ae tc daes aoe dloranintgtioneat one oon EO), 
Mae Sear Leb Oa cae cote e-saussestlet ass aatipesnt an casatd eds nant bareecenteeer serene VOD, 

PC MC MIRIA AP iOS A RL iis. Lalla ts (imate TO 
Bene WIHAAGO Or te tof ett ee nes nce peer nee 200. 

Lava Crest Trail 
PRS GRULG GAD 7a) Fas foros tae cases enc seateee sree torte seen FOO 
BR Feathian Rl vets foo saea ata Ns dade datecadcbrencngcontetreteetoer SO 
Py at ven SF Seach tenes GN ele cal Sed etree ee OD 

Tahoe-Yosemite Trail 
OI EMSHNOT I cc cee eet ee ctl oO ed ele eaeg tial OO 

OPENS] } et ae ARR LA A eS AAMC aR SRE sare so * 
TABU CATSOHS/ #0: otc ete thet Se Be a Sectagarneeer dace OO. 

ToD ODOT e lke Sues Late Wee SUED UL i, a aasnecatares hater ocean tose) A) 
GWE SOVOER) ian eat te ec eua date OO 

OMS RONG i nO) leites: ce keene ete Usk ent 200. 

TONS IGE AVY AT Rg caren ce rates ceunceaess ickaaowpoap selects are) 

TO BENSO RS. 1868 eae ee ee 

John Muir Trail 
Ate C TOR IRs LIS eee seece argc cee te SCs J. 
Pieiblslandpa tes) tia te he eases SO 
Wee Gol years ei Ceara acca hace cage te ot tte oO 
Wileiieetder) hatin le ae ee 80) 
Wis) Jom IMU A tse: cea el al tet tease e8 1,00) 
WU Na EVOE, GEE acess chads cata ta ceeenssbenceancueaen poem emi LO. 

VA Dats ge efor sAlnt et Sy Amana ne ROL SUMMER eer la erate Pn) eee HOG 

PIER IOR Macey Nn Na et aks aaah Raat Leo TaD. 

CB errs i Ata Sem nnn ened eae eatamnseacc-a NEY. 132-32 TELS 2 aly Wy (0) 
Mii SiR@riBa MT CLO sc. ste nee een cnahaee teceert teeter LOD 

Though for 1,600 m. the TRAILWAY (Div. 1-12) keeps close 

to the tree-line, in crossing the many canyons it drops down 

to lower, warmer and drier levels, covering an altitude range 

from sea level (Columbia River) to 14,496 ft. (Mt. Whitney). 
Therefore the five Zones—Sonoran, Transition, Canadian, Hud- 

sonian and_Boreal—are crossed; each inhabited by its own 
species of living things.



NOTABLE LAKES. (37) 
The following 37 lakes in the TRAILWAY are noted for their 

outstanding scenic surroundings. There are over 1,000 lakes, 

tarns and mountain pools, of which about 150 are in Washing- 
ton, over 300 in Oregon, and over 500 in the Sierra Nevada. 

Div. Name Trail 
Mile 

Cascade Crest Trail 
i > UMNO arp sci siecet ont cegeateae ace cnee an mee la kinea eet tes eee ce a 
Ue CPLA Ne ras cvep as tanec tate hye aspect oan seca carne totes cant) 
I IN DENN sae ca etree se ree eons eee ogee 
Be RRL A cer ene cae tee eee ee rareees ae ome oraanard te) 
Aik OMVMIRIEDE eens a pact calls ee eah ey scant aL te alin I ah ie sc 

Oregon Skyline Trail 

I RERUN ee dtc nee ratte ao ertace tana Peaeeaese AI 
SONNE Ger. aug Nts Ott hee tence entation eave ti dnc eae ts ace aa restate 
ae ORBIT Ae ahs grasses codela pce tence cnateaiescooaenstepnertecsn wastes TSE 

SA NV LS Oct stce Sees eee ic Sona esest poe canoe eee os cba Shenae 
a OGON e pectaskn alent suere tee cis apace co ree ene Rergcre cies ee cceauecs 

CCR ta era eee eaten rede em, 
Be NRTA ca are ere sessed corte sreeeernsteh oats ace 
CRE GUATOT se acne nces acacia cas aneciccas aceasta pee eerie ass tect cE 
Om LAKE Of odie | WOODS ie caer rertce cea terse scree ncre ene a 
Bo RIT ARD oO) cots ciaketoatnctaee iat peer errs narnia satetea a tore 

Lava Crest Trail 

bi AMO OU RPI sh a ee 

Ue LPI PAT Ke AB ay as gett ade dee geeee keen some UO) 
IS SENAY EMINOR stace eget eee racer rae atm st neee 
IB Gold. Lakes) 4! tele 8 Seles thee ee ell aa kee 2, 

Tahoe-Yosemite Trail 

ROSIN Dasa ae tea uc arte eee renencae copes A 
BREEN ca ret ccc cee teen cases onsen eat eet eae ea SO) 

SDs HAT APNIG eaten at cp phcnceeaeeea ated Ce eta RO 

De RNS ON repose egret rete g cee cet ce emanate eee eee 
MUS CAPRRNGIIBOES notre ih Se rte Le elect 

John Muir Trail 

Dib OUsHnd tla | seekers eck ee scares tasrsecro secs cnencnep es eae 
Alcs CIMINO ease dh ae a oe a | ee) 

MVS cS ORO OB ace fo tO Mca apedanrennrt boa seba cetacean AO 
SAP OMA BILCRIU RS RUN retrace a aged oer ulead eee AnD) 
Tae Ries QI IIe Ate sues eed eateadnee set eitecatace, te ceecemre wesie- ld 

A Ties ORB RAMUEY OG fae creed ents cece arer ce cate creer eee Ue. 
Ts HAIR CHOCK Toy, gceenceenaectnscrenreserneceoseotduavaninossnacustsccsnsenstencessee] BO 

Desert Crest Trail 

DSU TENZ ABORT otic ha veearta i tiewtts tha, OM AR, uate tee Mil ieseeaee ee) 

DSi PANTO WNBA Le )Nbs Sg a cust teeeR ahah hedooasae scan tes peated <ernedertaice LSS 
15... Big) 'Beartinti eats ka aes eel ee oe 10 

NST S FS lg it iad seeaeer seo aH EUR SRS REIS SAU SPA isiarectcaue oe ase) 8) 
TGs GHYANIACE! ets 52s enc ch atethaettceapetougier sie saast aig dexasteoneect 20) 
TSS IMOFEOs Oates rear esas cassatet cscteianaesaysstont te ope saben case caee aM 

Though the above are the well-known lakes, the hundreds of 

tarns and pools hidden away in gorges and on shelves near 

mountain tops, especially in the Sierra Nevada, are more beau- 

tiful and inspiring. To discover one of these unexpectedly is a 

reward even greater than the crossing of a famous pass or the 

ascent of a mighty mountain. 

The 20 passes marked with (r) and (s) are through spec- 
tacular scenery, and their crossing is as inspiring as the ascent 
of many peaks. 

The 24 Famous Mountains are notable landmarks, remarkable 
either for their great height, difficulty of ascent, beauty of their 

sculptural form and location, or for their comprehensive summit 

panoramas.



ap Wilderness Society 
Qe f 1840 Mintwood Place 

oe Washington, D. C. 
February 3, 1938 = \\¢" 

TIME T0 BISE IN DEFENSE or YELLOWSTONE 

The coming assault upon Yellowstone Lake, under the precedent of the successful 
tunnel through Rocky “ountain Netional Park, ia developing. Mere are some 
of the facts: 

On Mey 3, 1937, shile the tunnel project was still unsettled in Congress, a % 
: proposition to take Yellowstone Lake for irrigation of semi~arié areas in 

Idaho was made to Director Canmerer in his fashington office. Four or five 
Tdahe officials led ty Senator Compton White, who was chairman of the same 
committee that was then pushing the Coloredo tunnel, an* Reclamation ‘ 
Commissioner Page who was also advocating the tunnel, presented the Idaho 
plan. Ur. Cemmerer held it under advisement. We did not make the fact 
public. 

Bore the project was discussed again in galt Leake City without 
cision, and agaln no announcement was made, 

In December, 1937, informed of the situation by the state Planning Board of 
Wyoming, the American Association for the Advancement of Science passed 
resolutions in defense of Yellowstone. ‘he jJierra Club followed with 
régolutions, and many others protested to the National Hesources Committee 
and Secretary Ickes. 

On January 12, 1938, Director Cammerer sent out the following statement: 

“although studies of diversions from Yellowstone Lake 
have been proposed recently by interests in Tjaho and 
Montana, such proposals have been opposed by the state 
of Wyoming, and the Water Resources Committee has f 
taken the position that it is unwise to stimulate or 
endorse them. Wo studies of Yellowstone Lake diversions 
are proposed in the recommended six-year program recently 
approved by the Committee.” 

ee Senator Murray of Montana submitted the following anénd= 
ment to the Interior Department Appropriation Bill: | 

"Yellowstone River Basin investigations: To enable the 

Secretary of the Interior, through the Bureau of Recla- 
mation, to carry on engineering and economic investigations, | 
ineluding all necessary surveys, to deterine the economic 
and financial feasibility of estatlishing reclamation 
projects in the basin formed by the Yellowstone River { 
and its tributaries in the 3tate of Montana, $45,000." 

It is reported around the Capitol that 2 regular bill is to be entered from 
Idaho, in which event we shall have the eame double action attack that was 

so successful in the case of the Rocky Mountain tunnel. j 

Safety lies only in complete publicity. I-¥eblowstone-fate*te-iostto | 

Commercial .acey~tt-will be Clear who-are-réesponsthire, ]



Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. C. 
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Robert Sterling Yard June 21, 

Editor NUMBER 5 1937 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK TUNNEL BILL 

TITLED AND NUMBERED 

Two days after Wilderness News Number 4 announced that an alternate route was 

possible for the tunnel project which had been planned to pass destructively through 

the heart of Rocky Mountain National Park, Senator Alvah H. Adams of Colorado dis— 

solved the mystery in which its promoters had heretofore concealed it. 

The plan to hitch it again on the Interior Appropriation bill as a rider (where 

it was defeated last year) was dropped. Mr. Adams introduced it in the Senate late 

on Friday, June 18, as an ordinary bill. 

Its number is S. 2681. 

Its title is "Grand Lake - Big Thompson Transmountain Water Diversion Project." 

Its purpose is "to authorize construction" of the tunnel "as a Federal Recla- 

mation Project". 

Its results, or three of them, will be (1) unalterably to deface one of the grandest 

primeval wildernesses among this nation's incomparable National Parks, (2) to kill for- 

ever Rocky Mountain National Park's own pure primitivequality, and (3) utterly to destroy 

the Congressional precedent upon which the entire primeval system depends. 

Now we know it is not necessary for this tunnel to be driven at such frightful cost 

to the nation through Rocky Mountain National Park. It can pass its irrigation 

water around the southern boundary of the National Park, outside of it, leaving 

the park uninjured and the System unendangered. It will just as efficiently carry 

water that way from the Columbia River west of the Continental Divide, under the 

divide, to the sugar beet fields of the South Platte Valley of Colorado on the East. 

But the bill's promoters positively reject this alternative, probably because 

it will cost them two miles of tunnel more that way. In other words they value the 

American Primeval National Parks System at two miles of tunnel! 

This destructive bill can be defeated only by appeal of citizens to Congressmen. 

We suggest that those who want to help the thinking people of the country to defeat 

this bill should write their protests at once to their own Senators and Congressmen; 

next, to Senator John H. Bankhead, and Representative Compton I. White, Chairmen, 

respectively, of the Senate and House Committees on Irrigation and Reclamation. 

Then, to the President of the United States!
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1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. C. 
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Editor NUMBER 4 1937 

NEW LIGHT ON THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN 

NATIONAL PARK TUNNEL THREAT 

News about the Rocky Mountain National Park Tunnel! 

Not yet about its status in this Congress, whether it will ride in astride of 

the House Appropriations Bill as it did last year, a veritable "old man of the 

sea", or march in normally as a separate bill; or what number will designate it. 

Its promoters still conceal locating details in hope of catching Congress and the 

country unaware. 

The news is that there is another way around. 

Instead of exploding its course through the Rocky Mountain National Park, des- 

troying the safety precedents of the entire system, the tunnel can just as well go 

around south of the park. The Reclamation Service knew this fact but concealed it | 

to save two expensive miles. The United States Government will pay in the first . 

instance the $60,000,000 which it is now believed that this tunnel will cost, but ! 

the Reclamation laws will expect the beet growers who profit to repay it eventually. 

Until now, none have dared to set a cash valuation on our incomparable system 

of National Primeval Parks. In the South Platte Valley of Colorado, however, and 

in certain Senate offices, it is now definitely priced at two miles of tunnel. 

; For these and other thrilling facts we are indebted to an editorial in the r 

current number of the National Parks Bulletin. 

There, you will also find that the much-quoted proviso in the act creating the 

Rocky Mountain National Park which authorized the Reclamation Service to enter the 

park for Government irrigation, referred only to a Grand Lake irrigation project on 

the west side which was abandoned in 1921. 

Many organizations in their eagerness for defense cannot wait till the Sugar 

Beeters set up a numbered bill, but pass vigorous resolutions at once. These reso- 

lutions, in view of the secrecy of the Sugar Beet program, may be sent to the Chairmen 

of the Appropriations (Sen. Carter Glass and Rep. J. P. Buchanan); House Committee 

on Appropriations (Rep. E. T. Taylor); Public Lands Committee (Sen. A. B. Adams and 

Rep. R. L. DeRouen); and Irrigation and Reclamation Committees (Sen. J. H. Bankhead 

and Rep. C. I. White). And to all members of their State delegations in Congress. 

Also to the President of the United States.
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| THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY ORGANIZED 

April 24, 1937. 

And Incorporated under the Laws of the District of Columbia 

On April 24, 1937, after twenty-six months of studying, planning, adventuring 

and doing under eight experienced workers in land use, the Wilderness Society, 576 

members strong, formally organized itself under the following Council: 

Harold C. Anderson, Washington, D. C. 

L. A. Barrett, Belmont, California 

Harvey Broome, Knoxville, Tennessee 
Irving M. Clark, Bellevue, Washington 

Bernard Frank, Norris, Tennessee 

Dorothy Sachs Jackson, Chevy Chase, Maryland 

Aldo Leopold, Madison, Wisconsin 
Benton MacKaye, Shirley Center, Massachusetts 

George Marshall, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 

Robert Marshall, Washington, D. C. 

Olaus Murie, Jackson, Wyoming 
Ernest C. Oberholtzer, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Robert Sterling Yard, Washington, D. C. 

Eight of these, Anderson, Broome, Frank, Leopold, MacKaye, Robert Marshall, 

Oberholtzer and Yard, had guided the destinies of the Society from its beginning to 

the present meeting. Yard had been its secretary-—treasurer. 

j On this day, April 24, a quorum of the Council to be elected, namely Anderson, 

Broome, Frank, Jackson, MacKaye, George Marshall, Robert Marshall and Yard, met at 

the Powhatan Hotel, Washington, D. C., from half past nine in the morning till ten 

‘o'clock at night to report on the past and define the future of the Society. 

The meeting began with reading by the Secretary of the minutes of the initial 

meeting of the Society held at the Cosmos Club on January 21, 1935, and of a subse- 

quent meeting in the Garden of the Cosmos Club in the following August. 

The first business was consideration of by-laws which had passed many times 

back and forth between members by mail. Important new changes in Articles I and IV 

led to final adoption.
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BY-LAWS OF THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

Article I 

Section 1. This organization shall be known as the Wilderness Society. 

Section 2. The objects of the Wilderness Society are: 

(1) To enlist the American people in the preservation of the American 

wilderness. 

(2) To spread the conception that the wilderness is a valuable natural 

resource of the people and should be conserved as such. 

(3) To promote nation-wide cooperation in resisting the invasion of 

such wilderness by the sights, sounds and other influences of 

civilization, including routes which can be used for mechanized 

transportation, all commercial developments, and those non—com— 

‘ mercial improvements and influences which clash seriously with the 

primeval environment. 

(4) Leopold wut suePLyY 
Section 3. The term wilderness as used herein shall apply to areas retaining their 

primeval environment or influence, or to areas remaining free from routes which can 

be used for mechanized transportation. 

Article II 

ow thd 
Section 1. The  pgaicabl: hs the affairs and funds of the Society shall vest in 

a Council of teen persons|of whom -erne-shall-be~a~-PermanentSecretary;~ while the 

ether—twelve shall be elected at the annual meeting of the Council by a majority 

vote of all members present for terms of three years or until their successors are 

elected, except~that~the terms" of-office~of~the-members.of.the-Council-elected—at 

the.first-annual-meeting ‘shall expire, four~at’the~end-of»the first year;~four~at 

the end of the second year, and four at the-end of» the»third-year. 

(1) The terms of members of the Council shall begin upon election. 

(2) Vacancies on the Council may be filled by the Council for the un- 

expired tern. 

(3) No person shall be a Council member who has not been a member of 

the Society for at least one year. 

(4) Prior to the first annual meeting, the organizers of the Society 

shall constitute its Council. 

(5) The fiscal year shall begin on January 1. 

Section 2. The officers of the Society shall consist of a President, a Vice Presi- 

dent, and a Treasurer who shall be elected by the Council from its own members and
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who shall serve for one year or until their successors are elected; and also a\Per= 

manent—Secretary who shall be chosen by the Council and whose tenuresshall be sub- 

ject to the determination of the Council. 

Section 3. The officers shall perform the usual duties of such officers. The Treas- 

urer shall render an annual report to the Council for each fiscal year and his re- 

ports shall be audited at such time and in such manner as the Council may direct. 

The funds of the Society shall be deposited in the name of the Society in such bank 

as the Executive Committee shall designate, and no moneys shall be withdrawn there- 

from except by check signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the President. 

Section 4. The Council shall elect from its number an Executive Committee of not 

less then three nor more than five members. The Executive Committee shall carry on 

the duties of the Council between meetings of the Council, and shall submit to the 

Council reports of all its proceedings at approximately three month intervals. Ac- 

tion of the Executive Committee may be secured by a vote of the majority of its 

members at meetings or through the medium of telephone, telegraph, or mail. 

Section 5. The Council may create and appoint such standing or special and advisory 

committees as it may deem necessary for the promotion and proper conduct of the ob— 

jects of the Society. All members of the Society shall be eligible to membership 

upon all committees so created. 

Section 6. On a date to be designated by the Executive Committee, and—falling-during 

the-first—three-months-of~thefiscal~year, the Council shall hold its annual meeting 

(1) Special meetings of the Council may be called by the President, or 

ifuer.hoe Secretary or by the written request of five members of the Council. 

(2) All meetings of the Council shall be held in Washington, D. C., 

unless otherwise determined by the Council. ‘ 
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(3) A majority of the Council, {present at meetings in person, shall 

constitute a quorun. p p 2. 

(4) A resolution in writing, signed byYakk members of the Council, 
shall be deemed to be of the same force and effect as if it had 

been duly passed by a vote of the Council at a convened meeting. 

f Article III 

Section 1. Members of the Society shall consist of those persons, who, having stated 

their acquiescence in the objects of the Society as set forth in Article I, have 

been elected to membership by the Executive Committee. 

Section 2. By a majority vote of the entire membpfship of the Council, cast in 

person, or by a unanimous vote in writing signed by/ al its members, the Council may 

expel from membership in the Society any member who manifests an overt lack of sym- 

pathy with the objects of the Society; but no member shall be expelled until he has 

been furnished with a written complaint against him and has been given the oppor— 

tunity of answering it or of resigning.
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Section 3. The Council may in its discretion establish membership dues. It may also 
authorize the acceptance of donations and bequests. 

Article IV 

These by-laws may be amended by a vote of two-thirds of the members of the 

Council present at any meeting of the Council held after no less than thirty days' 

written notice of the proposed amendment or amendments and the reasons therefor 
provided that such vote shall be thereafter confirmed by two-thirds of the entire 

Council in writing within sixty days. 

ACTIVITIES SPECIFIC AND GENERAL 

It was voted unanimously that the Wilderness Society should incorporate in the 

District of Columbia. 

The following wilderness projects in which the Society has so far taken a part 
were discussed by various members of the Council, explaining activities and progress. 

Green Mountain Skyline Drive Salmon River Highway 

Adirondack Truck Trails Wind River Wilderness 

Adirondack Ski Trails Rocky Mountain Tunnel 

N.Y. 1938 Constitutional Convention Grand Canyon Wilderness 
Potomac Parkway Vernal-Thompson Highway 

Great Smokies Skyline Drive Escalante-Blanding Highway 

Park Service Trails Lone Pine-Porterville Highway 

Kentucky Virgin Timber Yosemite Sugar Pines 

Porcupine Mountains Glacier Bay 

Quetico-Superior Okefenokee Swamp 

Grand Portage Road Mining in Game Preserves 

Cass Lake Mt, Olympus 
Flathead Wilderness Cascade Pass Highway 

Selway Wilderness 

From the discussion of these specific problems a general discussion was had as 

to the method of functioning which had characterized the activities of the Society. 

Resolutions passed by the local sections and requests to local members from the 

local sections to write letters on specific wilderness projects should first be ap- 

proved by the Executive Committee of the whole Society, unless there is a situation 
so urgent in the opinion of the local section that it can not wait for such approval. 

Such unapproved local actions must then be submitted to the Executive Committee for 

approval immediately thereafter. All local actions must conform to the principles of 

the Society as listed in the original statement of the Society and as further im- 

plied in Article I of the by-laws, Details of local action, after major policies 

have been agreed upon by the Executive Committee, can be handled by the local sec-— 
tion without reference to the Executive Committee. All specific fights undertaken 

by the local sections should first be approved by the Executive Committee.
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PROGRAM OF LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES 

The following resolutions in regard to special projects were approved: 

1. Resolution on the preservation of Flathead, Selway and Salmon River 

wilderness areas. It was agreed that Wilderness Society members from 

Montana and Idaho should be requested to write to the Forest Service 

urging that no invasion of these wilderness areas should be permitted. 

2. Resolution against the Rocky Mountain tunnel. It was agreed that another 

letter should urge members to write against the project. 

3. Resolution to preserve the Grand Canyon wilderness. This resolution 

was to be forwarded to the Park Service, Reclamation Service, Indian 

Service and Biological Survey, which are involved in the administration 

of this area. Such a letter should be sent to Secretary Ickes. 

4. Resolution urging that the proposed Lone Pine-Porterville road should 

be removed from the State Highway System of California. It was agreed 

that California members would write the Forest Service to this effect, 

unless Mr. Barrett thinks that letters from all members are needed. 

5. Resolution in favor of having the government acquire the Yosemite Sugar 

Pines. A copy of this resolution was to be sent to all members of the 

Public Lands Committees of both houses of Congress. 

6. Resolution to take the Cascade Pass Road off the State Highway System 

of Washington. It was agreed that all local members should be requested 

to write the Forest Service to this effect. 

7. Resolution in favor of the Wallgren Bill as originally drafted. It was 

agreed that our entire membership should be requested to write either 

their Congressmen and Senators or the members of the Public Lands Com— 

mittees favoring this bill. It was also agreed that Dorothy Jackson 

and Robert Marshall should go up to see Senator Jones who has been 

holding up this bill in the Senate. 

8. Resolution against the bill proposing to permit mining in game pre- 

serves. It was agreed that this resolution should be forwarded to all 

members of the House and Senate Committees on Mines and Mining. 

CLOSE STUDY OF WILDERNESS TRAILS 

It was voted that the Wilderness Society should draw up specifications for 

horse trails, foot trails and ski trails in the different regions of the country. 

The regions to be covered were to include the Southern Appalachians, the Northeast- 

ern, the Lake States, the Interior Western Forest, the Coastal Western Forest, and 

the non-forested western lands.
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Committees or at least chairmen for committees for each of these regions were 

to be appointed by the Executive Committee. In addition to making out specifica 

tions for these types of trails, the committees were to consider the proper rela- 

tionship between then. 

NEW STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES ORDERED 

It was agreed that, with the adoption of the by-laws, the time was now ripe to 

get out a new statement of what the Wilderness Society stands for. This should 

explain the reasons for the Wilderness Society, give the platform of the Wilderness 

Society as included in the old statement and also Article I of the new by-laws. 

Other pertinent material which new members ought to know was also to be incorporated 

in this statement. 
DUES ADOPTED OF ONE DOLLAR A YEAR 

The financial statement of the Society came in for thorough consideration. 

It was agreed that the present income should be augmented by at least $1500 a year. 

It was concluded that some dues were desirable but that they should be low enough so 

that they would not scare away members. Consequently dues of one dollar a year were 

set. However, it was agreed that with all bills for dues there would go out a re- 

quest that those members who could possibly afford it should make additional con- 

tributions. 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

The following officers were elected: President, Robert Sterling Yard; Vice- 

president, Benton MacKaye; Permanent Secretary, Robert Sterling Yard; Treasurer 

Harold C. Anderson; Executive Committee, Harold C. Anderson, Robert Marshall, and 

Robert Sterling Yard. 

TO OUR MEMBERS 

The establishment of dues at a dollar a year will not, of course, support the 

Society. It will not even pay the costs and mailing expenses of publications. At 

the same time, to exact higher dues will necessarily exclude from membership very 

many of the most persistent workers and most influential enthusiasts in the country — 

men and women, young and old, who are necessary to the larger success of this great 

, movement. 

But the difference must be met. So far it has been done by voluntary offerings, 

: and it seems to us that it is an appropriate method for an organization founded on 

convictions of the highest popular, scientific and national good. 

We therefore request all who can afford to contribute to this work, to send us 

as much more than his dollar dues as each can afford. 

Harold C. Anderson 

Robert Marshall 
Robert Sterling Yard 

Executive Committee
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THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY ORGANIZED 

April 24, 1937. 

And Incorporated under the Laws of the District of Columbia 

| On April 24, 1937, after twenty-six months of studying, planning, adventuring 

and doing under eight experienced workers in land use, the Wilderness Society, 576 
members strong, formally organized itself under the following Council: 

Harold C. Anderson, Washington, D. C. 
L. A. Barrett, Belmont, California 

Harvey Broome, Knoxville, Tennessee 

Irving M. Clark, Bellevue, Washington 

Bernard Frank, Norris, Tennessee 

Dorothy Sachs Jackson, Chevy Chase, Maryland 

Aldo Leopold, Madison, Wisconsin 

Benton MacKaye, Shirley Center, Massachusetts 

George Marshall, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 

Robert Marshall, Washington, D. C. 

Olaus Murie, Jackson, Wyoming 

Ernest C. Oberholtzer, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Robert Sterling Yard, Washington, D. C. 

Eight of these, Anderson, Broome, Frank, Leopold, MacKaye, Robert Marshall, 
Oberholtzer and Yard, had guided the destinies of the Society from its beginning to 

the present meeting. Yard had been its secretary-—treasurer. 

On this day, April 24, a quorum of the Council to be elected, namely Anderson, 

: Broome, Frank, Jackson, MacKaye, George Marshall, Robert Marshall and Yard, met at 

the Powhatan Hotel, Washington, D. C., from half past nine in the morning till ten 

| o'clock at night to report on the past and define the future of the Society. 

The meeting began with reading by the Secretary of the minutes of the initial 

meeting of the Society held at the Cosmos Club on January 21, 1935, and of a subse— 

quent meeting in the Garden of the Cosmos Club in the following August. 

The first business was consideration of by-laws which had passed many times 

back and forth between members by mail. Important new changes in Articles I and IV 

led to final adoption.



BENTON'S REVISION OF ALDO'S sUGGESTIONS: 

Section 2 ‘The objects of the Wilderness Society ares ‘ 

{2} No revision 
2) To spread the concept that the wilderness environment 

is a netural resource essential to the per balance 
between urban, rural, and primeval eabthnane 

{3} Mo revision : 
4 To promote the idea that the more natural the use of 

lande and waters, the greater their stability and »cemanence; 
and hence that they should be developed with minimum dependence 
on artificial meacures.



“Section 2. ‘the objects of the Wilderness Society aret 

(1) ®o enlist the Americen people in the preservetion of 
‘ sams the American wilderness. f 

nuwvigrame (2) To spread the concept thet wilderness is a valuable 
netural resource, and thet ite preservation is s necessary 

gec. (1) une ' @omponent of « balance conservation program. 
changed. (3) resist the invasion of wilderness by the sights and 

sounds of civilization, including mechanized transvortation, 
gee. (4) is coumerciel developments, and such non-commercial lend-uses 

new, as Clash with the primeval environment. . 
(4) ompromote the idea thet lands and waters can be productive 

without being artificialized, end that the more naturel the 

landeuse, the greater are ite chance of stability and 

7 Was ; permanence.
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BY-LAWS OF THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

Article I 

Section 1. This organization shall be known as the Wilderness Society. 

Section 2. The objects of the Wilderness Society are: 

(1) To enlist the American people in the preservation of the American 

wilderness. 

(2) To spread the conception that the wilderness is a valuable natural 

resource of the people and should be conserved as such. 

(3) To promote nation-wide cooperation in resisting the invasion of 

such wilderness by the sights, sounds and other influences of 

civilization, including routes which can be used for mechanized 

} transportation, all commercial developments, and those non—com-— 

i mercial improvements and influences which clash seriously with the 

primeval environment. 

Section 3. The term wilderness as used herein shall apply to areas retaining their 

primeval environment or influence, or to areas remaining free from routes which can 

be used for mechanized transportation. chk 

Mk 

is Article II 

Section 1. The ee Of the affairs and funds of the Society shall vest in 

a Council of +h n persons{of whom one=shall-be~e~Permanent-Secretanyo-whilenthe 

otheretwekve shall be elected at the annual meeting of the Council by a majority 

vote of all members present for terms of three years or until their successors are 

elected, CXCePtmthatuthentermsn0fnOfficenofnthe-nenbers=of=the»Council~electedwat 

(1) The terms of members of the Council shall begin upon election. 

(2) Vacancies on the Council may be filled by the Council for the un- 

. expired tern. 

(3) No person shall be a Council member who has not been a member of 

the Society for at least one year. 

(4) Prior to the first annual meeting, the organizers of the Society 

shall constitute its Council. 

(5) The fiscal year shall begin on January te 

Section 2. The officers of the Society shall consist of a President, a Vice Presi- 

dent, and a Treasurer who shall be elected by the Council from its own members and
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who shall serve for one year or until their successors are elected; and also 4 Pers 

nanentSeeretary who shall be chosen by the Council and whose tenure shall be sub- 

ject to the determination of the Council. 

Section 3. The officers shall perform the usual duties of such officers. The Treas- 

) urer shall render an annual report to the Council for each fiscal year and his re- 

ports shall be audited at such time and in such manner as the Council may direct. 

The funds of the Society shall be deposited in the name of the Society in such bank 

as the Executive Committee shall designate, and no moneys shall be withdrawn there- 

from except by check signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the President. 

Section 4. The Council shall elect from its number an Executive Committee of not 

less then three nor more than five members. The Executive Committee shall carry on 

the duties of the Council between meetings of the Council, and shall submit to the 

Council reports of all its proceedings at approximately three month intervals. Ac- 

tion of the Executive Committee may be secured by a vote of the majority of its 

members at meetings or through the medium of telephone, telegraph, or mail. 

‘ Section 5. The Council may create and appoint such standing or special and advisory 

committees as it may deem necessary for the promotion and proper conduct of the ob— 

jects of the Society. All members of the Society shall be eligible to membership 

upon all committees so created. 

Section 6. OnA date to be designated by the Executive Committee, andufadhing=durang 

gst dat numa : , the Council shall hold its annual meeting fre- . * bi B 2 

(1) Special meetings of the Council diay be called by the President, or murth, 

CrterDiue Secretary or by the written request of five members of the Council. 7 Lael, 

(2) All meetings of the Council shall be held in Washington, D. C., ola, 

unless otherwise determined by the Council. 

ot ta (ht Hasenbrers Uerace wll, teks taken eral, 
(3) A wajorce of the Council, presdh¥ at meetings in person, shall 

constitute a quorum. A 

(4) A resolution in writing, signed by adek members of the Council, 

shall be deemed to be of the same force and effect as if it had 
been duly passed by a vote of the Council at a convened meeting. i ' i 

5 Coast alaten an ube 
Article III th. A af {~- wcll, 

Section 1. Members of the Society shall consist of those persons, who, hewéngestated: 

i theinn.aqueescenese—im the objects of the Society as set forth in itiole I, shave. 

(1) Hess naaanrenant sheet wot efpit the Marudecy 9 Carre Hamaubasce urbe 
Section “2. By a majority vote of e entire membershi the Council, cast in ‘ 

person, or by a unanimous vote in writing signed by, its members, the Council may ¢ 4 

expel from membership in the Society any member whg manifests an overt lack of sym— th 

pathy with the objects of the Society; but no mgafber shall be expelled until he has Wea, 

been furnished with a written complaint agg#fist him and has been given the oppor- * 
tunity of answering it or of resigning. 

Glue, / 
(94g ~
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Section 3. The Council tatu establish /membership dues. »Dtemay~also 

ee ee pee 4 b, t ‘ 

(Ot Crurk on certo ne deco eh te atnaly a! ¥ 

alone rticle IV ths Me frtebreatin’ 
ae THE KIMin Ge WlILOERNESS, 

These by-laws may be amended by a vote of two-thirds of the members of the 

Council present at any meeting of the Council held after no less than thirty days' 

written notice gf the proposed amendment or amendments and the reasons therefor, 
‘ provided that ch vote shall be thereafter confirmed by two-thirds of the entire 

Council in wr#ting within sixty days. 
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ACTIVITIES SPECIFIC AND GENERAL 

It was voted unanimously that the Wilderness Society should incorporate in the 

District of Columbia. 

, The following wilderness projects in which the Society has so far taken a part 

were discussed by various members of the Council, explaining activities and progress. 

Green Mountain Skyline Drive Salmon River Highway 

Adirondack Truck Trails Wind River Wilderness 
Adirondack Ski Trails Rocky Mountain Tunnel 

N.Y. 1938 Constitutional Convention Grand Canyon Wilderness 

Potomac Parkway Vernal-Thompson Highway 

Great Smokies Skyline Drive Escalante-Blanding Highway 
Park Service Trails Lone Pine-Porterville Highway 

Kentucky Virgin Timber Yosemite Sugar Pines 

Porcupine Mountains Glacier Bay 

Quetico-Superior Okefenokee Swamp 
Grand Portage Road Mining in Game Preserves 

Cass Lake Mt. Olympus 

Flathead Wilderness Cascade Pass Highway 

Selway Wilderness 

From the discussion of these specific problems a general discussion was had as 

to the method of functioning which had characterized the activities of the Society. 

The following conclusions were reached: 

1. Whenever possible we should organize local groups with their own local 

4 offices in regions where there are wilderness areas. 

2. We should make a special effort to get additional members in regions 
containing wilderness areas where our membership is at present weak. 

3. When we request members of the Society to write letters on projects 

or when the local sections request their members to write letters, 

these letters should be written by the members as individuals and not 

as members of the Wilderness Society.
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4. Resolutions passed by the local sections and requests to local members 

from the local sections to write letters on specific wilderness pro—- 

jects should first be approved by the Executive Committee of the whole 

Society, unless there is a situation so urgent in the opinion of the 

local section that it can not wait for such approval. Such unapproved 

local actions must then be submitted to the Executive Committee for 

approval immediately thereafter. All local actions must conform to the 

! principles of the Society as listed in the original statement of the 
Society and as further implied in Article I of the by-laws. Details of 

local action, after major policies have been agreed upon by the Execu-— 

tive Committee, can be handled by the local section without reference 

to the Executive Committee. All specific fights undertaken by the 

local sections should first be approved by the Executive Committee. 

PROGRAM OF LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES 

The following resolutions in regard to special projects were approved: 

1, Resolution on the preservation of Flathead, Selway and Salmon River 

wilderness areas. It was agreed that Wilderness Society members from | 

Montana and Idaho should be requested to write to the Forest Service 

urging that no invasion of these wilderness areas should be permitted. 

2. Resolution against the Rocky Mountain tunnel. It was agreed that another 

letter should urge members to write against the project. 

3. Resolution to preserve the Grand Canyon wilderness. This resolution 

was to be forwarded to the Park Service, Reclamation Service, Indian 

. Service and Biological Survey, which are involved in the administration 

of this area. Such a letter should be sent to Secretary Ickes. 

4. Resolution urging that the proposed Lone Pine—Porterville road should 

be removed from the State Highway System of California. It was agreed 

that California members would write the Forest Service to this effect, 

unless Mr. Barrett thinks that letters from all members are needed. 

5. Resolution in favor of having the government acquire the Yosemite Sugar 
Pines. A copy of this resolution was to be sent to all members of the 

Public Lands Committees of both houses of Congress. 

6. Resolution to take the Cascade Pass Road off the State Highway System 

of Washington. It was agreed that all local members should be requested 

to write the Forest Service to this effect. 

7. Resolution in favor of the Wallgren Bill as originally drafted. It was 

agreed that our entire membership should be requested to write either 

their Congressmen and Senators or the members of the Public Lands Com- 

mittees favoring this bill. It was also agreed that Dorothy Jackson 

and Robert Marshall should go up to see Senator Jones who has been 

holding up this bill in the Senate.
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8. Resolution against the bill proposing to permit mining in game pre- 

serves. It was agreed that this resolution should be forwarded to all 

members of the House and Senate Committees on Mines and Mining. 

CLOSE STUDY OF WILDERNESS TRAILS 

It was voted that the Wilderness Society should draw up specifications for 

horse trails, foot trails and ski trails in the different regions of the country. 

The regions to be covered were to include the Southern Appalachians, the Northeast— 

ern, the Lake States, the Interior Western Forest, the Coastal Western Forest, and 

the non-forested western lands. 

Committees or at least chairmen for committees for each of these regions were 
to be appointed by the Executive Committee. In addition to making out specifica- 

tions for these types of trails, the committees were to consider the proper rela- 
tionship between them. 

CONCERNING FAITHLESS AND BACKSLIDING MEMBERS 

The matter of what should be done to members who have not lived up to the poli- 

cies of the Wilderness Society or who have advocated projects antagonistic to the 

stated objectives of the Society which these members subscribed to before they 

entered the society, was carefully considered. So far, very few members had indi- 

cated such lack of sympathy with the Society's aims. The Executive Committee was 

requested carefully to investigate cases and to recommend action as they saw fit. 

NEW STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES ORDERED 

It was agreed that, with the adoption of the by-laws, the time was now ripe to 
get out a new statement of what the Wilderness Society stands for. This should 

explain the reasons for the Wilderness Society, give the platform of the Wilderness 

Society as included in the old statement and also Article I of the new by-laws. 

Other pertinent material which new members ought to know was also to be incorporated 
in this statement. 

DUES ADOPTED OF ONE DOLLAR A YEAR 

The financial statement of the Society came in for thorough consideration. 

It was agreed that the present income should be augmented by at least $1500 a year. 

It was concluded that some dues were desirable but that they should be low enough so 

that they would not scare away members. Consequently dues of one dollar a year were 
set. However, it was agreed that with all bills for dues there would go out a re-— 

quest that those members who could possibly afford it should make additional con- 

tributions.
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CAMPAIGNING FOR POSITIVE OBJECTIVES 

All the members present felt that, splendid as the activities of the Society 

have so far been, they have been largely of a negative type, fighting proposed in- 

vasions. It was agreed that there should also be positive campaigns launched to 

stimulate national interest in the preservation of the wilderness in general without 

reference to specific invasions. The following means were suggested: 

; 1. As many articles as could possibly be got or promoted in behalf of the 

wilderness. Such articles would include short stories and poetry as 

well as the more usual type. 

2. Nature study directed toward an appreciation of primitive values. 
3. Benton MacKaye suggested the desirability of getting out an attractive 

atlas of wilderness areas with maps and brief articles focusing in the 

mind of the public the rare value of our major wilderness areas. 

4. He also proposed a system of establishing parks in close proximity to 

urban areas where the majority of people who do not care for primitive 

conditions could be taken care of so that they would not insist on re— 

moving the primitive conditions of the more distant wild territories. 

5. Pressure to be brought to bear on all organizations now administering 

wilderness areas to get them to set aside areas to be maintained free 

from roads or stands of virgin vegetation. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS { 

The following officers were elected: President, Robert Sterling Yard; Vice- 
president, Benton MacKaye; Permanent Secretary, Robert Sterling Yard; Treasurer, 

Harold C. Anderson; Executive Committee, Harold C. Anderson, Robert Marshall, and 

Robert Sterling Yard. 

TO OUR MEMBERS 

The establishment of dues at a dollar a year will not, of course, support the 

Society. It will not even pay the costs and mailing expenses of publications. At 

the same time, to exact higher dues will necessarily exclude from membership very 

many of the most persistent workers and most influential enthusiasts in the country — 

men and women, young and old, who are necessary to the larger success of this great 

movement. 

But the difference must be met. So far it has been done by voluntary offerings, 

and it seems to us that it is an appropriate method for an organization founded on 

convictions of the highest popular, scientific and national good. 

We therefore request all who can afford to contribute to this work, to send us 

as much more than his dollar dues as each can afford. 

Harold C. Anderson 
Robert Marshall 

Robert Sterling Yard 

Executive Committee
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BY-LAWS OF THE WILDERNESS SOCEETY 

Adopted at a Meeting of the Council, April 24, 1937 

Sgction 1. This organization shall be known as the Wilderness Society. 

Section 2. The objects of the Wilderness Society are: 

(1) To enlist the American people in the preservation of the American 

wilderness. 

(a) To spread the conception that the wilderness is a valuable natural 

resource of the people and should be conserved as such. 

(3) fo promote nation-wide cooperation in resisting the invasion of 

such wilderness by the sights, sounds and other influences of civiliza- 

tion, including routes which can be used for mechanized transportation, 

all commercial developmants, and those non-commercial improvements and . 

influences which clash seriously with the primeval environment. 

Section 3. The term wilderness as used herein shall ayply to areas maintaining their 

primeval environment or influence, or to areas remaining free fromroutes which can 

be used for mechanized transportation. 

Section 1. The administration of the affairs and funds of the Society shall vest in 

@ Council of thirteen persons of whom one shall be a Permanent Secretary, while 

the other twelve shall be elected at the annual meeting of the Council by a majority 

vote of all members present for terms of three years or until their successors are 

elected, except that the terms of office of the members of the Council elected at 

the first annual meeting shall expire, four at the end of the first year, four at the 

end of the second year, and fourat the end of the third year. 

(1) The terms of members of the Council shall begin upon election. 

(2) Vacancies on the Council may be filled by the Council for the 

unexpired term
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(3) No person shall be a Council member who has not been a member 

of the Society for at least one year. 4 

(4) Prior to the first annual meeting, the organizers of the $o- 

ciety shall constitute its Council. | 

(5) The fises] year shall begin om January 1. 4 

Section 2. The officers of the Society shall consist of a President, a Vice-Presi- | 

dent, snd a freasurer who shall be elected by the Council from its own members and | 

who shall serve for one year or until their successors are elected; and also a | 

Permancat Secretary who shail be chosen by the Council and whose tenure shall be 

subject to the determination of the Council. | 

Section g. The officers shall perform the usual duties of such officers. he Treas- | 

urer shall render an annual report to the Congess for each fiscal year and his re- 

ports shall be audited at such time and in each manner as the Council may direct. ; 

Section 4. The Council shall elect from ofan asecwspsal an Executive Committee of not 

less than three nor more then five members. The Executive Committee shall carry 

on the duties of the Council between mestings of the Council, and shall submit to | 

the Council reports of all its proceedings at approximately three month intervals. | 

4etion of the Executive Committee may be secured by a vote of the majority of its 3 

members, at meetings or through the medium of telephone, telegraph, or wail. | 

Section 5. The Council may create and appoint such standing or special and advisory | 

committees as it may deem necessary for the promotion and proper conduct of the ob- 

jects of the Society. All members of the Society shall be eligible to membership 

upon 411 committees so created. : 

Section 6. On a date to be designated by the Executive Committee, and falling dur- 

ing the first three months of the fiscal year, the Council shall held its annual 

meeting. 

(1) Special meetings of the Council may be called by the President, 

or Secretary or by the written request of five members of the Souncil. 

(2) All meetings of the Council shall be held in Washington, D. ¢., 

unless otherwise determined by the Council.
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(3) a me jority of the Council, present at meetings in person, shall con- 

stitute a quorum. : | 

(4) A resolution in writing, signed by all members of the Council, shall 

be deemed to be of the same force and effect as if it had been duly passed 

by a vote of the Council at a convened meeting. | 

Article IIT 

Section 1. Members of the Society shall consist of those persons, who, having stated 

their acquiescence in the objects of the Society as set forth in Article I, have 

been elected to membership by the Executive Committee. 

Section 2. By a majority vote of the entire membership of the Council, cast in per- 

son pr by a unanimous vote in writing signed by all its members, the Council may 

cigth Uta pin pitiaah in the Aidltns tay wus he etd en ek 

sympathy with the objects of the Society; but no member shall be expelled until 

he has been furnished with a written complaint against him and has been given the 

opportunity of answering it or of resigning. 

Section 3. The Council may in its discretion establish membership dues. It may 

also authorize the acceptance of donations and bequests. 

i Article IV 

These By-laws may be amended by a vote of two-thirds of the members of the 

Council present at any meeting of the Council held after no less then thirty days! 

written notice of the proposed amendment or amendments and the reasons therefor, 

provided that such vote shall be thereafter confirmed by two-thirds of the entire 

Council in writing within sixty days.
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MINUTES OF THE ORGANIZING MEETING 

April 24, 1937. 

After twenty-six months of studying, planning, adventuring and doing under 

leadership of eight experienced workers in land use to meet & new national emergency, 

the Wilderness Society, 576 pledged members strong, formally orgenized itself on ~ 
April 24, 1957, under the following Council: 

L. A. Barrett, Belmont, California 

Harold C. Anderson, Washington, D. 6. 
Harvey Broome, Knoxville, Tennessee 
Irving i. Clark, Bellevue, Washington ‘ 
Sernard Norris, Tennessee 
Derethy Sachs Jackson, Chévy Chase, Maryland 
Aldo Leopold, Vadison, Wisconsin 
Beaton MacKaye, Silirky Center, Yassechusetts 
George Marshall, Croton-on-Hudson, New York ; i 
Robert Marshall, Washington, D. C. 
Olaus Myrie, Jackson, Wyoming 
Ernest C. Overholtzer, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Robert Sterling Yard, Washington, D. C. 

Bight of these, Anderson, Broome, Frank, Leopold, WacKaye, Robert Marshall, 

Oberhboltzer and Yard, had guided the destinies of the Society from its beginning to 

the present meeting, and, after mech correspondence, had outlined a future. Yard had 

been its secretary~treasurer. 

On this day, April 24, a quorum of the Council to be elected, namely Ander- 

son, Broome, Yrank, Jackson, MacKaye, George Marshall, Robert Varshall and Yard,met 

at the Powhaten Hotel, Washington, D. ¢., from half past nine in the morning till ten 

o'clock at night to report on the past and define the future of the Society. 

The meeting began with reading by the Secret ry of the minutes of the 

initial meeting of the Society held at the Cosmos Club on January 21, 1935, and 

of a subsequent meeting in the Sgrden of the Cosmos Club in the following August. 

fhe first business was condieration of by-laws which had passed many times 

back and forth between members by mail. Important new changes in Articles I and IV 

led to final adoption. 

By-Laws of the Wilderness Society 

Seetion 1. This organization shall be known as the Wilderness Society. 
Section 2. The ebjects of the Wilderness Society are: ; 

(1) fo enlist the American people in the preservation of the American 

wilderness. 

(2) Bo spread the conception that the wilderness is a valuable natural 

resource of the people and should be conserved as such. 

(3) To promote nation-wide cooperation in resisting the invasion of 
such wilderness by the sights, sounds and other influences of civiliza- 

tion, ineluding routes which can be used for mechanized transportation,
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all commercial developments, snd those non-commercial improvements and 
influences which clash seriously with the primeval environment. 

Section 3. The term wilderness as used herein shall apply to areas retaining their 
primeval environment or influence, or to areas remaining free from routes which can ; 
be used for mechanized transportation. 

Article If 

Section 1. The administration of the affairs and funds of the Society slall vest in 
a Council of thirteen persons of whom one shall be a Permanent Secretary, while the 
other twelve shall be elected at the annual meeting of the Council by a majority 
vote of all members present for terms of three years or until their successors are 
elected, except that the terms of office of the mémbers of the Council elected at the 
first annus] meeting shall expire, four at the end of the first year, four at the end 
of the second year, and four at the end of the third year. 

(1) The terms of members of the Council shall begin upon election. . 
(2) Vacancies on the Council may be filled by the Council for the 
unexpired term. 
(3) No person shall be @ Gouncil member who has not been 2 member 
of the Seciety for at least one year. 
(4) Prior to the first annual mesting, the. organizers of the Society 
shall constitute its Council. 

(S) The fiscal year shall begin on January 1. 
Section 2. the officers of the Society shall consist of a President, a Vice Presi- 
dent, and a Treasurer who shall be elected by the Council from its own members and 
who shall serve for one year or until their successors are elected; and also a 
Permanent Secretary who shall be chosen by the Council and whose tenure shall be 
subject to the determination of the Council. 
Section 3. The officers shall perform the usual duties of such officers, The Treas- 
urer shall render en enmal report to the Council for each fiseal year and his re- 
perts shall be audited at such time and in such manner as the Council may direct. 
The funds of the Society shall be deposited in the name of the Society in such bank 
as the Executive Committee sidl designate, and no moneys shall be withdrawn there- 
from except by check signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the President. 
Section 4. The Council shall elect from its number an Executive Couwmittee of not 
less than three nor mors than five members. The Zexecutive Committee shall carry 
on the duties of the Council between meetings of the Council, and shall submit te 
the Council reports of all its proceedings at approximately three month intervals. 
Action of the Executive Committee may be secured by a vote of the majority of its 
members, at meetings or through the medium of telephone, telegraph, or mail. f 
Section 5. The Council may create and appoint such standing or special and advisory 
committees as it may deem necessary for the promotion end proper conduct of the ob- 
jects of the Society. All members of the Society shall be eligible to membership 
upon all committees so created. 
Section 6. On a date to be designated by the Executive Committee, and falling dur 
ing the first three months of the fiseal year, the Council shall hold its annual 
meeting. 

(1) Special meetings of the Council may be called by the President, 
or Secretary or by the written request of five members of the Council. 
(2) All meetings of the Council shall be held in Washington, R. C., 
wnless otherwise determined by the Council,. ; 

; (3) A majority of the Council, present at meetings in person, shall con- 
stitute a quorum. 

(4) A resolution in writing, signed by all members of the Council, shall 
be decmed to be of the same force and effect as if it had been duly passed 
by a vote of the Council at o convened meeting,
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Article TIT 

Section 1, “embers of the Society shall consist of those persons, who, having stated 
their acquiescence in the objects of the Society as set forth in Article I, have been 
elected to membership by the Executive Committee. 
Section 2. By 2 majority vote of the entre membership of the Council, cast in person, 
or by @ unanimous vote in writing signed by all its members, the Council may expel 
from membership in the Society any member who manifests an overt lack of sympathy 
with the objects of the Society; out no member shall be expelled until he has been 
furnished with e written complaint against him and has been given the opportunity 
of answering it or of resigning. 
Section 3. The Council may in its discretion establish membership dues, it may also 
suthorize the acceptance of donations and bequests, 

Article IV 

These by-laws may be amended by & vote of two-thirds of the members of the 
Council present at amy meeting of the Council held after no less then thirty days’ 
written notice of the proposed emendment or amendments and the reasons therefor, . provided that such vote shall be thereafter confirmed by two-thirds of the entire 
Council in writing within sixty days, 

it was voted unanimously that the Wilderness Society should incorporate P 
in the District of Columbia. 

The following wilderness projects in which the Socicty has so far teken a 
part were discussed by various members of the Council, explaining activities snd 
progress: | 

Green Mountain Skyline Drive Salmon River Highway 
Adirondack Truck Trails Wind River Wilderness 
N. Y. 1938 Const tution Convention Rocky Yountain Tunnel 
Potomac Parkway Grand Canyon Wilderness 
Great Smokies Skyline D,ive Vernal-Thompson Highway 
Park Service Trails Escalante-Blanding Highway 
Yentucky Virgin Timber Lone-Pine-Vorterville Highway 
Porcupine Vountains Yosemite Sugar Eines ‘ 

« Qaetico-Superior Glacier Bay 
Grand Portege Road Okefenokee Swamp 
Cass Lake Wining in Game Preserves 
Plethead Wilderness “t. Olympus 
Selway Wilderness Caseade Pass Highway 
Adirondack Ski Trails 

Frow the discussion of these specific problems a general discussion was hed 
as to the method of functioning which had characterized the activities of the Society. 
The following conclusions were reached: : 

1. Whenever possible we should organize local groups with their own local 
officers in regions where there are wilderness areas. ;
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2. We should make a special effort to get additional members in regions 
containing wilderness areas where our membership is at present weak. 

3. When we request members of the Society to write letters on projects 
or when the local sections request their members to write letters, 
these letters should be written by the members as individuals and 
not as members of the Wilderness Society. : 

4. Resolutions passed by the local sections and requests to local members 
from the local sections to write letters on specific wilderness pro- 
jects should first be epproved by the Executive Committee of the whole 
Society, unless there is a situation so urgent in the opinion of the 
local section that it can not wait for such approval. Such unapproved 

local actions must then be submitted to the Executive Committee for 
approval imvediately thereafter. All local actions must conform to 
the principles of the Society as listed in the original statement of 
the Society end as further implied in Article I of the by-laws. De- 
tails of local action, after major policies have been agreed upon by 
the Executive Co mittee, can be handled by the local section without 
reference to the Executive Committee. All specific fights undertaken 
by the local sections should first be approved by the Executive Commit- | 
tee. 

Program of Lesislative sctivities 

The following resolutions in regard to special wilderness projects were ap= 
proved: : 

1. Resolution on the preservation of Fiathead, Selway and Salmon River wil- 

derness areas. It was agreed that Wilderness Society members from Mon- 
tana and Idaho should be requested to write to the Porest Service urging 
that no invasion of these wilderness areas should be permitted. 

2. Resolution egainst the proposed Nocky Mountain tunnel. It was agreed that 
another letter should be sent to all members urging them to write against 
the project. 

‘ 3. Resolution to preserve the Grand Canyon wilderness. This resolution was 

to be forwarded by the Secretary to the Park Service, Reclamation Service, 

Indian Service and Biological Survey, which are involved in the administra- 
tion of this area. Such a letter should be sent to Secretary Ickes. 

4. Resolution urging that the proposed Lone Pine-Porterville road should be 
removed from the State Highway System of California. It was agreed that 

California siesbers would write the Forest Service to this effect, unless 
Vr. Barrett thinks that letters from all Society members are needed. 

5. Resolution in favor of having the government acquire the Yosemite Sugar 
Pines. A copy of this resolution was to be sent to all members of the 
Public Lands Committees of both houses of Congress. 

6. Resolution to take the Cascade Pass Road off the State Highway Syetem 
of Washington. It was agreed that all local members should be requested 
to write the Forest Service to this effect.: 

7. Resolution in favor of the Wallgren 83111 as originelly drafted. It 
was agreed that our entire membership should be requested to write
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either their Congressmen and Senators or the members of the Public 
Lands Committees favoring this bill. It was also agreed that Dorothy 
Jackson and Fobert Marshall should go up to see Senator Jones who has 

been holding up this bill in the Senate. 

8. Resolution egrinst the bill proposing to permit mining in game pre- 
serves. It was agreed that this resolution should be forwarded to 

all members of the House and Senate Committees on Mines and Mining. 

Close Study of Wildemess Trails 

It was voted that the Wilderness Society should draw up specifications fa 

horse trails, foot trails and ski trails in the different regions of the country. 

The regions to be covered were to include the Southern Appslachians, the Northeastera, 

the Lake Syates, the Interior Western Forest, the Coastal Yestern Forest, and the non~ 

forested western lands. 

Committees or at least chairmen for committees for each of these regions 
were to be appointed by the Executive Committee. Un addition to making out speci- 
fications for these types of trails, the committees were to consider the proper 
relationship between them. 

Goncerning Feulters and Backsliding Members 

The matter of what should be done to members who have not lived up to the 
policies of the Wilderness Society and who have fought for projects antagonistic to 
the stated objectives of the Society which these members subscribed to before they 
entered the Society, was carefully considered. So far, very few members had indi- 
cated such lack of sytpathy with the Society's aims. The only two serious offen- 

ders whose names had come to the attention of the C.uncil were Ben Thompson and 
G. H. Collingwood. The Executive Committee was requested to carefully investigate 
cases and to recommend such action as they saw fit. 

New Statement of Principles Sndered 

It was agreed that, with the adoption of the by-laws, the time was now 
ripe to get out a new statement of what the Wilderness Society stends for. This 

should explain the reasons for the Wilderness Society, give the platform of the 

Wilderness Society as included in the old statement and also Article I of the new 
by-laws. Other pertinent materiel which new members ought to know was also to be 

incorperated in this datement. 

Dues Adopted of One Dollar a Yeor 

The financial statement of the Society came in for thorough considera- 
tion. It was egreed thet the present income should be sugmented by at least $1500 
ayear. It was concluded that some dues were desirable but that they should be 
low enough that they would not scare away members. Consequently dues of one 
dollar a year were set. However, it was agreed that with all bills for dues 
there would go out 2 request that those members who could possibly afford it 

should make additional contributions. It was agreed that if a sufficient ad- 
ditional sum was raised that Anderson and Robert Marshall were authorized to 
raise Yerd's salary inkeeping with the limitations set by the scant Society in- 
COMe.
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Campeigning for Positive Objectives ‘ 

All the members present felt that, splendid as the actitities of the 
Society have so for been, they have been largely of a negative type, fighting 
proposed invasions. It was agreed that there should also be positive campaign 
launched to stimlate national interest in the preservation of the wilderness in 
general without reference to specific invasions. The following means were sug- 
gested: 

1. As many articles as could possible be got or promoted in behalf of 

the wilderness. Such articles would include short stomes and poetry 
as well as the more usual type. 

2. Nature study directed toward an appreciation of primitive values. i 

3. Benton MacKaye suggested the desirability of getting out an attrac- - 
tive etlas of wilderness areas with maps and brief articles focus— 
ing in the mind of the public the rere value of our major wilder- 
ness areas. : 

4. He also proposed a system of establishing parks in close proxin- 
ity to urban areas where the majority of people who do not care 
for primitive conditions could be taken care of so that they would 
not insist on removing the primitive conditions of the more distant 
wild territories. 

5. Pressure to be brought to bear on all organizations now administer- 
ing wilderness areas to get them to set aside areas to be maintained - 
free from roads or stands of virgin vegetation. ; 

Blection of Officers 

The fcllowing officers were elected: President, Robert Sterling Yard; 
Vice-president, Benton MacKaye; Permanent Secretary, Robert Sterling Yard; Trea- 

surer, Harold C. Anderson; Executive Committee, Robert Sterling Yard, Harold ¢. 
Anderson, and Robert Yarshall.



1532 University Aveme 
March 31, 1937 

Ur, Robert Marshall 
Office of Indian Affairs 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

The final revision of the Wildlife Society by-laws 

sounds entirely satisfactory to me and I think all of us 

appreciate the amount of work which has gone into it. I wish 

I could be there for the April 24 meeting, but it is just 

about impossible for me to kick loose in April because I will 

be in the midst of my planting season. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 

vh Professor of Game Management i



March 25, 1937. 

Dear Aldo: 

All the comments on the proposed by-laws of the Wilderness Society have 
at last come in from the five eway-from-Washington organizers, and all of them, 
thank goodness, except Senton have agreed to serve as members of the Council. How 
ever, Benton is such an integral part of the Society that xe three are in accord, - 
asweare sure all of you out of town orgemizers except Benton will be, that Benton 

mist be a member of the Council whether he wants to or not. Fortumately his letter 
did not absolutely refuse to serve, but merely indicated a preference not to. fe 
all agree that in the interest of the wilderness this preference mst be disregarded. 

Aldo, Bernard and Ober approved the proposed by-laws as written, although 
Aldo suggested that his personal preference would be to leave out the section on 
expision. Hgwever, since everyone else seemed to think it desirable end since 

: Aldo did not mind very mech, we have left it in. 

Benton and Harvey objected, quite reasonably it seems to us, to our defini- 
tion of wilderness and in our second objective. Consequently we rewrote both of E 

these trying to take in what both Harvey and Benton desired. This made No. 2 of the 
Objectives much the longest, so we shifted it and No. 3 around. CGonsequently will 
you read over the Na. 2 objective and the definition of wilderness in the new copy 
of the by-laws which we are enclosing with special care. We hope the changes will 

meet with everyone's approval. 

Im Article III, Section 1, Harvey suggested eliminating the phrase, “orally 
or in writing", which we ogee was superfluous. In Section 2 of the same article 
he pointed out quite clearly that we did not explain of whom the majority vote was 
supposed to be. Benton proposed we make a special mention of radio in the old No.2 
objective, now the third one. Since there are many other sounds of civilization 
that should be barred from the wilderness, we felt the phrase "sichts, sounds and 
other influences of civilization® covered the subject. 

3ob Yard proposed under Article III, Section 2 that a member could be 
given the opportunity of resigning if he did not want to answer the complaint 
against him, and thet has also been put in. We believe that will be all the 
changes except a little additional punctuation suggested by Harvey. 

Concerning the personnel, everybody approved L. A. Barrett, Irvine Clark, 
Olaus Murie, George Marshall and Dorothy Jackson. Aldo especially praised the 
selection of Murie, ond Benton the selection of Jackson. 

The one point rewaining is to hold our first anmaal meeting. It is essen- 
tial that at least seven of the thirteen members of the Council attend. Since only 
four live in Washington this means that all of the remaining nine of you who can pos- 
sibly get back here should arrenge to do so. In order to improve the possibility of 
this we are setting a time some distance away, but not far enough in advance to cut 
into the field seasons of the members of the Council or to bring you to Weshington 
in too great heat. We have chosen for the date of the meeting Saturday, April 24, 
1937, and hope as many as poss ble of you will attend. 

Sincerely y urs,



By-Laws of the Wilderness Society 

Article 1 

Se@tion 1, This organization shell ve known as the Wilderness Society. es 

Section 2. The objects of the Wilderness Society sre: ; 

(1) ?o enlist the American »eople in the preservation of the American 

wilderness. 

(2) To spread the conception that the wilderness is a valusble nastural 

resource of the people end should be conserved as such. 

(3) fo promote nation-wide cooperation in resisting the invasion of | 

such wilderness by the sights, sounds ond other influences of civilize- 

tion, including routes which can be used for mechanized transportation, 

all commercial developments, «nd those non-commercial improvements and 

influences wiich clash sericusly with the primevel cavironment. 

Section 3.The term wilderness is used herein to designate areas whose major value is 

found in their primeval environment or in the absence of routes which can be used for 

mechanized traasrortation. 

Section 1. ‘the administration of the effairs and funds of the Society shall vest in 

e Council of thirteen persone of eam one shall be a Permanent Secretary, while the 

other twelve shell be elected at the anmel meeting of the Council by a majority ; 

vote of 21] members present for terms of three years or until their successors 

soe diated, extees Cad tin ten ob. eltinn 00 ten natnes of Wk taints ‘ 

at the first annucl meeting shall exeire, four at the end of the first year, four 

at the end of the second year, and four at the end of the third year. 

(1) The terms of members of the Council shail begin upon election. 

(2) Vacancies on the Council may be filled by the Council for the 

unexpired term :
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(3) Mo person shall be a Council member who has not been a member 

of the Society for at least one year. 

(4) Prior te the first annus] meeting, the organizers of the So- 

elety shall constitute its Counell. 

(5) The fisesl year shall begin on Jamuary 1. 

Segtion 2. The officers of the Society shall consist of a President, a Vice Presi- 

dent, and 2 Treasurer who shall be elected by the Council from its oom members and 

who shall serve for one year or until their successors are dected; and also a 

Permanent Secretary who shall be chosen by the Council and whose tenure shall be 

wmabject to the determination of the Council. 

Section 3. The officers shell perform the usual duties of sin officers. The Treas- 

wrer shall render an annuel report to the Council for each fiseel yeor and his re- 

perts shall be audited at such time and in such manner as the Council may direct. 

Section 4. The Council sheli clect from its number on Mxecutive Committee of not 

less then three nor wore than five sexbers. fhe Executive Committee shall carry 

on the duties of the Council betveen meetings of the Council, and shall submit to 

the Council reports of all its proceedings at approximately three month intervals. 

: Action of the Executive Committee may be secured by a vote of the majority of its 

members, at meetings or through the medium of telephone, telegraph, or msil. 

Section 5. The Council may create and sppoint such standing or special and advisory 

committees as it may deem necessary for the promotion and proper conduct of the ob- 

jects of the Society. All members of the Society shall be sligible te membership ’ 

upon @ll committees so created. 

Section 6. On a date to be designated by the Executive Committee, and felling dure 

ing the first three months of the fiscal year, the Council shall hold ite eanmal 

meeting. 

()) Special meetings of the Council may be called by the President, ; 

or Secretary or by the written request of five menbers of the Council. 

(2) All meetings of the Council shall be held in #ashington, D. 6., 

unless otherwise determined by the Council.
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(3) A majority of the Council, present at meetings in person, shall con- 

stitute a quorum. | 

(4) A resolution in writing, signed by all members of the Council, shall ‘ 

be deomed to be of the same force and effect as if it had been duly passed 3 

by & vote of the Council at a convened meeting. 4 Fe 

article UL 

Section 1. Members of the Society shall consist of those persons, who, having stated : 

their acquiescence in the objects of the Society 2s set forth in article I, have been 

elected to membership by the Sxecutive Committee. 

; Section 2. By a majority vote of the entire membership of the Council, cast in person, 3 

or by & unsaimous vote in writing signed by all its members, the Council may expel from | 

membership im the Society any member who wenifests en overt lack of sympathy with the 

Objects of the Society; but no member shell be expelled until he has been fursished 

with © written complaint against him ond has been given the opportunity of answering } 

it or of resigning. ‘ 

Section 3. The Council may in its discretion estsblish membership dues. It my also = 

agthorize the acceptence of donations and bequests. 

srbiche 1 

These By-Laws may be amended by 2 vote of two-thirds of the members of the 

Council cast in person et any meeting which shell be called for that purpose, either ‘ 

by the President, the Executive Committee, or by five members of the Goumeil, and 

efter no less than thirty days' eritten notice of the meeting explaining the pro- 4 

posed amendment or amendwents and the reasons therefor. << 

: 

ee 

ee 
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MODERN CREED OF LAND USB o | 

Today's progressive view of nature conceives the American people 

using and enjoying it for the needs of everyday living, for pleasuring, 

and as inspiration for happiness and achievement; but it specially con- 

ceives it necessary to save those parts of our slender remaining roadless 

areas which are worth more for study, relaxation and the wilderness type 

of recreation than for picnicking, motoring and commercial activities; 

also it believes that fenatsiing primeval areas which are miseums of 

ereation, offen cbso remarksble for scenic grandeur and extraordinary 

natural beauty, should be carefully protected, undisturbed, for obser- 

vation, scientific study, and appropriate types only of enjoyment. 

Every type of human use should be assigned its ample quota 

of appropriate area while there is area still available for all uses, 

and no area should be siezed for the irrevocable benefit of any one 

type of use, no matter how popular such use may be at the time, until 

all types have been fully and fairly considered for it with all the 

evidence presented. 

The inherent rights of succeeding generations to study, enjoy 

and use fine examples of primeval America is a responsibility of this 

generation. a 

Robert Sterling Yard, ? 
President, Wilderness Society. , 

j



October 22, 1936 

e 

Mr, Robert Sterling Yerd 
The Wilderness Society 
18ho Mintwood Place 
Washington, 0, C, 

Deer Yard: 

Yes, I knew about the change in the National Perks Service organization, and 
I of course agree lOOper cent in your objective of getting something better 
than a "recreations1" administration of the "primeval" parks, 

I'm afreid, however, that IT do not share your confidence that such an admin- 
istration is obtainable by keeping 1t directly under Washington's thumb, 

The lowering of aime in park matters extends to Washington as well as the i 
states, and to other bureaus as well as the National Park Service, The fight 
against it will have to be all along the line, It would solve nothing, in my 
view, to merely exempt the primeval parka as administrative islands. Wr, Cam- 

merer and Mr. Ickes have, I fear, fallen for the msic of clicking gates quite 
as badly as the regional crowd. 

“As to the resolution, 1 wish 1t were trae that the primeval parks have been 
re in primeval condition to this hour’, In my opinion they have not been, 

and T could neither urge nor sign any admission that they have, Sorry I can't 

go with you, 

Yours sincerely, 

Al: MIG Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management
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Oetober 16, 1936. 

An alarding eltuetion in the Setioual Yarkse Service was disclosed to me during , 
& gusmer journey in the for weet and e month of investigetion on may returA to Yashe s 
ington. 

You sre aware of the enormous @apacgios of Park Service activities under the i 
authority granted it to control CCG activities in etete parks; also under the recent e 
act for -rowetion of historic sites all over the United St-tes and the transfer to s 
At of miscellaneous reservations by the President in sugust, 1932, f 

But you probably do aot know that the so-called State Park Act paaeed at the Ee 
ond of the last Congress suthorising the Park Service to survey the country for 4 
state perks has been construed to authorize it alse to promote and control wnliaited : 
recreational reservations in states and wanicipalities; or that a way has been found 
te turn over to it resettlement and other areas whose alphabetical finengial resourses 
are incomlete, Activities under these n@w prolific sources of expansion were bs wal 
&t full speed es soon oe the Bille wore Signed. (o Cam on raervelb , utrdig Nebtres & 

& yee! 

Ht stu bo news to Sor ates Bakste in Siion of these immense increases in 
areas, Conred Wirth, assistant director in charge the State Park and COC work, be- ss 
gan placning o reorgetigation of the Service staff{ te—meet—eii-—sesds, Toi 
the form of a regional division of the country jnte four parts, each to be in charge 
of w chief greduated in estate park activities who chould have under him technical and 
other staffs similar to those heretofore manteined by the Service but consisting of { 
men egucatoc for the most part im the state perk field. sie type of organization is i 
well known in large government undertaklage--the Yorest Service for example--reliere * 
ing headquarters of most of the detail, At intervals, perhaps annually, the regional 
chiefs will meet in Yashington for discusssion and agreswents., ur. Mir tate beginning ‘ 
role will be coordination of vast differences in the included areas, but it ie not bee 
lieved that so able an organizer will long be content with eo modest a plas, 

Yearly last year, I think in January, this plan, which was advocated also by asse= 
elate director Demaray and several ainor officials bub opposed at first by Direstor gat 
Camnerer, wae subadtted to a gathering of National Park superiatendeats and unand- Bi 
mously opposed, Wany practical arguments were brought out ageinet it, and it was { 
held that it would inevitably destroy cistinetions and standards, reducing all kinds ie 
of areas to tue seme dead level, The future of National Prinewal Forks under » One F. 
od. Mens buubor sohiaiehs wala’ bo ene of senstunn ane’ to Sannaaie GRIT a i 
merely recreations] influences of state and other parks. $ 

Birth out up a vigorous fight for his plan, and finally offered to compronise g 
rags Rgticwe rm otk ody gs youmnas ger edie aige verine’ seen a 

head, The superintendents did not agree to this, however, and after several : 
returned to their parks even more in opposition Shan before, ‘ 

i bee 

emia &
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Discussions continued in Washington, ond early in the spring Secretary Ickes 
expressed his liking for the regions] iden, This brought Mrector Cammerer over to 

it, About May 27, Be seorehene snekiad thet soltseal sthaerel sete seals be Sete 
gat until it could ir ther they could succe bei 

. a de in eix months, ngs te November 27 of this 

It will be noted that during the entire discusssion, from reference to the Paz 

maperintendént ¢ to the Secretary's authori 2 ing the béginning of organization, the 
whaost silence had been maintained outside the office, In fact no public announse~ 

ment was even made, Zstablighnent of the regional offices in Hichmond, Omaha, Gkla- 

homa City and Sen Prantigeo aroused no interest locally; appointment of their chiefs 
and development of staffs attracted no attention, when I reaghed San franciseo in 
eerly July, I celled at the new office without appreciating what it reel y was. 

Daring the summer, sequisition of new parke under the regional system went 
ahead speedily. In Oregon, I Logced down e precipice upon a tree~eucircled area 

in which a tourist was encamped end was told it wae a ational park, In lashing~ 
ton I heard from an enthusiastic local yark wan that his city had juet turned three 

outlying parks over focthe Nations] Park Service and was planning five more, News 
papers carried news of néw parks coming te the nation, The expansion of the “Nae 

tional Parke” wae talked about quite eagually, 

fee aituatien now, at the beginning of fll and winter activity involves a 
flat desde between Gomerer, Dewiray, Virth, the state park orgenization and severa, 
lesser hendquarters officials, on tho one hasd, and on the other, alagst the entire 

national park field staffs and many officials ia the hage offices, the apposition ss, 

described to me ag almost achual rebellion in defénse of the ideals and standards of 
the Hational Pricseval farke, 

Official solution of the problem will be very simple. Both sides await the 

@eciaion of the Secretary, To this sole arbiter can citizen appeal be made, t= 

alosed is a resolution passed by the executive coumkttes of the National Parks 

Agsociation on October 16 last. 

#9 ws, regional aduinistration seems the only efficient wethed of handling #9 

large and veried a body of recreational areas as Slane and ectivities coatemlate. 
Already on additional region ie proving desirable, 

If the “ational Primeval Parks can be held out of the regional organisation, 

the weiter at least will be very glad to see all the rest separated in a grouping 

of their own. ‘The National Primeval farke should be held in aduinistration by the 

Hationsl Park Serviee direct. %e suggest your prompt appeal to Seeretery Ickes, 

Sincerely ‘re 

Of the Executive Comal ttee, 
National Parks Association. 

Boris 

Wate yar vec te Seeker, © ~~ Qt , 
\ ie + i 

anh hte Qewedc OL Cort Qe t oes. | 

polit Be



RESOLUTION BY NATIONAL PARKS ASSOCIATION 

IN DEFENSE OF NATIONAL PARKS 

October 16, 1936. 

RECOGNIZING that the National Parks System was created andhas been 

maintained to preserve a national and international asset of unique chrac- 

ter and outstanding value, namely the National Primeval Parks, and being 

convinced that the successful development of this system has resulted 

from its administration as a unit by one central federal authority, and 

should be so continued, the National Parks Association urges the Secre- 

tary of the Interior to maiutein these parks as e separate and distinct 

group independent of other park areas. We feel confident that by so 

doing the Secretary will be able to exercise best the watchful care 

which has brought them in crimeval condition to this hour and will pre= 

serve them in primitive glory for the educétion and inspiration of 

future gemmtions of this and other lands,
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Wilderness Society 

1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. C. 

WILDERNESS NEWS 
For Use of Members of the Society 

Robert Sterling Yard April 2 

Editor NUMBER 1 1936 

S. O. S. CALL TO MEMBERS OF WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK SERIOUSLY ASSAILED 
AND STANDARDS OF THE PRIMITIVE SYSTEM IN PERIL 

Your help is needed at once tosave the nation's most celebrated remainders of 

primeval wilderness, those in the National Parks System. 

A rider hung on the Appropriation Bill in the United States Senate must be 

defeated, which, if adopted by the House referees to whom it has been sent, will 

drive a reclamation tunnel and ditch through Rocky Mountain National Park, and set 

the precedent for dispoiling the Standards of all national parks. Such a tunnel 

will break down the basic principle under which national parks are created, while 

Sapping Rocky Mountain's lakes and streams. 

We suggest your wiring or airmailing your Senators and Representatives to 

Oppose it with all their power; also that you appeal to Secretary Ickes. (Phrase 

your protests in your own way, different from the phrasing here.) 

Meantime, a bill to tunnel the waters of Yellowstone Lake out to the ranches of 

neighboring states is awaiting in Congress the precedent of this. 

Trickiest of all Attempts on National Park Standards, 

This is the trickiest assault on national park standards ever attempted. Seven 

irrigation projects are gathered into the one rider so as to combine upon each the 

political power behind them all and make them hard to separate. And the one we fight



Page 2 

is entitled "Grand Lake-Big Thompson Intermountain Diversion Project" which will 

conceal the truth about it from most members of Congress who just naturally 

Oppose national park spoilation. Who indeed would recognize Rocky Mountain National 

Park under that title? 

There's no time to lose. Hurry your protests and spread the news. 

Details of the Damage to Rocky Mountain National Park 

This project, as planned, necessitates the construction of a twelve—mile tunnel 

under Rocky Mountain National Park. Such a development would certainly destroy 

some of the finest primitive values of this splendid park. 

Grand Lake at the western edge of the Park will become a storage reservoir with 

the consequent ruination of shore line scenery which storage reservoirs always 

entail. The eastern portal, just above Estes Park, will mar disastrously the most 

scenic and most visited portion of the entire Rocky Mountain National Park. An 

8,000-foot conduit to carry the water from the eastern portal to the Thompson River 

will be visible as an eyesore for miles. 

Twelve miles of granite rock from the tunnel will have to be strewn somewhere 

in the vicinity of the portals, and will constitute a bad blot on the landscape. 

It will be necessary to drill at least two shafts down to the tunnel in order 

to let in air, and these will be located in the wildest portion of the Park. To 

drill such shafts machinery will have to be taken in by roads, and this will mean 

the surrender of one more wilderness to the scarring routes of mechanized trans— 

portation. 

It seems probable that this tunnel will serve as an underground drainage ditch 

for some of the Park lakes, just as the Moffat tunnel did to lakes in its vicinity.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 
CALIFORNIA REGION 

tits PHELAN BUILDING ' 
REGIONAL FOREETER WELIS FARGO! BUIED ING. 

AND REFER TO SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

March 6, 1936. 

ER 
California 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
College of Agriculture, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leo: 

I am glad to have your letter of February 24 and possibly 
I can help clarify what the Sierra Way is all about. It was developed 

: by the Forest Service on the theory that a continuous north and south 
road the length of the Sierra Nevadas going through attractive country 
and touching or going near major points of recreational interest would 
be a real asset in the life of the State. The sketch map of this loca- 
tion which I enclose will I think indicate that the road as projected 
keeps a long ways from the real high Sierra comtry. From its northern 
end through the Sierra Forest it follows in the main existing highways 
or those already partly constructed. With the exception of two lengths 
between trans-Sierra roads in the Eldorado and Stanislaus Forests this 
part of the whole project does not involve construction of brand new 
roads. 

Within this section of the road the only major question of 
routing deals with the Yosemite National Park where the Park officials 
are, I understand, not wholly in agreement with the routing proposed by 
the Forest Service. But I think this can readily enough be worked out 
on a basis acceptable to everybody who has a legitimate interest. From 
the north boundary of the Sequoia Park south, however, the question of 
routing and even whether there should be a Sierra Way is at present under 
very thorough study by different groups. The most important of these at 
the moment is the Forestry & Wild Life Section of the Commonwealth Club 
of which Mr. L. A. Barrett of my staff is Chairman. This group has been 
making a rather detailed study of road needs in the undeveloped mountains 
of the State and so far as they have formalized their conclusions are, I 
think, opposed to major new development of this sort. And so as things 
stand today the section of the Sierra Way from the north boundary of the 
Sequoia Park south is simply a possible project - very little of it has 
been built and that only at the extreme southern end. There are real 

$ we 

- .



Mr. Aldo Leopold - March 6,1936, 

objections to the suggested routing through the Sequoia Park since a 
part of the Park touched by the road is regarded as wilderness country 
by the Park officials. But even though the road is finally built on 
substantially its suggested location it will be a long ways from the 
high Sierra country and will not in my judgment affect the type of use 
which that country receives. The southern leg of the Sierra Way except 
for crossing of rocky canyons is almost wholly in commercial timber coun- 
try. 

I am asking Mr. Burnett of my staff who has had a great 
} deal to do with the Sierra Way to send you a sketch map and I am asking 

Mr, Barrett to add anything he cares to in regard to the study given by 
his group to this whole question of more mountain roads. 

As a general proposition, I would simply like to remind 
you that the California mountain country which is really safeguarded 
against road development lies almost wholly within the primitive areas 
of the National Forests and I do not think our viewpoint as an orgenize- 
tion is very likely to lead us seriously astray in an unnecessary inva- 
sion of undeveloped areas which for one reason or another could not be 
included in the primitive areas. 

I hope that you will follow up on this and let me know 
what other information may be useful to you. I think the Forest Service, 
because we have been compelled to build so many simple roads for fire pro- 
tection needs has previously been regarded as an organization that be- 
lieved roads were needed everywhere. This perhaps is natural but I do not 
believe is an accurate statement of our position. 

Very sincerely yo 

EAE eer
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

HAROLD C. ANDERSON 
HARVEY BROOME 

BERNARD FRANK THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

BENTON MACKAYE ; 5) Bees Gee AGL 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE, 
ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER ; WASHINGTON, D. C. 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 
SECRETARY-TREASURER Februery 21, 1936. 5 

Mre A ldo Leopold, 
University .of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

The enclosed letter from the Speeker of the Vermont House 
is the climax of my two month's natient search of the State for 
leadership of a cempaign against the Green Mountain syline perk- 
way, which comes to a ponular vote early in Merch. I heave writ- 
ten from one to a dozen or more letters a day, arousing state- 
wide interest but no action. 

The refusal of the Green Mountain Club at its annual meeting 
in early January to take any formal action against the project 
seomed to paralyze. conservationists throughout the state. For weeks 
IT have been urging organization of e campaign committee, but no one 
had the courage to begin. Our one hope is that the three now named 
in Mr. Moore's letter will respond. I have written them urgently, 
enclosing copies of his letter. 

No one had suggested to me writing the Speaker. Mr. Shields 
to whom I wrote on the 14th replied that his own very recent appoint 
ment 8 Superior Judge made the promotion impossible, but he had 
sent my letter to the Spesker. The Speaker's reply, herewith, fol- 
lowed almost immedietely. 

I suggest thet you write vigorously and at once to Mr. Proc- 
tor, who is a legislator and a member of the Wilderness Society. 
Also to the Rutland Nerald as suggested by Mr. Moore. i 

Sincerely, 

RSY :B 

Enelosure i



CONFIDENTIAL COPY OF LETTER FROM THE SPSAKER OF 8 VERMONT HOUS B 

Feb. 18, 1936. 

Robert Sterling Yard, i 

Secy. The Wilderness Society, } 
‘ ° 

; Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Sik: 

My friend Hon. Charles A. Shields sent me a copy of your 
letter of feb. 14, in re the Parkway. I am Spesker of the Vermont House 
and have been rather strongly against this proposition. The Rutland 
He erald printed an interview lest *riday wherein I set forth some of my 
objections to the scheme. A considerable amount of publicity is going 
into the Vermont Press but it is haphazard in the extreme. There is no : 
Vermont society to take the lead and blaze the trail. The other side 
seema to have a lot of money for postage, printing and the like. They 
are sending out a lot of material. 

We need a good Vermont organization to do the same thing. But 
no one starts it. Money would be req@ired. Jirculars sho:ld be distri- 
buted. The time ie so short that almost inetent work would be required. 
The voting is to take rlace two weeks hence. fhree persons come to my mind 
as ones who could get the thing started if there were only time. ortimer 
R. Proctor, of Proctor, VYrest Orton of Weston, and Prof, A. %. "each of j 
Northfield could greatly aid if time was not so short. I suggest that you 
write to each of them 

The Rutland Herald is militently ageinst the thing. A lot of 
out of the state letters are being published by the Herald. It would be 
well for you to write the Editor of the Herald setting forth your society's 
keen objection to the thing. A like letter could be sent to the Burlington 
Free Press. The fact that you are out of the state will make no differencd. 
It might even help. 

Some reprints of telling erguments could be gotten together and 
distributed if there were only an organization to teke over the job. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) &rnest E. Moore 

Z



1532 University Ave, 
Jamary 20, 1936 

Mr. Gaston Burridge 
2923 California Street 
Huntington Park, California 

Dear Mr. Burridge: 

‘ I think the function of the Wilderness Society in 
relation to an area like the Gila is one of intelligent 
criticism, We camot and should not take the initiative away 
from the Forest Service, since they have a paid persomnel and 

' technical knowledge, and the initiative is theirs in any event, 
since they are the principal landowners, 4 

Our job is to know enough about the various wilderness 
areas to be able to give them either support or criticism when 
some new question arises or some new policy is launched. 

If you can possibly do so, I would suggest you make 
a trip on the Gila, after which you will have your own ideas 
about the matter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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2923 California 5t., 
Huntington Fark, 
California. 

January 11, 1936 
Mr. Aldo Leopold. 
1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. “eopold‘ 

Your letter of the 7 at hand. 

thanks for the maps. + will try to make use of them among 

several who are also interested in the Gila Wilderness. 

Sorry if my letter carried an impatient attitude regard- 
ing brother ‘ard. I certainly did not intend it so, but not 
having heard from him, even. yet, on the thé °GilasWilderness 
matter and something like three months having passed since 
writing him asking if he would not lend a hand, 1 am truely 
baffeled. 1 realize fully that Mr. ‘ard is a very busy man, 
but so are you, or Mr Ligon or Mr, Clark or myself. I too, have 
to thump out my own letters but I am glad to lend what ever 
time it takes to saving of the Gila. 

There seems to be, from all the letters ! have received 
on the matter, so wide a difference of opinion on what should he 
done with reference to the Gila, that I wondering if, after 
all, we, sO unorganized as we are, are not trying the impossible. 
Do you favor leaving the matter entirely in the hands of the 
Forest Yervice under the plans they have now? Or do you feel that 
greater safty for the Area, as such, can be obtained by further 
efforts? : | 

If it seems advisable to let the matter go, at least for 
the present, I am sure that those who have made themselves in- 
terested will be glad of the time and the postage for other 
matters. I will be pleased to receive your views at your con- 
venience. 

Wishing you all good things for the New tear and thank- 
ing you for your interest and help in behalf of the Gila 

. matter, + am, 

Very, 8 oP 
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1532 University Aveme 

_ damary 7, 1936 

Mr. Gaston Burridge 
2923 California Street 
Huntington Park, California 

Dear Mr, Burridge: 

You may keep the Gila maps, I did not mean 
for them to be returned, 

I am not surprised that you did not hear from 
Mr. Yard. Do not overlook the fact that as a volunteer 
conducting the work of the Wilderness Society on his own 
time, he is a very busy man, and he probably has to thump 
out his own letters. It is hardly fair, therefore, to 
compare him as to promptness of response with the govern- 
ment officers who have plentiful office facilities. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Gare Management 

vh
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2923 “alifornia St., 
Huntington Park 
California. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Dec. 18. 1935. 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Misconsin. 

My Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your copies of letters to Mr M.M. Cheney of the Forest 
Service, and his to you arrived some days ago and today the 
three maps of the Gila Forest with the Primitive Areas marked 
upon them. I do sincerely thank you for sending these to me 
and if * may, 1 should very much like to retain them for a little 
while before returning them to you, inorder to have copies made 

\ and to study the maps. 

Before your letters arrived I had written to Mr, Pooler 
and will no doubt hear from him or Mr. Yheney in the near future. 

I would conclude from the letter of Mr. Cheney that much 
more had been done along the restoration lines of the Area than 
I had any idea of, or for that matter,- at leat from their letters— 
more than either Mr. Ligon or Prof. Clark had any idea of. I am 
glad to know that and I hope to be able to swing more in line 
with the Forest Service and lend my assistence towards furthering 
their plans “for the Area. 

I have not heard from Mr Yard of the WILDRENESS SOCIETY 
on the matter at all, and 1 am rather surprised too. It may be 
that he is ill or out of the city of “ashington at the present, 
I had counted on his enthusiastic support on this matter, and 
as I mentioned to him I felt that the Gila was a grand place to 

| make a record. Have you heard from him, Yard, since writing him? 

With the present knowledge of the situation do you have 
any further ideas of ways of proceedure to cement the protection 
of the Area more greatly? If so I would be pleased to have them. 
I have felt that we could proceed along the line of obtaining 
the privately owned land within the Area. “t seems to me that 
that would be a good field in which to work. The “orest Service 
seem to have most of the other items fully undercontrol. Do you 
have any ideas here. 

With all best wishes for a most Merry Christmas and 
' an Happy New omer, + remain, 
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1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 6, 1936 

Mr, Robert Sterling Yard 
the Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D, 0. 

Dear Yard: 

I am afraid I cannot agree with you that 
Herbert Smith has done us any harm in labeling us as a 
eult. I can imagine nothing better calculated to stinmlate 
real thinking in our om ranks, and I certainly admit that 
such stimulation is needed in our own ranks as well as 
among our opponents. 

From long association with the Journal of 
Forestry and former service on its editorial board, I do 
not agree with your inference that the voice of the editor- 
fal page is the voice of the Society, Such is by no means 
the case. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Managenent 

vh 
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

HAROLD C. ANDERSON 

HARVEY BROOME 

dein Powe THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

awe Same. 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE, 

ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER WASHINGTON, D. C. 

geonltaetediielyg December 30, 1935 

Doctor Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

My dear Leopold: 

Thank you for a copy of your letter to Herbert Smith. I 
am much interested in your attitude toward his editorial on 
wilderness as a culte I heartily agree with both your and Mar- 
shall's slants. 

One of my own criticisms has to do with the motive behind 
the article, which was confessedly to stir up a controversy to 
advertise the magazine. Its contention that we are faddists, 
is the only doubt cast upon the seriousnesss and importance of 
wilderness preservation. That the Society of American Foresters 
should be the one to utter it not only hurts but cannot fail to 

slow the rising interest of foresters. We had the right to ex- 
pect cooperation there, if anywhere. 

This is the second attacke Last month the Journal attrib- 
uted the rapid total decline in wilderness solely to popular 
use and predicted a speedy disappearance of the balance, ignor- 
ing entirely the tremendous impetus given it by the national 
administrative activities of CCC operatives and unlimited funds 
for pleasure roads into any woodland anywheree I was besought 
to answer it for the purpose of "getting up a controversy in 
the Journal". I wouldn't because it was not a debatable ques- 
tione The Journal ought to correct its own errors of histor- 
ical fact. I resented this opposition and said so. 

Then comes the charge that wilderness protection is a mere 
fad. I refuse to help with a controversy over that, ecithere 
What next? 

I have made the point that, if these attacks were made 
under Herbert Smith's name, I should make no objection. Made 
editorially, they become the voice of the Society of American 
Foresters. I shall say nothing of this outside of our eight. 
Nothing can be done about ite 

Sincerely, 

RSY:E Whee WAG, Yous,



Copies to Marshall, Yard 
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1532 University Aveme 
December 20, 1935 

Mr. Herbert A, Smith, Editor 
Journal of Yorestry 
$10 Hil) Building 
Washington, DP, C. 

Dear Herbert: , 

I have just read your editorial, “the Gult of the Wilderness," 

First of all, let me express my gratification that the Journal 
of Forestry should at last Lift ite eyes, editorially, above the daily 
technical chatter of acres, authorizations, and acts,of Congress. Your 
tracing of the philosophical origins of the wilderness idea is a brand 
new contribution, and your literary expression very pleasing indeed. 

I am intrigued, though, by your assertion that esthetic judg- 
ments are not the province of mere foresters, bat require the aid of 
expert professional landscapers, I think I disagree with you. I suspect 
ho peeled. sg oe Beal ng merged yg ndherany a tly tig 
woich every man mgt judge for himself, and on the intuitive con- 
@lusion of the non-expert is perhaps as likely to be correct as that of 
the professional, One of these is what is right, ‘the other is what is 
beontizul. 

‘the question of the “highest use" of remaining wilderness is 
basically one of evaluating beauty, in the broadest ecological sense of 
that word, 

Another way to say this seme thing is that no one who does not 
sense the value of wilderness "in his bones” gan learn that value through 
any process of logic or education. 

Tf this is true, then the forester who has no opinion about it, 
has simply got a “wane on his spiritual board. 

I am not mch impressed with your logic in pitting wilderness 
bemty against landscaped bemty. Why argue whether the domestic fowl is 
more or less bemtiful than the Ivory-billed Woodpecker? The question is 
irrelevant. ‘the thing that matters is that the Ivory~bill is beatiful, 

and, like the wilderness, irreplacesble, Call this assertion a alt if 
you will,- that does not change its irrefutable logic. 

fo fully appreciate what it means to live in a country hich 
has plenty of forests and wild life, wut which has lost all ites wildness, 
one smst go to Germany and see the ammal exdus of hunters and hikers to



Herbert A, Snith--2 December 20, 1935 

the still partly-wild Carpathians, 

Bat thanke again for your thought-provoking editorial. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Managenent 

vh
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New Soils Building 
November 25, 1935 

Mr, Gaston Burridge 
2923 California Street 
Huntington Park 
California 

Dear Mr. Burridge: 

I will have to boil down my recommendations as to the Gila 
wilderness, You can doubtless fill in from your own knowledge: 

Ressrinhicn A Biatexe. The Gila is the last of five large (1/2 million 
acres or over) wild areas teft—sreee the Forest Service road program 
started. sop icheing when : 

It has been split by one new road and is said to be threatened 
with more. 

It is, in my opinion, too rough for its timber ever to justify 
opening up. Its natural yield is cattle, game and wilderness, It is a 
last stand of the packsaddle cow-ranch. 

It was mercilessly grazed before becoming a forest, and badly 
since. All the bottoms are torn out. Recent heavy cuts in grazing are 
bringing back the grass in some parts, but the browse contimes do’ 
largely by reason of deer pressure. It is overstocked with deer parkig 
by reason of taking out too many lions, partly by reason of uneven hunting 
pressure, 

It was magnificent turkey country, but the turkey range is hard 
hit by the loss of bottoms and the loss of liveoak by deer and stock. 

Recommendations 

1. Buy out all ranches from suitable parts and reestablish 
the grizzly bear. Start reimbursements for residual damage to stock. 

2. Fit the lion control to the deer hunting pressure, and try 
to even this out by assigned hunting districts and limitation of kill. 

3. Start turkey management (food patches, regulation of kill, etc.). 

4. Inangurate special measures to preserve the Sonora deer. 

5. Check all further roads and most trails. Adopt policy of 
taking unavoidable fire losses.



Gaston Burridge--2 November 25, 1935 

6. Deliberately keep a sprinkling of packsaddle cow ranches 
but minimize watershed damage by drift fences, rotation of pastures, etc. 

7. Inaugurate ecological studies to find ways to check loss 
of browse and mast species and their replacement by conifers. 

8. Centre erosion-control on attempt to rebuild lost bottoms. 

Coument. No finality is pretended in the above, I am really out of touch. 
I have attempted to sketch what I believe should be the spirit and motive 
of the administration, and do not vouch for the practicality of the details. 

I think Regional Forester Pooler will deal sympathetically with 
the Wilderness Society's aspirations. 

4m sending copies to Pooler, Clark and Yard. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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2923 California St., 
Huntington Park, 
California. 

November 15th., 1935. 
Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Several interested persons are again trying to get a 

large portion of the Gila, or Mogollon mountains in New Mexico 

set aside as a true Primitive Area. At present the area is a 

Primitive Area in name only, over grazing going on continually. 

Mr. John D. Clark of the Val versaty of New Mexico and 
Secretary of the Southwestern Conservation League gave me your 
name as one who was very much interested in this Area and one, 
he thought, who could lend some helpful suggestions as to ways 

we might proceed further along our projected idea. 

I have been working, for the past few months, with Mr. 
Robert Sterling Yard, secretary of the newly formed WILDERNESS 

A Society, at 1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. C. Mr. Yard was 
4 for many years with the National Parks Association. Perhaps you 
4 know him. 

Mr. Clark writes that you were many years with the Forest 

service in New “exico and that you know the Mogollon region well. 

I was wondering if you would write to Mr. Yard, in addition to 

send me those suggestion you think good, outlining to him why you 

think this region should be set aside. I am asking you this for 

the reason that knowing Mr. *ard to be a very busy man and prob- 

ably receiving many reqyests to save all sorts of regions, I am 

hoping to establish this Mogollon area in his mind as truely 

worthy of the Society's greatest efforts,- as 1 feel it surely is. 

I shall be most happy to hear from you and I assure you 
that I will do all in my power to carry forth your suggestions, 
which will be appreciated, and carry on the work to its conclusion. 
And by the way, next time you see Dr, Vernor Finch of the geog- 
raphy Devt. » Please extend to him the kindest regards of my 

em Mother, *ather and myself. We used to live beside his Father in 

el Tecumseh, “ichigan. 
‘i oe 

A Ay Thanking you in advance for your trouble and 
ra (*) interest, I am,- 
ey SG 
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The Wilderness Society 

NEWS AND COMMENT NUMBER 5 

Washington, D, C, October 19, 1935 

The Living Wilderness 

The first number of the Living Wilderness was published on September 12 in an 
edition of 6,500 egies. Each member received five copies, one for his files end 
the other to help hie work. Some members asked and received additional copies. One 
New Yorker distributed thirty copies. In two inetances, copies were asked to be sent 

to directors of associations in the hove of influencing action. Several scientific 
institutions have «sked copies, having heerd it spoken of; yesterday one come back for 
six more. Scores of libraries are asking to be put on regular lists--nearly every mail. 

Several industrious members are using it to get publicity for the cause, and a 
number of magazines have published long extracts without being asked. It hes inspired 
many requests for membership to which I have replied by sending the circular and ask- 
ing for agreement with it as a condition; of these more than half heve complied at once; 
of those who have not, quite a number come in later with apologies for delay, A man 
wrote me the other dey that he had rejected the circuler but leter had chenged his mind 
and now wanted membership end a srogram of work, 

Two hundred cooles went to newsstands at Leke Plecid for the conservation semi- 
centenial of Sentember 12-14 with vermission to the newsdeslers to meke their own price 
and keep the money which they should take in, but return us unsold copies at our ex- 
pense, None came back, Undoubtedly these helyed hasten things in New York. 7 

Mail distribution has covered the highest officials of the Nationel Government in 

all departments; all renking officials end scientists in Interior and Agricultural De- 
partments; heavy distribution among ranking and outstanding men in Forest and Park Ser- 
vice and Biological Survey; discriminating distribution among tributary bureaus, Bureeu 
of Fisheries, and independent institutions like Smithsonian; outstanding »individuals in 
all branches of the Government who are in any way interested in out-o-f-doors; principal 
oress bureaus interested in Congress; sll members of Congress in their homes. 

We have also covered eit an particularly governors and state conserva- 
tion department chiefs ineli forest, park snd wild life specialists; elso many just 
interested in ideals, Scientific societies, big and little, all over the country. A 
hundred and fifty newspaperm editors, columists and conservation writers all over the 
eountry--Wio need wilderness education more than these?—-a hundred and thirty popular 
and special libraries, nearly a thousand eastern trampers of the trail compiled by Mr. An- 
derson as a permanent list, and big minded men end women picked arbitrarily. 

We have nearly a thousand copies left which we hope will see us through the present 
demand and provide for the future. They must cover also « special Biological Survey list, 

first of its kind for three years, now in preparation. 

Membershin 
Since August 2 when we reported a six weeks! gain of sixteen members and a total of 

166, we have gained sixty-four mere, making a new total of 250. Most of the increase 
is directly attributable to the Living Wilderness. Eight states have been added to 

those reoresented by members. Distribution follows:
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Arizona 14, California 12, Colorado 2, Connecticut 2, District of Columbia 38, 
Georgia 6, Illinois 8, Iowa 1, Kentucky 2, Marylend 4, Massachusetts 14, Michigen 7, 

Minnesota 6, Missouri 1, Montana 4, New Hemoshire 2, New Jersey 5, New Mexico 5, New 

York 50, North Caroline 5, Ohio 9, Oregon 4, Pennsylvania 2, South Caroline 1, Tennes- 

see 14, Texas 5, Vermont 2, Washington 5, Wisconsin 3 and Wyoming 5, 

The greatest increase, that in New York, follows naturally the growing struggle 
for saving the famous Forest Preserve of the Adirondacks, in which the Wilderness So- 

ciety has taken a vigorous part. 

The most interesting incident has been the upbuilding from nothing of a group of 
remarkable quality in Arizona within a month, The fourteen who compose it (inehding 

President Schantz of the State University) sre the selections and nominees of Fred Winn 
of Tucson, Forest Supervisor; the invitations and apoointments came from our heedquar- 

ters--ferfect team work, J similar body is forming in New Mexico to join with it in . 

a southwestern group of which Mr, Winn ought to be leader, but declines for Forest 

Service reasions. 

The fast growing Washington group contains many able and unusual people, but I 
have no idea how we can utilize it. Perhaps you can make a suggestion. It should 
have no more importance because of its geographical position than any other group. 

Yet there is no wilderness in the little District for it to defend. 

Swift Progress in New York 

New York's defense of its Forest Preserve against Commissioner Osborne's defiance 
of its constitution is cutting a swift pace. There is no doubt that Robert Marshall's 

open letter published in the Living Wilderness on Sentember 12 and preceded by the Wil- 

derness Society letter to each trustee of the Association for the Protection of the 

Adirondacks requesting an injunction against truck trails end new highways immensely 

accelerated it. One result was the Adirondack Mountain Club's invitation to the Wil- 
derness Society to be represented at its trail conference in Albeny on October 4-5 and 
send a speaker, who was your Secretary-Treasurer. Two hundred representatives of more 
than twenty New York organizations filled the room to overflowing end voted the follow- 
ing resolutions:- : 

WHEREAS, it is the sense of this meeting that the work on ex- 
isting roads and treile and the building of new ones 
on State-owmed Forest Preserve lands in the Adirond- } 
acks and Cattskill Parks be in keeping with the provi- 
sions of Article VII, Section 7, of our State consti- 
tution, which requires that these lends be kept as wild 

forest lands; be it 

RESOLVED: that further work on Steteowmed wild lands such es 

truck trails and undue widening of new or existing 
trails at varience with the main purpose for which 
the lands were ac.uired in the Adirondack end Catt- 

skill Parks be discontinued; and 

ESSOLVED: that all further work of the CCC be diverted to lends 
outside of the Adirondack and Cettskill Parks; and 

RESOLVED: that a committee be appointed by the chair to consider 

the practicability of taking cooperativa action in the 
courts toward preventing violations of the constitutional 
provision relative to the forest preserve.
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This was followed on October 7 in New York City by the annual meeting of the As- 
socistion for the Protection of the Adirondecks at which was considered the request 
of the Wilderness Society for an injunction, All wtristees favored it except Presi- 
dnet Houghton, defender of Commissioner Osborne, whose request for a preliminaby in- 
vestigation by committee was yelded to, Houghton is chairman of the committee. 

. ; 

Great Western Wildernesses 

| Chief Silcox of the Forest Service has shown interest in the Society's protest, 
as published in the Lgving Wilderness, against truck trails and unnecessary roads in 
the Selway- Salmon, Northern Cascades and Olympic Mountain wildernesses, and has of- 
fered Mr. Mershall a hearing in N,vember before the Regional Foresters. 

Meantime, Mc, Marshell is utilizing e couple of weeks’ time off by exploring 
the great wilderness on the border between Arizona end Utah in the neighborhood of . 
Rainbow Bridge. 

thet Kentucky Wilderness 

Notwithstanding that our record above shows only two members in Kentucky, voro- 
egress is making toward the saving of a very fine vorimitive wilderness which we under- 
took to help along. It has been owned for many years by a lumber compeny which sees 
sales opportunity at no distant time ahesd, but is willing to give its would-be saviors 
a reasoneble time to purchase. 

Several months were spent in unsuccessful attempts to build «a working Wilderness 
Seciety group in Kentucky to get behind this project. The same apethy which has balked 
early attempts at money raising for purchase now orevented increase in group membership, 

Recently, however, our two members succeeded in interesting one of Kentucky's most cele~ 
brated, populer and efficient bodies, the State Federation of Women's Clubs, It is pre- 
dicted thet progress will be slow, but we have faith. 

Green Mountains Again Threatened : 

It is bad news that Vermont politicians threeten to reopen the demand for a sky- 
line dive from end to end of the Green Mountains. This was voted dow by the Legisle- 
ture in June, but there is a powerful movement to reoven, for which success is predic 
ted. The help of the Wilderness Society has been solicited, end olens are under consi- 
deration. 

Other projects, and appeals made to us, have not got fer enough to report a change. 
I keep the situstions alive by writing frecuently to neighborhood members, and endeavor 
to open new sources of information. If our activity discourages the boomers, as has been 
intimated in segeral instences, it is apparently «11 we shell definitely achieve in nearly 
all cases. The Society has no trained operators on its staff and cannot work miracles. 
One of its most useful activities at oresent is determination of what it can and cannot do. 
But one thing it can do, always, everywhere, and thet is sound the trumpet of publicity 
for wilderness salvation, This I keep reiterating in almost all the many letters I write. 
And I write daily, and often per day, into every corner of our field. 

Robert Sterling Yard 

Secretary-Treasurer.
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sedis wot clnerinn hetble solutions to be worked out looallye 

You do well to the eonetruetive, creative side. ‘iegotiation noreqver, 

even with selfish pr jinterewte, ia always better firgt. Above allthis is true 

with governmental agence} Fighting ie the last nessucitye ‘There is aluays plenty 

of opportunity. ! 

It seems to me tht welll have to feel our way in this matter, seeking the best 
eavice ent oxpetianse/ thin th tan fit tok greminiiy abeehaping & Wihnlgee of a ome 
Leadership in formuly ti: and expronsing the popular aspiration for wlidersess is of 

the utasst & Ey Teo weny eitizens now have resigned themselves to the belief 

that the “warch of y mauie ay seerenh & Se pote Sed they don"t 
dare sposk nhove a/whiepere Our Soolety will nat only to mke the wilderness con- 

ception ourrants ti to supply the courage for the constructive actions 

vert of ou T take it, will be to exther acourate information and dissenine 

ate it to indir and existing orgudisations for their more positive action, itm 
- gther words, wo likely to serve as a clearing house for wilderness datas



wile 

Jepson) Growpe and Leaderse 

You ask in your letters of dume @ and i a Se 
and leaderse 1 Cite te tint Ae puryocs of thle eubtivisien to 4 up the 

work and to insure more intimte kmowlodge of problems, ‘These groups would also 
to in Wetter pesdtion to deal with purely vegieunl peetlants alse much Setter quie 
ified to muster regione] opinion for any of larger projects. 

Seme possible taske that oceur te ve for these regional groups are to seoure : 
publicity for wilderness facts and ideas and to contact officials, legislators and 
eongressmen for particular purposete 

A aopy of Aldo Leopold's letter to you about the invasion of the Torsupine 
Mountain wilderness in Michigan came to me during my absence and it has not been 
cag egal gh nalend dle: sary ther tp: nepies Sate We Sees Se 

in urope til] November 1, xy first impulse ws to one or all of the threo 
accoolates that he names in ‘iseensin for the purpose of more detailed informations 
Hguever, you say that you have already written and failed to get the information 
that you needs 

A ‘» What ire Leopold wanted was a protest to the PMA, not hocause he 
Sees ne 3) Seer“ core te eee ft. ae a ee ae 

he we not ignore what is hapyeninge At least, I am not clear what 
@lse he had in minds I have heard others speak of this region aa of very rare beauty 
cums Paternity Se 0k X Set TNS © cere aes taal ae a to! eee 

Ogos Iknew about it first-hands ‘hen Leopold spoke of my m poly 
st ee inchs catch shah dda fermniening encttentine proweat™ I think he mst 

hove had in mind informtion, net about thie yertioular forest, but about congrescnen 
and others who might join in protestings 

Den uid phoney Fink Sees Soe of © RIES Be ee ae ea ae cae 
sociates that Leopold named in his to yous What I am seoking to find, of course, 
pathy Saggy. Andis yp ag agg dno Bim Aer radeon hag ays 9 aye Leopold 
gays that the land is Fe ee ene ee aes 
Moligan Conservation would be opposed to the roade Have we any itichigan 
menbere of the Wilderness Society, who could inquire from the Conservation Commission 
exactly what the status of this project is, what the attitude of the Commission is, 
and vhether there are ary ctate lends at a1 that could be used to biesk the read? 

If the roadebuilding could be stopped by apreal to the PMA or other agtion, that 
would only be a temporary remedy, of course, but it would give time for same more oon- 
structive actions In weny eases like these, for instance the case of the proposed 
road motioned by Harold Titus im your bulletin for ilay 20, the only solution seom# 
to te public omership, ‘t's a shame that that’s true tut so far privete oroperty, 
Seaeh Se SED OE Eating CUE ee Sean ceeckiae We eae aR 

ear am sesbes Ak tain th oo se tae caaie pate 2 aay tana eae 
e oan ‘orm ia future utmost publics: any instances, wisre 
sere esekane Seush Godushen eo ear cotton 000. ebso tatabent te SaeGTNOn OF 
recreation or similar intangible values emerges abeve the private right of cmershipes 

it would seem to mo thet the Porcupine Mountain area is one thet should be ac» 
quired for the publice Im some ways that is easier right now than it hee teen, tee 
Came ESS pera SA Mee ee te Gaetan eee ln 
other words, | would not think the itehigan Genservation Comission helpless if they



really mut to stop the devartations I may alse urite the Regionel Us Se Forester 
to find out whet, ve eerens co Nenas mace Manes Solus snqvsetanen sae 
stall then cond you letter, It's just e question in my ‘mind as to the 
wighen Of writing hin pete meme 

If it ia true, es Leopold says, that there is a Linitetion on what the Forest 
Coa suchas didiath: of tie tee 20 ees ee net nee een 38 8 
very serious defect of the i should be another one of the concerns of the 
Wildernssa Coclety te de what it can te correet the Inge 

i am euoh plensed to learn that the Regional Foresters are te hear Sob Mare 
shall diseuss service roade in their relation to the wilderpess aren of Superior 
Hetional Forests i} 

In the watter of the New Ji people, who wanted your help to trace an arhryo 
lake daveloyent in the last remaining guump area of tis’ State, ‘yom wamouvbedly took 
the right stand. t 

Your letter of June 7, 1955, to Unton a>-eers to be the basis of the foreword in 
the first number of 148 LIVING WILOEREESS, It's very fines There are some extremely 
apt aud quotable passages in the various articles of this muster. i am also skrong 
Seren mation of gupvenriate reonomecnante W weli-tnoun nem like that of Teddy 
Reosevelt on page G. ‘+ helps to ostablish a bady of wilderness thoughte 

we eet Lark of our cosiety ts that 36 wilh wecver the intest feeling fer 
these intangible valves and will widoubtedly discover many eloquent now voleose 

Congrentulations snd very best fortune 4 ‘ ; 

: Singerely yours, 

(Signed) Ernest Uy Sterholtser
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OBRRMOLTZER ON THE TRAIL COUPER BUCE 

: Bator, Mines, 
cet@bor Li, 19366 

lige Sohert Sterling Yard, : 

Dear lt, Yard: 3 

linge gratitude for the inspiring report on the Alteny 

Trail Conference, your paper, ond ite resulted Im delighted . 

to have this materials Grand works The spirit of the thing 

fe very infectiouss 

im enclosing a list of nominations to the Wilderness Gow 

siety, Some of the names you my olready haves. I forget win t 

I have sent yous 

Beet wishes t 

Sinowrely yours, 

(Signed) Ernest Ce Uberholteer. :
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Of OK Gotober 7, 1935. 

Mrs Benton “ackaye, 
Knoxville, Tennessee. 

iy dear Benton: ; 

The Albany trip was perfect. ‘Three representatives of the Wilderness Society to 
the Appalachian Club Trail Conference met me at the De Witt Clinton Friday afternoon. 
They were Fred Vreeland, “war horse, George Marshall, Bob's brother, and Kim Mart, a 
young comer from lew York City and Utiea., We spent three hours in determining our ex- 
act belief in every contingency that would be likely to arises. 

I had arrived in Albany the night before to get more light on my written state- 
ment, with which I was not satisfied. I could not reach Torrey in New York, and think 
he avoided me for the time because of his position in respect to Houghton--which of 
course was all right. That morning in Albany, finding that the Appalachian Mountain 
Club had no office, I went to see its secretary. She tumed out to be the private sec- 
retary to Howard, Osborne's Assistant Commissionere I had an intimate talk with Uow- 
ard and later with Chory, Osborne's recreation chief, who was the Mountain Club man in 
charge of the conference. All Osborne's people worship him personally and gave me en 
overdose of him, but I was enabled thereby to recast my statement so ac to guard against 
danger of a comeback on personal grounds, 

At a quarter past eight that night the hall in the City Office Building had its 
180 seats filled, with fifteen or twenty more on the sides, representatives of nore 
than twenty state associations. 1+ was a crowd out for vigorous action, but till ten 
o'clock, when I came on, it had been subjected to mild, calming addresses apart from 
the big issue, But that proved bad psychology, for instead of being sleepy at ten o'clock 
it was all ready to burst wide open, and did at the first intimation I gave it that I 
‘was against invasion of the state constitutions In fact, it applauded so often and so 

_ loud that I had to stop seven times even to hear myself and my dozen minutes paper matted 
Aste something like twenty minutes to read, Also, they pawed and slapped me as I struggled 

back to my seate It was a remarkable caso of supressed feelings finding an mexpected 
vente 

Then the diseussions Assceaitions were called and delegates replied. Seorge Mar- 
shall ( who looks and talks like Bob and is another amazing fellow) presented the Wil- 
derness Society's resolutions and talked to them. e had to do with the shaping of the 
final general resolutions here enclosed, War Horse Vreeland was often on his feet with 
brief pungent comments and arguments delivered in a big rich voice. Yes, the Wilderness 
Society was very much present. About a quarter to midnight passage of the resolutions 
closed ite 

Saturday morning our three representatives attended the trail session, but ! had 
much to do elsewhere. The State Conservation Department officials were a lot set back, 
but defended Osborne valiantlyin conversations They had expected critian, but no set 

- glen as thise Howard was plunged into deepest gloome They wanted me to see Osborne, 
but 1 was “much too busy today" and that was that. :



Benton Mackaye-2-lctober 7, 1935+ 

At one o'clock came “illiam Field, Rutland newspaper proprietor who had driven 
over to propose that the “ilderness Society should help fight, in abig way, the re- 
vived Green Mountains summit highway. I got George “arshall into the uch and the 
talk. ‘The other two had left tom. It is possible m may work something out of that 
Vermont situations Field said he was ready to got .,£0G of the “best people of Ver- 
mont" for a state group and put up a fight not only ayninst the Green vountains skyline 
but against lesser wilderness invasions in the state. He is ready to finance a "Green 
Mountains Number" of the Living Wilderness ( perhgps' more than one), and meet all exe 
penses like our going up there for deuuireatlonettotes He thinks that the newspaper’, 

which will be savagely attacked, had better not show its relation to the Society, as 
it would not help to have the Wilderness Society group called a newspaper enterprise. 
But the newspaper will back the group vigorously together with all other anti-skyline 
factors like the Green Momtain “lube On my suggestion, he thought it would be pos=- 
sible to array the Vermont Federation of Women's Clubs against the project. We told 
him that every group member of the “Wilderness Society would have to meet our condi- 
tions and be appointed by us in “ashington, and that probably thirty or forty Vermont 

; members would suffice provided they were well-lnowm, influential men and womens He 
promised they would be that. le thought that he might personally get eight or ten 
people to constitute an organizing group to work with us and pick additional members. 
I said that we would establish warm personal relations with the Green jiountain Club, 
the only active opponent besides the Wilderness “ociety in the state. Marshall took 
an intimate part in the discussion and we all thought that the project as we talked 
it over looked very promisinge We made no pledges, however, witil he talks it over 
sonfidentially with several ae Vermonters and writes me. I shall report 
developments before commiting the iety further. { 

George “arshall and I came down togethers He lives at Croton on Hundson. 

Sincerely yours, 

& v S \ i 

RSY3E 
Enclosure



. RESOLUTIONS PASSED AT TRAIL CONFERENCE 

' Albany, October 4, 1935 

' NHEREAS, it is the sense of this meeting that the work on ex- ' 
: isting roads and trails and the building of new ones 

on State-owned Forest Preserve lands in the Adirond+ 
ack and Cattskill Parks be in keeping with the previ- 

' sions of Article VII, Section 7, of our State consti~ 
tution, whieh requires that these lands be kept as wild - 
forest lands; be it 

RSSOLVED:that further work on State-owned wild lends such as 
truck trails and udue widening of new or existing 

, trails at varience with the main purpose for which 
the lands were acquired in the Adirondack and Satt- 
skill Parks be discontinued; and 

RESOLVED :that all f¥rther work of the CCC be diverted to lands 
outside of the Adirondack and Cattsiill Parks; and 

RESOLVED: that a committee be appointed by the chair to consider 
the. practieability of taking cooperative action in the 
sourts toward preventing violations of the constitutional 
provision relative to the forest preserves



STATEMENT TO THE TRAIL CONFERENCE OF THE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB 
Albany, October 4, 1935 
by Robert Sterling Yard 

The business of the Wilderness Society is promotion of nation-wide cooperation 
to save all that can be saved of the American wilderness during a period of extreme 
emergencye bens 

It appeals to all who eprreci#iall pature, ineluding virtually all organized sports- 
men and the hikers of mountain and » even persons who know little of nature and 
never saw wilderness to recognize its 

It appeals to nearly all scientists and powerfully to idealistic people of all 
classes and occupations who have vision. Of these there are meny gillions in America. 

It is opposed principally by persons who have something to gain, in profit or 
politics, by destruction of wilderness quality. The Sovermment's interest is poli- 
ticale 

It is ignored by many thousands of enthusiastic shouters whom nature has fitted 
with blinders, like horses, permitting them to see neither right nor left of exciting 
projects in motor roads, mountain summits at seventy miles an hour and monotonous sky- 
line drives’ fhoughtless scorshes of the asphalt, these, many of whom grow wiser with 
experience, but wo late to save priceless gems of creations for wilderness, lost, can 
never returns f 

I come in response to a request originally made "to suggest a zoning plan for keep- 
ing certain areas wild and free of any development." In the Adirondacks it is the 
wild arew which concern the Wilderness Society, and these have already been cane wr 
the Constitution of the State. “The lands of the State", to quote the clause, “now or 
hereafter acquired, constituting the forest reserve as now fixed by law, shall be for- 
ever kept as wild forest land. They shall not be leased, sold or exchanged, nor be 
taken by any corporation, public or private, nor shall the timber hereafter be sold, 
removed, or destroyed." — 

We find it impossible to read into these words authority for the truck trails ad 
the highmys which, after these mny years of faithful protection, are now despoiling 
and endangering your forest preserve. To me, the startling point in the attitude of 
your Conservation Commissioner is his wmeoneernfer the fate of the Forest reserve dur- : 
ing administretions following those for which he is personally responsible, apparently 
searing only that the public front of his ow administration, as such, shall be confirmed. 
Afterward, who cares? lie tells crities that he will take the ehances of keeping out 
irresponsible invaders of truck trails. Sut who, in administrations to come, will keep 
them out of the elaborate system of truck trails which those of his originating will 
surely have begotten by then? - 

In the wisdom of its protevtiong on see Se eet perfection of its reserve, 
New York challenges even the best of the National In these respects no other 
state has its equal. It is the Governor's clear duty te safeguard so noble a posses= 
sion with an official protector who not only keeps ite health, perfection and preser- 
vation above the influence of polities and federal dictation’ but conceives the word 
"forever" a solum injumotion of the law upon himself. : j 

Wheat you are facing here, the country faces, everywhere, and everywhere for the 
same causes Its origin is federal and its given purpose is relief, whieh makes it dif- 
ficult to limite CCC forces are assigned to states to find them work, and often it is 
hard to finds and millions are so plentiful for road building that mowmtains and plains 
must be explored and again explored to find locations. So much road money is allocated



“Be 

to the United States Forest Service that already it is obliged to invade areas which 

it had not expected to touch for a century, and State Forest areas are already over- 

abundantly motorized. The National Park Service is over-building State Parks in an 

endeavor to spare National Parks, but with seant success. ‘This is the situation now. 

What next year GCC may find to ffed upon no one can guess now, and a second term of 

the New Deal may leave practically no primeval area in Americas 

Where no lew protects surface, COC operators work their wille In forests, national 

and state, the National Forest Service controls. in perks, national and state, the 

National Fark Service controls. atiorial bureau practice prevails, but varies enore 

mously according to the personality in charges The object of these bodies, providing 

work for umskilled men at barely living wage, is never for 2 moment forgotten. Every- 

thing is subjected to that. There is no appreciation and little care for wilderness | 

valves, And no sooner is one croup well trained than it is exchanged for raw labors 

But there is this difference from other states, ‘that New York has protected her 

noble Forest Preserve in advance by her Constitutions 1+ alone in all the states was 

potentially safe, And actually safe it would be today if only the spirit of the lew 

were considered. Whatever cleverness of argument may be devised to evade its letter, 

its meaning and purpose are openly defied. And without these, who can elaim the pre- 

sent administration faithful to its trust? 

To New York's Forest Preserve “aw, however, the federal forces are obliged to yield, 
or would, even if they did not understand it, if New York insisted, An appreciation of 

its constitutional wilderness, if your Conservation Commissioner had it, would enforce 

respect of the CCC. But dees he have it? His friends protest that he has. To us from 

the outside the State who do not rend gang smmcy Bry A gdhgaude rape Sond te Be 
does not seem to have it. No man inspired by love and otion would, at the bidding 

of polities, subject the object of his devotion to risks so certain--would start it, from 

its secure mountain top, down a slope of imereasing declivity townrd certain ruins Pere 

sonally, I have no doubt whatever that, as created wder the State Jonstitution near y 

half a century ago, the New York Forest Preserve has started towards its end, 

In my experienced opinion, it has one chance for survival--an uprising of the people 

against Conservation Department policy. ven our mountain tops are exploited. ‘ext 

year, who knows? It may be llarey. These are the new times. ‘We read that the Green 

Momtains are doomed agains They were saved once, you recall, early in #he sumer, by 

act of the Vermont Legislature, And in October the case is opened again with all the | 
chanees favoring a skyline drive§ Something for New York to think about 

But New York has a much greater duty even than the preservation "forever? as "wild 
forest land", of her Forest Freservee liolding it safe also constitutes an all important 
duty to the “ation, to National Conservation, to the Wilderness of all America. Already 
this fight in New York is recognized in other states as the first great engagement in 
the war for Wilderness Preservation now begimning from the Atlantic to the Pacific and 
from the Groat Lakes to the Gul’. Very soon it will be nationally so recognized, You 
must wine The time is critical. If “ew York with such a constitution cannot succeed, 

what chance has the rest of America with nonet It may prove true that, as goes lew 
Youk for wilderness, so will co the Nation. 

More years ago than I care to count back, the Adirondacks introduced me to moun- 
tains. Here I caught my first trout, saw my first wild deer, laughed with my first i 
loon, dreamed in my first primeval forest, and climbed Marey. Where one took the trail 
from Fourth Pond (or was it Fifth?) for Cranberry Lake, I gazed into a memorable grore 
of old, crinkled, multi-colored copper beech so entrancing that many of the magie col- 
vans come back to memory in some detail through all these yearse Here I saw my first 

. fawn belly-deep among lily-pads, and the fawn its first mane We gazed motionless Img



Se 

inte each other's eyeseeno farther apart tan a cast of my fly. lere I first saw 
tamarack and such white pine as I did not know there wase 4nd here I descended ex- — 

quisite Iidian Pass, treading silently lest ‘ should awaken the ferns, almost burst- 

ing with a sense of beauty unexceeded later in many gomgeous defiles of the Rockies 
and the Sierra-Indian Pass, which soon will be combed and brushed by the CCC 

I came here tonight to talk Adirondacks to you from the point of view of the 
Wilderness Sosiety, but find myself, at the end, begging your Forest Preserve of 
you as its lovers
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utter of Meeting. ta Organize ihe ritdorne ss Soviety 
« Ge, January . 

In response to an agreement made personally and by mail, Hy ¢. Ander- 

son of Washington, D. C., Harvey Broome and Benton MecKaye of Knoxville, 

Tennessee, and Robert Marshall and Robert Sterling Yard of Tashingten(aot i 

at Washington on January 20 and 21, 1985, in the Governor's Room of the ‘ 

Cosmos Club, to organize the Wilderness Society. Three other organizers, 

Bernard “rank of Knoxville, Tennessee, Aldo Leopold of Madison, Wiscon- 

sin and Ernest Oberholtzer of Minneapolis, Mimesota, were unable to at~ 

tend in person. lir. Marshall was elected chairman, The following state- 

ment was agreed upon: 

(Insert our Printed Statement) . 

It was maninously agreed that members should be confined to pere 

sons who would work poseesedly for the objectives of the Society, that 4 

they should be linited to a few hundred, and that there would be no 

membership duos. An initial gift of $1,000 wes announced. 

Mir. Marshall was elected President, and Mr. Yard Secretary and Trea- 

surer. 1+ was decided that, for the time, the usinesn of the Society 

would be eonducted from the home of the Secretary-Treasurer. 

Adjournment.



THE WILOURNESS SOCIETY 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington Dy Cy 

: 

Statonent of Unresarded dwnittec Jction betwen Jamary #1 and Aucuet 22 
by Letter, Telerhone and Kord of lout : ee 

lade iu dasaury Wire Maretad) devhined the Prestdiney on the od 

vice of Secretary Ieee lest his responsibilities in that posi~ 

tion and as Forester of the Office of Indian Affairs should ap- 
pear conflicting. Upon imaninows agreement this ms accepted, 

and he end others requested Mrs Leopold to become president. 

ary Seopa Qeekiend! boccuen bo Lived tue far aany fren the 

eonter of activity to take as complete « part as he would wish 

‘ve Yard and le, Anderson prepared by-laws, copies of which wore 

sutmitted to mambers of the Organizing Committee by mail fardis« : 

oussion, but they were not formally adopted. 

in May, Mire Anderson, Mr. “orghall and ur, Yard were appointed by 

letter vote an Exeeutive Vormittee to complete the organization 

of the Societys It was agreed to issue the first number of a ! 

publication to appear as frequently as money to pay for it com ‘ 

ineided with the needs of the Sootety for public expressions Tn 
i June the Executive Committee voted to postpone completion of or~ 

ganization until autumn, meantime carrying on activities in the ' 

name of the Organizing Comittee.



THE WILDERNESS SOCLETY 

Washington, De Ge 

SECOND MEETING OF aa ORGANIZING GOMMITISE 

\ Five seuber of the Grganising Comittes, Mesersy Anderson, Broome Mace 
kaye, liarshall and Yard, met at luncheon in the garden of the Cosmos Club, 
MSeeaagiany Pog om Mga My, LORS, and eepeteted Te fonts Menters 
of groupes eS 

Seattle, Washington, Irving My Clark, Bellewe, Washington, 

saeeidiy Series Abert woes renee: sound aeons Matas _Contrel West, Zraest SG. Oberholtser, Flour Exchange, polis, Minne 
New York, Saymond Ky Torrey, 9928 1934 Ste, Hollis, Queens, Now York Citys 
Southeast, Harvey Broome, Knoxville, Tennessee, mk 5 

dry Yard, ltrs Broome, and lr, Anderson were appointed 4 comittes to draft 
and report. a constitutions 3 ae 

ary Andersen, lite Torrey and lire liseKaye were appointed a comittée to 
study and report on areas in Appalechian wilderness zonege 

The Secretary was instructed to write to each of the officers and direce 
tors of the Association for the Protection of the Adirondacks a letter urging 
measures which will stop the Conservation Commission from continuing Sts ine : 
wasion of the Adirondacks with truck trails. ‘ 

; The invitation of Chief Forester Sileox of the Forest Service to present 
Oe eee ere oe eee eerie ee ee ee ee 
the type of service roads now ding in the QueticoeSuperior regia was reo- 
ported by Mire Marshall, who was requested to endeavor te secure postponement 
to the midwinter meeting so. that he could himself te presents 

These projects now in hand were reviewed: Adipmdacks, Kentucky prime+ 

Destruction of wilderness CCC groups was considered as an important future } 
undertaking not yet sufficiently defined for actions Other sucgestions for 
Society projects were named as unaccompanied by facts sui ficient to permit 
activitys 

Robert Sterling Yard, 
Secretarys



i THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY Sou 
, . 1840 Mintwood Place 

Washington, De Ce : Voy 

MEETING oF THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

Five members of the Organizing Commi: llessrs, Anderson, Broome, lace 
Kaye, Wriadl suk Tork, mat ab beaeeens te te quien at te Caawe onthe 
Washington, De Je) on August 12, 1985, and appointed the following leaders 
of regional groups: 

Seattle, Washiny tpving My Clark, Bellevue, Washingtons 
nell, tte tae Koch, Federal Building, Missoula, vontanas 

Central West, Ernest 0, Oberholtzer, Flour Bxchange, Minneapolis, ‘mms 
New Y oo Torrey, 9928 1984 Ste, Hollis, Queens, Kew York City. 
adhe, Broome, Knoxville, Tennessee. 

. iit. Yard, Mire Broome, and liry Anderson were appointed a committee to drart: 
and report a constitution. : 

‘Gr. Anderson, lr, Torrey and hr, \ecllaye were appointed a committees te study 
and repert on areas in Appalachian wilderness senes, 

The Secretary me instructed to write te each of the officers and direc 
tore of the Association for the Protection of the Adirondasics a letter urging 
measures whieh will protest better than those in operation, 

The invitation of Chief Sileox of the Forest Service to present to the 
Getober mooting of the Regional Foresters the Society's protest against the | 

: type of service roads now building dh. the Quetico«Superior region was reported 
by lire “arshall, who wis requested to endeavor to secure postponement to the 
midwinter meeting so that he could himself be present. 

Theee projects now in hand wore reviewed: Adirondacks, “entucky prime- | 
val wilderness, Okefenokee, Porcupine Mountains and cortain ational Forests. | 
Destruction ef wilderness by 0:0 croups ms eonsidered as an inportant fubtre 3 
widortaking not yet sufficiently defined for actions pe Pein. gaming 
wee ee ee to permit 
activi! 

— ve 
.



RSWS AND COMMENT NUMBER ¢ i 

Washington, De Ce August 2, 1935 

3oa_ Living "inderness 
The first mmber of The Living Vilderness mmits the pessing of August when every 
a es, erent oe fot ee ee ee Qn its appearance 
efter Labar Day, it will show twelve pages set all in old Caslon, without covers 

_ The muxber will begin with en appeal for naltiteotMide cooporationg followed by 
jist Settle caccrsae sat the iasthes oF seesaeiaes Wned af athemedes ee 
Marshall will follow, featuring Adirondack truck trails, Leopold and MaoXaye write 
respectively on thy the Wilderness Soaiety and Why the Appalachian Trail, with Andersan 
creer atiktaad ta tareentl te at tenth AGL etoatin. of Who, Oe ee eee 
signed ar’ Marshall on. truck trail inves: of the Selway-Salmon Niver, ‘ore 
thern Casiades and Olympio "Wilderness Areas, ‘There will te a statenant of the wildere 
ness status of letional Parke, concerning which you aré asked to write us your opinions 

: Se elpso with Seeretery Ickes's strenvous views on wilderness and skyline. 
drivese c 

Wimtever adverse opinion my be expressed of this first mmber, it will be adnitted 
that i 4s up to day, speaks the mterrified truth, and leads the wy in whatever it 
touches » 

' Somber ship 

Bince lagt report on June 22, when wo recorded a month's gain of 21 mombers, make 
ing a totl of 151, we hove gained 16 more, bringing ow stroncth to 166 members, The 

, @ontinued decline in increase ic principally due, no doubt, to hot weather lethargy, 
there has teen a isesening of invitations for the same reason, ‘The month's additions 
have added no new states, but two new states have appeared in the invitations, 

: While care nust be taken about cetting our invitations only inte cood hands, let 
us. not forget that we shall need a group of some size, enterprize and personal impor~ 
tance in 2zech region where we oan hope to be effective, Iocal goverment responds only 
to local demands A current exemple ic Senbucky, where a state «roup is much needed to 

‘ run dow: inforration and undertake initiative in oonection with a remarkable primitive 
area recommended to us by en (4o ecologist of repute, one of the Wilderness Societys 
Smads tue end ta Kemal waa tin cade Vises uoecreee ta We tx Gana 
She needs comrader, Can any one help with eble nominations in Mentuciy? 

Organization 

The eight have not responded as fully as wo te the several probleme of fiejd 
Sean © kare vt iy thoes teh ta aebeatinte gedecttnee Beaks athareanh i j 
appoint Sep veciansh eretes 00 uy divabagee Harvey Broome is agrred upon as | 
Yeader of the croup in east Tomessee, weet Yorth Carolina and Georgia, and is so ape | 
pointed, Other nominations are: 

Seattle Teving My Clark, Bellevue, "eshington 
Contra feclan, Epnest C, Oberholtser, ifinneapolis, limosota f
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New York State, Raymond Hy Torrey, New York City, and 
. \ New England, Harris As of Seston, or 
A Titers Peteclare taten af enetetde 

“ Mloase respond promptly with new nominations or votes as the onse may tos : 

Clear regions may alter with activitys Other regions should crow considerably in 
nunbers jan develone Yoadership Lefare arpastantions In twenty-coven states we have 

_ no meniborss It will be seen that efficient erganizntion on e nation-wide seale will 
— ma. and patient develepnent, but we shall not be uncheered b food suecesses on 

{ N\ Robert Sterling Yard, 
on Sedrotary=tresourere 

| \ 
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AY A WELDEREESS OCTET 

Aldo Leopold 

Perhaps it is a truth, one day to be recognized, that no idea is 

significant except in the presence of its opposite, 

This country has been swinging the hamer of development so long 

and so hard that it has forgotten the anvil of wilderness which gave value 

and significance to its labors. ‘The momentum of our blows is so unprecedented 

' that the rewaining remnant of wilderness will be pounded into road~dust long 

vefore we find out its values. 

Under these cliroumstances it is fitting that those who perceive one 

or more of these values should band together for purposes of mtual education 

and common defense. 

I say mitual education because I doubt whether anyone who does not 

sense these values of his own accord can be geminely convinced thet they 

exist. ‘The record of administrators who have absorbed the custodianship of 

formally proclaimed “wilderness areas" bears out this doubt, The process of 

splitting seems often to go merrily on at almost the same rate as before. 

Possibly the Society can help retard this tendency toward demolition of 

existing wilderness areas, as well as push the establishment of new ones. 

There is particular need for a Society now because of the pressure 

of public spending for work relief, Wilderness remants are tempting fodder 

for those administrators who possess an infinite labor supply but a very finite 

ability to picture the real needs of his comtry. 

fhe recreational value of wilderness has been set forth so ably by 

Marshall, Koch, and others that it hardly needs elaboration at this time. I
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suspect, however, that the scientific values are still scantily appreciated, 

even vy menbers of the Society, These scientific values have been set forth 

in print, but only in the studioussy “cold potatoe" language of the ecological 

scientist, Actually the sefentific need is both urgent and dramatic, 

The long and short of the matter is that all land~use technologies-~ 

agriculture, forestry, watersheds, erosion, game, and range menagenent~-are 

encountering unexpected and baffling cbstacles which show clearly that despite 

the superficial advances in technique, we do not yet understand and cannot yet 

gontrol, the long-time interrelations of animals, plants, and mother earth. 

Some of these problems, such as "soil sickness" in forestry, will merely retard 

a part of the technical advance in that field. Others, notably some of the 

deeper aspects of range managenent and erosion control, foreshadow the possible 

permanent loss of whole geographic regions. 

Let me give just one example: Weaver at Nebrasim finis that prairie 

soils lose their gramiation and their water-equilibriun when too long occupied 

by exotic crops. Apparently native prairie plants are necessary to restore that 

biotic stability which we call conservation, It is possible that dust storms, 

erosion, floods, agricultural distress, and depletion of range in the plains 

region all hark back fundamentally to degranulation, Perheps degramlation 

also plays a part in these same phenomena elsewhere. 

Here then is a new discovery which may illuminate basic questions of 

national policy. On it may hinge the future habitability of a third of the 

continent, But how shall it be followed uo if there be no prairie flora left 

to compare with cultivated flora? And who cares a hang about preserving prairie 

flora except those vho see the values of the wilderness? 

The Wilderness Society is, philosophically, a disclaimer of the biotic 

arrogance of homo smericamg, It is one of the focal points of a new attitude--
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an intelligent humility toward men's place in nature, It has implications 

greater than the concrete stalls fights for, Keeping a road out of the 

Okeefinokee is merely the current symbol of a trend in the capacity for 

self-appraisal. It gauges progress, either as a menber of the community of 

living things, or as “an unteachable brat, well~birched but none the wiser,"



The Wilderness Societ: 

NEWS AND COMMENT NUMBER 3 

i Washington, D. ©. June 22, 1935 : 

With the help of a second gift of a thousand dollers from a devoted friend, we 

have the first number in preperation of an issue-when-we-want-to magazine to be called 

THE LIVING WILDERNESS. It will be 8% by 11 inches in size, end this first number will 

have eight pagese It will carry descriptions of three National Forest projects by 

Mr. Mershall, the Adirondacks situation by Mr. Torrey, and the Okefinoke Swemp situe~ 

tion by Mre Yerd. There will be promotional and informative material to advance the 

Causes 

Problems of Organization 

With a hundred end fifty-one members, we are able to begin organization. The Ore 

ganizing Committee has voted to start local work groups where there are members enough 

and thoroughly good leaderse The Committee now has before it a suggestion by Mr. Leo- 

pold toward getting at wilderness facts in national forestse This is a matter of dif- 

ficulty and great consequence. It is to be hoped that members of the Organizing Com- 

mittee will respond promptly to the Secretary's questionse 

We have recently been asked to establish a watch on the alphabetical money=dispen- 

sing organizations ‘in Washington to catch a big business group thet is said to went 

$24,000,000 for making an ertificial lake resort out of the last primitive swamp in New 

Jersey, about ten or twelve squere miles in area, the refuge of wild birdse But, as the 

real estate group is working under disguise, with secret professional operators, I de- 

clined to be responsible for unearthing them. There are limits to the service we can 

ask from over-busy government officials, and we are not a detective agency. The New 

Jersey workers must send us definite tips, or wait till the facts emerge in reguler 

course - if they do emerges Your comments on this position will be helpful. 

Pacific Crest Trail 

I have written to Yosemite National Park for a report on a conference held there 

lest week over the proposed establishment of a high trail from Canada to Mexico as near 

as possible to the crests of the Cascades end Sierra. The conferrees were representa~ 

tives of the National Park Service, National Forest Service and the proponent of the 

trail, Clinton C. Clarke of Pasadena, California, with his citizen associates. As the 

mountains are all Government property, the Park and Forest Services would build and 

maintain the trail in their respective areas. Existing trails are planned to be used 

so far as possible. Mr. Clarke, in his statement, calls this “one continuous pathway e" 

Membership 

: Since our last report, on May 20, when we recorded a month's gain of 45 members, 

we have gained 21 more, making a total membership of 151. This substantial decrease 
in member-getting is due unquestionably to a less happy,quality of prospects. Our 
later members are more likely than the carefully hand-picked first comers to suggest 

nature-loving friends rather than seasoned conservation workerse 

: From the beginning, forty-nine persons asked have not replied to our letters of 
invitation. This leaves us about 75 per cent of acceptances, which is very remarkable. 
In ordinary membership campaigning over general lists of first-rate propsects, end ask- 

Ms ing cash dues, one per cent is a fair return, two per cent good and three per cent sure
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prisinge Every now and then a membership comes in a month or two beleted, the letter 
explaining that the invitation had been mislaid or forgotten, or that the writer had 
only now decided. Two neglectful nominees have come in when nominated later by others 
besides their first proposerse It is apparent that the forty-nine remain by no means 
a poor list of propsectse 

Two persons asked have declined, one because he is naturally a "lone wolf?, the other 
because he "prefers human causes", but both will help on specific cempaigns if we ask 
them. 

Adding Kentucky this month, our members represent twenty-one states and the District 
of Columbia. The following twenty-seven states are not yet represented: Alabama, Ari- 
zona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Idaho, Indiana, I » Kensas, 
Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, Morth Dakota, Ohio, Oklah » Rhode 

_ Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Uteh, Vermont, Virginia and West Virginae 

It is apparent that something must be done toward broadening and strengthening the 
Society's membership. Ideas are requested. Our organizing eight can perhaps secure 
the names of sound workers by writing to friends in the unrepresented steteg. The work 
must be painsteking so as not to lower the excellent average quality in ouy membership 
so fare 

69 
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Now Solle Building 
Fuly 19, 1935 

Mr, Robert Sterling Yard 
oe eee’ Sey 

Miatwood Place 
Washington, D. Cy 

Dear Mr, Yards 

i have just learned to my mortification and surprise that the 
mecbentne Remante Seppeeny Laare On Se Seer Oe 6 Se Ser Earn 

So an oven ot & Surbenaiatin Saute OF hardens’, banned oak pins tamer oh is an area of jon acres of hardwood, and pine tluber which 
lies in the rough breaks on the south shores of Lake Superior and for that 
Yeason has go far escaped "development." | 

there are two large omers in the areat (1) General Motors (probably 
through the Fcher ody Seopa) sn (2) Oliver Iron Uinag Soap. In addi~ 
tion there are mumerus er saettured lusber holdings, ‘There are probably 
few or no agricul tara). holdinres 

The attached outline map of the state chow: the ceneral location of 
the ayea, and the aftached road wap of the state shows the existing roade and 
the new road now under construction from Yakeficld to Presque Isle Palla, ‘there 
has already been out spproximately four wiles of the 15 miles involved. 

The political and economic background for this invasion seaus to be 2 
as followst ‘he tinber holdings shove mentioned conmot be logeed until a read 
is toilt ant the present relief labor prograa in conjunetion with the Mew Deal. 
eee ad tle ie toads CUE tno tienes kaneis te 

persceted oS cule Gat Ge toteh vaust be civon sacecs to Preeq ele the the sta be to 
s, which is the seenie center of the orga, I an informed that toy 

is keeping pace with the road construction, wiich apeoks for itself as to 
underlying motivation, 

Avother side-Light on the situation fe this: ‘he Yorest Jervice has 
been dickering with these owners te buy this tract as a National Forest, ‘there 
ig, ag you know, a Mnmit to wheat they em for etanding tinber, which 
qeiecten to thu tah tah et cunte io teueen W Sabeeb ake land to dint te 
order that it may sell the more readily for National Yorest ‘the fact 
Batts aladh may be a ighty aleferent Hint of alas roe tt witch wold 
—, produced. a merely an ineident no means 
obaeres vicious cirole tus put inte operations 

the Hidhignn Conserestion Departatns hoo Ween Suv save aulighionet on 
matters of wilderness policy than any other state departaent I imow of, and uy 
guess would be that this invasion of the Presque Isle area ie taking place dee



Robert Sterling Yard--2 Jaly 19, 1935 

yeh Sate athiate pehte Deb wits Date haley Sinee the state hag no large 
holdings, I assume they are powerless to arrest the process. 

Ssh 06 Cie, Loveiety fate wet oattmate the asks Sets that he wely 
decent wilderness Left in the Lake States is falling victim te the Yow Deal 
brand of conservation, I appose the funds for the mad are being fed ot 
through PWA, amd it might be of eoneiderable interest to Secretary Ickes, with , 
his welleknowa sympathy for the wilderness idea, to be aware of how his underlings 
are using hie funds for ites defeat, 

I do not of that the ilderness has facilities 
fap hebdbng we Ode tandeaes tk Te Gas es nde ak ete to ee ei 
about it, It might also be that some of the conservation organisations could 
help by printing miteable articles. 

oo Sanne Se cate Sie 2 on thins the tively of mailing eeetes of Uae 
Letter to Ernest Oberholtger, P. S$, Lovejoy, and Bob Mardall, he 
pepe nie sgl en yyy Baa ip ocgallae Big mi feegwlnng gaan 
an effective protest. I take it for granted that we have their qyapathy on the 
basi¢ easumption that there dould be a protest. 

I om sorry to nay thet I will be im Barepe from August 1 to Movewber 2 
Bass ven sek local nation in Wiogonsin, 1 wld mecest thet you ve tn 
touch th the sllovingt chains ieee eon my office, mate 
oe oe atudents and in interested personally in 

area; (2) 8, J, Roark, Bngincering Building, Madfcon, ire Dood 20 heey a 
Seah ts coaber aes dan 10 Tae Gas tetekind ta eee 

about country than Moble Clark, Agrtowl tural Hall, Maat 
Sime Ss teehee Go tue sano manatee eke: tp emeky tied” 
in this vicinity and knows this country wells 

Mith best regarda, 

Yours sincerely, 

do Leopold 
In Charge, Geme Research 

va



New Soils Building 
June 12, 1935 

Mr, Robert Sterling Yard 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D, ¢. 

Dear Mr, Yard: 

The attached letter, which I am sending for your confidential 
information, opens up a questionef policy: To what extent is the 
Wilderness Society to try to forestall and prevent the process of con~ 
timous whittling to which all formally constituted wilderness areas 
are subjected? 

In most cases the only advance notice of such whittling 
which the Society can obtain is from individual field officers, It 
seems undesirable, however, to place these field officers in the position 
where they must either see the area sacrificed or skate close te the 

' edge of letting out official information. 

The only alternative that I see is to anmally circularize 

the eustedians of all formally constituted areas, asking for notice of 
intended improvement work and all work done during the past year. 

This is a job of considerable size, but I for one would be 
glad to contribute on a small seale to the expense of making such an 
inquiry. I think it is our only way out, 

Kindly return Fred Winn's letter, He, by the way, is a 
personal friend and an excellent prospect for a member of the Society, 

In reply to your letter about regional groups, I doubt whether 
any blanket rule will apply. In this region a regional group would be 
@ good thing and should include Ernest Oberholtzer of Mimnegota and 
K, ¢. MeMurry of Michigan. Either one would be admirable as chairman 
of the regional comaittee. 

Yours sincerely, 

- : 

Encl»



ROBERT STERLING YARD 
1840 MINTWOOD PLACE ‘ 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 

June 8, 1935. 

' Doctor Aldo Leopold, ‘ 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

At the Executive Committee meeting today, it ! 
was decided, subject to agreement of the Organizers, 
to begin regional groups where the number and qual-~ 
ity of members seemed to warrant and where we found 
leaders of striking ability, judgment and spirit, 

We should like to have your ideas on this, and 
your vote. Latter, we shall submit suggestions for 
leadershipe 

ft Sincerely yours, 

RSY:E .
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5 HEWS AND COMMENT NUBBER 2 # 

Washington, D. Us May 20, 1035 

Mre Anderson, Mire Mersheli and lire Yard, exeeutive committee appointed by mail vote to 
gerve during orgevizetion and to effeetuete organisation, met tionday, Mey 15, 1935, and cone 

sidered projects suysested for getlions These wore A 

le Gkefinokee Swomy, Georcia, through which a Federal Aid Highway is projected, The suge 
gestion Tak Ga Wr darned Lee ity should help kill the highwey ia edvenced by Stute Geologist 
Richard We. Smith of Atlanta, a member of t ic Society, backed by Ne Ay Carter cf the Department’ 
of Gome and Fis», Atlanta, a prospective member. A second proposal ic purchase of the property. 
Se have reports by the "eblene] Park Service and othere, deseriptions, maps ani acientifis opine 
ions, but not data for determination of practical policy. 

Be deut Kew promoted by the Hew Hempshire State Foreat Service 
‘ a mtorr piece of virgin forest in state outside of white 

secieies tls aces Reported to us by bremer ii, vond, Chairman of the Marverd Sehool of Lend> _ 
aeape Architectures I have invited him to memberships Herris A. Reynolds of Boston, member, 
reperts it independently. “Yhe lumber company", he says, “is willing to give considerable land 
to the state provided this bap ie built. Professor lubbard calis it » million doller loge 
gin read, and I suspect thet is just about what it ise" 4 

Se hee i ee @ast side. “One of the mont glorious bite of nature on 
the cont: > writes « Vreeland of Long lake, Ne Ye, momber, IG is sheeped, not bee 
yond recovery, but local Forest service authorities hold thet “the “ational Forest is for use,” 
not recognising wilderness us@s Vreeland sppealed to Major Suart, but liad no enawers 

4o Straits of oS Pe rolees Michigan. ‘Seven hundred seres recovered finely from a very 
old cutting, is proposed for a shore drive highway. The project henge in the possession of a 
m le end a helf of private lake frontaze, involving “the ruin of the only spot of any acreage 
in Miehigents sourthern peninsula which has never been logged." Appeal for belp by Harold Titus 
of Traverse Ciety, Michigan, members 

Se Virgin Merdwood of Cass ¢ Michigan will be losred unless the Michigan Academy of 
Seience Gen prevent, A peal for ete t Ailan /, Reynolds of Kalemagzoo, mombers Four hundred 
ACTOS, 

} Yor none of these protests was information furnished sufficient to determine the Society's 
g definite actiong This has been sent for, but is slow in comings It is evidemt thet before 

long we shall be swamped by appeals from cormumities which are finding it herd to keep favorite 
sid Plage of all kinds and sizes from the axe and the read maker, Roads are now se easy to 
get every private and publie interest which a road will profit is out to pet it irrespective 
of woodland destructions The @xistence of beautiful woodlands is often the roasen for roadse - 
When shall the Wilderness Society draw the line and what methods shell it use to serieve its 
ends? There are problems to solve before we go fare \ 

At the seme meeting, lire Marshall showd five projects of another kind, invelving no wn 
solwed methods, They were for Exteusive Wilderness Areas. as follows: 

le Upper Priest Run Area in Ideho, including also a large primeval ares of State Forest. 

Re Tet Forest in |) one llimination of proposed truck traile emi sto 

ving « sroaael Foad SS ee Nebional Menumentes 

Se dsditions to celen Orimitive (iildemess) sree in Nontere, to make one @ greet
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primeval area of large size and scenic magnificence. : 

4. A Reservation in North Cerolina. 

5. Enlargement of the Selwey. ive (Wilderness to make an erea of very 
great size and primeval character principal in Idaho. About 124 miles by 55 miles. 

Mr. Marshall is taking these up with the Forest Service. 

ae Wanted: Definition of Policy 

Our wish, and 1 believe our destiny, is to become the suceessful leades of a pro- 

gressive national cause, but to do so our activities must be positive. But the list above 

suggests that the demands upon us, will all be. negative. ‘le are asked to stop a highway, to 

kill a skyline drive, to forbid e park as @ lake front. lle are seen with ah orm raised high. 

Stop! It isn't the wey to win national prestige in ea progressive period. — 

But sueh a view is rank misstatement. Like the sculptor who distroys that he may 
disclose the great conception unformulated within the marble, our assaults will be aimed at 

dispoilers of noble creations often still unrevealed. It is a difficult distinction to make 

cleer, but we must do our best t& present our vigorous oppositions so that the great positive 

objests behind them shall be prominent and unmistakable. Of course, when we are obliged to 

fight, we'll fight to win. All of which will be clarified usefully by letters all eround. 

Our objects, will be helped by projects like Mr. Marshall's above, the creative 

character of which will be instantly self evident. The elimination of truck trails, while 
the essential, need not always appear a6 our principal object. 

; Something to Think and rite about ! 

Since, April 17, we have gained 45 members, making our present totel 130. By 
States we have: . California, 4; District of Columbia, 31; Georgia, 6; Lllinois, 4; \ery- 
land, 3; Massachusetts, 10; “Michigan, 6; Minnesota, 8; Missouri, 1; ‘ontana, 2; New Hampshire 

4; Now Jersey, 2; New Mexico, 1; New York, 24; North Cerolina, 2; Oregon, 4; Pennsylvania, 1; 
Tennessee, 12; Washington, 1; Wiseonsin, 2; Wyoming, 3. Total 130. 

! Every member has been nominated by e member as a probable useful associate, and 

we have many of the first order of efficiency; that is apperent from correspondence with them. 

Growth will be slow by this method, but is a more rapid method safe? embers who will not f 

work enthusiastically whenever opportunity offers are deceiving and o burden. We must be } 

reasonably sure of our ow strength, testing it from time to time in order to reinforce weak | 

senters. If any of us has a speedier substitute for our present plug-along method of member~ 

getting, will you please tip us off? ‘ 

" of des |



ROBERT STERLING YARD 
1840 MINTWOOD PLACE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

April 30 1935 

Doctor Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold 

Lunching together yesterday, Anderson, Marshall and I reached the conclusion 

that the time to organize had come. With a hundred and twenty hand-picked members and 

half a dozen serious problems already put before us, the Organizing Hight should author- 

ize a temporary executive committee to serve till the general election accompanying the 

formal organization of the Wilderness Society. 

That executive committee would most conveniently consist of us three here 

in Washington named above. This note asks each of you to express his will with reason- 

able promptness. 

Sincerely yours oe



ROBERT MARSHALL 

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

April 30, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing a copy of a memorandum written personally 

by myself to Secretary Ickes upon his request. Referring to 

the suggestion of Assistant Secretary Chapman, I wrote the 

paragraph the way I did because I assume that Ickes will dis- 

cuss it with Chapman, and Chapman seemed to feel that the 

Wilderness Society might be the one which should be called 

upon first to give the viewpoint of those who want to pre- 

serve the primitive. I thought it would be better to have 

Chapman suggest this to Ickes than to have me suggest it. 

Sincerely,



April 25, 1935. 

MEMORANDUM TO SECRETARY I0KES 

i THOMEDIATE PROBLEYS OF WILDERNESS PRESERVATION 

In view of your known syapathies towards wilderness preservation, 

I will not teke your time to go through the arguments in bebalf of the 

priaitive which would be necessary with most administrators. 

The denger to primitive outdoor conditions has never been so great 

gg at the present moment, The huge funds which are availeble for work relief 

trenendously facilitate all sorts of developments in the forest and on the 

range. The majority of the developments which have thus far been accomplished 

are excellent, They uake definite progress toward the realisation of many 

plans for land protection, land salvage, and land soning whieh foresters 

end ether eibbdtie! gecpte bal prbcionshy Grommet shuwh tubilely for yetres 

Nevertheless, in spite of this great good, if the new public works fumd is 

not administered with careful regard for esthetic, non-commercial values, 

it may easily destroy what seems to me to be the most important feature of 

the outdoors. 

This is particularly true, because roads end forest improvenents 

constitute « relatively easy way to spend meh money quickly. Yurthermore, 

comercial intereste often drua up a terrific artificial demand for roads 

whieh the friends of the primitive have not the financial resourses or the 

temperament to combat. hat makes wilderness areas most susceptible to 

amibilation is that the arguuonts in favor of roads are direst and conerste, 

while those against thon are subtile and difficult to express. 

. d 

é



T want to make it clear thet I believe roads, pienic crounds, 

golf links, euusement parks, end many other nom~-primitive uses of the cute 

doors are highly desirable, I hope that hundreds of millions of dollars 

worth of such improvements may be constructed out of public works funds 

to increase the happiness of many millions of citizens, tiowever, I also 

think that all such developments should be planned so that they will net 

exterminate any wild places unless it is perfectly clear that such ez 

termination is thoroughly justified from the standpoint ef proper outdoor 

recreational balance, 

For these reasons, I desire to repeat my suggestion of ten wonthe 

ago, that a national outdoor recreational planning committee be established 

to consider carefully each proposed invesion of natural conditions and to 

ments. I should think that such 6 committee ought to combine the viewpoints 

of the different agencies responsible for the administration of public : 

lands, It should forthwith anke a study from which to advise all of those 

responsible for lend developments as to the desirable distribution of the 

limited land erea among the different types of outdoor recreations 

Pending @ decision on the desirability of such a comsittes, 1 want 
te endorse enthusiastically a suggestion which Aseletent Secretary Chapman 

nade to ue, that those organizations primarily interested in the preservae 

tion of the printtive be invited to eubalt their vieweints on the desirability 

of all new rural road projects. 

Meamwhile, I would like to invite your attention to eertein ime 

mediate problems cf wilderness preservation whieh affect the organisations 

under your administration. 

~2e



NATIOWAL PARK SERVICE 

“ilderness friends whoa I have encountered recently seen very happy 

over the improved attitude of the National Park Service toward wilderness 
preservation, 4@ a result, I am only aware of three Park Service activities 

which friends of the wilderness especially oppose. 

The Creat Snoky Mountains skyline drive, if it should be continued, 

would destroy the western 60 per cont of the most important wilderness in the 
southeastern United States, ‘You have already been kind enouzh to read so 

many of my memoranda on this subject that eny further statement would be 

only repetition. 

The proposed Green Mountain Parkway, unless its loeation is mate~ 

rially nodified, would ruin the primitive value of the greater portion of 

the Long Trail in Vermont. I have submitted to Asaigtemt Secretary Chapman 
& momorandua on this subject which explains why it seens to me the Long 

Trail should be preserved, and how parts of the proposed righteofaway might 

be relocated to accomplish this preservation, 

Under emergeney funds there has been a great epidemic of the so~ 

called “celluloid trails", or in other words, trails which are brushed out 

more widely then necessary and are given « highly artificial underfooting, 

tn the “est euch trails are often necessary for fire protection, In the 

East they are not a necessity, and they damaze seriously the delichts of 

the natural underfocting of the ordinary trail where ome still sets the 

soft fooling of the duff underfoot. 

On the positive side, I think every effort should be made to add 
three iupertant primitive areas to the National Park system, 

-%



He R, 7086, which proposes to establish the Mount Olympus National 
Park in Washington is highly desirable, However, I would suggest that Seo- 
tion 4 be anended go as to specifically rule out the canstruction of eny 

roads from the Park, 

S~ 2289, proposing to establish the King’s Canyon “ational Fark, 
@lso scons highly desirable, 1 understand there has been sone effort to 
have stricken out of it the provision in Sestion 4, It is especially im 
portant thet this provision should not be chenged, for if the Federal Water 
Power Act did apply to the King's Canyon Netional Park the finest scenic 

values would be ruined. 

I also believe that with the present opportunity to buy lands inte 
Federal omership, a Redwood lational Park should be created from the finest 
tract of primitive redwood forest which ean feasibly be acquired, A careful 
survey of el] possible areas should be made to determine where such a tract 

may be located, I believe that if a Redwood National Park is purchased, the 
Policy shoulé definitely be lata dow that 4t sould have only trail develop- 
ments, the motorist has his full opportunity for enjoying the redwood groves 

slong the present Nedwood iighway, but there is no redwood forest now pro« 
tected in which the lover of the primeval may escape completely from the 

sounds of mechanization, 

ue 
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TUDIAM SBHYICE « 

There are at present no Indian Service projects which conflict 

with the preservation of desirable wilderness areas. The one section 

Which should be most carefully watehed is the Navajo country where there 

is some danger that necessary roads to make day schools accessible will 

be expanded into umecesserily good highways. 

<be



PUBLIC ®ORKS FUNDS 

Several of the largest wilderness areas in the country are threat- 

ened if various local requests for Public Yorke funds should be granted, 

There is considerable pressure coming fron Georgia te build a road 

through the heart of the Okefinokes Swaap, which is not only the lergest 

roadlesa' area in the southeast, but also one of the most importent bird 

senotuaries in the country, “he road would not yield scenic values de- 

. sirable to the automebilist. 4t would be tremendously expensive to build, 

would inevitably result in serious damage to bird life, and would create 

@ great dam in the midst of this swanp country which would completely up- 

set ecological conditions for miles on either side. 

The largest wilderness area still remaining in the United States 

lies in southeastern Utah, just northwest of the Navajo Xeservation, Volu- 

minous propaganda is now being fomented locally to push through a read from 

Escalante to Blanding, Uteh, hte—eentt ort thrie—prentertetiterners-te—rer 

Such a road would have no economic jusitification. It would cause terrific 

hazard to erosion in this greatly over-graszed country, It would be tre- 

mendously expensive to build, 4+ would not be outstanding seenicly, but 

it would cut in two the one really greet roadless area yet remaining in 

the United States, 

. S4nother road being boosted in teh is one from Thompson to Vernal, 

aeross the Book Cliffs “ilderness. ‘The few local ranchers end the Indians 

living within this region do not desire it, but the boosters cleim that it 

would eut the distenee from Thompson to Vernal by 40 miles, dust why it is 

important te cut that distance I do not know, but 1 am certain thet if such 

@ read is constructed it will spoil one of the most delightful primitive 

sections in America, 

| be



Another road is proposed out of Public Works funds seross the southern 

end of the Sierras, through the Sequoia National Forest. Such a road would out 

the distance from the west side of the Sierras to Owens Lake, but it would also 

out off the southern quarter of the High Sierras Wilderness, one of the out- 

standingly importent wilderness areas of the country. 

I have been told that a rond is also projected up the Meryland side 

of the Potomne River, ‘In view of the fact that there are hundreds of miles 

of svenic roads around Weshington, and since furthermore the Great Falls of 

the Potomac is accessible to roads on both sides, it would seem as if this 

finest hiker's area within ready access of the District of Columbia should 

be preserved in its present relatively primitive condition, j 

The proposed irrigation tunnel underneath the Continental Divide in 

the Recky Mountain Netional Park would be certain to destroy a large share of 

this park's wildness, would drain away a great deal of water from the lakes 

and streams, and would desecrate natural values through the building of work 

roeds end the sinking of shafte, I hope especially that this project will 

be prevented. 

Robert Marshall 

“To 
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ROBERT MARSHALL 

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

April 30, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: : 

Thanks ever so much for your letter about the proposed invasion 

of the Okefenokee Swamp. I agree with you that it is a good fight 

for the Wilderness Society. I have been interested in it for some 

time and heave prepared a special memorandum on the subject. Am also 

trying to get the Biological Survey interested in the battle. I 

think that the Wilderness Society should come out with a strong state- 

ment on it before long, and get its members from different parts of 

the country to write in. 

I agree with you, although reluctantly, that it would be diffi- 

eult for a person not in Washington to act as President of the Society 

and I also agree that in spite of several disadvantages, Bob Yard 

would be the best man for the presidency. Would you be willing to 

consent to act as Vice President, which would not, I should think, 

necessarily have to be in this city? At any rate, I assume that 

you will be willing to serve on the Board of Managers to consist 

in all of about 12 people including the officers who would only 

meet about once a year but might have to occasionally determine 

major policies by mail. 

In a short time you will receive, as one of the organizers, 

notice of a proposed Constitution and By Laws, which provide for 

a Board of Managers plus a special Executive Committee of erSn 
Washington to take most of the administrative action since, as you 

say, it would be very difficult to have to have every action go out 

for a letter ballot. I expect to be in Wisconsin in June and if you 

are still there then, I hope we will be able to talk about many other 

things. If you will not be there, can you give me some sort of an 

itinerary so that if our paths come near each other, we might meet. 

oe



New Soils Building 

April 26, 1935 

Mr, Robert Marshall 
Office of Indian Affairs 
U. S, Department of Interior 
Washington, D, C. f s 

Dear Bob: 

I imagine you have heard about the protest of 
the Georgia Society of Naturalists against the proposed 
highway through the Okefenokee Swamp, I do not have per= 
sonal knowledge of this area, but Herbert L, Stoddard has 
told me so umch sbout it that I feel certain that this is 
a test case of the kind of thing we will have to fight, 

It is also an example of the kind of thing I 
could not possibly handle out here, should you carry 
through your wish to have me serve as president of the 
Wilderness Society, 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ls In Charge, Game Research



New Soils Building 
April 26, 1935 

Mr, Richard W. Smith 
State Geologist 
425 State Capitol 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

I am heartily with you on the (kefenokee Swamp 

. nd I am hoping that the Wilderness Society can make a test 

ease of the issue involved. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Pe In Charge, Game Research 
vi



DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND GEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
STATE CAPITOL, ATLANTA, GA. 
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DIVISION OF GEOLOGY 
RICHARD W. SMITH, STATE GEOLOGIST 

425 STATE CAPITOL 

; ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
April 17, 1935 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

There is unier way in Georgia a movement to build a Federal 
Aid Highway through the Okefenokee Swamp in South Georgia, ‘This movement 
has reached the stage of making a survey for the proposed route and a 
feasible grade has been found, The Okefenokee Swamp is a wilderness area 

that should be preserved and not desecrated by the ugly works of man that 
always accompany a highway, I am inclosing a mimeographed sheet giving 
further details, 

The friends of the Okefenokee Swamp in Georgia wish to 
enlist the aid of the Wildernees Society for a counter movement to have 
this area made a Federal Wild Bird Refuge which would prevent the building 
of this highway, I very much hope that the Wilderness Soceity will use 
all ite influence toward having the Government purchase the Okefenokee 
Swemp for a Wild Bird Refuge, Immediate action is necessary. 

Sincerely yours, 

8/1 
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TUS OKEFENOKEE HIGHWAY 

It is a matter of common knowledge that highways through 
wilderness areas exercise certain detrimental influences on native 
wildlife. Too many of our natural wildernesses are disappearing 
before the advance of our thoughtless civilization. The policy of 
road builders seems to be to put highways everywhere they are not 
already in existence, resardless of the effect of the road on. the 
area or its wildlife. 

Okefenokee Swamp is a large upland swamp in southeast 
Georgia, The area is approximately 660 square miles. About 60% 
of this area is in open water or marshy tracts knowm as "prairies? 
This characteristic makes Okefenokee an ideal waterfowl refuge. 
Included in its winter wildfowl population are numbers of ducks of 

species that were on the restricted kill list last season. Wood 
duck nest here in abundance. lEgrets, blue herons, Florida cranes, 
ibis, and other rare and interesting birds are breeders in the 0= 
kefenokce. ‘the proposed highway will pass through one of the most 
important of waterfowl areas in the swamp, for a distance of over 
20 miles; a region that should not be disturbed under any conditions, 

There is a broader and even more significant reason for 
opposing the Okefenokee Highway. It is inevitable that commercial 
developments should follow such a road. Lunch stands, especially 
of the "shoppe" variety, will mushroom into esistence. Filling 
stations, which will flood the now pure waters of the swamp with 
crankcase drainings,and other cye-smiting developments such as bill- 

. boards will transform a proposed "sccnic" highway into an eyesore. 
Glaring advertisements will shout of headache remodies for the very 
malady they cause. Prairies that now teem with fish will become 
dank holes of death and pollution. Oil-soaked wildfowl will die 
on culvert walls. Plant life will disappear from the road-side and 
only a barren waste will grect the tourist whose money it is desired 
to attract. It has happened clsewhero. It will happen here unless 
this road project is blocked by more constructive action. 

There are still some people who will hold to the ideal of 
saving such arcas, Tho ideal is worthy and should not be abandoned 
in the face of commercial and political enterprise. It is time to 
take action to save the Swamp, for the road becomes daily more ommi- 
nent. The United States Burcau of Biological Survey should be ad- 
vised of conditions and requested to take steps to placc the area 
under protection. Your congressman and senator should be asked to 
oppose spending *ederal money on any but conservation projects for 
the Okefenokee. You doubtless have fricnds who feol strongly on 
these matters. Their assistance in the movement will give strength 
to the demands of conservationists who have courage to fight for 
wilderness preservation. 

Further information on the Swamp may be had from H. A. 
Carter, 205 Ponce de Loon Court, Decatur, Goorgia. He would ap- 
preciate your reaction to this movement and an ocxpression of your 
interest or disapproval of this movement. Help Georgia save her 
wilderness from exploitation and Georgia will work to save yours. 

Okefenokee Conservation Committee, 
Georgia Society of Naturalists.



New Soils Building 

April 3, 1935 

Mr. Robert Marshall 
Office of Indian Affairs 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: ; 

Unless you have already taken action, I want 
to express the opinion that my taking the presidency of 
the Wilderness Society would simply be an absurdity. 

It necessarily involves a lot of lobbying on 
current departmental actions and bills of which I mow 
nothing whatsoever and I lack both the time and the desire 
to find out. 

My only utility, if any, is in connection with 
general policy, and that function I can perform without 
any office. 

j Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
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N Wilderness Society fe ; 

NEMS AND COMMENT Number 1 
Washington, April 17, 1935 { 

; 
Members and More Members 

On personal invitations from Organization Committeemen, and through nominations i 

of members, men and women enough have joined the Wilderness Society to bring the membership» 

to eighty- five. Twenty-three of these are from the northeast, forty-seven from the south=- 

east, ten from the middle country, three from the Racky Mountain states, and two from the p 

Bacific Cosst. By States, they divide thie way: rv 

Dietrict of Columbia, 25; Georgia, 6; Illinois, 2; Marylend, 2; Messachusetts, 

73; Michigan, 4; Minnesota, 1; Missouri, 1; Montana, 2; New Hampshire, 2; New Jersey, 1; 

New Mexico, 1; New York, 14; North Carolina, 2; Oregon, 1; Pennsylvania, 1; Tennessee, 11; 

Washinfton, 1; Wisconsin, 1; Total, 85. 

So fer as I cam judge, personal quality, spirit and purpose average very high, 

and I suggest that our Organization Committeemen should go on with their selections and in- 

vitations, noting those states where the analysis shows that membership is needed most. 

All will be charter members who join before the District of Columbia delivers 

its charter to the Society. Getting this charter will be the last act of formal organization. | 

The season is getting along and organization should be completed before the hot weather sets 

ins. The Board of Governors and Executive Committee should be established so thet sub= com- 

mittees may be appointed, and suggestions for projects may be considered. Already several 

have come in from members. , 

a cretary-Treasurer



ROBERT STERLING YARD 

Tenens. 
March 29, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold 

My letter to you of March 25, having been misunderstood, perhaps needs a 

simple restatement. 

The Survey Committee of the proposed Green Mountain Parkway wants to make 

the Jay Peak neighborhood its northern terminus and a hotel center. It describes the 

Jay Peak neighborhood as "eccompletewilderness * * * one of the wildest and most un- 

spoiled sections of the Green Mountains, and, with the adjoining Canadian mountain 

area, one of the a wilderness areas in the East." 

My suggestion is that the Wilderness Society, accepting this description 

as accurate, should should rescue the Jay Peak area from the fate to which the Park- 

way would condemn it. Apparently it conforms to the Wilderness Society's definition 

of a Restricted Wild Area. As such, let the Society protect it if possible against 

invasion by the Parkway or by any other road which may be attempted there later one 

It appears that, to one of my friends at least, this simple suggestion 

became lost in unnecessary words. : 

Sincerely yours 

a OM fied



New Soils Building 
March 27, 1935 

Mr, Robert Marshall 
Office of Indian Affairs 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bobs 

& note from Sterling Yard recommending wired 
action on the proposed Green Mountain trail is a reminder 
to me that the Wilderness Society may be very foolish in 
insisting that I take the presidency. 

I have no information on which to make decisions 
of attitude on such current matters, and I have neither 
the time nor the facilities for getting it here, It seems 
to me that the presidency ought to be in Washington, If 
my advice is valuable on matters of general policy, it 
can be made available to the ee foe without 
any office or title. It seams very to me that Yard 
is the logical president. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Gaue Research 

wh
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JAY MOUNTAIN WILDERNESS AREA ; ee eck 

Dear Mr. Leopold 

I wrote you briefly last night on information just had first handed about a fine wil- 
derness area which it was planned for the Green Mountain Parkway to open up as its grand climax. 
This morning I ran down confirmation in the final report of the Survey Committee, just completed 
but not yet turned ine An hour or two with this disclosed the whole Green Mountain project even 
a showier affair than I had supposed, planned to cost eighteen millions instead of ten millions, 
roughly about helf and half valley and near-summit. The highway to have a minimum width of a 
thousand feet, frequently broadening in spots up to several milese Thus lakes, valleys, gorges, 
and in some instances e entire mountains are included, these to be developed by trail. 

The whole has been under the axe for more or less two hundred years, and none of it 
is claimed as primitive, but three or four considerable areas appear to have returned sufficient- 
ly to nature to be called "wildernesses" in the report. Of these, only one sSemscte me to war- 
went our protest without further evidence. ‘That is the northern terminus of the Parkwey, which 
is described as "a complete wilderness * * * one of the wildest and most unspoiled sections of 
the Green Mountains, and, with the adjoining Canadian mountain area, one of the largest wilder- 
ness areas in the East." \ 

One of the major problems of the reconmaisance is described as finding a fitting 
terminal for so great a highway. The original plan of carrying to the Canadian line was aben- 
doned because there were no roads to carry om. A road around Mount Mansfield was considered and 
abendoned because of the high road development of thet busy travel center. 

; GAR 
But the Jay Peak neighborhood was found to be fully as/good as the Mansfield neigh- 

borhood and more interesting. Furthermore, this area is"entirely (undeveloped and little visit- 
ed by the general public, so that a new scenic and recreationalypWill be made available. There 
will also exist here neither the difficulty nor expense resulting from the er acquisition of 

at costly developed property. Ota ‘ pe 

"This terminal area may be may be 20,000 or more acres in extent without encroach- 
ing on used highways, villages, or farmlands. The Parkway road would be carried through this 
wilderness to a high valley between the several peaks of the Jay group, and approximated the 
center of the wilderness. Here would be a terminal development consisting of parking areas, 
hotel, cabins, motor service facilities, camping grounds ete." All of which, especially on 
the authority of so able a group of observers, seems to me to picture en admirable Wilderness 
Area in the meaning of this Society. 

When I wrote you last night, I was under the impression that that decision was im- 
mediately at hend. With the report still incomplete, it will be seen that there is time for 
consederation but probably none to waste. Of course no word quoted from this report may be 
published before it is formally made public. Copy of this communication goes to members of the 
Society but no others. 

Sincerely 

Ct te, 
Secret: easurer 

Mok 2S | ‘ee ' 

chal i r



New Soils Building 

March 25, 1935 

Mr. Robert Marshall 
Office of Indian Affairs 
Washington, D. Cc. 

Dear Bob: 

Thanks for the supply of the Wilderness Society 
prospectus, 

I appreciate very much your suggestion about the 
presidency, I am content to leave the decision in your hands, 
I heave a great desl more than I can carry and would have to 
drop things to take on anything of this kind, and I could not 
take it on in any event unless there is an active secretary. 
I would mech prefer not to take it on. In this particular 
matter, however, I do not feel like flatly refusing to take 
on the obligation, 

What about Sterling Yard? Most policy affecting 
our interests is made in Washington, It is a long way from 
here to Washington and I hope at least to avoid very many trips 
there, It seems to me that Yard would be in a better position. 

Let me know what your group decides about this. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
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Cory sous 

Merch 23 1935 

Professor Shirley W. Allen , . 
School of Forestry 
University of Michigan 

My deer Shirley : 

This records your admission as a member of the Wilderness Society. You 

ere the fourth to join formally efter the original Committee of Bight. Already, with 

@ total of twelve, we are represented in Tennessee, District of Columbia, Massachu- 

setts, Minnesota, \iichigan and Wisconsin. A good start. . 

Thanks for your list of solid fighting men in your stete and elsewhere. 

Cerl Russell is on here now. if you can dig up any other absolutely right Celifor- 

nians, by all mesns do so; but they must have the courage of their convictions to , 

be useful to the Society. I send you the cireulers you want for your class. 

Sincerely yours 

| (Rote 4, TS 
Secrotery-Tr casurer 

a
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Tm the course of his address welcoming a convention of (.0.0. workers in 
State Parks under National Park Service auspices, Secretary of the Interior, ilon. 

ode le Ickes, said: : eee 

"I am tremendously interested in parks, particularly in those sections of 

them which are wilderness, I think we ought to keep as much wilderness area in 

this country of ours as We Calle It is easy to destroy a wilderness; it can be done 

quily, but it takes nature a long time, even if we let nature alone, to restore 

for our children what we have ruthlessly destroyed *** 

"I am not in favor of building ay more roads in the National Parks than 

we have to build. I am not in favor of doing anything along the line of semcalled 

improvements that we do not have to do. This is an automobile age, but I do not 

have @ great deal of pationce with people whose idea of njoying nature is dashing 
along a hard road at fifty or sixty miles an hour. I am not willing that our 

beautiful areas should be opened up to people who are either too old to walk, as 

I am, or too lazy to walk, as a great many young people are who ought to be ashamed 

of themselves. I do not happen to favor the scarring of a wonderful mountain side 

dust so that we can say we have a skyline drive. It sounds poetical, but it may be 

an atrocity *** ; ‘ 

“I would not agree to put in a lake 8 wilderness area where there should 

not be a lake, merely to have a lake. An artificial luke is not a lake, after all, 

It is all right in a State park. But that is a different sort of thing. It is ont ‘ 

of place in a wilderness area. so long as I am Secretary of the Interior and have 

anything to say about the parks, I am goizag to use all of the influences I have to 

keep parks put as far as possible in their natural state.” 

: ~o0000~



ROBERT MARSHALL 

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

March 14, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1 Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: 

Various unfortunate delays are still holding up the 
message about the Wilderness Society. It has been quite hard 
getting the views of such widely scattered people and the fact 
too that I have been out of town and that various people signing 
our statement have come back for second or third criticisms, has 

held things up. However, the other day I decided to take dicta- 
torial action and refuse to take any more changes and the state- 
ments should be mailed within a few days. 

feanwhile, we are confronted with the problem of getting 
the President for the Society before long. “hen Benton MacKaye, 
Harvey Broome, Bob Yard and H. ©. Anderson collaborated with me 
on the preparation of this statment, they insisted that I should 
act as President. I declined to do so unless Secretary Ickes 
was willing and expressed as my own personal opinion that it was 
not a good idea to have an Intértor Department person act as 
President of an organization which of necessity will have to 
pattle two Interior Department bureaus. Mr. Ickes also felt 

‘it was undesirable, 

It was my strong belief at the time that you would 
make a better President than I. The others, including, MacKaye, Broome 
Frank, Anderson, Yard and Oberholtzer, all agree that you would f 
make a splendid President, therefore, may I in behalf of your 
coSrganizers of the Wilderness Society, request, urge and implore 
you to accept the presidency of this Society. We have proposed 
that H. C. Anderson should be Vice-President, and Robert Sterling 
Yard should be Secretary and Treasurer, since neither of them 
have government positions. 

Sincerely yours, 

Sto eT Gy, ph



New Soils Building 
February 1, 1935 

Mr. Robert Marshall 
Office of Indian Affairs ; 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

The statement is a good one and I am glad to join 
in signing it, 

I have only one important suggestion. On page 3, 
paragraph 5, line 4 under “Extensive wilderness areas," add: 
“marsh or desert." We are fighting not only mechanization 

: of country, but the idea that wild landscape amst be "pretty" 
to have value, 

Minor suggestions: On page 5, line 1, say "motor 
roads" or*roads for motors” instead of “roads for autos," 
Some forester will say a fire truck is not an auto, Also on 
page 7, paragraph 3, omit the last sentence, ‘There is no 
control of "normal" erosion going on or in prospect, as far 
as I know, 

Memes for Wisconsin: ; 

Dr. Harold ¢, Bradley, Shorewood Hills, Madison . 
Prof, Raymond J, Roark, 2002 Chamberlain Ave., 

Madison ; 
Mr. Howard F, Weiss, 120 Bly Place, Madison 
Mr, A, W. Schorger, 16% MN. Prospect Ave,, Madison, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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THE WEUDERNESS SOOTETY 

Reasons for a Wilderness Society 

Primitive America is vanishing with appalling rapidity. Soarcely 

a month passes in which some highway does not invade an area which since 

the beginning of time had knowm only natural modes of travel; some last 

remaining virgin tiuber tract is not shattered by the construction of an 

irrigation project into an expanding and contracting mud flat; some quiet 

glade, disturbed only by the music of birds and insects and wind in the 

trees, does not bark out the merits of Crazy Water Crystals and the mushi- 

ness of Godctails for two. Such invasions are progressing everywhere so 

rapidly that unless they are fought as ardently as they are pressed there 

will soon be nothing left of those wilderness characteristics which make 

undisturbed nature the most glorious experience in the world to many 

people. 

We recognize frankly that the majority af American citizens do 

not care for these values of undisturbed nature as much as for mechanically 

disturbed mature. Cheerfully we are willing that they should have opened 

to them the bulk of the 1,800,000,000 acres of outdoor America, including 

wie superlative scenic features in the comtry which have already 

been made accessible to motorists. All we desire to save fran invasion is 

that extremely minor fraction af outdoor America which yet remains free from 

mechanical sights and sounds and stinks. We co hold that those few areas 

which have thus far escaped man-made influences must be preserved in their 

natural condition, unless it can be clearly demonstrated that some other 

use is of compelling value.
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Consequently, we have constituted ourselves a committee to 

organize an aggressive society for the preservation of the wilderness. 

We desire to integrate the growing sentinent which exists in this country 

for holding its wild areas sound-proof as well as sight-proof fran our 

inereasingly mechanized life. We believe that the following principles 

should be considered basic in the proposed organization: 

1. That the wilderness (the environment of solitude) isa natural 

| mehtal resource having the same basic relation to man's ultimte thought 

and gulture as coal, timber, and other physical resources have to his 

material needs. 

2. That the use of this resource should be considered a publie 

utility and its commercialization should not be tolerated. 

3. That the time has come, with the brutalizing pressure of a spread- 

ing metropolitan civilization, to recognize this wilderness environment 

as a serious human need rather than a lumry and plaything. 

4. That this need is being sacrificed by the mechanical invasion in : 

its various killing forms. 

S. That soenery ani sdlitude are intrinsically separate things, that 

the motorist is entitled to his full share of scenery, but that motorway 

and solitude together constitute a contradiction. 

6. That outing areas in which people my enjoy the non-primitive 

forest are highly desirable for many pent-up city people who have no 

desire for solitude, but that such areas should not be combined with those 

reserved for the wilderness. 

7. That the wildermess remaining in America has shrunk to such a
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amall remnant of the country's total territory, that what area does remain 

4s all-precious and its preservation constitutes a vital necessity. 

8. That encroachment upon our remnant American wilderness in any one 

locality is an attack upon the whole ani creates therefore an issue of 

national moment ani not one for local action alone. 

9. That since the invasion of wilderness areas is generally boosted 

by powerful, country-wide organizations, it is essential that iniividuals 

and groups who desire to preserve the wilderness must unite in a country- 

wide movement in its defense. 

Zypes of Wilderness 

In order to define more specifically what we want to preserve, 

it seems desirable to divide what might broadly be termed the wilderness 

into five types. 

Extensive wilderness areas are regions which possess no means af 

mechanical conveyance and which are sufficiently spacious that a person 

may spend at least a week of travel in them without crossing his onn tracks. 

They may include timber, range lanis, bare rocks, or snowftelas,""" The re 

dominant attributes of suchareas are: first, that visitors to thea must 

depend largely on their own efforts and their own competence for survival; 

and second, that they are free fram all mechanical disturbances. While 

trails and shelters, which were scattered through most wilderness areas 

long before the advent of the white race, may generally be permitted in 

them, certain designated zones of wilderness areas should be kept free fran 

even such primitive invasions. 

Primeval areas are virgin tracts in which human activities have 

never modified the normal processes of nature. They thus preserve the
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native vegetative ani physiographic sonditions which have existed for 

an inestimable period. They present the mJlmination of an unbroken 

series of natural events stretching infinitely into the past. Con= 

sequently, primeval areas not only are of surpassing value fran the 

standpoint of scenery, but also are of immense scientific value. 

_Superlatively scenic areas are localities with scenic values, 

80 Surpassing and stupendous in their beauty as to affect almost everyone 

who sees them. They may also include naturel features of unique 

scientific interest, suchas the geysers of Yellowstone. There may be 

similar wilderness areas or similar primeval areas, but if any of the 

superlatively scenic areas should be destroyed or seriously injured 

there would be no substitutes. Most of the National Parks would be 

Classified in this category. _ 

Subwilderness areas are tracts of land in regions of con- 

eentrated population which, although having neither great size, virgin 

Conditions, or superlative scenery, are at least free from the sights 

and sounds of mchanization. Although one cannot obtain in them the 

adventure, the dependence on competence, and the emotional thrill of the 

extensive wilderness, they are the closest approximation to wilderness 

Gonditions available to millions of people. 

lilderness zones are strips along the backbone of mountain 

systems which, although they may be crossed here and there by railroads 

and highways, nevertheless maintain primitive travel conditions along 

their major axes. Such zones not only are primarily free from man-made 

sights and sounds, but also permit long journeys under the impetus of 

“one's own energies instead of those of a machine.
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Qur Attitude Toward Certain Common Types of Wilderness Invasion 

Mvter Rondo 
-Reads-forautes - These should never be allowed in any form. 

Railroads, cog roads, funiculars, cableways, eto. These should 

never be permitted. 

Graded trails - These seem proper in those parts of the West 

where horse travel has historically been the general mode of transportation, 

where 16 is often necessary to grade a trail to prevent erosion, and where, 

because of absence of deep duff, grading a trail does not generally mean 

ruining the underfooting. In the Eastern forest types, such as the Adiron- 

dacks, and the Great Smokies, a graded trail makes a serious erosion 

hazard, destroys the underfooting of duff which is such an important value 

of an ordinary trail, ani in general appears far more artificial than in 

the West. It should not be allowed in such regions. 

Ski trails - Cross country ski trails not exceeding 8 feet in 

width can be permitted if they are kept few in number and are lecated in 

inconspicuous places. They should not invade primeval or superlative 

areas. Ski jumps and speedways should never be permitted in any sort of 

wilderness area. 

Foot bridges ~ These are permissible if built with logs, stones, 

or dirt, but metal or sawed lumber should not be allowed. 

Lof@ing operations - logging should not be permitted in a 

wilderness. , 

. Power Lines = There is no doubt that the sight of a power line 

immediately spoils the psychological effect of wildness. It definitely 

brings into the wilderness a feature of the mechanical 20th Century world.
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Consequently, power lines should not be permitted to invade wilderness areas, 

except that in certain instances it may be necessary for them to cross 

Wilderness zones. 

Water-power developments and irrigation projeats - These involve 
perversion of natural conditions and should never be allowed, partimlarly 

since there is ample potential water power and more than ample irrigable 

land outside of the few possible wilderness areas which are still left. 

Areas in which such developments are more important than wilderness use 

should be set aside for commercial purposes. 

Airplanes, motor boats, radios - These should be permitted only 

where they are absolutely necessary for fire protection or emergency. 

Telephones, lookout and ranger cabins, fire towers ~ These 

should be permitted only where they are absolutely necessary for fire pro- 

tection or where they have already been established. 

Beacon thwers - These should not be permitted, except where main 

airplane routes cross wilderness zones at right angles or where they cross 

ever corners of extamsive wilderness areas. 

Cabins end shelters - These may be permitted in extensive 

wilderness areas ami wilderness zones, but only in specially desi gnated 

localities therein. They should never be permitted to interfere with 

important scenic values, they should never be used for cammercial purposes, 

they should be of simple, rustic construction, and they should never be 

concentrated in groups of more than two or three. 

Sheep and cattle grazing - Where these have occurred in the 

past in extensive wilderness areas, subwilderness areas, or wilderness zones,
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they may be permitted to continue. However, areas where no grazing has 

previously taken place should not be opened to grazing. Grazing should 

never be pemitted in primeval or superlatively scenic areas. 

Fences - In those areas where grazing is now taking place it 

may be necessary to mild fences in order to control the grazing and pre- 

vent erosion. ; 

Erosion contro], - This should be permitted in areas where 8 

4s necessary to undo the effects of over-grazing. ) It snealé eat ™ 

permitted in the case of accelerated erosion ant mes in the case of normal / 

“geological erosion. 

Insect control - ‘This should be permitted only when it is 

necessary to save the wilderness forests from destruction. Endemic 

insect attacks occurring in the wilderness should not be disturbed. 

The Functioning of the WLIDERNESS SOOLETY 

For the purpose of fighting off such invasions of the wildermss 

and in order to stimulate in some of those who do not yet understand the 

wilderness an appreciation of its multiform emotional and intellectual 

values, we are forming an organization to be known as the WILDERNESS 

SOOIETY. We are not looking for large numbers, mt only for those people 

who believe whole-heartedly in the necessity of preserving our remnant 

wilderness. Above all we do not want in our ranks people whose first 

instinet is to look for a compromise solution. 

The proposed mechanics of our functioning will be to have 

members scattered throughout the country who will serve as the nerve cells
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of our organization. We will depend on them to suggest desirable 

areas for preservation. They will also learn locally of plans to in- 

vade some one of those areas which the Wilderness Society should defend. 

They will then write to the secretary's office in Washington. If, 

as is true of most wilderness invasions today, this one is being publicly 

financed, the secretary will go to the bureau concerned, or he will 

delegate one of the members to visit the State office concerned for the 

purpose of learning the exact status of the oase and to attempt to get 

the plans for the invasion revoked. If this attempt proves futile 

then all mmbers of the Wilderness Society will be apprised of the pending 

invasion and will be asked to use the resources at their command to fight 

it. These will include direct contacts with friends; editorials, 

articles, and letters in newspapers and magazines; appeals to public 

officials; and special public meetings. The principle that en invasion 

of one area which should be preserved is in effeot an invasion of all 

will be held paramount, so that members of the Society on the West Coast 

will be enlisting support for a battle in the Appalachian Mountains, while 

members on the Atlantic Seaboard may be working mthusiastically to 

defeat a road through sam primitive Sierra canyon which they may never 

expect to see. 

There will be no dues in the WIIDERNESS SOCIETY. However, 

members who feel that they can afford to do so are invited to send contri- 

putions to Robert Sterling Yard, the secretary-treasurer, at 1840 Mintwood 

Place, Washington, D. C, Already we have received one $1,000. anonymous 

contribution.
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The WILDERNESS SOCIRTY is being organized for the one purpose 

of saving the wilderness remnants in America. It proposes to battle 

uncompromisingly for this purpose. It does not propose to invade the 

field of any existing organization. Of course we pleasantly anticipate 

an interchange of cooperation with many splendid existing or ganizations 

4n their fights which overlap into our field and in our fights which 

overlap into theirs. We will only initiate, however, fights for the 

defense of the wilderness in its various forms. 

The undersigned organizers of the WILDERNESS SOCIETY have 

likewise constituted ourselves as the executive canmmittee of the society, 

iG pending a more advanced stage of development . 

H. CO. Anderson Benton Mackaye 

Harvey Browne Robert Marshall, acting president _ 

John Collier John C. Merriam , 

Bernard Frank Ernest Oberholtzer 

Aldo Leopold Robert Sterling Yard, seoretary-treasurer
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MEMORANDUM TO THE SECOBTARY 

THE PROPOSE” GREEN MOUNTAIN PAREMAY 

Last ina of a, 1 urged the wméesirability of a re SS ees eae rata a sees ae 
of Vermont, 4t that time you and Mr, Chapman suggested that I should com 
<oaiaahs tea Gueait'te tee tees aes panne ae Ca 
completed, the report on the survey having recently been » it 

‘ @ppears sppropriate to wake such comments now. 

The report impresses me as bein; interesting, imaginative, and enthusi- 
astic, The detailed notes indicate that the proposed route will clive the 

pots pedi = af ets tibia Rontlgne, & cee cote 
cubaiee th when gemednaes i 

However, any prepesed seenie hichway should also be considered in relae : 
tion to its effest on other forms of outdoor recreation which may be damaged 
or disturbed. Sound recreational planning must balance the possibilities of 
enjoying these different types of outdoor experience which men desire, There- 
<a beeen ie ab chen Ute teenie ta el 
well located from the standpoint of the aubonobilist, but whether it is 
well located fram the standpoint of those tho travel by primitive uetheds, 
SpeciMeally, what does i+ do to tho Trail whieh rums the length of 
Vesuinah Siete: Gee aes Annie Gothodionsh oookhenad than Wace caaes 

COMO to mar his retreat from 

The following table indicates in approximate terns the distance be- 
tewen the Long Trail an¢ the proposed Parkwayt 

‘Distance In “Liss Sotween ~~" Npproxinate “ileage ~~ Tereentage of Tariaay: 
Parkway and Long Tradl of Parlemy in thie in this Catecory 
 siciliscieionicanaipeliiaiiiiiiildh MMMM Caicedo tae ke ik 

QO? a5 17 

i o<-1 65 26 we 

i-2 20 - 8 

2 1% total a 7 
LLL LALA LDAELLL ALLELE LLL AALS LL LLANE AA LEAN ALAMANCE NN RCC a eT 

Resteeny “ES seeme eetng Sie ere, vehatioaty wiles atten alt 
the Long »« Ome sinply cam not get the atmosphere and the value of the 
primitive with a noisy and nature searring highemy less then a «ile amy.



It should be pointed out that in ite 260 wiles the proposed Parkeny does 

not invade the territory of the Long Trail uniformly, The Parkway say con 

veniently be divided into three sognents. The following table indicates : 

roughly the mileage of each of these segnents, and what proportion of this 

mileage is within tw miles of the Lon; Trails 

— this Segment 

Segment of Parkway Pesiowny in rien 

South Bnd of Parkway to Widdlebury Gap 140 63 

Wddlebury Gap to Laraway “Mountain 90 6 é 

Lerawey “ountein to North ind of Parkway x 100 

ANNE ELAN LL AA A NOLO AL A DLR DAA LLL A ALAA AAA AAA 

The ventral seguent of the Parkway, from Middlebury Gap to Leraway 
Mourtain, is exeellently loeated for preserving the undeveloped values of 
the Sreen Mountelns, This, it eoons to me, represents splendid recreational 

ylenalige fue the Sadat SAPS ab Te venagoe a sunny is case enecions 

way end at the sane tino the hiker will not be inveded in is most 
vo hls Cinse thio pertian of the Restuny vues mastly Shveugh vetlaves #8 

ahould be balensed, it is true, with mare mountain strotehes to give 
noverist a reasonable variety. Rive uae he maepenene Se Seeere 
southern portion of the Parkway in the more developed areas to the 

west of the main Green Mountain eystem, iailerly, I should think the northern 
segment of the Parkway wight be located aaong the mountains te the east or to 

the west of the main Sreen “ountain system, ‘Such an alteration in location 

would not, I imagine, decrease the semnic value for the autoist to eqy im 

portent extent, while it would save for the hiker the one portion of ernomnt 
which is moet important to him, : 

Ss consbuctany 3 west Mine Se cnauna Sho wuaeeien sie Sf aes 

sore qe Taliscs tnat if there Lo ceing 0 be eonetrostive Fos that if there is going te be constructive recreational 
planing $0 to web Gusteabhe So aad 0 Dtag saat cones eee” 
From the time when Aldo Leopold first the tern area" 
about ten years ago, it has invariably referred to extensive areas in which 

people may travel for several days by their ow power without crossing their 

tracks or encountering, the developments of civilisation. When thie tera is 
used for undeveloped arees of some five te~sweaty thousand aeres through the 

eenter of vhich the Pariwny will rum, it seems to we someviat akin to the 
nisleadin:; signe outside the eld Alesken dance halls which sévertised “One 
Hundred Young ‘inidens Inside”, when they were obviously sot young and less 
ovvicusly not maidens, In this onae I think it is obvious that the Parkeny 

wilderness areas are not extensive, while es for thet whieh may net be at 
onee obvious about them, I will guarantee that I ona walk across any of | . 

than elthout feed or bimatete or Sant or matehes or ax <7 Nubtny amt tome 
out on the ether side with plenty of daylight to spare. To call such areas 
vibtnenees 1 co GREED 6 0 “REE Seay SRY Oey Se 
oon only lead to



; New Soils Building 
Jamary 15, 1935 

Mr. Robert Marshall 
Office of Indian Affairs 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. CG. 

Dear Bob: 

Dr. Harold Bradley, physiological chemist 
at the University of Wisconsin, is a natural menber 
of the Wilderness Society, Whenever you get to the 
point of formal ¢énrollment, if you want any members, 
I would suggest you include him, He has always been 
in sympathy with the ideas which the Society stands 
for and is partioularly interested in the retention 
of wilderness areas in the Sierres, His address is 
Memoriel Institute Building, Madison, Wisconsin, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold. 
um In Charge, Game Research



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

FIELD SERVICE 

Washington, D. C. 

November 24, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am delighted that you are willing to 

serve on the committee of ten to organize a new Wilderness 

Society, said committee having by this time shrunk to 
eight because Dr. Merriam and Ernest Oberholtzer, who are 

eager to join the Society and thoroughly sympathetic with 

it, feel they do not have time at present to participate 

in its organization and do not want to hold it up. 

Benton Mackaye and Harvey Broome are work- 
ing on a preliminary draft of definitions and principles 

to get the ball rolling, which will be sent on to all of 

us for criticism. I have been expecting to get a copy any 

day. 

I wish we might get together for a long 

: chat some day soon. Will you be in Washington for the 

Society meeting in January? I hope so. 

Sincerely yours, 

i Ey



New Soils Building 
December 3, 1934 

Mr. Robert Marshall 
Office of Indian Affairs 
U. S$. Department of the Interior 
Washington, BD, ¢. 

Dear Bobs 

I am afraid I have no inmediate prospect ; 
of getting to Washington, I will be east in Jamary 

but it will have to be to attend the Game Conference 
rather than to attend the Society meeting, since I 
cannot attend both. 

i am glad to hear that the Wilderness 
Society is moving along, Cell on me when it my turn 
to act, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopola 
Pe In Charge, Game Research
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re New Soils Building 
; \ Oetober 29, 1934 

Mr, Robert Marshall : 
Office of Indian Affairs 

_... _ Washington, D, C. 

Dear Mr. Marshall: . 

Your letter about the Wilderness Society is welcome 

news, and I am more than glad to serve on the committee of ten, 

: I have no criticism of the draft of the invitation, 
except that I would raise the question of whether we should 

: definitely indicate that the Society includes only those inter- 

ested in wilderness from the esthetic and social point of view, 

or whether it should also include those desiring wilderness for 

ecological studies. 

My hunch 4s that the ecological group should be 
ineluded, but with a minor emphasis. Dr, Merriam could tell 

you who are the most active members of this group. I lmow it 

includes Shelford of Illinois, 

‘With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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Office of Indian Affairs, 
Washington, D. C., 

, October .25, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1 Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

drohored aud suchored 
I know you will be interested in the,organization of the—prepesed a 

Wilderness Society. When I was down at the Knoxville meeting of the Ameri- 

can Forestry Association, Benton MacKaye, Harvey Broome, Bérnard Frank and 
I discussed the necessary preliminary steps that a small group of people who 

have thought keenly and felt deeply about the value of preserving the primi- 
tive should take to get together and organize this Society before we get in 

too many members. Consequently, we have assumed the responsibility of urging 

the following ten men as an organizing committee: H. C. Anderson, Harvey 

Broome, John Collier; Bernard Frank, Aldo Leopold, Benton MacKaye, Robert 
Marshall, John C.. Merriam, Ernest Oberholtzer, and Robert Sterling Yard. 

When and if all°of these ten people consent to serve as such a com- 

mittee, we felt the next thing should be to write out in clearer detail than 
; appears here the principles for which we stand, clearly defining all the terms 

which we use. ‘Just to get things ‘started, Benton MacKaye and Harvey Broome 

offered to prepare-a statement for the rést of us to ¢riticize or canpletely 
rewrite. Once we have determined on our platform, then we feel the next thing 

s is to write to people whom we believe stand for the same principles and invite 

; them to join us. We are going to make them feel, however, that it is an honor 

to join this Society and that in accepting our invitation, they have serious 

responsibilities to fight for the principles which we set up. We want no 

straddlers, for in the past they have surrendered too much good wilderness 

and primevil areas which should never have been lost. 

After we have our membership list, then we should appoint committees 

in different sections of the country and give them the specific responsibility 

of watching out for any proposed invasion of the wilderness or the primevil in 

their territory. When we hear of such invasions, we should then rally the whole 
membership of the Society to fight such invasions with every power at our com- 

mand. ‘Thus, the proposed skyline road in the Green Mountains will be fought 

: from coast to coast. \/e can make use of personal contact, of mass meetings, 

5 of anything else. It will be no longer a case of a few individuals fighting 

but of a well organized and thoroughly earnest mass of wilderness lovers. 

How does this sound? : 

Sincerely, 

| |
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Washington, Ds Coy (\ 

October 19, 1954, \ 

INVITATION TO HELP ORGANIZE A GROUP TO PRESERVE THE AMERICAN WILDERNESS 

We, the undersigned, have constituted curaclves « committee to take the 

stepe necessary to orgamize an aggressive society for the preservation of 

the wilderness, We are saking you and five others whose nunes appear at the 

ond of this letter to join with ue as an organising comittes of ten, We 
desire to integrate the growing sentiment which we believe exists in this 

country for holding its wild aress giumd-~groof as well as sight-oroef from | 

our inereasingly mechanised Life, We believe that the following princi~ ' 
plee should be considered beaie in the proposed organizations | 

1, That the wilderness (the environnont of solitude) ie o natural men 

tel resource having the same basic relation to man's ultimate thought ond 

culture as coal, timber, and other physical resources have to hia asaterial 

needs. 

2, That the time has come, with the brutelizing pressure of « spread- 

ing metropoliten civilizaticnu, te recognize this wilderness environvent as 

a serious huson need rather thon a luxury and plaything. | 
3, That this need ie baing sacrificed by the metropolitan invasion in 

its various killing forms, of which the worst are the aeter xoad ond radio, N 

4. That scoucsvy and solitude ore intrinsically separate things, that 

the motorist ic sutidled to his full shere of sconery, but thet motorway 

end solitude together ecnstitate a contradiction, 

Se That outing areas in which poople may enjoy the now-prinitive for~ i 

est are highly desirsble for many pent-up city people who have no desire | 

for solitude, bub that such areas should not be combined with these re- ; 

served for the wilderness.
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, That the wilderncss rensining in 4meriece bas shrunk te euch a 

swell rement of the coumtry's total territory, that what area does 

reasin is all-preciows ond ite preservation coustitates a vital neces~ 

abty. 

7. That oncroachaent ucon our remnsnt American wilderasse im any : 

ome locality ie an attack upon the whole and creates therefore on isoue 

of nationsl momemwt and not one for local section clone. 

: Se That since the invasion of wilderness areas is gonerelly 

boosted by powerful, country-wide organizations, it iv essential that 

individuals and groups whe desire to preserve the wilderness aust unite 

in a country-wide movessnt in its defense, 

9. That the thoughts sbove noted are shared by sn increasing pro- / 

portion of Americun people, but thet offective action depends om focus~ | \ 

ing the strength of their united while. \ 

| Therefore, wo are proposing the immediate forastion of 2 group to ; 

| be called The Hildemese Society for the purpose of deteruining what are 

| the wilderness arees which should be preserved, and for saving them from 

\ destruction. 

A Wil you join ws ap orgeniuors of such a society? 

H. GC. Anderson 

Bmest Gberholtser UP Lovunihd PoAtinile, 

\ 

nh, ; |



THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

1840 Mintwood Place , 
Washington 9, D. CG. 

June 30, 1945 

To the Councillors of the Wilderness Society 

Dear Fellow Councillor: 

This is the sixth letter (and presumably the last) to be went 
to you by the Acting head of your Society, all with hopes of thereby 
making us somewhat better prepared for our all too brief @athering to be held in Washington. It covers some rough and ready notions and 
suggestions on organization and program. 

Location of work and Councillors: Any work of national scope 
falls naturally into two locales -- (1) the center, and (2) the re- 
spective regions. As to legislation and executive cooperation, our 
work must focus in the Capital (National or State). But ultimate 
power derives from the small and far communities, and with them all Possible contact should be made. . . So much for pertinent platitude. 

Now for suggestion: TI should say that our work in locale (2) has not kept pace with that in locale (1), and that renewed effort might be made by each of our far-flung Councillors to continue busy in his particular bailiwick. .. A bad example has been set by the Couneillor now writing you--mainly because in recent years he was unable to settle down in any bailiwick. Henceforth he hopes to live &s8 well as pay taxes in his long-lived domicile (Shirley Center, Massachusetts), and so to renew contact with his several live-wire friends (strategically placed throughout New England) and persuade then, | if he can, to do their part&nyhow. 

Sublect-matter: Whether in Washington or in Shirley Center I see a east three big subjects of endeavor for the Councillor: 

(1) For himself to explore (or get friendly victims to explore) for possible sites whereon to establish “outing areas" and "wilderness areas" ag per the suggestions sketched in my letter No. 3. 

(2) For himself (or as aforesaid) to search for "fishermen, 
artists, and naturalists" ana inspire the same to promote their respective interests, in tangible projects, prefer- ably on the "areas" aforesaid, as per the Suggestions sketch- ed in my letter No. 4.
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(3) For himself (and all hands) to contact the “powers-that- 
be"within practicable range, especially the powers in the halls 
of legislation and officialdom, --and inspire the same to make 
(and not unmake) specific authority for the legal and 
finaneial execution of specifie programs on the several 
lines aforesaid. 

e Suggested procedure: Below are some notes toward possible addenda , 
for our meeting. ey are put in the form of a Town Warrant, the 
term “council” being substituted for "Town". To see whether the 
Council will -- 

1. Revise the By-Laws for more effectively assembling a quorum 
: of the Council; in other words, to make it possible for 

the annual meeting to be “annual”. 

2. Request each Councillor to report on his activities each 
year to the secretary of the Society, say not later than 
one month preceding the annual meeting. 

3. Establish a special committee to investigate in Washington, 
through the appropriate officials, the Government's post- 
war projects, on lines suggested in my letter No. 5; and 
report thereon not later than three months from our forth- 
coming meeting. 

' 4. Establish two permanent committees to report to the Secretary, 
one month before each annual meeting, as to general progress 
made (throughout all regions) on the developments respective- ly of (a) we and wilderness areas (discussed in letter d No. 3), and of (b) the several uses of said areas (discussed 
in letter No. 4). 

; Election of officers and affairs of routine: Officers will be elected at our meeting in acéordance with the By-Laws, namely -- President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer. Matters of finance. and necessary routine will be taken up in regular course. xe 

I trust that our next contact will be face to face, and I happily anticipate our long-postponed foregathering. 

BENTON MacKaye, Acting President 

¢ , By ; - eting air 0 ec ve Committee



THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

1840 wintwood Place : 
Washington 9, D. CG. . 

June 30, 1945 : : 

To the Councillors of the Wilderness society 

Dear Fellow Couneillor: 

f T should like in this letter to discuss briefly some suggestions 
: taken from an ange of our work not heretofore covered in my previous 

- notes. I refer to the relation of the wilderness space and influence 
to a pHoperly balanced setup for a region's overall development. 

: The problem of regional development, as I see it, 1a one in 
pabitability. How to make more habitable a given section of the earth? 

ere is pl oe habitability (such as control of floods and soil 
. erosion) ; ere 1s economic habitability (such as rural electrifica- 

tion}; there 1s social habitability (such as community planning and 
park management) . 

Under this rough plgeon-holing our own job would fall in the last- 
named category (social habitability, or contact direct between earth 
and society). The overall problem herein is that of striking the proper 
proportion of three needful human environments--urban, rural, and primeval. 

The particular pet of our Wilderness Society is the primeval environ- . Bent. Ye must see that it holds its own against all comers. To do 8 we must see that each contending "comer" be allowed its own fair space in the total regional sun. This involves a double relation: 

(1) The share of the primeval environment among the other elements of a region's social habitability--the urban and rural elements. 

(2) The share of the said environment among the other categories of a region's total habitability--the physical and economic Categories. 

’ So much for philosophy--now for brass tacks: - 

There is a figurative “wilderness” as well as a literal one. Ite 
densest growth is in Washington, D. G. I refer to the “wilderness” of Post-war plans. These cover all be os kmown to man; they lie in a 
eriss-cross worthy of a blowdown. Tf? left to chance, the rights of a mea in this "wilderness" would be those of the leng-famed snowball 
n he .



Page 2 

So a man-sized job awaits us, namely to explore this “blowdown" 
of Congressional Acts and. Executive Orders (present and in the making) -- 
with a view to salvaging some nooks at least where a man ¢an hear him- 
self think. Wherever possible, of course, we should cateh these Acts 
and Orders “in the making". In part thig job is a migative one of 
preventing what we do not want. The more need, therefore, of our know-- . 
ing positively what we do Want. 

Somefan (or committee) should get busy early on this mission of 
delicate but firm diplomacy. He (or they) must hold firm for our own 
particular emphasis;and so must clearly vision in.each case, according 
to some “philosophy” as hereinbefore outlined, the total regional 
theatre and the equitable strategy therein. 

Here then is a definite project, and one of high priority. It B 
should, of course, be followed up in future as a permanent line of 
vigilance. It centers in the cauldron of the Capital of the nation. 
And it should be carried forth into the respective Regions of the nation, 
This though brings up the matter of our organization; and this is a 

: further story. : ‘ 

; BENTON MaGKAYE, Acting President 

Legend. pel eting Chairman ecutive Comm.



THE WILD"WEss sOCTMY 
Be 18 = MwTwoo Pace y.W. : 

WastiIneTon 9, D. G. dune 26, 1945 

fo the Councillors of the Wildemess society 

Dea® Fellow Councillor: i 

In wy last letter to you of June 20th I suggested that our constmetive efforts 
seen to be twofoldee ( 1) to expand the acreage of outing and wilderness areas, ani 
moe ee ee oe their revitalicing influence. 1 

my notion of job (1) and now I"11 do for job (2). é 

deb (2) conoems the plage while Job (2) comceme the person. What may the 
latter do with the former? For the born woodsman, or for oriental mystic, it 
is enough to have the open world alone: neither is at loss for appropriate activity- 

' ywoughing it for the one, meditation for the other. But most of us are neither wood-_ 
smen nor mystics. 90 we demand some definite line of interest or action if only to 
provide" "excuse for seeking the company of nature. 

_ there are of course the various interests classed as athletics: swinming, boating, 
ball playing, ond kindred sports. These apply chiefly to the smsll nearby “ outing 
areas * noted in my former letter. It ig human interest in the " wilderness areas" 
which needs further clarification. . . Aside from the woodeman and the mystic there. 
are at least three types of persons each with his distinctive zeal for the primitive 
environment. They are: 

(a) fis fishermen ( and nntor). the one thing not sought ty the tme fisher 
§ man ig fist ror could more handily obtein it in the market. He secks to be alone 

with nature, especially with that essence of her life exhibited in the living flow 
ing strem. Usually sposling, conscious pursuit of the actus] fish, aside from the 
art involved, is merely a device for unconscious pursuit of something else. 

(>) fhe artist . There are several kinds of outdoor artists. the fisherman 
(ag artist st mentioned. The amateur photographer. The lendscape painter~ - a 
further explorer of the contact of mind and object. These need only to be Listed. 

(ce) Tee netarelist. He makes a Longer story. Hints sbout him only can be at- 
tenpted in 8 . He Opens a train of first-hand contact from Aristotle to 
Humboldt. There is nothing new about him,tut his emlation by us " little Bumboldts* 

' has hardly yet begun. 4nd a real beginning, I beldeve, would effect 2 revolution in 
oar entire attitude toward that thing of things which Beb Mershall called the 
"wilderness" . ; : 

I guggest two lines of approach: 

abs be First, the outlook from the hilltop-- ~— to show 
where we are eter Oe ethene rieeat ee ee 
Then the descent via flowing a into the land's cross~section~ - reading ot first 
hand along the way where we are in geologic time. Thas the story of the garth.



i ; 

4 - Onee more the hilltop and cross-section. £ his time to 
wee Tee eS HF PENS ee tink tee lines of peneciaays thes fven. grom shine : 
Pert see ae Fe en eee fe oe: a eee eo 
te meskrat.. . Together these all forn some forest type, or ty’ . It is a 
double tribe--plent and animal. Which ‘nationality"- - hillside hardwood or temarack 
swamp? ; 

‘hese two lines of approach I have expanded in « short article entitled 
& The Appalachian frail: Guide to the study of Yeture’ (Selentific vonthly, April 1932), 

Fisherman, artist, neturalist--these are our particular nee allies 
whose ranks we must augment if we would bring to past the full measure of the wilder 
ness influence upon » jaded people. : i 

_ Sincerely yours 

Benton MacKaye, Acting President 

‘By Dr. Ernest §. Griffith, Acting Chairman of the 
Rxecutive Comittee 

E.lielle }



By BENTON MacKAYE 

INFLUENCE is defined as “the gradual confusing, symphonious or cacophonous. 
and unseen operation of some cause.” The environment, unhappily, of our 
Such was Robert Sterling Yard. Such present super-powered civilization is be- 
will he remain in the cumulative mind coming more and more hectic and con- 
that goes on living. He was—and is—a fusing; that of primal nature, on the 
living influence in a world that needs the other hand, is essentially serene. The 
particular variety roar of the subway 
thereof which he (gmpepeu gage jee «=Cis ‘the spokesman 
personified, namee | MM of the one; the 

ly the influence | EME “rapture on the 
and environment |) 9 | | 7 fh. . ——ionely shore” is 

of the great out- | the keynote of the 
doors. a —_ s | other. Bob was 

Bob Yard was |= 4 el conversant with 
past middle age | | “N i tee both: along with 
before he decided | = € i ~~ ~——S Muir and Mather, 
finally to devote | = Po | ~—~—__ Yard saw that the 
his full energies, | yn. oe = | only match for 
through his bri. == oe f= = + “roar” was “rap- 
liant journalistic a a “4 8 ture.” 
skill, upon this | | Wi og oe The essence of 
thing he had come Fe | the “pathless 
to value as primal | sg woods” — oh give 
among the necessi: | nal us another Byron 
ties of men. At i ha a to set it again to 
fifty-three, in 1914, | |, A : verse and show the 
he is recorded as | need of our own 
entering “what he || day for its power 
later considered as an antidote to 
his life work for a crashing, crush- 
the preservation of : ing mechaniza- 
natural areas.” He Robert Sterling Yard tion! If there ever 

; took the job of was a time for such 
educational secretary for the National valiant counter offensive, that time is 
Park Service. now. Half of our young manhood popu- 

Bob sought for all, in outer nature, lation, plus their families, will soon es- 
the thing that filled his inner nature. say their recovery from the world’s 
This thing was serenity. I recall a vivid greatest psycho-mechanical convulsion. 
instance of it. When Bob Marshall died Any real “recovery” will take not food 
(without fair warning to us from the and care alone but a neuro-inoculation 
fates) his friends found themselves of the virus of repose. And the only 
reaching for substance wherewith to fill source hereof lies in nature’s acreage— 
a vacuum. I, for one, sought it in a call a full place in the sun for our war-torn 

, upon Bob Yard and his greatly devoted benefactors. 
lady. We all lunched together and had It was in preparing such a place—in 
a long, quiet talk. Here was an instance the wild acreage of our continent—that 
of the thing before referred to—the the last days of Bob Yard were spent. 
“spiritual substance,” so to speak, which During the thirty years of his “life 
Bob Yard had in his soul to give. Such work,” from fifty-three onward, he 
‘Bob sought in the outer personality of sought out and preserved for those to 
nature. come the lands and spaces, from sea to 

This in scientific language is known sea, pervaded by that particular brand 
by the term “environment”—which in- of beneficent spiritual substance which 
deed might be defined as the “person- pervaded his own benign nature, and 
ality” of our surroundings. It may be shone forth through his ever-contagious 
good or bad, calm or hectic, serene or smile. 

Reprinted from AMERICAN FORESTS for July, 1945 : 

The Magazine of The American Forestry Association, Washington 6, D. C.
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BENTON MACKAYE ee ROBERT STERLING YARD ERNEST STACEY GRIFFITH 

COUNCIL COUNCIL 

nee ewan THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY ae 
L. A. BARRETT 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE BENTON MACKAYE 
HARVEY BROOME WASHINGTON 9Q, D. C. GEORGE MARSHALL ‘TENNESSEE 

NEW YORK 

IRVING Ut Cea June 19, 1945 JAMES MARSHALL 
BERNARD FRANK 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OLAUS MURIE 

WYOMING ERNEST STACEY GRIFFITH 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 

ROBERT FISKE GRIGGS mpeg ate 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 

DOROTHY ence JACKSON DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

To the Councillors of the Wildemess goétety 

Dear Fellow Councillor: 

To follow up my letter of May 22, 1945 concerning the need for constructive 
action as against mere defense: 

I see our job herein as twofold: 

(1) To promote the actual physical acreage of the primitive environment 
( the expansion of outing spaces and of wilderness areas), andeune 

(2) To explain and demonstrate the uses of said acreage whereby to develop 
to the utmost its revitalizing influence. 

I shall limit my remarks herein to a brief consideration of job (2), based 
on former conversations with B ob Marshall and other charter members of our Society. 

Oar goal is one in human psychology, and this requires physical acreage. We 
seek the optimm of natural outdoor influence upon the human mind. All people need this stinmlation thowghhin widely vamying degree. . . Some need it in strong doses, 
in terms of dowright solitude— the enviroment of repose versus that of agitation, 
of calm vs. confusion; they crave the thing of which T hoream was the man...eMost 
folks, however, desire neither their whiskey nor their nature " straight". It 
mist be tempered with gay company—-usually with abundant company. 

These relatime needs are fortunate in solving the problem of acreage. The 
more numerous portion of the pomlation, being gregariously-minded, requires but a 
minor portion of the portien-of;-tire total available recreation area; this frees 
extra proportional space for those, the sOlitary-minded, who need a wider range. 
H ence Local parks and outing areas near the large centers, equiped for aquatic and 
kindred sports, can accommadate the grater number of the urban people. 

Yet there should be as may of such "outing areas" as can possibly be procured. 
For thus only can we secure a sufficient range of untramelled" wilderness areas" to provide the conditions of renoteness desired by the lesser mmber. T his number 
though at present small will inevitably grow as more and more people, educated to 
higher appreciation of nature's forces, tend to demand a larger share of her repose. 

T he emall nearby park, therefore, equipped for intensive gregarious use, 
belongs in our progrem quite as much as the remote extensive fastness. T heir com 
bined promotion, as I see it, consitutes job (L) aforesaid of our general construc- 
tive effort. 

Yours sincerely, 

Benton MacKay, Acting President 

E.L.M. By 5.8. » Acting Chairman of the 
Griffith E xecutive Comitte
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May 26, 1945 

Mr. Benton MacKaye 
Acting President 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington 9, D.C. 

Dear Mr. MacKay: 

It is impossible for me to make 4 trip to Washington 
for the meeting of the councillors, but of course 
I have had on my mind the question of a successor to 
Bob Yard. Our difficulty is of corse, that the 
men whose qualifications we are sure of are presumable 
not available. I have a new name to put in the hat 
because he might be available: Roberts Mann, Forest 

Preserve District of Cook County, 536 N. Harlem Ave., 
River Forest, Illinanis. 

Bob Mann is first of all filled with the right ideas 
and is able to comminicate his enthusiasm to a degree 
I have seldom seen. He is a powerful writer. He is 
somewhat lacking in experience with the western 
wilderness areas, but not entirely so. I think he 
would be worth laoking over. 

Public education in the adeas of the Wilderness 
Society is Bob Mann's middle name. You could count 
on him to emphasize the positive side of our program. 

None of the committee know him. I suggest that one 
or more be asked to stop in Chicago to look him up. 

i He may not be a member, but that to me is irrelegant. 
He would certainly join if invited. 

Sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



May 22, 1945. 

P¥of. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison 6, ;sconsin 

Dear Fellow Councillors 

Ag you know, our grand old man Bob Yard has left us. 
He died on May 17. His span Was full ~ both in yéars and in things accom- 
plished; his service to primeval America is now part of the country's history, 
and his kindly human presence will abide with us and cheer us on in the big 
work to which he gave a life's devotion. 

It now devolves on me, as Vice-President, to function 
pro tem as the head of the Society. It is a sad yet inspiring duty. We are 
faced in our humble way with a major public problem. This is part and parcel 
of that remolding of affairs which for good or ill is making its start in the 
critical months that lie immediately before us. T day is a turning point in a 
ripening mechanical age. A new way of life is in the making whereof the ele- 
ments are many. Among these life elements is that of human environment - and 
a vital part of this ig the wilderness environment. To preserve and develop 
this primal influence, as a healthful balance wheel in a mechanistic trend, 
constitutes, as I see it, the one particular role of our little organization. 

How to proceed in carrying out this role calls now for 
the best composite thinking of the several Councillors having present charge 
of the Society's affairs. 1) this end are needed the ideas of each Councillor 
thereby to fommlate and execute a unified and telling line of action. Already 
Bynest Griffith, our devoted worker, has, as Acting Chairman of the Executive 
Committee, in his letter to us of March 28, called for our individual expression 
on at least one problem before the Society. I have not had the opportunity of 
reading the replies to this letter, but I take this occasion to send you here~ 
with a copy of my ow reply, dated April 25, which takes up general policy. Your 
ideas hereon, if not already covered in your reply to Griffith, are vitally 
needed as a basis for discussion when we can get together. 

This brings up the matter of our "annual meeting", A 
meeting of the Councillors is of course needed at the earliest practicable date. 
Aside from policy matters above referred to, new officers mst be elected. Two 
offices are now vacant - the permanent President and the permanent Secretary. 
Since I am for the present away from Washington, I am asking if your will kindly 
inform Ernest Griffith what period there may be during which you could be in 
Washington so that a date may be set for a meeting in that city. 

A Sincerely yours, f 

BENTON MACKAYE, Acting Pres. 

7 ead patting, Chair- 
nicer” ; tive Committee.
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Dear Mr, Griffith: 

Your letter of March 28 has reached me on my journey homeward from St. 
Louis, and this is my first chance to give it proper attention. Your point is 
Well taken, and I for one appreciate the devotion to the Society's interest of 

yourself and of the other Comittee members during the past several trying months. 
This ineludes the loyal attitude and tireless effort of our good friend Mrs. 
Collier. We surely need some person to attend to the urgent matters that you 
pregpen: de eRe Rod say I have been away too long to suggest anyone to do 
the sort of “pinch hitting" you describe. 

However, not to be wholly useless at this juncture, I have a suggestion 
to make. I think that it is important, perhaps vital, to separate the problen of 

meeting an acute crisis from that of selecting a long-range assistant to Bob Yard. 

Decision on the latter should not be male under the coercion of circumstances; and 

as I recollect the By-laws, it could not be mate exeept by a majority of the Council 

members in anmal meeting assembled. I suggest, therefore, that anyone hired tem- 
Sa jobs should understand this does not insure a permanent 

pos ° 

fo make my point clear ves g0me word ag to a pexmanent ineubent. Of 

course he Guuld te one euperieneed in public affaiza, ineluding legislation; he 

should if pogsible combine maturity with a youthful outlook. Above all, he should 

be (to use your words) "gomeone loyal to the ideals of the gociety". snd the 

occasion sees at hand for redefining these ideals to test whether we are all in 
full agreement. Below is my own attempt. 

In this I ghall recall a significent meeting. It tock place in the mtum 

oF 1006 Sh 0 meter eee Bere sections ty inepieie Sapeeet fal Waslen aati en Tennessee. were five 3 Bo’ Mt Harv 
Broone ahd uyselt. Te ror up the fret statement of the objectives of the then 

spect ve lderness ° discussion was no fully recorded » as 

een the theme of Se tndhene was about was follows: 

The Wilderness society would have a double function - positive and negative 
ecoeThe latter would oe re or reducing the various intrusions upon 
the wilderness environment by a commercial age....the positive function 

would consist in developing said wilderness environment Se a teaaan Salted te 

ee fluence. guch development would telke two forms - thysical ani educational. 

Primitive areas of various grailes would be physically extended. This would 

require visualization of ont sent ent the primitive setting would 
hold its own but not be pushed then its legitimate place in the proper bal-~ 

ance of primitive, rural, ani urban settings. 

me uae of primitive areas would be developed by specific educational means. 

the chief would lie in the nature trail. In this and other ways the attempt 

would be to by Neda f-dhypae ve Beg something for folks to read firsthand, 

thus tapping the e of the outside world as an antidote to over-civilization. 

gach in precise and capsule form are the original ideals of the Wilderness 

Society, as I recollect them from the aforesaid roaiside meeting and from other 

conversations with the men above named, oe Sees Se es In my view we need 

a@ man imbued deeply with these objectives and possessed the ability to get them
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Ww 
fo the Councillors of the Wilderness society: 

Dear Fellow Councillor: 

Se Sm, 5 wuake zon Sees, Se pepeing sf one act 
friend, Bob Yard, requesting that you notify Mynest th as to your poss- 
ible presence at an early meeting of the Councillors; also enclosing my April 
25th outline concerning our general field of work. I am still away from 

<a i ak % oe em 1 te lec oe ae le ee . Bu save an you make cettan wigh yolahe thah vy tetek SUMiie entkk ate chatndie omens 

The first point is one of emphasis. ghowld this be for 
cual sation te na WIEL tucun on Ge dnswer --both. Defense or rear 

action is Srey, 20 Gevetih oath atter Datta, seescete. 
retreat does not win wars. snd if “the best defense is offense" then construct- 
ive action is the best defensive. The wildemess influence or environment ig 
part and parcel of human welfare; as such its constructive expansion and develop 
ment would seem to be our special role. 

But is the need of the influence just named vf high 
peseetty shee new Se WES Saetes SUNNAS Peeiwunr payeee? I believe an immed- 
Sede ta dee tee Gs tee en en ee Personally I think 
Sete ete eee anette ME Be » Of our returning 
soldiers end genity. Aside from normal straing of combat these men have 
experienced inferno not known outgide of Dante's. (For example the starvation of 
the 106th Division.) What then of their prospective mental condition? And the 
effect thereof on their fanilies? 

Meny of ug would say these men require, beside food, a 
Proper (mem - some nerve-cooling setting to offset the callous easothon- 
ous Co! on. em mundane metropolitanism. We would vote such setting a 
high priority. But many others would not. Hence the need of education on this 
point. Oe ee eer Ueatke nite el er eee & eae 
but in the man show; our little society be part of a big movement. Other 
Wise I see our efforts doomed to dilettante uselessness. 

I should Like to go into this matter somewhat in detail « 
perhaps in letters to follow. Before long, I trast, we shall be gathered around 
the table. In advance thereof the more discussion we can heve on paper the 
better prepared we'll be for the happy hour of meting. 

Yours sincerely, 

(signed) BYNTON MACKAYM, Acting Pres. 

+ La A ve Committee,



= Vovilk April 5, 1945 

Mr. Ernest S, Griffith seks ies " 
The Wilderness Society ' : 
1840 Mintwood Place ‘ 
Washington 9, D. ¢, , ' 2 

Dear Mr. Griffith: : ‘ ‘ 

I can readily #60 that you need to take on a man for the _ 
Wilderness Society, but I have no immediate thoughts as to 
suitable personnel. Olaus Murie would, of course, be ideal, 
ve I imagine there is not a chance in the world of getting 
The een ree ee ee ist 2 

I will send you promptly any ideas which occur to ‘me. 

2g OF aetgatie Sas (Be ide wiiaerely, 

nhs AE Semeeseees 2 | -kddo"Leopond? 92 oe 
. ‘5 “Professor of Wildlife Manogenent 

2 3 I ‘ e +
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Dr. Aldo Leopold, erNtt f it; 

Dept. of Wildlife Management, fobhoo® aeowtebt et ac 

University af Wisconsin, : ; 

Madison 6, Wisconsin. Ses ® . 

Dear Dr. Leopold: sHORIRILD ctl 5 

ed %ch Because of the long-continued and serious 

illness of Bob Yard, the Wildemess Society is facing.a 
crisis. Your Executive Committee has carried.on for many 
months.now, more or less .improvising from month to month, 
The time has come when we must have full-time, or at least, 

half-time assistance to bear the brunt of work. We need 
someone loyal..to.the.ideals,of the Society, who is,in@» 5 
position to undertake two major tasks. These are - the 
editing of THE LIVING »WILDERNESS, and, bringing to bear upon 

Congress, the Federal agencies and the States the force of 

the Society in the direction of the maintenance of Wilderness 

standards. We are writing you to urge you to suggest the 

names of one orjmore persons who might be considered in this 
connection.and who would be,available and interested. The 
Society is in a position to pay a salary up to $6,000. a year, 
plus travel. 

Will you not give this your best thought and 
let us hear from you? Bob Yard's illness seems likely to keep 
him out of action for a very considerable period, and unfortun- 

ately, this period is a period in which many decisions are 
being made in the Government which will affect the future of 
our remaining primitive areas. 

Late 
Acting Chairman Ife 

. Executive Committee. 

G/e 

Comaretn fer)



THR WILDERNESS sooty — 
Washington, D.G. 

ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1943 
Robert sterling Yard 

President 
December 31, 1943. 

Again, for the third conseeutive year, war conditions male an annual meeting 
impossible. Wi soaring far above even last year's, with Goverment re- 
quiring that travel to and from Washington be stopped, with accidents 
occuring ev the be vaing on the best railroads, attendance would not 
Warrant t expense risks. 

So, as ce before, this year's problems and activities concisely, 
ina to which we te the attention and correspondence of our members. 

One $-t7 te th nunber and activity of conservation organe 
izations which 1 a hve t+ the country. We shall never imow what 

ens ee eee stopped fé ae Peete kat either perma~ 
nently or for the duratign, Most of thope issuing hold public interest 
mufficiently to save f | ar use oceasi¢nal areas of primeval quality which the 
War Department hal expre: a purpose ? possess. But when land and wildlife 
conservation were able \ eat, instge oranign fe areas Of equal war value 
we have not infrequently found then offi we des able. 

MOLEsOne CyOWEO. in embership 

Not more than three or four menberd Ka sia eii' beaten: tin willie all for 
sound reagong, which is a much bett 00 hath Uh twenty who fell off during 
19423 end at least 180 new meahbers hai hiring 1943. ‘these were not the 
fruit of campaigning. ach LIVING WILDWRNES: / followed. by to half-a-dozen 
ungolicited mesberships a day, or by ix aivies. ab the @ or the society; 
and our replies to these inquiries always, to-the best of llections, have 
been successful. 

These memberships came from a variety of states, often apart, but possessed. 
of beautiful country, N,arly half of the new metbers rom California and 
Oregon. And many Were young soldiers in training canpa, ing soon to be sent 
to far land§ what and where they could not guess. Some these frankly wanted - 
wherever they might be - to receive photographs, deseri: and news of notable 
scenery, recalling their homelands. But more wanted also to maintain a personal 
part by mail in developing home reservations. ‘There were instances of parents 
subscribing for se already abmoad, ond girls reminding their soldier friends of 
trails they had tramped rogether in home wildernesses before the war summons had 
separated then. 

We have heard nothing from Jghn Sicker since the appearance of his V-letters in 
the last number, but newspapers have recently reported war in New Guinea. 

‘Sa
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WHY OMLY THO NUMBERS? 

THR LIVING WILOuRWASss of May and October were the only twe issued during the year 
just past, though we had confidently expected to publish in December the nituber 
which cannot now appear till the coming year. It was the quality, not the number 
of our publications, therefore, that cause the progress of the new program begun 
in 1942, With a number in January 1944, we are Mkely to produce at least three 
numbers next year of our eventual four, 

War lessens the possibility of good magazines of our kind, since it distracts 
public opinion from consexwation of primitive areas. Conservation organizationg ; 
agreed among themselves not to oppose war-use of lands required by the Yar Depart- 
ment. We can be ly sure of considerably greater progress when the recent 
hopeful signs of close prove prophetic. 

The May WILDERNESS followed the policy begun in 1942 of beginning 
each number with\a special s of a wilderness area of particular distinction. 
The most congp) of then a national park is the com Dances the com 

ponent groups of dcirt the northweatern shore of Califo pee eae 
to the Oregon a sgatsh tht wonder redwood of the coast 1 
from its near relation, the wonder redwood aX the high Sierra, was our first step; 
and to tell the story in both Ae viption ani \picture was our method, Fortunately, 
photographs were innumerable as available. ; 

For the general introduction, we were fo: © to, Newton B, Drury, whose ex 
perience as the ablest and most ac ive ex ext ive~ C2 yy of the early organization 
has been ripened by his later, pre : rer @ the Director of the National 
Pari Service, which includes the grea’ 530 the world-famous redwoods of the 
high mountains. 

Deseribing the coast redwoods as they ax today, ecured the present sdministra- 
tive-gecretary of the gave-the-Rgdwoods rue, Aubrey\lrury, brother of Newton, next 
in experience, and bringing also ability all.his om. / 4nd John 6, am, President 
of the League, contributed his annual message) ming this e's uplift to 
the spirit. 

Planking this, we were fortunate to place Ernest th's inspiring account 
of Primitive Areas of Great Britain, with photographs of his taking, equally in- 
aspiring od clearly not Anericen. We recognine our Treasurer its mthor. Several 
other articles completed the number. 

S far, our new editorial policy fails in one respect only. the features come from 
men extrenely busy with their own activities. This number was due in March, but 
appears in May. What can we do? 

Sonceming the October Humber 

Gur next munber was due late in Mmgust. Ita feature was to have been Dr. Taylor's 
absorbing article on American wild animales which are steadily becoming extinct. The 
time-conguming element was securing photographs in illustrations as unugual as the 
article they were to accompany. Hed all gone well, We might have issued it in geptenber, 
Which would have left a scant three months for the third number of the year. 

It Was not to be, 0, March 16, President Roosevelt surprised the nationan by pro-
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claiming a Jackson Hole National Monument overnight, without public announcement, the 

American Antiquities Act of 1906 giving him the power without permission from Congress. 

This included Jackson Lake, which was not a lake but a commercial reservoir, 8 conspicu- 

ous ebankment and showy dam having raised the water forty feet above its natural level. 

Here appeared our leater, unforseen till now. 

there was never a doubt in our mind that the Wildemess Society would disclose the 

complete facts to the country, even though mublicopposition would be futile. The deed 

had been done by lay. local people living in and near the town of Jackson introduced 

violent bills in Gongress to invalidate or kill the Presidential action, in hope that 

they might themselves acquire rights in J,ekson Hole. 

Upon these local bills, ——— by certain conservationists was immediately con- 

centrated, while they ingisted that we should not emphasize the Presidential act. 

WO Nes ug! ate POU rececen' 

We, however, /gaw it an inertia le and perilous precedent for comerical waters in 

other Wildernes$qs, even nation ‘1 parks. We did not oppose what hai been done legally, 

‘wut hoped that the National # /service would find a way out. 

after years oy ending nation “g and monuments against invasion by commerical 
water, the National Pais A9soc! jon andthe Wilderness society, the former for twenty- 
five years and the latter for ‘atime Of \seven years, both refused silence on the 

Presidential act, though both pyposed also rons bills. 

Tims slowly developed the fon which wentu. shaped the Aygust LIVING 

WILDERNESS, which now neces! had become the Octo number. This is why the 

current year of 1943 issued only\two numb net the three anticipated. It is 

also why it hag been its most popular year o , Circulation. It follows that, to 

become a quarterly in fact, we shall o sricing on the leading features of two 

or three mumbers shead at the seme time. WES 
Third Exeamp f Neces Py ese 

Our next number, first of 1944, cannot for the ome on be before February. 

It will feature a distinguished New Meland high mountain, which is/also undoubtedly 
the nearest to primeval of any west of the Rockies. A{eo it is ject of a master- 
piece of description by the first and most famous ; of nature. Very 

recently it has been bfought at a great price by a vr of Waine to be given 

to the state for preservation forever untouched. 

Of course, I mean Katahdin, in almost the center of Maine, fiside the great woods. 

We shall treat it in three parts. Benton MacKaye, founder of the Appalachian Trail, 

4g even now culling in the first part from Thorem's msterpi Percival Bexter has 

written the second, tut I should not be surprised to hear any e of hig buying mre 

neighborhood lands. 

It is on ingpired writer for the third part, Eatehdin of today and the future, who 

will be haréest to find with a war on, for her lovers met be young, virile and tireless. 

Riven — Avery, who wrote the wonderful Katahdin Guide Book is in uniform. Weverthe- 

less, TI may find the man I need any day now, but the hunt has cost us at least a month. 

go we foresee 1944 another year of two or at the most three LIVING WILDURNESSes. 

There Will searcely be time under present conditions to decide upon énd work up 

another major feature. 

New England offers enother, whieh for grandeur and bemty, far exceeds Katahdin, 

though it hag not possessed for many years her quality of God-madie primeval. Mount 

Waghington, leader of the Presidential Range, was famous even abroad, before Katahdin 

was known to few but Indians. Washington is more than a thoussnd feet higher. Thous- 

ands have climbed it to one who hag climbed Kateshdin, to say nothing of the other
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thousands who have driven to its sumait, and still other thousandg who have aseeniicd its 

funny little railroad, One would think that all has been written on this famous subject 

that ig worth recording, but welll look into it. We are also considering 

the Arcam Highway ‘ 

Back in November, I began the search for the student or students to collect and 
write the story, not of the planning nor of the building of the Ajcem Hyghway, grest 
as it is, but of the primeval forest and mountains which it discloses. A number of 

able men have been guggested, even interested, but none yet thinks it possible except 
the man who was my first choice. If we con get him, we shall have a feature which, 
with a sufficient renge of photographs, may record world history. 

Locking backward 1943, therefore, ani forward Over the year to come, we find 

disclosed our immedi need of a larger program of features of the first order, and 
will be very glad f estions. 

Sur Tax Progran settled 

When the ruled that the Wilderness Society should pay social 
Security Taxes £: date if the beginning of the Society, as stated in our annual 
report of last » the Di ste? Un ie Sao eee ees On 

similar demand in Jyly ite P t\them bak taxes in the amoun of $484.44 plus 
the interest of $170.67 & ~ re taxes quarterly. 

Wt Se a. A Aes ‘ 

We still have four executive coun : of five as explained in the 
Annual Report of 19423 Af 

Another councillor of ne¢essary ‘experience an@ \willingness to serve on call 
does not yet exist among the fifteen pevenes Se She Yrlaws, article II, Section 4, 
modified by the resolution of the ann meeting of jvenber 15, 1941. Until one 
shall drop out, therefore, or the By-law shall be ed again to permit sixteen 
councillors, only four executive comittgenen appear #0 be possible. It is a problem 
for the Council in anmal meeting or callud-in-spestal metbing-bj as provided 
in Article II Section 6. , 

he Robert Marshall Wyldemess Fund, on our () plication, hi ewed its 
grant in full to the Wildemess Society for the host 

Chang in the Office vi 3 

Om, Jemary %, Mrs. has eae eine ae Ypist and general 
assistant. 

Im early June, our highly valued secretary of the past two years, notified us of 
her wish to retire to the leisure of home life. A worth-while guceessor in competition 
with the National Bovernment's demands for hundreds or thousands of workers a week to 
fill end keep filled vast new war buildingsy seemed possible to get only by advertising 
of" attractiveness, Vitel interést and value to science and the nation of our om field 
of work. 

Your advertisements in local newspapers received twenty-six replies, the last of 
which proved successful. Mya. Lenrette 3, Collier, wife of B, A. Ogllier of the National 
Reé Cross, joined our staff in early August and has proved sinees that apparently the 
most difficult undertakings are possible of achievement.
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Mper-Counciliors 

Mer ont nore coumodius bodkshelves, with the repsintet olé ones Mining « hallway 
from my Living apertment into the office of shich it is now a part, bring us emply 

up to the moment; while, from the wells, tem distinguished workers lock down upon 

Sia ae af see bane Seen ee ee Se ee a ee 
helpful. in our inspiration. 

Up to thoge who were personally intimate for many years ond now have passed, a8 

Well ac to those of later times, I lock for advice concorning the problems of today. 

*what would you, comraie, and you and you advise me, if only you were here in person, 

now?” Beginning with stephen Mathor in 1916, one by one search their earnest faces; 

Willien Frederic Bate, wy Baldwin Ward, Cherles D, Talfeott, George Bird Grinaell, 

John 6, Verriam, Wil . Wharton, Robert wargshall, Aldo Leopold and Ngwton B, Drury. 

We can Searcely go . 

There is ample room js$i11, on our walls. 

C (Metal Sa>
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COPY 
—— 

4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
June 8, 1943 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society ij Ui We 

Washington; ~Ds~C. 

Dear Bob: 

The issue before the Wilderness Society is a real one. 

It is bad news that the trustees are already dividing into cliques, before 
they have even discussed the problem in a meeting. That is not the attitude 
which will steer us through this crisis. I think you should insist onan ~— 
early meeting, to talk this out with Clapp himself. I have the highest 
respect for him, but 

1. I gravely question whether his project is within our 
“charter", and I am certain we should not shoulder the whole 
load. 

2. I am certain that he has undershot his mark in his estimates. 
One man for 3-5 years, even if Clapp is the man, is too optimistic 

! @ forecast. It will take a do wn men a decade, perhaps. 

3. I am certain that his "campaign" doesn't start low enough down. 
This is a bigger job than ordinary pressure-group tactics can 
handle. 

I am inclined to favor using some existing organization, rather than starting 
a new one. Amer. Forestry? I. W. L. A? 

I've never met Zimmerman, but he said a lot when he said ‘wilderness is a 
rear-guard action". Wilderness has never been in so critical a state as 
today. I incline to think the issue is so critical that a "liberal" 
interpretation of the charter is justified. But just how is the campaign 
going to help us plant the wilderness idea? The fact that Bob Marshall 
was also interested in extending forestry seems to me no satisfactory answer, 

This issue seems to me so grave that we, and Clapp, might well commandeer 
some outside advice from statesmanlike individuals. Clapp isn't digging 
in the grass-roots, neither are we. We are all stirring the froth on 
top of the brew. 

If there is a meeting, I'd like to be in on it. 

Yours, 

Aldo
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DOROTHY) SACHS SACKaON RODIDIETRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo; 

4n unfortunate break has happened in the Robert Marshall Wilderness Trust, 
Which I am reporting to our executive committeemen and several other good 
personal advisers. 

There are five Wilderness Trustees, four of whom are Wilderness Society 
Councillors: Irving Clark (Washington State), George Marshall (New York), 
Oleus Murie (Jackson Hole), and myself. The fifth signs himself Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs (Chicago). He used to be its executive secretary - Willian 
Zimmerman. 

George Marshall, Olems Murie and I are working together, while Irving Clark 
and Zimmerman are together in opposition. This grouping has been the same 
from the beginning; the three are simple souls who hold the testator's ideals 
as We knew then. The other two differ from each other as well as from us. 
Zimmerman does not believe in the primitive; he is a silent man who I know 
little. Clark, though a rich man without a business, proposes whowy and expen- 
sive projects. When the Wilderness Society drew $9,000 a year, he urged that 
the five trustees should hold quarterly meetings by turn in their own far-distant 
homes, camping in the high mountains to decide, themselves, on areas to be pre- 
served. If the Wilderness Trust did all he urged, the Wilderness society would 
soon have nothing. 

Here is the present case: Earle Clapp has been acting Chief Forester since 
Silcox died, and confidently expected to succeed him. But in Jamary a forest 
official farther down the line was appointed over him to that job, and Clapp 
does not want to stay on. He purposes resigning and starting an independent 

Lhe ag ee were bere $15,000 a ao arouse Public demand for the old, 
° ev + to Sritade rBEeSEaPtS MSHEREAL pes (° OM oo Bey As posetbh public and 
So he and his friends formally bring before the Robert Marshall Wilderness Trust 
the proposition to transfer its money to Clapp for this purpose. 

pose ~~“ to z as a of the Wilderness Trust, I consulted Murie and 
eorge would, as I well knew, join with me in opposition. I then consulted 
Clark and Zimmerman who actively advocated it,



Professor Aldo Leopold -2- 5-26-43, 

To the emphatic letters of the latter two, I have replied emphatically also. I 
have not replied to Mr. Clapp, but of course he knows how we stand. His friends 
talked to Zimmerman long ago. 

Presently I shall write him officially, but that will not satisfy either Zimmer- 

man or Clark, who insist on a meeting of the Wilderness Trust; I don't know why. 

If they insist, I'll call a meeting in July just to satisfy them that we three 
camot be argued out of our beliefs. 

I want you to follow this carefully so as to help us carry sanely through, but of 
course you will have nothing to do with it officially. I'11 be back early in 

dune. 

Sincerely, 

RSY:va ROBERT eo 
enclosures



ROBERT MARSHAIL WIIDERWESS FUND 4 

May 11, 1943 

Mr. William Zimmerman, Jy. 
Office of Indian Apfairs 
1004 Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Zimmerman: 

Thank you for your letter of April 27 which I find most ting in 
spite of our differences. To clear these up I assure you 
that my motives were not at all what you thought. 

the Trust has been allowing the Wi Womehy Soci } $9,000 a but, as 
you know, the Trust's income from inypéjients | year was & hundred 
dollars short of eventhis $9,000, afi nearly 7 of that went for 
taxes. Of course $8,750 was tamed ‘eve to us %y Jemes Marshall as fur- 
ther distribution under the will, but that $9/750 is princippel ani should 
be reinvested. 

So it ig not surprising thé! sasp en Mra Clapp asked our Trust to 
finance his proposed a / forestry, \whose fixst year's costs, alone, 
he estimated would if to $15,000. a could do it, of course, 
by selling principal; which, after fr years, would cease to exist. 

But that was not bncdibe in my sipgiyle thinking, was the wise 
way to handle me de I : </it was Bob's Way, who charged the 
Trust "to » reinvest, User investing." 

To be gave the power to invest the income and “such part 
of the pal as they » in their unlimited discretion deem necessary" 
to "the servation of wilderness conditions in outdoor America." 
4s he not limit 1f to unchangeable investments of principal in 
the pers his foréune, so this wise man did not, in his 
will, refuse ees similar rights in meeting emergencies. 

It was not because I doubted my belief that my duty to Bob was to carry 
out the plan he had charged me with that I felt the need of consulting men 
who themselves highly valued the primitive and Imew Bob as thoroughly as 
te I have never for a moment doubted that. It Was to get their personal 

vice.
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I did not consider asking you because I did not know you very well in spite 
of my many unsuccessful efforts to exchange ideas with you. You Were and 
are an exceptionally busy man with a far different point of view. Wor did 
I consider Iyving because of his many costly plans for the Trustees to 
Carry out themselves. He did not seam to me to think along Bob's lines. 

Fortunately, I knew of two such men in the Trust itself. One was Bob's 
younger brother George and the other Olaus Murie, ani both agreed that my 
ideas were theirs also. §0 I took courage. 

It was for that reason, not because the three of us happ to be a major~ 
ity of the Trust, that I did not ask your opinion at that e. I had 
George's suggestion in mind about awaiting the requests of Trustees 
before taking the next step. At that time no e request. 
the time was not yet. But I did not doubt that wou out in 
good time. 

Another way in which you disagree with jie’ rest of \uls is in the of 
wilderness. This is not strange s 6u are the/ ly me of the five 
Trustees who was not a charter ibervok the Sociéy. 

Robert Marshall and I were both meubers 0€ i}6 Arganizing Committee. ‘The 
others were Harold 0. Anierso fe reg Bae Bernard Frank, Aldo leopold 
and Ernest 6. Oberholtzer. iy > 0; 2, profound believers in the 
value of the primitive to fi lization. OS 

Leopold started the wilderfess movement ih|1922, but it was not organized 
till 1935, when the follo ri platform hid down by the above comittee, 
but Bob Was the final a Santo ph 

yi LCT init ACL OF 

1. That thé/vilderness (tte environment of solitude) ig a natural mental 
res having the sad basic relation to man's ultimate thought and 
calt; vo timbey,| and other physical resources have to his material 
needs. 

2. That the use of th esource should be considered a public utility 
and. therefore its eotmercialization should not be tolerated. 

3. ‘That the time has come, with the brutalizing pressure of a spreading 
metropolitan civilization, to recognize Wilderness environment as a 
human need rather than a luxury and plaything. 

4. That this need is being sacrificed to the mechanical invasion in its 
various killing forms.
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5. That scenery and solitude are intrinsically separate things, that the 
motorist ig entitled to his full share of scenery, but that motorway 
and solitude together constitude a contradiction. 

6. ‘hat outing areas in which people may enjoy the non-primitive forest 
ave highly desirable for many pent-up city people who have no desire 
for solitude, but that such areas should not be confused in mental con- 
ception or administration with those reserved for lderness, 

7. ‘That, since primeval succession c¢ an never return o ontinuity has 
been severed, it is manifestly the duty of this ‘ion to preserve 
under scientific care, for the observation, study, appreciation of 
generations to come, as many, as large, ‘les of the 
remaining primitive as possible. 

8. That the wilderness remaining in Amerioa Has shrunk to small 
remnent of the country's total terstfc1 that \what area remain is 
alleprecious and its preservatio a 

9. That encroachment upon our rez a , lderness in any one local- 
ity is an attack upon the whole ar éaperx an issue of national moment 
amd not for local action aly 

10. That since the in igh Of wi ne wis generally boosted by 
powerful, country of organizations) it bs essential that individuals 
and groups who des to preserve wilderness mst unite in a country 
wide defense. ) 

11. That the means of acl kving our obJottives should be positive and creative 
as well efonsive, iiiehce that a long-range plan should be 
evolved nging forth {te mental and ultimate human uses. 

the "long/ tange plan" in section 11 above took the form of the present 
wile Society. We Bob to take the presidency of this, but he 
refused b he felt it would be inconsistent with his government 
job. I Aldo pold, who refused because he lived too far away. 
Thereupon Bo’ I would have to serve, and the committee mit the 
election + ; ,» Anderson and I became the Ixecutive Committee, but 
in practise it was mostly Bob and myself. 

Following incorporation in 1937, this creed was established: 

NEMDERNESS SOCLEIY CRED 

"Today's progressive view of nature conceives the American people using and 
enjoying it for the needs of everyday living, for pleasuring, and as an in- 
spiration for happiness and achievement; but it specially conceives it
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necessary to save those parts of our slender remaining roadle ss areas which 
are worth more for study, relaxation and the wilderness type of recreation 
then for picnicking, motoring and comercial activities; also it belives 
that remaining primeval areas which are miseums of creation, often also 
Yemarkable for scenic grandeum ani extraordinary natural beauty, should be 
carefully protected, undisturbed, for observation, scientific study, and 
appropriate types only of enjoyment. 

"Qvery type of human use should be assigned its ample of appropirate 
area while there is area still available for all uses, areas should 
be seizes for the irrevocabk benefit of any one type of » nO matter how 
popular such use may be at the time, until all types have fally and 
fairly considered for it with all the evidence presented, before final 
decision is male, consideration should be given the fact + primitive 
areas are easily destroyed; but, while primiti develop again 
inf rom six hundred to a thousand years, the broken contin will never be 
restored. Pe 

SThe inherent rights of succeeding congt, ions to $tudy, enjoy and use fine 
examples of primeval America is a regfofsibility of/this generation." 

W hen, on page 2 of pour letter, a nsistence upon Bob's definition 

a "narrow construction", I eguidi agree with You. 

Of course it was mot Bobt¢ énly concept: of the kinds and uses of forests, 
but it was very distinctively the partic kini which he studies and en- 
Phasized in every way. (nj the primitive, eloping and protecting it, he 
spent the Government! s Ww and his own 

Of course he had ‘ays kndwh_all aboyt Ahe conditions which ¢. wants to 
correct. If Xe si then fe Ett) time was at hand for Bat citizens 
to hasten chy) zation by of their private fortunes, he would have pro- 
vided for ~hat great need his will, 

What he difl| provide for in/ Bis will was the development and safety of prime- 
val Americh,\ which was digeppearing with great speed. To save it became a 
gemine passien with hi y/ i 

He paid all the expenSés of the Wilderness Society very generously from the 

start. He sent me em long expensive summer trips into the wilderness parts 
of America in order that I should the sooner become efficient. 

He had been an executive committeeman of the National Parks Association and 

used to say that it was to narrow. what he wanted was an association which 
would apply similar ideals "to wilderness wherever found." 4nd when he got 
his Wilderness society going, he resigned from the National Parks Agsociation. 

He Mea to pr. John 6, Merriam for the best man im America to take ov 
such an association, Merriam, you may lmow, Swas and is the leading solantist
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in america in the study of the primitive. What he is in its philosophy, 

Bob told me, he wanted to become in itspractical development and use. 

It was a magnificent ambition. There is no doubt that, in his exhausting 

porsuit of it, he hastened his tragic end. There is little dowbt in my 

mind that he foresaw what might happen to himself and worked the harder in 

order to achieve all possible which he could. 

Also, he provided for the contimance of his work after he gone. 

He made my part very clear. He kept me away from all other his several 

greater interests, concentrating on this alone. We talked ether many 

times, oftener in my office than in his. Our many lunches the mere 

excuses for more plemnings. 

He felt with me that the time had come to devgt greater lishment. 

In November before his death we actually h (ii my\set in Ji to 

take this project up, perhaps on a oe r November 

I am not surprised that you do not appket ortance of the primitive 

in Bob's mind, for you seldom met any of th denne 

ae *: I feel that I have a greater dut y’far bo Bob dead than to Bob 

ving. ee one . £ this letter is a striking proof. 

What Mr. Clapp proposes si to me a > t+ woric. No doubt it seemed 

so to Bob also, but he leff (no money to he}} it along. I have no doubt he 
thought it inevitable - whi the time should come. It seems to me also that 
its public appeal and its OX of pe ting are enormously greater 

than those of and ¢ eloping ie of the disappearing primitive. 

fo assume that Ugngao_ is -*9©: plain why he concentrated his 
nature gi he aid, 

I hope that /ir. Clapp will his money, and believe that he will. What I 

want is to the two eeds of the forest, what he stands for and 

what Bob st. for through/His will, to move along side by side, the two 

greater parts yf the who nu mutual helpfulness. 

Sincerely, 

RSY:va /s/ Robert sterling Yord 
Cc: Messrs. Clark Marshall, Murie



UNITED statzs ! 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Office of the Commissioner of Indian Agfairs 

Chicago, Illinois 
April 27, 1943 

Mr. Robert gperling Yard 
1840 Mintwood Place, N. W. 
Washington, D, ¢. 

Dear ir. Yard: 

Owing to my various absences from Ghi ow finding time, 
then on a train homeward bound, to acknow your lett February 3, 
March 24, and March 30. 

4s to your letter of February 3 (pp yj) my inquiry was not clear. 
My recollection is that Maurie was Ppp last meeting, to sound out 
Donald Peattie on the possibility o: b#ok on wilderness. Ag I have no report from Murie or from you on the \ beS/1 inquired, I have no information 
except what you report in your letter. \pavéythetically, noting your coments on Peatiie ani also om 0. 0. Mem, —Irmet sdx thet I do not wholly agree with you. 
You seom to ru pas 9 1S Peatt iidexmess area need not be primeval", I do not think of wilderneds/as a thing Xi\ te. \ 3 may change, and there may be 

many kinds of wi lderne; fi Ihave just tent seVeral days in the Pverglades, 
Wan has tried to spoil a Are they wijlderness? I judge not by your standards, for you say "we are ourdel (I assum¢g jyou mean the Wilderness gociety, not the trustees of the Fund) " Wet ty Unite fa definition™. T have no hope that any 
book on wilierng Phen in my etime, will be the definitive and the 
last book ee . ey 

Next [ype letter of @arch 30, enclosing a copy of Wilderness News. I believe Oberholtzpf's statement ohd of the best he has ever igsued on the subject of the quetico-ghberior program. | } othing from my pen would be helpful. I doubt if any 
one outsidea of Minnesota fn at this time bring adequate pressure on the State officials.\ the issue he tes! rights is being set up primarily for political 
Yeasons. I‘yOpe th will be a boomerang, but for the present, it looks like 
8 safe anti-almalstes tion cry when most other lines of attack would be 
"unpatriotic", 

Now to your letter of March 24, which merits the most careful consideration. 
I intend to set out my views with complete franimegs; if I failed to do so, of ir 
I feL for any reason inhibited I should reach the conclusion that my wsefulness 
as a trustee was ended. 

Firest, I am impressed by the prosedure you adopted, which, sccording to your 
letter, was to obtain the "personal" views of Murie and George Marshall. I recall dimly your own disapproval when I once addressed personal letters to the trustees. Following that action, the trustees agreed that all requests and proposals should
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be submitted to you, and by you to the trustees. In the present instance, it 
is clear from your letter that you, Murie and George Marshall have reached an 
agreenent, ond have submitted it to Clark and to me, merely for the record. In 
face, your letter of Merch 24 does not even ask my views; it merely states the 
majority conclusion. 

It happens that I do not agree with that conclusion. It is based on a 
narrow construction, surely, of Bob's purpose as set out in his will, W, five 
trustees have unlimited discretion. W, should, in my opinion, spend the funds 
in our qustody as mearly as possible as Bob himself would be spending them if 
he were alive. If he saw a desirabk objective, he would sek to bring it 
within the scope of the trust. My present view is that tle| language of the pro- 
posal as submitted to youby Mr. Clapp needs revision to ei ng it easily within 
the definitions we may lay down. Certainly the essential pyrpos which Clapp 
has in mind is involved in the preservation of wilderness ¢qnditions. A, the 
moment it seems likely that the virgin timber in_the 0 mph National Parks may 
be cut, on the plea of war necessity. Clapp, Kénfer,would\first try to save 
the park, and then, if the park became impossible, fight for) oper cutting and 
sustained yield. Personally, I should op: Ppa 8 ial will megs, even one 

‘ which has been restored by nature after w Meticed it, to hohe at all. 

1 After all, is not the whole wi shehos m ) somewhat in the nature, if 
\wet—sT.- may be allowed a figure of speech, giche. sction? The Russiens at 
if Stalingrad sacrificed thousands of haven a’ yigticel 2 erect city, ut saved a 

cease. In another sthere, and on a tiny are we trastees not in a like 
situation? ghould we not Is 2 Deal peatt Ok bn the cause, and occasionally lose 
s& battle rather than lose tieWar? Tia e\that Mershal Hommel has sometimes 
been unhappy and felt frugtfated in Tun b be has the satiefaction of the 
certainty that without hif/gallant effo his cause would be damaged, ee 
rained. I hope it ig no’ eatign to v 5 that the Wilherness Society ani 
Wilderness Fund together % on some f ya} 3 be content to fight a rear-guard 
action. We trustees have \Wkither the fyh@e nor the time to win an over-e11 fight 
for all wilderng: Ja, can\ doo see the situation, either hori sontebly 
or none akert, ah titatmealy or-qualitatively, or a poth at the same 
time; in oth6 words, we can support any enterprise which would tend to result in 
the preseryation or achievphent of wilderness, or We can congentrate on the preser 
vation of a ain designs’ is wilderness areas and husband our resources until we 
think gue are in 7) ere 

Specifie » then, out the Clapp plan. I first heard of it from several 
of his assoc aids in tg forest Service. To then I expressed my views, somewhat 

along the followimetties. I stated that the language of the prospectus needed 
amendment to bring the project clearly without jurisdiction. or example, 
note the language on page 2: 

“Thege trends already threaten, and unless reversed will in time inevitably 

eneulf, the remaining stands of virgin timber regardless of how fully some 
of them now seem to be safeguarded." 

If Mr. Clapp's prediction should come true (and I believe that it may), then 
we shall lose a large part of our wilderness. You know about the roadless areas,
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so called, on Indian reservations. If they were large enough to meet the Forest 
Service area requirements, some of these would be designated wilderness areas. 
At this very moment, I am delaying action on two timber sales in such an area, 
because I am not convinced that the arguments for them are sound. And what are 
the arguments? One, that these logging units were made up years before Bob 
Marshall's roadless areas Were superimposed, and that the units remained unsold 
only because of adverse industrial conditions; and, two, that unless the sales 
are athorized, one or more mills will be forced to shut down, at a time when 
our national production of lumber is already so low that the production of some 
war essentials is jeopardized. My technical advisors, foresters, urge the 
sale. This is only the beginning. 4n expansion of ¢ s thought, in the 
paragrath I have quoted, will make it clear that the tion of virgin stands 
in the United States may depend, when the showdown comes| jon a national understand- 
ing of the forest problem as a whole, 

My second comment on Clapp's plan was to isdom of a new one~man 
organization within a field already covered_in_p by so other units. I 
suggested that Clapp consider the advil pier -2 an a th an existing 
organization, to which he could bring yas ‘ledge,\ nergy, fund: Mr. Clapp's plan, 
as I reall it, is more comprehensive Sep the stajenent in your letter of March 24; 
“promoting immense purchases by Conéyéss of lands/ none of which will be what Bob 
called wilderness, and camot, of chy e, ever/bécome so", Because it is mich 
more cauprehensive, it can not be LK mt 6 him unaided. I pointed out, also, 
the danger of identifying one man with db beige, and cited the Quetico-Superior 
program as an eyample. 3B pouge iashe ltgerShas devoted the best years of his life 
to this plan, it is in max find Ogiatel only with him, as one man's pet 
scheme or dream. if 

My third comment about finance I suggested that the plan be submitted 
to other funds and other \trustees, in the hope that the finencial burden might be 
divided. Particularly scommended shall Field. Clapp's friends had in mini 
@ grant from one—ef—the o oer | hatj/fumis. I see no involvement of civil 
liberties, a seeClapp werEimg if the fieB of "production for use, not for 
profit". suggested hejp from other sources becumse I myself would prefer to use 
our limited funds to he P| ther than to support in full, and I indicated, perhaps 
incorrec ff » my belief that the trustees would more likely look with favor ona 
partial qubsidy than a fy] one. 

she you did p6y request my views, I have set them out at length. Prob- 
ably I shout nat_haré done 6@ if I were not riding a train, where I am free from 
interruptions.—Psebably I should not have done so if I had not already stated 
them to several of Mr. Clapp's friends; as they know my opinion, you and the other 
trustees should also know them. 

There remains the questidn, what to do? Is there a possibility of holding 
a trustee's meeting? I told Clapp's friends that I saw no likelihood of a mect- 
ing before the end of June; they expressed the view that Clapp ought to have a 
firm answer before then. I should like to have the whole problem thoroughly ex- 
Plored before a decision is formally reached. I regret that I did not have time, 

: when I was recently in Washington, to consult either you or Mr. Clapp. Would it
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be possible for you to see him md get from him more detail than appears in 
his statement? I expect to be in Washington late in May or early in June, and 
could see him and you then. I imow nothing of the travel possibilities for the 
other trustees. 

I enclose extra copies of this letter, so that you may send one to each : 
trustees with your coments. I shall be glad, of course, to have direct from you 
any comments you care to make. I hope that you will understand that I am writing 

; wholly without bitterness or personal feeling. I mere to do the job 
with which Bob charged us. 

With my best regards to you and Mrs. Yard, 

ly yours, 

s/ wi rman, Jr. 
Assistan ssioner.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Forest Service 

Address Reply to : 
Chief, Forest Service Weshington 
end Refer to March 8, 1943. 

PERSONAL 

Mr. Robert sterling Ygrd 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D, C6. 

Dear My. Yard: i 

The enclosed copy of a letter to My< ec iarghall will explain 
to you what has transpired since Mp. \Gr hformal discussion 
with you of a project designed to alta méplcean forestry. 

In accordance with Mr. Ma: TIT mug ; which I understand 
is similar to one of yon, I mrelosing five copies of a 
rather detailed outline /of the plan fox the project which in its 
main aspects has a. eo eee ee nae 

i If as indicated to My. | h aD SS 26 yinhte the seeps of weet oF 
parts of the Robert Whell Foundatioh/and is of a character that 

Trustees de to onsor, I wid be willing to drop out of 
the Forest miuttwte-H4-'t would do this only beceuse 
of the need for the project and of its vital national im- 
portance 

If I can|in any way aid iy whatever consideration you or other Trustees wish 
to-give the project, X/am at your service. 

aes oat Very sincerely yours, 

/s/ RaRIm H. CLAPP 

Enclosures.



PERSONAL Washington 
March 8, 1943 

Mr. George Marshall 
38 Mast 57th street 

New York city 

Dear My. Marshall: 

in furtherance of your recent discussion with Mr. Bean, in accordance 

with your suggestion to him, I am enclosing five copies of|4 somewhat 
detailed outline of the ple for a forest proj which he con- 

, sidered informally. 

4n identical set of copies are, as you mrestei, going to 

Ur. Robert sterling Yard. )) 

Since the outline covers the more oxtan ations of the project 

as Well as its scope, I will not r ms wy 

Ig you and other Trustees of th: be: ee Foundation decide that 

the proposed project falls yithin-the authorization of one or more of 
its parts, and that it is A project wh you\weu ld care to sponsor, I 

would be prepared to drmp % of the Fone) tiee and undertake it. 

I cam assure you that I won not do thi | nless it seemed to me to be 

for a project of major ndtional importange) and in the highest public 

interest. y, 

Naturally if er Tas! pA at any time wish to discuss any 

question related to ‘Yhe—nreséct, I shall gladly, and on short 

notice, p myself at disposal in New York, Washington, or elsewhere. 

Very sincerely yours, 

/s/ anim H. CLAPP 

Enclosures.
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& SOCIAL PROJECT BASED ON 

LAND AND FORESTS 

Only a hopelessly inadequate effort is now being to solve one 

of the greatest land use, natural resource, and social lems in the 

United states. This is the forest problem. 

The solution involves the highly controversial issue pablic 

regulation and also that of a greatly enlarged ownership, 

One of the most essential means need 0 solution cking, 

a nongovermnental agency to lead the ig} hese and oth 

measures through an informed and ai fab opinion. 

The forest problem ZY 

4n empire of nearly one-third of ¢ lgid/area is classed as forest 

lend. Most of it mst be u Q it is to be used effec~ 
tively or at all. . oe 

Our forests are stif{ for the most \pa: mkougably neglected and 

abused. This is particulprly true of thle| three-fourths in private 
ownership. \\ 

Probably not moz 25 per cenf/ef our forest land is cared for 

intensively enQugh—<o>be NLlynroaus ve. Most of the rest is only 

partially pfoeductive. A large ares is wholly idle. Only about one- 
fifth of thé forest land tm private ownership is under any conscious 

in a nearly equ the national forests does not even get organ- 

ized fire ‘phe ection. ‘yet we have no organized protection against 

forest insests and diséases. A vast new wave of wholly unnecessary des- 

tractive cutting Eo meet war requirements and offsetting gains in private 
forest practice has been sWeeping the country. Nothing is being done 

to stop it, although essential war requirements can be met and should be, 

without it. 

Qur foests are still on the dowm grade. We, are reducing then in 

quality by a drain on the larger, older, high-grade material from cutting, 

fire, etc., of almost twice the replacement by growth. We are reducing 

them in quantity by a drain on material of all sizes and qualities of 

nearly 50 per cent more than replacement by growth.
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These trends already threaten, ani unless reversed Will in time inevitaby 

engulf the remaining stands of virgin timber regardless of how fully some of 

them now seem to be safeguarded. 

Nearly one-fourth of the land area of the United States, made up mostly 

of partially productive forest land and of submarginal agricultural land, 

constitutes an unbelievably vast rural problem area. 

In this area live most of our poorer farmers--the poorest in the lower 

third, victims of circumstances beyond their control--most of whom are not 
being reached or helped in any way, because they are the mo difficult to 

reach and help. Im it also live additional millions of peo who normally 

lacie the opportunity for full-time labor. 

The one best means available for the social and rehabilitation 

of this vast area is throuch the restoration of the forests then by 

keeping then productive. 

The one best means for preventing the pieced og these 9: areas is 

to stop the destruction of what forests weber mhether virgin er seconi 

growth. My )} 

Highly productive forests can ¢ onkriput Cy rable other ways to 

our entire social and economic stru ures \Riob/ $e s have helped to make 
the United States what it is. Badly ran % fough they now are, We are 

finding them indispensable in wifning th: mec They can and mist make a 

very large contribution to $fp~socl WA econe ic security essential for 

Wining an enduring peace. / fhe maximum poptriDabion can be made only if we 

produce the vesource in aljufdance and in pdrpetuivy. 

Taig means for one thibg Nation-wide/# wy on all forest lend regard- 

less of who owns it. Desp: some almost/ fhenomenal progress, 50 years of 

effort leaves the major p the jobyAtone. 

Wh . equipéd Zor the solutior 

The f fob + probjen is \a|jnational problem and the solution requires out- 

standing Fédpral action. Jt) requires action along a mch broaler front ine 

eluding many\lines for whigl there is now no legislative authority. Without 

{t the entireXorestry mo¥gaent is stagnating. Public understanding and in- 
sistent publit temand afe“a necessary means to such action. 

the firfst requirement is therefore for an intensified educational pro- 
gram along broad lines to direct the attention of the affected commnities, 

States, and the whole Nation to present conditions, and the needed correc- 

tive program. The absence of such an energetic undertaking is partly respon~- 

sible for the present lack of understanding and militant interest on the part 

of even the organized portions of the general public. 

Many groups and individuals are deeply concerned, but so far no concerted 

action has been taken so that the full foree of all these groups and individuals 

can back a move that ig strong enough to be fe’ in opposition to the present 

destructive forest practices.
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The development of a really strong force of wiblic opinion is the very 
heart of this proposed undertaking. 

An informed public opinion should in turn help to insure the next step 
needed, guch legiglative ani other action as may be necessary to obtain 
Nation-wide forestry with all the social and economic benefits which should 
flow from it. 

Because of the magnituie of the natural resource and social issues in- 
volved, thig fight for a good forest program could well be ene of the 
spearheatig in the liberal struggle against the forces of on in the 
United States. 

Handicaps in the solution 

two of the issues involved are highly con 

This is particularly true of public r ecGlation of forest ces on 
privately owned land to stop forest destyeviorx Om of the o reasons 
is the fear of infringement upon property/1 japther, the féar of 
infringement upon the so-called fift 4 p frgeio of enterprise; 
still another, the threat to maximm é profits by stopping forest 
devastation. All of these go back primkMly te fear of sbridgement of the 
so-called "right" of a private owner to Seer * peaates Penney such as 
the forest, regardless of on hese n€erest in it. 

Provision for a great/i increased me blic ownership is also 
controversial. This is tfye even though s which would be transferred 
include primarily: Those where the publip)interest is so paramount that no 
chances should be taken with a precaric brivate ownership; those in which 
the public interest in critical watershe#/areas could not be adequately 
safeguarded uné private Owhership; tkode in which private monopoly could be 
prevented on by-mmbize o ier ships these submarginal for private ownership, ete. 

These aided Ghlic regulation and inereased public ownership, are 
being oppe in spite of tHe fact that t hey are designed to give the greatest 
possible Bt nce that the forests will be well taken care of, that the 
general welfare will be ome. and that they will place mich greater 
emphasis upsa\productionf¢ products of the forest and of services of the 
forest for thes ub lic Chore. 

The only publie agency which has so far shown the courage and the vision 
to face these issues ig the Federal Forest Service, and it does so under 
serious governmental limitations and handicaps. ‘he Forest Service has formm- 
lated the only program which attéempts through public regulation, increased 
public ownership, and other measures to meet all foreseeable needs and to make 
special provision for needy small owners and for labor. 

Reactionary interests, powerful and entrenched, have been bitterly fighting 
the controversial measures and the organization which has been advocating then. 
This opposition is not at the present time being successfully challenged.
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The public generally is uninformed and tragically complacent. A system- 
atic, well-organized campaign, generously finances anid energetically mshed, 
is trying to mislead and lull the public into a false sense of security that 
all is well and that we have no forest problem. 

No nom nongovermental rion. has the combination of understanding, 
incentive, courage, and financ backing needed to fight for the controversial 
issues involved or to fight for a program broad, inclusive, and socially=-minded 
enough to meet both war and post-war requirements. ven satisfactory means of 
pablishing the public interest side of the issues are almost wholly lacking. 

Apion to aid in the solution 

The plan hereby proposed would attempt to furnish a ermmental 
organization of the sort indicated in the preceding - By so doing 
it would help to bridge what is now perhaps the in the attack 
on the forest problem. go far as possible and es Called for, 

it would attempt to serve as a focal point in-the building w an informed, 

militant pablic opinion, organized for ere 

gome of the principal features of Ay wid be: 

1. Avery small-one man and secrétary--or ena whose job would be 
to work for an informed and arouged publie epi ion ea an important means to 

Wation-wide forestry and the sog nd ecdes@ic benefits which should flow 
from it. If suitable ne geet an he worked out, a man may be available 

Qommpn to dedicate several years igh sively t his tax Depending upon which 

seemed to offer ee offnigse, this odgynizatign would (a) work directly 
or % stimulate other pegyle and organi at ong to take appropriate action, 

or (c) work through them, |\dr (d) use a co fy nation of all to build up an in- 

formed, vigilant, ani artilcylate public opfnion through which en adequate 
program could be pressed. \ // 

2. suitable assist ii organizing a series of militant national 

and regional forking commiftees and then help then to function effectively. 

This shou Inde the tion and furnishing of needed information, ete. 

3. preparation publication, or the stimmlation of the preparation 

and publica’ of a serigs/of circulars, mostly brief and designed for popular 
consumption deal! ously with facts, solutions, issues, etc. Much 

of what is would never otherwise see the light of day or be 

brought to public attention. This information is crucial in order to build 
up public understanding and interest and militant conviction. 

4. The distribution of such circulars to people and organizations who 

are most likely to be or who should be interested, to sections of the press 
interested enough to use them, etc. 

5. sdvantage would be taken of opportunities to publish articles or 
other material in periodicals or the daily press. Whenever the subject and 
the occasion demanded, letters to large numbers of editors could be utilized. 

6. Follow up appropriately on various things that grew out of circulars, 
articles, etc., such as correspondence, contacts, conferences, speech making, 
etc., or stimlate such follow up.
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%. <A YeasOnable amount of travel by the director to maintain a first= 
hand personal knowledge of conditions, to make contacts, ete. 

It would be advantageous if there could be reasonable assurances that 
\ the plan could be financed for the several years -- say 3 to 5 -= that may 

yet prove necessary. . 

Itemized on an ammual basis, needs might be about as follows: 

Contribution toward the salary 
of a Divestor . 1 we ee woo $4000 

Secretarial services .... . « «| 4 $2000 

Printing and distribution... . «|. $8,000 

Travel and miscellaneous >> 

Q
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amr: 

‘ mn 

eee 
Washington, D. Os 

22, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold : 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Gounct Liort ao) 

Recently we engaged en f v files from the 

A long succession of secretaries) dech Ap’ doubt with her om 
ideas, if ony, had made this a is ank puatienl sotem, 
Fortunate ly Mra. ae ; with us a long 
time, and I asked hyf£o tale chax revision during ; 
eS . that onee \ able files, whidh 

eyrtecatenly srffent thy roti fe tok in Sabie oat 
my ‘expert had left me 

+ enclosed te a copy of Miss shaunty's letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Beas 

RSYive, ROBERT YARD



Mary Shannty 
673 Fifth Avenue, New York City 

Sept. 12, 1942 : 

Myr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. : 

Dear Mr. Yard: 

The re-organization of your files is completed % I hope 
the wealth of material they contain is now org: way 

. that it will be useful to you. ‘The data and information stor in 
them is, I should think, invaluable end in nS canbe, irrep : 
I can assure you that the reading, analygtsé and clkdsifying of tis 
material has added immeasurably to my 9 G/heretofors meager knowledge 

i of our natural resources, use of publi¢ (ands, our/o/ nal waste of 
what we should so eagerly protect. 

I have read every piece of pape: rour filesg I am forcibly struck by 
the evidence that the Wilde: neGe sootet} h er compromised ideals or 
standards; never tampered non the truth g das point ; never beclouded , 
an issue to accomplish a piypose. Your racords ge’clearly show that your 
Society is motivated by the/ highest ideals preserving for future genera- 
tions a little bit of nature as it was ¢ ed. 

I am impressed by the oh % many yegr's of correspondence with and 
between your and Ajvisory Couimittee reveals then to be men of 
high integri parpose and b personal ambition for themselves in 
this work; ¢ is a compléte absence of petty bickering or personalities. 

Not once I passed hast: over a word, letter or file folder with a 
feeling of arrassment at geen an evidence of human frailty ~- 
"a skeleton the closet", 

All of the show ; of course; I just thought you might be inter- 
ested in lmowing the profound impression a rank outsider was carrying 
away with her. 

Sincerely, f 

/s/ Mary Shaunty
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President's Anmal Report for 1942, 

This is the second successive year that we have failed to hold our anmal 

meeting within the period assigned. ‘hat for 1941 was postponed again and again 

till Novenber 15 before we could collect a quorum. ‘twenty-two days later, on 

December 7, war began at Pearl Harbor. 

This year, 1942, with lower incomes and higher taxes, and the government 

asking all travel stopped to and from Washington which was not absolutely neces 

sary, no meeting has been possible. 

In place of it, I offer, with the advice of the Executive Committee, this 

report of the year's work, including a financial statement and a list of sug- 

gested problems. 

The year just closing had been hoped to become the most productive of re- 

sults in the history of the Society; but it begen with war. As a consequence, 

though we have mafle reasonable progress, few definite plans which we had hoped 

to accomplish were possible ~ which was true of practically all individuals, 

businesses dealing with public affairs, and organizations of every kind in the 

first year of any serious war. 

Will probably Hold Our Menbership. 
In membership, there is little doubt that we have surpassed most other 

associations of all kinds. Oursfor 1941 was 796. Oursat this writing is 776, 

but it may easily reach or exceed that of the year before. tery living Wilder- 

ness sells a nusber of menberships by interésting many new readers to whom we 

send copies in order to spread the gospel, or who see it in the yonnuneiites of 

menbers. 

In times of financial stress, members who have joined to work but cannot 

afford dues and the increased taxes and high prices of war are apt to resign.
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Many socieittes have lost hundreds or many mundreds of members. During the last war 

thousands of clubs and associations went out of existence. Any association of ar 

kind which holds its own is doing exceedingly well. 

Practically Helping to Win The War 
Two Washington members of the Society prominent in the conservation of primeval 

land have joined the Army for the war. One is Hdward B. Ballard, once executive 

secretary of the National Parks Association, who is presumably working from the air 

somewhere abroad. The other is John sieker, already a captain in mountain artillery, 

who was Robert Marshall's first assistant in shaping and creating our noble system 

of Wilderness Areas in the Forest Service, and became his successor. He ig pre- 

paring to go abroad, he knows not where, but is ordered to take only hot weather 

clothes. 

Barly in the year, we shall collect the names of other members in the Army who 

may be reported to us. 

Ballard's successor is Devereux Butcher, artist, photographer, writer. Wherever 

in the world Sieker is handling or may soon handle heavy guns, he still remains 

Chief of the Division of Recreation and Lands for the Forest Service. His place 

is held for him by Assistant Chiefs of the Forest Service C. M. Granger and L. E. 

Kneipp. 

he Field of Wilderness Publication 
The most important accomplishment of the year is the development of a definite 

editorial plan for the Living Wilderness, and the issue of a second mmber out of a 

possible four within the year. 

The first Living Wilderness of 1942 was published in March. 

The Great gnoky National Park is a small part of the Great gmoky Wiliernegs, 

and that is by far the finest wilderness east of the Rockies. We had known it 

familiarly from our first visit when, in the early twenties, the national park was 

proposed. ‘The study made of it in this first Living Wilderness of this year was 

the most complete and best illustrated of any astern wilderness, occupying nineteen
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of the number's thirty-two pages. 

The feature is two-fold, one article by Director Drury of the National Paric 

Service interpreting the park, and one by myself from the scenic, geologic and 

botanic points of view. ‘The lands were worth many times the ten million dollars 

of private money which they had cost. Years of struggle Were necessary to protect 

as much of the primeval as we possess today, but the including wilderness is still 

larger. Articles follow the feature by Ernest Griffith, Walter Prichard Haton, 

Aldo Leopold, Devereux Butcher, and Olaus Murie. 

fhe second number of the Living Wilderness was begun in the summer and planned 

for Septenber publication, That it did not appear till this December 13 was 

caused by the care needed adequately to map, explain, describe and picture the 

unique Kings Wilderness of the High Sierra, and urge that the famous magnificent 

fehipite Valley and Kings River Canyon should be added as soon as possible to 

complete the Kings Canyon National Park created therein in 1940. 

Note that this number followed the plen of the March number in devoting more 

or less half the mmber's total contents to a specially careful study of a wilder- 

ness of very great distinction. It also needed nineteen pages and as many maps 

and illustrations. «xpert illustrated studies follow of the Quetico-guperior 

International Wilderness, the Cook Forest of Pennsylvania, by able students of 

their quality and use, and a unique view of the Porcupine Mountains by Aldo 

Leopold concluded the number. 

The two, we believe, Will fairly establish the program which, developing the 

magazine as a quarterly, editing it with insight, and increasing its pagination 

as required, will afd to the rapidly growing distinction of the Society. Dr. John 

G. Merriam and Mr. aubrey Drury will lead an early number with a study of the 

Coast Redwoods as they are today, and the man who saved the great Katahdin wilder- 

ness by_ baying it for the state with his own money will do another. 

The quarterly Living Wilderness will be supplemented by as many issues of
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the Wilderness News as the changing situation requires to keep members up with 

the times, and conduct campaigns in the interest of defense. 

Problem of the Brecutive Committee 

Mr. Anderson having been transferred to the Boston office of his company, 

resigned his treasurership to Ernest stacey Gyiffith who was elected thereto as 

of july 1, 1942 (see minutes of June 5 and June 24, page 65.) He also resigned 

hig executive conmitteeship to permit election thereto of another councillor 

who would be subject to immediate call by reason of his living in Washington or 

Chevy Chase. 

But such a councillor of necessary experience and willingness to serve on 

call did not exist among the fifteen provided in the By-laws, Article IT, sec- 

tion 4, (Page 13) modified by the resolution of the annual meeting of November 15, 

1941, (Page 56.) 

Until one councillor shall drop out, therefore, or the By-laws shall be 

amended again to permit sixteen councillors, only four @xecutive committeemen 

appear to be possible. 

It is a problem for the Council in annual meeting or called in special 

meeting as provided in Article II, Section 6. 

Andy's Boston address is 4 Inverness Road, Winchester, Massachusetts. 

he Tax Man Gatches Us At last 

Neither the National Parks Association, which I had organized in 1916, nor 

the Wilderness society from its beginning, paid taxes, facts which pleased me 

mightily, but it was not until May 9, 1942, that a Treasury Department ruling 

was secured on the Wilderness Society's Federal Income tax status, ruling us 

exenpt. 

This did not, however, exempt us presently from Federal social Security 

taxes, and demand by the Treasury Department was promptly made of the Society 

for their payment over the entire period from July 1937 to date. The Society 

was, Of course, liable for the enployees' contributions, as well as the emp loyert
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contribution, for the past payments, and, on June 30, $318.16 was paid covering 

this five year period. (Begiming with June 1, employees! deductions have been 

made.) 

Acting on legal advice, this amount was "paid under protest", and a claim 

for its return was filed with the Treasury Department on the grounds that the 

Society ig exempt from employment taxes for the reason that it “is organized and 

operated exclusively for educational purposes; no part of the net earings or 

income of the gociety inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individ~ : 

ual, and no substantial part of the activities of the gociety 1s carrying on propa- 

gatia, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation « ... « «" 

On November 4, 1942, the Treasury Department disallowed our claim for 

refund, and until further steps shall be taken to secure a reversal of the ruling, 

we shall continue to pay the Social security tax. 

Several specialist associations with purposes similar to ours in kind are 

still exempt from social security taxes, but, as one puts it, they don't know 

how long they can stay so. 

7 The War and Gonservation 
Because of the large nuvber of attempts made and making in many parts of 

; the country to use invaluable organized primitive lands for Army or commercial 

purposes, or so claimed, it has proved impossible to discover and enumerate 

them, or to determine the actual war need, if any, of many of them. Politics, 

also, no doubt find many opportunities here, 

Gogether with practically all organizations interested in the preservation 

for sound use of our remaining natural lands, the Wilderness Society has done 

its part in separating the few really useful for war's sake from the many 

footless. ven Army projects are occasionally admitted to be just as useful to 

the all-important winning of the war, if they should be located in some area 

less valuable to conservation; in several instances the war aithorities have 

been glad to cooperate.
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It will be our part, as soon as possible, to list the survivors, report the 

course of important problems undetermined, and bring the whole subject to date. 

Jest Year's Grant Renewed 
@he Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund, on our application, has renewed its 

grant of nine thougand dollars to the Wilderness Society for the coming year. 

We See Ourselves as Others See Us. 

Let us conclude with an unexpected letter sent me after my return from 

three weeks! rest in Illinois by an expert in filing whom I had left working 

with my secretary in establishing a perfect reorganization of our files, the 

first since our wnorganized first meeting in 1935. she is Miss Mary ghaunty, 

673 Fifth aveme, New York City. ghe wrote: 

"The re-organization of your files is completed this morning and I hope 

the wealth of material they contain is now organized in such a way that it will 

be useful to you. ‘the data and information stored away in them, is, I should 

think, invaluable and in many cases, irreplaceable. I can assure you that the 

reading, analyzing and classifying of this material has added immeasurably to 

my own heretofore meager lmowledge of our natural resources, use of public 

lands, our criminal waste of what we should so eagerly protect. 

"Tf have read every piece of paper in your files; I am forcibly struck by 

the evidence that the Wilderness Society has never compromised ideals or 

standards; never tampered with the truth to gain a point; never beclouded an 

igsue to accomplish a purpose. Your records so clearly show that your Society 

ig motivated by the highest ideals of preserving for future generations a little 

bit of nature ag it was created. 

"ZT am impressed by the fact that manf years of correspondence with and 

between your Councillors and Agvisory Committee reveals then to be men of high 

integrity of purpose and without personal ambition for themselves in this 

work; there is a complete absence of petty bickering or personalities. 

"Not once have I passed hastily over a word, letter or file folder with 

a feeling of eubarragsment at having seen en evidence of human faailty — "a 

skeleton in the closet". 

"Ail of the above you mow, of course; I just thought you might be inter- 

ested in knowing the profound impression a rank outsider was carrying away 

with her."



UILDERNMSS SOCTERY 

Jemery 1, 1942, through December 31, 1942 

CASH ON HAND January 1, 1942 2,685.92 

RECEIPTS 
Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 9,000.00 
Tues 357.00 
Contributions 2 

Total Receipts 9,532.00 

12, 215.92 

DISBURSEMENTS 

Salaries 5,570.00 
Rent 360.00 
Postage (Office Correspondence) 133.88 
Tel. and Tek. and Messenger Service 50.58 
Subscriptions to Other Publications . 

(Includes marked Congressional Record) 99.01 
Stationery & Office Supplies 132.37 
Furniture and Fixtures 39.24 ° 
Public gtenography 31.30 
Travel (Includes $44 covering Mr. Frank's 

research trip to Cox Trees) 45.60 
Membership Promotion : 190.00 
Social Security Taxes 342.37 
Miscellaneous 26.99 
Living Wilderness: 

: Printing 1,371.21 
Hand ling 344.30 
Postage — 358.54 one Th 

fotal Disbursements 9,095.39 

CASH ON HAND December 91, 1942 3, 120.53



We 
THE WILDERNESS SOCTRIY \ hi ad byw 

we 
Washington, D. C. 

May 4, 1942 

Copy to Councillors, Committeemen and Others 

Mr. Benton Mackaye, Vice President 
The Wilderness society 
1528 Locust street . 
Saint Louis, Wissouri 

My dear Kenton: 

| Thie morning Lieutenant John gieker of the Artillery begins hie service 
at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, in preparation for his active part in the war. 

He had entered the Reserve gervice while an under-graduate at Princeton 
University a dosen or more years ago, and kept it up for some years after~ 
ward. A few weeks ago the Yar Department notified him te report for duty. 

fle is, I believe, the only official of first executive importance to 
Smerican wilderness whom the army has so far taken. 

His place will not be filled during the war. ‘he Forest service is taking ‘ 
no chances. ‘The wilderness areas will be in the safest possible hands. 
They go back for the time into the sturdy grip of Assistant chief L. B. 
Eneipp who now controle Lends Acquisition. I¢ was Kneipp who began the 
Forest gervice Primitive Areas before Bob Marshall became chief of feerea- 
tion and Lands and made them the basie of our system of wilderness areas. 
As you well ron Mneipp is famous for his stability and energy. setween 
him and Assi Chief ©. M. Granger of the National Forest Administration 
Group we may be certain that our wilderness areas will have all the protec- 
tion necessary in time of war. { have known Kneipp intimately for twenty ‘ 
years and Granger for half as many, at least. Both backed nob heartily 
during his creative work. 

ie sincerely, 

RSYive “ ROBPR? STRRLING YARD
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W done Cee, Coumeutle, 

Aprek 2 S09 ¥ & 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

If we can think of nothing better to do with interned 
Japs than to ruin wilderness areas, then I think we 
are intellectually bankrupt. If this is really a 
serious proposal, you can count on me to do some tall 

Yours sincerely, , 

Aldo Leopold



MEMORANDUM April 20, 1942 

From: Robert sterling Yard 

To: Wilderness Society Councillors 

Will you kindly write me immediately what you think of this 

received today from Dr. Abbott, Director of the Natural History Museum 

of San Diego? 

"at a meeting of our members last evening, the subject 
was brought up of a proposed mad through a #i lderness 
part of the sierra Nevada, that it was suggested be 
puilt by the Japs now interned in Owens Valley. Most 
of those present had heard nothing of this and the 
suggestion was made that I write you in order to learn 
what you know of the matter and what your recommendation 
would be as to action by the San Diego Society of 
Natural History. It was also suggested that I write to 
Secretary Ickes, but I believe I will postpone this, 
pending your reply."
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42h University Aveme 
April £, 1942 

4 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

I don't think we ean protest the logging of special 
timber on wilderness areas, provided of course that 
the Forest Service certifies that the need is 
legitimate, and cannot be effectively met elsewhere. 
I think we well might, however, suggest that the 
roads thus opened bg later destroyed or at least 
kept closed to public traffic. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay.



VICE PRESIDENT PRESIDENT AND PERMANENT SECRETARY TREASURER 

BENTON MACKAYE ROBERT STERLING YARD HAROLD C. ANDERSON 

COUNCIL COUNCIL 

Ame ena, THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY noe ere 
ra caciecainn 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE Ce Ae 
HARVEY BROOME 

TENNESSEE WASHINGTON, D. C. GEORGE MARSHALL 
NEW YORK 

IRVING M. CLARK 
WASHINGTON JAM Ree eae 

ag Sy March 31, 1942 ae 
ERNEST STACEY GRIFFITH wld iat! 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ROBERT FISKE GRIGGS ER on 
MARYLAND 

DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON ROBERT STERLING YARD 
MARYLAND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

Here are two questions preliminary to a problem in wilderness. 

A lumber company of high standing demands a particular lumber, part of whose 
trunks are necessary for manufacturing airplanes, in the 800,900 acres of the 

North Cascade Wilderness Area, Washington State. In this instance all these 
trees are found within a hundred thousand acres. The Forest Service is con—- 
sidering eliminating the hundred thousand acres, thus holding the remaining 
seven-eighths of the area unchanged. 

Another lumber company of high standing is about to demand an equal amount 
of the same lumber, scattered in small lots over four hundred thousand acres 
of a wilderness area of the same size as above. To eliminate all the con- 
taining area would cut out half of it. g§0, instead, the Forest Service is 

considering cutting out the small lots of trees and replanting, without re- 
ducing the size of the original grea. 

What in your belief should be the attitude of the Wilderness Society? 

These propositions will come to us in detail later on, but I should like to 
have the views of several of our Councillors first on the principle. This is 
not, of course, for publication. 

Sincerely, 

RSY:va ROBERT STERLING YARD



' pore 
February 26, 1942 

Desr Bob, 

i had since to make some to deha Stoker sopending oreec”Surekoe’aefinitioa® ae"ohiaseunee® Shtouda oar filer to. sep juet bow ott presties stot the mul ty seo ju ec , “e, orgenized hed eoineided with our original stetement ef prin- 
@ BB60 ] 

This had eh te be eed end I em even the x shont t be able to ao 80 rd She preel atom fala’ dite: im, since heve the mapets & very well though letters on the subject * would perhaps be pointless now, 

Sleker's definition eh ie really Bob's, will as Leopold he ans "aerve ne a founds tion," Rowever I em eoneerned by Dr. Orkeg end GOleus Murie's enveates shout os I think you should apreint « ee eens tee © ect sné see whether we Gan sonselenti ously ar: é@efini tion which te thie prestice, I ehowld think t Leopold end Bernerd Frank might 
Otherwise j aiar the Ferass eeevine tafiei ties senlan a ee aceeptable besis for our own definition of « wid dernene ivene® 

OC ncre Rint eee the fecling in their Letters that the cay Semen Boren Mg Ma Bn at least to the extent thet ye Have an interest in sreas feate ah tues ake beer. terested such areas; our manifes amery nade that quite plein. Hdthout Srying to frome an srk ipl ttt designation, I think we =e define lesser sreas the seme freedom from rords and commereial uses as "Wild Areas.” Sueh areas would be atin in size end retein primitive and ever peaeres cuelities, i do not think we would need te set eny soreage tation on this definition, except thet the ereas be less then 100,000 eeres, Our common wehse would dictate whether the ares hed enough else to werrent our interest, 

Very eineerely, 

Hervey Broome
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Fish and Wildlife Service 

Jackson, Wyoming 
Feb, 27, 1942 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Bob: 

Just another comment on the definitions of Wilderness areas, 
in the light of the comments of the other members. 

Dr. Griggs has certainly brought up a pertinent point with 
reference to livestock in wilderness areas. It is one that has 
bothered me for a long time. If wilderness areas are also made 
erence wildlife areas the situation may be changed somewhat. 

realize the difficulty the Forest Service would have to keep 
out livestock, hag oa I realize also the importance of official 
enthusiasm for a thing like that if it is to succeed. But I have 
seen livestock taken off some ranges in the interest of the game 
in the area. This was done, I recall, over a large area in the 
Sun River country, which is a wilderness area, Also, livestock 
is absent from parts of Teton National Forest, and imi ted in some 
other parts, I think originally in the interest of the elk herds. 
I don't think it is eventually impossible, Though I doubt the 
wisdom of pushing that feature just at this time. 

Aldo Leopold also has some good suggestions with reference to 
scientific research in ecology, and I agree with him in his thought 
about the smaller areas. I have always felt. apprehensive about 
limiting ourselves only to huge areas. | 

I have read with great interest the minutes of the November 
meeting. I would like to discuss some of the matter contained 
there with some of you when I get to Washington. 

I am leaving here about March 4, but will have to stop in | 
Montana for some field work there, and it looks as if I may not | 
get to Washington until a little after Mareh 15. I wrote you once . thet I thought I would be there by the middle of March. But it j 
won't be far off. 

Sincerely | 

Olaus f



FEDERATION OF WESTERN OUTDOOR CLUBS 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard, Exec. Secty. 
The Wilderness Society 
Washington, D. C. 

: Dear Bob: 

I am a bit late with my opinions on Wilderness Area defi- 
nitions but offer them anyway. 

I have never been satisfied with the Forest Service defi- 
nition since it is besed on a rather high numerical figure of acres, 
(100,000) however the other specifications of it meet my approval 
except for the fact that 1 take exception as does Professor Osborne 
on the fact that it allows grazing. 

Like him I know of specific regions, mine are in the High 
Sierra Wilderness Area which are being badly damaged by grazing in 
the Sierra National Forest at timberline and just above it. 

I see no reason for getting excited about Wilderness Areas 
of the U.S.F.S. because they are also open to mining entry, which 
means roads when and as mining claims can be patented. 

The present Wilderness Area is a fine sounding title in 
which we conservationists have misplaced confidence. Without legal 
status by Congressional action it is an empty and dangerous designa- 
tion for earmarked land which when exploitation is desirable may 
cuickly have its status changed. ‘The late Bob Marshall often dis- 
cussed with me whet might be done. It was by Act of Congress. 

But try and get such a permanent status from Congress 
and I will be very surprised if Interior and the White House permits 
it. Competition with our National Parks. 

On the Park Service side it will be interesting to see if 
you make any headway towards either uniformity or simplicity. The 
Olympic and Kings Canyon Nationel Perk Bills were introduced as Wil- 
derness Park Bills. The N.P.S, made no battle to keep that name, 
henee I doubt that they ere interested in the designation for general 
purposes. 

The F.S. UI and our definition cen be blended, but "two 
weeks trail travel without crossing ones tracks" is overdone. 
Whether the services agree lets try to get our people together on 
18. 

Arthur EH. Blake 
, 

an
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i { A nee February 18, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At the suggestion of Mr. Kenneth A. Reid, Executive 
Secretary of the Izaak Walton League of America, I take 
pleasure in sending you under separate cover with my personal 
compliments a copy of THE VOYAGEUR'S HIGHWAY by Grace Nute of 
the Minnesota Historical Society. The book deals with the 
colorful history of the Minnesota border lakes region. It is 
authoritative in every respect and its text, maps, illustra- 
tions, format, and bibliography make it a delightful record 
of a portion of Minnesota's history. The work of the Council 
is briefly referred to on pages 91 and 92. 

Real progress is being made toward permanently pro- 
tecting the scenic and recreational values of the border lake- 
land. The Izaak Walton League of America, the Quetico-Superior 
Committee and the Quetico-Superior Council are working shoulder 
to shoulder in this important undertaking. Recent accomplish- 
ments were covered in the December and January issues of the 
League's publication, OUTDOOR AMERICA. 

The Quetico-Superior program has as its ultimate 

objective the securing of a treaty between the United States 
and Canada under which the government of each country would 
agree to administer its portion of the Quetico-Superior area 
with due regard for the scenic, wild life, and recreational 
values of the region. Pending final treaty action, the plan 
of regulation advocated by the Council has already been made 
applicable to federal lands within the Superior National 
Forest and the Grand Portage Indian Reservation. A con- 
tinuing effort is being made to secure the application of 
these same principles to the remaining forest lands in the 

area.
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Recently the Province of Ontario, to avoid the con- 
sequences of reckless logging in the Quetico Park, has adopted 

i stringent regulations which conform closely to those in force 
on our side of the boundary. Culminating many years of work, 
the governments of the United States and Canada by treaty action 
also agreed in 1940 to the public regulation of existing dams 
in the border lakeland, This new system of regulation is now 
being put into effect by the International Joint Commission. 

Until such time as the principles of the Quetico- 
Superior program are finally incorporated into a treaty, con- 
tinuing activity by the Council is required both for the purpose 
of protecting the region from uneconomic private exploitation 
and from needless road building which might otherwise destroy 
the public values in the region. A small band of devoted 
workers has kept at this task tirelessly, in good times and 
bad, pushing ahead as vigorously as the resources at the dis- 
posal of the Council have permitted. War conditions, while 
raising new and formidable obstacles, have also operated to 
draw the United States and Canada more closely together. 
In part as a consequence of war conditions the possibility 

of bringing to a successful conclusion negotiations for a 
treaty between the United States and Canada, which, in- 
cidentally, depends upon securing the consent of the Pro- 
vincial Government, seems more favorable now than at any 
time in the past. The securing of such a treaty is, of 
course, the ultimate goal of the Council. May Miss Nute's 
little book help to express hope for your aid and encourage- 
ment and gratitude for your support. 

Metrbegh @ - Kell 

ra



ie Sy UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN } pr? 
Ann Arbor uit 

. | School of Forestry and Conservation 

: February 10, 1942 

Mr. Robert sterling Yera 
The Wilderness Society ‘ 
1840 Mintwood Place 

a Washington, D, C. a ; 7 
Dear Bob: 

I am certainly letting you down as « member of the t Advisory Committee. I do not know | wey to define a wilder- 
ness ares better than the one which Sleker quotes from the 

i Forest Service ae Uel., Several of them that I have 
visited may be called recaptured wildernesses, but to me they 
are wilderness areas just the same. 

i in bays y= 4 on the Committee of the Society of Aamer- 
ican Foresters which hopes to se our professional termi- 

' nology, I sppeeled to the National Park Service more then two 
| § years ago for a definition of wilderness srea. iliwas told by 

them that out of their arguments had come the decision to drop 
all terms except “primitive areas." This is a term which has 
persisted in Forest Service talk, if not in their officially 

1 recognized termse But frankly I do not like it as well as the 
term "wilderness areas." 

If we ean hold such areas inviolate after the Forest | Service definition as follows, I think we will be ahead of the 
j geme and be able to get some agreement emong ell those inter= { ested: "A wilderness area is an aren of at least 100,000 acres : characterized by primitive conditions of trensportation and 

! habitation. It conteins no provision for the passage of motor~- / ized transportation, and resorts, orgenization cemps, summer 
homes, end commercial logging are exeluded,." 

Sineerley, 

| ‘ Shirley W. Allen



Ab, Vilderneso Seat 

QUETICO-SUPERICR COUNCIL 
Associated With 

Izaak Walton League of America 

Ranier, Minnesota 
February 9, 1942 

Mr. Robert one Yard 
President, THE WILDERNESS socrETY 
Washington, D. ©, 

Dear Bob: é 

I'm at last going over the collection of material from your office and 
trying to give it the attention that it should have had long ago. 

Your letter to John Sieker on the definition of "wilderness areas" is 
a very important step. There's re cane oe <A al hesitation, confusion, and 
difference of oe among the responsible government officials as well 
as in the lay mind as to what does or should constitute wilderness. If a 
uniform eee could be recognized by all the govermment agencies 
such as the Wilderness Society had in view when the Society wes orgenized, 
a firm footing would be established for future protective action. 

Satisfactory definition for practical purposes is naturally not easy. 
It needs to be comprehensive end yet, I think, not too rigid. For instance, 
I wouldn't exclude an aren, where, given the other requirements, nature, by 
being left alone, can restore blemishes resulting from temporary misuse in 
the eet Moreover, though we are all agreed upon.the primary importance 
of size as a means of effording the necessary isolation from a mechanized 
world, I would not want to bar smaller areas, which by virtue of surround- 
ing mountain renges or other natural barriers may still afford the same 
Allusion and in marmenrs form, These smeller areas might have to be 
given a slightly different name, but it seems to me that the same principles 
should be applied to them as to the larger wilderness sreas. 

Wr. Sleker, in his reply rye seems to be the only officiel who has 
given you anything like a definition. It embraces much thet I think we ell 
regard as essential--large size, freedom from human oceupency, and exclusion 
of mechanized transportation. qt forbids commerelal logging and lending of 
airplanes, though grazing end water storage aeeioone may be permitted. Per- 
sonally, ¢ feel that water storage projects at least are man-made develop- 
nents entirely incompatable with the idee of wilderness areas and not to be 
crete gon within them, Here too, though, where the development has already 
oceu) and where otherwise the qualifications are high, I would not want 
to shut out an area from a stetus thet would maintain all that it has left 
of wilderness value for the public good, In other words, I think the stand- 
ards agreed upon should apply 100% to future developments in the area but 
should not be applied so rigidly as to shut out from selection areas that, 
except for some misfortune in the past, are otherwise highly desireble. 
The i pg isn't so much for honoring the area as it is for insuring 
the public opportunities for primitive experience. 

I'll be eager to hear what further vanes you receive in the hope 
thet eventually « uniform definition and form policies may be developed, 

Sineerely yours, 

Ernest C. Oberholtzer



Chapel Hill, N. C. 

Feb, 17, 1942 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yerd 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob, 

In my letter of January 27th I stupidly left 

out an important point with reference to the U. S. For- 

est Service's definition of wilderness areas. 

Their Reguletion U-1 would, I believe, permit 

the building of roads in wilderness areas, under the 

provision for “improvements necessary for fire protection." 

‘Truck trails' is the euphemism employed for roads in 

the national forests which are built for fire protection, 

put they sre used as roads by motorists generally. I am 

not sure that it is the practise of the Forest Service 

to build ‘truck troils' in wilderness areas, but I assume 

thet it is. 

I think this point should be taken up with the 

Councillors and with the Forest Service, 

I am glad that Dr. avtess drove home the ecrit-. 

icism of over-grazing. 

Sincerely, : 

Irving M. Clerk



United States Depertment of Agriculture 
FOREST SERVICE 

February 21, 1942 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Bob: 

Reference is made to your letter of February 19 and Irving Clark's 
letter of February 17 to you. 

I imagine that Irving gets his impressions from the fact that several 
of our present primitive areas do have truck trails within their bound- 
aries. ‘the old Regulation L-20, which authorized the establishment of 

primitive areas, did not prohibit roads although roads were definitely 
on the defensive and were diseouraged in those areas and kept to an ab- 

solute minimum consistent with the needs of fire protection. 

It was because of this weakness in Regulation L-20 from the wilderness 
standpoint that Bob Marshall worked for Regulations U~1 and U-2, under 

which wilderness end wild ereas are now established. By reference to 
these reguletions you will note the definite statement, ". . »« within 
which there shall be no roads or other provision for motorized trans- 
portetion. , ." As Mr. Clark points out the regulation also includes 
the lenguage, ". « » and improvements necessary for fire protection may 
be permitted subject to such restrictions as the Chief deems advisable." 
In the Forest Service Manual, which represents the Chief's instructions, 
the Sante is found under Eee Areas, "The peaiey in adminis- 
ae the wilderness areas is n as much as possible of the 
frontier quality. Roads a to motor cars are entirely barred.” 
This states very clearly the policy of the Forest Service in regard to 1» 
roads in its wilderness sreas. 

As I have explained to you on many occasions, this important restriction 
po, Ph dant ry certain of our present primitive areas from ever becoming 

wilderness areas and Bob Marshall knew that when he drafted the regula- 
tions, but all of us felt thet it was better to have the wilderness area 
designation tight and have a smaller area rather than have it loose and 

take in « much larger territory. 

I hope that this will answer Mr. Glark's questions, 

Sineerely, 

JOHN SIEKER, Chief 
Division of Recreation and Lands
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42h University Farm Place 
Jamuary 26, 1942 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society ~ 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Bob: 

Yes, I agree that the Society shovld have some 
well thought out definitions of wilderness areas, 

and I think the Forest Service definitions quoted 
by John Sieker are sound, and will serve as a 
foundation. 

I think that another term should be used for 
e@reas smaller than 100,000 acres but of the same 
general intent. 

I suggest that the definition of purpose include 
scientific research in ecology as well as history, 
education, and recreation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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ALDO LEOPOLD 
WISCONSIN 

BENTON MACKAYE 
MASSACHUSETTS 

GEORGE MARSHALL 
NEW YORK 

OLAUS MURIE 
WYOMING 

ERNEST OBERHOLTZER 
MINNESOTA 

ROBERT STERLING YARD 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

Here is the first reply to the letter to Sieker, 

a copy of which I meiled to each Councillor and Ad- 

visor on Jenuery 12. I now enclose you Sieker's reply; 

also Stanley Cain's. 

I want to hear from you all before 1 approach the 

Interior Department and others. So please reply to 

this promptly. 1 went the opinion of each for my own 

use and to send to each. 

Remember that you have the By-Laws in the Orgeniz- 

ing Minutes of the meeting of April 24, 1937, first 

page. 

Sincerely,



Jamery 14, 1942 

Mr net Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness emkoty 
1840 Kintwood Place 
“ashington, D. GC, 

Dear Mr. Yards 

. I am a to have a covy of your letter 
to Mr, ee I like the apixis end intent 
of the letter beeause I feel thet it ie very 
importent thet the term "wilderness ereas” 
has the seme connotation for the peeeee end 
ore concerned, It is likewise im- 
portant thet we anticipate differences and 
avoid dickering, 1 for one am convinced that 
the ilderness Society has a sound end preeti- . 
Gal concept of wilderness areas, ! ‘ 

Sincerely yours, 

: /s/ Stanley Ay Coin 
Assoc. Professor of Botany



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

g Yorest service 

g 

5 Wash ington 
Jamary 14, 1942 ; 

Mr. Robert sterling Yard 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Bob: 

'-—Reference is made to your letters of Jamary 12 and 13. 

I will be very glad to see what T can do about writing an article on the 
Superstition Wilderness Area although [ can't promise just how fast I ean 

do this, but ['11 get something done and we will tall it over at lunch 
in the near future. ‘ 

Now, as to a definition of wilderness arena; you have a copy of Regulation 
U+l, which definfes wilderness areas as follows: 

National forest lands in single tracts of not les» than 100,000 
acres may be designated by the secretary as wilderness areas, 
within which there shall be no roads or other provision for 
motorized trangportation, no commercial timber eutting, and no 
occupancy under special use permit for hotele, stores, resorts, 
sumer homes, Organization camps, hunting ond fishing lodges, or 
similar usest « « « 

Grazing of domestic Livestock, development of water storage pro- 
Jects which do not involve road construction, and improvements 
necessary for fire protection may be pernitted subject to such 
restrictions as the chief of the Forest service deems desirable. 
within gach designated wildernesses, the lending of airplanes on 
national forest waters are prohibited, exeept where such use hag 
already become well established or for administrative needs and 
emergencies. 

the Forest Service defines wilderness areas in its administrative mamal as : 
follows: 

A wilderness area is an area of at least 100,000 acres character- 
ised by primitive conditions of transportation and habitation. 
Argon dt geil eR passage of motorized transpor~ 

on, and resorts, organization camps, sumer homes, and commer- 
elal logging are exeluded. ” 

the purpose of wilderness areas is defined as follows: 

Wilderness areas provide the last frontier where the wrld of 
mechanization and of easy transportation has not yet penctrated.



Qeur. Robert sterling Yard - 1/14/42 

They have an important place historically, educationally, 
and for recreation. the national forests provide by far the 
greatest opportunity for wilderness areas. Suitable provision 
for them is an important part of national forest land use 
planning. 

You will note that in all of these definitions, the Forest service places 
the emphasis on primitive conditions of habitation and environment and does 
not stress scenic attractions. 3B6b was particularly anxious that wilderness 
areas be kept for primitive environment rather than for scenic attractions, 
since to him any wild area regardless of ite scenic attractiveness was a 
wild area, and in any definition I think we should continue to place great 
emphasis on that point. 

I agree with you that the Wilderness society ghould have a definition of 
wilderness areas which would enconpags all of the various kinds of wilder 
ness areas, and it ig my suggestion that you consider the definitions which 
we have at the present time and that you and I try to work the two of them 
together into a definition which will meet the needs of the Wilderness 
society. 

Thie will de « further inducement for us to get together some noontime 
which I have been missing lately. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN STPKER, chief 
j Division of Recreation 

and Lands. 

: G 
9 

Tae 
Y
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Ig goss se wom 
Washington, D. CG. 
Oetober 4, 1941 

38 East S7th street 
New York Gity 

My dear George: 

i am arranging an Executive Committee Meeting for an early date to plan the 

postponed anmal meeting. Dr. Cain's resignation from the Council will make a 

Vacancy which will be filled by James Mershall, and the return of one of our ex- 

ecutive committeemen home in a distant state will make a vacancy which will have 

to be filled with a Gouncillor who lives in Washington. 

For several years we have been sble to get a quorum for our annual meetings 

enly by paying the expenses to Washington of a Gouncillor who lives out of town. 

While certein Councillors may have individual experience and special knowledge 

enough fully to warrant that expense, we ought not be forced to it merely for 

quorum's sake. ‘there ought to be able Councillors enough in Washington to meet 

ordinary contingencies. Also enough to assuré an executive committee equipped 

to handle all developing conditions of life and science. 
Oat of more than seventy living here, these four should not be hard to get: 

in fact we ought to find not only earnest wilderness defenders enough, but who 

also had been admiring friends of Bob. 

One Washingtonian willing to serve stands out ideally in the person of 

De. Brnest §. Griffith of the Library of Congress, a friend and once a mountein- 

climbing competitor of Bob's. He came from Uties, N. Y. He got his A. B. in 

Hamilton at twenty-one years of age. At twenty-four he. was preceptor in economics 

at Princeton, and took his D. Phil. in Berlin at twenty-nine. At thirty-three 

he was lecturer in the Department of Government in Harvard. It was a Rhodes 

scholarship which took him abroad in 1917. 

On his return he became Professor of Comparative Government in Syracuse Uni-
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versity, and five years later hecame Dean of the Graduate school and Professor 

of Political science in the American University in Washington, D. 6. Recently 

the Library of Congress took him over in charge of Congressional use of books 

under title of the Legislative service. 

Meantime he was lecturing at women's universities in New England, and he 

is now shaping a new Library Department. He and Mrs. Griffith have been inter- 

ested and useful members of the Wilderness Society since april, 1935. He is 

already a member of our Advisory Committee. 

James Marshall and he ought to be thoroughly acceptable to all. 

Our next choice in order is Dr. Balthasar 1. Meyer, retired economist of 

the Interstate Commerce Commission, where he served from Jamary, 1911, to March, 

1939. He is now engaged in private practice in transportation and kindred activi- 

ties from his office in the shoreham Building. 

He came from Wisconsin, tock his Ph.D and L.L.D. from the State University, 

studied a year in Berlin, taught public schools steadily up into the professor 

ship of political economy in the University of Wisconsin, and accepted President 

Taft's appointment to the Interstate Codmerce Commission. He has written mmch 

on his subject besides monographs on railroad legislation and administration. Is 

highly reputed as a business man. 

He ig tall, active and.a tireless hiker, well lnown to Bob, who nominated 

him to membership in the society. Belongs to outdoor organizations, and tramps 

the surrounding mountains energetically. Popular in Washington, and knows many 

Wilderness members; will make an admirable Executive Comnitteenan. 

Our fourth nominee is Dr. Robert Fiske Griggs, Professor of Botany of the 

George Washington University since 1921, and a member of the Committee for the 

Preservation of Natural Conditions of the National Research Council. 

Has led Government expeditions to Guatemala and Alaska. Led both National 

Geographic Expeditions to Katmai, where he discovered and named the Valley of Ten 

Thousand gnokes. 

President of various scientific organizations and ranked one of the best
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botanists of the Meological society of America. A vigorous hiker. He ie fre- 

quently to be seen at the Cosmos Glub. A genial man, familiar with Great Smokies 

and other neighboring mountains. 

go here we have four prospective new councilmen, all of whom have been members 

from one to six years, meeting conditions for promotion. 

Jemes Marshall can be substituted for Stanley Cain, who resigns, thus appro- 

priately filling the place vacated by Robert Marshall. 

Let us now look at the Executive Committee of five members which, to meet 

emergencies, should be raised te seven. We are almost certain to lose one member 

soon, to supply whose place, we can count on Griffith. 

(ne of our present members, Mrs. Jackson, seldom attends meetings and takes , 

no part when she does. We ean scarcely ask her whether gossip tells the truth in 

predicting she intends to resign. Yor many reasons, we must wait and see. If she 

Goes not resign, we shall have Meyers and Griggs to raise the number to seven, If 

she does resign, we shall have to find another member to fill her place. 

If we want to, we can have the participation of these new members at once by 

inviting them to attend and making election of members the first activity. 

I hope that you will aecept these nominees. I have been writing about one 

or another of them to Councillors for a year or more, but some Councillors have 

not replied and others have dismissed them with the remark that they do not know 

them. But unless all are accepted without the personal acquaintance of some, we 

shall be years improving the organization. 

Note that all four are in Who's Who; that I have known all four for years} 

that Boh lmew three of them exceedingly well ani the fourth not so well but 

favorably; that all stand exeeptionally high in institutions of national repate 

which would answer any inquistes you might make; that all are entimsiastic members 

of the Wilderness gociety. 

I should like to have your assurance of favor without delay. Otherwise my 

attitude toward these big mem will be embarrassing. 

If for any reason you prefer another way of achieving our aim, please write 

me at once. Write me at once anyway. Sincerelyy ;.. .«w



ae Withermare Sve, 

42h University Farm Place 
September 16, 1941 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

I am very sorry to hear about Dr. Cain, but I think we 
have no option other than to regretfully accept his 
resignation. 

I have no nomination for the vacancy, mainly because I 
have been in Washington so little that I don't know who 
is there at this time. Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Professor of 
Ecological Botany at George Washington University, occurs 
to me. He is a plant ecologist who has done a lot of work 
in Alaska. He has a fine personality, and I would judge 
from his ecological fiews that he would be an enthusiast 
on wilderness, but this is inference and not direct 
knowlddge. 

, Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

My dear Councillor: 

You will remember that, at our last annual meeting, the Council elected 
Professor Stanley A. Cain, of the University of Tennessee, to Bob 
Marshall's plece. 

The plan originally had been to elect James Marshall, Bob's older 
brother, to his place, but at that time he lecked four months of member- 
ship in the Society to be eligible, end it was agreed that the next 
annual meeting should add enough places to the Council to admit him, 
Dr. Ernest S. Griffith of Washington, and perhaps another Washingtonian. 
We needed more Washington members for quorum purposes. 

Dr. Cain, an enthusiastic ecologist of high degree, was spending a 
sabbatical year in the far west when elected, and has not yet returned 
to the University. He has been ill for a long time, and doubt has 
been expressed by his friends whether he will be able to go on. 

He has written me under date of August 350: 

"I think that I should resign from the Council because of the 
circumstances in which I find myself, and which could not have 
been anticipated a year ago when I accepted the honor of elec- 
tion to the Council. Since a year ago July I have had some 
sort of recurring illness. The various doctors I have seen 
either do not know, and admit it, or do not agree as to the 
probable cause of My troubles. At any rate, the concensus is 
that I should take it as easy as possible. This seems to 

mean that I should avoid all obligations other than those
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of teaching whereby I earn my living. 

"hs a fevor to me, I ask you to accept my resignation. Also, 

of course, the Society should only be represented by active 

members. 1 have the deep interest of the Society at heart, 

and wish you every success." 

I have not yet replied except in acknowledgement because 1 want to 

have the advise of every Councillor, but it seems to me that there 

is only one reply to make. Will you kindly write me promptly? 

If we should accept his resignation, Bob's place on the Council would 

open again to the election of his brother James; and, to the two other 

places which we had decided to create, could be elected Washingtonians. 

To one of these it has already been agreed to elect Dr. Griffith. I 

should also like to have your suggestion of another Washingtonian. 
Under the By Laws, he must have been a member of the Society for a 

year. We need a man or woman who is devoted to the protection of 

wilderness, a scientist if practicable, and an earnest worker for the 

cause. 

Sincerely, 

ROBERT STERLING YARD 

ROBERT STERLING YARD 

; President 

RSY



Ge teks a a ee en Le ae 

Port Henry, N. Y 
September 8, 1941 

Dear Bob: 

The enclosed er elipping should have the support of the Wilder- 
negs Society and the ta tional arks Association. Frienae of Bob liarshall 
must insist on the of that Adirondack peak for him, PF sed Mount 
Nerehell is et present and has been for some years noted on phan 8 
ge Rates Patearrte I believe Bob nemed it so in 1928 or 1929, ‘amen , 
it is pot a pert of the famous Macintyre Range just to the north of it. 

Bob thought the Macintyre Range of three related peaks should be broken 
up and named eine eigen A as spermaine Boundary and lroquois. ‘These are 

so up for official approval should be approved. 

Then he saw and climbed this little known peek southwest of Iroquois 
one, genet 50 Seater ee | Peak. aut the one now proposed as Rage - Marshall- 

eavily bered rein ee going three ve feet 
BEd ent Ah @ meee BA Of BOG GaEae 

Mount Marshalleto-be has no trail on it, though several of us ¢limb 
it in one particular way. It is remote and Ineccessible. it is, to me, 

em to look at from nearby P wry Everyone who sees it asks? 
"Wheat peak is thet? Where in hell i¢ pop — it is as sym- 
metrical as Whiteface from the South or as “ha in the far West. It 
ie the dead center of the Adirondack Park, It gives a good view but 1*11 
be demned if it ean be seen except from the summits of surrounding peake 
or en airplane, 

. arn tte encient throne it has ruled alone for a million years end 
a day 

Just one more Shing shout Nouns Revald. I and Clinton West are the 
only two living men, I believe, who can it. For we alone have seen 
it from a late spring point of view in the valley between Marshall and 
the Macintyre Renge. A besutiful waterfall on its eastern flank. ‘There 
a to be, from a distance, a tremendous fall of water that apparently 

ts off a ledge and down epee Sees eee ye eee een oe 
giant spruce. Where it lends I don’t exectly know, but it falle in full 
body for quite a distance and then disintegretes + poof + inte a billowe 
ing sprey like an old hoop skirt. All 1 oan think of when 1 see it is a 
line or two from a fraternity songt <-"Floating away like a fountain's 
spray or the snow white plume of a maiden," 

’ a“ “x 

vhton’ Stays Goh BevesatOS BLTESES > Bae verskaee.” t8 es nani 
so to speak, from Colden and the Flowed Lends and lovely avalanche. 

Let the Federal Government give its memorial to Bob in the West he 
loved end served so well. But let us, the mountain climbers, the wilder+ 
ness lovers, the dirty, ragged, unkempt hikers of Adirondack forests <- 
his friends + give him this most enduring of all monuments + Mount Marshell
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in the mighty Adirondack big range country. 

it is older than the Rockies or Sierras, it has never been lumbered 
and never will be. What finer thing could we give? What finer thing 
could we do? 

The Wilderness iety must pase s resolution fevoring this and send 
it to the Stete Sieestisn” sneeeaen Building, Albeny. ‘The Parks Associa~ 
tion should do likewise, "I realize the Assocfation will say: "It's out i 
of our fiel4; we can do no “* be it a° coeeeeay of the , 
NePehe —— but damn ce =o ene ne Bag sae 

memory ev real servetion o on @ coun 
to denand of New York State this officiel tribute to conservation’ s: 
finest friend, 

By the way, the weterfell I speak of above is from melting snows 
end ice, It doesn’t exist after late mete I've searched end searched 
in the summer up there end 1 can't even locate the place where the fell 
begins or where it lands. 

As always, : 

/s/ Temes Ay Foote
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fol iy Professor Aldo Leopold 
MINNESOTA University of Wisconsin 

ROBERT STERLING YARD Madison, Wisconsin. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

My dear Aldo: 

A number of Washington organizations received 
letters from Ken Reid late yesterday like the one to 
me of which I am enclosing a copy. We phoned around 
among each other and came to the conclusion that a 
public hearing would be unwise in these swift times, 
lest excitable Congreesmen would tax all our exemptions, 
on the ground that organizations doing nothing for de- 
fense should at least be taxed. In other words we 
should be risking all our privileges for the chance 
of slightly increasing them. What do you advise me? 

Sincerely yours, 

fine Sterling Yard 

RSY:eb 

Ene.
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LETTER OF MAY 3 , 1941 FROM KENNETH A. REID TO R. S. YARD. 

“Grover Ladner of Philadelphia has made the proposal 

that the various conservation organizations join in support of 

an amendment to the Revenue Act providing that donations to 

such organizations may be deductible from individual income 

tax returns. 

“Ladner has gone into the matter rather thoroughly, 

and concludes that no organization can depend merely upon the ' 

whim of a Commissioner of Internal Reveme as to whether con- 

tributions are to be regarded as deductible, and believes that 

conservation organizations should have statutory exemption. 

"f enélose copy of the proposed amendment which Judge 
Ladner has prepared and submitted to Congressman Francis J. 
Myers for introduction. We are just advised that the Congress- 
man has arranged for a hearing on this matter before the Nouse 
Ways and Means Cowmittee next friday, May 9. 

"T hope this tax exemption proposal will meet with 
your hearty approval, and that you will appear in support of 
the amendment next Friday." 

CLAUSE OF REVENUE ACT AND PROPOSAL AMENDMENT: 

AMEND the United States Revenue Act of 19%, 
Section 23, sub-division (0), 26 U.S$.C.eAe, Page 674, which 
now reade as follows: 

"(0) Charitable and other contributions ****##**s+HH ere 
2. In the case of an individual, contributions or gifts made 
within the taxable year to or for the use of (2) a corporation, 
or trust, or comuugity chest, fund, or foundation, organized 

and operated exclusively for religious, charitiable, scientific, 
literary or educational purposes, or for the prevention of 
cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings 

of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or 
individual and no substantial part of the activities of which 
is carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence 
legislation." 
by adding thereto a new sub-division to be entitled 'sub- 

Division 2A," to read as follows: 

"2. he A society whether incorporated or unincorporated, 
organized ami operated exclusively for the promotion of conserva- 
Sion of the natural resources of this country or any part thereof, 
no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any 
private sharehold@r or individual."
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yee ol’ copy 

i Mareh 31, 1941 

Dr. Henry Baldwin fard 
Urbana, Illinois 

My dear Harry: 

I was not present when resolutions were offered to the League 
at ite final session Saturday morning at the Willard, bet Ken Reid 
told me that none of them proposed transfer of the Porest Service to 
lekes, as had been extensively rumored in advance of the meeting. By 
eleven o'clock no one was left in the hotel except a dozen or more 
representatives of conservation organisations end bureeus talking wil- 

éerness in a little room on the second floor. Benton Vackaye and I 
represented the Wilderness Society. 

Ken began with a long talc about hie own bill to cure the new 
Quetico~guperior situation. He had brought a bunch of typed copies 

which he offered to those present, but I did not see anybody teke one. 
Be then talked at some length sbout the bill of the "gave the Porcupine 
Mountains Agsociation® of Ironwood, Michigan, ani said he believed that 
the League could make a practical thing of it. You know of this grand | 
primitive woodland of the Upper Peninsula into which we once failed to 
stop a highway because of total leck of local interest. Ironton is some | 
distance inland to the south. . 

Coming at last to wilderness areas, Ken made no reference to the | 
Giléerness Society but called for discussion of ite much studied basic ! 
problene se theugh the League were now the first considering thes for | 

fons. He sketched his ideas of how wilderness should be 
shaped up and handled, finally reaching the question of minimum size as 
logically the first item to be determined. He said that the League would 
be glad to handle all development in its home office. He mentioned 
Granger, who was present, at having had experience, but did not name 
Bob Warghall or the existing system. 

I had expected te take no part, but I could not let him ignore our 
splendid system, and said thet size of individual areas was not the be- 
ginning for advanced studies of wilderness; nor numbers, nor uges, nor 
any considerations mentioned. The great wilderness system in the Nat~ 
ional Forest had, I said, been perfected to date by twenty years of 
selentifiec study and inspired planning by the national government in 
association, during the last six or seven years, of an organization of i 
devoted citizen specialists.



Dr. Henry Baldwin Ward te March 31, 1941 

Tt ie a mistake, I insisted, that we are beginning anything. 
ies ee eee , eS Sean pele we 

- @iseouraging etudy or change. Growth, neeesan: nave change 
is the sign of health. Sut we are now where the next step should be 
to bring Wilderness Areas in the Interior and other Department lands 
up to their development in National Forest lands, and from there go on 
hand in hand, : 

Referring to our LIVING WILDERVPSS of last July which details the 
history of the Forest Service system and deseribes it in some detail, 
py ay ty ag a 
to the Interior Department for as full a deseription of its areas 
but Camnerer replied that the National Park Service had made no study 
of wilderness statistics. All the recoris it possessed hod been got by 
adding together the areas of national parks and other primitive lenis 
in ite possession, and subtracting therefrom the combined areas of roade 
and other used portions within thee. I had quoted this letter in print, 
Tt wag little more than a year age. 

capsuhtag Gs tao ctovecteny eatbanea srestere Gas tates es et Secretary, to new intendent of National Parks who hed hai distinguished expertence 1a 
Creation of syetens of wilderness ani would undertake the work with energy 
and a will second to none. 

This, not diseussing all over again elements already fully up to 
date, ie the next long forward step toward advancing and perfecting the 
country's wilderness, and it 1s already under way. 

The above was in my mind when I spoke, and I am not eure thet I 
cathy coh. tebe of dues ee teen ar any way, I mode ny 

points, oni talk of the future of wilderness in the League 
office in Chicege stopped-~at least for the time. 

Asked what then this meeting might do, I guggested that it might 
pomp dar -nngrer Powe eg eee ogmnengue plagdh od «mp loom fo nog 
our generation had made toward a unique and system of edue 
eative lente, and wage tte eonsiotens aevelepnonte, And, on Ken's asking 
So Se Gongpenes toe ones Ge coenstatiem, | cnasngned tant 90 atget 
be to Congress. I wee sure that Congress at would reed and ¢on= 
sider {t especially if it were signed by many orgenizations of wide in« j fluence. It would not be forgotten, I odd here the suggestion that 
the signatures of the organizations should be signed alphabetically, 

Before the meeting wos over, however, Ken wae back at his original 
plan that the League should direct the future develoment of national 
wilderness arene from ite Chiengo office. 

Later, over the telephone to me at my héme, Hen said it was hig purpose to have one etenographic report and two copies of the wilderness 
meeting. He consented that I should have my own copy provided that I
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should orfer it at cur own expense. 

Nothing was brought to vote at the meeting and no resolutions 

passed. 

Sincerely, 

RSYtY 

i
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Minutes of the is 

EXECUTIVE GOMMITTEER MEETING OF 
THE WLLDERNESS SOGIETY 

March 19, 1941 

Present: Bernard Frank, Benton MacKaye, Robert Sterling 
Yard and, consulted at his home by telephone, 
Harvey C. Anderson, 

Absent: Dorothy Sachs Jackson. 

The Permanent Secretary reported in some detail the or- 
ganization of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund in New York 
City on December 13, 1940, and the second meeting of the trus- 
tees in oo arg yes on February 19, 1941; also its permanent 
establishment in the office of The Wilderness Society under 
Mr. Yard as Menager. es 

He reported its assignment of $9,000 toward the support 
of The Wilderness Society during 1941, in quarterly install- 
ments of $2,250 each, the first of which had been paid. Ap- 
plications for funds from half a dozen others had all been 
denied except that from the Quetico Superior Association, to 
which $500 had been promised, 

Last July, Aldo Leopold hed undertaken to bring about 
activity in common with a group of ecologists, and, at the 
peginning of this ports Irving Clark had established an under- 
standing with the National Research Council's Committee for 
Preservation of Natural Conditions. Mr. Yard also had fur- 
thered negotiations for activity in common with the Committee 
for Preservation of Naturai Conditions of the Ecologist So- : 
ciety of America. 

The majority of the members of both these committees are 
discovered to be members of The Wilderness Society. 

Also we have renewed relationship with Dr. Victor E, 
Shelford, who first organized preservation in the Ecological 
Society, a member of The Wilderness Society; and Dr. Robert 7 
F. Griggs of George neo University and the Research 
Council. Dr. Griggs joined The Wilderness Society. 

It is my plan to have the combined ecological activities 
under Aldo Leopold's chairmanship. j 

Five years after we began investigation of the Porcupine 
Mountains on the south shore of Lake Superior in the western : 
part of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan with the purpose of
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saving part of a ereeren primitive forest threatened by 
a road through private property. Recently Ben East invest- 
igated the country, and his article in American Forests has 
ae the reser an impetus which may result in salvation. 
A local organization has been established at Ironwood which 
makes many things possible. 

The Bob Marshall Wilderness Area in Montana, a memor- 
ial by the Forest Service, was reported established. 

An unnamed mountain at the southwestern end of the Mac- 
Intyre Mountain Range, chosen as a memorial to Robert Mar- ) 
shall in the Adirondacks, awaits establishment under the 
title of Mount Marshall. 

The salary of the Permanent Secretary was raised to 
$3,600. 

Mr. MacKaye and Bernard Frank were appointed a commit- 
tee on membership campaigns. 

The Editor reported Living Wilderness Number 6 awaited 
only the text of a couple of the articles planned. It ‘will 
be published as soon as possible. Adjournment. 

\ 

|
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DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON March 18, 1941 
MARYLAND 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
WISCONSIN 

BENTON MACKAYE 

er Professor Aldo Leopold 
Crone Meee eS University of Wisconsin 
CLAUS Unie Madison, Wisconsin 

WYOMING 

BANKS? OSERHOLTZER My dear Aldo: 

see DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Here's a situation which you ought to know about concerning 
the League annual meeting. 

The preliminary program from Ken, which you no doubt have, 
names a dinner on the first night at Petuxent (wherever that may 

be) at which those two natural battlers, the Secretaries of Agriculture 

and Interior, are named as the sole speakers. So extraordinary a lay- 
out started me asking questions on the quiet as to what it meant, and 
I found that others here were making the same surprised inquiry. 

Out of such a situation of course grew whispered reports, and 
presently I heard that Ickes had at last got the Forest Service away 
from Wickard, and that Ken was planning to spring the news at the 
League dinner with the League passing a roaring resolution of con- 

gratulation. Sensation! Newspaper publicity! Ickes's future backing 
for the Leaguelt 

Frankly, I didn't believe it, but queries began to come in to 
me. Also details. From Chicago a Wilderness Society forester wrote 

; me that several "old-fashioned Chicago Leaguers" were not going to the 
convention--for the first time ever. Another member of both League 
and Society wrote me he had seen the names of "the Committee," including 
enough Waltonians "favoring the Forest Service going to Ickes (or at 
least not opposing) to pass such a resolution at the dinner." 

I had written Ken asking curiously if the two secretaries alone 
together at the dinner meant what it looked like, but did not hint at 
the rumors. That was the middle of last week. Meantime the gossip 

continued. It was supposed that Ken needed Ickes and was willing to 
pay the price. Nobody would oppose his resolution in Ickes's presence 

because nobody would want a row or Ickes's bad will. 

At last I have word from Ken saying that "the Secretary of 

Agriculture has declined the League dinner at Petuxent" and that the 
subject thereupon suggested to Ickes is "Protection of Wilderness 
Values in Land Management." Also he said that "in inviting the two



Professor Aldo Leopold ide, March 18, 1941 

secretaries, it was not our intention that there should be any 

discussion of interdepartmental controversies, and that is the last 

thing we should want." 

That's all. He does not explain why he invited the two together 

in the first instance, but he must have expected that they would be 

in accord. Looks as if he must have known they would be. It is not 

surprising, however, that the one on the losing side should not want 

to come. 

With Ickes talking on wilderness, I don't want to seem to agree 

with him if the Society doesn't by applauding his speech. Neither do 

I want to seem like disagreeing with him by not applauding. I had 

better not be there. I can read what he says afterwerd. 

That's all. There's nothing to do about it but to wait and see 

what happens. , 

Sincerely,
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enone PUARSHALL 
‘w YO! 

ouausuuene Professor Aldo Leopold 
WYOMING University of Wisconsin proce! 

ERNEST OBERHOLTZER Madison, Wisconsin pol 
MINNESOTA 

Rontpiemcrorcerumsa My dear Aldo: 

Do you know who Raymond Di of Ironwood, Michigan, is? 

Ironwood is not a great many miZes from the Porcupine Mountains, 
inland, and on a couple of - It has nearly 20,000 people, 
and iron mining and lumbering are its principal businesses. It 
is in Ironwood I hear that a bill is in preparation to save the 
Porcupines, but I have no idea what seving means to Raymond Dick 
who is said to be in charge of its making. He proposes to borrow 
$30,000,000 to buy a great area of land; it doesn't look to me 
like normal conservation. 

If you know anybody out that way who would give you any infor- 
mation, or at least find out what all this means, perhaps we can 
do something with the news. 

Sincerely yours, 

RSY:Y - 
Le



heh University Vorm Place 
Mareh 11, 1941 

a Robert ceeleae Yard 

1840" Kintwood Place : 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Bob: 

I am glad to know of the recent developments in the Porcupine 
Mountains area, aad I shall ee ae ee once, 

I have, however, no ready-made ideas except thet I think Harry 
Ruhl, director of the Mychigan department, should be approachable 
directly with the wilderness proposal. ‘hether his commission and 
his public would let him adhere to it is another question, but his 
own sympathies would be ot least partially with us. 

I think we could also aount on P. 5S. Lovejoy to understand the 
need for 2 real roadless wilderness in the Poreupines, particularly 
gince he is the leading critic of forestry trying to practice 
silviculture on arees which have no soil. I am sending Lovejoy 
& copy of this letter. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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GEORGE MANSHALS Professor Aldo Leopold 
NEW YORK University of Wisconsin 

OLAV MEE Madison, Wisconsin 

m"auescra’ | Uy dear Aldo: 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 

See a ae Shirley Allen writes me this: "You will be interested to know 
that the Ironwood, Michigan, Chamber of Commerce and others are 
organizing to try to assure Federal purchase of the Poreupine Mountains 
area in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. They call it a ‘wilderness! 
and yet, of course, have no idea of retaining it as such in case it 
is purchased. Ben Hast's recent article in ' American Forestry'is 
being sent around as publicity and a definite organization is being 
set up. I am afraid, however, that it is only another promotion 
scheme, when the real need is to reise money for the purchase of the 
area. It would, of course, seem best to have it added to the Ottawa 
National Forest, even though multiple use were established as a policy 
On the area. If you have not seen Ben Rast's article, you should look 
it up. I think it is in the December number." Ben Hast's article is 
in the January, not the December, number. 

The work that we began several years ago has resulted in various 
articles of which Ben East's is very much the best. You certainly 
should read it. The road from Wakefield north to the lake which we 
tried to stop has not got very far. The lumbermen have been holding 
off in hope that the state might be able to build it at public expense. 
At least we have slowed up this a lot, but it has been lumbered as far 
as it has gone, showing the motive. Wildlife people are now pounding 
it because deer have been slaughtered on both sides of this road in 
very large numbers. I wrote Ben East congratulations on his article 
and he replied that he is being pounded pretty hard. The trouble is 
all of that country from the railroad north is inhabited only by people 
who live off lumbering. 

I think time is right for us to take a hand again. If you have 
any ideas, I will be glad to hear them. 

Sincerely yours, 

RSY:Y ae
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ees Wiaconeiit February 14, 1941 
BENTON MACKAYE 

MASSACHUSETTS 

GEORGE MARSHALL 
NEW YORK 

cess aoe Dr. Aldo Leopold 
cANGan REE GUER University of Wisconsin 

MINNESOTA Madison, Wisconsin 

ROBERT STERLING YARD 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA My dear Aldo: 

I assume that you have read the first five paragraphs of the 
Saturday Evening Post of February 15. I don't know who the writer 
is, but as far as I know the facts, they are straight. 

I had a few suspicions but no facts before Bob died. He did 
not talk to me about it. After his death, I gathered from different 

sources most of the facts in the Post article about his main com- 
munistic objectives. I believed him the harmless pink kind. 

I write you because I want you to know my relations toward the 
Marshell communism. 

Bob's absolute silence to me about communism and his own com- 
munistic relations convinced me that he was keen to keep the Wilder- 
ness Society out of it. I shook hands with Gardiner Jackson at a 
lecture Bob gave in the Cosmos Club on an illustrated tour he had 
made of the Superstition Mountains in Arizona, but neither the man 
or his name meant a thing to me. Probably the others named in the 
Post article were there too, and may be I was introduced to them 
among the two hundred others. I did not identify them till the or- 
ganizing meeting of all the trustees of Bob's will in the executor's 
(Jim's) office. And I have not seen them since. 

The Trustees of the Wilderness Trust, named by Bob in his will, 
are, in order named, myself, George Marshall, Olaus Murie (Wildlife, 
Jackson, Wyo.), William Zimmerman, Jr. (Executive Secretary Indian 
Affairs) and Irving Clark of Seattle. I sm Manager. Clark and Ive 
are the two "personal friends" of the Post Article. But there is 
George. 

Meantime George has been elected legislative executive of the 
Adirondack Mountain Club without their knowing the facts they read 
in yesterday's Post. Will they keep him? 

I'm keeping my mouth shut. But I need advice and shall be glad 
: to know your thoughts, quite confidentially, if you should be moved to 

write me. 

Sincerely,
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Capitalist Angels of Left-Wing 

Propaganda 

HE use of wealth to undermine the system which produced it is an 
old story—as old as revolutionary history. Anacharsis Cloots, a Prus- 
sian nobleman, gave part of his fortune to the French Jacobins. 

Friedrich Engels, rich textile manufacturer, was Karl Marx’s patron and 
alter ego. Sava Morozov, the Russian textile king, was Lenin’s angel in 
Czarist days. 

The process goes on in the United States, where the latest American 
fortune to be left by a Communist fellow traveler for radical causes is that 
of Robert Marshall. His father was Louis Marshall, constitutional lawyer, 
lifelong partner of Samuel Untermyer and a conservative Republican. 

Robert Marshall, a scientist in the United States Forest Service, died 

November 11, 1940, at thirty-eight, and left an estate of $1,534,070. He 
willed $3000 to a friend. The remainder he divided into four equal parts. 
One part went for the preservation of American wild life; one part for the 
cause of civil liberties; two parts for “the promotion and advancement of 
an economic system in the United States based upon the theory of produc- | 
tion for use and not for profit.” 

Bob Marshall was by training a plant physiologist, geographer and ex- 
plorer. He had mapped Northern Alaska for the Geological Survey, but at 
heart he was a map maker of Utopia. 

He lived modestly and gave away tens of thousands. His generosity | 
was unsentimental and anonymous. He had great simplicity without af- | 
fectation, and was naive beyond belief. He named his two brothers, James 

and George, among the trustees of his will. James Marshall, president of 
the Board of Education of New York City, is a progressive Republican and 
strongly anti-Communist. George Marshall is an orthodox Stalinist and a 
contributing editor of Soviet Russia Today, semiofficial Soviet organ. 
Other trustees are Gardner Jackson, for many years a Stalinist busybody in 

Washington; Jerry O’Connell, a one-term congressman from Montana, and 
one of the heroes of the Communist Daily Worker; Edwin S. Smith, fellow- 
traveling member of the National Labor Relations Board; Heber Blanken- 

horn, who has been doing publicity in various New Deal agencies; and 
John Finerty, a liberal lawyer. Of the other six trustees, three are Govern- 
ment experts who shared some of Marshall’s scientific interests, two were 

personal friends of no known political orientation, and the sixth is Roger N. 
Baldwin, director of the American Civil Liberties Union. 

Robert Marshall intended his fortune to go the way of the Garland | 
Fund, which became a golden transmission belt for Communist propa- 
ganda. /~



424 University Farm Place 
February 26, 1941 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

I hadn't seen the Post editorial, nor did I ever have a 
political discussion with Bob Marshall, I had heard of his leanings, 
and his unlimited confidence in government ownership is visible in 
"The People's Forests". In my own dealings with Bob, he differed 
from others only in seeing, thinking, and speaking more clearly 
and sensibly than his fellows. 

The fact that the Post calle George an "orthodox Stalinist" does 
not, of course, prove that he is, especially in the modern sense. 
I suspect both boys may have been Marxians rether than Stalinists-- 
a very big distinction--and products of the "popular front" era 
when cemmnism put on a respectable front to hide ite more devious 
manipulations, and became outwardly indistinguishable from parlor 
socialism. (You doubtless imow all this history, but if not, you 
will find it in "Oyt of the Night".) 

Be that as it may, George's presence on the board need not hurt 
the Wilderness Trust; certainly my confidence would be unshaken 
as long as you and Olaus Murie are on the job. I wouldn't do 
anything; just see how George works out. If he devotes himself to 
the job and doesn't muddy the water, we needn't shy at political 
labels, especially those pinned on by the Post. 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
February 11, 1941 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yark 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

I will withhold decision on the proposed Chicago meeting until 
I hear from Kenneth Reid. I heartily approve of the idea and 
still more so the opportunity for a visit with you. It is a 
question of time; that is, I have no alternate to turn my 
courses over to, and I insist on taking them seriously. I 
hope, though, that I can squeeze in the meeting after I know 
the dates and duration of the meeting. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management
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WYOMING 

ERNETINNESOTA = My dear Aldo 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 

Rr ee meer ies The enterprising head of the Izask Walton League told me 
at lunch yesterday that he wanted to devote a session of his coming 
annual meeting to wilderness areas. He wanted to assure me that he 
did not want to grab anything out of the hands of the Wilderness Soc- 
iety and he wanted to know how I would take the idea. He purposed, 
as last year in Chicago,to invite a number of conservation organi- 
zations to send representatives to the convention. He meant to have 
a room for us to gather and talk. And on the morning of the last day 
he wanted to have a full session. I told himI was delighted with his 
doing it and I would only suggest one condition and that was that the 

whole should be in charge of a member of the Wilderness Society. I said 
if he could have you to come éown in charge as you expected to do last 
year, it would suit me perfectly. I am not the type of man to carry 
out such an undertaking, but that you would do the wilderness and the 
Wilderness Society full justice. He told me that that was exactly what 
he wanted to do. And we parted with the understanding that he would 
take this up with you. He théaught you would do it. I told him that if 
you could not come down for it, I did not know how we could get another 
member of the Society fit for the job. 

He said specifically that he would take up this with you as soon 
as he got back to Chicago, but there is no reason why I should not tell 
you this in advance of your hearing from him. I will be delighted to 
hear as soon as possible how the negotiations come about. 

Another reason that appeals strongly to me is that you and I will 
get a chance to know each other a little better, and that you can see 
our office and meet some of our people. 

Sincerely yours, 

we 

RSY:3Y¥



42h University Farm Place 
February 3, 1941 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

Iam glad you reminded me of the proposed conference with 
: Dr. Murphy. This is a bit too large a matter to attempt 

by mail, and I mst wait until I can see him personally. 
Should he come to Memphis, I can tend to it there. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold i 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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My dear Aldo: 

Last June you suggested that we should approach Dr. Murphy 
with the idea of the Wilderness Society working with the Eco- 
logical Society. In the later letter you wrote this: "It seems 
to me important that our crowd should know what the ecologists are 
after, and they should know what we are after. I think the best 
way to accomplish this fusion is through particular individuals who 
are able to comprehend both groups and whose word would carry weight 
with both groups. The outstanding man for this purpose is doubtless 
Charles Elton of Oxford, but I fear he is entirely tied up at pres- 
ent with war duties. The best man on this side of the water that I 
can think of is Robert Cushman Murphy of the American Museum. We 
might get Dr. Murphy to prepare a special discussion of the wilder- 
ness idea aimed toward the fusion. If the Society agrees, I will 
volunteer to broach the matter to him." 

On June 21, in response to an inquiry from me, you wrote, "I 

think we can call on him in the future if we can give him more 
notice." 

This is to say that we are wide-open for your suggestions 
along this line. 

Sincerely yours, 

RSY:Y By



THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. ¢ Je 

January 28, 1941 Su 

GREAT GARE WITH WHICH 

WELLDERNESS AREA SESZEM 

HAS BEEN GREAZED 

A Letter from Acting Chief Sieker of Recreation and Lands 

Dear Mr. Yard: 

"Reference is made to my letter of December 5, 1940, and particularly 

to the second peragraph on page two. 

"after checking our records, we find that the following modifications 

and eliminations are all that have been mede since the Wildermess Area Systey 

was established in 1929. Note that they are seven only out of a total of 

72 areas, and net a total of 630,000 acres changed out of total wilderness , 

areas of 14,000,000 acres. 

“Here are these in detail: 

(Bp Banshel lH demness Aree (Flathead and Lewis & Clark Nationel 
Forests) - Three primitive areas nemely the Pentagon, South Fork and Sun 

River, were combined and reclassified as the Bob Marshell Wilderness Area. 

The aggregate area of these was 40,900 acres more than the acreage listed 

for the new area. However, due to the fact that the topography of the land 

makes it impossible to exactly measure the area - it is unsurveyed - the 

apparent loss in screage is more or less only a ‘paper’ loss. 

"Bedle Gap iiderens Arce (Whitman and Wallowa National Forests) - 

640 acres eliminated from the original area in 1937 to provide a road 

terminus and a favorable traffic depot for entrance to end egress from 

the Primitive Area; also 90 acres of the 640 eliminated were in patented 

mining claims. When the area was reclassified in 1940, 2080 acres were 

eliminated through boundary changes. 

"Mazetral Wa lderness ie (fonto Netional Forest) - 8,414 seres of 

the orig area were ¢. mated when area was reclassified because of 

mining activities thereon. 

‘Mount Hood iia ares (Mt. Hood National Forest) - 640 acres elim- 

inated original area at time of reclassification, due no doubt to 

minor boundary changes, etc. 

"gan Pedro Parks Wild Area (Santa Fe Netional Forest) - Approximately 
3878 acres were eliminated when the area was reclassified, due to boundary ~ 

changes to conform with section lines and legal subdivisions, and the 

elimination of acreages containing commercial timber. 

:
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"Sierra Anche Primitive Area (Tonto National Forest) - 1400 acres 
were withdrawn in 1938 for addition to the Sierra Ancha xperimental 
Forest. ae ‘a 

NED E LOE A {Columbia and Snowqualmie National Forests) - 
1400 acres were e nated in reclassification of original area in 1940, 
and 11,680 acres added at the same time to the westward. Changes in 
boundary made to keep such boundary one-half mile back from any route of 
motorized transportation. 

"As you will see from the above, the actual eliminetions comprise 
only a very small portion of the total acreages in wilderness areas. For 
your information we wish to add that while certain areas have had small 
reduction in acreage, other areas have had substantial additions mede to 
them, such additions totaling approximately 680,000 acres. 

"The above will supplement the data given you in my letter of 
December 5. 

"Very Sincerely yours, 

"JOHN SIEKER, Acting Chief, Recreation and Lands" 

To the Council: The proposed Glacier Peak Wilderness Area was not 
included in the above figures because it has not yet been created as such, 
but planning it is still in process of perfecting it so thet it will last 
for many years. I am sure that we would be justified in assuming that it 
is still on its careful way. : 

The vote in our Council still stands one for fighting the Service to 
force it into immediate action; against six for taking no action at this 
time. It needs seven to decide, and I think that now we probably have 
all the facts necessary to determine peace or war. ‘ 

Your president will not vote unless it should become necessary. 

Robert Sterling Yard.
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Jamary 13, 1941 

Mr. Harold C. Anderson 
609 American Security Building 
Washington, D. C. 

My dear Andy: 

It has taken a long time, but at last the Robert Marshall 
Wilderness Trust is in possession of the part of his estate which 
Bob left to it in his will, and has assigned nine thousand dollars 

: to the Wilderness Society for its use during 1941. Of this, $2,250 
has been paid into the Society treasury today. 

The Wilderness Trust has also paid the Wilderness gociety 
$4,200 with which to repay the gd loans made to it in 1940 by 
the New York Trust Company and loaned by George Marshall. Also 
it will pay the interest on the Trust Company loan. No interest is 
charged on the George Marshall loan. The Wilderness Society will pay 
these today. 

The Wilderness Trust will itself repay the travelling expenses 
of its trustees to the organization meeting in New York Gity; and 
expenditures assumed at that meeting. None of the other applications 
made for shares in the wilderness behest were considered within the 
terms of the will, but a contribution of $250 was made to the Quetico- 
Superior Council. i 

We should have an executive committee meeting next week to 
consider the activities of the year. 

Sincerely, 

R. §. Yard 

RSY:Y¥
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OLAUS MURIE 

WYOMING My dear Aldo: 
ERNEST OBERHOLTZER 

See It is only fair for me to tell you that at the lunch at which 
eo eDISTRIGT GF COLUMGIA Granger proposed writing the last letter he, and Watts, who was on 

for the Forestry convention, explained that they were devoted to the 
purpose of making what is left of the Glacier Peak Area a national 
monument. But that they don't dare say so out there for fear that 
certain cantankerous lumbermen will arouse the entire Washington 
lumber cfowd actively against the project. As you know, the Park 
Service fight to get the entire Cascades made a national park has made 
them exceedingly alert against the Forest Service making wilderness 
areas. What is left of the Glacier Peak Area has attracted no attention 
and they don't want that fight unnecessarily on their hands. If that 
can be let alone until the national park threat is definitely settled, 
they think it will be perfectly safe to make the announcement that "60 
days from date" it will be declared a wilderness area. 

On my telling them that they could depend on our silence if only 
they would give the Wilderness Society that assurance, they told me 
that Irving Clark would rush home and spread the news as a victory for 
himself. It appeas that they kmow Irving exceedingly well. Then the 
fatt would be in Mees) 

But, Granger went on after talking across table with Watts, they 
might perhaps write us another letter which would satisfy us about their 
intentions without confessing them to the State public. I told them to 
go ahead and do what they could. Some considerable time later comes 
the letter which I put out. 

This is an explanation which, of course, nobody would have suspected. 
I should like very much indeed to know how it strikes you. I will not 
show your letteybntil I know. 

Sincerely yours, 

RSY:Y Ce
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Mr. Robert S. Yard 
Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D, C, 

Dear Bob; 

The “open-mindedness" of the Forest Service in respect of tho Glacier 
Peak ares is something for us to rogard with apprehension. 

I have always been puzzled about which of two basic attitudes the 
Forest Service is taking. Wither the Forest Service: 

(1) Concedes the basic rightness of a wide variety of forest 
land-use, including the extreme of wilderness use. It 
shares our enthusiasm for wilderness reservations, and 
makes a positive effort to make and keep them, despite the 
accumilated momentum of universal economic "development." 

Or 

(2) It concedes only the "auisance value" of the wilderness 
movement, It has no enthusiasm for wilderness reservations, 
and heeds only the need of playing the wilderness factor 
against the other opposing factions. It is without con- 
viction, pro or con. Under this alternative, the accum- ‘ 
lated momentum of universal economic development may be | 
surely counted upon to whittle way on the wilderness area 
system, bit by bit. New areas are periodically proclaimed, 
but old ones are whittled away just a little faster. The \ 
end result is that the Forest Service acquires merit with \ 
the uncritical as the champion of wilderness, but the wilder- — 
ness system approaches zero. ae 

I fear that Chris Granger, whether he realizes it or not, in this and other 
cases is proclaiming No. 2 as the real attitude of the Forest Serivee. At 
least he creates in my mind the "need for a sign" that No. 2 is not the 
Peal attitude. It is the natural attitude for the weary administrator, and 
I fear will be characteristic of all the bureaus as their personnel gains 
age and experience, and loses capacity for quixotic ideas. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

January 3, 1941 

FOREST SERVICE MAKES EVEN CLEARER 

IZS ATTIZUDE ON GLACIER PEAK 

WLLDERNESS AREA 

My dear Irving: 

Referring to Mr. Granger's reply of November 12 to our protest to him of 
October 15 against cutting a corridor of highly mineralized land from the northern 
part of the proposed Glacier Peak Wilderness Area in the Cascades of the State of 
Washington, you will recall your expression of willingness to accept the official 
position provided the balance of the wilderness area should be immediately created. 

That was in New York City on December 13. On December 20, I took this up 
at lunch with Mr. Granger, Mr. Watts and Mr. Sieker at the Mayflower Hotel here, 
and I asked Mr. Granger to state in a letter the conclusion we then reached. 

I received his letter this morning, and reproduce it as follows: 

"I am very glad that I had the opportunity to discuss the Glacier Peak 
situation with you, Mr. Watts, and Mr. Sieker at luncheon on Friday, 
December 26, and I wish to reaffirm the position of the Forest Service 
in respect to this area. 

"The area colored bluevon the map which accompanied my letter of 
August 15 to you has been placed in a special category and nothing 
may be done within it which would be prohibited if the area were 
actually classified as a wilderness under Regulation U-1 except with 
the approval of the acting chief of the Forest Service. In this way 
the wilderness character of the area is fully protected. 

| “The area will be held in this status until final decision is reached. 
on whether or not it should be classified as a wilderness area. On 
this question the Forest Service has not taken a position either way. 
We are studying the matter with an entirely open mind. You and the 
Wilderness Society may confidently expect that your views on this sub- 
ject will be fully considered before a final decision is reached, and 
We will discuss any change in the present status of the area with you 
before any action is taken."
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THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

December 30, 1940 

4 BEQOBLEM IN GROWTH EFQORB THE GOUNCIL 

COUNCILLOR BARRETT-BELIEVES IN LOW DUES 

AND BIG MEMBERSHIP. WHAT DO YOU THINK? 

An important problem of the reorganization which will begin with 1941 
is increasing membership, and the problem of membership is dues. In the be- 
ginning, Bob wanted no dues, lest we should shut out from membership many 
whose activities would be invaluable. But starting without dues aroused among 
political antagonists suspicion of the Society's ownership and objectives. 0, 
belatedly, we established annual dues at a dollar a year--like Red Cross. 

At this rate we have had a slow net increase, somewhat greater than 
natural losses. Really to extend membership, we must campaign for it after the 
methods which years of member-getting business have established. A dollar a 
year affords little margin for cost of campaigning, even if we use the simplest 
of methods and the best of lists. It is easy to tie up dues for years ahead in 
the cost of getting them. 

Demand for Higher Dues 

This has given rise to a demand for higher dues. They might also make 
a desirable profit toward expenses. 

We might like to hear from our Councilmen, some of whom may have had 
useful experience. All, I have no doubt, except the experienced, may think it 
easy. 

L. A. Barrett, prominent in the famous Commonwealth Club and other 
California organizations, leads off: 

—Ten Times a3 many Members" 

"IT believe that dues in an organization such as the Wilderness Society 
should be kept low. What we want is members. Not necessarily just a 
select group. And many people interested in conservation can and will 
join at $1.90 a year, when they can't do so if the dues are several 
times that high. 

“Another factor to remember is that organizations of all kinds are 
springing up rapidly.. Many of them worth while. But the man or 
woman of modest means can't afford many memberships if dues are high.
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"I can cite our own little Chamber of Commerce. Dues were formerly 
$4.00 a year and members few. 

"We cut it to $1.00 a year and today have about ten times as many 
members as well as having an organization that has some standing 
because it does have a strong membership. 

"So I am strong for dues that will not prevent the little man 
(financially) from joining with us." 

:



. TEE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
1840 Mintwood Place 

Washington, De Gs 

EBXZEBSULLYE BEEQRE £2 FTHE SOUNSIL 

MORE FROM IRVING CLARK ABOUT WILDERNESS AREAS 

November 29, 1940 

Dear Bob, 

When I saw lest E prapeees Wok we nies 8 cotuenionn of te j 
wiléegnees areas exiovame 88 5 oe  yene oe, ee still 
existing, in order to show the trend and assist in meking clear to us | 
whet the job of the Society and the Wildernese Trust is. Since we are 
shortly to heve a meeting, I think thet information should be in shape 
to lay before the Trustees, We should haye as much date on it as pos- 
sible. For example, 1 think Bob Marshall's — “a showed that 
forest wilderness remaining amounted to about of forest lands. 1 
Does any one know whet the percentage was 30 years ago? And we must 
now cut down thet yessentees, in view of the ies the Glacier 
Peek Area, What other arene have been invaded 1a } and whet areas 
are immediately threatened? 

I think we might take the position thet the U. S. ForestService { 
and other Govt. bureaus should look upon themeelves as trustees of the 
emeneennn fhe 7 pageene | and that their gehies should be that nothing but 

paramount public necessity justified their impairment. 

ready fax ust TY have’ agt yet been notitied just then our Reeting tp to no our f ' 
be, = sone tine An the firet helf of Deo, I understand. Hor do I know ; 

Tre. 

I understand thet you do not think I need to reply to Granger's | 
enewer to our laste i 

| Sincerely, ;
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THE REPLY : 
November 50, 1940 

My dear Irving: 

This morning 1 received yours of November 29 from Village Apartments Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and have set ores oneting the material you ' suggest, It will not be hard. It is ell in the recor. 
Does this different address of yours mean that you have moved? To make sure, I1'11 send you two copies of this letter, one to each address, 

When you that , we must now “eat” down the percentage ye sat the Sree aréas of 56. 25, or 50 years ago and those existing," do the underscored words mean that you vote to accept Acting Chief Granger's decision to omit from the Glacier Peak area the mineralized tracts referred to in his letter to me of November 127 

Please write me your vote specifically. At this writing, we have fiv; votes oonert opposing it, not including te vote and mine. There is no ‘ vote recomed for opposing it unless it should be yours. I have not vessabed my vote yet. — 

in answer to your question, there is no need for oy Counellor to reply to Mr. Granger's answer except self, to whom it is addressed, but — is no reason why any Councilor should not write him also if he wants 
. 

; 

Mr. Gross of the executor'’s firm has acked trustees of the will when and where each prefers having the next meeting, that et which the will is to be liquidated, butne has not yet written us his decision. 

Whet you refer to as "wildernese areas of 20, 25 or 30 years " were not thus titled at the time. It had been meant to eall Ce eo, bat zz creation, they were named "Primitive Areas" instead, because as —. rere Stuart told me at the es | ~~ foresters =e that Sete areeked eke re natay wae suppe mean dark repulsive tracts crowled with revening sts. 

When Bob Marshall later undertook our present System of Wilderness Areas, he revised and included many of them, They are all his in a very real sense, 

: Sincerely 

/ Robert Sterling Yard. RSY:B ¥ ™ 

P, 8S By the ware Sepeued of those Chief Stuart "primitive areas” hed been sta about 1925 and all were orgenized in 1930,
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LETTER 30 CALEY GRARC ER 

Deer Kir, Grangert 
I a of e letter which I ved from | swving Saad 2 obeys a of ny Deniy to'Tes 
As De. 4 deseribed wildemess organisation besinnises | 

on page 7 of the LIVING ‘DLDUESS, vet kre Clark 
is to ai Chief Stuart's tive Areas, on pege 

3 from those o neted personally by Mr. Marshall. 

Will you kindly heve the facets which Mr. Glark asks for 

eolleted from the record and sent me as soon ee you enn i an 

gorry to put you to this additional trouble. 

Sincerely, 

/e/ Robert Sterling Yard. 

RSY:T j



PROTEST OF WILDERNESS SOGITETY 

ZO FOREST SERVICE EXGLUSION OF 

MINERALIZED TRAGTS FROM PROPOSED 
GLACIER PEAK WLLDERNESS AREA 

October 15, 1940 

Mr. ¢. M, 7e* 

Acting Chief, U. S. Forest Service 
Washington, D. C. 

My dear Mr. Granger: 

The last vote (the fifth) which, without further official information, 
we are likely to receive from our Councilors on your letter to me of 
August 15, reached me from the field by the last mail today. It is now 
desirable that you should furnish additional facts about the mineralized 
area which the Forest Service has excluded from the proposed Glacier Peak 
Wilderness Area in the Cascades of Washington. 

The fact that Bob Marshall had so set his heart on the original plan, 
and, so far as we know, still held his position unchanged in spite of the 
special examination you reported after his death and that of Chief Silcox 
justified our asking you whether the examination warranted your denying his 
last request. 

As we hear the facts, Bob told Mr. Watts before he left for Alaska 
what he hoped for, and saw him after his return, but before he reached 
Washington. On the latter occasion Mr. Watts reported at length his find- 

ines and conclusions. Bob did not comment on this report, and his lifé 
thereafter moved too swiftly to its tragic end to enable him to have the 
question finally settled with the Forest Service or even to mention the 
matter to us. 

The litheographed map you sent me with yours of August 15 was impos- 
sible to reduce and we traced sufficient copies in colored pencil to show 
what your original showed. I send you a copy of this so that you may see 
what was shown to our Councilors. 

The situation brought many letters from Councilors, copies of which 
I mailed to all Councilors. There results the following questions agreed 
upon by what I believe is a majority of the Council: 

lst. What minerals are in each of the areas marked "mineralized 
area" on your map and in what quantities? 

2nd. Are these minerals available in sufficient quantities in non- 
wilderness areas to supply national needs for the next few years? 

Srd. Exactly what mining interests would like to have these areas 
excluded from the proposed wilderness area? By this I should like to know 
the exact names of the companies and individuals wishing to exclude these 
areas.
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4th. How many companies, how many people would be anere in 
ee a in each of these areas, if they are thrown open for this pur- 
pose 

5th. Is the desire of some people to do mining here the sole reason 
of the Forest Service wanting to exclude these areas from the Glacier 
Peak Wilderness, or is there a desire on the part of local Chambers of 
Commerce and similar groups to build roads an important factor in the 
Forest Service's decision? 

"If," writes one of them, “we find that this is just another raid 
on the national domain by special interests groups on the one hand and 
Chamber of Commerce on the other, then I think we should vigorously 
fight for the inclusion of these areas in the Glacier Peak Wilderness 
area, despite the position of the Forest Service." 

I eam afraid that this will put you to a great deal of trouble, but 
it will be worth while for all of us, I am sure, to have the relations 
of the bureau and the oe clarified onee. for all, I am sure that you, 
as well as we, want to establish relations from the start which will make 
for progress. After all, we believe in the same ideals. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Sterling Yard, 
President, Wilderness Society 

RSY:¥ 
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EO OUR PROTEST? OF OCTOBER 15 

RE PROPOSED GLACIER PEAK 

WILDERNESS AREA 

November 12, 1940 

Dear Mr. Yard: 

"Reference is made to your letter of October 15, regarding the pro- 
posed Glacier wilderness area, which Mr. Sieker acknowledged on October 
21. Your letter has been referred to Mr, Watts, who has furnished us with 
certain information concerning your questions which was not available 
in this office, 

"I am very glad to have the opportunity to discuss the questions
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raised in your letter since they deal with rather fundamental problems 

of forest administration, particularly as they pertain to wilderness 

arease 1 shall answer your questions, insofar as possible, first and 

then discuss the subject in its broader aspects. 

a Gold, silver, copper and lead are present in commercial 

quantities in the ‘mineralized zones’ which were shown 
on the map which accompanied my letter of August 15 to 

you. Since the area has not been fully explored and 
developed, no one can say in what quantities these min- 

erals occur, but experienced men are satisfied that they 

are oo in considerable quantities, and certainly 

sufficient to enable citizens to file valid claims under 
the United States mining law. In fact, a great many such 
claims already have been filed. 

Attached is a map prepared by the Washington State Plan- 
ning Council which gives a picture of the situation. I 
also quote from the Washington State Planning Council 
report of May 1940. ‘It may be pointed out, first, that 
the geological history of the Cascade Belt warrants the 
belief that the structure and relations of the geological 

formations are distinctly favorable to the formation of 
ore deposits; second, that there are known to be deposits 
of commercial importance already worked or showing evidence 
of value; and, lastly, that even in the least explored por- 

tions, the authentic record of occurrence of ore minerals 
strongly suggests that here too deposits may be confidently 

looked for.’ 

In addition to this evidence, it is worthy to note that the 
Azurite mine located in Township 37 North, Range 17 East, 
treated more than 27 thousand tons of gold ore in 1937 and 

became the largest gold producer in the State according to 

the Department of Interior mineral yearbook. 

2. The minerals found in this area are, of course, found else- 
where in non-wilderness areas. It is obviously impossible 
to state whether the minerals in this area will be neces- 
sary for national needs in thefuture. It is altogether 

likely that the minerals in s area are not essential 
for national needs in the next few years, but, as 1 shall 
point out later, that is really beside the point. 

Be There has been no direct pressure on the Forest Service from 

either individuals or corporations to exclude these areas 

from the proposed wilderness. On the other hand, there has 

been an expression of public opinion reflected in the Wash- 

ington State Plenning Council report of May 1940. The Miners 

and Prospectors Association has voiced opposition to any 

restrictions which will prevent the exploration and exploite- 

tion of minerals. The action of the Forest Service is simply 

the application of what we regard as sound land use policy. 

4. It is impossible to say how many companies or how many people 

would be employed in this area through mineral development. 

There are several companies operating now on an exploration 

basis. These companies vary from a few local people who have
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finenced a small operation to large companies with consider- 
able financial backing. 

5. The existence of substantial mineral values and the existing 
and programmed road system both influenced us in the decision 
to change the proposed Glacier Peak wilderness area, as de- 
seribed in my letter of August 15 to you. 

"I think we would all benefit by looking at this case in some de- 
tail sinee it involves the same general principles which will affect 
the establishment or possible elimination of other wilderness areas. 

"The Forest Service has long recognized the Sevens of wilder- 
ness and wild areas as a part of the forest recreation program and that 
interest is evidenced by the fact that there are at present 74 areas 
totaling over 14 million acres, which have been designated as primitive, 
wilderness, or wild areas. Naturally, the first areas to be established 
were the ones which were considered most valuable and suitable for wil- 
derness type of recreation. Additional areas in some cases are going 
to be harder to justify because they will include other values to a 

' larger degree than were found in the areas first established. 

; "In coming to a decision on an area proposed for wilderness classi- 
fication, forest officers endeavor to put into practice sound principles 
of land use planning, They attempt to determine whether the net public 
benefit will be greater by dedicating the area to wilderness use or by 
managing it as ordinary national forest lands, This process of deter- 
mining net public benefit naturally includes the views of the general 
public and of special interest err of which you | of course, 
the Wilderness Society is one. It is further complicated by the United 
States mining laws and the act of Congress oe the creation of 
national forests. The Congress has expressly provided that mineral lands 
within the national forests shall be subject to entry under the existing 
mining laws and nowhere restricts this right because minerals may be 
available in other places. Citizens have the right to file on national 
forest lands if they contain minerals in such quantities as to justify 
a prudent man in further exploring and developing the property. 

The act of Congress providing for the administration of the nation- 
al forests guarantees ingress and egress to prospectors and miners through” 
national forest lands, We could not evade this law if we were inclined 
to, nor can the designation of a wilderness area by the Secretary of 
Agriculture prevent the claimant of a valid mining claim from building a 
road to that claim. Whether or not, therefore, our land use plans deter- 
mined that a wilderness was the highest use for a certain area, the owner 
of a valid mining cleim could, subject to Departmental regulations, put 
a road into it and to that extent destroy its wilderness character. 

It is in recognition of these facts that our policy contemplates 
leaving out of wilderness areas substantially mineralized zones in which 
development is probable. It is my belief that our wilderness program 
would lose more in the long run by having frequent eliminations made from 
established areas than by excluding in advance mineralized zones from such 
areas.
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Our decision to eliminate certain portions of the proposed Glacier 
Peak wilderness area was based on a very careful consideration of all of 
the factors involved and with the full realization that such action might 
be questioned by those interested in establishing the area. The For- 

| est Service has never agreed to the establishment of any wilderness area 
around Glacier Peak, but is preserving the status quo of a designated 
area for further study. ii 

In conclusion, you may be assured that there is no lessening of 
interest in wilderness areas in the Forest Service. We are prepared to 
defend the present wilderness system and to add to it where conditions 
warrant. We are always glad to have your views and will give them every 
consideration. I hope that the Wilderness Society will have confidence 
in our policy and will always feel that it is well represented in mat- 
ters pretaining to wilderness areas." 

Very sincerely yours, 

C. M. GRANGER 
Acting Chief, Forest Service 

WHAT NEX2 
If the majority of Councilors vote to accept the Forest Service 

decision to exclude the tracts in question from the proposed Wilderness 
Area, no further action need be taken. 

If the majority decide to insist upon inclusion of the mineralized 
tracts, the regular procedure will be appeal to the Chief Forester for 
reconsideration of its decision. If this is refused, appeal may be made 
to the Secretary of Agriculture. If he should refuse, appeal may be made 
to the President, whose decision is final. 

Members are privileged, if they please, to support these appeals 
by personal letters. 

Please write me your finding at your early convenience--all except 
the several who have already written. 

Sincerely 

Robert Sterling Yard.
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on Exzelusion of Mineralized sree fri 
uLecier Peak Wilderness Are 

October 15, 1940 

Mr. GC. Me. Granger 
Acting Chief 
U. 8. Forest Service 
Washington, DP. C. 

Dear Mr, Granger: ‘ 

The last vote (the fifth), without further officiel informetion, we 
ee ee ee ee ee ee tee il eran he te ca 
15, reached me from the field by the last todey. It is now 
able thet = should furnish additionel facts about the mineralized area 
which the Forest Service has exeluded from the proposed Glacier Peak 
Wilderness Aree in the Cascades of Washington. 

The fact thet Bob Marshall had so set his heart on the origina] plen, 
end, so far as we know, still held his poeltion unchanged in spite of | 
the special oxaminetion Bs 40 reported after his death and thet of Chief . 
Sileox, justifies our esking you whether the examination warranted your 
denying his lest request. 

As we hear the facts, Bob told Mr, Watts before he left for Alaska | 
what he hoped for, end sew him after his return, but before he reached 
Washington. On the latter oceasion Mr, Watts veported at length his | 
findings end conclusions, Bob did not comment on this report, snd his | 
life thereafter moved too ett to its tragic end to enable him to 
have the question finally settled with the Forest Service or even to 
mention the matter to us, 

The litheogrephed map sent me with yours of August 15 was a 
sible to reproduce and we teases eufficient copies in colored are 
show what your original showed. I send you a copy of this so that you 
may soe what was chown to our Councilors. 

The situstion brought letters from Councilors, copies of wht ch 
ZI mailed to all Geunsilore: there results the following questions 
ecreed upon by what I believe is a majority of the Council: 

let. What minerals are in each of the areas marke "mineralized 
area" on your mep and in what quantities? 

2nd. Are these minerals evailable in sufficient quantities in non- 
wilderness erees to supply national needs for the next few years? 

| 
F
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Mr. C, M. Grenger a Ootober 15, 1940 | 

Sra. Exactly whet mining interests would like to have these 

areas excluded from the proposed wilderness area? By this I should 

like to know the exact names of the companies and individuals wishing 

to exclude these ereas. 

4th, How companies, how many people would be employed in 

mining in each of Lasee areas, if they are thrown open for thie purpose? 

Sth. Is the desire of nee semmbe, 0 do nintes Dore the sole reason — 

of the Forest Service wasting te ude these areas from the Glacier 
Peak Wilderness, or is there a desire on the part of local Chembers of 

Commerce and similar gyecee to wadha roads an important factor in the : 

Forest Service's decision 

"If," writes one of then, "we find that this is ty another reid 

on the national Sore ty spore interest groups on the one hand and 

Chambers of Commerce on the other, then I think we should eee 

fight for the inclusion of these arese in the Glacier Peek Wilderness 

erea, despite the position of the Forest Service," 

I em afreid thet thie pag wy you to e great deal of trouble, 

tat 1t will be worth while for of us, I em sure, to have the rele- 

tions of the bureau and the society clarified once for all, I am sure 

that you, as well ac we, want to establish relations from the start 

which will make for progress. After ell, we believe in the same ideals. 

Sincerely, 

/8/ Robert Sterling Yard, 
President. 

my ial aN ll lalla



LETTER FRO IRVING CLARK #RITTEN BEFORE THE LETTER OF OCTOBFR 9 se 

WHICH WR MAILED YOU YXsTeRpay hw Ht 

Oetober 5, 1940 ‘| 

| 

Dear Bob, 

a fo Gapentes of Se eens ee Se See ia a little 
history i¢ pertinent. In my f I find a letter from C. M. Granger, District 
wa i te he nnn ee 

mine about plans for wilderness areas in that . 

mn Guanane wrate SE ap sie Se Sees aoe Tae De Se mitral Merete 28 | 
pre car eg yo: dochnnay re ror ee. . 
quite muber of or primitive areas is going forward." * * * * » 
It ie our intention to supply a sufficient mmber of large high sountain pring 
itive areas to satisfy the public need for all time. In our experience the most 
satisfactory and by far the most highly appreciated areas for the purpose are the 
alpine regions. pe gy Pas oe ges Pucuelpr << ape sett 9 Daw ye dler <0. Feed 
parks along our main highways should go « long way torard coordinating 
the recreational with the commereisl economic needs. We have already set aside . 
or are in process of go doing, the following actual primitive or wilderness areas, = - 
**s 1, Olympic, 2. Worth Casesde. 3. Goat Rocks.” eee 

“Agide from the specific areas mentioned there are very certain to be other 
areag in both States in high mountain regions. We are waking quite detailed exan~ 
inations previous to setting aside gueh areas pernenently. In washington there my 
be such arens set aside in the vicinity of head of Lake thelan, Glacier Peak, 
Mr. Stewart (sic), Alpine Lakes on the Snoqualmie." * * * * * 

' In addition to the areas thue far enumerated there will be a very large 
Somstee 06 Sst Shee Se eet Se ee eel ee ale core 
probably not be designated such, will in effect be left in wilderness condition.” 
»* ** “Tt is safe to sey that the next many generations will in no way suffer 

from a lack of wilderness resources." 

weney (eee cue, eS, 0, neue Sagres Se lovee eer net ee 
areas would be Seton arcane ot Nao See oe Se 
North Caseaties and Goat Rocks, then already But so for, it has not 
come to pase; and in the meantime, rosde invade potential wilderness reserves. And 
the most recent action of the Yorest service, instead of being in fulfillment of 
that promise, is in the opposite direction,-the withdrawal fron further consider- 
ation of a large portion of one of the potential arenas. 

One aspect of the policy of the Forest Service in respect of wilderness areas 
should be carefully noted: they are to be confined to the high alpine regions, 
where there is nothing saleable. Wo forest ig to be preserved, except roadeide 
borders. This policy finds present confirmation in the article, "The National 

Fear Speeneree era” WY See SNL a Ne A eee” Sw See
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This failure of the Forest Service to make adequate provision for forest ' 
recreation was sharply criticized by the late Robert Marshall in the chapter on ¥ 
“Recreational gafeguards" in his book, “fhe People's Forests," where this state- 
ment is found: "Public ownership in itself is not enough to safeguard the 
interests of the recreationist in the forest. It is quite conceivable that 
under public ownership the forests might be administered too largely from the 
stand-point of producing raw material, while the esthetic values might be largely 
disregarded by those in control. As a matter of fact, this very situation has 
arisen in the management of the national forests, for their administrators hay: 
exhibited an amazing hesitatior setting aside any large areas of virgin tim | 
ber to be reserved from cuttin and he then recommends the setting asid 
or wilderness recreation of the 20 million acres of forest land remaining,- 

"the scant 20 million acres of forest land which alone remain to remind us of 
the vast wilderness tracts of our recent pioneer history." 

On the recori,-the declarations of policy by the Forest Service itself; 
its opposition to the inclusion of forest lands in the Olympic National Park; 
its failure to get aside any large forest wilderness,-it seems clear that there 
is little hope for the preservation of forest wilderness under the U. gs. Forest 
Service. 

So much for the forest. But what about the hope they hold out to us of the 
alpine regions? Well, where mineral deposits are present, this also would geem 
to be illusory. 

In my opinion, their decision to exclude the northern half of the proposed 
Glacier Peak Wilderness Area was contrary to the public interest, and we should 
not give it our approval. If we should approve it, the bars would be let down 
that much further to road-building in the area. ! 

I believe that either a national park or a national recreational area 
offers the best method of protection for this region, provided assurances are 
given in advance against trans-mountain and sky-line raods. And the full control 
by the government of thineral resources is also necessary to the preservation 
of the highesr values of the area. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Irving 

Y
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42h University Farm Place 
September 30, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
fhe Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington,D. GC. 

Dear Bob: 

It is clear that we have taken quite a trimming in the 

’ Glacier Peak area as now proposed. While I feel prompted to make a 
fight, it soems only prudent to consider what we have to fight with. 

First of all, I would not recommend a fight unless the 
Marshall bequeat has now equipped you with the requisite office 

facilities, travel funds, etc. Has it? 

Second, I would not enthuse about a fight which simply held 
Interior Department jurisdiction up as a club. Nevertheless that 
seems to be the only weapon we have other than purely informational 
propaganda. 

The only fighter we have who is thoroughly familiar with 
the ground is apparently Irving. Since I do not know him personally, 
I cannot judge how good a fight he could make. I do not doubt his 
ability, but he may lack facilities for making a loud noise. 

Under these circumstances and with these limitations in 
my present information, my vote as a councilor is no. I think, 
though, that we should make it clear to the Forest Service that we 
are disappointed and that many of our members are beginning to 
entertain grave doubts as to whether any real appreciation of wilder- 
ness Values still exists in the Forest Service organization. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



. COUNCIL OFFICERS 

WARCa sich OF coLousI THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY nonefresioany we TAR 
PERMANENT SECRETARY 

tN CALIFORNIA 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE BENTON MAcKAYE 
VICE PRESIDENT 

MARVEENNESSEE WASHINGTON, D. C. HAROLD C. ANDERSON 
IRVING M. CLARK 

TREASURER 

WASHINGTON 

BERNARD FRANK 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON 
MARYLAND 

AEDS NSCONSIN September 17, 1940 
BENTON MACKAYE 

MASSACHUSETTS 

GEORGE MARSHALL 
NEW YORK 

OLAUS MURIE Dr. Aldo Leopold 
en University of Wisconsin 

ERNE Ge Madison, Wisconsin 

ROBERT STERLING YARD 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA My dear Aldo: 

I enclose you a map of the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area made 
from the map sent me by the Forest Service. You have had copies of 

Mr. Granger's letter which this map specially illustrates, in which 
he says that the Forest Service has cut out areas of the proposed 
Glacier Peak Area. 

You also have had copies of everything that Irving Clark has 
written me on the subject, and which I have written him. So now you 

have all the facts that any of us have, and I should like to have 

| your vote as a Councilor as to whether we shall accept the action of 
the Forest Service or whether we shall, as apparently Irving wants, 

make a fight against it to return to the original plan which was what 
Bob wanted. 

It seemed to me that this question should be settled by the Coun- 

cil and not merely by the-president. All Councilors including Irving 

now have this map together with everything else that I have. If I 
receive seven votes to abide by the action of the Forest Service, that 

is that. If I receive seven votes to fight the Forest Service, then I 

shall have to come back to the Councilors with a program so as to find 

out what they want precisely the Society to do. If I don't receive 

seven votes for either cause, there will be nothing for me to do. It 
wouldn't be fair to leave it to the Executive Committee because two of 

its members are salaried officials of the Forest Service. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure: Map 

RSY:Y
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42h University Farm Place 
September 13, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yara 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. CG. 

Dear Bob: ' 

I ean see no difference between Secretary Ickes! 
tactics in interdepartmental conservation questions and Hitler's 
tactics internationally. By dropping all scruples (such as 
restriction on mining in parks) he is perfectly free to trade 
one bureau against another, and to trade all of them against 
local commercial interests (as in the Cascades), with the end 
results of dominating the entire landscape. 

Both are a reversion to unrestrained predation. The 
only difference is Mr. Ickes doesn't have an army-~yct. 

How ¢an Mr. Drewry work for such an outfit? I¢ puszles 
me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



The Wilderness Society, 
1840 Mintwood Place, 
Washington, D. C. 

BEEBSUELVE BEEPQORET FO FHS SOUNGIL 

Number 13 

September 9, 1940 

PARK SERVICE HOT AFTER THE CASCADES 

The summits of the Cascades continue very much in demand. While 
Washington mining interests have won from the Forest Service a modifi- 
eabien SF eres Dees 2° 8 eliminate oaees of Bs Snes 
value from special conservation, the Interior Department mas to 
demand a wedge of high summits for a national park, cxtenting from, tne 
Canadian boundary south across Washington almost to the Columbia River, 
absorbing all the mineral lands it meets and the Forest Service Wilder- 
ness Areas besides. i 

While the Forest Service has exeluded mineralized lands from its 
wilderness areas rather then endanger their precious quality, the National 
Park Service offers to per prospecting and mining in na tion: 
Dar he Caseades provided that state business interests will help 
Lb zet the park. 

To the conservation organizations of the country which join in 
cpress tee to so deadly a precedent for mining in all national parks 

e Interior Department has made no reply, probebly rit that, fe 
it can win the Washington business interests, Congress will ignore the 
conservationists. 

This is, of course, an old issue. The Nationel Park Service has 
been sareene for years with the idea of splitting Washington in two 
parts with a national park of sensational size and shape. For more than 
a year, the proposition has been under formal bureau investigation 
during which time the State a Council, the State Bureau of ihines 
and others have organized a powe opposition. 

You will recall that, in September 1939, National roe Daten 
Director Frenk A. Kittridge informed the State Planning thet the 
Interior Department would favor prospecting and mining in such a national 
parts I read this in the Western Outdoor Quarterly of Seattle end, 
ecause it was denied, wired for and procured a ae ot the _—" 

Gomneil Minutes of that neeting in confirmation, e news spread far 
and wide, increasing the protest to national size. 

Little has been heard since until the Seattle Post Sati gee 
of August 26, last, described at length the breaking out of a “bitter 
controversy" between Secretary Ickes and the Washington State Planning
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Gouncil, and the reference of the ee Gee to President Roosevelt 
by Miller Freeman, who founded the P. Couneil in 1954, Mr. 
Freeman is a member of the Republican National Committee, and is founder 
end owner of many local and State business enterprizes, {neluding a 

group of prosperous publications, In one of these Mr. Ickes made a 
itter attack on the Planning Council's opposition to his proposed 

National Park, 

To the President, Mr, Freeman wrote: 

“after you have examined the matter, I would be glad to 
hous your present views in the light of these ee ae by 

eh it seems plein thet the Seeret of the in r entirely 
ignores state interests and is a ties arbitarily to enforce 
federal dictatorship. Do you his position? If so, you 
might as well abolish the state planning boards, as their further 
continuance would be futile." 

What interests us in this complicated quarrel, much of which is 
spread at length in the newspaper report, is the following quotation from 
Secretary Ickes: 

"I authorized the Park Service to state that, if the er 
should result in recommending an area for park status that includ- 
ed important mineralized zones, I would be willing to recommend 
to the Tel een ee tet and mining be continued x x x x. 

"Yet both the Council your magazine EE down my 
statement, and you informed readers that the department's 
— threaten to close oorters areas to prospecting and 

DE © 

There can be no further doubt or denial of the excessive omer 
to national ag wildernesses the country over in the success of the 
"Cascade Peaks National Park” as proposed by the Interior Department, 

No bill has yet been formulated, however, and none may. Much may 
happen between now and the Seventy-Seventh Congress.



you University Farm Place 
September 10, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Bob: 

I read your correspondence with Clark with much interest. 

In your August 31 letter you seem to call for a vote. 
I do not feel that I can vote intelligently about an issue of which 
I have only a paper knowledge. However, I gladly vote to give you a 
free hand to do as you think best. 

That the Society mst often fight the Forest Service is 
inevitable. Most of the regional groups of the Forest Service are 
Clearly half-hearted on wilderness, and many regions do not contain 
even a single enthusiast. The Forest Service, intellectually, has, I 

fear, become old and weary, and desires to be let alone. Such men 
automatically straddle on issues of this kind. Of course there are 
individual exceptions, men who have strong convictions on issues 
they have thought out for themselves, but they are not mumerous. 

The Forest Service straddles by applying the economie 
yerdstick to all issues, the Park Service straddles by applying the 
tourist yardstick. These are the two horns of our dilemma. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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GLARK TO XARD. 

Bellevue, Washington. ‘ 

fugust 26, 1940, 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 

Dear Bob, 

I enclose a copy of my letter of August 24th to Jack Horton, 
Asst. Regional Supervisor, telling him that I adhere to my original 
position in favor of the immediete esteblishment of the Glacier Peak 

Wilderness Area, as proposed by Bob Marshall, and comprising an area 
of nearly 600,000 acres. I made an exception of the Harts Pass Road 
corridor because I understood that was practically a 'fait accompli', 
The road is unnecessary and should not be built. It is not even on 

the program of the State Highway Dept.; but it is doubtless true that 

the State administration-which, God help us, May soon be ousted-would 
fight to have the road built, (The cement people have one of the most 
powerful lobbies in this State, and with them, eny road is a good road,) 
The State administration and the state Planning Council represent pri- 

marily special interests » and when the U, S. Forest Service yields to 
them, it is opposing the general interest of the people of this State 

end the nation because it hasn't the guts to make a fight of it. 
(At this point in my writing I got your letter of the 24th, and 

of the same date from the Portland office of the Yorest Service saying 

my letter to Horton would be answered about Sept. 6th,) 

Your report to the Council of August 17th gives the impression that 
we are getting the entire area as proposed by Bob, with the exception 
only of the corridor at Harts Pass. But your letter of the 24th makes 
it clear that we are getting only half the area, I have heard nothing 
direct from the Forest Service, but assume that is correct.
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This entire Cascade crest area has such great scientific and 

recreational value that it should have more protection that it now has, 

and the question is how to do it, From our point of view there will 

be objectionable features in its status and administration whether it 

is under the Forest Service or the National Park Service. But I am 

forced to the opinion that it will have more seeure status and more 

administrative protection under the Park Service. It is their primary 

funetion to recognize the values we seek to preserve, while it is the 

primary function of the Forest Service to foster economic use of the 

resources, I have seen the Dept. of the Interior end the Park Service 

oppose a powerful head-on attack by influential commercial interests,- 

notably in the case of Olympic National Park-but 2 have never seen the 

Dept. of Agriculture and the Forest Service do so, And it seems to me 

that difference in attitude is inherent in the function and tradition 

of the two bureaus. 

A violent controversy between the Dept. of the Interior and the 

Park Service, on the one hand, and the State Planning Council on the 

other, came into the open in the press here yesterday,-over the 

"Cascade Mountain Study" of the Council, and the former have the right 

of ite P 

I hope very much thet you and Mrs. Yard will enjoy your vacation 

‘ to the utmost, and that you will come back rested and refreshed. — 4 

Sincerely, 

/8/ Irving. 

7



ZARD TO CLARK. 

Atlantic Ci New Jersey. 
August 81, Tho. ed 

Mr, Irving Clark 
Bellevue, Washington . 

My dear Irving: 

I have yours of August 26 enclosing yours to Horton of August 25. 

When wrote both of these had not received my letter to all 

‘the counet stating that the Torest Service had cere tet the dispute 
over the state road in its favore Also thet the @ broad corrider 
ae both the roads and the intervening areas of ain mineralized 
roads had been definitely left out of the proposed new wilderness area 

so long wanted as a whole La end still in issue between him and 
Sileox up to the deaths of * 

This reduces the proposed Glacier Peak Wilderness Area by e half, 

but, according to Granger and Sieker, leaves Glacier Peak itself and 
all the finest seenery in it. 

_ Following at once on this letter pe pe I received a letter from 
Granger announcing the Forest Service decision to this effect. Unhappily 
I mislaid it end Sleker has sent over a duplicate copy of which is on 
its way to you. 

Since the Forest Service has omen mee this decision, afd announ- 

cot it, 10 can only be alters ty See Wit np Cosicy Senentiee Set 
Silecox eaene meek want the Forest Service itself refused. ether 

the igLaerness Soot start this fight ageinst the Forest ,Service 

tho wie wonege of Gee Seeveiny © alent tas ole tf ta Le e no me, an em em copies o er 
to me, of yours to Horton end of this to yous also of Svenged"s letter to 
hee 

The situation stays mixed because the letters concerned are not con- 

sequtive, and because your description of the scenic quality involved, | 
and those of Watts and Sieker, do not oreeanene Permanent heads of the 
Forest Service and the Department of Recrea and Lands have still to be 
determined by a brand new Secretary of Agricul ture. 

io So it may teke time, but I'11 keep urging such progress as can be 
Ce f 

Meantime, I've wired you for Seattle ers desori the vio- 
lent controversy between Park Service and State council rt: just 
eome into the open in the Seattle press and effects your judgment of 
the conperetive usefulness of the Park and vorest Services for recrea~ 

tion. i may be desirable to brief that also to our Council, 

Si 
rR 8. Yard.
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as ie Dr. Aldo Leopold 
ononen eee 424 University Farm Place 
OLAUS MURIE Madison, Wisconsin 

WYOMING 

aE eRINNEOTA My dear Aldo: 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 

SISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Referring to "Executive Report to the Council Number 12," dated 
August 17, I enclose you here belatedly the copy of Mr. Granger's 
letter of August 15 which you will see decides definitely to omit from 

the north end of the proposed Glacier Peak Wilderness Area a "corrider" 
to enclose a mining road, a main highway across the Cascade Mountains, 

and areas heavily mineralized. 

Mr. ©. M. Granger, who signs himself acting Chief, sent me with 

this letter an elaborate map showing both the actual and the proposed 
wilderness area in the far north of the State of Washington, and that 
part of the proposed wilderness area which the Forest Service has now 
abolished. 

Both letter and map were mislaid in my office almost at once, and, 

i with vacations disturbing the routine of both offices, I am only now 
able to enclose you the text of the letter copied from a duplicate. 
The map to which it refers is being redrawn in clear simple lines, and 
a copy will follow this letter. 

Meantime Mr. Irving Clark of our Council, who lives on the Pacific 

Coast west of these high Cascade areas, has written and talked to reg- 
ional officials concerned, including Regional Forester Lyle F Watts, and 
to the Forest Service office in this city, has sent me copies of his 

correspéndence. I have sent copies to our Councilors so that all shall 
be informed alike, and I have kept Mr. Clark informed of what has hap- 
pened here. 

The question at last comes down to this: 

Acting Chief Granger having announced the Forest Service final 
decision, it is up to the Wilderness Society to decide to accept it or 
oppose it. Thereupon, I ask each Councilor to write me his vote whether 
or not to accept, and, if he opposes the official decision, what action 
he advises our taking. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 
RSY:¥



Final Decision of #or + Service on Boundaries propos Glacie 

the Forest service, to President Wilderness gocte 

Washington, D. C., August 15, 1940 

Dear Mr. Yard: 

Regional Forester Lyle Wetts and John Sieker tell me that they have discussed 

informally with you the necessity of redefining the poundary of the proposed Glacier 

Peak area which Mr. Silcox wrote you about on March 22, 1939. 

After discussing this proposition in detail with Messrs. Watts and Sieker, I 

am impressed with the logic of Mr. Watts' proposal. In fact, it seems to me that in 

view of all the circumstances his proposal is about the only course open to us. 

The enclosed map shows by appropriate legend (1) the area referred to in 

Mr. gilcox's letter, (2) the part which it is now necessary to eliminate from this 

area because of high mineral value, (3) the area from which it is proposed to exclude 

roads pending a final classification, (4) the already classified North Cascade Prim- 

itive Area, which is not involved in this discussion and is shown merely to indicate 

its relationship to the other areas, (5) mumérous roads and developments already in 

place and proposed. 

As explained to you, the plan as shown on the attached map is as follows: 

1. The area colored red will be treated as ordinary national forest land and 

the approval of roads and other improvements will be left to the discretion of the 

regional forester. This ig deemed advisable for three reasons (a) The whole area 

is mineralized end includes two heavily mineralized zones outlined in green, (b) a 

State highway route across the area was approved as part of the forest highway system 

py the Secretary of Agriculture, (c) several roads previously approved have already 

been built into this area, namely, the Harts Pass-Ruby Lake road and the Horgeshoe 

Basin road. 

2. The area colored blue will be reserved fron all developments and roads and 

will be kept in wilderness condition pending clessification at a later date. The 

regional forester will be advised that prior approval of this office is necessary 

before any change is made in the status of this blue area, and we shall be glad to 

get the views of the Wilderness Society if possible before any action is taken. 

I kmow that it was Bob Marshallfs wish that the entire Glacier Peak area be 

made into a wilderness, and I would have liked to see that accomplished had it not 

: been for the incontestable mineral values involved, but, as you kmow, our general 

rule is not to include in wilderness areas lands of high mineral value. 

Very sincerely yours, 

CG. M. Granger 

Acting Chief, Forest Service



; 424 University Parm Place 
August 7, 1940 

Mr. Harvey Broome 
3730 North Broadway 
Knoxville, Tennessee 

Dear Mr. Broome: 

I am delighted to hear from you and only wish we could talk 
instead of write. 

Anxiety over impermanence of wilderness areas is or should be 
unanimous. The only question is practicable ways and means which do not 
contain hidden dangers or penalties. 

The shuffling of areas from one bureau to another to secure per- 
manence would, I am afraid, contain hidden penalties. It might aggravate 
rather than cure the inter-bureau war and might be used by the bureaus 
themselves for aggrandizement rather than the advancement of the public 
interest. One of the least belligerent relationships is that between the 
Forest Service and the Biological Survey, and I would not like to see it 
disturbed. Most Forest Service wilderness areas are geographically so 
integrated. with surrounding national forest that dual administration 
would be costly and inefficient. 

This same reason, I think, rules out any new bureau for the 
purpose of administering wilderaesses. We seem to have no choice but to 
educate the buresus as they are. I can, however, see a useful function 
for an inter-bureau and inter-departmental advisory body which might act 
as a watchdog against temporary fluctuations in policy. We of course 
always lose and never gain by such fluctuations. The National Planning 
Board and the National Resources Committee might, if they sympathized 
sufficiently, act in such a capacity right now, as they have an advisory 
relationship to the existing bureaus. The Secretaries of Agriculture and 
Interior and even the President should act in such a capacity, but doubtless 
most of them never heard of a wilderness. When Mr. Roosevelt said a year 
or two ago that he hoped to found another Pittsburgh at the site of the 
Columbia River dams, and when his Gooper-Santee project ruined the Gooper~ 
Santee wilderness in Carolina (had ho legal status), I gave up hope for any 
leadership in that quarter. 

The Wilderness Society is, of course, a possible watchdog, but 4 
I fear a small one. 

The new conservation organization, Friends of the Land, happens



2 ~ Broome 

to be led by a group at least one of whom has an enduring interest in 
wilderness and who was a close friend of Bob Marshall. 1! refer to 
Charles Collier. Their new magazine, to be headed by Russell Lord, 
should be a valuable educational medium for spreading the wilderness 
idea. I think we should work closely with them. 

As to the wilderness area for ecological study in northern 
Mexico, the most potent leader to bring it into being is Prof. Carl 0. 
Sauer, Department of Geography, University of California, Berkeley. 
Any support you can work up in Mexico would, of course, be all to the 
good, but with the impending change in Mexican administration we would 
probably have to begin all over again. From shat Little I know of Mexico, 
it would not be at all unthinkable that they might acquiesce readily. 

The initiative, however, mst come from our side of the line, and if we 
could get Professor Sauer to work with the Society, I would be willing 
to do a good deal of work under his leadership. Without a well-known 
scientific figure at the head of our preposal, we would, I fear, get 
nowhere. I know of no one in the Beological Society who would lead off, 
but they would, no doubt, suppert the move. 

I am glad to hear of Dr. Stanley Gain md hope in time to get 
acquainted with hin. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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ALDO LEOPOLD 

verre Dear Aldo Leopold, 
BENTON MACKAYE 

MASSACHUSETTS 

fd ea es We have never met, but I presume after founding an organ- 
eet oee ization together, and after serving on its Council for 

conus none nearly six years it will not be presumptious for me to 
ean eM OU write you. I have been wanting an excuse to do so, and 

MINNESOTA I now have it in an authorization made by the Council at 
ROBERT STERLING YARD =the last Annual Meeting, and in your article in the last 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA s 

Living Wilderness. 

Each man tends to look at the work of the Society from 
the background of his own profession. I am a lawyer. We have a 
number of wilderness areas of various sorts which have been estab- 
lished in this country, under the administration of the Parks 
Service, the Forest Service, Indian Service and Biological Sur- 
vey (or whatever it is now called). In the past the Parks Service 
seemed inclined to wreck any wilderness area if by doing so it 
could attract more tourists. The forest service wildernesses which 
Bob Marshall was in the process of setting up at the of his death, 
are set up under Regulations and cannot be modified or eliminated 
except after 90 days notice and regional hearings; but suppose a 
Subsequent Secretary should modify the Regulations or supose the 
national forests should go to the Dept. of Interior? The Indian 
Service wildernesses, as disclosed by Zimmerman's article in the 
Living Wilderness, seem to have an especially precarious status. 
The refuges under the Biological Survey seem to have the advantage 
that they are not advertised, but I am wondering just how they are 
set up and have written Murie for information. 

What all this comes to is this, I have been disturbed by the im- 
permanence and apparent lack of legal status of various so-called 
wildernesses and wild areas, and was authorized by the Council to 
inquire into the subject and to make recommendations, if it seemed 
to me anything could be done to secure these areas in any way. 
I have wondered if any of the national forest areas could be 
turned over desirably to the Biological Survey. Would there be any 
gain in agitating for a new bureau or Department of Wildernesses? 
Do you know of any argagxmr administration or agency now existing 
to which wilderness areas could be entrusted from the point of 
view of Img range,intelligent, permanent status? If you have any 
comments which will further my study, I shall greatly appreciate 
them. 

Secondly, I am very much interested in what you said in your arti- 
cle about future jobs. I am no technician, as I have indicated, 
but I am aware of what ecological study can mean in supplying a 

background for man's estate. We now have another ecologist on the 
Council, Dr.Stanley Cain, who was elected to fill the vacancy left



‘ 42k University Fara Place 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard | 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Plage 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Bob: 

One of the things which keeps up my courage 
on the wilderness idea is the sudden accession of recruits. 
I have just hed a telephone call from Ernest F. Swift, 
assistant director of conservation, Wisconsin Conservation ‘ 
Department, Madison. He accidentally saw the last issue 
of The Living Wilderness and tells me that he has had a 
strong personal interest in all aspects of wilderness for 
many years. 

I have known Ernest Swift for nearly ten years 
and can vouch for his sincerity without reservation. I 
recommend that you invite him to join the Society. I be- 
lieve that his affiliation would likewise strengthen his 

arm in many local moves internal to the Department in 
' Wiseonsin. 4 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

™~ 
\
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Mr. Robert Sterling Yard | 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Plate 
Washington, D. GC. 

Dear Bob: 

One of the things which keeps up my courage 
on the wilderness idea is the sudden accession of recruits. 
I have just hed a telephone call from Ernest F. Swift, 
assistant director of conservation, Wis¢onsin Conservation 
Department, Madison. He acoidentally saw the last issue 
of The Living Wilderness and tells me that he has had a 
strong personal interest in all aspects of wilderness for 

many years. 

I have known Ernest Swift for nearly ten years 
and ¢an vouch for his sincerity without reservation. I 
Yreconmend that you invite him to join the Society. I be- 
lieve that his affiliation would likewise strengthen his 

arm in many local moves internal to the Department in 
- Wiseonsin. % 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

“\ 
\



Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. C. 

For Use of Congressmen and Members of the Society 

Robert Bterling Yard Eile. July 14, 
Editor NUMBER 18 1943 

WASHINGTON LUMBERMEN DEMAND OLYMPIC 

NATIONAL PARK 

Two Days Meeting Just Held at Seattle 

This morning, on the mail just here, I received a letter from Irving Clark of Bellevue, 

Washington, a Councillor of the Wilderness Society, announcing a two-days hearing of a sub- 

committee of the “House Committee on Small Business in Seattle’ to “provide logs for war and 
post-war purposes.’’ The meeting closed yesterday. 

“As revealed in previous news stories,”’ Clark writes in part, “their plan is to ask Congress 
for action to open up the Olympic National Park to logging as soon as it re-convenes in Septem- 

ber. If the decision of the Secretary of the Interior and the President should be adverse to 

invasion of the Olympic National Park, so that the lumbermen could not get what they want 

by executive action, they would ask Congress to eliminate from the Park the parts of the forest 

they want to log. 

“The truth is that war or no war, the lumber operators want this timber, and that the 

plea of war necessity is largely a pretext. * * * 

“The Washington State Planning Council, the Chambers of Commerce of Seattle, 

Tacoma, Grays Harbor and Port Angeles are all lined up on the side of the lumber operators, 

and so is F. H. Brundage, Western Log and Lumber Administrator of the War Production 

Board, * * * 

“T do not know where our delegation in Congress stands, but the pressure is strong, and 

the daily press here will staunchly back the lumbermen.”’ 

Clark encloses a spread clipped from the Seattle Post-Intelligencer of July 10 beginning 

with the statement that ‘Logging off more than half the area of Olympic National Park will 

be recommended to the house lumber committee’’ at the two-days meeting beginning today. 

That was decided at a meeting of members of the Seattle and Tacoma Chambers of Commerce 

and various peninsular interests by the State Planning Council in Olympia. 

It is up to every conservationist in the country to do what he ean at once to save Olympic 

National Park.



Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. C. 

For Use of Congressmen and Members of the Society 

Robert Sterling Yard pu March 25 
Editor NUMBER 16 1943 

WAR ON QUETICO-SUPERIOR 

: By Ernest C. Oberholtzer 

President, Quetico-Superior Council, and Councilor Wilderness Society 

An amazing situation has arisen in Minnesota. The border lake region is faced by the greatest 
threat since the days of the Backus dams. Thereisnothing newaboutit. Itis of almost aslong standing 

as the problem of forest exploitation, which has made this pioneer state a shining example of what not to 

do. What is new about it now is the swiftness and boldness with which state officials are openly espous- 

ing a course of action that plays directly into the hands of the exploiters. 

The state Conservation Department publishes an official magazine called the Conservation Volun- 

teer, In the issue of last June there was a long and rambling editorial of uncertain authorship. It piled 

up all the federal activities in the state, from postoffices to wild life refuges, and displayed them as the 

work of a shrewd alien power seeking stealthily to engulf the freedom and sovereignty of the state, 

It was aimed at capitalizing every possible discontent with the various conservation services 

that emanate from Washington. 

Open Hostility its Most Striking Single Feature 

The most striking single feature of the editorial was its open hostility to the Quetico-Superior pro- 
gram for an international memorial forest among the border lakes of Minnesota and Ontario, The 

sponsors of that program were portrayed as the agents of selfish interests, and the boast was made that a 

measure enacted in the last session of the legislature had enabled the state to block completion of Superior 

National Forest, which is so essential to fulfillment of that program. The measure in question was an 

innocent-sounding Act, which requires the approval of the Governor for any federal purchases in the state, 

It so happens that at the time the bill was pending in 1941 the Conservation Commissioner had given his 

assurance, both written and verbal, that the bill was not intended in any way to interfere with purchases by 

the U. S. Forest Service in the border lakes area, Yet under its authority, as the Volunteer article points 

out, the Governor had halted the acquisition program in the Kabetogama Purchase Unit. 

The issue of the Volunteer, containing the above editorial, had perhaps wider circulation outside the 

state than within. It was sent out in great numbers at state expense to every part of the nation, especially 
where there was known to be any discontent with any of the federal agencies. Within the state it caused 

great rejoicing among the groups that have resisted regulation of timber and power resources in the border 
lakes region of northeastern Minnesota but otherwise raised little attention among the general public.
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The sequel, however, appears now in the new biennial session of the Minnesota legislature. Two 

Bills have been introduced and rushed through with rare speed. They were ready for the final vote almost 

before the public discovered them. They are sponsored by the Conservation Department and strongly 

supported by the Attorney General’s office, 

Declaration of War 

The first measure is known as the State Forests Bill. It has for its ostensible purpose to set up 29 

state forests, Two of these — the Kabetogama and the Grand Portage — are in the Shipstead-Nolan 

area defined by Act of Congress of July, 1930. Their provisions are such that the U. §. Forest Service 

would be completely blocked in its program of consolidating its ownership in these two purchase units, 

where since 1935 it has had the necessary state consent. This bill was so loosely drawn that it even con- 

tained within the boundaries of the Grand Portage State Forest the whole of the Grand Portage Indian 
Reservation, which the U.S. government has held in trust for the Indians for upwards of a hundred years. 

The Kabetogama and the Grand Portage State Forests, which the State Forest Bill now seeks to 

re-establish, are not new. They were first created in 1933 in the same speedy and ill-considered fashion 

that characterizes the present bills. | For a time they were used by state officials, as at present, to block 
the progress of Superior National Forest; but in 1935, after changes in the Conservation Commission, that 

Commission invited the National Forest Reservation Commission in Washington to proceed with Federal 

acquisition in these two opposite ends of the Shipstead-Nolan area. Under the authority the U. S. Forest 

Service has purchased 189,000 acres of land in these two purchase units. 

The second measure, known as the Land Acquisition Bill, goes still further. It withholds the con- 

sent of the state from all acquisition by the U. S. Forest Service in Superior National Forest except within 

the original boundaries and forbids any enlargement of that forest except with the unanimous consent of 
the Governor, the Attorney General, and the Auditor. The prohibition applies to private lands as well 

as to state; and, since under congressional Acts the U, 8. Forest Service does not proceed without the con- 

sent of the state, the effect is to bar further purchases. 

Though the bill is supposedly for the purpose of blocking federal encroachments in Minnesota, it 
gives blanket authority for the government at Washington to purchase any lands it wants for the Upper 

Mississippi Wild Life Refuge, while withholding the same consent from Superior National Forest. The 
only apparent difference is that in the one case there are no lumber and power interests involved, while in 

the other the local timber industries — all of them interested also in power development — are, strongly 

opposed to public ownership and regulation of the available private lands in the border lakes region, 

The Original Superior National Forest 

The “original” boundaries of Superior National Forest, as proclaimed by Teddy Roosevelt in 1909 

5 included none of the Basswood Lake area and in fact very little of the international boundary, where 

power projects have since then been so much to the fore. |The Forest Service meantime has consolidated 

this area in public ownership and dedicated it as a roadless area, These “original” boundaries included 

less than one million acres out of the more than three million acres in the Shipstead-Nolan area, Since 

then the Forest Service has been buying the available private lands in the rest of the area,as rapidly as 

funds permitted. 

The Kabetogama portion of the area is the part where existing dams of the reorganized Minnesota 

and Ontario Paper Company have so long caused havoc in water levels. | The Grand Portage section on 

the other hand isthe samein which state officials, still powerful in the Conservation Department, some 

years ago granted right of way across state lands for the Pigeon River Lumber Company to construct a 

permanent concrete dam at the outlet of South Fowl Lake. Such damshad just previously been prohibited 

by the Minnesota legislature. .
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If the two state forests should be re-established now under the more drastic provisions of the 
present bills, the state would reverse its policy of consent and federal purchases would be at an end. 

U. S. Forest Service Is Only Logical Agency 

It is the conviction of Minnesota conservationists that the only logical and practical public control 
over lands in the Shipstead-Nolan area of northeastern Minnesota lies with the U. 8. Forest Service. 

The great bulk of the remaining lands are private and available for purchase. These lands the state has 

no funds to purchase or even to administer adequately afterwards. 

What the state cannot do itself it should not obstruct the U. S. Forest Service from doing. The 

practical result of such obstruction is to leave these lands open to more and more timber slashing and 
waste and to create a colossal fire hazard to the whole border region, 

It is unthinkable that the people of the state, if freely consulted and fully informed, would ever 

refuse the assistance of the U. 8. Forest Service for the border lakes region or deny to the Service the gener- 

ous cooperation that characterized its own behavior, when it recently bought for the state out of its own 
funds the Nerstrand Woods near Carleton College. 

A Concerted Action of Defeat 

The same group operating in the region who have from the beginning fought every step for its pro- 

tection are now the most enthusiastic supporters of the state bills to block final consummation of Superior 

National Forest. They would freeze the Forest in its ‘original’ boundaries and render it impotent to deal 

with the fundamental problems that confront the area as a whole. From the point of view of conserva- 
tionists, on the other hand, particularly of the voluntary groups that have worked so long to inaugurate a 

constructive program of public forestry for this Quetico-Superior area, the recent bills represent a concerted 

action of defeat and are thoroughly bad. 

It is too early to predict the outcome, The conservation groups are putting up an eleventh hour 
fight but against heavy odds. The key positions in the state, especially in the Conservation Department 

and in the Attorney General’s office, are filled by men long known to be hostile to the border lakes program. 
Their immediate fight is directed against Superior National Forest, which they would apparently dis- 

member, leaving the wilderness area wide open. The real war, however, is against Quetico-Superior, of 

which Superior National Forest is the essential nucleus. 

Dr. Cooper’s Appeal to the Governor 

The whole situation is admirably summarized in the following appeal to Governor Stassen by Doctor 

W. S. Cooper of the Department of Botany at the University of Minnesota; 

Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

March 8, 1943 

Governor Harold A. Stassen 

State Capitol 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

My dear Governor Stassen: 

T wish to make emphatic comment on two bills recently introduced in the House and 

Senate. The first is senate file 21, house file 137, which has already been passed by the Senate. 

I believe that, unless amended, this bill will seriously jeopardize the future of the forests of the 

. northern part of our state. In the region of the boundary lakes two agencies now exercise juris-
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diction, the federal government and the state. It would seem self-evident that this is undesirable. 
The federal forest service has the larger holdings and more funds at its disposal. It can thus doa 
better job, and should have complete jurisdiction over the lands along the border. The bill 
should be amended to exclude this region. In particular, the Kabetogama and Grand Portage 
areas should be left under federal control. 

The second bill, senate file 650, is even more pernicious. It amounts to a declaration of 
war on the part of the state against the federal forest service. It serves notice that the federal 
forest service will not be permitted to enlarge its holdings beyond the limits authorized at the very 
beginning of its program. In the face of such a non-cooperative attitude on the part of the state, 
the logical procedure for the federal forest service is to pull out of Minnesota altogether, which 
would be an unmitigated disaster. a 

Cooperation Absolutely Necessary 

The state and federal forest services both have their proper fields and in cooperation can 

in time rehabilitate our forest resources so far as this is humanly possible. The state cannot do 

this alone, since the only way in which it can acquire the amount of land necessary is through tax ‘ 

delinquency, which means waiting until it is too late. The federal service can, through purchase. 

Why should the state prevent the federal government from doing what it cannot do itself? 

I have unbounded admiration for your broad view in world affairs, for your vigorously 

anti-isolationist attitude. If, as I understand, you favor the two bills here discussed, I cannot 

avoid the unwelcome feeling that you are holding an isolationist attitude so far as the state is con- 

cerned, and are in opposition to the broad policy of administering the resources of the nation for 
the benefit of the nation asa whole. In addition, in this case, I believe that you are not working 
for the best interest of your own state. 

Very truly yours, 

William 8. Cooper 

‘
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December 17, 1947 

Me. George Marshall 
38 Bast 57th Street 

New York 22, New York 

Dear George: : 

I am glad you liked "The Zeologieal Conscience". 
Ab the moment I am out of reprints, but it is 
being re-run in the Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, 
ani I hope to get another supply. As soon ag they 
are available, I will send you half a dozen. If 

} you need more, Let me inow. 

I had not heard of your illness, and I am glai to 
lmow that you are coming out of 1t. I am doing , 
very nicely, thank yéu. i 

With kind personal regards, and best Christmas } 
wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold ( 

| 

j



GEORGE MARSHALL 

38 EAST 5714 STREET 

New YORK 22,N.Y. 

December 9, 947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wild Life Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: f 

I em just recovering from a month's siege of infectious 

mononucleosus, so that I have only now read your excellent article 

on "The Ecological Conscience". T he examples you give are most 

impressive. I am delighted that you raise the real issue of re- 

gional plenning and wilderness preservation through a social-ecological 

approach, end that you pose basic values, including esthetic and 

recreational, as against short-sighted "cash and carry" economic 

values. 

I also like your thought that"decent land-use should be 

accorded social rewards proportionate to its sociel importance." 

I think this fundeamentel for all groups, who have difficulty seeing 

the long-renge, broader community interest, because of genuine, 

pressing economic needs and because of a provincial outlook. I 

think thet most farmers, who over the years have a tough time of 

it, cannot be expected toact in broad, altruistic terms as long 

as the primary basis of their farm operation is individualistic 

end speculative: I think, given the present agricultural set-up 

that soil conservation subsidies were a step in the right direction 

and that the TVA approach went even further. I believe this is a 

field which requires much more thought and action in connection 

with farming, forestry, public domain administration, rural counties, 

end regional planning. 

Would it be possible for me to obtain some additional re- 

prints of your article? I should like tosend one to my son,, who 

is away at school and who is becoming somewhat aware of conservation 

problems; one for my nephew, Johnnie Marshall, who is doing graduate 

work in regional plenning at the University of North Carolina; and 

some for my Adirondack Mountain Club friends, some of whom are being 

diverted to chamber-of-commerce like economic arguments in their 

efforts to save our New York wilderness areas. 

I hope that you are feeling much better egain, and that you 

are once more in the best of health. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely, 

env ck FO
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Moose, Wyoming : 
December 16,1947 

Dear Zahnie: 

You are to be commended for several things: your 
faith, as exhibited in your persistence in keeping at the 
Leake Solitude problem, at a time when the cause seemed lost; 
your wisdom and sense of fairness in handling the case; your 
energetic devotion to the Wilderness ideal that we have set 
before us. I confess here snd now that I did not dare to 
hope that we would get this opportunity. When I received your 
wire, saying that the Reclamation Service is willing to hold 
a hearing on Lake Solitude in the Bighorns, I experienced one 
of those moments of elation that maké worth while the many 
months of discouraging hemmering against odds. This has 
renewed my own faith and strength. 

I shall oe take over the job out here. I wired 
Dr. Schunk and enclose copy of my letter to him and to Charley 
Moore of the Dude Rm chers' Association. I talked with 
Struthers Burt and he is enthusiastic over this torn of events 
He is sure we will have the dude rmechers with us. I am 
writing also to some other good men who I feel sure will help us. 

It 1s too early to size up the situation at all. And I 
am fully aware of what we have ahead of us. But if we are 
nei of the leadership intrusted to us, we should ask nothing 
more than just this kind of chmce. I have a feeling that one of 
the important results of such an occasion will be mobilization 
ef wilderness sentiment in this part of the country such as 
happened in Cel ifornia. ' 

I have begun a statement on behalf of the Wilderness 
Society as a whole. I plan this to be a statement of the 
wilderness age | and then relate it specifically to 
Leake Solitude. And I may cite San “orgonio. As soon as I have 
it ready I shall send you a copy for criticism and suggestion. 
I don't know yet what the time limit will be. 

I need your advice on one or two things. It seems to me 
that if we can devise a satisfactory statement, it should bé 
available to the pwess for abstracting. Would that be eme 
barrassing to the Rechamation Service? This would depend on the 
way it is written I think. Also, I think it would help us to get 
it into a few national papers, such as the Christian Seience 
Monitor, not especially for help on Solitude, but to present our
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wilderness viewpoint more widely. 

I oneniess) appreciate letters such as the one from 
Francois E. Matthes. Could this be made available for quoting 
in our statement, or entering as direet testimony? Or has it y 
been sufficiently entered already? Similer Ietters from my . 
part of the country would be helpful. 

I shall of course let you know as soon as I have progress 

te reporte 

Sincerely, 

Olaus J. Murie, 
Director
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Mr. Howard Zahniser - { 
The Wilderness Society 

Bi 1340 Mintwood Place, H.W. 
Washington 9, D. 6. 

Dear Howard: 

I had an interesting talk this morning with 
the following visitor from Norway: 

Professor Fridfjob Isachsen 
Clarice University Geography School 
950 Main Street 
Worcester, Mass. 

Professor Isachsen is mch interested in the 
whole field of ecological conservation, including 

: wilderness areas. He will headquarter for the next 
: month or two at Worcester, Massachusetts, tut he 

will be visiting Washington and I recomended that 
‘ he look e eine 

r ve abep tin te 

I an watering yoather we can supply him with an 
exchange living Wilderness including, if i 
possible, the entire 1947 volume. This would give 
hin a better cross-section of the contents than 

. Merely the current issue. I don't think he would 
want to carry it around while in this country, 30 
I suggest you just simoly think the thing over and 
give hin his answer when hecalls. I would guess that 
he would be active in the future in Norway, and micht : 

be able to supply us with interesting materials. 

‘ With personal regards, 

Altpm Aldo Leopold 

“IN WILDNESS IS THE PRESERVATION OF THE WORLD."'—THOREAU
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cusses onie JAMES MARSHALL 

(ADDRESS: MOOSE, WYO.) December 5, 1947 ego Eee 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY * base oe 
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cua eatake CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Mr. Benton MacKaye 
The Wilderness Society 
160 Mintwood Place, H.W. 

: Washington 9, D. 6. 

: Dear Benton: 

I liked your memo to the members and Luof course 
, am in hearty sympathy with the ideas express. 

I hope you are having a good winter. 

Yours as evor,. i 

} ALtpm Aldo Leopold 

‘ 

“IN WILDNESS 1S THE PRESERVATION OF THE WORLD."'—-THOREAU
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THE BY-LAWS of Tae Witperness Society 
say: 

This Society shall be composed of individ- 
uals who feel that the nation as well as them- 
selves are losing something of value when a 
highway is built in a wilderness, when a 
primeval forest is logged, when airplanes 
bring the noise of urban life into a wilderness 
and destroy the charm of remoteness, or when 
they see mechanical civilization encroaching 
in any way on the last remnants of wildness 
left for themselves and their posterity. 

The Society shall be composed of individ- 
uals who want to do something to forestall 
this destruction of the remaining wilderness, 
who because of their human sentiments to- 
ward the primeval out-of-doors are determined 
to protect and preserve. such areas, and who 
therefore are united on these principles: 

(1) The wilderness is a valuable natural 
resource that belongs to the people, and the 
people must be enlisted in its preservation. 

(2) Wilderness areas must be forever kept 
free from the sights and sounds of mechanized 
civilization — motorized transportation, com- 
merce, and all the influences which clash with 
the primeval environment or detract from its 
full enjoyment. 

(3) Wilderness preservation is a part of 
the conservation of soil, water, forests, and 
wildlife, and the conservation of all these re- 
sources is essential to the survival of our civil- 
ized culture. 

tenner tecitetieniemitemsaeiietei
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ROBERT MARSHALL once wrote: “There is 
just one hope of repulsing the tyrannical am- 
bition of civilization to conquer every niche 
on the whole earth. That hope is the organi- 
zation of spirited people who will fight for 
the freedom of the wilderness.” The Wilder- 
ness Society is a realization of that hope. As 
an organization it has earnest scientific and 
educational purposes. Its by-laws say: 

The objects of this Society shall be as fol- 
lows: 

To secure the preservation of the American 
wilderness wherever found and for this pur- 
pose to make or to initiate or cause to be 
made scientific studies and investigations con- 
cerning wilderness areas, their values and uses 
to the public, and the best methods for their 
protection, preservation, and use in the pub- 
lic interest; 

To enlist the aid and personal services of 
individuals and of popular and scientific or- 
ganizations, schools, universities, institutions, 
and government agencies in making these sci- 
entific studies and investigations, and in pro- 
tecting and preserving wilderness areas; 

To educate the public concerning the value 
of wilderness as a national resource and how 
it may best be used and preserved in the pub- 
lic interest; and 

To promote nation-wide and international 
cooperation in resisting the invasion of wilder- 
ness by the sights, sounds, and other influ- 
ences of a mechanized civilization. | 

fal ieee ent nase RS



We publish Tue Lrvinc WILDERNESS, @ 

quarterly magazine illustrated with photo- 

graphs, maps, and drawings and including 

articles, narratives, poems, and news notes. 

We maintain Tue Livinc WILDERNESS as a 

medium for anyone who has something to say | | 

about the wilderness and can say it effectively 

and constructively . . . and for anyone who 

wishes to share his wilderness experiences with 

others—through narratives, through essays, 
through poems, or through pictorial art. 

We issue special news statements to outdoor 

writers, other representatives of the press and 

the radio, and to many conservation agencies. 

Through interviews and correspondence we 

bring the interests of wilderness preservation 

to the attention of those who are concerned 

with public-land policies and administration. 

We make personal investigations of wilder- 
ness areas and conditions that affect them. 

We mobilize support for wilderness preser- 
vation and call the attention of our members, 
other organizations, and the public to pro- 
posals that threaten this preservation. 

At public hearings we present statements 
representing Tur WILDERNESS SOcIETY’s stand 
on matters affecting conservation. 

We attend conservation conventions and 
other meetings and through addresses and per- 
sonal conferences call attention to current 
needs in wilderness preservation. 

We maintain an office in the Nation’s capi- 
tal to serve our members and the public. 

ee a te et tenth tne



TO SUCCEED in preserving the remnants of 
American wilderness that are still left, this move- 

ment will have to have the support of many people 

in all parts of the country. 

If you agree with the objects of The Wilderness 
Society you can help support the movement by 
filling out the application below and returning it 

10 

THe WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
1840 Mintwoop Pace, N. W. 

Wasuineton 9, D. C. 

I wish to add my influence to the movement for 
wilderness preservation by joining The Wilderness 
Society as a— 

Member at $1. yeaTecssssssenesensssnsesees C2 
Subs ribing Member at $2.8 yeas El 
Contributing Member at $5 a year see O 
Sustaining Member at $10 & yeas 
Life Member at $100.sssesssssesseeseensessenee O) 

I agree with the Society’s objects and enclose 

$ for dues, of which 50 cents is for 

a year’s subscription to THE Livinc WILDERNESS.* 

(Signature) 

(St eet and number; please PRINT) 

(City) (Zone) (Btate) 

*All members receive the magazine. A sample copy will be 
sent on 1equest,



THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
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OFFICERS: Benton MacKaye, President; 
Aupo Leopotp, Vice President; Ernest S. 
GriFFiTH, Treasurer. 

THE STAFF: Otaus J. Mure, Director 
(Note: Dr. Murie’s address is Moose, Wyo.) ; 
Howarp Zauniser, Executive Secretary and 
Editor; Suirtey Evison, Secretary. 

THE COUNCIL: Harotp C. ANDERSON, 
Scarsdale, N. Y.; Harvey BRoomE, Knoxville, 
Tenn.; Irvinc M. Cxiark, Bellevue, Wash.; 
BernarD Frank, Ernest S. GnriFFITH, 
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cisco, Calif.; Joun N. Spencer, Denver, 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Mr. Frank, 
Dr. GrirritH, Dr. Griccs, Mr. MacKaye, 

| Dr. Woopsury. 
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Aten, Ann Arbor, Mich.; ARTHUR H. BLAKE, 
San Francisco, Calif.; Strantey A. CAIN, 

+ Knoxville, Tenn.; Francois E, MAatTTHEs, 
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, f Mr. Howard Zahniser F 
ay The Wilderness Society : 

Z 1840 Mintwood Place, H.W. 
f Washington 9, D. G. : 

Dear Howard: 

The brief sketch on grizzlies has never been 
/ published to my kmowledge. I can't make out 

whether the page which you sent me is the new 
‘ form in which you propose to use it or the old 

form which was not used at all. It harks back 
to @ paper which appeared in Ontdoor America 
Volume 7, No. 6, April 1942, pp 11-124 You 
might want to check bacic on this so I am giving 
you the reference. I have no reprint -- my copy 

‘ ig pasted in a scrapbook. i 

I am further puzzled by the fact that there seens 
te be an additional page which I did not receive 
from you. I leave the whole thing in your hands. i 

’ With personal regards, 

: Yours as ever, 
‘ : 

: ALtpm Alde Leopold 

“IN WILDNESS 18 THE valiaeinsiies OF THE WORLD."'—THOREAU
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Professor Aldo Leovold —~ 
Department of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

20 November 1947 

Dear Aldo: 

Our printer, interested in using for metal any type standine 

and no longer useful, has unearthed the enclosed matter, which 

ig something I was not even aware was on hand. I find nothing 

in the files regardine it. Can you tell me anything about it? 

Incidentally, it would have to be reset because it is in an 

obsolete typography, and I am therefore authorizing the printer 

to destroy the present type after furnishing proofs. If the 

article has not been used elsewhere and is still alive, though, 

we could well make use of it. 

With best regards, 
2 , } 

eh phir * | 
Howard sehyl ser 
HZ/se Y 

Encl. 

“IN WILDNESS IS THE PRESERVATION OF THE WORLD.''—THOREAU
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Photograph by National Park Service 

GRIZZLY BEARS DINING FROM HOTEL TABLE REMAINS AT YELLOWSTONE 
Note the smaller Brown Bears waiting till their Masters have finished. This has been abandoned by the present National Park Service. Bears { 

must find their own food in the wilderness. i 

1S iS a O Leopo eporte | 

out Grizzlies Two Years Ago. 

t War's End, W : 
N 1909, when I first saw the west, there were grizzlies in | Montana, Wyoming and Idaho, Only two National Parks 
every major mountain mass, but’ you could travel for have any, and it is common knowledge that the park remnants 
months without meeting a salaried conservation officer. are not doing well, Gabrielson, in his new book, Wildlife 

Today there is some kind of a conservation officer “behind Conservation, speaks of “the near extinction within the United 
every bush.” We have half a dozen bureaus interested in States of the grizzly bear,” but offers no comments or plans. 
wildlife; many of them own wild lands. Some receive appro- The status of the official mind in respect of the grizzly is 
priations for wildlife. Most have discretionary holdings. Yet even more alarming than-the grizzly census. There seems to q 
as wildlife bureaus-grow, the most magnificent mammal still be a tacit assumption that if grizzlies survive in Canada’ and’ 
at large on their lands shrinks steadily toward the Canadian Alaska, that is good enough. It is not good enough for me. 
border, The big Alaskan bears are specifically distinct. ‘Moteover, 

The table shows the official statistics since 1924. While the relegating grizzlies to Alaska is about like relegating happiness 
total number of U. S. grizzlies hovers around 1,000 head, to heaven; one may never get there. : 
an alarming shrinkage in distribution has taken place. ‘Two Saving the grizzly depends almost wholly on land-planning. 
states have just lost their grizzlies: Oregon and Utah. Four What is needed is a series of large areas, preferably scattered 
have so few that it’s “last call”: Arizona, New Mexico, Colo- over half a dozen states, from which roads and livestock are 
rado, and Washington. Only three have substantial remnants: excluded, or in which livestock damage is compensated for so 

& 
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September 11, 1947 

; lie. P, J, Hoffmaster 
Director, Conservation Dept. 
tansing 13, Michigan 

Dear Hoffmaster: ‘ 

I meh appreciate your re letter about 
the road situation in the pines. I am 
especially glad thet my letter did not appear to : 
you as butting in. 

Judging by the experience which the Wilderness 
Society has had io other cases, 1¢ would be a 
gront surprise to me if you were not subjected , 

to heavy pressure for a lakeshore road, ridge 
top scenic drive, otc. Such pressure is bound 
to Gone and the whole point of my letter was 
that anyone who feela the other way, including ; 
yourself, if that is your viewpoint, should 
eall upon the “ilderness Seeiety for moral 1 
support in the ensuing onpnent. i an sure 
you will not misconstrue what + mean by support. 
Many good citizens ere sinyly unaware of how = | h 
elose to extinction wildemess ig and the 
friendly testimony of an outside body lie 
wars might convines a good many people. 

Be that ag it may, your friendly attitude ts i 
heartily appreciated. i 

With personal reganis, 

| Yours sincerely, { 

“ALPM Alde Leopold
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9 November 1947 BENTON MACKAYE 
DIRECTOR 

GEORGE MARSHALL 

GEA decor Wve!) MEMORANDUM toe ae Hale 
———— ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED 

aoe FOR: ALL Members oie sae 
HOWARD ZAHNISER FROM: The Pre sident . B 

The Wilderness Society Council, at its 1947 annual meeting held last June in the 

Quetico-Superior country, in the heart of North America, took occasion to launch 

from this pivotal area a campaign for renewed effort to extend throughout the con- 

tinent a system of wilderness areas. The spots of wilderness that would result 

should be in every type of country from Alaskan tundra and Canadian conifer to 

Floridian everglade. They should be large and small. The large spots require 

the special attention of The Wilderness Society Council and staff. The small 

spots should concern our individual members in their respective neighborhoods. 

With this in mind, and as part of our North American campaign, the Council decided 

- to canvass our members on the possibilities in their home localities of finding and 

protecting small areas of ridge, marsh, intervale, and other wildland patches. 

Here is a project for the membership rather than the staff - a little job for each 

in his own back yard. 

On such a job, I myself, not as President of the Society but simply as a member in 

Massacimaetts, have been working on a project to preserve a wildland belt along a 

little stream (the Squannacook) in our own little township of Shirley. Here is a 

canoe lane through a secluded patch of woodland with a genuine wilderness lure. It 

winds in between a series of rural villages yet is well insulated from them. There 

are hundreds of such chances throughout the continent if we will only look for them. 

What are the chances in your neighborhood?) That is the question which the Council 

desires to ask the Society's members. There are members of The Wilderness Society 

in all the 48 States and in Canada. We want more,* especially in Canada. Many of 

our members live in rural regions. Most of these are solitary members in their own 

neighborhoods. You may be one of these. 

If you as a "lone wolf" would gather a crew and explore your bailiwick for a wild- 

land area (some secret stream or marsh or ridge) and then seek some local means for 

getting it preserve, you would thus be taking part in a continent-wide campaign 

and you'd get more fun out of being a member of The Wilderness Society. . . . Then 

if you would send your findings to THE LIVING WILDERNESS it would make a news item 

to encourage lone wolves everywhere to gather crews and get busy. 

And sc we ask the good old question: "What do you know?" 

Devan, 

P.S, - Are you keeping alert to tne threats and opportunities in the larger areas - 

State or Federal or private - that are near you? The Society's members are its 

eyes and ears. Be sure to send to headquarters anything you learn about threats, 

and any suggestions you have for establishing new large wilderness areas. We must 

all keep alive. -~- B. M. 

* WON'T YOU GIVE THE ENCLOSED FOLDER TO A FRIEND? WE'LL BE GLAD TO SEND YOU MORE COPIES, 

“IN WILDNESS 1S THE PRESERVATION OF THE WORLD.''-THOREAU
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sagust 25, 1ghy $ 

My. Howard Zahniser 
Koose, Wyoming 

Dear Howard: 2 

You are of course right on the Michigan matter, and I attach my 
letter to Hoffmaster. I am glad to know that there may be a 
ehenes of your looking over the ground. 

Thanks very wash indeed for the improved map of wilderness areas. 
Thig one I hope to hang on to as part of my Library. Thanks also 
for the referente to the former mp which 14 supersedes. 

I would like some help from you and Glaus. I am compiling my 
essays for publication and as you. remember thers are several on 

wilderness. Hany of the allusions to current issues are out of 

date and there is also some duplication, hence I have tried to 
combine them into one essay wich attempts to sketch all of the - 
important ideas about a wilderness program. What I have tried to do 
ig not much different from the project you projected at Internationel 

In any event I need your eritical serutiny and aleo Olaus'. ‘What is 
omitted? hat should be added? Are the illustrative cases well 
selected? What parts lack fores? At your leisure will you satrateh 
up this rough draft of which I am alse sending a copy to Olaus with 
the same request. 

With personal regards, 

. : Yours as over, Ih 

AL:PM Aldo Leopold
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August 19, 1947 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 
Thanks for your prompt reply regarding the annual meeting 

minutes and amendments and thanks, especially, for the enclosed 

biographical sketch. 
Thanks too for your letter of August 7 regarding 

the Porcupines. I too am beginning to believe that personal exper- 

ience in the areas we are guarding is essential to effective defense, 
and I acfually am trying to plan a visit to the Porcupines en route 

home. 
Won't it, however, deny us the bit of influence that we might 

helpfully have on many areas' protection if we hold too strictly to 
this? Perhaps, for example, an inquiry from such a person as you to 
any State conservation official would have a positive influence even 
though you did not presume to make recommendations. I believe that one of 
our handicaps is the fact that many administrators do not realize the 
extensive and very worthy interest there is in preserving wilderness 

values. Merely an inquiry from a respected person would seem to me 
to be of value in arousing an awareness that there is a widely recog- 
nized importance of particular areas. Once so aware, an official would 

be somewhat conditioned for later specific recommendations or protests. 

Well, these are just thoughts that occurred to me as perhaps of interest 

to you. You don't ever need to think that I would suspect you of 

dodging’ 
In reply to your letter of August 12 I am enclosing a copy 

| I happen to have here of the most recent wilderness-area map--much 

better I believe than the one oarlier published. (We are hoping to 

publish an up-to-date map.) If I have misinterpreted your need, and you 

want the other map for historical or other reasons, you can find it in 

the July 1940 issue--the one with Bob Marshall's picture on the cover. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely, yours, ;



A yor 

August 25, 1947 | 

‘Mr. P. Js Hoffnaster 
Direct

or 
of Conservation 

State Office Building 
Lansing, Michi gen 

Dear Mr. Hoffuastert 

The Wildexness Seoiety of which I an a director took great satis~ 
faction in the Anitistive displayed ty Michigan in the acquisition 

of the Porcupinesa. Recently, however, various rumors have reached ete 
us to the effect that the road progran projected in this region 

night umnes
essar

ily 

reduce the area as a wildemess. — 

I have ne personal Imowledge of the Pormupines or of the road pro- 
gram end henee I am not assuming to pase any judgment whatever, but 

_ hope thet your department is giving the wilderness due considoration 

in your development plans. Being a conservation commisaioner mraclf, 
I might aleo add that in the event of a difference of opinion cur 
Soetety stands ready te back, at least with moral support, the wilder 

ness side of any controversy. 

Please do not construe this letter as calling for a lengthy reply 
or even any reply at all. If just want to tell you of our frienily 

; interest and our solicitude that the original idea for a wild aucleus 
be adhered to. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

ALsPH ' Aldo Leopold



. Mr. Howarl Zahnieer 7 

Ryoming ‘ 

I have been thinking pbout Public Law 162, providing for the establish~ 
nent of a on/of the organisation of the executive brane: of the 

I fear that the testinony of the conse-wstion omgenizetions will cancel 
out because 1¢ will deal too moh with moons rather then ends and be- 
case the prior conmiteentse of these onpmisntions individually will 
enable the new commission to ploy one sminet the other. 

It hag oeourre? to me that a new orgeniaation like the Yildemess 
Seciety might have some chante of pulling the older ommmisations 
Soar Se Se Dee on eee Stee ae - 
the now commission. I adet that your own personal way of doing 
things is one ef the reasons for my belief. 

It has algo eceurred to ne that Robert Briggs of the lntional Pesearch 
Ceunelt might fumetion as a foes point for building sone kind of 
tanitod front” enong the consermstion organization. 

I am dropring this suggestion inte your already overloaded lop for 
what 1% my be worth. It might at loast be worth talking over with 
Bob. T attach © list of the moubers of the new commission. 

Incidentally such an approach wight be the means of saving the 
wildamess interest from being squasiie’ by ite langor neigubors. 

Tt om gending a copy of this to Claus. 

With personal regarda, 

Yours ag ever, 

Alar Aldo Leopold 

cc:Olaus Murie
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August 13, 1947 | 

; My. Howard Zahniser 
Noose 
Wyoming 

Dear Howards | 

This is my confirmation of the mimites. I 
attach a sketeh of my write-up in American 
Men of Seience. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALsPM Aldo Leopold



LEOPOLD, PROF. ALDO, 2222 Van Hise Ave, Madison, ; 

Wis. Forestry, Ornithology. Burlington, Iowa, 

: Jan. Aly 87. 3.8, Yale, OS, MF, 09. From forest 

asst. to chief of operations, U.S. Forest Service, - 
Almmquerque, N.Mex, 09-24, Assoe. director, Forest 
Products Lab, Madison, Wis, 2-28; conducter gane 
surv, Sporting Ams and Amamition Mfre. Inst, 
2831; prof. game management, Wisconsin, 33~- 

‘ Carl Sehurz Mem. Foundation traveling fellow, 35. 
: Chairman, emt. wildlife studies, Nat. Research 

Gouneil, M4 Mem, State Conservation cm, ‘Wis, 
Yi Permanent Wildlife Protection Kind medal, 
17; Outdoor Idfe medal, 31. Soe. Foresters (exec. So 

: emt, 27-32); Nat. Asn. Audubon Societies (director, 
® 35—). Game management; conservation policy; erosion; 

forest products; land utilizetion. 

“A



onnéline enoubcre THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY danas e: canpeenie 
seal 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE, N. W. IRVING HM. CLARK 

WASHINGTON 9Q, D. C. — ee. 

ERNEST 8. GRIFFITH Poun wise to oo 

a k. “S hagust 160? ser 
o fae cOUNCT?. sarmense CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Eeelosed is ¢ draft of the minutes of the 1947 @ nual seeting 

ef the Gounell, tneluding eo statement in full of the by~lawse 

susndments edepted. “ith regard to the by-laws provieloen that 

eomual ceeting votes on by-laws sumaonnte " shell be thereafter 
confirac by twoothirés of the entire Counsel} in writing within 

ss gtatty Gaye” there also Is inclosed « fore for your convenience in 
indlesting sueh eenfireation if tn secordanes with your eetion. 

it will be epewciated Lf thie can be returned to me et Koore, 

tyening, ppoaptly. An eddressed alr weil envelope ia enclosed. 

in commection with cur e:plieation for a new tax ruling, the 

attorneys are reqweting @Gditional information. “ne reqmest is 

for a brief “hots Yhe sert of biegraphieal statement of seach 

counell mexber, the atterneye Saving perceived that the technical 

and other qeelifieations of cur Counel!] sexbers are exeellent 

evidenees of our standing as @ ecientifie m4 edecations) organizee 

tien. I¢ will be grestly appreciated and e112 such relieve us in 

the midet of these ¢eamds 1f each Coummell seaber would forward to we 

here at Moose such « sketeh. If one @ ready ape ers in thots tke 

er other such publiiestions (mone of which is available bere) it wald 

be appeeiated if this could be cepled out ef furnished use The 

atteeneys* requeste are fer the information iomediately. 

?



I hereby indicste wy coneurrence in the amendments to | 

the by-laws of The Will erness Society as adopted at the 1947 

annual meeting of the Couneil ad incorporated in the minutes 

of that meeting, copy of which I heve seen and exen ined. 

Dates 

Date should be NOT LATER than August 20,1947.



--Draft-- 

MINUTES OF THE 1947 MEETING OF 
THE COUNCIL OF THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

In accordance with plans adopted by the Executive Committee, and following an 
announcement furnished each membor of the Council by the Executive Secretary, on 
May 20, 1947--including due notice of changes in charter and by-laws which had 
been proposed==the Gguncil of The Wilderness Society met as the guests of Mr. 
Ernest C. Oberholaax at his Mallard Island home in Rainy Lake near Ranier, 
Minn., on June 20, 1947, in response to the following eall of the President: ; 

Fellow Gouncitiors of The Wilderness Society: 

The call is omitted in this 
: - draft of the minutes to avoid 

additional retyping. It will 
be incorporated in the final 
draft and was furnished each 
member with the Executive Sec- 

_ petary*s memorandum of June 2. 

Present at the opening session, whieh convened informally at 10 a. me. on June 

20, were Benton MacKaye, President; Aldo Leopold, Vice President; Harvey 

Broome, Irving M. Clark, Bernard Frank, Olaus J. Murie, Ernest C. Oberholtzer, 

and Howard Zahniser. Acting as recording secretary for the meeting was Anne 

(irs. Harvey) Broome. Also present on invitation was Margaret E. (lirs. Olaus 

J.) Murie. 

The meeting opened with an announcement of the Forest Service decision to 

preserve the San Gorgonio Primitive Area in the San Bernardino National 

Forest, California, in the face of demands for the installation of mechanical 

facilities and accomodations for skiers, Expressions of satisfaction over 

the Society's efforts to obtain such a decision wore tempered with the 

- pealization of work yet to be done in bringing together the skiing groups that 

had been divided by the controversy. The Director was asked to convey to 

the Chief Forester formally the satisfaction of The Wilderness Society with 

the Becision, 

I eser he un rti £ + 

peenee eee ate Staee Peby mikes remained withott danse “Eno” Farmors 

, damna f er and it prove ossible to resist the 

Gee on tae Genmeventael Be ned held’ out jor toveureetaee of this 

area and progress had been made in the purchases of cottages therein, in an 

effort to return the district to a semi-wildernoss state, However, the prReeuER 

pressure became too great and the Conservation Commission rescinded its previous 

opposition to the dams. Leopold stressed the point that we should not try to 

gave wilderness on an economic basis, but to come out boldly for preservation 

of the esthetic values. ‘There —— a general discussion of this topic. 

jiurie pointed out that there is a parallel situation in efforts to preserve 

predatory animals. We have tried, for example, to show the economic value of 

birds that live on rodents, while our real concern is to save the predacious 

birds and mammals simply because we want them.
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It was pointed out that the presence of a wild , 
many people who do not enter it but enjoy oe erg Al mm 
by peer ees or reeet about it. It was also urged that . er 
social neéd of wil Pusse as evidencea by recent AL. 4 wad tee ths dee mi 
argument only secondarily, It was also realized that democracy in dhth mad bere 
rests not on a simple vote, giving to the majority everything and nothing to 
the losing side, but on the principle that real democracy smauiad should give 
reasonable satisfactions to the various minorities, which requires zoning. 
4ahniser added that such minorities are not based on class distinctions but 
are composed of individuals found throughout our entire population and that 
the actual result of wilderness preservation is to secure, not for a minority, 
but for all people, the choice of seeking wilderness recreation if they so wish, 

There was discussion of the fact that desert areas alse are desirable wi ldernesses. 
ay te tate look into the possibilitges of preserving such desert areas 

® 

oe adjournment for lunch, where discussions continued more informally, 
sar are saan the at 3 p. Scania? same members present and dis-« 

cussed at len @ emergency in protecting the Olympic i 
from encroachments. Lahaleer’ renerted tho tehaeebdine aavriad an te che staff 
with the special cooperation of Irving M. Clark early in the development of 
the emergency, calling particular attention to the policy-outlining correspon- 
dence with the Sierra Club, carbon copies of which were sent also to other 
conservation organizations. The Society's efforts to date, he reported, had 
culminated in publication of Clark's article “Our Olympic Heritage and Its 
Defense“ in the June 1947 issue of THE LIVING WILDERNESS and the preparation 

of special reprints of this article. Special attention was called by Murie 
to the policy determination by the Executive Comnittee to fight the proposals 

for modifying park boundaries but in so doing to refrain from opposing publicly 

the National Park Service or the Forest Service and to make special efforts 

not to discredit these agencies which are conservationists’ principal instruments 

for accomplishing such purposes as wilderness preservation in the face of 

contrary demands from numerous interests. The Council discussed the avtitude or 

probable attitude of all the various conservation and scientific organizations 
concerned and expressed special * reciation of the pee and Leadership 

of the Sierra Club. Following a fecussion led by Clark on possibilities for 

further conduct of the campaign, the Council without vote approved a general 

course of action comprising, serially, (1) the distribution of reprints of Clark's 

article as background, (2) coopera ion in  weut-43) th Sane SS ee 

helt bei repared the Sierra Club aunt e circu on as necessa 

2 Uireativen ts Sitica, beak as postal-card@ notices of impending Congresses cual. 

action on bills. ‘The Gouneil also discussed but left to the decision of the 

staff in close cooperation with Clark the problems . bene mo biliging oe 

the State of Washington, including such possib es as employment o 

songprsy nekys sr teerenen OF Special leaflets, and personal work in The State 

by the Director and/or the Executive Secretary. 

Following a specific outline by urie of the elk problem in the Olympics and an 

emphatic criticism by Leopold of wolf depletion in this area, the Council dis- 

cussed at length the relation of wildlife-management and predator-control policies 

to wilderness preservation in the Olympics and elsewhere. Noting that the Natinal 

Park Service has been anxious to reduce elk populations in the parks but has met 

with resistance from some groups, the Council coneurred in the opinion expressed 

by Leopold that the Society should compile for publication in THE LIVING WILDERNESS 

a history of such developments in which specific recommendations regarding the elk 

problem would be included, and that reprints should be put into the hands of the 

public for education.
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Discussing the importance of progbtor policy in wilderness areas, the Council 

concluded ae the unwise depletion of predators is one of the outstanding 

threats to wilderness preservation. Leopold pointed out that already in the 

Gila and Salwon River areas excessive multiplication of horned game has led 
te, he const uotion of roads’ in order to control the herds, thus destroying the 

etary a et eae mutltiplication followed the removal of 

publish the stat? °Yssse1d agreed to work with uurie ie yen. 

Following an outline by Zahniser of the accomplishments and current undertakings 

of the Adirondack Moose River Committee in New York and a remewed discussion of 

the needs for special efforts in the State of Washington for Olympic preservation, 

it was moved by Broome, and seconded by Leopold, that in view (a) of the situe 

ation in the )lympice and (b) of the Moose River controversy, The iiilderness 

Society requests special grants from the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund in such 

amount as the Trustees of the Fund may deem desirable fer those purposes, The 

motion carried. 

The session adjourned at 5.15 p» me 

The Council reconvened at 9 pe Mey Robert F. Griggs having joined those attending 

earlier sessions and Laura T. (jirs. Robert F.) Griggs being prosont on invitation, 

The group reviewed earlier diseussions of the day and received reports, Griggs 

moved, and Oberholtzer seconded, that the Society make formal acknowledguont to 

the entire staff for the successful work in defense of San Gorgonio, and the motion 

was adopted. Frank reported that the Society's books for 1945 and 1946 had been 

audited by himself and Charles G. Woodbury and found to be in order. Zahniser 

presented the Treasurer's report on behalf of the Treasurer, and Murie read the 

report of the Executive Seeretary to the Director and orally reported further on 

. staff activities. Action on reports and {neluded recommendations was postponed 

pending arrival of the Treasurer and other members, The session adjourned at 

10.25 p. m. The formal reports presented are as follows: 

The formal reports are omitted 

in this draft of the minutes te 

’ . avoid additional retyping. They 

will be incorporated in the final 

draft, a copy of whieh will be 

. furnished each Council Member 

. WHo REQUESTS IT. 

At a session convening at 10.40 a. m. on June 21 Oberholtzer presented to the 

other mombers of the Council and visitors before named a review of the devel- 

opments in the Quetico-Superior project and with the aid of maps outlined the 

proposals and sonflicting interests. In a discussion that ia cit ike 

i ‘s deep interest and earnest cooperation Ww 8 

gil expressed tne ee for the Suetieo-Superior Area and the Quetico-Superior 

Gouncil. The Council approved the appearance of the nome of The Wilderness 

Society, along with the names of this Committee and Council and the Isaak 

Walton League of Amorica, on a Letterhead “Quetice-Superior International Peace 

Memorial Forest." 
f 4 

The Gounedl reconvened at 2.30 p. m. for a formal business session. Preseht — 

were: Benton MacKay @, President; Aldo Leopold, Vice President; Ernest S. Griffith 

Treasurer} Harvey Broome, Irving M. Clark, Bernard Frank, Robert F. Griggs; 

George sitwuatit Olas J. Murie, Ernest G. Qberholtzer, Howard Zahniser, and 

ey Recording Seeretary. 

Zahniser rgported that on May 20, 1947, each member of the Gouneil was not- 

ified that there would be proposed at the 1947 annual meeting of the Gouncil | 

a revision )f the charter of the Society an certain related and other revi~ 

\ K
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gions of the by-laws of the Soci 

that the first paragraph and ee thts toeias ee tinaptors Pert ear aet “ai e 

heretofore, respectively, have read as follows: ao 

"ye the undersigned, being of full age and citi 
‘ 

ae 

eh meet ae so are eitibone and voalannss of the re pone Ai 

2, desirin " 

particular! for Sus: abpeytalt Pelee yreubre ech oct co sae 

wilderness ke the United States and ve urkuraae ite okie un sderespiate 

iets ae certify under and by virtue of the provisions of Title 5, 

apter 5, of the Code of the Bistrict of Columbia:" 

" 
eee vee eee @ ee 

pes, The particular business and objects of said Society shall be as 

Mn iy nt the preservation of American wilderness wherever found; to 

énlist the personal services of individuals and of popular and scientific 

organizations, schools, universities and institutions in the preservation 

of the American wilderness; to spread the conception that the wilderness 

is a valuable natural resource of the people and should be conserved; to 

promote nation-wide cooperation in resisting the invasion by the sights, 

sounds and other influences of civilization; to receive, hold, convey and 

transfer reel and personal property, and to receive and accept contribu- 

tions, gifts, devises, bequests and otherwise to raise and obtain money 

and other property of any character whatsoever for the objects and pur- 

poses herein set forth, and to hold, invest, re-invest, accumulate, convey, 

dispose of and apply the same, and the proceeds and increment therefrom ' 

4o the objects and purposes afogosaid." 

be amended +o read as follows: : 

“we, the undersigned, being of full age and citizens of the United States, 

and the majority of whom are citizens and residents of the District of 

Columbiz, desiring to assoeiate ourselves for the purpose of making, 

; initiating, and causing to be made scientific studies and investigations 

concerning wilderness areas, their values and uses, and to educate the 

public concerning the results of such studies and otherwise, particularly 

for the purpose of promot ing the preservation of primeval and other 

. °° wilderness in the United States, and to encourage its safe and appropriate 

use in the public interest, do hereby certify under and by virtue of the 

provisions of Title 5, chapter 5, of the Code of the District of Columbia: " 

ouRD: The particular business and objects of said Society shall be as 

follows: 
“To secure the preservation of the American wilderness wherever found and 

for this purpose to make or to initiate or cause to be made scientific 

studies and investigations concerning wilderness areas, their values and 

uses to the public and the best methods for their protection, preservation, 

and use in the public interest; to enlist the aid and personal services 

of individuals and of popular and scientific organizations, schools, 

iversities, institutions, and government agencies in making these 

wilderness areas; to educate the public concerning the value of wilder- 

ness as a national resource and how it may pest be used and preserved
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in the public interest; to promote nation-wide cooper _.. the invasion of wilderness by the sights, sounds, and other inficeneo’ ‘ a. 0f @ Mechanized civilization; to receive, hold, convey ani trd¥fer real 
and personal property, and to receive and accept contributions, gifts, devises, bequests and otherwise to raise and obtain money and other | property of any character whatsoever for the objects and purposes 
herein 8 ot forth, and to hold, invest, re-invest, accumulate, convey, 
dispose of and apply the same, and the proceeds and increment therefrom 
to the objects and purposes aforesaid." 

The motion was unanimously adopted. 

Zahniser then moved, seconded by Leopold, that it be further resolved that a 
certificate of said action be duly recorded in the office of the Reeorder of 
Deeds of the District of Golumbig. The motion carried, 

The Gouncil then recessed during the preparation by the Recording Seeretary of a 
then of SY UT chines action with reference bb charter revision, and the 

voting members of the Couneil present, constituting a two-thirds majority) 
Coupely snereenye bers riee the action and their onsent ig iulbgee ante,” 
attixing their signatures to the certificate .. follows; Benton Mackaye, Presidents 
Aldo Leopold, Vice President; Ernest S. Griffith, Treasurer; Olaus J. Murie, 
ie rer Broome, Bernard Frank, Irving ui. Clark, George tiarshall, Robert F. Griggs, 
Ernest G. Oberholtzer. 

There followed a diseussion of the Society's by-laws, including a report by Broome 
from the committee under his chairmanship appointed at the 1946 necting of the 
Gouncil to consider ihe stutement of the objectives of the Society. broome 
called attention to the interest and suggestions received personally from his ~ 
Knoxville fellow aomneed of the Society, Ernest I. Dickerman, and a letter of 
June 4, 1947, from Mr. Dickerman to the [xecutive ee te res with the 
reply of June 10, were read--diseussing the importance of ineluding in the ; , 
by-laws a manifesto of the Society"s character. It was the consensus of the 
Gouncil, following a diseussion, that the by-laws should inelude sueh a manifesto 
in a definition of the charactor of the Society's members but should also state 
formally the objectives of such members as organized in a Society and defined 
in the Society's charter. 

It was then moved by Leopold, seeonded by Griggs, and unanimously adofpted, that 

' Section 2 of Mle I of the bys lave be stricken and that there be tviserted in 
its place, as Section 2, the following: . 

_..,, “Segtion 2. This Society shall be composed of individuals who feel that 
the nation as well as themselves are losing something of value when 
a highway, is built in a wilderness, when a primeval forest is logged, 
when airplancs bring the noise of urban life into a wilderness and 

- “destroy the charm of remoteness, or when they see mechanical civilization 
" eneroaching in any way on the last remnants of wildness left for 

” themselves and their posterity. The Speiaty shall be composed of 
at ee whe want to do something to forestall this destruction 

"of the /remaining wilderness, who because of their human sontimonts 
toward /the primeval outeofedoors ‘- determined to tan “eo 

{ ‘Pea ( und hese princ 33 e 
witten ae'aes yeasts perk Ve ciees tant Gexbags eetehs si tat 

and thib people must be enlisted * its preservation. ee 
areas ujust be forever kept free f om ‘the sights and sounds of mechanized 

oy 
oN \
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civilization--motorized 
transportation, commerce, and all the influences 

which clash with the primeval environment or detract from its full 

enjoyment. (3) Wilderness preservation is a part of the conservation 
of soil, water, forests, and wildlife, and the conservation of all 

these resourees is essential to the survival or our civilized culture." 

It was moved by Griffith, seconded by wane and unanimously adopted, thet there 
be inserted as Section 3 of Article I of the by-laws the followings 

‘pectaan 3. The —- of this Society shall be as follows: ‘“o secure 
@ preservation of the American wilderness wherever found and for this 

purpose to make or to initiate or cuuse to be made scientific studies 

and eres ae concerning wilderness areas, their values and uses 
+o the public and the best methods for their protection, preservation, 
and use in the public interest; to enlist the aid and patio services 
of indi pets and of peer and scientific organizations, schoobs, 
universities, institutions, and government agencies in making these 
seientifie studies and investigations and in protecting and preserving 
wilderness areas; to educate the publie concerning the value of 

wilderness as a national resouree and how it may best be used and 
preserved in the public interest; and to promote nation-wile and 

international cooperation in resisting the invasion of wilderness ‘ 

by the sights, sounds, and other influences of a mechanized civilization." 

It was moved by Griffith, seconded by Oberholtzer, and unanimously adopted, that the 

concluding section of Article I of the by-laws, now designated as Seetion 3, be 
designated without further change as Section 4. 

Following an explanation by the Exeeutive Secretary of reasons for proposals to — 

amend the by-laws provision regarding signature of checks, as forecast in the notice 
to Gouncil members of May 20, 1947, it was moved by Leopold, seconded ieee 
and unanimously adopted, that Section 3 of Article II be amended by striking the 
eta tot Treasurer and countersigned by the President" and inserting in lieu 

theree 
"hy the signatures of any two of the following officers, one of whom 

shall be the Treasurer, if available: the President, the Vice President, 

the treasurer, the Director, the Lxecutive secretary, the Chairman of 

the kxecutive Comaittee--provided that no officer other than the 
Treasurer shall sign a check drawn in his own faver.“ 

After recess for dinner the Couneil reeonvened at 3.50 p. m.~-tlackaye, Leopold, | 

Warshall, Clark, sroome, Griffith, Griggs, Murie, sahniser, anc Uberholtzer 
being present. Griffith discussed problems of budget, finances, and plans for 
the future in the office. The President asked Murie and Zahniser to leave. 

Gri moved and Oberholtzer seconded that the salaries of Murie and Jahniser 
06 basnuanee $100 each for the year beginning January 1, 1948. The motion carried. 

4ahniser was instructed to hire additional secretarial help as he needed it. 
with the full attending membership again present, Griffith moved and Griggs 
oer ie ae ae of the total recommended nee of 522,900 expenditures as over 
against $5, estimated current receipts, as included in the report of the 
Executive Secretary te the Direetor, with revisions in specified items as follows: 

Salaries 
O. ds Murie (half time) ......$4,100 
Howard gahniser POOH HOH He Oe 7, 230 

: Sopsaresersgs aad baakE IIIT 
wilderness NOWB ser ccovevsonsssrccevere 

*
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The metion was adopted, the revised and authorised budget then appearing as follows: 

EXPENDETURES ¢ 
Salaries-- 

Oe deo Murie (half time) ee @®© @ 8 #8 a & $4,100 

Hower Zammiser ss 2c ec ec ep te oe bee 8 7,250 

Shirley Evison eoeeveeeeeweeeee 2y 400 ' 

Contingency Tee ae ee 6k OS Oe ee 600 $14, 350 

THE LIVING WILD ERNESS-« 

Production « « eeeeovewveeretve8# os 2,800 

oe DASEPIBUSION  c clt tt th hte HO +O 200 3,000 

Wilderness News oe 8 + & @ & . so ‘iwenen rene 150 

Special promotion © ¢ 8 © 6 © 6 6 © 8 6 & ® 700 

i Annual meeting eosvsoee3westee eee © & 6 @ © 750 

oe «es. 68 é& 6 we + ee eS ewe 8 6 eee ee - 

b88fee maintenance and operation .« « « «6 «+ « » 2,600 
Subseriptions and Wooke cst ee he hee 8 , 125 

Coutingencies oes ee o @ © # ee ee eee : 100 

Travel eee ee 82 @ Oe 8 8 ee ee et ee eS ee 1,600 $22, 900 

RBEGEIBTS: 
Membership dues and contributions . «+ ee « $4,500 

Subscriptions oeet ee eevee e 6 8 © oo 200 

Rent »« « e « « ‘se 6 4 @ 9 6 & 8.8 .@ * oe ¢ 840 

Sale of magazines and repriv's 1. +e «e+ 166 5, 640 

ANTICIPATE? DEFICIT «ee eeeeereeevev eee $17, 260 

Griffith moved and Oberholtzer sesonded that the Council authorize the Executive 

Committee when cause is shown to transfer unexpended balances from one item éa 

in the budget to another item and also to use similarly any increase in receipts 

above those anticipated. ‘The motion was adopted, 

Griffith moved, and Broome seconded, that the Society request the Trustees of the : 

Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund to grant the goetety for the calendar year 1948 

the am of $17,360 for the ordinary expensesof the Society. The motion carried. 

The session adjourned at 10:50 pom. i 

On Sunday June 22 the Council with guests made an excursion into the Canadian area 

of Rainy Lake, having lunch on an unnamed island near Red Gut Bay and a picnic 

dinner on San{Point Toland. Dring the cruise the Council considered a proposed 

extension throughout the continent of a system of ema suse nthe gounedh 

with a plan envisioned by MacKay®. yellows, © extended discussion the Gounc 

Tormulated tpoyputiine, gts Piggra tesfOPQSR ER Hota aomtactions #87 « Yasan 
saUHEPMaRehe Ree BLE OsSE pont uSeEBR nsPaons nations #6F ‘a vasency 

om uné 23, the Couneil considered further the 

ata session, foeutal dyeten of wi gerness areas a authorized the Solease on the 

following day of the following announcement of itsactions 

JONTINENT WILDERNESS 9 (STEM ADVOCATE 
) 

Taifotatonent is omitted in this draft — 

of the minutes to avoid additional retyping. 

It will, be incorporated in the final draft 

and had boon already furnished each menber as 

mimeographed and released by the Society and 

alee 8 used, in the International Falls (Minn.) 
Q * 

/



It was suggested that membersof the Society be asked to list = lecal projects that Selene. such as one outlined by more for the Squanticoek River in 

Clark suthp perbeetees ll P*peztanes of studying the effeet ef regional valley 

Following adjournment at 12.45 pea. for lunch, the session reeopened at 2440 pom. 
Marshall moved, and Broome seconded, that the ih Raed ne wesent officerse-MacKayo, President; ana ine and Griffith, Treasurer--be reelected for the next year, 

Griffith moved, Murie seeonded, that there be submitted at the next on t ta/% ty + xt annual meeting 

shafT ROSS Stata T seve REPS Han Ptyb yockset d,s kserss of, the, soede ty 
Oberholtzer moved, anid Murie seconded, that a vote of gratitude be sent % 

_ Gharles 5. Kelly for advice on logal matters. The davten carried. aee 
Broome moved, and Clark seconded, that the following Gouneillers be re-elected for Soh. ° SOEBP, YORE Leas USSAUAR}e GASRAcamMELeeegMeet O Oberholezors 
Cberholtzer moved, and Broome seconded, that Frederick Law Olmsted be elected 
as deaustiier of the The Wil derness Society for a periedof two years, succeeding 
Derothy Sachs Jackson. The motion carried. | 

George Marshall reported that the Trustees of the R 
Fund “had voted to cpprepriate to The Wilderness foctety she ous of stn ekae® for 
the calendar yoar 1948, 

. Marshall also reported that the Trustees of this fundhad voted to the Society 

a special grant of $1,000 to be wsed for the edueation ef the public with regard 
h ed wildern rea, in th e National Park, | that the 

ertuus col aioe voted +o: rant $250 to fae Gildernese Soe fot} for duc ational 
P rk on the Moose River area in the Adirondacks. : 

Warstial then moved, and Murie seconded, that the Society appropriate $250 to 

ndack Moose River Committee for the purpose of advancing its adesational 

cere tu vemmaukien with the we to preserve” the Moose,River area fn the 

Adirondacks, The motion carried. 

4iffith seconded, that the appreciation of the Sogiety be 

ar eed te the prustess of the Robert llarshall Wilderness fand for its frants 

the Society. The metion carried. i 
saan tae >t Murie extended an invitation to the Council to hold its next annual 

meeting at their STS Ranch at Moose, Wyoming. Following a discussion, Zalniser 

then moved, and Oberholtzer seconded, that the 1948 annual meeting of the Council 

be held at Moose, Wyoming, over the ® urth week~end in June. The motion carried, 

nj ted 
affith moved, and Marshall seconded, that each member of the Council be reques 

te turn in at Least ten namesof prospective members for The Wilderness Society, 

indicating those for whom the Councillor's name might be used as a referenee. 

The motion carried. Zahniser moved that the Council order inseribed in the minutes 

of thismeeting its gratitude to Anne Broome for her kindly voluntecred services as 

recording seeretary, Themotion was unanimously seconded and passed.
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: 

Broome Fead/moved theadoption of the following resolution prepared = _ ° i 

by Mackaysa ~*~ cr ace i real 
cat 

_” Weaoveas that, our” jovial host, ober of Ober's Island; tugetlior with 

Rts gabhant- drew of land and ova. finekutins espesialty-“the three** ~~ 

rhadkes - of +the-comeissary) be fobdly and profoundly~ thanked-for-the 

Vereen es cert? srudan ates oa eer “4 or Wilderness Sock ty 

wc: en kD. annual meeting assembled the far and fair wilder : o-—- 

ws xiGua¥ieorSupriors. ane ly a ei IR Pg Sn Coenen mm wnt Phy ke 2 

Bay GoLpg gemimoyede. "esandtde al}sufned at ae ynanimauadly gdzoutedary 
~ preceding dinners : : } ; 

oo oe aa sitheeia 

, alas iibeiuiean: ital ___ Reppeetfully submitted, 

, 
{nue Broome, Recording Secretary 

foward aahniser, Eixocutive secretary 

| HaSaaseReese' Me ayteEed pndraen ever Rather BARBER Mi tRenCBIM Gay 28 BE the 

meeting confirmed by two-thirds of the membersof the Gouneil, the above 

minutes of the 1947 meeging of the Gouneil of The Wilderness Society are 

hereby ordered insefibed in the Record Book of the Society. 

. 
Howard Zanniser, Txecutive Seeretary 
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From THE WILDGRNGSS SOCIETY ee 
1840 slintwood Place For Immediate Release 
Washington 9, D. SG. 

AMENDED JACKSON HOLN BILL DESCRIBED AS UNSOUND, INADEQUATE 

The Jackson Hole bill (H. R. 1330 amended) now pending in the House of Represent~ 
atives is unsound and inadequate and a threat to the success of efforts to solve 
the complicated land-administration problems in this region, according to offic- 
ials of The Wilderness Society who have been making a first-hand study in Jackson 

Hole of these problems in connection with Grand Teton National Park, Jackzon Hole 

National Monument, and the near-by Teton Wilderness Area. 

The present amended bill, says the Society, is in no sense the compromise measure 

anticipated by some conservationists but is a serious and pressing threat to the 

public interest. Though failing of enactment in the recent session of Congress, 

the bill, the Socisty points out, was in a surprise move reported cut by the Com- 

mittee considering it, and the bill thus ewaits consideration by the House itself 

in the session scheduled to convene on January 6, while a special session might 

make the threat even more immediate. 

Society officials who have been making the Jackson Hole study report that, under 

the guise of a compromise, this amended bill like the original bili actualiy rep- 

resents proposals of local interests who have been fighting in every way possible 

national efforts to provide adequately for preservation of this superb area anc. 

proper accomodation of increasingly numerous visitors from all parts of the country. 

The park addition proposed by the amended bill in lieu of the national monument, 

which it would abolish, is described as woefully inadequate, comprising less than 

a fifth of the monument and even excluding Snake River and Jackson Lake. A first 

reading of the bill, it is pointed out, may give the impression that the newlv 

proposed boundaries would include Jackson. Lake, but careful analysis of the bill's 

wording shows that a later clause excepting certain reclamation withdrawals ac- 

| tually would place park boundaries some distance away from the lake. 

It seems impossible, the investigators revort, to administer these Jackson Hole 

lands properly in the public interest with such a small area under administration 

with Grand Teton National Park--principal attraction for Jackson Hole visitors. 

Proposed disposal of other lands within the monument is described as unsound. Now 

proposed in the bill as additions to Teton National Forest, these lands, it is 

pointed out, would be in the competent hands of the U. S. Forest Service but would 

needlessly involve this agency in recreational perplexities most closely related 

to preservation and administration of the national park. In the investigatorss 

opinion, dominant values of forested areas in the northern part of the monument are 

in recreation and preservation of the scene. Monument lands east and south of the 

Snake River, it is emphasized, can in no sense even be described as forest land. 

It seems apparent, the investigators conclude, that this part of the new proposal 

is in no sense an attempt to deal soundly with this area's complicated land-admin- 

istration problems but simply an effort to remove from National Park Service ad- 

ministration lands that local interests hope later to exphoit. 

Society officials engaged in the Jackson Hole study are Olaus J. Murie, Director; ‘ 

Howard Zahniser, editor of THE LIVING WILDERNESS, and Charles G. Woodbury of the 

Society's executive committee who also 4s a member of the National Parks Associ- 

ation's executive committes, another non-governmental conservation organization. 

~-31147--
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4ugust 7, 1947. 

Mr, Howard Zahhi ser 
Moose, Wyoming — 

Dear Howard, 

I haven't been in the Poreupines, and henee have no grounds for 
saying anything to Michigan about develoment plans, The east- 
to-west road mentioned in the clipping sounds suspicious. Simne 
lovejoy's death, I know of no “watchdogs" in Michigan likely to 
protest violations of wilderness areas, 

Since the read isn't built yet, I wonder if you or Olaus shouldn't 
take a look sometime? I have no reason to believe that Michigan 
will avoid needless roads in the development of the Poreupines, 

I'm sending a copy of your letter and this one to Oleus Murie and 
I am also forwarding the clipping to Way" P. bow t Gri 446 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold
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HAROLD C. ANDERSON 

VICE PRESIDENT ah see DP INTWOOD PLA BARVEY BROOME 

ALDO LEOPOLD “yy Ap) Aye \ cece WY. IRVING M. CLARK 

: ; WASHINGT 
BERNARD FRANK 

TREASURER ? ON 9, D. Cc. ERNEST S. GRIFFITH 

ERNEST S, GRIFFITH Oia 
ROBERT FISKE GRIGGS 

Profes sor Aldo Leopald DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON 

DIRECTOR University of Wisconsin ALDO LEOPOLD 
1 car’ . BENTON MACKAYE 

OLAUS J. MURIE Madison, Wisconsin. SEORGE MABRBHALL 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 17g uly 1947, 
JAMES MARSHALL 

HOWARD ZAHNISER 
OLAUS J. MURIE 
ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 

JOHN N. SPENCER 

Dear Al do : 
CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Enclosed &s a clipping and a carbon of my reply to the man 

who sent it to us. Mr. Brown is--or was--not a member of the Society, 

but he wrote: 
‘ 

‘aver sinee the meeting of the American Forest 

Congress in Washington, De Ce, last fall, I have been 

interested in your work. Previous to that, I had never 

heard of the Wilderness Society, but it caught my imagi- 

nation and I am in sympathy with your work." 

He is President of Ford Local 952, UAW-CIO. a 

Yould you mind passing the clipping and letter along to Robert Griggs? ) 

s 1 s ye as 
laa 

Have you been iytouch with administration of the Porcupines, Tou 

are of course our nearest Council Member to the area, and as a State 

official yourself might have some influence in advising the Michigan 

denartment . 

Tt have always considered the Porcupines as one of our prizes and have 

been specially interested in it as a STATE administered wilderness area. 

T do hope we can see it perpetuated, and I think we ought to do all 

we can to mobilize positive support for it as a wilderness among 

MICHIGAN folks. 

What is your advice? We would be glad to hear from you here at Moose. 

Warren Chase is hoere--a now $5 member of the Society, one of Olaus's 

Council Member quota--and so are John and Frank Craighead, and some others 

from Michigan. We might develop a cell right here. 

Z : 3 

But I wonder how serious the dev,Lopment threat is to the wilderness area 

and what the needs for recreational conveniences are up there--in your opinion. 

Maybe we could route ourselves home that way. 

Well, even out here I have to rush. 

With best regards, 

Cordially yours, J 

aC phar ® 
r 7nnW48 eee 

: Howard Zahyisere 

Z/%-e
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From: Yor Innediate Release , THB WILDERNESS SOCIMTY 
1840 Mintwood Place N. ¥. | 1 wen 
Washington, 3, » G. 

0y We 

We y gt 

international Falis. June 24. -- Meeting near here on an island in Rainy 
Leake in “the heart of the continent," the Couneil of The Wilderness Society 
yesterday launched « campaign to extend throughout the continent a eyatem of 
wilderness arene for permanent oreservation. 

Such areas, it was pointed out, have unique sctentifie values and are of 
historical and educational importanee but their outstanding value is in “pre~ 
serving for ali Americans the sholee they now have of finding recreation in the 
wilderness if they so wish." The influence of the wilderness the Council 
described as “essential to the survival of our American culture." 

The Council, governing body for the Society's membership in all the 48 states, 
in Canada, and in foreign countries, adopted plans for enlisting the cooperation of 
other conservation organizations, educational and seientific institutions, eivie 
groups, and State, Provineial, Dominion, and Federal governmental agencies in pre- 
serving before too late representative remnants of the once extensive and greatly 
varied American wilderness. 

“Already it is too late to save a sample area of every type of primitive 
America,” Aldo Leopold, noted wildlife authority, told the Gouncil. "Gone en- 
tirely are all large stretches of the primitive prairie,” he said. 

& State conservation commissioner of Wisconsin, Leopold, whe is Vice-President 
of The Wilderness Society, declared thet fer about half of the types of primitive 
America all substantial remnants have already disappeared, He pointed out further 
that it will be most difficult to find arese of some other types. 

But there is still opportunity, he said, to preserve ea wilderness system that 
will be of inestimable value to future generations, a well as to the present. 

Urging the importance of msking the most of this opportunity, Benton Maokaye, ae. 
nationally known regional planner who is President of the Soetety, called for ag- | 
gressive ection thet would secure in « continental system representative unite of | 
every type of wilderness now remaining. Endorsing thie proposal, the Council ji 
instigated « program for establishing such areas in 11 principal land and water 
types @- Lake State Pines, Short-grage Prairie, Rocky Mountain Conifer, Northwest 
Conifer, Southwest Bushfield, Southwest Desert, Coastal Prairie, Coastal Swamp, 
Southern Appelachian, Northeast Conifer, and Tundra. It also called for the 
preservation of much email netural arecs as yet remain from seven other types -« 
Lake State Hardwood, Oak Hickory, High-grass Prairie, Constal Pine, Piedmont, 
Atlantic Coastline, and Pacific Soastiine. 

The Council described as central to this program the project of the President's 
Quetico-Superior Committee to establish an internationel area in this region. It 
urged immediate action on the three-point program for protecting the Superior Road- 
lese Area supported by the Minnescta State Conservation Depsrtment and advocated in | 
Congress by Representative John Blatnik, from thie district. It is imperative, | 
said the Council, to protect from airplane and undesirable recort invasion this | 
atrategically important part of the Guetico-Superior wilderness. /



rd 

/ | 
The Council also urged protection of the now threatened wilderness of 

Olympic National Park and gave its support to the efforts of the New York | 
State Adirondacit Moose River Committee to protect a threatened Adirondack 
wilderness area. 

Gommending the U, 5. Forest Service for its recent decision to preserve 
the San Gorgonio Primitive Area in California in the face of demands by 
certain skiers for mechanical and hotel facilities, the Souncil urged similar 
diligence in protecting all the 76 areas in national forests that have already 
been designated for wilderness preservation. “In our national foreata, 
nations] parks, and in some State areas," said the Council, “we have already 
accomplished much toward establishing our continental system, and we should 
certainly make sure that we safeguard what few wilderness areas we thus have." 

Attending the Council's 4-day meeting were: Benton MacKaye, President, 
Shirley Genter, Mass.; Aldo Leopold, Vice-President, Madison, Wie.; Grnest 
& Griffith, Treasurer, Weshington, 2. &.; Claus J. Murie, Director, Moose, 
Wyoming; Howard Zeahniser, Bxecutive Secretary and editor of THE LIVING 
WILDERNSSS, Washington, D. C.; Karvey Broome, Knoxville, Tenn.; Irving M, 
Clark, Bellevue, Yash.; Bernard Frank, Washington, ). ©.; Robert F. Griggs, 
Chevy Chase, Md.; George Marshall, New York, Ne ¥.3; and Brnest ©, Oberholtzer, 
member of the Council and host to the meeting at his island home “The Meller" 
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June 10, 1947 

Mr. Harvey Broone 
3730 North Broadway 

, Knoxville 13, Tenn. 

Dear Harveys 

I greatly appreciate the offer of a ride up with 
you end Mrs. Broome, tut I have engagements here 

which prevent me frou leaving until the 19th, 
hence I am unable to accept your kind invitation. 

I nevertheless appreciate your thinking of me. 

; I am glad you are having a visit with Miss Northrup. 

I don't yet mow whether I will be in town when you 
are, tut you might give me a ring to find out. 

With personal regards, and looling forward to seeing 

you at the neeting. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALsPM Aldo Leopold ; 

oy
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TREASURER ROBERT FISKE GRIGGS 

ERNEST S. GRIFFITH DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

DIRECTOR 3730 North Broadway BENTON MACKAYE 

OLAUS J. MURIE Knoxville 18,, Fern. eee os am 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY June 6 9 194.7 OLAUS J. MURIE 

HOWARD ZAHNISER ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 

JOHN N. SPENCER 

CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

From Zahniser's communication of June 2, I gather that 
there is no altogether convenient way of reaching Ranier, 

Minnesota. 

Mrs. Broome and I plan to drive through from Knoxville 

by automobile and will be stopping in Madison on the night 

of Tuesday, June 17, to visit with Helen Northup. iie have ad- 

vised Ober that we shall probably be arriving at Carlson's Camp, 

Bald Rock, about the middle of the afternoon, June 19 (the day 

before our meeting is scheduledto begin). This means we shall 

probably have to leave Madison fairly early on the morning of the 

18th. We are traveling by coupe. 

I don't know if you are planning to attend the meeting; but 

if you are, and if it should prove a convenience to you to join 

us in the car we would be most happy to have you do so. 

Perhavs I should say that we are planning to return by way 

of the northern peninsula of Michigan and the Straits of Mackinac. 

(By chance good fortune, I rode down on the plane this morning 

from Cincinnati with Mr. Charles Shevlin, Superintendent of the 

Isle Royale National Park.) It may be, as a result of meeting hin, 

I shall make a side trip to Isle Royale. Because our return 

route is through upper Michigan you will no doubt wish to make 

your own returnyshould = drive up with us. 
Ory ang 

No reply to this letter is called for. I shall phone you 

when we reach Madison. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Harvey Broome 

HB/AB



Oxford University Press 
114 Fifth Aveme 
New York, N. Y. 

10 June 1947 

Gentlemen: 

Wo. ans, Someneeting © bea eehew service in our erly 
magazine THE LIVING WILDERNESS end will shortly you @ coup 
of our 6-page initial section in our J 

We should indeed welcome receiving st copies f our press 
and in fact would be glad to rev wor? lready rec y pub- 
lished, in our September magaz 

As book editor of Hature Me Vd I now*pve for discussion, in 
my next “Nature in Print" esar Rivoy A Grehem's Ehe Land and 
Hildlife and am aware of the fod@hepGjfg Exploring Our National i 
Earka by Devereux 

I should be pleas#i/to receive eypies gk these worke for assign- 
ment for LIVING ¥i.0aRNRSS, tA Nt shoWid prove to be still aveil- 
able for such parpoees Grahem's -gturel Principles of Lend Use | 
might well be dikqussed for our rpeders along with the newer, com- 
panion volume - i\kbably by ng pold, the noted wildlife suthor- 
ity who rice=p »> lent of #67s Society. 

It be our policy to refiew only those works which pertain to 
t lderness, afd it would thus probably not be wise to send us 
books in a routing kchedule. If you should care to include us in 

| references, wopld it not be autisfactory to send us pre- 
pulMeetion en wfigenents or ecatslogs and permit us to invite the 

paint of spec) ye works that would seem pertinent to our concerns? 

Sincerely Yours, | 

Howard Zahniser } 
HZ/se /
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| May 23, 1947. 

Biltor, Who's Who 
Yalmolive Dujiding 
919 Michigan Avene 
Chicago li, lllinole 

Rear Kx. Marquisi 

The Wilderness Soelety has requested me to add 
the following to my biographical sketch in hots 

‘“euber of organizing comalttee The 
Wilderness Society, 1935, council 
nember since 1935, vice president 
since 1945." 

You have my permission to add this if you 
, wish %o. 

Yours very truly, 

AutPM Aldo Leopold
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3730 North Broadway aS 
Enoxville 18, Tennessee . 

Dr. Charles G. Woodbury ee 
1801 Hoban Road, NeW. * , H 
Weshineton, Ds Ge 

| 

Dear Charles: : q 
Thank you for your letter of May 14. No apologies are neces= Me 

sery, I was not so much concerned that I had not heard from you ‘ 
as that you possibly had not received my letter. | 

In reworking the old objectives of the Society I was moved 4 
somewhat by comments of one of our more active local members that i 
it seemed to him that our objectives were couched semestat in : 
technical language rather than in simpler language which might j 
appeal more readily to prospective new members, I am not sure | 
how much merit there is in his thoughts but I think there may be i 

, some, and it is no doubt true thet a clear statement of our ob d 
jectives would make it essier for potential new members to make | 
up their minis about Joining. At any rate, in order to have his | 
ideas oo before us, I suggested to this member that he write | 
a letter zahniser embodying his idees to the end that it might 
throug light on discussions at the annual meeting. : | 

As you kmow, I have for many years been legal assistant to 
a United States direuit Judge and I have come to covet clear, simple 
statements from lawyers and I have come ‘to know how greatly it 
simplifies our work to have such. And I would hope that the 
Society might in time be able to phrase its objectives in the | 
clear and simple language of a Thoreau. I do not mean to suggest. 
that our committee has achieved this but it is my feeling that that | 
should be our aim. ; 

- I think we are much further along than we were last year and 
if we could have a meeting of our committee before the general mect~ 
ing, ve ae be able to get together on our ak dl ep Aldo has } 
stated that the suggested objectives are agreeable to him. Im this 
he has,gone a-ttttte—stt further than I seute go, since in going . . 
back over them I find room for improvement. : 

Sincerely yours, } 

Copies to Leopold and 3 Ha, 1 : 
Zahniser far : Harvey 2 

i i » ; Rie GME) a allie a
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14 May 1947 

Mr. Harvey Broome 
3730 North Broadway 
Knoxville, 18, Tennessee 

Dear Harvey: 

After the long time that has elapsed your letter 
of March 28 about revision of the statement of the ‘s ob- 
jectives, my first word must be one of pre ae apology my delay. 
T have not meant to be discourteous,} vs but the reco s against 
me and I ask your forgiveness for ast acknowlpdging your letter more 
promptly. < J) 

Zahnie's letter to you a day by oat partly expleins why I 
have not written. If the Council Ny consider the basic problem 
of revision of the langyags-of—the Charter, and agrees on such re- 
vision at the coming sof ing, theh th rede ent of objectives and 
the By-laws as I eee ih mast be i to\eeree with whatever Charter 
changee are made. ( 

Leaving thia fv dyanter al problgy, let me comment briefly on your 
suggested change in tha statement J9 objectives, even if our considera~- 
tion of the-Ghanges ci mot je bropgnt to a conclusion perhaps until the 
charter Apddiem is dispose < 

/ would be will 4 to go along with most of your euggesated re- 
vision Af I were more |thoroughly convinced that a rephrasing is needed. 
But in paragraph (2) t} ould prefer to retain the old wording and then 
add yo o ye paragraph would then read: 

SS weal the concept that wilderness is a 
valuable natural resource of the people and as 
such should be perpetuated and protected; and 
that its preservation is fundamental to a bal- 
anced conservation program." 

In paragraph 3, while your wording is shorter and perhaps more 
lucid, there is the merit of long established and familiar usage in 
the old language, and I am not mre but thie merit has more weight 
than the merit of your shorter statement of easentially the same idea. 

I'm heartily in favor of your addition of objective 4 - my only 
reservation is whether a better word can be found than “demonstrate.” 
Theat means so many things and has some limited technical connotations,



Mr. Harvey Broome - page 2 14 May 1947 | 

at least in agricultural research and extension jargon, that T'a be 

heppier if another word could be found to replace it. 

Sincerely yours, 

c. G. Woodbury 

ee to: “Aldo Leopold 
Howard Zahnivser 

— CGR fee .
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May 5, 1947 

Hr. Howard Zabniser 

1840 Mintwood Place, H.W. 
Waghington 9, 2. C. 

I dia not imow thet the Flambem group had sbmitted the ense to you, but T 
am glad they did. 

The proposed co-op dam lies outside the stete forest tut inside the strip of 
river which we head hoped to keep in a natural condition, Since this paper 
was written, the Conzission has teen constantly purchasing lend sand oaking 
good headway toward the building up of the project. 

The hoarkace on the proposed dau held before the Piblie Service Conmingion 
have caused quite an uproar in the stete. The fem co-op of course has the 

. syapathy of the local public sentiment. The Legislature which has been in 
seseion has safle a politienl iewue of the ease ani public pressure from the 
Legislature and elsewhere has ¢nused two of the commissioners to change their 
minds, ani during a poorly attented meeting a resolution to withdrw opposi- 
tion was passed by the Commission by a vote of two to one. Commigsioner 
Aberg who shares my view on the case haa been a power attermmey in the rast 

We have a statute whieh requires the Public Service Commission to cousidar 
scenic and reersations) values. This statute has now been repealed by the | 
Legialaturs, and the final determin:tion vested in county boarie. ‘sturmliy 

public interest. Hanae. £8 leone a0 Af the seq’ Fintan ewe Seve Mi 
and if the future policy for maintaining some naturel rivers vere pretty 
wuleruing). s 

With personal regards, | 

Yourg sincerely, 

ALPS ADO LEOPOLD



PRESIDENT COUNCIL ig is THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY FE seen 

oblige 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE, N. W. pagan 

at catia WASHINGTON 9, D. C. Sane 6. enierwra 
TREASURER ROBERT FISKE GRIGGS 

ERNEST S. GRIFFITH DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

DIRECTOR BENTON MACKAYE 

OLAUS J. MURIE GEORGE MARSHALL 

: JAMES MARSHALL 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OLAUS J. MURIE 

HOWARD ZAHNISER ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 

JOHN N. SPENCER 

CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, 6, Wisconsin 

1 May 1947 

Dear Aldo: 

We have just received in the mail the enclosed appeal for co- 

operation in a move to prevent the building of a dam on the 

Flambem. I presume that you are well acquainted with the 
facts in the case, and would appreciate your advice with re- 

gard to it. 

I hope you are anticipating, as the rest of us are, the an- 

nual meeting up at Ober's place June 20 to 23. We are going 

to get some formal information out to each Council member soon 

but I do not wish to overlook this opportunity to advertise it. 

I believe that it will be one of our most important Council 

meetings and should certainly be well attended. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

p a 

Howard niser ~- 
HZ/se / / 

Encl.
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An Appeal For Preservation of the Flambeau 
To American Sportsmen, Conservationists, and Nature Lovers 

Everywhere: 

The beautiful Flambeau River, Wisconsin's famed 
scenic waterway, is in real danger! 

To you who have fished for its fighting muskies, 
floated through its peaceful sylvan pools, been thrilled by 
white water of its rapids, and to those of you to whom this 
river is yet legend to be visited someday we appeal for aid. 

The REA administration, through The Dairyland 
Power Co-op, are looking with covetous eyes on one of Wis- 
consin's last remaining stretches of rapids and rugged wat- 
ers. The Dairyland Co-op has filed an application with the 
Wisconsin Public Service Commission for a permit to build a 
dam sixty-two feet high at Little Falls, about 5 miles north 
of the city of Ladysmith. This proposed dam would destroy 
about eleven miles of river. 

By exaggerated and extravagant claims and promises 
to the hard working farmers throughout the state, they have 
generated political pressure to compel two of the Wisconsin 
Conservation Commissioners to reverse stand against the dam. 

They have attempted to coerce the state legisla- 
ture to repeal state statutes protecting natural beauty, and 
to dictate appointment to the Public Service Commission of a 
man who would decide in their favor without regard to rights 
of millions of Americans who are vitally concerned in pre- 
serving a few of the natural beauty spots which are our nat- 
ural heritage in the state in which God made then. 

They have attempted to stifle all opposition still 
ing one man's mouth with concerted action to wreck his busi- 
ness, Others with the threat of political opposition and yet 
others with the pressure of economic retribution. 

They are ruthlessly advocating a principle which 
if established will make it impossible for Wisconsin to save 
any of its few remaining rivers. 

If a precedent is established in permitting this 
REA dam to destroy the natural beauty attractiveness of our 
Flambeau River, there will be no preventing of other power 
dams being built to completely destroy the natural flow and 
sporting lure of Wisconsin's most beautiful river. 

Little Falls is our last outpost line of resis- 
ance. If this outpost is driven in, the precedent establish- 
ed will leave little defense against the final assault. - - 
WE MUST FIGHT NOW. 

Letters, telegrams, editorials in protest forward- 

ed to the Wisconsin Public Service Commission, at Madison, 

Wisconsin, will reveal the mighty sentiment for the preser- 
vation of the Flambeau and inevitably encompass the defeat 
of this nefarious proposal. - - ACT NOW. 

FRIENDS OF THE FLAMBEAU (Signed) 

FRANK BIDGOOD ED WEIGAND E. M. ROGERS 
JENNIE NEUBAUER LAURETTA KILLEEN JOHN R. PRETTIE 
JAMES JOHNSON STANLEY ANDERSEN OSCAR WEINER 
CARL JOHNSON PETER SABOR RUDOLPH PRAH 
M. E. BABCOCK NORRIS WELCH JOE LIEBOCHEN 

FRANZ F. SCHLEMMER T. R. O'CONNOR MELVIN PRETTIE 
RAYMOND F. EISELE E. M. JOHNSON JOHN JEROME PRETTIE 

F, J. DERGE F. C. RUSSELL MAX R. PRETTIE 
HARRY WALLACE A. H. RUSSELL JOHN DONOHUE | 
JOSEPH FELEEN JOHN STROUD SR. GEORGE R. HARZ 
ELMER G. DIENER JOHN STROUD JR. NELLIE HANSON 
LOUIS JOHNSON HELEN B. RUSSELL FRANK BURTON 

HAROLD M. HANSON LORRAINE STROUD HANS C. HANSON 
LAWRENCE JOHNSON GERTRUDE HANSON
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i April 2, 1947 
iy 

| My. Howard Zahniser 

/ | 1640 Mintwood Place, N.if. 
Washington 9. D. C. 

The new "Purpose and Program” is a big improvement | 
over amy we have issued, and I appreciate the pains 
you, have taken with it. I have no corrections ‘to 
such. 

Iom glad that your paper in Jourmal of Forestry a a 
is now out. 

Vith best regards, 

Yours a8 ever,



| April 2, Loy | 

| i a a | 

The revision of the objectives enclosed with your | 

tlt Mt hie same tiwe Bomrd ahaiser is revising the My 
A lanflet on "Purpose om! Prograa’. ‘The objectives | 

on the Last page omit your ites four, and the other 
three objectives differ «lightly in wording. I am 

ec. dng gttention to thiu in onier that the repor$ ? of our coumittee of the reprint prevosed by Noward : be made to colacide, if posaibiie. : 

| : ae Yours sincerely, 

| ; AtgPat oO PO :



Proposed Revision of Wilderness Society Objectives 

(1) To enlist the .American people in the preservation of 

the American wilderness. : 7 

: (2) To spread the concept that wildernéss is a valuable 

natural resource, and that its preservation is funda- , * 

‘ ; mental to a balanced conservation program. 

(3) To bar from wilderness areas the sights and sounds of 

civilization—mechanized transportation, commercial 

developments, and all uses Which clash with the 

primeval environment, and detract from its full 

enjoyment, 

(4) To demonstrate the relation of wilderness to the 

| conservation of soil, water, forests, and wildlife; 

and its importance to human well-being. 

28 March 1947 . 

f me . 

4



PE mg THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY counctt 
HAROLD C. ANDERSON 
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WASHINGTON 9, D. C. pre age 
esadae © aninlitis ROBERT FISKE GRIGGS 

: DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON 

DIRECTOR aT DO North Broadw ay pred egos a 

OLAUS J. MURIE Knoxv ille 18 5 Tennessee GEORGE MARSHALL 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY March 28 : 1947 fice wh cae . 
HOWARD ZAHNISER ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 

JOHN N. SPENCER 

CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dr. Charles G. Woodbury 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Aldo and Charles: _rbpebo 

At the Old Rag meeting of the Council we three were re- 

appointed as a committee to revise the Byeteems/“of the Society. 

The proposals made last year received, as you recall, hard 

sledding at the meeting. 

In order to get us started I enclose proposed revisions for 

your consideration, but in view of our experience I have not, 

except in number four, departed in spirit at least from the 

existing objectives, although 1 have attempted some simplifica- 

tion and verhaps popularization of their wording. Number four, 

although it is new as an objective, is not new so far as the 

work of the Society is concerned since we have had numerous 

articles by Murie, Frank and others, calling attention to the 

importance of wilderness to the conservation of soils, water, 

and wildlife. We also had an article some years ago by Dr. 

Merriam in which he considered the effect of wilderness upon 

the human spirit. It occurs to me that by calling attention 

to these relationships in our objectives we can broaden the 

pase and the appeal of the Society without in the least de- 

parting from our earlier objectives. 

My proposals are tentative, of course, and I invite your 

criticism and suggestions. I hope that we may hammer out 

something that the three of us at least may agree upon in 

time for the next annual meeting. 

very sincerely yours, 

Harvey re oO 

HB/AB 

CG: MacKaye ’ 
Murie | 

Frank 

Zahniser
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Jorwnry 6, 1947 eB 

| Dy. Joba M. Gens a 
201 South Hall , 

Door Dr. Gauss \, : 

Mews I@opold told me about your "Troshmen Forum" tally and ‘ 
what you anid about the Wilderness foclety, ; ' 

T's eR '% hear 1t in pexeon, bot I want to axpress 
Bago for your interest in the wildernoas idea, anid 

your moral support of the Society's program, : 

A tow local members of tho Society are talicing about } 
organizing « Wisconain branch to formate a Waconsin 
fren While our opportunities along this Line «re 

inited, there is nevertheless room for a modest program 
In cage this gocs ahend I will let you Imow, fe would value 
your counsel, 

the Wilderness Soolety recently secured the services of 
two executive officers, owurd Zamiser, 1640 Mintwood 
Spaaty Taeeendiene Ser ere OS Bente eee 
5 Seer oer oe None Oar Pentre Ore core g 
Should thia happen, I'd like to heave you moet them, 111 
Let you know. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Lacpold 

eo dahniser 
Hurle
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Degeriber 27, 1946 

Mr. Olaus Murle 
Moose, Wyoning 

Deay Olanss 

% read your letter with intense interest and I 
agree with all of the views expressed an your 
letter. Naataie peal ch caonaek wok toe te Oo 
which the Society needs at present and how to 
it quickly, At this point my capacity for saying 

anything useful brenke down. 

I hepe to talk this over with you at fan Antonio, 

; Yours ag ever, 

; Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absense to avoid delay). 

' oo aohnisor



Moose, Wyoming | 

December 11,1946 

To the Geuncillors, 

The “ilderness Society 

Gent Lemen + 

Recently I attended severnl meetings at Denver which heve more 

ot less significance and on which I should like to report to yOu. 

he firet cecasion was on October 29, when the ‘ile High Chapter 

of the Imank "alton League of America had s teeting at noon with represen- 

tatives of the teclamation Service, to which I had reeoived en invitstion. Me ' 

The Main spesker wee one of our own group, John #. Spencer, mubcacdemt Supervisor 

wktixkioxtiammmisteorks, Branch of Operation end Maintenance, of the feclanati on 

Servieo, and he had with him tro assistemts, Ted Swem and We Be Blomgren, end 

Ralph Sehyidt of the Fish and Wildlife Service, to help answer questions. 

John Spencer gave 5 splendid talk, after which ouestions and complaints were brought 

forth from the League members. ‘There was much di ceusaion of the effeet of dans 

on fish ond fishing, which resulted in * lively debate. It was noticeable that 

the d@iecusmion centered pretty mich on the physienl effect of dams on the fish ; 

therelvea=-not on tecrention in its broader aspects, nor on wilderness. 

Rut there is one thing I would like to stress, which I believe is . 

the notable feature of this whole conference. Heretofore I hed had the 

feeling that there has been an “iron curthin" between us and the Reelamation 

Service. It hes been hard to keep informed, ‘There hac been’ much secrecye 

At least that hes been my impression. Possibly this has now changed. At 

any rate, Mr. Spencer approached us all in the friendliest mamer, was obviously 

sincere in all thet he sald, snd earnestly invited enyone to cane to the 

serviee with inquiries, suggestions, complaints. He freely offered full 

eooperetion with conservation groups. T éo not moan that the threate to 

Wildernesa areas from dans is elimineted. Far from it. But I an mre Mr. 

Spencer made a good impression and opened the way for some kind of understandi ne 

with the Reclamation Service. 

In conversations with seientists of the Fish and Wildlife Service on 

this and other oceasions more light was thrown on one phase of Ree lemetion 

planning thet has bothered me. You will reeall that a bill wes recently passed 

by Congress (lergely through the efforts of the Izaak Walton League) whieh 

provides that any reelemation project must be studied by the Fish and Wildlife 

Service prior to approval, in order that interests of wildlife might be sefe- f 

guarded, ‘This is an excellent provision so far as it geese But I have not 

felt that eae etteia are covered by the bill. About © year ago I 

@iseussed thie an official of the Fish and Wildlife Service and was 

assured that this agency could, and would, give consideration to wilderness | 

values, lHovever, at Denver, and elsewhere, where I have met the sclentists 

be é 

* 

| 
| |



working on the so-qalled “basin studies", I have met with mo auch assurance. Under | 
the provisions of the bill, the selentist is obligated to consider only the | 
pent phyaical welfare of the wildlife, theugh I believe the bill éces mention 
"recreation in a loose wort of way. I do not have a copy for reference. And so. 
the metter stands, so far as I have gone with it. 

Om the second day at Deaver, Oetober 50, I met with Ken heid and others 
of the Izaak Walton League at a press ¢onferenece, at which Ken Reid virtually 
fired the cpening gun in what will be a fight to save the publie lends of the 
weatern states. yecud 

Certain livestock interests have interested *yoming Congresamen to 
introduee bills which will transfer to private ownership 011 publie eraging 
lands--ine Luding not only the public domain bht also grazing lends on nationel 
forests; and nationel parks and monuments have also been mentioned. Some such 
bills will be introduced agsin this rinter. I shall make no further comments 

j at this time. 

Mr. “ahniser informed me thot the National Ski Association was to neet 
at Denver November 26 to December 1, and swgested that this might be an 
opportunity for me to pmsent our views on the San Corgomio question. I wrete 
to the president, Mr. loger Langley, of Barre Massachusetts, stating that ve 

: were mugh interested in ski programs and San Gorgonio in particular, md said 
it would be much appreciated if a short time eald be alletted to me on his 
program for presenting our views, After acme time I received a reply, in which 
he seid his program was very full; that people are placed on the program only 
by invitation; ond furthermore, he didn’t know who I was, nor what the \ildermmess 
Seelety is. He gave mo the name of Fred MeNeill, of Portlend, Oregon, who is 
chairann of 2 committee on Public Lands. 

By this time I judged delegntes were already on their way to Denver and 
it was too late to try to make further contacts. I concluded thet I had been 
definitely brughed off and decided act to go to Denver, 

However, we have sone top skiers in Jackson Hole who are well accusinte 
ed with the personnel and activities of the Ski Association, I was informed thet 
anyone ¢an go to a Sel Association meting as an observer. ‘Then I reeelved voré 
from Zehniser that John Sieker would be there and »t the lest minute I deeided 
to #0. ; ° 

I missed the metings of the first day, but on arrival the next morning 
T found John Sieker, who kindly introduced me to some of the officers, inc] uding 
Fred VeNeill. The latter promised to talk to the preaident, to errange an 
opportunity to talk on behalf of wilderness. Incidentally, he sald he mew about 
the “Liderness dociety, waa a sort of wilderness man himself, had belonged to 
the Mazamas of Oregon, ete. ‘then he proceeded to diseuss wilderness enthusiasts, 
termed some of then fanatics. I judged thet anyone who did not want intrusions 
in 4 wilderness or who would defend San Gorgonio,was « fanatic.
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I learned from Sleker that the Gan Gorgonio question had been diseussed 
on the first day, and that the Association would undoubtedly stand for modification 
of the Wild Area, 

I sat in at the meetings for two day, listening to lengthy diseussions 
of rules for amkteur standing and plens for the Olympic Games in Europe, heard 
reports of committees, ete. But I was not offered a chance to speak. At any 
rate, I head ample opportunity to study organized skiers and to see whet mekes 
them tick. I believe I now have a better understanding of the Ski situation in 
our country. ‘ 

Also, I had an opportunity to talk with John Sicker and to see for the 
first time on a map the specific proposal of the Califormia skiers. In sone 
respects I could see some hopeful points in this, but also realized the strength 
of our opposition in Califarnia. I am trying to formulete a plan of action whieh 
I am submitting to our Kaecutive Committee. 

; I should Like to bring before you at this time some thoughts that have 
been bothering me for a loag time, and which I have good reason to believe 
have been of some concern to other members of the Council as well, Where should 
we place the emphasis in ow program? 

We are all aware of the huge shadow that has fallen over wilderness 
areas since the end of the war--comprising numerous threats that we have to meet, 
Many of these are still storm clouds in the distance, some have taken definite 
shape, ana with which we are now grappling. It would seem that we skould put all 
our time and miergy on fighting these immediate threatse [ admit this seems very 
logicale ‘Certainly we eannot ignore the present situation, and we aust hold our 
wilderness. 

On the other hand, after being in this battle about a year, I am more 
than ever convinced of anotaer thing. If ve remain a small group of mutually 

i agreeable enthusiasts for wildemess, figating ever so hard the battle for wilder- 
ness, we are in danger of defeat. I am convinced that a task fully as 
important as winning these individual battles is the mobilization of good 
people everywhere who instinctively value the wilderness concept, but who need to 
be srouged sand shown the waye At the few Congress onal hearings I have 
attended I heve noticed that one question asked each one who testifies is "How 
many people do you represent?” I noticed that when Ken Reid testified, he was 
shown every courtesy. His orgenization is large, is well thought of, and is 
well known throughout the entire country. 

Our individual battles keep recurring. Consider the San Jacinie 

project in Saliformia. fFom times that had come before the Legislature. Four 
times the battle had to be fought. The last time it was lost. The San Gorgonio 
projeet was up onee before. ‘This is the second time that battle is being fought. 
Unless we can become strong enough between battles, unless in the meantime we 
ean fix the wilderness concept more firmly in the minds of an effective minority 
of the American people, and mke it more generally understood by the American 

people as a whole, we must fight every battle repeatedly wmtil eventually 
we lost it. Suppose we should be fortunate enough to save Sen Gorgonio thie 

time. The California skiers would surely bring it up again, and each time we 

| will be all the more on the defensive. ; ii
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I am sure thot goneurrently with our vialble battles we must also develop 
our educational work through our magazine. I have seen some very wholesome 
reactions to our magazine. ‘Ye must become « much larger organization, and to hold 
a group together we must have a good lively means of communication. Hy means of 
reprints we have an opportunity for further influence. 

There are several other groups that should be with us. ‘The /ildlife 
Seelety, American Society of Marmalogists, several ornithological groups, amd the 
Heological Society, are among those who should be specially interested in our 
work. ‘“e have recently given more emphasis on wildlife as a part of the wilderness 
pi¢ture and I believe this will + aapanewnee teh, the attention of such scientists. 
The recently organized adu,2l is an example of the present 

. trend toward affiliation of groups working far conservation. We should be 
prominently in that pieture. If we can develop The Living Wilderness to the 

F point where it is often quoted or referred to, where it is generally know and 
respected, we will have made progress, I wish the time were here when we could make 
it a bi-monthly publication instead of a quarterly. On one or two oeeasiones it 
was necessary to publish in another magazine rather than our om, due to the 
timeliness of the matter at hand. 

I might refer to the instance given above. The president of the 
National Ski Associntion had never heard of the Wildemess Society. He probably 
thought it was just another bunch of fanatics of some kind. But he surely 
nows of the Izaak Yalton league. Alan Devoe had not hoard of the Wil erness 
Society, and was delighted when he discovered it, through the magazine, and sent 
in $10 membership dues. There are thousands of good Americans that we mst 
discover if we are to hold the gains we ao desperately fight for now. 

. On one oceasion Howard Zahniser remarlmd that it is too bad to have 
to be fixing the fire engine while fires are breaking out. That is our diffieult 
position in the Wildemess Society. e cannot afford to let up on our efforts 
in either direction. We have the long-time progeet and the immediate problems. 
Both efforts are urgent. 

I wonder to what extent ve are in agreembént on the thesis I have 
presented here? 

; Sineerely youra, 

OLbgrra |. Wir 

Olaus J. Murte, 
Director 

| 

}
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November 5, 1946 

Mr, Olaus J. Murie, Director 

Wildermess Society 

Moose, Wyoming 
; 

Dear Dr. Murie: 

I am delighted to receive yours of Oetober 23 

on the Quetico-Superior area which clearly sets forth your ideas 

as of the present on the question. 

' That all interests can unite on the effort to save the 

existing Roadless Area is illustrated by the action ofthe Board of m 

Directors of the National Parks Association of recent date. 

While the overall and long-range picture is 

necessarily involved with past history and ultimate objectives, 

the present moment and course of action is always the important thing. 

' On this course we are evidently all in agreement. 

Sinemmely 

H. H. Chapmen ! 

wh



_—'sRRRCUFIVE COMUTETMR MENPING, 24 DECEMRER 1946 Ly) jaw? 
o 

At a apecielly called meeting of The Wilderness Society Sxecutive Committee, held a 
the Coamos Club 34 December 1946 and attended by Chairman Frank, Or. Griffith, and Dr, 
-‘Meodtary, the situation created by a Forest Service proposal to modify the San Sore 
gonio Primitive Area in Celifornia for the installation of a road, hoteleresort, and 

; ski tow was discussed at length, A December 11 Letter from Mirector Murie to the 
committee outlining the problem and defining alternative positione for The Wilderness 

i Society was considered, together with e statement and oral report by the Executive 
Secretary, who wee present. An article ty Dr. Murie in the September 1946 LIVING | 
WILDERNESS and a news report eee rere sane oo Se eves Soe ee 
reviewed, Upon motion the Committee decided that Vildernese Society opposes 
the proposed modi¢ication ef the San Gorgonio Primitive Area and adopts the Mrector's 
firet alternative propositions namely, "Ye can take « firm stend against any change 
in the boundaries,’ * Ba 

) The committee discussed the pending mrvey of wilderness conditions throughout the 

United Stetes and the importance of enlisting the aupport of other conservation organ= 

igations. ‘The chairman called attention te the Director's letter of December 11 te 
. the Council, and the committee expresned its rrence with the policy there suge 

gested of developing additional support _2esoagifecnsie publication and other means | 

while at the seme time contending with The Bxecutive Secretary ree 
ported a with George Marshall in New York on Decewber 12 in which the 

: advisabild meh a policy was likewise discussed, Runapxtukeg 

Reeognizing the meny services of Mra, Leurette 5. Collier during her employment by 
the Society, the Committee anthorized Or, Griffith to draft ea letter of appreciation 
for signature by the Committee on the terminetion of her services on December 1. 

Mir, Frank and Dr. Yoodbury, auditing committee named by the Souncil, reported that 
@n audit of the Society's books for 1945 had been completed and that a formal report 

would be filed later, A formal request by Mrs. Gollier for an audit of the 1946 

books was referred to this conulittee and plans were made to carry this out promtly 

after December Zl. 

f iow i Wand aot. 

; mec eo Secretary.
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October 1, 1946. 

Dr. Oleus J. Murie, 
Moose, “y le 

Dear Olaus: 

Enclosed is/a@ carbon of a first rough draft of a statement I am 
consideri sion to present at the American Forest 
Congress n Yashington October 9 to 11. 

Also osed are of} arked edyies of the "program" and "report" 
referred to. You may have th already, I know. They need not 
ve returned, pies, » 

I shall check this as bk rough’ as I can with Yoodbury, Griggs, 
Griffith, and Frank, and sending another carbon with a care 
bon of this letter to Leopold. 32 2 know, however, will 
advise me to follow your Advic Of cour would do this anye 
how(!); I mention it<go you #11 not feel thet with all this 
advice here I can get along " hout yours. 

I recognise it mey be a presumptuous thing to/speak so in such a 
Congress - if they let me - bit\the more I AMink about this pro- 
gram end this report, the more 6 Orit from . 

our corner for general purposes ag ie for our own . " 

I am sorry to be so late in getting this drafted, but you bably 
can find my beet excuse somewhere in your notes and I 't 
bother to write it out here. | 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

ati 

Z/e



: | October 1, 1946 

Mr. Ovid 
Ameri st iation, 
919 & St. ¥.Y., 

Waehi m, PD. C, 

Dear Butler: 

I am plea iA 8 a rep ~ ntative of this Seciety, the 
invitation to partict in the / He can Forest Congress. In this 
capacity, I would appr inte very mich your arranging for me a 10- 
minute allotment of time at an ea I; neral session to present sn 
appeal to the entire\ de ss for « ye rat in wilderness preserva~ 
tion. It is my expectation to commend those’ sections of the Riggins 
Lake program that emphagtee better forestry practices and to criticize 
ites omission of wilderne tigh.< At the enme time I think it 
importent to point out that these op’ ne from the program are . 
accompanied by what seem to be post ve t ts to wilderness = area 
preservation in the Forest Resowfet Apprai al rt. It is our hope 
that the Congress will meet the ticilems gad actually help forward 
the mobilization of support for 20 certain /areas ae wilderness and 
then considering these ae perpetual rvations - se sustained 
yield programe without figuring each a? the capi stock of 
future cutting. 

Sincerely yours, 

wis 

Z.¢



We who are struggling to preserve our relatively few remnants of the Ame rican 

wilderness are not trying merely to arrange a *neace-for-our-time"” settlement. 

Wé are fighting for the future, and to succeed we mst feel that we are accom 

plishing something for all time. 

As far as we ourselves are concerned - as individuals - there yet remains more 

wilderness than any one of us can ever hope to experience, more then enough for 

a lifetime of vacat{ane. If the areas we explore are destroyed behind us, we 

ourselves shall not deprived of a wilderness opportunity in any vacation 

ahead of us. Our e ts rather foolish if we think only of our own 

lifetimes, “e better enjoy ourselves without worrying/ 

: But it is for ourse are struggling. '% ie for our children, 

our children's children, Ke by » generations of America, And if 

we are to succeed we must aplie al cooperation of all who are 

concerned - cooperation with yas o purpes 

Among those most Laportan Len a of thig\enterprise are the 

foresters of America. Fortunately they include song pf our most ardent wilder- 

ness preservers. “ilderness prese on as & digtimet land-use purpose was 

in fact a concept that developed first in tt finde of foreste Surely the 

lumbermen of America are among those whe would « fate most highly the 

preservation of these samples of our primitive Ame forestea. ie hard to | 

imagine anyone in the distant future more interest a} in be- 

holding an example of our primeval woods. And our foresters include many of © 

those who are most keenly aware of both the watershed-protection values and 

the recreational values of the wilderness. A forestry congress should thus ; 

be a most favorable scene for mobilizing support for wilderness preservation.
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Anyone who works for the improvement of American forestry is indeed doing a 

good turn for wilderness preservation - if he so wille it. Good forestry = . 

that is, making the most prudent posible use of our forest resources - is in 

iftecit a wilderness preservation measure, for as we approach the maximum 

utilisation of forests outside the wilderness we wish to preserve, we lessen the 

needs thet might later provoke demands for cutting the wilderness. Yor this 

reason we who are thinking most of the wilderness are trying to help in every 

way thet we can to paomote good forestry. : 

We are greatly sed to see in the Higgins Lake forestry progrom # call 

for ® coordinateé ign to enlighten the public on the importance 

of forests and btain cong tsaction in applying effective forest manage- i 

ment and utilftation. We much iipreweed with the soundness of this 

program's section 9 on timk pnagement and utilization, calling for “measures 

that utilise the contents of sta ig/trees mach more fully and effeetively," 

and emphasizing the rn ST use of low-value 

species, cull trees and logs, end samy) sizes of wodd in order to reduce the 

large volume of material now left v * beth in thd Weeds and at the mii1.®” 

. We believe too that this program is botM.gound and 40 ing in its 

recommendation of studies for kend-classification zoning 1 ation thet 

will lead to the best use of forest end other 1 Our wilderness oreservation 

effort, in fact, is essentially an effort to sone cértain areas fox perpetual 

preservation, and we are agreed thet such soning shou with all the 

needs of the people carefully studied and well understood. ": 

; Yet I would be umm far from candid if I did not say thet this Higgins Lake 

program is gfeatly disappointing, as a comprehensive program, because of ite 

omission of wilderness preservation as an objective of American forestry. 

| Indeed, the way it deals with the total importance of the forest as a recrea- 

tionel resource seems far from adequate and quite lacking in clear-cut 

| statements of recreation objectives. I earnestly hope thet this congress will 

remedy such omissions - perhaps by adding a number 6 to the list of five
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“essential uses" that concludes the section on forest Management for Multiple 

Use." And in including such clear-cut statements it would also seem necessary 

to review and qualify such statements as those in section 10 under “Pimper 

Management and Utiiieation;" that ie, to qhalify or define them so as to make 

them explicitly involve the perpetual preservation of areas soned as wilderness. 

If the Higgins Lake program for American forestry is thus disappointing 

from this vie the Report of the Forest Resource Appraisal distributed 

with it is lly alaxming. If the omissions from the program are to make 

way for the positive threats of the report, we must indeed call for an carnest 

soul-seardhing on the paxt/ of American forestry. 

Bo we rea to p serve . derness areas, or are we merely giving 

Lip-service to an attractjve, cston satisfying idea for the time being? 

Do we mean to preserve dur wilderness atens, or are we simply saving them 

vill we get ready to wet in win & heritage for the future, 

or simply kidding our own genérettsnt 

In the context of this report 4t for eXample, very alerming to see it 

_ fpecified that “particularly in the 5 | eval stemip" is it "imperative that 

additional matanmah netional forest production-bé Aeveloped 4 fately." It 

ie highly ai sturbing, in the context of this a section on 

@idemics concluded with this sentence: “Primeval stands fer enormous damage 

about which little can be done unless and until they are up to intensive 

management." There is an unfavorable significence in heving it pointed out, i 

in intm the corfext of this report, that "Remote sress, removed from possible 

entry or sale to private interests long in advance of actual demand, are now 

found to possess important commercial values." 

|
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Each of these statements here quoted as samples of the report may indeed 

be sound enough by iteelf. That is the reason for reiterating in this 

eriticiem the qualifying phrase "in the context of this report," for I mst 

be frank to state that thie appraisal report at present reads to me like angl 

outline of lumbering prospects rather than like an appraisal of our total 

forest resources. Sven the section entitled "The Pubiie Stake in Multiple 

“se" leads to the conclusion that the forester who “manages woodlands for 

commeréial wood p tion" must be “unhampered" in his operations and that 

only with "security Ain these matters" will he “giadly" provide ‘tater, forage, 

recreation and spoft as well as wood," 

If the Higgs ¢ program and the appraisal report are simply steps to 

rationalize her expligifation American forests, with an up-to-date 

terminology, perhaps it is \presumpthoua,te point out something thet was | 

planned that way. In these Dy maténces we ahould have to charge our 

expectations up to ee iter-s-p longed period of fighting 

for wilderness preservation 9b e aa th our guard up whenever : 

"good forestry” 1s mentioned. ) . 

If, however, - and this io whet I\have understood and what I prefer to 

take es our working basis - if, senna tte eal are ration 

for @ better balanced, more enduring forestry in América in tte est sense, 

let us by ell means see that e11 the public inte 8 are given dyq@ considera- 

tion - and each interest, as far as possible, from int ew of those 

j who are most concerned with if. 

Among these interests is the preservation of wilderness areas ~ an already 

established public peltey that is constantly being strengthened as far as its 

generel support is concerned. It deserves, and greatly needs, the specific 

endorsement of the foresters of America, Nor is it an extravagant demand that 

is being made, The demand is simply this: Let ue zone certain remants of |
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primitive America as wilderness areas, and then let us plan our sustained 

yield programs without figuring theee areas into our working capital of 

future cuttings. ' | ,



From THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
1840 Mintwood Place, N. W. For Immediate Release m4 
Washington 9, D. C. Ya 

Cyne MM hon 

NATION-WIDE COOPERATION URGED TO 
PRESERVE MINNESOTA CANOE COUNTRY 

Nation-wide cooperation to rescue the canoe lend of the Superior Roadless 
Area in Minnesota from commercial exploitation is urged by The Wilderness 
Society--national conservation organization with headquarters et 1840 Mintwood 
Place, Washington, D. C. 

To this end the Society has endorsed a 3=point proposal by Chester Wilson, 
Conservation Commissioner of Minnesota, and is urging that conservationists . 
throughout the country call the program to the attention of their representatives 
in the next Congress. 

¢ 

This program, it is explained, calls for three Federal bills. One would 
provide for acquisition by the Federal Forest Service of private lands within 
the Superior Roadless Area. Another would authorize an exchange of Government 
owned lands outside the erea for private lands within. The third would make 
it possible for the local counties to receive payments in lieu of taxes on the 
Government-owned lands within their boundaries. 

The crux of this problem, says The Wilderness Society, is the invasion of 
the wild canoe country by the airplane. Lands within this roadless area were 
once accessible only by water or trails, but the airplane has brought easy 
transportation and has led to the development of resort projects that are un- 
desirable in this region. 

Purchase of the private lands where such resorts can be established is 
expected to help solve this problem. 

"Our areas for recreation away from the influences of our mechanized 
civilization are few and precious," says the Society, “and we should work 
earnestly to preserve them." 

The Superior Roadless Area, so designated by the Federal Forest Service, 
includes more than 925,000 acres in the Superior National Forest described as 
an area of endless lakes, admirably adapted to canoe travel. Some 135,000 
acres=-or about 15 percent--of this area is still in private ownership. 

~-10462-=
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September 18, 1946 

Myr, Howard Zahniser 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place, N, ¥. 

: Washington 9, D. C. . 

Dear Howard: 

Your letter of September 10 together with the accompanying 
documents fills in very precisely the gap which I thought 
existed in our policy, and I am now happy to support the 

! whole policy from one end to the other, Incidentally, 
I have recently had a chance to talk with several 
Minnesota people who are well posted, ani your policy 
coincides with what they recoumended, 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Tanks very much for the promptness in returning my manuscript and for 

your suggestions, although it is difficult (as you surmised) to use them 

in this particular piece. I have some more contributions like that 

called for and can certainly do them better because of your comments. 

I had the choice of (1) writing only about the organizational matters or 

(2) of trying to add some philosophy. My attempts to write the piece by 

describing our fights ran me away outside space limitations. As to 

reader level, 1 should think that readers of the Zournal of American 

Forestry would have a pretty high level, and I wonder if you were not too 

complimentary in suggesting that I can think beyom their comprehension! ! 

As to the Minnesote matter: Presumably you have already seen Olaus's 

August 29 supplement to his earlier recommendation to the Council. I am 

enclosing a letter I have just written to my friend Chapman and also 4 

press statement that I am sending to Oleus simply at this time as a pro= 

posal for his consideration. 

The way it looks to me is that during the next Congress we should all 

center our attention on getting Wilson's proposals into Federel law. If any- 

one asks what we think of the long-time program we should endorse the 

Quetico-Superior Council, but we should not on our own initiative bring this 

to public attention while we are trying to accomplish an immediate end in 

meeting an emergency. Of course, I base this opinion on an assumption that 

this course of action will not be inconsistent with our long-time aims. If 

my assumption is wrong, I change my mind. 

Tt is/very interesting and, I think, critical situation as far as the possibil- 

ities of cooperetive arrangements are concerned, and I am eagerly awaiting 

more guidance. 

Sincerely yours, 

+ 

4) > 

a Zahniser. 

Z/e



From THE WILDERNESS sOCIETy 
1840 Mintwood Place, N. W. , Re Washington 9, D. ¢. | AA Jb 

| wg NATION-WIDE COOPERATION URGED TO | PRESERVE MINNESOTA GaNOR COUNTRY \ a 
Nationwide cooperation te rescue the cance lend of the Superior Rosilegs Area, in Minnesota from commercial vo mtg is urged by The Wilderness Seci¢iy-—national conservation organization with heaiquartere at 1840 Mintwood 

Pyace, Washington, dD. G. 

fo this end the gociety has endorsed a 3-point proposal by Chester Wilgon, Censervation Commissioner of Minnesota, and is urging that conservationists throughout the country call the program to the attention of their representatives in the next Corrregs. 

T,is progrem, it 19 explained, calig for three Federal bills. O,e would provide for acquisition by the Federal Forest service of private lands within the goperior Roa@les« Arca. Another would mthorize an exchange of Goverrment owned lends outside the area for private lands within. The third would make it possible for the local counties to receive payments in lien of texes em the Government-owned lands within their boundaries. 

The crux of this problem, says The Wilderness Society, is the invasion of the wild cenoe country by the alrplene. Lands within this reoedlesg aren rere once accessible only by water or trails, but the airplane has brought easy transportation ané@ has le? to the develovnent of resort projects that are m-~ desirable in this regicn. 

Parchage of the private lands where such xesorts can be established is expected to heln solve this orcblen. 

Our areas for recreation ovay from the influcnces of car mechenived civi- ligation are few ani precious,’ says the gocicty,“and we should work earnestly to preserve them,’ 

The Sapertor Roatiess Aren, #9 éesignated by the Pederal Fcreat Service, includes more than 925,000 acres in the Superior National Foreg® described as 
an area Of endless lakes , admirably adopted to cance travel, Seme 135,000 acres-—or about 15 percent~<ef this ares if still in private ownership. 

-~10 449.



September 10, 1946 

Dr. he Re Chapman, 

Yale Sehool of Forestry, 
New Haven, Conn. j 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

I have continued to appreciate your sending carbone o rtant corresvondence 

on our mutual interests in Ninnesote, and king forward to seeing 

you again for e discussion. In the meentine, 1 feel . ought to keep you 

ag nearly up to date es poesible on thy Jovelon mts in erstanding of the 
situstion. Some aspects seem much c}égter to now than ¢ did last winter, 
and I think I come closer to havir ve paition, if you might call it 
thet. 

What 1 would now fever ics the closed ye ve € cooperation in realising Mr. 
Wilson's 3point program, but_ih favoNag Ahis 1 would want to be understood as ~ 
also supporting the longo*fme—prageem oK Me Cuetico~Superior Council. I pre~ 
cue there are cl juctugipé inte BDA the 11 have to be made, but we should i 
not, I believe, do enytfing that wou) make imposcible to realise, ae secon 

as it might be feasibld, a wildernes noe area extending on both sides of the. 

international bounda 

You will recall thet T\des expecting Ahat Dr. Murie would be able to visit this 
country : <> v G/excellent guidance from hin efter his viait. 
Hie has there and Rmre-eote out with strong convictions that the program 

ef the tico-uperiog\Couneil is sound and thet the area it contemplates will 
be no: large. Or was impressed with how quickly it is possible te 
go the wilderneds] canoe country that there ia atill a chance to preserve. 

This 4 modify pfy/ opinion that we should «)1 work as clostly as we can to 
realise quisition of the Superior Koadlese Area private lands, 
for 1 think ¢ is in the United States the important immediate action from 
all points of view. This opinion would thus restrain me from arguing with you 
about the Guetico-Superior Council's program, but in all candor I think I should 

now tell you that personelly 1 would hope to see this program realized, and 1 wee 
Lieve 1t will be the policy of this Society to further its reslication. Personally, 

as I expressed myself last winter, 1 do not think we should at this time be arguing 
our differences in pudlic but rather mupporting in common the actions we all went. 
I write thie only because IT think I owe it to you to let you know where | stand. 

I know you reapect frankness, and so am now a1] the more eagerly looking forward 

to a disoucsion of how we can best merge our divergencies in supporting our 

common aims. 

Sincerely yours, 

HOVAHD ZARNIGER, d
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Moose, Wyoming 
August 30,1946 

Dr. Ae Le Washburn, Director 
Arctic Institute of North America, 
Montreal, Canada 

Dear Dr. Washburn: 

Some time ago a number of us were invited to 
forward any suggestions we might have on a proposed program of 
study by the Aretic Institute. I have seen two or three of your 
bulletins in the meantime and am greatly pleased to see the type 
of work suggested in your Bulletin No. l. 

Aside from the direct study of the fauna and flora 
as such and the meteorology and other physical features of the arctic 
and subOarctic I am convinced that there are some other considerations 
that could yery well claim the attention of the Arctic Institute. 
It my reauire specialized personnel to do the job. But in these days 
of great and fast changes in economic and social life I think it 
behooves u& to look far into the future and anticipate the coming needs 
insofar as it is possible. 

First I would aes to point out that a peculiar 
problem presents itself im%@conservation of such animals as the caribou, 
This animal requires extensive range for its existemce and it requires 
certain foods and environmental conditions. ‘there has been a tendency 
in the past on the part of civie bodies and promoters to readily sub- 
stitute the domestic reindeer on the depleted ranges of caribou. ‘loo 
often there has not been enough consideration given to the causes of 
caribou disappearance and range deterioration. In my studies of earibou 
in Alaska I found that in our geal to promote the reindeer industry or 
other immediate advantages, no thought was given to the native caribou. 
As a result of unscientific treatment many of the ranges formerly oecupied 
by caribou and more recently by reindeer, have been mis-used. And we must 
remember that wherever reindeer are introduced the caribou must necessarily 
go. ‘there is not space here to discuss this at great length but I woulda 
urge that a very comprehensive and broad-minded research program be 
applied to the caribou of the arctic. By this I do not mean a short-sighted 
emotional approach to any predation problem, but a serious attention to the 
more fundamental factors that control the existence of satisfactory caribou 
herds. Such study I am sure will certainly involve a critical evaluation of 
land uses of the future. 

|
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: There is snother problem of the ardtic and sub-aretic that 
is perhaps predominantly social rather then biological. We are finding in 
the United States a growing desire for the preservation of unspoiled areas 
which we way designate roughly as wilderness areas. Unfortunately, apprecia« 
tion of these areas usually develops after most of them are gone and we find 
ourselves going through the costly and difficult process of tryink to re~ 
establish them. I might point out the problem of the Quetico-Superior region 
invelving some areas in northern Minnesota and southern Ontario. The people 
south of the border are becoming quite coneerned over the be threat to the 
wilderness values on these famous canoe routes. Quite a few people on the 
Canadian side have similar views but we are finding that many other Canadians 
have not yet realized the importance of saving wilderness values while they 
exist. Canada still has so much wilderness that it is only natural that its 
people should not be concerned at present over the loss of such values. 
I believe that now is the time to give some study to the potential use of 
sections of the Aretie and sub-Arctic of Canada and Alaska, for reereation 
of the wilderness type. The northern sections of our continent have an 
opportunity to look into the future by studying the ' struggles of conserva- 
tionists in certain sections of the United States, where such problems have 
already become acute. I sincerely hope thak the Aretic Institute of North 
America will find it possible to take advantage of such opportunities. The 
Wildergess Society and other similar organizations will be more then glad to 
cooperate in any such endeavors. 

Sincerely yours, 

Olaus J. Murie, 
Di rector



Moose, Wyoming 
August 29,1946 

To the Councillors of The Wilderness Society: 

I have previously subfmitted to you my impressions and recoumendati ons 
on the program of the Quetieo-Superior Couneil. From the stendpeint of vy 

simple reasening and judgment on future reereational neede I honestly cannot 
see how we could quarrel] with that program. 

But it ee ee should have a policy on the move 

restricted problem Yoadless area of Superior National Yarest. Recently 

there has been discussion of an article by Chester VYileon, Cormaissioner of 

Conservation for Minnesota, in The Conservation Yolunteer, May~Juns, 1946, 
which is titled "Last Chance to Save the Quetico-Gupericr Wildernsses". 
The entire article is mech worth reading end is a strong plea for immediate 
action to save sone of the wilderness canoe country of the Quetice}-Superior 

region. Specific action is probably sumarized a three-point proposal 
including (1) a bill te authorize the Seeretary of Agriculture, through the 
Use Se Forest, to acquire private land in the roedless areas of the Superior 
Wational Forest. (2) a bill authorizing the exchange of privete lend within 

the roadlesssareas for government lend outside of those areas but within the 
Shipstead-Nolen area. (3) a bill to provide for payment of adequate 
compensation by the government to the counties in lieu of taxes jest on 
governnent med Lend, ant 

; I believe that Mr, Wilem's propesals include/the necessary elemnte ia 
any ecnservation program for this area that the Wilderness Seeicty eould 

supperte ‘The Izaak Walton League, with the cooperation of private individ- 

vals is already doing wonderful work in attempting to buy private lands. Thet 

and the airplane problem ecnstitute the inmediste task before the Wilderness 

Soeiety and any other interested conservation asencles. To whetever extent the 

State of Mimnesote, the National Goverment, or any other organizations or 

individuals combine to meet the challenge as outlined by i. Wilson, they 
deserve the hearty ecamendation and cooperation of The \ilderuesa Seciety. 
We know of course thet there have been differences of cpinion on the overall 

program in the past, but we ecamot efford to linger umduly on past disappoint- 
ments or differences. Let us evaluate the ailtuntion as we find it now, with 
due regard to the future needs as they are now unfolding before us and whole- 

‘heartedly support any efforts by any agencies that tend in the right directions 

The Superior Rosdless Area, with its problem of private holdings ané airplene 
threet, should probably come first on our agenda end I am gled to we that here 
we have the support of the State of Minnescta and conservationists of varicus 
loeal communities. 

As for the three specific recomendations of Mr. Wilson, a bill for the 
purchase of private lends would seem to be the most crucial. A bill for the 
exchanging of lands would come wider the same category, though care should be 
taken by the Forest Service in applying it wisely. The question of reimburse- 
mente of counties is a broad one that has nation-wide implications end may be 

a difficult one to get through Congress. I doubt if any of us would be opposed 

to such a measure but we must recognize its mnifold ramifieations and perhaps 
we eannot expeet its early passage. At my rate, I would strongly recommend 
that the Wilderness Society take an setive part in the move to save the rosdless 

area of the Guperior National Forest, in full cooperation with the Stete of 

Minnesota and other agencies. 

rely, ;
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August 20, 1946 

Mr, Olaus Murie 7 
Jackson Hole 

Wyoming 

Dear OLauss 

I have received and read with great interest your memo 
of July 31 to the Councillors. Meanwhile you have 
doubtless received my recent letter to Chapman. I 
enclose herewith a recent letter from Chapman to Mr. 

| Wharton. 

Will you be sending us anything further on the proper 
attitude of the Society on the Chester Wilson progran? 
You have made it entirely clear that as a long range ' 
objective the full treaty area is what we are after, but 
it seems to me that we also need a policy on how to meet 
the immediate threats. Chester Wilson has proposed one 
and as far as I know our group has not. I hope you will 
have some further advice for us on these more immediate 
nattera. 

With personal regards, yours as ever, 

: Aldo Leopold
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uly 26, 1046 

Me. Willian P. wherten, 

Groeten, Massachusetts, 

bear ly. Wherten: ; 

I velieve that the time hes come for the friends of the Quetie-Supertor 
Viléerness to take © stand for its preservation or lve abandon it algogether, 
Enclosed is 4 copy of an article by Chester &. Wilson, Comlesioner of Conservation 
for Minnesota, which confime the statexent I made in the artiele in the Wational 
Parke Magenine in Jenuary-Kaxeh 1946 entitled “The juetico-uperior Progran”, in 
which I predicted the less of the entire area through invasion of resorts unless the past attempts to ainox the entire area of northern iinnesota fren Port Arthur to international Palle were dropped, the state foreste were recognized ae legitinate and ail effort concentrated on saving the Hoadless Area with its 135,000 eeres of private lonés. This ertielo was followed up im the “Living Wilderness” of March 1846 with o nap and article revealing exactly what had already heppened in this Fespess since the war and the prospects for speedy invasion of ll remaining areas | W mesorts, moter boats ant airplanes, the duta token from official sources, 

Meanwhile this same blind opporition, heated by one Gherlos Norn of Mianea~ polis, hed succesded in preventing the acvomplishnent of s land exchenge between toe state and the Intemnstional Tuper Co. by which the state would have sequined 100 miles ef shore line in the Kabetogana Stete Forest. Thus was part and parcel of Thane eat seninst the state = which in this esse was against publie omerehip of shoré front ~ somuated ty the chimerical striving for a 100 per cant federal owner Shee the nes enited States side to mateh 100 per cent state omersidp in Gutarie os thet the federal governnant, U.S. sould, presumably, negotiate a treaty with the te ne, Lerewinen) Of (ntumlo, for « reereetional area and paliay. This is putting nae aa eats this iden 10 behind a11 the sonfusion ond Mlliinion of offers omit Mas 89 predicted ruined mout 1f net quite all of the ildernees ares. 

2 have gone to phenty of trouble and expense to get to the bottom of this question, and have endeavored to supply you with all pertinent information es it wae aecuired. The One net result so far was that the ational Parke Magenine 41a | consent to publish my eforementioned articie. fut 60 great wos the load of misunder- standing end misinformation, ancumlated singe 199%, that any effective stand by the National Parks Association has so fur been provonted and the Assoeietion bike fair to be left at the pest in this crisis end be of no assistance to the present program. 

Fortunately the matter dese not depend wholly on either the National Parks wore, tn en, OF the HAldeanese Society, though that Society ie, as it should be, nore Gixeotly and vitally interested than yours, since thie area is not of national park calibre. (But Af ekes had stayed, and the interior areas hed been sequired Wy varehase, no one oan convines ne that he and his supporters would not thes heve tried to get it cor one.) 

AS Shown by the article in the Conservation Volunteer (the publication accused many Sines Wy (uetico-ouperior Over-al} sdveoutes of being devored to private exploit.
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Wr. Williem ». Vherteon. 

ation!), the Izeuk alton League is fully end actively supporting the three point 
progrem for saving the Roadlese Area, even to expending funds for land purchases 
to be turned ever to the Forest Service when appropriations sre evailable. This 
program stande on three strong lege, the League, the Forest ‘erviee, and the state 
of Minnesote (which has always consistently adwooated the "ilderness srea while 
as consistently defending the right to exist in the Kabetogama). 

The three-point program ia: 
Ae 4 land exchange aot by Congress to permit of private end public 

natinhoge te the Gonlnons ade te Gets GEES Uettices tnt ur Ge oan cen 
for similar sites outside, but still in the Forest and accessible by roads. Intro- 
Gueed as S8202 Ghipstead and H.R. 6690 Fittinger on May 29 and $1 respectively. 
These bille should receive the support of the Association promotly, and ean be 
easily obtained. ' 

B. General or special legislation along the line of propesais in Congress by 
which natione] forest land is te contribute to the support of county governments on 
the basis of an eereage or valuation retio similar te taxes. As this is tied up 
with the entire question throughout the nation, the only thing to do et present ie 
to amit either the passage of the general law, or, if the epeeiel bill is intre- 
duced, to consider ite support. 

G. Gpecial federal approprietion for the sequisition of as much of the private 
lend in the Noadlesa Area es possible, bearing in mind ite reletively high value 
end earning power for resorts, as already shown, snd the preetical impossibility of 
eislotging those alrenfy firmly estebliahed (such an affert failed on the Chippewa | 
Mational Forest although the homes were held only on anmuel lease). Gencral — 
Clarke-MeNery funis could be used if availebhe, for the lower priced lends, but it 
is eatimated that about $700,000 is neeged to complete the sequisition, and the 
propesed bill, not yet introdused as far as I know, would be for) $500,0000 =, 

Beek in 1950-55 when the fight was made on the Bagkus proposals for dams, 

universal and in ite scope. At that time the ofily threat was to the 
shore lines, which of course wes vitel. They were saved. Now, the very heart 
and esgence of the Wilderneas is about to be destroyed as far as ite real purpose 
goes, and mide into a bustling nolay hive of motor bouts, planes, resorts and 
folks whe have all the rebt of the United States to use in « similar manner. | 
I regard this threat es far more serious, though the numerous pleasure seekers who 
would and ave swarming inte this region would not agree with we or the Yildermess 
advoeutes about that. 

I could send a copy of this letter to all the directors and « list of others 
connected with the National Parks Assoeiation and Vilderness Soelety, but I do not 
intend to do so, The facte are set forth with sufficient eleurness and emphasis 
in the copy of the Conservation Volunteer enclosed. If your organization is still 
on the fence in this matter it might come down to the old quotation*Yor we fought 

- @& Ammageddon, and you were not there.” 

Sineerely, 

H. H. Chapman
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TO THE GOUSCILLOAS 
OF THE “ILPERNESS SOOINTY: 

In eecordance with instruction s ef the Council at our annual meeting 
in June, I went into the Quetico-Guperior country to study the merite of the 
various proposals affeeting the progrem of the Quetico-Superior Councile 
I exrrived at Sly on June 26, where my family, with the able sesistance and 
advice of the Serder Lakes Outfitting Company, had the canoe outfit ready 
for the wilderness. 

I wish to mention here that two important events were meeting and becoming 
aequaiated with Sig Olson and Prank Hubechek. ‘These gentlemen are true 
conservationists. They, with a few others, including Oberholtzer, ere 
responsible for holding the Line ao long ia northern “innesotae It has been 
e terrifie battle, and still ia. Swthermore, the Wilderness Society, and my 
family personally, are greatly indebted to “Sig", "lub" and "Ober" for many 
eourtesios. “hen I tried to settle my eecount eat Sorder fakes Cutfitting 
Company for services and equipment furnished, I wus not permitted to pay a cent, 
by order of Sig Claon, the owner. And then Trank Hubschek (et Chicage) learned 
fron Uberholtger about our going into the q «tice he sent word at once to his 
foreman, Joe Kernts, to place et ow disposal his pleee at Basswoul Leke ané to 
ist mo have his 17-foot aluminiwa cance eal other equipment. “e were indeed 
well provided, and the fffendliness encountered was not the least of the 
facilities given to use 

We left Winton on Pell Lake the morning of June 27, Got a tow to Hubachek's 
plaee on Hagswood Lake, and in the aflternocon were towed to the upper fella. 
Here we lended in « terrific rainstorm, andi were thoroughly aaked. \“e were 
initiated immediately by a mile-long portage, followed by two short ones, and 
we made our first cemp on Baaswood River. I shall net attempt to give all the 
éetails of our trip here, but our route was roughly by wey of Sobineson, MeIntyre, 
Sarah, Kasheahpiwi, Yuu Yun, Grey, Summer, Shade, Nom, Silence, Agnes, Sunday, 
Burke and back to Baswood Leke at Bayley Bay where we arrived on July 9 We 
peddled down to Mubachek's place thet day, and he arrived there from Chieago 
shortly after our arrivale Here, then, I met him for the first time ani talked 
at length about the Quetico-Superior project. He gave me about the same story 
that Oberholtzer gave us at the ennuel meeting, with various different incidents. 

%e left there on July 0, stopped at Miy agein, and Ahe following day went on 
to Yenier, “innesota ho see Cborholtzer, heving Seleeaill sent him « wire. He 
was away, and I spent several days at International fnile and at fort Frencea, 
Canada, until Ober retumned on July 15. “e went to his island with him end ree 
mained several days, during which time I had an opportunity to absorb the more 
intimate aspects of the long fight for the Quetico-Superior. Ineidentally, 1% is 
a strong temptation here to digress inte a eulogy of Ober as a mon of cheracter, 
with a steadfastness and magnificent honesty not often met with, not to mention 
other charming charecteristies. But I shall co ome
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In view of recent threatening events, I desided not to take any more 
Wilderness trips. I returned te My on July 16 and met Sig Oleon for the first 
time. Me had been away on my former visite. 

4 mest disturbing thing had happened. We received word that after July 10 
airplance were permitted te enter Canada te jiand on my lakes in the Quetice, and 
oummer hones are permitted. This is perhaps the moet serious blow thet has yet 
fellen on the (uetico~Superior program. 

Next day after wy errival at Ely, Sig dleon arranged an airplane trip over 
the Superior and Quetico areas with Senger Tryge of the forest Servéee and we 
landed et Hubachek's plece on Basawood @imae Lake, where we four had a long 
conference, trying to forfulate some line of action in auch a erisiae It was 
hard to do, and we could only hope thet some slight opportunities would open for 
US soon. Copy of ay letter to the Premier of Ottawa was sent to Bahnie. ‘This 
was written with the approval of Ober, Hub, end sig Cleon. 

"he following day we started back for “yoninge 

It wae the theught thet I should present to the Yilderness Society my 
impressions of the Quetico-Superior program, after visiting the areae I have not 
the slightest hesitation in giving you my conclusions. If there hed been any 
doubts in my mind before #s to the wisdom of the program es a whole, in view of 
apparently wellemeant critician of it in recent years, no foubte remein now. 
T em ell for the entire program, and I ean not see how anyone conversant with 
conditions up there cen feel otherwiae, if he is a conservati oni at. 

I shall try te be a @ concise as possible, though thie is a big abject. 
Firet, neariy eli of the area within the Quetieo-Superior program ts strietly 
non-vgriculturel. This is a roeky land; not grevelly or sandy, but solid reek. 
The soil is shallow. Om the dey I flew over the area, Trygg pointed out old 
burns, where the soi] hed been lost in the fire and bare rock shone up at use 
Thig land can, and does, produce forest, but nothing elee. I did not learn of 
any importent mining resources. 

i think everyone would agree that the two resourees of the quetico~Superior 
are recreation and timber. The program provides for the removal of timber, with 
@ proviso thet diorelines for reoreation be protested--a most generous eonceasion 
to the lumber interesta. tumbering ie pot barred, and amy fair-«yglinded lanbemnan 
should be satiafied. As for damming lakes to facilitate handling of loge, with 
the ulterior design of producing lucrative electric power, thet can be construed 
only as Gamercial enterprise on the loow, end i¢ disvegarde the other cute 
atanding resource--recrentions 

The plan further recogniges a place for agriculture in the fow pleees where 
enough suitable soil has acewmlated for such purpose. Not only that, but 
strategic ewall settlements are Located in the area, particularly along the 
outer boundaries. These are not frowned upon. Indeed, they are recognised ac 
convenient outfitting places, where the settlers coulé benefit finaneielly from 
extenaive wildermess cance travel. Could anything be more fair than such a 
progran?
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I was emazed at the nusher of people we met in the “ilderness. On Si lense 
tate waa © car of Poy Gwent. Om MeTasgre Lake two canoes passed ow eamp in the 
distance, and three other canoes cane up to our campe~? boys from a YelleleAc 
cempe A figherman with guide wae mot on Gerah Lake. “my canoes vere met on 
Agnes Lake (a lerge lake), and others on other lakes. Those we saw were fankly 
stoups or groups of boys. All of these reached the lakes over portages. All 
were friendly end were enjoying themselves. ‘The point of thie is the fact that 
the roedless area of the Superior-Netional Forest and the (uetico }revinelal 
Park ave already showing signe of being crowded, I was surprised to learn how 
quickly one gan cross the whole Quetico-upertor, the Limited seetion now « 
wiléerness, “es oom be cure that in due time the entire aren being conal dered as 
proper wilderness by the Quetico-Superior Couneil will be none too greet to 
meet the demands of canoe travellers. 

There is aleo the uetter of wildlife conservation. Some especies, auch as 
the wolf, require « large wilderness area for survival. And fishing Siig will 
not hold out exeept under wilderness otatus.e Otherwise fishing will be too heavy. 

In reeent years there hee been too much of a defeatist feoling about eon- 
dervation. %e are continually giving way, inch by inches It seone to be ¢oincie 
Gent with our geedual giving way in moral stendards, in the larse sence. By mech 
& cores we Must lose 8., pleasantly, but coupletely. Here is a case where I 
feel. convinced that ve heve = very fair program, that eould only do mood fer 
Anevieena and Canadiens beth, with a miniman of elagh with leet tinate eommereial 
or ceononie intererts. 

I realize thet the recent setion by officials of Ontario seriously threatens 
the progren. Put Prealdent Truman hae approved e 4«year extension of the 
Quetieo-duperier Council. So long as this oreeran lsets, 1% would be no 
quixotic decision on the part of the Wilderness Society to give full support to the 
Quetico-Superior program. It needs help desperately. 

Sincerely, 

Oleus 7. Surte 
Direeter 

Moose, “yoriuz 
Tuly 1,194¢
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aa AGEHDA YOR ANNUAL MESTING OF THE WILDERNESS sOCTETY 

June 21 through June 23 
| 1946 ; 

Exiday 2vening! | : 

. 1. Introductory Statement by the President . a 
2. Mimates of the July 1945 Meeting 
3. Peetion of officers: i 

; A. Five Council Members, the Terme of the Following rr ing! 
Grice » Jackson, Leopold, Mackeye and George Merahall, 

) a Vice oan at : | | D Treasurer | ; 
BR. Exequtive Committee Members, The Present Ones Are: Frank , 

Griffith, Griggs and “oodbury. . 

4 Heport of the Chairman of the Committee on Nevision of By-Lawa. 

Seturda> Morning! 

1. Repert from the Treasurer 
2. Report from the Executive Secretary 
3. Report from the Mrector f 
4 Sritieal Disenssion of the Yeerls Experiences aes 

Seaturdey Afternoon: ; : \ 

«Le Presentation by the Director of e Necomnended Program of Action and 

.') Hateilon ant hinten § vy Item. : . acuasion tion Item ae 9 

( Sgtuniey Hight: | 
\ 1. Cooperation in Yorld Oovernment rs 
\ ¢ 2. Ustablishment of Yilderneas Belts 

3. Bateblishment of New “Aldernese and Vild Areas 
Vufisor A 4. Preservation of Areas already established. 

A. The Airplane Problem 
B. The Threat Came 
Ge fe "Hee saxty _Mosuletion Problem 

* Timber-eutting Propo sels 
¥. Seamakbbaad teenetd toons Deve Lopments 
G. Ofl-drilling Threat 
HK. The Mineral Problem | 
I, Better Legislative Safeguards | 

6. Heda, er ys Prevervetion into « Broed Program to Meet Outdoor | 
Keereations! Seeds | 

; 6. Cooperation with Other organizations | 
7, %peeifiec Areas Yaising Ieeues 
8. Kesolutions 

a)



Sundey Morning: 

An Outing for the Councillors, while the staff is preparing Minutes 
and phrasing Sesolut ions. 

Sunday_ot Dinner: ) 

Reading of Mimates and Yormel Adoption of Meeolutions. 

ADJOURNMENT. ; 

, 

| 
: ' |
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THE LAVDIO VILDRRIE SS a 
Preiuction ec ce Le eee cee ences BAO 
walter Woneremin cc cette eee eee MMO 
Dietribation . « eeeeeerecoeoee Oo 3,000 

Wildemees Nowe «ese tee owes eeeee —90-0.50 
Ss eeoeeeveeeeee Foo 
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@na0 oF Megagines eV Seevinig ss ce ee ee I nual M0, 
SE ERNE 

$15, 880 
10,677 

*Includes 935 baigeted for subscribing to a ountral sarvise 
agenay for conesrrat ime



- Wa Gheraieies 

June 5, 1946 

Mr. Horm Zehniser — 
The Wildexness Society 
1240 Mintwood Place, . 4. 
Washington 9, B. . 

| Dear Rowordls | 

I ean't erlticise your statencnt became 1¢ is identieal 
with that T would hove made (if I compectly aasese the 
eirennstances). 

T would ike to know more about the soology of floods 
in the valley, I sumpect that better famcding would take 

off the oxtreue crests. My son, Same, tulle ae that the 
Reclamation Service is now considering a policy of micing 

paper type now all tee prevalent). 

It in gretifying to a that you ave convinced we mst 
sccahon cou balneiahen af Weimebiaiits T look foremat 

ening. 

¢ inna Leopold



Vv sf 1} ) ) 9. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COUNCILLORS \ 
ll May 1946 

Revision of By-Laws 

There is encloged a copy of the by-laws of The Wildemess society with proposed changes as deseribed by Harvey Broome, chaiman of a committee on by-law 
revisions, in the following paragraphs from a letter to the Executive secretary: 

*Z em incloging a copy of WILURENEss MEW3 for May 20, 1937, upon whi¢h I have indicated the changes which have been proposed by the committee for the By-Laws, Sains bide tees talienal ee Deletions in the original 
by-lews have been indicated by red pencil. items in ink thereon are pro- 
posed new matter, except the word "fifteen" in Article IZ, gection 1, and the word "five" in article If, section 6, which indicate the only amendments which 
have been made in the printed by-saws to date. 

“the comnittee is in agreanent on all items indicated in iuk, except those Occurring in Article ITI, Sections 1, 3, and 4. These guggestions came in late, Sean thins West Of Phe cheney canal,‘ teem, shtaeagh all aabers have 
seen them. Most of the changes in ink were suggested at last annual meeting, together with the deletions which accomoany then; except the more recent matter in Article ITI. 

att Ta} masta tld® Azatted the proposed revisions ef the seaisty!s chjects. He left wane, Se eevaenene improved (3). Mr. Woodbury criti. Shaak the une the werd "cham tn (5) ak ten eed LI Ph pee 
Aldo's proposed new (4). 

"Benton hag male some revisions of (2) and (4) Of Aldo's guggestions. Benton's (2) seems te me to contain a new thought and constitutes in fact a substitution for, rather than « revision of, Aldo's proposed (2). Benton's revigion of 
(4) seems to be primarily one of euphasis and meets Mr. Woodburyts objection to the use of the word “artificialised.” # 

oie Secretary 
The Wilderness society 
1840 Mintwood Place, H. wW. 
Washington 9, D. C. : 

3 
| 

| 

|
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PRESIDENT COUNCIL Paro THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY HM gente 
laine 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE, N. W. IRVING M. CLARK 
ALDO LEOPOLD BERNARD FRANK 

WASHINGTON 9Q, D. C. ERNEST 8. GRIFFITH 
TREASURER ROBERT FISKE GRIGGS 

ERNEST S. GRIFFITH May 6, 1946. Lo JACKSON 

DIRECTOR Dr, Aldo Leopold, BENTON MACKAYE 

SEAS s, Sen Dept. of Wildlife Management ee 
ee ee University of Wisconsin ee ee esi tind 

Madison 6, Wis. JOHN N. SPENCER 
CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Dear Councillor: 

The time has come again to speak of many things. Our vigorous 
Secretary has arranged what looks like a very attractive setup for our 
Annual Meeting. It is not in the wildernessof Washington, but near 
that of the Appalachians, in sphere serene and not perplexing, in keep- 
ing with our function. Here is the schedule, taken from Zahnie's 
recommendation, approved by the Executive Committee: 

To foregather on Friday, June 21, at 3 FP. M., at the office of the 
Society (1840 Mintwood Place, N. W., tel. COLumbia 1588); thence to motor 
to the "inn-home" of Mrs. J. M. Jenkins on the slope of Old Rag Mountain; 
near the post-office hamlet of Nethers, Va., in the foothills of the great 
Appalachian Range; here to arrive in time to wash up for dinner served by 
our hostess Mrs. Jenkins; post-dinner eonversation to be carried on (as 
Meeting No. 1) in ample talking and smoking space; other "conversations" 
(Nos. 2 and Nth) to proceed during all of Saturday and on Sunday morning -- 
supplemented (not interrupted) by an actual look at an actual wild environ- 
ment; and finally the reluctant motor journey back to Washington after 
2 FP, M. dinner on Sunday. 

"How does that appeal to you?" asks Zehnie, "We think a meeting at Old 
Rag will be more appropriate and more successful because of the insulation 
from other pressures." 

"Insulation" is right! If we, the elder statesmen of the world of 
wilderness, would insulate humanity from cacophony, if we would invoke the 
sixth freedom for Mr. Average Man to "hear himself think" then we can the 
better so provide by ourselves acéepting -- and fully utilizing -- this 
golden opportunity for an undisturbed meeting of the minds. 

I trust you will do your utmost to be there. Your traveling expenses 
will be paid by the Society. It would be a wondrous thingto have a meeting 
of the total "Big 15" for I believe we could derive unity from diversity in 
a way to set an example for the UN itself. JZahnie would like to know right 
soon whether you can come, so please write him immediately that you can. 

And now as a gentle hint from "teacher" as to advance preperation ("home 
work" so to speek): Will you kindly and immediately insulate yourself and 
search the recesses of your mind for big ideas? Especially as to needs in 
your own locality and region? Then please shoot the same to Zahnie (if only 
on @ penny postal card) so that he and our cabinet in Washington may synthesize 
a list of subjects at once intimate and comprehensive. Then as far in advance 
as May be, & provisional agenda, based on concepts received, will be dispatched



minae \ May 6, 1946. 

to you to ponder during your journey. 

I suggest we put our concepts in the form of questions, for half the 
answer lies in a keenly cerebrated query. And hereby I submit one question 
from one Councillor: 

What line of action, within the total scope of conservation, in this 

acute year in history (1946), is the most vital line for The Wilderness 
Society, as a conservation society, to consider as one of its functions? 

! As I view the matter it looks something like this: 

Our ultimate job in the W. S. is the conservation of the earth as a 
fitting abode for humans; such abode is threatened by a certain recent, 
much publicized scientific discovery; a growing movement is underway toward 
the control of this discovery; the purpose of The Wilderness Society would 
be rendered void by the failure of such movement. 

What about it? What is this effort but a conservation movement? What 
is the situation cited but the "No. 1 conservation problem"? What else 
should be the focus of all conservation groups? . . .- How about the W.S. 
taking a lead in this direction? Please ponder. 

I trust this finds you well of body and spirit and that all possible of 
the Big 15 will find ourselves together in appropriate homage of the summer 
solstice (June 21). 

Yours, ; 

(signed) BENTON MACKAYE 

P, S.. Mr. MacKaye forwarded this letter for typing, and he asked that it 
f be sent to you directly without the delay of returning it to Shirley 

Center for signature. 

Toh nite: Ono .tan,
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May 3, 1946 

_ Mx. Harvey Broome 
3730 NW. Broadway 
Knoxville, 15, 

Dear Mr. Broome: 

, I regret sincerely that my recent absence: from Wash- 

ington have made me a rather un-useful member of your committee on 

revision of Wilderness Society by-laws. 

You referred in your recent letter to ,Bentom Mackayeds 

letter to you of April 23. Just this morning I received a copy of 

this from Bernie Frank. : 

With t to Aldo Leopold's proposed change in 
Article 1, Seetion 2 (4) I think Benton's language meets my objec- 
tion to "artificielized” and expresees the proposed broadening of 
the basic objectives of the Society very well indeed, We are ali 
agreed, I teke it, that this idea should be given careful considera~ 
tion by the entire Council amd it may well be that discussion of it 

mey result in « still better expression. 

Cordially yours, Sug
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te cas | Ah. Seu Nhat LY 

May 1, 1946 

ir. Tenest Griffith 
The Wilderness Society 

' 1940 Mintwood Place, H.W. 
Washington 9, 2 C. 

‘Thenks for sending me a copy of your very well 
written letter to Glinton Anderson. 

I might add that he was a menber of the Mew Maxico 
Gane Protective Associaticn at the time they 
first unged the withdrawel of the Gile Wilderness 

between our general program ami his om personal 
experience. I am giving it to you im case you 
need it for future reference. 

With personal regonis, 

Aldo Leopold



April 16, 1946, i i 

| 
Bam. Clinten FP. Anderson, 
Meeretery of Agrleulture, 
U. S. Dept. of Agrieulture, 
Yeehiagton 26, 5 OC, 

| Dear “Mr. Seeretarys : 

At the tine ef our invitation te you to teke dicner 
with the Gxeeutive Committee of the “{lderneas Seelety, your seeretary 
was good enough to muggect thet you might find « wemorendum useful in 
underetanding the connection between the objectives of the Society and ; 
the policies of the Forect Service ond your administration of the : 
wilderness and wild arenes. ; 4 

So that thie memorandum may be reasonably complete 
and hence usefal to you for subsequent reference, t om tating the liberty 
of ineluding within it considersble material thet may elresdy be well 
known to you. - 4 

. This country's effort to safeguard the rewnante of 
prinitive America within our national forests fe relatively recent, bat 
it was preceded by very saccensful pioneering in the eetablisheent of — 

: The importance of preserving nattonal-forest wilder 
ness arene wae firet advenced early in the 1990's by « forest scientist 
end et about the seme time afivoceted by a regional plenner who wes con- 
cerned with the problem ef meeting ell kinds of social needa for outdoor 
recre, tion. Soon many others beeame convinced of the need for positive 
and prompt setion, «nd their sumbers increased greatly after lobert 
“arehell in 'ebraery 192% published in abe clentifie conthix en article 
entitled "The Problem of the 4 with the following conclusion: 

"There is jaet one hope of repuleing the tyronsteal onbition a 
of atviliestion to conquer every niche on the whole earth. 
That hove fe the organization of spirited peorle who will fight 
for the freedom of the wilderness." : 

| It wae Nobert Merehall who led in the organization 
' of The Vildernese Soetety for this purpose ond who, as heed of the Porent 

Serviea's “iviston of Reeroation and Lends, was instruments] in shaping 
the present Forest Service ayetes of wilderness arens. When lobert | 
 ‘Wgrehell died, in 1940, he was cuceneded by his former assistant, John 

_ ‘iiieker, else of The “ilderness Soelety. Thie Society has thus ever wince | |



‘Kom, Clinton *, Anderson ‘ae April 16, 1946 

ite beginning had the closest possible relations with the Forest “ervice ond has at 
all times enjoyed the status of « enopersting and oupoorting orgenieation. 

; (Soples of the Society's public,tion PH" LIVING WILOERYSS9 for 
July 1949, December 1945, ond March 1946 are attached for their 
hictorical ond general stetenents. ) : 

SMe SEATS of the nationel forest areas involved is in secerdence with the following 
regulationat 

Reguletion Us). Uilderness Arena 

“Upon recommendation of the Chief, Yorest Service, netional forest 
lands in single trecte of not less than 100,000 seres may be aoe 
by the Seeretary ae ‘wilderness en within whteh there hell 
no roads or other provicton for sel trenepertation, no commercial 
timber eutting, and no oceupeney under special uce vereit for hotela, 
stores, Tesorte, wmmer homes, orgenization canos, hunting and fishing 
ledges, or similar uses; provided however, thet where roada are necessary 
for ingress or egress to private property these may be allowed unéer 

2 apprepriste conditions determined by the forest eupervieor, end the 
Doundary of the wilderness ares shell thereuven be modified te ex 
elude the portion affected by the read. 
"Graging of domestic livestock, development of water storage projects 

a whieh de not involve road construction, and imorevenente necessary 
for fire protection may be pernitted subject to such restrictions 

, ae the Chief deeme desireable. Yithin och designeted wildernesses, 
the landing of sirplanes on national forest lend or weter and the | 
use of moter boats on nations forest watere are prohibited, excert | 
where euch use haa alresdy become well established or for aderinictra- | 

7 tive nesda end omergencies. 
“lldermene_srese_vil)_net_be_sed} fied or eliminated excert by order | 

u of the Seerstary. tot of avery proposed establishment, modifica- 
tion, or elimination will be published or oublicly posted by the 
Yorest Service for » period of at least 90 deya prior to the apprevel 

; of the contemplated order and if there 45 eny demand for a oublie 
hearing, the regional forester shall held euch hearing ond make full 
report theren to the Chief of the Yorest Service, whe will mmbmtt it 
with his recommendations to the Seeretery." 

Regulation U2. Uild drens 

“Suitable areas of nations] forest land in single tracts of lees then 
; 100,900 serese Dut not lege than 5,000 serea may be designated by the | 

Ghief, forest Service, ae ‘wild A4reae' which ehall be administered in 
the same manner as wilderness arene, with the came restrictions upon 

i their use. The procedure for establishment, modifiention, or elimina- 
tion of wild arene shall be an for wilderness areas, exeopt thet final 
aetion in each ease will be by the Chief.” 

Seventy-two ereas, embrecing a tote) of 14 million seres en 1 nations) forcate in 
12 States, ore new maintained in a wilderness statue. Twenty-eight exeeed a 
hundred thousand seres and are "Wilderneas Ayeas." Forty-two of omeller size bat 
of 5,000 scree or more are "Y4ld Arena." There sre two “Kon@leas Arene" on which 

: restrietion of conmer¢vel use is less rigid. 2 |



fon. Clinton ?. Anderson it Aoril 16, 1946, ) 

THe YALUE of wilderness arene depends in part on the feet thet euch areas are 
by now rere and in each case irreplaceable if the contimaity from primeval tines 
ie once broken. Remnants of the primitive, theas srene are also monuments of the 
historical past that heve grent rarity and sentimental velue to a nation thet hae 
elways been proud of the wildness beyond its frontiers. 

very euch eren from which the influences of our atrennous clviligstion are 
exeluded hee elao an ebeolute social and oersonal-health velue. There ere many . 
people whe want moat of all for their reereation the simple privileges of the 
wilderness, end their numbers are inerensing. The wisdom of such recrertion has 
been many times expressed in our litersture - our histories, novels, eseaye, end 

poetry ~ ond it ie being emphncized now not only by philosophers and seclelogists 
wat else by vhysiciems and payehistriets. The dirset value of meh areas for } 
reerestion ia eecompanied also by en indirect value to theusandes whose enjoyment 
of them ie for the moet pert vicarious. The mere existence of wilderness areas 

_ is of great inepirational snd relief value te many thenesnds whe read of them, 
experience them through whetegraphs, snd in their imagination plan for the tine 
when they con vieit them. 

The eciontifia need for wach arene is alee considerable. Alde Lanpold, *refessor 
of Game Henagemont at the University of “iecenein and e national Leeder in eon- 
servation theaght, has called this eelentifiec neod "beth urgent end dramatic." 
He writest ; 

“The long and short of the matter fe thet sl) lend-uce 
technologies, - agriculture, forectry, watersheds, 
erosion, game, and range management - are sneountering 
unexpected and baffling obstacies which show clearly 
that deerite the superficial advances in ws arg 

ue_do not yet understand ond sennot yet _gontro) t 
long-time interrelations of animale, plants, «nd 
nother earth.” 

Leopold and others have many times pointed out thet it 1 easentiel in study- 
ing such probleme to have arenas of the primitive available for compartaen with 

other areas, end there are aloo research orojects thet are yet to be carried out 

in the wilderness itself. : me 

V4ldernese velues ere thue national, histories), recreational, selentific, and 

sentimentol, and #11 these values depend on orens that once invaded by “develon- 

nent” can never be replaced or restored. ro 

THY FUTURE of the wilderness thus recta on our ability to held the line 
agsinet expleiters for privete gain long enough for « sore generel appreciation 

of its value to develop = long enough for thie anprediation to eateh up with and 

euppert the pioneering efforts of the Yorest fervice in crenting those deatgnated 

atess, Today this apprectation is indeed widewrend, ond world-wide, and there 
are good indleations thet it i aceslerating. Sur problem today consists in the Ae 

fact that once a wilderness te definitely violated 4% will not be restored, and 
in the further facet that at thie time aleo there is a geners] exhilaration over 
mechanical inventions and the urge to use them, with « consequent pressure to 

invade the wilderness by the airplane as well as the automobile.



| Hom. Alanton ©. Anderson — v Apehl 16, 1946. : 

t trust thet this etetement will prove to have worthwhile beckground velue 
to you, tut I = most eagerly hope thet it may prepare the way for « general 
digenssion of the meny problems that we see facing us in the immediate future. 
nee the world food crisia censes to preoceusy your attention, I hope I may 

= tenew the Ginner invitetion, =. | 

Your taterest tn theee mettere, { ean ansure you, is moet deeply aporectuted. 

Sineerely yours, ) 

, | Brnest S. Griffith, |
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May 1, 1946 

The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place, ¥.¥. 
Washington 9, ¥.¢. 

. 

Dear Howards 

I don't know Mr. Baker, but your letter to 

him, of which you sent me a copy, is an 

( admiratle job to which I subseribe 100%. 

With personal regurds, 

Aldo Leopold. 

|



SHIRLEY CENTER, | 

WASOSS CHUSE CTS 
| 

April 23, 1946 | 
| 

are vig | BrOGne » 

inoxvalle 18, Tenn. 
| 

Dear Hervey? 
| 

As you wrote lowerd (Zahniser) on arch 23, 1,teo “have now 

cone up for sir sfter © prelenset Sy. t not of “history writing" | 

but of working te heve ® futur peeeney~ be otnge wee arent oom 

in @ leosl esepeign to heed off “A-bom -nation". More hereof some 

other time} now to attempt te Anewer your Letter t¢ 28 OF lin order 

ae to revision of our ¥.5. objectives. 1°11 take them up in order 

as now written in the Ry-Lewe end se revised hy Alde (Leopold). 

(1) Te enlist the Ameriean people in the preservation 

of the Awerioan wilderness. 

Alae follows this wording in his restetenent, and I sce no 

reason for ehanging ite | . 

(2a) To spread the conception that the wilderness is° 

@ valueble netural resource of the people and 

should be conserved a6 suche fovanent be-kane) RWB ) © 

(2b) To sprend the concept thet wilderness ie a value 

able netureal resource, *nd that ite preservetion 

is ® necessery component of * pale need conserva~ 

| tion programe (Alde's revision) + 

Ll think the letter (2) is a big inprovene reme rt (2a * concept” 

(Aldo's word) is the rrr ak and not Cousepasont # oe is 

the netion or iden (the thi 4teeif)} the seeond is the set or pros 

cess of forming the iden, It’s the soncept thet we vent to “spread”. 

‘Aldo edie the related concept of babanes., I think this 18 very 

important indeed. I've been noe oe EETESec* for just one quarter 
of © century (since Seteber 1921). As & result I suggest the following! 

(2e) To spread the concept thet the wilderness environ- 

nent is @ neturel resource essential to the proper 

balance between urban, rural, end primeval sett ing@.
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Perhaps this is tee technics] tut I think it states the precise 
thing that we went. Be went 9P CO Clee ae eee ee ne we 

the sffeet of the cooks within the lumen, erantwn. This effect (influ- 
ence, ronment, getting) is # mental “neturel resource”. 

This setting moreover be gepepeaeh! it ia nected seepronsese 

(or restore .* desireable balance between the three cardinal settings 
of humen life (urben, rursl., primeval). 

I ecvered these pointe semerhst. in ny "ineugral” article in the 

depoh ‘46 Living Wilderness. Yell, think them over. | | 

(3a) Te promote nation-wide seoperation in resisting 
: the invasion ef euch wilderness by the sighte, 

sounds and other influences of civilization, 
ineluding routes whieh ean be used for meeheni~ 
sad transportetion, ®11 scamerciel developments, 

and theme non-eoumereial improvements end influ- 
enoes which olesh Seen ae with the primevel 

environment. (Present Dr-Ling/ + 

(3%) Te resist the Lavesion of wilderness by the sights 
ané@ sounde of civilisation, ineluding necheni sed 
trenaportation, eemmereiel developments, and auch — 

non<-commereiel Lend-usee as ¢lesh with the prine- 

vel environment. (Aide's revision) « ! 

} Agein I think 140"s revision is * big improvements it says #21 
of (3a) a) ee hee or i'n tor it a8 16. 

(40) Te promote the ides thet lands and waters enntit 
be predustive without vans aphificislised, snd 

' thet the more naturel the land-use, the areater 

are its ehences of soa tat end permanence. (Lex 

| ing this y : “Freaky, I Like it, slthe it could be 
construed into coanitting us to eppest fon to an MTA or & Cooper- Sentee 

ae Tt knew thet Aldo has been very oritienl of the Latter project 

rom the conservetion of wildlife viewpoint. In any event,i think we 

Bhoula think seriously of our objectivea, end Aldo has Supplied & point 

of deperture.” ; 

I too Like it ena I think Alde hee mede = distinct eontri bution 

in ommenyene this “point of departure". I lsc take heed of your warn~ 

ing thet it might comailt us ageinet en UVA. Ge here's an attempt to 

evoi4 this dengert . 

(4») To promote the ifea that the more netural the use 

She seummuamie cont nant that they aad ae ® ; . ' 

developed with winimum dependence on artificial 
HOABuLres e



This as you see trenspeses siutmia the two parte of Aldo's 
thought ting the positive part first (pore of the weaees De 
and deriv therefrom the negeti ve norticn (Less of tne artifi- 
e101"). This would —- ee the construction of reserveirs 
but it would put the > on overdcing them. 

If we hed hed wore “brekes” on warfare construction the selene 
tiete (end humenity) would not be Somers their present threat of 
demolition. %e should now use the rage of this threst to seeure 

some bedly needed control of rampage mechenizetion in general, Se 
I'm ati for Alde's very big ides. The sbeve (4b) is wy humble sug- 
gestion towerd ite phrasing. 

| I heve weed the designstions (4a), (4b), etc. for the purposes 
of thie letter; but the severei ait in the By~Lews would of 

course be Listed (1), (2), (Be (Abe 

Se much for my notions on ¥. 5. objeotives. 

I he®ve ® earbon of Mowerd's letter te you of April 16 wherein 
he gout yc cauaas eames Soeedbeaee Gabe he Giseuases the 
matter of seeon «class mailing privileges ete. I breve ne present 
ideas upon thia subjeete we Sees Capes foe te, ‘nee eaceneek 

to dete-mam. I surely agree with this snf think it very isportent. 

Fredy ener: Mem eredhvadlyy 1 Sy eile -napeltysars.nte Shame Nye 
to 1) the | iliors beesuse it's too much for my stenographie force 
(me). But I think thet this emi ell major subjects to be taken up at 
the Anmel Meeting should be geen in sdvence by #11 of theme 

‘ELL write “seon” om life im general. Kine just now is 
®l1l selubrious here on my oasis. J traat it ‘s the seme with you and 
Anne in your ecay ferndome 

Vvours=- : 

sentiad unaitia 

Gerbon eoples tot 

Alde Laepe 1a 

Olew wurle
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Prederick 8. Saker 
c University of Gelifornie 

| 0 Berkeley, California | 

? Y 

IT am not worth your wasting money ont 

For sometime I have been receiving copies of THE LIVING WILDERNESS 
gretis. Svidently somebody has hoped that | was a fertile field 

for missionary effort. But he is in error. I have read the issues 

with greet interest and agree in a lerge measure with your objectives - 

the Potomac River fight for example. Sut the program as a whole 

cannot very well avoid a certain nerrow minded viewpoint of the elite 

in pocketbook or physics! stemina. Sometimes it ie so natural, naive ; 

and ehildlife that you cannot help but forgive it as in Robert Sterling 

Yard's own articles. I eannot subseribe to the proposition that eny 

lands of outstanding seenie or recreational value should be reserved 

as wilderneeses, withheld from general use for the uplift of such 

soule ae can use them. ‘That ies asking too mch. But | certainly 

would go slow on ertificially hurrying up development, "improvement," 

roads where no need exists etc. Dediention of “wildernesses" in 

perpetuity ie another matter. I thoroughly enjoy the wilderness | 

sensation too. But my New England conscience tells me it is like 

enjoyment of an orchid. It is hardly more wonderful in form and color ; 

then en iris. But it's rare. Common folk can't have it. And, ae such, 

ite a "Little" viewpoint. I'm mre certain of your wilderness friends 

would willingly fence in the sunsets if they could and say ae” 

angela or those able to hire a pack string of Pegamees." ¥ h 

refined goule will etop end really appreciate the splendor. That's 
snobbery. 

Sincerely, 

(signed) F, 5. Maker
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. April 19, 1946. . 

Myr. Fredertex %. Oaker, i 
University of Snlifornia, 
Sertoley, California. _ 

' Year Hr, “aloes? 

Umer separate cover, we are teking the liberty of sending 
you one more copy of THY LIVING YELDCRTESS with the apectel hooe that 
you will find time to consider the “inaugurel erticte® ty our new preat- | 
dent Henter Meetsye, 

Your coments on the beck of the ferm questionnaire which 
you so kindly returned sone tine ago ore certainly thought-prevelring. 
i believe 2 see whet you meen, although [ de not come to the seme con~ 
@lusion that you reach. “wer eines thie Soefety wee formed | have been 
e member of it ond « supporter of ite pregram. it was « grest murorise 
when I found myself being coneidered as » powstble full-time officer, 
for I hed alwaya thought of ayseif as gust en secteney ele nomber. : 
i am by no meane among whet you vo wel’ deseribe es “the elite tn 
pocketbook or physien! staring.” 1 have been able to meke few trips 
into the reel wilderness end but for my now spetial concern would probobly 
be able te aske even fewer in the future. ye eee ces pce ’ 
at lenet some of the peovle whose intereet you have {n aind, end #it 
you thie much ebout apse'f as an apology to undertet'nag a reply to your 
comment 5. 

‘ f would be painfully ashamed of any elewent, or suggection, 
of encbbery that I could diecover in myself either by ivtroevcetion or 
through the eriticies of others, and I have recognised no anobbery in any 
of the members of the Counell of this rey | - the wen who fix policies 
and govern the organisation. #y “snobbery” I intend to mean just whet ; 

: . 1 anderstend you to meen in a fronk desortntion of on attitude that would 
exclude others from on appreeietion experienced an « remit of some 
apeoisl nttainment. {doen't consefously (and I am rather deliberate in 
ay philosophy) heve thie attitude, and I de not sense it in those to whom . 
l em responeible. : tar 

“. Se with this evology and Giseleimer I wonder if I could not 
try to state powltively whet our wilderness ohilovophy is and why we wish 
to preserve intect ae wuoh of the true wilderness ae we ot{ll have Left. 
ind I'11 have to adult thet I do it with what you have eslled « “missionary 
effort." ty father wan e Pree Methodist orescher, and T presume it was oy 
slight inheritence of the evangelistic spirit thet reeily led me te atendon 
@ very attractive Civil Service career to undertake the work ef thie deak. 
I hope you will therefore pardon my neafivete in eo frankly trying te mske a 
convert. I can't help itt |



ty. Yrederick 5. Boker tt Agrhl 19, 1946, - 

- We feel that the privilege of » wilderness experience to something to which 
every Auericen fe entitled, ineluding those that are not yet born. There is no 
person that we would iike to see excluded, ani in feat we feel thet fer two. few 
of this generation have known the wilderness. Ye look forward to the time when 
4% will be moh easier then 1¢ is even now for many people to get to the wilder- 
BOGB. ; 

diffioulty in mak: this slweye apparent comes from the fact that 
wn our ok Le in faae" eonacrned with exolusions. see", not exe luston of people. 
Whet we are trying to keep out are the buildings, the reads, the eirplene landing 

' fielde, the mechanigal vehicles, the moter beats, end all the things thet would 
make the wilderness not the wilderness, “het often maken 1% look se though w are 
trying to keep out people becouse, of course, these “things’ would ell bring people 
end more people. Sut they would not bring them te the «ildemess. The wilderness — 
would ne longer be there <- for anyone. . 

The only people against whem we find ourselves setive are those who, almoct ao 
always for personn? fineneial gain, are eseking to exploit the wilderness with whet 
ere called developments. These are often aleo called accomodations for the public, 
and sovetimes they ore indeed supported by peoole whe are socially interested in 
reereation. This eaprort, however, seldom persiate when the effect of euch develope 
mente iv realised. 

The effoet - and here it seems te me ia the main consideration from your point 
of view - would be te deprive the public of one resoures only to provide something 
thet is elresty available. “e believe that the United "tetes ean have ite wilder 
ness areas ont Ate outdoor recreation with cenventences, beth, “Ye are in fact 

- working for more reerestional arene te meet the needs of those who need the oute 
doors but without hariehtip. “es are supvorting onti-pollution measures thet would 
glean up volleys for thie purposes. “e are asking «11 our meubere te promote 
recreational areas near to centers of populetion. Ye went everyone to heve the | 
kind of outdoor reerection thet he wante. And so we want the wilderness seved for 
those who wan’? the kind of outdoor reerestion that ean be obtained only in auch arene. 

Many people seem to think that that t« the only reacen for preserving the 
wilderneea, ‘“e, however, think sleo of ite research values and of its histories, 
monumental values to the netion. “won beyond this we know thet the existence of the 
wilderness means mech in a Very rool wey to many people who never even hope to explore 
one. Through reading, through photographs, in imagination, they find relcef and 
inepiration vicerioucly in the wilderness, and a conselousness of ite existence is 
eseential to them, Thie may be herd to explain, tut the poeple | know who went 
the wilderness seved for these reasone greatly outnumber there I know who want the 
wilderness saved for thetr own excursions. | eee ih 

Ao t re~rend whet I have written oo far, I feor thet I may have left an impression 
of dodging the faet that we do in reality exelude people from these large areas by 
opposing the inetalletion of conveniences. I am reminded of the old theologies? 

ss aitgument thet fore-knowledge i« predestination! “e do know that reletively few 
people will choose wilderness reerestion. Ye do not, however, with te deny the 
choles te anyone. I think of och wilderness srene as vory much like our great 
art galleries « svallable to everyone, setuelly visited by relatively few, highly —
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Mr. Prederick 5, Beker irr april 19, 1946, 

Valued by mony vho never vinit then, and oppreeinted by on ever growing number 
of us plain ordinary citizens, I am « frequenter of our art galleries here in 
“aehington with ay children (aged 8, 5, ond 3) and I am constantly enjoying the 
experience of sharing the enjoyment of the gelleries with many different Kinds 
of people. 1 feel no snobbery. 1 sense none in the other people I find there, 
plain ordinary folke like myself, along with eartiats and ebviously highly 
cultiveted visitors. 41] of ue and meny others whe never viet the art gellertes 
would join vigorously in opposing propoasl thet would destroy these galleries 
60 tse then tm & way thet vad G6 Makaaee to their mupreme usefulness, ‘nd - 

4 that te very meh the seme way Tt feel about the wilderness. ; 

i hepe you will pardon the Length of thie letter. It deale with something ; 
that { have not previously expreased in words, developed in facet us a direct 
remlt of your own thought-proveking comments, ond | am most eager to know how 
teal these considerations will seem to you on reflection. 1 em most earnest in , 
ay desire to be sound in my thinking end worthy in my motives in » public service, 

i and I value highly the eritien! judgment of « man who can express himself as 
clearly and effectively ae you oan. [ showld be very gled te hear from you 
nggndte 

i | Sineerely yours, 

. Howard Zabniver. 

t{e 

; i x Take
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April 24, 1946 

Mr. Charles G. Woodbury 
1801 Hoban Road, N.W. 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mr, Woodbury: 

I have your letter of April 10 on the matter of by-laws and 
Suggesting two possible revisions, (1) to provide for an officer 
other than the president countersigning checks, and (2) a revision 
of Article III, Section 1, in the matter of election to membership. 
Meanwhile, on April 16, Howard Zahniser wrote suggesting a change 
in the by-laws to provide that a certain amount be set aside as a 
subseription to the Living Wilderness from membership dues. He also 
Suggested that perhaps when all the changes are in and discussed at 
the annual —oe that the by-laws might be formally adopted in 
toto at the annual meeting. I think this latter is an excellent sug- } 
gestion. I aye redrawn the by-laws to incorporate the above three 
suggestions. WIn Article II, Section 3, I suggest the substi tution 
of a comma for the period at the end of the section and the addition 
of the te em ¢lause, “or by a member of the Executive Committee 
to be designa by the Council.” | 

In Article III, Section 1, I suggest the elimination of the 
4 clause at the end calling for election to membership by the Executive 

Committee and a rewording of Section 1, in the following language," 
"Members of the Society shall consist of those persons, who have 
stated in writing their agreement with the objects of the Society | 
as set forth in Article I." I suggest a sub-section thereunder to 
take care of those who may have joined the Society in the with- 
out a written statement. It would be worded as follows: "This re-~ 
quirement shall not affect the standing of those members who joined 
the Society prior to July 1, 1946." 

Cire 
I suggest breaking up Section 3 of Article III into three sec- | 

tions. Section 5 would now read, “The Council shall establish | 
Classes of membership and membership dues." To take care of Howard's 
suggestion I propose a sub-section thereunder, "Fifty cents of the 
membership dues shall be set aside as a subscription to the 
Society's publication, THE LIVING WILDERNESS." Section 4 would in- 
corporate the thought in the last sentence of the present section 3. 
It would read, "fhe Council may authorize the acceptance of donations | 
and bequests. |
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You have raised some question with respect to the revision 
of Article I, Section 2, dealing with the objectives of the Society. 
In Aldo's paragraph numbered three, you indicate that we might find 
a better word than "clash". My own feeling is that this word fol- 
lows rather closely the thought expressed by Marshall in the original 
dreft and preserved some of the ree of his language. I rather like 
Aldo's proposal number three, and if he has no further suggestion, 
will present his present wording to the Council as the proposal of 
the Committee with yourself as dissenting. I anticipate consider- 
able discussion over these objectives at the meeting of the Council 
and my agreement with Leopold will do no more than get it before the 
Council, 

Similarly, in the absence of a counser-suggestion from you . 
I am inclined to go along with Aldo on his objective (4). I triea 
it out on one of our local members,without any comment one way or 
the other on my part, and he thought that it was very expressive. 
In any event, by agreeing with Leopold on this wording we shall 
have something concrete to present to the Council, and perhaps 
by then you may have hit upon a word which will meet your present 
criticism of the wording. 

I em sending copies of this letter to Leopold, Murie, and 
Zahniser. As soon as you and Leopold have time to pass upon the 
further revisions and will advise me, I shall see that Howard has 
the proper notification so that he may circularize the other mem- 
bers of the Council in due time before the meeting. 

With warm personal regards, I am 

Sincerly yours, | 

Harvey Broome 

HB/ab 

3730 North Broadway | 

‘Knoxville 18, Tennessee
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Apwtl 17, 1946 

a SO. See 

1940 itintwood Fines, il. W 
Yeghiagton 9, 0. C. 

Dese doodhurys 

I do not insist on the ing of Item 4 ani 

aptificlalised" may net be @lenr to all readera. 
I guggeat the following revision: 

4. Yo promote the idea that lands and 
watera can be prodogtive in their 

landsonpe the greater the probability 
of stability and permanence. , 

I am anonable to any further revision that may 
goem good to yous 

Thanke for the cartoon, I had not expected the 
femerow idea to over get into the fumes. 
The clipping is returned hererith. 

Sineeraly, 

oc Marke 
Zehaisex
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April 10, 1946 

Dr. Aldo S. Leopold 
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer Dr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing copy of letter to Harvey Broome about 

Wilderness Society by-laws. 

When I saw the enclosed in the Sunday comics a week 

ago it seemed to me that you were really getting in some very con- 

structive educational work where it might count for more than fare 

more impressive looking documents. I think the cartoon expresses 

what you have in mind in your proposed sub-section 4. We can't 

use the cartoon as part of the by-lews but it should be possible to 

work out a good clear statement. 

With kindest regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

- 0,.G.Woodbury ore 

a 
A 

+ ie



April 10, 1946 

Mr. Harvey Broome 
37H orth Broadway 
Knoxville, 18, Tennessee 

Dear Mr. Broome: 

nes ee De ne se See ee | 
sider thoughtfully the chenges in the Soelety by-laws out- | 
lined in your letter of Merch 22 end supplemented by a letter to you 
from Aldo Leopold of Maren 27, 

T agree with the changes that you heve indicated, 
These ere in Article Il, Seetions 1, 2 and 6 and in Article HI, 
section 2, 

With reapeet to the revision of Article I, Seotion 
2, proposed by Aldo Leopold, I sgree in principle with all four of 
his wumbered pane in Section 2, Ig mmbered peragreph 3 I 
think we ean find a better word then “clash”, At the moment it 
atene to me that “interfere would express the meaning ond be pre- 
ferstle. With respect to Leopold's numbered persgreph 4, which, as 
he suggests, broadens the base of Society objectives, I em in favor 
of the broadened bese all right, but I om not quite hapny sbeut the 
propesed lenguage. I think I know whet it meens bat it ahould be 
possible to estate the principle im language thet makes the meaning 
end intent perfectly cleer end obvious to the uninitiated. I feel | 
that my objection is wesk because I heve not been able to frome 
language that is satisfeetery to me end thet I ean recommend as a 
substitute for sub-section 4 es Leopold hes drafted it. Perhaps 
Leopold ean suggest « better word then “artificielised" end if so, 
it may be exsy then to get svb-section 4 in better shane. 

There are two other pointssbout the by-low revision 
thet poesibly showld receive attention.  ‘eetion 3 of Article IT 
requires thet checke be countersigned by the President. Benton 
Meckaye and the txecutive Comulttee have put into operation « plan 
under which others than the President ere countersigning the checks, 
Meybe this ie illegel, 0, the other hand, it slows up the office 
work if the checks heve to be sent up te Masenelusette for counter- 
signing, Should there not be « chemre in the by-lewe to authorize 
some other plan? 

It-seems to me there should be some revision of 
Article IT, Section 1. It seems to me thet election to menbership
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by the Executive Committee is a perfectly mesningless operation. 
Section 3 of Article III authorizes the Council in its diseretion to 
establish membership dues, Perhaps Section 1 and Section 3 could 
be combined so that membership status would ensue automatically when a 
prospective member had signed an application indicating acquiescence in 
the objects of the Society and perhaps also agree to pay dues. 

I am sending copies of this letter to Leopold, Murie, and 
Zahniser. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

C.G. Woodbury
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Shis LS What (Ye 

BELIEVE. Wt 
The wilderness—including wild forest lands 

and other still primitive areas—is a valuable 
natural resource of the people, serving a real 

need in a highly complex civilization. . . . 
Its preservation is a necessary part of a bal- 

anced national conservation program. . . . 

The primeval areas that still remain should 

therefore be carefully protected, undisturbed, 

for observation, scientific study, watershed 

protection, and the kinds of recreation that 

are consistent with wilderness preservation— 

and also for the sake of those who though not 
visiting wilderness areas find relief and in- 
spiration in reading about them and seeing 
them in pictures. . . . The more natural the 

use of lands, the greater their stability; all 
areas should be developed with a minimum 
of artificial measures; primeval areas should 
have none; they are easily destroyed and once 
changed can never be primitive again. .. . 
Exploitation will constantly threaten the wil- 
derness, and there is just one hope for pre- 
serving it. “That hope,” as Robert Marshall 
declared, “is the organization of spirited peo- 
ple who will fight for the freedom of the 
wilderness.”



Shis ts What We 

DO sg 
We promote a general understanding of the 

importance of maintaining wilderness con- 

ditions in America. . . . We represent the 

interests of those who seek recreation in the 

wilderness, and we serve also the many 

people who never visit the wilderness but 

through reading, through photographs, in 

imagination, know a relief and an inspiration 

that depend on a still living wilderness. . . . 

We cooperate with all organizations in the 

conservation field. .. . We support especially 

the regulations — both State and Federal — 

that safeguard wilderness areas and the legis- 

lation that provides for their preservation. 
. .. We resist invasion of the wilderness by 

the sights and sounds of civilization, includ- 
ing mechanized transportation, commercial 
developments, and such non-commercial land 
uses as clash with the primitive environment. 
. . . We make personal, first-hand investiga- 
tions of wilderness areas and conditions that 

affect them. . . . We mobilize support for 
wilderness preservation and call the attention 
of our members, other organizations, and the 

public to any proposals that threaten this 

preservation.



Shis is How We 
DO. IT we 

We publish Tue Livinc WILDERNESS, a quar- 

terly magazine illustrated with photographs, 

maps, and drawings and including articles, 

poems, and news notes that report, describe, 

and analyze wilderness problems and bring 

to the reader an understanding and an enjoy- 

ment of the wilderness. . . . We issue special 

news statements to outdoor writers, other 

representatives of the press and the radio, and 

to many conservation organizations. .. . We 

confer with administrators and legislators, 

through correspondence bring to their atten- 

tion the interests of wilderness preservation, 

and at hearings present statements represent- 

ing The Wilderness Society’s stand on matters 

affecting conservation. . . . We attend con- 

servation conventions and other meetings and 

through addresses and personal conferences 

call attention to current needs in wilderness 

conservation. . . . We maintain an office in 

the Nation’s capital to serve our members 

and the public with information and advice.



IF YOU AGREE with our purpose and en- 
dorse our program you can help greatly by 
adding your name to our growing list of mem- 
bers. We cordially invite all who are inter- 
ested to fill out the application below and 
return it to— 

THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

1840 Mintwoop Puacs, N. W. 

WasuHineTon 9, D. C. 

I wish to add my influence to the movement for 
wilderness preservation by joining The Wilder- 
ness Society as a— 

Mombee Ato) a YOR isis escsckctscteosecdkciseevesedteuseoree VL) 

Subscribing Member at $2 a year..........cccseeee DO) 

Contributing Member at $5 @ year.........ee0e 

Sustaining Member at $10 @ year........eeeeee OF 

Ibife | Mem Wer Ate 200s... stasesctesstcrscdsssevcqctvaataceetse sd 

I agree with the Society’s objects as stated in 
the By-Laws and quoted in this folder and en- 
close $____________. for dues, of which 50 cents 
is for a year’s subscription to THe Livine 
‘WILDERNESS. 

SON Rtn ee OU anMEGEE),. C8 GSC tho ie eae 

a (Btreet and number; please print) 

eee («ce eC nT ct
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THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

1840 Mintwoop Ptace, N. W. 

Wasuincton 9, D. C. 

OFFICERS: Brenton MacKayer, President; 

Aupo Lropoup, Vice President; Ernest S. Grir- 

FITH, Treasurer. 

THE STAFF: Ouaus J. Muriz, Director 

(Moose, Wyo.) ; Howarp ZAHNIsER, Hxecutive 

Secretary; LAURETTE S. Corer, Assistant Sec- 

retary. 

THE COUNCIL: Haroutp C. ANDERSON, Har- 

vEY Broome, Irvine M. Cuark, BERNARD FRANK, 

Ernest 8. Grirritu, Ropert F. Griaes, DororHy 

Sacus Jackson, Aupo Leopoitp, Benton Mac- 

Kays, Grorce MarsHauu, JAMES MARSHALL, 

Ouaus J. Muriz, Ernest C. OBERHOLTZER, JOHN 

N. Spencer, CuHarues G. Woopsury, and How- 

ARD ZAHNISER (ex-officio). 

THE OBJECTS of The Wilderness Society as stated 
in the By-Laws are: 

‘*1, To enlist the American people in the preserva- 
tion of the American wilderness. 

‘¢2. To spread the conception that the wilderness is a 
valuable natural resource of the people and should be 
conserved as such. 

‘¢3. To promote nation-wide cooperation in resisting 
the invasion of such wilderness by the sights, sounds, 
and other influences of civilization including routes which 
can be used for mechanized transportation, all commer- 
cial developments, and those non-commercial improve- 
ments and influences which clash seriously with the 
primeval environment.’’



. BXEQUTIVS COMMATERE WEEPING Cy 
' 2 April 1946 aes 

A meeting of ike Rmecative Gennittse held in the Coane Ciud on sett ‘ 
2 was — Frank, chairman, Dr. Griffith, Dr. Griggs, and Dr. 
Woodiury. The Director and the ixeeutive Secretary alse were present. 

leering that the President, Benton MecKaye, was undergoing hospital 
treatment in Roxbury, Ness., the comittee unanimously expressed its con~ 
cern and earnest wishes and on motion instructed the Executive Secretary ie 
te convey to Mr. MacKeye the committee's collective symmathy. 

Following a discussion of current developments in connection with 
plans for the 1947 anmal meeting of the Gouneil, the committee by motion . 
instructed the Bxecutive Secretary to proceed with arrangements looking 
toward holding the meeting June 20 to 23 in sceordence with the invitation 
of Ernest GC. Oberholtser et Ranier, Mim. The committes accented with 
gratitude the suggestion made by Harvey Broome that Mrs. Broome might : 
volunteer to provide the Council secretarial assistance during the meet~ 
ing. By motion the Committee instructed the Director to extend te 
Clinton ©, Clarke of Paeadena, Gslif., an invitation to attend the Coun- 
eil's 1947 meeting. 

Reviewing developments in the Sogiety's plane to request a ruling 
from the Bureau of Internal Revenue thet would exempt from taxation the 

_ Gectety'~ donors, the Comuittee by motion authorized the continuation of 
efforts i. this end on the basis of the policies and programs of the 
Society as already established, 

After a report from the Director pursuant te the Gounell'« 1946 an- | 
_ Mualemeeting instruction regarding the selection of a California action 

committee, the Sxecutive Committee by motion decided to defer to the | 
eunual mseting of the Council further action with regard to the neming | 
of such & committee. 

After a lengthy discussion of current proposals te modify the 
bounderies of the Olympic National Park, the Committee by motion author- 
ized the Director and Executive Secretary, following an examination of 
fark Service serial maps and mich other materiel as they deemed easen- 
tial, to state the position of the Society regarding the proposed changes. 
The Committee aleo advieed an exchange of telegrams with Irving Clark, re- 
garding particularly the situation in the Quinault ares. ‘fhe Committee 
approved the following message to Mr. Tlark as drafted at the meeting: 

‘Would you approve opposing Bogachiel changes but aequieseing in | 

Q@aineult? If you believe we should oppose both what should be our : | 

grounds on Quineult? Please wire night letter tonight if possible." 

(Interpolated Mote: ‘the morning of April 3 Mr. Clark replied: 
"Yes. Probably too difficult to defend opposition either to Quinault 
or Queets elimination. Important ares to seve is the Bogachiel.")
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fhe Sxecutive Seeretary outlined a plan for member solicitation 
using the mailing list of paid subseribers to NATURE MAGAZINE in accordance 

with a special privilege cooperatively extended by the American Nature 4s- 

seciation. Varying costs of using the totel list of approximately 50,000 
or omaller segments were reported and discussed. ‘The Committee authorised 

@ mailing ae s00n as feasible up te the full amount of the year's budgeted 
estimate for promotion. It was recognised thet continued promotional ac- 

tivities during the remainder of the year vould thus not be possible within 

the present budget for this specific purpose. It was suggested that this 

matter be further considered by the Council at its annuel meeting. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Bxecutive Secretary



Sis ar ene 
Dee Meeveyt 

I agprove of your reviaion of the tyler in tote. 

I sugmeat the following revigion of Seotian 2: 

‘an cakes the: tamtonn ome tn te yrosareution of the 

(2) To spvend the consent that wildemess is a wihuwble | 

ee Sas | Chak canteen sae " 

, (3) To xeniat the iwmaton of wilderness Wy the aighte and t 
aounds of civil limtion, . ing muetheniged tyuansportation, e 

‘the new section 4 gonewint brondend our tase, tat I think thde is a 

I om sending a copy of thie to deodtuzy, Ole Marie, ani Uohabeor. 

o@ Veadiury



a. Been 

I approve of.your revision of the by-lews in tote. 

I suggent te following revision of Seotion 21 

“Se the objects of the Wldernesa Gostoty aret 
. on aan Uae matin sane te Gn peteeentidn ot te 

(2) Yo spren4 the sommept tat wilderness is a wlusble 
BS Sere Se ee oe eee ae. 
component of « Unlanted conservation progr 

(3) To veaiet the iemeton of wilderness by the sights and 

aa Glagh with the prinoval omrironsent. 

(4) %o promote the iden thet Lande and wotere oan be productive 

uae, the greater are ite chances of atability and perunence, 

the new section 4 somewhat broadens our base, tut I thimk thie de a 

I am sending a copy of this to doodtury, Oleus Marke, oni Uehaiser 

With bast ragarde, 

ee Yoodbury 
Yearke 
tohaieor 5. :
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CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Mr. Charles G. Woodbury, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Leopold. and Woodbury: 

At the last annual meeting of the Wilderness Society, the 
three of us were continued as a committee to examine and revise the 
By-Laws of the Society. It was recommended by the Council:that they 
be revised to eliminate the provision for holding the annual meeting 
within the first three months of the year, to provide that a quorum 
should consist of a majority of the mébers of the Council or eight 
members whichever number was smaller, to provide that three-fourths 
of the members of the Council,instead of all,might ratify action by 
mail and to conform the provisions of the By<Laws to our new set-up 
of officers. 

I inclose a copy of Wilderness News No.3 which on pages 
2, 5 and 4 contains a printing of our By-Laws, and upon which I have 
made changes to conform them to the recommendations. Deletions have 
been indicated in red, and additions have been made in ink. Two matters 
perhaps need explanation. At the meeting of this committee at the 
time of the annual meeting in Washington, Aldo raised the point that 
the objectives of the Society, as set forth in Art.I., Sec. 2 should 
be amended to take cognizance of new viewpoints of the Society. He 
had suggested a new subsection (4) to be worded somewhat as follows, 
"To promote 'naturalness' in land use, both public and private." We 
were discussing this proposal when we were called back to the Council 
room, and the matter was not considered further. Since he knows better 
than I what shauld be included in this broadened objective, I am ask- 
ing that he supply the wording for this amendment. The second matter 
is this. I was under the impression that Art. II., Sec. 1 had been 
amended to provide for sixteen members of the Council. When I was 
working on my paper for the last Living Wilderness, I found that 
there was an amendment increasing the Council to fifteen members, but 
none increasing it to siftteen. Hence I have simply indicated that 
change and have no recommendation for an increase. 

If you will criticize and/or 0.K. what I have done and advise 
me, I shall notify Zahniser, so that he may prepare the necessary no- 
tification in advance of the annual meeting, 

3730 N. Broadway, Yours very sincerely, 

Knoxville 18, Tennessee. ae 2, 

Verwvat ey
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| 2 THREE Is OUA “ILDEREESS? oe 

Back in 1905 the writer firet penetrated the great wilderness — 

area known s@ the (uetioo juperior in “innesote end Ontario on e canoe 

trip up the Isebolle River, with on indian ae helper. Itewas & 

hurried trip, but within two daye wo counted moone on4 glimpses a 

Vigck bear swimming serose the river in the path of tae rising sum, 

Ne eign wae eneountered of even the axis tence ef humen beings on the 

entire tPips 

. er we later, in on equally hesty jaunt, he drove up 

the Guaflint il to the shore of (agenage Leake. The water, the 

shoves and the trees formed the seme beeutiful background, but for 

him it was not enhenced by the nwwrous groups of tething beautics eLad 

in modern Baigent whe were also = doubt drinking in the wonders of 

ths solituie? That wee not what eame to eee, for ae one of Conneot~ 

loutts State Pork Gonmiseioners he bed hed ebuntent opportunity to ayy 
abesrve the teeming population of its ocean benches during the sumer 

RSOSBON« 

The ides of solitude, of being the ongy huacus present, sven 

oe ia a greet nmotural eres of Inke or mountain with ite: uadie~ 

fupbed: population bf wild creetures lies deep within the normal Amare 
iean mind, it is & oe to hia meestrel. folklore oni tredition, 

to Lewis & Glerk, to the ppers and settlers, in the greatest and 

swift teat cong at ef virgin pared et | the world hes ever seen, The 

beldness, inventiveuese end herdihood which this enteryrias regiired wi 

hes teen the minepring of our. ymaress in modera seientifice ond 

comerciel achievements, end o® carried our efmed forees to vietory | 

in world ware. ' 

fo return, even briefly, to this 4ourse of inspiretion renews | 

our etength Likes that of the fabled antequs of Greek legend, who 

whenever eS ae the oorth, orgs. pop bon oe 

resow the ele. .Se—ee (Ve quished = 6 edveresry,- 

only by holding him aloft « by severing the Gon tact. | 

Ghali we pull up the roots from which se derive our inkerited 

strength? Yet how sre we t reconcile the inne te - for wlitude, — 

for asture in ite pmiaitive state, with the fact thet the gratific tion 
of thie impulse, if given te on po snes it, would pmduce such . 

erowded conditions thet the “plones?r og would no longer, like 

the lesendary treppera, heve eny place to ‘neve on", bat vould = ne 

— goree have to ehare its joys with may others, seunily enti thed 
auoh privileces? Agoin, is it fair to on ae pleasures to all 

exeert the rueced ant eble bodied, who seak hardships es do mountain — 

@linbers, for the thrill of achievment? As ad the ima orth 

eolitudes sote in like 9 ewiftiy —— tide, ener coe nooks 

ond corners, focda are built, cowforteble resorts estabi.iai » noisy 

power becta make night hideous and dinturd the wildlife, airplanes 

conveniently deposit sportsmen in the most ecoluied lakes, four hours = 

from Chicage, snd where is eur wildarmes?- 

: ls it dy wonder thet when ¢ertain cowmreiel interests sought — 

suthority to build adéitionel dems end alter tha water levele of many



i Be 

of the moat beautiful of the reveining unepeiled seeatons Sebes 
in the —_ ogetieg Cuperior “ilderneaa, public interest was fanned to # white Lest and © movenent atarted whieh persists to this day, 
to include the ontire region of 10 milfion acres,” > 

Qs MM interactional paace wilderness of thet articles publemked 
in magasines of nations! eireuletion should enliet,in turn, so. 
upport for e-tresty with “Censda to create thia “park” a 4 me 

‘Yo NOFA wor weterenes ut how feng ie the road snd how broad the 
phase be a hepes end eonewems tion *ithout » vieton, netions — 

h» bis vielen slene uever lei to seeompliahment. Phe “be ou tiful 
ener" wast Fires tne pine she Pee eets lest the dress itself dissolve — 

7 like the reintew, and the pot of go1d never be found, 

ven ten Million seres of trus waueeies wilderness yet be a 
served in the (uetico-Cuperior region « which 4 wililom aeres Lies 
in “iunesota, m4 4 million in Onterio « ani em o treaty with Caneda 
er any other mosure soceeeeee toe, spol? ven the moet enthusinaetiec 
and persietent sdvoectes of the trenty «nd the wilderness know and 
etete thet thie is impossible, saz The far grester 4 paige of thie 
wilderness ie alresty someereialized beyond ali possible hope of ren- 
torstion to « primitive condition, Renee, in the eT a of the yey 
Cup tiogecuperior Couneil, end thet of the preeidentiel Seman ‘uetioo= 
®uperiog Comittee, ts find frem the etert that inetead, the iden of 
roaing &* exphesiged, Areas slresty penetreted by enutomobile wads and 
infer (?) with reeerte ond sumner hoses are tc te “soned" for these — 
purpesss « yet ingluded is the great overall Oe or the wilderness, 
It never hes been propesed by these adveeetes, in their published © : 
progrema, thet exieting roxde ehowld be closed, reeorte nd homes cone 
demoed by public euthority sai torn Gdewn, 103 the entire oe gay turned 
beck to tho exclusive uso of the hardy wilderness seoler om his eee, 

Iu pursuance of this willewethe-wisp, the true wilderness, the 
heart of the million-scre rosdiess eres within the Superior oe 

As countgay, hes sbventy tnweay siivwe fren éut Shame, ih te "% ory phos alrasd: yt vr aruap,. 1 
Seti ona i Parte Magagine for fe Ma a 1948, “The Sa 
Progran” the «riter yarves sesep's fable of the @¢, erose ing | 
etreun on s plank, witha juley piece of meat in ite mouth, ‘Secing \ 
the reflection ef te ment in the stream, he greedily anetehed at it, 
enly to eve his real porsession ewept away. ' 

| it hee _fteppeme ds Om the completion of Bw war end even tefore 
thet, eustal ears et laenet yproumenn 64 the — seade of northern 
“4nnegote here been engaged in © stampede into the heart of the onde 
less Ares, to seoure snd ceoupy choice sites for the sonstruetion of 7 
resorte to be served by sirplane, and motor bort, The prohibition of 
roed eonetruction is merely on eided incentive for these ambitions ; 
investors, far their appeal to patrons can be couched in terns of the 
"Wildernase”, On the eae aap ate shorn the looctions of 
reserte aeen - entediished or under sous truction ae of Jaquapy 1,1946, 

. Shere is our clider ness? uh 

‘cts ei 0S WM pei i RNS Yr oA ager or i RB SNARE hse ONO NAR nN SAAR NA te i ANON AE NNR AAI NE RONNIE 

—€ «ene Contimentel Job”, Ysllece G. Sehwess, Netionnl Purks Megesine, 
TonueryeMereh 1946, page 7, Solwan 8, paregreagh 2.
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Thay sey thet hind sight is be ¢ an foresight. How soula 
tregedy heve been prevented? Could the asg’heve been restrained fran 
@vosping ot « shedow, dir held with « firs grip em the remnant of wilder- 
nese within ite possession? Une can only Teies by the fnete, Jay H, 
Price, Recionel Porester of the Forest Servier 2b “ilwaukee, Yisconsin, 
in sn address on “ilderueec Areos Defore tie Iatak ‘alton a on 

enphielzeal the fact thet the mintensnce of wilderness — 
eondi tions “ea impossible waleas e11 the lend within sueh en eres was 
eeculted by the public, Of the 14,449,000 acres now inelwied within 
77 primitive oresca in the mtionel foreste, about 437,200 seres still 
Tetmin in privete honda ~- ent of this total 137,900 éorvalies within 
the Noedlese Area on the ro Rational forest} Ke won that the 
ennets of theee privete lende seek to cupitelize thelr unique advantages 
to thea permenent ruin of wilderness volues. Thea why wos This not | 
foreseen « od during the huge pene progren during the yeers 1934 
to 1941, when within 8 yeors, 951,500 ecres was purchased in thig 4 

| notional forest ami sdjoining ae areos, wee not the aotivity 
eoncentrated on on ceeeere, S — end ite irrepleesble vaueat } 
4ek the Gog why le dropped his moct, 

: ’ a 

Fag not enough been wri tian about the’ imperative sesenerte of 
cepturing thet elusive chunk of succulent sustenance represent ed a. 
19,060,509 acres of “wilderness” stretching from International Fa: 
ecatward to the tip of binnesets on Leke Superior? And of theo ver= 
whelming urgoney"of placing this whole area under notional jurisdiction, 
implemented by netionel ownership? Brush aside the existing million or 
more dollara invested in yearese cones roiie: the etete freste + | 
all interlcpers! Jeoure the treaty with “canada"{ ignore the f set 
that Onterio owns proctically every foot of lend in her 6,900,000 
acres ad, aor a ro. of undeveloped land, seeke rosde, homes, | 
fesotte od touriet,business, ond has the power to block wv treaty f 
which even sugassts interference with ber sovereign rightse{ Stop at 
nothing! ae 

So, back in 1935 after the real menace of dame had been met or 
at least had been temporarily oomtrolled by « treaty setting up on 
internetionsl Joint Commission « the only mthority which hes or even 
con have jurisdiction over international water levela,the Forest 
Service wes persuaded with the beeking of the vetional Forest Reservation — 
Commiseion end the “eoretery of the Interior, Herold ickee, to extend 
ite purelese ereas to the weetuerd an? eastword of the oxzisting Roedie es 
Avon or true wilderness, ond teke in the Kabotogama ond Grand Portage 
erere which histor see iy ond *~ right of possession belonged to the 
people of th “tere of “innesota, end were included within her etete 
forest system, instead of concentrating on purechesing the Fremeining 
158,090 seres of private land within the pricele se eet a 
arester eren,165,554 seres, Wes pureke sed within the ett. ute 

. Forest boundaries end other purchases of 22,456 oe ithin the \ 
Orend Port Stete Forest. The hind sight of the F Service, now 
confronted esheets with the invasion of the fondlese Area, org! oa 
sanites on err of peitey, too 1. te to aveld the ee : end i 
offiectale would weleome legislation appropristing ® euwffielent eum to — 

Genuine eove what ean be selvyaced in this area by purchess. But the resorte 
are there to etey, if the precedent set in the Chippewa Notional Forest —



; a 
re i 

at Case Lake ie eny criterion. On the latter nations] forest, & mecare 
19,999 asnen of idbeak and shore was reverved for park and soenie Use b 

only te be inveded. oe Eee ef the forest lla by *guene? ; 

homee" which heave fefied ail later efforts to oust them, Tinclly, most 
of this tea: tiful oeusee Vee timber was wrecked in « violent sumer a 
storm, fhe Lake ig still there! oe 

ie the rommant of the Bos@lese eres worth seving? As Toughetone, 
the @lown, seid bout hie rustic sweetheart, audrey, in “ha ~ i 
. poor =a but ming ew"! Yes, the remnant in vrorth savings 
it is our own, @ll we hove left from the ineredible nidjuignent, i 

reeriminetion ond folly of past yeers of reaghing for the moon, 4 4 

bill eheuld heve been promptly intreduesd et this session of Con raee n 

peeking the nosded uinimus of 9600,000, for purthese of these 13 9905 M 

geres of private lend within the heart of the “ilderness. hy wee this | 

not done! Simply becouse the resort interests hove olready developed | 

so powerful grip on the entire region (see map) that their interests 
have dolsyed agreane nt seen ay oS what Kind of o bill te present, and 

whether the leedlese Area should we modified and reduced as a quid | 

pro que of support for the bill, Meanwhile the lees] congressman. 

pound bY precedent to put the interests of his constituents ubore Shas 
of the nation, swaite this agmeasent before moving in the matter, end | 
the promoters: sourry modiy to get in whéle the opertwnity otili 
effere for Losating now fesorta on exclusive waters, The teo lerge | 

sounties, Leke and Cock, are sleo beetirriag theseel ves to eeeure @ | 

: apecial act doing eway with the pee by which they receive 25 per 

gont of the gees income fram s of timber on fhe national saorer 

dagpite the fat thet, the Uhipetesteilolen Sot of 1939 whieh prohibits 
gutting of timber on Inke shores permite the pregtive of forestry out 

| tines on the remining portions of the fosd leas Area, mn were. | 
now want s¢ a substitute mocsure the eae of o flat img per acre fe 
reserved arses, Sf for arcane subject to cutting, and ly for barren 
territory, which ties in with the netionwide queation ss to whether 

such & substitution should te made for nstione] forests de 4 whole, 

Meanwaile the song of the motor boot emteset, amd the whir of 

the sirplene ae ope will resoh on ineres wag Mee ygevwg th te omer 

of 1946 within the erstwhile solitudes of the t event wilderness in | 

the contrel portion of cur country. ‘The inepiretion ef unspoiled | 
nature must hereefter te sought in the reletively s¥undent and | 

ineceessible stretches of northern Onterio and (ueheo, where Se ee 

ond the Gtter cen still te found "ond only man ie weawttan we,



Valdernuess Greets : < 
Scene ! F w 

| We oruary 2], 1946 . er 

Dear Senton and Other Councillors: 

The Lxecutive Committee had » protracted dutch-treat dinner meeting last night 
at the Cosmos Club - called specially by Chairman Bernie for the principal 

purpose of discussing airplane threats in National forest wilderness areas. 

It seens that the Forest Service administrators in the field are very meh ime 
pressed by rising pressures for lending fields in wilderness sreas = as well as 

for such recreitiénal installations ae ski-lifts and other wilderness area uses 
gach as for television or frequencyemoduletion towers. There seems to be a - 

feeling among these field men that all these pressures are simply going to be 

too greet to withstand, just for the sake of mainteining wilderness areas when 

the Forest Service has so many public relations problems, _ 

That's about what Bernie reported, vlus the fact that John Sieker is very mach 

; alert to the vroblem anf also very much disturbed by the prospects. John, you 

know, is Bob Marshall's successor ac head of the Forest Service recreation 

division. 

: Bernie also showed the Gommittee a letter to John Sieker from Clinton 0, Clerke, 

of Pasadena Californie, one of our meubers, describing the threats to Celifornia 

wilderness and wild areas. The situation looked pretty bad. 

Dr, Griffith, Dr. Griggs, and Dr. Yoodbury then discussed the situation as pre= ; 

sented by Bernie end the prospects for improving it through our programs, Out 

of this discussion came the following! ' 

1. An article by Mr. Clarke will be sought for use in THE LIVING WILDERNESS, 

2. Material will be obtained from John Sicker for use in another article to be | 

written by a Wilderness Society spokesman, ‘ominated was Irving Clark. 

an S In the middle of March (after the New York wildlife conference) a further 

discussion will be carried on with Murie present, as he will be in the Hast 

to attend the conference. ; ‘ 

4, Mach may be done if a few key people of the Government can learn informally 

of the wilderness problem as the Society sees it. A beginning along this 

line may be made through an invitetion to the Seeretary of Agriculture to 

meet informally ot dinner with the Executive Committee, 

; 5. A mail campaign to Society members in a selected region will be carried on 

to determine ite effectiveness in bringing the influence of their letters 

on administrators. 

The committee also discussed the handling of eny "capital funds" we may have (we 

| now heve 7 Life Members) and commissioned Dr, Woodbury to discuss this problem 
with George Marshall during a trip he has to meke to New Tork this week. 

From a very brief discussion it seemed that the last half of June would be « likely 
time for the annusl meeting of the Council. 

: Sincerely yours, " 

i Ho ‘Vaynyser.
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February 6, 1946 

Mibrary of Congrees, 
.  “eghtagten 25, 3. ©, 

Dear Or. Griffith: 

Rnolesed fe « finanefal stetement showing our cash on hand Jemary 1 (93,994.20), 
our receipte in Jonuary (4,949.86) our diebursenents (1,363.54), end our cash 
ow hend Jamary 32 (97,590.16). Ineluded alee is « ateteuent chowing that our 

wotatanding obligations for services or materiale already received but in process 

of peynent on Jamuary 3 amounted to 1672.53, leaving our avaliable funds at , | 

$6,717.63 as of February le : | 

Gur expenditeres on THY LIVING VILIORIESS totaled $599.91. Thess were, of course, 

for the Cecenver Lesue. The production cost was $520.19 for 4,000 copies of the | 

Béppage isme. fhe dietrivution costs were $79.72 for about 1,600 copies (te | 

date). The costs for the July ieque (comparable with those for earlier ismee) 
totaled $1,084.82. The production eoet wae 9806.56 for 6,000 copies of aa-peee 

_ teams, ‘the distribution coste were $278.26 for about 6,500 copies. I believe 

we are enjoying some economy in »roduction eeste and wil! contime to te so, bat 

in the main our reduced expenditures result frow curtefiied printing end distrite- 

; tion. We believe, however, thet this too fs en economy, beconse we believe we 

ere simply eliminating an undesired dtetrivution end at the seme time consol ide- 

ting ani expanding on effective distribution. 

The fends not used on TH? LIVING "TIOCRTRES hawe to « greet extent been used in 

special promotion, which has so far been tied in with THY LIVING YILONRNSS, Our 

expenditures on promotion (including outstanding obligetions and sleo some ox 

penditures in the laat week of Secenber) total sbout (900 te date. Sur receipts 

in money from these promotions) efforts vere by Jenuery “1 alresdy considerably — 

sbeve our expenditures. ‘e had then received 300 new members and <5 new son- 

menber gubseriptions, representing o money return of 1435 plus’ a small amount 

of additional payments as contritutions. 

Aoy further guidance regulting from » consideration of thie eumuary or from o 

Closer seratiny of the SNRGNS WAGERS Sk Ne tin segeeetenne Ove ee 

from other menbers of the “xecutive Committees ond the + to whom carbon 

: copies are being sent. 

: '- Regpectfally cubuitted, 

. 
wlth ae
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| FINANCIAL * STAPRMRNT | 
| The Wilderness Seciety - Jamery 1946. is 

Cash on hand Jan. 1 $3,994. 30 
Receipta: 

Dues $63.00 
Contributions 191, 86 
Robvert Merehell Wilderness Fund 4,125.00 
Rent oo 2D. 40242,.55 $8,942.85 

DISSURGEMENTS: : 
Salaries 1,023.16 

\ Taxes: | 
Social Security 10.24 ; | 
Withholding 108.52 ~ 228.74 | 

| Office Maintenance and Operation 194,47 | 
revel (Mackaye in Nov.) 43.62 | 
“Miscellaneous (WPA reprints) 38.80 wi gle | 
Special Promotion: | 

Mimeographing 6.76 | 
Addressing 48.60 | 
Hemdling . 26.00 
Postage L418 122.54 Li262.54 

135) 7,580.22 
(Senk charge - exchenge) cia | 

CASH ON BAND January 31 $7,880.16 

** * *¢ * © @& & 

OUTSTAGDING OBLIGATIONS ms | 
The Living Wilderness (Dec.) ; | 
Production 

Printing 430.09 | 
ingreving 2.12 620.19 

Matritation: 
Rend ling 9.75 j 

Postage — ie 22 22. 2z... 599.91 
Special Promotion 

Addveseing 10.00 
Pe “0 : 4a.g? 66.72 : ostage 
Office Supplies. in. 20 S72.55 

AVAILABLE FURS, February 1 $6,917.63



Fa nie | 
| | QUETION- SUE RIOR, Interview with J. Price, Monday, Feb. 4, 1946, — ¥ 

| & e@nf erence was held on Febryary 1, 1946 with the County ; 

Commissioners af Lake sad Ceok Counties on, | q 
) (1) The possible sodifiestion of the Hoadlede area to meke ageonsible 

Gertain portions or routes espeeielly in Leke County, to provide access 

on the south side to wetoh Cook County*s Gunflint Trail and St.Louis 
County's Bly Getewey, The Iesbella region is aimed at. Also sumer 
roeds for products, in long range plans, Would still protect the 
prineipel canoe routes in the heart of the area. Gounty beards will 
report back on Febmuery 20, , | 

| (2) Feders1 legisletion needed to release the bar against land ome 
| changes which the solicitor says applies in the Ghipatead-Nolan act, 

| (3) “epla ined analysis of proposed bills for adjustment of federal — 

| contributions im lieu of taxes. Cordon bill, %.R, 2687, if based 
| on 5/4 of 1 per oat in value, would give these counties the anounte 

aa they aay they need. Such legisletion would remove from sounty con- 
| gern what the Forest Gervics did with ite timber - the counties 8 =s_—w* 
| , eould get revenue even if it was reserved and not cut. lr, Price 

announced to the Conmissioners thet the Izeok Walton League waa 
reising a fund for purchase of lends - dons with the ands retand ing | 

; of Kenneth Ree@ and G. 9, Meliy. ae oe 4 

. | EH. B. Chapman ‘ | 

| 

|



From THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

1840 Mintwood Place N.W. 
Washington 9, D. C. For Immediate Release 

COlumbia 1588 

NEW OFFICERS NAMED FOR 

THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

Appointment of Olaus J. Murie as Director and Howard Zahniser as Executive 

Secretary of the Wilderness Society has been announced by Benton MacKaye, newly elected 

President, as the completion of reorganization arrangements made necessary by the 

recent death of Robert Sterling Yard, who was both President and Permanent Secretary. 

Dr. Murie, Mr. MacKaye explained, will maintain headquarters in Jackson, Wyo., 

while Mr. Zahniser will be in charge at the Society's Washington office at 1840 Mintwood 

Place, N.W. Dr. Murie, for years a leading naturalist in the Federal Fish and Wild- 

life Service, in addition to his administrative duties will have special responsibili- 

ties in appraising problems in wilderness areas and establishing policies in wilderness 

preservation. Mr. Zahniser, a former employee also of the Fish and Wildlife Service 
and more recently head of the Division of Information in the Department of Agricul- 

ture’s Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, will in addition 

to serving as Executive Secretary be editor of the Society's publications, including 
the periodical THE LIVING WILDERNESS. 

"We are looking forward to an expanded program that will enlist still more of 
the American people in wilderness preservation, said Mr. MacKaye, "and we are 

mobilizing for a militant defense of any of our priceless still remaining wild areas 
that may be threatened. We are fortunate indeed to be able to employ the knowledge 
and wisdom of Dr. Murie in an active leadership and also to have the skilled services 
of Mr. Zahniser. Both men are charter members of the Society and bring to its admin- 
istration not only their specidl abilities but also a long-time devotion to the ideas 
and ideals of wilderness preservation. With the continued services as Assistant 
Secretary of Mrs. Laurette S. Collier, who was Secretary to Mr, Yard, and the new 
help of Dr. Murie and Mr. Zahniser, we feel that the affairs of this Society are in 
excellent hands.” 

Mr. MacKaye, who also is a charter member of the Society and one of its founders, 
was elected President by the Society's Council last July, at which time Aldo Leopold 
was elected Vice-President (succeeding Mr. MacKeye), Ernest S. Griffith was re-elected 
Treasurer, and John N. Spencer was elected to a vacancy on the Council. 

The members of the Council are as follows: Harold C. Anderson of Scarsdale, N.Y.3 . 
Harvey Broome of Knoxville, Tenn.es Irving M. Clark of Bellevue, Wash.; Bernard Frank, 

Ernest S. Griffith, Robert Fiske Griggs, and Dorothy Sachs Jackson, of Washington, 
D.C.; Aldo Leopold of Madison, Wis.3; Benton MacKaye of Shirley Center, Mass.; George 

Marshall and James Marshall of New York City; Olaus J. Murie of Jackson, Wyo.; Ernest 

‘C. Oberholtzer of Ranier, Minn.; and John N, Spencer of Lamar, Colo. 

Members of the Executive Committee are Mr. Frank, Dr. Griffith, Dr. Griggs, 
Mr. MacKaye, and Dr. Woodbury. 

The Society's Advisory Committee includes Shirley W. Allen of Ann Arbor, Mich.; 
Arthur H. Blake of San Francisco, Calif.; Stanley A. Cain of Knoxville, Tenn.; and 
Francois E, Matthes of Washington, D. C. 

- 104510 -
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ir, Kerwey broome, 
2730 &, Brondway, 
Ynoxville 18, Tenn. 

Dear Mr. Broomet 

 ‘Tne@lesed is a copy of the Yecouber iene of 
THE LIVIWG VILOUREESS Juet received from the printer. 1 truct 
that your article on pages 127 to 17 will be ae antiefying for 

: you to reed as it ie pleasing to ua te heve {t. 

: Another eopy will reach you in the reguler 
mailing, end we shall be glad to send you os many additional 
ecovries as you may request. : 

' | ghell be very much interested in your comments : j 
on the iseue, portienlarty in knowing how you feel about the 
typography. I wee impressed with your comment (it ie near the 
bottom of the inside coluwm on page 15) that Mr. Yard's magazines ; 
“vyeflected the richnees and amplitude and infinite on of the 
 wilderneer iteelf." - x feeling shout his typogravhy (end easén- 
tailly it fe "feeling") wan just about the seme as yours, *0 you 
convey it to me with theses words, and IT have wanted to produce 

i the same feeling. ! 

o It have tried to make Suprovements that would 
be harwonious with the peet. I too heave “regiated the trend” 
toward emaller eisee (incidentally leas excensive) and the very | 
good edvice (from some points of view) to use » different kind 
of type ~ Dineker, ani more modern. Aleo I have resisted the 
temptation to make striking arrangewents of vhotogrenhs. : 

Two improvements have been attempted for the sake 
of readability - useing larger tyoe ond introducing « little more 
veriety. There were many comsents to the effeet that the type 

formerly used wae too omell, end some variety ie « relief to the 

eG. : 

te offeet the word loses in uring larger type, the 
columne are one plea (a sixth of en inch) wider, end longer. ‘the 
wider columnea end lerger tyve made it necesasry to make the apace 
between colume a little wider. Andi of course 011 these changes 
reduced the outside wergins of the page.



pan "\ \ SS ‘Copy | 

- Karvey Broome 2 : Jamary 17, 1946 | ; 

The pletures (of whieh not enough resliy were available for this isme) are 
kept within either the cege or the colum width without tyce running eround then, 
beenuce thie revresented «lamlicity, which is one quality of the dignity desired, 

Other _—— inelude: Use of editorial notes to help identify euthors and 
introduce articles, a slightly different use of ranning heeds et the ton of the 
pege, the bresking of the text with = lerge initial cap here end there, « new 
heeding on page 1 with the quotation “Yer the Freedom of the *ilderness" from | 
Bod Marwhell «« a standard feeture, » tox on page 2 to carry informetion for- | | 
morly on the beek pege (beeouse the post office requires thin information on one 
of the firet four pages for the seeond-class priviliges we hope to get later), re 
and o little simpler headline type. a | 

The new cover arrangement was not dectred in iteelf but wae mede necessary by 
the feet thet the illustration gubmitted by Hr. Yard's deughter wae not of the 

eharacter ani provertione consistent with the traditional arrangement of the 
oover, i 

The é6ffort essentially is te meke the megazines more easily read and if vossible 
@ bit more attractive without giving any of our long-time members ond readers the 
iupreasion that here is something different from what they heve known. The qualities 
aimed at are simolicity end dignity and whet you so aleely eall the "repose of the 
wilderness iteelf." 

‘E have written at auch length because your coments show thet you heave more than 
@ general interest in these uattera and beeouse I need 011 the eriticiom I can get. o 
And efter all typegrephy is really « matter of mony detatle hendled harmoniously. 

Also f am teking the Liberty of sending cartons of thia letter to other menters 
of the Council with hopes of «imiler critical attention from all. 

Incidentally, you will be interested in knowing that we heave received more 
than 29 new members thie eslendar year so fer. As planned, inatead of sending 
thie ieswe to the many people in the various directories formerly used for free 
mailing, we sent « copy ef the enclosed mimeograched form to these former re- 
eipienta of the magesine. These forme were mailed on December 26. Since January 
2, when we got our first returns, we have received 293 new members or mbroribers 
and 114 requests to receive the magazine free. Bixty-six of the latter were from 
libraries end most of the reet from institutions or orgenigatione. [t is alse 
significant thet 69 people heve gone to the trouble of telling us they do not wish 

to receive the magecine. 

Of course we expect te receive » good many more returns. 

Sinmeerely yours, 

MOWARD ZARWI GER 

' Buaeutive Seeretary 

afe | ne : "
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COUNCIL MEETING vy 
of the 

WILDERNESS GOCIBTY 
duly 14, 1945 ‘ 

A meeting of the Couneil of the Wilderness spetoey wae at 1640 Miatwood Pl. N.W. (at the office of the Society) on duly léth. @@ present were; 

Mr. Herold ¢. Anderson Mra. Dorothy 8. Jackeon Mr. Harvey Broome Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Dr. Breest 8. Griffith Mr. Benton Mackeye 
Dr. Robert F. Griggs lixr, George Marshall : Dr. Cherles G. Woodbury 

Mrs. Laurette S. Collier took the Minutes for the morning session. } 

Dr. Griffith read « letter from Mr. Braest C. Oberholtzer who wrote at length because he could not be present at the meeting. (bettor-herete—attached). 4 letter of proposals by Mr. George Marshall was read by Mr. Mershell, 

The meeting was opened ee ae the last member arrived, Mr. Meokaye as Vice-President reading his opening tment as follows, 

> “Fellow Goulledllers: a ; We miss our friend Bob Yard. We miss beth of our Bobs pueehet, as well as Yard). Our best tribute to them lies not in reminigocence but action. We face & new era in the work of our goolety ~ after a trying period (due to the Wer and Bob's illness), which howevet has bean eo through the vallieat efforts of o our Bxecutive Committees and of the devoted Mrs. Collier. 

Now for a mew start, I have already addressed in writing, of six . letters designed to enlist your advance thought on the big problen Pa gad oa this | = day together in this room, Let me briskly reoall main points which I have 

| Whet is our funotion im this the post-war period that we are entering? | Ie it big or little? If “little” we should Sgnttate. But I em asewning it is | "big" - if for no other reason than the condit of our ave returning fighter | from this war - his need for « place wherein serenity shell quel confusion. 

Gur job hes two aspects - positive and megative. The latter we cannot aan «ba oa ee But we mst also drive full strain ehead on the constructive job of restoring, to the maximum, those natural iafluences of poise and sanity which our countryside originally instilled. 

This our constructive job is two-fold - it is one of acreage and education; by (the Losel, “outing arece'S and tant op eeeens Of epe0e, snall, popular and near- | by (the local “outing areas") and that of spaces large, solitary remote ie true “wilderness Gene j0+0 00 Save are two Kinds of education ~ the general (which would appraise the publ feneres of aah one weet is ell about) and the special (which should offer speci leads to the full happiness and use of the aforesaid 
eoresge")......There are two looales of our sotivity, ~ the central locale ( thet 

of the Bxeoutive set-up in Washington) and the regional locale (that of the Coun- 
sillors and members in their own bailiwiocks. ) 

: |



These indeed are, or should be, the ultimate workers. The wilderness after 
all exists im the regions, and mot ia Washiagtoxw (et leest the kind of wilderness 
we wont). Whet has been the Councillor's ay thus fer? I oan speak omly of my- 
self, I em the ome Councillor whose | hes been Hew Suglend, i? 
regiouel sotivity hes, uatil recently, been ail. What aust be the Councillor's 
part in the future, if our Society shell truly fumction? it must be to initiate 

ae eee. I shell speek for myself. I have in the last month 
returned oe g domicile (Shirley Center, Mass.) aad have initiated two 
rogrens wi region - one extensive (covering New England as such), the other, 

Lealesave (effecting my own end nei ghbo cola? The Councillor from New Englend 
thus is ing reformation. ie that every other Councillor should 
ook Mmashe whotbe on ane he te aa etend some reformeti on. 

dnd mow to summarize the summare: Our funetion is ip ag tt finn it is 
positive as well as re te is ultimate on the ground (im forest, swamp and 
ge rather then in the ls of Weshington. But some decision, effecting 

whole, mus’ also be made in Washingtoa. Some must be made this very day. Let 
us get to them,” 

A motion was made by Mr. George Marshell end seconded by Mr. Harvey Broome 
to xpress sorrow over the death of Robert Sterling Yard end appreciation of his 
work, ability and worth. This motion was carried, 

another motion mado by Mr. Marshell and seconded by Dr. Griffith expressing 
sorrow over the recent death of L. A. Barrett, Coumelller, of Galifomia. It 
algo Wat carried. It was mentioned here that Mr. on” sae ao aoe 
ree, in the preservation of Galifornia wilderness. 4 copy of this reso on 

3 to be sent to Mr. Barrett's fenily. 

The third motion of Mr. Marshall's read as follows; “Whereas, during the 
long illmess of Robert Sterling Yard, and since his death, Mrs. Laurette §. Collier 
has shown outstanding initiative aad devotion to the Wildermess Society and was a 
major factor in holding the Wilderness Society sone during thie diffioult 
period, be it resolved that the Council of the Wilderness Society express its 
sincere appreciation of whet Mre. Collier has dome." and « rising vote of thanks 
was teken, 

The retification of several acts of the Exeoutive Committee, such as the 
nomination and voting @f Dr. Woodbury into the Council was taken care of with 
liy. Broome meking the necessery motions and Dr. Leopold seconding then. 

There are two vacencies now on theworking staff. The first choice is Dr. 
Oleus Murie se Field Seoretary and Mr. Howard dgahniser or William Voight for the 
Washingto n office, as editor eto, 

or to end from Dr. Murie were read, and an air meil letter from hin 
to Mr. Marshall spoke of the need of a field men in the wilderness arees. He said 
My. Zehniser is a good editor but questioned if he ia » real wilderness man, Dr. 
Gri read a long letter from Dr. Murie. Dr. Leopold suggested that we ascertain 
whole Dr. Murie is an executive or e co-worker in the field? 

ly. Mershall guggested we elect Dr. Murie as Seorstery of theWilderness Society 
and Mr. Zehniser as Executive Secretary and Editor, or as Washington Secretary.



~3— 

The salary question of both men was disoussed. It was felt thet in order to pey 
them both, we would need a working budget of about $20,000. i.e, 

Washington Secretary $6, 600.00 
Dr. Murie th tans basis) 3, 600.00 

The letter from Mr, Zehnieer nee remmeration for the work he did on 
the July LIVING WILDSRNBSS was read, 4 like a set of books, the cost of 
which is approximetely $600. or more, in lieu of my salary or other monies. 

The title for the tions were discussed and some su ted were; 
Choe: of the were, moenttes eet a the Comet, i 

thet Dr. Murie and Mr. aalaa? teak aele 2 ase tae the names of Bob’ Sheldon 
and Roberts Menn werementioned as possibilities for Zehniser's place, should he 
not ascept it. ; 

Mr, Marehall moved that Dr. Murie be elected as Senior Executive, on a 
part-time ee official title to be determined by Executive Committee 
and in consul on with Dr. Murie, and that Mr. Zehniser be eleoted Bditor and 
Executive Secretary for a minimum period of ome year ~ for both. This was seconded 
by Dr. Griggs. Passed. 

Or. Griggs suggested thet eech Councillor send in an enmial report on his 
work, or at least one contribution suitable for THELIVING WILDBRNGSS of THE 
WILDSRIESS NEWS. It wes put in the form of @ motion by Mr, Broome and Dr. Wood- 
bury and seconded by Dr. Leopold. Carried. 

At the close of the morning session, a reselution on policy with a special 
committee on policy was suggested, to be teken up et the afternoon meoting. 

Due to the recent operation end illness of Mra. Collier, she was uneble 
: © eens Se Oe ee ere, ee aoe Sey Soe ee Se wy Se 

the Minutes for the afternoon sess 

The efternoon session begen about 2;00 with Mrs. Jeckson teking the Minutes. 

committee continue to re-eval the by-laws of theSociety as to objectives, 
officers and procedures, 

It was recommended to do away with the holding of sangel meotings in the 
Siogh waaee canting ans vageee Matinee Wy Sasiwege esmnsetons haters Shack 
formation of draft for submission for purposes of amendment before next annual 
meeting. 

Wh wan mnEe ane Concedes Went Geetine s0eety 2 males or eight 
whichever ic the smaller as the quorum for council meetings. wotles ee 

It was recommended that; Annual meetings be held any time in the year 
except that meetings should not be held in less than three méaths.
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article 2, Seotion 6 ~ Sub. sec. 4 

Requirement that three-fourths members sign resolution iusteed of all 
members in case of ratification by mail, 

Nomination Committee: Dr. Leopold for Viee President 
Mr. Broome 

Mr. Marshall 
Mr. MacKaye for President ' 

Dr. Griggith for Treasurer 

Executive Committee; 
br. Griffity, Dr. Griggs, Mr. Prank, Dr. Woodbury 

It was moved by Mr. Broome that membership by 
Committee be sovepted and moved they be eleoted. So ordered. 

In filling vacancy on Council, Mr. John 8, Spencer was el ected. 

It was moved by Mr. Meolaye thetmembers of Council be arranged alphe- 
betioally and be elected for terms of one, two and three yeers. Jo ordered. 

Resolution by Mr. Broome, (See sheet appended) | 

It was moved by Dr. Leopold and seconded by Dr. 4 that the Wilderness 
Stee looks with favor on fie a por with other groups form a Conservation 

and would eseept en invitetion to join such « group. 

Meeting adjourned??? | 

Respectfully submitted 

Laurette & Collier | 

and



This resolution was moved by Mr. George Marshall and seconded by Dr. 
Griffith and ceme in somewhere during yhe afternoon session. 

WHEREAS there is insufficient information availeble regarding the present 
status of wilderness areas, including on such question as what has hep ened 
to wilderness areas during the war; whet plans ard being developed by legis- 
latois, administrators, ant builders, varicus commercial interests etc. 
which would adversely effect wilderness areas, 

WHEREAS little information is available concerning two new threats to 
wilderness areas, namely the get of television towers end the rcuting 
end use of commrééal, militar, private and forest service aircraft, 

WHEREAS more needs to be known about the project for an Appelachian Trail 
wii erness belt as proposed in the Hoch bill now before Congress, which 
shell include; 
(1) administrators and legislators and others who plan infractions 

of wilderness areas to persuade them to oy plens, and 
if possible to show them how they cen meet ir needs in other 
areas 

(2) public educational campaigns on theimportance of the preservation 
of wilderness areas in general, and the need to stop p ecific. 
encroachnents, 

(3) work out end coordinate local and national campaigns, in coop- 
eration with other organizations, to stop specific encroachments 
of wilderness areas, 

WHEREAS little is known regarding new reoreetional ples for wilderness 
areas which would be destructive of wilderness values and which can better 
be worked out in other areas, 

WHBREAS the effective functions of the Wilderness Society is seriously 
handicapped by the lack of such information, 

BE If RESOLVED that the Council of this Wilherness Society instruct fhe 
incoming officers, executive committee and executive offices to 

1. ascertain the above information at the 
earliest possible moment 
2 On the basis of this information, work out 
a progrem of action for this Wilderness Society. 

This was unenimously secepted, 

duly 14, 1945



, RESOLUTION | 

WHERBAS fhe National Perk Service hes; established e permanent Research Area of approximately 20,000 seres in the Great Smoky Mountein Nationel Park, comprising the Reven Fork watershed on the Carolina side of the main oon and the Beagle Kooks, Chapman and Buck Fork watersheds on the Tennessee side thereof, end 

WHERBAS the area is of the finest virgin forest browth in undisturbed natural setting, and 

NHEKBAS thepurpose of establishing the Area was to protect an unbroken forest in climax condition, and to preserve it permanently for Yesearch and inspiration, and 

WHEREAS it is being tly proposed that the area be given greater accessibility and use S apeubae it up to horseback travel oul fidhine, now therefore 

Be IT meso LvED/the Council of the Wilderness em | assembled in Annuel Meeting, that the uses of nationel reservations should be determined by long run policy and not by localised and temporal consideration, and 

Be IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THIS ARZA BE PRESERVED PRMANENTLY - in its present integrity and that the Counei) heartily commend the policy of the Nati onal Park Service in mainteining it free of horse theile and other alien influences and uses. 

be IT FURTHER RESOLVED, thet copies of this Resolution be sent to the Director of the National Park Service and to the editors of "“americen Forests, “ 

Passed July 14, 1946



VICE PRESIDENT PRESIDENT AND PERMANENT SECRETARY uneunER ; 

BENTON MACKAYE ROBERT STERLING YARD ERNEST STACEY GRIFFITH 

COUNCIL COUNCIL 

a THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY ALD0 LeoroLD 
<- 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE BENTON MACKAYE 

sinh AE gad WASHINGTON 9, D. C. sini ahaviis 

IRVING M. CLARK qin ag 

woe JAMES MARSHALL 
BERNARD FRANK new ORK 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA July 2, 1945 OLAUS MURIE 

ERNEST STACEY GRIFFITH WYOMING 

ee ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 
dea le gd GRIGGS MINNESOTA 

pak nage JACKSON er aes or tone 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

It looks now that with the combined efforts of every one we can 
secure a quorum July 14th. If any change in your plans, please telegraph me at 

once. You can count on train-fare and pullman. I shall send you the agenda as 
soon as the executive committee meet. 

This is probably the most important meeting the Society has ever 
held. 

Sincerely yours 
Ernest s. Griffith 

Acting Chairman of the Executive Committee 

P .Se We are counting on you to make the quorum. 

By EeleM.



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND yc 
38 East 57TH STREET . New: YORK 22, N.Y. 

‘ L of 

| Ya 

TRUSTEES February 16, 1948 pe" : 

GEORGE MaRsHALL, Manager X i 
IrvinG M. CLark iy 
Avo LEOPOLD ‘ h V 

OLAus Muriz \ YY 

WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, JR. iad 

J4 
\ 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wild Life Management 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing herewith a Wilderness Fund check 

for $75. to Bernard Ades in payment of his accounting 
services for the fourth quarter of 1947. I should 

appreciate your sighing it and returning it to me at 

your early convenience. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

ee beteNern WN f 
Manager . a* Uy 

gm. ek 

uopwa 16 

enclosure 

csp 264
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND : Dal 

| 38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YorK 22, N. Y. yy | 

wt wr 
To: The Trustees 
From: George Marshall, Menager p 

Subject: Exchenge of Crown, Cork and Seal Co, stock. 
Date: February 5, 1948 

I believe the New York Trust Company has sent you a letter 

on February 4th stating thet the 50 sheres of Crown Cork & Seal Company, 

Ine, no par common stock held by the Wilderness Fund are not exchengeable 

for 100 shares of Crow Cork and Seal Company $2.50 par value common 

| stock. 
| 

é I see no alternative to our authorizing this exchange and . 

recomend that we do so, Will you therefore, please sign the copy 

of the February 4th 1948 letter from the New York Trust Company on 

this subject and return it directly to them in the enclosed envelope, 

If however, you prefer to keep the New York Trust Company 

letter, would you write to them expressing the approval of this exchange, 

JIrw——m—_ 

Uucwal t/q Ne | 

Rede ofhb 

> Abs
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND ye 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEW YORK 22, N. Y. Vad S Ate 

To; The Trustees 
From: _ Seorge Marshall, Menager 

Subject: Auditor's Report as of December 31, 1947 
Date: February 16, 1948 

: Enclosed is a copy of the Auditor's Report es of December 31, 
1947 which I believe spesks for itself, I should like, however, to call ; 
your attention to a few items. 

(1) Although the market value of securities held by the Wilder- 
ness Fund was greater on December Slst than on September 30th, with the 
sharp decline of the stock market last week, it is undoubtedly lower now, 
I cannot of course say at this time whether this is the beginning of that 
stock market slump which I have been expecting for some months, However, 
I still feel that in view of the fact that we may not buy back common stock 
once we sell it, that in the long run the Wilderness Fund is better off holding 
the greater part of its portfolio im common stock even though it will de+ 
preciate in value during e depression and even though dividend rates may be 
wut, The 29% held in cash and Government securities at the end of the year 
should be more than sufficient to supplement a less in dividends, should one 
ocour, during the next year or so, | 

(2) You will note on page 3 that the total dividends received 
in 1947 were $17,975.27 and the total interest received $1,462.94, 80 that 
the totel income received from securities held by the Wilderness Fund was 
$19,574.16, If you turn to pege 8, you will see that this exceeded the totel 
grents paid during 1947 by close to $17,000, 

(3) Sinee the beginning of 1948, the first quarterly payment 
was made on the grant mede to The Wilderness Society at the June 21-22, 1947 
Trustees’ meeting, and $5,000, USA Certificates of Indebtedness 1 1/a% due 

, January 21, 1949 were purchased. 

in
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BERNARD ADES 
' Cortified Public de ducnnael 

505 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 17, N_Y. 

February 10, 1948 

Mr. George Marshall, Manager 
The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
38 East S7th Street 
New York, N.Y. 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

We have examined the records of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
for the calendar year 1947 and in connection therewith submit the 
following statements: 

Page 1 - Assets and Liabilities, December 31, 1947 

2 - Increases and Decreases in Fund, 
November 11, 1937 to December 31, 1947 

3 - Cash Receipts & Disbursements, 1947 

4 . U. S. Government Securities, 1947 . 

5 - Other Securities Owned, December 31, 1947 

; 6 - Wet Gain on Securities Sold (Other Than U. S. Government 
Securities), Year 1947 

7 - Dividends Received - Year 1947 

8 - Grants Made and Paid, 
November 11, 1939 to December 31, 1947 

9 + Yield of U. %. Government Securities Owned, 1947 

, CERTIFICATE 
In our opinion the attached statements and schedules correctly reflect 
the amounts chargeable to the Trustees of the Robert Mershall Wilderness 
Fund as of December 31, 1947 and the financial operations of the Fund 

‘ for the various periods shown. ; 

Bernard Ades 

went ene Gta —



i BERNARD ADES 
Page 1 

{HE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

December 31, 1947 

BOOK VALUE MARKET VALUE . 
% 0 

Amount Total 
ASSETS 

Cash 
On Deposit - New York 

a Trust Co. $ 10,260.97 ¢ 188d 6 on “ 

in 0 eat « a Ss, * 7.52 0 49 10 

U. S. Government Securities ; ; 

(Page 4) 
Treasury Bonds... . $ 64,692.52 63,254 16 

Gergitiesses_ of — , 

Indebtedness. ... 17,014 .1 17,000 

S66. ecen cpacaaeses § Gem 
Other Securities - (Page 5) 

Corporation Bonds... $ a Rae oe $ 2,627 1 

Preferred Stocks ... 9,7 271 oor 2 

Common Stocks. .... il ‘ 283,5 74 

Total * * * * « ° * . * * ° * 206, 195-3 

Romar Realization Corp. (Page 6)... . 2,814.61 - - 

TOTAL ASSETS. . ..... + +» $301,585.12 $386,612 100% 

LIABILITIES . 

Unpaid Grants - (Page 8). .....+.-. 17,400.00 

Net Assets Charged to Trustees, 
December 31, 1947. se’ « SS ee Se $284,185.12



BERNARD ADES 

Page 2 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

INCREASES AND DECREASES IN FUND 

November 11, 1939 to December 31, 1947 

11/39 11/11/39 
“ey YEAR te 

} 32/31/47 1987 12/31/46 

Received from Executors 
Securities. . . « « = « $265 «16 $265, 891.16 

Cash st phos oe $ 730.91 "752.93 

 Seeurities .. 6 6. 1,444.14 1,444.14 
Dividends. ... + «+ 5,404.75 : 5,404.75 

siechuaae Suumaees > toan ¢. b0°t79-97 vere at 63. 908.70 ¥ L ” * ; 2 + of! 

Net Gain on Sale of 
Securities (Page 6)... _12,441.70 661.77 _13,779-93 

TOTAL INCREASES . . . . $393,833.42 $27,635.50 $366,197.92 

x ww 

Custedien Commissions . $ 1,664.16 $ 663.76 $ 1,000.40 
Accounting Pees... . arts 00 +30 912.56 
frustees Travel Expense 1,028.39 500. 527 .97 
Hai od Expense. . 1... a aera en 

Grants Made - Page 5. . . . 105,230.00 18,650.00 86,580.00 

TOTAL DECREASES . . . . $109,648.30 $20,094.68 $ 89,553.62 

ASSETS CHARGED TO 
TRUSTERS, December 31, '47 

(Page 1). .". » $264,185.12



i BERNARD ADES 

' Page 3 

HE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

CASH RECEIPTS & DISBURSEMENTS 

1947 

Cash in Benk and on Hand, January 1, 1947. ..- - $17,852.51 

RECEIPTS 

Sale of Securities - U. S. Government 
Page 4. . « « « «$ 2,000.00 

- Other Securities. 
Page 6. - + «¢ *£ * 5,111.77 

Dividends - Page 7 . * + *« + * © & © « 17,975.27 

Teterellss « « «ib dhe 01s oh « « + 00 3,585.99 

Interest on other bonds - Page 7... - 33.00 

Romas Realization Corp. -,Page 6... 4,035.46 
Received from Executors. ....+ ++ + 7,535.52 

TOTAL RECEIPTS . «+s «2 © 2 © # # 38, 256-91 

TOTAL * = * * * ° * * * * * * * * $56,109.42 
: 

DISBURSEMENTS 

Purchases of U. 8. Securities, 
Page 4. * = « & . $25,166.88 

Interest and Premium ....++ ++ ++» 43.37 

Purchase of Corporation Bond Rights 
and Subseription - Page 6 “se + © 2, me-00 

Grants Paid - Page 8... + +++ +s LT; «00 

Custodian's Commission ....+ ++ ++. 663.76 

Accounting Fees. . . + «+++ sss oc 

Trustees' Meeting Expenses . .. + «+ + 500.42 

Office Expense ...+++s+++ ee 48 10.49 

Legal Fees * * * * Ld * * * * * 7 * e * T. aL 

FOTAL DISBURSEMENTS. . . «+ «+ sees $45,840.93 

Cash in New York Trust Co. 
Checking acct « ~ + £2 Fe @ -$ 4,976.47 

Cesh z= New York a Co. os 

ustodian account . « « « *+ # «© # * : 

ume tos fs otha ey 
Cash in office * * * * 2 * * - * J * * Ts 32 

TOTAL CASH ON HAND, December 31, 1947. . + + $10,268.49



U.S. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 
1947 

-@N HAND NET ADJUSTED 
1/1/47 PURCHASES SALE INTEREST & PREMIUM PREMIUM INTEREST COST 

U.S. TREASURY BONDS 

, i 52 
Sept a ——s* soe $ 50.00 $32.36 $ 17.64 § 2,129.51 

hor) . + 7,000.00 175.00 175.00 7,000.00 

he} koe 49,461.25 July 1 $6,166.88 1,275.00 $11.89 65-12 1,197.99 $95,563.01 

TOTAL U. 3. 
TREASURY BONDS $58,623.12 $_6,166.88 $2,500.00 $21.89 $97.48 $1,390.63 $64,692.52 

7/8%, Series A 
due January 1,19%8-5M... May 7 $ 5,000.00 $ 9-83 $ 3,009.83 

Get. 3 $2,000.00 13.39 «6. 6.85 

1/8%, Series PF 
due July 1, 1948-12M . .. Jan.22* 12,000.00 52.50 10.82 41.68 12,000.00 

1%, Series J 
due October 1,19%8-2m. .. Dee.19 _ 2,000.00 4.29 2,004.29 

TOTAL U.S. CERTIFICATES 
OF INDEBTEDNESS... ...... - $129,000.00 $2,000.00 $ 65.89 $31.48 $___ 48.53 $27,014.12 

TOTAL U.S. GOVERNMENT = 
SECURITIES $58,623.12 $25,166.86 $2,000.00 $1,565.89 $43.37 $97.48 $1,439.16 $61,706764 

> 

*Exchanged for Series P due July 1, 1948. 5 
S > 
a 

| EG



BERNARD ADES 

Page 5 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

OTHER SECURITIES OWNED 

December 31, 1947 
APPROXIMATE 

No. OF ADJUSTED MARKET 
SHARES VALUE VALUE 
AMOUNT 11/11/39 12/31/47 
BONDS OR cost Price Amount 

ration Bonds 
rican Tel.& Tel.Co., Conv. Deb 
2-3/4 due Dec. 15, 1961. ee ee $1,200 $ i, 329.29 102-1/8 $ 1,225 

2-3/4 due Deo 25, 1957. . . 2. a, 1, 300 1, 306.00 107-7/8 1,402 

Total Corporation Bonds ... $ 2,635.29 $ 2, 627 

ferred Stgeks wing —on me 
erican Sme efining Co. 
76 WEE bie ert eee eee eee 60 $ 8,670.00 145 $ 8,700 

Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. Cum. 6% 
lst prd. 2 Re eo Re * «© * 35 1,093.75 33-1/2 1,373 

Total Preferred Stocks. ° * ac * ° . * $ 2» 16 3-7 2 $ 9, 87 3 

on Stocks ‘ 
rican Telephone & Telegraph Co. . 75 $ 12,401.97 151-3/8 §$ 11,353 

Best & Co., Ine. © * * ° * * * © * © 100 2,000.00 { 20-218 2,562 

' Crown Cork & Seal Co., Inc. ox, + @ 86 50 1,411.47 4 -7/8 2,244 

Federated Department Stores, Inc. . . 50 625.00 23-1/8 1,156 
General American Investors, Co.,Inc . 200 1,300.00 13-5/8 2,725 
General Electric Co... ... 2s es 325 Mey goo-4e 33°) 11,61 
General Motors Corp . 6.6 # & # » « 125 6, 859. 37 f -1/4 7,281 
Kennecott Copper Corp ..... +... 41,491 58,521.75 8-3/4 72,686 
Lehman Corporations 49.0. 26 6s % 125 2,953.12 49 6,125 
May Department Stores Co. ...... 100 2,625.00 Al 4,100 
Monsanto Chemical Co. ..... ses 735 24,470.72 61 44 835 
Palestine Economic Corp ....+.-. 15 1,500.00 say 300 
Publication Corporation ......4-. 50 arp oo 30(3 ae oe 
Sears Roebuck & Go. «+ + » +» + + + 1,200 24,634.82  37-7/8 45,450 
United Fruit Company. a er er oka 27,421.87 54-3/8 a eee 

Westinghouse Air Brake Co...... 1 5,175.00 sf-Vt »705 
United States Steel Corp. .....-. 75 5,221.88  78-1/8 p2 839 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. ..... 135 3,746.25  30-1/4 0 

TOTAL COMMON STOCKS ... . +.» $194, 396.34 $283, 598 

) 50 shares Best & Co. common No Par 
Exchanged for 50 shares Best & Co., $1 Par. 
Last price quotation available November 7, 1946, 20 Bid, No offer.



BES NA BD ADES 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

HEY GAIN ON SECURITIES SOLD 
(OTHER THAN U.S. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES) 

Year 1947 

DATE NOVEMBER 11 

SOLD NO. OF 1939 SALE NET 

A947 SECURIEY SHARES VALUE PROCEEDS GAIN 

April 7 Brunswieke, Balke 
Gollender Co. . +. sss 25 $ 525.00 ¢ 645.61 $120.61 

Mey 6 Kennecott Copper Corp. .« 100 3,925.00 4,466.16 541.16 

PURCHASED 
(OTHER oa 8.8. oven SECURITIES) 

DATE OF cost 

PURCHASE, ' 

Nov, 14 3 Righta to earns be to 
50 American Tel. & Tel. Co., 
conv. deb. weer Baa Mh 

due December 5, 4 oe $ 6,00 

Nov. 17 Subsertption te 1: . 
Tel. con Fel. Gon yr 
due 12/15/57, eonv. see 1,300.90 

TOPAL SECURITIES 
PURCHASED. * * * * $2,306.09 

3 Shares of Romar 
igation - Book Value, 

January 1, 1947 $6, 850,07 

Received on December 16, 
1947 in partial liquidation. 4,035.46 

Book Value - Romes’ Realiza- 
tion Corp., 5 shares, 
December 31, 1947. se $2,814 .61



BERNARD ADES 

Page 7 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

DIVIDENDS RECEIVED 

Year 197. 

on ee erican Sesiting & Refining ©. rican ng 

nastics Go tT teh eke ss. “Se 
Potel on Preferred Stocks . leanne $ 472.52 

one eeGETaEe Telephone and Telegraph Co... . « $ 675.00 
Best and Company, Im¢é, 1.6 1 2 s+ + +e ww eta 'so 

Brunewieke Balke, Collender Co, . 1. «4 + «+ 6.25 
rw mes cele eanllyy ae: eseue oe ae 

Federa’ Departmen Stores 4+ 6 & #4 . 

General American Investors... ..... 6: 300.900 
Generel Zlectric Companys 6 6s. 1 we ee ee 520.00 
General Motors Corporetion. ...+++4#s 375.00 
Kennicott Copper Corporation. ..... +. + 6,014.00 
Sere eee Ge te; SS et 

mete: COM stl. l lll: 1,879:00 
Palestine Economie Corporation. «. .. + « + +60 
Publication Corporation... «6 «e+ eee 200,00 
Sears Roebuek and Company . «. + «+ ee «ee » 2,106.00 

United Fruit Company, «65 4 6 + 4.6 we 3,412.50 

United States Steel Company . . 1 + « + + + 5.00 
Weatinghouse Air Brake Company. . + « « « + +60 
Westinghouse Bleatric Corporation . «+... > 

Total Common Stocke .... ++ 6+ 6 6 6 © $17,502.75 

POTAL DIVIDENDS. . 6 bok 8 oe 88 we $37,975.27 

* Includes $12.50 dividend due May 15, 1945 on 50 shares. 

INTEREST INCOME 
Year 1947. 

Interest on $1200 American Tel. & Tel. Co. 
GoOnAV. deb. BeS/OR «@ AR cs ct 4 te 8 $ 33.00 

Less amortization of stock rights... . « «22 
Net income on Corporation Bonds. .... § = 

Net Interest Income on U. 8. Securities 
Page 4, * * * * * . . eee * * * * * * * . 7 2,439.16 

TOTAL INTEREST INCOME. . « « + $1,462.94
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Page 8 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

GRANTS MADE AND PAID 
November 11, 1939 to December 31, 1947 

a oo 
A2/31/47 42/31/46 Agh7 12/34/47 

Wilderness Soclety: 
for years to 1946 inel. § <2, Te0.00 $68,700.00 
for year ot ** © © & 16, 30.00 $16,630.00 fetasrotats, 2: arb — wa *e © & @ @ * 
for educational vork . 

in preserving The 
Wilderness in the 
Moose River area in 
the Adirondacks. * * 250.00 259.00 

"it Gareees a e 
preserv the 

Se eisidetiens 
POM a es sk 8 8 . 1,000.00 1,000.00 

tice Superior Council ee 1,000.00 1,000.00 

rondack Moose River 
Committee... 1.45 250.00 _ 250.00 

TOPALS » + + + + + $105,230.00 $69,950.00 $17,880.00 $17,400.00
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RHE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

YIELD OF U.S. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES OWNED 
AAT 

APPROXIMATE ANNUAL YIELD 
MARKET VALUE 1947 
12/31/47 CURRENT RATE TO 

PRICE AMOUNT AMOUNT  MATURTEY 

U.S. TREASURY BONDS 

2M - due Sept.15, 1990/72 . 103.11 $ 20.67 $ 50.00 1.7% 

Th - due Mar. 15, i ** 100.24 52 175.00 ora 

SAM - due Dec. 15, 1967/72. . 100.8 535 1,350.00 2. 

3632.58 $1,573.00
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . New YorK 22,N. Y. 

To: The Trustees Date: December 10, 1947 
From: George Marshall, Menager Subject: Exchange of Best & Co. stock 

The letters of Novesber 6th and November 12, 1947 from Mr, Osborne of the 

New York Trust Company in regard to the exchange of Best and Compeny common s tock 

held by the Foundation, seemed so confusing and conflicting to me that I wrote to 

Mr. Osborne on December lst totry to clarify the matter. In response to my 

letter, I have just received enother one from him dated December 9th which seems 

to me to straighten out this metter, 

Enclosed is a duplicate of Mr, Omborndlig letter of December 9th. I 

recommend that you sign it at the bottom as os requests approving the exchange 

of fifty shares of common no par stock for fifty shares of par $1.90 stock of 

Best and Company as described in his letter, As far as I cen see, we have no 

other choice in this matter, 

I am sorry to have been uneble tot ake care of this matter sooner but 

Mr. Osborne's second letter came about the time that I became sick. 

SYW~ 

| 

>



if Sen 

“ul dberen* 

Novenber 18, 1947 

Pe ong 4 %: 
Hew York 22, New York 

Dear Ggorset 

It is evident that I was to approve the attached 
two transactions, but it is not clear from the 
letter that your prior approvel had been obteined, 
henee I em senfing them through you rether than 
directly to the New York Trust Company. If these , 
changes have your approval, will you please fox 
ward then? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aligpm Aldo Leopold 
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|
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YORK 22, N. Y. 

Tor The Trustees 
From George Marshall, Manager 

( 

Subject: Auditor's Report as of September 30, 1947 

Enclosed herewith is the Auditor's Report of the Robert 

Marshall Wilderness Fund as of September %, 1947, 

Please note thet in accordance with the request made by 

the Trustees, the report indicates on page one the percentage which 

different classes of assets are of total assets, Please note that 

cash and government securities comprise 22.8% of total assets, 

Please also note that in accordance with our request the 

report indicates on page 5 the rate of return on each security held 

by the Wilderness Fund, 

Should you heve any questions please let me know, 

SS»



BERNARD ADES 
Cortified Public CA runtrnd 

505 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 17, N.Y. Oe 28, 1947 

Mr. George Marshall, Manager 
The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund, 
38 East S7th Street, 
New York, New York. 

| Dear Mr. Marshall: 

We have examined the records of The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
for the period from January 1 to September 30, 1947, and in connec- 

| tion therewith submit the following statements: 

| Page 1 - Assets and Liabilities, September 30, 1947 

2 = Increase and Decrease in Fund, November 11, 1939 to 
September 30, 1947. 

3 ~ Cash Receipts and Disbursements, January 1 to 
September 30, 1947. 

4 - U. S. Government Securities, January 1 to September 
30, 1947. 

5 ~ Other Securities Owned, September 30, 1947. 

6 - Net Gain on Securities Sold, January 1 to September 
30, 1947. 

7 - Dividends Received, January 1 to September 30, 1947. 
4 Interest Income, January 1 to September 30, 1947. 

8 + Grants Made and Paid, November 11, 1939 to September 
30, 1947. 

CERTIFICATE 

In our opinion the attached financial statements correctly reflect 
the amounts chargeable to the Trustees of The Robert Marshall 
Wilderness Fund as of September 30, 1947 and the operations of the 
Pund for the various periods shown. 

Bernard Ades 

eevee tein 
BA:RM



BERNARD ADES 

Page 1 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

September 30, 1947 

Book Value Smount Total 

ASSETS 

te t -. ¥. Trust Co $ 3,934.79 
nas * * * ae 

te ee ——ARAL $ 3.99.96 $ 3,9 - 

os 2 2 & 2° * 6a, * G4, 1 

Certificates of iniebtea- ** Ter ae iz 

Oe eee eee sa 81,753.34 y : 

en res Stacie tindas. . $11,097.64 12,628 3.3 
Common son eo ¢ Ce © 275,553 73.9 

om Soaks se ns. ABN 9O.N 205,493.98 

Romar Realization Corp . . 1... e+. 6,850.07 boa > 

WOPAL ABERTURA «4 4 ss tee ss $298,082.35 $373,973 100 < 

LIABILIT ES 

MRE GEOR. cn ce ew wes $ 21,557.50 

Net Assets Charged to Trustees as of 
September 30, 1997. . . « . $276,484.85



BERNARD ADES 

Page 2 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

INCREASE AND DECREASE IN FUND 
November 11, 1939 to September 30, 19%7 

Nov. 11,°39 Jamuary 1 Nov. 11,39 

INCREASE IN FUND 

Received from Executorsa: 
Securities eeceeowrnene G£@ eB esa: 4 730.91 re 9s 

feoesil sd dade'ef dateshthcay > See an 1,hba ae 
CIO ok ck hee ee 0 4% 5,408. 5,404.75 

Distribution of —_ + ee ¢ & 20, wi 6, 61 330750 -00 
Dividends Received rocckxay Se 10, 1 2gon-T0 
Interest Received Wie of dame 4 5,683.95 i 4,870.32 Net Gain on Sale (vg. 6} ~4L,772.92 

TOTAL INCREASES ...... . . $385,697.99 $19,500.07 $366,197.92 

DECREASE IN BUND 
Expenses 

Custodian Commissions ++ +++ $ 1,314.16 $ 313.76 $ 1,000.40 
ne amg menage 1,100.00 ae 912.50 

Trustees We wc ceo 1 500. oer +37 
OE IOG SE cs ince iecdiarnie Sheva TBR sae 71 

erate tote Ta ee 205,230.00 18,650.00 _86,580.00 
TOTAL DECREASES... ... .. $109,213.24 $19,659.52 $ 89,553.62 

on te cae a ee ene SUS ra ee ae 

ASSETS CHARGED TO TRUSTEES 
September 30, 1997 (page 1) . . $276,484.85



BERNARD ADES 

Page 3 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

CASH RECEIPTS ARD DISBURSEMENTS 

January 1 to September 30, 19%7 

Cash in Bank end on Hand January 1, 1947 ........ $27,852.51 

Sale of ates (Page 6)... «+ «+ 2 « ee $ 5,321. 
Dividends (Page 7). oe es cnt gts: 10748945 
Interest on 5, Securities ~ Sis & as 877-58 

Interest dae tan = fee Fie ck ke +50 

Received BeocutemB’ owe see ec nee « _75595.52 

Re ee ee ae ee 24,030.43 

Tee ecceoeeueceneeaeneeee etree eevee $41,882.94 

Purchases U.S. Securities (Page 4)... .. . $23,172.71 
eee 222i iss: *"33.25 

e Geente Pete tPege he 2 tHe 13,722.50 

Custodian's Min so sevnwéen eee « 333-76 

reas sss es SS Ss nie 

cetios Rupenae. Perro ce lS Selle eee 

TOTAL CASH, September 30, 1997. . 1. ss ee eee wee $ 3,944.96 

Cash in HN. ¥. Trust Co. Regular Account . .. $ 1,747. 
aa .. aaakten hae ee zs 
Total Cash at New York Trust Company. . « 

aimee. «.sckecesscees. ae ' 

TOTAL CASH, September 30, 1997. . . 1 2 6 2s 1 ee ee + $3,994.96



BERNARD ADES 

Page 4 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

U. 8. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 
Januery 1 to September 30, 1947 

Hand Premt Net Adjusted sige: va a a 
on ua 
ah, memati ce erly Mies “AUS REP HIESSS, saodlt™Mave 

2-1/2 19 Sept.) 2M... . $ 2,161.87 $ 50.00 $32.36 $ 17.64 $ 2,129.51 309.35 $ 2,089 ¢ 2 1.6 ¢@ 

1/2 March ae ene . -00 175.00 7,000.00 103. 7,262 1 2. 

aci%2 Leys fice, 11 aBtkeni2s suy 2 $6,166.88 800.00 ¢22.09 32.56 567.08 Sp607:N6 102125 5,501 27S i 
TOTAL U. S. TREASURY BONDS. . . . . $56,623.12 $ 6,166.88 $825.00 $11.89 $64.92 $760.08 $64,736.97 $04,852 $1,467 2.3 % 

U. S. Treasury 7/9 Certificates of 
a tGebtedness 

Seri due Jan. 1948 4 * 4 5,016.37 $ 5,000 $ 43 0.875% 

ey r duly 1) rest ian: . Jan. 22 * 2t008 ak $_52:50 1:38 $444 $41.68 * 24000200 184000 105 9-875. 

TOTAL U. 8. TamAsURY COMB TVICNRES , 7 $17,005.83 $ 52.50 $21.36 $4.44 $41.68 $17,026.37 $17,000 $ 146 0.875% 

TOTAL U. 8. SECURITIES . . $58,623.12 $23,172.71 $877.50 $33.25 $69.36 $801.76 $81,753.34 $81,852 $1,615 2. &



BERNARD ADES 
: 

Page 5 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

OTHER SECURITIES ‘ 
Septeuber 30, 197 

No. of ted te Sass “see morro Yee 
cis “sent” | EGE key Saas Bonds St 

ti 
soneticen tele Tel Co. 2-3/4s of 1961 . $1,200 $ 1,333.89 110-3/4 $ 1,329 $ 33 2.5% 

erereerisan ceett & Ref. a ge gn 60 8,670.00 i 9,930 $ 820 .4. 
Pacific Gas & Else. Co. ae Bs lst pfd. 35 1093.75 7 285 oe | Ze 

TORR 8 wwe 8 WR ee ae 6 $ 11,097.64 $ 12,624 $ 472 4.2% 

Sa ee Ce ed Sc Som ‘Soma se 

ceases Tel end Tel co on ea @ © © © © T a 12,401.97 L57- 4 $ aa TH $ 675 5.7% 

Best and Company, Inc. .. ...-+..:. 100 . 2,000.00 ae 25725 200 «7-3 
Crown Cork and Seal Company, Inc. . . . 50 1,411.47 4 2.12 112 es 

Peterated Departuent Stores, Inc... . 50 625.00 3/4 1,1 pt +3 
General Investors Co., Ine . . 200 1, 300.00 7/8 2,273 2:2 
General Electric Company. ......+. 325 12, 993-8 36-1/2 11,863 520 . 
General Motors Corporation. _.6 #* ¢ © 125 6, 9.37 a“ oh’ sae ge 5-1 

Kennecott Copper Corporation. ..... 1,491 58,521.75 -3/4 ee 7,455 11.2 
Lehman Corporation. .......+++ 125 2,953.12 45-1 /% Fa 723 4.0 
May Department Stores Company. .... 100 2,625.00 42 200 2 5.8 
Monsanto Chemical Company .......- 735 24,470.72 60-3/4 44,651 1,653 3.7 
Palestine Economic Corporation. ... . 15 1,500.00 20 300 5 15.0 
Publication Corporation. ......-. 50 975.00 30 1,500 73 ae 
Sears Roebuck and Company ...... . 1,200 ah, e9h 82 36-7/8 44,250 2,100 +7 
United Fruit Company. .....4.+6++-+ 995 27,821.67 ‘She1/6 = «452,772 3,412 6.3 

wasndeumenne nie Some alec. se ere Me ee; a5 36 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. .. 135 _2ees 36 uae AS es 

TOTAL COMMON STOCKS. .. =... ... ++ $194,396.38 $275,553 $18,779 6.%% 

* Based on Standard and Poors, October 1, 1947 Estimate.



BERNARD ADES 

Page 6 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS PUND 

NET GAIN ON SECURITIES SOLD 
January 1 to September 30, 1947 

Date Ho. Nov. 11, 
Seld of 1939 Bale Net 
Agh7Z Security Shares Value Proceeds Gain 
April 7 Brunewicke, Balke, 

Collender Go... ..+ 2 $ 525.00 $ 685.61 $120.61 

May 6 Kemnecott Copper Corp. .. 100 3,925.00 4,466.16 542.16 

TOTAL. . 2 4 ee es « $4,450.00 $5,112.77 $661.77



BERNARD ADES 

Page 7 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

DIVIDENDS RECEIVED 

January 1 to September 30, 1947 

oO eeeeraa Saelting & Refining Co.7% pfd. . § 220.00 
Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. lst pfd. is 39.39 

et a Raed... * ee. $ 249.39 

eee a eerephone and Telegraph ictees 506.25 
aoe re ee 
Brunswicke, Balke, Collender Co ....+ . > 6.25 
Crovn Cork and Seal Pans S66 26 (uae 2<¢ 

General Mlectric Company. "sv 2S ce. 390.00 
General Motors Corpora De cs eee 8 6 «so 1.25 
Kennecott Copper Corporation. ...... .- 3,404.75 
Lehman Corporation. ...- +++ +<«see«e-s 531.25 
ire? pate pace eee tt canoe 

Chemical Company .....+.+ + + 1,102.50 
Palestine Economic Corperation. .....«. 5.00 
Publication Corporation ...+4 «+4 +ese 75.00 
Sears Roebuck and Company ....+++ ++ 900.00 
United Pruit Company. ...« «++ ++ «© « » 1,950.00 
United States Steel Corporation. ....-. 225.00 
RT ee a” 8 180.00 

Electric Corporation... .. _ 101.25 

Zotal Gn Common Stocks «1.6 + ++ ee @ ee ee 10,239.75 

TOTAL DIVIDENDS * * * *. * * 7 * * * . . . * $10,489.14 

INTEREST INCOME 
January 1 to September 30, 1947 

Interest on 1.2M A.T.&7. Conv. Deb. .... %§ 16.50 
less amortization of stock rights. .... wee 

Net Income on Corporation Bonds. ... $$ Ii. 

Net Interest Income on U. S. Securities - 

Page 4... _ 803.76 
TOTAL INTEREST INCOME ..... § 813.0 

ako tm



BERNARD ADES 

Page 8 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS PUND 

GRANTS MADE AND PAID 

November 11, 1939 to September 30, 1947 

Grants Made Grants Paid Grante Unpaid 
to to dan. 1 to 

Sept. 30'%7 Dec.31,'86 Sept.30°%7 Sept. 30, "47 

The Wilderness Society: 
for Years to 1946 incl. . $ 2, 100.00 $68,700.00 
for Year 135 ca eo e's 16,630.06 $12,472.50 $ 4,157.50 
for Year 1938 ...... 17,400.00 17,400.00 

Sub-Total. .... + $102,730.00 
for educational work in : 

preserving the wilder- 
ness in the Moose River 
area in the Adirondacks 250.00 250.00 

for educational work on 
the he pre- 

area in Olympic Natl. 
Park. * 7 a * * * . 7 * 1,000.00 1,000.00 

Quetico Superior Couneil. . 1,000,000 1,000.09 

Adirondack Moose River 
Committee... 250.00 250.00 

TOTAL. . . . + $105,230.00 $69,950.00 $13,722.50 $21,557.50 
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YorRK 22, N. Y. 

To: The Trustees , 
From: George Marshell, Manager 

Date: November 10, 1947 
Subject: On Split in Best end Company stock 

I understand you heave received a letter dated 

November 6th from the New York Trust Company stating that the 50 shares 

_of Best and Company stock which the Wilderness Fund holds has been 

} split on a 2 to 1 basis. 

The New York Trust Company would like to have specific 

instructions to exchange our present 50 shares of Best for 100 shares 

of the new issue, There is really no choice in the matter so thet 

I think we should give the necessary approval, 

Would you therefore please sign the enclosed letter 

and send it directly to the New York Trust Compemy? 

Lh (\3 
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . New YorK 22, N. Y. Ye 

Tor The Trustees 
From: George Marshall, Heneger 

Subject: American Telephone and Telegraph Debentures 
0. 947 

I believe you have received from the New York Trust 
Company # letter deted October 29th in regard to the right of the Wilderness 
Fund to subseribe to Americen Telephone and Telegraph Company debentures 
on the basis of capital stock of that Company now held by the Fund, in 
the event that you have not received the New York Trust Company letter, 
I shall summerize the main facts, 

che Wilderness Fmd holds 75 shares of American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company capital stock. On the basis of this, it will 
receive subscription warrants about November 10th entitling it to subscribe 
to $1,200, American Telephone and Telegraph Company convertible 2 3/4% 
debentures due Septeaber 15, 1957, and im addition, rights for a fractional 
of $50, We have to either sell or excercise theme subscription warrants 
before December 15, 1947, 

sf This is regarded as a legel investment for Trust funds end 
therefore we are entitled to purchase these debenttires if we so desire, The 
Wilderness Fund previously through excercising ita AT&T Company v arrente 
purchased $1,200, American Telephone and Telegraph Company 2 3/4% debentures 
due December 15, 1961. My seogopend ation is that the Wildedmess Fund 
excercise its right to purciia 2 3/4% debentures due December 15, 1957, 
I further recomend that we purchase a fractional debenture of $50. and to 
combine this with the fractional debenture of $50.,which we will receive in 
order to subseribe to en additional{100 AT&T debenture, This would round 
out the Wilderness Fund holdings of this type of security to $2,500. 

If you egree with this recommendation, please sign end mail 
the enclosed form letter to the New York Trust Company. If you believe 
some other course is more desirable please write me fully, 

Jvw—W——am 

x” , 
' 

VY 

Su
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DUPLICATE 

Time New YoRK TRUST COMPANY 
OnE HunDRED BROADWAY 

New York 15,N.Y. 

peer ae October 29th, 19Li7 

Robert Marshall Wilderness Pund 
o/o tr. George Marshall 
38 &. S7th Street 

New York 22, Hew York 

Re: A 5931 ~ Robert Kerthall Wilderness Fand 

Gent lh sen: 
We presently carry in the above account 7S shares of American Tele- 

phone and Telegraph Company, capital stock. 

Stockholders approved at a special meeting held on October 15, 1947 the 

issuance of rights entitling stockholders of record, October 31, 1947 to subscribe 
at par to American Telephone and Telegraph Company Convertible, 2 3/4% Debentures 
due December 15, 1957 on the basis of a $100 Debenture for each 6 shares held on 
the record date. 

The rights will expire on December 15, 1947 and we shall send you a pros- 
pectus setting forth complete details just as soon as prospectuses have been made 
available by the Company. 

Based on your present holdings with us, and assuming they will not change | 
between now and the record date, we expect to receive for your account on or about : 
November 10, 1947 subscription warrants entitling you to subscribe to $1250.00 ) 
principal amount of the aforementioned Debentures. | 

We are giving this advanced information in view of the fact that the rights 
are presently being traded on a “when issued" basis although they will not be 
mailed by the Company before November 10, 1947. 

We invite your attention to the fact that there is no provision made for 
subscription to less than a $100 Debenture so if you decide to subscribe, you 
will undoubtedly want to sell your rights for a fractional debenture of $50.00 
or purchase additional fractions of $50.00 which would entitle you to sub- 
scribe to an additional $100 Debenture. 

We shall be glad to act in accordance with any instructions which you may 
give with respect to your rights; that is whether we should sell them or subscribe 
to the new Debentures. 

Very truly yours, 
f * 

lod Gile wn 

RHP: ly Assistant Secretary |
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS
 

FUND 
, 

38 East 57TH STREET . New York 22, N. Y. cco] 

TRUSTEES July 2, 1947 

GEORGE MARSHALL, Manager 

IrvING M. CLARK ; 
Apo LEOPOLD 

Oxaus Muriz 

‘WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, JR. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Dept. of Wild Life Management 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In accordance with your account for expenses in 

connection with attending the recent meeting of the 

Trustees of the Wilderness Fund, I am enclosing a 

Wilderness Fund check to your order for $48.48 which 

I have signed. 

It will be necessary for you also to sign it 

in order to have it become valid. 

I very much enjoyed seeing youat the meetings. 

: With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

eorge Margfall 

Manager 

GM: 1K 

ENC: check 

E> 264



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YorK 22, N. Y. 

Tot The Trustees | 

From George Marshall, Manager 

Dates July 2, 1947 
ct chi Bonds and Certificates of Indebtedness 

It was the sense of the Trustees meeting on June 2122, 1947 

that the New York Trust Company be asked to purchase from time to 

time on my written order, USA Treaswry Bonds and Certificates of 

} Indebtedness for the account of the Wilderness Fujd from cash which 

accumulates in its account, 

I should therefore appreciate your signing the enclosed 

form letter and your sending it to the New York Trust Company. Ms 

UN ° " V7 

aS



MINUPES OF THE FIFTH MEETING 

; ’ AORERE HARGHALL MELIGNNESS FORD 

HELD ON MALLARD ISLAND, RAPEE SAKE, MINNESOTA 

The mecting ceme to order Saturday June 21, 1947 at 4:45 pom. on 

Mallerd Islend, Rainy Leke Minnesote, 

Present: Irving M. Clark, Aldo Leopold, Olews Hurie, end George 

Marshall. 

The Manager reported that due notics of this meeting hed been 

pent to all the Trustees and it was reported thet William Zimeemen, Jr. 

had stated that he would be unable to attend this meeting. 

Upon motion duly made, seconded and wenimously carried, it was 

RESOLVED that a copy of the notice of this meeting be 

annexed to the Minutes of this meeting, 

The Minutes of the fourth meeting of the Trustees of the 

Wilderness Fund held on November 9-10, 1945 having been previously 

gent to ell the Trustees and heaving been inspected by the Trustees at 

this meeting, it was duly moved, seconded ond unenimously carried 

thet the reeding of these Minutes be dispense@ with and that these 

Minutes be epproved, 

The Menager then reported that, following the pessage of the 

vesolution at the fourth meeting of the Wilderness Fund through 

which Aldo Leopold was appointed Trustee to succeed Robert 

Sterling Yerd, Aldo Lecpold had accepted his appointment ss Trustee 

in writing snd thereupon b eceme veeted with all the powers, duties 

and privileges of e Trustee of the Robert Marshal) Wilderness Fund. 

-o
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In this connection the Meneger elso reported that s certificate 

of appointment of Aldo Leopolé, Successor Trustee of the Robert 

Movshell Wilderness Fund hed been duly signed by Hessrs, Clark, Nurie, 

Zimuermen, end Marshell; that Mr, Leopold had signed an acceptance 

of appointment as Tructee; and thet Mr, Leopold had aleo signed an : 

oath as Trustee; end thet Mr, Leopold hed signed « designation of. 

the Glerk of the Surrogate Court as e person on whem service of 

process may be nade. 

Upon motion duly made, seconded end carried, it wes 

SESOLYED thet cuples of the afveuenié/ecumptanse of 
appointment, osth of Trustee, end designation be filed 

with the Minutes of this meeting. , 

George Mershell directed attention to the resolution on the 

fesuence of chocks edopted at the first meeting of the Trustees of 

the Robert Marshell Wilderness Pund held on Decesber 15, 1940 end 

recorded on page three of the Minutes of thet meeting, He pointed 

out that under thst resolution no checks are to be issued on the benk 

account with the New York Trust Company unlees and util three Trustees 

heve approved in writing the isounee of such checks, He further pointed 

out thet thie resolution conflicts with the resolution adopted st the seme 

necting authorising the payment of checks on the signature of any teo of 

the five Trustees and he suggested that « resolution «ith respect to the 

iesvence of checks be ouended accordingly. In thet connection he also 

pointed out thet eny section of the Trustees which required the issuance 

of a check vas authorized by at least three of the five Trustess et ¢ 

meeting or by written authorizations of at least three of the five 

Trustees.
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| Upon motion duly mede, seconded ané umeanimously carried, it wae 
| RESOLVED that the resolution on the issuence of checks 

adopted at the meeting of the Trustees held on December 13, 1940 

be emended so as to read as follows? j 

RESOLVED that ell checks heretofore issued against the account 

of the Trustees with the New York Trust Compeny end signed by 
two of the five Trustees and which have been paid by the New 

York Trust Compeny be snd are hereby epproved and ratified, 

Be it further 

RESOLVED that thet pert of the resolution adopted at the meeting 

of the Trustees held on December 153, 1940 which requires the 3 

approval in writing of three Trustees for the issuance of any 

checks be amended so thet such checks may be issued by any two 

of the five Trustees signing such checks, a 
The Meneger then reported on the reeult of the mail ballot sent 

to the Trustees of the Wildemess Fund on December 5, 1946 which resulted 
in granting $16,630, to The Wilderness Society to assist it during 1947 — 

in its work for the premrvation of wilderness conditions in outdoor 

dmerioa. He also reported on the mail ballot of Januery 21, 1947 which 

resulted in accepting the proposals of the New York Trust Compeny thet 
it make @ flet annual charge of $350, for custodien services to the ; 
Wilderness Fund; and thet it charge the account of the Wilderness Fund 

snaually!fércits fee instead of submitting on smnuel bill to the 
Wilderness Fund for ite fee, j 

Upon motion duly made, seconded end unanimously carried, it was 

’
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RESOLVED thet said reports of the Manager on the December 5, 

1946 and January 21, 1947 mail. dellots be approved end the 

: votes reported thereon be ratified, 

dnd it see further aS 

RESOLVED that copies of sald reports.together with the 

exhibits annexed thereto be attached so the Minutes of this 

’ meeting. 

The Manager then presented the “Financial Report of the Robert 

Marshall Wilderness Fund, Mey Sl, 1947*prepered by Bernard Ades, Certi- 

fied Public Accountant. 

After a discussion of this report, upon motion duly made, seconded 

end unenimously carried, it was 

‘RESOLVED to aceept and file the Auditor*s Report. 

The Manager then reported on the sele of securities for the 

Wilderness Fund from September 14, 1945 to May Sl, 1947. 

Upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, it was 

RESOLVED thet the report of the Menager of the Robert Marshell 

Wilderness Fund on the sele ené purchase of securities in 

3 accordance with the severe] euthorizations to sell by the 

Trustees to the New York Trust Company from and including 

September 14, 1945 to May Sl, 1947 be accepted and recorded 

as @ part of the Minutes of this meeting and that the actions 

of the Menager of the Wilderness Fund as recorded in this 

; report on the sale and purchase of securities from Sbpteuber 
14, 1945 to May Sl, 1947 be and are hereby approved.
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The Trustees then proceeded to discuss what policies should be 

followed in regard to securities held by the Foundation. 

The Menager then reported to the Trustees that Information 

Form 990 hed been filed by Mey 1, 1947 with the Collector of : 

Intermal Revenue as required, 

The meeting recessed at 6:50 p.m. and reconvened et 9:50 a.m. 

Sundey, June 22, Messrs, Clark, Leopold, Murie ead Mershell b cing 

The Menager reported thet he hed been informed thet the 

Executor of the Estate of Robert Marshsil hed filed his finel 

accounting which wes approved under a decree of Surfogate Willian 

T,. Collins on June 6, 1947, Under this decree the Wilderness Fund 

received $7,535.52 which has been deposited in the checking account 

of the Fund, 

: The Menager further reported on the formation of the Rowar 

Realization Corporation which is the liquidation Corporation for the 

few remaining asgets of the Estate of Robert Marshall. 

Upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, it we 

RESOLVED thet the Manager of the Robert Marshall Wilderness 

Pind bs Fund be euthorized to represent the Wilderness Fund and vote 

its stock at stockholders meetings of the Romer Realization 

Corporation. 

Upon motion duly made, seconded «nd menimously carried, it wes 

RESOLVED thet Bernerd Ades de employed at the rate of $200, per 

year es accountent for 1947 to submit quarterly reports to 

the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund, and be it further
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RESOLVED thet efter Jenuary 1948 until the next meeting of the 

Trustess, Mr. Ades be euployed at $75. per quarter on sub- 

mission of querterly reports to the Wil¢erness Fund; but : 

that this arrangement shell be terminated not later then 

December 31, 1948 unless further ection ie taken by the 

Trustees, 

The Trustees then proceeded to give eareful consideration to 

the applications which were before them, 

Upon motion duly wade, seconded end unanimously carried, it was 

RESOLVED to grent $17,400, to The Wilderness Society for 

as ite operations in 1948 for the preservation of wilderness 

conditions in outdoor America, 

Upon motion duly made, seconded and unenimously carried, it was 

RESOLVED to grant $250, at thie tine, to The Wilderness 

Society for educational work for the préservation of the 

Moose River Wilderness Area in the Adirondacks, 

Upon motion duly made, seconded end Gumarimionsly carried, it was 

RESOLVED to gront $1,000, at thic tine, to The Wildernces 
Society for the education of the public as to the importance 

of preserving the threatened wilderness of Olympic Netional 

Park, 

ea The meeting adjourned at 10:50 a.m, on Sunday, June £2, 1947, 

iiacleaciealk Bogota} 
;



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . New YorK 22, N. Y. 

PROPOSED AGENDA FOR MEETING OF TRUSTEES ON June 20-23, 1947 

1. Report due notice of meeting has been given. 

2. Reading of minutes of November 9, 1945 meeting of the Trustees. 

3. Report on Aldo Leopold qualifying as a Trustee. 

4. Correction of Minutes of first meeting of the Trustees. 

5. Report on mail ballots of December 5, 1946 and January 21, 1947. 

6. Consideration of Auditor's report. 

7. Report on sale of securities. 

8. Financial Policy of the Wilderness Fund. 

9. Report on Filing Form 990. 

10. Beport on final accounting of Executor. 

11. Engaging an Accountant for 1947-48. 

12. Procedure in calling meetings. 

13. Consideration of Applications. 

Su :



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

, 38 EAST 57TH STREET . New York 22, N. Y. 

: Tot The Trustees 
From: George Marshall, Menager 

Date: June 17, 1947 

In going over the Minutes of the first meeting of the Trustees I find 

thet a procedure for the issuence of checks was included on page three of the 

Minutes which seens to me inconsistent with other procedures adopted by the | 

Wilderness Fund and which was not. adopted by the other two Trusts. 

of th ree 

Tnie resolution epparently requires epprovel in writing & =e rer 

check issued, This procedure was never followed by Bod Yerd and, following hie 

precedence, I have not followed it either, and only discovered it recently. 

This procedure seens entirely unnecessary because of the fact that any 

action taken by the Trustees on the basis of which any checks may be dram must be 

passed by a resolution at a meeting or through a mail ballot approved by three or 

more Trustees, Majority action of the Trustees is required under the terms of 

Bob's will. Under the procedure which has been followed since the beginning of the 

Wilderness Fund, efter o resolution is passed authorizing the disbursement of funds, 

the Manager draws the necessary checks and two of the five Trustees sign it. : 

It seems to me desirable to correct the Minutes of the first meeting in accordence 

with this practice end sl8o to remove the ambiguity which seems to me to exist in 

the resolution referred to above, 

3 If o majority of the Trustees aré in egreaienty I should suggest that 

the following minute be incorporated in the Minutes of the June, 1947 meeting © 

of the Wilderness Fund, 

Simon Gross helped me draw up this minute, 

ir, George Mershell directed attention to the resolution on the 

desuance of checks adopted at the first meeting of the Trustees of 

the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund held on December 1%, 1940. 

end recorded on page three of the Minutes of that meeting. He f 

pointed out thet under thet resolution no checks ave to be issued 

: on the bank account with the New York Trust Compeny unless end : 

: until three Trustees have approved in writing the issuance of such 

checks, He further pointed out that this resolution conflicts with 

the resolution adopted at the same meeting authorizing the payment 

of checks on the signature of any two of the five Trustees end he 

suggested thet a resolution with respect to the issuance of checks 

be amended accordingly. In that connection he also pointed out 

tpet any action of the Trustees which von eee the issuance of @ 
eck was authorized by at least three of the five Trustees at a 

Su ‘ ;



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YorK 22, N. Y. 

Memo on Correction of Minutes of First Meeting of the Trustees 

‘ iia 

meeting or by written authorizations of at least three of the 

five Trustees, 

"Upon motion made, it was 

RESOLVED that the resolution on the issuence of checks 
adapted at the meeting of the Trustees held on December 

13, 1940 be emend ed so as to reqd as follows: 

RESOLVED thet all checks heretofore issued against t he 
account of the Trustees with the New York Trust Company 

and signed by two of the five Trustees and which have been 
paid by the New York Trust Company be and are hereby 

approved and ratified, 

"Be it further 

f RESOLVED that that part of the resolution adopted at the 

meeting of the Trustees held on December 15, 1940 which 

1 requires the approval in writing of three Trustees for 
the issuence of any checks be emended so that such checks 

may be issued by any two of the five Trustees signing 

such checks." 

=



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . New YorK 22, N. Y. 

Tos The Trustees 5 
From: George Marshall, Manager 

Date? June 16, 1947 
Subject: Proposed Resolution on Mmployment of Accountant 

RESOLVED that Bernard Ades be employed at the rate of $300. per 
yorr ss year as accountant for 1947 to submit quarterly reports to the 

Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund and be it further 

RESOLVED that after January 1948 until the next meeting of the 
: ; Srustees, Mr, Ades be employed at $75, per quarter on submission of 

quarterly reports to the Wilderness Fund; but thet this arrangement 
shall be terminated not later than December 31, 1948 unless further 

P action is taken by the Trustees, 

Mr, Ades was employed during 1946 at the rate of $150. per year. He has not 
been paid at all for work done during the first half of 1947 because our 

} last resolution only covers 1946. Mr. Ades has requested that his fee be 
increased to $300, per year because of increased costs, I believe that this 
is not only within reason on the basis of what accounting fees are in general, 
but is perticularly justified in view of the many important services performed 
by Mr. Ades in addition to preparing the quarterly reports, 

I have proposed the second part of the resolution to teke care of a situation 
such as occurred during thé first half of 1947 where Mr, Ades was put in the 
position of continuing his accounting work for the Wilderness Fund without 

‘ . pay pending action of the meeting of the Trustees to reimburse him, 

=



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET ay NEw YorRK 22, N. Y. 

To: The Trustees 
From George Marshall, Manager 

Date: Tune 16, 1947 
_ Subject: Progress of Finel Accounting by the Executor 

When I received a copy of the final accounting of Bob's ectate, I 
felt that in addition to looking it over carefully myself T shovld like to have 
an accountant go over it. I therefore asked Bernari Ades to do this in view 
of the fact that he has been the Accountant for both the Wilderness Fund and 
the Foundation, He found that the account was in good shape except for 

i ximately $28,000. in taxes which the Executor had paid and which are 
pti recoverabls. We therefore called this to Jim's attention wd with the 

aid of Mr, Ades filed the necessary papers for tex refunds, The Federal 
Government has elready indicated thet the largest of these ‘ime refunds 
ie approved,and when they come, s quarter will be paid over to the Fund, 

Jim ciled his final accounting which was approved under the decree 
of Surrogate Collins on June 16, 1947. Under this decree the Wilderness 
Fund received $7,535.52 and this has been deposited in the checking account 
of the Fund, 3 

A number of miscellaneous agsets which were not easily liquidatable 
and which mostly con f a quarter interest Bob had in some remaining assets 
of my father's Bown, pbb by Jim in a liquidation Corporation called the 
Romar Realization Corporation of which the three Trust funds set up under 
Bob's will are the sole stockholders, The Wilderness Fumd as you will see 
on page four of the Accountant's report holds five shares of this corporation 

| which are valued by the Executor at $6,550.07 but which we have conservatively 
«given a nominal value of $5g8, 1 think offend that the amount to be 
eventually received sre to be somewhere in between the t wo figures. A copy 
of a letter dated July 15, 1946 from the Executor to the Romar Realization 
Corporation showing its Courvetitassets is ettached to this report, 

When the Executor set up the Romar Realization Corporation, he 
did so with himself, Simon Grogs and. myself as Directors, At any stock- 
holders meetings in the future stock will have to be voted by Pr epresentatives { 
of the three trusts, I therefore should suggest thet a resolution be adopted 
appointing someone to represent the Wilderness Fund and to vote its stock ¢ 
at stockholders meetings of the Romar Realization Corporation. 

aS



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

: 38 EAsT 57TH STREET . NEw YorK 22, N. Y. 

Tot The Trustees 
From: George Marshell, Manager 

Date: Tune 16, 1947 
Subjec Memorandum on Financial Policy of the Wilderness Fund 

As you will recall, I have thought for sometime that the stock 

market will go considerably lower within six months or a year and that 

partly on this theory end partly in oréer to diversify the holdings of the 

‘Wilderness Fund, «ae sold the stock of certais corporations, As a result, % 
all the assets now held by the Wildermess Fund, agorestentely 24% of their 
book value,is in the form of cash, United States Treasury Bonds and USA 

Certificates of Indebtedness, 

I still think that the market will go lower although the recent 
rumors of a new gigantic lend-lease policy, if it is adopted, may possibly for 
the time being make it go to higher Adgurbte, I think that regardless in 
which direction the market goes from now on, the Wildeinmess Fund portfolio , 
is in good balance for a long term policy of keeping the capital assets 
of the Fund intact with at most minor expenditures of captial as distinguished 
from income, I therefore feel that we should not sell substantially more 
common stock at this time, 

ESTIMATED INCOME FOR 1947 

a result of the sale of some common stock it*houtner 
Pacific - £3 bonds during the past year, the annual income of the Wilder- 
ness Fund will be slightly pekwead , This is a price one has to pay for obtain- 
ing a greater security in capital aasets. 

I have made some rough estimates of anticipated income for 1947, 
and unless dividents rates should be cut, it should be approximately the seme 
for 1948, According to my computations, the Wilderness Fund should received 
from dividends and interest, a total of approximately $14,500, during 1947, 
I believe that indome which should be received between now and the end of, 
the year should cover all unpaid grants, custodian charges, and accounting } 
charges which will be owing between now and the end of the year. 

It is my view that because of certain existing emergencies in the 
overall wilderness picture, it may be justified to plen to cut into capital 
Slightly es we have a right \to do, both under the t erms of Bob's will 
and a special resolution passed by the Trustees, However I should not like to 
see us cut into captiel during the coming year to san amount much in excess of 

$5,000, unless the emergency which we face is even more pressing than I realize, 

Su ;
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND (ds. 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . New York 22, N. Y. 

Tot The Trustees 
From: George Marshall, Manager 

Daterm June 16, 1947 : 
Subject: Resolution on Approval of action on sale of securities 

t. 4, 1945 to May 31, 1947 

Ifthe Trustees approve my report on securities gold and purchased ; 

by the Robert Marshell Wilderness Fund from September 14, 1945 to May 

sty % 31, 1947 and approve the actions taken by me as referred to in this 

report, I should appreciate the passage of a resolution similar to 

the following draft resolution which is based on one passed the last 

two years by the Trustees of the Foundetion. 

Proposed resolution on approval of action teken for the sale and - 

purchase of securities from September 14, 1945 to May 31, 1947, 

RESOLVED that the ot of the Menager of the Robert 
Marshall Wildermess on the sale and purchase of 
securities in accordence with the several authorizations 
to sell by the Trustees to the New York Trust Company 
from and including September 14, 1945 to May 31, 1947 : 
be accepted and recorded as '\Be part of the Minutes of i 
this peta Bag thet the actions of the Menager of the 

Wilderness 4 as recorded in this report on the sale 
and purchase of securities from September 14, 1945 to 

May 31, 1947 be and are hereby approved. 

\ 

Su



FROM 

THE NEW pa COMPANY DUPLICATE 

dune 10, 1947 

lr. George Merehe)l 
36 &. S7th Street 
Bow York 22, 4. Yo 

Res & 5931 Robert Marshall ee 
Dear i. Merehell: 

We carry in the above account, 15 shares Palestin Eeonenic Corporation, common stock ani believe you will 
be interested in receiving the enclesed notice of the Corporation dated tay 26, I9hi7- 

He advise the shares are presently registered in the name of our nominee. We shalh be gled to have tur nominee sign asd ledge with the Corporation the required forn in the event thet you desire to have your dividends accumulated for payment of additional shares at the price 
designated. 

Very truly yours, 

WILATAM M. OSeGRG 

REPsly 
| 

a 
seaietant Secretary 

Copies to ir.Williem Zimernan, Jr. Mr. Irving Clerk 

tir, Ohaus Maurie 
and Er. Alde Leopold
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PALESTINE ECONOMIC CORPORATION 
170 Lexington Avenue 
Rew York 22, ie Y 

May 26, 19L7 

{0 THE HOLDERS OF THE COMMON STOCK OF THE PALESTINE BCONOMIC CORPORATION: 

The Beerd of Directors of the Palestine Economic Corporation 
at ite meeting on April 22, 197, declared o quarter-annual dividend 
of te on, Se ee ee ae ie ee Ge ee 
1947, to holders of record on Way 7, + No dividend is payable 
on fractional shares, Check for the dividend is enclosed herewith. 

With the February 25, 197, dividend check, e form was enclosed 
for signature by the stockholder authorizing the Corporation on behalf 
of the stockholder to accumulate future dividends to pay for additional 
shares of stock. More than 100 stockholders signed and returned the 
authorisation, 

For the convenience of mew stockholders and of stockholders who 
may desire to use it, a copy of the form is attached. 

When the form is signed and returned, the Corporation will hold 
the dividends for the account of the stockholder until a sufficient sum 

ie cones oe oe cee ee eee Statements of 
their respective dend accounts wil] be furnished to such stockholders 
and will show both the amount previously credited for retention of dividends 
aqnd the emount being credited on the date on which the latest dividend is 
payeble. ‘this arrangement is revocable at any time by the Corporation or 
the stockholders. 

Owners of fractional shares may round out their holdings by purchasing 
the necessary fractions at the rate of $100.00 per share. 

Very truly yours, 

(SIGNED ) AARON BAROWAY, SECRETARY 

.



ADIRONDACK MOOSE RIVER COMMITTEE, INC. 
FORT PLAIN,N.¥. 

THO ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

My. George Warsheall 
38 cast 57th St 

New York City 

Gentlemen: 

The Adirondack Moose River Comaittee has been actively 
engaged since October 1945 in a steadily increasing campaign of 
education with respect to the need of preserving the Lowland river 
basins in the Adirondack Mountains. while the particular objective 

. st meet tne hem he. detains Cte wee Se 
ee reservoir on the South Dranch the Moose river in the southe 

western Adirondackes,the ~_— range program has been to ~—— 
the threat and inevitable disastrous conseqtences to the wi 
forest character of the forest Preserve if the more than thirty 
proposed reservoire are built as schedule@é under the provisions 
of Section 2 of Article XIV of the New York State Constitution. 

Some of the other reservoirs plumed and already surveyed 
in the Adirondwks include the following areas: Cedar River Flow, 
Lake Pleasant,Piseco Lake,@oodnee Flow,Chain Lakes, Thirteenth Lake 
Boreas Ponds,Cheny Pond,Ords Falla,the Kunjamuk country at Elm 
Lake, Indian Lake,®chroon Falls and Trout Brook,to mention a few. 

When the fight to save the Moese river region begah in 
1945 it was generally agreed that our chances for success were 
Slim,since legal approval of the reservoir had slready been 
without general knowledge bf the public. From the position of a 
cause apparently irrevocably lost,the Adironds:k Noose River 
committee has held up destruction of this region nearly two years, 
it hag waged two uneuceesful legislative battles and it has ¢ 
the issue by medium of moving pisture and Kodachrome slide to 
every county in New Yerk State. Sesides getting most of the 
sportsmens end conservation groups informed,it has also managed to 
get the support of the Foderated Garden Clubs ef New York State, 
the Business and Professional Womens Clubs,and numerous service 
clubs ae the Lions,the Kiwanis,the Ulke end other similer groups. 
Numerous chambers of commerce have supported us,as have the Boards 
of Supervisors of counties as irie,Oneida and Saratoga. Scores of 
newspapers heave editorially backed our fight and included amoung 

these are the liew York Timessthe Daily Mirror and others. 
Immediately following defeat in the Assembly of our bill 

to prevent the construction of Higley Mountain reservoir, Speaker 
Oswald » Heck of Schenectady released the following statement to 
the press under date of March 20,1947 ¢ 

“The last thing the State ef New York wants te do or 
should do is to spoil any part of its great Forest Preserve for 

ly commercial or trivial purposes. In particuair we do not want 
our forest land despoiled unnecessarily for the purpose of creat 
ater powereees 

“fhe Governor has advieed me that he intends to direct by 
appropriate agency a thorough study of all of the ramifications 

of the flood control ee ee ee its effect upon 
Sorest ireserve coming months. #ending completion 

Weis ctuay ne chane elit oppose any attempt to construct a Dam 
n that area." 

| For more than a year the Committee has engaged counsel 
during the past three months three attorneys have been engaged 

nm serious research relative to the lawe relating to Section 2 of 
icle XIV of the State Constitution. Also,the Committee has a 

. ationally known hydraulic engineer compiling data and preparing
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maps for the Governors Commission. : 

At a meoting of the Executive Board of this Committee in 

sehenectady @n May 22,1947 at which 17 out of 20 members and 

officers were present from all parts of the state, it was determ : 

to Sagts SO cane Os teers Se ee cok, am wee 
financial requirements of this work. the meeting it was 

ointed out thet the Committee hae operated te date on less than 

#1500.00,a12 of which hae been spent on educationel work including 

the duplication of moving pictures and Kodachrome slides, 8amphlete 

letters and similar activities. Nore than 500 lectures have been 

given in virtually all parte of the states .02+--N0 part of any 

funde received or anticipated have been or will be spent for 

travel or similar expenses. Thie part of the work has been carried 

on permally by the officers of the Committee,with an aggragate 

expense toteling several times the total money received. seeoethis 
work will continue es it has in the pact. 

The Committee feele that the preservation of the river 

areas in the Adirondacke is a first line of defense in the battle 

to preserve the wild forest character of this largest and most 

important public preserve in the United States. It feels that the 

work it is ZMIKE causing to be done may serve as a basie upon whic 

other reservoir issues may be settled and the effort is Boag 
meang confined te the woose River region. It points out the 

Conservation Commissioner,Perry Duryosa,made a statement in his 

official publics ion,the Se a te ar he 
will hold up any furthur reservoir spprovais Governowes 

Commiesion hae rendered its verdict on the itsue at hand. 

| Indications are that the State will in effect act as arbiter, 

ané@ that the Adirondack Nooge River Committee may have to be the 

major complaintant in the cese.Wwhether or not thie is born oub by 

subsequent events,it follows that the Committee will have to be 

prepared to be the major plaintifs,and if such preparations are 

not msde now it will be too late if and when the need is establi . 

Robert Mershall was well acquainted with and derived much 

hie love of the wilderness from the river valleys in question, In 
geeking the preservation of these areas our Committee i. 
realizes the power of the forces aligned against it and spare 
no effort to bring ahout a favorable decision on the issue. 

In benalf of the Adirondack Moose River Committee I 

respectfully ge ghey assistance from TH® ROBERT MARSHALL 

WILDERNESS FUND ; will help us in the desire to see that no 
stone is left unturned which might add to the merits of our case. 

| Respectfully submitted 

| Paul Sec 
Adirondack — R Commit 

James Ford,Treasurer : 
| Adirondack Moose River Committee 

. | Route #2 
| Broadalbin,N.Y. 

| 
i



: f 38 EAST 57th STREET + NEW YORK 22,N. Y. 

REPORT TO THE TRUSTEES ON SECURITIES SOLD AND PURCHASED 
September 14, 1945 to May 31, 1947 

ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

During the period in which I acted as Acting Menager of the 

Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund following the death of Robert Sterling 

Yard, end during the period that I heve been Menager of the Wilderness 

Fund since November 10, 1945, the following securities have been 

; bought and sold by the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund by authorization 
of a majority of the Trustees es indicated: 

Following my memorandum of September 14, 1945, a majority of 
the Trustees wrote to the New York Trust Compeny ordering it to sell 
50 rights of the Crown Cork and Seal Company at the market. They 
were sold for $26.05 as per page 6 of the Auditor's Report of 
December Sl, 1945. 

Following wires sent to the Trustees on February 13, 1946, a 
majority of the Trustees ordered the New York Trust Company to sell: 

180 shares Bankers Trust 
25 shares Chase National Benk 
13 shares Guaranty Trust Company 
75 shares National City Bank 

at such times and prices as I should indicate. 

fmounts received as per page 7 of the Auditor's Report of 
December 31, 1946 were as follows: 

180 shares Bankers Trust Company of N.Y. $9,171.16 
25 shares Chase National Bank of N.Y. 1,080.41 
13 shares Guaranty Trust Co. of N.Y. 4.693, 20 
75 shares National City Bank of N.Y. 540 

Hiss 5.08 

Following my memorandum of April 5, 1946, a majority of the 

Trustees ordered the New York Trust Company to sell 245 Monsanto 
Chemical Compeny warrants, They were sold for $1,376.78 as per page 

? of the Auditor's Report of December 31, 1946, 

Following my memorande of May 2nd and Sth, 1946, « majority 
ji of the Trustees ordered the New York Trust Company to purchase $23,000. 

USA Treasury 24 Bonds of 1967-72 (December). Under this authorization 
. 18M were 10, 1946 for 575.75 and June 20th Sf 

were ia $8,355. Pt per page Pes tas bulitost s Report of 

December 31, 1946, On June 17, 1946, $2,500, USA Treasury 3-1/6% 
Bonds of 1949 end $2,500. USA Treasury % Bonds of 1948 were 
Tedegmed as per page 7 of the Auditor's Report of December 31, 1946, 

Following my memorandum of August @, 1946, e majority of 

the Trustees authorized the exchange of 245 shares of Monsanto Chemical 

ee
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Securities bought and sold by the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
September 14, 1945 to May 31, 1947 

$10,00 Common stock for 735 shares Monsento Chemical Company $5.00 
common stock which was done. ; 

Following my memorendum of September 30, 1946, a majority of 
the Trustees ordered the New York Trust Company to sell $22,000, 
Southern Pecific-Oregon Lines Bonds and to sell additional securities 
to @ value not exceeding $30,000. at such times and prices as I should 
indicate. 

The Southern Pacific-Oregon Lines bonds were sold for 
$21,426.06 as per page 7 of the Auditor's Report of December 31, 1946. 

Thru May 31, 1947 securities to a value of $16,020.94 were 
sold under this authorization as follows: 

Cituenst Gite 6 nce acceso ac™l aes. 
Archer, Daniels Midlend Co....... 75 2,218.10 
Baltimore & Ohio MM. . ws te ee ee ol 220.89 
Baltimore & Ohio RR 2.22 s eee 5 64,09 
Sears Roebuck & Co. ws eee ee ee 100 3,605.84 
Sears Roebuck and “on. » 2 eee ee 100 3,580.89 
Brunswicke Balke Collender Co. .... 25 645.61 

Kennecott Copper Corp. . «2+ «+++ 100 4,466.16 

Total. . «+ + +» « «$16,020.94 

Following my memorandum of October 16, 1946, @ majority of 
the Trustees ordered the New York Trust Company to purchase $25,000. | 

, USA Treasury Bonds. They were purchased on December 4th for 
$25,687.50 as per pege 8 of the Auditor's Report of December 31, 1946, 

Following my memorandum of November 22, 1946, a majority 
of the Trustees ordered the New York Trust Company to subscribe to 
$1,200, American Telephone and Telegraph Company, 15 year 2-3/4% 
Gebdentures due December 15, 1961 and to sell 3 American Telephone 
aS cane heen The debentures were purchased for $1,200. as 

per the Auditor's Report of December Sl, 1946 and the 
rights were sold for $5.34 as per page ¥ of the same report. 

On December 4, 1946 the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
received S shares of the Romar Realization Corporation from the 
executor of the Estate of Robert Marshall. 

Following my memorandum of January 8, 1947, a majority of 
‘the Trustees authorized the purchase of $12,000, USA Certificates of 
Indebtedness 7/8% due July 1, 1947, They were purchased on January 22
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Securities bought and sold by the Robert Mershell Wilderness Fund | 

September 14, 1946 to May 31, 1947 

for $12,004.44 as per page 6 of the Auditor's Report of May 1, 1947 

All the detaiis of the securities purchased and sold referred 
to in the above orders of the Trustees to the New York Trust Company 
are given in the Auditor's Reporte of the Robert Marshall Wilderness 
Fund of December 31, 1943; December Sl, 1946; and May Bl, 1947 on the | 
pages referred to above, | 

io ) George Marshal, Menager 

|
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BERNARD ADES 
Cartified Public WAL, Gintink 

505 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK I7, N.Y. 

June 11, 1947 

Mr. George Marshall, Manager 
The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
38 East 57th Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

We have examined the records of The Robert Marshall Wilderness 
Pund for the period from January 1 to May 31, 1947 and in con- 
nection therewith submit the following statements: 

Page 1 - Assets and Liabilities, 
May 31, 1947. 

2 - Increases and Decreases in ~—_ 
November 11, 1939 to May 31, 1947. 

3 - Cash Receipts and Disbursements, 
January 1 to May 31, 1947. 

4 = Securities Owned, 
May 31, 1947. 

5 - Dividends poy | 
January 1 to May 31, 1947. 

6 - U.S.A. Certificates of Indebtedness Purchased, 
January 1 to May 31, 1947. 

7 - Net Gain on Securities Sold, 
January 1 to May 31, 1947. 

CERTIFICATE 

In our opinion the attached financial statements ——— reflect 
the amounts chargeable to the Trustees of The Robert 11 
Wilderness Fund as of May 31, 1947 and the operations of the Fund 
for the various periods shown. 

Bernard Ades 

; ae 

skeitecd, Pubife Accountant



BERNARD ADES 

‘ Page 1 

HE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

May 31, 1947 

ASSETS 

Cash on deposit with the 
New York Trust Company (Page 3). .... +. $ 1,739.58 

Seth dn WO a ce cats CMOS be 8 16.00 

Accrued Interest Paid (Page 6). .....6s++5s 21.36 

Securities - Page 4 Current Market Value ..... 289,442.52 

. $347,554.) Sa 
TOTAL ASSETS « 6 «6 5 es 6 0 6 oo + + » $291,219.96 

LIABILITIES 
Unpaid Grants (Page 6) .....+. ++ $8,315.00 

Due George Marshall for Disbursements . 3.903 

ORAL LIABILITIES. «6 1 6 et Hwee 8, 318.34 

NET ASSETS CHARGED TO 
May 31, 19M 2. es eo os + $288,902.22
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Page 2 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

INCREASE AND DECREASE IN FUND 
Hovember_11, 1939 to May 31, 1947 

Wov.11,'39 January 1 Nov.11,'39 
To To TO 

May 31,'%7 May 31,'47 Dee.32,'#6 

INCREASE IN FUND 

Received from Executor: 
Securities. ee Sree 8, e ee 6 $265,891.16 $ ° $265, 891.16 

Cashes «s+ see este a neene Lee: 3? - [ee-28 
Proceeds of Sale of Securities. * i, ol * i, ol 

Dividends . ++ sseeeseeves 5,404.75 - » 404.75 

Distribution of Income. ss & 8 22° 158-08 > 3 +00 

Dividends Received {Page ): eo 0 4@ +678.96 4,374.26 9304.70 
Interest Received ( Shee eee @ 4, 63 96.32 4, 3h 

Sale of Stock Rights ...+++s+++4-s 1, . * 1,481. 

Net Gain on Sale of Securities .... 12,441.70 661.77 11,779.93 

TOTAL INCREASES .... . $372,811.35 $5,132.35 $367,679.00 

DECREASE IN FUND 

Expenses 
Custodian's Commissions ..... $ 1, 16 § HTS $ 1,000.40 
Accounting Fees... - +++ +s +00 c 338-28 
Other Expens@ ...6 +s sta 1, +07 5.35 1, 72 

Grants Wade. . «6 ees # eer ew eee 86 +00 - 86, 580.00 

TOTAL DECREASES ...+.+ § 89,910.23 $ 356.61 §$ 89, 553.62 

ASSETS CHARGED TO TRUSTEES, 
May 31, 1947 (Page 1)$282, 901.12



BERNARD ADES 

Page 3 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND i 

CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
Januery 1 to May 31, 1947 

Cash in Bank and on Hand, January 1, 1947. ... +++ + $17,852.52 

RECEIPTS 

Seale of Securities The ce eh ow ete @ 111.77 

Dividends yremeen,t woe ere * Resa ses 
Interest (Page 5). - + «+++ ee ee eee 112.50 

fotal Receipts. .-+ ++ +s see ee eee 9,598.53 

Wes, « 6 to OS Re eH 6 8 88 ee eee ee $27,451.04 

DISBURSEMENTS 

Purchases, U.S.A. Certificates of 
Indebtedness (Page 6)... . $27,005.89 

Acerued Interest on Above... «+ + e+ + 4 * 21. 

senabe Wad. Whee Ole + se BB hs f: 8, 315.00 

Custodian's C eth, she eb eee ef 313.76 
Accounting Fees. . 1.1.4 se ee eee eee 37.50 

Office Expense .. +++ +e eee He eee 2.01 

OTAL DISBURSEMENTS .... +++ +++ + 25,695.46 

TOTAL CASH, May 31, 1947.1. + +e + ee ee ee erase $ 1,755.58 

Cash in New York Trust Regular Account .. . 1,607.70 
Cash in Custodian Income Account ...... ° ook be 

Total Cash at New York Trust. 1,739. 

cnc tn ectice Tt Hm Ot Mey Dee trent, ¢ 3/738. 

TOTAL CASH, May 31, 1947... . ++ +++ $1,755.58



BERNARD ADES 
Page 4 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

SRCURTS IES GED ; 
May 31, 1947 

APPROXIMATE 
No. of VALUE MARKET VALUE 
Shares Nov.11,' 1 

STOCKS AND BONDS Amt.Bonds Or Cost outs 
American Smelting & Refining 7 ee ee 60 $ 8,670. 165 $ 9,900 
American Telephone & Wiemia oe ite aa ac 75 12,618.7 163-3} 12,281 
BOGE Behe, Ds bce 65 6.4 0 5.9 Oo AO wo 100 2,000. 28-7/8 2,888 
Grown Cork & Seal Co., Inc . +. 22 ses eevee 50 1,437. 36-3/4 1,838 

Ss Stores, Ime 1. 2 ss + ee 50 625. 21 1,050 
General Investors Co., Inc. . 1... 200 1, 300. 12-3/8 2,475 
Genereh Bieetrie Ge. 2 0 a cs 46 4 we Oe * 325 1s 923 34-3/8 11,172 
General Motors Corp. «+s. cesetvesene 125 6,859. e228 or 963 
Keaneeett Gepper Corp. « « «ess te cece es) EO 58,521. -1/2 66, 

i; mined tees ict ld oe ae 2688. 3 oner a ee s oO * . * > *. a . ° * * o + . 

Monsante Chemical Co .<«. ssc secs eeses 735 25,847. sé-1/2 41,528 
Palestine Ecomomic Corp. .. ++ +s +s++e+eee8s8 15 1,500. 20 300 
Pacifie Gas & Electric Co. 6% pfd. . . 1.0 +s 35 1,093. 35-1/4% a8 
Pambieation Copp ec we ttt te tt 50 gi3- 35-3/8 i, 
Romar Realization Corp ......s+e+es06 5 6,850. * 5 * Romar Realization Corp. stock carried 
Sears Roebuck & Co... ss eeeseesnvese 1,200 24,634. 34 40,800 at nominal value of $5.00 because 

United Pruit Co. «2 es see eee eseesnevss 975 27,421. 4721/4 46,069 amount to be realized is unknown. 

ee Oo eee ee eee a ee ie 5,221. 65-7/8 nepee 
Westinghouse Air Brake Co. . 1... 6 +e eee ee 1 202 73- . 30-1/4 5,445 
Westinghouse Electric Corp ....+s+s«+a+s 135 3,746. 26-1/8 3,527 
American Te: & Telegraph Co. 

2 ae due December 15, 1961. .... 1.24 1,200. 113-1/4 1, 359 

TOTAL oc ett et eee tee ee $213, 829.7 $271,557 RECONCILIATION 

U.S. TREASURY BONDS Securities on Hand December 31, 19h6. . . . . $276,902.87 
2-1/2 1950/38 September (Cost $2,161.87) . ... am == «so, 145. 104.27 §$ 2,097 Purchased 1947 (Page 6)... 17,005.83 
2-1/2 1 OMerem., se ee st een eee e's 4 7,000. 104.14 7,310 Potul . ss 6. « + « « $293,908.70 

2-1/2 1967/72 December... cee eee evane 4 49,461. 103.10 49,590 Sold 1947 (Page 7). $4,450.00 

Sea Bond Premium ; 
WO. aes ee ee ee 57M =—s« $ «458, 606. $ 58,997 amortized 1947. 16.18 

es a A | 
* Less Amortization ee 
u.8.4 Securities on Hand, 5/31/47 . $289,442.52 

U.S.A. CERTIPICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS i ——n 
V/s aun aeby 1, 3901 Devise B= so 2 + 2s + 12M = «12, 004. 10u $ 12,000 
/8% due January 1, 1948 Series A... 1... + mt 5,001. 100 5,000 

TOTAL ca * . * * * . * * a * . a . . lM $ 17,005.8, $ 17,000 

$OTAL SECURITIES. «0 6 ee ee es $289,442. $347,554
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Page 5 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

DIVIDENDS RECEIVED 

January 1 to May 31, 1947 

American Telephone and Telegraph. ... +++ + $ 337-50 
American Smelting & Refining Co . «+ +4«+s4+s +s 105.00 
Best & Company, Inc . - 21+ see ee ee eee 150.00 

Brunswick, Balke, Collender Co. . . «+ + + « « 6.25 
Crown Cork & Seal Co.» Inc. ‘Met tt titts 40.00 
Federa tores ee + FS 8 OLD * 

eee EE DC ct te tee et 285°30 
General Motors Corp ...+++s+sseeeeee 93.75 
Kennecott Copper Corp .. +++ ess sess 795.50 

ir te tein SCT LS +. os 

Departmen’ Seree CO. » s+ + we se ew ee ee . 

Monsanto Chemical Co. .. 16+ 6+ ++ ee eee 367.50 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co 

(Commis Ob. pA). 6 oe cee eee 26.26 
Palestine Economic Corp ...++ ++ +s++s+++ee8 30.00 
Publication Corp. . «1. ss eet eeenvese 25.00 

Sears Roebuck & Compamy ...+ ++ +eseeeee ae 

Umited Pruit Company. « . +2 se eee vensns dy -50 
United States Steel Corp. ...++4s«eseere iS 
Westinghouse Air Brake Co... + -+5 +s 2s + ees 5.00 

Westinghouse Electric Corp. .. s+. ses «+ 67.50 

TOTAL DIVIDENDS RECEIVED. . .. . $4,374.26 
ie 

ee ee ee 

January 1 to May 31, 1947 

2M 2- 28 of 19 52. * # © 25.00 

Sie at Rite co $ 
premium... . 16.18 

Bete 6 0 0 6 8 & 0H CPW o «6 $ 8.82 

7M 2e1/2e of 1965/70. ...++ +++ 87.50 
Totel Interest Income... . $ 96.32 

Add: Amortization above. .... + 16.18 

TOTAL INTEREST COLLECTED $112.50
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Page 6 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

U.S.A. CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS PURCHASED 
ganuary 1 to May 32, 1947 

Accrued 
Purchase Interest 

1947 Amount Price Price Paid 

Jan. 22 7/8% due July 1, 1947 
ian (Series FP)... . +. 1M .79 $12,008.44 § 6.38 

May 7 7, due January 1, 1948 
— (Series A). ss _™ 83 5,001.39 14.98 

i bk ct 8 1m $17,005.83 $21.36 

GRANTS MADE AND PAID 
November 11, 1939 to May 31, 1947, 

he had suntan “Oe ae” May 31 , 
i Dog Hit6 SLA Sh ltr IAT 

Paid Unpaid Peid Unpeid 
The Wilderness Society. ....«. + $68,700 $16,630 $8,315 $8,315 

Quetico Superior Council. 0. ee we 1,000 - * - 

Adirondack Moose River Committee. . 250 - - « 

TOTAL oe e-8 Coe ee ee $69,950 $16,630 $8,315 $8, 315
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

NET GAIN ON SECURITIES Sop 

January 1 to May 31, 1947 

DATE 
dour No. of WNov.11,'39 Sale WET 

SECURTLY Shares Value Proceeds Gain 

Apr. 7 Brunswicke, Balke, 

Collender Co. e¢es a5 $ 525.00 $ 645.61 $120.61 

May 6 Kennecott Copper Corp. . 100 3,925.00 4,466.16 541.16 

TOUR st 6 eee ee $4,450.00 $5,111.77 $661.77 
‘Sect ee secs SEC Seess So Ts
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND jl 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YorK 22, N. Y. 

To: The Trustees 
Prom: George Marshall 

Date: April 22, 1947 
Subject: Auditor's report as of March Sl, 1947 

Enclosed herewith is the Auditor's Report on the Robert Marshall Wilderness 

Fund as of March 31, 1947, 

I should like to call your attention to the fact that between these two 

dates December 31, 1946 and March 31, 1947 total assets remained approximately 

the same while the current market value of securities declined approximately 

#5000, 

I should elso like to direct your ettention to the fact that the Wilderness 

Fund now has in excess of $70,000, in United States Government Bonds and USA 

Certificates of Indebtedness, I believe that di idenfés from common stock held, 

backed up by this fund of government securities, should enable us to continue 

to make grants at approximately the same rate as in the past without being forced 

to sell securities at considerably reduced prices during the further stock ; 

market decline which I anticipate, 

1+ is unfortunate thet we may not buy back common and preferred stock 

once we sell it. If we were granted this power, I should have favored selling 

heavily during the past months; but under the circumstances I think we would be 

wise to hold on to most of the common stock remaining in the Wilderness Fund 

portfolio. 

Since tam March 31, we have made the second payment of $4157.50 of the 

grent made to The Wilderness Society through the December 5, 1946 mail ballot. 

Since that time, we have also gold the 25 shares of Brunswick, Balke, Collender 

| <p bor which we received $645.61, I head some concern as to what might happen to this 

@ompany during a depression. Fro
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BERNARD ADES : 
Qartified Public Al ass ie 

505 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

April 18, 1947 

Mir. George Marshall, Manager 
fhe Robert Marshall Wilderness Pund 
38 Hast 57th Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

We have ¢xemined the records of the Robert Marshall Wilderness 

Fund for the period from its organization to Merch 31, 1947 
and in connection therewith submit the folloving statements: 

Pege 1 - Assets and Liabilities, 
March 31, 1947. ; 

2 + Increases and Decreases in Fund, 
November 11, 1939 to March 31, 1947. 

3 - Cash are ele and Disbursements, 
January 1 March 31, 1947. 

4 » Securities Held, 
Merch 31, 1947. 

January 1 to Merch 31, 1947: 
5 - Dividends Received and 

Interest Received. 

& - Purchase of Securities and 
Grants Mede and Paid. 

: CERTIFICATE 

In our opinion the attached financial statements correctly reflect 
the amounts chargeable to the Trustees of The Robert Marshall 
Wilderness Fund as of March 31, 1947 and the operations of the 
Pund for the various periods shown. 

Bernard Ades 

Po eo 
Certified Public Accountant
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

March 32, 1947 

ASSETS 

Cash on deposit with 
New York Trust Company. . .. . $ 4,234.80 

Cash in office. «+ 6 es we we ee ee 16.00 

TOPAL CASH. » «2 2 + 0 ee + + $ 4,250.80 

Securities - ioe 4 errr 
Market Value $361,347.00) . - . 288,907.32 

POPAL ASSETS. . . «s+ + + + + $293,158.11 

LIABILITIES 

Unpaid Grants - Page 6. . . .. + + $12,472.50 

WET ASSETS CHARGED TO TRUSTEES, 
March 31, 1947. 2. % 2 . $260,685.61
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HE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

. INCREASES AND DECREASES IN FUND 

November 11, 1939 to March 31, 1947 

Nov. 11,'39 Jenuary 1 Nov. 11,'39 
To To To 

Mere 31,°%7 Mar.31,'47 Dec. 31,'46 

INCREASES IN FUND | 
Received from Executor: 
a ** © © © © * # @ @ $065. 095.38 ” 0 

Hesmmieahstiecel dometitan. . . 2460-8 2,t7.% eines 
Dividends - € ee te & & & & © 5,404.75 * 5,404.75 

Distribution of income. eo 2+ @ 13,750.00 * 13,750.00 

Dividends Received (Page ?) oe @ a en ty $n, S01. 62, «70 . 
Interest Received (Page 5)... .. 976-83 106.12 4,870.31 
Sale of Stock Rights. * & & & & & «& i, 1. * 1,4 1.08 

Net Gain on Sele of Securities. . . 11,779.93 ~ 11,779.93 

TOTAL INCREASES. »« « «+ « $370,592.50 $2,913.50 $367,679.00 

Expenses: : 
Commissions to Custodian. ... $ 41,314.16 $ 313.76 $ 1,000.40 
Other Expenses. . . 2. « « e+ * Mgt We 39.51 2, 73.ee 

Grants Made .. +e ee eee eee &, +00 - 86,580. 

Tames Pata. « «cee 6 eee & © Oe 262.71 ~ 262.71 

TOTAL DECREASES. .... $ 89,906.89 $ 353.27 $ 89,553.62 

Assets = to Trustees ‘ 
March 31, 1947 (Page 1)... . $280,685.61 

(io Teves ees
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THE ROBERT MARSHAL, WILDERNESS FUND 

CARE KRORIZES AD SISMNNRENES 
ganuary 1 to March 31, 1947 

Cash on Hand, January 1, 1947. . 2. + 2 5 0 + + $17,852.51 

RECEIPTS 

Dividends (Page 5)... . sees $ 2,807.38 ; 
Muueriite 53... 5 hae 2 tt 

TOTAL RECEIPTS. . . © es ee we mee 2,913.50 

SOEs «4 ee te ke ee eee 0 & OB, THR 

| 
Purchase of Securities (Page 6)... $12,004.44 
grants Paid {Page 6) 5 ae $). a 4,157.50 

Me@mags, .. 2.153. t 2.01 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS .....++++ ++ 16,515.22 

CASH ON HAND, March 31, 1947. 2. 21 1 2 ee eee $ 4,250.80 

ee ee eee PsP I ee es ae
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ia HELD 

March 31, 1947 

APPROXIMATE 

No. Shares Velues , T 

Amt. Bonds Or Cost Price Amount . 

American Smelting & Refining 
1% pra. ir Se 2 24a ee S 60 $ 8,670.00 167-1/2 $ 10,050 

American Tel. & Tel. Co. . «ss 75 \ 18,618.75 165-37/8 12,403 

ag ge ae 
Crown cork & Cows Ine. « 7 50 1,637.50 he 2,100 

Imc . 1 6 ss @  % aarti * 50 ‘ 625.00 22-3/8 1,118 

General American Investors j 
s Ine. * * * *. * * 200 1,300.00 13-7/8 2,775 

General Electric Company. «+ » 325 125 953-12 35-1/2 11,537 
General Motors Corp .....+ + 125 6, 273! pay 7,390 
Kennecott Copper Corp . «+ + «+ 1,591 62,4 6.75 Tolfi ThoBTS f 

Lehman Corporation. . 1. + + «# « 125 2,953.12 45. 9/ z° 71 

Mey Department Stores Co... » 100 2,625.00 45-3/4 p12 
Monsanto Chemical Co... «s+ 135 25,847.50 57 42,44 
Palestine Economic Corp... + 5 1,500.00 20 (a 300 
Pacific Gas & Elec. Co.6% pfd . 35 1,093.75 ‘41. 1a 
Publication Corp. Se eS Bie. ¢ 50 gia ao 1,7 , 

Romar Realization corp, . .. « 5 6,850.07 5 
Sears Roebuck & Company ... +. 1,200 24, 634.62 ae 23638 
United Prult Company. ee 975 a et te Qe 2 4 ? 2 q 

U.S. Steel oy,” se ke + + & RB 5,221. 72-7/8 5,465 i 

Geesinmeeens mittee. iss 3 Theos Be-1/2 ate 

ins. a 1,2 i 115-3/8 an * . * * * * * * OO * 

December 15, 1961 $s r Aj 
U.S.A. Ctfs of Ind. 7/8¢ due 

July 1, 1947 it ec 12M =: 12, 004.44 100 12,000 
U.S. ee os 2-1/2/52 ‘ i 
U.S. areamury’ Bonds 2-1/3/70° * 2M 2,1 1.87 ies # 

se 8 € @¢ © © & @ 000.00 104-2 v.8. araasury ends 01/2/72 7M T, 32 40-7, 325 

see ee eee 48M 49,461.25 103+11/32 49,604 | 

: TOTALS **e © @ s@08 © © © @ @ $288,907.31 $361, 347 i 

RECONCILIATION ; 
Received from Executor. oe oe ek Oe, ae $265 891 16 q 

Purchased 1939 to December 31, 1946 . . 71,728. a) Bid price _- Purehased January 1 to March $1, 1997 . watt iB om weABeil G, 1905 
6 46 4 4 8 8b ee 8 . a a 

Sold 1939 to December 31, isi6. . . : G0, AT ok a 

Securities Charged to Trustees, 3/31/47 $266,907.31 '
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

DIVIDENDS RECEIVED 
January 1 to March 31, 1947 

American T@1. & Tel Co. . 2. + +e + « $ 168.75 
Best & Company, Inc . .- «2+ + + ee wo 100.00 i 
Brunswick, Balke, Collender Co. .... 6.25 
Crown Cork & Seal Co., Inc... +... 20.00 
Federated Department Stores, Inc... - 18.75 
General Blectric Co . 6 1 6 + 1 wh wo @ |) 190.00 
Generel Motors Corp . 16 se ee ew 93.75 
Kennecott Copper Corp . 16 + s+ + es # & 795-50 | 

Lehman Corp. «see eee ee wwee 37.50 i 

May Department Stores, Inc. . . . + + + 75.00 
Moneanto Chemical Go. . «4 16 6 + ee oe 367 50 q 

Pacific Ges & Elec. Co. cum lst pra . « 13.13 : 

Palestine Economic Corp . . « «+ « + « » 15.00 

Publication Corp. «14.6 ss e+e ee 25.00 

Sears Roebuck & Co. . 2 sh ew we we ee ier oe 
United Pruit Co. . 6 see 6s ewe we 250 

United States Steel Corp. ** 6 # @ © @ 75.00 

: Westinghouse Air Brake Co . «6 «# o 5 + 45.00 
Westinghouse Hlectric Corp. . . « « «+ » 33.75 

TOTAL DIVIDENDS RECEIVED. . .. ». $2,807.38 

SHEERESY BAORIYED | 
January 1 to March 31, 1947 _ 

2M U.S. Treasury Bonds 2-1/2s of 1952 . $ 25.00 
: ™ * . "201/28 of 1970. 87.50 

OPM cn cee tee © eee 

Less: Accrued Interest Paid (Page 6). . 6.38 

NET INTEREST RECEIVED ..... » $ 106.12 ;
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

PURCHASE OF SECURITIES 
Jenuary 1 to March 31, 1947 

DATE 
, 1947 

January 22 12,000 Lami yp ne tay of 4 

on ad 1/%% due July 1, 
1947 Series F : 

Purchased @t. « « 2 + # +» # & «19% basis net ; 

Acerued interest paid... « ge 4 
Cost. 8) we ee Se BSL eS 2 Se $12,004 4 4 

GRANTS MADE AND PAID q 
November 11, 1939 to Meroh 31, 1947 : 

11/11/39 January a i 

3 a 4 4 

Paid Unpaid Paid Unpaid 

The Wilderness Society. . . $68,700 $16,630 $4,157.50 $12,472.50 i 

Quetico-Superior Council. . 1,000 “ - - ( 

Adirondack Moose River te 

- Comittee. e * 250 - - - i 

: TOTAL. . . » + « + $69,950 $16,630 $4,157.50 $12,472.50 
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND eT te 
38 EAST 57TH STREET ; New York 22, N. Y. RU ie 

Tot The Trustees rr 

From: George Marshall por 9 

Date: March 20, 1947 ‘eater 

Subject? ‘Tine end Place of the next Rrustees’ mecting. pi 

‘Howard Zahntser ber ackoed whether the Trustees of the Wilderness Fund will 

meet this year et the seme place and around the same time as the annual meeting | 

of the Council of the Wilderness Sooiety, Mr, Zehniser writes that The “ilderness | 

Society Executive Committee is working out tentative plans for the Society's 

meeting in. June 6 - 9 or Time 20-25, et Hernest Oberholtzcr's place at Kanier, 

Minnesota, {myine to Duluth ond taking the train to International Fells) @% would 

cost $10 more to weet in International Yelle then in *eshington, D.C, Transportation 

costs therefore do not seem to be » factor in our decision, | 

In order to help Mr, Zehniser arrenge for the Society's meeting and s0 
| 

\ , that all of us may make our plens sufficiently in advance, I should appreciate | 

/ your filling in the enclosed check shest end returning 1t to me at your ; | 

\\ earliest convenience. 
| 

UV~— 

> & 
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . New YORK 22, N. Y. 

Tot The Trustees 
From: George Marshall 

Subject: Further plans for the 1947 meeting of the Trustees of 

the Wilderness “und 
Date: April 7, 1947 

I have just heard from Howard Zahniser that The Wilderness Society is reserving 

June 20 to 23 at Ranier, Minnesota as a time and place for the annual meeting of The 

Wilderness Society Council. 

Aldo Leopold indicated thet he would prefer the June 20 to 23 period in pre- 

ference to the June 6 to 9 period, Clark stated thet he could attend a meeting 

at either date, Olaus Murie and I would each prefer the earlier period but cen : 

attend a meeting at the later period. I have not heard from Bill Zimmerman as yet. 

If it is possible for Bill to attend a meeting scmetime during the weekend 

of Jue 20-23 at Renier, all things considered, this would appear tobe the most 

setisfactory time for our Trustee meetings : 

In view of the fact that it appears that the most important matter to come 

before the Trustees’ meeting is the question of a further grent to The Wilderness 

Society, it seems to me that it would be wise for the Trustees to plan to meet 

immediately following the meeting of The Wilderness Society Council, unless we 

decide to take up the business part of our agenda during the recesses in the 

Society's meetings. 

I shall communicete with you again to finalize the time and place of the 

Trustees' meeting es soon as I have heard from Mr, Zimmermen and have received 

final confirmation from Mr. Zahniser of the plans for fhe Wilderness Society | 

meetings. In the meantime please hold open the period from June 20 to 23rd, 

Iw : 

E> 264
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Aprll 9, 1947 | 

Mr. George Harshall | 
Robert iimrshall Wilderness Fund | 
38 Gast 57th Street 

| Now Yor 22, Now York 
| 

Dear Georges | 

Tan glad that a time and place for the neeting has boa | 
decided upon. Uy only reason for preferring the later | date is thet I have an undated enragenent with the Untion~ 
al Parks Service to do some consilting work on Isle Royale 
ia late May or early June. T wented to get these tro | obligations as far apart ag possible, ao as to avoid 

! possible interference. I 9m holéing June 20-25 even. | 

With personal regerds, | 

Yours sincerely, | 

; AL: Pt ALO rtopor 
(Signed in Mr. Leopold's | ‘ ; absente to avotd delay) ! 

P.8. I have just heard thet my Win-esota trip can be | : @isvosed of in Moy, henee f could come to a June 6-9 | 
neoting.



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 East 57TH STREET . New York 22, N. Y. 

RUSE ES March 31, 1947 
GxorRGE MarsHALL, Manager 
Irvine M. Ciark 

Apo LEOPOLD 

Oxaus Muriz 

‘WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, JR. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wild Life Management 
424 University Farm Place 

Medison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Olaus Murie and Irving Clark have indicated they also 

would like to have the Wilderness Fund Trustees meeting 

at Renier, Minnesota. However they prefer the period 

from June 6 - 9. I have not heard yet from Bill 

Zimmerman or anything further from Zahniser about his 

plans for The Wilderness Society meeting. 

In the meantime, it would be helpful to know whether 

it would be possible for you to attend a meeting 

from June 6 through 9th in the event that this is 

the preference of the majority of the Trustees and 

Councillors. 

Sincerely yours, 

George Marshall 

GM: EK 

eB U4
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May 27, 1947 

Mr. George Marshall 
38 Bast 57th Street 
New York 22, New York 

Dear Georges 

I am extremely sorry th hear that you cannot attend 
the Minnesota meeting, but if Olaus will act for 
you, I imagine that will be the best way to proceed. 
I am personally interested in your difficulties 
with the House Committec, and should there become 
available any summary of the proceedings, I would 
appreciate as a personmai miter, being able to 
see it. I have often been suspicious of the 
manner in which such comuittees select their 
victins. 

I am signing the intent to attend the trustees 
neeting, but I myself have been having sone 
medical difficulties, and cannot be absolutely 
sure of my ability to come. At the present 
monent it looks hopeful. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALsPM Aldo Leopold



GEORGE MARSHALL 

38 EAST 57™ STREET 

New YORK 22,N.Y. 

May 23, 1947 

| 

Dr. Aldo Leopold | 
Department of Wild Life Menagement 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The reference in the enclosed call to the Trustees" meeting 
to a matter which will probably keep me from attending the 

Trustees' meeting during the latter part of June, refers to 

the fact that my trial growing out of my opposition to the 

House Un-American Committee, will probably be set for the 

latter part of June. I amterribly sorry about this conflict 
but there is really nothing I can do about it. 

I feel that the Wilderness Fund Trustees’ meeting should : 
nevertheless take place as scheduled. I amsending Olaus 
all the necessary papers which I believe the Trustees 

will require in connection with their deliberations. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours,



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YorRK 22, N. Y. 

TO: THE TRUSTEES 
FROM: George Marshall, Manager 

DATE: May 83, 1947 Dilly Ande 3 J Arh A Yaue 2 
SUBJECT: Gall of Meeting of the Trustees on Sime 4,-1947- ) 

TANAt Be A 1.5 hia p.. ; ) , 

I have just received notice thet the Council of The 
Wilderness Society is meeting June 20 to 23 inclusive at Ermest Ober- 
holtzer's place near Ranier, Minnesota, 

All the Trustees of the Wilderness Fund indicated that 
they should like to meet this year at about the same time and place as 
the Council of The Wilderness Society, 

In my memorandum to the Trustees, dated April 7, 1947, 
on responses received from the Trustees on their preferences for the 
time and place of meeting, I asked the Trustees to hold open the period 
from June 20 to 23 for a meeting of the Trustees, 

Irving Clerk, Olaus Murie, and Aldo Leopold have indicated 
that they can definitely attend a meeting of the Trustees of the Wilderness 

Fund during that period. William Zimmerman, Jr. indicated thst he would 
make every effort to be present at a meeting at thet time, but could 
say definitely whether his duties would permit hin, 

When I wrote to you April 7th, it seemed certain that I 
should be able to attend a Wilderness Fund Trustees meeting during the 
June 20 to 23 period, However, I recently learned that a certain matter 
beyond my control may prevent my attending a meeting before the end of 
June. I em terribly sorry about this, I think, however, that the original 
plens for the meeting should go forward as planned at or near Ranier, 
Minnesota during the period from June 20 through 23 ‘ such time as a 
majority of the Trustees can arrange to get together for a meeting. 

Therefore, in accordance with the wishes of a majority 
of the Trustees, I hereby call the next meeting of the Trustees of: the 
Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund to commence at such time between June 
20 and 23 inclusive, 1947, at or near Renier, Minnesota as a majority 
of the Trustees of the Wilderness Fund can arrange to get together for 
a Trustees’ meeting. 

I shall communicate with you further as to the best 
method of reaching Ranier and the place where the Council of The Wilder- 
ness Society is convening. In the meantime, I should appreciate your 
signing and returning the enclosed form indicating your definite intention 
to attend the meeting of the Trustees of the Wilderness Fund, in accordance 
with this cell, 

In the event thet I am unable to attend the Trustees’ meeting, 
I shall send all necessary papers which the Trustees will require, 

Sm
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

) 38 EAST 57TH STREET . New York 22, N. Y. 

Tot The Trustees 
From: George Marshall 

Dates June 3, 1947 
Subjects Additional Information on Trustees" Meeting 

(During Jmme 20-23rd inoludsive, 1947) ' 

L. Please correct the typogrephical error after "Subject" in my May 23, 1947 
memordandum to read "Call of meeting of Trustees during period of June 20 
through 23rd inclusive, 1947", The corrcet period of the meeting was indicated 
several tines in the text of the ma@jforendum but was stated incorrectly on top. 

% Irving Clark, Oleus Murie, and Aldo Leopold have written that they definitely 
plen to attend the Wilderness Fund Trustees’ meeting during the period of Jue 
20 to 23rd inclusive. 

Aldo, however, writes: "I, myself, have been having some medical difficulties and 
cennot be absolutely sure of my ability to come, At the present moment, it 
looks hopeful", 

Bill Zinmermen writes: "There is still séme doubt as to my own attendance, 
I agree that the meeting should be held even if only three of the Trustees 
are present”. 

My plans are still uncertain for the reason I have previously indicated, 

3. I heve just heard from Ernest Oberholteer that the best way to go to hig 
Ielend is by train or plenento Minneapolis or St. Paul end from there by the 

tho 8,20 p.m, train from Minneapolis (} hour earlior from St. Paul) to International 
Falls, He says that train and bus connections from Duluth to Intemetional 
Fells are not good, Ober or I will send fuller deteils later, It oceurred | 
to me that in the meantime you might wish to arrange your plene or train 
veservations to Minneapolis end make your Pullman reservation from Minneapolia 
to International Fells, Ober writes that he will be glad to have anyone come 

; a day in advence if they wish and if they will let him know, : 

In fact he would ifke to know all our arrival dates as scon as possible 
i and whether or not we are bringing eny menbers of our family with us. 

Full deteils of how to go from International Falis to Ober's Talend will 
be contained in the supplementery inforsaation to which I have referred, | 

| 
Sj 

; |
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: LAW OFFICES 

a tee oe neon MARSHALL, BRATTER, SELIGSON & KLEIN 

EDWARD M. BRATTER 150 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N.Y. 
SIMON GROSS 

SEYMOUR M.KLEIN 
CORTLANDT 7-6130 

| 

FRANK G.OPTON 

WARAY LLWeGHeLER 

OSCAR L.TUCKER 
CABLE RETTARB, NEW YORK 

MARVIN J. BLOCH 

HARRY L.OSTERWEIS 

| 

ARTHUR W. BAILY 

HERBERT E-WALTERS 

| 

March 4, 1947 | 
| 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
| 

peperenen of Wild Life Management 

4oh University Farm Place AIR MAIL 

Madison 5, Wisc. 
| 

Re: Estate of Robert Marshall | 

Deer Mr. Leopold: 

James Marshall is accounting to the Surrogate's 

Court as Executor of Bob Marshall's estate. It will be ne- ) 

cessary that you be cited in the proceedings, in view of the 

fact that you succeeded Bob Yara as Trustee. Much time can be 

saved if you waive service of the citation. George has a copy 

of the account and is familiar with it. 

I am enclosing for your signature a copy of the 

waiver to be signed by you if you feel so disposed. I have 

indicated where you are to sign and where the notary public is 

to sign. If you can conveniently do so, will you kindly pro- 

cure from the Clerk of the Circuit Court at Madison a certifi- 

cate authenticating the signature and the authority of the 

notary public. We shall, of course, reimburse you for your 

disbursements in that connection. ‘ 

5 incerely, a f 

Cay 
SG:¥ So eu twa 

Encl. 
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND : 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw York 22) N.Y: 

REPORT ON MAIL VOTE OF TRUSTERS OF THE 
ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND BASTD on 
MAIL BALLOT DATED JANUARY 21, 1947, 

Following correspondence and conversations with the New York 

Trust Company regarding method of charging the Robert Marshal) 

Wilderness Pund for custodigm services, thé Manager of the Wtldernesse 

Fund sent to each of the Trustees 2 menorandum dated Rgmrady 21, 1947; 

copies of correspondence with the N.Y, Trust Oo. and 2 mail ballot dated 

January 21, 1947 in conneetion with this matter. 

A copy of this ballot which was to be returned by February 7, 1947 

is appended to this report, 

Through this mail ballot the Trustees; Mesers. Clark, Marshell, 

Murie, and Zimerman voted in favor of both of these prepositions, 

No ballot was received from Mr, Leopold in time for Yebruary 7th, 

the closing date of the ballot. The propositions eccepted were 

(1) the proposal of the N.Y. Trust Company thet it make o flat 
annual dicot of $350, for custodian services to the Wilderness 

Fund; and (2) accept the proposel of the N.Y. Trust Company thet it 

charge the account of the Wilderness Fund annually for ite fee 

instead of submitting an ennual bill to the Wilderness Fund for its fee. 

a OL TOIT te. cy rar ball 
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Co ae hy : ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND (- 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YORK 22, N. Y. 

TO: The Trustees 
Fromt George Marshall 

Subject: The New York Trust Company's proposed change of Fee. 

Date: January 21, 3947 x ; | 

On December 31, 1946 the New York Trust Company wrote to me asking ay 

approvel of a new method for charging the Wilderness Fund for thetr services; 

and requested that we permit them to rexit income to the Fund's checking 

account querterly instead of monthly; and that we approve their cherging 

our account instead of sending us a Dill for their services, 

According to my caloulations, had their nex method of computation deen in 

effect in 1946, Custodial Service would have cost the Wilderness Fund 

- approximately $414.78 tnstesd of $515.76, In the event thet income from 
securities should fall, the proposed new method sould be even more adventageous 

to the New York Trust Company. 

On January 7, I wrote to the New York Trust Company expressing my belief 

thet amy change in the method of charging the Wildernesm Famd must be approved i 

by 6 majority of the Trustees, I wrote further thet I wae not in agreement 

with the proposed tucrease in charges in part because I wanted to keen the 

matter open ard in part because Ib elieve the New York Trost Co. hae been paid 

at a ressonable rate. 

I made some inquiries of other Trust Commentes about their rates, It is 

difficult to make exact comperisone beceuse no two Yrust Companics use 

precisely the same method of clazges, Although some Trent Compentes may charge ; 

less than the New York Trust Co., I think it would be poor economy to meke a 

chenge because the New York Trust Co. haw amen ua very good services to 

date, 

However, I celled Mr. Osberne's attention to the fact that the Chase Netional 
Benkte wos cherging somevhet less then the R.Y. Trust Co, end also pointed out 
that the method proposed by the N.Y. Trust Co, led to certain complicetions 
in working it out in practice with tho chenging portfolios end alae wtolr some 

inequities. 

Mr. Ogborne said he would look into the matter further end on January 16 

weote to me proposing that the Wilderness Fund be cherged « flat annuel rete 

of $350.00, This seems fair to me, I recommended ite acceptance, 

The other two questions raised by Mr. Orborne in his letter of December 31 

are probably just aduinistrative matters rether then policy metters, 

Su 
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . New York 22, N. Y. 

Meno to Trustees Jenusry 21, 1947 ; 
Second Page 

However, I think it aight be well if the Trustees averove these 
two proposed administrative changes, : 

(1) Mr. Osborne proposed that income be credited only quarterly to the 
Wilderness Fund checking account instead of monthly ae at present, 
I told Mr, Osbome that I thought it would be desirable for the 
Wildernese Fund to continue to heve income ereditet to its chesking 
account monthly end he indicated that he was agreeable to continuing 
this prectice. It is therefore umecessary for vs tot ake ny 
further ection on this matter. 

(2) Mr, Osbome proposed thet the M.¥. Trust Co. charge the ’ 
Wildernese Fund account once a yeor for tts fee instead of sending 
the Wilderness Fund a bill once a year, I see no reas why 
we should not agree to thi, 

I thought it would be well to settle thee matters now rether than 
wait until our next meeting, I am therefore enclosing 4 mail 
ballot on the two proposals mede by Mr, Osborne in his letteri 
of December 31, 1946 and amended by his letier of Tenusry 16, 194%, 
on which our approwel is Required, Le itloving copies of © 
these letters, " 

I should appreciate your filling out ond returning this ballot go ws } 
by February 7th, 

Su



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND : 
38 EAst 57TH STREET . NEw York 22, N. Y. 
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The New York Trust Company 
100 Broadway 
New York 15, NLY. 

January 16, 1947 

Mr. George Marshall 
38 Fast 57th Strect 
New York 22, N.Y. 

Re: A-5931 ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS Imp 
A-5932 ROBERT MARSHALL FOUNDAPTON nn SOUNDATTON 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

Rppropoe of cur today's telephone conversation in 
reference to our letter of December Slst concerning the proposed amendment in our charges for custodian sorvicé, 
upon reconsideration of the matter, we shall be willing to place the account "A-5932 Robert “arshall #oundetion" on a flat annual charge of $200 end the account of "A-5931 Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund” on a flat annual charge of $550.00. 

I believe you will advise me that you are in agree- ment with this suggéstion, but I will await further 
' word from you before we make any change in our records, 

I wish to thenk you very much for consenting to 
the monthly remittance of ineome on the Foundation account rather then bi-monthly as is now the ease. It will be of greet assistance to us in simplifying our routine in effecting these changes, 

Very truly yours, 

(signed) William H. Osborne 
Assistant Secretary 

WHofars 

SS



January 7, 1947 

; Mr. Williem H, Osborne Gi 
The New York Trust Company 
100 Broadway 
New York 15, N.Y. 

Dear Sir: 

; I have your letter of December 31, 1946 in regard to your 

proposal of & new system of charges to the Robert Marshall 
Foundation and the Robert Mershell Wilderness Fund for their 
Custodien Accomts with the New York Trust Company, 

The original agreement was made with the Trustees of the 
Robert Marshall *oundation in Yecember 1940 and was recorded 
in the minutes of their meeting of December 20, 1940; and with 

} the Trustees of the Robert Mershall Wilderness Fund in Dec- 
ember 1940 and recorded in the minutes of their meeting of 
December 13, 1940. I therefore believe that I do not have 
power as Nenager of this Trust to agree to the changes to 

which you refer and that this matter must be decided by 

the Trustees of each of these Trusts. j 

I think thet for the record I better state that T do not 
agree with the new system of fees which you propose, As 

I stated above, I believe that your proposal will have to be @; 

agreed upon by the majority of the Trustees of each Truet 
before we ean assent to the proposed change in fees in 

the December 1940 contract. : ; 

: I note that your pmsposed new system of charging fees will | 

result in a considerable increase in the emount which each | 

Tyust would have to pay annually. | 

In connection with the administration of these t rusts, it is 
still desirable to have income transferable twice a month to 

the account of the Poundetion and once a month to the account 
of the Wilderness Fund, I am not quite clear as to the intent 
of the proposal on page two of your letter, If it means that 
you would vather charge each of these accounts for your services 

" onee @ year early in January instead of submitting an annual 
billite each of the Trusts at this time, I can see no objection



Page two New York Trust Company 

January 7, 1947 Mr. W. H, Osborne 

If you would like me to submit your proposals to the Trustees 

of each of these Trusts, would it be convenient for you to 

send me eight more copies of your letter so that 1 may mail 

one to each of our widely-seatt<red Trustees? If we should : 

teke action et this time, it would have to be by mail because y 

I doubt whether either Brust will hold a meeting before 

spring. i 

Sincerely youre, 

George Marshall 

Menager 
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

| /38 EAST 57TH STREET . New York 2000 ¥: 

j i | } 

for, The Trustees 
/ Brom: George Mershall, Manager 

» {Davey TJenuary 8, 1947 
/ , ) Subject: INVESTMINT OF CASH ON HAND 

Ree 
f f | AM 

fe a 

The wares Fund ended 1946 with a bank balance of $15,158.75. On 
ve 74/1947, 1¢ was credited with en additional $4,675.75 income 
representing dividends end interest received during December 1946, 
Aft ant of the first quarterly installment of the 1947 grant: to The 

ese Society amounting to. $4,157.50 and the commisefon to’ the 
éw Mork Trust Compeny for 1948 amounting to #313.78, Bhe Wilderness Fmd 
ae balance of $15,363, 24, 

1 UM i 
So fav ee I can see the Wilderness Fund will not have any expenditures 

aes the first querter of 1947, I therefore propose that we invest i 
§ G0 of the cash balance at this time. The amount left in the bank : 

_ _,“gogcunt/plus February, March, and April income probably should take 
ae care of the April installment to The Wilderness Society. 

er At f 

I do not know of any legal investments in corporate bonds which are 
attra¢hive in the present stock market situntion, because I think they ‘ 

will down, with the rest of the market before spring. I do not think that 
it quid be wise either to invest in mortgages. That leaves government 
ae ties and it seems to me that Federal securities are by far the 
saf vi f i 

United States Treasury, 23% bonds are at about the level they were when _» 
we purchased some carly in November, They seem to me to be fairly hight / 
If they Ps gaa drop a point during the coming helf year, whichisa 
possibil bY particularly if there should be a new issue of Treasury 
Bonds, the interest for that pericd would be virtually wiped out. In 
view of this situation, the general uncertainty of the securities market 

} end the fact thet the Wilderness Fund now holds United States Treamay 
Bonds to/ a value of $57000, I think it would be well to hedge a little 
by buying At this time $12,000 United States Certificates of Indebtedness, 
7/8, These certificates sell currently at a yield of .8/%. Because of 
the fact thet they ere of short duration, their value remains pretty con- 
stant so thet they can be sold at any time without an appreciable loss, 
Tt is (they yield very little, but in view of the overall situetion 
and the composition of The Wildermess Society portfolio I think it might 
be a little better to buy then at this time than more 2h Treasury Bonds. 
Should the market for Treasury Bonds or for other legals become more 
favorable, we could rapidly eell the certificates of indebtednesa and 
reinvest, ‘The amount to be saved through buying certificates of indabted- 
ness instead of Treosury Bonds ig probably not very great so I don't Beel 
very es ‘the matter; but I think the chances are we would save 
a small amount. 4 

Su Ye



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YorK 22, N. Y. 

Second page , Memo to Trustees 
Jenuary 6, 1947 

If you agree with this propoeal please sign and mail to me the | 

enclosed form letter to the New York Trust Company. Beaute you 

prefer buying Treasury Bonds now, please write a similar letter 

to the New York Trust Compeny asking them to buy U. &. Treasury aye 

Bonds of December 1972. The New York Trust Company will act on 

whichever plan receives the support of three or more Trustees, 

Should you prefer some other policy please write to me fully 

so thet I may pees on your ideas to the other Trustees, 

} > 24 
;
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . New YORK 22, N. Y. [le 

Tot The Trustees of the R, M, Wilderness Find 
From: George Marshall 

Subject: Auditor's Report of December 31, 1946 
Date: February 7, 1948 

Enclosed herewith is a copy of the Auditor's Report for 

; the fourth» querterly of 1946, I think that the report speaks ' 

for itself. quai Should there be ey items on which you should wish 

further explanation please do not hesitate to write to me. 

| I should however like to direct your attention to the fact 

that the $5118.47 refund of Federal income taxes receivable, which 

: wes listed on page one of the September 30, 1946 auditor's report, 

has now been received along with interest cmounting to $844.47. 

| Thistde*detatled on the December 31, 1946 report. 

| HN: 

Su |
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BERNARD ADES 
Curtified Public A lssountart 

505 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

January 31, 1947 

Mr. George Marshall, Manager 
fhe Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
38 East 57th Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr. Marshall: : 

We have examined the records of The Robert Mareshell Wilderness 
Fund for the pevtet from ite organization to December 31, 1946 
and in connection therewith subait the following statements: 

Page 1 - Assets and Liabilities, December 31, 1946, 

2 - Increases ahd Decreases in Fund, 
November 11, 1939 to December 31, 1946. 

3 ~ Gash Receipts and Disbursementa, 
Year 1946. 3 : 

4 —- Securities Held, December 31, 1946. 

Zaar 1246: 

5 ~ Dividends Received. 

6 ~ Interest Received. 

7? - Gain on Sale of Securities. 

& - Purchase of Securities. 

9 = Grants Made and Paid, : 
November 11, 1959 to December 31, 1946. 

10 - U.35. Income Taxes Refunded, Year 1946. 

GRATIFICATE 

In our opinion the attached financial statements correctly reflect 
the amounts chargeable to the Trustees of The Robert Marshall 
Wilderness Fund as of December 31, 1946 and the operations of the 
Pund for the various periods shown. 

Bernard Ades 

Certified Public Accountant s



BERNARD ADES 

Page 1 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIEzS 

December Sl, 1946 

ASSETS 

Cagh on deposit with New York ’ 
Trust Company. ccm ee ee wo ® $ 17,834.50 

Gash in @ff40G. 6 0 0 ew te te wh eH ee 28.01 

TOTAL GASH eee ec ee © © ® © © © ® $ 17,852.61 

Securities - eous 4° (Current Market 
Value $366,692). . . « «eo © © 276,902.87 

TOTAL ASSETS . 2. 1 ww ow oe wo o B204, 755.358 

LIABILITINS 

Unpaid Grants - Page Baa Bie wee ew § 16, 650.00 

NET ASSETS CHARGED To TRUSTEES, 
December 31, 1946 2. e's ce © © $278, 125-58 

t uw
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BERNARD ADES 

Page 2 

THE ROBERT MARSHALI. WILDESNESS FUND 

INCREASES AND DECREASES IN FUND 

November 11,1959 to December 51, 1946 

Nov. 11, '38 Nov. 11,'30 

to YEAR to 

Dee, 52,546 1946 Dec. 51, '46 

INCREASES IN FUND 

Received from Sxecutor! 7 \ ; 
Securities. « « « «es eeee $265,691.16 $ 6,850.07 §259 ,041.09 

Gaaheedic NS 6 Wee HM Oe 762.93 ° 762.95 

Proceeds of sale of : i ‘ 

Seourities « « « « e 1,444.14 - 1,444.14 

Dividends eoeereeekeekeees# 5,404.75 - 5,404.75 

Distribution of Income. « « « 13,750.00 i - 18,750.00 

Dividends Received - Page 5. . « 62,504.70 13,733.78 48,670.92 

Interest Received ~- Fage G . . 4,870.51 2,693.94 2,176.37 

Sale of Stock Rights - Page 7. « 1,481.08 1,862.12 98.96 

Net Gain or Loss on Sale of 
Securities (Page 7). _12,770.93 14,898.21 _(5,048.28) 

TOTAL INCREASES . . 2. 'e $367,679.00 $39,488.12 %95268,190.88 

DEGRBASES IN FUND 7 
Expenses? 7 

Commigsions to Gustodian. . . $ 1,000.40 $ 163.42 $ | 656.98 
Other Expensege « ee eo ee » 1,710.61 189.54 1,620.97 

Grants Made ~ Page 9 oes @ @ © 86,680.00 16,830.00 69,950.00 

Taxes Paid eoeeeeee eee @ 262.71 - 262.71 

TOTAL DEOREASES ..... % 89,553.62 $16,982.96 $72,570. 66 

Assets Charged to Trustees : 
December Sl, 1946-Page 1. $278,125.38 

4



BERNARD ADES 

Page 3 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

CASH RECRIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
Lear 1946 

Cash on Hand, January 1, 1946. .......-e % 6,616.16 

: RecEIPtS , 

Dividends - Page Werte <« 6 Gre « « $13,733.78 

Interest a Page 6. oeeee ee @ 2,693.94 

Sale of Securities - Page 7. . « « 56,820.25 
Sale of _— - Page Vu. ae «6 1,382.12 

Refund of axes <- Page WB. cs s © 2318.47 : 

POTAL RECEIPTS. . ee ese cee 78, 748.56 

TOTAL, . e e ° . ° e e e e . e ° e e $85,366.72 

Purchase of Securities - Page 8. . $60,661.25 
Commissions to Custodian .« 2 « « « 163.42 

Office Expense oeeenwveeeee , . 39.54 

Accounting feege. «ee ee ee ee 160.00 

Grants Paid iad Page 9 oeeeeee 16,500.00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS. . 2. ee e ee 67,514.21 

Cash on Hand, December S1, 1946. . . 2 2 se « $17,852. 5: 

; id



BERNARD ADES 

Page 4 

HE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

SECURITIES HELD 

December 31, 1946 

APPROXIMATE 
ov. li, ‘39 MARKET VALUE 

No. Shares Values Rigaguber2. 2046 
Amt.Bonda On Cost Anoun’ 

—— ue 60 % 8,670.00 166-3/4 $ 10,005 
mavens Ti. A TA. Oe. 5 Deuces 7  125618.76 171-1/2 12,862 
Best é Company IRBe 2 a ss se o's 100 2,000.00 S2-1/4 3, 226 

Brunewithe, Balke, Gollender . . . 25 625.00 25 625 
Crown Cork & Seal Go. Ine eee. 60 1 2 #57250 40-1/4 2,012 

Federated Department Stores. . . . 50 625.00 23-5/8 1,181 
General American Investors . . « « 200 1,300.00 13-7/8 2,775 
General aeeetrhe er a eee ih 2, oe 

Kennecott Copper Corps ss. sss MpBOL © 624446.75 2-3/4 83,928 
Lehman Corporation eeeeveeee 125 2,953.12 45-1/8 5, 640 

May Department Stores Go . « ee ec 100 2,625.00 46-1/2 oak 

Moneanto Chemcial Op . 2. 2 2 ee 738 25,847.60 635-1/4 46,48 
Palestine ZSeonomic Corp. oeeee 16 1,500.00 20 (a) 800 

Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. 6% pfd. . 36 1,093.75 40-1/4 1,408 
Seeetate cer - eee#8####e@ ‘ . «500-07 a at Ate eee 

Sear Roebuck & Co... ...-.+ s+ 12,200 24,634.62 38-7/8 46,660 
United Fruit So. cee @ @ ee eo 976 27,421.87 1-3/8 50,090 

U.S. Steel Corp. . 2. se see ec 75 5, 221.88 91-3/4 6,581 

Westinghouse Air Brake Go. . . « « 180 6,175.00 32-5/8 5,872 
Fostinghetse Blectrie Corp . . « 135 3,746.25 24-7/8 5,558 
Amer. Tel. & Tel. Go. 2=3/48 due 
u 3 oa * on1 72/62 ee @ #1, 200 1,200.00 119-1/8 1,429 

8. agury 8 
¥.8.° (September) ony i or. au 2,161.87 105-10/32 2,106 

8. Treagury Bonds /2/%6 
U s ocuaeeh) ee “17; Wa see ™ 7,000.00 104 7,280 

5. easury Bonds 2-1/2, 
SUNGGRNEE) « ow 14 0 se ee 4 SO 48M __ 49,461.25 102-28/32 49,379 

DOP 4 4 4 kA HR 9276 902.87 $366, 692 

RECONCILIATION : 

Received from Ixeoutor ... 2... «++ + + $265,891.16 
Purchased 1939 to December 31,'45. . . 21,067.50 (») Baa price 
Purchased pose, to46. 2 eRe eS ee Oe eee April 6, 1945 

Sola 19 a ee oF ee ’ eo (b) December 9, 1946 

Sold 1046... 2... .. ++ 40,992.04 _60,717.04 
Securities Charged to Trustees : 

December 31, 1946. o e e e e e ° e $276,902.87 

ieee men A
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BERNARD ADES 

Page 6 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDRANES3 FUND 

DIVIDENDS RECEIVED ‘ 

Near 1946 

American Smelting & Refining 
Coup ThetGevdea ds vw eee 8 420.00 

Aneriean T wonene & Telegraph Co . . e 675.00 
Archer Daniels Midland Co . . . «+. 60.00 
Bankers Trust So. of New York . « oo 63.00 
Coed SCPE ETERS +2 282 2 + + Sie 195.00 

Brunewiche Balke Gollender Go... se 43.75 . 
Chase National Bank of New York . . « « 10.00 
Crown Cork & Seal Gompany, Ino. . . « « 76.00 
Federated Department Storem, Inc. . + « 56.26 
General American Investors bo 6.9 Woe 226.00 
General Electric Company. . . . «0 6 « 520.00 
General Motors Corp eoeeewree ese eee 281.26 

Guaranty Trust Go. of New York. . . « « 39.00 

Kennecott Gopper Corp . . 2 « ee ee 3,977.60 
Lehman Corp e es e ° oe ° e * eo ° e ° a e 793.76 

May Department Stores Co. . . es ee w 242.50 
Monsanto CGhemi¢al Go. . 2 2 4 ee ew ee 796.26 
National City Bank of New York. . « « « 80.00 

Pacific Gas & Blee. So. eum Lat prfad.. 62.62 

Palestine Zeonomiec Corp cee eeeeve 45.00 

Publication Corp. eoeeeeeeeseeee “172.60 

Sears Roebuck é Co. e s . . e oe « ° ° 2,460.00 

Underwood fore, e e e e * . 7 e s . « es ° 34.680 

United Fruit Cees «¢ 6¢ @ @€ & & & Es 1,626.00 
Mens BUORL UO aa 8 2 ew ee Oe 300.060 

Westinghouse Air Brake Go... . + 2 « 315.00 
Westinghouse Blectric Gorp. . . «+ « —~ 458.00 

TOTAL DIVIDENDS . . « oe $13,755.78
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BERNARD ADES 
Page 6 

"HE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

INTEREST RECEIVED 

Zear 1946 

GOUPONS COLLECTED 

Southern Pacific Oregon Lines Series A 
4~1/23 of 1977. e e e ee @ e e e . 8390.00 

U.S. Treasury Bonde 2-1/2 of 1952... « 80.00 
U.d. Treasury Bonds 21/28 of 1970 ... « « 176.00 
U.S. Treagury Bonds 32 of 1948 . 2... 2 - = 687-50 
U.9. Treasury Bonds 3+1/8a of 1949. . « 6 39-06 
U.S. Tremsury Bonds 2-1/28 of 1972 . ... « 861.90 

TOTAL COUPONS COLLECTED. . 2. 0 ee eo oe «=(H2,153.46 

Sale of 16M S30. Pacifie Oregon Lines 
: ist are Series A 4-1/2s 

i OE Ci a se ee ee ee oe we 

Sale of 4H 30. Pacific Oregon Lines 
ist wege Series A 4~1/2s 
ue 2077 2 we ee ee we ow Bie fo 22.00 

Sale of 1M So. Pacific Oregon Lines 
lest Mtge Series A 4-1/2 
Ge 1977 2c et te te ee ee we $.50 

Sale of 2H Go. Pacific Oregon Lines 
ist meee Series A 4~1/2a8 
due 7? e e e e se ee « ° s e e e wtb.00 

TOTAL ACORWED INTEHMST RECRIVED . . 2. sa et 121.00 

INTEREST RECEIVED FROM U.S. GOVEANMENT 
ON TAXES REFUNDED ~ Page 10 . 2. 2 ee we ee 884.47 

TOTAL. eo cs . es e e ° e ° e ° e e e e $3,158.93 

Less: Accrued Interest Paid - Page @ . . 2. ee 464.99 

TOTAL INTEREST RECEIVED ~ 19046. . . . 2 0 2 e $2,695.94
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Page 7 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDEANSSS FUND 

GAIN ON SALE OF sxOURITIES 

te 11/11/39 nents 

is fmuonaa Qe-Gash Reith © Exesaets «© Cans) NAME OF SeCUN TTY 

26 Bankers Trust Co. i 
of New York. ... 160 %8,606.25 51-1/4 $9,171.16 § 5664.91 

26 Chase National Bank 
8 of oar @ ee 26 951.25 4301/2 1,080.42 149.16 

of New York... . 15  S,744.00 3611/2 4,695.20 949.20 
26 National City Bank A 
saat at fo Tem 42 «, 7% 2,128.75  4%1/2 5,540.25 1,421.50 

e e c 8 

due 6/15/1949. + » $2,500 2,820.31 redeemed 2,500.00 ( 520.31) 

7 US Asrioas. tendon 2,004.08 " 2 ( 68) ° e . e e ° , 0800.00 304. 

/38 Underwood orp. + + « "23 “903.60 83-3/8 1,219.36 425.86 
Archer eL8 

Midland Go e* eee 76 837.60 290~7/8 2,218.10 1,580.60 

/18 So. prasifie Oregon 
nes is 

Series A 4-126 due ; : 
ase Be so es 16M 9,601.48 97-1/2 14,579.70 4,988.22 

ee Ss 4M 2,557.73 98 3,907.92 1,350.19 
rn 1M 630.43 97~3/4 974.48 358.08 

Be 8 iy ys a 2M 1,278.86 98-1/2 1,963.96 685.10 
41% Baltimore & Ohio RR , 20 130.00 11-3/8 "220.89 - 90.89 

6 a ak, «0 6 - $2.60 13-1/2 "64.09 31.59 
7/10 Sears Roebuck 4 Co. . 100 2,052.90  56-3/8 3,605.84 1,552.94 
/ 10 De es ke 100 2,052.90 %6-1/8 3,580.89 _1,527.99 

a $40,992.04 $55,820.25 $14,828.21 

SALE OF RIGHTS 

7? Monsanto Chemical Go. ' 
: pPights .. 1.6 me - ae $ 1,376.78 

/S American Tel.éTel. Co - 
Rights eee e ee 3 - 1-25/32 ‘ 5.54 

TOTAL a . . e o e 
& 1,582.12



BERNARD ADES 
Page 8 | 

| 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

PURCHASE OF SECURITIZG 

Xear 1946 

Accrued 
Date Purchase Interest 
1246 HATE OF SECURTIY Aat.Bonds Erice Sok Zaid 

May 10 U.S. Treasury Bonds 
2-1/2s due : 
1eAsAsrs. Os Se 6 18M 103-6/32 $18,673.75 6217.38 

June 20 U.S. Treasury Bonds 
21/28 due : 
i2 /1972. *oeeeee 5M 104 §, 200.00 bm x | 

Nov. 6 v.38. agury Bonds 
Q-1/2e due : 
ye eee ee 26¢ ‘102-24/32 25,687.50 245.90 

Dec. 4 American Tel. & Tel. Go. 
2-3/4e due 12/15/1961 c ‘ 
Subscription. eoeeee $1,200 100 i, 200.00 * 

: TOTALS. e . e eS e e es Cd $50,661.25 $464.99
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BERNARD ADES 

Page 9. 

| 
| 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

GRANTS MADE AND PAID ‘ 

November 11,1939 to December 51, 1946 

m/e 

12/31/45 12/31/46 
Grants Grants Py Grants 

The Wilderness Society. . . $52,200 $16,600 $16,630 $16,600 $16,630 

Quetico - Superior Gounell. 1,000 ~ ~ ~ - 

Adirondack Moose River 
Committee eeee 250 “ee eeu - > 

AL, & e e . e . ToT $53,450 #16, 600 #16, 650 #16, 500 $16, 630 

i 
a



BERNARD ADES | 
Page 10 

| 

| SHE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDESHNIESS FUND 

| U.S. INCOMS TAXES REFUNDED 
1246 | 

Over Assess 
Ment of 
faxes interest 

Taxes Paid on year ended , 
Decenber al, 1944. «© we we ewe $1,570.41 6371.23 

faxes Faid on year ended ‘ 
December 31, 1942. . . ++ « « 1,788.89 812.33 

faxes Paid on year ended 
December S1, 1945. 2 « 2 es we 1,759.17 200.91 

TOTALS e e e e es e . e ° e e e $5,118.47 $884.47 

On z
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND ‘ 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . New YorK 22, N. Y. ‘ 

MEMORANDUM 
TO: The Trustees of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 

From: George Marshall, Manager 

Date: December 5, 1946 

Subject: Meil Ballot of December 5, 1946 on Wilderness Society ™ Application 

I have now heard from all of the Trustees in response to the check sheet I sent out regarding the meer in which we should handle the Wilderness Society application end the time of the next meeting of the Wilderness Fund, 

All of the Trustees indicated that they should prefer holding the next Trustee's meeting sometime next spring. 

All the Trustees indicated thet,in the event the majority of the Trustees wish to defer holding the meeting until spring, they would favor holding the mail ballot before the end of the year on 50% of the amount. requested by the Wilderness Society, 

Under comments, Irving Clark wrote: "Why not @ mail ballot on the full amount?” 

I have therefore made out the mail ballot in a form that one may vote either for granting the full amount or half the amount requested at this time, or vote for some other amount, if any Trustee so wishes, ~ 

It is my personel view thet if we Pplen to meet in spring, we had > est defer action on a part of the Wilderness Society application so that we nay have the opportunity of thoroughly considering the matter, However, I don't think it makes too much difference which way we hendle it. 

I shall communicate with you further when I have had some indication from A the Wilderness Society as to when it will hold its annual meeting, 

} In the meantime, please note that the enclosed mail ballot must be ret ned ger by December 23 4aibrder to be counted 

> 

s 
4



4 ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND f 
if 38 East 57 Street 
/ New York 22, N.Y. ed 

A 

Ve TO: Trustées of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 

a| 
Fromt George ftarshall, Manager agi ‘ \ 

| Datet November 22, 1946 
\ 

} Subject: Americen Telephone and Telegraph Company Debentures 

The New York Trust Company has just informed me that the Wilderness 
Fund has received rights entitling it to subscribe to $1250 American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company 15 year, 2 3/4 % convertible debentures, 
due September 15, dehuet a subscription price of $100.00 for each 
#100,00 debenture. A 

I understand thet because of the convertible fee, these debentures 
fluctuate with American telephone and felegraph common stock and 
therefore they decline in value if American Telephone and Telegraph 
come@ down further, However these debentures are now selling at 
$110 which meons that at present prices, we would be subscribing ; 
for these securities at a price below their present market velue. 
It ig my recommendation that the Wilderness Fund pimchase $1200 
American Telephone and Telegraph 2 3/4% convertible debentures due 
December 15, 1Qu/ and to sell fractional rights of $50.00, 

I do not feel too strongly on this matter because the proceeds 
from the sale of rights would approximately equal the difference 
between the subscription price of these debentures and their 

market price. 

If you agree with this recommendation please sign and return the 
enclosed form letter at your earliest convenience. 

If you feel that it would be more desirable for us to sell Americen 
Telephone and Tebeange rights received by the Wilderness Fund, 
plegse let me know st your very earliest convenience, 

j (



ae ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND L 
88 Rast 57 Street 
New York, 22, N.Y, id 

fo: Trustees of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 

From? George Marshall 

Date: November 12, 1946 

"Subject: Application of the Wilderness Society to the Fund 

Encloged herewith is s copy of the applicetion 

fromthe Wilderness Society requesting from the Robert 

Marshall Wilderness Fund, a grant of $16,630 during the 

calendar year of 1947, 

| They only sent me one copy of the Exhibits re- : 

ferred to at the end of their application. However, I 

believe you have probably seen most or all of them, If 

you have net, I should appreciate your writing directly : 

to the Wilderness Society in Washington, showld you wish 

to have sopies of any of these exhibits.
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 
38 East 57 Street 
New York, 22, N.Y. 

To: Trustees of the Xobert Marshall Wilderness Fund 

From: George Marshall 

Date: November 12, 1946 i 

Subject! Meeting or Mail Ballot AM 

The receipt of the application from the Wilderness Society raises 
the question of whether we should handle this application through 
a meeting, or in whole or in part, through a mail ballot. I believe 
the Wildemess Society will be needing additional funds from the 
Wilderness Fund by some time in Janusry. 

There does not seem to be a meeting of programs yet among the Trustees 
as to whe they might best get together. 

Dlaus Maurie writes that it would not be convenient for him to attend 
a Trustees meeting until after the first of the year. His first 
choice for the plece of a meeting would be Washington. 

Waldo Leopold writes that it would be difficult for him to attend 
a meeting of the Trustees during the winter because of his load of 
classes, but indicates that if the meeting is necessary, Chicago 
would be the most convenient place for him. 

Irving Clark states thet November or Decem*er would be the best 
time for him and that he definitely would be unable to attend 
between December 15 and January 15, His preference for the place 
of meeting would be in Washington. He asks what we would think 
of having our Trustees meeting at the same time and place as the 
annual meeting of the Counsellors of the Wildermess Society. 

I have not yet heard from William Zimmerman es to his preference. 

I should find it difficult to arrange a meeting before the first Fj 
of the year, 

It would seem to me that,on the basis of the various preferences 
and the needs of the Wilderness Society, choice of the time of the 
Trustees meeting is between late January aa some time in the late 
spring, when I assume the Wilderness Society will again hold its 
annual meeting. 

I should threfore appreciate your indicating, as soon as possible, 
» on the enclosed form on which of these two periods you would 

prefer having the Wilderness fund meeting. 

|



page two Memo; Trustees Robert Marshall 
. ; Wilderness Fund 

November 12, 1946 

In the event that the majority of the Trustees should prefer 
wabting for our meeting until spring, it would mean that the 
Wilderness Soctety would be without a major bart of ite income iM 
for most of the first half of the year. ‘This would seem to me 
to be most unfeir. It seems to me that if we prefer meeting in | 
the spring, we might solve this problem by having a mail ballot, 

| at this time, on half the wnount requested by the Wilderness Society | 
and defer action on the remainder until we hold our meeting. | 

Would you slso indicate on the enclosed form whether you would | 
like to have a mail ballot on 50% of the amount requested : 
by the Wilderness Society in the event that the majority of the | 
Trustees indicate that they wish to postpone the meeting 
until spring. 

. | 

; 
\ 

. 

. 1
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we Revs?) See, 

Novenber 12, 1946 

, % ene 

Mir, George Marshall 

Robert Marshall Wilderness Fant 

38 Fast 57th Street 

New York 22, New York 

Dear George: 

The Hawit Mountain applicatio
n 

presents an issue of policy 
which I haven't thought through to a conclusion,

 

The thing which lies behind hawk protection ia certainly 

very similar to what lies behind wilderness
 

areas. It could 

be argued that Hawk Mount
ain 

is within the area of that “broader 

base" which we discussed in writing our objectives.
 

Yet the fact remains that there are other organizati
ons 

(suc
h 

as Audubon) wnich work directly in that segment of the 
field, whereas nobody but ourselves is locking our for wilder- 

ness areas, If we start spending funds there, will we dilute 

our efforts for wilderness areas? 

Of course I lmow that the quarrel betw
een 

Mrs. Bdge and 
John Baker prevents Audubon from functioning

 
in this ease, 

but that is hardly our fault. i 

‘ With personal regards 

Sincerely, 

Aldo Leonold 

ect Olaus Murie



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 East 57 Street r 
New York, 22, N. Y, 

Tot Trustees of the Wilderness Fund Date: November 4, 1946 

From: George Marshall Re: Apvlicetion from the Hawk 
oe Mountein Sanctuary Association 

4nclosed is a covy of the application from the Havk Mountain 

Sanctuary Association which I have just received and am forwarding it 

to you for ycur consideration, 

It ia my versonal opinion that there is some question whether or 

not this aonlication renliv comes within the terms of the Wilderness Fund, n



Gis Hawk Mountain Sanctuary Association 
* gee 4 Incorporated under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

QQ) BX 2» pest HAWK MOUNTAIN SANCTUARY : 

‘ KBR), DREHERSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA } 

br ca < 
Vp 

/ LE sie CURATOR OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Yea Maurice Broun Mrs. C. N. EDGE 

ir) ge ARS Route 2 767 Lexington Avenue 

# | gi AN Kempton, Penn. New York ILNY. 

7 Bion J 57) 

) SAY. Gi) 
= a heey 1 YW we 
(hii lee fj 

.. See lade D a October 31, 1946 

“The object of this corporation shall 

be to establish and maintain preserves 
for the conservation and protection of 

wild life, and to provide means for | 

educating the public in matters con- 
cerning wiid Ilfe.’” Chairman 

peop Marshall Foundation 

1 Mintwood Place, N.W. OFFICERS 
Mas. C. N. Ener, President Washington, D. 0. 

New You TN Dear Sir: 
F PAhi , Vice-Presid 

oie ee As Treasurer of the Hawk Mountain Sanctuary Association, I 

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania write to solicit your support of the work of our Association, 

Eart L. Poor, Treasurer which was well and favorably known to Mr. Robert Marshall, | 

Reading Public Museum, whose generous donation was one of the first to make the ; 

Reading, Pennsylvania Sanetuary possible. I enclose to you our last Annual Report, 

Peter Eper, Secretary and other information. 

1215 Fifth Avenue, 

Rew Rote 22) Nis We have greatly extended our work. In previous years the 
Sanctuary has been opened to the public less than four months 

DIRECTORS of the year; our slender finances made it impossible to do 

hyn on more. But we were nevertheless conscious that we had unprec~- 
Al IN 

MECGLN. Hoes edented opportunity for far greater work. 

Prrer Ei 
Aer ane vindeue Phe responsibility of owning this beautiful property, two 
Eart L, PooLe square miles in extent, lying within reach of large cities, 

FRANCIS J. TREMBLEY and the popularity of the Sanctuary, have impelled us to 

offer education to the public throughout the year. Our 

Curator, Mr. Broun, and Mrs. Broun, returned to us last 

March at the end of Mr. Broun's service with the Navy, and 

will now be in residence on the Sanctuary, except during the 

months of deep snow. 

Last summer, before we wore able to offer any specific program, 

more than 1,000 vieltors came to us. Visitors by the hundreds 

are coming now each week. Perhaps fifty students (scout troops 

and other organizations) may be found camping on the Sanctuary 

over week-ends. All these people receive, often unconsciously, 

education not only concerning hawks but about wild life and 

\
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conservation in general, and are influenced to act for the preservation 
of wild creatures and their environment. The Sanctuary is indeed a busy 
place, in such portions of it where visitors congregate, and it is giving 
a service that is no less than unique, : 

It is obvious that such work, continually growing, cannot be carried on 
without substantial contributions. We are a young organization, and our 
nembership grovs steadily, giving promise that in the future it will be 

sufficient to support our needs, But during the present period of rapid 
growth and broad development, we must have other help than that furnished 
by membership dues. Our Curator cannot continue to carry on alone such 
ardent and unremitting labors. It is imperative that we erect more build- 
ings. Owr needs are many, varied and urgent. 

I therefore ask the Robert Marshall Foundation that it give us now a grant 
of $1,000., and that it permit our Curator and other of our Directors and 
Sponsors to consult with you as to what can be done during the next five 
years, when we may hope that our plant will have been made adequate and 

our resources will have been more fully established. 

The work of Hawk Mountain Sanctuary cannot be allowed to fail. Here is 
an opportunity that has come to us unsought. Imperative necessity to act 

has been the motive for this work since its inception. This necessity is 

greater today than in 1934 when the hawk slaughter was peremptorily and : 

definitely terminated on the Mountain. It would be more culpable to go 

Dack on the work now than not to have initiated it twelve years ago. 

Knowing that our aims and those of your Foundation are the same, we beg 

you to help us at thie time of crisis. 

i Sincerely yours, 

CLL STI e 
a Barl L. Poole, Treasurer 

. BLPskow Hawk Mountain Sanctuary Association
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Yovenber 7, 1946. 

. Om behsif of The Viléerneess Society 1 hereby make applicetion for an 

enabling grent of $16,690 during the calendar year 1947, with which to | 

; supplement the Society's anticipeted 1947 receipte of $5,440. from other | 

sources and thus implement ite program of action. 

The Council of the Society at its 1946 annul meeting, on June 22, 

; adopted a budget authorising the following expenditureat ; 

: Selorles $19,310.00 : 
; LIVING YILDRNEAS 2,850.00 » 

Wilderness newa service 280.00 
Spectal promotion 700.00 | 
Ampmal-neeting expense 780.00 | 
Tazes 125.00 | 
Office maintenance and operation | 2,000.90 
Subecristions and books 325.00 

_ Sontingenctes ; 160.00 
Travel ! —ha00.20 : 

Total estimated expenditures $22,070.00 

Moot of thege itena are self-explenatory. It mey be well, however, to A 

point out that the $2,000. item “Offices Maintenance and Operation” includes 

rent for an entire apartment most of which will be mubletted for 1840.00 | 

For budget purposes thie $640. ie shown among "receipts". Actually, our true 

office expenses are thus budgeted at $1,160. It may be well alee to point | 

out that the $395. item "Subseriptions end Heoke” includes 9300. for The 

: VAldernesa Society's contrilmtion te the Natural Nescurces Counci! of America's | 

delly informstion service te ite menber agencies - 2 service that includes « | 

Goverage of propoesls and actions in Congress. ' j 

| 
|
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_ Ro meet these expenses the Sectety io able to anticipate only the following os — 

operating receipts during the calendar year 1947: 

Membership éuee and contributions $4,800.00 
Rent . $40.00 
Sale of magazines and reprints, in bulk -  Ueo.eo 

i | Petal anticipated reesipts 95,440.00 

This leaves a budgeted deficit of $16,630. vhieh 1s the amount requested in this. 

application as an enabling grant from the Nebert Marchal] “fiderness Yani, « request 

$130. in excess of the 116,500. granted for the current your. 

The program, which thie budget Ls designed to finance, will include first-hand 

studies in wilderneas aress a5 a baie for recommendations to land-mensgenent agencies 

and the public, personal contacts with local officials and wilderness supporters, 

attendance at conventions and maeting:, close cooperation with other organisations, 

personal contests with legislators and admin! traters, publication of TH! LIVING 

VILDORNRSS as pe quarterly and the reprinting of separctes for wider selected ai stritn- 

tion, maintenance of a wilderness news service through releases and interviews, and 

promotion to enlarge the Society's menbership. “hie progran, it wilt be seen, 4s 

essentially = continuation of that which has been undertaken during the ourrent year. 

Rone FOR 1946 ; 

During 1946 The “ilderness Seolety hae established itcelf more firmly among the 

Conservation agencies of the United States and has heightened {ts orestige with the 

general public. It hae brought the needa for wilderness preservation to the atten- 

tion of more people than before ond has made progress toward a mobilisation of the 

country's wildernese-preservation sentiments. : 

St the same time the year's nated hes shown that the fectety's opportunitios 

are fer from being met. “hile no sertous defeats howe been suffered in wilderness 

, preservation during the year, there are many situations tense with tmending threats.



, Be 

the Seelety's progress during 1946 io the reasouring, yet ite success - whieh 

@an actually be realized only tn the persetuation of the wilderness < can not be 

goneidered complete and final in any sence. It can only hope thet a foundation 

, for such mecese te being letd. f 

j Nevertheless, however the performance of the “eolety in 1946 may be appraieed, 

there cen be no question thet {t hae used ite generous grant from the Aobert Marohall 

Wilderness Fund to effectuate the purpose of that trust “te inersase the knowledge 

(gl Wen Wh ttaene Off the Catbed: Bision no te Whe hepeetenin ine menscnthg of tatabebuinn 

wilderness conditions in outdeor America." The Society values highly the privilege , 

' gf being the instrament of the trustees of thie fund, and ite fundamental purpose ie 

to continue to promote this increase of knowledge. Success in all ite activities 

is ae mich dependent on thie inorenes of knowledge ae ite exintence ie dependent on 

the enabling grant from the fund. : 

As to particoulara, the experience of 1946 may be summarised as follows: 

In addition to gaiding the staff during « perplexing period of reorganization 

and expension, the Mrector has ate personal investigations of wilderness eondi tions 

in the Southwest, Yeot, and the Gnetico-Superior regione and has incorporated his 

"findings in writings for TH" LIVING STLPERWERS and In reports to the Council of the 

Society. he has also conducted extensive correspondence with ‘tate and Tederal 

officials and individuels particularly interested in or concerned with wilderness 

problems. Furthermore, he has attended conventions and neetings in New York, Chioago, 

end “ashington ae wel}as in the region of his headquarters. ‘Though working on « 

half-tine basis theoretically, he has maintained « full-time availability in corres- 

pondence and the Soolety's headquerters has at no time been aware of his being off duty. 

Under this direction and with the generous counse) and guidance of the President, 

the Uxeeutive Comittee, ond other members of the Council, the Society has carried 

on the most intensive program thet it has ever undertaken.
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THE LIVING VILOERNESS hae been eatedlished as e quarterly smi, although material 

for publication on hend a year ogo wns @iscouragingly small, the magevine hee 

eppenred pertotics!ly end wore then enough material for a complete Lenue is now tn | 

hand. Ae of April 8, the magazine was grented setond-clase matting privileges, and 

the reulting malling eavings together with other economies have made {t possible - 

Asepite tnoressing costs of printing - to publish the four tasues ot o coat comparable | 

with thet formerly required for two iawmes. Uxpansion to a quarterly, in other words, 

hee not required appreciably greater funds. 

fRE LIVING WILDERIRSS has not only been distributed to the mailing list of menbers 

and subscribers but hee also been used in special ways. One thousand copies of the 

Merch isme, containing the comprohensive Adirondacks article, were old in bulk at | 

‘cost to New York groups. Tuo articles vere reprinted from the June tome, Three 

thousend copies of the article on the Mt. MoMinley wolf-sheep problem in relstion to 

wilderness preservation were sold in bulk, and an additions! thoussnd containing o 

nenberchip application blank were reprinted for use at conventions end in correspondence, 

Four thousend copies of the June article on the wilderness as & water resource wore ve 

reprinted ~ 3,000 straight reprinte (12 pagee) for ssle in bulk end 1,090 specially 

arranged as 2 16~page folder ~ containing s4itions’ photographs, © statement sbout 

the Soctety's purposes, end a membership application dlank ~ for distribution st | 

: conventions and in correspondence. ‘rom the Septesber mogezine the article “Shell Ye 

Chetish Sen Gorgoniot’ was reprinted as a broadeide for une in defending thet aren. ; 

Svo bundred copies of the article “Our “Alderness Heritage” were reprinted for the — 

author. As e folder to be used in menbershtp solieitation, the front cover ont tast 

three pages of that issue were reprinted in large quantity. As further experience 

fe guined in thie handling of the magazine, it ie felt that it cen thus be made the 

means of carrying on extensive educot! onal progrome at minimum cost. 

The news section of the magasine has been developed with special care ond has 

brought appreciative responses. This also - to the extent it hes successfully | 

replaced the formerly separately printed “Wilderness News" = represents on economy.
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|e de Roped that this seetion of the mugesine eon be further. developed to the point 

where it will be relied upon not only by mesbers tut by other and larger conserve 

tion agencies. Ite aim is to keep oll ite readers fully inferned on current evento 

) snd probione relating to the wilderness ond 40 develop a coneotonsnoss thet wilderness 

preververs aust keen alert. f 

Mimeographing has been used on three cecasions. Sews releases on the Olympic 

threat and the Superior Roadleas Area problem were distributed from selected 1inte 

from headquarters and also te the 750 on the ldet of the Outdoor “riters Association, 

this latter mailing being at the expense of the Outdoor Yriters Ageoelation te which 

the releaces were furnished in bulk. Mimeographed copies of the statement presented ; 

at the Amertenn Forest Congress were there distributed to the press and to members 

of the Congress. A few additional coplea were selectively mailed. 1t io hoped that ] 

this mimecgraphed release service can be considerably expanded. 4 mailing list for A 

this purpose is being developed. 

i The Soctety une Woon weprocented oh eommattons ont wentitae, and close cooperation ’ 

hae thus been established with other orgenizetions. The “ilderness Soclety has, oe | 

- @ Femult, deen welcomed to their eouncile and has been looked to for speciol atvice 

in ite field of concern. Vhe conventions so attended inctude (In addition to smaller 

meetings) the orth Ameriesn “ildlife Conference in New York and the Americen Forest 

ji Congreas in Vashington end anmsl meetings Of the Isaak Yalton Leegue of America in | 

Chiesge, the Beologtesl Seelety of Amerien in %t. Lowls, the Amertesn Society of == : 

Haamelogiete in Pittsburgh, unt the Society of Aneriosn Foresters in Salt eke City. | 

Resolutions sdopted ee a vooutt of the Society's representation at these nestings 4 

have been published in TH! LIVING PILDRNYESS, . | 

! 

i |
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4n intensive effort in cooperation resulted in the formation in October of the 

Natural Nesourees Souncl) of America, created at a special meeting called at ; 

Nennoth Cave, Kys, by a committer of four of which this Sectety's Bxeoutive Secretary 

waa seeretary and of which snother mexber of the Seuncil wee a member, The new 

; @ounell ~ non=policy forming ond restrained from spenking in ite own behalf or ae a 

representative of its menber agencies « ise conducting & news service for all ite : 

members, to cover daily events in Congress; arranging for the services of sotentific 

societies to provide action groups with reports on special problems; fectliteting 

the exchange of information among conservation orgenteeationa; and providing en ine 

formal forum for eeoperative diseusaions of peniing ismues. The Yildernese Society, 

. 4t ia felt, dy ite cooperation gains not only through receiving the fect~-finling 

services of the new Council tmt also by increasing its own opportunities to diesemin~ 

: ate inforantion and mobilize oonseryation ecencies for the support of wilderness 

preservation. 

There have been mony interviews - with officials of the Forest Service, the ° 

Setional Fark Service, the Bureau of Keclamation, monbers of Congress, officers of 

other organizations, and writers for onmeasuine and magazines. There hae been a 

gfeat increase in correspondence. ‘The eubjects involved have been varied, regarding — 

general policies and prograns of the Soolety end concerned also with specie] iesues « 

notebly, the Adirondack threats, the threat te cut timber fn the Olympics, the ski 

development of Sen Jacinto in Californis, the threst to develop San Gorgonto in 
California for o ski resort, immending threats to the Chirieshua area in Arisona, | 

reclamation-proposal threats to Leke Solitude in “yoming, the airplane and resort | 

threat to the Superior area, and the promotion of a bill to euteablish a system of ? 

wildlend belts, the Last named reported in full in PH LIVING YILDERUNSS, An extensive | 
article on the Seeiety prepared for the dourns) of Forcatry is in press. | 

| 
| , 

| 

|
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‘ALL these aetivitios have hed promotions! values for the Society, and they have 
Bpen carried on with these values (as weltaa thelr prime purposes) eleorly in mind. 

It hae deen recogniaed that a pre-requisite for attracting membership and support ie 

a sound orgentantion conspicuously in action -tth « clearly implemented program. 

{*Nothing mecests like success") Partiotpetion in conventions hee been arranged 

vith this requirement im mind, ond partioularly the entablishnent of THR LIVING 

WITDERTZSS os a regularly Lemed quarterly has beon held to, despite diffieutties, 

eo an eavential in neriting and attracting meubership and aided eupport. It hae, in 

fact, boon the peenliar purjone of 1944 to lay the basis for o greater excenaion and 

# firmer mobilisation 4m yeorsshesd. Purming thie purpose hae left Little of tine 

oP resources for purely promotional setivitios. 

Nevertheless, primarily prowotional sefivities heve been cerried on to some exbont, ‘ 

and ae the year ends these are being expanded. Alt Clinica ean Soveaeiiy scored a 

LIVING vin paReaatndus vequest (their names being in publications used in the 

mailing) were elrouleted once and invited to become mewbers or mubserivers. 411 

_thoee who had formerly been mesbers but had been droped from the list were cireolated 

once. the printed tiet of members of a hiking elud wae ueed for « single mailing. 

The directory of the Plant Industry Station wea simflerly used, and « sampling 

mailing woo made from the directory of the Forest Serrice. Ta none of these inctences 

hes there been a second or follow-up matting. Yor moat of these efreulations only « yan 

mineographed sonorandum ves used, but in the middte of the yorr 0 folder woo printed 

and used subvemently fn auch matiings. Smell notices inviting memberships, heve 

Yeon fun o# cdvertionents in ummrionn Zoresta, duudubon Mamsine end Unture Mogaging, = 

The results of such efforts oe could thne be made have ylelded financial profit | 

and heave justified expectations thet more intensive promotional werk will préve 

succensful. As of the first of Sovember the Society hac 1,962 members and 78 sub- 

sertbers to TH" LIVIGG VILDERWS. Twelve aoathe ago thers wore 1,079 members and 

no subseribers. Of the 1,079 membere 12 monthe ago, 934 were paid up. Of the present 

' menbers, 1,926 are paid up. The totel end paid-up memberships have this Searty



doubled, and in eddition 78 aubseriters have been obtained. " } 

An of November 1 the first of the projected extensive mailing cewpatigns hee 

_ gotten under way, using the mniling Iiet of some 60,000 aubsertbers to Enture 

Magasing. By arrangement vith the Ameriesn “ature Apsoetation a eamle mailing : 

ig being mde to paid-up subscribers in Colifernia, Minnesota, ond Selevere ~ a | 

total of 6,000. Being used are a form latter with the faeaintle signature of | 

Benton Mec“aye, President; o folder reprinting the front cover and the Lact three 

pages of the September magazine; « meabership spplication end; and 6 return envelope 

requiring no stomps The printing, staffing, addressing, ond mailing are being | 

done by our yutahee on ecnhoast rather then ty our own office. Coordinated with thie 

felling 10 an eivewrtiennens in Batame thanninn TE the seuite of this miling are 

etisfaetory, the Ngture Naguzing mbserivers tn other States will be similarly 

solicited. : 

Vhile it is the sim in ouch efforte not only to widen the Society's eucport and 

_ influence bat else to moke {t self supporting financially to a gfeater extent, it ’ 

_ seems apparent thet et °l per year additional memberships will not for sone time | 

make the Society independent. Printing, welling, ond handling costs will ebsorb 

euch © lerge pert ~ if not all = of the dollar-mesber's dues thet only the receipts | 

fron higher-paying menbere vill be ematlable te meet the Soclety’s overhead expenses. 

Purthermore, the costs of the promotion iteelf are considerable in relation to 

immediate returas, Statistically speaking, many studfes ond experiments show that 

from this current 6,000 moiling, we can expect only 60 returns; moh campaigns — 

umunlly lost money aa far as first year mbscrtotions are concerned. Actuslly our — 

experience has so far been much better on our mallings. Qur expectutions from thie : 

effort are accordingly mush higher. But the realities of cach offerte wast te faced. 

Promotional compeigns in the immediate future mot thas be considered primarily 

as a strengthening of the ‘ociety’s influence to make more effective its work for 

its prime objects. As present possibilities ere understood, it fs tims only as the —



Me 

ixietrument of the trustees of the Robert Marshell Pilderness Fund thet The “ilderness > 

oolety con effectually funetion fin the immediate future. 

It fs with this understanding that this applfeation end report are horety . 5 . 

Respectfully oubmitted, day 
. - Av eed ig Ae 

x p : ctf} ) 
Howard Zahnisey, 

ae ‘ ; Sxecutive ; 

Byhibite Atiteched: 

A. The four fesuee of SHY LIVING WILUARHESS published im the past 12 montha ~ 
Deermber 1948 te September 1946, inelusive. : 

8. Reprints from TH" LIVING wriunmunss, 

C, Mimeographed ‘gtatenents Lssued in 1948 up to November 1. 

O, Materiels timed in membership solicitation up te loveuber 1. 

B. ew DILing forme devised te sect postal requirements ond provide for 
gadsoriptions. i ; : 

¥, Meterials being used in apental soltettation of Sature Magazine subscribers.
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fog Wt Qhauer? 

November 1, 1946 

Mr, George Marshall, Manager 
The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund «. 
38 Mast 57th Street 
New York, 22, New York 

Dear George: 

: I enclose a letter to the New York Trust Company 
for your special use in accordance with your circular of 
October 16. 

It would be very difficult for me to attend a 
meeting of the trustees during the winter because of my 
load of classes and lack of anyone to turn them over to 
but if a meeting is necessary, Chicago would of course 
be the most convenient. 

With personal regards and best wishes 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

ALSRL 4 
K Enele 

|



November 1, 1946 

New York Trust Company 
100 Broadway 
New York, W. Y. 

Attention: Mr. W, H, Osborne 

Gentlement 

Please mrchase for the account of the Robert Marshall 
Wilderness Fund on the order of G,orge Marshall, United 
States Treasury Bonds to a face value not exceeding 

$25,000, 

Please charge the checking account of the Robert Marshall 
Wilderness Fund for any such purchases made, 

Very truly yours, 

|



| ina f 
| 

| ROBERT MARSHALL WILDNERNESS FUND 

{ 38 East 57 Street 
| New York 22, N. Y. 

To: Trustees of the Robert Marshall Wildnerness Fund 

From: George Marshall, Manager 

Date: October 16, 1946 

Bubject: Auditors Report of September 30, 1946 

Enclosed herewith is a copy of the auditor's report of September 30, 1946, 

Because of the drop in the stock market, I should like to call your 
attention to the fact that the market value of securities held by the 
Wijdnerness Fund declined by approximately $57,000. between June 30 and 
September 30, 1946. However, the market value as of September 30 
was approximately $82,000 higher than the book value on thet date. 

Since October 1, following receipt of your wires by the New York Trust 
‘ Company, the Wildnerness Fund holdings of Southern-Pacific-Oregon Bonds, 
B& 0 common, Archer-Daniels-Midland was sold for a net value of 

+» approximately $25,000, I think it would be well to reinvest this 

cash in United States Treasury Bonds, It is difficult to say the 
precise dete when this should be done because of the uncertainty as 

- to whether or not the government will issue a new series of Bonds 
' at par in December, 

However, if you approve the idea of buying United States inna 
Bonds, I suggest that you write a letter to the New York Trust Yompeny, 
along the lines of the enclosed draft letter and send it to me so 
that it is on hand whenever it seems desirable to buy government bonds, 

The fanel payment of the grant of the Wildnerness Society has been paid. 
It occurs to me that the Trustees meeting was a year ago in November. 
It may be that we can handle the next application from the Wildneness 
Society by mail ballot although I think, if possible, it would be wdl 
in any case for us to get together sometime between the beginning of 
November end the end of February. 

Wall you please write me your thoughts on this matter. If you feel it 
is desirable for us to meet, please indicate which dates would be 
best for you and state whether you would prefer meeting in Washington, 
New York City, Chicago, or elsewhere,



’ . 
"ed, 

‘e. 
; “iy 

York Trust Company 
Broadway 

New York, N.Y. } 

Attention: Mr. Wi H. Osbome ' 

Gentlemen: 

Please purchase for thé account of the Robert Marshall 

Wildnerness Fund on the order of George Marshall, 
United States Treasury Bonds to a face v lue not 

f exceeding $25,000, 

Please charge the checking account of the Robert ~ 
Marshall Wildnerness Fund for any such purchases 
made, 

: Very truly yours, ‘ 

: Trustee ‘ 

Date ; 

| ii ; 

. a :
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BERNARD ADES 
QCartified Piblic Hl eountene 

505 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK I7, N.Y. 

Ostder 22, 1946 

Mre George Marshal r, 
Ths Robest Marshali°Wtidemeess Fund, 
38 East 57th Street, 
New York 22, New Yorks 

Dear Mr. Marshalis 

We have examined the records of The Robert Marshall Wild erness 
fand for the erence from its organization to September ~ 1946, 
and in connection therewith submit the following statements: 

Page 1 Assets and Liabilities, September 30, 1946, 

2 Increases and Decreases in Fund, November 11, 1939 
to September 30, 1946, 

3 = Cash ane and Disbursements, January 1 te 
September 30, 1946, 

4 Securities Held, September 30, 1946, 

5 + Dividends and Interest Received, January 1 to 
September 30, 1946. 

6 = Gain on Sale of Securities, January 1 to September 
Ww, 1946. " 

7 + Grants Made and Paid, November 11, 1939 to September 
30, 1946. 7 

In our opinion the attached financial statements correctly reflect the 
amounts chargeable to the Trustees of The Robert Marshall Wilderness 
Fund as of September 30, 1946 and the operations of the Fund for the 
various periods shown. 

Bernard Ades 

BA:RM I Cees 

Certified Public Accountant



BERNARD ADES 

‘ Page 1 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

September 35 1946 

Assets 

Cash on deposit with N. Y. Trust 
Company « « $4,674.54 

Cash in Office eee eee eee eee _ thes ; 

TOTAL CASHs «2 eee ee ee ee eo oe § 845695.67 

Securities - Page 4 (Current Market Value 
$345,997.00) « « « 269,982.17 

Refund of Federal Income Taxes Receivable from 
Use Se Treasury Departments « «+ «+ 6 6 «© 1 Sablbed7 

TOTAL ASSETS ¢ 6 0 6 eo 0 0 0 0 0 0 # © G29, 76651 

LIABILITIES 

Unpaid Grants = Page 7s se ee ce ew eee we we oS LZ5e0 

NET ASSETS CHARGED TO TRUSTEES, 
September 30, 1946. « « « $275,671.31 

———



BERNARD ADES 

Page 2 

| THE ROSERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

| INCREASES AND DECREASES IN =. 

Rovember 11, 1939 to September 30, 1946 ; 

Novell,1999 January 1 Novell1,1959 
to to to 

Sept 230.1946 Sept.30,1946 LeceS1,1945 
ANCREASES IN FUND 

Received from Executor: 
Securities s + + 0 2 0 0 ss « © $265,891016 § 6,650.07 $259,041.09 
Cathe sseoe ee oe eee ee 752093 - 752433 

Proceeds of Sale of Securities « 1,444 214 - 1,444.14 
DividendSs « «+s sss eee 5y404675 - 55404275 

Distribution of Income « «+ + « 15,750.00 o 13,750.00. 

- Dividends Received = Page 5. « » « 56,905.62 8,354 090 46,570.92 

Interest Keceived + Page 5s 2 « + « 3, 510074 1,534637 2y176037 

Sale of Stock Rights — Page G6 « « « 1,475.74 1,576678 98.96 
Net Gain or Loss on Sale of 

Securities. « « _ (588050) 2.45078 _( 3.046028) 

TOTAL INCREASE « « « « « » © $346,546.78 $20,385.90 $526,190.88 
RIE A AROS OECD TREAT E OTe neuen ieemeennneeteatienml 

DECSEASES IN FUND 

Expenses? 
Commissions to Custodian « « « « $ 14000040 $ 165.42 § 836.98 
Other Expenses «+ ee es se 1,662.36 141,39 1,520.97 

Grants Made = Page 7e s «se es os 69,950.00 - 69,950.00 

TOTAL DECREASES. « » « « « © $ 729875047 $ 304.81 3 72,570.66 
NI eS Sa 

Assets Charged to Trustees, 
September 30, 1946 . $275,671.32 

————



BERNARD ADES 

Page 3 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

Cash on Hand, January 1, 19464 6.20 2+ ese ee $ 6,616.16 

BRECELETS 

Dividends « Page 5 1 ee se ee ew $ 8,334.90 

puaovees © Tame Ss 2 tc sce 2 * ® 1,534.37 

Sale of Securities ~ Page Gee « « « 25,495.02 

Sale of Rights ~ Page Ge «e+e se 8 entnd1G078 

TOTAL PECEIPTS« we eo ee ee eeow sees $34,531.07 

TOTAL o ow wp ene ee ee as es $4518.25 

DISBURSEMENTS 

Purchase of Securities = Page Ge « « $23,773«75 
Commissions to Custodian »« « « « « 163.42 
Office Expense e «ses eee eee © 26 689 

oe eee eet ee ess 112.50 
Grants Paid = Page 7 «+ ee«eee 6 dBe5 75200 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS «6 se ee ee Oe @ $36,453.56 

Cash on Hand, September 30, 1946 6 es ee ee © $ 4,695.67 
Acces 

a



BERNARD ADES | 
Page 4 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

SECURITIES HELD 

September 30, 1946 

Tpke ee ee “roe Oe wahy Value 
Shares Values 
Amount or September 30, 1946 

Bends. Cost frice Smount 

Te Smelt. & Ref, 7% wed eeene 60 $ 8,670.00 168 $ 10,080 

rican Tele and Tele « 2 e+ + @ 75 12,618.75 172=3/4 12,956 

¢ Denfels Midland .« « «+ « « 75 837450 32 2,400 

ltimore and Chio RRe »« « «ee « « 25 162.500 13~5/8 340 

st and Cosy InCe se es se wee 100 2,000.00 35 3,500 

gehe Balke Collender « « « « a3 525.00 24 600 

rown Cork & Seal Cos, Inc « « s « SO 14437250 3793/4 1,887 

ederated Dept. Stores, Inc. (a) « 50 625.00 25~1/2 1,275 
ral American Investors ..+ + 200 1,300.00 16 3,200 

@al Electric Company « « + « « 325 12,553.12 301/86 12,715 
ral Moters Corporation « « « « 145 6,859.37 5283/6 6,530 

ennecott Copper Corporation « « « 1,592 62446075 4451/2 72,390 

Sree s Ee Mes sete S028 ay men es Companys 
cate Chemical Ces (Ble es 2 2) 735 25;867250  47H1/2 34,912 
lestine Economic Corporation « « a5 1,500.00 20 (e) 300 
ific Gas & Elece Coe 6% pfd « « 3s 1,093.75 3965/6 1,386 
lication Corporations. « « « « « x 975.00 36 1,800 

Realization (che we eevee 5 6,850.07 i (a) 5 

Roebuck & Companys «+ « « « 1,400 28,740.62 3863/4 54,250 
lerwood corporations oe mee 23 793.50 ur 1,207 

nited Fruit Companyes « os « # ¢ 975 R7g421 087 = 86~ 45,337 

« Se Steel Corporations « «+ + 6 « 75 5,221.88 W~1/2 5,287 

estinghouse Air Brake Co. « « « « 160 55175000 89. 29"1/2 5,310 
tinghouse Electric Corporat fone 135 Sy 746025 2661/4 3,543 

See Pace Ore Lines 44/77. « « 22M 067.50 9613/4 21,175 
ee Treas. Bonds 23/52 Septs)s « 2M Mee 61287 195-242 20113 
- ne v0 24/70 (Mare) « « ™ 7,000.00 103«5/352 7,220 

22/72 (Dees) « » 23M -_ 234773075 10261/32 30887 

TOTALS. « 0 0 6 © « « $269,982.17 $345,897 
PL Sass 

a) Stock Split 2=1 Cot nnay 

s} Styria vered to Ne Ye T Cc 

a value estimated ie 
@) Bid price April 6, 1945, 

df



BERNARD ADES 

Page 4 
CONT INUED 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

SECURITIES HELD 

September 50, 1946 

BRECON: EL LATION 

Received from Executofe os es ee sen eees $265, 891.16 
Purchased 1959 to December 31, 1945 6 ss esas 21,067.50 

* "January 1 to September 30, 1946...  _23,773.75 
TOTALs eee eee ee aen eases $310, 7352041 

Soild 1939 to December 31, 1045« « « « « $19,725.00 
Seid January 1 to September 30, 1946. 6 21,025024 _40,750.24 

Securities Charged to Trustees, 
September 30, 1946 . + « $269,982.17 

i eer



BERNARD ADES 
Page 5 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST RECEIVED 

denuary 1 to september 30, 1946 

American Smelting 4 Refining Coe 7% pide » § 210.00 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company « 506025 

. Archer Daniels Midland sony sevees 45400 
Bankers Trust Company of New Yorks « « « « 63.00 
Best and Company, Inte «ee «se ee eee 8 155.00 
Grunswicke Saike Collender Company « « « « 16.75 
Chase National Gank of New Yorke « « « « « 10,00 
Crown Cork and Seal Company, Inc « « « «+ © 37.50 
Federated Department Stores, Inc « « 2 « « 37251 
General Electric Company « «2+ see # @ 390,00 
General Motors Corporation » « » «+ « 2 « « 216675 
sory. Trust Company of New York « « « « 39.00 

t Copper Corporation « « » » « « «© 25386650 
Lehman Corporation « e«s«eecseeseee 756025 
May Department Stores Companye oe eee @ 167.50 
Monsanto Chemical Companys «+ «+ ss # © 428.075 
National City Bank of New York « « « « « « 60,00 

Pacific Gas and Electric Coe cum Ist pfd . 39239 
Palestine Economic Corporation « « « « « « 30,00 
Publication Corporations « « « «+ # # & » $250 
Sears Roebuck and Companys «+ + s+ + + © 1,050,006 
Underwood “orporatione « «+ 2s « s eee 34250 
United Pruit @mpany e 2 « «es «© © © ew 15137650 
Us Se Steel Companys 2s 0 ee te ee ee 225400 
Westinghouse Air Brake Company « « « « + » 135.00 
Westinghouse Electric Corporations « « « « 30125 

TOTAL DIVIDENDS. « « «© «© 0 « «© © $8,334.90 
as 

INTEREST RECEIVED 

January 1 to September 30, 1946 

Seuthern Pacific Oregon Lines Series A 
: 446 of 10975 «4 cs se 2 ae $ 990.00 

UeSe Treasury Bonds a OF 2952. «6 «0 » 50.00 
* * = 238 of 1970. « « 2 oe © 175.00 

* * ¥ Se of 1948 «ass 0 37.50 

. . * 3+1/8s of 1949 « « « « 39.06 

= * 23s of 19726 «ee os emt BO 

TOTAL ws ee ee ee eee oe ws os $4,555.46 

Less Accrued Interest Pald = Page Ge 2 se _ 219009 

TOPAL INTEREST RECEIVED « « « es $1,334037 
Seas



BERNARD ADES 

Page 6 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

GAIN ON SALE OF SECURITIES 
aanuary 1 to September 30, 1946 

N@e 

Date Shares Novell,'39 SALE Gain 
Sold Amount Value or Net oe =. 

4246 Nam of Security Bonds Lost Brice Preceeds Loss 

@be26 Bankers Trust Co. : 

of New Yorks « « « 180 $ 8,606.25  51-1/4 $ 9,171.16 § 564.91 
@be26 Chase Nat'l Bank of 

New York « e « + « a5 931025 4361/2 1,080.41 149 16 
ebez6 Guaranty Trust Co. 

of New Yorks « « « 13. 3,744.00 361-1/2 4,693.20 949.20 
@be26 National oe Bank 

of New Yorks « « « 75 25118675 4% 1/2 3,540025 1,421.50 
unel? U.S, Treasury 3«1/8s 

due 6/15/1949. « « $2,500 2,820.31 redeemed 2,500.00 (320.31) 
unel? UseSe Treasury 3s due 

6/15/1948. 2 « « © $2,500 2,804.66 redeened 2,500 200 (304.68) 

TOTALS « 2. 2 © $21, 025024 $25,485.02 $2,459.78 

xe ————— er 

SALE & RIGHTS 

Aprel7 Monsant o Chemical Co 
zi Rights. « 6 « « « 210 $ - 5~3/4 

Apfel? Monsanto Chemical ¢ . ee Pre santo cal Co sumer 
Rights. ene 35 ~ 5~5/8) 

PURCHASE OF SEQURITLIE 
January i to september 30, 1946 

Accrued 
Purchase Interest 

ftice Cost 2aid 

May 10 U.S. Treasury Bonds 24s due | 
a December 15, 1972. « » 6 1036/32 $18,573.75 $217.38 | 

June20 U.S. Treasury Bonds 24s due 
December 15, 1972. 4+. 104 wn200800 . 1672 

TOTALS s «© 2 0 0 © @ © «© & G23y775e75 §219.09 
————_—
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BERNARD ADES 

Page 7 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

GRANTS MADE AMD PAID ‘ 

November 11, 1939 to september 30, 1946 

Hav sit, +30 Rete 36 Sepke Say Seeks 20 Dece31p"45 1945 4546” “tose 
Grants Grants Grants Grants 
Zaid Unpaid Paid Unpaid 

The Wilderness Society. « . «ss « $52,200 $16,500 $12,375 $4,125 

Quetico-Superior Council. « « « « « 1,000 _* ~ - 

Adirondack Moose Hiver Comittee. « £50 = = = 

TOTALs + «© © « © «© $53,450 $16,500 $12,375 $4,125
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ROBERG MARSHALL, WILDERNESS FUND 
38 Rast S7th Street 
New York 22, 3.Y¥. 

August 6, 1946 

FROM: George Marshall 

70: Trustees 

Exehance of new for old Monsanto Common, 

The New York Trust Company has sent you a copy of a letter dated 
Suly Si, 1966 aaking whether ov nat Tho Drvstocs agpruve Me we 
change of the 245 shares of Monsanto Chemical Co. $10 par 
value held by the Wilderness Fund for three times that number of 
shares of new Monsanto Chemical Oo. Common $5 par value. 

t qannot see that we have any choice in the matter and therefore 
recounend owr approval. 

Unless think otherwise, will you please sign the of the 
Lennee ete the bay Tore rach Geieaue antes Peay Mion his Ga 

eek Bas Se ee ee ee ee 100 Broadway, 
York 15, ".Y¥.. 

Saeed un hone eta Yee err ot Sasee: Laie MRETR es Sen 
to The York Trust Company as followst 

"T mapas a 08 a 
Gnomes Gouen Ser new $5 par value common for 

On the seaount of the Robert Marshall Vildemess Fund 
ye Qe one 

ue we 
Cw t 

x 

an



THE NEW oe OL al COMPANY C O PP Y jlo, 

| duly Baty 156 | 

ee le | 
dow Take aa, See Terk . : 

ae in your aoewune 4 twa hundred fortyer ive a 

SERRE a reetdeg eben niece opiate tn 
“duly BB, 29h sutharined na | : at shen at oe ear pe tech piper, cel oammin stosh io vvehenge for suah share of | 

ite week he glad te muhate eertiieutor rer SS 

Bote Te Ure Tite Liwrmn, dre, 
8 lite ivwing Clerk, 
SES



\ : 

ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 East 57TH STREET . New York 22, N. Y. 

TRUSTEES pd 
GzorGE MarsHALL, Manager 
Irvine M. CLarK July 30, 1946 
Apo LEOPOLD 
Oxaus Muriz 

WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, JR. 

To: The Trustees of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
From: George Marshall 

Auditor's Report i 

Enclosed herewith is the Audifor's Report 
for the Wilderness Fund as of June 30, 1946. 

CM/rs 
uopwa 16 
enclosure 

ni 264
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BERNARD ADES 
Certified Osis Pl ocaunsant 

505 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

July 26, 1946 

My. George Marshall, Manager 
The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
38 East S7th Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr. Marshali: 

We have examined the records of The Robert Marshall Wilderness 
Fund for the period from ite organization to June 30, 1946 and 
in connection therewith submit the following statements: 

Page 1 - Assets And Liabilities, June 30, 1946. 

2 Increases And Decreases In Fund 
November 11, 1939 to June 30, 1946, 

3 = Cash Receipts And Disbursements, 
January 1 to June 50, 1946. 

4 - Securities Held, June 50, 1946. 

January 1 to June 30, 1946 

§ + Dividends And Interest Received. 

6 - Gain On Sale Of Securities. 

? - Grants Madé@ And Paid, November 11, 1939 
to June 30, 1946. 

The United States Treasury Department has acknowledged that a 
refund of federal income taxes is due the Robert Marshall 
Wilderness Fund in the amount of $5,118.47, This amount has 
been ineluded among the assets of the Fund. 

GERTIPICATE 

In our opinion the attached financisl statements correctly 
reflect the amounts chargeable to the Trustees of The Robert 
Marshall Wildernese Fund as of June 30, 1946 and the operations 
of the Fund for the various periods shown, 

Bernard Ades 

Peete, / Lio 

uopwa Gertified Public Accountant
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Page 1 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITI“Za : 
June 30, 1946 

ASSETS 

Cash on deposit with New York Trust : 
CONDRRF eek eet es te ee es a et HS 

DOAN SN OTRO «+ + 6 +e eo ROR Ge ee 21.15 ; 
a ee ee ere rere: mee 

Securities ~ Page 4 (Current Market 
Value $403,084). * *. . . * . * . * ° . . * . . e . 263,152.10 

Refund of Federal Income Taxes 
Receivable from U.S. Treasury 3 
PUSUPWAURR 6 ec ee ee RO 5,118.47 | 

We MOM ace Tlic CR Cee | 

LIABILITIES : 

Unpaid Grange <« Page 7. . 2 6 ss he ee ee ee 8,250.00 

NET ASSETS CHARGED To TRUSTEES , 
dume SO, 1946... 6 22 eee ee eo 4 + « $265,567.56 

3 | 

| 

i |
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BERNARD ADES 

Page 2 

HE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

INCREASES AND DECREASES IN FUND 

November 11, 1939 to June 50, 1946 

Nov.11,1959 January 1 Nov.11,1939 
to to to 

Jun. 30,1946 Jun.30,'46 Deos51,1945 

INCREASES IN FUND 

Capital Received from Executor? 
Securities. oe ev 8 © @ © @ @ $259,041.09 - $259 ,041.09 

Cash. eceewe## ee # © © © @ 7,601.82 - 7,601.82 

Distribution of Income by : 
Executor. oe © © © © © © © 6 13,750.00 - z 15,750.00 

Dividends Received - Page 5... 54,221.94 $ 5,651.02 48,570.92 
Interest Received - Page 5. . « » 2,903.24 726.87 2,176.37 
Sale of Stock Rights - Page 6.. 1,475.74 1, 376.78 98.96 
Net Gain or Loss on Sale of 

Meweeitiess kt ce i ee (888.50) _ 2,459.78 (3,048.28) 

TOTAL INCREASES . . . . . + $338,405.35 $10,214.45 $528,190.88 

Expenses? ; 
Commissions to Custodian. . . $ 1,000.40 $ 163.42 $ 836.98 
Other Expensese eeeees+e 1,624.86 103.89 1,520.97 

Grants Made - Page 7. ... +... 69,950.00 ~ 69,950.00 
Taxes Paid. ee3eeesee# ee # @ 262.71 > 262.71 

TOTAL DECREASES . ...+ « $ 72,857.97 $ 267.31 ¢ 72,570.66 

Assets Charged to Trustees : 
meee Oe, AUB. wc st ee $265, 567.36
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BERNARD ADES | 

Page 3 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDENNESS FUND 

CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
Jenuary 1 to June 30, 1946 

Gash on Hand - January 1, 1946... 2.2.5.4 +5 2 eo @ $ 6,618.16 

RECEIPTS ; 

Dividente «+ Page Gs is sw te ee ew ew $ 5,651.02 

Interest = Page 6. 1s se ee wt ees 726.87 

Sale of Securities - Page 6 ..... +. 23,485.02 
Sale of Righte ~ Page 6... 1 sh we eh we oH 1,576.78 

FOTAL RECEIPTS e ° ° es * * . e * e ° o * * ° e SL, 259.69 

BVtAs 6 ee me ee RR et theta se « ape o OEP, REP 

DISBURSEMENTS : 

Purchase of Securities - Page 6... ... $25,775.75 
Commissions to Custodian . . « . 2. + «se 163.42 
METAUR UUDORER ow tt ee 28.89 

renee FEGKs « 6 6:0 «+ Wa. o. swe " 76.00 
mrenen fase = Page Fn. g 0.0 wie. 8. 0. we ee 8,260.00 

TOTAL DISBURGEMENTS. 2 2. + ee 2 ee oe 652,201.06 

Gash on Hand June 30, 1946... . 1. + + +e + + so © $8,566.79



BERNARD ADES 

Page 4 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

SECURITIES HELD 

dune 50, 1946 

Trustees Have on’ Hand 
Nov.11,'39 ope Market 

No.Ghares Values or Value June 30,'46 
Ant.Bonds Gost Erice Amount 

Amer. Smelting & Refining 7% pra. 60 ¢ 8,670.00 168 % 11,280 
Amer. Tel & Tel . os we enw ee 76 12,618.75 197~7/8 14,840 
Archer Daniels Midland. . .... "65 837.650 35-3/4 2,681 
Baltimore & Ohio RR... 1s 2 25 ‘162.60 27%~1/2 687 
Best & Co., Ince $l par... se 50 1,000.00 42 2,100 
Best & Co., Inc. No. Par... « 50 1,000.00 42 2,100 
Brunewiche Balke Collender. .. « 25 525.00 32 800 
Crown Cork & Seal Go., Ine.'. e 6 50 1, 457.50 60-7/8 2,545 

Federated Department Stores, Inc.. 25 625.00 70 1,750 
General American Investors. .. . 200 1,800.00 2038/4 4,150 
General Electric Company. ... « 325 12,555.12 47-1/2 15,457 
General Motors SnpenUaD ee yas 125 6,859.37 '71-1/8 8,890 

Kennecott Copper Corporation. .. 1,501 62,446.75 66-1/2 89,891 
Lehman Corporation. oe eee se 126 2,955.12 55 6,875 

May Dept. Stores Co... . + = 100 2,625.00 57-7/8 5, 787 
Monsanto Chemical Co. . . « . 2 « 245 25,847.60 165-1/2 40,547 
Palestine Economic Yorp .... « 15 1,600.00 20 (¢) "800 
Pacific Gas & Blec. Co. 6% pfd. . 35 1,093.75  45-1/4 1,583 
Publication Corporation (a)... * 60 975.00 45-1/2 2,175 
Sears Roebuck & Co... ..... 1,400 28,740.62 43-1/8 60/375 

Underwood Gorporation . « .. « « 23 “793.50  69+1/2 1,598 | 
| United Pruit Go. (b). 2 ss wee 975 27,421.87  62-3/4 61,431 
U. 8. Steel Corporation... . « 75 5,221.88  90-1/2 6,787 
Westinghouse Air Brake Co... « 180 5°175.00 39-1/2 7,110 
Weetinghouse Electric Corp... . 135 3,746.25  33-7/8 4,573 

S80. Pac. Oregon Lines 4-1/2s8 of 3 
| os. bis sw ee 6 « % 22M 14,067.50 106-1/2 23,450 
U.S. Treasury Bonds 2-1/2s of 
MIDs 6 6 6 2 6 while 2M 2,161.87 106-1962 2,129 

v.38. Treasury Bonds 2-i/28 of ' . 
PE We eae ™ 7,000.00 104-37 7,345 

V-M. Sreaenry Bonds 2-1/2s of ’ ‘ 
U.3. Treaaury hones Sil/ae or se 18M 18,575.75 103~2962 18,697 

72 e sce @ 8 @& Dec i BM 5,200.00 103-8782 _ 5,193 

TOTAMBS $265,152.10 $405,084 

(a) 25 shares received from company in stock split 
{2} 959 Sree abere yee, Sue company in stock split
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Page 5 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST RECEIVED 

January 1 to June 30, 1946 

American Smelting & Refining Co. 7% pfa. . ... - $ 105.00 
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. - . 2. ee eo « 357.50 
Areher Daniels Midland Co. . 2. 2.» see se ees 30.00 : 
Bankers Trust Co. of New York. . 1. 6 2 ee se ees 63.00 

Ti Sogo | ae if Roll ea Role aaa 95.00 
Brunewicke Balke Collender Co. ... 2. s+ e+ eee 12.60 
Chase National Bank of New York. . . «+» + 2 ee 10.00 
Grown Cork & Seal Co., Ines. «2. se se ewe eee 25.00 
Federated Department Stores, TMQen se twee 18.76 
General Electric Company... 2 2 es + ee eee 260.00 
General Motors Corporation ..... +s + ee we 156.25 
Guaranty Trust Co. of New York . . « » » « e-eve « “ $98.00 
Kennecott Copper Corporation ..... + + +++ 1,591.00 
Leumen Gomparation « . 404) ss « #8 ew 4s eee 756.25 
May Department Stores Co... 1... + es 2 eee 92.50 

| Moneante: Ghemieal Ge . «« «6 6s we Ow ew 245.00 
| National City Bank of New York... .. +++ +> 60.00 
| Pacific Gas & Electric Go. cum ist pfd ..... - 26.26 
| Palestine Economic Corporation . .. + + +++ se 15.00 
| Publication Corporation. . 2. 2. 1 se ee ee wee 32.60 
| Gears, Roebuck @ Go. 6 so ne st ee ee ee 8 700.00 

Underwood serperation. Mh a ae RS ee ae 23.00 
PRUE EPURU RRs he ke ke 650.00 

ee a ee a ae ee a ee a 150.00 
Westinghouse Air Brake Co. . 2. 2 ss ee wees 90.00 
Westinghouse Electric Corp .... ses +s eee 67.50 

TOTAL DIVIDENDS RECEIVED... ... ++ « $5,651.02 

INTEREST RECEIVED 

January 1 to June 30, 1946 

Southern Pacific Oregon Lines Series A 
TS I eae ee) 

U.S. Treasury Bonds 2-1/2s of 1952 .....446 6 25.00 
U.S. Treasury Bonds 2-1/2s of 1970... 2. see 87.50 
U.S. Treasury Bonds 3s of 1948. ...--.-000 37.50 
U.S. Treasury Bonds 3-1/8s of 1949... 2. ee 39.06 
U.S. Treasury Bonds 2~1/2s of 1972. ....... _ 261.90 

Le Me aerate kt e deen iwas 0 8 Oe 

8st Accrued Interest Paid - See Page 6. ws we 219.09 

TOTAL INTEREST RECEIVED, ........ +. $ 726.87
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

GAIN ON SALE OF SSCURITIZS 

January 1, to June 30, 1946 

NOV.11, "39 
ate Value a Gain 
14 No. Shares or et or 

NAME OF SECURITY AmteBonds Oost Price Eroceeds Lose 

eb.26 Bankers Trust Co. ‘ : 
of New York. .-. « 180 «$8,606.26 61-1/4 $ 9,171.16 $ 564.91 

eb.26 Chase Nat'l Bank of 
New York . . 2 6 25 951.26 45-1/2 1,080.41 149.16 

eb.26 Guaranty Trust Co. ‘ 
of New York. . .. 13 5,744.00 $61-1/2 4,695.20 949.20 

eb.26 National City Bank 
of New York. ... 75 2,118.75 47~1/2 5,540.25 1,421.50 

un.17 U.S. Treasury 5-1/8s ; 
due 6/15/1949. . . $2,600 2,820.51 redeemed 2,600.00 (820.51) 

un.17 U.S. Treasury 3s due 
6/15/1948. .... $2,600 2,804.68 redeemed 2,500.00 _ (304.68) 

CONE ki kcnae « $21,025.24 $25,485.02 $2,459.78 

SALE OF RIGHTS‘ 

danuary 1 to June 30, 1946 ; 

r.17 Monsanto Chemical Co. 

bab Manatees tani al Co eS wen 76.7 “ nsanto Chemic . : BUEN 6 ga ak ss 35 ~ 5-5/8 nalts 78 

PURCHASE OF SECURITIES 

January 1 to June 50, 1946 

Accrued 
Purchase Interest 
Price Sask Paid 

10 U.S.Treasury Bonds 
a ane Dec. | 

oN. Se a ee ee ee ey ee A SG, e e MN 8.8 shetty’ Blais 103-6/s2 $18,575.75 $217.58 
eee due Dec. 
PT kn eee kk we a we 3 OB 5,200.00 LeVa 

TOTALS, ee ae SS Ss ke Oe ee eh Se eS Of $23,775.75 $219.09
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Page 7 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS PUND 

GRANTS MADE AND PAID — 

Hovember 11, 1959 to June 50, 1946 

NOV.11,'39 
to ; , JAN. 1 to : 

yee thee Le: ania : 

The Wilderness Soclety. . . $52,200 $16,500 $8 , 250 $8,250 

Quetico-Superior Council. . 1,000 ~ - - 

Adirondack Moose River 
MOMMANEOR ss sc se 260 - it iia 

Petes «6 ee we $85, 450 $16, 500 $8,250 $8,250 

|
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 East 57th Street New York 22 

June 5, 1946 ; 

To: The Trustees of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
From: George Marshall 

On Reinvestment of Treasury Bonds Called for Payment 

Ihave been informed by the New York Trust Company thet the following 
Bonds have been called for payment at par on June 15, 1946: 

$2,500. U.S,.Treasury Send 1/8% Bonds of 1946/49 ; 
$2,500. U.S.Treesury 3% Bonds of 1946/48 

I would suggest that the $5,000m be received from these Bonds on 
June 15th be used for purchasing $5,000. U.S.Treasury 2)% Bonds of 1967/72 
(December issue). 

These 24% Treasury Bonds are now selling around 104, This means that 
we shell need approximately $200. in addition to the $5,000, proceeds from 
the Bonds which have been called for the purchase of the 2}% +reasury Bonds. 

- I propose that we cover the additional cost of the Bonds to be purchased 
from the $668.55 cash credit which is carried in the principal account of the 
Wilderness Fund with the New York Trust Company. 

It also seems to me that there is no merit in carrying this cash item 
in the Wilderness Fund principal account and that the balance of this item not 
required in connection with the purchase of the above-mentioned Treasury Bonds 
be transferred to the checking account of the Wilderness Fund, 

There it will be availeble to help cover the costs of grants made or far 
further investments ss we see fit. 

For your information, this $668.53 was placed in the principal aecount 

of the Wilderness Fund fromthe following sources: 

$642.50 came from the sale of 25 shares of United Piece Dye Works,prfd., 
: on September 5, 1944; and - 

$26.03 came from the sale of 50 Crown Cork and Seal Co, Rights on . ! 
September 21, 1945, . 

If you agree with my recommendations, please send the enclosed form letter 
. or one like it to the New York ®rust Compeny at your earliest convenience. | 

Government Bonds are tending to go up again in price so that I think that 
the sooner we make this reinvestment after June 15th the better, 

Under separate cover, I am sending you a copy of the Auditor's Report 
as of April 30, 1946. 

Since then, in accordance with our instructions, the New York Trust Company | 
: has purchased for the account of the Wilderness Fund $18,000. U.S. Treasury 

246 Bonds of the 1972 (December Issue) for $18,573.75. 4 

OM/rs JN | 
uopwa 16 j



( ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 
38 EAST 57th STREET NEW YORK 22 

\ June 5, 1946 

To: The Trustees of the 
Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 

From: George Marshall 

On Auditor's Report 

Enclosed is a copy of the Financial Report 
to the Robert Marshall Wilderness fund as of April 30, 1946, | 

CM/rs 
enclosure j 
uopwa 16 a 
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BERNARD ADES 
QCartified Public ' Alecia 

505 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

May 27, 1946 

Mr. George Marshall, Manager 
fhe Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
38 East S7th Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr. Marshallt 

We have examined the records of The Robert Marshall Wilderness 

Fund for the period from ite organization to April 30, 1946 and 

in connection therewith submit the following statements: 

Page 1 = Assets And Liabilities, April 50, 1946. : 

2 - Increases And Decreases In Fund, November 11, 
1939 to April 30, 1946. ‘ 

3 = Gach Receipts And Disbursements, January 1 to 
April 30, 1946. ; 

4 = Securities Held, April 50, 1946, 

January 1 to April 30, 1946 

5 - Dividends And Interest Received, 

6 ~ Gain On Sale Of Securities. 

7 - Granta Made And Paid, November 11, 1959 to 
April 30, 1946. 

fhe United States Treasury Department has acknowledged that a 

refund of federal income’ taxes 1s due the Robert Marshall Wilderness 

Pund in the amount of $5,118.47. ‘This amount has been included 

among the assets of the Puna. 

GERTIPICATE 

In our opinion the attached financial statements eorrectly reflect 

the smounts chargeable to the Trustees of The Robert Marshall 

Wilderness Fund as of April 30, 1946 and the operations of the 

Fund for the various periods shown. 

Bernard Ades 

I Sa ee 
asain iehaataeineuciainseantadaion oi 

uopwae Certified Public Accountants 
_



BERNARD ADES 

Page 1 

{HE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

4nril 50, 1948 

ASSETS 

Cash on deposit with N.¥. Trust Company : 
Checking Account .....-+2«-+ eee § 20,491.92 
Income Account «. . se ese ee eee 788.13 
Principal Account. ... 15+ «++» see 668.65 

Tae £6 OFT 1OGs..0. 6 me eres wo Wie ele 24.65 § 21,963.21 

Securities ~ Page 4 (Current Market Value . 
ba $591,565). “er ec @eeeee © @ 244,985.54 

Refund of Federal Income Taxes Receivable 
from U.S. Treasury Department. . . - 2 eee ee ee 5,118.47 

TOTAL ASSETS. e s a * » ° * e . e * * . . e e se $272,065.02 

LIABILITIES 

Unpaid Grants - Page 7. 2 6 ee ee ee ee ee ee wo © 885250200 

Net Assets Charged to Trustees, April 30, 1946... .. $265,815.02
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BERNARD ADES 
“ Page 2 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

INCREASES AND DECREASES IN FUND 

November 11, 1959 to April, 50, 1946 

Nov. 11,1939 Jan. 1 to Nov. 11,1939 
to April 30 to 

Apre 30,1946 1946. Bec. 51,1946 

INCREASED IN FUND 
Capital Received from Executor: ‘ 

Beeurities . . « «+s «see $259,041.09 - $259 5041.09 

Cash eeeeee#ee#e# «© ee «¢ @ 7,601.82 ” 7,601.82 

Distribution of Income by 
Executor ee © © © «© © © © @ 15,750.00 : - 15,750.00 

Dividends Received + Page 5 . « 51,905.56 $35,534.64 48,570.92 
Interest Received - Page 5... 2,783.87 607.50 2,176.37 
Sale of Stock Rights ~ Page 6 . 1,475.74 1,876.78 98.96 

Net Gain or Loss on Sale of ; 
ee, a a ae a ar 36.49 5,084.77 (3,048.28) 

TOTAL INCREASEB. . « » e $336, 594.57 $8, 403.69 $328,190.88 

Expenses? : 
Commissions to Custodian. e § 1,000.40 g 163.42 $ ‘836.98 

Other Expenses oevteee.¢ 1,566.44 45.47 1,520.97 

Grants Made - Page 7. *_ 27 e © @ 69,950.00 - 69,950.00 | 

Taxes Paid. eseeeeer+ «© es ¢€ @ 262.71 bs 262.72 | 

TOTAL DECREASES. . .. . * e e S.. ++ drarmsg @oueee ¢7e,0t0-88 
Assetea a to Trustees, t 

April el ar $265,825.02 

| 

| 

| 

| 

4
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: BERNARD ADES 

| Page 3 

| 

THE HOBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
January 1 to April 50, 1946 

Cash on Hand ~- January 1, 1946. . - 2 ee we we we ee eo § 6,618.16 

RECEIPTS 

Dividends - Page 5k « eee ee ee we we we $ 3,534.64 

Interest - Page 6 2. . + 2+ 2 ee ee eevee 607.50 

Sale of Securities - Page G6... + se eo 18,485.02 
Sale of Rights ~ Page G@.- ++ ee ee ee 1,376.78 

TOTAL RECKIFTS. 2. ww ee we ee «©6286, 805 84 

TOTAL, eeeeese © © © * © * © e © He ® . ee $50,422.10 

DISBURSEMENTS 

Commissions to Custodian. ........+0+ j%§§ 165.42 
OEESGG ERPORSG. 6 Se tt 7,97 

mueeumting Fees c. 2 uk «2 8 st pee we Be ae ee 
Grants Paid - Page 7... - 2s eee we 82250-.00 “ 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS a ee ee ee a ee 8, 458.89 

Gash on Hand, April 30, 1946. 2. 2 1 ee we ee eo oe «$21,965.21
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BERNARD ADES 
Page 4 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

SECURITI“£S HELD 
April 30, 1946 

TRUSTESS HAVE ON HAND 
No.Shares Wov.11,1939 # Approximate Market 

Values or Values, Apr.30, 1946 

Aner: Sash ting & Refining 7%prda. 60 $ 8,670.00 187 11,220 
Amer, Tel & Tel. « we ew oe 75 12,618.75  193-5/8 14,521 
Archer, Daniels Midland .... 76 837.50 32~7/8 2,465 
Baltimore & Chio RR. ... +e 25 “162.50 23 575 
Best & Co. Inc. $1 per ye 50 1,000.00 48 2,400 
Best & Go. Inc. No QP. « @ « © 50 1,000.00 48 2,400 

Brunewiche Balke Collender. . . 25 525.00 37-5/8 934 
Crown Cork & Seal Co. Ine.. ee 50 1,457.50 §1-1/4 2,562 

Federated Department Stores, Inc. 26 625.00 75 1,875 
General American Investors. . . 200 _ 1,800.00 19-1/8 3,825 
General Electric Sompany .. . 326 12,553.12 45-'7/8 14,909 
General Motors Corporation. . » 125 6, 859 37 75-5/8 9,205 
Kennecott Copper Corporation. . 1591 62,446.75 60 95,460 
Lehman Corporation . . . . +. « 125 2,953.12  59-1/4 7,406 
May Dept. Stores Companys . . . 100 2,625.00 66 6,600 
Monsanto Chemical Company .. . 245 25,847.50 162-1/2 39,812 
Palestine Eeonomic Corporation. 15 1,500.00 20 a $00 
Pacific Gas & Elec.Co. 6% pfd. 35 1,093.75 Aa 1,540 
Publication Corporation . .. 25 “975.00 85 b 2,125 
Seare Roebuck & Company eee e 1400 28,740.62 48 67, 200 

Underwood Corporation . ... e 23 793.50 16-3/4 1,765 
United Fouts Vompeny: Jee 27,421.87 144-1/2 46,962 
U.S. Steel Corporation. .... 75 5,221.88 83-7/8 6,290 
Westinghouse Air Brake Co . . . 180 5,175.00 38-1/2 6,930 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. . . 135 3,746.25 34 4,590 

So.Pacific Oregon Lines 4~1/2s ; 
Me OPT) «6s cw ice oe 226 14,067.50 105-1/2 23,210 

US Treasury Bondé 3s of 1948 : 
ae 2,804.68 100-8/32 2,506 

US Treasury Bonds 3-1/8s of 
i948 (June)... .<«..+ + $2500 2,820.31 100-9/52 2,507 

US ear Bonds 2-1/2s of 
1952 mph). oe Mie. 6-8) Se 2M 2,161.87 106-17/32 2,130 

Us gy | ae 6 2-1/28 of 
1970 es we ee ew 7 7,000.00 104-29/52 7,345 

Oe i kw es kee $244,983.54 $391, 565 
SpE ‘ 

Received from Executor. .. . 2. s+ $259,041.09 a - Bid price 
Cs ss 6 es ew we fhs08?- 50 April 6, 1945 

: $280,108.59 b - Bid price 
noe a to ys 2 1945. . . $195'725.00 : 

anuary 1 to April 30,1946 15,400.25 35,125.2) 
_ Securities Charged to Trustees ea R EEA 28 

SO ee $244,985.34 

| A
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BERNARD ADES 
Page 6 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST RECEIVED 

January 1 to April 50, 1946 

American Smelting and Refining Co. pfad 7%. .....: $ 105.00 
American Telephone & Telegraph Company. . . « «+ « « « 337.50 
Archer, Daniele Midland Company . . . +... ++ eevee 15.00 

Benkers Trust Company of New York . 2... +... 2+ see 65.00 
ee eee eee eee 75.00 
Brunewiche, Balke Collender Company... ....... 6.25 
Chase National Bank of New York .....+.+4ese2eee 10.00 
Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc. .. 2. + 2 se ee eee 25.00 
Federated Department Stores, Inc... . «+++ + eee 18.76 
General Electric Company. . . . 2... 5 2s se eae we 260.00 
General Motors Corporation. . .. s+ 6 2 se ss cee 93.75 

Guaranty Trust Company of New York. . . . .. +s see 39.00 
Kennecott Copper Corporation. ...... + +esece 795.50 
Se OUURPEUEOM. 5 4 6 ble 6 E.G de We ls te 75.00 

May Department Stores Company ......+++seeee 42.50 
Monsanto Chemical Company... .. ++ +--+ 2 2 eee 122.50 
eee eee ceee Baw Terk. 6 kin iin wins > 6, 60.00 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company cum lst pfad. . . . . 2 13.13 
Publications Corporation .. «<1 + «4s se 2s He 12.50 
PearG, PeOeen © ONNERE. . on cee kaos 4 te eae 350.00 
meeerwean Goreoratiok . 0 ssc wt he te ee 11.50 
emaee Peeee CORON. 5 gc Kh eh 650.00 
United States Steel Corporation. ....+.+.seee 75.00 
Westinghouse Air Brake Company. ee ee ee ae 45.00 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. .....+.+.s.ee 33.75 

TOTAL DIVIDENDS RECEIVED . ..... 6. $3,354.64 

INTEREST RECEIVED 

January 1 to April 30, 1946 
Southern Pacific Oregon Lines, Series A 4-1/28 of 1977. §$ 495.00 
U.S. Treasury Bonds 2-1/2s of 1952. .....+6se06 25.00 
U.S. Treasury Bonds 2-1/2s of 1970... . 1. 1 ee oe 87.50 

TOTAL INTEREST RECEIVED. . .....2e @ 607.50 

A
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BERNARD ADES 

Page 6 

HE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

GAIN ON SALE OF SECURITIES 
danuary 1 to Anril 50, 1946 

Date NOV. Ii, SLA TIEP 
S014 NAME NO.OF 1939 
«£946 OF SECURTEY SHARES VALUE PRICE  EROCKEDS GAIN 

Peb.26 Bankers Trust Co. 2 
of New York. .. 180 -§ 8,606.26 51-1/4 $9,171.16 $ . 564.91 

Feb.26 Chase Nat'l Bank : 
| of New York. . . 25 931.25 43-1/2 1,080.41 149.16 

 Feb.26 Guaranty Trust Co. : : 
of New York. .. 13 3,744.00 361-1/2 4,693.20 949.20 

Feb.26 National City Bank : : e 
of New York. e © 75 2,118.75 47~-1/2 5,540.25 1,421.50 

TOTALS... #15, 400.25 $18,485.02 $3,084.77 

SALE OF RIGHTS 
danuary 1 to April 30, 1946 

Apr.17 say Ghenkonl = Ja) ¢ 
ompany Rights. Oo - 5-3/4) § 1,376.78 

Apr.17 4 - = “ A : 

A



BERNARD ADES 

Page 7 

@HE ROBER? MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

GRANTS MADE AND PAID 
November 11, 1939 to April 30, 1946 

11/11/39 1/1 to 
LL fae 42/31/45 YELLS 4430/46 

ants - Grants ants Grants 

| fhe Wilderness Society .. $52,200 $16,500 $8,250 $8,250 

| Quetico-Superior Council . 1,000 - - - 

| Adirondack Moose River 
| Gommittee « « « ee ee 250 - - - 

| WOtR oc ek 4 16 2 | $53, 50 «§ 500 #8, 50 #8, 250
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\ ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

| 38 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YBBK 22 

May 2, 1946 

To: The Trustees of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
From: George Marshall 

' On the Purchase of Bonds i : 

The Maylst bank balance for the Wilderness Fund 
was $20, 481.92. 

You will recall that in February the Wilderness Fund 

sold bank stocks to a value of $18,485.02. 

I should like to recommend that the Wilderness Fund 
at this time purchase $18,000 face value U.S. 246 bonds of 
1967/72 (December issue). 

These bonds have recently dropped from 105% to é 

103 and 20/32, and I think thet it is advantageous to buy 
them at the present level. 

I also think that at this time it is wiser to buy 
government bonds than some other "legals" which the Wilderness 
Fund is permitted to buy. 

If you agree with me, please sign the enclosed form 
letter to the New York Trust Company and return it to me at 
your earliest convenience. 
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j ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 
38 East 57th Street, New York 22 \ 

apf, 
ft VA\O 

April 5, 1946 , 

) fot The Trustees of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund Y 
, From! George Marshall | 

4 On Monsanto Chemical Company Warrents 

The New York Trust Company has informed me that the 
Monsanto Chemical Company, of which the Wildermess Fund holds : | 
245 shares, in conneetion with a stock reorganization plan is | 
issuing subscription warrants to new preference stock at the rate | 
of one share of preference stock for each four shares of common 

stock now held, 

The Wilderness Fund should receive 245 subeription i 
warrants shortly after April 9th. These warrants will expire on 

\ April 24th. f 

The Wilderness Fund has no other choice than to sell 
these warrants because the terms of Bob's Will prohibit the Trustees_ 

, from purchasing commom or preferred stock, : 

I should therefore like to be in a position to advise 
the New York Trust Company to sell these warrants at whatever will r 
seen to be the best time between April 9th end 24th. 

Would you therefore please sign and mail to me the 

enclosed form letter to the New York Trust Company asking them to i 
sell these warrants, When I have received the letters from the 
Trustees, I shell communicate with the New York Trust Company as to 
the date and price at which it would seem most advantageous to 

sell these warrants, VEN. . ; ; 

M/rs 
enclosure ‘ i ' | 
uopwa 1 at | 
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BERNARD ADES 

Cartified Public Alocodnan 

505 FIFTH AVENUE | 

NEW YORK 17, N.Y. | 

| 

January 25, 1946 

Mr. George Marshall, Manager, 

The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund, 
38 East 57th Street, 
New York, New Yorke 

* Dear Mr. Marshalls 

We have examined the records of The Robert Marshall Wilderness 

Fund for the period from its organization to December 31, 1945 

and in connection therewith submit the following statements: 

Page 1 = Assets and Liabilities, December 31, 19456 

2 Increases and Decreases in Fund, November 11, 
1939 to December 31, 1945. 

3 = Cash Receipts and Disbursements, For the Year 

1945.4 

‘4 = Securities Held, December 31, 1945, 

5 = Securities Received from Executor of Estate of 

Robert Marshall in October, 1945. 

6 = Dividends and Interest Received, Year 1945. 

7 — Grants Made and Paid, November 11, 1939 to 
December 31, 1945. 

CERTIFICATE 

In our opinion the attached financial statements correctly reflect 

the amounts chargeable to the Trustees of The Robert Marshall 

Wilderness Fund as of December 31, 1945 and the operations of the 

Fund for the various periods showne 

i Bernard Ades 

Certified Public Accountant 

BA: RM 

A



BERNARD ADES 

Page 1 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 
December 31, 1945 

ASSETS 

Cash on deposit with New York Trust Company ; 
Checking Account « «© » +» ee eee ee $ 29539 94 

Custodian Income Account »« . + « « + e 3,385.06 
Custodian Capital Accounte « «© + « we 668.53 

Cash in Off8¢@s. 2 ws sw ew ee eo He He Oe 24263 

Securities = Page 4 (Current Market Value - 
$346,376). 6 © © © © © 260,385.59 

Refund of Federal Income Taxes 
Receivable from Us. S. Treasury Depte « 5,118.47 

TOTAL ASSETS 2 2 + te 6 6 6 0 © © © BAIR 120082 

LIABILITIES : 

Unpaid Grants = Page 7. » « « «© + © «© © © $26,500.00 

Net Assets Charged to Trustees, F 
December 31, 1945 $255,620.22 

————— 
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

| INCREASES AND DECREASES IN FUND 
November 11, 1939 to December 31, 1945 

| . Nove 11, 1939 Nove 11, 1939 
to Year to 

Dece. 31,1945 1945 _Decs 31, 1944 
| Increases in Funds 

Capital Received from Executor: 
Securitiesse « » 2 « + «© © 6 © © $259,041.09 $42,220.47 $216,820.62 
Cashe « « © e we we ew wo wo wo ow 7,601.82 = 7,601.82 

| Distribution of Income by Executor 13, 750.00 - 13, 750.00 
Dividends Received = Page Ge « « « 48,570.92 10,928.77 37,642215 
Interest Received - Page 6 « . « « 2p 176057 1,241.56 934.81 

; Sale of Stock Rights » . . «+s «e 98.96 26,03 72093 

TOTAL INCREASES « « © « « © $331,239016 $54,416.83 $276,822.33 
——————————————SSSS—E——y—————S—=———————— 

Decreases in Funds 

Expenses: 
Commission to Custodian « « « « $ “836.98 $ 129.87 § 7O7ell 
Other Expenses. eee © © © © @ 1,520.97 1,054.69 466,28 

Net Loss on Sale of Securities « « 3,048.28 — 3,048.28 | 
-Grants Made.s « « «6 «© «© «© © «© © © © 69,950.00 28,750.00 41,200.00 
Taxes 

PURGES Bibs ce bh ee ewe 262671 - 5,865.91 
Refunded. . ee © © © © © wo Oe - (484.73) + 

To be Refunded. . 1. 6 2 ss ee = (5,118.47) = 

TOTAL DECREASES « « 6 « « « $ 75,618.94 $24,331.36 $ 51,287.58 

Assets Chaged to Trustees, 
December 31, 1945. . $255,620.22 

|
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
For the Year 1945 

Cash on Hand =~ January 1, 1945 . « «© «© ee © we wo $ 75371263 

Receipts 

Dividends = Page GCeoeweun vee 0 @ & $10,928.77 

Interest - Page Scie ecnvncveunc un 2 & 1,241.56 

Refund of New York State Income Taxes 
for 1942 and 1943. . 6 « « « 484.73 

Sale of Rights . « « .«+e«eeeeee 26.03 

TOTAL RECEIPTS. 2» e » ee ec ec ee se eo © $12,681.09 

TOTAL e e e ° e e e e « e e e * ° e ° e ° ° $20,052. 72 

Disbursements 

. Commissions to Custodian e « « « «+ 6 $ 129,87 
Trustees Travel Expense. 0 »« « e+ + » 527-97 
Office Expense « « « « «ses ee see 14.22 

Accounting Fees. . «ee ee we ee ew -512.50 
Grants Paid - Page 7 « « « «© «© e «© © © 12,250.00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 2 « «© « © © © © © oo 13,434.56 

Cash on Hand, December 31, 1945. 2. « » » «© « ee © $ 6,618.16 
———— 
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

SECURITIES HELD 
December 31, 1945 

Trustees Have on Hand Approximate Market 
NoeShares Nov.ii,1939 Values, Dec. 31, 1945 
Amt .BondsValues or Cost Price Amount 

Amer. Smelting & Refining pfd . 60 $ 8,670.00 181 $ 10,860 
Amer. Tele & Tele « » eo eo ww 78 12,618.75 191 11,325 
Archer Daniels Midland. . « « « 75 83750 28 2,100 
Bankers Trust Company » « « « »« 180 8, 606625 50=1/2 9,090 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad « e 25 162.50 25~7/8 646 
Best & Coe, Ince $1 Par « « « 50 1,000.00 31-3/4 1,587 
Best -& Coe, Ince No Par « « « e 50 1,000,00 31-3/4 1,587 
Brunswicke Balke Collender. « » 25 525.00 34~1/2 862 
Chase National Bank of Ne Y « « 25 931e25 45-3/4 1,143 
Crown Cork & Seal Coe, Ince o « 50 1,437.50 59~1/2 2,975 
Federated Department Stores, Inc 25 "625.00 57-5/8 1,440 
General American Investors. « « 200 1,300.00 §17=3/4 3,550 
General Electric Companys « e e 325 12,553.12 47~3/4 15,518 
General Motors Corporations « e 125 6,859.37 75=1/2 9,437 
Guaranty Trust Co. of Ne Ye « e - 13 3,744.00 368 4,784 
Kennecott Copper Corporatione « 1,591 62,446.75 48-35 /4 77; 561 
Lehman Corporations « « » « « « 125 23953012 5343/4 6,718 

. May Dept. Stores Companys « « e 100 2,625.00 53 5,300 
Monsanto Chemical Company e « « 245 25,847.50 117 28,665 
National City Bank of Ne Ye o e 75 2,118.75 49=3/4 5,731 
Palestine Economic Corporation. 15 1,500.00 20 a “300 
Pacific Gas & Elec.Co. 6% pfd 35 1,093.75 43-1/4 1,513 
Publications Corporations » « e 25 “975,00 59 c 1,475 
Sears, Roebuck and Companye e « 1,400 b 28,740.62  36~1/4 50, 750 
Underwood Corporation . « »« e« « 23 “793.50 73 1,679 
United Fruit Company. « « « « « 325 27,421.87 112 36,400 
Us. Ss Steel Corporation « . « « 75 5,221.88 81~1/8 6,084 
Westinghouse Air Brake Companye 180 5,175.00 37-3/4 6,795 
Westinghouse Electric Corpe « 135 3, 746025 35-172 4,792 

Soe Pacific Oregon Lines 44s of 
1977 - 22M 14,067.50 1051/4 23,155 

UeSe Treasury Bonds 3s of 1948. $2,500 2,804.68 101-1/32 R_525 
U.S. Treasury Bonds 3-1/8 of ? 

1949 2, 500 25820031 108=26/32 2,720 
_ U.S. Treasury Bonds ef 1952 2M 2,161.87 106~31/32 2,139 

U.S. Treasury Bonds 23s of 1970 ™ 7,000.00 102=14/32 7,170 

TOTALS. « « « + $260,383.59 $346,376 
Reconciliation 

Received from Executor 1939 to . : 
1944 . «6 © « $216,820.62 a~Bid price April 6, 

® . eo 1945 2. 2 ee oe 425220447 1945. 
Purchased 1943 and 1944 . 2. «ee eee 21,067.50 b-Giving effect to 

$280, 108.59 stock split 4 to l, 
Sold 1943 and 1944, 2... ees eeece 19,725.00 October, 1945, 
Securities Charged to Trustees, ce~Bid Price, December 

December 31, 1945. . $260,383.59 31,1945. 

A
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

SECURITIES RECEIVED FROM EXECUTOR OF ESTATE OF 
ROBERT MARSHALL IN OCTOBER, 1945 

Nove 11, 1939 Values Approximate Market 

No.Shares or Cost Basis Values, Dece 31, 1945 

Description Amt Bonds Brice Amount Price Amount 

American Smelting & Refining Co. pide » « « ¢e 144-1/2 $ 8,670.00 181 $10,860 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co . « « » 5 168~1/4 4,206e25 191 4,775 

General Electric Company. . ... +e eee 25 38~5/8 965.62 47=3/4 1,193 

Guaranty Trust Companys »« « « « © © «© « « ® 3 Jy 288 864,00 368 1,104 

Kennecott Copper Corporation. . «+ «+ + e 91 39~1/4 3,571.75 48~3/4 4,436 

Lehman Corporation. . «2. see cc ese 25 23-5/8 590062 53~3/4 1,343 
Monsanto Chemical Company . « « «+ ee oe 45 105=1/2 4,747.50 117 5,265 

Palestine Economic Corporations « e« © « « « 15 100 1,500.00 20 a ~300 

Pacific Gas and Electric Co. 6% ist pfd.. 35 31-1/4 1,093.75 43-1/4 1,515 

Sears, Roebuck and Companys. « « « « » « « « 100 20-1/2 b 2,050.00 36-1/4 3,625 

United Fruit Company. 2 s+ ees ee ee 25 84~3/8 2,109.37 112 2, 800 
Underwood Corporation »« «ee + eee cee 23 34~1/2 793.50 73 1,679 
Westinghouse Air Brake Company. « « « « « 80 28-3/4 2,300.00 37~3/4 3,020 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation . « + « e 35 27-3/4 C 971625 35-1/2 1,242 

UeSe of America Treasury 3s of 1948 . . « « $2,500 112-6/32 2,804.68 101-1/32 2,525 

UeS. of America Treasury 3-1/8s of 1949 . . $2,500 Boar 2,820.31 108-26/32 2,720 

UeSe of America Treasury 24s of 1952. . « « 2M 108-3/32 22161.87 106=31/32 22139 

TOTALS $42, 220.47 $50,539 

a= Bid price April 6, 1945, 
b = Giving effect to distribution of 3 shares for 1 

on October 1, 1945, 
c¢ = Giving effect to distribution of 4 shares for 1 ; 

in 1945, 

A
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST RECEIVED 

Year 1945 

DIVIDENDS 

American Smelting and Refining Company pfd ...- $ 105,00 

American Telephone and Telegraph Company « » « « « 450,00 

Archer Daniels Midland Company « « « « © «+» + ¢ © 52-50 

Bankers Trust Company of New Yorke « « © + + © © @ 241.450 

Best and Company, Ince « + ee se e+ © ee © eo oo © 102450 

Brunswicke, Balke Collender Companys « + « + + « e 25.200 

Chase National Bank of New Yorke »« » « « © © © © @ 35.00 

Crown Cork and Seal Company, Inc « « « «© «+ «© e ee 62.50% 

Federated Department Stores, Inc « «++ «e+e e@ 37052 

General American Investors © e « e «+ + « © © © © @ 612,00 

General Electric Company « « e « « «ees eeee 465,00 

General Motors Corporation « « «© « » e+ ee ee ce @ 375,00 

Guaranty Trust Company of New York « « « « e+ + © “120,00 

Kennecott Copper Corporation « « « «+» «© « © ee © 3,841.00 
Lehman Corporation e « « «© «© © © * ¢ ¢ © © © © « @ 380,00 

May Department Stores Companye « + « + « « «© «© + « 165,00 

Monsanto Chemical Companys « « « « « © «© © © © 6 @ 483.75 

National City Bank of New York « « « «6 «© «© ¢ © « @ 97.50 

Publications Corporation eevrvewtes ee we eo oe @ 8 5 50,00 

Sears, Roebuck and Company « « « » « «see «ee 1,431.25 

Underwood Corporations « « « «ee *# * ee © eo & © - 23,00 
. United Fruit Company e e «© «© e «© «© © © e © we wo oe 1,200.00 

United States Steel Corporations « « «© » oe e © © © 300,00 
3 Westinghouse Air Brake Company e « « « «© © © © © © 165,00 

; Westinghouse Electric Corporatione « « o « © «© « « 108.75 

t TOTAL DIVIDENDS e@e@¢ @ @ © ee ee ee ee $10,925077 

INTEREST 

22M Southern Pacific Coe Oregon Lines Ist 
Mortgage Series A 44s of 1977 « « « © « « © $ 990,00 : 

7M Ue Se Treasury Bonds 23s of 1970. . « «oe 175,00 
$2,500 * : " 3s of 1948 «eee e @ 37-50 

2,500 ag zs 5 3=1/8s of 1949 « ee « 39 206 

TOTAL INTEREST. « ss sw ew te ww ww we 6 OS 1, ek 56 

# Plus 50 Rights received from Company sold 
for $28.13. Brokers commission $1.70. 
Transfer Tax $0.40, Net proceeds of sale 
$26.03,
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

GRANTS MADE AND PAID 
Novenb er 11, 1939 to December 31, 1945 

11/11/39 
to 

12/31/44 Year 1945 12/31/45 
Grants Grants Grants Grants 
Paid Made Paid Unpaid 

The Wilderness Society . . $40,200 $28,500 $12,000 $16,500 

Quetico ~ Superior Council 1,000 - -~ - 

Adirondack Moose River 
Committee . . « = 250 250 = 

_ TOTAL . $41,200 $28,750 $12,250 $16,500 

ae 
/
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' ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND - 
‘ -ROBERT. STERLING YARD, _Mauager— bw 

Trastecs 18t0- MINT WOOD- PLACE 
IRVING M. CLARK 

Ws) -D:-€> GEORGE MARSHALL HINGTON: 
OLAUS MURIE 

Se CAE ARE, 38 Kast 57th Street 
Se New York 22, N.Y. 

December 19, 1945 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

thank you for Signing and returning so promptly 
the various papers relating to your becoming a Trustee of 
the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund. 

I am enclosing the following two papers for your 
information and filesd)a copy of the Auditor's Report for 
the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund as of September 30, 1945. 
You will be receiving the next report early in January. 
2) A copy-of a report which I made to the Trustees on August 
1, 1945 listing all grants which the Wilderness Fund hed made 
up to that date. 

I believe you know that at the November 9-10, 1945 
meeting of the Trustees $13,500. was granted to the Wilderness 
Society, and $250. was granted to the Adirondack Moose River 
Committee. 

With Season's greetings, 

Sincerely yours, 

ths, 
CM/rs Chairman 
enclosures 
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REPORT ON GRANTS ‘ 
MADE BY THE 

ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FOND 
DECEMBER 13, 1940 through July 31, 1945 

Cass 

In exsmining the Minute Book and files of the Robert Marshell 
Wilderness Fund I find that there is no one place where there is ea 
summary of grents made by the Trustees of the Robert Marshall Wilder- 
ness Fund, I have therefore prepared the following summary for your 
information. 

The Minutes of the firet meeting of the Trustees of the Robert 
Marshall Wilderness Fund on December 13, 1940 stete that $4,200. was 
granted to Ehe Wilderness Society to reimburse it for monies expended 
for carrying out the purposes of the Trust between the preliminary 
mesting of the Trustees on February 16, 1940 and December 13, 1940, 

The Minutes of the first neeting ( December 13, 1949 ) elso stated 
that $9,000. wes granted to fhe Wilderness Society for the year 1941 
end that $250. was granted to the Quetico-Superior Council. 

At the second meeting of the Trustees on February 19, 1941, as 
stated in the Minutes, $250. was grented to the Quetico-Superior Council 
for the letter half of 1941. 

A letter from Robert Sterling Yard dated December 4, 1941 states 
that there wes a unanimous vote by mail to grant $9,000, to The Wilderness 
Society for 1942. 

A letter from Mr, Yard dated Jenuary 25, 1943 states that there was 
a unanimous vote to renew the grant of #9,000. to The Wilderness Society 
for 1943, 

Through a mail ballot dated January 28, 1944 The Trustees unanimously 
voted to renew the grant of $9,000. to The Wilderness Society for 1944, 

Through a mail ballot dated April 6 th through 10th, 1944 the Trustees 
unanimously voted to grant the Quetico-Superior Counci}] $500. 

Through a mail bellot January 13, 1945 the Trustees voted to renew its 
grant of $9,000. to The Wilderness Society for 1945 and resolved to grant an 
additional $6,000. to The Wilderness Society. 

Messrs. Clark, Murie, Yard and Mar@hall voted for both these propositions. 
No ballot wes received from Mr. Zimmerman. 

August 1, 1945 Frgevigll Mr bolt 
E 

Acting Manager



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

38 EAST 57TH STREET . NEw YorK 22, N. Y. 

REPORT ON MAIL VOTE OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND BASED 

ON MAIL BALLOT DATED DECEMBER 5, 1946. 

On November 12, 1946, the Menager of the Robert Marshall 
Wildermess Fund forwarded to each of the Trustees « copy of 
the epplication received from The Wilderness Soctety. Having 
ascertained the TrusteeS'wish to have @ weil bellot on this 
application, he sent to vach of the Brustees, a metl ballot 
dated December 5, 1946 on the application of The Wilderness 

Soolety. 

A copy of this bellot which was to be returned on or before 

December 23, 1946 te appended to thia report. 

; Through this mail ballot the Trustees voted unanimously to 
meke a grant of $16,650.00 at this time to The Vilderness 
Soolety to essist it during 1948 in its work for the preserva- 

tion of wilderness conditions in outdoor Americe, 

December 24, 1946 Forty Ur arntutf 
; George Merahell, Manager 

Su
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KLEIN AnD ADES 

| Certified Public Alccountants 

505 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

October 12, 1945 

| 
| 

Mr. George Marshall, Acting Manager, 

The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund, 
$8 East 57th Street, 
New York, New York. 

Dear Mr. Marshalls 

| 
We have examined the records of The Robert Marshall Wilderness 

Fund for the period from its organization to September 30, 1945 

| and in connection therewith submit the following statements: 

Page 1 - Assets and Liabilities, September 30, 1945 

2 - Increases and Decreases in Fund, November 11, 1939 

to September 30, 1945-6 

3 = Cash Receipts and Disbursements, January 1 to 

September 30, 1945. 

4 = Securities Held, September 30, 1945. 

5 = Dividends and Interest Received, January 1 to 

September 30, 1945. 

6 - Grants Made and Paid, November 11, 1939 to 

September 30, 1945, 

7 - Increases in Funds, November 11, 1939 to September 

$0, 1945. 

The United States Treasury Department has acknowledged a refund of 

federal income taxes due The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund in 

the amount of $5,118.47. This amount has been included among the 

assets of the Fund. 

| A



KLEIN AND ADES 

=2= 

CERTIFICATE 

In our opinion the attached financial statements correctly reflect 

the amounts chargeable to the Trustees of The Robert Marshall 

Wilderness Fund as of September 30, 1945 and the operations of the 

Fund for the various periods shown. 

[heen t CLbz 

Certified Public Accountants 

KéAs RM 
uopwa 
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KLEIN AND ADES 

Page 1 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 
September 30, 1945 

ASSETS 

Cash on deposit with New York Trust Coo 
Checking Accounts « « 6 « « e o o $ 4,346.78 
Custodian Income Accounte « « « e 1,293.75 
Custodian Capital Account . « o o 668.53 

Gash in Offices o ae 6 «ss sl 6 « « 38.85 
Securities = Page 4 (Current Market 

Value $281,067) 2 «0-6 os © oe £16,1635.12 
Refund of Federal Income Taxes 

Receivable from U.S. Treasury 
Departments « o « « « es « © « « 9,118.47 

TOTAL ASSETS*e 0 6 © © © © 0 © © © © 0 © o )=6$229,629 450 

LIABILITIES 

USE UIC Greta OOo oflo Oo Ooo nO Oe oo 0 OS 6,000.00 

Net Assets Charged to Trustees, September 30, 1945. $223,629.50 

A



KLEIN AND ADES 

Page 2 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

INCREASES AND DECREASES IN FUND 
November 11, 1939 to September 30, 1945 

Nove 11,139 January 1 
to to 

Dece 31, '44 Septe 30,'45 Total 

Increases in Funds 

Capital Received from Executor: 
Securities « « s +6 «© © « © © « « $216,820.62 $216, 820.62 
Cash © « © «© © © ow ww ww wo 7,601.82 7,601.82 

Distribution of Income by Executor. 13, 750.00 13,750.00 
Dividends Received = Page 5 o « « « 37,642.15 $ 6,630.39 44521 ee0e 
Interest Received = Page 5e « « « « 934,81 1,165.00 R099 SOL 
Sale of Stock Rights. « o « « « « « 72093 26.03 98.96 

TOTAL INCREASES. » « « « « « $276,822.33 $ 7,821.42 $284,643.75 

Decreases in Funds 

Expenses: 
Commission to Custodians « « « « $ 707.11 $ 129.87 $ 836.98 
Other Expenses . « « « « «© © © « 466.28 200 .00 666.28 

Net Loss on Sale of Securities. . . 3,048.28 - 3,048.28 
Grants Made . . ee «© ee ow © oo 41,200.00 15,000 .00 56, 200.00 
Taxes: 

Bald es % <6 6 6 «© 6s 6's 6 2 6 9,865.92 - 262.71 
Refunded <<. .s«+6s.«+«*«-«6 6 6 - (484.73) - 
To be Reftinded « « « « 6 6 « « «© - (5,118.47) - 

TOTAL DECREASES. « « « « « » § 51,287.58 $9,726.67 $$ 61,014.25 

Assets Charged to Trustees, September 30, 1945. 2. « « « « © «© $223,629.50 

y
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KLEIN AND ADES 

Page 3 

THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

January 1 to September 30, 1945 

Cash on Hand - January 1, 1945. 2 6 «© © © © © © © oo $ 7,571.63 

Receipts 

Dividends - Page 56 «0 ee © e © © © © © $65630639 
Interest = Page 5 6 «© « « © © © ew eo wo 1,165.00 

Refund of New York State Income Taxes for 
1942 and 1943. . 484.73 

Sale of RightSe »« « « « «© e s+ © © © © 26.03 

TOTAL RECEIPTS. . « « « » » «© 6 » #6 » @ 8,306.15 

HONEA 4 Gls old oo 6 0 Oo oh CMD Giiore 

Disbursements 

Commissions to Custodiane « o «+ « e c « $ 129.87 

Accounting Fees o 0 « «© «© © © © © © © © 200 .00 

Grants Paid « « « «se«e-+esee co eo @ © 9,000.00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS « « « © 0 © © © © © $ 99329087 

Cash on Hand - September 30, 1945 « «ee 0 6 © © @ © $ 6,347.91
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

SECURITIES HELD 
September 30, 1945 

Trustees Have on Hand Approximate Market 
Values 

Noe Shares Nove 11,'39 September 30, 1945 
Amt. Bonds Values or Cost Price Amount 

American Tele & Tele « « «© 0 0 © 50 $$ 8,412.50 182- 1/2 $ 9,125 
“Archer Daniels Midland « « « oes 75 837250 30 Ry R00 

Bankers Trust Companye o « e « e 180 8,606.25 49 8, 820 

Baltimore & Ohio RR. « « « © o «© 25 162.50 22- 1/8 55S 

Best and Coe, Ince $1 Pare « « o 50 1,000.00 27= 1/8 1,356 

8 ie "No Pare «0 « e 50 1,000.00 27- 1/8 1,356 

Brunswicke Balke Collender « « « 20 525.00 33- 3/4 843 

Chase National Bank of Ne Ye « e 25 931.25 42= 5/8 1,065 

Crown Cork & Seal Co., Inc « » « 50 1,437.50 45 £5600 

Federated Dept. Stores, Ince « e 25 625.00 40 1,000 

General American Investors « « e 200 1,300.00 17- 3/4 3,550 

General Electric Company « « o e« 300 11,587.50 48- 7/8 14,662 

General Motors Corporation e¢ © o 125 6,859 37 i 9,250 

Guaranty Trust Coo of Ne Y « « e 10 2,880.00 365 3,690 

Kennecott Copper Corporation » » 1,500 58,875.00 43=- 1/2 65,250 

Lehman Corporation « oe ee ee 100 2,362.50 46= 1/2 4,650 
May Dept. Stores Company « « « « 100 2,625.00 42= 1/4 4,225 

Monsanto Chemical Companys. « « o 200 21,100.00 105 21,000 

National City Bank of Ne Y « « e 75 2,118.75 45- 5/8 $,421 - 

Publications Corporation « « « e 25 975,00 50 Ly co0 

Sears, Roebuck and Company « « « $25 26,690.62 141 45,825 

United Fruit Company »« « e« « o e 300 25,512e00) 109= 3/4 32,929 

Ue Se Steel Corporations « « « e Gs 5,221.88  76= 5/8 5, 726 

Westinghouse Air Brake Company o 100 2,875.00 35= 3/8 3,507 

Westinghouse Electric Corp o « « 100 2,775.00 36= 1/4 3,629 

Soe Pacific Oregon Lines 
Histe4— 1/2/77. « 2 « «© ¢ @ 28 22M 14,067.50 103- 1/2 22,770 

Ue S. Treasury Bonds 2=1/2/65-70 7™M 7,000.00 101~20/32 7.118 

TOTALS eo e $218,163.12 $281,067 

Reconciliation 

Received from Executor « « e $216,820.62 
Purchased 1943 and 1944. 2 « 21,067.50 

$237,888.12 
Sold 1943 and 1944 . . 2. « « 19,725.00 
Securities Charged to 

Trustees, Sept. 30, 1945. $218,163.12 

% Stock Split 3-1 September 11, 1945
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST RECEIVED 

January 1 to September 30, 1945 

DIVIDENDS 

American Telephone and Telegraph » « « « « $ 337450 

Archer, Daniels Midland Company. « « o « © 37.50 
Bankers Trust Company of New Yorke o « « e 178.50 

Best and Company, Ince o « « © « 0 © © © 77.50 

Brunswicke, Balke Collander Companye « « o 18.75 

Chase National Bank of New Yorke « « « « oe 35.00 
sCrown Cork and Seal Company, Ince o « « « 37.50 

Federated Department Stores, Inc « « « « o 28.14 
General Electric Company « « « « « « « « « 345.00 
General Motors Corporation o « « «© « «© « « 281.25 

Guaranty Trust Company of New York » « « o 90.00 

Kennecott Copper Corporation e « « « « « « & £50.00 

Lehman Corporation « »« « « «+ «© ee © @ @ 350 .00 
May Department Stores Companye e « « « « « 122.50 
Monsanto Chemical Companye « © + + « « « « 300,00 
National City Bank » «s+ 6 ee ee we © © 97.50 
Publications Corporation « « e « » «+ «« e 37.50 
Sears, Roebuck and Company « « « e « « « « (31625 

United Fruit Company « « « « «© « » ee « « 900,00 
United States Steel Corporations o e o o eo 225.00 
Westinghouse Air Brake Company « « « e « e 75.00 
Westinghouse Electric Corporatione « « « « 75.000 

TOTAL DIVIDENDS. « « « © « © « » $6,630039 

INTEREST 

22M Southern Pacific Company Oregon Lines 
lst Mortgage Series A 4=1/2's of 1977. $ 990.00 

7M United States of America Treasury 
Bonds 2-1/2's of 1970. « « ee » © « 175.00 

TOIAL INTEREST 2 . « « « « « « « $1,165.00 

% 50 Rights received from Company sold for 

$28.13. Brokers commission $1.70. 
Transfer Tax $0.40. Net proceeds of 
sale $26.03.
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

GRANTS MADE AND PAID 
November 11, 1939 to September 30, 1945 

The Quetico= 
Wilderness Superior 

Society Gouncil Total 

GRANTS MADE 

Year 1940. . « « « « $13,200.00 $ 250.00 $13,450.00 

1941. +» « e «© « 9,000.00 250.00 9,250.00 

1943. « « e © @ 9,000 ,00 - 9,000.00 

1944, 2. « « « © 9,000.00 500 .00 9,500.00 

January 1 to Septe 30, 1945. 15,000.00 - 15,000.00 

TOTAL GRANTS MADE . . $55,200.00 $1,000.00 {56,200.00 

GRANTS PAID 

Year 1941. « «eo $13,200.00 $ 500,00 $13,700.00 

1042. «6 © © «© 9,000.00 - 9,000.00 

1943. 6 « 0 «© o 9,000.00 - 9,000.00 

1944. 6 o e © o 9,000.00 500.00 9,500.00 

January 1 to Sept. 30, 1945. 9,000.00 - 9,000.00 

TOTAL GRANTS PAID . « $49,200.00 $1,000.00 50,200.00 

Grants Unpaid, September 30, 
1945 $ 6,000.00 $ 6,000.00
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THE ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 

INCREASES IN FUNDS 
November 11, 1939 to September 30, 1945 

1 TO YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR JANUARY 
1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 SEPT. 30,145 TOTAL 

Increases in Funds 

Capital Received from Executor: 
Securities o . « © « « « $162,708.12 - - $54,112.50 - : - ee ae 
CaSh o <6 ss 6 «6 6 6,728.14 $ 873.68 - - - - ’ ° 

Distribution of Income by 

Executor. = - $ 8,750.00 3,750.00 $ 1,250.00 - 13, 750 00 

Dividends Received 6 « « ee ec - 9,177.50 8, 885,00 9,734.38 9,845.27 $6,630.39 44,272.54 

interest “Received. « << « «'.« « « - - - i 934681 1,165.00 2, 099681 

96 Sale of Stock Rights... ... - 72093 - eee C6003 ___ 9808 

‘ it TOTAL INCREASES IN FUNDS. © $169,436.26 $10,124.11 $17,635.00 $67,596.88 $12,030.08 $7,821.42 $284,645.75
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December 14, 1945 

Me. George Marshall 
36 Hast 57th Street 
New York 22, NM. Y. 

Dear George: 

Here are the executed documents, in accordance 
with your instructions of Desdmber 12. 

Now that we have Olaus, I have real confidence 
in the future of the Soolety. 

I hated to send you all those "ifs" and "ands" 
in my aeceptance. Raturally I'11 do my utmost. 

: Yours, 

Aldo Leopold



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 
ROBERT “STERLING YARD; Maviager 

panes: +840-MINTWOOD-PEAGE 
IRVING M. CLARK 
GEORGE MARSHALL WASHINGTON, D.-G- 

OLAUS MURIE 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 38 East 57th Street 
WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, JR. New York 22, N.Y. 

December 12, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wiscohsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just received from Messrs. Zimmerman, Clark and Murie 

a copy of the formal certificate of appointment of you as successor Trustee 

of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund which they and I have signed. A 

copy is enclosed for your information. 

I am therefore enclosing a number of papers which you must sign in 

order to legally become a Trustee of the Wilderness Fund. 

First, is the acceptance of appointment which you must sign and 

have notarized in duplicate. 

Second, is your oath as Trustee which must also be signed and 

notarized in duplicate. 

Third, is a "Designation of the Clerk of the Surrogate's Court 

as a person on whom service of process may be made." 

A similar Designation has been signed by each of the Trustees. 

Its purpose is to permit anyone who might wish to bring an action against 

the Wilderness Fund to do so without reaching each Trustee in an emergency. 

I do not know why anyone should ever wish to bring any action against the 

Wilderness Fund or its Trustees, but this is a form which apparently must be 

filled out by Trustees under New York State Law. Please also sign and have 

notarized this Designation in duplicate. 

I am enclosing a third copy of each of these papers for your files. 

The Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund has its checking account at the 
New York Trust Company, 100 Broadway, New York 15, N.Y. All Wilderness Fund 

checks must be signed by any two of the five Trustees. I am therefore enclosing 

a copy of a signature card from the bank which I should appreciate your filling 
in and returning to me so that I may file it with other necessary papers on 

your appointment as Trustee with the bank.



ies 

Aldo Leopold 

December 12, 1945 

You will note from the Will that ell appropriations of funds must 

be made by the vote of three or more Trustees. Action on grants and other 

matters of importance are made at meetings of the Trustees or through mail 

pallots in accordance with a procedure which we have adopted as indicated 

in the enclosed resolution on this subject. 

Arrangements have been made with the New York Trust Company for it to 
accept "the authorization of three or more Trustees as the authority to 

act with respect to the purchase or sale of any securities,which approval 

may be indicated by letter, cable, or telegram.” 

Please don't be appalled at all this red-tape, but let me know if 

there are any matters which I have not clarified. 

We are all very pleased that you are to be a Trustee of the Wilderness 

Fund. 

Sincerely yours, 

Zur. 
CM/rs Menager 
enclosures 
uopwa 1 

P. S. If you would prefer receiving your Wilderness Fund mail at your 

home, would you send us your home address?
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From: George Marshall % 

To: Trustees, Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund N 

Subject: Decline of Stock Market 

The sharp decline of the stock market from 141 in the middle of August 
to 110 on September 20th (New York Times Index of Averages of 50 Combined Stocks) 
has caused a serious problem in the administration of the Wilderness Fund. 

You will see the full effect on the velue of securities held by the Fund 

when you receive the auditor's report early in October. Roughly, I believe that 
the drop in the market has resulted in the decline in the value of the Fund's 

securities to about their value at the time of Bob's death. 

Various people with whom I have spoken about the market situation, as 
well as so-called experts, seem to be divided, or in doubt, as to whether the mar- 
ket is going to drop substantially further, or whether it may be expected to regain 

its losses.within the next few months. 

My own feeling is that, although there may be a minor rally within the 

next weeks, there is on the whole a greater chance of the market declining during 

the next few months, than otherwise, 

‘ In view of this, I should like to make two recommendations. First, that 
we sell the $22,000. Southern Pacific Oregon bonds which we bought at about 64 and 

which went up to 1064 last June and which now is around 95, I think it would be 
wiser to take a profit at around this level and put the proceeds into United States 
Treasury bonds, or even hold it as cash then to wait for a possible rise. If the 

market does go down rapidly, I think these bonds will decline very fast. 

Second, if the market does rally somewhat, I think it might be well to 

take advantage of it to increase the cash position of the Fund by selling up to 

$30,000. worth of common stock. If we were to do this, it would, of course, reduce 

the income received by the Fund, but it would place it in a stronger position. It 
would also, I believe, give us sufficient cash and Government bonds on hand to pay 
grents during eny foreseeable depression without selling an appreciable amount of 

securities at a loss. 

I wish you were all closer so that we could advise together on this 
situation from day to day, or at least from week to week, 

; However, if you agree with my proposals, will you please wire Mr. W. H. 
Osborne, New York Trust Company, 100 Broadway, New York City, at once asking him 
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Trustees, Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund September 30, 1946 

-2- 

to sell for the account of the Wilderness Fund $22,000. of Southern Pacific Oregon 
bonds at such time and price as I indicate. Will you also authorize him to sell 

additional securities to a value not exceeding $30,000. at such times and prices as 
I indicate. 

I do not want to suggest a definite sales schedule at this time and I am 
not even sure I would definitely want to sell the full amount of securities mentioned. 
However, I should like to have authority to sell securities should it seem desirable, 
I, therefore, suggested the above program, 

Please keep track of the cost of your wire because this seems to me to be 
a proper Wilderness Fund cost. 

With best regards, 

~ o 

s
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4 | SURROGATE'S COURT : NEW YORK COUNTY 
Y | ee ean i= eee | 

x | 
| In the Matter of the Estate of P2825 - 1939 

| ROBERT MARSHALL, CERTIFICATE OF APPOINTMENT | 

| : OF SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE 
| Deceased. 

x 

| WHEREAS, under paragraph FOURTH (c) of the Will | 

of Robert Marshall, deceased, Robert Sterling Yard, George Marshall, 

William Zimmerman, Jr., Irving Clark and Olaus Murie were appointed | 

i as Trustees for the purposes specified in said subdivision (c), and | 

WHEREAS, such Trustees thereafter duly qualified | 

| and entered into the performance of their duties, and 

| WHEREAS, Robert Sterling Yard, one of such Trustees | 

| died on May 17, 1945, and | 

WHEREAS, pursuent to the provisions of paragraph | 

| NINTH of said Will of Robert Marshall, deceased, the surviving | 

i Trustees have appointed Aldo Leopold as successor Trustee to Robert | 

Sterling Yard, deceased, which appointment was made at a meeting of | 

| such surviving Trustees held on November 9th and 10th at Washington,D.C., 

| NOW, THEREFORE, in accordance with the provisions | 

| of paragraph NINTH of the said Will of Robert Marshall, deceased, the | 

| undersigned as surviving Trustees under the trust created by paragraph | 

| FOURTH (c) of said Will, do hereby direct that this certificate of | 

| appointment be filed in the office of the manager of the said trust fund, | 

| and that said Aldo Leopold, upon executing the acceptance of such | 

| appointment, become vested with all the powers, duties and privileges 

| of a Trustee under said trust. 

| IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have hereunto set 

| their names this tenth day of November, 1945. 
| | 

| | 
Trving trare | 

Vlas Murie | 

| 
|
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} SORROGATE'S COURT : COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
P | cr es See et cee at at etter ae Pe ee 

| In the Matter of the Estate of x P 2825 - 19s¢ : 
x : , i 

a DESIGNATION OF THE MARSHALL : 
| ROBERT MANES ne aed * CLERK OF THE SURROGATE'S COURT 
| re pei . AS A PERSON ON WHOM SERVICE OF 
| “sere eee rr ae se = " * PROCESS MAY BE MADE 

1 STATE OF WISCONSIN | 

| COUNTY oF 1 
| 4 

| 
| I, ALDO LEOPOLD, Trustee nemed inthe place and stead ‘ 

| of ROBERT STERLING YARD, deceased, pursuant to resolution and appointment t 
| 

i by George Marshall, William Zimaermen, Jr., Irving Clerk and Oleus Murle, 

the surviving Trustees dated November 10, 1945, do hereby designate the 
| 

| Clerk of the Surrogate's Court of the County of New York or his successor 
i} 
i} in office, as a person on whom service of eny process issuing from the 

| Surrogate's Court of the County of New York may be made, in like manner 
| 

| end with Like effect as if it were served personally upon me, whenever | 

| I cannot be found and served within the State of New York, efter due 
i 

| diligence ig used, I am a resident of 

| 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
| 

| 
| STATE OF WISCONSIN } 
| t 88.2 
| COUNTY OF ) 

| On thie day of Deceuber, 1945, before me personslly 
ceme ALDO LEOPOLD, to me known and Imown to me te be the individual 
described in and who executed the foregoing instrument, and he duly 

| acknowledged to me that he exeeuted the sene, 
| 
} 

| 
| 
i} 

| 
| 

| 
| 

il 

| 
i 

I :
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| SURROGATE'S COURT : COUNTY OF NEW YoRK | 
- | In the matter of the Estate of x | | 

5 P 8825 + 1959 ROBERT MARSHALL, : | | Bonen X OAT OF THOSTER | 
| RAPE OF WISCONSIN) | COUNTY OF 88.1 | 

I, ALDO LEOPOLD, Trustee named in the place and stead of 
| ROBERT STERLING YARD, deceased, a Trustee named in Paragraph | 

| i 

| FOURTH (c} of the Last Will and Testament of ROBERT MARSHALL, 17s 
| 

| deceased, pursuant to resolution and appointment by George | 

| Narstiell, William Zimmerman, Jx., Irving Clerk and Olaus Murie, | 

‘the surviving Trustees dated Noveaber 10, 1945, do depose and | | 

| ii say: Theat I am a resident of | 
1 
| 

| T am a citizen of the United Stetes and am over twenty-one years | 

of age, I will well, faithfully and honestly discharge the duties 

| of Trustee under said Last Will and Testament, | 

| 
| 

* | 
~~ RL LESPOLD | | Sworn to before me this | day of December, 1945, 

| 

| 
| 

| 

| 

| |
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I SURROGATE’S COURT : NEW YORK couNTY 
{| oer Rh me 

| Xa the Matter of the Retate or | 
| ROBERT NARSHALL, 2828/1939 
| Deceased, : | 

| x 
i eT heh hh 

| 

| | i ALDO LEOPOLD, the person named in the certificate of | | 
| appointment exeouted by George Marshall, Wilifes Rimmerman, Jr. | 
| Irving Clark end Oleus Murie, as surviving Trustees under the | 
| trust crested by paragraph FOURTH (¢) under the Will of Robert 

| Marshall, deceased, in the place end stead of Robert Sterling 
\| Yard, devensed, doce hereby accept such appointment, : | 

| Dated: December , 1945, 

| I 
| 

| ; 

| ALDO LEOPOLD | 
| 

| GRATR OF wrsconstN ) 
i t ga, 
| GOUnTY OF ) 

i Om this day of December, 194%, before ne 
Personally came ALDO LEOPOLD, to me known and known to to me to bé | - the person mentioned and desoribed in the foregoing inetrument, and | =e duly acknowledged to se that he oxeeuted the seme, 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| | l}
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ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND y 

ROBERT-SFERLING-¥ARD; Mamager — 

Tempers 1840-MINT WOOD -PEAECE- 
; IRVING M. CLARK 

GRORGHTU ARSE. WASHINGTON; -D--G. 7 - 
Grn oaTnni 338 Bast 57th Street 

New York 22, N.Y. ROBERT STERLING YARD pS og 1145 
WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, JR. Novanber z 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wild Life Nanagenent 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am very pleased that you are ready to become a Trustee 
of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund. 

It is my own feeling that any Trustee who has much to 
contribute on wilderness ideas will probably be a busy person like 
yourself. Therefore, I do not think your other duties should stand 
in the way of your being a Trustee. 

I feel quite sure that the other Trustees will feel as 
I do, but I have thought it only right to send them a copy of your 
letter. I shall write to you further when I hear from then. 

Sincerely yours, 

GM/rs aN 
uopwa 1 Manager
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November 20, 1945 

Mr. George Marshall 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear George: 

I feel honored to be elected a trustee and 
I appreelate your complete explanation of 
the duties involved. 

Before I can formaly accept I feel that you 
and the other trustees should know my present 
Circumstances, For the moment at least, I am 
snowed under with new graduate students, and 
it will be difficult for me to attend meetings. 
IT am still in hopes that this is a temerary 
situation, and that in a year or two I can get 
beck to "normal", but this is a hope, not an 
assurance. I also hope eventually to get an 
assistant, but there is no immediate prospect. 

I suggest that the Society might want to re= 
consider its choice, in the light of these 
limitations. If so, it will be very acceptable 
to me. If not, I will do my best. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



ROBERT MARSHALL WILDERNESS FUND 
ROBERT STERLING YARD, Manager 

arenes 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE 
IRVING M. CLARK 
GEORGE MARSHALL WASHINGTON, D. C. 

OLAUS MURIE 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 

M n ing 9 heer fer November 13, 1945 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wild Life Management 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

the Trustees of the Robert Marshall Wilderness Fund 
at their meeting in Washington D.C. on November 9th and 10th 

unanimously voted to invite you to become the fifth Trustee 

of the Wilderness Fund to fill the vacancy caused by the death of 

Robert Sterling Yard. 

I do not know how well you are acquainted in detail 

with the Wilderness Fund. As you probably know, it was one 

of three trusts established under Bob Marshall's Will. Its 

purpose is "the preservation of wilderness conditions in outdoor 

America, including but not limited to the preservation of areas 

embracing primitive conditions of transportation, vegetation and 

fauna." I em enclosing a covy of Yob's Will for your information. 

The Trustees of the Wilderness Fund are Irving Clerk, 
Olaus Murie, William Zimmerman, Jr. and myself. 

The Wilderness Fund has so far made most of its grants 
to the Wilderness Society and has made small grants to the 

Quetico-Superior Council and to the newly formed Adirondack 

Moose River Conmittee. 

The duties of the Trustees are not onerous. The meeting 

last week was the first in more than three years, although we 

hove to meet annually from now on. Trustees' expenses in connection 

with attending meetings are covered. We occasionally have mail 
ballots between meetings. We have a Certified Public Accountant 

who renders quarterly reports. 

The Trustees share the responsibility for the Wilderness 

Fund, but the Manager keeps them appraised of all new developments 

relating to applications and administrative matters. 

All of us look forward to having the benefit of your 

counsel and hope that you will consent to be a Trustee of the Robert 

Marshall Wilderness Fund. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

GH/rs ee nee 
uopwa 1 Manager
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT 

of 

ROBERT MARSHALL 

Dated July 12, 1938 

I, ROBERT MARSHALL, unmarried, of the Borough of Manhattan, City 

of New York, do make, publish and declare this as and for my Last 

Will and Testament, hereby revoking all Wills heretofore made by me, 

intending hereby to dispose of all property of whatever kind and where- 

soever situated of which I may be seized or possessed et the time of 

, my death, 

E FIRST: I direct my just debts and funeral expenses be paid. 

ns SECOND: I nominate and appoint my brother, JAMES MARSHALL, to be 

the Executor of this, my Will, and in the event that he predeceases 

me or fails to qualify, or having qualified shall die, resign or be 

otherwise incapacitated before my estate shall heave been fully ad- 

ministered, then I appoint my brother, GEORGE MARSHALL, as such 

Executor, I direct that no person named herein as Executor shall et 

any time be required to give any bond or security of any kind in any 

jurisdiction for the faithful performance of his duties. 

THIRD: I give and bequeath unto HERBERT K, CLARK, of 7 State 

Street, Saranac Lake, New York, the sum of Three Thousand Dollars 

($3,000,) In the event thet he shall predecease me, I direct that 

said legacy shall lapse and revert to and become a part of my residuary 

estate. 

FOURTH: I direct that ell the rest, residue and remainder of my 

estate, of every name and nature, both real and personal, be divided by 

¥. f .
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my Executor into four parts, as nearly equal in value as practiceble, 

and thet the same be disposed of as follows? 

f me (a) Two of said parts I give, devise and bequeath unto GARDNER 

JACKSON, of 6 West Kirk Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland, my brother, 

GEORGE MARSHALL, HEBER BLANKENHORN, of Washington, D. C., JERRY L 

O'CONNELL, of Butte, Montana, and RAPHAEL ZON, of 2237 Doswell Avenue, 

St. Paul, Minnesota, and the survivors of them, and to their successors, 

in perpetuity, in trust, nevertheless, to invest, reinvest and keep 

invested seid parts and to apply the income derived therefrom and such 

part of the princinsl es they way, in their unlimited discretion, deem 

necessary for the following objects and purvoses: ‘ 

The education of the People of the United States of America to the 

necessity and desirability of the develoment and organization of unions 

of persons engaged in work or of unemployed persons and the promotion 

and advancement of an economic system in the United States based upon 

the theory of production for use and not for profit. The objects and 

purposes herein set forth shall be carried out through lawful means and 

only through lawful means, and for the purpose of carrying out such 

objetts and purposes, I grant to the Trustees named full power and authority 

to employ and pay organizers, lecturers and writers and such other 

assistants and employees as they may deem necessary for properly ful- 

filling the objects and purposes o! the trust as set forth by a herein, 

and to print, publish and distribute pamphlets, books, magazines and 

mewspapers and generally to use any and all lewful means toward the 

furtherance of such objects and purposes, and they shall further have the 

authority to draft bills and acts, laws and other legisletion and use all 

lawful means to have the same enacted into the law of the various States 

ip memes 5 ieee ail a a
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of the United States of America and by the Congress of the United States 

of America. 

(b) One of the said parts I give, devise and bequeath to my brother, 

JAMES MARSHALL, EDWIN 5S, SMITH, of Washington, D. C., ROGER BALDWIN, of 

the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, JOHN FINERTY, of the Borough 

of Menhattan, City of New York,GARDNER JACKSON, of 6 West Kirk Street, 

Chevy Chase, Maryland, end the survivore of them, and to their successors, 

in perpetuity, in trust, nevertheless, to invest, reinvest and keep 

invested said part and to apply the income derived therefrom and such 

part of the principal as they may, in their unlimited discretion, deem 

necessary for the following objects and purposes: 

The safeguarding and advancement of the case of civil liberties in 

the United States of America and the various States and subdivisions 

thereof by all lawful means and actions, with full power and authority j 

to the Trustees to print, publish and distribute pamphlets, books, maga- 

zines and newspapers and generally to use any and all lawful means to 

bring to the knowledge of the citizens of the United States of America 

the importance and necessity of preserving and safeguarding the cause 

of civil liberties. Said Trustees shail have the power to draft bills 

and acts, laws and other legislation and use all lawful means to have 

them enacted into the law of the various States and subdivisions thereof 

and by the Congress of the United States to the end thet the civil 

liberties guaranteed to the citizens of the United States by their 

Federal constitution and by the various State constitutions be forever 

meintained, preserved and developed. 

(c) The remaining part I give, devise and bequeath unto ROBERT 

STERLING YARD, of 1840 Mintwood Place, Washi gton, D, C., GEORGE
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MARSHALL, WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, Jr., Indian Office, Washington, D. C., 

IRVING CLARK, of Bellevue, Washington, and OLAUS MURIE, of Jackson, 

Wyoming, and the survivors of them, and to their successors, in per- 

petuity, in trust, nevertheless, to invest, reinvest and keep invested 

said part and to apply the income derived therefrom and such part of 

the principal as they may, in their unlimited discretion, deem necessary ; 

: ‘for the following objects and purposes: 

The preservation of the wilderness conditions in outdoor America, 

including, but not limited to, the peseervation of areas embracing primi- 

tive conditions of transportation, vegetation and fauna, and to that end 

said Trustees shall have full power and authority to employ and pay 

lecturers and writers and such other assistants«and employees as they may 

deem necessary for properly carrying out the purposes of the trust and 

to print, publish end distribute pamphlets, books, magazines and news- 

papers and generally to use any and all lawful means to increase the ~ 

knowledge of the citizens of the United States of America az to the im- 

portence and necessity of maintaining wilderness conditions in outdoor 

: 4merica for future generations, and said Trustees shall be empowered to 

use 411i lawful means in opposing statutes or regulations which will or 

may affect adversely the maintenance of wilderness conditions, and said 

Trustees shall have the power to draft such bills and acts, laws and 

other legislation snd use all lawful means to have the same enacted by 

the various States of the United States of America and by the Congress 

of the United States as will tend to safeguerd and preserve wilderness 

conditions in outdoor America.
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FIFTH: If any purpose of any of the trusts (a), (b) or (c), specified 

in the preceding paragraph shali be held invalid by any Court, then and 

in that event, I direct that the trustees of the trust, with respect to 

which such invalidity shall have been determined, shall devote the prineci- 

pal and income of said trust to the remaining purposes of said trust. If 

any trust created in any of said subdivisions of the preceding paragraph 

shall be held invelid in its entirety by any court, then and in that event, 

I direct that the principal and accrued income of seid trust, so held 

invalid, shali be divided into two equal parts between the remaining trusts 

to the end that one-half of said trust and accrued income thereon shall 

be paid over and delivered to the Trusteesof each of the remaining trusts 

provided for in this Will, which sum so paid over shall be administered 

by the Trustees of each said trust for the uses and purposes set forth 

: in this Will. 

SIXTH: In making distribution of my residuary estate, my Esecutor 

is authorized and empowered, in his sole diseretion, to make such dis- 

tribution in kind, or partly in kind and partly in money, and for such 

purposes, the judgment of my Executor concerning the propriety thereof 

and the reiative value of the property and securities for the purpose of 

distribution, shall be binding and conclusive on all persons interested 

therein, My Executor may also apportion to the aforesaid trusts such 

; securities as I may hold et the time of my death, irrespective of the 

fact thet they mey be securities other than those to which the investment 

of trust funds is ordinarily limited, and I grant to said Trustees named 

in Paragraph “Fourth” of thia Will the power to hold and continue any
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investments so received by them from my Executor, even though they be Of 

a character not atvinktig with the legal requirements as to the investment 

of trust funds. Any other investment or reinvestment by wy Trustees shall 

only be made in euch securities as constitute legal investments for 

Trustees under the laws of the State of New York. 

SEVENTH: If the Trustees of the trusts created in subdivisions (a), 

(b) or (c) of Paragraph Fourth hereof shali determine that the objects 

) and purposes of the trusts of which they are Trustees may best be carried 

out by a transfer and assignment of the whole or any part of the principal 

or income constituting said trust fund to a membership or other non profit 

making corporation or corporations organized under the laws of the State 

| of New York, whose objects and purposes shall be in aceord with or include 

the objects and purposes for which said trust is created, said Trustees 

are hereby authorized end empowered to transfer and assign the whole or 

any part of the principal or income constituting said trust fund to such 

corporation or corporations: in such amounts and at such times as they in 

their unlimited judgment may deem proper. The purpose hereof being to 

have said Trustees determine from time to time the method or methods best 

adapted to accomplish the objects and purposes of the trusts of which 

they are acting as Trustees. 

EIGHTH: If the Trustees of any of the trusts specified in Paragraph 

: “Fourth” hereof shall determine that the objects and purposes of the 

trust of which they are Trustees may best be effected through corporate 

: means, they are expressly empowered to incorporate or cause to he in- 

corporated under the General Laws of the State of New York or by special
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act of the legislature of the State of New York a corporation or corpora- 

tions which shall have authority, among such other powers as may be con- 

ferred upon it, to take and hold the property constituting the trust fund 

with respect to which such corporation shall have been organized, end to 

administer, invest and dispose of the same and to devote the principal 

thereof and the income therefrom to the objects and purposes specified in 

said Trust. In the event that the Trustees shali cause to be incorporated 

any corporation with respect to eny of the said trusts, I direct thet the 

persons named as Trustees for said trust with respect to which such cor- 

poration shall heave been organized shall act as Trustees or Directors of 

seid new qupeetton for at least the first year of its existence and for 

as long thereafter as they shall be elected and may be willing to serve. 

If any of the persons named as Trustees shall decline so to serve or for 

any reason be umeble so to do I euthorize and empower the Trustees who 

shell serve or the survivor of them to fill the vacancies so existing or 

created. The Trustees or directors of such corporation shall heve power 

from time to time to fil) all vacancies occurring in the Board. 

NINTH: In the event that eny Trustee named in any of the subdivi- 

sions of paragraph "fourth" hereof shall die before me or shall fail to 

qualify as such Trustee, I direct thet the vacancy among the Trustees 

under any of such subdivisions of psragraph "Fourth" created by the prior 

death or failure to qualify of any such Trustee or Trustees shall be s 

filled by a majority of the remaining Nineteen of seid trust who shell 

have qualified, by resolution and appointment in writing entered in the 

books of record of their proceedings as Trustees, and a certificate of
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such appointment executed by such remaining Trustees shall be filed in the 

office of the Manager of said trust fund and thereupon the Trustee or 

Trustees so designated shall upon the written acceptance of such appoint- 

ment duly acknowledged and deposited with said fund manager become vested 

with all the powers, duties and privileges of the Trustee or Trustees 

i who shall have died before me or shall not have qualified, with the same 

foree and effect as though originaliy named in this Will as Trustees of 

said tmst. Any Trustee named in any of the subdivisions of Paragraph 

“Fourth” hereof may at any time resign his trust by a writing signed by 

him and delivered to the remaining Trustees, accompanied by a proper 

transfer and release of his title to any interest in the property of the 

trust. In the event of the death, resignation or disability of any of 

the Trustees named in any of the said subdivisions of Paragraph "Fourth" 

hereof, the vacancy thereby created shall be filled by a majority of the 

remaining Trustees of said trust by resolution and appointment in writing 

entered in the book of records of their proceedings and a certificate 

of such appointment executed by such remaining Trustees shali be filed in 

the office of the manager of suid trust fund end thereupon the Trustee 

or Trustees so designated shall upon the written scdeptunce of such ap- 

pointment duly acknowledged and deposited with said fund manager become 

vested with all the powers, duties and privileges of the Trustee so 

resigning or disabled, with the seme force and effect as though originally 

named in this Will as Trustees of said trust. 

TENTH: The Trustees of each of the trusts created by this Will 

shall not be liable for any error of judgment with respect to any of their 

acts hereunder, nor shali they be liable for the ects or omissions of each 

; other, nor shall they, unless appointed by the Court, be required to give
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eny bond for the due performance of the trusts with respect to which 

they are appbinted, nor shall they be entitled to receive compensation i 

for their services; they shall respectively be responsible, each only i 

for his own wilful misconduct and not for any act, default or misconduct 

of any other Trustee. 

RR ELEVENTH: Except as herein otherwise provided and as to acts 

i ministerial in their nature, the concurrence of a majority of the Trustees 3 

with respect to each trust shall be necessary for the purpose of giving 

legai effect tomy act of the Trustees but it shall not be necessary that 

; such concurrence shall be given at a formal meeting of the Trustees, but 

it may be evidenced by cable, teleyraphic or written assent of the 

: Trustees. 

TWELFTH: As to strangers to each of said trusts created by this 

Will, the written assent of a majority of the Trustees authorizing « 

particular act to be done shall be conclusive evidence that it is within 

the power of the Trustees and no purchaser from them shall be bound to 

see to the applicetion of the purchase money or any other consideration 

paid or delivered by or for such purchaser to or for the Trustees. 3 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 12th 

day of July, 1938. 3 

ROBERT MARSHALL (L. 3.) 

The foregoing instrument, consisting of ten typewritten sheets, was 

at the date thereof signed, sealed, published and declared by the above 

named testator Robert Marshall as and for his Lest Will and Testament 

in our presence and hearing and in the presence and hearing of each of ;
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us and we at his request and in his presence and in the presence of each 

other have hereunto subscribed our nemes as witnesses, 

CATHERINE MALTHY BLAISDELL Tesiding at Washington, D. C. 

; THOS. C, BLAISDELL residing at Lakeland, Florida 

2 germ a RE AOR i RS ee See eet enone mamma RN RE : 
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April 1, 1948 

Mr. C. 3, Gutermth 
Wildlife Management Institute 

’ Investment Building 
Washington 5, D, C. 

Dear Pinks 

I appretiate your writing me about your over 
all impressions of the Conference, All of the 
reports that reach me are favorable and some 
enthusiastic, so that I am well aware that I 

: missed an excellent meeting, 1 can imagine that 
the task of organizing has not grown any loss. 
I still appreciate your hospitable attitude 
toward my paper, and I am glad that you liked 
Bob's presentation of it. It pleases me that 

you have met Bob because I place a very high 
value on him. Incidentally he passed his 
prelims for his doctorate yesterday morning. 

I am glad to téll you that the operation on my 
eye wag entirely successful and I am now doing 

, elmost normal duty. 

With ind personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

< ALtpm Aldo Leopold 

= = ee RS ass Ta piled cena iaeene eee



IRA Ne GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President Treasurer 

= WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE ee oe 
jecretary 

Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

March 17, 198 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

This is to let you know that Mr. McCabe did an excellent job 
in presenting your paper at the St. Louis Conference. Of course, the pre- 
sentation did not get the play that it would have if it had been delivered 

by you in person, but we are receiving a great many requests for copies of 

your talk, 

This years' conference was a tremendous success. There were 
687 people at the annual banquet and we almost broke the all time record 

for registered attendance. The registered attendance this year totaled 
1,025 which is only about 300 under the registered attendance for the 1936 
Conference in Washington that was called by the President of the United 
States. ‘ 

I had a nice visit with Starker, but wnfortunately I did not 
get to meet your daughter. Bess told me that Mrs. Elder was present but 
darn it no one pointed her out to me. 

We do hope that you are recuperating nicely. Many people 
asked about you in St. Louis and it was ashame that you could not be present. 

Sincerely, 

C. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 

CRG:MJR
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March 1, 1948 

Mx. CG. BR. Gutexmth 
. Wiidlife Management Iystitute 

Investment Building 
Washington 5, 0. G. 

Dear Pinks 

i em pleased that the research paper did not 
shock or disappoint you. I hasten to tell you 
that I am well aware that efforts are moving 
in the direction needed, and I am wiso aware 
that if we had had Clarence Cottam and Gua 
Swanson With others of equal caliber in charge 
of this work from the beginning, that its re- 

- ortontation at this tine would not have been 
necessary. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Abtpm Alde Leopold



IRA N. GABRIELSON C, STEWART COMEAUX 
President Treasurer 

Cc. R. GUTERMUTH ETHEL M. QUEE —— WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE Eres 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

February 24, 1948 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
42) University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

When your letter of February 18th arrived, everything had 
to wait until I read your paper on "How and Why Research." This is exactly 
the kind of presentation that we wanted to wind up the opening general ses- 
sion of the Conference and we do want to thank you for your cooperation. 

This forthright and highly constructive paper convinces me 
that you are in proper spirit for your operation and you have the good 
wishes of your thousands of friends. We are hoping for your appearance 
in St. Louis. 

After reading your paper, I am eager to tell you of the 
many things that we have been doing during the past eighteen months to 
improve the Unit program. Sane of the things that you are advocating are 
materializing, all too slow to be sure. Nevertheless, it will be encour- 
aging to you to learn of some of the recent developments. 

Please have your secretary give us an occasional report 
because we are profoundly interested. 

Sincerely, 

C. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 

CRG:MPD 

. ~
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October 16, 1947 

My. ©. BR, Gutermth 
Wildlife Management Institute 
Investment Building 

: Washington 5, D, ¢. 

Dear Pinks < 

Your edditional remittance came when I wag in 
the hospital and has beon deposited. It was 
acknowledged during my absence, 

Tt pleases me no end that both you and Gabe are 
hopeful of the Pelee Island project. The more 
4t turns over in ny mind, the more important it 
seems tc me, and I have no hesitancy whatsoever 
in saying that Allen Stekes is as good #® man as : 
anyone you would have found anywhere. What 
pleases me ia not only his competence, but his 
enthusiasm for Peles. 

i am sorry that I didn't get to thi International : 
tut I was laid up temporarily with a minor opera- 
tion. 

With personal regards, 

AL?Pu Aldo Leopold 

Gi sciiina eee 7 aA aa Aula



IRA N. GABRIELSON — C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President : Treasurer 

pier tack vera WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE — i jecretary 
: Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

September 23, 19)7 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Upon my return from Denver, I find that Miss Quee 
forwarded a check for $500 to apply on the first quarterly payment 
on the Pelee Island Project. Here is a check for $65 to cover the 

_y balance due at this time. The following quarterly installments will 
re ae be made at three month intervals. 

> 
= pr~” a We are pleased to know that Mr. Stokes will be on hand 
NF , | | to collect the hunting season data this fall and we hope that Mr. 

i a ib’ Farkness has been able to provide housing facilities. 

a Doctor Gabrielson is pleased to know that this project 
is underway. He and I read the Pelee Island article in the Canadian 
magazine "Silva" and we are enthusiastic about the prospects of this 
investigation. 

I looked for you at the International and American Fish- 
eries meeting in Denver and if you do not get to the Midwestern meeting 
in December, then you must put in an appearance at the Thirteenth Con- 
ference in St. Louis. 

Sincerely, 
\ te . ot 

ae Cte 
WW S C. R. Gutermuth 
a Vice-President 

t Brgy 

ye x 
WwW «v 

» 
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September 2, 1917 

Mee Leonard 4. Toote 
104 Camp Street 
Mariette, Georgia 

Dear Leonard: 

The aquatic bielogists of my sequaintance who 
might fit Ploridata neod are aleo lmowm to you, 

A Harry Anderson now with the Migsourl River Survey 
ef the Fish end W4ldlife Service would come closeat 
to your specifications. 

lle Sowls now with the Delta Yaterfowl Research 
Station would also be an emellent mn. Most of 
the other aquatic men mown to me are younzaters 
not quite far enough along. ‘ 

I om sending a copy of this to Mr, Ben C, Morgan 
at the address you give. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALGPu Aldo Leopold 

\



IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 

_ President s Treasurer 

~C. R. GUTERMUTH ETHEL M. QUEE —— WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE ooo 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON §5, D. C. 

10li Camp Street 
Marietta, Georria 

August 23, 19h7 

‘2 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: : 

The state of Florida is anxious to secure the services of 
an aquatic biologist to conduct a Pittman-Robertson survey 
and investigation of Florida's waterfowl habitats. This 
will be a permanent position with a starting salary of 
$3,600 to $1,000. 

Florida has not done any sienificant waterfowl work and the 
man employed would have an excellent opportunity to contribute 
to our knowledge of waterfowl in the Southeast and to make a 
name for himself on this vosition, The Florida Wildlife Fed- 

eration of organized svortsmen's clubs is anxious to see this 
survey started and will assist in a development program whitch : 
would follow the initial inventory. 

If you know of anyone who will be available for this work, 
; please write to Mr. Ben C. Morgan, Director, Florida Game and 

Inland Fisheries Commission, State Office Building, Tallahassey 
Florida, When writine to Mr. Morzan, will vou ple2se send me a 
copy of your letter? : 

Ki yo regards, 

Leonard E,. Foote 
Field Representative 

LEF: ¢
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April 2, 1947 : : 

Mx. C. 2. Gatermth 
; Wildlife Management Institute 

Investment Building 
Washington 5, D.C. 

: Dear Pink: 

I owe you an apology for not replying sooner to 
yours of March 15. ‘The class load is such that I 

i Leok at mail only once - week, 

Minch to my regret Don Thompson has decided to 
take a Job instead of going on to his dootorate. 

: Hence, he will be vacating the grant sometime e 
thie summer. I appreciate very much your con 
sidering a renewal, but my other students are 

2 all obligated on other theses, hence I have no ( 
present means of continuing the research. 

Don has done good work and he will have a present- 
able publication, but of course the surface is 
barely scratched. 

; With best regards, 

5 Yours sincerely, 

AlaPu ALDO LEOPOLD 

facie <_——etiiall oa ow



IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President Treasurer 

Se eimai WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE ETHEL M. QUEE 
Vice-President Secretary 

Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

March 18, 197 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
The University of Wisconsin 
2h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

We have a.number of requests for scholarships, 
fellowships and grants-da@-aid up for consideration and we 
are attempting to allocate this year's funds. Naturally, we 
are interested in knowing whether or not you want to continue 

the Vitamin A studies being conducted by Mr. Thompson. 

The present grant will expire toward the end 
of the current calendar year and if the work is to be continued, 
we will have to set up a reserve. 

What do you think of the study now? Is the in- 
vestigation progressing satisfactorily and do you feel that the 
project shovld be continued for another year? I talked with 
Ralph Nessler at Patuxent the other day and he believes that we 
should continue to work on Vitamin A deficiency until we get 
the necessary answers to this important problem. Naturally, 
Doctor Gabrielson and I will be governed by your opinion and 
we will appreciate a frank expression regarding the advisibility 
of continuing the Thompson fellowship. 

Yours very truly, 

~ wy 

« H. Gutermuth 

< Vice-President 

CRG :MPD
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March 14, 1947 { 

My, ©, R, Gutermth 
Wildlife Management Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, D. ¢, 

Dear Pintk: 

Replying to yours of Mareh 6th, as goon as the entton- 
tail caver ani the mekrat paver are submitted for 
original publication, it would probably be a good 
idea to describe them briefly in your Outdoor News 
Balletin, Neither vaver will be finished for some 
months yet, but you will probably hear from us 
later when the time comes, : 

Yours sincerely, 

AL: PM ALDO LBOPOLD :



IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX. 
President Treasurer 
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March 6, 1947. ~ 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
The University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

Mr. Reavley hes just written us about his 
visit with you. He enjoyed the time spent at Medison and 
he suggested that you might have something that we could 
feature in our new bi-weekly “Outdoor News Bulletin"? We 
have been hearing occasional reports on your deer problem 
end in San Antonio, you mentioned something about your new 
techniques on aging of cottontail rabbits and muskrats. 

Everyone is interested in this work and if 
you have anything that can be condensed in about a one page, 
double-spaced news release, we would like to use it. In fact, 
we ere always on the lookout for news and will appreciete 
anything that you can furnish from time to time. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee De" 

Ce R. Gutermuth 
Vice=President 

CRG smeh
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Maroh 14, 197. 

& 2 Gutemmth 
‘Wildlife Hanagenont Institute 

Washington, D.C. 

Dear Pir, 

. Diek Bishop's geese are a veal reward for any 
effort, and they pitched in on me the vary day 
that the flesh-and-blood gsene arrived. here 
from =~ whore? Horseshoe lake? I om grate- 
ful for both, and I particularly appreciate the 
Tustitutes* thoughtfulness in thus recognising 
my effort. Thanka. ; 

I nope the Institute gave you « copy, for the 
tean et San Antonio did net play without a 

- ‘op todin.. 

Yours ever, 

Aldo Leopold



IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President Treasurer 

=} seen WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE ee Vice-President jecretary 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

March 4, 1947 

ad - 

vy Dr. Aldo Leopold yer? 
Department of Wildlife Conservation ,* 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

In addition to expressing the sincere appreciation of the 
Institute, I wish to add my profound thanks for your assistance in se ving 
as the Program Summarizer of the Twelfth North American Wildlife Confer- 
ence. We received hundreds of compliments on this year's meeting and you 

; deserve special commendation for preparing what proved to be one of the 
best resumes thet we have ever had of the broad program of these intérna- 
tional programs. You did a spendid job and we have distributed about 1,500 
copies of your summary. 

The Institute desires to recognize the Conference Chairmen 
for their voluntary service and naturally we feel thet your assignment was 
just as difficult and carried even more responsibility. We are, theréfore, 
sending to you under separate cover a beautiful Richard D. Bishop et hing 
entitled "Geese Pitching". This etching is one of a speciel, limited edi- 
tion presented to the Institute by this renowned wildlife artist for use 
as meritorious conservation awards. 

You will be pleased to mow that we had about 1,000 people 
at this year's Conference. Many failed to register but the actual enroll- 
ment is near 800 persons. There were 503 people at the annual banquet and 
this is the largest dinner ever held at a Conference staged awey from Wash- 
ington or New York City. 

The Chairmen and the Program Summarizer deserve much credit 
for the success of the Conference. Everyone realizes that it takes hard 
work to formulate and conduct a good meeting. You may be proud of your 
achievement and we do want you to know that your cooperation is appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

aa (Pik u 

C. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 

CRGsg
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March 3, 1947 

My. C, R, Gutermth 
Wildlife Management Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, D, C. 

Dear Pinks 

Thanks for your prompt attention in getting out | 
my summary of the conference. I could use two 
dozen copies if you could spare them. ( \ : 

With personal regards, yy 

Yours sincerely, 

Als Pu ALDO LEOPOLD



IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 

President Treasurer 

c. R. GUTERMUTH WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE scene 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

February 20, 197 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

2h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

We are reproducing your Conference Summarization 
now and in accordance with your letter of February 1) will send 
a couple of copies to Mr. Victor H. Cahalane. 

You will receive a dozen copies of the Summary 
and we will be glad to furnish any additional quantity that you 

desire. 

1 an (Aw 
Aun Sincerely yours, 

Uv cr (Pp > rte ow 

C.R. Gutermuth 
Vice~President 

CRG sRB



IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President Treasurer 

a WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE ee 
eens Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 65, D. C. 

February 20, 19h7 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo* 

I delivered the lesson received with your letter 
of February 10 to Senator Walcott. He previously received copies 
of the unpublished lessons from Mr. Lloyd and all of the material 
was handed to Mr. Bode today for delivery to Mr. Stephens, It is 
my understanding that Mr. Stephens is arranging to revise and re~ 
print the "BY book. I hope that this can be done without further 
delay. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. R. Gutermuth 
Vice~President 

CRG :RB
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} Jemary 33, 1947. 

Dr. Ira Gabriclson 
Director, Wildlife Management Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Gabe, 

Attached are two papers bearing on the present 
status of the "International Office for the 
Protection of Nature." These papers reached 
me through Anthony de Vos, formerly in the 
Dateh Bast Indian National Pazic Service, and 
now a grad student here. 

I do not know the interrelations of the vari- 
j ous international conservation agencies, mt 

; it seems too bad for this one to starve out 
e while waiting for the United Nations to cet 

; around to such matters. 

Doubtless Senator Walcott knows the ins and 
outs of this international effort. Whoever 
now runs John Phillips' organization might 
also be interested. In my case the Institute 
seems the logical body to correlate and act 
on such questions. 

‘ if the Institute dees not consider this with 
t in its field, will you let me kmow at San 
\ Antonio? 

\ Yours sincerely, 

‘ Aldo Leopold. 

i Cc. de Vos
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PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE 
BOWIE, MARYLAND 

Janvary 14, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wiscomsin. 

Dear Dre Leopold: 

I noticed that, according to Dorald Re Thompson's article in Wisconsin 
Conservation Bulletin of Octe-Nov., 1946, your Department of Wildlife Mamge~ 
ment is promoting a project to study vitamin deficiency in quail. It is 
gratifying to know that state agencies are preparing to investigate the nutrition 
aspect of mmagement. Vincent Schultz at Ohio State University has started a 
similar investigation, and there is a possibility that research workers in 
Pennsylvania will also delve into this subject. 

Our vitamin A studies with wild quail last winter, while not producing the 
facts we hoped to find, nevertheless revealed several interesting clews that my 
be worth our while to follow. One was a difference in the size of livers of 
quail in northern states as compared with those in the South. The average weights 
of the livers were as follows according to state: Pennsylvania, 4.3 grams; 

| Maryland, 3.5 grams; Virginia, 3.4 grams; and Alabama, 2.8 grams. Age, body 
weight, and sex were not taken into consideratione 

Do northern races of bobwhites actually have larger livers than southern 
races? If so, they possess greater storage capacity for surplus nutrients like 
vitamin A to tide them over periods of food=scarcity than do their cousins in ; 
the Southland. Consequently, the stocking of northern areas with southern birds 
would be not only an unsatisfactory procedure because of the effect of poor 

“ storage capacity of the exotic stock on their maintenance during periods of snow, 
but also a dangerous one because of a weekenizig of the native quail through cross- 
breeding. 

In order to check this lead, we need as much data from the extremes of the 
: quail range as we can obtain. Pennsylvania and Alabama have already consented to 

collaborate with us in such a study, and we were wondering if Wisconsin also 
would be interested to join us by obtaining data in connectim with its vitamin 
research. If the results are worthy of publication, the collaborators would be 
considered as co-authors of the papers 

In the study of liver size it is desirable to determine the correlation between 
the whole carcass and the liver. Because of the loss of weight of birds by dehydra- 

ORVICTORY| tion after death, it will be necessary for each collaborator to collect the 
a, following deta immediately after the quail are killed: weight of whole 
WH Buy carcass, weight of whole Coe? without any other organs attached (all weights 

Mipg(eoxos 
da i@\stines



in the metric system), sex, approximate age, and subspecies of quail. Reference 
is made to Dr, John Aldrich's "The United States Races of the Bob-White" in 
THE AUK (Vol. 63) of October 1946, for help in identification of the subspecies. 
Weights of birds should be to the gram, and weights of livers to the tenth of a 

gram. Date of collection should be recorded, and also any adverse conditions that 

might have affected the weightse 

We would be very glad to have your Department work with us in this liver-size 
study and hope that circumstances will permit you to give a favorable answere 

: Cordially yours, . 

Ralph * Nestler, eng S 
Biologist
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Summer Issue—1947 

PROGRAM ANNOUNCEMENT and master, Dep’t of Conservation, Lan- in addition to his regular duties as 
Official Call for Papers, 13th North sing, Michigan. Regional Biologist for the Soil Con- 
American Wildlife Conference: 4, ee eee Be eae Ee poor cer ee gives his side ae 

. nec ednesday afternoon, Marc case in the next item. i; 

ae he Tah akter eal tana te 10)—Frank Dufresne, Fish | and I should like to comment on your 
held in the Jefferson Hotel, St.’ Louis, yeahs aa Merchandise Mart, criticism of the Junior Biologist Civil 
Missouri, March 8, 9 and 10, 1948. Four oe rh : Service examination, near the front of 
to 5 speakers will be scheduled for Early reservations will assure the the Newsletter. I feel that your criti- 
each of the general sessions listed, and desired hotel accommodations. The cism is unjust and I think that I am 
6 for each of the technical. No alter- annual banquet of the Conference will in a position to analyze it rather fairly 
nate speakers will be scheduled. All be staged on Tuesday evening, March since I am now serving as the Chair- 
papers together with discussion from 9, and arrangements have been made man of the U. S. Department of Agri- 
the floor will be printed in the pub- for a non-speaker affair. culture’s Board of Civil Service Exam- 
lished Transactions. Indiana is Host to Midwest Wildlife iners for the 14 Northeastern States, 

Persons having papers to present are Conference as well as carrying on my position as 
urged to contact the Chairman of the The ninth Midwest Wildlife Confer- Biologist. Our Civil Service office 
appropriate session at once. If the ence is to be held at Purdue Univer- handles the decentralized work of the 
paper is not used in that particular sity December 9, 10 and 11, 1947. Those Civil Service Commission involving 
panel, the request will be referred to planning to attend should note that ¢Xaminations and setting up eligibility 
the Program Committee. The Confer- these dates come during the middle of Tegisters for all positions peculiar to 
ence is open to anyone, but the pro- the week (Tuesday, Wednesday and the Department of Agriculture. This 
gram deadline is December 15. Thursday). This schedule is necessary included two biologist options in the 

eee e facilities for housing those ae een ae seca LES 
planning to attend and for meeting s eee y 

TECHNICAL SESSIONS places are already scheduled for uni- Service Commission has adopted the 
Subject and Date of Meeting versity functions on weekends. policy of using a general type of writ- 

Chitra and Moving Address A tat all for papers has already en examunaton not gsc relate jc as taET een issued. ose desiring to submit i mil 
1, meme peace oS tOCRInE: apnee papers pertaining to fish or other involved. Their reason for this is that 

Richard CG. y, Ania Tt aquatic resources should get in touch heretofore, the subject matter exami- 
os vad aa ‘ pare, Litt P Tap with: nations had duplicated the examinating 

2 Apapalbaeal Wildlife (Monde Dr. Wiu1am E. RIcKER of candidates that had already been 

"afternoon, March 8)—Daniel L Department of Zoology ORS ite coe heen, Coca ‘Wildlife Unit, Ohio Indiana University training and examination work and by 

State U., Columbus 1, Ohio.’ Bloomington, Indiana ae Seuiiehaili gained cr het opel 
3. Coastal & Marine Wildlife (Tuesday Papers on any other pertinent subject Canfs witich they ean set forth as @ 

morning, March 9)—C. E. Addy, should be sent to: the examinations heretofore had not 
Fish & Wildlife Service, 65 State Dr. Cuartes M. KIrKPATRICK lectedsxhentiforobsonitlesuasichGr 
St., Newburyport, Mass. Dept. of Forestry and Conservation ae anate cs abilities for aevain 

4. Range & Forest Wildlife (Tuesday Purdue (University, types of work. These cts are not 
morning, March 9)—Ben Glading, Lafayette, Indiana related to subject-matter knowledge 
Division of Fish & Game, Ferry That Civil Service Exam but related to the general mental abil- 
Bldg., San Francisco, Calif. Thorough dissatisfaction with the ity, the ability to get along with people 

5. Wildlife of Wet Lands & Inland ast junior biologist examination has and to reason accurately. It is our feel- 
Waters (Wednesday. morning, een expressed by many who took it ing that the subject matter examina- 
March 10)—Karl F. Lagler, Dep't. and by some who must hire men from tions used heretofore have not added 
of Zoology, University of Michigan, the Civil Service register. The exam- much to our ability to find suitable 
Ann Arbor ination for junior biologists for ex- applicants over and above what the 

6. Harvesting Wildlife Crops Wednes- ample was no different than that applicant could furnish as a matter of 
day morning, March 10)—Bruce given for junior home economists. The record in the way of training and ex- 
F. Stiles, State Conservation Com- questions were general in nature and perience. If a man has been trained 
mission, Des Moines, Iowa. were designed only to test the exam- from four to seven years in biology 

inees general intelligence rather than and has been properly examined by a 
GENERAL SESSIONS his biological knowledge. It might be reputable school, then why should we 

vos presumed that if this type of examina- judge him on the basis of another 
Applications for a place on the gen- tion is to be given in the future, there single examination covering a very 

eral nets pEpera eeu be sent would be little incentive for the few hours and think that that is a 
directly to the I ae eee prospective biologist seeking federal better method than his long-time 
Institute, 822 Investment Building, employment to take courses in biology record. I do not think that it is. Per- 
Washington 5, D. C. y or wildlife management. Employers too sonally, I am much in favor of the 

Subject and Date of Meeting would be at a disadvantage if they had present system. Through it I think we 
Chairman and Mailing Address no basis for judging a prospective can judge the candidates on the basis 

1. Wildlife Research—how and for employee’s training. of their school and experience record 
what? (Monday morning, March 8) This is a matter which affects the more accurately for their subject- 
Harrison F. Lewis, Dep’t of Mines’ efforts of the Society to maintain high matter knowledge than we have been 
and Resources, Ottawa, Ontario, professional standards and of the able to do heretofore. Then too, the 
Canada. schools which seek to provide adequate type of written examination now be- 

2. Ducks Needs Being Ducked (Mon- biological training. ing given will help weed out some 
day evening, March 8)—Wm. C. Opinion on the matter is divided. types of individuals who even though 
Adams, Dep’t of Conservation, Al- Frank C. Edminister who is serving as they may know the subject matter 
bany 7, New York. chairman of the U. S. Department of may not be personally suited for the 

3. Wildlife Horizons—1948 (Tuesday Agriculture Board of Civil Service Ex- types of work involved. 
afternoon, March 9)—P. J. Hoff- aminers for the 14 Northeastern States F. C. EpMINISTER
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Kalmbach Reports on UNESCO of Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Nebraska, overall objectives of UNESCO. Several 
Dr. E. R. Kalmbach represented the New Mexico, Oklahoma, Utah and _ delegates (including your representa- 

Wildlife Society _at_the first regional Wyoming. The attendance of more tive) felt that this program savored of 
conference of UNESCO at Denver, than 1800 delegates taxed to the limit exploitation of an area in one country 
Colorado, May 15, 16 and 17, 1947. His the facilities of the Shirley-Savoy that might arouse resentment in others. 
excellent report on the conference Hotel and testified to the generous and Furthermore, it might not have the 
follows. popular response displayed. As plan- world-wide application its sponsors 
UNESCO had its beginning in the ned, group meetings were also held at claimed, and it closely simulated scien- 

London conference of the United Na- other nearby places. tific projects sponsored by individual 
tions in 1945. Thereafter there were The convening committee consisted governments or private agencies. This 
several preparatory meetings and in of Dr, Milton S. Eisenhower, Chairman misgiving was well expressed by Hugo 
November 1946 the first formal meeting of the National Commission for Rodek of the University of Colorado, 
of UNESCO was held in Paris. UNESCO and_ President of Kansas who stated that he was under the im- 

To implement our contribution to State College, Dr. Ben M. Cherrington, pression that UNESCO’s objective in 
UNESCO, President Truman signed temporary chairman of the first meet- science was “to make more scientists 
Public Law 565 on June 30, 1946, au- ing of the National Commission on acquainted with more scientists 
thorizing the United States to accept UNESCO, and Director of the Social throughout the world—better.” With 
membership in UNESCO. The United Science Foundation of the University that the subject was soon dropped but 
States National Commission for of Denver, and Dr. Reuben G. Gustav- the tenor of the group towards pro- 
UNESCO, created by that legislation, son, member at large on the National grams of that kind was again expressed 
held its first conference in Philadelphia Commission and Chancellor of the when a somewhat similar research 
in March 1947. This set a pattern for University of Nebraska, They were project was suggested for the troubled 
regional conferences also authorized assisted by a very able Secretariat re- area of Iraq, Iran, Turkey and Greece. 
under Public Law 565. The Denver  cruited largely from the student body It was emphatically voted down. 
meeting is the first of the regional of the University of Denver. An ex- Other important UNESCO projects 
conferences to be held and was signifi- cessive amount of reporting, typing and are contemplated in the establishment 
cant for that very reason. mimeographing was carried out expe- of field science cooperative offices in 

The objectives and purposes of ditiously by the Secretariat during and China, India, and Latin America, par- 
UNESCO may best be conveyed by the after the Conference. ticularly at points where science and 
following pertinent extracts from the The opening plenary session (May its facilities are at a low ebb. The 
preamble to the Constitution of that 15) was devoted to the usual introduc- translating, abstracting, and the ex- 
Organization: tory and welcoming remarks after change of scientific documents, the 

“The governments of the States, which Howland Sargeant, Deputy Ass’t. publication of summaries, and the 
parties to this Constitution, on behalf Secretary for Public Affairs of the popularization of science on an inter- 
of their peoples declare: State Department, gave a history of national scale are contemplated. 

“that since wars begin in the minds UNESCO and its objectives. He Highlighting the program of papers 
of men, it is in the minds of men that Pointed out that UNESCO, in effect, presented at the Science and Profes- 
the defenses of peace must be con- Was a combined effort for peace sional Groups were Dr. Walter O. 
structed; ***** that ignorance of each through education of governments, Roberts’ address on the work being 
other’s ways and lives has been acom- communities, and individuals. The im- done at Climax, Colorado, astronomical 
mon cause, through the history of Petus, however, comes primarily from observatory; Dr. Norris Bradbury’s 
mankind, of that suspicion and mis- the two latter groups, and the govern- discussion of the research at the Los 
trust between peoples of the world ment itself undertakes only those Alamos Atomic Research Laboratory; 
through which their differences have things which private agencies cannot and Dr. Harold C. Lueth’s paper on 
all too often broken into war; ***** do. war developments in medicine. 

that the wide diffusion of culture, and This was followed by an excellent Throughout the discussions precipi- 
the education of humanity for justice talk by Howard Wilson, Associate Di- tated by the papers as well as in the 
and liberty and peace are indispensable rector, Division of Education, Carnegie general conversations of the meetings 
to the dignity of man. ***** and that Endowment, on the origin of UNESCO a desire and need was expressed for a 
the peace must therefore be founded, if at the London conference in 1945. He etter interchange of scientific infor- 
it is not to fail, upon the intellectual pointed out that up to the present time mation with Russia. No one advanced 
and moral solidarity of mankind.” the scientific groups had progressed a specific formula as to how this could 

The Preamble goes on to state that further than those dealing with social be accomplished unless through the 
“for these reasons the States, parties sciences, and he looked forward with ultimate extension of UNESCO facili- 
to this Constitution, believing in full expectation to the next general meet- ties in that direction. 
and equal opportunities for education ing of UNESCO in Mexico City in A summarization of the action taken 
for all, in the unrestricted pursuit of _ November, 1947. by the Professional Group is best set 
objective truth, and in the free ex- At this point the Conference divided forth by the recommendations coming 
change of ideas and knowledge, are into separate subject-matter forums of out of its sessions. These, somewhat in 
agreed and determined to develop and which ‘there were eight, followed on abbreviated language, follow: 
to increase the means of communi- the afternoon of the 16th and the (i) That the United States Ci ; 
cation between their peoples and to morning of the 17th by nine organiza- sow £65 UNESCO, a pee Hon arith 
employ these means for the purpose tional meetings. Of the former your the State Departivrert bye Rravacot 
of mutual understanding and a truer representative attended those devoted ht inne f ee for th tae “a MA at 
and more perfect knowledge of each to the Sciences and of the latter, the ° oe hi sh ot S Acioue Bae AI 
other’s lives.” (With no intention of Professional Groups. ldeane a Se oe ee tall ¥e rel . f 
deprecating these most worthy ideals, At the first ‘meeting of the Science oe wus f Oe iN be a ‘i evels 0: 
but rather to set forth an undeniable Group Mr. Howland Sargeant dis- ‘Ing hoot fi a Couae, lance due 
reality, your representative should like cussed in further detail UNESCO’s pro- Z yes th aughes| t UNESCO. ‘or 
to quote from Dr. Howard Wilson’s re- gram in the field of science. The so- UD USERS Seo sae AO rere 
marks at the opening plenary session called Hylean Amazon project in which , (2) That the scale of world-wide 
that “despite the need for culture and UNESCO proposed to set up an Inter- interchange of persons be vastly ex- 
education, it must be recognized that national Scientific Commission in con- Panded and that the expansion be 
modern wars are not started by illiter- sultation with Brazil, Colombia, Bo- carried out on the basis of the needs 

ates:”) livia, Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela, of rehabilitation and reconstruction of 

The Denver Conference was held, France, Great Britain, Netherlands, War-devastated nations. 
not only to acquaint people living in and the United States to study all as- (3) That the delegates at this con- 
the Mountain-Plains area with the ob- pects of research in the development ference transmit to their respective 
jectives, organization and programs of of the upper Amazon basin precipitated organizations and their communities 
UNESCO, but also to formulate plans much discussion. There were numer- the aims of the program of the inter- 
for action locally. The area embraced ous inquiries regarding the pertinence change of persons and that they lay 
by this conference included the States of such a program with respect to the plans for accomplishing this, perhaps
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to and from their own organizations at East High School on the evening of qualified biologists. At long last the 
or communities. May 16 also produced a capacity crowd. conservation of the fauna and flora is 

(4) That the United States Govern- For those desiring additional infor- being placed on a scientific basis in one 
ment match at least dollar-for-dollar mation on UNESCO, the following title of the four Provincies of the Union of 
funds raised privately for the inter- is cited: South Africa. 
change of persons and that these funds United States National Commission Dr. T. G. Nel is the head of the new 
be administered by the United States for the United Nations Educational, department. 
Commission on UNESCO for this spe- Scientific and Cultural Organization. R. BIicALKE 
cific purpose. Report on the first meeting, September, Director, ‘ 

(5) That the chairman of the meet- 1946. Dept. of State Publication 2726. National Zoological Gardens 
ing communicate with appropriate For sale by the Supt. of Documents, of South Africa 
officials of member nations of the Gov. Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 
United Nations and other nations, not Price, 25 cents. The Fiscal Year Rash 
members, to urge their participation E. R. Karmpach The “fiscal year rash” hit the ranks 
and to request from their professional of the wildlife profession unusually 
colleagues closer international collab- DDT on 350,000 Acres of Douglas Fir hard this year. Although most state 
oration. Neil Hosley submits a note that a conservation departments fared well 

(6) That the Executive Board of 350,000 acre Douglas fir tussock moth because of increased revenue from 
UNESCO expand many-fold the bud- spraying project has just been author- soaring license sales and high P.R. al- 
get for 1948 unless the participating ized by the Forest Service and the locations some of the federal agencies 
nations indicate that the increased cost Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar- suffered serious cuts in important pro- 
would be a deterrent to their partici- antine in North Idaho. The effects on grams. 
pation. wildlife are being studied by two rep- Failure of the Senate to restore the 

(7) That the percentage of UNESCO __resentatives of the Fish and Wildlife $163,000 budget for the Forest Service 
funds allocated to the Amazon project Service. Another smaller area of ap- Division of Wildlife Management prob- 
be kept at the lowest possible level proximately 500 acres is being sprayed ably means that this Division must be 
consistent with present commitments. on an experimental basis near Jackson, abolished. The research program of the 
The intent of this was merely to pre- Wyoming, and will also be studied by Fish and Wildlife Service was damaged 
vent a disproportionate expansion in representatives of the Fish and Wild- by substantial reductions in anticipated 
view of its perhaps limited degree of life Service. In each of these cases the revenues. As a result the Service’s par- 
“crucial importance and obvious use- dosage of DDT which will be used are ticipation in several of the cooperative 
fulness” to the aims of UNESCO. considerably higher than have previ- wildlife research units must be reduced 

(8) That the delegates convey to ously been used in forest insect work, and may in some cases be discontinued. 
their organizations the need for the and the reports on fish and wildlife Appropriations for the Soil Conser- 

promotion of an atmosphere of mutual ffects will be awaited with great vation Service were also cut substan- 
understanding and respect among all interest. tially. Funds for its operations work 
peoples and that the delegates in their Gustav Swanson were cut 13 percent and research funds 

organizations and communities plan for were cut still deeper. E 
soncenied petty to Soa FASS: Trumpeter Swan Report D. 

ination based on ethnic, political an: The Canadian Department of Mines é 5 
cultural differences. and Resources Leperte that the Cana- The anne AER oe oan 

(9) That each representative of the dian population of wild Trumpeter i u y Con> 
Professional Group RS to his Swans now numbers about 900. Most of ducted DF the eee Caer ee 
organization at least one project fur- these winter in British Columbia, but Ce ie wi d N + me tana 9 
thering UNESCO ideals, such as aid for some winter in Alaska. On their Cana- pee gon 1 ide qi ie th ee 
professional schools, specialized re- dian wintering grounds they are scat- ach oe = an 54 teachece t 
search laboratories, or correspondence tered in groups of restricted size, both tongs ai hei a oh if ee repels 
with members of a profession in other along the coast and on rapid open ‘ended the o ana one-halt week session. 

« : ; ‘ ; . Wildlife conservation problems were 
countries. waterqdnetheminteribstiGrotpss il ex treated as an essential phase of the 

(10)icThaththe>Executive> Boardeut posed positions/are protected by‘sanc- Corsi along. with the related (sub- 
UNESCO and the United Commission uaries, by special local officers, by jects of soil, water, forest and mineral 
study the “tensions crucial to peace” feeding with grain in time of need, and a ‘ 
defined by the social science sub- by strong favorable public sentiment. Tesource use. 
division at the Paris Conference with The chief winter dangers are lead poi- Wildlife Extension Programs Grow 
the view of restoring them to high soning and inadequate food, both of A? tae See ape pee ae een tae ee meee 

priority. which are worse in, severe winters, more men devoting full time to wildlife * an when much good feeding area that is : z . v 
(11) That the National Commissions nbalillwisitailablé ranyebeweatedshybice extension work in cooperation with the 

of all Nations participating in UNESCO Th aoa ccdint - Senne of Sethe of State agricultural extension services. 
communicate with appropriate organi- the a Prim atenee aie aia Get thins These include Alabama, Iowa, Mich- 
zations in non-participating nations ken oe A pas laeve Humber a these igan, Pennsylvania and Texas. It is 
and express the desirability of their Ss te h y 8 estimated that these programs have 

sae : ;wans have, however, been found nest- i 
participation. dig anslA IbertaciTheseinesting erdunds reached at least 1,000,000 persons di- 

(12) That the United States Com- MM 7 iberla. the subject of special rectly. Participation in the 4 H Club 
mission on UNESCO consider the pres- 27° eit pees a = Eat aa a pat programs, and preparation of exten- 
ervation of certain natural areas of PERC eRnERe, kee oF wah saffeblot! S sion bulletins, are the means most 
the world to save primitive animal and a yonE 7 aie ithtions y v commonly used to carry out the objec- 
plant species potentially valuable as SU°nOrma! P P Epica F) Lewes tives of these programs. 
reservoirs of genes for maintaining the i Other states are also developing 
high productivity of modern food ani- ‘s wildlife extension programs. Ohio has 
mals and plants. A Message From Africa recently set up a “Wildlife Conserva- 

It is fitting to acknowledge that the The Transvaal Provincial Adminis- tion Extension Service” program in the 
above abbreviated comments onrecom- tration has announced the appointment Division of Conservation and Natural 
mendations were taken from the final of a Conservator of Game and Fish, Dr. Resources. The program is headed by 
report of Dr. Walter O. Roberts, who T. G. Nel, and of a Director of Inland A. W. Short. The hiring of two women 
served as rapporteur for the Scientific Fisheries, Mr. S. Du Plesis. In scien- employees has made possible extension 
and Professional Groups. tific circles in the Union great interest is of the program to women’s groups and 

A banquet and plenary session at attached to these appointments, since the girl scout organization. Patricia 
the headquarters hotel on the evening this is the first occasion in the history Johnson, a major in wildlife conserva- 
of May 15 again more than taxed the of South Africa that the problems as- tion at Ohio State University, has been 
facilities available and many had to be sociated with the conservation of the working with girl youth groups this 
turned away. Another plenary session fauna and flora are being entrusted to summer. Mrs. Helen Lawson who has
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a M. S. degree in Wildlife Management that some knowledge was needed of 1948. His plans include a trip to visit 
from Pennsylvania State College is to the sources from which these porcu- Dave Harris at Deadwood, South Da- 
begin work in this program on Sep- pines came. Hence the ear-tagging proj- kota, the pheasant country in that 
tember 1. ect. It is too early from the limited state, big game areas in the Rocky 

Ep. number of returns to make any state- Mountain region, some of the migra- 
ment concerning porcupine movement tory waterfowl refuges, the King 

Gun-Pressure Hits New High in the area. Through the use of annual Ranch in Texas and Herbert Stoddard’s 
Almost 10 million persons bought gsrowth oe coe pe ee a area in Georgia. 

hunting licenses during the 1946 open Porcupine activities have been trace 
euinan Sohoeding to fears ebinpiled by through many years. Leffelman Returns from Germany 
the Fish and Wildlife Service. Greatest .L J. Leffelman recently returned to 
license sales were in Michigan (827,- Arnold Undertakes Research on his old job as Chief of the Regional 
000), Pennsylvania (678,000), and New Supersonics Land Management Division of the Soil 

York (676,000). The populous Midwest- After World War I many people be- Conservation Service at Spartanburg, 
ern and Lake states were not far be- lieved that toxic gases would be apan- South Carolina after an interesting 
hind with around a half million license acea for all problems arising in pest tour of duty in Germany. Opportunity 
sales each. South Dakota capitalized on control. World War II has had its se- for hunting of roebuck, boar, pheas- 
its popular position as a pheasant- quel of enthusiasts who feel that sonic nts, hare, partridge and ducks and ob- 
hunting state to increase its revenue and supersonic vibrations will be the S¢rving the general wildlife manage- 
from out of state hunters fees. It led end of a lot of pest control problems. ™ent program in that country was af- 
the nation in gross receipts from hunt- To learn what merit may lie in such forded. The general abundance of wild- 
ing license sales with $1,950,000. proposals, Lee W. Arnold of the Denver life was impressive as was the reluc- 

Forecasts for the 1947 season by state Wildlife Research Laboratory, Fish and tance of the German people to take 
conservation departments are to the Wildlife Service, has been detailed toa ame by any means because of their 
effect that the upward trend is to con- review of the problem and to under- Past experience with strict enforce- 
tinue. Shortened seasons and bag limits take limited experiments. Arnold had Ment of hunting rules. adi 
in some states and the tightening of extensive experience in the Navy dur- William S. Heit has joined the staff 
water fowl regulations may check the ing the recent war and was directly of the Department of Fish and Game, 
rise somewhat. connected with matters pertaining to Texas A & M College, to assume charge 

Ep. radar communication and the super- Of the ornithological work of the De- 
ee a nee oe of eee partment. 

ost In the Rus! is too early to predict what the re- : 
Lost in the rush to meet closing dates sults will be, but certain initial exper- Notes From Region I } 

of state legislative assemblies were iments carried out at the Bureau of . Due to proposed Congressional action 
many proposals of interest to wildlifers. Mines laboratory produced largely neg- iM appropriations the Fish and Wildlife 
One proposal of far-reaching signifi. ative results and revealed nothing of Service has been forced to curtail fish 
cance failed in both the Michigan and encouraging importance. hatchery operations in the region. 
Ohio legislatures and possibly others. E.R Karweace Selene ope radone af tae Woods Mole 
This was a proposal to legalize private Hee ht He aig apes ieet ate: shooting preserves. In the Ohio legis- PE Wee Suapenes Vacate G PAOIOR Ira aoe 
lature the biennial move to restore the RSONAL NOTES ratory. The hatchery at Fort Belvoir, 
bob white quail to the game bird list Fleetwood Goes to Okefenokee iene Ca ao proguanon 
failed again. This time it passed the Raymond J. Fleetwood was recently tani benaie ‘fe it hit “fi in a aslave house by a substantial margin but transferred by the Fish and Wildlife pay a Fale hi onde aaa: ach ‘ti a 
failed in the senate. Service to the Okefenokee National COE seat ny re meOubenied ents 

Ep. Wildlife Refuge with headquarters at Poe Fincent. Ni r York. Station, "The 
Folkston, Georgia. His new assignment, 4 a a fe ste fon aa eer nde ; 4 

Coyote Ear-tagging Continues in as refuge biologist, will be a study of ublic Teneo Be Leona Eon: aie 
Yellowstone the flora and fauna of the swamp with {he end of the wat Se ane ane 

Another spring season’s work in coy- a special attempt to determine whether the costs of fish food and labor have 
ote den hunting and ear-tagging has the ivory-billed, woodpecker is: still increased, with the result that it has 
been carried out by Weldon B. Robin- present in the swamp. Prior to his heen necessary to reduce operations at 
son and Maynard W. Cummings of the transfer, Mr. Fleetwood has been these hatcheries in the rgion to provide 
Denver Wildlife Research Laboratory. refuge manager of the Piedmont Na- operating funds for those remaining 
This ear-tagging is being done in coop-__ tional Wildlife Refuge at Round Oak, open. 
eration with the National Park Service Georgia since 1939. Alth, h-C h 
and the Absaroka Conservation Com- Jack R. Oney, a recent graduate in final a ongress has not taken 
mittee with the view of learning more wildlife management from Ohio State 2091 action on Fish and Wildlife Sery- 
of the movements of coyotes in or out University, has accepted a position i er it is almost certain 
of the Park and their relationship to with the Georgia Department of Con- ane e pote Aid appropriation will 
livestock losses in the surrounding servation to conduct a P.R. “research hi ie set ares It appears. that 
area. Up to the present time 303 coy- project on the clapper rail. This is new i . oe will get - least eight mil- 
otes have been ear-tagged, and 44 re- country and a new bird for Jack to Real ollars from that fund. In this 
trapings or recoveries of dead coyotes work on. Sali most of the States are planning 
have been recorded. The analysis so Paul Moore another recent Ohio ene ss share of their Federal 
far made of these returns does not yet State University wildlife graduate has ; k A e a. wildlife development 
warrant any statement regarding coy- gone to work for the Illinois Depart- WTS an lam acquisition. 
ote movements. ment of Conservation on a P.R. pheas- Ohio will shortly start work on a 

ant research program. state-wide small game habitat im- 
Porcupine Studies on Mesa Verde Homing Pi * provement ‘project. It will be different 

National Park ‘oming Pigeon Project in that the farmers will be paid cash 
D. A. Spencer, of the Denver Wildlife ee F. English and Merrill Wood of value for crops to be left standing for 

Research Laboratory, in collaboration ‘he Bee vane State College coop- game food and nesting cover. Other 
with Jack Wade and Monte Fitch, of erated with the U. S. Army Signal rather large refuge areas will be leased 

Bese ‘Verde National Pan, has just GODS on homing pigeon projet 12 from the farmers : prepared a report on the first season’s Maes : Roger Latham after completing work 
porcupine ear-tagging program in that we the supervision of Dr. Henry L. 9) the Pennsylvania Quail Study has 
National Park. It was apparent that woe ye entered The Pennsylvania State Col- 
porcupines had in recent years become English Takes Sabbatical Leave lege to work for an advanced degree in 
increasingly destructive to pinons in Ex-president of the Wildlife Society, wildlife management. He was awarded 
and about the cliff dwellings. Before PP. F. English, is on sabbatical leave a scholarship for this purpose from the 
instituting any control it was evident from August 1, 1947 to January 31, Wildlife Institute.
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Connecticut has started work on a_ Service’s Regional Office at the Blake Rollin H. Baker is doing graduate 
biological survey of the Connecticut Building. In the afternoon, sportsmen work at the University of Kansas. 
River Basin. were given an opportunity to speak Dr. Frederick M. Baumgartner pro- 

Maryland, after working for a year and to ask questions of Service officials. moted the Second Oklahoma Wildlife 
on a Federal Aid cooperative farm- This open session was held in Gardiner Conference, which was held on June 27 
game habitat improvement project, is. Auditorium in the State House, and the and 28 at Stillwater, Oklahoma. A fine 
greatly expanding the work. address of welcome was given by Gov- 2-day program in cooperation with the 
New York completed a Federal Aid ernor Bradford of Massachusetts. Oklahoma Game and Fish Commission 

waterfowl survey project in the All the New England States were was worked out. 
Oniario-St, La waenie 9 area es eee represented at the meeting. ene ES Bee _ foisine ap oe 
started a similar study in the Lake s wae of his work on brush control and wi 
Champlain section. ae menue gtr eee pap oan st turkey management on the Aransas 

Fred A. Glover has been awarded ay Gabe i S oe Wick Di ie 7: the National Wildlife Refuge. 
fellowship at Iowa State College where pi . 1 Wildlife Serv sao a 0 the A watchful eye over the Grand Can- 
he will work for his doctor’s degree. He Pre ie t f th, “Wildlife Me now. ‘t yon of Arizona is being kept by Dr. 
recently completed a wild turkey in- Tnatit o or he ae a Main Ouna Harold C. Bryant, Superintendent of 
vestigation for West Virginia. Ne z B ci site Tn Mal cas ae oes qq the Grand Canyon National Park. Dr. 

Since 1939 adult Atlantic Salmon Sth Cananaal gee aaure + ‘Ste bie of Bryant maintains a keen interest in 
have been trapped at Bangor dam in the D Pett ent att iond Fi in ele a wildlife management along with the 
Maine to obtain spawn for experi- Ga ote wate Mi: ston. Mak S Federal numerous administrative details which 
mental propagation work. The result- Ac Siete ‘ ae aM S Gall fall to his lot as superintendent. 
ing fry were reared to yearlings and Poo y oer the Rt ae Cc ee i Wild, M. D. Bryant is in business in Deni- 
two-year old fish, tagged and released life Re 2 fh Unit G, oe ts Pre a o> son, Texas. 
in suitable Maine streams. Ninety- # c Noe Fe LANE oe Oa barncyiael David Homer Buck is with the Texas 
three adult salmon were trapped from oe ed ith Brac Wr pg) ht Dire iat Game Fish and Oyster Commission 
this year’s run at Bangor dam and Sethe Will lif R ee h Stetic AEA with headquarters in Denison, Texas, 
among these were 37 tagged fish that th . Thi ae ates aoyayon ea a and has an investigations assignment 
had been raised at the hatchery and tHe Wildlife Mar One re tnstt fe on the fisheries side of the work at 
released in 1944. These are the first 5 Us tin tt a er en oe Ate 3 Lake Texoma on the border of Texas 
returns recorded. It proves the experi- New 3 eee mee Dr Gab. Melon Tete and Oklahoma. 
ment has value and continuation may Fred ico : pe s 0d et ees Helmut K. Buechner is continuing 
bring to light interesting facts in regard the Guilt sf St. La eee th D: Et in his comprehensive study of ecology and 
to management of this valuable species. ‘7° ae ie ie ee he de ‘ oot range use by the pronghorned antelope, 

ALLAN T. STUDHOLME Wildli fei: ie He ac: ds ent ot with headquarters at Alpine, Texas. 
z ¥ zi Aste Eases Dctionaer Salae His findings are in the process of alter- 

University of Maine Expands Wildlife Howarp L. MENDALL ing public opinion regarding the 

Curriculum The Pennsylvania State College is pronghorn. 
The University of Maine is expand- conducting a Conservation Education Thomas Knight Chamberlain is 

ing its wildlife curriculum with the Laboratory again this summer. Two spending most of his time these days 

opening of the new school year. The three-week sessions will be held. The at Conchas Lake, New Mexico, where 
wildlife staff has been increased by the first session began June 30. Prof. a study of fisheries production is being 
appointment, effective July 1, of Dr. George J. Free is in charge of the conducted. Occasionally he gets back 
Harry Leon Kutz who will serve as Laboratory. Similar laboratory pro- to his headquarters at College Station, 
Assistant Professor of Game Manage- grams were conducted in New Hamp- Texas, to see what his family looks 
ment. Dr. Kutz is a graduate of Syra- shire, Rhode Island and West Virginia. _ like. 
cuse University and obtained a Ph D Howard D. Dodgen, in his role as 
from Cornell. He has had several years INDEX COMMITTEE Executive Secretary of the Texas Game 
of teaching experience in ornithology, Fish and Oyster Commission, is facing 
game management, and various phases The Index Committee headed up by ever enlarging opportunities for serv- 
of zoology, both at Cornell and at Nor- Dr. Lee E. Yeager, is finishing up the ice to wildlife management and the 
wich University. For five years he was indexing of the American Game Con- general welfare through new legisla- 
a_ game research investigator with the ference and the North American Wild- tion in process of adoption by the pres- 
New York Conservation Department. life Conference transactions. The Com- ent Texas State Legislature and ex- 

At the University of Maine Dr. Kutz mittee has put a lot of hard work on panding enlightened administration 
will expand some of the wildlife this job and every member should get generally. 
courses now offered and will organize a copy of it when published. This index rank .W..Witch-deefAnishing .uplen 
a new course in that field. He will also will be included in the volume of the  yyacter’s degree problem on the scisbor 
participate in the program of the Maine transactions of the last North American tailed flycatcher at) Texas oA. and. M. 
Cooperative Wildlife Research. Unit. Wildlife Conference. Order your copy College Paaring the present summer. 
Dr. Kutz’s new address will be 9 Co- now from the Wildlife Management We anticipate he will be headed for 
burn Hall, University of Maine, Orono, Institute, 822 Investment Building, Georgia or parts southeast probably 

Maine. Washington, D. C. early in September. 

Boston Waterfowl Meeting Dr. Warren W. Chase is spending Bryan P. Glass is teaching in the 
As one in the series of regional Severat weeks this eee at Moose, Department of Zoology at Oklahoma 

meetings conducted during the past | yoming. Krom other sources,,we A> and M. College, Stillwater, Okla- 
few months, the U. S. Fish and Wild- >¢2™? that Howard Zahnizer is also at homa. 
life Service held a waterfowl session in Pease, Wyoming. Mi bal S058 ns pias! W. C. Glazener, Director of Restora- 
Boston on May 15. The meeting was one Sse hat oa als wee tion, Texas Game Fish and Oyster 
called to give the Service an oppor- Th teen ee rents: 7 Commission, as everybody knows, is 
tunity to explain in detail the serious 4) © ee eects t % aha en Eo the recently elected Representative for 
condition of waterfowl this year and ‘S121¢ ee ec ee Pies e aneet iS the Region 5. Expanded operations antici- 
to discuss with the game officials and oHina ree se eeree a Ee PRINS Ce pated under present Pittman-Robertson 
sportsment possible remedies and reg- ° See. poe Gotha re into appropriations will keep Caleb hustling 

ulations. one:0! ace ei he are pment ey during the year just ahead. 
The Boston meeting was arranged by tn $4.00 to § eeees or the eae As Regional Biologist in Region 2, 

John Pearce, Regional Director, and ‘70M 4: 0 $5. oe Bee Phil D. Goodrum, formerly of Austin 
was presided over by Albert M. Day, cater and Weldon, Texas, is stationed at At- 
Director of the Fish and Wildlife Serv- Notes From Region 5 lanta, Georgia. He has become a great 
ice, and by Frederick C. Lincoln, As- Orville N. Arrington had a nice arti- traveling man. We count him as a 
sistant to the Director. The morning cle on antelope census in Arizona in Texan still, since occasionally he gets 
session, for State game officials and the May 1947 ARIZONA-WILDLIFE over the line into the biggest state of 
Service personnel, was held in the SPORTSMAN. the union.
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1 March 4, 1947 

Prof, Rodelvh Bennett : 
University ef Missouri 
Columble, Missouri 

Dear Rudolph: : 

Referring to the list of members of the Wildlife 
Soolety of Vigconsin which you sent me in December, 
I have been able to learn of only one correction. 

Robert Rouseh showld be added to the active members — 
quoted in Madison. ‘ie transferred here from Ohio, 

: Tet mo add this comment, Irven 0, Buss, who is 
listed as an associate member should, by al] meons, 

be an active member, Yow do I go about making him 
so? 

Yours as ever, 

Ali PM ALDO LEOPOLD



. MEMBERS OF THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY---WISCONSIN (December 1946) : 

-  AGTIVE: ASSOCIATE: ss 

Madison Madison : 

oA Beer R. Rausch TO fuss 
A Leopold GA Curran 

AW Schorger DQ Thompson 
WE Scott ae 
* 8 an alinske 

erman t 4 
Mil eule, Beaver Dam 

erson CP Grant, Mineral Point 
a EC Hanson, Racine 

ey, Ladysmith FA Hartmeister, Ladysmith 
WB nee» Babcock RA Hamp, Mosinee 
KB Grant, Balsam Lake MK Knickelbein, Oshkosh 
SP s, Waukesha NJ Ordal, River Falls 
AF low, Sturgeon Bay ML Partch, Columbus 
RE a JA Smith, Horicon. 
HA ak, Horicon CB Terrell, Oshkosh 
GR ek, Brillion HP Thomsen, Beloit 173 

OW Threinen, Kenosha 

Rudolf Bennitt, representative of this region in the Wildlife Society, 

has sent me the above list with the request that I notify him of any 
deletions, additions, or corrections. If you know of any, please let 
me know. 

: A.Le
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January 22, 1947 

Dr. Rigo? unt 5 

} Wildlife Conservation Bldg, 
University of Myssourl 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Pndolf: | 

: In my opinion Sidney Stephens belongs to a group of conservationists 
ineluding Jay Darling of Iowa, W. J. P. Aberg of Wisconsin, and P. S. 
Lovejoy of Michigan, who might be called wie Suateanen of wildlife 
management. ‘These men have made wildlife managemen’ possible because 
they have created the legal, political, and financial framework within 
which it could operate. Whether they have directed their efforts at 
the national field or some state field, or both, seems to me of little 

: consequence. In any event thei influence has been national. 

I think one mst serve for a while ae Conservation Commissioner or some 
equivalent office before one can fully appreciate the importance of 
this service. 

As you know, I have been in touch with Sidney sui os work since about 
1935- I am fully convinced that he is responsibly, not only for the 
present structure of wildlife management in Missouri, but also in large 
part for the standard of performance which has been established collect= 
ively by the half dozen advanced states in the country as a whole, 

For these reasons I am heartily in accord with his election to honorary 
membership in the Wildlife Society. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

MISSOURt COOPERATIVE 3 

Ses es pesca He ng aes January 11, 1947 
U.S. FISH AND WILD. :FE SERVICE 

AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 

MEBSQURI CONSERVAT(\ON COMMISSION 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COOPERATING 

Professor Aldo Leopold : 

42h University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks very much for your note of January 9. Here is your "cue"? 

Section 5 of the Constitution reads as follows: "Honorary Members 

shall be persons who, upon a 2/3 vote of the Council and a 2/3 vote at 

any stated annual meeting of The Society, are thus recognized for their 

distinguished service or outstanding achievement in the field of wild- 

life management." It seems to me that the only possible catch is in 

the last two words "wildlife management". Mr. Stephens, of course, has 

not engaged in this himself. The same, however, could be said of one 

or two of the other honorary members---Mr. Darling and Mr. Seton, for 

example. In view of the fact that the Society includes among its active 

members the administrators who make management possible, I do not see 

any real justification for barring him on that score. 

Anticipating what might be the reaction of some of the individuals 

on the Council, I am wondering if one objection may be that electing Mr. 

Stephens to honorary membership might pave the way for a large number 

of "native son" recommendations. I suspect that this may have had some- 

thing to do with the question when I proposed it several years ago; I 

believe you were on the Council at the time. As to that, it seems to 

me that the proposal should be made on the basis of his national service, 

not merely his service to the State of Missouri. 

I should like to get the proposal to the Council in advance of its 

meeting on Sunday, February 2, at San Antonio. If you think it is proper, 

I should be very glad to have a brief statement from you, giving your 

reasons for thinking that Mr. Stephens is a proper nominee, and having 

in mind the reasons which you think will prove most convincing to the 

other members of the Council. I have little doubt that the proposal will 

carry the Society if it is approved by the Council. 

If I might have such a statement from you within the next week or 

so, it can then be included in the formal statement which will go to the 

members of the Council. You will be glad to know that Gabrielson and 

Seth Gordon are joining us in the matter and are sending such statements. 

I have asked Cottam as the fourth "outsider", but I have not yet heard 
from him; I have little doubt of his enlistme 

~~ 

With best wishes, ; ae ely sg VA Se 

Cg. Sic ntti, Ruvent peri 
mn) Mower he I Lg Ey Fre cker Professof of Zoology



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY » 2 ¢/o NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

p hb Ke Washington, D. C. v¥ po 
wi : 

\ 

Dear 

Because you are interested in the field of conservation of our natural re- 
sources, the officers of The Wildlife Society believe you will wish to learn 
about the organizatione 

The enclosed statement describes the background, objectives and administra— 
tive personnel of the Society. This letter, therefore, need take but a few 
moments of your time. In it, however, we would like to point out briefly the 
possible relationship of the Society to you due to your interest in conservatione 

The Wildlife Society is a professional organization, established to further 
wildlife conservation through sound management, administration, teaching and re~ 
searche Its chief instrument is The Journal of Wildlife Management, a quarterly 
devoted to methods rather than theoriese Practically all of the Associate Mem- 
bership dues of $3.00 per year are poured into the publication. Therefore, As— 
sociate Members of the Society (those who are not highly qualified wildlife 
managers) get back through the Journal practically one hundred percent value for 
their investment in the publication alone. Perhaps more » if we believe "Ding" 
Darling, President of the General Wildlife Federation, who has written that: 
"There is sufficient value in the first volume to be worth several thousand dol- 
lars to those who read and apply it". Dre Charles Elton, head of the famous 
Bureau of Animal Population, Oxford University, England, stated that "the impres~ 
sion left (by The Journal of Wildlife Management) is of soundness » both in con- 
tribution and in editing, and of considerable freshness and promise in attitude." 

We feel that, with better acquaintance, you would wish to help in the publi- 
cation of the Journal and to further other objectives of the Society by joining 
in the enterprisee Herewith is a hearty invitation. Associate Membership is 
only $3.00 per year. May we not have an affirmative response? 

Sincerely yours, 

Fines | 
Victor He Cahalane, 

Secretary, 
The Wildlife Society. 

Enclosure v



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY: A GENERAL STATEMENT 

During the First North American Wildlife Conference, held in Washington, D. C., 
February 3<7, 1936, a meeting of over 100 persms effected the temporary organization 
of the Society of Wildlife Specialists, including as members persons professionally 
interested in wildlife management. This action was prompted by the conviction that 
there was a need in this rapidly growing profession for an agency to define and 
maintain standards, to affiliate for the common good all persons subscribing to these 
standards, and to establish a journal of wildlife management. 

The chief aim of the Society of Wildlife Specialists was to prepare the way 
for a permanent organization. This was accomplished February 27, and 28, 1937, at 
St. Louis, Mo., when a meeting attended by over seventy-five affiliates adopted a 
Constitution and By-laws and elected the Officers and Membership Committee for the 
ensuing years Within six months the membership had passed the 500 mark, and since 
that time has enjoyed a steady growth. 

Objectives. The objectives of the Society are: (a) Establishment of professional 
solidarity and maintenance of the highest possible professional standards; (b) de= 
velopment of all tyves of wildlife management along sound biological lines; (c) 
publications to effect these ends; and (d) protection of the interests of its mem= 
bers. 

Membership. Active Membership is open to any person professionally engaged in the 
practice or teaching of wildlife management, in wildlife administration, in wildlife 
research, or in graduate study of these subjects, who is a graduate of a school ap- 
proved by the Council; or who, in the opinion of the council, has acquired an under- 
standing of wildlife work comparable to that required by an approved school. It is 
clearly recognized that academic training is not the sole means of achieving the 
necessary background required for Active Membership in the Society. Thus persons 
who, in the opinion of the Council, have acquired through specialized experience a 
thorough understanding of wildlife principles and techniques are also eligible to 
Active Membership, under the conditions set forth in the Constitution. Associate 
Membership is open to any interested person who is sponsored by two Active Members. 
omorery. Members may be elected in recognition of distinguished service or outstand- 
ing achievement in the fields of wildlife management. 

Journal, The quarterly Journal of Wildlife Management to be sent to all members, 
began in July, 1937, and has already established a high reputation. The Editor 
of this and other publications of the Society is W. L. MeAtee (Biological Survey, 
Washington, D. C.). Manuscripts for the Journal should be sent directly to the 
Editor. 

Dues. Dues for Active Members are $5.00, for Associate Members $3.00. Honorary 
Members pay no dues. ; 

Council. The governing body of the Society is the Council, composed of the four 
Officers and one representative from each of six regions in the United States, 
Mexico, and Canada.



Officers: The Officers elected for 1938, are: President, Arthur A. Allen, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, N. Ys; Vice-President, Thomas H, Langlois, Ohio Conservation 
Department, Put-in-Bay, Ohio; Secretary, Victor H. Cahalane, National Park Service, 
Washington, D. C.3; Treasurer, Warren W. Chase, Soil Conservation Service, Des Moines, 

Iowa. 

Regional Representatives. Region 1: Ralph T. King, Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Exe 
periment Station, syracuse, N, Y, Region 2: William J. Howard, Biological Survey, 
Atlanta, Georgia. Region 3: samel-E Crohn, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, Region 4: Paul H. Roberts, U. S. Forest Service, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Region 5: Wetter P, Taylor, Biological Survey, College Station, Texas. Region 6: 
EB. Lowell Sumer, Jr., National Park Service, San Francisco, California. 

The Regional Representative is in charge of the activities of the Society in 
his region. Hence, his position is one of the utmost importance, and the promotion 
of membership, regional meetings, objectives of the Society and the like - either 
directly or through the combined efforts of the members - is to a large extent his 
responsibility. For this reason, these men are elected by the members in their own 

region. 

Committees. Membership Committee: Gardiner Bump, Chairman; L. E. Hicks, E. V. 
Komarek, James Morfitce, W. R. Van Dersal, and T. H. Langlois, Special Consultant. 

Advisory Committee: Joseph Grinnell, R. T.King, Aldo Leopold, H, L. Stoddard, 

Rudolf pennitt, Rudolph M. Anderson. 

Committee on Professional Standards: Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman; F. C. Edminster, 

P. L. Errington, D. Le Hubbs, Re Te King, Aldo Leopold, H. D. Ruhl, H, L. Stoddard, 

W. P. Taylor. 

Committee on Cooperation: A. O. Weese, Chairman; V. H, Cahalane, E. G. Holt, 
H. LC. Shantz, 

Opportunities for Service. The Wildlife Society is living at a time when, as never 
ees the public is genuinely interested in wildlife conservation. This gives 

promise of broad opportunities, At the same time, it imposes heavy responsibilities 
upon the men who are to study and administer the wildlife resources of the North 
American continent. The obligations of this Society are obvious. Their fulfillment 
will be one of the really constructive tasks of the present generation. 

Arthur A. Allen, President 
Thomas H. Langlois, Vice-President 
Victor H, Cahalane, Secretary 
Warren W. Chase, Treasurer
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Jemary 9, 1947 

My. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Radolfs 

I wilh be more than glad to join you in requesting 
H. Sydney Stephens in honorary membership. Will : 
eee 

I can do to help out’ 

We had a fine visit with Nine and Bill and I 
was glad to pick up the news of progress in 
Columbia. I wish I were equally pleased with 
progress at Jefferson City. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

MISSOURI oO Ete 

WILDLIFE RESEARCH U 

ae a maeeLUMEIA MO. se December 30, 1946. 
miacount gouscrarion somession 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

Professor Aldo Leopold SooPeRATIKG 
424 University Farm Place CONFIDENTIAL 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Will you join with Dalke, me, and some others in proposing the name 
of E. Sydney Stephens for honorary membership in the Wildlife Society? 
It seems to us that there are several considerations which make his selec— 
tion particularly appropriate at this time: 

(1) No man associated primarily with the development of a state program 
has been honored in this way. 

(2) Mr. Stephens's relation to the Missouri program has been almost unique, 
and the program for which he is primarily reaponsible has taken---so 
a number of you have said---a leading place in the country. 

a The Missouri progres will have completed its 10th year next July 1. 
(4) Mr. Stephens will terminate his connection with the Commission, by 

doctor's orders, when his term expires next July 1. 

My reason for asking 3 or 4 men outside Missouri to Join with us in 
thes proposal is that I should like to avoid the appearance of making it 
a purely"state" affair. It certainly seems to me that developments here 
have had national implications, and that recognition of Mr. Stephens's 
pre-eminent position in both state and national programs could very pro- 
perly be made on this basis. 

Needless to say, he doesn't know anything about this scheme, and he 
mustn't, Will you write me at your early convenience, so that if you all 
agree that the honor is merited the proper representations can be made to 
the Wildlife Society Counéil within the next month, 

With best wishes and the Season's greetings, 

Si ly yours, 

eS 

: P.8 I am very glad Nina and Bill took oa 
Christmas off; it 1s a fine and much- 
needed change for them both, and I hope Rudolf/Bennitt 
they won't come back until the last minutejRucker Professor of Zoology 
by the way, I didn't mention Bill as a 
co-sponsor here because I haven't talked 
about it with him; I hope he will be one.



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

The Society of Wildlife Specialists was organized at Washington, D. C., 

February, 1936, during the first North American Wildlife Conference ealled by 

the president, Franklin D. Roosevelt. The organizing group consisted of more 

than 100 persons active in wildlife managment, who properly assumed that this 

rapidly growing profession needed a professional organization to define and 

maintain its standards, and to establish and print a suitable professional journal. 

The chief aim of the Society of Wildlife Specialists was to prepare the 

way for a permanent organization. This was accomplished February 27-28, 193%, 

at St. Louis, Missouri, when a meeting attended by over 75 affiliates changed 

the name of the organization to The Wildlife Society; adopted a Constitution 

and By-Laws; and elected officers and a membership committee for the ensuing 

year. Within six months the membership had passed the 500 mark, and since that 

time has enjoyed steady growth. The term wildlife is understood to include 

fishes, both freshwater and marine, and fisheries workers immediately received, 

and are still extended, a special invitation to become affiliated with the 

organization. 

Objectives: The objectives. of the Society are: (1) Establishment of 

professional solidarity and maintenance of the highest possible professional 

standards; (2) development of all types of wildlife management along sound 

biological lines: (3) publications to effect these ends: and (4) protection 

of the interests of its members. 

Membership: ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP is open to any interested person who 

is sponsored by two Active Members. ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP is open to any person 

professionally engaged in the practice or teaching of wildlife management, in 

wildlife administration, in wildlife research, or in graduate study of these 

subjects, who is a graduate of a school approved by the Council; or who, in 

the opinion of the Council, has acquired an understanding of wildlife work 

comparable to that required by an approved school. It is clearly recognized 

that academic training is not the sole means of aciieving the necessary back- 
ground required for Active Membership in the Society. Thus persons who, in 

the opinion of the Council, have had sufficient specialized experience are also 

eligible to Active Membership, under conditions set forth in the Constitution. 

Any Associate or Active member may become a LIFE MEMBER by the payment of $100 

at one time. HONORARY MEMBERS may be elected in recognition of distinguished 

service or outstanding achievement in the field of wildlife management. 

Publications: "The Journal of Wildlife Management", the quarterly 
publication of The Wildlife Society, is sent-to-all members. The first issue 
of this Journal appeared in July 1937, and succeeding issues have appeared 

regularly since that time. Mr. W. L. McAtee was the first editor of the 

Journal, serving until 1941. Dr. Tracy I. Storer, Division of Zoology, University 

of California, Davis, California, is the second and present editor. The Journal 

is a medium for sound original papers, discussions and reviews on wildlife 

research, management and administration. The author (or one of the joint authors) 

must be a member of the Society in good standing, except that papers of excepional 

merit may be used on special approval bv the Fditor and President. Now in Volume 

9, the Journal has averaged about 400 pages and 50 articles per year, the articles 

being devoted to fish, birds, mammals and general subjects. "Wildlife-News", a 

house organ, now appears two or three times yearly, and gives notice of events, 

personalties and miscellaneous items pertaining to the profession. 

Dues: Dues for Associate Members are $4.00; for Active Members, '5.00; and 

Subscriptions are $4.00, all payable in advance. 

(Over)
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Council: The governing body of the Society is the Council, composed of 

the four officers and one representative from each of the six regions in the 

United States, Canada, and Mexico. 

Officers: The officers elected for 1945-46 are: President, Lee E. Yeager, 

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Chicago 54, Illinois; Vice-President, Gustav 

A. Swanson, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Chicago 54, Illinois; Secretary, 

P. F. English, The Pennsylvania State College, 206 Forestry Building, State 

College, Pennsylvania; Treasurer, Douglas E. Wade, Dartmouth College, Hanover, 

New Hampshire. 

Regiondl Representatives: REGION I; (Me., N.H., Vt., Mass., R.I., Conn., N.Y., 

: Pai, N.J., Md., Del., D.C., W.Va., and Quebec) John Pearce, 1105 Blake Bldg., 5? 

Temple Place, Boston 11, Mass. REGION II: (Va., Ky., Tenn., N.C., S.C., Ga., 

Flia., Ala., Miss., La., and Ark.) Verne E. Davison, Soil Conservation Service, 

Spartanburg, S. C. REGION III: (Ohio, Mich., Wis., Minn., Towa, Mo., I1l., Ind., 

and Ontario) Warren W. Chase, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. REGION 

Iv: (N.Dak., S.Dak., Mont., Wyo., Nebr., Colo., Kans., Alberta, Sask., and 

Manitoba) E. R. Kalmbach, 546 Customhouse, Denver 2, Colorado. REGION V: (Ariz, 

N.Mex., Texas, Okla., and Mexico) Walter P. Taylor, Am and M. College of Texas, 
Box 254, F. E., College Station, Texas. REGION VI: (Wash., Oreg., Calif., Idaho, 

Nev., Utah, and Br. Col.,) Paul R. Needham, Oregon State Game Commission, Portland 

Oregon. 

The Regional Representative is in charge of the activities of the Society 

in his region. Hence, his position is one of the most importance, and the pro- 

motion of membership, regional meetings, objectives of the Society, and the like-- 

either directly or through the combined efforts of the members--is to a large 

extent his responsibility. For this reason, regional representatives are elect- 

ed by the members in each region. 

COMMITTEES FOR 1945-46: 

Membership: P.F. English, Chairman; Paul R. Needham, D. I. Rasmussen, 

Lloyd L. Smith, Herbert L. Stoddard. 

Advisory: Ira N. Gabrielson, Chairman: Samuel T. Dana, Carl L. Hubbs, 
Arrangements for 1946 Meeting: Edward H. Graham, Chairman; Secretary, 

American Wildlife Institute; C.H.D. Clarke, Leo K. Couch., Paul R. Needham, 
Awards: Tracy I. Storer, Chairman; Cerl L. Hubbs, Aldo Leopold, W. L. McAtee. 
Constitutional Revision: Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman; Frank C. Edminister, R. 

Wm. Eschmever, Neil W. Hosley, Ralph T. King, William H. Marshall. 
Employment: Albert M. Day, Chairman; William R. Van Dorsal, I. T. Bode, 

Lloyd W. Swift, Leonard W. Wing. 
Finances: Douglas E. Wade, Chairman; Paul D. Dalke, Arlie ‘!. Schorger, 

Tracy I. Storer. : 

Professional ‘Standards: Thomas H. Langlois, Chazrman : Victor H. Canalane, 
Herman H. Chapman, Ian McTaggart Cowan, Samuel A. Graham, D. I. Rasmussen, 

Harry D. Ruhl. 

War and Post-War Program: Walter P. Taylor, Chairman: Frank G. Ashbrook, 
David A. Aylward, Seth Gordon, D. A. Huntsman, Harlow B. Mills, Olaus J. Murie, 

Kenneth A. Reid, Willis H. Rich. 
Representative to National Research Council: Clarence Cottam ’ 
News Letter: Charles A. Dambach, Chairman: Frank C. Edminister, Howard L. 

Mendall, Ben 0. Osborn. 

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

July 25, 1945 General Statement, 1945-46



. THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

General Statement 1946 - 1947 

The Wildlife Society now starting its tenth year was formed February, 1936 

and during the first vear was called the Society of Wildlife Svecialists. This 

Society of Wildlife Specialists was organized during the first North American 

Wildlife Conference held at Washington, D.C. The original group that set up this 

organization numbered about one hundred persons active in the field of wildlife 

management. This group organized to foster specifically the interests of wildlife 

specialists. It was assumed that the ravidly growing wildlife profession needed 

a professional organization to define and maintain its standards and to establish 
and vublish a creditable journal. The prin¢ipal aim of the Society of Wildlife 
Specialists was to prepare the way for a permanent organization. 

At the second North American Wildlife Conference held at St. Louis, Mo., | 

February 27-28, 1937, in a meeting attended by more than 75 members, the Society 
of Wildlife Specialists changed the name of the organization to The Wildlife Society; 

adopted a constitution and by-laws; and elected officers and a membership committee 
; for the ensuing year. Within six months the membership had passed the 500 mark and 

since that time has enjoyed steady growth. On June 20, 1946, there were 6 honorary, 
5 life, 445 active, and 545 associate members. 

The objectives of The Wildlife Society as stated in the constitution are 

(1) establishment of professional solidarity and maintenance of the highest possible 
professional standards; (2) development of all types of wildlife management along 

sound biological lines; (3) publications to effect these ends; and (4) protection 
; of the interests of its members. 

The Society maintains a Committee on Professional Standards in the further- 
ance of the first and fourth objectives. This committee has worked on problems 

dealing with the proper qualifications for active membership, wildlife curricula in 

colleges and universities, and the civil service status of the members. The Society 
through its efforts in snonsoring research and better wildlife administration has 
attempted to improve the wildlife services as a whole. 

The Journal of “ildlife Management now in its tenth volume was under the 
editorship of W. L. McAtee for its first five and a half vears. Since then 
Dr. Tracey I. Storer, Division of Zoology, University of California, at Davis, has 
been editor. A new editor will start with the January 1947 issue. The Journal 
is a medium for the publication of original papers, @iscussions, and reviews on 
wildlife research, management, and administration. The author (or one of the joint 
authors) of anv paper published in the Journal must be a member in good standing, 
except that papers of outstanding merit mav be used on special approval by the 
editor and president. The Journal has averaged about 400 pages and 50 articles per 
year, the articles being devoted to fishes, birds, mammals, wildlife environment, 
and other related subjects. Wildlife News, a house organ, now appears two or three 
times yearly at irreeular intervals, and gives notice of events, notes on activities 
of members, and miscellaneous items pertaining to the profession. 

Membership is of four classes. Associate membership is open to any 
interested person who is sponsored by two active members. Active membership is open 
to any person professionally engaged in the practice or teaching of wildlife manage- 
ment, in wildlife administration, in wildlife research, or in graduate study of 
these subjects, or who is a graduate of a school approved by the Council; or who 
in the opinion of the Council has acquired an understanding of wildlife work 
comparable to that required by an approved school. It is clearly recognized that 
qeademic training is not the sole means of achieving the necessary background for 
active membership in the Societv. A standing membership committee is maintained
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that weighs the candidates for active status and these recommendations are trans- 

mitted to the Council. Thus persons who, in the opinion of the Council, have had 

sufficient specialized experience are also eligible for active membership, under 

the conditions set forth in the constitution.» Active members may vote and are 

eligible to hold office.» Any associate or active member may become a life member 

by the payment of $100 at one time. Honorary members may be elected in recognition 

of distinguished service or outstanding achievement in the field of wildlife manage- 

ment. 

The officers elected for 1946-47 are: President, Pennoyer F. English, The ; 

Pennsylvania State Colllege, Agricultural Education Building, State College, Pa.; 

Vice-President, Douglas E. Wade, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.; Secretary, 

Logan J, Bennett, The Pennsylvania State College, 206 Forestry Building, State 

_, College, Pa.; Treasurer, Paul D. Dalke, 108 Wildlife Conservation Building, Columbia, 

Mo. 

The governing body of the Society is the Council, composed of the four 

officers, president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and one representative 

from each of the seven regions in the United States and Canada, The seven regional 

representatives and regions are as follows: 

Region 1. Allan T. Studholme, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1105 Blake 

Building, 59 Temple Place, Boston 11, Mass.; Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, 

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 

Maryland, District of Columbia, and West Virginia. 

Region 2. Verne E. Davison, Soil Conservation Service, Spartanburg, S. C.; 

Virginia, Xentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, 

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. 

Region 3. Durward L. Allen, Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station, East 

Lansing, Michigan; Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Tilinois, 

and Indiana. 

Region 4. Olaus J. Murie, Moose, Wyoming; North Dakota, South Dakota, 

Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, and Kansas. 

Region 5. Daniel W. Lay, Silsbee, Texas; Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and 

Oklahoma. 

. * 
Region 6. Paul R. Needham, Oregon Fish and Game Commission, Portland 4, 

Oregon; Washington, Oregon,.California, Idaho, Nevada, and Utah. 

Region 7. Ian McTaggart Cowan, Department of Zoology, University of 

British Columbia, Vancouver, B. C., Canada; Canada. 

The officers and regional representatives are elected annually by a mail 

ballot. The regional representative is in charge of the activities of the Society 

in his region. Hence, his position is one of the utmost importance, in the pro- 

moting of membership, regional meetings, objectives of the Society, and related 

activities--cither directly or through the combined efforts of the members. For 

this reason, regional representatives are elected by the members in each region. 

Annual dues for associate members are $4: for active members $5; and sub- 

scriptions are #4, all pavable in advance. Annual dues include the Journal of 

Wildlife Management. Those desiring membership information may obtain such in- 

formation by writing to the Secretary.
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The Society at its annual meeting makes an award for the most outstanding 

paper in the field of wildlife ecology and management for the previous calendar 

year. Annual meetings of The Wildlife Socisty are held at the time of and with 

the North American Wildlife Conference. The 1946 meeting was-held in New York City 

March 11-13. 
: x 

COMMITTHES FOR 1946-47 

Membership: Pennoyer F. English, Chairman; D. I. Rasmussen, Leonard W. 

Wing, Lloyd L. Smith, Jr., Clarence M. Tarzwell. 

Arrangements for 1947 Meeting: Willian J. Howard, Chairman; Edward H. 

Graham, Advisor; I. T. Bode, Warren “. Chase, Carl L. Hubbs, A. G. Huntsman, 

Gustav A. Swanson. 
: 

Awards: Tracy I. Storer, Chairman; Thomas H. Langlois, Aldo Leopold, 

W. L. McAtee, 

Employment: Robert M. Rutherford, Chairman; Clarence Cottam, I. T. Bode, 

Llova ™. Swift, ©. R. Gutermuth. 
; 

Finances: Paul D. Dalke, Chairman, Logan J. Bennett, John R. Langenbach, 

Stillman Wright. 

Advisory: Seth Gordon, Chairman; Albert M. Dav, S. T. Dana. 

Professional Standards: George 0. Hendrickson, Chairman; Samuel A. Graham, 

Harrv D. Ruhl, J. Lee Deen, John Pearce, Gordon L. Trembley, J. Victor Skiff. 

Program Policy: Walter P. Tavlor, Chairman; Rudolf Bennitt, Harlow Be 

Mills, Adolph Murie, Kenneth A. Reid. 

Foreign Membership: Aldo Leopold, Chairman; Charles Elton, David A. 

Alyward, Daniel L. Leedy, James W. Moffett. 3 

Representative to National Research Council: Lloyd W. Swift. 

News Letter: Charles A. Dambach, Chairman; Howard lL. Mendall, Ben 0. 

Osborne 

Date: June 20, 1946
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ae te 7 Gt 106 Wildlife Conservation Building 

footy sth a ip University of Migsourd, 
‘ Columbia, Missourt 

ov Ly, bm? January 4, 1947, 

TO THE MEMBER ADDRESSED: 

In point of membership tn the Saciety, Repion III has always been 
the strongest of our seven regions. Nevertheless, 1t is very likely 
that there are still. many desirable notential members in the Region. 

: This letter and the attached list of members in your state are being sent 
to you with the request that you do whatever you think voroper to remind ‘ 
non-members that their association with the Wildlife Seclety will benefit 
beth them and their profession. 

On the basis of the December 1946 directory, membership in the eight : 
states of Region LIL 1s as follows: 

| Stete. Active Associate Totel ; : 
Michigan 26 50 26 
Illinois 35 19 54 
Minnesota ig 29 : 4? 
Ohio rr 2? . 44 
Wisconsin is 16 Ten 
Migsourt 14. 15 29 
Iowa 6 12 18 
Indiana ‘5 See Le 

: 136 Bila iz) S11. 2 ‘ 

It is quite true that the expenses of the Society are mounting end 
that increased income 18 needed to maintain .the quality of its serviced 
culef among which is the JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT which gees to ald 
members. Sven more important, however, 1s the professional salidarity 
that comes when all eligible persons enlist themesives in the came profes-- 
sional organization, : 

Perhaps you should remind those with whom you diseves the matter that 
" Assoctate membership 1s open to all, the only requirement being endorsement 

by any two Active members. Active membership 49 based unon ssefersiongl . 
qualifications which are appraleed by the Menbershio Committee, and the 
liet of Active members is very properly looked unon as a "Whela Who" of 
american wildlife management. 

Will you please cheek, ef the attached liet, the names of any you : : 
know who are not listed and should be? hiso, Af you know of Associates 
who are qualified to be Active members, wlll you please bring ta their 
attention the desirability of advancing their status? 

Application forms ean-be:obtainet from either the Secretary, Dr, 
Logan J. Bennett, 206 Forertry Bldg., State Collegs, Pennsylvania, or 
the Treasurer, Dr. Paul D, Dalke, 108 Wildlife Conservation Building, 3 
Columbia, Missouri, : 

I am sure it would be advantageous to all concerned if a considerable : 
humber of new memberships were received before the San Antonio conference 
next month, With beat wishes and the spason)y Brceyingy [So 

‘V4 sin tige ” eaten oe vo Sega 

[eee el F Benni ts : : Representative, Reeton TIT ee
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, THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
5516 Fairglen Road 

Chevy Chase 15, Marylend 
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN, 

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE October 24, 19h6 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 

; 42); University Farm Place 
Madison 3, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Aldo: 

We are getting together the program for the Twelfth North American Wildlife 
Conference which will be held in San Antonio, Texas on February 3, ) and 

5, 197. 

The following chairmen have been appointed and have accepted: 

Warren W. Chase Wildlife and Land Use Concepts 
Neil W. Hosley Wildlife of Grasslands and Forests 
R. W. Eschmeyer (TVA) Inlend Fisheries and Fresh Water Areas 
Frank C. Edminster Wildlife of Farms and Ranches. 

The chairmen have not been appointed for the following technicel sessions: 

New Techniques and Ideas in Wildlife Management 
Marine Fisheries and Ocean Areas. 

The titles for the general sessions have not been determined. The theme 
for the conference will be "Wildlife and the Land". A man to handle the 
feature of the entire conference which I consider of greatest importance 
has not been selected nor have we approached anyone on it. The position to 
which I refer is the summerizer. As you are undoubtedly aware, the summarizer 
is to review the papers presented in the technicel sessions and summarize the 
meeting. 

You probably suspect, I would like to have you accept the somewhat difficult 
and onerous job of summearizer. I am attempting no flattery when I say that 
of the entire wildlife field, I believe you are the best qualified person to 
handle such an assignment. Our plans are to place summaries of the various 
papers in the hands of the summarizer as soon as the papers have been accepted 
by the session chairmen and to forward copies of the papers well in advance 
of the meeting. We expect to have copies of papers which have been selected 
for the meeting not later then January lst. I will have to admit we are 
getting a late start as usual on preparing a technical program, but this has 
been necessitated by reorganization of the Wildlife Management Institute and 
délay in making fimal preparations for the meeting. 

~“
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It is my opinion that a good summary of the technical sessions will be 
a very valuable contribution to the conference and will be of lesting 5 
value as part of the printed transactions. The summary should be given 
about the second day of the conference rather than at its end. 

I have no selling arguments on this except that the job needs to be done 
and I would like you to do it. 

Yours very truly, 

William J. ==? Chairman 
; Committee on Arrangements
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Dear Bills 

You have given me a big order, but I will do my best. \ 
As I unferstand it, I will get an advance look at the paper \ 

so that I can be ready with something. 

You have bitten off a fairly tig job yourself, and I think 
you deserve the support of whoever can help. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo leopo 

3 = a
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY : 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 206 FORESTRY BUILDING 
Strate Couece, Pa. 

June 25, 1946 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Dept. Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I certainly appreciate getting your letter suggesting that 
Fred Hamerstrom be considered for editor of the Journal of Wildlife 
Management. - It so happens that the Council had already voted on 
several prospective men for the editorship when your letter arrived. 
The Council decided to avpoint Walter P, Taylor as editor. I have 
wired for an acceptance from him but as yet have no reply, but from 
previous correspondence I assume that he will tackle the job. 

Se Dr. Storer gave us rather short notice on giving up the editorship. 
I have a feeling that the selection was done a little too hastily but 
in view of the circumstances there was no other way out. I am going to 
recommend to the Council that hereafter any editor giving up the editor- 
ship, if at all possible, should give the Society at least six months 
notice and preferably a years notice. 

I am enjoying being a civilian very much. 

The gromse population is very low. The woodcock population has 
shown a slow but steady gain while I was gone. 

Yours very truly, 

bow Bennett 

Secreta} y 

LIB: bg



Division of Zoology 

oe Unive: sity Of Californi 
Journal of Wildlife Management - Danie Cale — 

April 1, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold : 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

The material in hand for our April issue made up to 104 
pages and I therefore sent it through to the printer without 
including the review on "Ducks Unlimited" by you or several 
reviews by myself, I am planning to use all these reviews ; 
in the July issue and hope that the delay will not be serious 
for you. 

Sincerely, 

1 —_—_ 

Tracy I, Storer 
Editor 

TIS:PC



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 206 FORESTRY BUILDING 

March 19, 1946 State Cou.ece, Pa. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Game Management 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Since you were present at the meeting in New York it seems 

needless for me to advise you that the Council and The Wildlife Society 

voted you an Honorary Member of the Society. 

3 It is my pleasure to notify you of this action. 

Sincerely yours, 

CPZ ; ByZek ¥ 

P. F, English 
: Secretary 
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OFFICERS, COMMITTEES, AND MEMBERS 
OF 

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

1945 

OFFICERS 
Lee E. Yeager, President Pennoyer F. English, Secretary 

Gustav A. Swanson, Vice-President Douglas E. Wade, Treasurer 

Additional Members of the Council (Regional Representatives) 
John Pearce, Region I Edwin R. Kalmbach, Region IV 

Verne E. Davison, Region IT Walter P. Taylor, Region V 

Warren E. Chase, Region III Paul R. Needham, Region VI 

TRUSTEES 

W. L. McAtee, 1946 C. T. Vorhies, 1947 Herbert L. Stoddard, 1948 

EDITORIAL STAFF 

Tracy I. Storer, Editor of the Journal of Wildlife Management 

George O. Hendrickson Carl L., Hubbs 

COMMITTEES 

MempersuiP: Pennoyer F. English, Chairman; Paul R. Needham, D. I. Rasmussen, Lloyd L. 
Smith, Herbert L. Stoddard. 

Apvisory: Ira N. Gabrielson, Chairman; Samuel T. Dana, Carl L. Hubbs. 
ARRANGEMENTS FoR 1946 Mzxrtine: Edward H. Graham, Chairman; Secretary, American 

Wildlife Institute; C. H. D. Clarke, Leo K. Couch, Paul R. Needham. 

Awarps: Tracy I. Storer, Chairman; Carl L. Hubbs, Aldo Leopold, W. L. McAtee. 

ConsrirutionaL Revision: Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman; Frank C. Edminster, Jr., R. Wm. 

Eschmeyer, Neil W. Hosley, Ralph T. King, William H. Marshall. 
Emptoyrment: William R. Van Dersal, Chairman; I. T. Bode, Albert M. Day, Lloyd W. Swift, ; 

Leonard W. Wing. 

Finances: Douglas E. Wade, Chairman; Paul D. Dalke, Arlie W. Schorger, Tracy I. Storer. 
PROFESSIONAL StaNDARDS: Thomas H. Langlois, Chairman; Victor H. Cahalane, Herman H. 

Chapman, Ian McTaggert Cowan, Samuel A. Graham, Harry D. Ruhl. 

War anp Post-War Program: Walter P. Taylor, Chairman; Frank G. Ashbrook, David A. 

Alyward, Seth Gordon, Harlow B. Mills, Olaus J. Murie, Kenneth A. Reid, Willis H. 
Rich. 

REPRESENTATIVE TO Nationa Researcu Covuncit: Clarence Cottam. 
News Lerrer: Charles A. Dambach, Chairman; Howard L. Mendall, Ben O. Osborn. 
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MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES 

HONORARY MEMBERS 

Darling, Jay N., Register & Tribune, Des Moines, Iowa, *37, 38 

Stoddard, Herbert L., Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Ga., *37, 40 

LIFE MEMBERS 

Davis, Dr. William B., Dept. of Fish and Game, Texas A. & M. College, College Station, 
Tex., 39 

Elliott, Herford N., Hildreth Road, Westford, Mass., 45 
Ellis, Ralph, 12 Administration Bldg., Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans., 38 
Hicks, Dr. Lawrence E., Ohio State University, Columbus 10, Ohio, *37, 38 

ACTIVE AND ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 

Listed as of July 6, 1945. *, Charter Member (joined Society before Sept. 1, 1937); first 
or single number (e.g., 37) is year of election as Associate Member, and second (e.g., 37, 39) 
is that of election as Active Member; )&, serving in armed forces of the United States. 

Notify Secretary promptly of any omissions, errors, or changes, particularly in address. 

Abbott, Clinton G., Natural History Mu- Dept. of Cons., Lansing 13, Mich., 37 
seum, Balboa Park, San Diego, Calif., 43 Dischrg. 

Adams, I. C., Jr., 104 Aldeah Ave., Colum- Anderson, Anders H., R.F.D. No. 5, Box 331, 
bia, Mo., 41 & Tucson, Ariz., 44 

Adams, Lowell, 5708 Fayette St., Los An- Anderson, John M., East Orwell, Ohio 
geles, Calif., 40 *37 

Adams, William C., 55 South Lake St. Anderson, Dr. Rudolph M., Chief, Div. of 
Albany 3, N. Y., 37, 38 Biology, National Museum of Canada, 

Addy, Charles E., Upton, Mass., 42, 43 Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 37, 38 
Albright, L. Russell, Kingston, R. I., 45 Anderson, Wallace L., 4304 N. Murray Ave., 
Alcorn, Joseph R., R.F.D. No. 1, Box 19A, Milwaukee 11, Wisc., *37, 38 

Fallon, Nev., 42 Angell, William R., Detroit Leland Hotel, 
Aldous, Clarence M., Forest Service Bldg., Detroit 26, Mich., 42 

Ogden, Utah, 44 Arnold, Milton C., Comstrock Bridge, East 
Aldous, Shaler E., Lake States Forest Exp. Hampton, Conn., 42 

Sta., Univ. Farm, St. Paul 8, Minn., *37, Arrington, Orville N., Arizona Game and 
38 Fish Comm., Federal Aid Div., Phoenix, 

Aldrich, John W., 21 W. Spring St., Alexan- Ariz., 43 
dria, Va., 45, 45 Ashbrook, Frank G., U. S. Fish & Wildlife 

Alexander, Maurice M., R.F.D. No. 2, Service, Mdse. Mart, Chicago 54, IIl., 
Syracuse, N. Y., 40 38, 38 

Allan, Philip Farley, 6537 Broad St., Wash- Atwood, Earl L., 134 Frederick Ave., Osh- 
ington 16, D. C., *87, 38 kosh, Wis., 37, 40 PR 

Allen, Dr. Durward L., Rose Lake Wildlife Ault, Harold, Box 76, Fiatt, Ill., 39 
Exp. Sta., East Lansing, Mich., 37,38 Austin, Dr. Oliver L., Hillcrest, Tuckahoe, 

Allen, Dr. Arthur A., Cornell University, Nc, ae 
Ithaca, N. Y., 37, 38 Austin, Dr. Stanley W., Knoxville, Iowa, 

Allen, Ralph H., Abbeville, Ala., 44 *37, 40 
Allred, Warren J., Range Examiner, Afton, Babb, Maurice J., IJr., 34 Simpson Road, 

Wyo., 40, 42 Ardmore, Pa., 44 
Alyward, David A., 20 Spruce St., Boston 8, Bach, Roy N., 1516 Ave. B, Bismarck, 

Mass., 44, 44 N. D., 44 
Ambrosen, Donald R., Hillsboro, Ga., *37 Bachman, Albert R., R.F.D. No. 2, Sinking 
Ammann, G. Andrew, Game Division, Mich. Spring, Pa., 45 

vi
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Baetjer, Edwin G., 1409 Mercantile Trust Behle, Dr. William H., Dept. of Biology, 

Bldg., Baltimore 2, Md., 38 Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City 1, Utah, 
Bailey, Dr. Reeve M., Museum of Zoology, *37, 38 

Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., Bellrose, Frank C., Jr., State Natural His- 

42, 43 tory Survey Division, Havana, IIl., 40, 
Bajkov, Dr. Alexander, Personal Equip- 41 

ment Lab., Emergency Rescue Branch, Belden, Mason S., 22 Hillside St., Newing- 

Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, 44 ton 11, Conn., 43 & 

Baker, John H., 1165 Fifth Ave., New York Benjamin, Joel R., 1548 Hunter Ave., Co- 
28, N. Y., 38 lumbus 1, Ohio, 38, 42 

Baker, Maurice F., 5 North Garth St., Co- Bennett, George W., State Natural History 

lumbia, Mo., 40, 40 & Survey Division, Urbana, Ill., 37, 38 

Baker, Rollin H., P.O. Box 171, Eagle Lake, Bennett, Dr. Logan J., 206 Forestry Bldg., 
Texas, 37 State College, Pa., *37, 38 BR 

Baker, Willis M., 54 Dogwood Road, Norris, Bennitt, Dr. Rudolf, 106 Wildlife Cons. 

Tenn., 44 Bldg., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, 
Baldwin, Dr. Stephen G., R.F.D. No. 1, Mo., *87, 38 

Catlin, Ill., 44 Benson, Dirck, 369 Seneca Parkway, Roches- 

Baldwin, Wm. P., Jr., 408 W. 26th St., Wil- ter 13, N. Y., 39, 40 & 
mington, Del., *87 Benson, Dr. Seth B., Museum of Vertebrate 

Barick, Frank G., New York State College of Zoology, Univ. of California, Berkeley 4, 

Forestry, Syracuse Univ., Syracuse 10, Calif., 37, 38 

N. Y., 43 Benua, W. E., 329 E. Broad St., Columbus 
Barbee, Willard R., 1711 E. Elm St., Spring- 15, Ohio, 38 

field, Mo., 41 Bergeson, William R., c/o State Fish and 

Barkalow, Frederick S., Jr., 207 Washington Game Dept., Helena, Mont., 44, 44 

Ave., Marietta, Ga., 37, 44 & Berghuis, Dana P., 12434 High St., Eugene, 
Barnes, William B., Room 10, State House Ore., 40, 41 

Annex, Indianapolis 9, Ind., *37, 44 Berner, Lester M., 1306 Ross St., Columbia, 
Barske, Philip, 869 Valley Road, Bridgeport, Mo., 37 & Dischrg. 

Conn., 42, 43 Berry, Frederick H., R.F.D. No. 4, Woodlee, 

Bartlett, Illo H., P.O. Box 128, Okemos, Staunton, Va., 44 
Mich., *37, 38 Beule, John D., 20 Loyalsock Ave., Mon- 

Bateman, B. A., Louisiana State Univ., toursville, Pa., 39 

University Station, Baton Rouge, La., Bezdek, Francis H., R.F.D. No. 4, Athens, 

38, 39 Ohio, 39, 44 
Baumgartner, Frederick M., Oklahoma A. & Bick, George H., 2339 Valmont St., New 

M. College, Stillwater, Okla., *37, 38 Orleans, La., 44, 44 & 

Baumgras, Philip S., Swan Creek Wildlife Bishop, Dr. Louis B., 450 Bradford St., 

Exp. Sta., Allegan, Mich., 41 Pasadena 2, Calif., *37 
Baxter, William J., 1018 Trenton Place, Wil- Black, C. T., R.F.D. No. 3, Grand Ledge, 

mington, Del., 40 Mich., 41 

Beadel, H. L., R.F.D. No. 1, Tallahassee, Black, David V., Hq. and Hg. Co. 341st Inf. 

Fla., 39 Regt., APO 450, Camp San Luis Obispo, 

Beal, J. A., Duke Univ., Durham, N. C., 40, Calif., 38, 42 & 

44 Black, George O., Cornell Road, Oswego, 
Becker, Dr. George B., Soil Cons. Service, Ore., 40 

Marion, Mich., *37, 38 Blain, Dr. Alexander W., 2201 Jefferson 

Beckwith, Stephen L., 333 19th St., Santa Ave. E., Detroit, Mich., *87 

Monica, Calif., 44 & Blake, Irving H., Univ. of Nebraska, Lin- 

Beebe, Paul R., Forreston, Ill., 44 coln, Nebr., 42 

Beer, James R., 2904 Harney St., Vancouver, Blakey, Harold L., U. 8. Fish & Wildlife 
Wash., 39, 42 Service, Austwell, Texas, 43, 43
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Blaser, Henry R., Milan, Ill., 44 New York Cons. Dept., Delmar, N. Y., 
Blauvelt, Hiram B. D., 637 Kinderpamack 44, 44 

Road, Oradell, N. J., 45 Brown, Dr. Claudeous J. D., 218 Bagley 
Blouch, Ralph I., 204 Fifth Ave., Chambers- Hall, Univ. of Washington, Seattle 5, 

burg, Pa., 42 Wash., *37, 38 
Bloys, Warren D., Griggsville, Ill., 43 & Brown, Elmer E., P.O. Box 97, Davison, 
Blyth, David D., c/o Mrs. Hazel Blyth, The N. C., 43 

Andrews School for Girls, Willoughby, Brown, Louis G., P.O. Box 36, Griggsville, 
Ohio, *37 & IL, 39 & 

Bode, I. T., 1002 Adams St., Jefferson City, Bryan, Paul, Tennessee Valley Authority, 
Mo., *37, 38 Decatur, Ala., 38 

Boettiger, Edward G., Section H, 2638rd Bryant, F. A., P.O. Box 12, Jasper, Alberta, 
A.A.F, Base Unit, C.C.T.S. (F), Baton Canada, 38 
Rouge, La., 44 & Bryant, Dr. Harold C., Grand Canyon, Ariz., 

Bolin, Major F. M., V.C., U. 8. Army, 1503 *37, 38 
S. Sixth St., Fargo, N. D., 38 BR Buechner, Helmut K., 15 Washington Ave., 

Bond, Richard M., 3607 SW. Mt. Adam Scotia 2, N. Y., 45 
Drive, Portland, Ore., *37, 38 Bujak, B. J., 2547 St. Louis Ave., Chicago 47, 

Bonham, Kelshaw, Dept. of Zoology, Univ. Tl, *387 & 
of Hawaii, P.O. Box 18, Honolulu 10, Buller, Charles R., Pennsylvania Board of 
T. H., 42 Fish Commissioners, R.D. No. 3, Belle- 

Bonnot, Paul, 8 Perry St., Menlo Park, fonte, Pa., 42 
Calif., 42, 42 Burgess, Harold H., c/o Henry F. Burgess, 

Borell, A. E., R.F.D. No. 2, Box 993, Albu- Reese, Mich., 44 
querque, N. M., *37, 38 Burlington, Harry J., Montvale, N. J., 44, 44 

Borges, H. Milton, New Lenox, Ill., 42 Burroughs, R. D., Dept. of Cons., Lansing 
Borror, Donald J., Dept. of Zool. and Ent., 18, Mich., *87, 38 

Ohio State Univ., Columbus 10, Ohio, Burt, Dr. W. H., Museum of Zoology, Univ. 
43 of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., 40 

Bowen, Lewis A., 5815 NE. 24th St., Port- Buss, Irvin O., 1101 Third St., Menomonie, 
land, Ore., 43 Wis., *37 & 

Bradley, Benjamin O., Bureau of Game, Butler, Ovid M., American Forestry Assoc., 
New York State Cons. Dept., Albany, 919 17th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C., 
N. Y., *37, 38 *37, 38 

Bradley, Homer L., La Creek Natl. Wildlife Butterfield, Robert T., Game Mgt. Agent, 
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MEMORANOUH TO WILDLIFu EUS LOITORS AND REPORTERS & 

At the annual meeting held at Denver, February 15, the Wildlife Society, upon recommen— 
dation of the Council, voted to discontinue Wildlife News for the duration, The Editor was - 
not present at the Council meeting, but during the Society meeting, with the assistance of 
a few other members, made a plea for the continuation of the News, The final vote was nine 
to eight for discontinuation. : 

However, the Council and the Officers intend to continue publication of items, parti- 
cularly those dealing with personal mention of the memberg in each issue of the Journal of 
Wildlife Management. Or. Storer, Kditor of the Journal, has asked me to act as a "clearing : 
house" for these items, Therefore, will you pleuse send me proaptly and frequently, news 
items of the following nature: personal notes on members, particularly those who have gone 
into the armed forces and have not hitherto been mentioned in \ildlife News (cf, Honor Koll 
on p. 11 of Jan. 15, 1948, issue of Wildlife News); important war and wildlife activities 
in this and other countries; and notices of publications that might merit review. 

Keeping the Society informed about the activities of its members is a service vital to 
the health and good will of the entire membership. I regret the suspension of Wildlife 
News, particularly at a time when we should be doing more to keep our entire membership in— 
formed on wildlife events. But, the Society must keep the Journal up to the high standards j 
already established, and consequently, mist divert its funds to this purpose. 

We still have at the News office about 60 copies of Wildlife News which have been re— 
turned because of e lack of proper or up-to-date addresses, If you know of anyone who has 
not received any one or more issues of the News und should have, please let me know-~—-send 
his address too. 

Thank you very much for your past efforts and for your assistance in continuing work 
insofar as possible, 

Douglas BE. Wade 
Editor, Wildlife News 
March 1, 1943, : 
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424 University Farm Place 
May 12, 1942 

Dr. Logan J. Bennett 
Horticulture Building 
State College, Pennsylvania 

Dear Logan: 

I am not a member of the Council, but since Paul Needham 
sent me the correspondence about Tracy Storer, I just 
thought I would say that I approve of his stipulations 

and urge that an editorial board be set up. 

Unless you are already committed to Dr. Hendrickson, it 
; would seem to me that the board should preferably consist 

of more of the McAtee and Hubbs type. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

E ec Needham
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Dr. Logan J, Bennett 
Seeretery, The “ldlife ‘oclety 
Pennsylvania State College 
lmA Hortieulture Dailding 
State College, Pennsyivante 

Sear Or, Bennetts 

be, frney 1, Storer met me in Berkeley on 
enh (ap inte af lhe eoemaas tee athniraae oF tee bana one 
diseussed, Or, Storer is very mich interested in the matter and 
Geellcdies tole cdth te onal ts clttins to tone aor ee 
esonditions under which he would be to sesume thie respon- 

: ehoility. 

2 strony urge that » promt decieton be rendered so 
thet Dr, Storer may be afviesd of the Council's action es econ as 
jee ig pened oy he re Reed Fos for youd ndf-g 
dournel, 1 personally feel the conditions cet up by Or, 
Storer are not unrengonadle and his suggestions for sconomies in 
printing are sound, 

a, erm 620 te meena Lagtene Mat Gevemsa, 

Gach Rake, aah the wither ted tunch’ together tx’ Sermo on” 
| Se ete eee ee es eet ve 

agreed that 4¢ would the editer's burden considerably 
42 an efiterial board wae eppointed by the Counsell. It was fur~ 
ther agreed that ene game man and one fish man would be a logieal 

help sen dashing some ak tah Stee aiiees the 2 on Sema, aerye 
Sone oh ae teak cake it was further suggested that perhaps 
Dy, MeAtee could be persuaded to serve on the Beard in an aftvisory 

: cannelty, 

‘thie plan i¢ essentielly that presented ty Or, Storer 
: 4m that the members of the editorial board would review the gon~ 

fal cubject matter of uamecripte for The Journal, solicit 
ernens a sete Bak conneen Chenashves vith mochentenk Getetie. 
they essiet the editor in selection of pepers te maintain 
the standards of the Seelety. If the Gouneil approves the eondi- 
tione eet by Or, Storer, and if an Miiterial Board coneieting of
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Meatee, Hendriekeon and Habbs is agreed upon, it should provide 
om excellent arrangement for getting out The Journal, and I per~ 
eonally believe the best interests of the Seclety weuld be served 
ty carrying oat this plan, 

in summasy, there are three main points to be decided 
ty the Counsil relating tos 

a: mhereted Benet 

3. Approval or @lsexproval of the 
- eondhtions est up by br, Storer. 

In opier to save tine, I an copies of this letter 
te you, along with coplee of Dr, esate telat teas aes 
eee Gee at ee he ae 
Dy, Storer, Dick Gerstell, Corl Alde Leopold, and Dr, HeAtee, 

1 delLeve Council mexbders should reply direct te you. 

Another matter: “ho i9 Regione) Representative now in 
Region 22 Uxtra copies of beth thie letter and Pr, Storor's are 
enclosed, emi would you please forwarl them to him? 

Yours sincerely, 

(Aut R. Varcthars 
Procident 

Pisefe 

ct, Oe & & Batten 

W. Ay Groh 
“arren Chase 
0, @, Marte 
W, P, Tayler 
Stanley Jewett 
@. Ly Babbe 
Alde Leepeld 

BD. b, Bestes 
recy I, Storer ‘ 
Richard Gerstell
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bear Heedhans 

Eee eee Se ee Sate to De Gear. 6 Se 
seelety for their invi that I became editor of the Jourmeal, I om 
sorry to learn thet Or. MeAbee eum no longer serve, and i deen it an homer 
te be asked to take up the tack he hae performed so well, 

Sefore aceopting 1 think that members of the Couneil should be ine 
formed as to seme elrounstances of my present posities, Alse I should like 
Sea ete en Gees teens cae ce ee OO 
& “wail vote” on these propositions would elarify the Rtas 

le Tonching cbligetione here at Davie make it practivslly impossible 
fer me te attend the annual meetings of the ¢eclety, ond the departure of 

discussion of editorial peliey er prostion will therefore lave to be had by 
correspondenee, 

2. Seereterial services are becwning difficult to obtain because of 
the greater éorand and hicher salaries in covermeental and industrial work as 
pews ye er greg age yee i mdb. Ayr craw Seamed +a 

affect the rate at some parte of the editerial work would be | 
eovonplished, If in addition to the editor's ueusl allowance for postage « 
sum not oxeeeding $10.00 per month could be nade evailable for secretarial ald 
in cerresponienee and preef reading the Soeletyts werk could be expedited. 

So At Tavis I am three days distant by mail fres the printer and 
three or four days fras most of the nenbere fran whem advice concerning mame 
soripts would be sought at times, Thus some additional time would have 4@ be 
soneidered for handling canuseripte and proof. 

Sok te tee ae cas ne ee 
plesaing, and in main ¥ feel thet it should be eres eee 
sae that wld reduce present coste, thus ponaible 
So raban a itle ory snterinl cr to provisn for ntrttial wid or Sse 
overall expenses, ‘uch econanies seen of preseing concern because Soolety, 
raving & sale nastership, vill lose cane incme as seubers enter the armed sore 
viees, Also there probably be additional articles offered for publication 
singe Government soriale such as the “Progressive Piah-Culturist” have suspended. 
Same possible esonemies ares 

& Arranging the title page, ootents, and supplement es & 
unit of “front matter"(rananpaging) to vind eventually in a completed
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volume, as in “the auk"y at least four pages per volew would be saved, 
Sep “aka, coud 00 8h tbe tad op W& Os Gad OF hb Vents 

be Careful editing of pepers (with return te author's when noo- 
ouwary) to eliminate verbiage and of tate 
Devwecn Ficuree, tanlew and jlavens "Se resent pers wee to 
easier to read if redueed up to twenty per cont, ites” in 
etemneh caxtente need but brief mention, end cumputetions te three 
édeoival places shold be shendened. “ost figures co well at single 
eokum width if copy is well prepared, Saterial on plates could 
often be redueed in sise, articles could feller one another closely 
if euch began close after the references of the preceding articles. 

, All eweh ehenges will save several pages ond pletes per volume. 

F Se Further savings could be wade by changing the text te one 
ee cer eee oe eee 

extending referenees acrese page. gael 
psn gp ne spent deel a. Hla “ 

ds Reporte of offioors and cemittees could be briefer, 

Se Bore specific inetruetions are seeded for authors in preparing 
typeseript end iliustrations. Saterial now on cover pages three and four 
eould be rewritten to provide such instructions while still inelading other 
nagesaary statenante. 

G, A regular editeria] cormittee or beard should te established to 
aid the sditer, ‘This chovld include specialists on beth fish and land vertee 

eee eee oe oe a ee 
referred by the editer serve in other wie. Or. Nadtee should be ine 
eluded to afford the benefit of hia experience. 

7%. Sealdes xemuseripte voluntarily suimitted, the editer should seek 
cot papers shnever pornitde to hep ts Jaume] banned betwen the varseae 

aspects of wildlife renageront. editor ond beard should heve the right 
oe is See eee Cee ven ee Sueceans or Senate we 
return then to authore ae necessary, and to refuse to print any that do not 
meet the etendards of the Seelety. 

6, Wildlife Sewe, although resenetioned by the 1942 ie as 
: yet vo particular oredit to the Society. es peokevaten and dnomtbutean 

in 1940 cost $247.00(ebout $5.00 por page) or about OF of the cost of the 
Journal. ee es we re es oe ee ee eee 
inaert of tranciont vature, but sore carefully edited amd on a better plane, 
$e be melled quarterly «ith the Journal, at lesser expense. 

3 already have a heavy sehedule for the nenthe go an sarly 
Qucncign:ty tao reahure Of that Comma to tate grageatie 1a camaaai eae 
quasted. 

Very truly yours, 

Signed TACT 1. STGim
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424 University Farm Place 
= September 11, 1941 

Mr. Douglas E. Wade 
Instructor in Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Doug: 

I can't start working on the Lovejoyiana now so 
I am sending you my folder. I would not advise 
calling for Lovejoy correspondence in the "Wild- 
life News" because that would sound too mech like 
a post mortem. 

I appreciate your thoughtfulness in offering me 
the drouth indices. I meanwhile had them all 
worked up, and the Prairie du Sac paper in which 
they are used will go to press shortly. : 

Carl is mech pleased at the Missouri prospect, 
and it will be a satisfaction to me to have you 
two working together. ; 

With best regards, i 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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GOOPERATING 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

IT have just returned from an extended visit in the Hast. 

Thank you for your very kind letter of August 15. It has 

acted as a stimulation. 

Your suggestion concerning P. S. Lovejoy is excellent. 

I am wondering whether or not P,.S, would answer a request for 

a list of some of the people he has written to. I understand 

that P. S. is in rather bad shape mentally as an after-effect 

l\ of his tumor. It might not be advisable to write to him. I 

should like to ask you to start the ball rolling on the Love- 

joy material, However, if you are so inclined to send to me 
copies of Mir, Lovejoy's correspondence, I could gradually 
assemble a tmmge file and in due time have sufficient material 
to keep the series going. Would it be advisable to publish a 

>» request in the Wildlife News asking all persons to send to some 
No central spot Lovejoy correspondence? 

Thanks very much for sending the plans for the skin case. 
Apparently you went to considerable trouble to obtain these. 

While I was out East I obtained the drought indices and 
will be able to furnish you the data which were requested last 
spring. If you do not have these data, let me know and I will 
extract that which you need. 

As far as I know, Carl Leopold will be one of the new as- 
sistants here at the Unit. We all feel and have so stated that 
he will be a credit to the Missouri Unit. Personally, I am 
tickled to death to have him here and feel that he will stimlate 
all of us, particularly if he has any of his father's abilities, 
which I am sure he does. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely, 

DEW :KS
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42h University Farm Place 
August 15, 19" 

Mr. Richard Gerstell, President 
The Wildlife Society 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Dick: 

My reply to your circular of July 10 has been delayed due 
to my absence in the field. The trouble with the present 
method of selecting topics is that the profession contains 
very few men who have the time and the ability to pull 
together the latest materials on such large subjects. 
I can think of only two (see attached sheet). 

I still prefer the old system of asking individual workers 
to talk about their own work. 

I would like to suggest that Albert Hochbaum, Delta Duck 
Station, Delta, Manitoba, is now about ready to give a 
summary of the last three years' work. 

Another very important piece of work, which has been consistently 
overlooked by program committees, is the waterfowl work of 
Arthur Hawkins of the Illinois Natural History Survey at 
Urbana. However, Hawkins is now in the army and probably 
not available this year. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Office of the President July 10, 1941 

Harrisburg, Penna. : 

MEMORANDUM to all Members of the Wildlife Society: 

Ris TECHNICAL SESSIONS 1942 MEETING 

To the American Wildlife Institute, together with its predecessor, 

the American Game Association, goes the credit for the conduction of a long 
and outstanding series of annual, international conferences dealing with the 
subject of wildlife conservation. 

Many members of the Wildlife Society have long made a practice of 

attending these meetings and participating in the various programs offerod. 

In fact, since 1939, the Institute has granted the Society the priviloge 
of arranging the major details of the programs for the Technical Sessions 

of the Conferences. As a result of this, members of the Society have become 

the principal, but, of course, not the sole, participants in these special 

sessionse 

That the sessions have always been successful is a fact well known. 
It is, however, true that many persons strongly fecl they can be appreciably 

improved upon. This opinion is shared not only by members of the Society 
but also by those officials of the Institute who are responsible for the 

conference arrangementse 

In an effort to help bring about the desired end, the writer has 
alroady been in contact both with the Secretary of the Institute and with 

representatives of the Society. Though next year's Conference will not be 

held until early April, it was felt highly desirable promptly to inaugurate 

the formation of plans for the Technical Sessions. Thus, certain prom. 

liminary steps have already been taken. 

It is the purpose of this memorandum both to inform the membership : 

of what has been done and to ask for suggestions and assistance in the 

completion of the works 

As President of the Socicty, I have asked Dr. J. EB. Shillinger of 
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Mr. J. Paul Millor, Secretary of 

the Institute, to serve with me on the Society's Committee on Arrangements 
for the Meeting of 1942. Dr. Shillinger has been requested to act as 
Chairman because of his experience in helping to arrange the programs of 

the past few years. Already we have moet individually and collectively 

several times and have discussed from many angles the problems facede 
The general method of procedure finally agreed upon is briefly outlined 

below. 

First, it has been decided to modify the method previously followed 

in preparing the program. By menns of this memorandum, the Society mom 
bership will be polled (ballot attached) in order to determine the profor~ 
ences of the group for the general subjects to be treated in each particular 
session (four on game, two on fish) and to solicit their recommendations
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concerning possible chairmen for cache 

Using the preferences indicated as a guide, the subjects to be 

treated in the sessions will be selected and a chairman for cach appointed. 

It shall then become the duty of the chairmen to solicit papers for presen 

tation in the session over which he has charge and to draw up therefrom 

a tentative progran for that particular sessions (The Institute has again 

very kindly offered to share responsibility for any reasonable expenses 

incurred by the chairmen in drawing up their proposed programs)» Naturally, 

through "Wildlife News" and other media, the members of the Society, as 

well as all other interested persons, will be promptly notified both of 

the subjects to be treated in and the chairman of each particular session. 

This will allow opportunity for contact betwoen the chairman and those who 

may have papers which they wish considered for prosentation at the Con 

ferences 

The chairmen will eventually submit their tentative programs to the 

Committee on Arrangenents for action. Final selection of the papers to be 

presontcd will be made by the Committee, acting with or without the advice 

and suggestions of other persons as conditions may warrante 

In addition, it may be said that the conduction of each session 

will be much the same as at this year's Conference, where a chairman and 

two discussion leaders presided over each. The chairmen will be asked to 

submit recommendations concerning the leaders to assist them at the mecting. 

You may expect to hear further concerning this important matter 

within a reasonable length of time, but in the meanwhile, we ask that you 

kindly let us have your suggestions for session chairmen snd topics through 

completion of the attached ballote g 

Thanking you for your assistance in this connection, I remain 

Very truly yours, 

WWehad uns 
Richard Gerstell’ 

RG/S Presidont
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4ol University Farm Place 
May 31, 1942 

Mr. Bd Komarek 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Td: 

I opposed from the outset the setting up of 
membership distinations in the Wildlife Society, 
because I had seen their unworkebility in the Society 
of American Foresters. 

Granted that membership grades be theoretically 
desirable (which I doubt), I was convinced, from 
experience, that it was impossible to allocate them 
justly among a large membership, where a committee's 
only information consisted of a paper record. 

I know our Society would become large, hence I 
concluded it would be better to have no distinctions 
than to have injustice in allocating then. ig 

Hence, I welcome the present tendency to abo ' 
them in our Society. * = 

With warm regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION yh 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION \p oe : 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

May 22, 1941 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
2h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Mr. Walter P. Taylor has written me a letter 
concerning membership distinction in The Wildlife So- 
ciety and, among other things, stated the following: 

"It occurs to me that if you would secure writ- 
ten expressions of opinion from all those on whom 
you called at the last annual meeting, including 
without any doubt the leading members of the So- 
ciety, it would clarify the situation a great 
deal, and would help the general membership when 
the vote is taken upon the matter in the fall." 

I would appreciate it very much if you would 
write me a brief letter, expressing your views on the 
subject of membership distinction, as expressed at the 

‘ Memphis meeting by youe I understand that this is go- 
ing to be fully aired in the early issues of "Wildlife 
News", and I think the Members would appreciate such 

B comments as you may care to make. 

j Hoping that you have an opportunity to get , 
down here, particularly in connection with the tick 
study, on which we are anxious to get going, I am, 
with best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

gion ey oe 

f> Lp . f et Mager ft A. f 
or eo ; Rt ow d Sa o : CO : C eee
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The Constitution and By-laws of 

CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLE I— Name. 

The name of this Society shall be The 
Wildlife Society. 

ARTICLE II — Objectives. 

The principal objectives of the Society 
shall be: (1) Establishment of professional 
solidarity and the maintenance of the high- 
est possible professional standards; (2) de- 
velopment of all types of wildlife manage- 
ment along sound biological lines; (3) pub- 
lications to effect these ends; and (4) pro- 
tection of the interests of its members. 

ARTICLE III — Membership. 

Sec. 1. The membership of this Society 
shall consist of Active Members, Associate 
Members, and Honorary Members. 

Sec. 2. Active Members shall be persons 
professionally engaged in the practice or 
teaching of wildlife management, in wildlife 
administration, in wildlife research, or in 
graduate study of these subjects, who are 
graduates of a school approved by the Coun- 
cil, or who, in the opinion of the Council, 
have acquired an understanding of wildlife 
management principles and techniques com- 
parable with that required by a school ap- 
proved by the Council. 

Sec. 3. Qualifications of applicants for 
Active Membership shall be passed upon by 
a standing committee of five members who 
shall be nominated by the Council and



elected by the Society at its annual meeting; 
three members of the committee to be elected 
in odd numbered years, two members in even 
numbered years, to hold office for two years 
each. Election of applicants for Active Mem- 
bership shall be made by the Council from 
among those recommended by the Member- 
ship Committee. 

Sec. 4. Any person may become an Asso- 
ciate Member upon recommendation of two 
Active Members and acceptance by the Sec- 
retary. 

Sec. 5. Honorary Members shall be per- 
sons who, upon the unanimous recommenda- 
tion of the Council and a two-thirds vote 
at any stated meeting of the Society, are thus 
recognized for their distinguished service or 
outstanding achievement in the field of Wild- 
life Management. 

Sec. 6. Only Active Members shall be en- 
titled to vote, to hold office, and to represent 
the Society officially. All classes of mem- 
bers shall receive the journal and such other 
publications of the Society as the Council 
may direct. 

ARTICLE IV — Officers. 

Sec. 1. The officers of the Society shall be 
a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, 
and a Treasurer. 

Sec. 2. The officers shall be elected annu- 
ally from among the Active Members, shall 
be eligible for re-election, except that the 
President and Vice-President shall not suc- 
ceed themselves, and shall perform their du- 
ties until their successors qualify. Officers 
shall be elected by a majority vote at the 
annual meeting and their official terms shall 
commence at the close of the meeting at 
which they are elected. 

Sec. 3. The President shall preside at 

2



meetings of the Society, shall be Chairman 
of the Council, shall appoint all Committees, 
except the Membership Committee, including 
those established by the Council, and perform 
other duties incident to his office. 

Sec. 4. In the absence of the President or 
in his inability to act, his duties shall be as- 
sumed by the Vice-President. In the event 
neither one can serve, the Council shall ap- 
point a President pro tempore. 

Sec. 5. The Secretary shall be thé Execu- 
tive Officer of the Society under the general 
direction of the Council. He shall issue no- 
tices of annual or special meetings of the 
Society. A report covering his activities 
during the preceding year shall be made by 
him to the Society at its annual meeting, 

Sec. 6. The Treasurer shall be respon- 
sible for all funds of the Society except per- 
manent funds held in trust and shall be 
bonded in suitable amounts as decided by the 
Council and at the Society’s expense. His 
accounts shall be audited at the close of each 
year as directed by the President before pre- 
sentation at the annual meeting of the So- 
ciety. 

Sec. 7. Vacancies among the officers shall 
be filled by vote of the Council from among 
the Active Members for the unexpired term 
of the office. 

ARTICLE V— Council. 
Sec. 1. The Society shall be governed by 

a Council composed of the President, Vice- 
President, Secretary, Treasurer, and at least 
one representative from each of the Regions 
as defined in the By-laws. The Regional 
Representatives shall be elected annually, 
shall be eligible for re-election and shall take 
office at the close of the annual meeting fol- 
lowing their election. 
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Sec. 2. The Council shall appoint the 
Editor; shall have power to fill vacancies 
occurring in its numbers; shal! recommend 
to the Society for action By-laws not incon- 
sistent with this Constitution and shall per- 
form such other duties as are herein pre- 
scribed. Not less than one-half of the Mem- 
bers of the Council shall constitute a quorum. 

ARTICLE VI— Meetings. 

Sec. 1. The Society shall hold an annual 
meeting and such other meetings as the 
Council may direct at places and dates se- 
lected by them. Due notice of such meetings 
shall be given by the Secretary at least thirty 
days in advance. 

Sec. 2. Resolutions passed at a meeting 
of the Society by less than a majority of its 
Active Members shall represent the majority 
opinion of the meeting, but shall not be bind- 
ing on the Society unless subsequently ap- 
proved by the Council. 

ARTICLE VII — Sections. 

Sections of the Society may be authorized 
by the Council upon petition of ten or more 
Active Members. Sections may adopt neces- 
sary By-laws, providing that no part of them 
shall conflict with the Constitution of this 
Society. A report of its activities shall be 
presented by each section at the annual meet- 
ing of the Society. 

ARTICLE VIII — Dues and Funds. 

Sec. 1. The annual dues of Active Mem- 
bers shall be $5.00 and of Associate Mem- * 
bers, $3.00. No dues shall be charged Hon- 
orary Members. 

Sec. 2. Annual dues shall be payable from 
January 1 in advance. Members in arrears 
shall forfeit their rights and privileges and 
shall receive no publications until such dues 
are paid. 

4



Sec. 3. All monies accruing to the Society 
received for undesignated purposes shall 
constitute the Permanent Trust Fund, the 
proceeds from which shall be utilized to 
carry forward the work of the Society as 
directed by a three-fourths vote of the Coun- 
cil. In the absence of such direction, this 
income shall be reinvested by the Trustees. 

Sec. 4. Bequests, grants, or trusts made 
for the purpose of advancing the field of 
Wildlife Management and/or The Wildlife 
Society, may be accepted by the Society, pro- 
viding the Council shall have first favorably 
considered the objects and specifications set 
up by the trust. These shall be placed in 
the Permanent Fund. 

Sec. 5. The Permanent Trust Fund of the 
Society shall be controlled in trust by a 
board of three Trustees with power to sell 
and reinvest according to their judgment. 
One Trustee shall be elected at each annual 
stated meeting for a term of three years. 
In case of vacancies caused by suspension, 
resignation, or death, successors may be ap- 
pointed by the Council for the remainder of 
the term. The Trustees shall be bonded in 
suitable amounts as directed by the Council 
and at the Society’s expense. 

ARTICLE IX — Amendments. 
The Constitution may be amended by a 

two-thirds vote of the Active Members of the 
Society, replying by ballot to a notice of the 
proposed amendment. Such notice must be 
submitted to all voting Members at least 
thirty days previous to the closing date for 
the receipt of ballots. Amendments may be 
referred to the Society for action either by 
a two-thirds vote of the voting Members at 
any stated annual meeting, or by a favorable 
vote of at least two-thirds of the Council. 
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BY-LAWS 

I. Election of Officers. 

The President shall appoint a nominating 
committee, which shall recommend to the 
Society candidates for each office. Members 
shall have the privilege of nominating addi- 
tional candidates from the floor before the 
ballot for each office. In case a ballot does 
not result in a majority for any candidate, 
subsequent ballots shall be limited to those 
two candidates receiving the largest number 
of votes on the previous ballot. Ten per 
cent of the Active Members of the Society 
shall constitute a quorum. 

II. Election of Council. 
Representatives to the Council shall be 

chosen, one from each of the following Re- 
gions: 

Region 1: 

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa- 
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New 
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, 
Delaware, District of Columbia, and West 
Vitginiammd eadlire Caccada rote? Le aol. ae z Region 2:7 °~%: 

Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Ca- 
rolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala- 
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas, 
Region 5 2 

Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
lowa 4 een and Indiana, aud2ntarip 
Region e 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, 

Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, and Kansas, ewol 
Pumniteha, Abherte ape doatatilaon..



Region 5: 

Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Okla- 
homa, ew Wrepetes. 

Region 6: 

Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, 
da, and h, cts 2 Neva Bs an sales peewee Cote te 2 

Additional Regions may be established for 
similar representation upon approval by the 
Council. Representatives to the Council shall 
be elected in each Region by any plan ac- 
ceptable to the Council. 

III. Order of Business. 

The order of business at the annual stated 
meeting, unless changed by a two-thirds vote 
of the Active Members present, shall be as 
follows: 

1. Reading and approval of the minutes 
of the previous meeting. 

2. Report of the Secretary. ¥ 

3. Report of the Treasurer. 

4. Report of Regional Representatives 
and Sections. 

5. Appointment of temporary committees. 

6. Report and recommendations by the 
Council. 

7. Action on business reported by the 
Council. 

8. Reports of committees. 

9. New and unfinished business. 

10, Election of officers. 

IV. Delinquents. 

The names of members whose dues are in 
arrears for two years shall be presented to 
the Council for action. 
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V. Fiscal Year. 

The fiscal year of the Society shall end 
December 31. 

VI. Editor. 

The Editor shall be appointed by the Coun- 
cil. He shall serve for one year ,or until his 
successor is appointed, and shall be respon- 
sible for all matters relating to the publica- 
tions of the Society, subject to such restric- 
tions as may be imposed by the Council. 

VII. By-laws. 

By-laws may be adopted, amended, or re- 
pealed at any annual meeting by a majority 
vote of the Active Members present. 

8



424 University Farm Place 
May 6, 1941 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
Missouri Cooperative 

4 Wildlife Research Unit 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

I had heard rumors of McAtee's resigning, and have worried 
about it. That you should be willing to consider the job is 
reassuring. 

I do not agree that a University man is out. On the contrary, 
no Bureau man will likely be considered. 

As between the Standards Committee and the Journal, I'd advise 
the Journal. The Committee is no less imoortant, tut its job 
is so mich less tangible, and with less assurance that its 
actions will influence others. The Journal is our most important 
"standard." 

My guess is that on editor mst devote the equivalent of a week i 
per issue. This is only a guess. Why not ask Van Tyne? 

Sorry to hear of Doug's illness. Give him my good wishes. 

Sverybody enjoyed having the Schwartzes. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

MISSOURI COOPERATIVE 

WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 

Cotumsia. Mo. 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE oS ae ites TeeGate 

BELART MENT CF ZOOUCGY: Missaunt CONSERVATION COMMISSION May 5, 1941. 
UNIVERSITY GF MISSOURI 

COOPERATING 

Professor Aldo Leopold : 2 
424 University Farm Place Aas 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

First, thanks for your part in getting 
Charles and Elizabeth Schwartz up there. hey 
had a memorable experience---fine for both them 
and our state program. 

CS = I want some advice: McAtee is going to re- 
— Ww le sign as Editor of the Journal at the end of this 

; - year, With the idea that his recommendation re 
‘ kegel his successor may be of some influence, he is can- 

la resus the situation and has sounded me out. We 
rte tact shall lose a darned important asset in him, and his 

é shoesg will be almost impossible to fill; I am not 
pa-ctle the one to do it, bat because of the way he puts it 

I am obliged to consider the matter carefully. His 
‘recommendation, of course, is by no means tantamount 

ger to election, and I suspect the Society will prefer 
/ to have a practicing game manager rather than one of 

LA. A. the University group. 

tavetnprlate : Hewsver, in the eulstely eventthat I should 
“4? ~be faced with the choice, should’ have to decide 
be oF oe 4 ONE easean this and the committee on professional 

standards; I couldn't and shouldn't do both. 
Ay? ;_.\ Will you please tell me frankly in which capacity 

wD you think whatever abilities I may possess would 
best serve the Society? 

Of course there is no assurance that I shall 
continue on the Committee. It is not at present 
in existence, and it won't be until Gerstell ap- 
points it. Therefore, maybe this won't come to 
ahead at all. However, I should be grateful for 
your opinion. 

Also, you know some editors. So do I, but 
not well enough to approach in this highly confiden- 
tial matter. What slice of the average journal- 
editor's time does the job take? I am afraid, in 
my own case, it would be far more than I have. . 

Please let me hear from you before long. I 
have told McAtee I wanted to thi t over, and 
this is one way of doing so. 5 > 

Rudolf /Bennitt
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424 University Farm Place 
Jemery 21, 1942 

ite. Victor H. Cahalane 

oe nthe ie 
9 National Park Service 

Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Vier ; 

I am glad you are reviving the mamal idea. 

Teshape we mast aeoayt Whe fact that all of the tolt-tineee® 
are too busy to undertake this job and that to cet 
it done we must pass it to one of the youngsters. As an : 
example of a youngster who could carry it, I would suggest 
Frederick N. Hamerstrom Jr., who has just accepted a job as 
curator of the George Reserve for the Michigan museum. 

With dest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
PRESID EMT ‘ 

OFFICE OF re SEEREARS °/o NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Washington, D. C. 

Jommary 11, 1941. 

MEMORARDUM for the Advisory Committees. 

Mere than « yoor age the suggestion wae made that the Wildlife 
Seelety sponser the writing of o manuel of wildlife management. ‘The 
Council, ac well es the business meeting of the Soolety in Weahtagton, 
approved continuance upon finding 2 ehaiymen whe will be competent 
end have the time te Gireset the rather large committee that would 
write eveh a treatise, Presumably, the book would be divided inte 
chapters, each ef which would be written by « specialist or specialists 
fu the voayeotive field. Punte for publication were not in sight, 
but it eas felt that they would be fortheoming if « good manuseript 
were prepared. 

The 4iffieulty in thie respect wee leek of « managing chairman. 
ieee eae eat Goln tt ania 
Sinee the Society's ensue) Will soon be upon us, I do not 
want to let this perfectly good idee die for went of discussion. 
Tt would be appreciated 1f I could heve any comments, especielly 
maggestions for e possible chairmen who might be approscied, 

Sincerely yours, | 

Vietor MH, Cahelane, 
President. 

oc; Mir. Pronk 6, Béolaster 
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Officers and Committees of the Wildlife Society—1940 

OFFICERS 

Victor H. CawaLane, President 

Paut R. Neepuam, Vice-President 

Frank C. Epminster, Secretary 
Warren W. Cuass, Treasurer 

AppITIONAL MEMBERS OF THE CoUNCIL 

Nem W. Hostny, Regional Representative, Region I 
Verne Davison, Regional Representative, Region II 
Harry D. Ruat, Regional Representative, Region III 
Epwin R. Kautmpacn, Regional Representative, Region IV 
Water P. Taytor, Regional Representative, Region V 
Joserx 8. Dixon, Regional Representative, Region VI 

TRUSTEES 
Expiration 
of term 

WiuraM L. FiInury February, 1941 
Hersert L. Stopparp February, 1942 

Watpo L. McArExE February, 1943 

Eprrortau Starr 

THE JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 

Watpo L. McAten, Editor 
Witpuire Society InrorMATION 

Leo A. Lurrrinerr, on behalf of a Committee 

including himself, the Editor and the Secretary. 

CoMMITTEES 

Committee on Membership 
Expiration 

of term 
Wituram R. Van Dersat, Chairman 1941 

CuiaupeEous J. D. Brown 1941 
RicHarD GERSTELL 1941 
Pui, GoopRuM 1942 
E. Lowe. SuMNER, JR. 1942 

Committee on Arrangements for the Meeting of 1941 

J. E. SaHiniineer, Chairman Barry C. Park 
Puiure A. DuMont Tuomas H. Laneuois
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Committee on Professional Standards 

Ruvotr Bennirt, Chairman Harry D. Rusu 
Pau L. Errineron Hersert L. Sropparp 

Artuur S. Hawkins Car. L. Huss 

Watter P. TayLor Apo Lropoip 

Raurx T, Kine 

Advisory Committee 

Raurx T. Kine Rupotr Bennirr 
Aupo LropoLp Ruvoiea ANDERSON 

Arruur A. ALLEN 

Committee on Constitutional Revision 

Samugt A. Granam, Chairman Garpiner Bump 
Daniet J. Rasmussen 

Committee on Employment 

Axsert M. Day, Chairman Purp F. ALLAN 
Sern E. Gorpon Gustav A. SWANSON 

Lronarp WING
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MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES OF THE WILDLIFE Society! 

Honorary MEMBERS 
Date of 
Election 

Dariine,* Jay Norwoon, Register & Tribune, Des Moines, Iowa......... (1937) 1938 
Sropparp,* Hersert L., Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia..... (1937) 1940 

Active MremBrrs 

Apams,* Harry Epwarp, Forest Service, White Cloud, Michigan........ (1937)? 1938% 
Apams, Wrni1am Cuarx, Conservation Department, Albany, New York.. (1937) 1938 
Apovus,* SHALER Evarnn, Lake States Forest Experiment Station, Univer- 

sity Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota............... . tines. Ets BeeneeSe (2937) wil 938 
Autan,* Patuip Farury, Soil Conservation Service, Amarillo, Texas...... (1937) 1938 
Auten,* Dr. Arraur Avaustus, Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, 

IN GqeieO dlc sac sen ae warm aR Sh ene San ae os eee os s- CLUS RAIS 
Auten, Dr. Durwarp Leon, Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station, East 

Lansing, Michiganozet) nclavineneo ales ot ma. Aone eG. £41932) 938) 
Auten, Ropert P., National Association of Audubon Societies, 1006 Fifth 

Avenue, New WorkjiNiwY..ssoidaitt. ccisigid nad. aes. weer (1038) 21940 
Auiison,* Matcoum Neouin, Box 869, Yuma, Arizona.............++.++ (1937) 1939 
Anprrson, Dr. Rupotpx Martin, Division of Biology, National Museum 

of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.......5.006. 0. 0c ee cence ee eee (1987) 1938 
Anperson,* Watiace Lown, 223 Seventh Street, Baraboo, Wisconsin.. (1937) 1938 
Arant, Dr. Franx Suuman, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala- 

FAK ORREY. coca enc Oe ee Se Sees Been eee Caen Eeae ooo 
Arron, Dr. ALEXANDER V., Dakota Wesleyan University, Mitchell, South 

Dakota... 0 .aatadeit. 2). eteditent. piss. ogneal.eromamna. (1038). 088i 
ArmrieLp, Ricaarpson Brxson, Division of Game and Inland Fisheries, 

Raleigh, N.iO:) bac). chet. lecoitall anges). baa arnt). stoma (1939) 940 
ArmstroneG,* Epwarp Laupsr, Honey Horn Plantation, Hilton Head, 
South:Carolindis¥. aed. guadih .dovitadets aniierianea® .ofaid. 2ar1(0S2)* 0388 

Asusroox, Frank Gurz, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.. (1938) 1938 

Arwoop, Earu L., Lake Arthur, Louisiana. .........0.-00.00eeeeeeeeees (1937) 1939 

Austin,* Dr. Srantey W., 239 Baker Street, Salina, Kansas............ (1987) 1939 

Bawra,* Dr. WiuttaM J., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas.. (1937) 1938 

Baker, Maurice F., 715 W. 5th Street, Washington, Missouri........... (1939) 1940 

Barxer,* Evuiort S., State Game Warden, Santa Fe, New Mexico....... (1937) 1940 

Barriert,* Ito Henry, Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. (1937) 1938 

Bareman, B. A., Louisiana State University, College of Agriculture, Univer- 
sity, Louisianasie® .<clecisnma:) loantqolewstL baw. oniiersas..4. (1989) 1939 

BauMmGaRtNeR,* Freperick Mitton, Oklahoma A. & M College, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma ajaié.cisti2 apllase-desncset sila etl xoraad eG t..5(193%) 121088 

Baumeartner,* Luraer Leroy, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Bucyrus, 
Ohio..... iM. .baodl. soigaidenW. duo) dio. 0e0b. mann neat (1037) 0d O88 

Brat,* Cuarence Marvin, 184 Stowe Street, Jamestown, New York..... (1987) 1988 

Brcxer,* Dr. Georce Bronson, Soil Conservation Service, Spartanburg, 
Bs ORR GE)s csiecs weeceitadhe dusisssck scrussonioveiosensirctshee SE DROSO: Clisdnt). <A eAIO OBA) soe 938 

Brntz,* Dr. Witr1am Haroun, Dept. of Biology, University of Utah, 
Salttbake City, Utah. amas? aee% afuart). onivis? ts210% cies D.ca(LOBT)* ch038 

* Charter Members, i.e., joining the Society before September 1, 1937. 
1 To May 20, 1940. 
2 Date of acceptance as Associate Member. 
8 Date of election to Active Membership.
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Date of 
Election 

Bexu,* Dr. Wittiam Bonar, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 
DEC nae wens ey sin yee rere ee eC) s les 

Br.irose, Frank C., 219 Natural History Building, Urbana, Illinois..... (1940) 1940 
Brnnert,* Cargy Hatt, 421 Post Office Building, Lincoln, Nebraska..... (1937) 1938 
Bewnert,* Grorce Witiam, State Natural History Survey, Urbana, 

MUR segrace os Satoseere cceiciai via 3b 9 0s Wasi Sars eRs ais TS ies «ee (1937) 1988 
Brnnert,* Dr. Locan Jounson, Bureau of Biological Survey, State College, 

PonnsylVania «<0 AMIE MORO BAL. ANSI), A OD OA (1937) 1938 
Bennitt,* Dr. Rupour, Wildlife Conservation Building, University of 

Missouri, Columbia, Missouri...................0..ceseeeeeeeee++ (1987) 1988 
Benson, Dirck, Conservation Department, Albany, New York.......... (1939) 1940 
Brunson, Dr. Suru B., Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California (1937) 1938 
BissLanp, Howarp Ross, Soil Conservation Service, Tallahassee, Florida. . (1938) 1939 
Bopz,* Irwin TuEopore, Missouri Conservation Commission, Monroe 

Building) Jefferson City, Missouri. ...<........:..dsonaGcue. fuck 28 (1937) 1938 
Bonp,* Ricuarp MarsHatt, 6608 Chabot Road, Oakland, California..... (1937) 1938 
Borett,* Aprey Epwin, Soil Conservation Service, Albuquerque, New 

MOOR Cae ee SoS ck cul Siew ees wee oe eee Ee (1937) 1938 
Boyxin,* Lemuzn W., Cheraw, South Carolina..............%.0.c0e0es (1937) 1938 
Brapury,* BensaMin Oruanpo, New York State Conservation Department, 

Albany, NAYe2-S00! zelda andubud. In snitetsnank. inacidah ..F 20987) 1038 
Bravt,* Dr. Grenn Warner, Game Division, Michigan Department of 

Conservation, Lansing, Michigan..........0...000.00ccececseceuees (1937) 19388 
Brecxenriper,* Water Joun, Museum of Natural History, University 

of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota...............00ceccueeeeee (1937) 1988 
Bromuey, Ausurt W., Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York (1940) 1940 
Brooxs,* Maurice Grauam, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West 

VINEE Ys cies raster aecheieien nn oeemne nano Ghinnbambonkenke snanckwaes «(1 ORDREd OSS 
Brower, Royce B., 20 Hudson Street, Freehold, New Jersey... 0.0.22... (1940) 1940 
Brown,* Dr. Ciaupgzous Jeraro Danrexs, Institute for Fisheries Re- 

search, Museum Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan................... (1937) 1938 
Bryant,* Dr. Haroup Curup, Grand Canyon National Park, Grand Can- 

yon, Arizonhssi:.a0d08, ..casiotantt «okt. yanail. .asiad. amsorny (1937) 1938 
Bump,* Garpiner, State Conservation Department, Albany, New York... (1937) 1938 
Burroveus,* RaymMonp Darwin, Department of Conservation, Lansing, 

MIGHIBER. nisseeiceerententeerceteienenncrnien en BSCNOL, THETA, OAL ost AIGSTIOTIRS 
Burier,* Ovip M., American Forestry Association, 919 17th St., N.W., 2 

Washington, DaGast, alliveiiayed.aascedsa, ic Zdizieviel, di: vassal (1937) 1938 
Canatann,* Victor Harrison, National Park Service, Washington, D.C... (1937) 1938 
Caun,* Dr. Atvin Ropert, Cleveland, Florida.............-00.0e0.005 (1937) 1938 
Carrrr, Dr. Tuomas Cuauncy, Northwestern State Teachers College, 

Alva, Oklahoma. ..26. 000.00. .e eset e cessive eeesseeesese sues (1989) 1940 
Cuaux,* Joun D., Conservation and Development Commission, Raleigh, 

North Caroliniawilie. sgollon) M.d.A assodsil. HARUI. SONISeaRS (1937) 1940 
CuapMAn,* Dr. Fioyp Barron, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State 

University, Columbuas:Ohie? Josesent eaGbiew’. oiiU.. cant) aanria ° (1937) 1938 
Cuasz,* Dr, Warren Wiii1aM, 4650 North Port Washington Road, Mil- 

watikee! \Wisconsiie? .wev, woiseaiel, Josué areie BAL Tene MD (1937) 1938 
Cuarxz,* Dr. Cuartes Henry Dovatas, Department of Mines and Re- 

sources, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. ...-...-eecece-seeeceeieceeatesetecateieeea'ee (1937) 1938 
Cievencer, C. Sranimy, Box 312, Camden, Tennessee................. (1938) 1940 
Currr,* Epwarp Parxey, Forest Service, Grants Pass, Oregon........... (1937) 1938 
Cosurn, Dr. Don R., Patuxent Research Refuge, Bowie, Maryland..... (1937) 1938 
Couxs, Vicror, 2910 Grasselli Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio................. (1939) 1940 
Corron, Dr. Haroxp S., Box 601, Flagstaff, Arizona................... (1939) 1940 
Compron,* Lawrence Veruyrn, Soil Conservation Service, Albuquerque, 

Now Megegiin ina ioc... 0, sce 5. <s eqheeeteea he avitak ak oo (1937) 1938 ‘
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Conpon, Davip DrLancay, Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone Park, 
Wyoming’... 1.2... aepe) Sanwot A 50b.<o. OF cizes. tae 70s). 1(1987) ra1088 

Coorrrriper,* Cuartes Knesau, Southwestern Forest and Range Ex- 
periment Station, 701 East Sixth Street, Tucson, Arizona........... (1937) 1938 

Corram,* Dr. CLarence, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. (1937) 1938 
Covcu,* Lro Kine, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C...... (1937) 1938 
Cowan, Dr. Ian McTaaaart, Provincial Museum, Victoria, British Colum- 

bia iCnnada.. ...........cimaai .iset..de. seth pales 2. el moda (L980) a1 030 
Cox,* Witi1am Txomas, 2186 Doswell Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota..... (1937) 1938 
Crissey, WALTER Forp, Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York (1939) 1939 
Datxn,* Dr. Paut Davin, Bureau of Biological Survey, University of Mis- 
souris\Columbia;iMissouril. sn.cuss qandsist lgccies. Sanads msaanael (1087) xcb988 

Dampacu,* Cuartes Artuur, Soil Conservation Service, Dayton, Ohio... (1937) 1938 
Damon,* Davin, 724 Sixth Street, Ames, Iowa............-e0eeeee0+++ (1937) 1938 
Darean, Lucas McIntosu, Colorado Game and Fish Department, Denver, 

CON GPRAD os cay cc cccssunisiocncesosnceseinisig SRAUAN OL -RAWIOLUIG  MRRALE WATTS Te L940) ek OsD 
Darune,* Dr. Cuzster Arraur, Department of Biology, Allegheny Col- 

lege, Meadville, ‘Pennsylvania siciisil.sasdiacs .xmianadd. aides es (1937): 2038 
Darrow, Roserr W., New York Conservation Department, Albany, New 

York... «ssa mista. ieee MG. oni eltavecemved...tna ste s(1989)1 7039 
Davenrort,* LaVerne A., Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michi- 

ETS BG LY oc ocn or skeprievose-oseyejoresoieuacecoisss oCHEAD GORE EG GUase Rie eat Mer LOO eaoS 

Davipson, Joserx B., Soil Conservation Service, Kewanee, Illinois....... (1939) 1940 
Davis,* Ceci Nouan, Soil Conservation Service, Fulton, Missouri....... (1937) 1938 
Davis,* Grorce Wit.1aM, 131 Elm Street, Montpelier, Vermont......... (1987) 1938 
Davison,* Verne E., Soil Conservation Service, Spartanburg, South Caro- 

NinsMeele cds wosewan Gas wan nws Seana eee an Manan aaseun eR A Mee USU: 

Day, Atsert Merritt, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C... (1938) 1938 
Dayrton,* Witi1aM Apams, Forest Service, 930 F Street, N.W., Washington, 

D. G.... sem, weaiit. docske «kaacecatt. S28 . cpa. anaes (1087) 00089 
Deen,* Dr. Josuua Len, Division of Forestry, Fort Collins, Colorado.... (1987) 1938 
De.uincEr, Samvuet C., Department of Zoology, University of Arkansas, 

Fayetteville, Arkansas. ........-2- 02+ 02+ e eee cee eee ene eee ne cence (1938) 1940 
Dencn, Witrorp A., Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station, Syra- 

cusepNew York... ccc. so scschipil ee GCtR Rh. Mepiie se. 15.%1940)i5I1940 
DrPoy,* Percy LeRoy, Squaw Creek Refuge, Mound City, Missouri.... (1937) 1938 
Drexerson,* Dr. Laurence Masor, 71 E. Norman Avenue, Dayton, Ohio (1937) 1938 
Drxon,* Josep Scarreraoop, National Park Service, 612 Sheldon Build- 

ing, San Francisco, California. ............02.0ceceeseeeeeseeseess (1937) 1938 
DonEnower,* Weston, Soil Conservation Service, Lancaster, Pennsylvania (1937) 1938 
Doremvus, Henry Muapp, Cornell University, Stimson Hall, Ithaca, New 

PY GIN Ei oa occ swore tere lar nin wins wie wegiare aco sisesiprsisra cn «sine sieleis. ois oan: ««ininh.o OOS MLO SO 
DuMont, Puiuip Arxinson, 405 N. Cleveland Street, Arlington, Virginia.. (1939) 1940 
Eaton,* Evcrne D., Soil Conservation Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico (1937) 1938 
Epinster,* Frank Custer, Soil Conservation Service, Upper Darby, 

Pennsylvania... ..<.dcacupionn.) GERSSsnI0Gs «heck MUL . Tada ie Hele MISS) AGLOSS 
Extiunp, Cart Rosert, 6360 Ridge Drive, N.W., Washington, D.C........ (1937) 1938 
Exxins,* Winston A., Forest Service, Plankinton Building, Milwaukee, 

WURGONEIN © 60.0 eccieic cee ciaceepne'e + «nw scht elt Obl ABRIIS.fta nt 2IS..c1Hh987) 2hO3S 
Emuern,* Dr. Joun Tuompson, Jr., College of Agriculture, Davis, California (1937) 1938 
Enpers, Dr. Ropert Kenpaut, Edward Martin Biological Laboratory, 

Swarthmore, Pennsylwania.5 5 << 60 cis ca cea oe cain v vi ce vee eee os (LODO) BIL 088 
Encuisu,* Dr. Pennoyer Francis, Department of Zoology, Pennsylvania 

State College, State College, Pennsylvania.............:.0+2+e0+++ (1937) 1938 
Errincton,* Dr. Paut Lestmr, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa......... (1937) 1938 
Evans,* Tuomas Robert, 315 E. Lincoln Street, Caledonia, Minnesota.... (1937) 1939 
FreatHerty, Henry I., Oklahoma A. & M. College, Stillwater, Oklahoma. (1938) 1940
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Freney,* Wiui1am Syivester, 410 Walton Place, Madison, Wisconsin.... (1937) 1938 
Finusy, Wit11aMm Lovett, Route 10, Box 426A, Portland, Oregon........ (1937) 1938 
Fisuer,* Dr. Lez Wiurtam, Box 1097, San Angelo, Texas............... (19387) 1938 
Fosrmr, Franx B., Broadwater Farm, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania........ (1939) 1940 
Fox,* Aprran Caspar, Soil Conservation Service, Box 593, Mandan, North 

DaROtAl cto ncet oh oR OTERIIRAE, SO AEE S Jee ROOM MOOT, AL (1937). 01988 
FRANKLIN, * Sypnzy, Soil Conservation Service, Rome, Georgia.......... (1937) 1939 
Frepine,* C. Gorpon, 1807 Wesley Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota........ (1937) 1938 
Freupurn,* Courtianp Catpzr, Pennsylvania Game Commission, Harris- 

burg; Pennsylvania cs. Ao80l) fieaed ue! Nana? Uni, Maes te eOn, BAR (L987) S988! 
Friuzy,* Cuartes Epwin, Jr., City Hall, Lubbock, Texas.............. (1937) 1989 
Frison,* Dr. THEopors Henry, Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois (1937) 1938 
Fry,* Joan Rupotrs, Jr., Soil Conservation Service, Eau Claire, Wisconsin (1937) 1938 
Gasriztson, Dr. Ina Nort, 1708 N. Harvard Street, Arlington, Virginia.. (1937) 1938 
Gartovucn,* Francis Earu, 526 Customs House, Denver, Colorado...... (1937) 1938 
Gares,* Dr. Wini1am Hazen, University, Louisiana.................+.. (1987) 1938 
Guaruart,* Harry Epwi, Soil Conservation Service, Edwardsville, Illinois (1937) 1938 
Gerspacuer,* Dr. WitLtarp Marion, Southern Illinois State Normal Uni- 

versity, Carbondalepdilingism iin: o8) aGiseyriaaet). 290 e. Rees a te SN1987) 2088: 
Gursrex,* Ricuarp, Pennsylvania Game Commission, Harrisburg, Penn- 

sylvania... coat aed. fea aN TRS.) UM TRNAS od. AAEM doh (1987) MLSS. 
Guritian,* Merniut C., Box 626, Jefferson, Ohio... ............0++.+. (1937) 1939 
Girarp,* Guorcr Lycurcus, Lander, Wyoming....................... (1987) 1938 
Gooprum,* Puit Dex Quincy, Game, Fish, and Oyster Commission, Austin, 

PLOSBRULS or riaae GES. UUM ONIM, JOG Mie, [21 Wee 200987) 1088 
Gorpon, Serx Epwin, Pennsylvania Game Commission, Harrisburg, Penn- 

BY WVAMIAD bors nt cidind na oi natn dodanie antec msrnnndanasncnonmcas (1988) mL 938 
Gower, Dr. W. Cart, Swan Creek Wildlife Experiment Station, Allegan, 

Michigan. .20t2RiA8i.15 <i 0.-Js ct tide, Cota RINE TA SPENT BUA, ea ( 1040) 071940 
Granam,* Dr. Epwarp Harrison, 232 Prospect Street, Chevy Chase, 

Maeyland ...- Me srnts), Se), S25 eT BRE hie AS01987) 21088 
Granam,* Hersert Wiiit1am, Department of Zoology, Mills College, Oak- 

Nard POalilornig:...< 0s <acsrsuenceddendacceecensitece i MAGNE. QbOBT)e1198S 
Granam,* Dr. Samugn Atpxanpmr, School of Forestry and Conservation, 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan..................... (1937) 1938 
Grant,* Kunnuta Bernuarpt, Soil Conservation Service, Mt. Horeb, 

Wisconsin nid). cant astor dk, mem, Te tose See A asd (19087)a 1040 
Grzen,* Epwin Lurusr, Jr., 328 Moore Street, Columbia, South Carolina (1937) 1938 
Green, Dr. Rosert GuappinG, 223 Millard Hall, University of Minnesota, 
MinnedpolisyMinnesota Wo t2a3(ca.!. Gof e ean SATEEN.) DF. nates 2.” (10388)x21988 

Grerenwatt,* Ernest Jaccar, Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, Cache, 
ORIBR ONS (ae), oat a oes ance heen Sa eee lie wid cone cauinies ao. .(L9SNL 1998 

Grusu, Waurer Antrim, 802 Clemont Drive, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia..... (1937) 1938 
Gaurrit,* Ricuarp E., 1804 South Grant Street, Arlington, Virginia..... (1937) 1938 
Griner, Lynn A., 306 Encanto Boulevard, Phoenix, Arizona............ (1939) 1940 
Harcxer, Harotp Humpurey, Box 1317, Sacramento, California........ (1938) 1939 
Hamerstrom,* Frepericx N., Jr., Plainfield, Wisconsin................ (1937) 1938 
Hamiuron,* Dr. Wit11aM Joun, Jr., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York (1937) 1938 
Hanrr,* Dennis, 819 E. 5th Street, Alton, Illinois..................+-+++ (1937) 1938 
Hart, Harry Exvin, 1079 22nd Street, Des Moines, Iowa............... (1937) 1938 
Harcu,* Dr. Auprn Bruce, Idaho State Fish and Game Department, Boise, 

LA QHONED 15503 6.0 a vesei gece sein einueeesee 6 6444 42.4 ose TERMS SRO LOOTHE1938 
Harrinxp,* Donatp M., Division of Economic Zoology, University of Min- 

neseta,(St..Paul,, Minnesota......... .2iiarlegeve.t, amelie) Aisieonel(1987)121988 
Hawxins,* Arruur Srvart, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, 

Ilinoist)........ .cbesrailt. cisaholn. teen tani of. Abe) tiall.242(1987)ec1088 
Hepeans, R. Franx, Soil Conservation Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico. (1939) 1939
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Hensest, Orrin J., Soil Conservation Service, Russellville, Arkansas..... (1939) 1940 
Henperson, WALTER CLEAVELAND, 8 Magnolia Parkway, Chevy Chase, 

Maryland ...-.. soanen, Jick .verit.lpoiacieli, ie ieee otess) (1937) 1939 
Henpricxson,* Dr. George Oscar, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa..... (1937) 1938 
Henixa,* Dr. Franxuin Sinciarr, 1218 W. 10th Avenue, Amarillo, Texas. (1937) 1938 
Huwry,* Corpra Joun, Lower Souris Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Upham, 

IN OFEHM Dates 5. -oructararoreratesstaterstorsnnierereforatereravateheracarsteracstaratehateversnermnarsioreen + (LOB HLOBS 
Hicxim,* Pavn Franxuin, Game Division, Michigan Department of Con- 

servation, Lansing, Michigan..........00. 0.000000. eee ee cece ee ees (1937) 1988 
Hicks, Exxis A., Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.......5..........+++. (1988) 1940 
Hicxs,* Haroutp W., Bureau of Biological Survey, Waycross, Georgia..... (1937) 1940 
Hicxs,* Dr. Lawrencz Emerson, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State 

University, Columbus,-Oh6s 0000 c0 ccne cores penne ce osewcasny san - (198M) 01988 
Hiut,* Roser Roy, Forest Service, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.............. (1937) 1940 
Hocusaum,* Hans Apert, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. (1937) 1938 
Hom, Earu R., State Conservation Department, Albany, New York..... (1938) 1940 
Hott,* Ernest Gorsan, 2000 F Street, N.W., Washington, D. C......... (1937) 1938 
Houiwec, Arruur Wixi14M, State Conservation Department, Albany, New 

York. ..... <Qxidnreeh, oleae) sie). alawn henna) eteacsh meet *1988)00988 
Hostey,* Nev, Wermors, Connecticut State College, Storrs, Connecticut. (1937) 1938 
Hosmur,* Ratpn Suetpon, Department of Forestry, Cornell University, 

Ithaca, NeweYork:!. .csiesiioit), UNG! De Maen, Cee. era. aG1987) "1988 
Horcuxiss,* Nerz, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C....... (1937) 1938 
Howanrp,* Wiiu1am Jounsron, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 

DACRE. Kixe cdr s nce aie denM) POREECL ARIEL ATOR ARO TIE. BLOB) * 1088 
Husss,* Dr. Cart L., University Museum, Ann Arbor, Michigan........ (1937) 1938 
Hount,* Jamzs Baxter, Soil Conservation Service, Raleigh, North Carolina (1937) 1938 
Hunter, Dr. Russert Paumer, State Board of Fisheries and Game, Hart- 

ford, Connestiout)..2nimiir Ni .vobape mnier mend. lick 324 b emt (108%) 1988 
~  Hurp, Myron ALexanpmr, Soil Conservation Service, Box 285, Stigler, 

Oklahoma 920800. A509 220 DE: SFO Pe BIII IN, RRL AL G. ev HT9B A) 2 wh988 
Incius,* Dr. Luoyp Giunn, Chico State College, Chico, California....... (1937) 1938 
Jackson, Cicero Fuoyp, Nesmith Hall, University of New Hampshire, 

Durham, New: Hampshires.4 his sei. t2 losmitionen! 1s ©. costes 101940), 211940 
JanzEen,* Danie, Hueco, 3074 Plankinton Arcade Building, Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin: .. ue). eateteone RINT. grudeatal, Cone Ie. ue 1 9B7)s G208R 
Jenxins,* Huperr Ontver, Sacramento Junior College, Sacramento, Cali- 

fOWMIOD Exescariras Neri Pees es 5 esd ocee 0 5as eoee fen ees yes ARR OOS 
Jounson,* Frep Wyxanp, Forest Service, 1038 Phelan Building, San Fran- 

cisco; Californiawsascae lt hee wus je, fommiegell .Al..< 245k eanGlOS7)*ob938 
Jounson, Joun ANDREW, 233 Camp Avenue, New Albany, Mississippi.... (1940) 1940 
Jounson,* Dr. Maynarp Stickney, Lake Mattamuskeet Refuge, New Hol- 

land, North Carolina: ..poreintev. 2Gne). sinev pan! . aauA. Gad (1937088 
Kaumsacu,* Epwin Ricuarp, 562 Customs House, Denver, Colorado.... (1937) 1938 
Kasz,* Joan Cuartes, Department of Forestry, Purdue University, Lafa- 

yette, Ind-a) .osnose }. diene Moat, PPL ORR TAs tk cae *(E987)1.10038 
Ketxer,* Gzorcr Hiu1s, School of Forestry, Utah State Agricultural Col- 

lege; "Logan; Utah.-: 55: ccceacerii csi ¥ Oe RAG. QUT IINE ok ak (61937) 11088 
Keuiey, Witt1am Cuavups, Soil Conservation Service, Jackson, Mississippi (1940) 1940 
Kenveicu,* Dr. Samurt Cuarues, Experimental Zoology Laboratory, 

Wright and Healey Streets, Champaign, Illinois.................... (1937) 1938 
Kine,* Raupx Terence, Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station, 

Syracuse, Now Yorks c.54 2550544515504 5 0515 OO MOE. On. SecaLOSTH 1938 
Kine,* Frep Wiiuis, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Elkmont, 

Tennessee sss os 5 3c MOR e at. set SO EOE IN MRL, 95h HAT(ORT) AAO 
Kurncensera,* Paun Joun, Box 434, Farmington, New Mexico......... (1937) 1938
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Kwapren, Miss Poorse Mauura, 2925 Tilden Street, N.W., Washington, 
D. C........paat) wradO. nowdest. alone. 8 .ewatasnins). rama 3 (1088) 2eb088 

Koses,* Kari Grorcs, Bureau of Biological Survey, Holt, Minnesota.... (1937) 1938 
Komarex,* Epwin Vincent, Cooperative Quail Study Association, Sher- 

wood Place,»Thomasville, Georgia: / .ij.). 08:01. cccsouesuasewsad (1937) 21988 
Komarex,* Roy Vancz, State Fish and Game Commission, Tallahassee, 

PL OPINEY 5 cra ncinvancisioom hein iccicieat cennisee ee oc o eto lOR TAB ALOSS 
Kreacer, Paut T., Medicine Lake Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Medicine, 

aleMonta ney. 5... crereseseveissesesesnstiensisie.nseyeinovessisies SRB Re ote (O37) ial 988 
Krertine,* Laurits WILHELM, 1335 Locust Street, Muskogee, Oklahoma. (1937) 1938 
Kriepet,* Ralph M., Soil Conservation Service, Bedford, Indiana........ (1937) 1938 
Krummes,* Wiiu1aM Turopor, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 

DOES « oacticunnen dnt ine cause ka cose ly sans bets SeneOeny-wUOBaulossS 
Kurz, Harry Lron, Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.. (1939) 1939 
Larpiaw,* ALAN Futmer, Soil Conservation Service, Eau Claire, Wisconsin (1937) 1938 
Lams, Samvurt H., Route 1, Starkeville, Mississippi..................... (1987) 1938 
Lamson,* Arrotu Liscoms, Board of Fisheries and Game, Hartford, Con- 

necticut. . meKwindlt tnsartaged. amiarsiine state. inti € 25 2G193 Weel ose 
Laneensacu,* Joun Rosert, Pennsylvania Game Commission, Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania siian) Aenea. ater? Siaee numoaen. enokea -iG87)-a 1038 
Lanetois,* Dr. Toomas Huxury, Put-In-Bay, Ohio.................... (1987) 1938 
Lay,* Dante, Wayne, Game, Fish and Oyster Commission, Box 1056, 

Lutkitt Pexae: « ««.<tt- f4: sen Re Me. EATING ANRC. to stn 03 (1987) hogs 
Lay,* Grorcs Baucu, 1140 Park Square Building, Boston, Massachusetts. (1937) 1938 
Lxn,* OrvitLe Suitu, Sagamore Farm, Paradise, Utah................. (1937) 1938 
Lux,* Rosert Epwarp, Soil Conservation Service, Shenandoah, Iowa..... (1937) 1938 
Lrxrpy,* Danie Lonny, Ohio Cooperative Wildlife Research Station, 

Columbus; Ohio; 2nae0). axa.natedsit te bene! aioM.domac. assess @937)arl988 
Lzerretman,* Louis Jack, Soil Conservation Service, Witt Building, Atlanta, 

Georgia. . soisish. 285 208. ashises. antkevmann) et. aecmatenk 1087) 21998 
LeuMann, VALGENE WiLL1Am, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service, College 

Station)} Toxas.....aiajollal. ,.cskhs wnsliad. steaks ont). aemst) ayant @087)en 1938 
Lxrorotp,* Apo, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.......... (1937) 1938 
Lewis, Dr. Harrison Fiint, Department of Mines and Resources, Ottawa, 

Ontario, Canadas. .gathlint. aieost: nolan. I505. anid. aan (1938)101938 
Liyspaug,* Dr. JEAN Myron, Jamesburg Route, Monterey, California.... (1937) 1937 
Locxn,* Samuzt Barron, 1140 Park Square Building, Boston, Massachu- 

RONG IPN Nite Siler aa Ne eae ican NRG Ral ea aaa a Gn Gamma wean REL OOS 
Lone,* Wrupur Stuart, Soil Conservation Service, Salt Lake City, Utah. (1937) 1938 
Lone,* Wiiu1aM Henry, Jr., Department of Poultry and Husbandry, Cor- 

nell: University; Ithaca; New York .woK janor!. qed. $80. eemeveh (19387%)a988 
Lunp,* Peper Nicuouat, Soil Conservation Service, Fennimore, Wisconsin (1937) 1938 
Lurrrincer, Leo Amos, Pennsylvania Game Commission, Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania ..ohuscias. torackl csi aeten) 286 sastasest sora (1988) 02k 938, 
Lyncu,* Joun Joszrn, Bureau of Biological Survey, Pilottown, Louisiana (1937) 1938 
MacLuuicu,* Dr. Duncan ALExanpER, 144 Mavety Street, Toronto, On- 

tario, Canadatlmaiivenns. stale feiil..qrdaned to donde® mak go sodl987)a51038 
MacNamara, L. G., Mercerville, New Jersey............0.eeeeeeee++++ (1938) 1939 
McArer,* Waupo Len, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C... (1937) 1938 
McCain, Ranpat, Forest Service, Warren, Pennsylvania................ (1938) 1939 
McDonatp,* Matcoim Epwin, 320 S. Clinton Street, Iowa City, Iowa... (1937) 1938 
McDoveatt,* Dr. Waurer Byron, National Park Service, U. S. Court 

House, Santa Fe, New Mexico... 2666s. sceeees se ceetses aa ee wer (19821938 
McMvrrrey,* Marvin Spuraeon, Box 164, Lincoln, Nebraska......... (1937) 1938 
Mapssn, Ciype R., Biological Survey, Box 649, Elko, Nevada.......... (1939) 1939 
Manees, Danrex Epmunp, Forest Service, Murphy, North Carolina...... (1938) 1940
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Manweitmr,* Jack, Soil Conservation Service, Baudette, Minnesota..... (1937) 1938 
Marx.ey,* Cuzster Ruoaps, Bureau of Biological Survey, Wheeler Lake 

Refuge: Decatur, Alabama. .....>--:-diof wet ae: ws -eauerh (1930391938 
Marsu,* ALpert Jamzs, Soil Conservation Service, Humboldt, Tennessee. (1937) 1940 
Marsuaut, Witu1am Hampton, Bureau of Biological Survey, Box 1998, 

Boise, Idahorté .nsnas@ -vaqiwe waiestell le Gepretd syecr9s8 wx F- pa G03 7) 71 988 
May, Ricnarp Morais, Soil Conservation Service, Baltimore, Maryland.. (1940) 1940 
Meapows,* Epwarp L., City Hall, Asheville, North Carolina............ (1937) 1939 
Meus, Percy E., Forest Service, Missoula, Montana.................+. (1987) 1939 
Mints,* Dr. Hartow Buresss, Montana State College, Bozeman, Montana (1937) 1938 
Morrirr, James, California Academy of Sciences, Golden Gate Park, San 

Francisco, California.....0. so: ce nce srneecerer GaTed aase epall9S eel 938 
Mour,* Dr. Cart Orro, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois. (1937) 1938 
Monrcomery,* Rosert Dupuiey, Swan Creek Wildlife Experiment Station, 

Allegang (Michigan cool aonialt- ext) aathiinG- immbatk THe- ves can (009M) pal O88 
Moorg,* AuBert Warts, Bureau of Biological Survey, Hillsboro, Oregon. (1937) 1938 
Moorg,* Eviuwoop Burpsatt, R.F.D. 2, Trenton, New Jersey........--- (1937) 1939 
Morss,* Marius A., 4031 40th Avenue N., Robbinsdale, Minnesota...... (1937) 1938 
Morron,* Jamzs Newton, 210 Hummel Avenue, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania. (1937) 1938 
Mossy,* Henry Sackett, 922 Harrison Street, Lynchburg, Virginia...... (1987) 1938 
Munro,* James ALEXANDER, Okanagan Landing, British Columbia, Canada (1937) 1938 
Murpocu,* Ears C., Soil Conservation Service, Upper Darby, Pennsyl- 

Wann iC oc Auuonniiel> be AAMS aC EE ME EL LO = 
Mortz,* Dr. Apoupn, National Park Service, 300 Keeline Building, Omaha, 

NobrabkS: «cs. cedpiidade« stan cauenvas eankierosss > lot cee melee © k205) 
Mouris,* Otaus Jowan, Jackson, Wyoming...........000-0e0e+eeeee+++ (1987) 1938 
Musser,* Eapert Guenn, Soil Conservation Service, Indiana, Pennsylvania (1937) 1939 
Mynrs,* Dr. Gzorcu Spraaus, Stanford University, Palo Alto, California. (1937) 1938 
Nacet,* Werner Orro, 109 Wildlife Conservation Building, Columbia, 

Missouri. 22 sige b> eral - catteperd eal seriat soa L9ou ea hOsS 
Neepuam, Dr. Paut Ropert, Natural History Museum, Stanford Univer- 

gity,zPalo Alto,,California..ce. cssste uae ’s hae ameqadend anaes 2(1038)qal980 
Netson,* Urpan Cuype, Soil Conservation Service, Chillicothe, Missouri.. (1937) 1938 
Nussit, Ray J., 1110 N. Baxter Street, Lima, Ohio............+..++--++ (1937) 1940 
Osenavr,* Waurer Hunry, Bureau of Game, State Conservation Depart- 

ment, Albany, New: York: -aibimidunall - it -5103 -seeinmey -srasd> wt 9eMenlOes 
Ouson,* Herman Franxuin, Forest Service, Duluth, Minnesota......-.. (1937) 1938 
O’Roxs, Dr. Ear CLevELAND, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michi- 

BAWRSOT eo ee oe eee cs oo ane amb esas eungusent atmaa> ehkeae) glO3k 
Orr, Dr. Ropert Tuomas, California Academy of Sciences, Golden Gate 

Park, San Francisco,, California «5:5: .j;0'+ it'd heme Gowns «smerreneees (L937) 1938 
Osporn,* Ben Orvitxe, Soil Conservation Service, Fort Worth, Texas.... (1937) 1938 
Osmer, Toomas Lewis Grecory, 3901 Upton Avenue, South, Minneapolis, 

Minnesota aint! -~ cenocicls: iwetge 62 ceaeaetk pombe? Gece wad (1939) y-1030: 
Ostenson, Burton Tuomas, Department of Zoology, Michigan State Col- 

= lege, East Lansing, Michigan... ........5..0e.ee ee eteeeeeeseceees (1987) 1938 
Pacs,* Ransom I, Jn., Bergen, New York.......2+0cceseeeneneseere ces (1937) 1938 
Paumer, Dr. Epurarm Laurence, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. (1937) 1938 
Patmer,* Lawrence Joun, Bureau of Biological Survey, Juneau, Alaska... (1937) 1938 
Parx,* Barry Curunr, Forest Service, Washington, D. C............-.- (1937) 1938 
Parxer,* Lansina Arruur, Soil Conservation Service, Faribault, Minne- 

BOER. ee eae Ee asus fdacitilt Ga: Sansui wes 
Pearcer,* Joun, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, New Haven, 

Connestiout:........:..-,-2--:qa0n%> decided orgeiiaoth aie aeaneste nGlOesy ©1938: 
Puriurrs,* Paut Grounps, Box 51, Window Rock, Arizona............. (1937) 1938 
Pirniz,* Dr. Mizes Davin, Box 174, Battle Creek, Michigan............ (1937) 1938
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Potxock,* Stanuey Zack, 506 W. Elm Street, Salisbury, North Carolina.. (1937) 1940 
Poveu,* Ricnarp Hoorsr, National Association of Audubon Societies, 

1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York...................+.+.. (1987) 1940 
Pratt, Haroxp P., Soil Conservation Service, Box 899, Grand Junction, 

Colorado .. «8082, £02. «ZO¥Ris, SASGION: 10 HAGUE (ROTIMAR TALIIIVG O89) T1p4h 
Purine, Arpert VAN Sicten, Bureau of Biological Survey, Winona, Min- 

NOSOUNS oi." te ene Ie N eet ee te OL Gi Ta Meet Or AEN TELGZRI {089: 
Quorrrup,* Dr. Ertive Ricuarp, Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, 

Brigham) Uta... .257...45 On, AimomeLA, Odiyt98 dag70°L A (2987) 2A9RR 
Rasmussen, Dr. Dante Irvin, State Agricultural College, Logan, Utah... (1937) 1938 
Rei,* Duncan H., Poultry Husbandry Department, Texas A. & M. Col- 

lege College Station; "Pexas 1.200.043 eases eee eee? IDET) 1988 
Ricu,* Dr. Wits Horton, Natural History Museum, Stanford University, 

Palo Alto, Califormiaie ges. PAG T, ASST SERS ,TSIOUEE Saseesd * (OR) ONO gy 
Ripper,* Epwarp Ernst, 227 Federal Building, Des Moines, Iowa...... (1937) 1938 
RissMan,* Apert J., 5030 First Street, N.W., Washington, D. C......... (1937) 1938 
Roserts,* Paun HEen.ey, Forest Service, Sharp Building, Lincoln, Nebraska (1937) 1938 
Rosinson,* Cyrit Srepuen, Forest Service, Santa Barbara, California.... (1937) 1938 
Rucu,* Lewis Conran, West Ottwas Soil Conservation District, Grand 

Haven; ‘Michigan et", sce, P29NG AORITIGH SA? PusOeS TAWOST).* 1988 
Rurr,* Frepericx Jamas, Forest Service, Glenn Building, Atlanta, Georgia (1937) 1938 
Ruaezs,* Dyer N., 6 Fable Court, Montgomery, Alabama............. (1937) 1988 
Ruut,* Harry DeVerz, Game Division, Department of Conservation, 

Lansing, Michigan 20088 sateen NUS sciyied Aan etogeA seiod) (4997) = 7988 
Rusu,* Harotp Jamus, Soil Conservation Service, Lincoln, Nebraska..... (1937) 1938 
Russevt,* Dr. Cart Parcuer, National Park Service, Washington, D.C... (1937) 1938 
Sanvers, Earu, Department of Zoology and Entomology, Iowa State Col- 

lege, "Ames, -Fowaiit..20r, oes ster) epee aN ORI rs SOON) (1990) STON 
Sanpurs, Roy Dats, Forest Service, Park Falls, Wisconsin.............. (1937) 1938 
Sanperson, Witrorp Epwin, The American Humane Association, 135 

Washington Avenue, Albany, New York................-2...++++ (1940) 1940 
Saunvers, Dr. Groran Braprorp, 562 Customs House, Denver, Colorado (1938) 1938 
Scuerrer,* Paut Marri, Soil Conservation Service, Spokane, Washington (1937) 1939 
Scuurrer,* Dr. Vicror Buancuarp, 105 Anderson Hall, University of 

Washington, Seattle, Washington..:....05 00.00 00.0.0 e cece. e ses (1987) © 1988 
Scnorcer,* Dr. Artin Wit11am, 1011 E. Washington Avenue, Madison, 

Wisconsin 77.5557 Sr Ce Meee Pe eR hE S VEMHGSY) PH1OS6 
Scuwarrz, Joun E., Bureau of Biological Survey, Colville, Washington.... (1937) 1939 
Scorr, Tuomas Grores, Insectary, Ames, Iowa...................+++++ (1988) 1938 
Scorr,* Waurer Epwin, Conservation Department, Madison Wisconsin... (1937) 1938 
Sevxo, Lyte Frepericx, Game and Fish Commission, Oklahoma City, 

Oklaborna 7 Poot sete te, cen toes ae POR anno HOH SILVIA? TOS MBTGIO 
Suantz, Dr. Homer LeRoy, Forest Service, Washington, D.C.......... (1938) 1938 
Suapovatoy,* Leo, Natural History Museum, Stanford University, Palo 

Alto, Califoriia $1 SAniouy .yEcl0es 36 Jasmmagst: Aavout “oregon zyanqggg 
Suarp,* Dr. Warp M., Biological Survey, Valentine, Nebraska.......... (1937) 1938 
Surtvorp, Dr. Vicror Ernest, Experimental Zoology Laboratory, Wright 

and Healey Streets, Champaign, Illinois.....................+.+++++ (1937) 1938 
Suriiinger,* Dr. Jacop Epwarp, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 

WD. OP ee lgigt aaa ae a ee er ee? ORT) 1986 
Stmcier,* Hirer Ricwarp, Box 1056, Lufkin, Texas.................. (1937) 1938 
Stnver, James, Bureau of Biological Survey, Glenn Building, Atlanta, 

Gear miai cite Mer Sen (ee es oe ee Cee, POMBE NIOM POO RR EIT gaG. 
Simu,* Parmer Rupouen, 2015 Broadway, Lubbock, Texas.............. (1937) 1939 
Sxirr, Jounw Victor, Bureau of Inland Fisheries, State Conservation De- 

partment, “Atbsny,"New Vorkose tet ees eee ttre ee oe (A098) OS.
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Smiru,* CLarence F., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C..... (1937) 1938 
Smytu,* Dr. Tuomas, Pennsylvania Teachers College, Indiana, Pennsyl- 
warifSl)......anmcdallO. cannot ..codsllO.to yarovial, sasat)-aak (037) aslOoe 

Spau.pine,* Mito Herrick, Montana State College, Bozeman, Montana.. (1937) 1938 
Spooner, CHARLES StocKMaN, JR., 1436 Seventh Street, Charleston, Illinois (1940) 1940 
Sprineer, Leonarp Martin, Department of Game, 515 Smith Tower, 

Rent OW ashincton. ¢ occnucuvcmenudeemiewonueocuersveunonikceensnn MeO OS0 
Sranex,* Grorce Reainap, 304 Oak Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio......... (1937) 1988 
Srpsier, Apotex M., Cusino Wildlife Experiment Station, Department of 

Conservation, Shingleton, Michigan..................00000eeeee ees (1940) 1940 
Sreceman, LeRoy Ca.xins, State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York (1938) 1938 
Srnvens,* Or Atva, State College Station, Fargo, North Dakota....... (1937) 1938 
Srrvens,* Ross Outver, Department of Conservation and Development, 

Raleigh, Norths@atolitigsscst .xtaemteagh. sian). shyt). maaah. weanvlQ37) x01 988 
Srnvenson,* JAMus Ossporne, Aransas Waterfowl Refuge, Austwell, Refugio 

County, Texasstied. .naiuainus &. lo. sgolloth civic. wataes % Gass L037) * 1938) 
Srornr, Henry A., Soil Conservation Service, Greenville, Illinois......... (1940) 1940 
Srorer,* Dr. Tracy Irwin, Division of Zoology, University of California, 

Davis; Califormianass. . gates. gr0lei th lence etoailil..vvsios aa) 4937)i24 938 
Srupxa,* Arruur, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Gatlinburg, 
Tennessee.,snsdatl “aside (reales. ete aonilll waoasamd naa 108 H 001088 

Sumyer,* Eustace Lowe t, Jr., National Park Service, 611 Sheldon Build- 
ing, San. Franciéco, @aliforniayzec . soiiseraeae.® Lick jamerh .casacs (1937) 0988 

Swanson,* Dr. Gustav Apotpu, Division of Economie Zoology, University 
of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota. ...........0.0...e0eeeeee sees (1937) 1938 

Swznx,* Myron Harmon, Department of Entomology, University of Ne- 
braska, Lincoln, Nebraska! wo 4 .osisasd. antiassionged lin®. ch annie M1987) 0019388 

Swirr, Luoyp Wus.ny, Forest Service, Post Office Building, Denver, Colo- 
TAO ee se: Wess, w atoie, opuaipie eins on anise ee a ene CL OAD) L940) 

Switzensera, Donatp F., Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station, R. F. D. 
1, wast bansing Michigan. J. :cccsc «ceva sees ae ene ss (1988) 1089 

Tart,* ALan Cowin, Division of Fish and Game, Ferry Building, San Fran- 
cisco, ‘California. «27.5052 suas soe ele ok tee eee be baa sae east (OSTIGL938 

TarzweEu,* Dr. Cuarence Maruew, Box 404, Decatur, Alabama....... (1937) 1938 
Taytor,* Ot1s Boyp, 2606 The Plaza, Richmond, Virginia.............. (1987) 1938 
Taytor,* Water Penn, Faculty Exchange, College Station, Texas...... (1937) 1938 
Terres,* Jonn Kennera, Soil Conservation Service, Utica, New York... (1987) 1938 
Territt, Harotp Vernon, Wildlife Conservation Commission Field Office, 

109 Wildlife Conservation Building, Columbia, Missouri............. (1937) 1940 
Tirr,* Ricwarp, Albany, Georgia t,t. ore Seed ore SEs bP OTOL, HF 1937) 1938) 
ToneRr,* GeorcE Crive, Cataragui, Ontario, Canada.................-. (1937) 1938 
Tonxin,* Goren, 1140 Park Square Bldg., Boston, Massachusetts....... (1937) 1938 
Towns,* Hommr Grant, 2919 Sixth Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas.......... (1937) 1938 
Triprensen,* Dr. Reusnn Epwin, Massachusetts State College, Amherst, 

Massachisetts 9280", 00852 20 WeISyiS J, CANIS. 30 SAMA, 1A OST) 71933; 
Tusss,* Faruny F., State Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan (1937) 1938 
Van Dersat,* Dr. Witt1am Ricuarp, Soil Conservation Service, Washing- 

ton; De Cis is23 00555302525 gptsssi at tacts uae ROE oe ee GO8M)ITAG3S: 
Van Duventer, Dr. Witi1am Cart, 1403 Bouchelle Avenue, Columbia, 

Missouri: : 3% 235520054 eke eek te one oe ae Tee OE Sod. Be OST)L 1938 
Van Huizen, Perer Jan, Sacramento Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Wil- 

lows, California te .ctammistl athtud gaqit siftnesmsM 20et 4.5) erK(i988) 211939! 
Vorutes,* Dr. Cuartus Taytor, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.. (1937) 1938 
Wanez,* Dovanas Epwarp, Box 66, Beavertown, Pennsylvania.......... (1937) 1938 
Wa.xker,* Cuaruzs F., Stone Laboratory, Put-in-Bay, Ohio............. (1987) 1938 

Weaver,* Ricuarp Ler, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire.. (1937) 1939 
Wess,* Marvin Ricuarp, Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan (1937) 1938
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Wess,* Witt1AM Leonarp, Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station, 
Syracuse, New*York.tiains!, 290g) sine aavigeane. .22uont (1937) 21938 

Werss,* Dr. Asa Orrin, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma... (1937) 1938 
West,* RayMonp Mauvrice, Box 411, Kalispell, Montana............... (1937) 1938 
Wuiraxer,* Harry L., Soil Conservation Service, Muskogee, Oklahoma.. (1937) 1938 
Wuittock,* Sranuey CiLarKxe, Department of Conservation, Lansing, 

IMIGROHD . cin: anneenaichennnnnannwuskananenesnna + SOIREE T 198Rase 988 
Wicxuirr, Epwarp Lawrence, Division of Conservation, Ohio State Mu- 

seum, ColumbusOhiast). .2008i4. SUgAagee Se H, PAIS. 5.36. WELCLGBB)S11988 
Wicut,* Howarp Marsuatt, 1507 Wells Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan... (1937) 1938 
Wixinson, James Taytor, State Fish Hatchery, Oden, Michigan....... (1939) 1939 
Witiiams, Cxcit Stoan, 265 S. Main Street, Brigham, Utah............ (1937) 1938 
Witiiamson,* Lyman Otav, State Fish Hatchery, Woodruff, Wisconsin... (1937) 1938 
Witson,* Kennetu ALDEN, Clyde Court Apartments, Pennside, Reading, 
Pennsylvanimeint. .vainas apie Peo 4 aeateck, weesals ens (19387) 451088 

Wina,* Dr. Leonarp Wiuiiam, State College of Washington, Pullman, 
Washington s sss :..~.cc0iek Ut Miad MTT el MINEO Lie ob. 987 SELOSS: 

Woops, Dr. Farris Harpin, University of Missuri, Columbia, Missouri.. (1987) 1938 
Yeracer,* Dr. Lez Emmett, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, IIli- 

NOISs:.). «2, GOUTTIIIM eed SHON. REIIRUGIA Quote tae . eae (NOS7) A aLO8S: 
Yearrer,* Dr. Ratpu Emerson, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, 

Illinois. . -2iad aahleds 154 octetsk. dieF lenoitad, th. sist ot. 9. L(1 097) 1988 
Youneeren, Russet Aurrep, Soil Conservation Service, Beverly, West 

Virginia. . cistaviall acgolags nioiaaca’. ta aniaizidl. acaaaah. ta Teset 1940 )ped 40: 
ZAHNISER,* Howarp Cuinton, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 

D. Cy... Se ESL. . Qunineoine.  daansdieaal . acoumna 101987), 22938: 
ZIMMERMAN, WiLu1AM E., Soil Conservation Service, New Brunswick, New 

SJELBCY.. DID. SOP FISE EON, GRRL MAIOe A aK Ye (LOBE). 1940 
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Asxraa, Roxanp, L.S8.U. Quail Hatehery, Department of Conservation, University, 
WOWinigas i .5c yup veeuv p99 Roses eb souees sorbose ee NE sss ou ay 18S 

Aprams, Wiuut1aM J., 502 Second Street, Baraboo, Wisconsin................++.+++ 1988 
Auten, Ropert Warp, Soil Conservation Service, Santa Fe, New Mexico.......... 1937 
AmpBrosen,* Donatp R., Waubay Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Waubay, South 

Dakptat). ....dtod. Wee miss. coves depid ee sbepe slick. wrasse ee seeck *-saRbOOT 
AnvErRson,* C. Wauuacn, LeSueur, Minnesota............0... cece eee eee ee reece 1987 
AnpERSON, Harry Grores, 624 E. Green Street, Champaign, Illinois............. 1940 
AnvErson, Irvin Victor, Forest Service, Missoula, Montana..................+.-. 1987 
AnvErRson,* Joun Merrick, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State University, 

Columbus, ‘Ohio... .ciissadsasunl’. medoed) adit eempedantt DELL seeeaeld *msx OST 
ANDERSON, WALTER E., Forest Service, Okanogan, Washington...........+....... 1988 
ARENDALE, JOHN M., Jr., Texas A. & M. College, Box 283, College Station, Texas.. 1939 
Arvey, M. Daz, Department of Zoology, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho..... 1940 
Asuspy, Dennis Duncan, Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada............ 1938 
Arxnson, Tuomas Z., 702 Oak Street, Decatur, Alabama.................+.+++++- 1940 
Amwararpy M.. Basin Montana ooscos 5 oeicisieis ps2 2aSe ses es sue es sess td hE-gag 1990 
ArzENHOEFER,* Danie Raymonp, 23 Summit Street, Norwalk, Ohio.............. 1987 
Mane, Hino, Box. 7G, Mintt, Mun. 2 <- > wae es sass oo. sbi ess oo tee es 1940 
Avstin,* Dr. Oriver Luruer, Hill Rest, Tuckahoe, New York.................+. 1937 
Bantser, Epwin G., 1409 Mercantile Trust Building, Baltimore, Maryland........ 1940 
Baxer, Joun Hopxinson, National Association of Audubon Societies, 1006 Fifth 

“Avenno; New. York, New: Yorkinoc « susotrov noth diinoll nai ase ne anieot. £1938 
Baxer, Roun Haroup, Geology Department, Texas A. & M. College, College Sta- 

tion; Mexas. .cuidecssnil. wah .cownsall -esaliel) diseminet? mt darngad * cmp AO8T 
Batpwin,* Witu1AM Piews, Jr., 408 W. 26th Street, Wilmington, Delaware........ 19387
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Bau, Cumstur C., 101 College Court Apartment, Pullman, Washington. .......... 1940 

Bai,* Epwin Wi11am, Soil Conservation Service, Independence, Wisconsin....... 1937 

BarKatow, FREDERICK ScHENcK, JR., 207 Washington Avenue, Marietta, Georgia. . 1937 

Barker, Jesse Epwarp, Box 1414, Lubbock, Texas......-....+..+-0eeeee eee eeee 1937 

Barnus,* Witi1aM Bryan, Soil Conservation Service, Burns City, Indiana......... 1937 

Barrows, Maynarp Barner, Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone Park,Wyoming 1937 

Barren, Kartu E., 2528 West Collins Street, Blue Island, Illinois...........--.++-- 1938 

Basvatpo, Luis Ort1z, Direccion de Parques Nacionales, Buenos Aires, Argentina... 1940 

Bares, Wituram Epwin, Jr., Forest Service, Harrisburg, Illinois............--+-- 1938 

Brapgt, Henry Luptow, R.F.D. 1, Tallahassee, Florida............++++0+eeeeee 1939 

Bzat, J. A., Duke University, Durham, North Carolina..........--..+++++++++555 1940 

Brarp,* Danteu Barrier, National Park Service, Washington, D. C....-.....--+ 1937 

Brpincer,* Henry, 7 South Delsea Drive, Clayton, New Jersey........--+++++++- 1937 

Burr, James Rosurv, Box 125, Route 2, Battle Ground, Washington........-..-- 1940 

Buncu.ey,* Epwin AuEN, Jr., 642 Worcester Street, Wellesley, Massachusetts. . . . 1937 

Brnsamin, Jozt R., 211 Wyandotte Building, Columbus, Ohio.........-.--+-++++- 1938 

Bennerr, Wiii1amM Herserv, State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New Morkets.* 7.01938 

Benva, W. E., 329 E. Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio. ...... 0-2-0 sees cece eee ee 1938 

Brrcuuis, Dana P., Soil Conservation Service, Spokane, Washington..........---- 1940 

Brrner,* Lester Max, 1728 Fourth Street, S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota.......-- 1937 

Buvxs, Joun D., Bureau of Biological Survey, 1-a Horticulture Building, State College, 

Pennsylvaniasanidse U...c9x50s Japmaloih jn. vansoll. han este Bait yea at 1939 

Buzperx, Francis Husert, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Columbus, Ohio.......- 1939 

Birp, Cuaries Hersert, 186 Sexton Street, Struthers, Ohio. .........---++++-+++ 1940 

Bissor,* Dr. Louis Bennerr, 450 Bradford Street, Pasadena, California........-.- 1937 

Bsorn,* Evcens Encpiuart, 1121 W. 31st Street, Cheyenne, Wyoming........--- 1937 

Brack, Davin Victor, Blackwater Refuge, R.F.D. 1, Cambridge, Maryland.......- 1939 

Buacx, Gzorcr O., Cornell Road, Oswego, Oregon......-..-.++ seers eee eres eee 1940 

Buaw,* Dr. ApexanpeR WILLIAM, 2201 Jefferson Avenue E., Detroit, Michigan.... 1937 

Biyru,* Davin Dz Wattmr, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State University, 

Columbus, Ohio..«..:.:.-....3 acne UE pRB RE: home RRO, «Th EG aie aise 2 1937 

Bouuanp, Ricuarp, Upper Peninsula, Bergland, Michigan. ..........-.-+-+++++++ 1938 

Boxe, BENJAMIN ParrerRson, JR., 2717 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio..........-- 1937 

Bou, Dr. F. M., Department of Veterinary Science, State College Station, Fargo, 

North: Dakota soc. sic eu:006<.0/6 +0, BEERS ORRIU. Saote ddane 2. atl tL ev ols 

Boonz,* Rosert Preston, Forest Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico.....-.--.--- 1937 

Borcuert, Wii11aM H., Thief River Falls, Minnesota. ......-.--+-++++esee reer 1939 

Borpen,* Ricuarp, Fall River Bleachery, Fall River, Mass.........-.-.-++++++0++ 1937 

Boswe1,* Jamus Louis, 314 Walnut Street, Seminole, Oklahoma............++-+- 1937 

Bowman, Gitsert L., Pennsylvania Game Commission, Thornhurst, Pennsylvania. . 1940 

Brapsury,* Harotp Mitton, Department of Conservation, 20 Somerset Street, Bos- 

ton, Massachusetts... 05.02 .<niscn <DESRGRe <RRMeRibi gE TRG SEONG 20! ash 2 £8 1937 

Brapiey,* Homer L., Chautauqua Refuge, Box 247, Havana, Illinois........----- 1937 

Branson, Jean F., Hart Mountain Antelope Refuge, Lakeview, Oregon......------ 1938 

Braver, Rupre Epwarp, 607 S. Story Street, Rock Rapids, lowa............---+. 1938 

Bravunwart, Rosert, Box 313, College Station, Pullman, Washington............. 1940 

Bray, Rosurr S., 3231 North Albemarle Street, Arlington, Virginia...........-.-- 1939 

Brewer,* Artuur NEtson, 316 E. Main Street, Morenci, Michigan..........-.... 1987 

Broprick,* Haroup James, Carlsbad Caverns National Park, Carlsbad, New Mexico. 1937 

Browman, Lupvie Gustav, Department of Zoology, Montana State University, Mis- 

sdulag Montana’, «cacloadeod, to .alasilen). S208 UE ce See. TEATS. BE 1937 

Brown, Corneius B., 1320 E. 5th Street, Tucson, Arizona.............+-+++++++ 1940 

Brown, Louis Gornrina, Griggsville, Illinois... . 0.2.0... 00. c eee eee eee eee es 1989 

Benen: Dr. Jacos Hersert, Department of Poultry, Cornell University, Ithaca, 

Bryan, Pavt, Box 587, Decatur, Alabama. .y. 0. osV ee ANG ee es 1088 

Bryant, F. A., Box 12, Jasper, Alberta, Canada... 0.0.0... .0. cece eee wees eee es 1988
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Burcuner, Hetmur Kart, 148 Oakland Street, Syracuse, New York.............. 1940 
Busax,* B. J., Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan... 1937 
Burt, Dr. W. H., University of Michigan, Museum of Zoology, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 1940 
Burxuaurer, Harvey Donovan, Soil Conservation Service, Ruston, Louisiana..... 1939 
Buss,* Inven O., 1532 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin.................... 1937 
Byurs, Jack Burns, c/o County Agent, Kingwood, West Virginia................. 1940 
Catuaway, Cason J., Blue Springs Farms, Hamilton, Georgia.................... 1940 
CampszLt, Joun S., Louisiana State University, University, Louisiana............. 1939 
Canrieip,* Davin Huntineron, Rocky Mountain National Park, Estes Park, Colo- 

TACO. Sie oes ccoreen erases RON 2, COROEEBUBL of ohihat ack TNR. REBT 
Cantrersury,* Natuan D., Box 1325, Columbia, South Carolina.................. 1937 
Cariton, Crayton Ciarence, Box 89, Soil Conservation Service, Tyler, Texas..... 1939 
Carpenter, J. RicHarp, 2670 N. Alpine Road, Grand Rapids, Michigan............ 1939 
Carrier, H. W., 5185 Trask Street, Oakland, California. ....................... 1987 
Cartwricut, B. W., 505 Commercial Building, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada....... 1939 
Casz, Grorce Wasnineron, 600 S. Second Street, Hamilton, Montana............ 1938 
Castiz,* Dr. Gorpon Bensamin, Department of Zoology, University of Montana, 

Missoula, Montana... 00s 0+ 41Ptte BRORRD A ARIE RROUS ct BS ot, Ms RMOBE 
CavuLwe.t, Witiram H., 215 Ocean Avenue, Lakewood, New Jersey.............-. 1939 
CuapMan,* WEnpDELL, 2934 Magnolia Street, Berkeley, California................. 1937 
Cuasz, Haroun E., 1614 Fourth St., S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota................ 1939 
Cuursman,* Wiit1am Hannon, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.... 1937 
Curney, L. M., Bureau of Biological Survey, Great Falls, Montana............... 1938 
Cuitpers, Lro R., 303 Post Office Building, Aberdeen, South Dakota............. 1938 
CuristensEn, Irvine Luvern, Soil Conservation Service, Shenandoah, Iowa....... 1938 
Cuanton, C. Wrstny, Kentucky Woodlands Wildlife Refuge, Eddyville, Kentucky.. 1939 
Cuarx, SHELDON, Rainbow Farm, Barrington, Illinois...................0.0...-- 1988 
Crarx, Wesster Krmpatt, Wildlife Conservation Building, University of Missouri, 

Columbia;{Missourisst! 2 .apaard. aoetaiiel LOSS. 264000. Sag A234, ACL. ¢ 9ch988 
Cuay, Dr. Wiit1am, University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky................ 1989 
Cunus, Jamus J., 527 W. Seneca Street, Ithaca, New York...............0-0+0+++ 1989 
Cocrort, Mason F., 135 Lloyd Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island...............+ 1939 
Coxsurn, Atsert E., 3100 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California............ 1938 
Coteman, WiutraM B., c/o White Oak Quail Farm, R.F.D. 7, Richmond, Virginia.... 1938 
Gonovnr, H. B., 6 Scott Street, Chicago, Illinois. 0.0.0... 0.000. oe nceoudes Ak 1988 
Conway, Raymonp F., 129 Mill Street, Grass Valley, California................... 1939 
Coox, Raymonp R., Squibnocket, Martha’s Vineyard Island, Massachusetts........ 1939 
Cootzy, Exnanor Granam, Berwyn, Maryland.............0.000cee eee cee eee ees 1939 
Cootxy, Marvin E., 141 E. Robinson Street, Jackson, Michigan................. 1940 
Coouipex, Dr. Haroup Jurrerson, Jx., Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, 
Massachusettaiaisetac 05. aallevimnie si. tascidesgtk eT. GLOUAL. © eneeelggs, 

Coonny, R. F., Forest Service, Augusta, Montana...............0.00ss sees ee 00/1938 
Coy,* Asniuy Cuauncny, Dexter, Michigan....0....... 0000000. cece cesses tes 01987 
Criss, Witrrep Dayton,, Salix,dowani2i. snainued, gintare. 66... 2. we. 120s 2040 
Cramer, Frirz, Baird Store, Redding, California...............00.00e0ccee eee e es 1989 
Cranz, Atvin Hucu, 1019 East Harrison Street, Guthrie, Oklahoma.............. 1938 
Crawrorp, Brucs Maco, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cali- 

fornia... ...+.-...Eminole Jem. tserie aie ais. Moan. aurnA.* sxcwlees 
Crews, Artuur K., Bureau of Biological Survey, Phoenix, Arizona................ 1938 
Crovusz, Cart Norman, Rosalia, Washington...........00.0.00 bee e eee eeee cesses 1940 
Cusuine,* Joun Expriper, Jr., California Institute of Technology, Department of 

Genetica, Pasadena, Californians. .aceou'l. jeorin did. 2 AGL A a ame), ew hOay 
Cyrrrt, Evcenn, Kentucky Woodlands Refuge, Golden Pond, Kentucky.......... 1938 
Daut, Eart B., 4624 Ewing South, Minneapolis, Minnesota...............-...-++ 1989 
Davis, Davin E., 721 Elmwood Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois..............-.++++-++ 1938 
Davis, Howarp Hausgy, 585 Congress Street, Portland, Maine................... 1937 
Davis, Dr. Witt1aM B., Department of Wild Game, College Station, Texas........ 1939
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Davis,* Witt1aM G., Soil Conservation Service, Marion, Iowa.........-.+++++++++ 1937 

Dawson, Everert T., 627 Lee Street, Beaumont, Texas. .......--0...2--.500+++++ 1939 

Duan,* Apram Lawrence, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Box 684, Blacksburg, Vir- 

BNI. xine cry baw senebee at Suetignins Ra ceiie seeesia -s6eseswinsins eins OtMerageren 1937 

Deck,* Raymonp Srricxien, 305 Sixth Avenue, Pelham, New York............-+ 1937 

DeLa Barre, Crcrt Franzen, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. . 1938 

Denater,* Harry Wit11m, Soil Conservation Service, Newark, Delaware.......-. 1937 

Denmark, D.E., Fur Trade Commissioner’s Office, Hudson Bay Company, Winnipeg, 

Manitoba,,Canada...........sbitald. tas aod. Si) soc setae Bisa 24S 1939 

Derwiter, Dr. Joun D., Department of Applied Biology, University of Western On- 

tario, London, Ontario, Canada... ..... 560s eee e eee ee teen eee ence 1940 

Dicn,* Dr. Lez Raymonp, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.......... 1937 

Dickinson, Fioyp L., Hoodsport, Washington. ...........-0e sees ee eee eee eee 1938 

Dinsmorz,* Donatp Tuomas, Soil Conservation Service, Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. 1937 

Dosin,* Joun Rosert, 3217 43 Avenue So, Minneapolis, Minnesota.........+-++-+ 1937 

Doman, Everurt Ray, 6694 East Fifth Street, No., Logan, Utah.............++-- 1989 

Dovrt,* Kennetu, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania...........-+++++> 1937 

Driver, Ernust C., 119 Prospect Street, Northampton, Massachusetts........--.. 1939 

Duncan,* Morr Roszrt, 3796 S. Galapago Street, Denver, Colorado..........-... 1987 

Dounranp, Forrest V., Soil Conservation Service, Springfield, Tennessee............ 1937 

Dvuvat, Witu1am M., Bonaventure Island, Perce, Quebec, Canada.............--.. 1939 

Dvorak, Franx W., Pioneer Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 1939 

DwineEt1, Justin Kine, 424 S. Yellowstone St., Livingston, Montana.........-.-+- 1938 

Eavin, Dr. W. Rosert, Department of Zoology, University of New Hampshire, Dur- 

ham, New. Hampshire... 00.0.0 002cnnsnennnccccccccsecceneussane cin ne oblsien 1940 

Enrenreicn, InvinG, 2815 Mermaid Avenue, Brooklyn, New York..........++++++ 1939 

Exuis, Raupu, 2420 Ridge Road, Berkeley, California.........+-++.0+++s0+.++++++ 1988 

Encexs, Wiuur1am L., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina..... 1939 

Ericxson,* ARNOLD Burton, Division of Economic Zoology, University of Minnesota, 

St. Paul, Minnesota. : .cicisside. sa ee Meee ord le oii blie hate nies ole sie ela blele oiate toe 1937 

Faarraren, Frep Cannon, Zion National Park, Zion National Park, Utah sscd!*: ss2k937 

Farr, Wiiu1am Epwarp, Window Rock, Arizona.........2-+++000eeeeee seen sees 1939 

Farres, Crirrorp Cuinton, Box 842, Globe, Arizona........ 6... seer reste e reese 1940 

Fannina, Franx D., Soil Conservation Service, Safford, Arizona......-..++.++++ 1939 

Farnuam,* P. S., 63 McMaster Street, Owego, New York.........-.+-0++e+eeee05 1937 

Fer, Gore, 303 Penfield Place, Rockford, Ilinois..........++++eeeeeeeee sree 1939 

FrnsterMacuer,* Dr. Revnt, Division of Veterinary Medicine, University Farm, St. 

Paul, Minnesota... nneneioansdeuseuvne cura tornecunsepantusnsihvitien oo ciel 1937 

Freip, Harnanp Exton, 117 E. Seneca Street, Ithaca, New York.......+-.-.+++5 1940 

Fircu,* Dr. Currrorp Penny, Division of Veterinary Medicine, University Farm, St. 

Paul,.Minnesota. .. ..cuheurlt wdage dase eli mye) ROG 08h oh RRS 1937 

Fientwoop,* Raymonp J., Piedmont Wildlife Refuge, Round Oak, Georgia........ 1937 

Foster, Dr. G. S., Lucy Hastings Hospital, Manchester, New Hampshire.......... 1939 

Fox, Roy Lustrm, Weather Bureau Office, Topeka, Kansas... .-..-.+-++++++++5 +++ 1937 

Frank, Witt1aM Jonn, Huntington Forest, Newcomb, New Worksnasch.sua id. * vanadQ38 

Friovu, Groran J., 1319 East 24th Street, Brooklyn, New Morkencssd canes Q3so 

Frost,* Witrrm Turris, Crater Lake National Park, Medford, Oregonzavs.! amen d037 

FuLurron, Joan Ciarencn, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming...........-.++ 1988 

Gapspgn, Joun B., Summerville, South Carolina... .... 0-6-6 scene ee eee nee eee es 1938 

Garrney,* Wiii1am Stowsr1t, Forest Service, Kalispell, Montana..........-.++++- 1937 

Gamereti, Wii11AM Leroy, 1825 E. Third Street, Tucson, Arizona.......+-+-++++ 1940 

Gasnwiter, Jay S., University of Maine, Wildlife Department, Orono, Maine...... 1940 

Gaurin, D. M., Forest Service, Salmon, Idaho.........-+ 2+. e sees eset e eee eee 1939 

Genscu, Rosert Henry, 221 Eleventh Street, S.W., Washington, Da@sn.8..anracl938 

Gresteap,* Giupert Kenneru, Tamarac Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Rochert, Min- 

nesota.. ein tie). dnsmenclt.Lenoitel. wolet dest guoxsiad saaecd- * oselOay 

Ginn, Wir E., 1130 Packard Avenue, Fort Wayne, Endianaciat v3 eauaet..a9eo
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Goop,* Ernest Eveens, Soil Conservation Service, Cambridge, Ohio.............. 1937 
Gorvon, Srru, Jr., 909 Packard Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan.................... 1939 Gouin, Ernest Witson, New Hampshire Fish & Game Department, Concord, New Hampshire + sa-ceec cn cvesn ss cis a4 can shen wan ohn se sa aNanenauan canna MRBLOLD, 
Goutp,* Virciu A., Buhl ildaho .adies. onan A iaih.G0G .MaEIETR, GHOM TA ©, 1937 
Grater,* Russevt K., 6 Leonard Street, West Haven, Connecticut............... 1937 
Gray,* AnpERson McDowst1, Box 75, New Albany, Mississippi................. 1937 
Gray, Joun W., 135 Tibet Road, ColtimbubjOhior; entero). 695 F.5d GOI 1940 
Grernz,* Earte Rosensury, Box 466, Key. Weat, Florida. «s....meeind culos ieee 1937 
Greenrietp, Tom, 843 E. 3rd Street, Pudson; Arivonas gst 65. RPL. AO. M1980 
Grimm,* Wittiam Carey, 101 Climax Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania............ 1937 
Gross, Mure R., Soil Conservation Service, Santa Paula, California............. 1987 
Guenruer, Sraniey Ernest, Hunters, Washingtome tingannall, ak e808. xoe Gao 
Haas, Puriirs, Volga, South Dakotayses maitev aia.) llon SNORE Aer * aAGelOsD Harsr,* Auyin B., Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, Tennessee........... 1937 
Haun, Henry Cuarius, Game, Fish, and Oyster Commission, Box 944, San Angelo, 

DOXA 69 5/440 650m GOV RATES NUE ARMs, aluonte) rama +e 1940 
Haun,* Parmer Leonarp, 228 Lenox Road, Brooklyn, New York................. 1937 
Hat, Aupert Grorer, 516 University Avenue, Ithaca, New York................ 1940 
Haut, Kerra G., R.F.D. 2, Chewelah, Washingtommianmann. lik. rasan L.gved080 
Hauier, Franx Denver, 125 S. Second Street, Coshocton, Ohio.................. 1939 
Hammonp, Merritt C., Lower Souris Refuge, Upham, North Dakota............. 1988 
Hanp.ey,* Cuarius Overton, Blacksburg, Virginia..............00.0c0eceee+0. 1987 
Hawn,* Dr. Harry Wisur, Zoology Department, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 

Harerave, Lynpon Lanz, Arizona Game Department, Capitol Annex Building, 
Phoenix, ARBOR 0s 0s xvas AIOE.) SISTING DA aahiel OLDS. aaa. 1937 

Harper,* Harry Freperick, 1408 Cambridge Road, Lansing, Michigan........... 1937 
Harper, Samugt A., Cocoa, Florida. seanenod Jo nolan! vera mous 7,000 30 
Harris, Van Tuomas, 7 Wildlife Building, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri. 1939 
Harnis,* Win11aM Picker, Jr., 15410 Windmill Pt. Drive, Grosse Pointe Park, Michi- 

EAD ear seat esos ens vines es NNW oy RNR, WHI SEW ALES SOT 
Harwett, C. A., Yosemite Natural History Association, Yosemite National Park, 

Californias: . i... Sanit, tee agivdan, soueEgeD. lick, Al zeeeh ack 1940 
Harcu, Lours, 109 Olive Road, TuckonpArizonas? Jase wnat 80 AT accd990 Hawsecker,* Aupert Ciavpn, 824 Lincoln Street, Watsonville, California......... 1937 
Hayne, Don Witi1am, Zoology Department, Michigan State College, Lansing, Michi- 

EOD vn os the FHC NR ERs wa RA RANA on Annan nenanes ve « MORRIS, MEDD 1938 
Hazetiny,* Bensamin Miitron, Bowdoin Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Malta, Mon- 

CaS ee SLES Ss ee TOO CUCU C10. COMI. camel, cross), 2. | ey 
Hazexring, I. B., Box 86, Canyon City, Grant County, Oregon................... 1939 
Husarp, D. L., 1500 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.................. 1940 
He.imers, Henry, 501 W. Fifth Avenue, Langeloth, Pennsylvania................ 1939 
Henn,* Dr. Arraur Wieur, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania........ 1937 
Herpert,* Pavan Anruony, East Lansing, Michigan............................. 1987 
Hussetscuwerpt, Rosert Epwarp, Rural Route 2, Urbana, Illinois.............. 1940 
Hexamer, Lauren Exwoop, Box 72, McArthur, Ohio.............-........ +eees 1939 Hicxen,* Manrorp R., Box 208, Gunnison, Colorado....................... ana lOar 
H1,* Epwiy, Soil Conservation Service, Madison, Wisconsin.................... 1987 
Hix, Russev, Grorex, Zoology Department, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan..,....... SQbits OMe Gow AAT. CAL come L ata en ed 980 
Hiner,* Laurence Exmer, 1231 Raymond Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota........... 1938 
Hocusaum, Hans Weuter, 7329 Blair Road, N.W., Washington, D. C............. 1938 
Howpenriep, Rozert, Glenn, Califormia 2 dass dina. ISS. mee, sxanod. asdkOas Hoveu,* Ausrey Jounsron, Soil Conservation Service, Little Rock, Arkansas...... 1937 
Hovsron,* Auprey Francis, Death Valley National Monument, California........ 1937 
Howett, Josrrn C., Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.......... 1940
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Hoyr, J. Sourncarz Yzaron, 5 Lewis Street, Lexington, Virginia................. 1939 
Huncerrorp, Kennetu Evcens, Box 10, Storrs, Connecticut.................... 1940 
Hurp, E. 8., Camp Bonifas, Watersmeet, Michigan.....................0020..+- 1940 
Hurcnens, Lynn Henry, 738 Thatcher Avenue, River Forest, Illinois............ 1939 
Hurcuinson, Artuur L., 184 8. Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.................. 1940 
Hype, Dr. Arruur Srpney, Eastern Oregon College, La Grande, Oregon........... 1938 
Jacxson,* Huau, 2005 Winnebago Street, Madison, Wisconsin.................... 1987 
Jacoss, Wit11aM Francis, 816 W. Pensacola Street, Tallahassee, Florida.......... 1938 
Jacogsen, Witt1aM Cornewius, State Department of Agriculture, Sacramento, Cali- 

fornidsgers N. 25K ecenneld.teoH - seen chaise Lic esawlt aus A. aoosanDkO4d 
Jann, Burr J., 1221 S.E. Fifth Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota................... 1939 
JARVENPA, Ouiver M., R. 1, Box 217, Embarrass, Minnesota....................- 1989 
Jenxins, James Hopart, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State University, Co- 

dumbus, Ohio. «oc: ssji0s, caipeOhla) steals. cient dck shad atese.,.k wuaat vo lPoo 
Jenner, Witutam ALExanper, 806 W. Davis Street, Fayette, Missouri............ 1938 
Jennines, Orro Emury, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania............. 1938 
Jounson, Oscar H., Game and Fish Department, State House, Pierre, South Dakota 1938 
Jounson,* Paut Howarp, Soil Conservation Service, Bethany, Missouri........... 1937 
Jounson, R. A., State Normal School, Oneonta, New York...............+0-+++++ 1940 
Jonus, Joun C., New York Conservation Department, Research Center, Delmar, 

New: York........iss» .sismilde baoweibe- aotenale apitecronelh Hom «.d-nentaaas’d- oy anl Oo? 
Jonzs, Paut S., 509 West Avenue North, Waukesha, Wisconsin................... 1988 
Jonzs,* Victor Emmons, South Branch, University of Idaho, Pocatello, Idaho...... 1937 
JorGENsEN, Exporss S., Bureau of Biological Survey, Boise, Idaho................ 1940 
Kaiser, Joun Freprricx, 1620 Blair Street, St. Paul, Minnesota................- 1938 
Karz, Davin TuEoporz, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State University, Co- 

Tum busy O10 oro oa xseltlocaisgoisj14 fis oe Case TLL mate rained aceon lOad 
Karz,* Junius Sizanp, 612 Lincoln Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota.................- 1937 
Kavurman, Hersert Peter, 30 N. 28th Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.......... 1940 
Kerr, Mrs. Wruu1am, South Hamilton, Massachusetts.................0-0-2++++ 1989 
Keuiey, Masor E. W., Federal Building, Missoula, Montana...................-. 1938 
Kztiy, Dr. Howarp Arwoop, 1406 Eutaw Place, Baltimore, Maryland........... 1938 
Kaztty,* Maurice Warson, 560 Custom House, Bureau of Biological Survey, Denver, 

(Colorado-asanizA. wingodt: amie fist. och dent et IGS eeea gi -rpatees orgs lOBd 
Kepuineer, Grover, Jr., R.D. 3, Canton, Ohio. ..... 6.600 e ccc eee ee eseceess ees 1939 
Karns, Cuzster Merrixt, Soil Conservation Service, Ellicott City, Maryland..... 1940 
Keyss, Josrru, Box 1317, Sacramento, California............0.00ceeseeeeeeeees + 1938 
Kina, Viren Dorte, Falmouth, Kentucky: .....06.65.05 .ce cece cece eer eenee ewes 1940 
Kinstzy,* Cuartes Harwoop, Box 423, Merced, California...................+++ 1987 
Kirx, Auuan D., 14 Forest Hill Road, Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania................. 1939 
Knorr, Norman Putuir, 217 New Science Hall, Pullman, Washington............. 1940 
Krumm, Cuaruzs J., 720 Cleveland Avenue, Manitowoc, Wisconsin............... 1939 
Krumm,* Kennetu, Swan Lake Refuge, Sumner, Missouri..............+.+++++++ 1937 
Kusrr,* DrypEn, 16 South Street, Somerville, New Jersey..............2+2+2++++ 1937 
Lampert, Bert, Brevort Lake, Allenville, Michigan....................+.0+++-+. 1939 
Lanny,* Lours H., Box 1389, Albuquerque, New Mexico................0++++++++ 1937 
Larson, Kurru D., Minnesota State Board of Health, Division of Sanitation, Univer- 

sity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota...............0cceeeeeeeseeeee es 1988 
Laver,* Witrrep Heiss, Jr., Soil Conservation Service, Winona, Minnesota....... 1937 
Lawrence,* Joun E., Hiltonhead, South Carolina............0..00ecer scenes sees 1937 
Lesrecut, Roszrt J., Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State University, Colum- 

hus, Ohio 6 ieieie.c-. oo eae? seagate aM. alone Fh pias REtt wads 21d 030 
LeCompre,* E. Lex, Conservation Department, Baltimore, Maryland............. 1937 
Lxoroup, Aupo Starker, Missouri Conservation Commission, Jefferson City, Mis- 

QUIN Ss caps pea eyepiece sania ee eerste eee ein oie EL OOO 
Lepinske, Winrorp Howarp, Box 45, College Station, Pullman, Washington....... 1940 
Lewis,* Hat Warner, Wallpack Center, New Jersey.........0.00c0eeeeeeeveuess 1987
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Lissy,* Henry Ear, 140 Main Street, Presque Isle, Maine...................... 1987 
Licxine, Cuypx L., 3817 Gold Street, Omaha, Nebraska. ...........0.....0.0-.+. 1937 
Lincotn,* ALExanpER, JR., 59 Codman Road, Brookline, Massachusetts........... 1937 
Lrrrizpacs; Jay T.) Twin Lakes, Kent; Ohiowsy). 004d) 223 eae. ve) eer 19380! 
Lrx, Henry W., 402 Second Street, Hot Springs, Arkansas...............-.00..... 1987 
Lovz,* Epwarp Kruproveu, 704 Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Missouri............. 1937 
Lyman, Cuartzs P., R.F.D. 1, Canton, Massachusetts..............00...00...-. 1939 
Lyon, Dr. Marcus W., Jr., 214 La Porte Avenue, South Bend, Indiana........... 1938 
MacDonatp, Rosert B., R.D. 1, Brooktondale, New York...................... 1988 
MacGrecor, Arrnur Emmry, 542 North State Street, West Concord, New Hampshire. 1937 
McCasz,* Francis Rosurt, 422 §.W. Fifth Avenue, Portland, Oregon............ 1937 
McCann,* Lester Jamus, 3743 Emerson Avenue, North, Minneapolis, Minnesota... 1937 
McConana, J. C., 2244 East Howard Street, Pontiac, Ilinois...................+. 1938 
McCoy, Franx J., Santa Maria Inn, Santa Maria, California...................+. 1987 
McCreary, Orro C., Agricultural Hall, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming. 1937 
McCut.oven,* Guoran Witson, 4858 Lyndale Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Min- 

MESGTE INO ee eee, end eases Gel) Die ota) oA aeoe. Morley, 
McCourcuen, A. Autumn, Forest Service, Cody, Wyoming..................0...... 1988 
McEwen,* Orvitie Scort, ¢/o Hawley Club, Box 170, Corvallis, Oregon.......... 1938 
Mclinryrz,* Arruur Cuirron, Soil Conservation Service, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania. 1937 
McGraw, Cuartus F., Soil Conservation Service, Elmwood, Illinois............... 1940 
McMorray, Franx B., Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, Cache, Oklahoma..... 1938 
McNamara,* Frepericx Groren, Lake Chemung, R.F.D. 1, Howell, Michigan... . 1937 
Macnas, Jamus A., Linfield College, McMinnville, Oregon....................... 1988 
Mansen, Davip Heper, 414 Boston Building, Salt Lake City, Utah............... 1938 
Maruiarp,* Josnru, 1815 Vallejo Street, San Francisco, California................ 1937 
Marcouis, Revpen, Box 151, Tifton, Georgia..........0000. eee ee eeetueseeesss 1987 
Marxiey, Merzte H., Route 2, Box 252, Hood River, Oregon................... 1938 
Mason,* Epwin Avcusrus, Wharton Bird Banding Station, Groton, Massachusetts. . 1937 
Maruer, Duane Winstow, 810 Dorr Street, Rhinelander, Wisconsin.............. 1987 
Marutax, Harorp A., 3808 N. 13th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin................ 1938 
Mavermann, Roserr Gus, State Game and Fish Warden, Hondo, Texas.......... 1938 
Muttort, Wiu1s H., 527 Ambridge Avenue, Fair Oaks, Pennsylvania.....’........ 1939 
Mercer, Evererr Murien, 201 New Post Office Building, Phoenix, Arizona....... 1940 
Murritz,* Howarp Axpmn, Connecticut State College, Storrs, Connecticut........ 1937 
Meyer, Wi114m Henry, Soil Conservation Service, Wrightstown, New Jersey..... 1939 
Micuener, Haron, 418 N. Hudson Avenue, Pasadena, California................ 1987 
Mippoor, Josuru Cauvin, 34 E. Main Street, Tremont, Pennsylvania............. 1939 
Misr, Dr. ApEn Hotmzs, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, 

Berkeley, California.£\.777 1200 1 SUeean sy bso MM serie AL AT waasé, 1988 
Mitier, Cart Anrsony, 1710 E. Third Street, Tucson, Arizona.................. 1989 
Miuxr, J. Pau, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C................. 1939 
Miuirr, Lawrence F., Tennessee Valley Authority, Box 392, Decatur, Alabama... 1940 
Miter, Dr. Loys, University of California, Los Angeles, California............... 1988 
Miuuzr, Ricuarp G., Daycroft, Noroton Hill, Stamford, Connecticut.............. 1940 
Mitier, Waurnr Mixon, 1515 Charles Street, St. Paul, Minnesota............... 1939 
Mins, Ratrn Homer, 30 Cross Street, East Weymouth, Massachusetts........... 1937 
Mircue.t, Kenner Aprieert, 1125 Dennison Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.......... 1940 
Monson,* Gate, 1410 E. Helen Street, Tucson, Arizona..................0..+... 1987 
Monson, Jarep T., R.R. 1, Richwood, Ohio...........0.00.ccbcceeeeeesbesev ees 1989 
Moors,* Gzorcz Crensnaw, Box 466, Auburn, Alabama........................ 1987 
Moors, Roy, 1105 Masonic Temple, New Orleans, Louisiana..................... 1938 
Moos,* Louis Micnaszt, Soil Conservation Service, Billings, Montana. ............ 1937 
Morexanp, Ratesan, State College of Washington, Department of Zoology, Pullman, 

Wshin gions f5.ttt tothe etc titit et tcholahst teactateente A tne ae he et ho nn «PEO OAD) 
Morris, Owxn W., Bureau of Biological Survey, Box 336, Idaho Falls, Idaho........ 1938 
Morss, Joun Saurs, General Delivery, Port Townsend, Washington............... 1939
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Morrtiey, Dr. Cuartes McCammon, Comstock Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New 

YY ork. « «nese deed ferent lacatieH sinavloY nomak «ob -heembs 3040 

Murray,* Dr. Leo Titpen, Department of Biology, Baylor University, Waco, Texas. 1937 

Mususacu, Grorce E., Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, Cache, Oklahoma. .... 1938 

Nerr, Jounson ANDREW, Box 1317, Sacramento, California.............++++++++- 1938 

Nexson,* Arnoup L., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.....-....+-++- 1937 

Netson, Howarp Epmonp, 602 Oak Street, Pullman, Washington..........+++.+++ 1940 

Nertunn, Raten Wr1118, 1496 Indianola Avenue, Columbus, Ohio......+...+.+++ 1940 

Newuin, Cxaruis, Soil Conservation Service Camp 15, Newton, North Carolina.... 1937 

Nice, Mrs. Maraarur Morss, 5708 Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, Tllinois........... 1937 

Nicuot, ANpREw ALEXANDER, 901 N. Tyndall Avenue, Tucson, Arizonas...).). 00 19387 

Nicuotson, A. J., Game, Fish, and Oyster Commission, Austin, Texas...........-- 1938 

Norris, Russert Taptin, Pennsylvania Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, State 

College, Pennsylvania... 0.00.66 eee cee cen cee eeaea cee eee cee eee eens 1938 

Noyzs,* Hasxett, 825 North Jefferson Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. ........-.+-- 1937 

Oxseruansiey, Franx, Sequoia National Park, California...........+--...+---.++ 1989 

Oxsernoiser, Dr. Harry Cuurcn, 2805 Eighteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.. 1937 

O’Connext, Joun Epwarp, Camp 8-82, West Townsend, Massachusetts........... 1938 

O’Connor, Jack, Alaska Wildlife Agent, Anchorage, Alaska...........++-+.+++++4 1988 

Ovaia, T. M.,. Kasilof, Alaska s.205.. 205 coee 0h coach aad? ceed cea saa. * ogaa, L088 

Operxirk,* Gaten Crarr, Bureau of Biological Survey, Purdue University, West 

Tafaywtte, Indiana... ccc.-scce.-i0cceienenseiesennn ARRON MT 4 RR ART 

Oruuer, Hanoi, P.O. Box 3, Goshen, Massachusetts. ........00.+..000e-+se2+++ 1940 

. Osa, Oscar Witt1am, Huntington Wildlife Forest Experiment Station, Newcomb, New 

FV 00k snc ev ainraceasncummnras BERRA ond BiDwe.,LIAdG 9b Mie b-ORMAOS 

Ouson, Arruur Laurwrz, Gardiner, Montana.............s0 eres eee eee e eens 1938 

Ossorn, Fiscumr, 126 Carolyn Street, Nacogdoches, Texas..........--..++++.++++ 1989 

Orr,* Frep Cuarues, State Game Farms, Hoffman, North Carolina................ 1987 

Orro, Kermit Lun, Frazee, Minnesota....... 0... ses eee cece eee e eee eee eee es 1938 

Owen, Cart W., Soil Conservation Service, Box 924, Meridian, Mississippi.......... 1940 

Patmur, C. M., Jr., American Wildlife Institute, Investment Building, Washington, 

Parr, Sam A., 1639 E. Main Street, Decatur, Illinois. ..........+-00+ 002 eee eee ess 1940 

Partcu, Max Lorenzo, 815 Prairie Street, Columbus, Wisconsin...............-. 1987 

Patron, Cuyps P., Box 212, Kinston, North Carolina........---..+++sseeee+ sees s 1989 

Puarson,* Dr. AuLmn M., Bureau of Biological Survey, P.O. Box 1031, Auburn, Ala- 

bama.....-.cF £2 smsgaiden ed. aoriee laoige nse: 1s Gesu yo) Hsaawend 7 x0lOIe 

Pett, Sruyvesant Morris, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.........-.+++++ 1938 

Punper, T. C., Basalt, Colorado. .... 00s... cece cence detent ener e ence eee tees 1940 

Purxins, Raru, Springhill Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia..............--+...+ 1940 

Prrmvr, George G., 601 Campus Avenue, Pullman, Washington...........-..... 1940 

Perry, Epaar L., Forest Service, Lincoln, Nebraska...........-...0.0eeee erences 1937 

Purzrson, Liven Apam, 904 South 4th Avenue, Virginia, Minnesota.............. 1940 

Purripes, Grorce ArHan, Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York..... 1939 

Purriner1, Dr. O. S., JR., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota............... 1940 

Peyton, Sipney Burns, R.F.D. 2, Fillmore, California... ...-....+++0s0022+0+00++ 1987 

Purtrs,* Cuester Frep, Game Commission, Library Building, Richmond, Virginia.. 1937 

Purxres,* Miss Craupta Lea, Aiken, South Carolina........-- 00.22 seeeeeeeee es 1987 

Puertrs,* James Harvey, 535 8. 13th East Street, Salt Lake City, Utah..........- 1937 

Puiiies, ALLAN Ropert, 113 Olive Road, Tucson, Arizona......-...-+.+.00+++++ 1940 

Purpps, Joun H., Box 707, Tallahassee, Florida..........+++seeeeeceeeeee seen ess 1940 

Prerie, Cuartes Bernarp, Box 162, Lewisburg, West Virginia............-...... 1939 

Pritow, Braven, 1512 Adams Street, Corvallis, Oregon....... 5-0... 0 seers enters 1940 

Pinro, Herman T., Box 297, State College, New Mexico.......-....sssseeeeeeeee 1937 

Pirrr, Ranpatt Hows, Reservoir Street, Hone Massachusetts... ........+..--+ 1988 

Puatrorp,* Sipney Davipson, 4166 Fifth Avenue, Los Angeles, California......... 1937 

Piums, Raurx H., Jx., 416 Chauncey Avenue, West Lafayette, Indiana........-.- 1938
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Posuusta,* Drzprick C., 222 Second Street, S.W., Mason City, Iowa............. 1937 
Porrs, Muruin K., Lassen Volcanic National Park, Mineral, California............ 1940 
Poyrner,* Marvin Otnny, Experimental Game Farm, Delmar, New York.......... 1937 
Presnau,* Cuirrorp C., 5315 Earlston Drive, Washington, D. C................. 1987 
Preston,* Cuares P., Westmoreland State Park, Baynesville, Virginia........... 1937 
Pricn, Dr. Joun Basyn, University of Oregon Medical School, Department of Anat- 

‘omy, Portland, Oregontaticas. !. avert. dan ARO £0). AwONGs Gas Bal, KOL08T. 
Prircuarp, ANDREW Lytx, Pacific Biological Station, Nanaimo, British Columbia, 

Canadeierte, 330K OTURN, Gh. U2 BOLING ARR ICAO. UOT. LIE 2. coSIOLO 
Procror, Joun Rogerr, 5314 Pennsylvania Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota.. 1938 
Provost, Maurice W., 581 Union Street, Manchester, New Hampshire............ 1939 
Rarrerty, Ropurt Ray, R.D. 4, Fremont, Ohio. ..... 2.0.6 cc cece cece sence ees) 1988 
Ramey, Dantet J., State Quail Farms, Kingman, Kansas.....................+++ 1938 
Ranpatt, Prarce E., Pennsylvania Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 1-a Horticul- 

ture Building, State College, Pennsylvania.........0.... 0c cece cece ee eee eee ees 1939 
Ranpsx,* Dr. Brown Wenvz1, 806 Mills Building, El Paso, Texas............... 1937 
Ranpxz, ALuan Cuaruns, Forest Service, Alturas, California..................... 1988 
Ricuarps,* Epwarp Carrineton Mayo, Nur Mahal, R.D. 4, West Chester, Pennsyl- 
PVM. Sore)erotaratetofolatatetates funn ts Samat ce MUAY ORNATE AMREUE, GeOeE SLOG T 

Ricwarpson,* Wit11AM Buss, Star Route 2, Box 321, Porterville, California........ 1937 
Rus,* Pavt Benzprcrt, R.R. 3, Rockford, Illinois... 2.0.05. .00 be cree eee eee 1987 
Roausn, Kawnera F., Billings, Montana... 00.60. c cece eee ences deeenceces © 1938 
Roserts, Tuomas §., Museum of Natural History, University of Minnesota, Minne- 

apolis, Minnesota weliaih asm Jzore Lua, Moana, ARLE MAGSOLOAO 
Rosertson, Joan McBrair, Buena Park, California. .........0...0.000 eee eee ees 1937 
Ross, Joun Srriper, 1945 Indianola Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.................... 1940 
Rosene, Watrer, Jr., Soil Conservation Service, Birmingham, Alabama........... 1940 is 
Rows,* Rosurr Aurrep, Box 6, Aberdeen, South Dakota.......................+ 1987 
Rounxst, Syivan Tomas, Marion, Iowa... 0.00000 e eee udedescbbaeseeeses 1987 
Rupp, Grorcs Francis, 111 Woodlawn Avenue, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania....... 1939 
Sr. Joun, Raymonp, Box 894, Tulelake, California. ...........0000. cece eee eee e es 1940 
Savacz,* Jamus, 1053 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, New York...............0+00+0+++ 1987 
Savacz,* Jamus Cuauncey, Room 501, 7518. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, California. 1937 
Saverarp, Joye Haroxp, Division of Wildlife Research, Coburn Hall, University of 

Maine; Orono, - Main6).-.<.6+0r-.-01 PIA NATOK, aOR OES BA... 5. SOT, .BOL98S 
Sawretie, Wint1AM Henry, Room 104 State Building, Phoenix, Arizona.......... 1940 
Sayztor,* Lawrence W., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.......... 1937 
Scnaurer, Waurur P., Box 217, Pleasantville, New Jersey.............00++00.+++ 1988 
ScuinxeL, Perr Hinricu Wauter, Buckfield Plantation, Yemassee, South Carolina. 1940 
Scumirr, ANDRew Emi, Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge, Winona, Minnesota. 1938 
Scunurper, Pur W., 1761 Van Buren Street, Corvallis, Oregon.................-. 1939 
Scraper, Toomas, CCC Camp 8-95, Effie, Minnesota. .............0..0eeee sees 1938 
Scuroxrpi,* Joun Frep, 5027 29th Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minnesota........ 1937 
Scuumacuer,* Paut Derpricn, Farm Security Administration, Clemson, South Caro- 

MIN eterna rors rasnretar a PERMARTIG, SUOTAIPIOE, AQUI S BOT), . he wttoee fhe. LINAS 
Scnunxe,* Witi1am Henry, Box L, Black River Falls, Wisconsin................. 1937 
Sramans, Roger Apert, Fish and Game Service, Montpelier, Vermont........... 1937 
Sepam,* Joun Battey, 926 Washington Street, Huntingdon, Pennsylvania......... 1937 
Secuertr,* Lipero, Eatonville, Washington. ...........0 000 cee cece eee ee ee eee es 1937 
Surren,* Syivan, 1801-01 Jamaica Avenue, Jamaica, New York.................. 1937 
Suapiz, Dr. AtBert R., Biology Department, University of Buffalo, Buffalo, New 

IV OBIE 5.4 aterese etecerarererere si NG TEA TL, SETS ab RES. SAC, BRANAIE.D. IOS 9) 

Sustpon, Miss Carouyn, Woodstock, Vermont. .........0.00ceeeeeeeeeeeeseeees 1987 
Suetpon,* Wii11am Guiiver, Woodstock, Vermont...........0600e0eee eevee ess 1987 
Suirer, Cuartes W., Box 201, Chardon, Ohio.....0... 06.000 cece ee eee cece ess 1988 
pa Cart D., American Wildlife Institute, Investment Building, Washington, z
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Stcx, Mrs. Inpnu E., The John H. Sick Farm, Cohocton, New York.............. 1939 
Srumons, Epwarp M., Soil Conservation Service, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania...... 1939 
Smumons,* James Raymonp, 6 Lafayette Street, Fairhaven, Massachusetts......... 1937 
Srus,* Ivan Hunry, 5412 30th Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.................... 1937 
Smitu,* Joun Roper, 401 E. 3rd Street, Superior, Wisconsin...................- 1937 
Smitu, Laurence H., Forest Service, Boise, Idaho... ..........0.0c0eeeeeeeeeees 1987 
Smiru,* RicHarp, 39 Pleasure Avenue, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.................. 1987 
Smiru, Sytvan Luzon, 414 Price Avenue, Columbia, Missouri.................... 1987 
Smytu, A. V., 7110 Blackstone Avenue, Chicago, Illinois......................... 1939 
Snyprr, Leon C., Bureau of Biological Survey, Augusta, Montana................ 1940 
Snyper, Narwan, Forest Service, El Rito, New Mexico.................00000++.. 1987 
Soorrr,* Ciarence A., Malheur Migratory Bird Refuge, Burns, Oregon........... 1937 
Sowzz, Sruarr O., Suite 809, Talcott Building, Rockford, Illinois................. 1939 
Sperry, Arruur B., Kansas State College, Department of Geology, Manhattan, Kan- 

BOG 6 55 FFARR NENT WN WO 66 TCI TAN 0A TUTOR, 6 54 RR. Riemte 1038 
Sprrry,* CoaruEes Cariisie, 527 Customs House, Denver, Colorado.............. 1937 
Sprot, Grorce Doveron, Cobble Hill, British Columbia, Canada................. 1937 
Srasier, Roser M., Zoological Laboratory, University of Pennsylvania, Philadel- 

phia,- Pennsylvania = crac e ren ns wae 610.0 AERO RESO La MQER HST Oe OLO 
Srarr,* Vira Evans, Grazing Service, Baker, Oregon.............0.00000-+-+++ 1987 
Starr, Waurer Knickersocker, 13 Liberty Street, Concord, New Hampshire..... 1938 
Srepuansxy, J. D., 709 W. Michigan Avenue, Lansing, Michigan................. 1939 
Srrvens, Dr. Crarx Leavrrt, College of Agriculture, University of New Hampshire, 

Durham} (New. Hampshiretis320 00.1.0 Zev) OL S00, SARE OT EMEA ARTIOSY 
Stewart, Purrip B., 1228 Wood Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado.............. 1939 
StrnLwe.1,* Jurry E., 7460 San Benito Way, Dallas, Texas...................... 1987 
Stonur, Dr. Darron, New York State Museum, Albany, New York.............. 1937 
Sroupt,* Jerome H., Forest Service, Cass Lake, Minnesota...............++.++++ 1987 
Street, Tuomas M., North Dakota School of Forestry, Bottineau, North Dakota.... 1938 
Srupnorme, Auuan T., Bureau of Biological Survey, 1-a Horticulture Building, State 

College, Perinsylvania. 3nnsd. Ais. Ts. . 1G ART, SS... TSO 
Sruzwer, Frepericx W., Swan Creek Wildlife Experiment Station, Allegan, Michigan 1940 
Swarn, Rozerr F., General Delivery, Anchorage, Alaska.............0.0..0e0++++ 1989 
Swynnerton, Geratp H., Lindi, Tanganyika Territory, Hast Africa.............. 1940 
Syputsxi, Joun L., Biological Survey, Seney Refuge, Germfask, Michigan.......... 1940 
Taser, F. Watiacn, Department of Wild Game, Texas A & M College, College Sta- 

tion, ‘Texas: ccscie vase venwn srivinsins ve va att eies Ora aed cbkcn .ehBODOOS 
Tanner, Dr. Jamus T., 67 Greenbush Street, Cortland, New York................ 1940 
Tanner, W. Dean, 2928 12th Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minnesota............. 1939 
Taprn,* Donatp THurMAN, Route 1, Box 450, Porterville, California.............. 1937 
Tram, Joun L., Farm Security Administration, Department of Agriculture, McBee, 

South Carolinan iia. Aiea, UPAR REO URE U Ie wat BATS. Cone LOSS 
TERRELL,* CuypE B., 240 Winnebago Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin................. 1937 
Tuomas, JoHN Quincy, Box 270, Flagstaff, Arizona..............00c0ecee cesses es 1940 
Tuomprson, Dr. Harry E., Wyatt Clinic, Box 2385, Tucson, Arizona.............. 1940 
Tuone,* Dr. Franx, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, D. C...............- 1937 
Tipyman, Wayne G., Veradale, Washington.................00cceceeeeeceeseses 1940 
Tracy, Ernust B., Canoe Hill, New Canaan, Connecticut................2..++--+ 1939 
Trowsripex,* Abert Henry, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C..... 1937 
Puen, A. RPO; Box, Dracy, Califoritys co. ivscsees oes Sonera ce oo OKO 
Turner,* Lovett Tuomas, P.O. Box 981, Emmett, Idaho.................+2+++++ 1987 

; Twininc, Howarp, Museum Vertebrate Zoology, Life Sciences Building, Berkeley, 
Calif oniii tt sre iges tee ies apne ene gia ene aT EAE ap vac OOD) 

TwicuE..,* A. Reep, 135 South Main Street, Fredericktown, Missouri............ 1937 
Unperuiut, A. Heaton, Comstock Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York..... 1939 
Upron,* Roser F., National Youth Administration, St. Cloud, Minnesota........ 1937 
Van Cuieve,* Harry, ¢/o Animal Trap Company of America, Lititz, Pennsylvania... .1937
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Van Doren,* Cuirrorp Raymonp, 1202 Third St., Dodge City, Kansas............ 1937 } 
Van Doyn,* Guy, Myakka River State Park, Box 190, Sarasota, Florida........... 1937 | 
Van Styxz, Exvin T., 507 Campus Avenue, Pullman, Washington................ 1940 | 
Van Vuzet, Georce, JR., 426 Rowell Building, Fresno, California................. 1938 | 
Vaucun, Ernest Arruur, 201 Broad Street, Salisbury, Maryland................. 1940 
Von Borowskxy, Miss Lisa, Chinsegut-Hill Sanctuary, Brooksville, Florida......... 1939 
Wauxinsuaw, Lawrence H., 819 North Avenue, Battle Creek, Michigan.......... 1939 
Watton, Jamus K., Jr., Muleshoe Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Muleshoe, Texas... 1938 
Watton,* Puriip Coarss, Cornell University, Fernow Hall, Ithaca, New York...... 1937 
Wanve.t, Witter N., Route 1, Amherst, Massachusetts................-.+-.-+-+ 1940 
Warp, Epwarp, Delta P.O. Manitoba, Canada...........00cceceeeeeeeeveuceess 1989 
Warwick,* Jack Wiiu1aM, Bureau of Biological Survey, Fairbanks, Alaska........ 1937 
Warrts,* Lytm Forp, Forest Service, Federal Building, Milwaukee, Wisconsin...... 1937 
Wnsp, Lynn H., Mississippi State Game and Fish Commission, Paret Station, New 

Alu Pinta, Mississipi co satan Genes. Ga ase, saad oe LOO 
Wesmr, Jay A., 10801 Biscayne Boulevard, Miami, Florida...................... 1939 
Wessrer, Burton S., Forest Service, Box 40, Roanoke, Virginia.................. 1938 
We cs, Jack Forrest, 546 Customs House, Denver, Colorado................... 1987 
Waypsmurer,* Winton, Fortine, Montana...............00.0acceu ee Pavan ss eet 1987 
Wuaten, Joun J., 424 Titus Avenue, Ithaca, New York............000e00e0e+2+. 1940 
Waarton, Wiu1am P., Groton, Massachusetts. ..........00cce cece cee ceeeeeeess 1988 
Wuirer, Eric Passmore, Box 140, Bozeman, Montana..............-.0e0eeeeee++ 1987 
Wickstrum, R. K., 513 West Wilshire Street, Phoenix, Arizona................... 1940 
Witprr, Norman Garpner, Box 10, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut... 1940 | 
Wivxn, Forp, 407 Lincoln Avenue, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.....................++. 1939 i 
WittiaMs, Harry P., 738 E. Brill Street, Phoenix, Arizona....................... 1940 | 
Wittrams, L. J., Jn., Yemassee, South Carolina........ 0000. cecceeseuecescseeees 1988 ‘ 
Winturop, Rozert, 20 Exchange Place, New York, New York................... 1940 
Wire, Frank B., 616 Oregon Building, Portland, Oregon.............00e.0ee00+++ 1939 
Wooppztt,* L., Division of Conservation, Columbus, Ohio...............+..++++. 1987 
Wooster, L. D., Department of Zoology, Fort Hays Kansas State College, Hays, 

Keansialt cages. ccitess dnominsgack alle dag saat worenadae Ga G80 
Worcester, Hucu M., 211 Post Office Building, Berkeley, California.............. 1938 
Wricut, Josnrx S., Box 2423, Tucson, Arizona..........06.. cece ccs neeeeeeeeess 1939 
Wricut, Tuomas, Jr., Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station, Kingston, 

Rhodogldland satay 1 A gaxot aoe idee Jo.dcontseast) aeadsaSt Jo .ealOBS 
Wirigua, W.H..DnC,Monitton,< Matvland.. cc ices sis ise e leo os os 10 Rae oeniglO8 
Wratz,* Leonarp Paut, 224 N. 15th Street, Keokuk, Iowa...............2+.+-++ 1937 
Wrmonrz,* F. H., 436 N. Pine Street, Ukiah, California....................00.++4 1937 
Yarp, Roserr Sreriine, 700 Twentieth Street, Washington, D. C................ 1937 
Zimpartu,* Roperr Kurt, Soil Conservation Service, Clarksburg, West Virginia.... 1937 
ZIMMERMAN,* Frep R., Wisconsin Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin. . 1937
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URBANA 
August 23, 1940 

Er, Elmer Higgins, Chief 
Division of Scientific Inquiry 
Pish and Wildlife Service 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Higgins: ¢ 

Last Vay I received an seat from you about my 
C recommendations for the college curriculum of students enter- 

ing the fisheries field. I have taken the liberty of broad- 
ening the scope of this training to include students who 
propose to do game work as well, These recommendations are 

O intended to represent the basic training which should be ob- 
tained during a four years' college course. It is understood 

x that there are many special techniques which must be acquired 
: by advanced erdduate work in special conservation schools or 
P by training in service. 

I have discussed this question with a great many 
older men in the fish and game fields, and over a period of 
years I have maintained contact with a large number of graduate 

ig and undergraduate students who propose to go into these fields. 
These suggested courses are designed to include the ordinary 
required subjects in most universities, but of course they are 
rather strongly flavored with the University of Illinois 
eurriculum. 

Very cordially yours, 

? e % 

: David EH, Thompson 
DET:UB Zoologist 

Z Ene.



Proposed Wildlife Curriculum 

Cultural Subjects 

Rhetoric 
English Composition 
English Literature 
Plain and solid geometry 
Algebra 
Trigonometry 
Sociology or Psychology 
Economics 
Local government 
Political science 
American history 
European history 

Blological Subjects 

Elementary botany 
Systematic botany (especially trees and shrubs) 
Plant ecology or Plant physiology 
General forestry 
Bacteriology (water, food, and sewage) 
Elementary zoology 
Comparative anatomy of vertebrates 
Field or faunistic zoology 
Birds, mammals and fish 
Animal ecology 
General or medical entomology 
Parasitology 

Other Important Technical Subjects 

Mechanical drawing 
Elementary surveying 
Elementary chemistry 
Elementary geology 
Weather and climate 
Soils 
Statistical methods 

Miscellaneous Subjects 

Public speaking 
Land use planning 
Photography 
Typing 
Hygiene 
Military training ’ 
Physical training (first aid, swimming, hiking, boating, 

skating, camping, shooting, the riding and use of 
horses, outdoor organizations)



Be = 7 

42h University Farm Place 
May 31, 1940 

Mr. Victor H. Cahalans, President 
The Wildlife Society 
e/o National Park Service 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Vie: 

; Doug Wade happened to be in town today, and he and I 
have had a talk about the techniques mamial project of the ‘fild~ 
life Society. We are now both pretty well convinced that BR. 2. 
Trippensee would make a good chairman. g 

Doug tells me that Trippensee is doing a lot of work 
on techniques on his own account, and Doug's guess is that he 
would welcome an assignment as chairman of the committee. If 
you agree with this, you might appoint him and leave the details 
of the committee set-up to him, Trippensee, with the understanding 
that whatever the set-up the varlous regional sections would be 
represented and perhaps each would have some voice in the selection 
of a committee member. 

I am rushing this suggestion to you on the chance that 
you might act on it before leaving on your Alaskan trip. 

This letter is, of course, premised on the assumption that 
we are all convinced that there is a good opportunity for a tech=- 
niques manual and that the limiting question is a chairman. 

With best regards and hoping you may be able to stop on 
your way west, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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424 University Farm Place 
April 5, 1940 

Mr. Victor H. Ceahalane, President 
The Wildlife Society 
¢/o Netional Park Service 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Vier 

Your remark about Schorger prompts me to 
urge you to stop off here some time. I'11 have 
Schorger over and I'd litre to take you to ny 
"experimental farm" where everything from pines to 
woodeocks is being played with. Also, I'd like my 
advanced students to meet you, and I'11 show you my 
farm arens. Do stop and take a look. Incidentally 
we've never seen esch other except at meetings, and 
you know what that is. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

c/o National Park Service, 
Washington, De Co 

March 30, 1940. 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldo: 

Before dispatching my letter of the 28th your pencilled note arrived. 

I have notified Stoddard of his election and told Leo Luttringer that a 
suitable notice should be published in the next issue of "Information". 

The question of a manual was left completely up in the air as you will 
remember because the Council could not reconmend a suitable chairman. If 
we are able to find such a miraculous creature then we will, of course, see 
that Douglas Wade is on the committee. 

Your recommendation for a set of historical monographs will not be for— 
gotten. I agree that if a manuscript of a good work should appear it would 
constitute the best justification for raising a funde Why don't you write 
something for "Information", just a couple of hundred words, reviewing the 
need and intimating that a considerable part of The Wildlife Society would 
be interested in supporting publication if worthy manuscripts were forth- 
cominge 

I would like to meet Mr. Schorger for we have had considerable correspond— 
ence and I have been acquainted with his work for sometime. He has compiled 
a fine chapter on conservation of vanishing species in the Great Lakes Region 
for the Park Service-Biological Survey~Fisheries booke 

Best regardse 

Sincerely yours, 

as 
Victor He Cahalane, 

Presidente



— 

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

March 28, 1940. 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for sending on the President's stationerye I had hoped to 
be able to discuss some matters with you before the close of the conference 
but my cold caught up with me and I spent the next two days in beds 

I would like to ask that you serve on the Society's Advisory Committee 
and assure you that it is not an empty request. There are some matters that 
I would like to refer to this group as soon as I can get things straightened 
out here and hope that you can be one of the memberse 

I want to assure you again how much I enjoyed and appreciated your ad=- 
dress at the meeting. McAtee told me he received it the other day and it is 
good to know that we will have it in permanent forme 

Sincerely yours, 

Lhe 
Victor He Cahalane, 

President



424 University Farm Place 
April 2, 1940 

Mr. EB. V. Komarek 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Bd: 

I think it is not only proper but highly desir- 
able that Phil Goodrum take over your records as one of 
the membership committee. Of course I speak only personally, 
since I am no longer in office. 

It certainly would be worth while to bring the 
"fence" question to a decisive vote of the members, but to 
get a decisive vote, the ballot wold have to be very care- 
fully worded,and an alternative means of handling the member- 
ship question should, I think, be rather explicitly sketched 
out and placed before the voters. Yor my own part, although 
I am thoroughly convinced the "fence" will eventually become 
unworkable, I would not like to throw it out without seeing 
the alternative proposal. 

Give Herbert my best regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILIE, GA. 

March 27, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Many thanks for yours of March 22nd, and I understand 
that the issue was not pressed much, as you say. It may be that 
if we keep more or less active the Committee will continue to 
become more liberal as time goes on. 

The suggestion has been made (though as yet I haven't 
given it much thought--in fact not even discussed it with Her- 
bert--)and that is that some sort of a resolution be made or 
drawn up in the form of a petition and be signed by the member- 
ship of the Society who feel as we do, asking that the Council 
ask for a vote of the entire Membership. Perhaps such a peti- 
tion, if feasible, would be published in “Wildlife Information." 
I would like your reaction to this. One reason I wonder if it : 
would not be a good thing to do is that a great many of the 
youngsters in the Society do not know how you and Stoddard feel 
about the matter. 

Phil Goodrum, who has taken my place on the Committee, 
was here a few days back. He feels very much as do we and I 
think he will carry on along these lines. I am sending my file 
of Membership correspondence to him for his perusal. I don't 
know whether this is considered ethical, but I have received no 
instructions from anyone not to do so. It would seem to me that 
such files should not die in the hands of past members of various 
committees. 

I hope that you may find some excuse for coming down 
this way. Turkeys are gobbling and starting to pair off, so both 
of us are getting quite a kick out of being in the woods. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

EVK:rp ah.
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Officers, Committees, and Members of 
The Wildlife Society, 1939 

OFFICERS 

Axpo Lropotp, President 

Cart L. Husss, Vice-President 

Victor H. CaHaLane, Secretary 

Warren W. Cuasz, Treasurer 

AppritT1ionaL MremBERs OF THE CoUNCIL 

Nett W. Hostxy, Regional Representative, Region I 

Hersert L. Sropparp, Regional Representative, Region II 

Gustav A. Swanson, Regional Representative, Region III 

Ouaus J. Moris, Regional Representative, Region IV 

Cuarues T. Voruins, Regional Representative, Region V 

E. Lowe. Sumner, Jr., Regional Representative, Region VI 

TRUSTEES 
Expiration 

of term 

Watpo L. McAtTEE February, 1940 
Wim L. Fintey February, 1941 
Hersert L. Stopparp February, 1942 

Epiroriau Starr 

Tur JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 

Watpo L. McAten, Editor 
Witovurre Society INrorMATION 

Lro A. Lurtrinerr, on behalf of a Committee in- 

cluding himself, the Editor and the Secretary. 

CoMMITTEES 

Committee on Membership 
Expiration 

of term 

Wituram R. Van Dersat, Chairman 1941 

Epwin V. Komarek 1940 

James Morritt 1940 
Cuauprovus J. D. Brown 1941 
RicHarD GERSTELL 1941
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Committee on Arrangements for the Meeting of 1940 

J. E. Sainiineer, Chairman Epwarp H. GraHam 

Cart P, RussELL Paut R. NeepHAM 

Committee on Professional Standards 

Rupvotr Brennirt, Chairman Harry D. Rusu 
Paut L. Errincton Hersert L. Sropparp 
Artuur 8. Hawkins Cart L. Huss 
Watrer P. TayLor Frank C. EpMINSTER 

Ratpxu T. Kine 

Advisory Committee 
Ratpx T. Kine Ruvour Bennitt 
JosEPH GRINNELL Rupoitpx ANDERSON 

Artuur A, ALLEN 

Committee on Constitutional Revision 

Samue. A. Granam, Chairman Garpiner Bump 

Daniet I. Rasmussen 

Committee on Employment 

Apert M. Day, Chairman JosmpH 8. Dixon 

Sern E. Gorpon C. H. D. Cuarxe 

Harotp C. Bryant
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Members AND ASSOCIATES OF THE WILDLIFE SocrETy! 

Honorary MEMBER 

Date of 
Election 

Daruina,* Jay Norwoop, Register & Tribune, Des Moines, lowa........... (1937) 1938 

Active MEMBERS 

Apams,* Harry Epwarp, Forest Service, White Cloud, Michigan........ (1937)? 19388 
Apams, Wiuu1aM Crarx, Conservation Department, Albany, New York... (1937) 1938 
Aupous,* Sater Eveenz, Lake States Forest Experiment Station, Uni- 

sity Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota. ......--- eer erect er eer e eee e ee es (1937) 1938 
Auxan,* Partie Faruny, Soil Conservation Service, Amarillo, Texas...... (1937) 1938 

* Auten,* Dr. AnrHuR Aucustus, Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, 
Newsorks, Stee acre. fo coos se acdsee erence agi (kb nalOss 

Auten, Dr. Durwarp Lon, Swan Creek Wildlife Experiment Station, 
‘Allegis Michigan. <ci1 coateioins.-, (3 0 vino 2 memantine hop eeeadaeth. hOO tn LOS 

Auuison,* Matcoum Nzotin, Bureau of Biological Survey, 201 New Post 
fees Phoenix) AgiONA ss cos cain cae coins ose i eerrmeraaie a aie eislarne, yao, (LO ON el OOD 

Anprrson, Dr. Rupoupx Martin, Division of Biology, National Museum 
of Canada, Ottaway Canaday ics 10. sappgihaels senior ee giant 1937) /8038 

Anprrson,* Watiace Lowett, Soil Conservation Service, 312 Federal 

Building; Freeport, Illinois... 0.00.00. .05.ecenccteneceeuecees eee (1987) (1988 
Arant, Dr. Franx Seiman, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala- 

Daria ly 2s anes t las ReaD We ans een Ee oa em a CO 988 
Aruton, Dr. ALEXANDER V., Dakota Wesleyan University, Mitchell, South 

Dakotas 22369 SAG xmas: Eee b DAs aisle apie Oa gel nee ene 101989). < OB8) 
Armstrone,* Epwarp Laupur, Honey Horn Plantation, Hilton Head, 

South: Carolingy.+7 vsosecdsn- epee Pe Dil none eee ope weg UBT), « LORS 

\ Asuprook, Franx Getz, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C.... (1938) 1938 
Arwoop, Earu L., Lake Arthur, Louisiana...........+++++++++++++++++ (1937) 1939 
Avustin,* Dr. Srantey WiL114M, Soil Conservation Service, McGregor, lowa (1937) 1939 
Barra,* Dr. Wit11aM J., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas... (1937) 1938 
Barriert,* Ino Henry, Game Division, Department of Conservation, Lan- 

sing, Michigan Sac. ae. ctto te etenisetes meters rena erst) (1987) 1998 
Baumaartner,* Frederick Milton, Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, 

Oklahoiiarckc sagas Bastia: OE peel eae? fein’ soiree t-n laa) = L088 
BaumeartNner,* Luraer Leroy, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, 915 South 

Sandusky Avenue, Bucyrus, Ohio. ......-.--2++e+eeeeere eee sees ++ (1937) 1938 

Brat,* Cuarence Marvin, 184 Stowe Street, Jamestown, New York....... (1937) 1938 
Brarp,* Danie Barrert, National Park Service, Washington, D.C...... (1937) 1938 
Brcxer,* Dr. GzorcE Bronson, Soil Conservation Service, Athens, Georgia (1937) 1938 
Brutz,* Dr. Witt1am Harrovun, Department of Biology, University of 

Miahy.Salt Lake City, Utah. s. 0:0 e002: « Senueeede cones: aqnatlos) a i1038 
Beuu,* Dr. Wit11AM Bonar, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C. (1937) 1938 
Bennert,* Carty Haut, Room 421 Post Office, Lincoln, Nebraska........ (1937) 1938 
Bennert,* George Wiii1aM, State Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illi- 

MIOIREESOS4 Ai Toss s AREA Aa Sees Me ay AOSD Melore Sng LOSt) eos 
Bennert,* Dr. Logan Jounson, Bureau of Biological Survey, State College, 

Pennsylvaniaass. «sca gt ho 38siy <5 Ghee Ate Grane aces “aay (L907) 7 1038) 

1 To March 10, 1939. 
* Charter Members, i.e., joining the Society before September 1, 1937. 

2 Date of acceptance as Associate Member. 

3 Date of election to Active Membership.
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Date of 
Election 

Brnnirt,* Dr. Rupour, Lefevre Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia, 
ERR OTTE eo a eteresepec vv ve 0's egetia capi ian ie ae ee (1087), 1998 

Bsnson, Dr. Sera Berrram, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of 
Califdinia, Berkeley, California... . 2.05.02. 02¢0+1-seisecesss+--+ (1987) 1988 

BissLanp, Howarp Ross, Soil Conservation Service, Monticello, Florida.... (1938) 1939 
Bopn*, Irwin Tuxopore, Director Missouri Conservation Commission, 

Monro Building, Jefferson City, Missouri....................+.++.+ (1937) 1938 
Bonp,* Dr. Ricoarp Marsnaut, Soil Conservation Service, Santa Paula, 

CaWfortac ne tee- ccc cake eh enone Gee (1987)- 1988 
Boreuu,* Aprey Epwin, Soil Conservation Service, Box 1314, Albuquerque, 

New, MemeGen tts be eens See te Cre eee erat Pas (L087). 221038: 
Boyxin,* Lemurn Wurraker, Project Manager, Cheraw, South Carolina... (1937) 1938 
Brapiey,* Bensamin OruANpo, Bureau of Game, State Conservation De- 

partment; Albany, Wew Yorkie. o0e) os cee st oe ee ste ctees.  (E087). 1988 
Brapt,* Dr. Guenn Warner, Game Division, Michigan Department of 

Conservation, Lansing, Michigan.................0.0eeeeeeeeeee+s (19387) 1938 
Breckenrince,* Waiter Joun, Museum of Natural History, University of 

Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota..............0+..eeeeeee+++++ (1987) 1938 
Brooxs,* Maurice Granam, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West 

Wirginih(). 2 irev ce conc deg ctee deen cced cares Tocccc MOS BOM OSTIOLO SE 
Brown, * Dr. Cuaupsous Jetaro Dantexs, Institute for Fisheries Research, 

Museum Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan.......................... (1987) 1938 
Bryant, * Dr. Harotp Curtp, Grand Canyon National Park, Grand Canyon, 

ATIZONG Sw peo ees oo cde teeta ie oan Ie. Se (Or noaS 
Bump,* Garpiner, State Conservation Department, Albany, New York.... (1937) 1938 
Burroveus,* RayMonp Darwin, Department of Conservation, Lansing, 

Michigan... S206. ere est aes pee oi ee ete te) SOAS H(1957) 1088 
Buriur,* Ovip M., American Forestry Association, 919 17th Street, N.W., 

Washington) C.F er Se 2, So a er es MRS (1 OBR) BOBS 
Canaan, * Victor Harrison, National Park Service, Washington, D.C... (1937) 1938 
Caun,* Dr. Atvin Rozert, Forestry Building, Norris, Tennessee........ (1937) 1938 
Cuapman,* Dr. Fioyp Barron, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio Uni- 

versity: Colimbus, Ohio 0.5.0.) 80 qua y-pew ete en eed ree (1081) 1088 
Cuasz,* Dr. Warren Wixiiam, 4650 N. Reins Washington Road, Mitwau- 

kee, Wisconsin) ts eS te Sosa s Spent Batech tie St Sosy y= 1088 
Cuarxs,* Dr. Cuartes Henry Dovcuas, Department of Mines and Re- 

sources, Ottawa, Canadar 62 oo 0. Fo SOS ES, BDO PaT S087) 21988) 
Cutrr,* Epwarp Paruny, Forest Service, Box 4137, Portland, Oregon...... (1937) 1938 
Cozurn, Dr. Don R. Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C....... (1937) 1938 
Compron,* Lawrence VeRtyn, Soil Conservation Service, Box 1314, Albu- 

querque, New Mexicows. Sion seen cote eae aen See 108)” £988 
Convon, Davin DeLancry, Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone Park, 

Wyoming en, GER 7 tas NOU RY ONO Les 2 Oe ROE Sa e957) dss 
Cooprrriper,* Cuartes Knusat, Room 304 Agriculture Building, Univer- 

sity of Arizona, Tucson; Arizona’ .°.- 0306. eeice eck ees eeee esse (1987) 1938 
Corram,* Dr. Cuarence, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C... (1937) 1938 
Covcu,* Leo Kina, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C........ (1937) 1938 
Cowan, Dr. Ian McTaaeart, Provincial Museum, Victoria, British Colum- 

ia, Canada cece ce caste ecto Gane cca oe ene no cee oe (1980) 1080 
Cox,* Witt1aM Tuomas, 2186 Doswell Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota........ (1937) 1938 
Crissny, Watrer Forp, Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New 

NOM ie tenonGa ves acan av iS osleeecipnncisis wees cee Seema ae et ee (O00) 1030 
CruicxsHanx,* Attmn Dup.zy, National Association of Audubon Socie- 

ties, 1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y............0.0.00ee0002++ (1987) 1938 
Datxn,* Dr. Pavn Davin, Bureau of Biological Survey, University of Mis- 

souri, Columbia, Missouri...’ ...<.5-.« - ,qedamecbeieti ales ke elf sorting O57) ,,.1098 
Damsacu,* Cuaruus Arruur, Soil Conservation Service, Dayton, Ohio.... (1937) 1938
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Damon,* Davin, Sp-20, Kaiser, Missouri............-0.0eeeeeeeeeeee++ (1987) 1938 
+ Darurne,* Dr. Cxzsrer Anraur, Department of Biology, Allegheny Col- 

lege, Meadville, Pennsylvania............--02sssee ene e eee eee e eee (1937) 1938 
Davenrort,* LaVerne A., Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michi- 

an sii un «ARDS: aaa Aenea Cuma 2 SEDO, S8C5 211087)? A188: 
Davis,* Cucrt Noun, Soil Conservation Service, Fulton, Missouri....... (1937) 1938 
Davis,* Grorar Wru114M, 131 Elm Street, Montpelier, Vermont......... (1937) 1938 

Davis, Dr. Wiiu1aM B., Department of Wild Game, College Station, Texas. (1937) 1938 
Davison,* Verne E., Soil Conservation Service, Spartanburg, South Caro- 

linn ds b Wb aiaiee cote p omer mars comes eee osaaaaigs eas - (Ope) "4989 

Day, Atpert Merritt, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C..... (1938) 1938 
Dayron,* Witt1am ApAms, Forest Service, Atlantic Building, 930 F Street, 

IN. Wi; Washington D: Gu. cc coe. sini pins attete en seed cesses (U8BT) 1988 

Deen,* Dr. Josava Lun, Division of Forestry, Fort Collins, Colorado...... (1937) 1938 

DrPuy,* Percey Leroy, Squaw Creek Refuge, Mound City, Missouri..... (1937) 1938 

Dicxerson,* Dr. Laurence Mason, 125 Forest Avenue, Dayton, Ohio..... (1937) 1938 

Drxon,* Josprx Scatrercoop, National Park Service, 611 Sheldon Build- 

ing, San Francisco, California. !.)..0. 0.000. 0 need aie oe (1987) 1988 
DoneHownr,* Wxston, Soil Conservation Service, Center Building, Upper 

Darby,’ Pennsylvania.) 5! <iiiie ales ois ave oat beens tle eiiea'e tiers sia'e s oie') (1937) °° 1088 

Dory,* Lzstrz Haroun, Ottawa National Forest, Escanaba, Michigan... . (1937) 1938 

Earon,* EvcEne D., Soil Conservation Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico. (1987) 1938 

Epinster,* Franx Custer, 7108 Penarth Avenue, Bywood, Upper Darby, 

Pontisylvania sire «02 sane alas murs ca betes sete taen le nec es (1937) 1938 

Extunp, Cart Rosert, 6360 Ridge Drive, N.W., Washington, D.C...... (1938) 1938 
Exxins,* Winston A., Forest Service, Plankinton Building, Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin .. 836 L HO Pe Le ERIE PO ek ees. 937) 2088 

Emumn,* Dr. Joun Tuompson, Jr., College of Agriculture, Davis, California (1987) 1938 

Enpers, Dr. Roser? Kenpaut, Cedar Lane, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania. . . (1988) 1938 

Eneuisu,* Dr. Pennoyer Francis, Department of Zoology, Pennsylvania 

State College, State College, Pennsylvania...........-..++4.+++++++ (1937) 1988 

\ Errineron,* Dr. Pau Lusrmr, Iowa State College, Ames, lowa.......... (1937) 1938 

Evans,* Tuomas Rosert, 315 E. Lincoln Street, Caledonia, Minnesota..... (1937) 1939 

Freney,* Wri11aM Sitvesrer, 410 Walton Place, Madison, Wisconsin. .. . . (1987) 1938 

. Finney, Wit11am Lovett, Route 10, Box 426A, Portland, Oregon.......... (1987) 1938 

Fisner,* Dr. Len Witutam, Box 628, Alpine, Texas........-..--+-+++++ (1987) 1938 

Fox,* Aprian Casper, Soil Conservation Service, Box 367, Park River, 

North: Dakotas westar i seem Sees stare ea Soe MA eee 2 (90387) 4+ 2088 

FRANKLIN, * SYDNEY, Soil Conservation Service, Rome, Georgia..........-. (1937) 1939 

Freprinn,* C. Gorvon, 1807 Wesley Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota.........- (1987) 1938 

Frenpurn,* Courtnanp Catpsur, Board of Game Commissioners, Harris- 

burg, Penns yl wants x02 escnaraiess ara ccaie'einteie’ cia ereleieie sisi oinle eins es cowie we be (1937) 1938 

Fritey,* Cuartes Epwin, Jr., 1041 North Eighth Street, Abilene, Texas. . . (1987) 1939 

Frison,* Dr. Taeoporz Hunry, Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois. . (1987) 1938 

Fry,* Joan Rupourg Jr., Coon Valley, Wisconsin. ......-..-.-++++++++ (1937) 1938 

‘ Gasrietson, Dr. Ira Nozt, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 

Doig cas 0 a RAGA aes, POAT Bie ene ae 0 (LOB TP Lone 

Gartoven,* Francis Earu, 526 Custom House, Denver, Colorado....... (1937) 1938 

Garner,* Dr. Murven Riuey, Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana..... (1987) 1938 

* Garzs,* Dr. Witttam Hazen, University, Louisiana...........++-+++-- (1987) 1938 

Gearnart,* Harry Epwin, Soil Conservation Service, Edwardsville, 

TnSis CL). occas SPORE © te HE, Eee tee alt COSY) 21088 
GerspacuEr,* Dr. Wittarp Marron, Southern Illinois Normal Univer- 

sity, Carbondale, Illinois...........6.6.e eee e cence cece ee eee (1937) 1938 

Gursrexi,* Ricwarp, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Penn- 

SVL VEDI S «esis Seba: aietede: denetotare/s*th n'ai o aiclee wetefelaioi ei ete elete Sptaleiee Fs eet (1937) 1938 

Grur,* Dr. Herscupt Tuomas, Ohio University, Athens, OW0 40.452 - 3 1981) = 1088:
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Gutritian,* Merrit C., Box 626, Jefferson, Ohio................00005 (1937) 1939 
Girarp,* Grorcr Lycurcus, Ronan, Montana.............0.0e0ceee ee (1937) 1938 
Gorr, Carios Ciypz, Leesburg Experiment Station Laboratory, Leesburg, 

Blorida... ssidaesd, casthamn Lasanesauteniont ton Sia ee OEE an he HERE (1937) 1938 
Gooprum,* Put Dex Quincy, Game, Fish and Oyster Commission, Austin, 

PE ORDERLY a.0)5 01010. KSEE ee. AERC MT are Ee oe es (1937) 1938 
‘ Gorpon, Ssta Epwin, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Penn- 

BYLVANIONS. .. Saps as cae sudcitee lle kamal ae be Shee rere A SEE (1938) 1938 
Granam,* Dr. Epwarp Harrison, 232 Prospect Street, Chevy Chase, 

IMBFVIENGS a. cis « avcaiseies<edhiice a eee es ee (1937) 1938 
Grauam,* Hurserr WiLi1AM, Box 383, Route 3, Fort Worth, Texas....... (1937) 1938 
Grauam,* Dr. Samupt ALEXANDmER, School of Forestry and Conservation, 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan...................... (1937) 1938 
Grzmn,* Epwin Luruer, Jr., 328 Moore Street, Columbia, South Carolina.. (1937) 1938 
Green, Dr. Rosert Guappine, Grafton, Wisconsin.................... (1938) 1938 
Greenwatt,* Ernest Jaccar, Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, Cache, 

Oklahoma. dees), natin ge ast casera oem Ac eee a eet oe; (1937) 19388 
Grusu, Waurer Anrrim, Conservation Commission, Charleston, West Vir- 

Minions. .... xeah aw lonai® percent SonTaNaR machen teew aS (1937) 1938 
Grirriru,* Ricuarp E., 1202 Euclid Street, N.W., Washington, D.C....... (1937) 1938 
Grinnet,* Dr. Josuru, University of California, Berkeley, California.... (1937) 1938 
Gunpmrson,* Arpen B., Forest Service, Bozeman, Montana........... (1937) 1938 
Haxrcker, Harowp Humpurey, 270 Post Office Building, Sacramento, 

CANOE toon caw eve sv lanwe au ccuaGw eee Se arse ae (1938) 1939 
Hamersrrom,* Freperick Natuan, Jr., Old Entomology Building, Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. ..............0+e+2see0s (1937) 1938 
Hamiuron,* Dr. Wit114M Joun, Jn., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. (1937) 1938 
Hanzrt,* Dennis Cxcru, 2088 Alby Street, Alton, Illinois................. (1937) 1938 
Hart, Harry Exvin, 1079-22nd Street, Des Moines, Iowa............... (1937) 1938 
Harcu,* Dr. Aupmn Brucs, School of Forestry, Moscow, Idaho......... (1937) 1938 
Hartrietp,* Donatp M., Division of Economic Zoology, University of 

Minnesota, St.Paul, Minnesotaz } csats(p.iaie puoi .curaaaw eka (1937) 19388 
* Hawxins,* Artuur Sruarv, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, 

UGS Da scustecaschal alieisie anoles om Se mGsG hte in OE Lis bot emereeaatt  k (1937) 1938 
Henperson, Warrer Cumaveranp, 8 Magnolia Parkway, Chevy Chase, 

EAT ots cerrssitetnaisincigas aa aiae Smale see ot ocAseas Wee (1937) 1939 
Henprickson,* Dr. Grorae Oscar, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa..... (1937) 1938 
Henixa,* Dr. FranKuin Sincuarr, 207 Whitman St., Pullman, Washington. (1937) 1938 
Henyry,* Corp1a Joun, Lower Souris Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Upham, 

North Dak ota, .<.:i as. siaepeantie matt lee tana Sis echoes FE ATES aecauien (1937) 1938 
Hicxrg,* Pau Franxuin, Game Division, State Department of Conserva- 

Hon eansing Michigans. caceussme ais ie suie an ho ieeaate (1937) 1938 
\ Hicxs,* Dr. Lawrence Emerson, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio 

State University, Columbus, Ohio. .......00.0.00.eesceeccesveeuss (1937) 1988 
Hocusaum,* Hans Apert, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. . (1937) 1938 
Hoxr,* Ernest Gousan, 2121 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.. (1937) 1938 
Houtwze, Artur Wiui1aM, State Conservation Department, Albany, New 
NOTE hee sistesdeoinn GGA CMEGIES Sanat oibese. » atau (1938) © 1938 

' Hostxy,* Nerz Wermors, Connecticut State College, Storrs, Connecticut. . (1937) 1938 
Hosmer,* Raura Sue.pon, Department of Forestry, Cornell University, 

Ithaca; New sVork cio. 4... nate «aettionromen sees eae ead (1937) 1938 
Horcuxiss,* Nuit, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C....... (1937) 1938 
Howarp,* Witi1aM Jounston, 1013 Glenn Building, Atlanta, Georgia..... (1937) 1938 

* Husss,* Dr. Caru L., University Museums, Ann Arbor, Michigan......... (1937) 1938 
Hount,* Dr. Harrison Ranpauu, Department of Zoology, Michigan State 

College, East Lansing, Michigan, . ..... 2006000 00s ccceceeceenes (1937) 1938
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Hunt,* James Baxter, Soil Conservation Service, Burlington, North Caro- 
PRAT SRR as cael ofp atucjagas ches Vin xcs ea aio Was ane dias maine aie ors PAOLO RG EOS 

Hunter, Dr. Russeiu Paumer, Superintendent, State Board of Fisheries 
and Game, Hartford, Connecticut..........0--+ceseeceercecceecees (1987) 1988 

Hurp, Myron ALexanper, Soil Conservation Service, Box 285, Stigler, 
ORI SHG inci ce fanae Searstnl amie ave aac em anna eee mae nornin ROCLOON) GIO OS 

Ineuzs,* Dr. Luoyp Guenn, Chico State College, Chico, California....... (1937) _ 1938 
Janzen,* Danizu Huco, Bureau of Biological Survey, 3074 Plankinton 

Arcade Building, Milwaukee, Wisconsin....................++++--+ (1937) 1938 
JENKINS,* Husert Oxtver, Sacramento Junior College, Sacramento, Cali- 

POWMIA Sass TAHA TES bins ciel UREN OME UIER BOO ROAD eH N(OST). -alO38. 
Jounson,* Frep Wyxanp, Forest Service, 1038 Phelan Building, San Fran- 

cisco; ‘Californian; occ! 62%-cohisive ches tia Roe weal DaaUar, A (1037) ~1988 
Jounson,* Dr. Maynarp Stickney, New Holland, North Carolina........ (1937) 1938 
Katmpacu,* Epwin Ricuarp, 562 Custom House, Denver, Colorado....... (1937) 1938 
Kasz,* Joun Cuarues, Department of Forestry, Purdue University, Lafay- 

GbLOPIMUIBND cape csapocis le eas od Ti loin aes Ree oan 3 HCLODT)FISL998 
Keixer,* Gzorcs Hits, School of Forestry, Utah State Agricultural Col- 

lege; Logan, Utah's ..scntanid tat. cian tie. euaansel ea geeease) Sasa) t (1937): 1038 
Ke.iey,* Maurice Warson, 560 Custom House, Bureau of Biological Sur- 

vey, Denverx@olorade }..gcr2hs.. ANS aie ene Rad ass cee! (1937) F 1938: 
* KenpeicH,* Dr. Samuzn Cuar.es, Experimental Zoology Laboratory, 

Wright and Healey, Champaign, Illinois..........................- (1987) 1938 
Kine, Date Sruart, Southwestern National Monuments, Coolidge, Ari- 

ZODL «eon 's:n: KALA EAM ARG ero ATR S OT. Mee MON et MAR a ALE (LOST) 21988: 
Kine,* Rauex Terence, Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station, 

Syracuse, New. ¥Y orkewing it. ote cacao nes ee cas Wee haern 91 (19387) A988) 
Kine,* Frep Wiuts, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Elkmont, 

FRORTOSSES 55.01 hii oe moins Hea namaaEd So wkap eines we RR tat teer Gl 9A) 1988 
Kuincensera,* Pauu Jonn, Box 81, Albuquerque, New Mexico.......... (1937) 1938 
Kwapren, Miss Poorsr Maura, 2925 Tilden Street, N.W., Washington, 

Di Crs Neo SS ts QODTIGe eR eI) OS. SOE Le. . T1998)-? 1088 
Koses,* Kart Grorce, Bureau of Biological Survey, Holt, Minnesota...... (1937) 1938 

‘ Komarex,* Epwin Vincent, Cooperative Quail Study Association, Sher- 
wood Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia... ...............0.2.+++++ (1937) 1988 

Komarexk,* Roy Vance, State Game and Fish Commission, Tallahassee, 
BULGING ARES ia, ers) aspece cat wicca oS eaataiann Iulglpaciines -tecnn enna oe (LOST) ae £938 

Kreacer, Paut T., Medicine Lake Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Medicine 
DLake,-Montanaricait. sisitantalnietici ot see cata .caac cai. ewecos: * (198%) 279988) 

Krerrina,* Laurirs WILHELM, Forest Service, Grand Marais, Minnesota... (1937) 1938 
Krreset,* Raupx M., Soil Conservation Service, Bedford, Indiana....... (1937) 1938 
Kroummes,* Witiiam TuEopor, Bureau of Biological Survey, 402 Federal 

Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico...................-.e00++++++ (1987) 1988 
Larpiaw,* Auan Fuumer, Soil Conservation Service, Coon Valley, Wiscon- 

BUM SCAaAD « eieho= SIESTA N 5 EUG BO oo teed «GRIME, UO PR acre en LGBT) 21988) 
Lams, Samugt H., Delta Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Pilot Town, Louisi- 

BDB see 3s eRe L -OAGEA SESE Mee a BOS Mion PETES salar, ge Se EAL OOD) OES 
Lamson,* Arrouu Liscoms, 12 Middle Street, Orono, Maine............. (1937) 1938 
Lancensacu,* Joun Rosert, State Game Commission, Harrisburg, Penn- 

Bi LV@UHG 13 cp caxuegs hoses oie ised noi tyenia SE ue arama tens GLOST GAUSS 
Lanetots,* Dr. Tuomas Huxtey, Put-in-Bay, Ohio.................... (1937) 1938 
Lay,* Danren Wayne, Box 1801, Game, Fish, and Oyster Commission, 

Beaumont, Texasoi. wneud. aagic cee ueAGaaLGe.. catmisa nee (LOST) al O88. 
Lay,* Gorge Batcu, 1140 Park Square Building, Boston, Massachusetts. . (1937) 1938 
Lenz,* Orvitie Smiru, Sagamore Farm, Paradise, Utah................. (1987) 1938 
Lxsz,* Ropert Epwarp, Soil Conservation Service, Shenandoah, Iowa...... (1937) 1938
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Lrrpy,* Daniet Loney, Ohio Cooperative Wildlife Research Station, Co- 
fumble 1Ohi10 Fao Aas. ho a ese eeisawss ce vee Heaes%ajne neces. (19S0)REROSS 

Lerreiman,* Louis Jack, L. U. Soil Conservation, Witt Building, Atlanta, 
WGC OPES fcc cccisnece re care Se einen beme vines o> qo POOMISMERA ova: KULOSZ)bad938 

Lrxamann, VALGene WitutaM, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service, College 
MDLHRAN POKES io sis wae padisnindig cams SM aaN nie Umar s ened case eases oc AMOR DAIDOS 

\ Lropotp,* Axo, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin............ (1937) 1938 
Lewis, Dr. Harrison Furr, Department of Mines and Resources, Ottawa, 

Ontario, Canadaiin. ..iee.c<0. 1000. 5 See Reena ds sSae RM BERRI OOS) ITLOSS. 
Linspa.z,* Dr. Jean Myron, Jamesburg Route, Monterey, California.... (1937) 19388 
Locks,* Samurt Barron, 1140 Park Square Building, 21 St. James Avenue, 

Boston; -Massachusettasaiisises. HalalS eeGhiacigten tee ama ve 01937) 988 

Lona,* Witsur Stuart, Soil Conservation Service, Salt Lake City, Utah.. (1937) 1938 
Lone,* Witi1am Henry, Jr., 1834 White Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan... (1937) 1938 
Lunp,* Pepur Nicnouat, Soil Conservation Service, Fennimore, Wisconsin. (1937) 1938 
Lurrrincer, Lro Amos, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Penn- 

VL VEORUNN ce 2 staco wisi ole nln struc. he Sala SNA alae wma a claw nana oa L OOS VIsbOSS 
Lyncu,* Joun Josnpu, Bureau of Biological Survey, Pilot Town, Louisiana. (1937) 1938 

. McArenr,* Watpo Lexx, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C... (1937) 1938 
McDonatp,* Matcoum Epwin, 320 S. Clinton, Iowa City, lowa......... (1937) 1938 
McDoveatt,* Dr. Waurer Byron, National Park Service, U. 8S. Court 

House, Sante Fe, New Mexico... .........05. 0. sce ede eeeeeee es (1937) 1988 
MacLvuticu,* Dr. Duncan ALExanpER, Algonquin Park P. O., Ontario, 

Canada... att. caitlin. .atiasumot indiollex.. ato sddaes...248 2 HELO) 11088: 
McMorrrey,* Marvin Srurczon, Soil Conservation Service, Rapid City, 

South: Dakotawiste. cuentas, Bieoe ih AipvasGs.,, codtanel W987): “1928 
Manwetimr,* Jack, Soil Conservation Service, Baudette, Minnesota...... (1987) 1938 
Marxuey,* Cuusrer Ruoaps, Bureau of Biological Survey, Wheeler Lake 

Refage; Decatur, Alabama... ounces eee se or idon Hance dc cadens | OSMNALOSS 
Marswaut, Witt1amM Hampron, Bureau of Biological Survey, Box 1998, 

Boise; ldvhorasacites A 5. MO. ear COT Bees th Renee. 2AS8 DH) a938 
Mast,* Dewry Ricumonp, Soil Conservation Service, Charlottesville, 

Wirkisnias sc sh. SR eesan NOL eereee nolgainntt. bcrud et Gk082)" 2089. 
Mauis, Percy E., Forest Service, Missoula, Montana................... (1937) 1939 
Mitts,* Dr. Hartow Burasss, Montana State College, Bozeman, Montana (1937) 1938 
Morrirr, James, California Academy of Seiences, Golden Gate Park, San 

Wrancisey, Californisess soc iciec + jalow coder aos wendN deere denne «(LOSE LISS 
Mour,* Dr. Cart Orto, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois. (1937) 1938 
Monrcomery,* Ropert Dupiey, Farm Security Administration, Baudette, 

Minicabs: 3... BiG Eo ERATE SRT). ROT MEI, METS M TL te EEN EALOST) M988 
Moorz,* Atsurt Warts, Bureau of Biological Survey, Hillsboro, Oregon. (1937) 1938 
Moorg,* Ettwoop Burpsaut, R.F.D. 2, Trenton, New Jersey........... (1937) 1939 
Morsn,* Marius A., CCC Central Office, Grand Rapids, Minnesota...... (1937) 1938 
Morrton,* James Newton, 210 Hummel Avenue, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania. (1937) 1938 
Mossy,* Henry Sackett, 922 Harrison Street, Lynchburg, Virginia.... (1937) 1938 
Mounnro,* Jamus' ALEXANDER, Okanagan Landing, British Columbia, Canada. (1937) 1938 
Morpocg,* Earue C., Soil Conservation Service, Upper Darby, Pennsyl- 

WADIBI ED «ov ce bo ostias MRI Te SETS Hawkeye ho saiaelews ob ol ODS 7) GLOSS 
Morin,* Dr. Avourn, National Park Service, 300 Keeline Building, Omaha, 

UNG STHOICA 27. 51a AH no REIT Nashik oo SOA Baehnaol acne haentearer ee (LOB PIAOBS 
Moriz,* Ouaus Jowan, Jackson, Wyoming...............0.+22++-+0+++ (1937) 1938 
Morray,* Dr. Leo Titpen, Baylor University Museum, Waco, Texas.... (1937) 1938 
Mousser,* Ecserr Gienn, Soil Conservation Service, Indiana, Pennsyl- 

WANLASE Ll s.. eit amd O eS iad OLB a eo kes. tees GHOBZ)i 121989 
Myerrs,* Dr. Groren Spracun, Stanford University, Palo Alto, California. (1937) 1938 
Naczt,* Werner Orro, 109 Wildlife Conservation Building, Columbia, 

MGB OUT scree pias a eS Se es ee ec LOST) — 1088)
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Nexpuam, Dr. Paut Rosert, Natural History Museum, Stanford Univer- 
sity, Palo Alte; Californias 28S BO POE GH TAO ad RAT, A888) 988 

Netson,* Ursan Crypg, Soil Conservation Service, Spring Valley, Minne- 
gutaee. Aa ORES, Seine wheres al, LIS aan Poe, By EHOSS 

Oxsenavr,* WauterR Henry, Bureau of Game, State Conservation Depart- 
Mente Alvany, NOW: YORK) sficc Fi rik oo. gee ete eUaG ates eure ACLOST) «1088: 

Ouson,* Herman Franxuin, Forest Service, Duluth, Minnesota......... (1937) 1938 
O’Roxsz, Dr. Earn Cieveianp, School of Forestry and Conservation, Uni- 

versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan......................... (1938) 1938 
Orr, Dr. Ropert Tuomas, California Academy of Sciences, Golden Gate 

Park, San Francisco, California. .........0000ccccccesesesceeveees (19387) 1938 
Ossorn,* Bren Orvit18, Soil Conservation Service, Fort Worth, Texas.... (1937) 1938 
Ostenson, Burton Tuomas, Department of Zoology, Michigan State Col- 

lege, Hast Lansing, Michigan... ............0.0ceccesseeesseceess (1987) 1938 
Paaz,* Ransom I, Jz., Bergen, New York................c0eeee esse ees (19387) 1938 
Paumur, Dr. Epuraim Laurence, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.. (1937) 1938 
Patmer,* Lawrence Joun, Bureau of Biological Survey, Juneau, Alaska.. (1937) 1938 
Parx,* Barry Curuer, Forest Service, Washington, D. C.............. (1987) 1938 
Parxenr,* Lansine Artuur, Soil Conservation Service, Faribault, Minne- 

BOUT RIT SSS ek Ev ee GE ASS KCLOBT)T “1038 
Prarce,* Joun, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, New Haven, 

WONMECH CUES eso eos FF eee koh Ne TEEN Ee HU ORT aoe Pa eee AIO T I OSS. 
Prarson,* Dr. AtteN Mostey, Bureau of Biological Survey, Box 1031, 

“Auburn, Alabama <1, Acianine (0. eer sacuee se eee anc. 0 (E937) OSs) 
Puiuuies,* Paut Grounps, Box 51, Window Rock, Arizona.............. (1937) 1938 
Pirnin,* Dr. Mines Davin, Box 174, Battle Creek, Michigan............ (1937) 1938 
PresNnALL,* Ciirrorp CHaRrEs, 6335 Ridge Drive, Station A., Washington, 

PORTE: ocho vsnes cane inane 1 aay Saou eee nen ea Roe re non «LBM STUDS 
Punune, AtperT Van Sicuen, Bureau of Biological Survey, 225 Federal 

Building, Winona, Minnesota...........0....eeee ee eee seeecseses (1938) 1939 
Quorrrup,* Dr. Ertine Ricnarp, Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, Brig- 

Ham, Utah . 00.0.7 a Gok Sse e, ees naan see be eS rens eo es A 987) A 1988 
Rasmussen, Dr. Danret Irvin, State Agricultural College, Logan, Utah.. (1937) 1938 
Rerp,* Duncan H., Poultry Husbandry Department, A. & M. College, Col- 

loxe Station;“Texas orieer .vee 8 Jmeisein 8. snecesd.. oaessht cour (OST): 4988 
Reinxe,* Karte Ausert, 605 N.W. Third Street, Faribault, Minnesota.. (1937) 1938 
Ricu,* Dr. Wiuu1s Horton, Natural History Museum, Stanford University, 

(Palo Alto} Californias. «coe koe nies Sewanee oh owe wane dental LOSE) raLOao 
Ripryr,* Epwarp Ernst, Box 1050, Florida National Forest, Tallahassee, 

MlOTad a eet oot a are etree race Sortie sioleatar aula sclsicin ole come aa dlarme accep ore « BSE )TS LOSS: 
Rissman,* Atsurt J., 227 Federal Office Building, Des Moines, lowa..... (1937) 1938 
Roserts,* Paut Hentey, Forest Service, Sharp Building, Lincoln, Nebraska. (1937) 1938 
Rosinson,* Cyrit SrepHen, Forest Service, Santa Barbara, California.... (1937) 1938 
Ross, Rouanp Cass, Marshall High School, 3939 Tracy Street, Hollywood, 

California. 237.7% <2RTORE (MBO ALS PRU ORAas af ee oe OL OBL)” SLOSS 
Rucu,* Lewis Conrap, West Ottwas Soil Conservation District, Grand 

Haven, Michigan AP 2MGUeh. Pint se) ks en ee et gt D3 2)\ 21938 
Rorr,* Freperick James, Forest Service, Pisgah Forest, North Carolina.. (1937) 1938 
Rueatzs,* Dyer N., Soil Conservation Service, Marion, Alabama........ (1937) 1938 
Rvuat,* Harry DuVurn, Game Division, Department of Conservation, Lan- 

PAUSE MLL CHIGAR «ago ce6 oo: oor oiakoldterater vista etar of eter qetetchal Nor ce ER EEE AEM SEO SS. 
Rusu,* Harotp Jamus, Soil Conservation Service, Charlotte, North Caro- 

Mine VET Die. cacttl 25 ER sR og OT Sa ieiee UL de te ree OS) Os 
Russety,* Dr. Cart Parcuer, National Park Service, Washington, D. C.. (1937) 1938 
Russexu,* Pavut, State Game Department, Santa Fe, New Mexico....... (1937) 1938 
Sanpurs, Roy Daxs, Forest Service, Park Falls, Wisconsin.............. (1987) 1938 
Saunpzrs, Dr. Gzorcr Braprorp, 562 Custom House, Denver, Colorado. (1938) 1938
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Scuerrer,* Paut Martin, Soil Conservation Service, Spokane, Washington. (1937) 1939 
Scuurrer,* Dr. Victor BLANcHARD, 105 Anderson Hall, University of Wash- 

ington, Seattle; Washifigton we jis we eneereanr Mom. meee 2-987) clas 
’ Scnorcmr,* Dr. Artie Witiiam, 1011 E. Washington Avenue, Madison, 

Wisconsin. as eeact aaivew ssh chic SiS a eee oes ee ee eA LOST) £1038: 
Scorr, Tuomas Grorcs, Insectary, Ames, lowa...........-++++++++++++ (1988) 1938 
Scorr,* Waurer Epwin, Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin.. (1937) 1938 
SzLxo, Lyte Frepericx, Oklahoma State Game Farm, El Reno, Oklahoma. (1938) 1939 
Suanrz, Dr. Homer LeRoy, Forest Service, Washington, D. C........... (1938) 1938 
Swapovatov,* Lxo, Natural History Museum, Stanford University, Palo 

Altes Galifornin ies: 6 fvck Clogs ke os Uo lo SITE ree (LOS 1) 41098 
Suarp,* Dr. Warp M., Biological Survey, Valentine, Nebraska.......... (1937) 1938 
SHELrorp, Dr. Vicror Ernest, Experimental Zoology Laboratory, Wright 

and Healey Streets, Champaign, Illinois..........-..-+.++++.++++.++ (1937) 1988 
Suitumeer,* Dr. Jacop Epwarp, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 

TD Olae Ge, . Sats Se Deed eee oes es aeRO one Belaseen (( 1087) «al 98 
Smmeter,* Hinpert Ricwarp, Box 45, Mt. Pleasant, Texas.............. (1937) 1938 
Stuver, James, Bureau of Biological Survey, Glenn Building, Atlanta, 

Georgians Sisacatt. aiietinm 2. Se ve ia ae amie OS Praemee shes oats L938) 121939 
Sn Patacun Rupoten, Canyon). Pexassinh.c-a 52 anode se wsae asus (1987) 21939 
Sxirr, Joun Victor, Bureau of Game, Conservation Department, Albany, 

BNO Ww PME = Si ae wd en a ee ae eae enna a eG Mae odgeS 

Smrrn,* Asa Howarp, 18 Brown Avenue, Norwich, New York........... (1937) 1938 
Smrrx,* Crarence F., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.... (1937) 1938 
Smyru,* Dr. Tuomas, Pennsylvania Teachers College, Indiana, Pennsyl- 

URDU RO Pe oie oc desc 6 BRE CMO Saree eee ces < erate ance 1987) * a1 888 
Soormr,* Crarence AnpREws, Malheur Migratory Bird Refuge, Burns, 

reponse ey aaa as oem erermicr eee eter eee eee 5 (LOSE ALGO S, 
Spaunpina,* Mito Herrick, Montana State College, Bozeman, Montana. (1937) 1938 
Sranex,* Grorce Rearnaup, Box 395, Cambridge, Ohio................ (1937) 1938 
Srecreman, LeRoy Cauxins, State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York (1938) 1938 
Srevens,* Ort Atva, State College Station, Fargo, North Dakota....... (1937) 1938 
Srrvens,* Ross Oriver, Department of Conservation and Development, 

Raleigh, North!Carolina.c:. .. .h.2eessiedes 1 sped els eatin = 1 L981): 1938 

Srevenson,* James Ospornez, Aransas Waterfowl Refuge, Austwell, Texas. (1937) 1938 
~ Sropparp,* Hersert Len, Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia... (1937) 1938 
Srorer,* Dr. Tracy Irwin, Division of Zoology, University of California, 

Da vis California vss ait a ta ast Satan, diesiheininanerastensenalae) (Ls kL 
Srupxa,* Arruur, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Gatlinburg, 

Periliesides sc. sa rosa He oa ana ao Oates anise oC LOR) LOSS 
Sumner,* Evsrace Lowett, Jr., National Park Service, 611 Sheldon Build- 

ing, San Francisco, California. ..........0. 000 cee eee eee reece eee (1987) 1938 
Swanson,* Dr. Gustav Apoupu, Division of Economic Zoology, University 

Farm, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota................ (1987) 1938 
Swenx,* Myron Harmon, Department of Entomology, University of Ne- 

braska, Lincoln, Nebraska........0..00sceesseeceeecseeserererees (1987) 1988 
Tarv,* ALAN Cowrr, Division of Fish and Game, Ferry Building, San Fran- 

isco; Californias iisantcle takin fag se sle Ce astn Beetle lols abvleie'm: bo 8 (1987) 1938 

Tarzwewt,* Dr. Crarence Marnew, Box 404, Decatur, Alabama...... (1937) 1938 
Taytor,* O71s Bop, National Park Service, 801 Grace Securities Building, 

Richmond, Virginia. -ist..sscs tad cpio aU yeeaieniaa= =i. aeny aD GLOSS 

Taytor,* Dr. Waurer Penn, Faculty Exchange, College Station, Texas.. (1937) 1938 
Terres,* Joun Kennern, Soil Conservation Service, Bath, New York.... (1937) 1938 

Tuayer,* Marsnatt, Forest Service, Laconia, New Hampshire.......... (1937) 1938 

Tirt,* Ricwarp, Albany, Georgia... ......0.0.seereceeeeceeeeeeesees+ (1937) 1938 

Tonmr,* Gzrorce Ciive, Box 88, Gananoque, Ontario, Canada........... (1937) 1988
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Tonxtn,* Gzores, Bureau of Biological Survey, 207-A, Federal Office Build- 
sug Des Moms, lOwte ate ets tet oes tes oe oe coe ee Ee net mess AL OOL) eeOe 

Towns,* Homer Grant, 2919 Sixth Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas......... (1937) 1938 
Townsenp,* Dr. Myron Tuomas, Biology Department, Illinois Wesleyan 

University, Bloomington, IHimoids. 2. 20... 20 fen eee ee ap 081), Loos 
TriprEnser,* Dr. ReuseNn Epwin, Massachusetts State College, Amherst, 

ier eAC Ussher ee ene Co rae te COR ier ee eee eee | CLUB a toes. 
Tusss,* Faruny F., State Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. (1937) 1938 

~ Van Cinavez,* Dr. Harney Jonus, 318 Natural History Building, University 
Oreitmome Urbana ltinoisc sre, nec eines Nene ne cota es te (LOOT) 1058, 

Van Dersat,* Dr. Wruu1AM Ricnarp, Soil Conservation Service, Washing- 
On EE. Fo eee oe, SIE RRR Boss et Auras 3 1989)) 10388 

Van Deventer, Dr. Wiui1am Cart, 1403 Bouchelle Avenue, Columbia, 
TSE SEVa UTE iges eae Brae ah car nce ee cera Os Cena csr a chance eee meme 13 ea 8) 2S 

Van Huizen, Perer Jan, Sacramento Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Wil- 
ROWAN OMMIOIOIR ott eee ca cre Gee cnet ue Cece eto ee ve ak LOO) OOO 

Vorutzs,* Dr. Cuartes Taytor, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. (1937) 1938 
Wane,* Doucuas Epwarp, Box 66, Beavertown, Pennsylvania.......... (1987) 1938 
Watxer,* Dr. Cuaries Freperic, Stone Laboratory, Put-in-Bay, Ohio.. (1937) 1938 
Weaver,* Ricuarp Lex, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire.. (1937) 1939 
Wess,* Marrin Ricuarp, Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. (1937) 1938 
Wess,* Wiii1aM Leonarp, Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station, 

New York State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York........... (1937) 1938 
Weess,* Dr. Asa Orrin, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma... (1937) 1938 
West,* Raymonp Maurice, Box 411, Kalispell, Montana............... (1937) 1938 
Warraxer,* Harry L., Soil Conservation Service, Salina, Kansas........ (1937) 1938 
Wuirrietp,* Dr. Cuaries James, Soil Conservation Service, Amarillo, 

Verano OTE IS) nal, Sts Oue t STATA lA Cee Gaeyt Sfggs 
Wauittocx,* Srantey CuarKe, Department of Conservation, Lansing 

Michigans: 227226. 2. OSS eR gS PSS = oc TORT OBS, 
Wicxurrr, Epwarp Lawrence, Division of Conservation, Ohio State Mu- 

Rou OOlUuMmHUs ONO Ss sno Pere te Sat eee endear s se o> AAOO) LOS 
Wieut,* Howarp Marsuatt, 1507 Wells Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan.... (1937) 1938 
Witxrinson, James Taytor, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michi- 

RS eR NSS Ses ere ater Sarees ame meray erases <n (L050) al Ooe 
WiiiraMs, Cxcit Stoan, 365 South Main Street, Brigham, Utah......... (1937) 1938 
Wiuramson,* Lyman Oxy, State Fish Hatchery, Hayward, Wisconsin... (1937) 1938 
Wiuson,* Kennetu ApEn, Clyde Court Apartments, Pennside, Reading, 

Ponneylvaninr rigs. ities seit ier. wibpins + niles Teme LOOT) Lede 
. Wina,* Dr. Leonarp Wi.1aM, 205 Prospect Street, New Haven, Connecti- 

UBS RE oD COCR Ec Lot Le ae ined ats POOR Mt ASE <lgg7) —-TOS8 
Woops, Dr. Farris Harprn, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri. (1937) 1938 
Yuacer,* Dr. Lex Emmert, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, 

RNG ete ee ae trae noe teat Rene ne ee mee eee aes al een oor 

Yuarrer,* Dr. Ratpu Emerson, State Natural History Survey, Urbana, 
MI nOIs? oe 5 oo ONS SG Ak A oaiitays Steen doRit 6 TCO 8h) TORR 

ZAunisER,* Howarp Cuinton, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 
NCCES He Ce eck ee ee een ro eens est (Loot) aba 

ZiMMERMAN,* Frep Ropert, Box 15, State College, Mississippi.......... (1937) 1938 

Associate MrmBers 

Asrae, Rouanp, Superintendent, L.S.U. Quail Hatchery, Department of Conserva- 
tien; University, louisiana... occ 5% solos 1 ta secu eat eiens oes chee ys eee dO 

Asrams, WiuuiaM Jupson, Fennimore, Wisconsin. ..........++-.+++-+++++++++--+ 19838 
Auten, Roser P., National Association of Audubon Societies, 1006 Fifth Avenue, 

Blow Vonks: Ne Vans nods Chacae sn bree 1 SOU e aieptmee eee: cain Pir et coteeg tn OOD
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Axion, RosmrriWann,, Ossian, lows 9.2 ae esos ot ba madast oie lt: won geets o- paplOot 
AmBRoSEN,* Donap Roy, 315 E. King Street, Winona, Minnesota................ 1937 
Amipon,* Gzores Briaes, Itasca Ranger Station, Arago, Minnesota.............. 1937 
AmMann,* Gzorcs ANDREW, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C....... 1937 
Anpmrson,* C. Wauuace, LeSueur, Minnesota..........00 2c cece cece ee eee eee ees 1987 
Anperson, Irvin Victor, Forest Service, Missoula, Montana...................+. 1937 
Anprrson,* Joun Murrick, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State University, 

Colnimbus, O10 16.06 ox ntenss bic hci anaceh'- ns cpeseiainets as agianch qaws TS aeloOe 
AnprErson, Wauter E., Forest Service, Okanogan, Washington................... 1988 
ARENDALE, Joun M., Jr., Texas A. & M. College, Box 283, College Station, Texas.. 1939 
ARMFIELD, RicHaRD Bresson, Department of Conservation and Development, Division 

of Game and Inland Fisheries, Raleigh, North Carolina................+.+.+- 1939 
Asupy, Dennis, Duncan, Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada............ 1938 
ArvzenHorrer,* Dante, RayMonp, 23 Summit Street, Norwalk, Ohio.............. 1937 
Auvsrin,* Ox1ver Luruer, Hill Rest, Tuckahoe, New York.............+.+++++-+- 1987 
Bacu,* Rosert Sumnur, 404 U. S. Court House, Portland, Oregon................ 1937 
Baxsr, Joun Hopxrnson, National Association of Audubon Societies, 1006 Fifth Ave., 

Neway.ork (N.Y... 5.7 stcca ertyeasicets «oan Seiad Simei abuts cosy FLOOD 
Baxer, Rouiin Haroun, Geology Deparment, College Station, Texas.............. 1937 
Baupwin,* WiLL1AM Piews, JR., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.... 1937 
Baut,* Epwin Wi.1am, Soil Conservation Service, Independence, Wisconsin....... 1937 
BarKatow, FrepERtIcK ScHENCK, JR., 1016 Church Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan.... 1937 
Barxer,* Extiorr Spwar, State Game Warden, Santa Fe, New Mexico............ 1937 
Barxer, Jesse Epwarp, Box 1414, Lubbock, Texas...........-.0-eeeeeceeeee ees 1987 
Barxuey, Dr. Frep Atexanver, Department of Botany, Montana State University, 

Micsoulay Montana 5 .cca3t tid ots masse anise) GE st pee eee oe 
Barnes,* Wiii1aM Bryan, Soil Conservation Service, Burns City, Indiana......... 1937 
Barrows, Maynarp Bainter, Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone Park, Wyo- 

TID rsys cs scxdtaea Bio pisieeecusics i851 so) kein lane ek) ewig: Sales wae Looe 
Barret, Kanu E., 2528 W. Collins Street, Blue Island, Illinois.................... 1938 
Barton, RayMonp Oscar, Fort Benning, Georgia.............+0+0ceeeeeeeee eee 1987 
Bareman, B. A., Louisiana State University College of Agriculture, University, 

PEO UMALALYD are pase ncal tah ta oon oc eh cloaca gic Sh Sta sca mone Re xen puree aes 
Barzs, Witu1am Epwin, Jr., Forest Service, Harrisburg, Illinois.................. 1938 
Brpincer* Henry, 7 South Delsea Drive, Clayton, New Jersey................--. 1987 
Burui,* Freperick, 218 Millard Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minne- 

FIO UE areata <3 <select = Sian oe GANS eee cls OE a ieee a ee aincla ee TH secuac py DOSE 
Brncuey,* Epwin ALLEN, JR., 642 Worcester St., Wellesley, Massachusetts........ 1937 
Brnsamin, Jont R., 1550 Hunter Avenue, Columbus, Ohio..............-.-++++++ 19388 
Bennett, Wiit1aAM Hersert, State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York....... 1938 
Bunva, W. E., 329 E. Broad St., Columbus, Ohio............... eee eee eee eee es 1988 
Bzrner,* Lester Max, 1728 Fourth St. S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota............. 1937 
BrzpeEx, Francis Huser, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Columbus, Ohio......... 1989 
Bisnor,* Dr. Louis Bennert, 450 Bradford Street, Pasadena, California........... 1937 
Bsorn,* Evaens Encuuuart, 1121 W. 31st Street, Cheyenne, Wyoming........... 1937 
Buack, Davin V., Blackwater Refuge, R.F.D. 1, Cambridge, Maryland............ 1939 
Buarn,* Dr. ALEXANDER Wi1LL1AM, 2201 Jefferson Avenue East, Detroit, Michigan.. 1937 
Buytu,* Davip Dz Watumr, Tower Club, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.. 1937 
Bouuanp, Ricwarp, 1889 Robinson Street, Muskegon, Michigan.................. 1938 
Boz, Bensamin Parrerson, JR., 2717 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio............ 1937 
Boutn, Dr. F. M., Veterinary Department, Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon.. 1938 
Boons,* Rosert Preston, Forest Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico............. 1937 
Borpgn,* Ricuarp, Fall River Bleachery, Fall River, Massachusetts.............. 1987 
Boswetu,* James Louis, High School, Seminole, Oklahoma.............-.-.-.+.. 1987 
Brapsoury,* Harotp Mitron, Department of Conservation, 20 Somerset Street, Bos- 

on, MAssACHURGULS << o<6 ative a nig ii eee eines sa rs cin erate ye mde oo C 
Brapray,* Homme L., Germfask, Michigan... 0.0.00 .-:s sucess eccctsecrsess+-++ 1987
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Brancu,* Wiu1am E., Platt National Park, Sulphur, Oklahoma.................. 1987 
Branp,* Aupert R., 9 East Avenue, Ithaca, New York.......................... 1987 
Branson, Jean F., Hart Mountain Antelope Refuge, Lakeview, Oregon............ 1938 
Bravgr, Rupiz Epwarp, 607 South Story Street, Rock Rapids, Iowa............. 1988 
Bray, Rozserr §., 3231 North Albemarle Street, Arlington, Virginia............... 1939 
Brewer,* Arraur Netson, 316 East Main Street, Morenci, Michigan............. 1937 
Bropricx,* Haroup James, Carlsbad Caverns National Park, Carlsbad, New Mexico. 1937 
Browman, Lupvie Gustav, Department of Zoology, Montana State University, Mis- 

ROMA GRUANAIN ETO s- oo lias sci s ..crodws. Wh OTA, R RTE aT wd * ORT 
Bruckner, Dr. Jacos Hersert, Department of Poultry, Cornell University, Ithaca, 

EEW EN OER soeia a ese sae its AAs Si Riana ssi RIAdT sities PASS NIN oe ahiaids OSE 
Bryan, Paut, Biological Readjustment Division, Tennessee Valley Authority, Deca- 

SUI eat tte fo esse se oo oe pone Rh mos cece eee oak ec ee ht. ONS 
Bryant, F. A., Box 12, Jasper, Alberta, Canada... ............ 0... ce eee duces e es 1988 
Busax,* B. J., Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan... 1937 
Buiier,* Cuarues Ross, Bellefonte, Centre County, Pennsylvania................ 1937 
Buncz,* Frank Haroxp, West Point, Kentucky..............00...00ceeee eeu e es 1987 
Burxz,* Cuarxes Prarv, Soil Conservation Service, Liberal, Kansas.............. 1987 
Boss,* Inven O., c/o Aldo Leopold, 1532 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin... 1937 
Campsg.t, Joun S., Louisiana State University, University, Louisiana............. 1939 
CanFiztp,* Davin Huntineron, Rocky Mountain National Park, Estes Park, Colo- 

PROMS a asicioas nas sees asa. Joe MAUATe cee ML Ae Heke MG 2. Oe WORT 
Canrersury,* Naruan D., Box 1325, Columbia, South Carolina.................. 1937 
Carpenter, J. Ricuarp, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma............ 1939 
Canrricer, H. W., 5185 Trask Street, Oakland, California................0........ 1937 
Carrsr,* Burns Turner, Necedah, Wisconsin. ...............0.000e0ee eee ees 1987 
Carrer, Dr. Tomas Cuauncey, Northwestern State Teachers’ College, Department 

eremiolney, Alva, Oklahoma!) (Ghiviin cutie7 mame Jee Sedat ee a4 Pe 01889 
Carrwricat, B. W., 505 Commercial Building, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada....... 1939 
Casz, Grorce W., 600 S. Second Street, Hamilton, Montana..................... 1988 
Castiz,* Dr. Gorpon Brnsamin, Department of Zoology, University of Montana, 

MiseomaNiontanscaony.n ff. Pass OO ks 2e600.. 0s BAR. 4 EOL. .ReDehOBT 
CauLWELL, Wiuu1aM H., 215 Ocean Avenue, Lakewood, New Jersey............... 1939 
Cuaxx,* Joun D., Commissioner of Game and Inland Fisheries, Raleigh, North Caro- 

reer crcree oars Ree INO. easel 2. SNE A Sea IA.), ALON CUAL oy TEROBT, 
CHapMAN,* WENDELL, 2934 Magnolia, Berkeley, California....................... 1987 
Cuass, Haroun E., 1614 Fourth Street, S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota............. 1939 
CuEEsMAN,* Witt1AM Hannon, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.... 1937 
Curnzy, L. M., Bureau of Biological Survey, Box 150, Great Falls, Montana....... 1938 
Cuitpers, Lxo R., 303 Post Office Building, Aberdeen, South Dakota............. 1938 
CurisTensmn, Irvine Levern, Soil Conservation Service, Shenandoah, Iowa....... 1938 
Cuarreny, Francis Josern, 881 North Street, Pittsfield, Massachusetts............ 1937 
Cuarx, SHEvpon, Rainbow Farm, Barrington, Illinois....................--+0.+-- 1938 
Crarx, Wesster Kimpatt, Wildlife Conservation Building, University of Missouri, 

erambin, Missouri... cigscst) ,Aanalth: aati Wales Boose. ketsaee 1988 
Cievenesr, C. Sraniey, Box 312, Camden, Tennessee..............0.000eee ees 1988 
Cuinzs, Jamus J., 527 W. Seneca Street, Ithaca, New York....................... 1989 
Cocrort, Mason F., 135 Lloyd Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island................ 1939 
Corsurn, Atsert E., 716-718 South Flower St., Los Angeles, California........... 1938 
Coxeman, W. B., c/o White Oak Quail Farm, R.F.D. 7, Richmond, Virginia....... 1938 
Cotman,* Witi1aM H., Soil Conservation Service, Bethany, Missoui............... 1937 
Couzs, Victor, 2910 Grasselli Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio...................0--20.- 1989 
Conxuin,* Wiit1am Garpiner, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Penn- 

BMBCATUAM ie CNET A id OIL. Vin eL MNS 2. 1 OMIM aN aah. A, . ad ALTOS E 
Conover, H. B., 6 Scott Street, Chicago, Illinois...........0.00.. secu eve eee ees 1988 
Conway,* Raurn C., State Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin......... 1937 
Conway, Raymonp F., 129 Mill Street, Grass Valley, California................. 1939
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Coox,* A. B., Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan................... 1987 
Cook, Raymonp R., Squibnocket, Martha’s Vineyard Island, Massachusetts........ 1939 
Coox, Wiu11aM Botton, Port Chester Savings Bank, Port Chester, New York...... 1937 
Cootny, ELvzanor Granam, Berwyn, Maryland...............0.0.00e eee eee ees 1989 
Coo.ipan, Dr. Haroup Jerrerson, Jr., Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, 

Massiohusetts: iiieiis @. .ctecin. ohbtvs Mme shit. CRIA TS dotted. cee LOSS 
Coonzy, R. F., Forest Service, Augusta, Montana............. 00... 0e eee ee eee ss 1988 
Coy,* Abaipy:-CHAuNcHyY; Dexter, : Michigans: 0.3.03. ot Se orl Deed. PAP 1987 
Cram,* Dr. Exoisr Buainn, Division of Zoology, Public Health Service, Washington, 

Crane, Atvin Huan, 1019 East Harrison, Guthrie, Oklahoma.................... 1988 
Crawrorp, Bruce Matcoum, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cali- 

LOVING is nsc-ertiacssse o oies Recetas Mea re eer eee eG ee Mee: Saneeter TST OOS. 
Crews, Arruur K., Bureau of Biological Survey, Roseburg, Oregon............... 1938 
Cusuina,* Joun Exprings, Jr., 2525 Webster Street, San Francisco, California..... 1937 
Cyrrrt, Eveenn, White River Refuge, St. Charles, Arkansas..................... 1938 
Daut, Earu B., 4624 Ewing South, Minneapolis, Minnesota...................... 1939 
Davis, Davip E., 721 Elmwood Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois....................... 1938 
Davis, Howarp Hauszy, 585 Congress Street, Portland, Maine................... 1987 
Davis, Henry P., American Wildlife Institute, Washington, D. C................. 1987 
Davis,* Wiiu14M G., Soil Conservation Service, Knoxville, lowa.................. 1987 
Dawson, Everett T., 627 Lee Street, Beaumont, Texas......................... 1989 
Dean,* Apram Lawrence, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Box 684, Blacksburg, Vir- 

QUDIG svins careers Geta in. , BERLINSS (ese eEMLT Ae Abe Net, SAO. dy HOT AeLOS7 
Decx,* Raymonp S., 305 Sixth Avenue, Pelham, New York...................... 1987 
Ds La Barre, Crciu F., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia....... 1938 
De.uwesr, Samupt Cuavpivs, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas.... 1938 
Denesr,* Harry Wriuiam, Soil Conservation Service, Hagerstown, Maryland..... 1937 
Denmark, D. E., Fur Trade Commissioner’s Office, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.... 1939 
Dicz,* Dr. Lez Raymonp, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.......... 1937 
Dickinson, Fuoyp L., Hoodsport, Washington.......... 0... cece eee cence eee eee 1988 
Dinsmorg,* Donatp Tuomas, Soil Conservation Service, Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. 1937 
Dosiz,* Joun Rosert, Pokegama Sanitarium, Pokegama, Minnesota.............. 1937 
Doremvus, Henry Meang, Towaco, New Jersey.............00ce eevee eee eee es 1988 
Dovurr,* Kennetu, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.................. 1987 
Driver, Ernest C., 119 Prospect Street, Northampton, Massachusetts............ 1939 
Duwncan,* Mort Rosert, Soil Conservation Service, Colorado Springs, Colorado.... 1937 
Douranp, Forust V., Soil Conservation Service, Springfield, Tennessee............. 1937 
Douvat, Witu14M M., Bonaventure Island, Perce, Quebec, Canada................. 1939 
Dvorak, Frank W., Pioneer Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 1939 
Dwine.ip, J. K., 424 8. Yellowstone, Livingston, Montana...................... 1938 
Epcz,* Mrs. Rosauim, Emergency Conservation Committee, 734 Lexington Avenue, 

Newie¥ ork) N... Noes onc.0:0:00 cn usc otal a te mmn areas: utah eran titicgs amen ace  welORF 
Exuiorr,* Cuartes Newton, Division of Historic Sites and Monuments, Department 

of Natural Resources, Capitol Building, Atlanta, Georgia..................... 1987 
Exuis, Raupu, 2420 Ridge Road, Berkeley, California............................ 1988 
Eneets, Wii11AM L., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.... 1939 
Erickson,* ARNOLD Burton, Zoology Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota....,..cciriccutes sure a atists sem cate eee aes oes wale Pi atds ALOR? 

Facercren, Frep Cannon, Zion National Park, Utah....................22--+++ 1987 
Farnuam,* P. S., 63 McMaster Street, Owego, New York....................... 1987 
Fraruerty, H. I., Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, Oklahoma............. 1938 
Fri., Grores, 709 Lawrence Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan....................... 1989 
FENSTERMACHER,* Dr. Reuven, Division of Veterinary Medicine, University Farm, St. 

Paulo Minnesdta. coca sss. soca SMS ane ties S0Oee dk le dk rok OS? 
Fircu,* Dr. Cuirrorp Prunny, Division of Veterinary Medicine, University Farm, St. 

Paul,, Minnesota... cinsastha. eek ae. cena etek Ce base Ones seh LOBE
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Fizrrwoop,* Raymonp J., Piedmont Wildlife Refuge, Round Oak, Georgia........ 1937 
Froyp, Epwin Verne, Soil Conservation Service, Greensboro, North Carolina...... 1937 
Fiuxs,* Witu1am G., Board of Game Commissioners, Saxton, Pennsylvania........ 1937 
Foster, Dr. G. S., Lucy Hastings Hospital, Manchester, New Hampshire.......... 1939 
Fox, Roy Lxsuim, Weather Bureau Office, Topeka, Kansas....................... 1987 
Franx, WiL.1AM Joun, 205 Salina Street, Liverpool, New York................... 1988 
Frosr,* Witrrip Turriz, Crater Lake National Park, Medford, Oregon........... 1937 
Fouierton, Joun Cuarence, Huntsville, Ohio............. 00... e ee eee eee ee eee es 1988 
Gapspen, Joun B., Summerville, South Carolina.......... 0.0.00. cee eee eee eee 1988 
Garrney,* WiLt1AM StowEtt, Forest Service, Kalispell, Montana................. 1987 
Genscu, Rosert Henry, 221 Eleventh Street, S. W., Washington, D. C........... 1938 
Griasreap,* Grtpert Kenner, Detroit Lake, Minnesota......................+. 1987 
Goop,* Ernest Evernn, Soil Conservation Service, Mt. Vernon, Ohio............. 1937 
Gorpon, Sera, Jr., 661 Swift Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan....................... 1989 
Gene Vv iIngiuA., buh), [ahd icagencsbcdncusus caged snaunsceeen wan @usao Le LUBY 
Granp,* Eucenr Frerpinanp, Bureau of Biological Survey, Bozeman, Montana..... 1937 
Grant,* Kennets Bernuarpt, Box 182, Fennimore, Wisconsin.................. 1937 
Grarmr,* Russet K., Box 395, Boulder City, Nevada. .............00eeee ee eee 1987 
Gray,* Anperson McDowE 1, 232 Bankhead Street, New Albany, Mississippi..... 1937 
Gruunn,* Eanin Rosensury, Fargo, Georgia... 066) su lec hake c cece ecules eee 1987 
GREENFIELD, Tom, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona...................+.-. 1989 
Grim,* WitiaM Carey, 101 Climax Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania............ 1937 
Gross, Merue R., Soil Conservation Service, Santa Paula, California.............. 1937 
Haaa,* Wini1am Gzorce, Museum of Anthropology and Archaeology, University of 

Kentucky, .Lexington;. Kentucky . 3:1 se tai avs tenuis. lain fide Words wala ak. «on LOST 
Harer,* Atvin B., Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, Tennessee........... 1937 
Haaen,* Haroup Persr, Soil Conservation Service, Wadesboro, North Carolina.... 1937 
Haun,* Patmer Leonarp, 228 Lenox Road, Brooklyn, New York................. 1987 
Haut, Kurra G., R.F.D. 2, Chewelah, Washington... 202.06. 0205. Udo cee et 1939, 
Hauer, Franx D., 125 South Second Street, Coshocton, Ohio.................... 1939 
Hammonp, Merrit C., Lower Souris Refuge, Upham, North Dakota............. 1938 
Hanpupy,* Caarues Overton, Blacksburg, Virginia............2..0...eeeeeee ee) 1987 
Hann,* Dr. Harry Witsur, Zoology Department, University of Michigan, Ann 

Asvor, Michigan... . -...< tassiGos oeeive ee eee emis on ol. waseeea ce a dOS?, 
Harerave, Lynpon Lanz, Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, Arizona........ 1937 
Harrer,* Harry Freperick, 1408 Cambridge Road, Lansing, Michigan........... 1937 
Anan, SAMUEL. A., Cocoa, Florida. . ...cuicisisudniigiiaaeds alee S00. i aeioe delOde 
Harris, Van T., 1321 6th Street, S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota................... 1939 
Harris,* Wiuu1am Picxert, Jr., 15410 Windmill Pt. Drive, Grosse Pointe Park, 

Petroit, Michigan... .. .tibusis citseee ous ea ketiien of odc ch sts cae oti sos aGULOOk 
Harcu, Louis, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.......-...0.20:.00ee00---+ 19389 
Hausman, Dr. W..A., Jr., 1116 Hamilton Street, Allentown, Pennsylvania......... 1939 
Hawsecker,* AuBeRT Ciaupe, 34A Jefferson Street, Watsonville, California....... 1937 
Hayneg, Don W., Zoology Department, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michi- 

BRAM 9) 5 ois)» pie. 0,5,0:4 0.4,00n,0 ave 0-014,0 0 GERM TIA. AMAR TOL de AOE SURE RIOS «TOUS. TR ULIOS 
Haze.tine,* Bensamin Mitton, Bowdoin Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Malta, Mon- ; 

UAE Ee 4 feld ot ald 805 sacar AU oid ia inks th diaudtalbiste ety nig ARUMAICis Ste BAGA MOTE Riots. onc0, E'vksla d SoCOEEOO. 
Haze.ring, I. B., 2332 Monroe Street, Corvallis, Oregon..............0000eeeee++ 1939 
Herrron,* Jonn Raymonp, 803 Dousman Street, Green Bay, Wisconsin........... 1937 
Hempet, Apotex, Instituto Biologico de Sao Paulo, Caixa Postal, No. 1833, Sao Paulo, 

Brags COULMIAMOrION SiS silt .cG aces. ae sisesee Seams aided vole Tasca | Tar eek DBO 
Henn,* Dr. AntHuR Wiusur, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania........ 1937 
Hersert,* Paut Anruony, 341 E. Liberty Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan........... 1937 
Hicxe.,* Manrorp R., Box 208, Gunnison, Colorado.............000.0eeeeeee ees 1987 
Hicxs, Exuis A., Department of Zoology and Entomology, Iowa State College, Ames, Hn 

OWS croix toro sv. «RM IS Lidia “Sa la cake Inn iD A ME RECO ESOL AE MAT eR Eales ACOA do. fA 
Hicxs,* Haroutp W., Bureau of Biological Survey, St. Charles, Arkansas........... 1937
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Hitt,* Epwin, Soil Conservation Service, Independence, Wisconsin................ 1937 
Hiuz,* Roser R., Forest Service, Milwaukee, Wisconsin........................ 1937 
Hu, Russeit Grores, Zoology Department, Michigan State College, East Lansing, 

Michigan... .audaqing.:. Wace Guten eet ae PRLS BIG A), Ail ATLOsO 
Hiver,* Laurence Exmer, 1231 Raymond Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota........... 1938 
Hoszs, Water Marruew, 82 Bay Street, Nantucket Beach, Massachusetts....... 1937 
Hocuzaum, Hans W., 7329 Blair Road, N.W., Washington, D. C................. 1938 
Howpenriep, Rosert, Glenn, California... 2.2.0.0... 0.ec eee e ee ec eet ecseven sees 1988 
Houm, Ear Ricwarp, Conservation Department, Albany, New York............. 1938 
Hoveu,* Ausrey Jounsron, Soil Conservation Service, Minden, Louisiana......... 1937 
Hovston,* Ausrey Francis,Death Valley National Monument, California......... 1937 
Hoyt, J. Sournaarm Yaron, Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.. 1939 
Hupetson,* C. W., Illinois State Normal University, Normal, Illinois............. 1937 
Hyps, Dr. A. Sipnny, National Park Service, 601 Sheldon Building, San Francisco, 

Califoniinier ccs cciesie nm ciao tA BS ayant er ensin Sito RE Sea EST ALORS 
Jacxson,* Hueu, 2005 Winnebago Street, Madison, Wisconsin.................... 1937 
Jacoss, Witu1aM F., 816 West Pensacola Street, Tallahassee, Florida.............. 1938 
Jaun, Bert J., 1221 S.E. Fifth Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota.................... 1939 
Jarvenpa, Ouiver M., 12263 S.E. Fifth Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota........... 1939 
Jenxins, James H., 1204 W. Chestnut, Mt. Vernon, Ohio...................+..-+ 1989 
Jenner, Witi1am ALexanper, 806 West Davis Street, Fayette, Missouri.......... 1938 
Jennines, Howarp Maucoum, 212 North Salem Avenue, Sumter, South Carolina... 1937 
Jennines, Orro Emury, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania............. 1938 
Jounson, Oscar H., State House, Pierre, South Dakota................0..00---- 1938 
Jounson,* Paut Howarp, Soil Conservation Service, Bethany, Missouri........... 1937 
Jounstonz,* Harvey Roy, Michigan ECW, Gaylord, Michigan.................. 1937 
Jonzs, S. Paun, 509 West Avenue North, Waukesha, Wisconsin................... 1938 
Jonzs,* Victor Emmons, South Branch University of Idaho, Pocatello, Idaho...... 1937 
Kaiser, Joun F., 1620 Blair Street, St. Paul, Minnesota. ..............0.20-20-+. 1988 
Karz, Davin Txzoporn, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State University, 

Columbus, Ohio winsislt lout sciuigs 6 eu ae ROT GR Osd aoc, od ER. OBO. 
Karz,* Juius Smanp, ¢/o Dr. J. B. Reidy, Box 174, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.... 1937 
Kerra, Mrs. Wii11am, South Hamilton, Massachusetts..................+.....- 1939 
Keuuiey, Masor E. W., Federal Building, Missoula, Montana..................-++ 1938 
Keuuy, Dr. Howarp A., 1406 Eutaw Place, Baltimore, Maryland................. 1938 
Koupuinesr, Grover, Jr., R.D. 3, Canton, Ohio... 1.0.0.6... ec cect eee eee eee 1989 
Keyes, Josepn, Box 1317, Sacramento, California............0.00..eeceecveseess 1988 
Kinsiey,* Cartes Harwoop, Box 423, Merced, California.....................- 1987 
Kirk, Auxan D., 14 Forest Hill Road, Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania................. 1939 
Kroopsma,* R. F., 1411 New Jersey, Indianapolis, Indiana.................+..+.. 1987 
Kroumm,* Kenneru, Swan Lake Refuge, Sumner, Missouri.................+....-+ 1937 
Kunnn,* Huesna hz, Hart, Michigan t:. qi6 o0.<.20 54 case 0) bb 50 eiescbenle- hides hual087 
Kuszr,* Drypen, 30 Broad Street, New York, N. Y.........0.0.0ceceeeeeeeeeess 1987 
Kurz, Harry Leon, Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York........... 1939 
Lampert, Burt, Brevort Lake, Allenville, Michigan..............0.0.eeeeeeeeee+ 1989 
Laney,* Louis H., Box 1354, Albuquerque, New Mexico..............0.0-.+0+++ 1987 
Larson, Kzrru D., Minnesota State Board of Health, Division of Sanitation, Univer- 

sity of Minnesota Campus, Minneapolis, Minnesota..............0.0.0-eee2++ 1938 
Laver,* Wiurrep Hetsz, Jr., Soil Conservation Service, Winona, Minnesota....... 1937 
Lawrencez,* Joun E., Hiltonhead, South Carolina............0.0.eceeeeeeeeeeees 1937 
Lesrecat, Roszrr J., Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State University, Colum- 

bus; Ohio. sce sina ces .astaades AGIA. Se ornte tec BEMTES. 26h *, 44989 
LuComrre,* E. Len, State Conservation Department, Baltimore, Maryland........ 1937 
Lexz,* Ropert Epwarp, Soil Conservation Service, Monticello, Arkansas........... 1937 
Leiau,* Waurer Henry, Wright Junior College, 3400 Austin Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 1937 
Leopotp, Aupo Srarxerr, 2426 Ellsworth Street, Berkeley, California.............. 1937 
Lewis,* Evan Brucn, Game and Fish Department, Jefferson City, Missouri........ 1937
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Lswis,* Hat Warnur, Wallpack Center, New Jersey............0.cceeeeeeeeeees 1987 
Lipsy,* Henry Hart, 140 Main Street, Presque Isle, Maine...................... 1937 
Licxina, Cuype L., 404 Post Office Building, Omaha, Nebraska................... 1987 
Lincoun,* ALEXANDER, JR., 59 Codman Road, Brookline, Massachusetts........... 1937 
Lrypuny, Aurrep Baker, 859 Barrington Road, Grosse Pointe Park, Detroit, Michi- 

MOLI cada are elt PIN Teh a a aie in SS 8 ol SE dD Wino we OEMs 114 KORACI b ew ol 0) Mle Oiee eels LODO 
Linsprrom,* Atsert Townsenp, Texas Company, Fredericksburg, Virginia........ 1937 
Lirriepaas, Jay T., Division of Conservation, State Office Building, Columbus, Ohio. 1939 
Lix, Henry W., 402 Second Street, Hot Springs, Arkansas. ...............-...++- 1987 
Lovz,* Epwarp Kimsrovex, 704 Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Missouri............. 1937 
Lyman, Cuaruzs P., R.F.D. 1, Canton, Massachusetts.............0.00eceeeeee es 1989 
Lyon, Dr. Marcus W., Jr., 214 La Porte Avenue, South Bend, Indiana........... 1938 
McCasz,* Francis Ropert, 5714 S. E. 15th Avenue, Portland, Oregon............ 1937 
McCarn, Ranpat, Forest Service, Warren, Pennsylvania...........20-++20e++++++ 1988 
McCann,* Lustur Jamas, Jackson, Wyoming............c0eeec cece cece eeeeeeees 19387 
McCustianp,* Rosrrt Buy, Eicher Road, Emsworth, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.... 1937 
McConana, J. C., 2244 East Howard St., Pontiac, Illinois.......................- 1988 
McCoy, Franx J., Santa Maria Inn, Santa Maria, California..................... 1987 
McCreary, Orro C., Agricultural Hall, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming. 1937 
McCuttovan,* Grorar Wixson, 4858 Lyndale Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minne- 

led mee ot tsrSL a ais ss < non s SiSisaiS)s Sos DSL Ewe Slee a emeie cia. sie SRR ebenes LOBT 
McCourcuen, A. AuuEn, Forest Service, Cody, Wyoming...............-..0+-+-+ 1938 
McDonatp, Rosert B., R.D. 1, Brooktondale, New York................0-++++ 1938 
McEwen,* Orvittx Scort, c/o Hawley Club, Box 170, Corvallis, Oregon.......... 1938 
McFaruanp,* Roperr Parker, Box 328, Grand Junction, Colorado............... 1937 
MacGregor, Arruur Emmry, 225 Nehoiden Street, Needham, Massachusetts...... 1937 
Mcinryrez,* Artur Cuirron, Soil Conservation Service, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania. 1937 
McLaveuuin, Josepa Ross, Mesa Conservation District, Box 804, Masquero, New 
BM EL ores oi cleo ain co ciclan vias lnce uiniainsa) SUAS Weed viene wciviote, Metre Mawel 1937 

McMiuan, Geppzs, 409 Van Brunt, Mankato, Minnesota.........-..+++-+++++++ 1988 
McMorry, Franx B., Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, Cache, Oklahoma...... 1938 
Macnas, Jams A., Linfield College, McMinnville, Oregon. ..........--..6--2+-+- 1938 
McNamara,* Frepericx Groren, Lake Chemung, R.F.D. 1, Howell, Michigan.... 1937 
MacNamara, L. G., Mercerville, New Jersey... ......0.0.seeceeeeeeeenceeeeeeees 1938 
Mapsen, Davin Hzpur, 414 Boston Building, Salt Lake City, Utah............... 1938 
Maruirarp,* Josepu, 1815 Vallejo Street, San Francisco, California................ 1987 
Manazs, D. Epmunp, Forest Service, Cleveland, Tennessee..........--.-+---+-+-+. 1988 
Marcouts, Reusen, Box 382, Americus, Georgia..........0.0:eec eee cece ee eee ees 1987 
Marxuny, Mertz H., Route 2, Box 252, Hood River, Oregon..........-.-.+++.++ 1988 
Manrsu,* Auserr Jamus, Soil Conservation Service, Humboldt, Tennessee.......... 1937 
Mason,* Epwin Avaustus, Wharton Bird Banding Station, Groton, Massachusetts. 1937 
Maruer, Deane Winstow, 308 First Avenue, S. E., Little Falls, Minnesota........ 1937 
Marurax, Haron A., 3808 N. 13th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin................ 1938 
Mavzrmann, Rozert G., State Game and Fish Warden, Hondo, Texas............ 1938 
Meapows,* Epwarp Lyaut, 307 City Hall, Asheville, North Carolina............. 1937 
Menrritu,* Howarp AupsEn, State College, Storrs, Connecticut.................... 1987 
Meyer, Wii1am H., Soil Conservation Service, Freehold, New Jersey............. 1989 
Micuenzr, Haroup, 418 N. Hudson Avenue, Pasadena, California................ 1937 
Mippoor, J. C., 1525 Catherine Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania................. 1989 
Mruumr, Dr. ALDEN Hotmns, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, 
erecloyCalifornial.2.adec.3 cn casts. Gilde eewece Tries ete s5. 06 SLO 

Mitimr, Cart Antony, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.............-.-. 1939 
Mittzr, Dr. Loyz, University of California, Los Angeles, California.............. 1938 
Mitte, J. Pauw, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.............-... 1939 
Miniter, Watton Minton, 1515 Charles Street, St. Paul, Minnesota............... 1939 

Minns, Raupx Homer, 30 Cross Street, East Weymouth, Massachusetts........... 1937 

Monson,* Gaz, 311 East Green, Gallup, New Mexico.......--.-+-0+0eese-e- +++ 1987
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Monson, Jarup T., R.R. 1, Richwood, Ohio... 20... cece ese eee eee cee ens 1989 
Moors,* Gzorcr Crensuaw, Route 2, Box 12, Auburn, Alabama................ 1937 
Moorg,* Lez Kenner, Soil Conservation Service, Spring Valley, Minnesota....... 1937 
Moors, Roy, 1105 Masonic Temple, New Orleans, Louisiana..................... 1938 
Moos,* Louis Mrcnazt, Soil Conservation Service, Culbertson, Montana.......... 1937 
Morris, OwEn W., Bureau of Biological Survey, Box 336, Idaho Falls, Idaho....... 1938 
Morris,* Wayne Wiuiramson, Soil Conservation Service, Box 1151, Gallup, New 

Moenisoscc.cnicw. Ssin-tad S0a Stet, cele rns e BOE INS.. 4.65 RORY 
Morton,* Guenn Hersert, New York State Game Farm, Delmar, New York..... 1937 
Musupacu, GzorceE E., Superintendent, Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, Cache, 

QE R ROMS, ns rin a ons swim eec ers tee an OMe, oe ese Selo we B aeeeibt LA). CANOE 
Nerr, Jounson AnprEw, Box 1317, Sacramento, California..................-... 1938 
Netson,* Arnotp L., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.............. 1937 
Nessit, Ray J., Ohio Division of Conservation, c/o Muskingum Watershed Conserv- 

ancy. District, New. Philadelphia,. Ohio amcecey). connie Ocal Imeem eka 987 
New.in, Cuaruie, SCS Camp 15, Newton, North Carolina...................-.+- 1937 
Nice, Mrs. Marcarret Morse, 5708 Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.......... 1937 
Nicuot, AnDrEw ALExANnpDER, 901 N. Tyndall Avenue, Tucson, Arizona........... 1937 
Nicnotson, A. J., Game, Fish and Oyster Commission, Austin, Texas............. 1938 
Norris, Russeut T., Pennsylvania Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, State College, 

PODUSVAV ANIA <.scfa:5 seine om smelrner eee eee emice ste nis tin “Ripe et asic eens.) “RECELORS 
Noyes,* Hasxuut, 825 North Jefferson Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.............. 1937 
OpERHANSLEY, Franx, Box 173, Yellowstone Park, Wyoming.................-.-. 1939 
Osrrnotser, Dr. Harry Cuurcu, 2805 Eighteenth Street, N. W., Washington, D.C, 1937 
O’ConneEt, Joun Epwarp, Camp 8-82, West Townsend, Massachusetts........... 1938 
O'Connor, Jack, Alaska Wildlife Agent, Anchorage, Alaska................-+.... 1938 
Opis, TM; Kasilof Alasks 0). 250. 22 Ss. on wieles 100 -iccG bales ea sess 1k ORS 
Operxirxk,* Gatzn Cuarr, Bureau of Biological Survey, Purdue University, West 

LafayettesIndiana oi sig ances beng eins ciegin-t< oinmiss wins bes seme wep eee I 1087 
Osa, Oscar Wiix1a4M, Huntington Wild Life Forest Experiment Station, Newcomb, 

New. Yorkioccll0 cdis.} scl GUuudig. Scieingoll. asian ot: Sete) YAS AOpS 
Ouson, Artuur Laurerz, Gardiner, Montana............ 0.0.0.0. cece cece eee ss 1988 
Oxp, James Garzscué, Fort Benning, Georgia................ 0.00.0 .00 cece sees 1987 
Ospurn, Fiscuer, 126 Carolyn Street, Nacogdoches, Texas....................... 1989 
Osmer, Tuomas Lewis Grucory, 3901 Upton Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minne- 

SOUR ss. in tone orice nse Aad ated on Slo) Wlsialsinl tte tisine pda Jalsa. Hades MING «Ri hdd ORO 
Ort,* Frep Carus, Farm Security Administration, Raleigh, North Carolina...... 1937 
Orro, Kermit Len, Frazee, Minnesota...... 020.00)... sees cece ecdees devs iececaele 1988 
Pamer, C. M., Jr., American Wildlife Institute, Investment Building, Washington, 

Parron, Carpe. Herniion; Vanginia ycil So ic.8 cone. Susesoe 4, So. 08080 
Partcu, Max Lorenzo, 815 Prairie Street, Columbus, Wisconsin................. 1937 
Pex, Srvyvesant Morris, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York................ 1988 
Perry, Epaar L., Forest Service, Lincoln, Nebraska................0.0..0.00.e.. 1987 
Prrerson,* WALTER ALLAN, 1006 Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh, North Carolina...... 1987 
Prrripes, Grorcn ArHan, Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York..... 1939 
Psyron, Sipney Burns, R.F.D. 2, Fillmore, California..................0..000e+- 1987 
Puevrs,* Cuzster Frep, Department of Biology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 

Blackaburg, Virginiasuray bndiccs nic cemsate iat Seen din FOG acd ods EO UOOT 
Puztps,* Miss Cuaupra Lama, Aiken, South Carolina.............0.00.0e0ee00.e-. 1987 
Pueps,* James Harvey, 535 South 13th E. Street, Salt Lake City, Utah......... 1937 
Pierie, Cuarzzs B., Box 162, Lewisburg, West Virginia......................... 1989 
Pinto, Herman T., Box 24, Safford, Arizona...........00.0 cece cece ceceeseess 1987 
Piezr, Ranpaut Hows, 19 Charlotte Street, Worcester, Massachusetts............ 1988 
Puatrorp,* Sipney Davinson, 4166 Fifth Avenue, Los Angeles, California......... 1987 
Puiums, Rar H., Jr., 416 Chauncey Avenue, West Lafayette, Indiana........... 1988 
Poutocx,* Sranuey Zack, Lexington, North Carolina.................2...+-.... 1987
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Posuusta,* Deeprick C., Soil Conservation Service, McGregor, Iowa............. 1937 
Povcu,* Ricuarp Hooper, National Association of Audubon Societies, 1006 Fifth 

PUONUCH NOWuNOFK 5 IN < Nive; cn: : SIME A: ROU Oke Oso peesMalen ou Na a.” He OROT 
Poyner,* Marvin Otney, Experimental Game Farm, Delmar, New York.......... 1937 
Preston,* Cxartes Purnam, Westmoreland State Park, Baynesville, Virginia...... 1937 
Pricr, Dr. Joun Basyu, 532 Alvarado, Stanford University, Palo Alto, California.. 1937 
Paz, UE. Aveurt.G.,. Seio; Oregomssies .naileliwtl esGilad. Quel Gldbite ble Dietnine GROOT 
Proctor, Joun Rosert, 5314 Penn Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota........ 1938 
Provost, Maurice W., 581 Union Street, Manchester, New Hampshire............ 1939 
Rarreety, Rosurr. Ray, R..D. 4, Fremont, Obiow. 6... soc cece see visieleiision ssc 6 LOSS 
Ramey, Daniex J., Superintendent, State Quail Farms, Kingman, Kansas.......... 1938 
RanpeL,* Dr. Brown WENDEL, 806 Mills Building, El Paso, Texas............... 1937 
Ranpue, ALLan Cuanrces, Forest Service, Alturas, California...............-...++ 1938 
Reyno.ps, Dr. T. Eric, 1624 Franklin Street, Oakland, California...............+ 1987 
Ricuarps,* Epwarp Carrineron Mayo, NurMahal, R.D. 4, West Chester, Pennsyl- 

MERI e Les 10. Keiss SREP GRAB ALMA WehiNG SOU  AARTAMal. Dektnkss dled oO 
Ricuarpson,* Wiiu1aM Bess, Star Route 2, Box 321, Porterville, California....... 1937 
Rus,* Pau, Benepicr, RR. 3, Rockford, Winois ss 665. bee eed nce riele dies voles ROBT 
Roauen, Kanneta.F., Billings, Montana cii..0600 00 a casio ss sienine ese wiwwainene oa ROBS 
Roserrson, Joun McBrarr, Buena Park, California............-...020eee cesses 1987 
Rowz,* Roserr Aurrep, Box 6, Aberdeen, South Dakota... ...........0+0-200+++ 1987 
RuwkeE1, Syivan Tuomas, Greenfield, Iowa... 2... .:0.0ecceceesceseeenetee eee ees 19387 
Rupp, Gzorce Francis, Center Building, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania............. 1939 
Savaaz,* James, 1048 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, New York.........-.+:..020+-e++4+ 1987 
Savacn,* James Cuauncey, Rm. 501, 751 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, Cal- 

eA ort oh 28 sis inl oraiarannas ess aneccbnnios «fs SME), SOOO: ROR OR ob Oe a Ate® MAB 
Saytor,* Lawrence W., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C........... 1937 
Scuanrer, Watrer P., Box 388, Calais, Maine... ........6.. ses cece es seen ences se 1988 
Scumrrt, ANDREW Emin, Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge, Winona, Minne- 

ERIE SA Sas (5/4 5:6! Sa) e/0in oiavauee O36 gi0)p ielaasa @laleigra Sle WO ola aah eee genet LOSS. 
Scuraper, Toomas, CCC Camp S-52, Orr, Minnesota. ...........00.seeeeeeeee ++ 1938 
Scurorpt,* Joun Frep, 5027-29th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota......... 1937 
ScnumacueEr,* Pau Deiwricu, Farm Security Administration, Clemson, South Caro- ; 

NG Serres BUG). .Cocuinhe aes. ashlinds aomll Lethe Ao MGa ee Tobie vs - "si THOD: 
Scuunxe,* Witi1am Henry, Box L, Black River Falls, Wisconsin..............--. 1987 
Scuwarrz,* Cuartes Watsu, Wildlife Conservation Building, University of Missouri, 

Columbia, . Missouri.cizcoasiw . decddeO Jeecle. opadesian Gk nib teen sae 
Scuwargz, Joun Eneurr, Bureau of Biological Survey, Colville, Washington....... 1987 
Szamans, Roger Ausert, Fish and Game Service, Montpelier, Vermont........... 1937 
Sepam,* Joun Barter, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.... 1937 
Sznty, Tazopors Sawyzr, Forest Service, Gainesville, Georgia...........+-...... 1987 

Seeuerti,* Lipero, Eatonville, Washington. ...........002 00 ce rece eee eee eee s 1987 
Serren,* Syitvan, National Park Service, Manteo, North Carolina.......-..-...+. 1987 
Suapiz, Dr. Atsurt R., Biology Department, University of Buffalo, Buffalo, New 

Suacer,* Grant Happon, 1121 South Eye Street, Tacoma, Washington........... 1987 
Smetpon, Miss Carotyn, Woodstock, Vermont............00cecee cece cece eee ree 19387 
SHeipon,* Witu1am Guuirver, Woodstock, Vermont..........-.+-0+0+000ee+e+++ 1987 
Smrer, Cures W., Box 201, Chardon, Ohio....... 0.0000: ee cece cere ee eee ress + 1988 
Suommaker,* Cart D., American Wildlife Institute, Investment Building, Washing- 

ODD Mice ds < cesta ecl.2 .. dnl yistoe AOS A Mle Pie Ee euahnd:scaenee! JOBT 
Sicx, Mrs. Irnznz E., The John H. Sick Farm, Cohocton, New York.............. 1939 
Summons, Epwarp M., Soil Conservation Service, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania...... 1939 
Srumons,* James Raymonp, 809 East State Street, Ithaca, New York............. 1987 
Stvon, Jamus Roser, State Game and Fish Commission, Cheyenne, Wyoming..... 1937 
Srus,* Ivan Henry, 5412 30th Place, N.W., Washington, D. C............-.+.++++ 1987 
Smarr,* Roper Eart, Bird Sanctuary, Jackson Park, Chicago, Ilinois.... ....... 1987
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Smiru,* Jonn Rosert, Culver Woodcraft School, Culver, Indiana................. 1937 
Smirx, Laurence H., Forest Service, Boise, Idaho............. 00.0. ee) 1987 
Surrn,* Parker Benton, Box 236, Cornelia, Georgia............. 0c eee eee eee) 1987 
Smrrx,* Ricuarp, 39 Pleasure Avenue, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.................. 1987 
Smira, Sytvan Luzon, 414 Price Avenue, Columbia, Missouri.................... 1937 
Snypur, Naruan, Forest Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico..............+.+++++ 1937 
Sow zs, Srvarr O., Suite 809 Talcott Building, Rockford, Illinois................. 1939 
Sperry, Arruur B., Kansas State College, Department of Geology, Manhattan, 

FEANSBS: cae se ts tis iarn eee ote tee cwite bce eee ne teGiet net ons eins LODO 
Spprry,* Caries CARuisty, 527 Custom House, Denver, Colorado..............+ 1937 
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MemBrrs AND ASSOCIATES OF THE WILDLIFE Socinty! 

Honorary MemBer 
Date of 
Election 

Daruina,* Jay Norwoon, Register & Tribune, Des Moines, lowa......... (1937) 1938 

ActivE MEMBERS 

Apams,* Harry Epwarp, Forest Service, White Cloud, Michigan........: (1937)? 1938° 
Apams, Wiuu1am Cuark, Conservation Department, Albany, New York.... (1937) 1938 
Axpovus,* Satur, Evernn, Lake States Forest Experiment Station, Univer- 

Rityenarar mb PAUL -WMilinesOtarne n.d s.r ie ree eee (Ot) bee 
Auuan,* Partie Faruey, Soil Conservation Service, Amarillo, Texas........ (1937) 1938 
AuiEn,* Dr. Artuur A., Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. (1937) 1938 
Auten, Dr. Durwarp Lzon, Swan Creek Wildlife Experiment Station, 

pAtlopin.= Michigan oer ee ee ee tn ee LOBe) tee 
Anprrson, Dr. Rupotex Martin, Division of Biology, National Museum of 

Manada Ottawa,- Canada. <= ere cn eee oe ee LU eeloas 
ANpERsON,* WaLLAcEe LowEtt, Soil Conservation Service, 312 Federal Build- 

THe ren port etlinOinser 2 ene ne ees eee ee LBD) Loo: 
Arant, Dr. Frank Seuman, Albama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala- 

AMG yee ee ee ere as eee ena LON et O8D. 
Aruton, Dr. ALEXANDER V., Dakota Wesleyan University, Mitchell, South 

Dakotacsc cc oie ee ee ee loos) Looe) 
ArmstronG,* Epwarp Laupr, Honey Horn Plantation, Hilton Head, South 

Saxon gs: > ca ee eee OSG) Loa. 
AsHBROOK, FRANK Gurz, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C... (1938) 1938 
Bazre,* Dr. WitiiaM J., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas.. (1937) 1938 
Bartiett,* Ito Henry, Game Division, Department of Conservation, Lan- 

pip eMichiganc 2. sce eat or eee eee ee nr Loy) fe55 
BAUMGARTNER,* FrepERIcK Mitton, Game Division, Department of Con- 

servation. Lansing Michigan <.Gc<). 0 coc... ces ae eon) Looe: 
BaumMGarrNeR,* Luruer Leroy, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, 915 South 

Sandusky Avenue, Bucyrus, Ohio.............00- cece eeee cence +++ (1987) 1938 
Brat,* Crarence Marvin, 184 Stowe Street, Jamestown, New York...... (1937) 1938 
Branp,* Danie, Bartierr, CCC Camp SP-9, South Miami, Florida...... (1937) 1938 
Brcxnr,* Dr. Grorce Bronson, Soil Conservation Service, Athens, Georgia. (1937) 1938 
Brute,* Dr. Witu1AM Harrovn, 457 E. Third South Street, Salt Lake City, 

tele te ese eno ee ee le) rene 
Buut,* Dr. Witt1AM Bonar, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. (1937) 1938 
Bennert,* Canny Hatt, Room 421 Post Office, Lincoln, Nebraska........ (1937) 1938 
Brennerr * Grorce Wixi1aM, 460 Biology Building, University of Wiscon- 

Allee MAISON EW IRCONSIN eee een ee eine cn eet Looe) eeloas, 
Brnnett,* Dr. Logan Jounson, Bureau of Biological Survey, State College, 

Pennsylvanit-oc ce re eee ee ee Log et onG: 
Bennirt,* Dr. Rupo.r, Lefevre Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia, 

MissOUrls oso cits ee ee ee ee (LOT) boa. 
Benson, Dr. Sera Bertram, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of 

California, Berkeley, California.<.-.:. >... 5-21 -- 40 2 ee ed) Lees 
Bopn,* Irwin T., Director, Missouri Conservation Commission, Monro 

Building, Jeherson-City, MissOUrl 072, 0 een Cae ee (L000) 1938 
Bonp,* Dr. Ricuarp MarsHatt, 712 Spalding Building, Portland, Oregon.. (1937) 1938 
Borgu,* Aprey Epwin, Soil Conservation Service, Box 1314, Albuquerque, 

New Mexc0tsp coc ee ne ee ee een (LOB) L088 

1To March 10, 1938. 
* Charter Members, i.e., joining the Society before September 1, 1937. 
2 Date of acceptance as Associate Member. 
3 Date of election to Active Membership.
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Date of 
Election 

Boyxin,* Lemur, WuitaxkERr, Project Manager, Cheraw, South Carolina... (1937) 1938 
BRADLEY,* BENJAMIN ORLANDO, 64 Henry Street, Binghamton, New York.. (1937) 1938 
Brapt,* Dr. Guenn W., Game Division, Michigan Department of Conser- 

vation, Lansing Michigan con .224 carne nee ees ene 2 (L097) 61038 
BRECKENRIDGE,* WALTER Joun, Museum of Natural History, University of 

Minesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota..............0.22000+eeeeeeeee++ (1987) 1988 
Brooxs,* Maurice Granam, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West 

Virgil ares hoe daee se sicde lc here hy geak- ain SNE ee aes (LO) LOSS, 
Brown,* Dr. Cuaupzovus J. D., 1117 Church Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan. (1937) 1938 
Bruckner, Dr. Jacos Hersert, Department of Poultry, Cornell University, 

Ath aca; ee Way Of emer J. ne ss Sener Perea we Oee haloes 
Bryant,* Dr. Haroup Curup, National Park Service, Washington, D.C.... (1937) 1938 
Bump,* GarpINnER, State Conservation Department, Albany, New York.... (1937) 1938 
Burrovcus,* Raymonp Darwin, Department of Conservation, Lansing, 
Michigenesc.caaasie tate as iis eae Ss 1988 

Burter,* Ovip M., American Forestry Association, 919 17th Street, N.W., 
Washington 2D) rag re ag eg Sa arn ie ev 5d LO Oe OS. 

Canaanz,* Victor Harrison, National Park Service, Washington, D.C... (1937) 1938 
Caun,* Dr. Arvin Rosert, Forestry Building, Norris, Tennessee.......... (1937) 1938 
Cuapman,* Dr. Froyp Barron, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio Uni- 

versity, Columbus, Ohiowe-.. agar asa L080) 1988 
Cuasn,* Dr. Warren Wii11aq, Soil Conservation Service, 2015 Grand Ave- 

nue; Des Moines, lowas..csicc-n ee sell Gane oie ee ee (L9SM)= 1088 
Crarxe,* Dr. CHartes Henry Dovatas, Department of Mines and Resources 

Ottewas Canadas sc2c0secet a cae Boe ee les 
Currr,* Epwarp P., Forest Service, Box 4137, Portland, Oregon.......... (1937) 1938 

Cosurn, Dr. Don R., Bureau of Biological Survey, Brigham, Utah....... (1937) 1938 
Comrton,* Lawrence VERLYN, Soil Conservation Service, Box 1314, Albu- 

querque, New Mexico..:5..csch swum d> eapee ees e ep= (1937) 1938 
Conpon, Daviy DeLancry, Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone Park, 

Wyoming sisaceen. 5a a es =~ 987) 1088: 
CoorErripErR,* Cuartes Knesat, Room 304 Agriculture Building, Univer- 
sity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona............ 00+ eee eee e eee ee cess (1937) 1938 

Corram,* Dr. Cirarence, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.. (1937) 1938 

Coucn,* Lzo Kina, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C....... (1937) 1938 
Cox,* Witt1am Tuomas, Resettlement Administration, Court House, Mil- 

pwatcee WISCODBINca sy mira a as eter ne ee esa (1937) 1938 

CruicksHanx,* ALLAN Dupuy, National Association of Audubon Societies, 
7 (bebrondway, Now: York, cN. Vo. 3. se seer ig eS ov aen otk a5 so tineeng 1987) 1988 

Datxe,* Dr. Paut Davin, Bureau of Biological Survey, University of Mis- 

Bours Columbia, MISSOUIL. aes on ote eee ue Senor ta (1937) 1938 

Damsacu,* Caries ARTHUR, Soil Conservation Service, Dayton, Ohio.... (1937) 1938 

Damon,* Davin, 300 Keeline Building, Omaha, Nebraska................ (1937) 1988 

Danrortu,* Dr. Sruarr Taytor, University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez, 
Puertor Rico sean es ee 0) 198 

Dariine,* Dr. Camster ArTHuR, Department of Biology, Allegheny Col- 

lege, Meadville, Pennsylvania............. 00sec e eee eee eee eee ee (1937) 1938 

Davenrort,* LaVerNE A., Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. (1937) 1938 

Davis,* Cuciz Noxan, Soil Conservation Service, Fulton, Missouri........ (1937) 1938 

Davis,* Grorar Wii114M, 131 Elm Street, Montpelier, Vermont......... (1937) 1938 

Davis, Dr. Wii11aM B., Department of Wild Game, College Station, Texas. (1937) 1938 

Day, Avert Merritt, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C..... (1938) 1938 

Dayron,* Win11aM Apams, Forest Service, Atlantic Building, 930 F Street, 

NW. Washington, D-Cit os st ee (1937) 1938 

Deen,* Dr. Josuva Lun, Forestry Building, State College, Pennsylvania... (1937) 1938 

DePouy,* Percy Leroy, 1725 Leavenworth, Manhattan, Kansas..........- (1937) 1938
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Election 

Dicxmrson,* Dr. Laurence Masor, Box 356 M., R.F.D. 1, Menlo Park, 
NOAM OMNIA oo co5. 5 sisalc Go, a Ge (1937) 19388 

Dixon,* Josrpn Scarrercoop, National Park Service, 611 Sheldon Building, 
MAU HRAnCISCO,~CAlilornia. <0.) ee ee ee (1937) 1938 

Doutny,* Joun Sutver, Box 436, University of Mississippi, Oxford, Missis- 
RUDI. os cece totais  e e eP 087) 1908 

Donrnower,* Weston, Soil Conservation Service, Bath, New York...... (1937) 1938 
Dory,* Lzstim Haron, Ottawa National Forest, Escanaba, Michigan..... (1937) 1938 
Eaton,* EvcEne D., Soil Conservation Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico. (1937) 1938 
Epmrnster,* Frank Custer, 1520 Elmira Street, Williamsport, Pennsyl- 

RUNG eae cu een Se ee (1937) 1938 
Exuunp, Cart Rosert, Seney Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Germfask, 

WMiehigan. Co. s.r ccs Ee ee (1938) 1938 
Exxrys,* Wrysron A., Forest Service, Plankinton Building, Milwaukee, Wis- 

POURIN SYS occ atti gs ian Oo oi (1937) 1938 
Emien,* Dr. Joun Tuompson, JR., College of Agriculture, Davis, California. (1937) 1938 
Eneusu,* Dr. Pennoyer Francis, Department of Forestry and Wildlife 

Management, Connecticut State College, Storrs, Connecticut......... (1937) 1938 
Errineton,* Dr. Paut Lester, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.......... (1937) 1938 
Evans,* Cuarues ALBert, 427 8th Avenue, 8.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota.. (1937) 1938 
Furney,* Witt1aM Siivesrer, 1011 Lake Street, Oak Park, Illinois........ (1937) 1938 
Fininy, Witt1am Lovett, Route 10, Box 426A, Portland, Oregon........ (1937) 1938 
Fisuer,* Dr. Lez Wixxiam, 135 Linden Street, East Lansing, Michigan.... (1937) 1938 
Fioyp, Epwin Vernz, Soil Conservation Service, Greensboro, North Caro- 

NI AERIS e escsceitcu ss om ucen yaks Ee ee TO (1937) 1938 
Fox,* Aprian Caspmr, Soil Conservation Service, Box 367, Park River, 

NortheDakota .(.. <nisastarn-<0cle cae er eee  eee oeie (1937) 1938 
Frepinu,* C. Gorpon, 1807 Wesley Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota......... (1937) 1938 
Freesurn,* Courrianp Cauprr, Board of Game Commissioners, Harris- 

burg ebennsylvania. -. sc.e10 oe ee (1937) 1938 
Frison,* Dr. Txzopors Henry, Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois.. (1937) 1938 
Fry,* Jonn Rupotrn Jr., Federal Building, LaCrosse, Wisconsin........ (1937) 1938 
GasriEison, Dr. Ira Nozt, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. (1937) 1938 
Gartouau,* Francis Earu, 526 Custom House, Denver, Colorado........ (1937) 1938 
Garner,* Dr. Murver Ritey, Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana...... (1937) 1938 
Gates,* Dr. Winu1am Hazen, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 

Se (1937) 1938 
Gearuart,* Harry Epwin, Soil Conservation Service, Edwardsville, Illinois. (1937) 1938 
Gurspacuer,* Dr. Wittarp Marion, Southern Illinois Normal University, 

Pecbondile UMg co. cc. nateams cused tart (ee Aedes Sea (1937) 1938 
GersTELL,* Ricuarp, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Penn- 

BVA A go ccoyacassin ees read eimai Ue nce RvR Ray wy a: (1937) 1938 
Gier,* Dr. Herscue, Tuomas, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio............ (1937) 1938 
Girarp,* GEORGE Lycuraus, Ronan, “Montana... .....<s5 clans ces (1937) 1938 
Gorr, Cartos Crypx, Leesburg Experiment Station Laboratory, Leesburg, 

SONGS se. fans ye (1937) 1938 
Gooprum,* Put Dex Quincy, North Street Station, Box 262, Nacogdoches, 

LexReeihcnts, set pore ee ee or (1937) 1938 
Gorpvon, Sern Epwin, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Penn- 

BYAVANI GS cos cn. cts: ta ee ee (1938) 1938 
Granam,* Dr. Epwarp Harrison, 232 Prospect Street, Chevy Chase, Mary- 

MAB 2 oc nahen soe auetnegs ds clog ee ee (1937) 1938 
Granam,* Herperr Wiii1aM, Box 1235, Carmel, California.............. (1937) 1938 
Granam,* Dr. Samvet A., School of Forestry and Conservation, University 

of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan: 3. -. the ee ee (1937) 1938 
Green,* Epwin L., Jr., 328 Moore Street, Columbia, South Carolina...... (1937) 1938 
Green, Dr. Rosert Guappine, Grafton, Wisconsin....................5 (1938) 1938
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Election 

GreEnwatt,* Ernest J., Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, Cache, Okla- 
HOM So. crtene ae oye ie ee Se et wae es ee ae ee ina ee ee ae (DOT) 1988 

Gresu, WALTER Antrim, Conservation Commission, Charleston, West Vir- 
ein ees ee | en es ee 0) 1088 

Grirritu,* Ricnarp E., Center Moriches, Long Island, New York........ (1937) 1938 
GRINNELL,* Dr. JosepH, University of California, Berkeley, California.... (1937) 1938 
GunpERSON,* ARDEN B., Forest Service, Bozeman, Montana............. (1937) 1938 
Hamerstrom,* Freperick NatHan, Jr., Old Entomology Building, Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.......................... (1987) 1988 
Hamitton,* Dr. Wrii11AM Joun, JR., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. (1937) 1938 
Hart,* Dennis Ceci, 2088 Alby Street, Alton, Illinois.................. (1937) 1938 
Hart, Harry Exvin, 422 Keeline Building, Omaha, Nebraska............ (19387) 1988 
Harcu,* Dr. ALpEN Brucz, School of Forestry, Moscow, Idaho.......... (1937) 1938 
Hatrierp,* Donan M., Division of Economie Zoology, University of Minne- 

Sota, St-Paul,: Minnesotascecc tcc Soc ccuc oc oe ences esta see cs teas (1987)—19388 
Hawxrns,* Artur Sruart, Old Entomology Building, University of Wis- 

consin, Madison, Wisconsin. . 0 2.5. oets: otis weeks ss ees ss 2 (1987) 1988 
Henpricxson,* Dr. Grorar Oscar, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa...... (1937) 1938 
Henixa,* Dr. FranKuIN Srnciarr, 207 Whitman St. Pullman, Washington... (1937) 1938 
Henry,* Corpia Joun, Lower Souris Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Upham, 

North Dakotat-22 52 ae ee ee ee he (1987) 1988 
Hicxis,* Paut FranKiin, Game Division, State Department of Conserva- 

tion, engine, Michigan cassette ee ee es ee LOR Loos 
Hicxs,* Dr. Lawrence Emerson, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio 

State University; Columbus, Ohio. ..2... 22. o005. ces c0 bes os vv oes (1987) 1988 
Hocuzavum,* Hans ALBert, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.. (1987) 1938 
Hour,* Ernest Gousan, 2121 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C.. (1937) 1938 
Hotwec, Arruur WILLIAM, State Conservation Department, Albany, New 

NOP ee te eo eee ee (LON B) 1 dos 
Hostey,* Neri W., Harvard Forest, Petersham, Massachusetts........... (1937) 1938 
Hosmer,* Ratpux Sueupon, Department of Forestry, Cornell University, 

Ithaca, New Works Oe wr rt ee ie. C0) 1008 
Horcuxiss,* Nern, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C....... (1987) 1938 
Howarp,* Wiiiram Jounston, National Park Service, 801 Grace Securities 

Building; Richmond, sv irguua] see ee (1987) 1988 
Hunt,* Dr. Harrison Ranpaut, Department of Zoology, Michigan State 

College, East Lansing, Michigan..................0.eeeeeeeeeeees+ (1987) 1988 
Hunrt,* JAmMes Baxter, Soil Conservation Service, Burlington, North Caro- 

MLE Oe acento nee ee eae en oe oe (IDOL On8 
Hurp, Myron Auexanper, Soil Conservation Service, Box 285, Stigler, 

QRIBROMB secs eee eer eee ea ne on ee POOF) One 
Incuxs,* Dr. Luoyp Giunn, Chico State College, Chico, California........ (1987) 1938 
JanzEen,* Danreu Hugo, Bureau of Biological Survey, 504 Title Guaranty 

Bldgs Milwaukee; “Wisconsin=s.7-:-..-.- ees ees (1987) 1988 
Jenxins,* Husurr O1iver, Sacramento Junior College, Sacramento, Cali- 

LOYNIA Sh ep eS ee ee eee T) 1998, 
Jounson,* FRED Wyuanp, Forest Service, 1038 Phelan Building, San Fran- 

ciscos Calitornia= = Sos < stas see ee ee Cha) < 1988 
Jounson,* Dr. Maynarp Stickney, National Park Service, Custom House, 

Salem; Massachusetta:c2: > sos: S2> 02s ee oe ss (1987) 1938 
Kaumsacu,* Epwin Ricuarp, 527 Custom House, Denver, Colorado..... (1937) 1938 
Kass,* Joun Cuarius, Department of Forestry, Purdue University, Lafay- 

etieIndianan.: anes so ee eee 1057) 1908 
Ke.xer,* Groren Hits, School of Forestry, Utah State Agricultural Col- 

lege: Dogan, Utah => <2 Sess 087) 1938 
Kaztizy,* Maurice Watson, 560 Custom House, Bureau of Biological Sur- 

Vey; Denver; Colorado 0293. aca v te ee ee re (1987) 1988
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Kunpeiau,* Dr. Samunn Cuaruus, Experimental Zoology Laboratory, 
Wright and Healey, Champaign, Illinois....................... «sxe» (1937), 1988 Kine, Date Srvarr, Southwestern National Monuments, Coolidge, Ari- 
BOM AGA! 60% gio Waa RATS ae cae ge re See (1937) 1938 Kina,* Raupu T., Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station, Syracuse, 
DG Wav ORs cus Oe 5 oss aa (1937) 1938 Kine,* Wiis, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Elkmont, Tennes- 
EO ies on odie incr anie atte GERBIL he lows GTA oe ee OL (1937) 1938 Kurncensera,* Paun Joun, Box 1314, Albuquerque, New Mexico........ (1937) 1938 Kyarren, Miss Poonpn Maura, 2925 Tilden Street, N.W., Washington, 
Ds Creare tents ie OS ae aS ES Hee ee (1938) 1938 

Kosss,* Karu Gzoras, Division of Entomology and Economic Zoology, 
University Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota...................... aidtos salsaLOO (=A PSS 

Komarex,* Epwin Vincenr, Cooperative Quail Study Association, Sher- 
wood Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia....................... sees a (1987) 1988 

Komarex,* Roy Vance, Division of Game and Inland Fisheries, Department 
of Conservation, Raleigh, North Carolina.................... tet eee (L937) 10388: 

Kreacmr, Pau T., Medicine Lake Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Medicine 
Lake, MY ORCA oe a ee eg (1937) 1938 Krerrina,* Lavrirs WiteEi, Forest Service, Grand Marais, Minnesota. . (1937) 1938 

Krizpex,* Raupx M., Soil Conservation Service, Bedford, Indiana........ (1937) 19388 
Krummus,* Wit11AM Turopor, Bureau of Biological Survey, Medicine Lake, 

Montana 5 incuiccivs cnaiae@eeent ay Se ee ae OS ee (1937) 1938 
Larpiaw,* ALAN Futmer, Soil Conservation Service, Coon Valley, Wiscon- 

So eee ee ee en ee (1937) 1938 
Lamp, Samunt H., Hawaii National eB ere At sc rere net (1937) 1938 
Lamson,* Arrow Liscoms, 12 Middle Street, Orono, Maine.............. (1937) 19388 Laneunsacu,* Joun Rogue, 321 Prospect Street, Willimantic, Connecticut. (1937) 1938 Lanauors,* Dr. Tuomas Huxtey, Put-in-Bay,.Ohio...= .<. 2s ee (1937) 1938 Lay,* Danie, Waynn, Box 254 F.E., College Station, Texas............. (1937) 1938 Lay,* Gzoren Batcu, State College, Raleigh, North Carolina............ (1937) 1938 Lex,* Orvitie Suiru, 1532 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin...... (1987) 1938 Lexz,* Roserr Epwarp, Soil Conservation Service, Greenfield, Iowa...... (1937) 1938 Leepy,* Danie Loney, Ohio Cooperative Wildlife Research Station, Co- 

UNE bupObion.—.coaknes a ies Atanas Roo ae Se eee (1937) 1938 Lerretman,* Lovis Jack, Farm Security Administration, 305 Montgomery 
Street, Montgomery, Ala bamign = su.80 = eos eo eee (1937) 1938 Leopotp,* Atpo, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin........... (1937) 1938 Linspatz,* Dr. Juan Myron, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University 
of California, Berkeley, California........................... -+ee+~ (1987) 1988 

Locxz,* SamurL Barron, 222 North Bank Drive, Chicago, Illinois........ (1937) 1938 
Lone,* Wiisur Srvarz, Soil Conservation Service, Colorado Springs, Colo- 

eas he Sees TS (1937) 1938 
Lone,* Witu1am Henry, Jr., 1334 White Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan.... (1937) 1938 
Lunp,* PepEr Nicuouxat, Soil Conservation Service, Fennimore, Wisconsin. (1937) 1938 Lurrrinesr, Leo Amos, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Penn- 

BL VAUIA MAN... TER ee eee ee ee ee (1938) 1938 
Lyncu,* Joun Josmpn, Bureau of Biological Survey, Pilot Town, Louisiana. (1937) 1938 
McArez,* Watpo Lex, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C... (1937) 1938 
McDonatp,* Maucoum Epwrn, Parsons College, Fairfield, lowa.......... (1937) 1938 McDovaaut,* Dr. Watrer Byron, National Park Service, U. S. Court 

House, Santa Fe, New Méxite Be eo (1937) 1938 
MacLvuuicu,* Dr. Duncan ALEXANDER, 144 Mayety Street, Toronto 9, 

Wea edate pain ifs Y.dcncacns ence ee ee eA ae (1937) 1938 Mapsen, Davip Heper, National Park Service, 803 Continental Bank Build- 
ing, Salt Lake City, (Utah. Tis atasek Tease, Se EE een (1937) 1938 

Manwelier,* Jack, Box 141, Spooner,: Minnesota ae..¢8¢ o.oo (1937) 1938
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Marx ey,* Cuester Ruoaps, Mesa Verde National Park, Mancos, Colo- 
TAUO ss 55), 4408s sea shea ses eat eee see eee wee eee ee LOST) 1998 

Marsnaui, Wriiti1aM Hampton, Box 603, Brigham City, Utah............ (1937) 1938 
Mitts,* Dr. Harrow Buresss, Montana State College, Bozeman, Montana. (1937) 1938 
Morrirt, James, California Academy of Sciences, Golden Gate Park, San 

Franeiseo,California occ 25 esac csn pas sa stieetas ox case. es oes 2xz0 21987)" 1088 
Monr,* Dr. Cart Orro, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois.. (1937) 1938 
Monreomery,* Rosert Dupiey, Farm Security Administration, Baudette, 

Minniesotaoccn x: ot a ae ee ae eget eee (1987) 1988 
Moorz,* Atserr Warts, Bureau of Biological Survey, Hillsboro, Oregon. (1937) 1938 
Moos,* Louis Micuaut, Soil Conservation Service, Culbertson, Montana.. (1937) 1938 
Morsgz,* Marrus A., CCC Camp S-51, Brimson, Minnesota.............. (1937) 1938 
Morrton,* James Newron, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania forsee aes Se en ee ee et (1987) 1038 
Mossy,* Henry Sacxert, 413 Thompson Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan.... (1937) 1938 
Mounro,* James ALEXANDER, Okanagan Landing, British Columbia, Canada. (1937) 1938 
Morpocn,* Eartez C., Soil Conservation Service, LeRoy, Illinois.......... (1937) 1988 
Moris,* Dr. Avotpn, National Park Service, 300 Keeline Building, Omaha, 

Nebraska. csisc sa cous oc tre cise ou. cae ee 198) 1088 
Morig,* Ouaus Jonan, Jackson, Wyoming........................+++-+ (1937) 1938 
Morray,* Dr. Leo Titpen, Baylor University Museum, Waco, Texas.... (1937) 1938 
Myers,* Dr. Grorce Sprague, Stanford University, Palo Alto, California. (1937) 1938 
Nacet,* Werner Orro, 109 Wildlife Conservation Building, Columbia, 

Missouri, i c7 ttn SOR eed A Ae Et ee ee (1037) 21088 
Netson,* Ursan Ciyps, Soil Conservation Service, Spring Valley, Minne- 

BOUR F craven otis co cui shia ek sae Rete es Mee ee Meee mea LOOT) LOSS 
Niusson,* Nits Norman, 3221 Commerce, Dallas, Texas................. (1937) 1938 
Osenaur,* Water Henry, Bureau of Game, State Conservation Depart- 

ment Albany,<New York... :4. lu. cee ten to anne © (L037) LOSS. 
Ouson,* HERMAN FRANKLIN, Forest Service, Duluth, Minnesota.......... (1937) 1938 
O’Roxs, Dr. Eart Cinvexanp, School of Forestry and Conservation, Uni- 

versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.......................... (1938) 1938 
Orr, Dr. Rosert Tuomas, California Academy of Sciences, Golden Gate 

Park, San-Hranciseo) California 0.0... 2 0en rnl ste 1 ee (1987) 1938 
Ossorn,* Ben Orvitxn, Soil Conservation Service, Salina, Kansas........ (1937) 1938 
Osrznson, Burton Tuomas, Department of Zoology, Michigan State Col- 

lege; Hast Lansing, Michigan... ..... 2... ...265cccccen eves ssceses (1987) 1938 
Pace,* Ransom I, Jr., Bergen, New York................00.0.-2200++++ (1937) 1938 
Parmer, Dr. Eporam Laurence, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.. (1937) 1938 
Patmer,* Lawrence Joun, Forest Service, Washington, D. C............. (1937) 1938 
Parx,* Barry Curumr, Forest Service, Warren, Pennsylyania............. (1937) 1938 
Parxer,* Lansina Arruur, Soil Conservation Service, Faribault, Minne- 

SOUR) Me dlsoie cise oinace wae en ee ee alsa Sess We ae cass (LOBT) 1988 
Pzarce,* Joun, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, New Haven, 
Conteeticutasni: tine ee, ee ete heen: 9S) 1938 

Prarson,* Dr. AtLEN Mosuny, Bureau of Biological Survey, Box 1031, 
Auburn, Alabama. 35-c ccc lesa oie a ne Threat ce re 1, - (LOOT) FLOSS 

Prarson,* Dr. T. Gitpert, National Association of Audubon Societies, 1775 
Broadway, New: Yorks) NvVo.4. 22 eee nents | oe et (10387) 1038 

Purturrs,* Dr. Joun Cuartes, Wenham, Massachusetts................. (1937) 1938 
Puruurrs,* Paut Grounps, Soil Conservation Service, Box 1151, Gallup, New 

MGCO 2 iors bocce cin aia vk ee ws cn em ene eka ( O87) 221988 
Preniz,* Dr. Mites Davin, Box 174, Battle Creek, Michigan............. (1937) 1938 
PresNALL,* Ciirrorp Cuaruzs, 6335 Ridge Drive, Station A., Washington, 
Doc Ranh. 2 Sats Vin SE ee eee ete Teor, (1987) 51058 

Quorrrur,* Dr. Ertine Ricuarp, Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, Brig- 
pana yee ea saint oon onc are 00 oy al anes eR RE ey Renee Aron arte ae (LOB) E21 08
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Rasmussen, Dr. Danrex Irvin, State Agricultural College, Logan, Utah (1937) 1938 
Ruw,* Duncan H., Poultry Husbandry Department, A. & M. College, College 

Bietion, Lexasse ce tt5 ase oan aan ee oe en eee wee (1937) 19388 
Rernxz,* Karte Ausert, 605 N.W. Third Street, Faribault, Minnesota.. (1937) 1938 
Ricu,* Dr. Wiis Horton, Natural History Museum, Stanford University, 

alo PAIL, California, <5 ange cmtyacys ewe Oa en 0a ine LOR BLOSE 
Rirper,* Epwarp Ernst, Box 1050, Florida National Forest, Tallahassee, 

MGA G Hk. oh sci 5 cipro cee ton Se aos a (1937) 1938 
Rissman,* Atpert J., 227 Federal Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa...... (1937) 1938 
Roserts,* Pau Henuey, Forest Service, Sharp Building, Lincoln, Nebraska. (1937) 1938 
Rosinson,* Cyriz Sreruen, Forest Service, Santa Barbara, California.... (1937) 1938 
Ross, Rotanp Casx, Marshall High School, 3939 Tracy Street, Hollywood, 

ROB LQUMED cco cogs fc ee Mt eee ORE he REE Ce EE! (1937) 1938 
Rucu,* Lewis Conrap, Soil Conservation Service, Howell, Michigan...... (1937) 1938 
Rurr,* Freperick Jamus, Forest Service, Pisgah Forest, North Carolina. . (1937) 1938 
Ruaauzs,* Dyer N., 330} Armstrong Street, Auburn, Alabama.......... (1937) 1938 
Ruut,* Harry DeVere, Game Division, Department of Conservation, Lan- 

Ging Michigan. caluclate aes ae ee (1937) 1938 
Rusu,* Harotp Jamus, Soil Conservation Service, Charlotte, North Caro- 

PD Bc 32 <x oi aes Od eet me Aer A a) ee (1937) 1938 
Russext,* Dr. Cart Parcunr, National Park Service, 801 Grace Securities 

Building: Richmond, Virginia... 4.550 ..0.4 i a ee (1937) 1938 
Russuti,* Pau, State Game Department, Santa Fe, New Mexico......... (1937) 1938 
Sanpers, Roy Dats, Forest Service, Park Falls, Wisconsin............... (1937) 1938 
Saunpers,* Dr. Arrras AnpREws, 48 Longview Avenue, Fairfield, Connect- 

LOUD eee chaser clots eval saisiuls a s0h cca MAE, Ae ee eee i ee aie Bote (1937) 1938 
Saunprrs, Dr. Grorcr Braprorp, 562 Custom House, Denver, Colorado... (1938) 1938 
Scuerrer,* Dr. Vicror BLancuarp, 105 Anderson Hall, University of Wash- 

inpton,. Seattle, Washington, o°-, 4-610 ae, eee ee on (1937) 19388 
Scnorcer,* Dr. Artie Wituam, 1011 E. Washington Avenue, Madison, 

IWASCORRIN cece EAL ne ANT ASU A asters St eee ee ae aE ores (1937) 1938 
Scorr,* Watrer Epwrn, Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin... (1937) 1938 
Suanrz, Dr. Hommr LeRoy, Forest Service, Washington, D. C........... (1938) 1938 
Suapovatoy,* Lxo, Natural History Museum, Stanford University, Palo 

PNUOPRU ALLO Tg rn eieu ox icon | vane ct ee I ne en ta ee (1937) 1938 
Suarp,* Dr. Warp M., Biological Survey, Valentine, Nebraska............ (1937) 1938 
Suetrorp, Dr. Vicror E., Experimental Zoology Laboratory, Wright and 

Healey Streets, Champaign, Illinois..................0ccecueseeeeee (1937) 1938 
Surtiineer,* Dr. Jacos Epwarp, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 

Oe ee. Se ec en Gi ER (1937) 1938 
Siucier,* Hitperr Ricuarp, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service, College 

Dion. Lexastius extant. aici, Signe f. eeemGa re eee oe (1937) 1938 
Sxirr, Joun Vicror, Bureau of Game, Conservation Department, Albany, 

JNO Vaid ae ea Gri eae neh ty etre scrs ase. as, (1938) 1938 
Smiru,* Asa Howarp, 18 Brown Avenue, Norwich, New York............ (1937) 1938 
Smiru,* Ciarence F., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C..... (1937) 1938 
Smytu,* Dr. Tuomas, Pennsylvania Teachers College, Indiana, Pennsyl- 

AML Sistine sh I ee arms gee eee Steen ee TEES | AU eae ee a (1937) 1938 
Soormr,* Ciarence Anprew, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 

OO nes rans cients pen ee RN ne eee eT (1937) 1938 
Spautpina,* Mito Herrick, Montana State College, Bozeman, Montana... (1937) 1938 
Sranex,* Grorcr Rearnazp, Box 395, Cambridge, Ohio................. (1937) 1938 
Srecuman, LeRoy Catxrns, State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York (1938) 1938 
Srevens,* Orrn Atva, State College Station, Fargo, North Dakota........ (1937) 1938 
Srevens,* Ross Oriver, Department of Conservation and Development, 

alemhe-North Caroling... .esicce .. <7. ee a ee (1937) 1938
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Srevenson,* James Ospornz, National Park Service, Washington, D. C... (1937) 1938 
Sropparp,* Hersert Ler, Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia.... (1937) 1938 
Srormr,* Dr. Tracy Irwin, Division of Zoology, University of California, 

Davies Californibunce qeens1e ee oe BE ae <a (1987)1988 
Srupxa,* Arruur, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Gatlinburg, Ten- 

MESSCON G5 Asan aan s Jo oe ica aan eae ee (LOOT LOSS 
Sumner,* Eustace Lowsz11, Jr., National Park Service, 611 Sheldon Build- 

ing, «San Bran cisco. Calilorniae, tar. aee Se eae. (1087) 1088 
Swanson,* Dr. Gustav Apoxpn, Division of Economic Zoology, University 

Farm, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota................. (1937) 1938 
Swenx,* Myron Harmon, Department of Entomology, University of Ne- 

braska,- LineolmaN sbraskts ease cise ah Wen ec «3% . os (1 987)) 1938 
Syputsxi,* Jonn Lawrence, Box 17, Black River Falls, Wisconsin........ (1937) 1938 
Tart,* Aran Cowrm, Division of Fish and Game, Ferry Building, San Fran- 

Cisco, Califomiazes. 7 ccm ea Mine: eae eee Se oe (LOBE) ©1988 
TaRzwELL,* Dr. CLarENce M., Forest Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico... (1937) 1938 
Taytor,* Ors Boyp, National Park Service, 801 Grace Securities Building, 

Richmond Virginia. 55-26 magea ee apes on 1987) 1988 
Taytor,* Dr. Watrer P., Faculty Exchange, College Station, Texas....... (1937) 1938 
Txurres,* Joun Kenner, Soil Conservation Service, Bath, New York..... (1937) 1938 
Tuayer,* Marsuatt, Forest Service, Laconia, New Hampshire........... (1937) 1938 
Tivt,* Riewanp, Albany, Georgia. <....<- 2a. occ esses eee 01937) 1988 
Toner,* GzorcEe Cuiive, Box 88, Gananoque, Ontario, Canada............ (1937) 1938 
Tonxtn,* Grorar, Bureau of Biological Survey, 207-A, Federal Office Build- 

ing; Des Moines lowar se wits. eine aae tite asa Gee swe os CLO OBS 
Towns,* Homer Grant, 610 Neil P. Anderson Building, Fort Worth, Texas.. (1937) 1938 
TownsEnpd,* Dr. Myron Tuomas, Biology Department, Illinois Wesleyan 

University, Bloomington, Illinois... 2... 5.0. 0.seec ee cs ss sees s+ (1987) 1988 
TrippenseE,* Dr. Reusnn Epwin, Massachusetts State College, Amherst, 

Massiehusettess 356.«.sctcn ca sass aa kn Ne wines ak LOB A= 1 988 
Tusss,* Faruey F., State Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. (1937) 1938 
Van Cruave,* Dr. Hartny Jonzs, 318 Natural History Building, University 

of Winois, Urbana, Illingisisa.0 195 acatet ce ene Gee ee 1087) 21088 
Van Dersat,* Dr. Witt1am Ricuarp, Soil Conservation Service, Washing- 

LOT DS Core coganast es cea re Sees era ee eC eat LOB?) L988 
Van Deventer, Dr. Wiiutam Cart, St. Viator College, Bourbonnais, Illi- 

LO) | Bow jae och SLAG a Omionn Sh SM aR igre marin ht See Ramer ern RYO veR thts) 
Vorutes,* Dr. Cuartus Taytor, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona... (1937) 1938 
Wanz,* Dovarias Epwarp, 1532 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin... (1937) 1938 
Watxer,* Dr. Cuartes Freperic, Soil Conservation Service, Dayton, Ohio. (1937) 1938 
Wess,* Martin Ricuarp, Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan.. (1937) 1938 
Wess,* Witi1am Leonarp, Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station, 

New York State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York............. (1937) 1938 
Weesz,* Dr. Asa Orrin, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma...... (1937) 1938 
West,* Raymonp Maurice, Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone Park, 

WY OMing. stn) ctocckutdiga a a ES Ree eee = (1987), 1088 
Wuiraxer,* Harry L., Soil Conservation Service, Salina, Kansas.......... (1937) 1938 
Wuirtrietp,* Dr. Cuartzs J., Soil Conservation Service, Amarillo, Texas... (1937) 1938 
Wuittock,* Srantey CiarKe, Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michi- 

OT ise oie ope ae eck payee gol een a EGE eia es ane <a (AYO) LOSS 
Wieut,* Howarp Marsuat1, School of Forestry and Conservation, Univer- 

sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan............................. (1987) 1938 
Wixiiams, Cxcrt Sioan, 365 South Main Street, Brigham, Utah........... (1937) 1938 
Wiiiamson,* Lyman Oxay, State Fish Hatchery, Hayward, Wisconsin..... (1937) 1938 
Wixson,* Kenneta Aupen, Park St., Salisbury, Maryland.............. (1937) 1938 
Wina,* Dr. Leonarp Wiuu1am, Box 364, Norris, Tennessee............... (1937) 1938 
Woops, Dr. Farris Harpry, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.... (1937) 1938
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YuAcur,* Dr. Luz Emmert, Forest Service, Plankinton Arcade, Milwaukee, 
NVARCO DSI lorerers ssi cei eco oe vs ens ee ee LOT ekg) 

Yuarrer,* Dr. Ratpx Emerson, State Natural History Survey, Urbana, 
POTS tate oe aoe wre oseik Sie aes Gus os Rie TTS SON oe en ee OTe SS 

ZAuNISER,* Howarp CuinTon, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 
HD OG eeprom a ev er LOOM SLO BS 

Associate MEMBERS 

Asrams, WiLL1AM Jupson, Fennimore, Wisconsin....................0....20.2... 1938 
MULENHOBURT WARD, Ossian, LOWA,.:.. 2. 0s. 22.2 < Aioce oS eee oe os os oe 1987 
Autison,* Matcotm NEottn, Soil Conservation Service, Safford, Arizona........... 1937 
AmprosENn,* Donatp Roy, 315 E. King Street, Winona, Minnesota................ 1937 
Amipon,* Grorae Briaas, Itasca Ranger Station, Arago, Minnesota............... 1937 
AmMann,* Grorcr ANDREW, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C....... 1937 
AnpERSON,* C. Watuace, LeSueur, Minnesota..................00.0..00c00e0.+ 1987 
ANDERSON, Irvin Vicror, Forest Service, Missoula, Montana..................... 1987 
AnpDERSON,* Joun Merrick, Andover, Ohio...............0.0.ceceeceeeceeeesss 1987 
Asnpy, Dennis, Duncan, Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada............ 1938 
Arwoop, Earu L., 719 New Federal Building, St. Louis, Missouri................. 1937 
ATZENHOEFER,* DaniEL Raymonp, 23 Summit Street, Norwalk, Ohio.............. 1937 
Ausrin,* Oriver Lutuer, Hill Rest, Tuckahoe, New York....................... 1987 
Avstin,* Dr. Stranney Wititam, McGregor, Iowa................00 eee e ence eee + 1987 
Bacu,* Rosrrtr Sumner, 404 U. S. Court House, Portland, Oregon................ 1937 
Baker, Joun Hopxinson, National Association of Audubon Societies, 1775 Broad- 

SERV SEN C= OTIC, IN MS sooo ose aoe Sts nee es nae AOS 
Baker, Rouiin Haroxp, Geology Department, College Station, Texas............. 1937 
Batpwin,* Witi1aM Puiuws, Jr., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C..... 1937 
Baui,* Epwin Wrx114m, Soil Conservation Service, Independence, Wisconsin........ 1937 
Barxatow, Freperick Scumncx, Jr., Department of Zoology, Auburn Polytechnic 

Poe GiyGoneAu DUTH; AAD AIAN oe ree cera Ne rte re on OO, 
Barxer,* Exvuiorr Sear, State Game Warden, Santa Fe, New Mexico............. 1937 
Barxer, Jesse Epwarp, Box 1414, Lubbock, Texas.................0.-.-.+.+++-+ 1987 
Barxizy, Dr. Frep ALEXANDER, Department of Botany, Montana State University, 
GeO GI AseMOn Gina et ee ce ae rae ee mene erin ete ss ho LORY 

Barnes,* Wititam Bryan, Farm Security Administration, Burns City, Indiana...... 1937 
Barrows, Maynarp Barnrer, Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone Park, Wyo- 

Barron, Raymonp Oscar, Fort Benning, Georgia..................0000-20.00++-+ 1987 
Bares, Witu1am Epwin, Jr., Forest Service, Harrisburg, Illinois................... 1988 
Bzpinemr,* Henry, Wallpack Center, New Jersey.................---0--+-++++++ 1937 
Bruney,* Witt1amM Hupson, Department of Zoology, University of Vermont, Burling- 

Gon) -V ermonte escort ee ee LOBE. 
But,* Frepericx, 218 Millard Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minne- 

BOM Ee oes eircte cate oie ae eve ath etc eee tee ant ene oe er OST 
BEncutey,* Epwin ALLEN, Jr., 79 Buckminster Road, Brookline, Massachusetts.... 1937 
Bennett, Witu1aM Hursert, State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York..... 1938 
Brrner,* Luster Max, Lake Itasca, Minnesota..................0.0.c00e0ee+++ 1987 
Bisnop,* Dr. Louis Benner, 450 Bradford Street, Pasadena, California........... 1937 
Bsorn,* Eucenn EncEtuart, 317 South 10th Street, Laramie, Wyoming........... 1937 
Buary,* Dr. ALEXANDER WILLIAM, 2201 Jefferson Avenue East, Detroit, Michigan... 1937 
Buytu,* Davyip Dz Watter, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio............... 1937 
Botn, Brnsamrn Parrerson, Jr., 2717 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio............. 1937 
Boonz,* Roser Preston, Forest Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico............. 1937 
Borpen,* Ricuarp, Fall River Bleachery, Fall River, Massachusetts............... 1937 
Boswe11,* Jamus Louis, High School, Seminole, Oklahoma....................... 1987 
Brapsury,* Haroitp Mitton, Department of Conservation, 20 Somerset Street, Bos- 

don, Massachusette:.00.2 sine 0 ne se i ne ce oc BT
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Brap.ey,* Homer L., Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, Augusta, Michigan................. 1987 
Branp,* AuBert R., 9 East Avenue, Ithaca, New York..................-2+0+++++ 1987 
Brancu,* Wiiu1aM E., Platt National Park, Sulphur, Oklahoma................... 1937 
Branson, JEAN F., Hart Mountain Antelope Refuge, Lakeview, Oregon............. 1938 
Braver, Rupre Epwarp, Pioneer Hall, Minneapolis, Minnesota................... 1988 
Brewer,* ArtHur Netson, 316 East Main Street, Morenci, Michigan.............. 1937 
Broprick,* Haroup James, Carlsbad Caverns National Park, Carlsbad, New Mexico.. 1937 
Browman, Lupvic Gustav, Department of Zoology, Montana State University, Mis- 

soula, Montana. «... <n aes ie ieee once eo ak Sota. seed Oe 
Busax,* B. J., Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.... 1937 
BuuuER,* CuHArLEs Ross, Bellefonte, Centre County, Pennsylvania................. 1987 
Buncz,* Franx Haroun, West Point, Kentucky..... 2.0... 02.2202 e ee cence eee 19387 
Burxez,* Cuarues Prart, Soil Conservation Service, Liberal, Kansas............... 1937 
Buss,* IrvEN O., c/o Aldo Leopold, 1532 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin.... 1937 
CanrieLp,* Davin Huntineton, Rocky Mountain National Park, Estes Park, Colo- 

TAOOr oes ssa a eee estas eG tC enema a en LOOe 
Canrersury,* Natuan D., Box 1325, Columbia, South Carolina................... 1937 
Carnicer, H. W., 5185 Trask Street, Oakland, California...................+.+++. 1987 
CartTer,* Burns TuRNER, Necedah, Wisconsin.............-.0.ee cece cece cece ces 1987 
Castiz,* Dr. Gorpon Bensamin, Department of Zoology, University of Montana, 

Missoula; Montana... ncmnte aro tu sien fateh aati ee ae Ook 
Cuaxx,* Joun D., Commissioner of Game and Inland Fisheries, Raleigh, North Caro- 

Vin tists scum ota ee oat Sees stl ke eee ON 
CuapMan,* WENDELL, 2934 Magnolia, Berkeley, California....................... 1937 
CurrsMan,* WiLL1aM Hanno xp, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C..... 1937 
CuitpErs, Lro R., 303 Post Office Building, Aberdeen, South Dakota............... 1938 
CuRISTENSEN, InvinG LeverN, Soil Conservation Service, Shenandoah, Iowa......... 1938 
CuaFFey, Francis Josepn, 881 North Street, Pittsfield, Massachusetts............. 1937 
Cuark, CLARENCE Fioyp, State Fish Farm, St. Marys, Ohio....................... 1938 
CorrMan,* Joun DantEt, National Park Service, Washington, D. C................ 1937 
Coitman,* Witt1aM H., Soil Conservation Service, Bethany, Missouri............... 1937 
Conxuin,* Wini1am Garpiner, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Penn- 

SylWaniat 20 our acs ane Om eel gee ae ek cs pon AIO. 
Conway,* Raupu C., State Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin......... 1937 
Coox,* A. B., Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan..................... 1937 
Coox, W1u114M Botton, Port Chester Savings Bank, Port Chester, New York....... 1937 
Coy,* AsHLEY Cuauncry, Waterloo Project, Chelsea, Michigan................... 1937 
Cram,* Dr. Exorsz B., Division of Zoology, Public Health Service, Washington, D. C.. 1937 
Cran, Atvin Huan, High School, Guthrie, Oklahoma..................--2-02---- 1988 
Crawrorp, Bruce Matcoum, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cali- 

PORMIB ico. eins Gee yah et Ciel oe ae Se eae eR OOS. 
Cusuina,* Joun Etprings, Jr., 2525 Webster Street, San Francisco, California....... 1937 
Davis, Davin E., 721 Elmwood Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois....................... 1988 
Davis, Howarp Hatsry, 585 Congress Street, Portland, Maine..................-. 1987 
Davis, Henry P., American Wildlife Institute, Washington, D. C................. 1987 
Davis,* Wiiu1aM G., Soil Conservation Service, Washington, Missouri............. 1937 
Davison,* Vernez E., Soil Conservation Service, Spartanburg, South Carolina....... 1937 
Dean,* AsraM Lawrence, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Box 684, Blacksburg, Vir- 

PWIA. oes wataseaiynise athe at ee ae ES a ee Moi. Se LOBE 
Dercx,* Raymonp §., 305 Sixth Avenue, Pelham, New York...................-+..- 1937 
De.uinaer, 8. C., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas................. 1938 
Deneuer,* Harry Wri1aM, Soil Conservation Service, Harwood, Maryland........ 1937 
Dicz,* Dr. Len R., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan................. 1937 
Drysmorz,* Donatp Tuomas, Soil Conservation Service, Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. 1937 
Dosiz,* Joun Rosert, Pokegama Sanitorium, Pokegama, Minnesota............... 1937 
Doremus, Henry Means, Cornell Zoological Laboratories, Ithaca, New York...... 1938 
Dovrt,* Kenneru, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.................. 1937
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Duncan,* Morr Rosert, 3796 South Galapago Street, Denver, Colorado.......... 1937 
Duranp, Forrest V., Soil Conservation Service, Springfield, Tennessee............ 1987 
Epax,* Mrs. Rosati, Emergency Conservation Committee, 734 Lexington Avenue, 

ENG week OF kes Nis Ys e5ei-eanas as fe ys See A AE ee LOOT 
Ex.iott,* Cxartes Newron, Division of Historic Sites and Monuments, Department 

of Natural Resources, Capitol Building, Atlanta, Georgia..................... 1987 
Empopy,* G. C., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.................20--.0++++ 1987 
Erickxson,* ARNOLD Burton, Zoology Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 

PMINTIETIOR Ot Assi 2s. oe cine eS eT Se WN aeT RE DSS teenie ee OBE 
Evans,* Tuomas Rosert, 315 East Lincoln Street, Caledonia, Minnesota........... 1937 
FacereGRen, Frep Cannon, Zion National Park, Utah.....................2.0+++- 1987 
Farnuam,* P. S., 63 McMaster Street, Owego, New York...............0.002-+++- 1987 
FrnsterMacuer,* Dr. Revet, Division of Veterinary Medicine, University Farm, St. 

PALE CVE EMOSO CH sven ose qo el wis as eivinats 5,5 SH AO TE ames Sen T ee GON: 
Fircu,* Dr. Cuirrorp Penny, Division of Veterinary Medicine, University Farm, St. 

PEA SU Ee VUATEL ORO GB 00 a8 v3 Mein jai neae~ Sere ate aleksandar aE Ee hele gc cles SLO. 
Fiertwoop,* Raymonp J., Soil Conservation Service, Madisonville, Kentucky....... 1937 
Fiercaer,* Witu1aM B., Box 188, Savannah, Missouri......................+++++ 1987 
Frvuxer,* Wri114M G., Board of Game Commissioners, Saxton, Pennsylvania......... 1937 
Fox, Roy Lrsuiz, Biology Department, Senior High School, Manhattan, Kansas..... 1937 
Frank, Witu1aM Joun, 205 Salina Street, Liverpool, New York.................... 1988 
Franxuin,* Sypney, Soil Conservation Service, Rome, Georgia.................... 1987 
Fritny,* Cuaries Epwin, Jr., Forestry Department, Storrs, Connecticut........... 1937 
Frost,* Witrrip Tutte, Crater Lake National Park, Medford, Oregon............. 1937 
Fuiierton, Jonn Cuarence, Huntsville, Ohio... 2.0.0.2... 0... c cece cece eee ee ees 1988 
Garryey,* Witi14M StowEtt, Yale Forest Camp, Urania, La Salle Parish, Louisiana.. 1937 
Grnscu, Rosert Henry, 221 Eleventh Street, S. W., Washington, D.C............ 1988 
Giesteap,* Gitsert Kunnera, Detroit Lake, Minnesota.......................+.- 1987 
GILFILLAN,* Merriti CLarENcE, 271 South Walnut Street, Ravenna, Ohio......... 1937 
Goop,* Ernest Evaens, Soil Conservation Service, Hamilton, Ohio............... 1987 
Gorpvon,* C. E., Jr., Soil Conservation Service, Fennimore, Wisconsin............. 1987 
Govutp,* Vireit A., Harvard University, Harvard Forest, Petersham, Massachusetts.. 1937 
Granp,* Eucens Ferpinanp, Bureau of Biological Survey, Bozeman, Montana..... 1937 
Grant,* Kennetu Bernuarpt, Camp SCS-WIS-3, Ellsworth, Wisconsin........... 1937 
Grater,* Russpiy K., 315 Denham Building, Denver, Colorado.................. 1937 
Gray,* Anpprson McDowe t, Box 1031, Auburn, Alabama..................... 1987 
CHinND © HAREM ROSHNBURY, MargO, 1G GOrpiAc. cnt Sees actiess oc aw sree se corers's LOST 
Griwm,* Witi1aM Carey, 101 Climax Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania............. 1937 
Gross, Mertz R., Soil Conservation Service, Santa Paula, California.............. 1937 
Haaa,* Wittram Grores, Museum of Anthropology and Archaeology, University of 

Kentucky; Lexington, Kentueky:9 «asc. exe aeasine Ponce sericea a OT 
Haxcxer, Haroup H., 270 P.O. Building, Sacramento, California.................. 1988 
Harer,* Atyin B., Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, Tennessee........... 1937 
Haaau,* Harold Peter, Soil Conservation Service, Wadesboro, North Carolina....... 1937 
Haun,* Parmer Leonarp, 228 Lenox Road, Brooklyn, New York................. 1937 
Hanpuiey,* Cuaries Overton, Blacksburg, Virginia......................2+2++++ 1987 
Hann,* Dr. Harry Witsur, Zoology Department, University of Michigan, Ann 

Eat OMe OIG MP ANS a5 ick Sete sa aE PACA A OEET CGMS mga ees «em nae 
Harerave, Lynpon Lanz, Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, Arizona......... 1937 
Harper,* Harry Freperick, 1408 Cambridge Road, Lansing, Michigan............ 1937 
Harris,* Witu1AM P., Jr., 15410 Windmill Pt. Drive, Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan.. 1937 
Hawsecker,* Abert Cuaups, 34A Jefferson Street, Watsonville, California........ 1937 
Hazg.ring,* Bensamin Mitton, Bowdoin Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Malta, Mon- 

aD Ae ears ryan Ys iw -ahasiacites vie bimngs ats tous sede Galen anew LOOT 
Herrron,* Joun Raymonp, 803 Dousman Street, Green Bay, Wisconsin............. 1937 
Henverson, W. C., 8 Magnolia Parkway, Chevy Chase, Maryland................. 1987 
Hewnn,* Dr. Artuur W., Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania............. 1937
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Hersert,* Paut AntHony, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan........ 1937 
Hicxeu,* Manrorp R., Monte Vista, Colorado.............-..secee eee eevee ees 1987 
Hicxs,* Haroup W., 201 Federal Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa................ 1937 
Hru1,* Epwrn, Soil Conservation Service, Independence, Wisconsin................ 1937 
Hinz, Harotp Merrity, 329 Summit Avenue, Redlands, California................ 1937 
Hina,*’R. R:, Forest: Service, Milwaukee» Wisconsin... 022%... 22. cs oe ee ee LOST 
Hiner,* Laurence Evmnr, 1513 Fifth Street, S. E., Minneapolis, Minnesota......... 1937 
Hosss, WALTER Marruew, 82 Bay Street, Nantucket Beach, Massachusetts......... 1937 
Hotpenriep, Rosert, 2484 Bowditch, Berkeley, California....................... 1988 
Howm, Ear Ricuarp, Conservation Department, Albany, New York............... 1938 
Hoover,* Earu E., Fish and Game Department, Concord, New Hampshire......... 1937 
Hoveu,* Ausrey Jounston, Soil Conservation Service, Minden, Louisiana......... 1937 
Hovsron,* AupreY Francis, Mount McKinley National Park, Alaska.......... 1937 
Housss,* Dr. Cart L., University Museums, Ann Arbor, Michigan................. 1937 
HupEtson,* C. W., Illinois State Normal University, Normal, Illinois............... 1937 
Hunter, R. P., Fish and Game Service, Montpelier, Vermont...................... 1987 
Jackson,* Huan, 2005 Winnebago Street, Madison, Wisconsin.................... 1937 
JENNER, WILLIAM ALEXANDER, 806 West Davis Street, Fayette, Missouri............ 1938 
JENNINGS, Howarp Matcoum, 212 North Salem Avenue, Sumter, South Carolina.... 1937 
Jennines, Orro Emery, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.............. 1938 
Jounson, Oscar H., State House, Pierre, South Dakota.....................+..--- 1938 
Jounson,* Paut Howarp, Soil Conservation Service, Bethany, Missouri........... 1937 
Jounstonn,* Harvey Roy, Michigan ECW, Gaylord, Michigan................... 1987 
Jonzs,* Victor Emmons, South Branch University of Idaho, Pocatello, Idaho......... 1937 
Karz,* Juirus Siranp, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Columbus, Ohio............. 1937 
Keyss, Josppu, Box 1317, Sacramento, California....................0-eeeeeeee es 1988 
Kinstry,* Cuaries Harwoop, Library Building, Merced, California............... 1937 
Kroopsma,* R. F., 1411 New Jersey, Indianapolis, Indiana....................... 1987 
Kroumm, Kennetu,* Mud Lake Refuge, Middle River, Minnesota........-......... 1937 
Kounwn,* Hucmne fh. dart, Michigan... .... 1s es cee ote oes eens cases AOE 

. Kusnn,* Duypen,:80 Broad Street;-New York, N.Y... 00.20.52 cee tea L9OT 
Laney,* Louis H., Box 1354, Albuquerque, New Mexico....................+.+++ 1987 
Laver,* Witrrep Hetsz, Jr., Soil Conservation Service, Winona, Minnesota...... 1937 
LawRreEnce,* Joun E., Hiltonhead, South Carolina......................-+02+++-- 1987 
LzeComprs,* E. Len, State Conservation Department, Baltimore, Maryland.......... 1937 
Lez,* Ropert Epwarp, Soil Conservation Service, Mansfield, Louisiana............ 1937 
Lrumann, VALGENE W., Cooperative Wildlife Service, College Station, Texas......... 1937 
Leien,* WattTer Henry, 301 Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois............. 1937 
Lropotp, ALpo STaRkER, 2426 Ellsworth Street, Berkeley, California............... 1937 
Lzwis,* Evan Brucn, Game and Fish Department, Jefferson City, Missouri......... 1937 
Lewis,* Hau Warner, Wallpack Center, New Jersey.................2200-2--++-+ 1987 
Lzwis, Dr. Harrison Fuint, National Parks Bureau, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada..... 1938 
Lissy,* Henry Eart, 140 Main Street, Presque Isle, Maine...................+.+- 1987 
Licx1ne, Crp L., 404 Post Office Building, Omaha, Nebraska.................... 1987 
Lrncoun,* ALEXANDER, JR., 59 Codman Road, Brookline, Massachusetts............ 1937 
Linpiey, ALrrep Baxer, 859 Barrington Road, Grosse Point Park, Michigan....... 1938 
Linpsrrom,* ALBERT TOWNSEND, Texas Company, Fredericksburg, Virginia........ 1937 
Lrx, Henry W., 625 Orange Street, New Haven, Connecticut...................... 1987 
Lovs,* Epwarp Kimsrovau, 704 Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Missouri.............. 1937 
Lows, Dr. Joun Nicuotas, Northern State Teachers College, Marquette, Michigan.. 1937 
McCase,* Francis Rosert, 5714 8. E. 15th Avenue, Portland, Oregon............. 1937 
McCarn, Ranpat, Forest Service, Warren, Pennsylvania.......................... 1938 
McCann,* Lusrur Jamus, 3743 Emerson Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota........... 1937 
McC.ie.uanp,* Rosert Bury, Eicher Road, Emsworth, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania..... 1937 
McCoy, Franx J., Santa Maria Inn, Santa Maria, California...................... 1987 
McCreary, Orro C., Agricultural Hall, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming.. 1937
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McCuttovaeu,* Gzorce Wixson, 4858 Lyndale Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minne- 
Be sya cig dies Sains IVE eI Sit ET 

McCorcuzn, A. ALLEN, 463 Post Office Building, Denver, Colorado: «... . ssi. sav. 4088 
McEwen,* Orvitix Scorr, ¢/o Hawley Club, Box 170, Corvallis, Oregon............ 1988 
McFaruanp,* Rosert Parker, Box 328, Grand Junction, Colorado................ 1987 
MacGrucor, Arruur Emmry, 225 Nehoiden Street, Needham, Massachusetts....... 1937 
McInryrz,* Arruur Cuirron, Soil Conservation Service, Williamsport, Pennsylvania. 1937 
McLaveatin, Josrrn Ross, Soil Conservation Service, Stratford, Texas............. 1937 
McMuixan, Guppxs, 2060 Carter Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota..................... 1938 
MeMonteny,* M..8., Box 1092, Amarillo, Texas. ...........<-0s+cs0e00eece. sce, 1937 
McNamana,* Freperick Gores, Lake Chemung, RFD 1, Howell, Michigan........ 1937 
MacNamara, L. G., Mercerville, New Jersey... ...... 00 .00cccccceeceeeceecc lll. 1938 
Matiiiarp,* Joszpn, 1815 Vallejo Street, San Francisco, California................. 1937 
Marcouts, Reusen, Box 547, Gainesville, Geongiaricinncmes, astra Gees oR 
Marxtey, Merzz H., Department of Fish and Game Management, Oregon State Col- 

fee monvallian Oremoniasy atin. aia Wasi. ious one one eas 1938 
Manrsu,* Ausurt James, Soil Conservation Service, Box 349, Jackson, Tennessee..... 1937 
Mason,* Epwin Aveustus, Wharton Bird Banding Station, Groton, Massachusetts... 1937 
Masrt,* Dewy Ricumonp, Soil Conservation Service, Charlottesville, Virginia....... 1937 
Maruer, Duane Winstow, 308 First Avenue, 8. E., Little Falls, Minnesota......... 1937 
Mavrrmann, Roszrt G., State Game and Fish Warden, Hondo, Texas............. 1938 
Muavows,* Epwarp Lyatt, Box 515, Oxford, North Carolina..................... 1937 
Muuis, Purcy E., Forest Service, Missoula, Montana............................. 1937 
Murritu,* Howarp Axppn, State College, Storrs, Connecticut.................... 1937 
Micumnmr, Harowp, 418 N. Hudson Avenue, Pasadena, California................. 1937 
Mitxarp,* Wini1aM Epwin, Escanaba River Tract, Gwinn, Michigan............... 1987 
Minns, Raupx Homer, 30 Cross Street, East Weymouth, Massachusetts............. 1937 
Monson,* Gaz, Box 1151, Gallup, New Mexico. .............2...00000-0 0000000. 1937 
Moorz,* Exvtwoop B., RFD 2, Trenton, New Jersey...........0.+.00-. 000.000... 1937 
Moorzn,* Grorcs Crensuaw, Route 2, Box 12, Auburn; Alabama: ceic<< cc es ii.4s 1087, 
Moorz,* Luz Kunnurn, Soil Conservation Service, Spring Valley, Minnesota....... 1937 
Morris,* Wayne WixitaMson, Soil Conservation Service, Box 1151, Gallup, New 

RCC eit neen panes ica tn aan eUE I dacs cress aa. ee LOBT: 
Morrton,* Guunn Hersert, Box 1018 North Tioga Street, Ithaca, New York........ 1937 
Musser,* Eapurt GuEnn, Soil Conservation Service, Indiana, Pennsylvania........ 1937 
Nerr, Jounson Anpruw, Box 1317, Sacramento, California....................... 1938 
Nexson,* Arnon L., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C............... 1937 
Nessir, Ray J., Ohio Division of Conservation, ¢/o Muskingum Watershed Consery- 

ancy District, New Philadelphia, Ohio.............06.c0csccccesuccsecctecce 1937 
Nuwuin, Cuaruiz, SCS Camp 15, Newton, North Carolina........................ 1937 
Nicz, Mrs. Maraarzr Morssr, 5708 Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois............ 1937 
Nicuot, A. A., University of Arizona, Tucson; Anizonacs. ners Ose & ene ORT. 

Noyzs,* Haske.t, 825 North Jefferson Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin............... 1937 
Oxszrnouser, Dr. Harry C., 2805 Eighteenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C...... 1937 
O’ConnELL, Joun Epwarp, Camp 8-82, West Townsend, Massachusetts............. 1938 
Operxirk,* Gaten Crarr, Bureau of Biological Survey, Purdue University, West 

Lafayette, NEAT aaa secs arity tae Saat od RTS SSE Sani ST 
Osa, Oscar Witu1am, Huntington Wild Life Forest Experiment Station, Newcomb, 
Nee ness somite WeSC, «ck 7, LOB 

Ouson, ArtHuR Lavrerz, Gardiner, Mon tans &aeeac tars: cht, ene a et ieee. + Se 10a 
Orp, Jamus Garuscnf, Fort Benning, Georgia.....................-.-....... 2. 1937 
Ort,* Frep Cuartus, Farm Security Administration, Raleigh, North Carolina...... 1937 
Orro, Krrmir Luz, Frazee, MDT CRO Rasa ao tisk ge EE 1988) 
Pater, C. M., Jr., American Wildlife Institute, Investment Building, Washington, 

Parrcu, Max Lorenzo, 815 Prairie Street, Columbus, Wisconsin................... 1937
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Pxaui, Stuyvesant Morris, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York................. 1938 
Prrry, Enear L., Forest Service, Lincoln, Nebraska..............0.. 000000000045 1987 
Prrerson,* WALTER ALLAN, 1006 Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh, North Carolina....... 1937 
Pryton, Sipney Burns, RFD 2, Fillmore, California.......................0.252. 1987 
Pustps,* CuEsterR Frep, Colonial National Historical Park, Yorktown, Virginia..... 1937 
Puert.ps,* Miss Cuaupia Lea, Aiken, South Carolina...................0.00-002+. 1937 
Puevps,* James Harvey, 1442 Twenty-fifth Street, Ogden, Utah.................. 1987 
Pinto, Herman T., Box 1354, Albuquerque, New Mexico......................... 1987 
Pirrr, Ranpatu Hows, 19 Charlotte Street, Worcester, Massachusetts............. 1938 
Piatrorp,* Sipnny Davinson, 4166 Fifth Avenue, Los Angeles, California.......... 1937 
Pouxock,* Strantey Zack, Box 523, Marion, Alabama..........................+4 1987 
Posuusta,* Dexrprick C., Soil Conservation Service, McGregor, Ilowa............. 1937 
Poyner,* Marvin Outney, Middle Island, New York...................2..+2++0++ 1987 

Poveu,* Ricnarp Hoormr, National Association of Audubon Societies, 1775 Broad- 
way; New York, iN. Wise oes ie cre ek eae eee es ee mee ns vee Oe 

Preston,* CHARLES Purnam, Westmoreland State Park, Baynesville, Virginia...... 1937 
Prics, Dr. Joun Basyn, 532 Alvarado, Stanford University, Palo Alto, California..... 1937 
Prin ,-Dn- ALBERT Gi (Sein Oregon. ie hoe ee en etre hae OOe 
Proctor, Joun Ropert, 5314 Penn Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota......... 1938 
Rasverty,; Rosurt Ray, R.D. 4 Fremont, Ohio... 065.20 coc ccc ev sess s 1988 
RanvE.,* Brown WENDEL, 806 Mills Building, El Paso, Texas.................... 1987 
RanpuE, ALLAN CHARLES, Forest Service, Alturas, California...................... 1988 
Ratusun, Lawrence WILKINSON, 9 Capitol Street, Concord, New Hampshire...... 1937 
Reynotps, Dr. T. Eric, 1624 Franklin Street, Oakland, California................ 1987 
Ricuarps,* Epwarp Carrincton Mayo, NurMahal, R.D. 4, West Chester, Pennsyl- 

VU oee htt ate eee ier nies Raat ange en Sans eT tne: 2 e 
Ricuarpson,* Wiii1aM Bess, RFD 2, Box 1170, Porterville, California............. 1937 
Rus,* Pavu Benupicr, R:R..8, Rockford, Illinois... 2... 2.0.0.2 ce eee eee ce eee 1987 
Rosertson, Joun McBratr, Buena Park, California................0 0.00000 eee 1987 
Rowez,* Ropert ALFRED, Box 6, Aberdeen, South Dakota........................ 1987 
Runxut, Syvivan THomas; Greenfield; lowa.c.: 002202 6 oc 8 os Pero ein ee LOOT 
Savace,* Jamus, 1048 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, New York........................ 1987 
Savacz,* James Cuauncey, Rm. 501, 751 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, Cal- 

LORNA Race se. ee oe eee ne ee an ie eon ee mies. oo LOST 
Saytor,* Lawrence W., Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C............ 1937 
Scuanrer, Waiter P., Box 388, Calais, Maine.............. 0.60. e ee ee eee ee es 1988 
Scurrrer,* Paut Martin, Soil Conservation Service, Ellensburg, Washington....... 1937 
Scuroept,* Joun Frep, 5027-29th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota......... 1937 
Scuumacuer,* Pavun Derpricu, Farm Security Administration, Clemson, South Caro- 

AN sees ss ee cI en eae a Te cree ODL 
Scuunxn,* Wiui1aM Henry, Box L, Black River Falls, Wisconsin.................. 1937 
Scuwarrz,* Cuartes Watsu, Wildlife Conservation Building, University of Missouri, 

Columbian Missouriiss se fences ate Meee oh hie PN ems oe LOO: 
Scuwarrz, Joun Encert, Forest Service, Olympia, Washington.................... 1937 
Szamans, Roger ABErt, Fish and Game Service, Montpelier, Vermont............. 1937 
Sepam,* Joun Battery, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania..... 1937 
Srey, Tazopore Sawyer, Forest Service, Gainesville, Georgia................... 1987 
Srcuerti,* Lisnro, 144 North 16th Street, Corvallis, Oregon..................... 1987 
Srrren,* Syivan, National Park Service, Manteo, North Carolina................. 1987 
Suacur,* Grant Happon, 1121 South Eye Street, Tacoma, Washington............ 1987 
Suarp, CLARENCE SawyeER, 427 West Third Avenue, Escondido, California.......... 1937 
Suetpon, Miss Carotyn, 1834 Kalorama Road, Washington, D. C................ 1937 
Suexpon,* Witu1aM Guuiiver, Woodstock, Vermont.................+0+2-++++++ 1987 
Suormaker,* Caru D., American Wildlife Institute, Investment Building, Washing- 

ton, 51) © Sate se sein yen Fete ae es EN stasis at Hamer ee O OT 
Snum,* P. R., State College, Storrs; ‘Connecticut. 22.2. io) aie ees ee aes eo) LOBE 
Simmons,* James Raymonp, 809 East State Street, Ithaca, New York.............. 1987
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Suwon, James Roper, State Game and Fish Commission, Cheyenne, Wyoming...... 1937 
Srms,* Ivan Henry, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, New Haven, Connecti- 

Smarr,* Ropert Eart, Bird Sanctuary, Jackson Park, Chicago, Illinois.............. 1937 
Smiru,* Joun Rosert, 401 East Third Street, Superior, Wisconsin................. 1937 
Smiru, Laurence H., Forest Service, Boise, Idaho.................00.00e0eeeeee. 1987 
Smiru,* Parker Benton, Box 236, Cornelia, Georgia...............0000000.2002. 1987 
Smit * Ricwarp, 39 Pleasure Avenue, Pittsfield, Massachusetts................... 1937 
Smiru, Syitvan Lenon, 414 Price Avenue, Columbia, Missouri..................... 1987 
Snyper, Naruan, Forest Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico.....................- 1937 
Sperry,* Cuarues Caruisie, 527 Custon House, Denver, Colorado................ 1937 
Sprinxiz,* Cuarues Roger, Conrad, Montana.................000eeeeeeseseees 1987 
Sprot, Grorcr Doveron, Cobble Hill, British Columbia, Canada................. 1987 
Sprunt,* ALEXANDER, JR., RFD 1, Charleston, South Carolina.................... 1987 
MiAnhy) VIRGIL. MvANs, Powell Butte, Oregon. «5\)..065 05 6c 0 oe ae eens ease oes A987 
Srarr, Watter Knickersocxer, Hopkins Memorial Forest, Williamstown, Massa+ 

Ta a eae a ssh 9 a) asa sede Aro a ea ak oes Nome ies eo LOBE 
Srersa,* Wesster Noau, 673 Jefferson Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota............... 1937 
Stevens, Dr. Ciark Luavirt, Forestry Department, University of New Hampshire, 

Prinham-~ Now-Hampehire: 6 <6:<.i26 ad oo sa ee ae en i ee ORT 
Srites,* Cuartes ANpREw, Camp S-56, Plymouth, Massachusetts................. 1937 
SrititWe1,* Jerry E., 1508 Gulf States Building, Dallas, Texas................... 1937 
Srosiz,* Roperr H., Department of Fish and Game, Concord, New Hampshire..... 1937 
Sronsener, L. Epwarp, Great Barrington, Massachusetts..................+.+.++ 1987 
Stoner, Dr. Dayton, New York State Museum, Albany, New York............... 1937 
Sroupr,* Jerome H., Forest Service, Cass Lake, Minnesota...................-+.- 1937 
Sun,* Jack, 504 First Street, Defiance, Ohio... .........00.ceecsenceeeceeceescee 1987 
Svenpsy,* Cuarence, Soil Conservation Service, Spokane, Washington............ 1937 
Taser, F. Wautace, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, Berke- 

He VamU RERCONIA grec ac sos oats kata TST Eso? NS et et cnt LOBOS 
Taprn,* Donatp TourMaN, Route 1, Box 450, Porterville, California.............. 1937 
Tayior,* Witi1aM VERNON, 221 Federal Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa......... 1937 
TERRELL,* CiypE B., 240 Winnebago Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.................. 1937 
TzRRILL, Harotp Vernon, Wildlife Conservation Commission, Jefferson City, Mis- 

SLAMS CE sry Sao are darcy cata a eoemT ee  eaaid Se SST sme OO: 
Tuomas, L. J., University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois................0..++.e+0++++ 1987 
Tuonn,* Dr. Frank, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, D. C................ 1987 
Trowsriper,* ALBertT Henry, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C..... 1937 
Tucxsr,* Mrs. Caruu, 733 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y..............0+0000+++ 1987 
Turner,* Loverr Tuomas, Box 981, Emmett, Idaho............22..00ceeeeeee ee 1987 
TwircHEL.,* ALLEN Regp, Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Missouri..................-.. 1937 
Upron,* Rozerr F., Central Y.M.C.A., Minneapolis, Minnesota.................. 1987 
Vair,- Hart C., Box 453, Willows, California... <..........0 000 s0cesseeeessseecs 1987 
Van Cieve,* Harry, c/o Animal Trap Company of America, Lititz, Pennsylvania... 1937 
Van Doren,* Ciirrorp Raymonp, Soil Conservation Service, Channing, Texas....... 1937 
Van Duyn,* Guy, 315 Howell Avenue, Brooksville, Florida.................+.+... 1987 
Vauauan,* Coteman Lusuix, Forest Service, Rhinelander, Wisconsin............... 1937 
Wattacz,* Joun Bropuwap, Box 158, Brooksville, Florida....................+++ 1987 
Watron, James K., Jn., Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Muleshoe, Texas............ 1938 
Waurton,* Purp Coarsus, Merchantville, New Jersey............--0000ceeeeeee++ 1987 
Warpen,* Harotp Vern, Soil Conservation Service, Wellington, Colorado......... 1937 
Warwicx,* Jack Wri11M, Bureau of Biological Survey, Fairbanks, Alaska......... 1937 
Warrs,* Lyte Forp, Forest Service, Federal Building, Milwaukee, Wisconsin....... 1937 
Weaver,* Ricuarp Lex, Ornithology Department, Cornell University, Ithaca, New 

a cin Wes ee 
Wutcu, Jack Forrust, 546 Custom House, Denver, Colorado...............+++.++ 1987 
Woaramniut, Minson A., Kayenta, Arizona... ........... 00000000 ceceeeestees ees 1987
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WHYDEMnYER, * WINTON, Porting, -Montanas.< icc. acu Ses oes ee Se e107 
Waueeter,* Rosert James, Jr., Box 1031, Auburn, Alabama..................... 1987 
Warraxer,* Warne Lewis, Zoology Department, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 

Michi g an rz cae crate dae ao is eR Oe Aa ee ORT 
Wauirr, Ertc Passmore, Box 140, Bozeman, Montana............................ 1987 
Wicxurr, Epwarp Lawrence, Division of Conservation, Ohio State Museum, Colum- 

C8 5 OS eager -7 ea eT eee SEO LORS 
Wrtu1aMs,* Kenneru Joun, Hawaii National Park, Hawaii....................... 1937 
Wiurams, Lamxaw O., Box 453, Carmel, California............................. 1987 
Witson,* Cuaruiz Weiaurat, Box 6104, West Asheville, North Carolina........... 1937 
Wrnson, Joun Wiu11am, Huntingdon, British Columbia, Canada................... 1938 
WooppeEtt,* L., Division of Conservation, Columbus, Ohio........................ 1937 
Worcester, Hucu M., 211 P.O. Bldg., Berkeley, California...................... 1938 
Wyate,* Leonarp Paut, Soil Conservation Service, Bethany, Missouri............. 1937 
Wrmonz,* F. H., 436 .N. Pine St., Ukiah, California............0...00.0e0eecreees 1987 
Yarp, Rosert Sreruine, 1840 Mintwood Place, Washington, D. C................ 1937 
Zrinpartu,* Rosert Kurt, 209 West Main Street, R.D. 4, Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. 1937 
ZIMMERMAN, Witu1am Epwin, Soil Conservation Service, Lancaster, Pennsylvania... 1938
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Allison, WM. N. McMurtrey, Marvin S. 
Atwood, E. L. Mast, D. R. 
Austin, S. W. Moore, E. B. 
Bissland, Howard Ross Musser, Egbert G. 
Cowan, I. M. Needham, Paul R. 
Darrow, Robert W. Pulling, Albert Van Siclen 
Davison, Verne E. Scott, Thomas G. 
Enders, Robert K. Selko, Lyle Frederick 
Evans, T. R. Weaver, Richard 
Friley, C. E. Jr. Wickliff, Edward L. 
Haecker, Harold H. 
Henderson, Walter C. 
Hubbs, Carl L. 
Hunter, R. P. 

Lehmann, Valgene W. 
Lewis, Harrison F. 

: Active Members Elected Since Detroit Meetings = 

Benson, Dirck Scheffer, Pe Me 
Crissey, Walter F. Sime, Palmer Rudolph : 
Franklin, Sydney Silver, James 
Gilfillan, Merrill Clarence Van Huizen, Peter Jan 
Melis, Percy Es Wilkinson, James Te : 
Perry, Robert
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Members Deceased 

Behney, Dre We He 

Danforth, Stuart T. ~ 

: Hoover, Earl Ee — 

Lowe, John Ne - 

Phillips, John Charles 

Membership Suspended 

Dolley, John Se 

Hill, Harold Me 

Sypulski, John Le 

Members Resigned 4 anager ates ann lo” 

Baetjer, Edwin Ge Henning, Willard Le 

Broun, Maurice Hea 

Coffman, John De : Howell, Arthur He 

Evans, Charles Ae Jennison, He Me 

Eyerdam, Me Walter Millard, William E. 

Fletcher, We Be Pearson, Te Gilbert 

Gordon, Ce Eo, Jre Rathbugn, Lawrence We 

Saunders Aretas Ae 
Sharp, Clarence 5. 
Sterba, Webster Ne :



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ©/o NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

_ WASHINGTON, D. C. 

The Officers of The Wildlife Society believe you will be inter- 

ested in learning about this organization and its possible relationship 

to you and your interest in wildlife. 

The background, objectives and administrative personnel of the 

Society, together with other matters such as classes and conditions 

of membership, are set forth in the enclosed General Statement, to 

which we invite your careful consideration. 

Because The Wildlife Society is the only professional organization 

established solely for those interested in wildlife conservation along 

sound scientific lines, including management, administration, teaching, 

and research, and because of the benefits accruing to its members (in- 

cluding subscription to The Journal of Wildlife Management), we believe 

you will wish to join. You are hereby tendered a hearty invitation to 

do so, and an application blank is enclosed for your convenience. 

If you desire to be considered later for the Active Menbership 

class, the information requested on the form should be given in as much 
detail as possible. However, if for any reason you do not care to be 

considered for the higher grade of membership, simply fill in the 

spaces calling for date, name, address, and (on reverse side at top) 
sponsors, disregarding the remainder of the blank. All members will 

enter the Society at the Associate Grade only; those elected by the 

Council to the Active class will assume their new status on the date 
of election. The increased dues, however, will not be charged until 

the following January first. 

If you are not acquainted with two members who may serve as 

sponsors, simply send me your application on the enclosed form, and 
$3 for your Associate Membership dues. I shall be glad to find 

sponsors for you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H. Cahalane 

‘ Secretary 
’ The Wildlife Society. 

4 a
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42h University Farm Place 
June 23, 1938 

Division of Game Management } 

‘ 

Dr. A. A. Allen 
Fernew Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Dr. Allen: 

A situation has come to my notice which I think bears 
on the future of ornithology and also on the development of 
individual members of the Wildlife Society. 

Some of my students who are now employed by the 
Biological Survey tell me that there is a rule to the effect 
that a field worker mst not keep personal records of what he ‘ 
sees and does. It is understandable, of course, that the keeping 
of personal records to the exclusion or detriment of official 
records might have to be discouraged, but I am assured that the 

thing goes further than this and personal records are actually 3 
prohibited. 

If this were true, it would doubtless act as a powerful 
damper on ornithological work and on personal development. I can ; 
hardly believe that it is true. I occurred to me that inquiry 
would be most properly made by the Wildlife Seciety. If you are 
interested, you may use this letter as a base for your inquiry. 
If not, let me know and I will take the matter up some other way. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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June 26, 1938 

Dr. Ira Gabrielson | 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. 6. 

My dear Doctor Gabrielson: 

Aldo Leopold hae just written me as President 
of The Fildlife Society that he has been informed that 
there ig a ruling in the Biological Survey eC oe 
the keeping of personal records of observations by mem 
pers of the Biological Survey staff. We can well under~ 
stand this if such personal records interfered with the 
officaal records which the staff members are naturally 
expected to keep, but we do feel that any such ruling 
might work to the gorge cn nye ed especially of the 
younger members of the staff who have been accustomed 
to keeping their bird records prior to employment by 
the Survey. I feel sure that there must be some inter+ 
pretation or modification of such a oo which you 
gould give us so that it would be more erstandable. 

I am writing this letter, not in a spirit of 
criticism, but with a desire to clarify the situation 
before any misunderstanding does arise. I am sure you 
will not mind giving ue such explanation as you think 
desirable. 

With kind regards, I am 

\ Sincerely yours, 

Arthur A, Allen 
AAALB President



: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE y 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY wn 

WASHINGTON, D. C. \x ys 

Qv 
July 2, 1938, 

Dr. Arthur A. Allen, 
President, The Wildlife Society, 

¢/o Gornell University, : 
Fernow Hall, 

Ithaca, New York. 

Dear Dr, Allen: 

I have your letter of June 28 and am entirely at a loss to 
understand how Aldo Leopold could have gotten the impression that 
the Biological Survey was prohibiting the keeping of personal 
records of observations by members of its staff. This is exactly 
the opposite of the policy that we are following. You will appre- 
ciate, of course, that when men are employed for administaative 
work they cannot be permitted to neglect such work or to conduct 
organized research. A biological viewpoint and as thorough a 
biological knowledge of his areas as possible, however, are of the 
utmost importance and value to such administrators. We are, there- 
fore, encouraging them and all members of our staff to be alert in 
making observations of biological features and to maintain suitable 
records. Where their observations are of sufficient interest and ‘ 
importance, it is also our policy to encourage all members of our 
steff to prepare notes and articles for publication, This is being 
done as an encouragement to the men and to keep them alert in noting 
biological facts and to enable them to gain the biological knowledge 
that is so essential in our management of wildlife refuge areas, 

It is our plan also, where men employed in administrative 
positions show outstanding qualifications for research workers, to 
transfer them to such work so fer as there may be opportunity to do 
so. I feel sure that this policy is a sound one in developing to 
the fullest possible extent the qualifications of our men and in 
fitting them into the places where they can render the largest 
possible public service and be happier and more content in so doing, 

I am enclosing e copy of this letter that you may forward to 
Mr. Leopold if you wish to do so in further efforts to clerify the 
situation, 

Sincerely yours, 

fra WN. Gaborietson 

Chief.



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN, Conservation Dept., 
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE Albany, N. Y. 

December 20, 1937. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo:- 

While the Membership Committee of The Wildlife Society 
hes been able to dispose of the vast majority of the 513 appli- 
cations so far sent to us, there remain, as might be expected, 
quite a few which represent, in the opinion of one or more men- 
bers of the Committee, borderline cases. Then, too, there are 
bound to be cases on which the Committee will have to seek 
further instructions from the Council, since matters of policy 
are concerned. These we are saving for the Baltimore meeting, 
in the hopes thet there will result from their personal consider- 
ation by the Council considerable clarification of the wishes 
of both the Council and the Society in this respect. 

Also, I hope to be able to present for consideration a 
number of recommendations of the Membership Committee which may 
serve to establish basic academic and experience qualifications 
for Active membership, which will make the job of the Membership 
Committee less of a personal one. : 

‘ . ‘ eon, 
With regard to the eck of graduate students 

as provided for in Article 3, Section 2 of the Constitution, 
rightly or wrongly,I do not interpret it to mean that the Member- 
ship Committee must recommend any graduate student, majoring in 
wildlife manegement, for Active membership, unless he is a "gradu- 
ate ofa school approved by the Council, or in the opinion of the 
Council has acquired an understanding of wildlife manegement 
principles, etc". In fact, barring exceptional cases, I doubt if 
graduate students should be considered eligible for this grade 
until they have definitely demonstrated their ability in the 
field over a period of at least two years. Likewise, I would 
question granting Active membership status to individuals with 
B.S. degrees in zoology - even though granted by schools offering 
excellent basic and fundamental courses in biology and zoology - 
without e minimum of at least three years of experience. 

On the other hand, many exceptions to this must be recog- 
nized. Such are brought to the fore by applications on the one 
hand from such experienced administretors as Seth Gordon and Bill 
Adams; end on the other by such practical game managers as Boykin 
and others who have gone up through the mill with Stoddard. 

It will be rather less difficult to interpret the wishes
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of the Society with regard to the enclosed applications from - 

Charles Cooperrider 
Franklin 5. Henike 
Edgar Perry 
Paul B. Riis 
Arlie W. Schorger 
William H. Schunke 

most of whom are not known personally to the members of the Commit- 

tee, or are sufficiently doubtful as to make it desirable to 

secure your reactions as a reference to their qualificetions. 

I rather hate to involve you in this so soon after your return 

from Mexico, but Cahalane ané Chase are extremely anxious to issue 

the membership bills, and our Committee has accordingly shifted 

into high gear to clear all remaining applications, not contro- 

versial in nature, es close to January 1 as possible for them. 

Yours as ever, 

Ps : Cw 

Chairmen. 

GB:K 
Ene.
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Announcement of elections of Active Members 
through February 14, 19338 

Adams, Harry E. Cox, William T. Graham, Edward H. 
Adams, We C. Cruickshank, A. De Graham, Herbert 
Aldous, Shaler E. Dalke, P. D. Graham, S. A. 
Allan, Philip F. Dembach, Charles A. Green, Edwin L. 
Allen, Arthur A. Damon, David Green, Robert G. 
Allen, Durward L. Danforth, Stuart T. Greenwalt, Ernest J. 
Anderson, Rudolph M. Darling, Chester A. Gresh, Walter A. 
Anderson, Wallace Le, : Darling, J.N. (honorary) Griffith, Richard B. 
4rant, Frank S. Davenport, L. A. Grinnell, Joseph 
Arlton, Alexander VY. Davis, Cecil N. Gunderson, Arden B, 
Armstrong, Edward L. Davis, G W. Hamilton, William J., Jr. 
Ashbrook, Frank G. Davis, William B. Hamerstrom, Frederick Ne, ee 
Baerg, Wm. J. Day, Albort M, Handley, Charles 0. 
Bartlett, Ilo H. Dayton, William A. Hann, Harry W. 
Baumgartner; Frederick M, Deen, J. Lee Hart, Dennis C. 
Baumgartner, Luther L. DePuy, Porcy Le Hart, H, 2. 
Beal, Clarence M. Dickerson, L.M. Hatch, Alden 8. 
Beard, D. B, Dixon, Joseph 8. Hatfield, Donald M. 
Becker, George B. Dobic, John R, Hawkins, Arthur S. 
Behle, William H. Dolley, John S. Hendrickson, George 0, 
Bell, William B. Donehower, Weston Henika, Franklin 5, 
Bennett, Carey H. Doty, L. He Henning, Willard L. 
Bennett, George W. Eaton, Ee ¥. Henry, Cordia J. 
Bennett, Logan J. Edminster, Frank C, Hickie, Paul F. 
Bennitt, Rudolf Eklund, Carl R. Hicks, Lawrence E. 
Benson, Seth B. Elkins, Winston A. Hochbaum, Hans A. 
Bode, Irwin T. Emlen, John Tf. Holt, Ernest G. 
Bond, Richard M. English, P. 1. Holweg, Arthur We 
Borell, Adrey E. Errington, Poul Le Hosley, Neil w, 
Boykin, Lemuel W. Evans, Charles A. Hosmer, Ralph S. 
Bradley, Ben O. Feenoy, William Se Hotchkiss, Neil 
Bradt, Glenn W, Finley, “illiam L. Howard, William J. 
Breckenridge, Walter J. Fisher, Lee W. Howell, Arthur H. 
Brooks, Maurice G. Floyd, Edwin V. Hunt, H. R. 
Brown, Claudeous J. D. Fox, Adrain C. Hunt, James 8, 
Bruckner, J. He Fredine, C. Gordon Hurd, Myron A. 
Bryant, Harold C. Freeburn, C. Ce Ingles, Lloyd G. 
Bump, Gardner Frison, Theodore H. Janzen, Yenicl H. 
Burroughs, Raymond D. Fry, John R, Jenkins, Hubert 0. 
Butler, Ovid M. Gabrielson, Ira N. Johnson, Fred W. 
Cahalane, Victor H. Garlough, Francis E. Johnson, Maynard S. 
Cahn, Alvin R. © Garner, M. R. Kalmbach, Edwin R. 
Clarke, C. H. D. Gates, W. H. Kaso, J. C. 
Chapman, Floyd B. Gearhart, Harry E. Kelker, Goorge H. 
Chase, Warren W. Gebhart, James W, Kelly, Maurice Wi. 
Cliff, Edward P. Gersbacher, Willard M, Kendeigh, Samucl C., 
Coburn, Don R, : Gerstell, Nichard King, Dale S. 
Compton, Lawrence V. Gier, Herschel T, King, Ralph T. 
Condon, D. D. Girard, George Le King, Willis 
Cooperrider, Charles Goff, Carlos C. Kingenberg, Paul J. 
Cottam, Clarence Goodrun, Fhil Knappen, Phocbe M. 
Couch,, Leo Ke Gordon, Seth Kobos, Karl G,
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Komarek, Edwin V. Olson, Herman F. Sperry, Charles C. 

Komarek, Roy O'Roke, Barl C. Sprunt, Alexander, Jr. 

Kreager, Paul Te Orr, Robert fT. Stanek, G. R. 

Krefting, Lauritz W. Osborn, Bon 0. Stegeman, LeRoy C. 

Kriebel, Ralph M. Ostenson, Burton Ty, Stevens, Orian A. 

Krummes, Wm. T. Page, R. I. Stevens, Ross 0. 
Laidlaw, Alan F. Palmer, E. Laurence Stevenson, James 0. 
Langlois, Thomas H. Palmer, Lawrence J. Stoddard, Herbert L. 

Lamb, Samuel H, Pagk, Barry C. Stoner, Dayton 
Lamson, Arroll Le Parker, Lansing A. Stoner, Tracy I. 

Llengenbach, John Re Pearce, John Stupka, Arthur 

Lay, Daniel W, Pearson, Allen M. Sumner, E. Lowell 

Lay, George B. Pearson, T. Gilbert Swenk, Myron H. 

Lee, Orville S. Phillips, John C. Swanson, Gustav A. 

Lee, Robert E. (Iowa) Phillips, Paul Sypulski, John L. 

Leedy, Daniel Le Pirnie, Miles D. Taft, Alan C. : 

Leffelman, Louis J. Presnall, Clifford C. Tarzwell, Clarence ii. 

Leopold, #ldo Quortrup, #. R. Taylor, Otis B, 

Linsdale, Jean M. Rasmussen, D. L. Taylor, Walter P. 

Locke, Samuel B. Reid, Duncan H. Terres, John K. 
Long, William H.,Jr. Reinke, Karl A. Thayer, Marshall 

Long, W. 5. Rich, “illis H. Tift, Richard 
Lund, Peder N. Ripper, Sdward EB. Tonkin, George 
Lutringer, Leo A. Rissman, Albert J. Toner, GC. 

Lynch, John J. Roberts, raul H. Towns, Homer G. 

Maclulich, Duncan A. Robinson, Cyril 5. Townsend, Myron T, 

Madsen, David H. Ross, Roland C. Trippensee, Reuben E. 

Manweiler, Jack Roszman, Foster D. Tubbs, Farley F. 

Markley, Chester H. Ruch, Lewis C. VanCleave, Harley J. 
Marshall, “illiem H. Ruff, Frederick J, VanDersal, William &. 
Mcatee, W. L. Ruggles, Dyer N. VanDeventer, William 
McDonald, Malcolm E, Ruhl, Harry D. Vorhies, Charles T. 

McDougall, Walter B. Rush, Harold J. Wade, Douglas Ed. 

Mills, Harlow 8. Russell, Carl P. Walker, Charles F. - 
Moffitt, James Russell, Paul Webb, Martin R. 
Mohr, Carl 0. - Sanders, Royd Webb, Vin. L, 
Montgomery, Robert D. ’ Saunders, Aretas A. Wesse, A. 0, 

Moore, albert W. Saunders, George B. West, Raymond M. 

Moos, Louis M. Schaffer, Victor B. Whitlock, Stanley C. 
Morse, Marius A. Schorger, A. WW. Whitaker, H. L. 
Morton, James N. Scott, Walter E. Whitfield, C. J. 
Mosby, Henry 5S. Shapovalov, Leo Wight, Howard M. - 

Munro, James A. Sharp, Ward M. Williams, Cecil S. 

Murdock, Earle C. Shantz, Homer L. Williamson, Lyman 0. 
Murie, Adolph Shelford, Victor E. Wilson, Kenneth A. 

Murie, O. J. Shillinger, Jacob E, Wing, Leonard W. 

Murray, Leo T. Siegler, Hilbert R. Woods, Farris H. 
Myers, George S. Skiff, J. Victor Yeager, Lee Emmett 

Nagel, Werner 0. Smith, Ase 3. Yeatter, R. E. 

Nelson, Urban C. Smith, Clarence F. Zahniser Howard 
Nice, Margaret M. Smyth, Thomas Zimmerman, Fred, R. 

Nilsson, Nils N. Sooter, Clarence A. 
Obenauf, Walter H. Spaulding, Milo H.
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1532 University Aveme _ 
Madison, Wisconsin 
November 24, 1937 | 

Mr. Gardiner Bump 
Conservation Department 
Albany, New York 

Dear Gardiner: 

T am glad to submit the following comments on the four cases. 

Pavin A. Mason, Mason is an Englishman whe lacks formal 
education bat 8 ed ornithology and management as an employee 
of Wm. P. Wharton, who owns estates somewhere on the seaboard. For 

active membership he would have to come under the clause, “or who have : 7 
acquired an understanding of wildlife management comparable to that | 
required by a school. * 

If the rank and file of graduate students are qualified for j 
active membership, then I think Mason is. He has published one paper | 
on the management of tree swallows (parasitism of birds' nests) which ; 
would be quite beyond the ordinary graduate student. : | 

fo my mind the constitution is too liberal with graduate | 
students, but since they are admissible the above would be my opinion. ; 

Sot He is an advanced ecological botanist 
doing fiel +0. 8. don't know how closely you are inter- 
preting wildlife management but under a liberal interpretation his work 
would certainly qualify. He is a scholarly sort of chap and incidentally 2 
a@ good ornithologist. ; 

we He is one of the few Clinton men who 
have read 8 on the job. He delivered an extemporaneous paper 
on the nesting of wood ducks at the Midwest Wildlife Conference which 
was distinctly one of the better items on the program and his publications 
are at least fair. I would say he rates active membership. 4 

Se Buss is one of my gradvate students. He is 
above the average in every way, and if the constitution admits graduate 
students, he is certainly one of those who should be admitted. He is 
in charge of the Faville Grove area. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

| — 
i > 3 = a — 4
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: 1532 University Avenue 
November 4, 1937 

Personal 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Lefevre Hall 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

Your argument is good, and I am willing to do what 
I can but--quite bluntly--need I shoulder the pochanice of 
the presidency in order to make my contribution 8 

; think not. 

Five years from now you will know what I mean when 
I say that running « research unit arte athe, se onsh your 
of age. My predicament is very simple: s me to 
the limit to make even a perfial success of my Wisconsin job. 
I'm even beginning to fear I might flunk it. Hence I necessarily ; 
look on other duties with apprehension. 

Why not make more active use of Stoddard and myself 
in our "Counsellor" (or whatever you eall it) cepacity? We are 
willing to speak and write on professional standards or any other : 
like subject you want pressed. i 

Yours sincerely, | 

| 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

PS 
| 

| 
i) | 

| : 
4 f ‘ 

‘ i



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OSCE OEE ERESIPENE Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Mo. 
November 1, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold f 
1532 University Ave. 4 
Madison, Wisconsin. : 

Dear Aldo:- 

Though I hesitate to bring up additional things for you to 
consider in the rush days between now and the Madison Conference, 
there is one thing affecting the Wildlife Society that I want to 
discuss with you before taking any action: the question of officers 
for 1938 and, secondarily, the question of a nominating committee. 
I don't propose to wait until the last minute before appointing this 
committee; instead, I should like to appoint it by December so that 
each member can be canvassing the situation in his mind beforehand and 
at leisure. Therefore I want to unburden my soul on the matter now, 
and to discuss with you what we had best do. 

I know your feeling that the “younger” men ought to take over 
the administration of the Society, even though some of us now on the 
Council---or even officers like Dixon and me---aren't spring chickens 
any more. Maybe you are right, but I don't think so. During 1938, 
as probably at no other time before or afterward, the Society is going 
to need a President with a wiser and steadier head than most of us 
possess. The all-important matter of training standards is due to 
be considered; the charges of “railroading” by the Park Service and 
the SCS have not altogether died away; and the demand for stability 
and sound reputation, following an initial period of almost mushroom- 
like growth, is going to be heard repeatedly. I know of no one who 
is so much needed in the Presidency as yourself---to establish the 
Society's reputation, to keep it going on an even keel even though 
some of our hotheads try to rock the boat, and (above all else) to 
keepf applying the pressure toward higher professional standards. As 
to the last, I feel with Graham positively appalled at the meagre 
scientific background of some of our men who now occupy responsible 
positions. No names are necessary, but I fear that those who in the 
future are to set professional standards will not be likely to set 
standards that they themselves could not meet. 

Therefore I am telling you quite frankly that if you would ac- 
cept the Presidency, and if I can appoint a nominating committee that 

: will nominate you, I am going to do it. Cahalane and Chase have done 
a fine job as Secretary and Treasurer, and I hope they will be con- 
tinued. The Vice-Presidency is less important, and I hope the Society 
won't get the habit of nominating last year's Vice-President for the 
new office of President. The 1938 Presidency is the important office. 

By the 1938 Baltimore meeting (in February, I understand), the 
membership will have been built up to what it should be; it is now 
about 550. The Active and Associate Members will have been designa- 
ted. The routine details of operation will, for the most part, have
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been worked out, and you would have a reasonably smooth-running 
organization to handle. Necessarily our major job this year 
has been in adjusting these matters. Next year will come the - 
job of consolidation and strengthening of professional standards; 
and we must have a man at she head who understands them thoroughly. 

I know what your first reaction to this proposal will be, 
and I don't blame you a bit. But before you turn down the idea 
altogether, think over carefully the many implications---the 
dangersof having a small man as President, which are far greater 
then they have been this year; the question of domination by 
federal departments, which is bound to be considered; and the 
prestige to the Society and the profession which will come--- 
whether you believe it or not---with the assumption of the Presi- 
dency by someone in your unique position. 

A little while ago I worked up some statistics showing the 
sources of membership in the Society, based on the first 506 names 
sent me by the Secretary. They are as follows:- 

Federal agencies:- Soil Conservation Service 65 
Biological Survey 39 
National Park Service 34 
Forest Service 29 
Resettlement Administration 21 
Other federal agencies T= 195. == 38056 

State agencies (not including state universities) 46 46 9.1% 

Universities, colleges, museums, high school 
teachers (about 6 of the last) 119° 39 -- 25.5% 

Other conservation agencies (IWLS, NAAS, etc.) 24 24 4.5% 

Unclassified:- Probably more of these are in 
non-federal than federal agencies, since in 
Gahalane's list the affiliations of most 
federal employes are clearly stated 122 122 24.1% 

TOTAL: - 506 506 100.8% 

This is enough to show that the Wildlife Society is always 
likely to contain a much more heterogeneous assortment of members 
than, say, the Society of American Foresters. A continuing problem 
is presented, then, which is going to require an extraordinary amount 
of diplomacy and breadth of view. Iff next February I can keep that 
gangf rom breaking out into factional discussions, I shall regard it 
as something of a diplomatic achievement. Maybe we'll always have 
this to contend with; maybe the right sort of leadership can so 
raise their sights that cliquishness can be relegated to the back- 
ground. The only way to find out is to get the right sort of 
leadership next year. 

One final idea: I don't know why you and the others on the 
nominating committee last year considered me for President, unless 
it was to get somebody willing to push until the Society got started. 

- However that may be, I hope that in future presidential elections
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the office will be an honor as well as a job; it should go to men 
who stand high in the wildlife profession, as is the general rule in 
other professional societies; and as long as the tenure of office 
can be only one year, there is in my judgment no valid reason for 
refusing it because of the pressure of other affairs. This year 
has been merely the year of organization; next year will be the 
first real, professional year of the Society. If the Society gets . 
into the habit of calling on youngsters or second-raters, it is likely 
to continue the practice for a long time; and it mustn't be allowed 
to do so. 

You don't need to reply by letter; maybe even better burn this 
one. But I wanted to tell you in advance what was in my mind and 
that I want to get you in a corner and talk it over when I come to 
Madison. 

: Lipa yours, 

Rudolf’Bennitt



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Mo. 

May 25, 1937. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I have your 5/22 letter with enclosures to and from Mr, 
Richard H, Pough. 

It would be a boon to all of us who have to advise young 
men interested in wildlife work if the Wildlife Society could 
take a hand in the matter. I think it can and should. 

About 20 years ago, there appeared through the A.A.A.S. a 
series of little papers on various aspects of science “as a pro- 
fession;" each was written by a recognized leader in his field, 
and it pointed out the opportunities, difficulties, and necessi- 
ties for training, At that time, naturally, there was no paper 
on wildlife work. The biological papers were excellently done, 
they filled a real need, and my copies are dog-eared. 

The Wildlife Society wants to help establish standards--- 
not only of work but of training. One of the best ways to do so 
at the very outset, I think, would be to have prepared just such a 
paper as I have mentioned, under the auspices of the Society. 
Perhaps Errington's and other papers are sufficient, but I do not 
think so and I do not know of any single short paper that does 
just what we want, If I am wrong in this, correct me. 

The simplest way to handle the matter would probably be to 
have it prepared as an article for the Journal, and then have a 
large number of reprints made. Our Department, I know, would 
gladly purchase 100 reprints, just to have them to send to corres- 
pondents. Whg is to write the paper? I wish you would do so, 
and that afterward you would let the other members of the Advisory 
Committee look it over---perhaps the Council as well---so that it 
ban be announced as an official publication of the Society. 

This scheme, or some variant of it, would have several ad- 
vantages: (1) It would save time and labor for many of us; 

(2) it would say what we have to write frequently, a good deal 
better; (3) it would be the first step in establishing reasonably 
unifom standards; (4) we should all be telling the same story; 
(5) it would carry a good deal of weight if it came from the en- 
tire Society; and there are other advantages, 

Will you please give me your reaction? ~ 

oe" is as Wee =e 
Y ) > ¢ pr KZ 

CC: Cahalane, Pough _ Rudo o/ Benni tt, President



National Association of Audubon Societies 

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals 

1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Mey 24th, 1937. 

f co) 
Vg AO Dr, Aldo Leopold, 
LEG bea 1532 University Avenue, 
[Puja Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for your letter concerning wild-life courses. 

While the two pieces of material you sent me will be 

helpful, I believe it would be a very good thing if 

the Widlife Society would do as you suggest, and get 

up some sort of a leaflet that approached the problem 

on the assumption that the person seeking the informa- 

: tion knew practically nothing about the wild-life field, 

LESS Ss but had simply been sold on it because of the present 

ee) opularity of wild-life conservation work, and possibly 
é Ny) pop 
* “1 certain interest on his part in the outof-doors. 

Tiina 
Mi: uy You might send to me, at your convenience, half-a- 

_ dozen copies of the mimeogrephed "Game Management 

ae ag Training at the University of Wisconsin" and as the 
; scientific one is usually available in libraries, z 

po ean refer those who inquire to Errington's article. 

Yours sincerely, 

cy, RHP? A Richard H. Pough. 

- \
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Sherwood Plantation, 
Thomasville, Ghe 

May 5, 1937 

Mr. WL MeAtoo kditor, 

‘Journal of Wildlife imnagoment, 
U.S Biological Survey, 
washington, D.C. 

X\ y Dear MeAtee; 
SS } 

ey N Your letter of May 1st has been rogeived, and anbyored rather in 
kee (; haste, as I expect to leavo for a wooks field work in dqyth Garolina tomorrow. 

We ; I have gone over your "Announcement s 4% moots ny viow 
: Y \\ perfectly with the exception of one paragra: goriously think 
& SUN pequires amplification to avoid misunderstanding. mo this paragraph 

‘e Ng. and putting in in capitals uy suggosted/putng 

cE 
fe Was “The “development of ali ty WF menagenent along sound 
ASS {{\ biologtoal Lines” will inevitably a frossion of some of the activities 
aN that have long boon a part of America yh policy toward wildlife. Politically 
AW NY dictated restocking venturge-amt—indiscNodnate “vermin control" are enses in 
XS aN point. Management along séyMi biod \ We means management according to 
Sa S the needs and capacit Gf the cnd@ey condgyed, as related to the 
“SN . environmental complex faf wish thoy ay, nga. Tt does not include the sacrifice 

. S XN of any species for thol fonerst of othdp, THOUGH IT NAY MITTATL SMe RRDUCT IN 
| SS So} OF COMPRTING FORMS WHERA RESEARCH sof IS 18 NECRSSARY. Tt consists LARGELY 

SX Ag of enrighnent of env ahr go that ere shall be unximum production of the 
ea entire wild siod ee singed Greate Wildlife mnagement is 

* iN not restr: moyen OUG GAM? MANAGEMENT 15 RECOGNIZRD AS AN 
EK IMPORT: OF WU,DLIFE MANAGEMENT. 4% a9 OF IRN eabraces the prasticnl 

veh | tN ecology ff 211 vorte and their plan’ and animal associates. while 
7 C eupgas oftem bo p}dced on species of spocinl economic importance, 
wie wildlifd \managomont alpiylg sound biological lines is ALSO part of the greator | 

~y oy NN movement conserva: of our ontire fauna". 

SS . My ing these changes are many, and I will look forward 
* to our field trip together (whieh I hope very wuch will mteriniise) for a 

os discussion of these and various wildlife ani game managesent thends which I 
S seem to sense recently. I have a very rool fear that having long gone to one 

extreme in so-galled "vermin control",we are now headed for the opposite 
oxtrome, following the goneral Amoricaa tendency of never following a moderate or 
middle ground. My whole field experience indicates that certain theories 

: now being followed relating to predation are unsound, and that time will prove 
them unsound from any practical standpoint. If the wildlife management 
movement does not recognize this ak& have a care, our Organization will soon be 
regarded by a much more powerful group as a bunch of long haired theorists,and 

the result will be a wider rift than ever in the conservation field, 

I am enclosing another letter relating to the brush cutter we have so long 
discussed. 

Sincerely, 

! 1. -S¢etdard seas ecenememega PSOE i TR
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THESWILDLIFE SOCIETY 
PERSONAL HISTORY STATEMENT 

(Use ink or typewriter. Information here given will be treated as confidential) 

Date 

: (Last name) (First and second names in full) _ (Citizen of) 

5 (Address—professional) : (Profession) 

a MRR) SOR ey eg ene eae ee I ene ee ee i a ee ee eee 

(Date of birth) (Age) (Place of birth) 

ACADEMIC TRAINING 

TIENDANCE : = 
INSTITUTION (S) oles Gennes MAJOR FIELD MINOR PIELD 

COURSES TAKEN RELATED TO WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AT ABOVE INSTITUTIONS 
Ein ace a a ee 

COURSE PROFESSOR YEARS ATTENDED 
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EXPERIENCE IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AND/OR RELATED FIELDS 
eee Sd Gd DVOIGE loGiioe hl a Demnes Gant EW SiGETEGnIOD 

BOSITIONS ZELD FROM TO | EMFLOTER | NATURE OF WORK 
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Self-education in the wildlife field: 

Names and addresses of 2 professional references or sponsors (members of The Wildlife Society): 

f 

2. 

List memberships in scientific or professional societies related to the field of wildlife management: 

Present major interests or specialties in the wildlife field: 

State approximate number of your scientific publications, and give bibliographic references to those bearing on wildlife management: 

(Add additional sheets if space insufficient.) 

I hereby apply for membership in The Wildlife Society with the understanding that classification of my membership shall rest 

with the Committee on Membership and the Council of the Society. 

(Signature) 

CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLE III — Membership. 

Sec. 1. The membership of this Society shall consist of Active Members, Associate Members, and Honorary Members. 

Sec. 2. Active Members shall be persons professionally engaged in the practice or teaching of wildlife management, in wild- 
life administration, in wildlife research, or in graduate study of these subjects, who are graduates of a school approved by the 
Council, or who, in the opinion of the Council, have acquired an understanding of wildlife management principles and technique 
comparable with that required by a school approved by the Council. 

Sec. 3. Qualifications of applicants to Active Membership shall be passed upon by a standing committee of five members 
who shall be nominated by the Council and elected by the Society at its annual meeting; three members of the committee to be 
elected in odd numbered years, two members in even numbered years, to hold office for two years each. Election of applicants 
for Active Membership shall be made by the Council from among those recommended by the Membership Committee. 

Sec. 4. Any person may become an Associate Member upon recommendation of two Active Members and acceptance by the 
Secretary. 

Sec. 5. Honorary Members shall be persons who, upon the unanimous recommendation of the Council and a two-thirds vote 
at any stated meeting of the Society, are thus recognized for their distinguished service or outstanding achievement in the field 
of Wildlife Management. 

Sec. 6. Only Active Members shall be entitled to vote, to hold office, and to represent the Society officially. All classes of 
members shall receive the journal and such other publications of the Society as the Council may direct.



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE TREASURER 
1112 Fleming Building 
Des Moines, Iowa 

April 17, 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your check and application for Associate 
Membership in the Wildlife Society have been re- 
ceived, and I am enclosing a receipt for the 1937 
duese 

I have just had word from Mr. McAtee that 
the manuscript business has not been so hot, but 
that he has received a good one from Errington and 
he considers that a fine start. 

Sincerely yours, 

erren W. Chase 

Treasurer 
The Wildlife Society 

WC shp 
Enclosure
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: RECEIVED of hl, Zz afta ; for Associate Member- 

“ship in The Wildlife Society for the year 1937, the sum of $3.5005



1532 University Ave, 

April 16, 1937 

Prof, Rudolf Bennitt 
Lefevre Hall 

: Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Bennitt: 

: I had not thought about the matter, but I agree that the North 
Central Conference and the Wildlife Society meetings should coincide, 
Douglas Wade is in charge of the program and I am asking him to refer to 
the meeting as a joint one hereafter, 

I think the Society should heave its main meeting at the time 
of the Conference, but it would also be desirable to hold a meeting with 
the A.A,3, if someone is going there and can organize it. 

I don't know where the next conference will be, but I think 
Washington. Its sponsorship will be as in 1937. 

I think the Wildlife Society should have a hand in the tech- 
nical program, Whether it takes sole responsibility for it would depend 
on whether somebody can invest that mch work. We should also remember 
that the publication of the papers still rests with the Conference. We 
might undertake to suggest a program subject to a give-and-take re- 
eprangement by the Conference, I think Henry Devis and Mort Palmer 
would be very open-minded about it and delighted to get rid of at least 
part of the load. I would take it up with them direct. 

Why not, as this year, have our business meeting the day before 
the conference begins and a dinner that evening, se as not to gum up the 
conference program? : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Mo. 
April 13, 1937. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr, Leopold:- 

In a letter sent today to the Council members of the 
Wildlife Society, I asked them what plans might be made for 
regional meetings in their Regions next fall or winter?, 
Using Regions 1 and 3 as examples, I remarked, "I may be 
prece vere in saying that the Madison meeting will be the 
egional Meeting of our Society, but the states covered are 

exactly those of Region 3, and I should think it quite the 
logical arrangement," 

The point is this: The meeting at Madison is your 
show, and I had not discussed with you the possibility of 
holding the North Central States Wildlife Conference and 
the regional meeting of the Wildlife Society at the same : 
time and place. This I realized only while I was writing 
the letter to the Council---hence, I certainly was prema- 
ture. 

How about it? Can EM% Region 3 of the Wildlife Society 
hold its meetings with those of the N,C.S.W.C.? The program 
of papers, discussions, etc. would be the same; the name of 
the Conference would not have to be changed; the men attending 
would be almost exactly the same, The only necessary changeg 
would be provision for a business meeting of the Society, the 
main purpose of which would be (subject to Graham's approval) 
election of the Regional Representative for the next year, 
It might be desirable, if you think best, to announce the Madi- 
son conference as being also the Region 3 meeting of the Wild- 
life Society. 

No doubt you have considered this matter, though I had 
not. Will you please send me your view,@® absolving me also 
of any intention to interfere with any arrangements you may 
have made? 

Sincerely yours, 

CC: S.A.Graham Rudolf Béennitt, President



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
Office of the President Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Mo. 

April 13, 1957. 

Tot B 
Mr, Aldo Leopold Leopold 

1532 University Ave. Stoddard 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: - 

I should like to ask your consideration of a matter 

relating to the next annual meeting of the Wildlife Society, 

because of your position in the Society and on the Technical 
Committee of the Wildlife Institute. 

Most people have assumed that we shall meet again at the 

North American Wildlife Conference next year---though, if the 
Council votes otherwise, there is no reason why we should be 

committed to do so. The suggestion has already been made that 

we have at least some sort of meeting in conjunction with the 

Christmas meetings of the A.A.A.S., provided we have become 

affiliated with them by that time. (This matter is being pre- 
sented to the Council in a letter mailed today). 

The further suggestion has been made that of the Wildlife 
Society meets formally with the next Wildlife Conference, some 

effort be made to place our Society on a little firmer footing 

there---even to place on us the responsibility for arranging 
the program of technical papers. 

There are a number of angles to be considered, even at this 
early date. I should greatly appreciate your answers and views 
on the following questions:- 
(1) Where is the next Wildlife Conference to be? 
+B Is it to be sponsored, as in 1937, by the Institute? 

(3) Do you think the Wildlife Society should meet with the 
Conference next year? 

(4) If so, should we leave it to the Institute to arrange the 
technical program; or should we have a program of tech- 
nical papers of our own; or should we ask the Institute 
to leave the arrangement of the technical program to us? 

(5) Do you think it would be possible to arrange for the 
Society something more than simply a business meeting--- 
say, a dinner of our own? Would this be desirable? 

(6) How should we go about doing what you advise? 

With best wishes, 
Sincerely yours, 

Rudolf fm President 
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The Constitution and By-laws of 

CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLE I— Name. - 
The name of this Society shall be The 

Wildlife Society. 

ARTICLE II — Objectives. 
The principal objectives of the Society 

shall be: (1) Establishment of professional 
solidarity and the maintenance of the high- 
est possible professional standards; (2) de- 
velopment of all types of wildlife manage- 
ment along sound biological lines; (3) pub- 
lications to effect these ends; and (4) pro- 
tection of the interests of its members. 

ARTICLE III — Membership. 

Sec. 1. The membership of this Society 
shall consist of Active Members, Associate 
Members, and Honorary Members. 

Sec. 2. Active Members shall be persons 
professionally engaged in the practice or 
teaching of wildlife management, in wildlife 
administration, in wildlife research, or in 
graduate study of these subjects, who are 
graduates of a school approved by the Coun- 
cil, or who, in the opinion of the Council, 

2 have acquired an understanding of wildlife 
management principles and techniques com- 
parable with that required by a school ap- 
proved by the Council. 

Sec. 3. Qualifications of applicants for 
Active Membership shall be passed upon by 
a standing committee of five members who 
shall be nominated by the Council and



elected by the Society at its annual meeting; 
three members of the committee to be elected 
in odd numbered years, two members in even 
numbered years, to hold office for two years 
each. Election of applicants for Active Mem- 
bership shall be made by thes»Council from 
among those recommended by the Member- 
ship Committee. 

Sec. 4. Any person may become an Asso- 
ciate Member upon recommendation of two 
Active Members and acceptance by the Sec- 
retary. 

Sec. 5. Honorary Members shall be per- 
sons who, upon the unanimous recommenda- 
tion of the Council and a two-thirds vote 
at any stated meeting of the Society, are thus 
recognized for their distinguished service or 
outstanding achievement in the field of Wild- 
life Management. 

Sec. 6. Only Active Members shall be en- 
titled to vote, to hold office, and to represent 
the Society officially. All classes of mem- 
bers shall receive the journal and such other 
publications of the Society as the Council 
may direct. 

ARTICLE IV — Officers. 

Sec. 1. The officers of the Society shall be 
a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, 
and a Treasurer. 

Sec. 2. The officers shall be elected annu- 
ally from among the Active Members, shall 
be eligible for re-election, except that the 
President and Vice-President shall not suc- 
ceed themselves, and shall perform their du- . 
ties until their successors qualify. Officers 
shall be elected by a majority vote at the 
annual meeting and their official terms shall 
commence at the close of the meeting at 
which they are elected. 

Sec. 3. The President shall preside at 
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meetings of the Society, shall be Chairman 
of the Council, shall appoint all Committees, 
except the Membership Committee, including 
those established by the Council, and perform 
other duties incident to his office. 

Sec. 4. In the absence of the President or 
in his inability to act, his duties shall be as- 
sumed by the Vice-President. In the event 
neither one can serve, the Council shall ap- 
point a President pro tempore. 

Sec. 5. The Secretary shall be the Execu- 
tive Officer of the Society under the general 
direction of the Council. He shall issue no- 
tices of annual or special meetings of the 
Society. A report covering his activities 
during the preceding year shall be made by 
him to the Society at its annual meeting. 

Sec. 6. The Treasurer shall be respon- 
sible for all funds of the Society except per- 
manent funds held in trust and shall be 
bonded in suitable amounts as decided by the 
Council and at the Society’s expense. His 
accounts shall be audited at the close of each 
year as directed by the President before pre- 
sentation at the annual meeting of the So- 
ciety. 

Sec. 7. Vacancies among the officers shall 
be filled by vote of the Council from among 
the Active Members for the unexpired term 
of the office. 

ARTICLE V — Council. 

Sec. 1. The Society shall be governed by 
a Council composed of the President, Vice- 
President, Secretary, Treasurer, and at least 
one representative from each of the Regions 
as defined in the By-laws. The Regional 
Representatives shall be elected annually, 
shall be eligible for re-election and shall take 
office at the close of the annual meeting fol- 
lowing their election. 
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Sec. 2. The Council shall appoint the 
Editor; shall have power to fill vacancies 
occurring in its numbers; shal! recommend 
to the Society for action By-laws not incon- 
sistent with this Constitution and shall per- 
form such other duties as are herein pre- 
scribed. Not less than one-half of the Mem- 
bers of the Council shall constitute a quorum. 

ARTICLE VI— Meetings. 

Sec. 1. The Society shall hold an annual 
meeting and such other meetings as the 
Council may direct at places and dates se- 
lected by them. Due notice of such meetings 
shall be given by the Secretary at least thirty 
days in advance. 

Sec. 2. Resolutions passed at a meeting 
of the Society by less than a majority of its 
Active Members shall represent the majority 
opinion of the meeting, but shall not be bind- 
ing on the Society unless subsequently ap- 
proved by the Council. 

ARTICLE VII— Sections. 
Sections of the Society may be authorized 

by the Council upon petition of ten or more 
Active Members. Sections may adopt neces- 
sary By-laws, providing that no part of them 
shall conflict with the Constitution of this 
Society. A report of its activities shall be 
presented by each section at the annual meet- 
ing of the Society. 

ARTICLE VIII — Dues and Funds. 

Sec. 1. The annual dues of Active Mem- 
bers shall be $5.00 and of Associate Mem- 
bers, $3.00. No dues shall be charged Hon- 
orary Members. 

Sec. 2. Annual dues shall be payable from 
January 1 in advance. Members in arrears 
shall forfeit their rights and privileges and 
shall receive no publications until such dues 
are paid. 3



Sec. 3. All monies accruing to the Society 
received for undesignated purposes shall 
constitute the Permanent Trust Fund, the 
proceeds from which shall be utilized to 
carry forward the work of the Society as 
directed by a three-fourths vote of the Coun- 
cil. In the absence of such direction, this 
income shall be reinvested by the Trustees. 

Sec. 4. Bequests, grants, or trusts made 
for the purpose of advancing the field of 
Wildlife Management and/or The Wildlife 
Society, may be accepted by the Society, pro- 
viding the Council shall have first favorably 
considered the objects and specifications set 
up by the trust. These shall be placed in 
the Permanent Fund. 

Sec. 5. The Permanent Trust Fund of the 
Society shall be controlled in trust by a 
board of three Trustees with power to sell 
and reinvest according to their judgment. 
One Trustee shall be elected at each annual 
stated meeting for a term of three years. 
In case of vacancies caused by suspension, 
resignation, or death, successors may be ap- 
pointed by the Council for the remainder of 
the term. The Trustees shall be bonded in 
suitable amounts as directed by the Council 
and at the Society’s expense. 

ARTICLE IX — Amendments. 

The Constitution may be amended by a 
two-thirds vote of the Active Members of the 
Society, replying by ballot to a notice of the 
proposed amendment. Such notice must be 
submitted to all voting Members at least 
thirty days previous to the closing date for 
the receipt of ballots. Amendments may be 
referred to the Society for action either by 
a two-thirds vote of the voting Members at 
any stated annual meeting, or by a favorable 
vote of at least two-thirds of the Council. 
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BY-LAWS 

I. Election of Officers. 

The President shall appoint a nominating 
committee, which shall recommend to the 
Society candidates for each office. Members 
shall have the privilege of nominating addi- 
tional candidates from the floor before the 
ballot for each office. In case a ballot does 
not result in a majority for any candidate, 
subsequent ballots shall be limited to those 
two candidates receiving the largest number 
of votes on the previous ballot. Ten per 
cent of the Active Members of the Society 
shall constitute a quorum. 

Il. Election of Council. 

Representatives to the Council shall be 
chosen, one from each of the following Re- 
gions: 

Region 1: 

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa- 
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New 
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, 
Delaware, District of Columbia, and West 
Virginia. 

Region 2: 

Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Ca- 
rolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala- 
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. 
Region 3: 

Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana. 

Region 4: 

North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, 
Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, and Kansas. 
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Region 5: 

Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Okla- 
homa. 

Region 6: 

Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, 
Nevada, and Utah. 

Additional Regions may be established for 
similar representation upon approval by the 
Council. Representatives to the Council shall 
be elected in each Region by any plan ac- 
ceptable to the Council. 

III. Order of Business. 

The order of business at the annual stated 
meeting, unless changed by a two-thirds vote 
of the Active Members present, shall be as 
follows: 

1. Reading and approval of the minutes 
of the previous meeting. 

2. Report of the Secretary. 

3. Report of the Treasurer. 

4. Report of Regional Representatives 
and Sections. 

5. Appointment of temporary committees. 

6. Report and recommendations by the 
Council. 

7. Action on business reported by the 
Council. 

8. Reports of committees. 

9. New and unfinished business. 

10. Election of officers. 

IV. Delinquents. 

The names of members whose dues are in 
arrears for two years shall be presented to 
the Council for action. 

7



V. Fiscal Year. 

The fiscal year of the Society shall end 
‘ December 31, 

VI. Editor. 

The Editor shall be appointed by the Coun- 
cil. He shall serve for one year ,or until his 
successor is appointed, and shall be respon- 
sible for all matters relating to the publica- 
tions of the Society, subject to such restric- 
tions as may be imposed by the Council. 

VII. By-laws. 

By-laws may be adopted, amended, or re- 
pealed at any annual meeting by a majority 
vote of the Active Members present. 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

eeren on ie Geer an a c/o National Park Service, 
Washington, D. C. 

April 7, 1937- 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 

2222 Van Hise Avenue, : 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You were one of nearly six hundred persons interested in wild- 

life managenent, administration, teaching or research, who last year 

affiliated with The Society of Wildlife Specialists. This leads us 
to believe that you will wish to continue your membership in The 
Wildlife Society, as the new organization was officially named at 
the recent St. Louis meeting. Enclosed herewith are the following: 

(1) A general statement concerning the history, objectives, 
and formal organization of the Society in 1936 and 1937. We hope 
you will read this carefully, especially if you did not attend the 

St. Louis meeting. 

(2) The Constitution and By-laws adopted at that time. 

(ay # questionnaire dealing with your training for and experi- 

ence in wildlife work, For the present, until the Membership Com 

mittee and the Council can give careful consideration to the many 
nanes now before them, all applicants for membership are eligible only 
for Associate Membership, though as a present affiliate you require no 
sponsors, All persons, however, are requested to fill out this 
questinnnaire, and it is hoped that most of them will in due time be 

adjudged by the Council as qualified for Active Membership. 

Will you not fill out this blank and return it today with $3.00 
for your Associate Membership? 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H. Cahalane, 
Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society.



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY : A GENERAL STATEMENT 

During the First North American Wildlife Conference, held in Washington, 
D. C., February 3-7, 1936, a meeting of over 100 persons affected the tem- 

porary organization of The Society of Wildlife Specialists, including as 

members persons professionally interested in wildlife management. This ace 

tion was prompted by the conviction that there was need in this rapidly 
growing profession for an agency to define and maintain standards, to af- 

filiate for the common good all persons subscribing to these standards, and 

to establish a journal of wildlife management. 

The officers of the temporary organization were: President, Ralph 

T. King (then at University of Minnesota); Vice Presidents, Ernest G. 

Holt (Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D.C.), and Miles D. Pirnie 
(Michigan State College); Secretary-Treasurer, W. L. McAtee (Bureau of 
Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.). There were in addition two 

counsellors, Aldo Leopold and Herbert L. Stoddard, and a Regional Advisory 

Board consisting of representatives from thirteen regions laid out by 
the General Wildlife Federation. 

During the first year, with virtually no publicity, 563 persons af- 
filiated themselves with the Society, paying a fee of one dollar. Mean- 
while, a committee of six, under the chairmanship of Gardiner Bump, pre- 

pared the preliminary draft of a Constitution and By-laws for the formal 
organization meeting in 1937. 

The Society of Wildlife Specialists was temporary in character, its 
chief aim being to prepare the way for a permanent organization. This vas 
accomplished February 27 and 28, 1937, at St. Louis, Mo., when a meeting 

attended by over seventy-five affiliates adopted a Constitution and By- 
laws and elected the Officers and Membership Committee for the ensuing year. 

Objectives. The objectives of the Society are: (a) Establishment of pro- 
fessional solidarity and maintenance of the highest possible professional 
standards; (b) development of all types of wildlife managenent along sound 
biological lines; (c) publications to effect these ends; (d) protection 
of the interests of its members. 

Membership. Active Membership is open to any person professionally engaged 

in the practice or teaching of wildlife management, in wildlife administra- 
tion, in wildlife research or in graduate study of these subjects, who is 

@ graduate of a school approved by the Council; or who, in the opinion of 
the Council, has acquired an understanding of wildlife work comparable to 

that required by an approved school. 

Associate Membership is open to any interested person who is sponsored 
by two aes Menbers. (During 1937, sponsorship by Associate Members is 

allowed).



Honorary Members may be elected in recognition of distinguished serv- 

ice or outstanding achievement in the field of wildlife management. 

Journal. Publication of the quarterly Journel of Wildlife Management, to 

be sent to all members, will begin in July, 1937. The Editor of this and 

other publications of the Society is W. L. McAtee (Bureau of Bhological 

Survey, Washington, D. C.). Manuscripts for the Journal should be sent 

directly to the Editor. 

Dues. Dues for all members, whether Active or Associate, will be $3.00 

for the calendar year 1937. Beginning January 1, 1938, dues for Active 

Members will be $5.00, for Associate Members $3.00. Honorary Members pay 

no dues. 

Council. The governing body of the Society is the Council, composed of the 

four Officers and one representative from each of six regions in the United 

States. Provision is made for additional regions in other countries as 

the need arises. 

Officers. The Officers elected for 1937 are: President, Rudolf Bennitt, 
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.; Vice-President, Joseph S. Dixon, 

National Park Service, San Francisco, Calif.; Secretary,Victor H. Cahalane, 

National Park Service, Washington, D. C.; Treasurer, Warren W. Chase, Soil 

Conservation Service, Des Moines, Iowa. 

Regional Representatives. Region 1: Arthur A. Allen, Cornell University, 

Ithaca, N. Y. Region 2: William J, Howard, Nstional Park Service, Richmond, 

Va. Region 3: Samuel A. Graham, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Region 4: Verne E. Davison, Soil Conservation Service, Rapid City, S.Dak. 

Region 5: Walter P. Taylor, Bureau of Biological Survey, College Station 

Texas. Region 6: E. Lowell Sumner, Jr., National Park Service, San Fran- 

cisco, Calif. 

The Regional Representative is in charge of the activities of the 

Society in his region. Hence his position is one of the utmost importance, 

and the promotion of membership, regional meetings, objectives of the 

Society and the like -- either directly or through the combined efforts 

of the members -—- is to a large extent his responsibility. For this reason, 
the Society has decided that hereafter these men shall be elected by the 

members in their own regions. 

Gommittees. Membership Comnittees (elected): Gardiner Bump, Chairman; P. L. 

Errington, L. E. Hicks, T. H. Langlois, W. R. Van Dersal. 

Advisory Committee (appointed): Joseph Grinnell, R. T. King, Aldo Leopold, 
H. L. Stoddard. 
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Special problems. It is a matter of concern to the Society that the 

quality and scope of wildlife work offered in the colleges and universities 

be of high standard. ‘Courses and curricula cannot and should not be form- 

: alized tut certain academic standards must be maintained and certain basic 

biological courses, as well as those of a more specialized nature, must 

be offered if aspirants to this professional field are to be trained along 

sound scientific lines. This may involve evaluation of curricula, of 

teachers and equipment, or recognition of other sorts. 

It is clearly recognized that academic training is not the sole means 

to achieve the necessary background required for Active Membership in the 

Society. Thus persons who, in the opinion of the Council, have acquired 

through specialized experience a thorough understending of wildlife prin~ 

ciples snd techniques are also eligible to Active Membership, under the 

conditions set forth in the Constitution. 

Opportunities for service. The Wildlife Society begins its formal exist- 

ence at a time when, as never before, the public is genuinely interested in 

wildlife conservation. This gives promise of broad opportunities. At the 

same time, it imposes heavy responsibilities upon the men vho are to study 

and administer the wildlife resources of the North American continent. The 

obligations of this Society are obvious. Their fulfilment will be one of 

the really constructive tasks of the present generation. 

Rudolf Bennitt, President 
Joseph S. Dixon, Vice-President 

Victor H. Cahalane, Secretary 

Warren W. Chase, Treasurer 
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1532 University Aveme 

Dr, W. L. MeAtee 
uy &, Biological Survey 

Washington, D, ¢, 

Deay MeAtee: 

I feel go strongly about the advisability of including the Vildlife 
Review in the new Journal that I am talking the liberty of coming back at you, 
and hope thet you will consider my argument and also ask Chief Gabrielson to 
Consider it, I em also sending a copy of this to Bennitt. 

The main purpose of the Wildlife Journal is to serve the needs of 
the young technician who is out in the brash and who cannot afford to sub- 
seribe to a wide variety of biological journals. It has always been agreed 
that it would be impossible and undesirable for the Journal to take over from 
the other biological periodicals the wildlife management papers suitable for 
their use, It was rather the purpose of the Journal to take over those 
papers not mitable for other pre-existing outlets. 

If this is correct, then the Journal mst contain notices of other 
wildlife papers if it is to serve the needs of the young technician, ‘hether 
these notices are called reviews or not is immaterial as long as they contain 
enough summary data to enable him to judge whether they are of particular 
importance to him, If they are important he can then run them down and read 

The same purpose would, of course, be met if exch young technician 
received both the Journal ani the Wildlife Review, but it seems to me that 
the superior condensation and superior ease of filing would argue for the 
combination of the two. Undoubtedly the Biological Survey wants copies of 
the Wildlife Review for use in correspondence, but this could easily be 
arranged in the form of reprints. It would also be proper for these reviews : 
of outside literature to be definitely sponsored by the Biological Survey, 
gince it is underwriting the large amount of labor which goes into them. 
In short, it seems to me that the incorporation of the Review is essential 
to establish its identity as a supplemental rather than a competitive periodical, 
The additional cost of including the Review would, it seems to me, be offset 
by its additional serviceability, I, for one, would be glad to pay o dollar 
or two extra if it included the Review. 

Yours sincerely, 

3 Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Geme Menagement 
ec Dr. Bennitt 

ete at 4 nail



OFFICE OF THE EDITOR, 
“JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT” haw 

March 27, 1937. 

‘Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of March 24, I may say that 

we shall be glad to have the report by Hawkins for considera- 

tion for publication in the Journal of Wildlife Management. 

With regard to the Wildlife Review, I may say that 

Gabrielson wanted it continued, so that was settled. Being 
continued, it would seem that duplication would be undesirable 

, and that it would be better to spend the Society's money for 
the publication of original material than for second-hand 

: abstracts. The Society will not have excess funds at first 
and if it paid for printing as many abstracts as appear in 

Wildlife Review, little would be left for original papers. 

At first it is my idea that it will be for the best interests 

of the Society to publish new contributions of the highest | 
possible grade it can obtain and have little, if any, other 
material in the magazine. Critical reviews would be an 

exception, as Wildlife Review cannot handle them. Perhaps a 

remedy for the situation will be to urge increase of funds 

so that Wildlife Review can be printed. Printed or not, 
however, it is available to all who want it, and we shall be | 
glad to arrange to send it to all receiving the Journal of 
Wildlife Menagement just as we did in the case of affiliates : 
of the Society of Wildlife Specialists. 

Sincerely yours, 

ca. Vase 
‘ . | 

' 
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1532 University Ave. 
March 24, 1937 

Dr. W. L, MeAtee 
Bditor, Journal of Wildlife Management 
U. &. Blologies! Survey 
Washington, D, ¢. 

Dear Meitee: 

i I note with satisfaction your circular about material 
for the Journal. I have already been organizing to send you the | 
best of our new stuff. The principal item is the final report ) 
on Hawkins’ feeding experiments at Paville Grove. This will reach 
you, I think, within a month, 

I ama little diseppointed to note that the Journal | 
will not absorb the "Wildlife Review." I hed always considered | 
that the Review would be one of the outstanding and valuable | 
features of the Journal. Why separate them? Is it because the 
Biological Survey desires to retain authorship? If so, why not | 
label it to that effect and use reprints for distribution by the 
Survey? Let me urge you to include the Review in the Journal, | 

With best regards, 
; 

Yours sincerely, | 

| 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
ec Prof, Rudolf Bennitt



OFFICE OF THE EDITOR, 
“JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT” 

March 19, 1937, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, , 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

The Society desires to start its new quarterly journal 
this year, getting the first issue out in July if possible. 
To date, the Editor has not a scrap of copy and he is appealing 
to those who have written on wildlife management during the last 
two years to send in anything of their own that may be available 
and to stimulate others to do the same. Our need for material, 

however, should not induce us to prepare or accept anything but 

the best. At the beginning the Journal of Wildlife Management 

will not handle any copy that will duplicate what appears in 
Wildlife Review, Evidently required critical reviews will, 
however, be welcome. 

The objectives of the Society include maintenance of the 
highest professional standards and publication to effect this | 
end; hence so far as possible we should give our very best to 
the Journal. 

Sincerely yours, . 

Biological Survey 

Washington, D. C,



Dear Mr. Ledpold:- Your comments about these enclosw'es, as well 
as anything 6lse you care to say for the good of the order, will 

“be especially important and welcome. Please write soon in detail. 

Wadd ground “feggig Poe Fagen eo es
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ge Ue Mute of Zoology, Serer oY of Missouri 
: 4 lumbia, Mo., March 13; 1937, 

To the following personnel of the Wildlife t= 
Officers: » Dixon, Ganiane, Se. Sumner. 

Regional Represent : Allen, Howard em, Davison, Taylor, 
Advi sory CH anell, King, Leopéld, Stoddard. 
Editor: McAtee. 
vhairmen, liembershin Committee: Bump. 

Dear Sir:- 

In order that there may be no encrnins of interest bec om 
members of the Wildlife Society, it is important that we send 
as soon as possible a full statement of the present condition and 
aims of the Society. I hope we can get this into the mail not 
later than April 1. 

It is even more important, however, that the men named above 
give careful advance consideration to the material which is to be 
sent out. For this reason, Z am sending you herewith a first draft 
of the following: 

{2} General statement concerning the Society, 1936-1937. 
2) Letter from the Officers to present affiliates (which 

means, practically speaking, affiliates of the Society of Wildlife 
Specialists). 

(3) Introduetory notes to both present affiliates and 
prospective members, 

The members will also receive copies of the Constitution and 
By-laws, questionnaires prepared by the Membership Committee, and 
bills for dues. 

The first draft sent you herewith is triple-spaced. Will you 
please review it carefully, insert your corrections, additions, and 
amendments, and return it to me---if possible, aoe & week? I 
realize that this will be a rather dull job, but s a most impor- 
tant one. We must be sure that the history and plans of the Society 
are told fully and accurately. Also, we want your frank bs nite 
as to whether this is the right sort of approach to the membership. 
The facts may be complete and accurate, yet the "tone" of the letters 

_ may be all wrong. 

After hearing from you, the copy will be amended as necessary 
and forwarded to the Secretary for transmission to the membership. 

, For your information, Mr. McAtee proposes the issuance of two 
sfumbers of the Journal in 1937, beginning July 1. This seems to be 

aor" the best possible arrangement, for many things must be done first. 
You can assist materially by trounding up" suitable MSS and seeing 
-that they are sent to him as soon as possible. 

If you know of a member who is artistically inclined, and who 
1 might serve on a committee to design a seal, insignia for the Journal, 

: ete., for presentation to the next annual meeting, will you please 
inform me? | 

I shall hope to hear from you shortly. With best wishes, - 
ferely yours, / SN 

ve LEX i 
Z 

Rudolf Bennitt, President |



(N.B. This sheet is intended to accompany the material which is sent 

to all the present affiliates. 
The attached sheet is intended to accompsny the material which 

is sent to prospective members, not now a 
RB 

(date) 

TO AFFILIATSS OF THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY (formerly the Society of 
Wildlife Specialists) :- 

Enclosed herewith are several important documents dealing 

with the formal organization of the wildlife society, which was 

accomplished at St, Louis, February 27-March 2, 1957. 

You are requested to read them carefully, and then to return 

the questionnaire (Item 4) as soon as possible to the chairmen of the 

Membership Committee, Dr, Gardner Bump, Superintendent of Game, 

State Department of Conservation, Albany, N. Y, 

(1) A general statement concerning the history, present 

organization, and plans of the Society, 1936-1957. 

‘ (2) A letter from the officers to the present affiliates of 

the Society. 

(3) A copy of the Constitution and By-laws. 

(4) A questionnaire dealing with your own academic and profes- | 

sional wildlife work. This is explained in the General Statement. 

(5) A bill for your 1937 dues. Please destory this if your 

dues have already been paid. Otherwise, prompt remittance to the 

Treasurer will be appreciated. |



TO THE PERSON ADDRESSED: - 

You have been recommended to the Secretary of the Wildlife alate 

as one who is interested in the technical field of wildlife management 

and research. 

Will you please read the enclosures carefully? If you are inter- 

ested in becoming either an Active Member or an Associate Member of 

the Society, you should communicate with the Secretary or your Region- 

al Representative on the Council (see General Statement). Both 

Classes of members receive the new Journal of Wildlife Management, 

which begins publication in 1957, and probably you will wish to have | 

a complete file. ‘he following are enclosed herewi th:- | 

(1) General statement concerning the history, organization, | 

and plans of the Society, 1936-1957. | 

(2) Constitution and By-laws. | 

(3) Questionnaire dealing with your own academic and professional | 

wildlife work. This is explained in the General Statement. 

(4) Bill for 1937 dues. Since for this year the dues are the 

same for both Active and Associate Members ($3), and sinee any inter- 

ested person is eligible to Associate Membership on the recommendation 

of two Active Members, your dues may be sent in at once, The Active 

Members have not yet been designated, so the Secretary or your Regional 
Representative will be glad to provide the recommendation,



. O ay. 
‘ (Note to officers and other Council members:- 

the following is intended as a general statement concerning 
the Wildlife Society (1936-1957), to be sent not only to those 
already affiliated with the Society of Wildlife Specialists, but 
also to prospective new members. It is therefore less personal 
than the second letter---also enclosed herewith---which is sent 
by the officers to thosk at present Affiliated with the Society. 

Will you please rea both letwers carefully and return them to 
me within a week if possiple? y are tripple-spaced for your 
suggestions and corrections, which are earnestly requested. After 
your copies have come back}, 1Avill incorporate your suggestions and 
Scere the final copy to e Secretary for mailing to the member- 
ship. 

With these letters thére\ will be a copy of the Constitution and 
By-laws and the questionnéire prepared by the Membership Committee 
regarding professional ahd aca e wildlife work of the members, 

I think speed is sential ‘in the early stages of the Society's 
activity, and I hope yery much that all this preliminary material 
may be in the hands our members within a month. 

---Rudolf Bennitt.) 

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY, 1956-1937 

During the First North American Wildlife Conference, held in 

Washington, D, 0,, February 3-7, 1936, a meeting of over 100 persons 

effected the temporary organization of the Society of Wildlife Spe- 

cialists, including as members persons professionally interested in | 

wildlife management, This action was prompted by the conviction 

that there was ned in this rapidly-growing profession for an agency 

to define and maintain standards, to affiliate for the common good | 

all persona subscribing to these standards, and to establish a jour- 

nal of wildlife management. 

The officers of the temporary organization were: President, 

Ralph T. King (University of Minnesota); Vice-Presidents, Ernest G, 

Holt (Sot#i Conservation Service, Washington, D. C.) and Miles D,



General statement---Page 2. 

Pirnie (Michigan State College); Secretary-Treasurer, W. L. MoAtte 

(Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. CG.) There were in ad- 

dition two counsellors, Aldo Leopold (Wisconsin) and Herbert L. 

Stoddard (Georgia), and a Regional Advisory Board consisting of a | 

representative in each of the thirteen regions laid out by the Gen- | 

eral Wildlife Federation. 

During the first year, 565 (NB: Secretary check this) persons 

affiliated themselves with the Society, paying a temporary fee of 

one dollar, Meanwhile a committee of nine, under the chairmanship 

of Gradner Bump {New York), prepared the preliminary draft of a Con- 

stitution and By-laws for the formal organization meeting in 1937, 

The organization meeting was called by President King at the . 

Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, Mo., Saturday morning, February 27, 1937; 

_ 975 members were present. There was a second meeting the same after- 

nnon, a third the next morning, and a fourth on Tuesday, March 2. 

The more important standerds, activities, and administrative per- 

sonnel established by these mmpetings and the intervening committee 

and council meetings are as follows: 

(1) OBJECTIVESY Te objectives of the Society are: (a) Es- 

tablishment of professional solidarity and maintenance of the highest
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possible professional standards; (b) development of all types of 

wildlife management along sound biological lines; (¢) publications 

to effect these ends; (4) protection of the interests of its 

members (ef, Constitution, Article II). 

(2) MEMBERSHIP. Active Membership is open to persons profes- 

sionally engaged in the practice or teaching of wildlife menagement, 

in wildlife administration, in wildlife research, or in graduate 

study of these subjects, who are graduates of a school approved by 

the Council or who, in the opinion of the Council, have acquired an 

understanding of wildlife management principles and techniques com- 

parable to that required by a school approved by the Council, Asso- 

GSiate Membership is open to any interested person who is recommended 

by two Active Members. Honorary Members may be elected in recog- 

nition of distinguishediservice or outstanding achievement in the 

field of wildlife managemént (ef, Constitution, Article III). 

(3) JOURNAL, Publication of the quarterly Journal of Wild- 

life Management, which will go to all classes of members, will begin 

in 1937, ye. Ww. L. moatéee (Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 

D. C.) is the Editor of this and other publications of the Society. 

Menuseripts for the Journal should be sent directly to the Editor. 

\
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(4) DUES. Dues for all members, whether active or associate, 

will be $3 for the calendar year 1937, since it will take some time 

for the Membership Committee and the Council to complete the list of 

Active Members. Beginning January 1, 1938, dues for Active Members 

will be $5, for Associate Members $3, Honorary Members pay no dues, 

(5) COUNCIL, The governing body of the Society is the Council, 

composed of the four officers and one representative from each of six 

regions in the United States (ef. By-laws, II, for boundaries), 

Provébion is made for additional regions in Canada and Mexico as the 

need arises, 

(6) OFFICERS. The officers elected for the year 1937 are: 

President, Rudolf Bennitt, Department of Zoology, University of Mis- 

souri, Columbia, Mo.; Viee-President, Joseph S. Dixon, National 

Park Service, Bevketey, Calif.; Secretary, Vietor H, Cahalane, 

National Park Service, Washington, D. 0.; Treasurer, Warren W. 

Chase, Soil Conservation Service, Des Moines, Iowa. 

(7) REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES ON THE COUNCIL. ts v7 ; 

no se—in-odd=numbered rectens tk-pe -ebeeted tn odd=nutib i-ye 3
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Region 1: Arthur A. Allen, Professor of Ornithology, Cornell 

University, Ithaca, N.Y. Region 2: William J. Howard, National 

Park Service, Richmond, Va. Region 3: Samuel A. Graham, Professor 

of Economie Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. | 

Region 4: Verne &. Davison, Soil Conservation Service, Rapid City, 

S. Dak, Region 5: Walter P, Taylor, Bureau of Biological Survey, | 

Texas A, & M, College, College Station, Texas. Region 6: #. Lowell | 

Sumner, Jr., National Park Service, San Franciseo, Calif. 

(8) ComenrERs . | 

Membership Committee (elected): Gardner Bump (N.¥.), chairman; 

P. L. Errington (Iowa); L. EB. Hieks{Ohio); 1. H. Langlois (Ohio); 

W. R. van Dersal (Washington, D.C.) Advisory Committee (appointed): 

Jospph Grinnell (Calif.); R. T. King (Minn.); Al@o Leopold (Wis.); 

H. L. Stoddard (Georgia). Committee on Cooperation with the Eeolo- | 

Gicel Society of America (appointed, by vote of the Society); | 

(N.B. insert this if known in time). 

Other details of organization are given in the attached copy of 

the Constitution and By-laws. 

A questionnaire, dealing with academic and professional wildlife 

work, is sent to each applicant for membership. This furnishes a
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basis upon which the Membership Committee can recommend to the» 

Council the election of Active Members. No such information is re- 

quired of prospective Associate Members, but it is suggested that 

these persons also should send in the questionnaire, since they may | 

be eligible to Active Membership. | 

The Regional Representatives on the Council are in charge of | 

the activities of the Society in their several regions, If 

annual regional wildlife conferences are held---as they already have 

been in Regions 1 and 3---the Regional Representatives should either 

promote them or appoint committees to do so. Also, the Regional | 

Representative is likely to know more about educational and adminis~ 

trative standards, wildlife research and/or management projects, and 

the like in his region than the officers or the other members of the 

Council, Hence his position is one of the utmost importance, and 

the building up of the membership, objectives, and activities of the 

Society in his region---either directly or through the combined ef- | 

forts of the members---is to a large extent his responsibility. 

For this reason, the Society has decided that hereafter these men 

shall not be appointed, but shall be elected by the members in their | 

own regions.
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The quality and scope of wildlife work offered in the colleges 

and universities of this country is of real concern to the Society. 

Courses and curricula cannot and should not be "standardized" in the 

usual sense of the term, but certain standards of educational quality 

must be maintained if the professional men in this field are to be 

trained along sound scientific lines. This is a matter in which the 

continued advice of the Society should be useful. it may involve 

evaluation of curricula, of teachers and equipment, or recognition 

of other sorts. This year the entire problem is being carefully 

considered by the Membership Committee and the Council, and their 

recommendations will be laid before the next annual meeting of the 

Society. 

It is clearly recognized that there are other ways than by aca- 

demic training to achieve excellence in wildlife management, research, 

or administration. This is the reason for admitting to Active Mem- | 

bership persons who, in the opinion of the Council, have acquired an | 

understanding of principles and techniques comparable to that required 

by a school approved by the Council. 

The Wildlife Society begins its formal existence at a time when, 

as never before, the public is genuinely interested in wildlife manage-
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ment. This gives promise of broad opportunities. At the same 

time, it imposes heavy responsibilities upon the men who are to | 

study and administer the wildlife resources of the North American | 

continent. The duties of the Society are clear, Their accomplish- 

ment will be one of the really constructive tasks of this generation. 

aR ak Ca 

|
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SOCIETY (formerly Society of Wildlife Specialists). 

The édd¥A¥ accomplishments of the St, Louis meeting have been 

set forth in the enclosed General Statement. If you were not pre- 

sent, please read this Statement carefully and send us your comments, 

If you attended the meeting, read it anyway. 

in one way, it was unfortunate that the organization meeting of 

the Society had to be ealled two days before the opening of the North 

American Wildlife Conference. Seventy-five men attended, but the 

number would doubtless have been larger had the meeting occurred 

later. On the other hand, the Society met for eight hours in all, 

and the work of the committees and the Council required even more 

time; hence it is not clear how all this could have been inserted 

into the crowded schedule of the Wildlife Conference. Apparently 

the only recourse was to hold the organization meeting early, and to 

call another meeting on Tuesday afternoon, March 2, to aunounce plans 

and progress, The latter meeting was attended by over 100 men. 

Your officers believe that hereafter the business meeting of the Society 

ean be held during the Conference, since it need never again be such 

@ long one.
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The problem of explaining to the public the differences between 

the Wildlife Society, the Wildlife Institute, and the Wildlife Federa- 

tion has already arisen. Because of the very general title adopted 4 

by our Society, it will be necessary for members to make clear to 

their friends and to the press the technical and professional nature 

of the Wildlife Society. 

The general duties of the Regional Representatives on the Council 

are outlined in the enclosed General Statement. It is hardly neces- 

sary to say, however, that the future of the Society depends upon the 

attitude of the membership. We have all seen societies which were 

run"from the top down," and we know that this may lead to stagnation. 

No amount of letters, conmittee work, etc. can take the place of 

personal intercourse among members and between members and the public. 

This calls for a high degree of personal responsibility on the 

part of all of us---especially during the coming year. As a profes- 

sional organization we still have our reputation te make; and other 

scientific organizations and the general public will not be slow in 

making up their minds about us. If our members take upon themselves 

the active duty of accomplishing the objectives stated in our Consti- 

tution, the influence and prestige of the Society will increase, and
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with it public respect for wildlife workers (which has sometimes 

been lacking in the pas 

In some things we must proceed slowly---in the matter of approv- 

ing educational work, for instance---but there are four things that 

ean be done now and throughout 1937 by each member: 

(1) See that all wildlife men of your acquaintance know about 

the Society, and that all who should become members have the oppor- 

tunity to do was Approach them personally or send their names to 

the Secretary or your Regional Representative. 

(2) Do everything possible to assure to the Editor manuscripts 

of high quality, so that the reputation of the Journal of Wildlife 

"Secale nay may at once be established among scientific publications, 

(3) Promote an@ support regional wildlife conferences, along 

the Lines already followed in Regions 1 and 3. 

{4) Do all you ean to raise educational, research, and pro- 

fessional standards among the wildlife workers and educational in- 

stitutions of your acquaintance. 

Six hundred men eannot work together without disagreements, 

but disagreements have a way of disappearing when they are openly 

discussed with the intention of adjusting them. Your Officers
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and your Regional Representatives earnestly request that they be in- 

formed of criticisms and constructive suggestions for the good of the 

order. Those that can be will be handled by them. Those that can- 

not will be presented to the next meeting of the Society. It is 

possible for this Society to become more closely-knit than most 

national organizations. We shali do everything in our power to make 

it so, and we shall expect the membership at large to do the same, 

We send you A#A our greetings and our best wishes for the 

coming year. 

Rudolf Bennitt 
Joseph S. Dixon 
Victor H. Cahalane 
Werren W, Chase



The Constitution and By-laws of 

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY_ 1431 es NE Ln i TE AT TER SESE 

CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLE I— Name. 

The name of this Society shall be The 
Wildlife Society. 

ARTICLE II — Objectives. 
The principal objectives of the Society 

shall be: (1) Establishment of professional 
solidarity and the maintenance of the high- 
est possible professional standards; (2) de- 
velopment of all types of wildlife manage- 
ment along sound biological lines; (3) pub- 
lications to effect these ends; and (4) pro- - 
tection of the interests of its members. 

ARTICLE III — Membership. 
Sec. 1. The membership of this Society 

shall consist of Active Members, Associate 
Members, and Honorary Members. 

Sec. 2. Active Members shall be persons 
professionally engaged in the practice or 
teaching of wildlife management, in wildlife 
administration, in wildlife research, or in 
graduate study of these subjects, who are 
graduates of a school approved by the Coun- 
cil, or who, in the opinion of the Council, 
have acquired an understanding of wildlife 
management principles and techniques com- 
parable with that required by a school ap- 
proved by the Council. 

Sec. 3. Qualifications of applicants for 
Active Membership shall be passed upon by 
a standing committee of five members who 
shall be nominated by the Council and



elected by the Society at its annual meeting; 
three members of the committee to be elected 
in odd numbered years, two members in even 
numbered years, to hold office for two years 
each. Election of applicants for Active Mem- 
bership shall be made by the Council from 
among those recommended by the Member- 
ship Committee. 

Sec. 4. Any person may become an Asso- 
ciate Member upon recommendation of two 
Active Members and acceptance by the Sec- 
retary. 

Sec. 5. Honorary Members shall be per- 
sons who, upon the unanimous recommenda- 
tion of the Council and a two-thirds vote 
at any stated meeting of the Society, are thus 
recognized for their distinguished service or 
outstanding achievement in the field of Wild- 
life Management. 

Sec. 6. Only Active Members shall be en- 
titled to vote, to hold office, and to represent 
the Society officially. All classes of mem- 
bers shall receive the journal and such other 
publications of the Society as the Council 
may direct. 

ARTICLE IV — Officers. 
Sec. 1. The officers of the Society shall be 

a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, 
and a Treasurer. 

Sec. 2. The officers shall be elected annu- 
ally from among the Active Members, shall 
be eligible for re-election, except that the 
President and Vice-President shall not suc- 
ceed themselves, and shall perform their du- 
ties until their successors qualify. Officers 
shall be elected by a majority vote at the 
annual meeting and their official terms shall 
commence at the close of the meeting at 
which they are elected. 

Sec. 3. The President shall preside at 

2



meetings of the Society, shall be Chairman 
of the Council, shall appoint all Committees, 
except the Membership Committee, including 
those established by the Council, and perform 
other duties incident to his office. 

Sec. 4. In the absence of the President or 
in his inability to act, his duties shall be as- 
sumed by the Vice-President. In the event 
neither one can serve, the Council shall ap- 
point a President pro tempore. 

Sec. 5. The Secretary shall be the Execu- 
tive Officer of the Society under the general 
direction of the Council. He shall issue no- 
tices of annual or special meetings of the 
Society. A report covering his activities 
during the preceding year shall be made by 
him to the Society at its annual meeting. 

Sec. 6. The Treasurer shall be respon- 
sible for all funds of the Society except per- 
manent funds held in trust and shall be 
bonded in suitable amounts as decided by the 
Council and at the Society’s expense. His 
accounts shall be audited at the close of each 
year as directed by the President before pre- 
sentation at the annual meeting of the So- 
ciety. 

Sec. 7. Vacancies among the officers shall 
be filled by vote of the. Council from among 
the Active Members for the unexpired term 
of the office. 

ARTICLE V— Council. 
Sec. 1. The Society shall be governed by 

a Council composed of the President, Vice- 
President, Secretary, Treasurer, and at least 
one representative from each of the Regions 
as defined in the By-laws. The Regional 
Representatives shall be elected annually, 
shall be eligible for re-election and shall take 
office at the close of the annual meeting fol- 
lowing their election. 
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Sec. 2. The Council shall appoint the 
Editor; shall have power to fill vacancies 
occurring in its numbers; shal! recommend 
to the Society for action By-laws not incon- 
sistent with this Constitution and shall per- 
form such other duties as are herein pre- 
scribed. Not less than one-half of the Mem- 
bers of the Council shall constitute a quorum. 

ARTICLE VI — Meetings. 

Sec. 1. The Society shall hold an annual 
meeting and such other meetings as the 
Council may direct at places and dates se- 
lected by them. Due notice of such meetings 
shall be given by the Secretary at least thirty 
days in advance. 

Sec. 2. Resolutions passed at a meeting 
of the Society by less than a majority of its 
Active Members shall represent the majority 
opinion of the meeting, but shall not be bind- 
ing on the Society unless subsequently ap- 
proved by the Council. 

ARTICLE VII— Sections. 

Sections of the Society may be authorized 
by the Council upon petition of ten or more 
Active Members. Sections may adopt neces- 
sary By-laws, providing that no part of them 
shall conflict with the Constitution of this 
Society. A report of its activities shall be 
presented by each section at the annual meet- 
ing of the Society. . 

ARTICLE VIII — Dues and Funds. 

Sec. 1. The annual dues of Active Mem- 
bers shall be $5.00 and of Associate Mem- 
bers, $3.00. No dues shall be charged Hon- 
orary Members. 

Sec. 2. Annual dues shall be payable from 
January 1 in advance. Members in arrears 
shall forfeit their rights and privileges and 
shall receive no publications until such dues 
are paid. 
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Sec. 3. All monies accruing to the Society 
received for undesignated purposes shall 
constitute the Permanent Trust Fund, the 
proceeds from which shall be utilized to 
carry forward the work of the Society as 
directed by a three-fourths vote of the Coun- 
cil. In the absence of such direction, this 
income shall be reinvested by the Trustees. 

Sec. 4. Bequests, grants, or trusts made 
for the purpose of advancing the field of 
Wildlife Management and/or The Wildlife 
Society, may be accepted by the Society, pro- 
viding the Council shall have first favorably 
considered the objects and specifications set 
up by the trust. These shall be placed in 
the Permanent Fund. 

Sec. 5. The Permanent Trust Fund of the 
Society shall be controlled in trust by a 
board of three Trustees with power to sell 
and reinvest according to their judgment. 
One Trustee shall be elected at each annual 
stated meeting for a term of three years. 
In case of vacancies caused by suspension, 
resignation, or death, successors may be ap- 
pointed by the Council for the remainder of 
the term. The Trustees shall be bonded in 
suitable amounts as directed by the Council 
and at the Society’s expense. 

ARTICLE IX — Amendments. 

The Constitution may be amended by a 
two-thirds vote of the Active Members of the 
Society, replying by ballot to a notice of the 
proposed amendment. Such notice must be 
submitted to all voting Members at. least 
thirty days previous to the closing date for 
the receipt of ballots. Amendments may be 
referred to the Society for action either by 
a two-thirds vote of the voting Members at 
any stated annual meeting, or by a favorable 
vote of at least two-thirds of the Council. 

a



BY-LAWS 

I. Election of Officers. 

The President shall appoint a nominating 
committee, which shall recommend to the 
Society candidates for each office. Members 
shall have the privilege of nominating addi- 
tional candidates from the floor before the 
ballot for each office, In case a ballot does 
not result in a majority for any candidate, 
subsequent ballots shall be limited to those 
two candidates receiving the largest number 
of votes on the previous ballot. Ten per 
cent of the Active Members of the Society 
shall constitute a quorum. 

II. Election of Council. 

Representatives to the Council shall be 
chosen, one from each of the following Re- 
gions: 

Region 1: 

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa- 
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New 
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, 
Delaware, District of Columbia, and West 
Virginia. 

Region 2: 

Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Ca- 
rolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala- 
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. 

Region 3: 

Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
Towa, Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana. 

Region 4: 

North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, 
Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, and Kansas. 
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Region 5: 
Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Okla- 

homa. 

Region 6: 

Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, 
Nevada, and Utah. 

Additional Regions may be established for 
similar representation upon approval by the 
Council. Representatives to the Council shall 
be elected in each Region by any plan ac- 
ceptable to the Council. 

III. Order of Business. 

The order of business at the annual stated 
meeting, unless changed by a two-thirds vote 
of the Active Members present, shall be as 
follows: 

1. Reading and approval of the minutes 
of the previous meeting. 

2. Report of the Secretary. 

3. Report of the Treasurer.’ 

4. Report of Regional Representatives 
and Sections. 

5. Appointment of temporary committees. 

6. Report and recommendations by the 
Council. 

7. Action on business reported by the 
Council. 

8. Reports of committees. 

9. New and unfinished business. 

10. Election of officers. 

IV. Delinquents. 

The names of members whose dues are in 
arrears for two years shall be presented to 
the Council for action. 

7
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V. Fiscal Year. 

The fiscal year of the Society shall end 
December 31. 

VI. Editor. 

The Editor shall be appointed by the Coun- 
cil. He shall serve for one year ,or until his 
successor is appointed, and shall be respon- 
sible for all matters relating to the publica- 
tions of the Society, subject to such restric- 
tions as may be imposed by the Council. 

VII. By-laws. 

By-laws may be adopted, amended, or re- 
pealed at any annual meeting by a majority 
vote of the Active Members present. 

8 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
Office of the Secretary, c/o National Park Service, Washington, D.C. 

The attached card is your ballot for 1938 Regional Representative, 
who must be elected by vote of the members in your Region alone. As 
all are Associate Members during 1937, this ballot is sent to all. Please 
record both first and second choices. To be valid, your ballot must be 
mailed (postmarked) by midnight, December 15. 

Regions and Present Representatives: (I) N. E. U. S., including Md., D. C., 
W. Va.; E. Canada, including Toronto; Dr. A. A. Allen, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. 
CI) S. E. U.S., including Va., Ky., Ark., La.; W. Indies; Wm. J. Howard, N. P.S., 
Richmond, Va. (III) Ohio and Mich., W. to Mo. and Minn.; Ont. W. of Toronto; 
Dr. S, A. Graham, Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, Mich. (IV) Kan. and Colo., N. to 
N. Dak. and Mont.; Man., Alb., Sask.; Paul H. Roberts, U.S. F.S., Lincoln, Nebr. 
(V) Okla., Tex., N. Mex., Ariz.; Mexico; Dr. W. P. Taylor, U.S. B. B.S., College 
Sta, Tex. (VI) Calif., Nev., Utah, Ida, Ore, Wash.; B. C., Alaska, T. H.; 
E. L. Sumner, Jr., N. P. S., San Francisco, Calif. 

“Vicror H. Cawaane, Secretary.



SOCIETY OF WILDLIFE SPECIALISTS 
W. L. McAtesr, Secretary-Treasurer 

Biological Survey Washington, D. C. 

APPLICATION FOR AFFILIATION 

(Name) (Professional connection) 

steneceesncssenetesececsseccceeseccceneceeeetcceeesey Deing professionally engaged in 
(Mail address) 

the teaching or practice of wildlife management or wildlife re- . 
search, or being an advanced student of these subjects, recommended | 

by one (Signattire of epotie@rc.ccccici.s ciety racedeten cate tceseeencnese) | 
professionally qualified for affiliation, hereby apply for affiliation | 
with the Society during the first year, and send herewith the pre- | 
scribed fee of One Dollar, it being understood that I will thus be | 
entitled to participate in the next meeting, probably in February, | 
1937, and to vote on all matters relative to possible permanent | 
organization and publication of a periodical. |
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Cae ARTICLE I -- Name : 
ya ; Bc 

unveth be y 

The name of this Society shall be American Society,of @ 

ARTICLE II -- Object . < 

The objects of this Society shall be to protect, promote ¥ | 
..\\ and represent the interests, science and practice of the pro- Ct 
> fession of Wildlife Management, and to provide and direct mediums sS | 

4 for professional thought in this field, 3 

§ 
ARTECHE III -- Membership . | 
pn ethan y 8 

her Sec. 1. The membership of this Society shall consist s 
of Members, Associate Members,.Honorary Members, and—Patrons, p 7 4 , wie ‘am ‘eet Ve de WL Gaphaaee ) AL Reeth 

Sec. 2s a Mem¥ers shall be persons pees bagegsel- 

o~ tevested in the paeatect Wildlife Management, ©r who are graduates 
yy es \ of a school requ ring courses approved by the Council, and who, 

Quine _} in the estimation of the Council, have acquired an understand- 

+ ing of Wildlife Management principles and techniques, comparable 
with that “we of a school approved by the Council. 

TROD 1 Bunks fp G4 hin atin Marble, Obed bx peated edumetey bu Umebing Cus 

Sec, 8 Any person may become an Associate Member upon ofS 

recommendation of two, Members and acceptance by the Bxeoutive ave) 

my Secretary. Cus ny te, 

; ts | 
f Sec, 4, Honorary Members shall be persons who, upon the he, tn, 

unanimous recommendation of the Council and a two-thirds vote at bon “ey 

; any stated meeting of the Society, are thus recognized for their 7 Vee, 
V distinguished service or outstanding achievement in the field of lap od 

Wildlife Management. p chy 
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Ne / \ seoy/7.\ ont9 Members \shall be entitted to~“hela office 
exoept that of Trustee or-a Member of the Council, a Wl 

s ARTICLE IV -- Officers 

V Sees, ls The officers of the Soclety shall be President, 
yrreenereuors Exeoutive Secretary and Treasurer, 

ation 

Sec. 2, The officers shall be elected annually from 
among the\ Members; shall be eligible for re-election; and shall 
perform their duties until their successors shall qualify. 
Officers shall be elected by a majority vote at the annual meet- 
ing and their official terms shall commence as—soon-as—they—are 
elected, CMA, Aorseof, Use rrttlrary Btol— 

Sec. 3, The President shall preside at meetings of the 

www” .Society, shall be Chairman of the Council, shall appoint all 
Wis 1 Committees)including those established by the Council, and per- 

wie! form other \duties incident to his office, 
Cede yeiuknly Cran 

Sec. 4. In the absence of the President or in his in- 
ability to act, his duties shall be assumed by the Vice-President. 
In the event neither one can serve, the Council shall appoint a 
President pro tempore. 

\ Sec. 5. The Bxeeutine Secretary shall be the Executive 
\ Officer of the Society under the general direction of the Council. 

\ He shall issure notices of annual or special meetings of the 
a ) Society and conduct Regional elections of Council Members, as 

; provided in the By-laws, A report covering his activities during 
\ the preceding year shall be made by him to the Society at its Qe 

\ annual meeting. 1 ae go 
\ qu” yo ise ce 

\ Sec. 6, The Treasurer shall be responsible for(all gp 
| funds of the Society except permanent funds held in trust His aN Goa 
accounts shall be audited at the close of each year as directed Vahet 
by the President before presentation at the annual meeting of the neg 
Society. = aFy 

Kednd 
Sec. 7, Vacancies among tng officers shall be filled 

by vote of the Council from among the'Members for the unexpired 
term of the office, 

——Y “ARTICLE V -- Council 

er Sec, 1.. The Society shall be governed by a Council 
‘S composed of the President, Vice-President, Exeeutiwe Secretary, 

koe Treasurer, Edttor-ef—the—Journal, and thirteen elected Regional 

WN representatives. ‘ n 
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Sec, 2. The thivteen Regional Representatives shall 

be elected, one from each Region as described in the manner pro- 
vided in the By-laws, Such Representatives from even-numbered 
Regions shall. be chosen in even years; from odd-numbered Regions 
in odd years. They shall be eligible for re-election and shall 
take office at the close of the annual meeting. 

Sec. 3. The Council shall appoint the-—Executive—Seeretary- 
and the Editors Stew of the Journal; shall have power to fill 
vancancies occurring in its numbers; shall recommend to the Society 
for action By-laws not inconsistent with this Constitution; shall 4 
perform such other duties as are herein prescribed, Eight G vid 
Members of the Council shall constitute a quorum, G4 

ARTICLE VI -- Meetings 

Sec. 1, The Society shall hold an annual meeting and 
uf such other meetings as the Council may direct at places and dates 

selected by them, Due notice of such meetings shall be given 
by the Bxeetive Secretary at least thirty days in advance, 

Sec. 2. Resolutions passed at a meeting of the Society 
by less than a majority of its Members in~good—standing, shall 

/ represent the majority opinion of the meeting, but shall not be 
binding on the Society unless subsequently approved by the Council, 

< ARTICLE VII -- Sections 

Sections of the Society may be authorized by the Council 

upon petition of ten or more Members. Sections may adopt necessary 

v By-laws, providing that no part of them saii conflict with the 
Constitution of this Society. A report ci '.ts activities shall be 
presented by each section at the annual meeting of the Society, 

ARTICLE VIII -- Dues and Funds, 

/ od  — a Rabl pay ¥ b 
a ; Sec.,1,. The annual dues of Members ,aré Associate Members 

fa, $3.00. No dues shall be chateed Honorary Members ,es# 

i { pio 

Sec. 2» Ana dues shall be payable from January Lente | 

Associate Members and/Members in arrears more-than-one-year shall 

forfeit their right be —vete-amdtte—receive the Jourmayuntil such : 
* dues are paid. bya nos Ka pate ————— J 

Sec. 3. All monies accruing to the Society from—Ratrons 
es~e-direct—resuit of-thier-eieotions-as.sugh, together-with-—thet | 
~receiveg for urdesignated purposes shall constitute a permanent 

trust fund, 

| 

|
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f the proceeds from which shall be utilized to carry forward 
/ the work of the Society as directed by a three-fourths vote 

of the Council, In the absence of such direction, this in- 
come shall be reinvested by the Trustees, 

| Sece 4.4 Bequests, grants or trusts made for the pur- 
pose of advancing the field of Wildlife Management and/or the WL dpe, 

\ Socisty—ofiHidlife—Menagers, may be accepted by the Society, 
providing the Council shall have first favorably considered 

] the objects and specifications set up by the trust, These 
{ } shall be placed in the Permanent Fund, 

x ‘ 

: Sec, 5, The Permanent Fund of the Society shall be 
ntrolled in trust by a board of three Trustees with power 

/ to ‘act _aceording.totheinjudgment, One Trustee shall be 
/ elected at each annua] stated meeting for a term of three 

UNV years Sromanong._nosfiitseewe , Honorary Members..on.Patrons. 
fn caso of vacancies caused by suspension, resignation or 

porn death, successors may be appointed by the Council for the 
remainder of the term, Pau Verran brett be, Bouck? ¥ Toe 2th, 

| 
| ARTICLE IX -- Amendment 

Ctur arvlingt 
i (‘the Constitution may be/amen ed by a two-thirds vote . 

of the\Members of the Society !(which Aha obtained by sorresmul 
| pondence), Amendments may be referred to the Society for 
| action either by a two-thirds vote of the voting Members at 
\ any stated annual meeting, or by a favorable vote of at least 

' two-thirds of the Council, Notice of proposed amendments 
\ must be submitted to all voting Members Riistey 4 previous 
\ to the closing date for the receipt of ballots, 

~ 
“aay 
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I -= Election of Officers 

The President shall appoint a nominating committee, which 
shall recommend to the Society candidates for.omeh office, + Mem= 

‘bers shall have the privilege of nominating additional candidates 
yy from the floor before the ballot for each office, In case a 

ballot does not result in a majority for any candidate, subsequent 
ballots shall be limited to those two candidates receiving the 
largest number of votes on the previous ballot, O+ gyre Ante be, 

pp y 
se > , dons baw vaadet Oy 

re 10 oof ote oe Election of Council 

Representatives to the Council shall be chosen « one from 
each of the following Regions: # 

Region 1, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, | 
Rhode Island, Connecticut, | 

' 2, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, 
Delaware, District of Columbia, | 

" 3 ‘ 
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Nominations shall be made in each Region by a hominating w.4, 
ballot to be supplied each voting Member of the Region by the Ex- 4 7 
ecutive Secretary during the month of November, pregeding the year 
in which a Regional representative is to be elected. In each 
Region, the names of the two Members having the largest number 
of valid nominating ballots as received by the Executive Secre+ 
tary by the following December 51, shall be promptly submitted 
by him to its voting Members for election. The nomince having 
the majority of the valid votes as received by the Executive : 
Secretary by the following January 31 shall be declared elected,
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Lil ow Order of Business 

le | 
The order of business at the /annual stated meeting, unless 

. changed by a two-thirds vote of the/Members present shall be as 
, follows:« 

1. Reading and approval of the minutes of previous meeting. 
2. Report of the Executive Secretary. 
3 Report of the Treasurer. 

/ 4, Report of Regional Representatives and Sections, 

y 5, Election of officers, 
6. Appointment of temporary committees, 
7. Report and recommendations by the Council, 
8, Action on business reported by the Council, 
9. Reports of committees, 

10, New and unfinished business. 
11, Appointmentof..permanent—commi-ttees~by—President+etect, 
eee the_minutes—of—the meeting, 

IV -= Delinquents 

The names of Assoetate Members wadilitainins whose dues are 
Vv in arrears for mere-than two years shall be presented to the 

Council for action, 

V -- Fiscal Year 

V The fiscal year of the Society shall end December 31, 

VI -- EditorteagStarr 

The Editorial Staff shall consist of an Editor-in-chief 
0 eee ee eee ce oe 
chosen by the Council, The Editoried—Statf shall serve for 
two years, or until their successors are appointed, and shall 
be responsible for all matters relating to the publication of 
the Journal subject to such restrictions as may be imposed by 
the Council,



1532 University Ave. 
November 27, 1936 

Dr. W. L, MeAtee 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D, ¢, 

Dear MoAtee: 

At the recent joint committee meeting with 
the Heological Society, I found that the representatives 
of Beology were unfamiliar with your "Wildlife Review." 
May I ask, therefore, that you send a sample copy, 
preferably of the last issue,to the following: 

Prof, Orlando Park 
Department of Zoology 
Northwestern University 
Bvanston, Illinois 

Dr. ¥. 8. Cooper 
Botany Department 
University of Minnesota 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Prof. Chancey Juday 
Biology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Prof. W. C. Allee 
Zoology Department 
University of Chicago 

f Chicago, Tllinois 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
is Professor of Game Management 

ee Ralph fT, King
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Nove 23, 1936. 

Mre We Le Me Atee 
Ue Se Biological Survey 
Washington, De Ce 

pear Mre Ve Atee: 
I have just attended a joint committee meeting of the Society of Wildlife Specialists and the Feological Society of America. The members of the committee were King, Leopold, and frrington for the 5.7%. and W% % Cooper (Pres.), Orlando Park (Sec.-Treas.) and Chauncey Juday for the Eeological Society. ‘The matters taken up related chiefly to the question of affiliation, and the need or poss+ ibility of establishing a new He on to handle papers on management technique which were hardly suited to the outlets now available, 

The committee meeting, as I looked upon it, represented only an attempt to find out in a preliminary way what the attitude of the two societies might be and what might conceivably be expected : in the event that negotiations were continued. The meeting was of informal nature, with everyone realizing that final action in invit+ ing the S.W.Se to affiliate would be in the hands of the membership of the Wcological Society, and that acceptance or rejection of such an invitation -- if it were issued «= would be left to the 9.7%. at their next meeting. 

Apart from the committee meeting, Leopold, King, and TI have done a considerable amount of talking among ourselves. Tt is my 
interpretation of the significant trend of events thet T propose to relay on to you at this time. If am especially anxious to do this for the reason that we are agreed that you are the Rey man in our : organization and we are all aware that at least some of your views on at least some of the subjects to be taken up are for have been) 
at variance with those which we have at present. 

We are further aware that you will resign if the society dis- 
plays any inclination to be dominated by political or anti-conser} 
vation factions. In the event of such domination becoming a reality, 
I for one would certainly not blame you for resigning and T would 
be very likely to follow you out. Teopold, King, and T are partice 
ularly worried, however, as to the possibilities of a schism occurring 
between you and us because of the proposed affiliation with the Feolog- 
igal Society and the matter of a closed society versus an open society.
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In short, all three of us feel that the hopes of the %.%S. in becoming an agency of maximum conservation effectiveness are largely 
built around you and that your leaving us, if it happened, would be an irreparable loss. ‘There is, nevertheless, some honest diff« erence of opinion that should be laid open to discussion, irrespec- 
tive of previous correspondence or conversations 

Before this committee meeting, King was opposed to affiliation 
with the Ecological Society; I was "on the fence", and I think that Leopold's views were dubious. After an afternoon's joint 
sessions we were all very much in favor of affiliation, slong 
the lines suggested. If such affiliation came to pass I don't 
see how the 5eWs8. would be dominated by anybody, that it would 
lose its identity or that it would suffer any apparent disadvan- 
tages. It wouldn't have to meet with the Feological Society, yet : I think greater scientific standing would be gained for our group. 
T am also convinced that affiliation would further the attainment 
of what are in actuality our joint objectives +«- conservation and | science, 

Affiliation with the Meological Society would be a much more 
natural alliance than with any other possible society, as I see its The 84%. is essentially made up of ecologists and many of its | members (possibly 10% and probably most of the more active ones) | already belong to the Beological Society. Giving the Teological 
Society special consideration strikes me as being entirely sound, 
and I think that I can judge with some degree of impartiality, | as I have for a number of years belonged to about as many scientific 
organizations as one of my economic status has any business to. 
The same can also be said of Leopold. ‘The present-day trend of thas 
thought in the Bcological Society seems to be progressive and sane | and reflects a growing consciousness of conservation responsibility. 

Relative to the question of the advantages and disadvantages 
of a closed or an open society, I may say that practically everyone 
(except yourself) whom I have heard express a view favors a member~ 
ship restricted only by the annual dues and interest in the sub-« 
ject. Within the past few days I habe heard the opinions of botan= 
ists, zoologists, ecologists, and one chemist from six different 
institutions, and the invariable experience seems to be that member- 
ship barriers do not work and that much greater all around satis- 
faction is to be derived from learned societies of the open type. 
If the 8.W.S. were affiliated with the Ecological Society, I think 
that such would serve as a material safeguard against the orzanizas 
tion falling into bad hands even though membership were open. 

There is too much in this open vs. closed question to try to 
discuss in a letter. Granted that the path of any organization 
may be beset by dangers, @ the dangers of a closed society appear 
greater than those of an opens Yor one thing, a closed society 
seems to have unique potentialities for making powerful enemies 
of persons who should be its most powerful alliese I've had persons © 
who were fully eligible for membership say to me, in effect, "“hats 
80 snooty about your crowd, anyway?" 

}
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My favoring of an open society -- especially in case of affilia- tion-- represents a complete reversal in attitude on my part since we had correspondence regarding this point. If this means any em« barrassment to you, T am very sorry. 

I wish that you would let me know what you think, and also what suggestions you may have to make. There are some knotty prob- lems here that do not seem to be making much progress in solving themselves; yet it is of fundamental importance that they be solved, if at ell possible. 

I earnestly hope that our various views will not prove to be irreconcilable, as I am convinced that much is at stake. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Le Errington 
Rese Ass't Professor 

CeCe Aldo Leopold 
Re Te King 
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President First Vice President Second Vice President Secretary-Treasurer 

Rates T. Kinc Ernest G. Hort Mies D, Pirnie W. L. McATEe 

University Farm Soil Conservation Service Kellogg Bird Sanctuary Biological Survey 

St. Paul, Minn. Washington, D. C. Battle Creek, Mich. Washington, D. C. 

Society of Wildlife Specialists on 
Counsellors 

Axpo LEopotp 

Madison, Wis. November 12, 1936 

Hersert L, Stoppard 
Thomasville, Ga. {re 

‘Metis bad Professor Aldo Leopold 
he ie Dept. of Agricultural Economics w 
Petersham) Mage. University of Wisconsin 
en Madison, Wisconsin 

et et Dear Professor Leopold: 
Ross O. STEVENS 

Spartanburg, S.C: Shortly after I got back to St. Paul I saw Dr. Cooper 
E. A. SCHILLING and learned that he had gone ahead and arranged with his half of 

Atlanta, Ga. our committee to meet in Chicago on the 19th of this month. Both 
Ruvotr BENNITT of his appointees are from Chicago. This was somewhat disturbing 

Columbia, Mo. and also somewhat displeasing to mee Paul had said that he was 
He EE nee ae willing to go to any of the several places suggested except Chicago, 

Columbus, Ohio and I was pretty sure that you could not make a trip down there 
Pe ea and come up here tooe I was sure when I left here that Cooper 

Milwaukee, Wis, wanted the meeting here and was going to ask his men to come here. 

Perhavs the chief reason for his change of mind was the fact that 
W. P. Tayuor he received word he had to be in Washington, D. C. on November 2lst. 

College Station, Tex. we could make a Chicago meeting on his way east. 
Paut L. Errincton 

Ames, Iowa A compromise was the only way out. I hope you will not 
J. Stoxtey Licon look with too much disfavor on the result, and I hope even more 

Carlsbad, N. Mex. , that you will not think I am imposing too much on your time and 
‘Auraun S) BINAnser good nature. We finally agreed on a meeting in Madison the after- 

‘Corvallis, Oreg. noon of November 19th. If other arrangements cannot be made 
Hosen Dison | conveniently we can hold it in my hotel room. There will be no 

Berkeley, Calif, more than seven of us, possibly only six. The meeting should not 
Si ae ean | require more than the afternoon. | 

Parasia. I did this from a purely selfish motive. I figured that | 
if we did not ask you to make an extra trip you might still find it | 

ee possible to come up here with Mr. Moore and Wing. It will not be 
Lr possible for me to make the Cloquet trip before coming down there 

gx * qe . next week, but we should get it in before the Ann Arbor meeting. 

yew ~ I am writing Paul at this time and hope this arrangement 
will prove satisfactory to him. The meeting should be called for 
1:30 the afternoon of November 19th. I will drive down that morning 
and back the next day. If your fellows want to plan the trip up 
here that same week-end it will be fine with me. We could all come 

back together.



2 = Prof. Aldo Leopold , 

The three points to be discussed in this committee 
meeting are: (1) Advantages (and disadvantages) to both groups, 
Ecologists and Wildlifers, in affiliation of the two societies; 
(2) In case affiliation should be agreed upon what form should 

it take; and (3) What about a publication. Dr. Cooper's two 
appointees are Orlando Park and Dr. W. C. Allee. 

Will be anxiously awaiting your reply. 

Sincerely yours, 3 
y | | 

Roop 4. 
: RIK:W Presidént 

7 

| 

f |
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Washington, Us Cs 
August 14, 1986 

Mire We Le MeAtee 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, Dy Cy 

Dear Mao, 

Belated acknowledgment is mde of the earbon copy 
of your letter of August 6 to Mr, Leopold. 

“Conservation Biologists”is all right with me, tut 
I do feel that we should designate the Society as the 
"Seetety of Comervation Diclogiste"’. "The Conservmtian 
Biologist" would be, I believe, a very snappy title for 
the magazin, 

I must admit, hovever, tint I ama Little super~ 
stitious about Conservation Bologist. That was my title 
when I was fired by Krrs Ickes! 

Sinserely yours, 

; Ernest G, Holt 
Nead, Section of Wildlife Mans genent 

Bes we : 
Copy to Mrs Aldo Leopold 
2 cue 

; Mitty By Stoddard



President First Vice President Second Vice President Secretary-Treasurer 

Ratpx T. Kinc Ernest G, Hott Muzs D, Pirnie W. L. MCATEE 

University Farm Soil Conservation Service Kellogg Bird Sanctuary Biological Survey 

St. Paul, Minn. Washington, D. C. Battle Creek, Mich. Washington, D. C. 

Society of Wildlife Specialists 
Counsellors 

Axpo LEopotp 
Madison, Wis. August 14, 1936. 

Hersert L, Stopparp 

Thomasville, Ga. 

i Prof, Aldo Leopold, 

ga University of Wisconsin, 
Bueraisa Mace. Madison, Wisconsin, 

GarDINER BUMP Dear Leopold: 
Albany, N. Y. °P 

Ross O. SrEvENS I am glad to learn that you think we can make some use 
Spartanburg, S. C. of the term Conservation Biologists. I have heard favorably 

E. A. SCHILLING also from Holt and Stoddard, I sent a copy of the letter to King 
Atlanta, Ga. also but as he appears to reply to only about one letter out of 

Repos BENNUET six, I an not waiting to give you a return from that quarter. 

Columbia, Mo. | 

The main reason I sent the suggestion to you was that you T. H. Lanctors i i 
Coleman Oni are Chairman of a Committee to consider the matter of a permanent 

name for the Society and to outline its purposes and aims. On | 
Tae wie the Comittee with you are King, perhaps incapacitated for the | 

had reason fabove stated, and Joseph Dixon who has not yet qualified | 
W. P. Taytor as an Affiliate. He is the only one we selected on our Advisory | 

College Station, Tex. poard/of whom this is true but repeated suggestions have not | 
Paut L, Errincton bud, him as yet. This apparently leaves the Committee report 

Ames, Iowa up ¥o you. 

J. Stoxtey Licon 

Carlsbad, N. Mex. Sincerely, 

‘Corvallis, Oreg. eo ior, . 

~ JosepH Dixon uw 
Berkeley, Calif. Com 4 q Aer a | | 

Gerorce L. Girarp ere | 

Laramie, Wyo. a 
Pp 
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1532 University Avenue | 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 
June 17, 1936 

Dr, W. L, Meatee 
U. S, Blological Survey 
Washington, D. Cx 

Dear MeAtee 

I think the qualifications for menbership chowld 
depend first of all on whether we ave aiming for a 
Clags 1 or e Class 2 society (see my letter of May 15 
for definitions), ‘the standards for a Glass 1 society — 
would have to be stricter than for Class 2. 

On the qestion of administrators, I wonld sug~ } 
geet that the criterion in any event is whether thay 
actually practice management, The fact that they 
oceupy a position which should inelude the practice of 
management seems to me irrelevant, I of course admit 
that it is hard to define what management donsists of. | 
Thus many administrators would be operating a game ‘ 

: fare but nothing else. Are they managers? My own bias 
would sey no. 

Yours sincerely, 

th 

| 
i | 

} |



President First Vice President Second Vice President Secretary-Treasurer 

Ratpu T. Kine Ernest G, Hort Mires D. Pirniz W. L. McATEE 

University Farm Soil Conservation Service Kellogg Bird Sanctuary Biological Survey 

St. Paul, Minn. Washington, D. C. Battle Creek, Mich. Washington, D. C. 

Society of Wildlife Specialists 
Counsellors 

Axpo LEopotp 
Madison, Wis. June 10, 1936. 

Herzert L. Stopparp 

Thomasville, Ga. 

: Prof, Aldo Leopold, 
ra sesh ah University of Wisconsin, 

Pte tanain NCAsa Madison, Wisconsin, 

se, a a Dear Leopold: 

Ross O. STEVENS The activities of members of the Advisory Board in 
Spartanburg, S. C. nominating affiliates has brought up a question that should be 

E. A. SCHILLING decided right now, and that is whether members of State conser- 
Atlanta, Ga. vation departments, especially the politically appointed ones, 

Ruvotr BENNITT are eligible for affiliation with the Society. 

Columbia, Mo. 

He wcrors I do not think they meet with the requirement laid dow 
Columbus, Ohio of being professionally engaged in the teaching or practice of 

Hsee Agius wildlife management or wildlife research, but I want to have the 
‘Milwaukee, Wis. backing of all chiefly concerned if we are to turn them down. 

Errington, Chairman of Qualifications and Membership Committee, 
psaenmlag ar ee agrees that we should hold strictly to the requirements for 

e is affiliation and thinks that very few persons of the class 
Paut L. Errincton referred to would prove eligible. I have written to King also 

Ames; Towa on the subject but have not heard from him as yet. 
J. Stoxtey Licon 

Carlsbad, N. Mex. I not only think that requirements for eligibility to 
* Artuur S. ErNarsen membership should be kept as high as practicable but I think that 

Corvallis, Oreg. we must be on guard at all times against elements that might seek 
Josep Dixon to introduce politics and propaganda and thus prevent the Society 

Berkeley, Calif. {rr rendering its highest service to wildlife technology, to 
Cut, Chien rational science, and to broad-gage conservation. If the Society 
Laramie, Wyo. cannot organize and conduct itself in such a way as to achieve 

these objectives, I do not believe it worth organizing. 

I shall be glad to have your views. 

Sincerely yours, 

7 Wet hetneee We
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Society of Wildlife Specialists 
Counsellors 
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Madison, Wis. 

Hersert L. Stopparp June 9, 1956. 
Thomasville, Ga. 

Advisory Board 

N. W. Hostey Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Beene, Mass. University of Wisconsin, 

Garpiner BUMP Madison, Wisconsin. 
Albany, N. Y. 

Ross O, STEVENS Dear Leopold: 
Spartanburg, S. C. 

eae ree Thanks for your letter of June 5. The Publication Committee 
Atlanta, Ga. has hardly got down to business yet, although Holt and Stoddard 

have been together recently; whether they have thought of the 
Rupot¥ BENNITT 
enranes matter, I have not heard. 

ay eee You mention the same point that I brought up in a recent 
Racine reply to Grange's suggestion, copy of which I sent to you, that 

Harry ADAMS is if we join up with any other organization we will have to pay 
Milwaukee, Wis. for what they are already producing in addition to our special 

W. P. Tayzor material. It seems that it would be more economical to go 
College Station, Tex. alone and I think economy will be an important consideration 

Paut L. ERrincton with many of the young fellows who should be the backbone of 
Ames, Iowa the new Society if it is permanently organized, 

J. Stoxtey Licon 
Carlsbad, N. Mex. Sincerely yours, | 

Artuur S, EINARSEN Pewee | 

Corvallis, Oreg. one ye : eet | 

JosrrH Dixon 

Berkeley, Calif. 

GeorcE L. Girarp | 

Laramie, Wyo.
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June 5, 1936 

Dr. W. L. MeAtee 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D, ¢, 

Dear MeAtee: | 

I had a chanee yesterday to diseuss with Prof. H. H, Chapman, 
president of the Society of American Foresters, the feasibility of com 
bininbd with the Journal of Forestry as a technical outlet for the 
Society of Wildlife Managers. 

We arrived at these conclusions: Most of our manbers could 
not qualify as members of the Society of American Poresters, Hence they 
would have to carey gphacintions to the Journal, ‘These cost $4.00, 
Assuming that we lish our own journal for $5.00 and get a lot 
more space in so doing, the prospect of combining with the Journal of 

| Forestry does not look very attractive, 

| Moreover, we would have to furnish our own editor for our 
own department, and there are possibilities of crossing wires with the 
regular editors, Moreover, there would be technical papers not parti~ 
cularly suitable for other specialized journals but at the same time 
having nothing to do with forestry, Professor Chapmen and I both con» 
cluded that the prospects were slim. 

I have been thinking over Grenge's suggestion for using the 
Game Breeder & Sportsman, However, this is a non-technical paper and 
we already have such an outlet in American Wildlife, The hiatus seems 
distinctly to exist in the technical rather than in the non-technical 

. oY” gemi-technical field, 

I am sending a copy of this to Grange. 

e < Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
| 
| 

| 

| 
| 

| we



Tune 3, 1936, 

Mr, Wallace Grange, | 

Baileys Harber, Wieconsin, | 

Dear Grange: 

I om replying personally to your letter of May 24 
though I have not received from you the personal letter 
requested containing an account of the state of the 
universe ae it appears from your point of view, I am 
sending copies of this letter to Leopold, Stoddard, and 
Bolt. The last two ond I constitute the committee of the 
Society of Wildlife Specialists appointed to consider the 
feasibility of publishing a professional journal. 

XI might sey that yours is the thim different Ox 
Qn qute Gah Oe ebenenate tain aus einer tounaal’ ¢ coaiteione 
ani foxesters already having put in thelr word, It seas to meas 
& practical consideration thet these journele mest go on as they 
have been conducted which moans thet the wildlife specialists 
Will have te pay for all of the material these periodicals are 
now printing in addition to their apecial subject matter, Many 
im our Sockety will be youngsters who will take only one publica~ 
tion and it will be of great help to them if 1¢ covers their 
principal field of interest comprehensively. 

peasiesiten Sate cate, eee o> suay weenie Dane eee 
eppliets at least I om sure that they yield just ae mich 

; for en indepentent wildlife publication as if contributed to an 
exieting organ and possibly mere as there will be no overhead 
expenses connected with the organ of the Society of Wildlife 
Specialists, 

Thies nome, while not yet adopted as that of the permanent 
organizetion and which may possibly not be adopted, covers the 
ground better than any other yet suggested. It ie my hope that 
the qualifications for membership as finally edopted will be rether 
high and thet eare will be taken to assure that the membership of 
the Society shall include only thoes geminely interested in wild+ 
life management and wildlife research with conservation, not 
exploitation, of wildlife as a background, 

re
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svane AL Kina Ernest G, Hort Mires D. Pirnie W. L. McATEE 

University barm Soil Conservation Service Kellogg Bird Sanctuary Biological Survey 

St. Paul, Minn. Washington, D. C. Battle Creek, Mich. Washington, D. C. 

Society of Wildlife Specialists 
Counsellors 

Apo LEopoLp 
Madi ‘: 

adison, Wis. April 1g: 1936 

Herzert L, Stopparp 

Thomasville, Ga. 

Advisory Board 

N. W. Hostey 

Petersham, Mass. 

GarpINER BuMP 
Albany, N. Y. Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Been ONSrevERS Department, Agricultural Economics 

Spartanburg, S. C. University of Wisconsin i 
TNA tgeey Madison, Wisconsin 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Dear Prof. Leopold: 

RupotF BENNITT 

: Columbia, Mo. A copy of the enclosed letter has gone to each of 

T. H. Lanctors | the officers and counsellors of the Society of Wildlife 

Columbus, Ohio Specialists. I believe that no additional explanation is 

Harry ADAMS necessary. I know how busy all of the men concerned are, 

Milwaukee, Wis. but I hope that each of them will find time to go over this 

W. P. Taytor copy very soon and write me their reactions. Please be frank 

College Station, Tex. and make whatever suggestions you care to. It is, of course, 

Bet Wares recognized that disagreement with any of the proposals set 

inde: Tene forth carrys with it the obligation of presenting other proposal s 

FerueIey Tito in their places 

Carlsbad, N. Mex. arya ee I sincerely hope you will find it possible to serve 

apa yg in the capacity indicated. This appointment is in no sense 

CEE es ree. honorary. I put you on that committee because I am firmly 

Josep Dixon — convinced that you should be on it, your services are needed 

Berkeley, Calif. there and without your help the development of that phase of the 

Grorce L. Grrarp work will be very much retarded. 
Laramie, Wyo. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

RIK:K Président j 

Enc.
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COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION ‘ 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

May 30, 1936 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldos; 

I have recently received a copy of a letter to you 
from friend Grange relative to possibility of a new journal 
being started by "The Society of Wildlife Specialists", or 
whatever we finally decide to call ourselves. Grange invites 
MecAtee and I to comment on his proposal that "THE GAME BREEDER AD 
SPORTSMAN" be considered as publication medium. 

Just by way of comment, I may say that I never thought 

much of this magazine until its department of Game Management 
was set up. Recently I purchased back numbers for two years and 
sent in a subscription on the basis of this Department. Now I can 

see that the magazine has vastly improved and has become a 

valuable one in its field. 

While Grange's proposal has much to commend it in my 

opinion, and I think the possibility might well be investigated, 

I doubt that it will prove the solution of the problem,and I 

fear that in the long run we will have to start a professional 
journal of our own, 

In the first place,I think the reason for trying to start 

the "Wildlife Specialists" was to organize (just as the Game 

Breeders are organized) a rather large group who are in the 

business (both privately, as in my case, and in public service, 

as in the case of the various Bureaus of the U.8.D.A.) of 

trying to increase or maintain wildlife by manipulation of 

environment,as distinct from attaining the same objectives by 

means of artificial production. I am perfectly willing to admit 

that the artificial game breeder is just as much,or more,of a 

"game manager" than the fellow who works through environmental 

manipulation,and that he who uses the latter method will 

frequently have to call on the breeder for stocSk;in other words 

that the two are different branches of the same profession. I 

also agree that it would be desirable, if feasable,to have both 

branches handled by the same publication. 

As I see it,however,there are too many difficulties in the 

way. In the first place the artificial preeder of game (unless } 

one again extends the meaning and includes the aviarist) is 

primarily interested in game. The or anization we are considering 

pbuilding would include the agencies Vike National Park Service, 

to some extent Soil Conservation Service) who are managing 

wildlife, as distinct from game only. I think this group really
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want a professional journal comparable to that of the Society 

of American Foresters,whose journal,I believe,carries most of 

the technical matter of the profession (?). If this group were 
to combine with another organization to share a journal,it might 

be more"down their alley" to throw in with the Ecological 

Society,as I think they prefer to consider their work as 

Napplied ecoligy" rather than "game management" anyhow. This is 

not necessarily the case with me, as my own work is largely 

"game management" as differentiated from "wildlife management", 

even though it is largely a matter of environmental manipulation, 

with some use of artificial propagation. 

Am sending a copy of this letter to M@Atee and Grange,and 

you will all note that I am "straddling the fence" and have as 

yet no well crystalized thoughts in the matter. Grange'ts letter 

has, however, set me to thinking. I am going to forget the old 

"Game Breeder" as I used to know it,and read the editorials and 

other matter of the present "GAME BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN";so far I 

will admit that my reading has been largely confined to its 

Department of Game Management,which I have profited from as well 

as greatly enjoyed. 

Am hoping to see you, Aldo, on the 9th of June,when prehaps 

we can continue this discussion, 

Sincerely yours, 

SL ie Fi Le pe 77 
PEL Lt eg 4 een 

Herbert L.Stoddard.
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WILDLIFE DIVISION 

E-SLGARD HALE HRIVERSHEYHOPC CALIFORNIA 

BERKELEY CALIFORNIA 
505 Underwood Building 

San Francisco, California 
May 25, 1956 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Society of Wildlife Specialists 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I have gone over your comments regarding the name 
and membership of the Society of Wildlife Specialists in 
general. I agree(closely) with your recommendations. ° 

I am strongly in favor of Type 2 organization for 
a society and I believe that the name "Society of Wildlife 

Managers" is much to preferred to the "Society of Wildlife 
Specialists". I would also like to emphasize the desir- 
ability of stressing a condensed review of papers on the 

subject. 
; ooh 7 

I believe that it would, be wise at this time to 
attempt separate publications. However, as has been pointed 

out there is a wealth of unpublished manuscript which may 

later become available so that we can use our own publication. 

With kindest regards 

ont te 
Joseph 5. Dixon, 
Field Naturalist 

JsDir



W. S. COOPER, President J. G, NEEDHAM, Vice-President ORLANDO PARK, Secretary-Treasurer 

THE ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA oon 

Executive Commitiee |p , 

W. S. COOPER ig é »* 

ehisnaepnee College Station, T xas y gw wr 
W. P. TAYLOR ° yy | 

G. DO. FULLER 
X A } 

A.G. VesTAL May 25, 1936 ie 

| 
Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: ‘ 

Just received copy of your letter to 

King and Dixon. 

Do you think it necessary to form a new | 

society and thereby promote the continued disentegration 

of biologists and their organization? Would it not be 

possible for us to form a section on wildlife of some 

such organization as the Ecological Society of America? a 

You have most eloquently and effectively 

urged the integration of conservation as related to 

activities. Why should we not, like the chemists, work 

toward the better co-ordination and integration of 

biological organizations? 

Sincerely yours, 

WET :S 

| 
| 

|



PRESERVE DEVELOPMENT CONTRACT STOCKING GAME go 

W L 

WALLACE GRANGE GAME FARM 2 
Game Breeders and Consultants 

EPHRAIM, WISCONSIN 

192t0 Hoyt ot. 

May 24, 1936 

PHEASANTS 

ree Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Lean University of Wisconsin 
Ge Madison, Wisconsin 

or Dear Aldo: es 

ingneck 

ar I have been thinking about the proposal to bring another 
Melanotus publication into the conservation field through creation of a 
Silver wild life management organ, I have a number of slants, personally, 
Golden on this which I should like to present. 
Lady Amherst = 

Reeves In the first place, I resent any more publications, I find 
it enough of a burden to carry them all now, MThkoretically, the 
new one might be expected to consolid&te wild life management 

oe material between two covers, but practically I doubt very much if 

Bobwhite this will occur, No publication will have the prestige or the 
Valley circulation to dominate the field sufficiently. Won't we simply 

have one more of the many? 

WET OVE There are dther alternatives, I suggest that it might be 
Bisek Duck advantageous to tie up with THE GAME BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, At 
nieces oes first glance this is no doubt even a shock, since the viewpoints 
Wood Duck are rather divergent, Still, you yourself, in your book, recognized 
CariddiGosse the fact that the Game Breeder was the first American periodical to 

: embrace the management idea, Further, in my opinion game breeders 
are game managers, and game breeding is management, I am ready to 

TURKEYS quarrel any day on the question? As a matter of fact, game breeders 
Eastern Wild: are technically the only game managers, Others are land menagers, 

man managers, gun managers, but not actually game managers, The 
i breeders actually work with, handle, multiply and release their 
MAMMALS stock directly, whereas other management measures work indirectly, 

: So, in my opinion, game breeders are technicians, and their work 
NOtying Hares is quite as professional, (albeit commercial in part), as the 
Sear subsidized state or federal employeets work, Logically the breeder 
Wisssaat and his interests merge with the land manager and his interests, and 
Beaver the publication for one should be that for the other, The fact 

Wisconsin that present viewpoints are different and tend to jell in different 
Deer molds is all the more reason for administering a subtle drawing 

together which no one has as yet effected, 

the added thought 
Other species : Combined with this is/that the publication overhead, consequently 
aa the expense, could be reduced in this manner, It should be possible 
and mammals 

usually available 

by special order.



Aldo Leopold Re 

to buy more for the money expended, and also to reach a wider 
public in this manner, The Game Breeder and Sportsman now has a 
list of something over 4000 names, most of whom are directly interested 
in the more technical phases of game problems, 

Of course, it would be essential (1) That that portion of the 
magazine devoted to the wild life management specialists field be 
directly under their control and not subject to any kind of editorial | 
censorship, (2) That McAtee be the editor of this part of the 
magazine, (3) That the remaining portion of the magazine be 
clearly set off so that any contributions therein would not become 

mistaken or confused with the contributions in the other half, 
(4) It would not doubt be advisable to change the name of the 
magazine to GAME MANAGER, BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, I realize thet 
this drops out the idea of "wild life" as such, Possibly there is 

a way of working it in. 

If this matter merits further consideration, and if my | 
relationship to the Game Breeder and Sportsman, as a department : 
editor or contributor, is of assistance in sounding them out, I 
should be happy to help, Or if some of the apparent difficulties 

and obstacles seem to need clarifygation, I should be happy to 
have an opportunity to discuss them with you and your Committee, 

At any rate, I should respectfully suggest that the proposal 
should be weighed from all angles before rejection, Personally, 

I believe an arrangement of this kind could be made, and that 
in so doing all wild life specialists would be brought more closely 
together into one camp, with resultant benefit to all, 

I may add the following thought, also: I often have disagreed 

with the Game Breeder, but to date I have never been censored or 
in any way limited from open discussion contrary to the publication's 
official policies, We cannot even say as much for some of our 
professional journals! I believe, also, that wild life specialists 
and game breeders have far more in common, and will have far more 
to share in the future, than has usually been supposed, 

To speed the discussion, I am taking the liberty of sending 
a copy of this letter to both Stoddard and McAtee, A two to one 
commitment from you three gentlemen will bé accepted by me as 
conclusively demonstrating whether or no this is a brain-storm, 

Sincerely, 

Waceer Mase 

Wallace Grange 

4
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Ravpu T. Kine Ernest G, Hort Mites D, Pirniz W. L. McATEE 

University Farm Soil Conservation Service Kellogg Bird Sanctuary Biological Survey 

St. Paul, Minn. Washington, D. C. Battle Creek, Mich. Washington, D. C. 

society of Wildlif iali octely of AWildlte Dpectaltsts 
Counsellors 

Atpo LEopoLp 

Madison, Wis. May 21, 1936. 

Hersert L. Stopparp 

Thomasville, Ga. 

‘| Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
jvopeysonann University of Wisconsin, 

Petersham, Mass. Madison, Wisconsin. 

Garpiner BUMP Dear Leopold: 
Albany, N. Y. oP 

Ross O. Stevens Enclosed is comment on your tentative Report on the 
Spartanburg, S. C. Nemes and Purposes Committee of the Society. I may not have 

E. A. ScHietinc been able to give this as protracted consideration as 
. Atlanta, Ga. desirable as things are a little bit crowded preliminary to 

Run BEXNiT a field trip. However, I have more or less definite impres- 
Columbia, Mo. sions about the subjects involved and have recorded them. 

ie pawetere I am sending copies of the comment to King and Taylor also, 

Columbus, Ohio 
Sincerely yours, 

Harry ADAMS 
Milwaukee, Wis. LU. 2. PUL ie 

W. P. TAytor 

College Station, Tex. . 

Paut L, Errincton 

Ames, lowa 

J. Stoxtey Licon 

Carlsbad, N. Mex. 

ArTHUR S. ErNARsEN 

Corvallis, Oreg. 

JoserH Dixon 

Berkeley, Calif. 

Grorce L, Girarp 
Laramie, Wyo.



Comment on first draft of Report on the Names and 

Putbdone Committee, Society of Wildlife Specialists. 

Of the 3 groups of societies described, No. 2, as defined, seems 

to cover the Society of Wildlife Specialists. 

However, from long experience in the American Ornithologists* 

Union, cited as an example of Group 2, I would advise against adoption 

of classes of membership. They are the cause of politics, disappointment, 

and criticism, 

The single class of membership considered desirable by the present 

writer should have rather high and carefully defined, if not actually 

professional, standards, After the standards are adopted, a committee 

could be given the responsibility of determining whether candidates measure 

up to them, thus keeping time-consuming and, on the whole, unprofitable 

discussion out of general meetings. 

Wildlife managers usually will be doing some research, a fact which 

together with the desirability of having in the Society the men more 

exclusively occupied with research, indicates that the definition of member- 

ship while broad should also be high. To put it objectively, the definition 

should cover Doctors Green and Shillinger, Errington and King, Stoddard and 

Leopold, as well as the boys actively engaged in wildlife management in the 

Soil Conservation Service, etc., and the superintendents of estates in the 

Cooperative Quail Study Association, but should largely or entirely exclude 

political appointees, pen game breeders, those to whom hunting is about the 

only interest in wildlife, and propaganda artists and others whose interests 

are not in wildlife itself but in what can be made of, through, and by it.



Journal 

In my opinion the need exists but the feasibility of establishing a 

journal depends upon the extent of the available support, something that 

will not be definitely known until later. 

Even a small journal (if the Society is small) might be desirable; 

The Auk was printed in only a 300 copy edition at first, and it has lasted 

more than 50 years, 

Name 

In my opinion the Society should include all the specialists and 

the name should embrace them. In any event the term game manager should 

be avoided. 

—teag 2/ af 780 
y



May 18, 1936 

Messrs. Ralph T, King 
Joseph §. Dixon 

Gentlemen: 

Professor King's letter of April 13 appoints 
us as a Committee on Name ani Purposes, 

In order to save time I have drafted a tentative 7 
report, which is enclosed for your criticiam or approval, 

Since our subject matter is somewhat related | 
to the organization comeittee and the publication committee, 
I am s@nding copies to Taylor and McAtee, but with the 

understanding that it is a rough draft and simply con- 
stitutes preliminary notice of what we are discussing. 

Yours sincerely, 

, Aldo Leopold | 

vh 
enel 

| 

| 
| 

|



| oh May 15, 1936 

Society of Wildlife Specialists 

ry King's letter, ease} 

Many of the purposes of the Society are obvious and require no 

diseugsion, ‘thore seems to be doubt, though, about the following major 

questions: 

A, Whether the Society shall be a “closed” group. 

B, Mhether, for the dissesination of tedanical information, 
a Journal shall be founded. 

G, Whether the name tentatively adopted ia suitable. 

é Those three questions are first disassed. 

A. Glosed or Open Meubership? 

Glasses of Societies. There seems to be three clasves of organizations 

devoted to technical subjects: 

1. requiring the election of menbers Se SFMT cali tiections sot Ser in 8 
constitution, and maintaining codes, tseuing pins, ete, 
(Vis., Society of American Foresters.) 

2. gamed Sochetion reméring the election of menbers on 
the s of less rigid qualifications set forth in a 
constitution, and not maintaining codes, issuing pins, ete. 
(Vix,, American Ornithologists’ Union.) 

. $ not 
, ape Ge  wtettees. (vis., 

American Forestry Agsootation,) 

Classes 1 and 2 umally iseue Journals, class 3 may or may not maintain 

a publication, Classes 1 and 2 have honorary elective grades imown as fellows, 

ete, Glaes 3, when it hae special grades of meubership, usualiy bases then on 

financial contritutions. 

{ ‘the euphacis in Class 1 attaches to the maintenance of standarde of 

member ship, the emhasia in Class 2 attaches to the advancement of the oubjeet. ;
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In Glass 1 members are wholly in professional practice. In class 2 advanced 

amateurs are eligible, In class 3 the emhasie is on the advancenent of the 

subject, but most members are amateurs, ‘The activities of class 3 groups run 

strongly to leginlation, They are “presmre groups," 

It is the epinten of the qnuuities that class 2 is the general type 

most guitable for the wildlife group. 

Reapons for Class 2. Class 1 societies, while still small, often succeed in 

infusing considerable vitality into their effort to keep high and uniform 

stendards of membership, stimlate professional solidarity, etc. As thay 

become large, however, the effort to enforce their relatively rigid restrictions 

on mexbership tends to become a matter of letter rather than spirit. Lack 

of uniformity creeps in, A great amount of energy is consumed in elections 

without a result visibly better than Clase 2 groups, which are free to devote 

most of their energy to advancement of mbject-matter, 

Wdlife management hopes to develop a landowner class of practitioners 

who are not professionals, but who may have a skill and knowledge equivalent 

to the advanced amateur group in many class 2 organizations. ‘this group will 

umally have farming, forestry) or range management as a profession, with 

wildlife as a strong but subordinate interest, Class 2 would seem to fit 

their needs better than clase 1. 

On the other hand, the professional group of practitioners and 

teachers in wildlife will always heve other subject-matter affilictions, 

: and wildlife will seldom be their profession in any exclusive sense. ‘they 

will be professional teachers, ecologist, ornithologists, erosion engineers, 

foresters, ete., as well as professional wildlife managers. They would 

seem, therefore, to have a lesser need for a “closed” professional wildlife 

society then most professional engineers, doctors, foresters, ete.
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Lastly, @ claes 2 society might presumably be lerger and therefore 

, better able to carry a Journal than a class 1 sontety, = 
i 

3, MUMLife Journal), 

This mbject is in charge of another committee, bat the following 

brief reurks are offered as bearing on the purpose and nme of the Seolety, 

Heed. Our initial presivse fe that no new journal dvd ve launched wmiless 

urgent need ean be demonstrated. 

the current output of technical literature in wildlife haa eo far 

been absorbed by Journole in related fields, such os ornithology (Ween 

Bulletin, Confor), ecolegy (Hoology), forestry (Journal of Porestry, American 

Yorests), mamalogy (Journal of Mamualogy), geome (American Game, Transactions 

American Game Conference), and natural history (Canadian Meld-Naturalist). 

Some has aleo appeared in local aeadeuy proceedings (Towa, Miveomsin, Michgan), 

end Conservation Department publications (Galifornia Fish & Game). 

‘This digpersion has heretefore been regarded as advantageous, in that 

the cooperating groups derived considerable education therefrom, and wilmife 

authors certainly have been enesursged to keep tn toush with related 

selentifie fields. 

This dispersion 1s still regarded ac advantageous, especially for 

older euthors (who can afford to subseribe to muerous related journals), and 

for subject matter definitely overlapping fate the related field. 

These existing Journsle, however, do not meet the needs oft 

1. ‘he young wildlife manager at an teolated station who 

cannot afford mumoroug Journal subsoriptions, ant ladke 

access to libraries. 

2, the literature not definitely related to the mbject matter 

of any existing journal, or related to many of them and hence 

not gravitating to any partiouler one,
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There remains the question: Is there enough current output to 

fill a new journal, ond also maintain the existing outlets in other journals? 

In our opinion there is not enough output aetually in MS8., but there 

ia more than enough unreported work. ‘the federal bureaus, particularly 

since their recent expansion, are doing an enormous volume of unreported 

technical work, at least part of which would merit publication. As long as 

it remaina unreported, it makes only a local physical contrition to progress, 

and eneourages the contimed use of defective techniques and the indefinite 

repetition of errors. 

there is danger, of course, in lowering standards by deliberately 

atiomlating publication, bat adh danger exists in any event, and is to be | 

: safeguarded only by the intellectual quality of the editorial staf. 

“The present “Wildlife Review" issued (mimeographed) by the ; 

Biologieal Surve, could mitably be taken over, expanded, and printed, 

without change of name, by the Society, provided the Biological Survey 

were willing to contrilute the services of the editor, | 

C, Kane | 
All clase 2 societies have menbers who do not moke a profession of | 

their eubject matter. (Sma all the undersigned belong to several in vhich | 

“they have only a non-professional status.) 

The nane “Soetety of Wildlife Spectaliste” was tentatively adopted | 

because not all sctive workers in the field are professional managers, | 

(Many are pathologists, baeteriologists, botanists, foresters, ete.) A 

Class 1 society was asouned to be contemplated, 

If a Claas 2 aoctety is to be organized, the need for this rather 

aviward name would presumably di sappesr, 

The name "Soctety of Wildlife Managers" is recomended.



April 13, 1936 

Dr. W. le Meatee, 

Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. Ge. 

Dear Dr. McAtee: j 

Every member of the Advisory Board has at last replied and ac- 
cepted his appointment. The only one that there is still some question 
about is Adams, but I believe that will be satisfactorily straightened out 
soon. At any rate I am going on the assumption that it will be and have 
left his name on the list of Regional Advisers. 

As nearly os I can make out from the recommendations adopted at 
the organization meeting the several things that have to be done before the 
next annual meeting includes consideration of the following questions, 
investigetion inte the various methods of handling these matters, and the 
preparation of suggestions and recommendationa relative to these several 
questions to be voted on at this next meeting: 

“Permanent Wame of the Society" 
*"(ualifications for Membership" 
"Glasses of Members” 
*‘Daes* 
“Constitution and by-laws" 
Feasibility of publishing a professional journal" 

These points are all mentioned in article 5 of the recommendations 
adopted. In addition, the following point is mentioned in the fourth 
paragraph of the single sheet sent to each prospective affiliate along with | 

AV the application card: 

“Whether there shall be a permanent organi zation® 

It seems to me that certain of these questions should be considered | 
together, and I have, therefore, combined the seven of them into five groups 
with the idea of assigning work on each group to a separate committee. 
The committee names with brief statements of the work to be undertaken by 
the committees follows 

Organisation Committee 

Yo consider whether there shall be a permanent organisation, and 
whether this organization, in case it does continue, shall affiliate with 
some pre-existing organization or continue as an independent group. 

W. P. Taylor, Chairman 
ue W. Hosley 

Ross 6. Stevens
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Kame and Purposes Gomaittee 

fo consider the matter of » permanent neme for the Society, and to out- 

line the purposes and aims of the Society. 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 7 

foseph Dixon 
Relph T. King 

‘ 

ifications rahi t 

fo consider the matter of qualifications for membership in the Society, 

the classes of members, and dues. 

Paul L. Brrington, Chairman 
| 

Harry Adems 
George L. Girard 
?. He Lenglois 
J. Stokley Ligon 

Constitution and dynlawe Coumittee 

fo draw up & constitution and set of by-laws for the Society. 

Gardiner Bump, Chairman 
Ruddlph Bennitt 
Arthur §. Binarsen 
Miles D. Pirnie 

| 

B. Ae Sohilling 

Publication Committee 

® consider the feasibility of publishing a professional journal, and to 

investigate the various possibilities in this connection: 

We Le MeAtee, Chairman 

Y RB. G. Holt 
H. Le Stoddard 

The committee appointments indicated here are of course my own ideas. I 

would prefer to have them checked by the other officers and the counsellors before | 

announcing them. Consequently I om not writing the members of the committees . 

notifying them of these appointments until I hear from the officers and counsellors. 

This letter is going out at this time to the officers and counsellors as indicated 

on the first pege. 

It may not have been the intention to include anyone other than members 

of the Advisory Boerd on these comaittees and so my inclusion of all the officers 

may come as a surprise to some. It is my opinion that the officers ehould serve, 

chiefly for the reason that some of them are peculiarly well qualified and in an 

excellent position to sdvance the work of certain of these comaittees, for example,
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1 can not conveive of a Publication's Committee without MeAtee and Holt, and 
certainly no one is better qualified to serve on the committee considering aims 

and purposes than is Leopold 

Por another thing, the appointments as outlined here put every man on 

the job and give everyone a chance to be heard. No other arrangement that I could 

devise allowed for the inclusion of every one and provided for an odd number on 

each committee. 

It is understood that the four officers and two counsellors make up an 

additional committee which might perhaps be designated a "Guiding Committee". 

All recommendations from the other committees will eventually be submitted to this 

Guiding Committee for final analysis, correlation, etc. 

I have taken the liberty to set these committees up aa here outlined and 

make the appointments indicated only because gome one had to make the first move in 

this direction and I suspected that the others were waiting for the President to 

make that move. I submit these proposals to the other officers and counsellors in 

the hope that they will criticize them, suggest changes, offer amendments, and 

otherwise improve upon them in any manner possible. As soon as we six are able to 

reach some agreement the announcements will be made and work will go shead. 

fwo months have already gone past and practically everything remains to 

be done before the next annusl meeting. If there has been any undue delay up to 

this time the feult is entirely my own. It becomes more and more apparent that the 

handling of everything by correspondence is going to make the work doubly 

difficult and very time consuming. I hope that each member of the "Guiding 

Committee” will find it possible to reply to this letter very soon with suggestions 

and that from now on the work will progress more rapidly. 

Very truly yours, 

RIK:K Predident S 

Copies te: 

Brnest G. Holt 
Miles D. Pirnie ; 

Kido Leepola 

Herbert L. Stoddard



SOCIETY OF WILDLIFE SPECIALISTS 

A supply of stationery mainly intended to facilitate the 
‘ campaign for securing affiliates to the Society has already been 

sent to you. I trust that you will proceed as soon as convenient 
to obtain as many affiliates as possible from your district. My 
own general campaign will be deferred until results of the 
efforts of the officers and Advisory Board are available for 
checking against mailing lists here. 

Additional supplies of the application for affiliation, of 
the one-page information leaflet, and of small envelopes can be 
furnished at any time, ‘ 

Cuvee 
\ W. L. MeAtee 

Secretary-Treasurer 
‘ : Society of Wildlife Specialists. 

March 18, 1936. ’



HOME ADDRESS; OFFICE ADDRESS; 

3200 TWENTY-SECOND ST. N., BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

CHERRYDALE. VA. U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE 

WASHINGTON, D, C. 

Mareh 4, 1936. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

University, of Wisconsin, 
: Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I am addressing you as fellow member of the committee on 
qualifications for affiliation in the Society of Wildlife Specialists. 

I think we have accepted dollars from persons who are 

students and certainly will receive applications from others. It 
occurred to me, therefore, that our definition of those available 
for affiliation should be modified to include students and I wrote 
to King about the matter. He agrees and makes the suggestion that 
they should be advanced students who in all probability are going 
on with work in wildlife management or research. I think this 
matter can be covered with justice to all concerned by reconstruct- 
ing our definition to read as follows: 

Affiliates of the Society of Wildlife Specialists for the 
i first year, pending decisions as to permanent organization and 

classes and qualifications for membership, should be sought 

Pn only among those professionally engaged in the teaching or 
oO practice of wildlife management or wildlife research and among 

advanced students of these subjects recommended by persons 
professionally qualified for affiliation. 

Do you agree? Please let me hear from you promptly so that we 
ean get our campaign for affiliates under way. 

Sincerely yours, ; 

Lt bh, WCRI 
\ \ hs 

2\\o0\% 
pP- 6“



SOCIETY OF WILDLIFE SPECIALISTS 

Suring the American Wildlife Conference held in Washington, D.C., February 
3-7, 1936, a preliminary organization was effected of persons professionally 
interested in wildlife management. This action was prompted by the conviction 
that there is need in this rapidly growing profession for an agency to define / and maintain standards for the work and workers, to affiliate for the common | / good all subscribing to those standards, and to consider the feasibility of / establishing a periodical devoted to wildlife management. 

Officers of the preliminary organization, elected at a meeting of more 
than a hundred persons, are: President, Ralph T. King of the Minnesota Agri- cultural Experiment Station; First Vice-President, Ernest Ge Holt of the U+ Ss Soil Conservation Service; Second Vice-President, Miles D. Pirnie of 
the Michigan State College of Agriculture, and Secretary-Treasurer, We Le 
McAtee of the Us Se Biological Survey 

Aldo Leopold of the Uniyersity of Wisconsin and Herbert L. Stoddard: 
of the Cooperative Quail Study Association of Thomasville, Georgia, are 
Counsellors to the Presidente A regional Advisory Board also has been 
appointed by the President, consisting of N. We Hosley, Harvard Forest, 
Petersham, Masse; Gardiner Bump, State Conservation Department, Albany, NeY.; 
Ross 0. Stevens, Ue Se Soil Conservation Service, Spartanburg, S. Car.; E. As Schilling, Ue Se Forest Service, Atlanta, Gas; Rudolf Bennitt, University 
of Missouri, Columbia; Te He Langlois, Bureau of Fish Propagation, Columbus, Ohio; Harry Adams, Ue S. Forest Service, Milwaukee, Wisc.; W. Ps Taylor, Ue S. Biological Survey, College Station, Texas; Paul Le Errington, Iowa State 
College, Ames; Je Stokley Ligon, Carlsbad, N. Mexe; Arthur S. Hinarsen, Use Se 
Biological Survey, Corvallis, Oreg-; Joseph Dixon, National Park Service, 
Berkeley, Califss; George Le Girard, University of Wyoming, Laramie. 

The Advisory Board and Officers will consider during the year all questions bearing on permanent organization and submit reports to a meeting of affiliates 
at the next Wildlife Conference. Decisions as to whether there shall be a 
permanent organization, as to its nature, qualifications for membership, 
classes of members, dues, by~laws, and the matter of publishing a periodical, 
will be made by ballot of ‘those who affiliate before that time. 

A committee was appointed by the President to define qualifications for 
affiliates and it was voted by the Committee and approved by the President that, for this preparatory year, affiliates should be sought only among those pro- 
fessionally engaged in the teaching or practice of wildlife management or wild~ 
life research and among advanced students of these subjects recommended by 
persons professionally qualified for affiliation. The affiliation of everyone 
eligible under this definition is earnestly desired, however, and all interested in the organization are urged to participate actively in the enrollment of | eligibles. 

! 

The fee for affiliation with the Society of Wildlife Specialists for the first year, pending decision as to permanent organization, probably in February, 
1937, is One Dollar. It may be sent with the accompanying application to any officer or member of the Advisory Board. When it reaches We Le McAtee— 
Secretary-Treasurer, Biological Survey, Washington, De Cs, a receipt will be sente This receipt should be carefully preserved to serve as a credential for voting at the meetings next year at which permanent organization will be considered.



Preliminary organization of a Society of Wildlife Specialists 

Washington, De Ce, February 1936. 

At a meeting of persons interested in wildlife management held at Urbana, 
Illinois, December 5-7, 1935, the need of ajournal for the rapidly expanding 
profession was urgently stressed. Some of those especially interested 
attended the North American Wildlife Conference in Washington, D» Ce, February 
3-7, 1936, and presented their ideas at an informal dinner gathering February. 
3 in which 34 persons participated» Ralph Te King of the Minnesota Agricul- 
tural Experiment Station was elected Chairman of that group on motion of Re Ee 

Trippensee who was most active in organizing the meeting.e Discussion 
particularly brought up the points that a journal mst have backing and that 
the most practicable form of backing is an organization of those interested in 
maintenance of the periodical. 

A Committee was appointed by the Chairman to consider the general 
desirability, and the present advisability, of the formation of an association 
of those interested from a professional point of view in wildlife management 
and research, and to report to a later meeting of the group and.of others 
concernede The Committee consisted of Robert Ge Green of the University of 
Minnesota, Miles De Pirnie of Michigan State College, Herbert Le Stoddard of 
Thomasville, Georgia, Re Ee Trippensee of Massachusetts State College, and 
We Le McAtee, Chairman, of the Biological Survey. 

The report of this Committee was presented at a meeting February 6, 
attended by more than 100 personse Upon motion of He Ge Holt, seconded by 
J» Paul Miller, it was voted to discuss and act upon the recommendations of 
the Committee, item by item, the Chairman of the Committee to preside 
throughout the organization meetings 

Mre McAtee then outlined events leading up to the meeting, spoke of the 
growth of the group, youthful, well-trained, and thoroughly committed to the 
solution of wildlife problems along sound biological lines, as the most hopeful 
feature of a long series of American Wildlife Conferences, and urged that 

officers be selected from the younger members of the group actively engaged in 
wildlife management and research. 

To aid in that direction, he appointed a Nominating Committee composed 
of "old-timers", namely, Robert Ge Green, Herbert L. Stoddard, and Arthur A» 

Allen, and requested them to bring in 3 nominations for each office. 

The Nominating Committee retired for consultation and the group proceeded 
to consider the recommendations of the Committee on Organizatione The recom 
mendations as adopted are as follows: : 

le That the need exists and the time is ripe for inauguration of a 

professional Society, which should, however, continue to cooperate with 
the General Wildlife Federation and other organizations with similar 
objectives. 

2. That for the present the organization be known as The Society of Wild- 
life Specialists.



3. That a staff of officers be elected as follows: President, First Vice- 
president, Second Vice-president, and Secretary-Treasurer. 

4. That these officers be elected from among the younger members. of the 
group, actively engaged in wildlife management or research, and that 
no election be made for strictly honorary reasonse 

5. That the elected officers together with 13 regional representatives 
appointed by the President from the same regions adopted by the General 
Wildlife Federation constitute an Advisory Board which during the coming 
year shall consider such questions as the permanent name of the Society, 
qualifications for membership, classes of members, dues, and constitu- 
tion and by-laws. The Advisory Board shall canvas the entire country 
for prospective members and secure as many first year affiliates as 
possiblee It shall consider also the feasibility of publishing a 
professional journal. The Advisory Board shall report on all these 

_ matters at the next annual meeting of the Society. 

6. That a fee of One Dollar be collected from each affiliate during the 
first year to defray expenses of the Advisory BOard and Officers. 
Affiliates will be informed from time to time of the progress of 
activities of the Board and will be supplied in mimegraphed form 
with information on the latest developments in the field of wildlife 
management e 

7. That the Secretary-Treasurer be authorized to collect the fees of 
Affiliates and with the approval of the President to expend the funds 
necessary for the current expenses of the Officers and Advisory Board 
in conducting the business of the Society of Wildlife Specialists. . 

Recommendation 1 was discussed by We Pe Taylor, Ee Ge Holt, Frank oy 
Edminster, Gardiner Bump, Te He Frison, and Re We Eschmeyer, amended by addition 
of the last 6 words given, and adopted as amended, on motion of Holt seconded by 
Phillip Fe Allan. 

Recommendation 2 was adopted on motion of I. T. Bode seconded by Holt. 

Recommendation 3 was discussed by Miles De Pirnie and the Chairman and 
adopted on motion by Herbert Le Stoddard. 

" Recommendation 4, the Chairman announced in view of the preceding dis- 
cussion, did not seem to require a vote. f 

Recommendation 5 was moved by Lawrence Ee Hicks and seconded by Allan. 
It was amended on suggestion of J. Ee Shillinger, and with the consent of the 
movers, to provide that the number of regional representatives be 13 and that 
they be selected from the same regions adopted by the General Wildlife Federa- 
tione The motion as amended was passed. Py 

Recommendation 6 was discussed by Pirnie and Wme He Marshall and passed 
on motion by Holt seconded by Miller. 

Recommendation 7 was discussed by Clarence Cottam, Hicks, and Richard Me 
May, and adopted on motion by Frank Ce Edminster seconded by Gardiner Bump. 

-2- 
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The Nominating Committee then brought in its slate and the groun 
proceeded to the election of officers. Hicks and Miller were appointed tellers 
and later had volunteer assistants. The first ballot for President, revealing 
that no candidate had a majority, the Chairman asked for the pleasure of the 
group as to election by majority or plurality. On motion by Arthur A. Allen 
seconded by Wm. R. Van Dersal it was voted that a plurality should suffice. 
On this basis the following were elected: ; 

President: Ralph T. King, University Farm, St+ Paul, Mim. 

First Vice-president: Ernest G. Holt, U.S» Soil Conservation Service, 
Washington, De C. 

Second Vice-president: Miles D. Pirnie, Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, 
Battle Creck, Mich. 

All of the nominees for Secretary-Treasurer declined and Artmr A. Allen 
of the Nominating Committee having left the meeting, Aldo Leopold was named to 
take his place and the Committee requested to consider further nominations for 
the office. The Committee declined to add to the list of nominees, and there 
was an unsupported motion (maker not identified) to close the nominations. 
After a flurry of discussion by several individuals, it was moved by Cottam 
and seconded by Holt that W. Le McAtee, U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, 
D. Ce, be elected Secretary-Treasurer for the first yeare This motion put 
reluctantly by the Chairman was adopted. 

The meeting adjourned sine die upon motion of Green» 

These minutes have been prepared by McAtee from records of the Organiza- 
tion Committee, memoranda of the Nominating Committee and Tellers, and notes 
of the organization meeting made by a Biological Survey stenographer. 

As a result of suggestions made, papers were circulated at the meeting 
for the signatures of those desiring to affiliate for the first year, and the 
fee provided for in Committee Recommendation 6 was paid, at their own initiative, 
by 58 persons. 

The next day President King called Leopold, Holt, Stoddard, Pirnie, and 
McAtee into consultation as to the selection of regional representatives. The 
sentiment was that so far as possible the appointments should represent 
different branches of wildlife management and research as well as the various 
regions. The President appointed Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
and Herbert L. Stoddard, Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Gae, as Counsellors 
and the following as members of the regional Advisory Board: 

Ne We Hosley, Harvard Forest, Petersham, Mass. 
(Region 1 - Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
Rhode Island) 

Gardiner Bump, State Conservation Department, Albany, Ne Ye 
(Region 2 ~ New York, New Jersey, District of Columbia, Pennsylvania, 
Delaware, Maryland) 

Ross O- Stevens, Ue Se Soil Conservation Service, Spartanburg, S. Car. 
(Region 3 - West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina) 

! ~~



Ee Ae Schilling, U- Se Forest Service, Glenn Bldg., Atlanta, Gi- 

(Region 4 - Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Alabama) 

Rudolf Bennitt, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 
(Region 5 - Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas, Missouri) 

T. He Langlois, Bureau of Fish Propagation, Columbus, Ohio. 

(Region 6 - Ohio, Indiana, Illinois) | 

Harry Adams, U. Se Forest Service, Federal Bldg., Milwaukee, Wisc. 
(Region 7 - Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota) 

We Pe Taylor, U- Se Biological Survey, Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, College Station, Texase 
(Region 8 - Oklahoma, Louisiana, Texas) 

Paul L. Errington, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
(Region 9 - North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa) 

J. Stokley Ligon, Carlsbad, Ne Mex. 
(Region 10 - Colorado, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico) 

Arthur S. Binarsen, U. Se Biological Survey, Oregon State College, 
Corvallis, Oreg. 
(Region 11 - Washington, Oregon, Territory of Alaska) 

Joseph Dixon, National Park Service, Berkeley, Calif. 
(Region 12 - California, Nevada) 

George Le Girard, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo. 
(Region 13 - Idaho, Wyoming, Montana) | 

The functions of the Regional Committee are specified in Recommendation 
5 above, but President King considering that qualifications for affiliation 
are especially important this preparatory year because the affiliates will 
decide the permanent nature of the organization at the next meeting, appointed \ 
a@ committee to devise a formla to guide all concerned in securing first year \ 
affiliates. This committee consisted of Leopold, Stoddard, and McAtee, and 
the formila adopted nas as follows: "Affiliates of the Society of Wildlife 
Specialists for the first year, pending decisions as to permanent organization 
and classes and qualifications for membership, should be sought only among 
those professionally engaged in the teaching or practice of wildlife management 
or wildlife research." 

The preceding is a report c* the principal happenings to date relative 
to the formation of the Society of Wildlife Specialists. 

We Le McAtee 
A Secretary-Treasurer. 

February 20, 1936+ 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
Office of the Secretary, c/o National Park Service, Washington, D.C. 

The attached card is your ballot for 1939 Regional Representative, 
who must be elected by vote of the members in your Region from the 
nominees selected by the nominating ballot of last month. Please record 
both first and second choices. Your ballot must be in the hands of the 
Secretary by January 10, 1939. 

Regions and Nominees: (I) N. E. U. S., including Md. D. C., W. Va.; E. 
Canada, including Toronto—Ralph T. King, Syracuse, N. Y.; Neil W. Hosley, 
Storrs, Conn.; F. C. Edminster, Upper Darby, Pa. (II) S. E. U. S., including 
Va., Ky., Ark. La.;°W. Indies—Wm. J.» Howard, Biol. Survey, Atlanta, Ga.; 
H. L. Stoddard, Thomasville, Ga.; Ross O. Stevens, Raleigh, N. C. (III) Ohio 
and Mich., W. to Mo. and Minn., Ont. W. of Toronto—S. A. Graham, Univ. of 
Mich. Ann Arbor, Mich.; Gustav Swanson, Univ. of Minn., St. Paul, Minn.; 
H. M. Wight, Ann Arbor Mich. (IV) Kans. and Colo., N. to N. Dak. and 
Mont.; Man., Alb., Sask—Paul H. Roberts, U. S. F. S., Lincoln, Neb.; Olaus 
Murie, Jackson, Wyo.; H. L. Whitaker, Salina, Kans. (VI) Calif., Nev., Utah, 
Ida., Ore., Wash. B. C., Alaska, T. H.—E. L. Sumner, Jr., N. P. S. San Fran- 

cisco,, Calif.; Joseph S. Dixon, N. P. S., San Francisco, Calif.; Richard M. Bond, 
Soil Conservation Serv., Santa Paula, Calif. 

Vicror H. CAHALANgE, Secretary.



Hovenber 16, 1936. 

iis Hdward Ce Me Richards, 

ye Keoat. '» Ponnaylvanias 

Dee Mire Richards: 

Entloved is a copy of letter from the Tennessee Valley Authority 
in vephy to nine of Seyteuber 28, copy of which has bean previously esvt 
your 

‘The TVA wildlife and management would appear to be exellent 
as stated. The final jeoot of ite wane, of eoures, iiee notin Ow 
printed statement but in accomplishments in the Tennessee Valley. 

it is possible that the previous correspondence to date will be 
j ot fer te tema ae aes ee ee ‘ 

ae Gin eae aie te near ne ee eae 
on a eee e Goat onea’ 

sea toe Cee TVAts refutation. Would | 
to couk we Gedy Of paoabne bedene Eeredne ke oo 

I an ‘that the present letter to you has been so long de- 
inyed bath lar Sibu Geline Seteay hore Kane then exacting and I | 
haoee Sot hed. tie Stes Se Goveae’ te tate eokeene | 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor i. Cahslaney 

The Wildlife’ Soadety. 

Enclosure
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| THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY Novenber 16, 1938. 

LETTER TO THE COUNGTis 

Dear Sires 

You will remember that Mr. Edward C. M. Richards, an Associate Member 
of The Wildlife Society, made certain statements in the July issue of the 
Journal of Forestry reflecting adversely upon the wildlife and forestry 
policy and accomplishments of the Tenmessee Valley Authority. For your 
Seen the nathan te ee Snes annie ot samecgnnantas So 
tween this office and Tennessee Valley Authority and with Mr. Richardse 

Discussion with the Editer of the Journal of Wildlife Managenent has 
rang ain ged naman Wh. ner or thyme Peng Aleem ae ye enn ay hogy 

made known to members of the Society and to others through the 
medium of the Journal. 

The TVA policy as stated would to be a carefully considered 
sub temteahie oud ithe Sdmaite on © beake tee emia, The results of the 
ieaubien 26 ie cat te pienie tf cin nein a ee 
knowledge it may not be possible to make adverse criticians. 
pete Ao pe yond Aye nergy Bagh an Soca Pry myrrh any 
possible Sun plt mene nae 
dent and result in pressure being brought to bear. 

it would be only fair, of course, to consider it. Richards’ statements 
and he has been requested to coment. It would also be appreciated if you 
would consider this matter carefully and refer to us any suggestions you 
may wish to makee 

Sincerely yours, 

Secretary, ” 
The Wildlife Society. 

Enclosure



November 16, 19386 

Tennessee Valley Authority, 

Norris, Tennesseee 

Dear Sirs: Attention: lire Neil Bass 

This will refer to your letter of October 13 stating your game and 
fisheries policies and concluding with comments on your forest restora- 
tion programe The Wildlife Society appreciates having this carefully 
studied statement which has been submitted to the Council for their re~ 
view and possible conmente 

It is possible that your statement may be published with such comment 

from interested Society members as may seem desirable in a forthcoming is= 

; sue of The Journal of Wildlife Managemente We assume that this course 

Would be agreeable to you in that it will place your policies before mem 

bers of the profession and will make evident your interest in this phase 

of your land use programe 

I also wish to apologize for the delay in acknowledging your lettere 

Other urgent matters have simply not allowed time to devote to this exceed~ 

ingly interesting subjecte 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor He Cahalane, 
Secretary, 

The Wildlife Societye 

|



C EDWARD Ce Ms. RICHARDS 
Consulting and Operating Forester 

0 

P 
Nur Mehal 

XY ReDe 4 : 
West Chester, Pas 

Mr» Wictor He Cahalane, Secretary, 
The Wildlife Society, " 
c/o National Park Service, : 
Washington, De Ce 

Dear Mr. Cahalane: v 

Your letter of November 16, 1938 came safely. : 

I appreciate your giving me the opportunity to comment upon Mr. Bass' letter 
of October 15th and am glad to do so in this letter. 

Mr. Bass states in his first paragraph that "the TVA welcomes the opportunity 
you present to correct briefly some impressions which may perhaps have resulted 
from certain statements made by Mr. Edward Ce Ms Richards in the July issue of 
the Journal of FYorestrye" My coments follows 

le Mrs Bass' letter to be an answer to the Journal article, but 
San ine donk tat ay ae Stanek Rather, what he does say is 
“TO CORRECT BRIEFLY SOME IMPRESSIONS WHICH MAY PERHAPS PS TA VE RESULTED TED 
— from the articles This procedure enables Mr, Bass to EVADE 
FRANK REPLY TO THE JOURNAL ARTICLE ITSELF. By this evasion he builds 
up a straw man which he then goes on to kmock down. What the Wildlife 
Society wants, I gather, is not correction of SOME IMPRESSIONS which Mr. 
Bass thinks MAY HAVE RESULTED, PERHAPS from the Journal article. 

Re By use of the words "to correct briefly", Mre Bass implies; 
& that the Journal article is itself wrong and needs correcting - 

ALTHO HE HAS STATED THAT ALL HE IS DOING IS TO CORRECT SOME 
IMPRESSIONS WHICH MAY PERHAPS have resulted from the Journal 
articles 

be ‘that the Journal article itself is so incorrect that he can cor~ 
rect it BRIEFLY - that he can take it in his strides 

Se From the above it is evident that Mre Bass' letter IS NOT A REPLY TO 
THE JOURNAL ARTICLE AT ALL. It is merely a clever evasion of the is- 
sues raised by the Journal article. 

For the benefit of the Wildlife Society the real issue raised by the Journal 
article is brought out in the following quotation: 

) 

}



"The TVA has only agreed to do anything at all for wildlife and 

fendeshan? Gon dhior teat ake catia te taleh, amadien power program is sound, profi’ 
business enterprise, it is trying to cut expenses, especially permanent 
operating expensese Outside and inside pressure insist upon the wildlife 
work, however. the TVA consequently does as little of it as possible; 
just enough to ease that pressures TVA consequently has agreed to build 
another fish hatchery on Wheeler Reservoir and to enlarge the Norris 
fish hatchery, if the Us Ss Bureau of Fisheries will operate them, and 
if the conservation departments of Alabama and Tennessee will plant the : 
fish in the lakes, Thus TVA will make a "lump-sum' contribution to 
fisheries, leaving it to the other agencies to carry on. But this 'lump- 
sum# contribution by TVA is not enough to fulfill its obligations. 

"The management of impounded waters for fisheries and wildlife is 
an almost unknown scientific field. Any adequate rogram of restoration 
by TVA mst be permanent and scientifically sound, which calls for ex- 
tensive biological research. To plant fish in waters whose fitness for 
them is unknown is both unscientific and impractical. Building and oper= 
ating fish hatcheries will not alone solve the biological readjustment 
problems. Rather a large=scale permanent, scientific research program is essential, The turning of 662 miles of the Tennessee River into one 
long lake introduces so many intricate problems that research, adjustment, 
and readjustment mist be accepted as an actual part of the operation of 
the reservoirse This is wkthout any question the obligation of the TVA 
as part of its navigation and flood control program, and it should be 
charged to that programe TVA is to blame for any damage done, and it is up 
to TVA to carry on the research required to correct ites 

"To date the TVA has tried to avoid this obligation by justifying re- 
search in biological readjustment under paragraphs 22 and 23 of the TW 
Act. a rene mamerinn Tae hutersty to wile station experi- 
ments and for the purpose of reporting to the President of 
the United States, Such reports are supposed to lead to future legislation 
for the consideration of Congresse ‘They have nothing whatever to do with 

_ Plans for immediate action in TWA waters and on TVA lands. Nor has TVW's 
obligation to make good for the damage it has done anything to do with 
making reports to the President relative to future legislations 

"Here then is a second policy matter facing the Board of Directorse 
Is the work of the Biological Readjustment Division of the Department of 
Forestry Relations to be charged as an operating expense to the navigation 
and flood control program? If not, just how will the Board adequately 
redeem the obligations of TVA in this field?" 

I am confident that the members of the Wildlife Society will be glad to receive 
from the TVA a direct reply to this issues 

The rest of Mr. Bass' 43 page letter "carries coals to Newcastle" on two 
countse 

2



le ‘The technicians of the Wildlife Society do not need to be burdened with 
long lists of statements about doing wildlife work on a scientific basis under 
the guidance of trained game technicians, and developing native game species 
“ypon the principal that nature knows beste" 

2 The author of the Journal article does not need to be given long out- 
lines of the work which the TVA has done and is doing in wildlife and fisheries. 
Nor are the members of the Wildlife Society entirely lacking in such informations 

Such lengthy outlines might throw dust into the eyes of the general publice 
They entirely fil to impress the profession as being an answer to the issues 
rasiede What the forestry and wildlife professions want is frank, open, official 
commitments by the TVAc Tt wants assurences in writing that the TVA wildlife work 
is permanent, is an integral part of regular, annual TVA operations, and that the 
TVA publicly assumes the obligations ~ financial as well as other ~ to carry them 
one It wants to know that the money needed annually to finance the TVA's part of 
the program will be supplied, just where it will come from, and how meh it will 
bee The wildlife and forestry professions want to be confident that TVA will, 
in the future, not fail to hold up its end of the cooperative work with the Fed= 
eral Bureaus, the State Commissions and Departments and with other agencies. The 
two professions most properly want to be assured in writing that members from 
their ranks who throw their lot in with the TVA in forestry and wildlife management 
will find security and permanence theree They want to KNOW THAT THE SHOW WILL GO 
ON. 

Perhaps Mr, Bass, writing for the TVA Board, may now be ready to frankly 
reply to the Journal article, and may now be ready to give the necessary open 
public, written commitments and assurances touching this field of the work of 
the authority. 

In closing I wish to express my appreciation of the fairness and courtesy 
of the Wildlife Society in their conduct of this matter. It sets a high stand= 
ard of integrity and augurs well for the future of the organizations I am 
proud to have been accepted as a members 

Cordially yours, 

/signed/ Wdward C. Me Richards 

oe a



TRIBSSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
. NORRIS,  TRNMESSEE . 

uf Oetober 15, 1988. 

Mr. Victor He Cahalane, 

National, Park Service, 
Washington, De Ce 

Dear vare Cahalanes 

Your letter addressed as of September 26 to the Hoard of Directors, has 
been delivered to ne for routs Permt ne to samure you that, the fu 
viteh may portage lave Yemiited fon certain stahemahe made ty lee 
Edward Ce Me Richards, in the July issue of the Journal. of Yorestry. 

Lecent ndrtnent wy the Tapert of Fonerty Wlationy de mv 
distinct progress in an agressive mamer the wildlife 
and fisheries protilens of the Temnesses Valleys 

In order to the of game and fisheries investigations now 
being carrie on by the hy petnit eto affur in oviline form the 

Sho Setaie Seckite: ea aoe to tate seoeeaaee Glas mehinioe weak Oe 
gladly receiveds 

GAME POLICY 

1. To rehabilitate the native game species as an integral part of the 
progran of wise use of marginal. Lands; 

2. To do this through environment improvement by the planting of food 
and shelter species of trees and shrubs; ” 

3. To do this as as the use of 60C labor and voeiaes possible, by 

4. Yo do this upon a scientific basis, under the guidance of trained 
gane technicians; 

Se Yo develop those native gane which are naturally suited to 
tuo equiveusen Sonn tes Sen tea emcees Ener ae tee 
avoiding the introduction of exotic forms which uay or may not au 
vive, and which, if they do survives may prove a handicap to the 
native game which is best suited to the areas



6. To the native in order to be able to an crvireot toot cif to te maaoos nats nei” 
Te To establish waterfowl where such are a pO ag was | refuges refuges by 

8. To make game and with a view of determining the best Paley sSening ta toe esos 
% To with the the Conservation ComLasions pe Pp toa Meee Sutvits ” ~ 

@1 interested agencies to work together on a comon probleme 

In order to promote this program and to carry out the poliay indicated, a 

nining those Was sates bs ¢ pwn os Necamee = 

be ' mses toserecte vA eside for wildlife pruposese Thus, upon Norris » the TVA has es~ ~ 
pare pappetentag maphey. aigedh es yhownanh Dagon Legon Rid oapen Here 
quedl, grouse, deer and animal forms are being quail 
and grouse are native to the areag the deer have been imtroduced fron the 
nesrest possible source, the Pisgah National. Forest. On the Wheeler Reser= 
voir, some 40,000 acres have beon set aside and the Wheeler 
Se Dente tenet ese ee ce iy by 
the Biological Survey and ee eee tae food 
and shelter species of trees and heve been planted to Studies 
Sdibte caida ape Cae tee an oO 
various species of gam fumtake censuses have been tulertaken 
starting with 1985, in an effort to determine the effects of impoundage 

Hees @ toebebeding ook tetodek vesttte veme come oeatann ceva: 
and investigations in the field of its activities. . 

PISHERIES POLICY 

ie To study the development of impounded waters from a bio~chemleal, 
blo-physical and biological viewpoint. : 

Re To te at an af the cyclic behavior of 
Gsup wiereg 0b 0 deed tee pmeeeioii one Gaeaee oF UUs dectinns 

& To correlate the findings with the production of an amwal fisheries 
Yield which shall be as nearly mociem as possible; 

de Serine tee Sieh peeaee woe peeked betine Sepentigny ent to 
determine the effects of impoundage upon theng
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& To the effects of upon rates 
; migrationy food iulttey Giooanes en otimr vital fosters in tan Tice 
of species; 

6. To determine the interaction of species with a view of controlling 
those which harmful if possible, ami to encourage those which 
prove to be temetiadsa) ° 

Te To through methods the best species suitable to the 
‘alems pesarmniee. on tee Weeks af tee contde ceatone 

& ‘fo inventory the fish population and anke creel censuses on a basis 
for recommendations concerning legislation, yield, etess 

9e To cooperative with the Us Se Bureau of Fisheries, with the state Wish 

po $a ponies tho Ghanals Dunas Mldmin ie ae atoms 80 as 
wen fedesaes eectatans 

10. To cooperate with other TVA departments in the solution of the fisher~ 
” ies problems when their interests border on those of this Wivicdon. 

As a stert toward carrying out this the TVA has in operation two 
funy oquiped iakerstoy ‘bostey ora of ten ie on the inlsted terri 
Reservoirs other or have range from Chickemauga te Gilberts= 
ville Reservoir, inclusives oak ast oat oan Cane 
in association with Norvis Reservoir, and a very seen ts aes, 

tay to lh ey ed os de edpomyeaingy adh ag (dlberte= 
ville, inclusive; these ave run by the Ue Se Bureau of Misheries 
Free Seetiahtaty et Sue comatuuetes Sn Gene empenatoen with Gah Beretta 
Five permanent SE ran ee eautits nb Se save obo Uatee 
eonsteuction. Census work bagun, and experiments in artificial fer~ 
tilisation of the reservoirs through planting operations are being carried 
Otie A persomel of seven men is on permanent assignment in this felde 

Although the major interest of your orguization centers probably in fish 
Sots te oeehedties af te De en ee eos > oe 
line the activities of the Authority in than the strictly wildlife 

Since its inception, the Temessee Valley Authority has been engaged in « 
paogein of Seuesh SUeShaen Gok CEREGIGaD Gammaes Ue wenn tie 
-_ The activities of the Yorestry Relations Department consist of the 

forestry 7 = BOATLISE y 

erosion control on submarginal lands through reforestation and upstrean 
engineering, cooperation in fire protection, investigation and developments
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of tree crops to encourage the growing of special, mit and fruit varieties 
Sp te Ady tof Oe sone Cee Caos Gn ae eae 

Sumseeen Wllay huthensht ar tn eeagerolien. or clan maieY on Temmesses Valley Authopity or in with other agencies. ‘Two 
etsy Mittnes O50 Get onoate dee Oat at eee 
ated. Mineteen CCC camps engaging close to nen are working on 
these projects. 

On these activi: Seay het spent ne to in the 
sash Sah Soave sell vebionee eas ate b chaaiced entities, 

Sade tots tone tomiet See tee ee ee 
in the attainment of their conservation objectives 

Yours very truly, 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

Ltigrel/ eth tase 
Conservation Engineer
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° THE WODLIFE Socrery 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY September 28, 1958. 

Board of Directors, 
Tennessee Valley Authority, 

Knoxville, Tennessee. 

Dear Siras 

cine rine Balle ymeder ome y hymn mike Ry len ger an on « e 
Me. Richards is a menber of this Society. 

As the ves of the professional organisation of persons en- 
caged in wiilife ndsinisteationy rocarehy sn touching in Us oominyy 
ave particularly interested in statements made on Pages 647 and 648 of 
the article that the Tennessee Valley Authority has “only egreed to do any- 
per nda oy Rory pdt enter nan y = Lamewee foods re Hino ype yi Ve 

awh @ see aapremniee aul demos ouliy or tab Arps ment @ mere aggressive and wie bute ot ee 
comes aadooaian eaier ot came Authority also lacks an ag- 
gressive conservation ao tents anda Goat ae ae 

to putusehian 6f tee abdaaan, eonuuie tee teenies Bee tee carte Oe to restoration of its habi' Presumably the reasons for the author's resig~- 
nation from the staff of the Authority were linked with this policy. 

it is probable that the Council of The Wildlife Society will wish to con~ 
sider this matter et greater length. We have seen no reply to Mre Richards! 
article and therefore realize that only one side of the story may be set forth. 
It would be appreciated if we might be favored with a statement concerning your 
wildlife and forestry policy in order that it may be considered with Mre 
Richards! statement. 

Sincerely yours, 

pe " 2 
The Wildlife Society. 

ce Mt. Richards 
Tre Allen 
Mr. Howard ‘ 
Mere Langlois
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ¢/o NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

August 19, 1938, Washington, D. C. 

Mre Ralph Te King, 
Roosevelt Wildlife Experiment Station, 
Syracuse, New Yorke 

Dear Ralph: 

Could a poor Secretary have a reply to his letter to you of June | 
7? requesting your suggestions on a method of electing the Regional 
Representatives for 1939? If a nominating ballot mst be submitted 
in addition to the final ballot to the membership, we mst take steps 
soon to get the machinery goinge 

Enclosed is information of interest to the Council with further 
reference to the persimmon wilt disease. This consists of a report | 
by a National Park Service official of a conference at the University | 
of Tennessee last Marche As the report is of a nonconfidential nature | 
on a public gathering it seems allowable to distribute the information | 
to the Council of the Societye Also enclosed is a statement of an 7 
informal conference on the proposed Yellowstone Lake water diversion | 
held in Washington June 2 at which I was invited to informally represent | 
the Wildlife Societys 

Sincerely yours, 

Zoster ata! 
Victor He ¢: ane, 

s Secretary, 
The Wildlife Society. 

Enclosure 

| 
i



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY f Be ius 
\ ; September 7, 19358, 

fe 

fh 
| LRG TO Tie COUNCTI: 

[i 
{| Tite Ae Me Allen Mre William J. Howard 

| Bite Ze He Langlois Dre Se Ay Graham 

| Dre Warren We Chase Mre Paul Se Roberts 

/\ ties Ralph T. King | Dre We Pe Taylor 
i 

i} Mre Ee Lowell Sumer, dre 
fae 

i | Dose Sixes 

| | ‘wether reference is made to my letter & June 7 and to the subject of 
jj | method of election of Regional Representatives for the coming yeare 

f 4 In spite of a followup letter sent to the 7 mesbers of the Council who 
/ | had not replied prior to August 19, three members tims far have not registered 

| an opinion. ‘The opinion of the Council, however, seems fairly definite as 
5 menbers have voted for the use of a nominating ballot, one member favored 
nomination of a slate of three or four members in each region by the Council, 
while another suggests (for his region) election at a regional meetings 

Boo ren de Riprkige 1 gods Bene yg dag gad senate ny ppl 
a nominating ballot which will be mailed to all active members November 
The three names receiving the highest number of votes from each region will 
be set up as the nominees for that region and final ballots will be mailed 
December 10. me anes ne Se Sana eee ee ree oe 
No adverse comments were occasioned by postcard ballots used year 
so the same will be used this years 

Any comments on the above outline would be appreciated. 

Because Ir, Walter Pe Taylor has urged that election of the Regional 
Representative of Region V be held at a meeting and because the method of 
election according to the Constitution mst meet with the approval of the 

Se tuylis youpetes We auth &: sauaing of tn Wenhite Heckdty SOND of Dre Taylor proposes to call a meeting of the Society members of 
Region V in Waco, Texas, at the time of the meeting of the Texas Academy 
of Sciences, November 10, 11 and 12, with the further suggestion that at 
the time notices of the meeting are mailed to the menbers, notice be also 
given that ballots sent through the mail and received prior to the meeting 
would be counted as absentee ballots. This plan would appear feasible.



There however, be no opportunity for absentees to participate in run-off 
Gortises chudd tah te ngotones Ge tie tee 

Because plans must be made for the meeting and for notices, 
hind. tebe agtnan of thauhdan be eathemdnede te anbuhee on ele een’ ot 

election in Region V mst be obtained from each Council. member immediately. 

It would be of interest in this comection to note that Dr. Taylor would 
prefer election of the Regional. Representatives at the national anmal meet~ 
ing of the Society. Such a method is prevented at present by Section 2 of the 
By-laws which state that "representatives to the Council shall be elected 
dn each rezion eee". Dre Taylor's comment is as follows: 

"My feeling is that the President should appoint a nominating 
committee and that said committee should propose regional repre= 
sentatives for the period indicated. The report of the committee 
should come up at the next meeting of the Society, Nominations then 
could be made from the floor and the elections of regional repre- 
sentatives completed. ae Gan ot aes a ae 
tions, is far less cumbersome than our present one, and is 
caleulated to do a satisfactory job. After all, our Society is 
athena patente kee ton oe oe 

sufficient reason, so far as I can see, why we should handle 
this matter of eledtions in theefficient mamer indicateds" 

The Program Committee of the Society expects to meet within a few days ; 
with officials of the General Wildlife Federation to arrange details for out- 
lining the program of the technical sessions of the next meeting of the 
Federation. Se tee Os Ge ae te eee oe 
aie ee in toh Gt oe bo Lee Commni.tteee 

Comments may be sent to the Chairman, » ee Saat Bunete of Miinaians, 
Survey, Washington, De Ce. or to me for transmittal to Mre Couch. The time 

| vowel et been tet het b dacieten Ek cient an oe ee 
| have not been set but a decision is expected within a few dayse You 

be informed when we have this informations 

eee ae etal Sash ms eiiaaee de eerie botenst, mevenuietine 
of Region I has changed his address to Bureau of Survey, 1015 
Glenn Building, Atlanta, Georgia, 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor He. Gahalane, 

he Waite Eettoters
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duly 18,1938, 

Mr. Prank Rdminster, 
Upper Darby, Pa. 

Dear Mr, Bdmineters 

Your letter of July 6th to Prof, Ralph ?,King, 
has just been received at this office, 

Prof, King ie located at the Huntington Forest, 
where he is in charge of field operations, I shall be glad to bring 
your letter to his attention at the first opportunity, 

Very truly yours, 

H,Ruth Merrill Secretary 
ROOSEVELT WILDLIFE FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION,
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

NORTHEAST SECTION “UL te 1999 REGION ONE 

Upper Derby, Pa, 
July 6, 1938 

MAINE 

Mr. Ralph T, King 
NEW HAMPSHIRE Director, Roosevelt Wildlife Station 

Syracuse, New York | 

Dear Ralphs | 
VERMONT 

| 

The rough draft of the proposed by-laws of the Northeast | 
Section of the Wildlife Society has been returned to me with | 

MASSACHUSETTS criticisms by all but two members of the committee, Since these | 
two replies are long overdue, I have gone ahead in an attempt to 
reorgenize the by-laws in the light of the comments made by 

RHODE ISLAND the several committee members. I am enclosing a copy of the 
revised by~lews for your further consideretion, When a suggestion 
by a committee member seemed legical end was not a question of 
varying judgment, I have included it in this dreft. In several 

CONE oUt instances, however, committee members desired changes in the 
by-lews which are rather fundamental, I do not feel in a position 
to pass judgment on these cases, and hence have included each of 

NEW YORK them under the proper section as Alternates for the section and 
have noted their author. Insofar as we are able we should attempt 
to decide which of the various alternates in these controversial 

PENNSYLVANIA sections we desire. If we can agree, we will settle on the one 
best alternate. If we still camot agree, I believe we should 
submit the by~lews to the Section at our next meeting with ali 
alternates included and let them decide. 

NEW JERSEY | 

I will not run briefly through the proposed by-laws and 
note for your information the changes that have been made, 

DELAWARE 
Article 2, Section 1. The second line formerly read 

"of members whose residence is within Region 1 of the Wildlife 

MARYLAND Societysscccesese e Hosley's suggestion, "of the parent Society" 
has been insérted between the second and third words in order to 
remove any doubt as to where the members are to be drawn from, 
"Professional activity" has been substituted for the word "residence" 

ST ae at the suggestion of Pearce, It seems to me that this is highly 
desirable since we might have some members, for example, whose 
professional activity was in the State of Maryland but who happened 

DISTRICT OF to reside across the Potomac River in the Stete of Virginia. 
COLUMBIA They would obviously prefer to belong to the Section in which their 

work is done. ‘he inclusion of the words "that portion of" before 
"Region 1", I have included since I have just remembered the fact 
that certain portions of Canada were annexed to the adjacent regions 

in the United States at the last meeting of the Wildlife Society.
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I do not think it desirable that we attempt to include the Eastern 
Canadian Provinces in our Section. Hosley points out that the area covered 
by the Section is already very extensive, being far larger than the area 
covered by Sections of the Society of American Foresters in the Northeast. 
I think that unquestionably in the future it will be desirable for us to 
further restrict the area covered by our Sections, but I believe that at 
the present time we will do well to hold to the area of jurisdiction given | 
in Article 2, Section 1, revised, 

The next change comes in Article 3, Section 3, The second sentence | 
has been added upon the suggestion of Hosley and I believe it is a good one. 
Hosley also suggested that Active members of the parent Society might well 
be given Active status in the Section even though they are outside of our 
Section jurisdiction, I personally feel that this would be undesirable, but 
your comments are solicited, 

Article 3, Section , The third line formerly read "of the Section 
in good standing upon the payment of the first year's dues", At Cahalane's 
suggestion the words "in good standing" have been deleted as unnecessary since 
they will be obviously in good standing when their dues are paid. 

Article 3, Section 5, This is the first controversial idea, Two 
alternates are given, one by Pearce and one by Hosley. You will note that 
Pearce believes that the associate members should be given greater privileges, 
including appointment to committees where desirable, Hosley feels that the 
privileges of the associate members should be further restricted by allowing 
only Active members to vote. This is a fundamental point and I believe that 
it should be given very careful attention. It is my feeling that it would : 
be desirable to give associate members in the Section somewhat greater 
privileges than they hold in the parent Society. This would give more 
encouragement to young fellews to take a more active part in our work, 

Article h, Section 2. Hosley suggests the addition of a paragraph 
providing for a means of nominating officers through a Nominating Committee, 
It is my feeling that the use of the nominating committee as an instrument 
for obtaining slates of officers usually works out as a railroading of the 
two candidates nominated since members are usually reticent about making 
additional nominations from the floor. This is not always true as evidenced 
by the results of the election of the president in our last meeting of the 
parent Society, However, I want to point out that when I was ekected Chair- 
man at the meeting in Harrisburg, it was very clearly a railroaded job. 
Please let me know your comments on this point, 

Article l, Section 3. At Pearce's suggestion this section opens with 
"Twenty Active members" instead of “twenty members", I believe this is 
desirable providing we give the vote only to Active members, It seems to me, 
therefore, that your comments on this point are somewhat corollary to your 
comments on Article 3, Section 5,
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Article h, Section 5. The second sentences first clause, now reads 
"in the event that neither can serve" instead of "in the event that neither 
one can serve", The deletion of the word “one" was suggested by Wilson as 
an improvement in the English construction. 

Article ), Section 6. The last sentence of the original draft "he 
shell serve without bond" has been deleted at Cahalane's suggestion, 
Cahalane points out that it is an unnecessary sentence and, without it, a 
bond could be required if at sometime it seemed desirable, 

Article 5, Section 1, At Cahalane's suggestion the executive committee 
has been reduced from eight to seven members by reducing the members to be i 
elected from among the Active members to three instead of four and to be 
elected for three year terms instead of two and providing for the election of 
one such member at each annual meeting instead of two, This gives an odd 
number of members to the executive committee which provides for the obtaining 
of a majority vote more easily, Also at Cahalane's suggestion an alternate 
is given for the last sentence, Cahalane feels that the “hairman of the 
Section and Regional Representative of the Section of the Council of the 
Wildlife Society should be one and the same person. This alternate makes 
provision for this change, This means that the election of the Regional 
Representative to the Council of the parent Society would be made at our 
Amual Meeting through the election of our own Chairman rather than by mail 
ballet from the parent Society as at present. In considering this proposition 
I must point out that, with the addition of the Eastern Canadian Provinces 
in Region 1 of the parent Society, a regional representative elected in the 
suggested manner and representing only the portion of the United States included 
in the Section would not seem to be a fair method of electing this Regional 
Representative since a portion of the Region wuld have no part in his election, 
Along this same line, if Region 1 is further broken down in the future to 
more separate sections, this same criticism would increasingly apply. From 
the practical standpoint, it would be highly desirable for the Chairman of 
the Section to be the Regional Representative, but it is my opinion that 
the objections I have pointed out make this undesirable, Please let me know 
what your comments are on this point, 

Article D9 Section 3, At Cahalane's suggestion the first word has 
been chenged to "four" instead of "five" since with the reduction of members 
to the executive committee from eight to seven, four will constitute a majority 
and, therefore, a satisfactory quorum. 

Article 6, Section 1, Part A, At Pearce's suggestion the portion 
"not less than two months beforeesssesesees” has been changed to "not less than 
ninety days before....ees."e¢ Inasmuch as a large number of our members do 
a good deal of traveling and are, therefore, away from their officeg for extended 
periods and further since most of us are governmental workers and, therefore, 
require a considerable period of time to obtain permission to attend such 
meetings, it seems that Pearce's suggestion is desirable,
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Article 7, Section 1, The second sentence of this section has been 
changed to "The Chairman of such committees, duration of term, and use of 
Section funds by the committee shall be handled as with standing committees", 
from "The Chairman of such committees, duration of term, the position of 
the Section Chairman as ex-officio member, and use of Section funds by the 
committee shall be handled as with standing committees." Hosley suggests that 
the Chairman should not be burdened with the duty of ex-officio member of 
such committees and I agree with him, 

Article 8, Section 1, The last portion has been changed to read, "at 
least sixty days in advance" instead of "at least thirty days in advance" at 
Pearce's suggestion. The reasoning is the same as for the change in Article 6, 
Section 1, Part A. 

: Article 8, Section 3, An optional addition to this section has been 
included as suggested by Hosley in the second paragraph, I see no objection 
to this addition but would like your comments. 

Article 9, Section 2, At Pearce's suggestion the first portion of this 
section has been changed to read "Members in arrears over one yeareseese” in 
place of "Members in arrears shall forfeites.....".« This provides a little 
leeway in the matter of canceling rights and privileges when members become in 
arrearse Hosley suggests that the time allowed be two years instead of one. 
I will appreciate your suggestions on this point, 

Article 10, Section2, The "thirty days" clause in the third line of 
this section replaces "two weeks" as given in the original version at Pearce's 
suggestions 

There are a couple of other comments made by committee members whioh I 
would like to pass on to youe In comection with the appointment of committees, 
Hosley writes "Since the work of these committees is apt to continue more than 
a year in some cases, I would suggest that they be discharged or retained by 
vote of the members of the Section when a report is presented. Probably it 
camnot be written into the by-laws, but I think it should be understood that 
the Section Chairman is to appoint a committee chairman and then work out 
the committee members with him, This would make for much better work, I believe. 
Appointments of the members would, of course, be made finally by the Section 
Chairman." I am in complete accord with Hosley's comments but do not see any 
further way that we can improve these thoughts into the by-laws, If you have 
any suggestions they will be welcome, 

Ken Wilson notes that the committee did not include members from the 
States of New Jersey, Delaware, Rhode Island, and Maine, It was my understanding 
that the Chairman was instructed to appoint a committee to draft by-laws for 
the Section to be composed of one Active member from each state in the Region, 
Since we do not have an Active member in any of the above states, I was unable 
to appoint a member from any of them, May I also point out that we do not 
even have an associate member in the State of Rhode Island. If you feel 
that it would be desirable for me to appoint a committee member from the 
associate members in each of the States of New Jersey, Delaware, and Maine,
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I will be glad to do so but would prefer not to change my instructions upon 

my own authority. Wilson points out that there are unquestionably men in 

some of these states who should be in the Sooiety and there ere probably 

some who could make the Active grade. There is only one way to accomplish 

this and that is for all of us to get in touch with these prospective candi- 

dates and persuade them to join. 

Please note that we have acquired some Section stationery, As you 

may well expect, since the Section has no funds as yet, a few of us martyrs 

have made the necessary contributions for the purchase of this stationery. 

When we complete our job of formulating a draft of by-lews for presentation 

to. the Section, I feel that we must mail every member a copy of this drafte 

In order to keep possible expenses to the minimum, I plan to do this at the 

same time that we invite them to the next annual meeting in Boston and plen 

to include at least a tentative program of that meeting in the same letter. 

4s you recall Dr, R. E, Trippensee is the Chairmen of the Frogrem Committee. 

This means that the expenses of the Seotion for postage and stationery for 

this year will amount to approximately $25.00. If eny of you have contribu- 

tions to make to the cause of defraying these expenses, they should be sent 

to Jimmy Morton at the Pennsylvania Game Commission, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 
who is Secretary-Treasurer of the Section this year. 

Sincerely yours, 

a. ite f 
a Ps Cc Le Arta Cee, 

Frank C.Edmins ter 
Cheirmen, Northeast Section 
of The Wildlife Society



Proposed By-laws = Northeast, Seotion 
The Wildlife Society 

article 1, NAME 

Section 1, 

The name of the organization shall be the Northeast Section of 
The Wildlife Society, 

Article 2, JURISDICTION f 

Seetion l» 

The Northeast Section of The Wildlife Society shall be composed 

of members of the parent Society whose professional activity 
tr eee ae teins, teats ta 
the tes of Maines Vermont, Massachusetts, 
peed agar wlirgiprem es ews nage yong Bragg “sot I 
West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, and the District of Columbia. 

Article 3, MEMBERSHIP 

Section 1, 

Membership of the Section shall consist of tw grades, Active 
and Associate, as defined in the constitution of The Wildlife 
Society. 

Section 2, 

All Active Members of The Wildlife Seeiety under the jurisdiction 
of this Section shall be eligible to Active membership in the 
Section, 

| Section 3, 1 

All Associate members of The Wildlife Society under the juris- 

diction of this Seetion shall be eligible to Associate membership 

jurisdiction of this Section may become Associate Members upon 
application, 

Section hy 

All eligibles for membership in the Section shall be billed for 
Section dues by the Secretery-Treasurer and shall become members 
of the Seotion upon the payment of the first year's dues,
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Section 5, 

Only Active members shall hold office, represent the Section | 
officially or be appointed to Standing Committees but both | 
clasees of members shall be entitled to all other rights and 
privileges. 

(Alternate by John Pearce) 

Only Active menbers shall hold office or represent the Section 
officially, but both classes of members shall be entitled to 
all other rights and privileges, 

(Alternate by Neil Hosley) 

caihehaiies, te suaieaen ethene hol Saeed but to & tees or vote 
both classes of manbers shall be entitled to all other rights 

Names of members more than two years in arrears in Society or 
Section dues shall be presented to the Executive Committee for 
action. 

article , OFFICERS 

Section 1, 

The officers of the Northeast Section of The Wildlife Society 
shell be a Chairman, a Vice-Chairman and a Secretary~Treasurer. 

Section 2, 

The officers shall be elected ammually from among the Active | 
: ar et en “ee tn Gees cs ae | 

at the annual meetings official terms shell commence at | 
the close of the meeting at which they are elected ani they shell | 
perform their duties until their successors qualify, 

(Alternate by Neil losley) 

The officers shall be elected annually from among the Active 
members of the Section by a plurality vote of the Active members 
present at the ennual meeting, Their official terms shall 
commence at the close of the meeting at which they are selected 
and they shall perform their duties until their successors qualify. 

Two slates of candidates for election as officers shall be 
presented to the mecting by a Nominating Comaittee of three 
Active members appointed by the Chairman, Additional candidates 
may be nominated from the floory providing a second is given 
to such nominations, |
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Section 3, 

Twenty Active members in good standing in the Section shell 
constitute a quorum for the election of officers, 

Section h. 

fhe Chairman shall preside at ell meetings of the Seetion, and 
of the Executive Comittee, shall appoint all Committees except 
the Executive Committee and perform other duties incident to 
his office, He shali call one regular meeting of the Section 
each year, ‘He shall act as liaison officer between the Section 
and the Society. 

Section 5. 

i x The VieesChairman shell assume the duties of the Chairman in his 
absence or inability to act, In the event that neither can 
serve, the Executive Committee shall appoint a Temporary 
Chairman until the next regular annual meeting, i 

Section 6, : 

The Secretary-Treasurer shall issue notices of the annual meeting, 
shall keep the minutes of the annual mecting and of meetings of 
the Executive Comittee, conduct general correspondence and act 
og custodian of records, A report covering his activities of the 
previous year shell be made by kim to the Section at its annual 
moeting. 

As Treasurer be shall collect all membership dues and be custodien 
of all funds of the Section. All expenditures other than for 
postage and stetionery must receive written approval of the 
Chairmen of the Section, He shall submit his books and accounts 
to audit at the reguler annual meting end shall present an annual 
report of the financial status of the Section at the reguier 

; annual meting, Such audit and report shall cover the period 
of the previous calendar year, 

Section 7. ‘ | 

Vacencies among the officers shall be filled by vote of the 
Executive Comulttee from emong the Active Members for the 
wmexpired term of the office, | 

Article 5. EXDCUTIVE COMMITTER | 

Seotion 1, 

The Section shall be governed by an Executive Committee composed 
_ of the Chairmen, Vice-Chairman, Secretary-Treasurer, the 

retiring Chairman and three members at large to be elected from 
among the Active Members for three year terms, one member at 

large being elected at each annual meetings The Regional
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Representative of The Wildlife Society for Region 1 shall be 
an ex-officio member of the Executive Committee. 

(Alternate to last sentence by Cahalane) 

Cecesonsosnelt ne Chairmen of the Section shall be 

Regional Representative of the Wildlife Soviety for segion 1. 

Section 2, 

The Executive Committee shall be responsible for the affairs of 
the Section and decide policies and procedures between the 
Annual meetings of the Section. 

Section 3, 

Four members shall constitute a quorum for meetings of the 
Executive Committee. 

Section l, 

The Executive Committee shall £111 vacancies ocourring in its 
menbers, shall recommend Amendments in the By-laws to the Section 
for action, shall set the time end place of regular meetings 
with due consideration to the recommendations of the Program 
Comnittee, and shall perform such other duties as prescribed 
in these by~lews, 

artiole 6, STANDING COMIITTEES 

Section 1, 

“here shall be two Standing Committees of the Sections 

4 I. The Program Committee , 
i II, The Resolutions Comittee 

4. The Program Committee 

The Program Committee shall recommend the tine 
Oe tee tr cae, arene Seetone, Os Seo Rane 

‘tee through the Chairmen not less than 
ninety days before the date suggested for the 
meeting. It shall formulate the program for 
the meeting and attend to all necessary arrange- 
nents in connection with the meeting, 

Be Se Neaeeintes Conttins ee Samite ont 
bring before annual meeting formal 
ezpreasion of opinion or policy wile the i 
Section may to approve end make a 
matter of record. 

! |
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Section 2, 

Syanding Committees shall be appointed by the Chairman of the 

Section who shall elso designate the Chairman of each Committee, 

The Chairman of the Section shall be an ex-officio membor of 

all Stending Committces, The term of service of Standing 

Comaittees shall end with the presentation of the Committee 

Report at the ennus]l meeting. 

Section 34 

No Stending Comittee shell expend monies or incur any finenoiel 

obligations whatsoever without written authorization by the 

Executive Comittee in the form of a letter from the Chairman of 

the Section to the Cheirwan of the Committeo, 

Article 7, SPECIAL COMMITTEES 

Seotion 1, 

Special coundttees may be appointed by the Cheirman of the 

Section to investigate and report upon special interests of the 

Section, The chairman of such committees, duration of term, 

and use of Section funds by the Comittee shall be handled as 

with Standing Committees. 

Section 2, ; 

Authority to act for the Section in matters involving policy 

shell not be delegated to eny committee, group, or individual, 
exeept by unanimous vote of the full Executive Committee, 

Article 8, MEETINGS 

Section 1, 

The Section shall held an annuel meting at such place and time 

A as determined by the Executive Comittee, Due notice of such 

meeting shall be given by the Secretary-Treasurer at least 

sixty days in advance, 

Section 2, 

Meetings of the Executive Committee may be called by the Chairman 

of the Section at such places and times as he deems necessary. 

Section 3, 

Resolutions, amendments to the by~lews, or petitions passed at 
a moeting of the Section by less than a majority of ite Members 

shall represent the majority opinion of the mecting, but shall 
not be binding on the Section unless subsequently approved by 
the Executive Coumittoes
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Option addition by Neil Hosley 

Section hi. 

‘ Business sessions of the annual mocting shall be restricted 
to members of the Section and invited guests but other sessions 
shall be open to the public, 

Article 9, MEMBERSHIP puss 

Section 1, 

Annual Section dues of one dollar shall be levied on all 
members, Annual dues are payable from Jenuary first in advance, 

Section 2, 

Members in arrears over one year shall forfeit all rights end 
privileges in the affairs of the Section, 

Article 10, AMENDMENTS 

Section 1, 

These byelaws may be amended at an annual meeting, or by letter 
ballet, by a twoethirds majority vote, subject to the limitation 
set forth in Section 3 of Article 8 and Section 2 of this article, 

Section 2, 

Senne eh a eke nn Eeterat snaatneshe to the tartans te So 
voted at a meeting be sent to all mmbers of the Section 
by the Secretary-Treasurer at least thirty days in advance of the 
necting, 

q 

| 

|
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; Marshall Memorial Building, 
Syracuse ,Wew York, 

dune 29,1938. 

Mr.Gardiner Bump, Chairman, 
Membership Committee, 
The Wildlife Society, 
Conservation Pepartment, 

Albany ,New York, ; ; 

Dear Mr. Bump? 

This ia to acknowledge the receipt of your letter to 
Prof, King who is away from the office at the present time. He will 

return to Syracuse some time during the month of July to take care of 

f matters requiring his attention, 

Will you please advise me in the event this application 
requires his immediate attention? If so, I shall be glad to mail it to 

hin. 

Very truly yours, 

H,Ruth Merrill, Secretary i 

i



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
| 

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN, Conservation Dept. | 
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE Albany, N. Y. 

June 27, 1938. 

Dr. Ralph T. King, Director, 
Roosevelt Wildlife Foundation, 
Syracuse, New York. 

Dear Ralph:- 

Our Membership Committee of The Wildlife 
Society has before it an application from Geddes E. 
McMillan upon which a question has arisen as to whether 
or not he is at present working in the wildlife field. 
It might also be logical to question whether or not his 
experience, outside of that which he gained as a student 
of yours, is sufficiently directive as to qualify him 
for a rating of 2 (substantial but not in itself adequate 
to rate Active membership). 

I am certain it would be very much appreci- 
ated by all of us if we might have your opinion as to the 
points above raised as a pre-requisite to further 
Committee consideration of this application. 

I listened with a great deal of interest and 
appreciation to your words at the Constitutional Conven- 
tion hearing last Thursday in Albany. 

ea yours, 

andi fare 

Chairman. 

GB:K 
Enc. 

|
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YON 2, 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY °/o NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear i 

During the past year officers of The Wildlife Society have written 
you about the organization and, because of your interest in the field, the 
possibility that you would like to join it. 

Possibly the letter or letters have not reached you. Perhaps you were 3 
unable at the time to take any action due to a super-abundance of financial ' 
problems that sometimes gang up on all of us. We cannot believe you were un- 
interested, however, and therefore ask for a little of your time and atten- ' 
tion. 

The Wildlife Society has now been a going, live organization for more 
than two years. It is the professional group established for the purpose of 
raising and solidifying the standards of the profession and for developing 
all types of wildlife management along sound biological lines. The Journal | 
of Wildlife Management has set a standard too frequently neglected by wild- | 
life publications: that of quality rather than number of articles. "Ding" | 
Darling, President of the General Wildlife Federation, wrote immediately | 
after the Journal began publication that "there is sufficient value in the | 
first volume to be worth several thousand dollars to those who read and ap- | 

; ply it to the game management areas under their supervision." Dr. Charles 
Elton, head of the famous Bureau of Animal Population at Oxford, England, 
stated in a more recent number of the Journal of Animal Ecology, "The im- 
pression left (by the Journal of Wildlife Management) is of soundness, both 
in contribution and in editing, end of considerable freshness and promise in 
attitude." 

We feel that, with better acquaintance, you would wish to help in the | 
publication of the Journal and to further other objectives of the Society by | 
joining in the enterprise. Herewith is a hearty invitation. Associate Mem- 
bership is only $3.00 per year. May we not have an affirmative response? 

‘ Sincerely yours, | 

Victor H. Cahalane, 

Secretary, 
The Wildlife Society. | 

|
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF TH: SECRETARY June 7, 1938. 

LERTER TO THE COUNCEL: 

Dre Ae Ae Allen, Mr. William J. Howard, 
Cornell University, 801 Grace Securities Bldg., 
Ithaca, New York. Richmond, Virginia. 

Dr. T. H. Langlois, Dre Se Ae Graham, 
Put-in-Bay, Chios Sehool of Forestry and Conservation 

University of Michigan, 
° We Chase, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

soit erand atoes 
Des Moines, Iowa. Me. Paul 5, Roberts, 

Forest Service, Sharp Blds., 
Mr. Ralph T. King, Lineoln, Nebraska, 
Roosevelt Wildlife Station, 
Syracuse, New York. Dre We Pe Taylor, 

Faculty Exchange, 
College Station, Texas. 

Mr. EZ. Lowell Sumer, Jr. 

601 Sheldon Building, 
Sen Framiseo, California, 

Dear Sirs: 

Yor the information of those Regional Representatives who requested the 
Secretary to again urge membership to those prospects to whom we have pre- 
viously written, letters have now been dispatched, A copy of the rotoprinted 
spistle is attached, Most of the letters have gone out during the pest week. 
Thus far, the results have not been encouraging, We have, however, sent out 
about 500 invitations to membership to new prospects from a list supplied by 
Mr. MeAtee and fran the couple of random sample lists of the “rican Forestry 
Association membership, A number of applications have been received and the 
Society is enjoying a slow but steady growth. 

With one notable group exception, extension of the ‘s maubership 
vidi, peut sume Seen poaihe tepesesben tn sanaeade Gaunt oe @ bee 
erel way. ‘These, of course, will be Associate members, The exception re- 
ferred to is the group graduating each year from professional schools. To 
those of the Council connected with institutions of this nature, the request 
is made that they inform the Secretary of any means that might be employed 
ee nn ae Oe Ae fe Sine Oe Lee Renee ae 
urally).
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It ig not too early to take up the question of election of Regional 
Représentatives which takes place about the end of the year, in order to 
assimilate any newly elected representatives inte the program by the time 
he takes office at the close of the next annual meeting. Last year the 
suggestion was made that a posteard ballot be used with the membership left 
free to start fron seratch in making a choice. This rather naturally re- 
sulted in the reelection of every incumbent. Some of the membership were 
therefore critical and as the By-Laws state that “Representatives to the 
Council shall be elected ... by any plan acceptable to the Council," you 
are asked for your advice, 4s something to shoot at the following plans ; 
may be useful: 

le By using a nominating ballot the menbership is free to put up 
any number of names from the Active Membership list. (This re- 
minds me thet @ supplement to the April list in the Journal 
should possibly be printed in the October issue), Any number 
of nominees receiving the most votes in each region would then 
constitute the alate for the final election. 

Disadvantages are: (1) Expense, amounting to approximately 
#10 for printing and postage for the nominating ballot, and 
(2) approximately an adéitional month of time, 

The second plan suggested is that the Council nominate a slate (how 
many?) from each region, 

Disadvantages are: (1) Somewhat less democratic than the above 
outline as well as perhaps placing the present Regional Repre- 
sentative in a slightly embarrassing position with regard to 
his own region. He might feel enjoined against suggesting him- 
self but one would naturally expect an incumbent to be valuable 

: as a candidate for continuance unless there are serious reasons 
to the contrary. Your suggestions on this, possible minor dif- 
fieulty, would be appreciated, 

You have doubtless received copies of a complaint from Mr. Ww, B, Davis 
of Texas regarding the alleged discrepancy between prices of reprints from 
the Journal of Wildlife Management as compared with other scientific jour- 
nals. The iditor is sheeking quotations from various publishers and if the 
difference in cost is appreciable, will present the case to publishers of 
our own Journal. 

Ruclosed is a copy of a letter from the Chief of the Bureau of Bntoe 
mology and Plant quarantine with reference to the persinmon wilt resolution 
adopted at the last annual meeting of the Society. The Secretary will kmep 
in touch with the situation from time to tim,
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Further reference is made to the request of the Union of American 

Biological Societies for a contribution of funds with which to meet running 
expenses of the Union, Of the 10 members of the Council requested to an 
opinion, three have never replied. Of those voting, one did not care to 
express an opinion, another voted that the Soeiety contribute but made 
comment clearly indicating a (false) assumption that the money would be 
used to sustain Biological Abstracts. Two other Council members urged an 
iumediate contribution while three wished to defer the matter until the 
next meeting of the Council. As @ clear decision has not been rendered, 
it is believed the matter should be taken up in person next winter, 

Your opinion on the matters detailed above, particularly on the method 
of election of Regional Representatives, is requested at your convenience. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ko Ce 

etor H. Cahalene, 
Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society. 

Enclosure |



THE WILDLIFE SOOlary 
June 7, 1938. 

MEMORANDUM: NEW MEMBERS 

Rade, MH Ded — 
meakten, | . Blacksburg, Vas 
Bactjer, adwin Ge 
1409 ereantile Trust dge, ius ahaee ine, 

timore, Ma. Atlanta, Georgia. 
Williams, Le Te IPs 

Hans WW, Yeuassee, South Carolina. = yen Road, Mee 

Teen a Washington, De C. 
pare gy Admin. 5 Enders, Robert K. 

Hieks, Ellis. Swarthmore, Pa, 

_ of Yeology and Batomology wright, Tho Tre 

State College Re I, Agricultural « Station, 
sues, louie Kingston, Rhode ie. ssa 
Gadsen, John Be Siegler, Hilbert R. 
SMMAEVALIe, So Go Texas Cooperative Wildlife service, 

Gollege Station, Texas, 

Seott, Thomas Gy 
Insectary, Ames, Iowe. —— 
fiw Phun, Ralph He Jr 
Chi, Ste 416 Chauncey Avenue 

ariel West Lafayette, Indiana, 
Hammond, Merrill ¢. 
Lower Souris Refuge, oe Walter 2. 
Upham, North Dakota. Gunnin, taliliaiun, 
Murray, Leo T. 

Beylor University, —— Valgene ¥. Cooperative Wildli 
> naan < 
Hayne, Don William, Holdenried, Robert 

Sthloms Shake tathaun, 2454 Bowditen =” 
9 Lansing, Michigan. Berkeley, California. 

f
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Worcester, Hugh M, 
Parteh, Max L, Use 3S. Game Management Agent, 
507 Union St. Se B. Bureau of Biological survey, 
Minneapolis, Minn, 211 Post Office Building, 

Berkeley, California, 
Shentz, Forest Service, 
Washington, De C. Schmitt, Andrew E, 

Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge, 
Counters, eves Me Winona, Mimesota, 
Univ. of Southern California, 
Los Angeles, California, Rafferty, Robert '. 

Re De 4, Meliillan, Geddes i. Fremnt, hic, 
2060 darter Avenue, 

St. Paul, Minn. WekLitf, Bawara 1. 

Hart, Harry cabs Ohio. ® 

422 Koeline Mage, an 
Qmha, Nebraska, Branson, Jean Fe 

Hadt Mt, Antelope Refuge, 
Mathiek, Harold A. : 
3808 KN. 15th st, nen, Cae 
Milwaukee, Wiseosin. Bates, Wn, Mawin Jr, : 

Clark, We K, Harrisburg, th 7 e Wildl fe Conservation Hlag., ’ 
Columbia, Missouri. Terres, J. Kemeth 

Nathiak, Harold A, a. ee, 
o te te 

$808 N. 15th St. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Jemer, William A. 

806 West Davis st. 
MacDonald, Robert B. Fayette, Missouri. 
RD. i, 

Newfield, N. ¥. Rendle, Allan Charles, 

, Yorest Service, 
Doremus, Henry M. Alturas, California, 
116 Oak Avenue, 
Ithaca, Ne. ¥. 

» Demis, Aghby 

British Columbia, Cenada, 

Miller, Dr. Alden H. 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 
University of California, 
Berkeley, California.



te Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service vy, 
College Station, Texas 6 

June 2, 1938 "935 

Mr. We Le MeAtee, | 
Eéitor, 7. W. M. 
Bureau of Biological Survey 

: Washington, D. 6. | 

Dear Mr. MeAtee: 

In comparing cost of reprints of articles published in the Journel | 
Seenaias % toed’ Week oe che em tenl ents aaneen Seen 
journals, I find that we who contemplate offering art: Te We Me 
face the burden of paying from two to three times the price for reprints 
that we would have to pay were the article published elsewhere. Yor 
exemple, reprints from the Journal of Manmmalogy cost, on the average, 
one-third as mech as reprints from J. ¥. M. 

In view of the fact that authors are penalized anyway for every 
Sheer Gestion thar Gap matoel ene ee eee 
times greater than one imposed some plece else is bound to influence 
suthor's decision as to where he will offer his paper for publication. 
¥or the well being of our society and the success of the Journal of Wilé- 
life Management, I urge that the Officers of the Society consider the 
Leryprocars Bre iryey Iatn awe desta apenas Are we so 
well established and secure that we can to eater only to the rich? 

Vor your convenience, I am listing the ¢64¢ of 100 reprints from | 
three journals, including the Journal of Wildlife Management. 

4 pp. Spr. 12 pp. 16 pps 20 pp. 24 ppe 32 pp. | 
Journal Memmalogy $2.00 $2.50 $3.20 $3.80 $4.40 §5.00 $6.20 | 
Wilson Bulletin 2.50 4.15 5.50 6.90 8.65 9.65 12.40 

: J. We Me 4-25 6.25 9.90 10.55 13.15 14.80 18.00 

Figures talk’ So does money! 

Sincerely yours, 
WED:@nh 

CC: As A. Allen 
Vv. He Gahelane We. B. Davis 

JR. T. King 
3 8. A. Greham 

P. H. Roberts 
W. P. Taylor 

E. L. Summer 

|



NOTES ON INFORMAL MEETING OF NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS HELD 

ON JUNE 2, 1938, 10 DISCUSS THE POPE-WHITE BILL TO DAM 

YELLOWSTONE LAKE AND DIVERT ITS WATERS FROM THE YELLOW- 

STONE TO THE SNAKE RIVER WATERSHED 

At the conference held in Washington on the ninth floor of the 

Union Trust Building on Thursday, June 2nd, Miss James explained that it 

had seemed to the American Planning and Civic Association that the situa- 

tion which threatened Yellowstone National Park was so serious that a 

concerted fight to resist it would be necessary. She stated that the 

pending Pope-White bill was not slated to pass Congress at this session 

but that at the next session a determined drive was expected to secure 

the passage of a eimilar bill. She said that in the past it had been 

found wise to keep any clearing-house machinery, as such, in the back- 

ground in order that each organization could act in its own way to pro- 

tect national parks, but she offered the facilities of the American 

Planning and Civic Association in the way of meeting room and distribution 

of information to all organizations interested in this fight which cared 

to make use of them. She said that the group had been called together in 

order that we might not find ourselves unprepared when the 76th Congress 

convenes next January. In the meantime there would be a fine opportunity 

for the organizations to print in their magazines informative articles 

and editorials. 

Mr. Cammerer outlined briefly the history of attacks on the 

Yellowstone and described the nature of the present proposals. Mr. 

Cammerer called attention to the fact that the Pope-White bill had been 

referred in both Houses of Congress to the Committeeson Irrigation and 
Reclamation, but that the Chairman of the Public Lands Committee in the 

House, which handled all matters relating to national parks, had made 

an effort, without success, to have the bill recommitted to his Commit- 

tee, In the next Congress every effort should be made to see that any 
bills then introduced which affect national gark conditions should be 
referred to the Committee on Public Lands. 

While it will not be known until the next Congress is organized 

who the Committee members will be, a great deal of valuable work can be 

done by organizations and individuals to see that Members of Congress, 

including those newly elected in November, are informed on the issues. 

Mr. Cammerer declared that we should recognize that any attempt to use 
the waters of Yellowstone Lake for local commercial purposes is in 
reality an attempt to appropriate by local people property belonging 

to all the people of the United States. Mr. Cammerer stated that we 
had excellent supnort from the White House to defend the Ywllowstone 
as, when President Roosevelt visited Yellowstone National Park in the 

summer of 1937, he remarked to Superintendent Rogers, after listening 

to an account of past attacks and present proposed raids on the 
Yellowstone: "You never need worry about the Yellowstone while I am 
President",
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Mr. Gammerer than called upon Mr. E. F. Priest, Assistant Chief 

Engineer of the Naticnal Park Service, who presented rainfall and run-off 

statistics showing that at the times when most surplus water would be \ 

available at Yellowstone Lake, Similar surpluses would be available along 
the Snake River outside the Park. It was Mr. Priest's opinion that, even 

after the proposed weir amd tunnel were erected, the waters made available 
in times of drought would be less than those desired in Idaho. The 
tremendous sacrifice in park values would, in his opinion, largely be in 
vain, Mr. Priest declared that in a report of the U. S. Bureau of 
Reclamation made in June 1935, it was stated that in the wover Snake 

River valley less than one-third of the existing diversions are actually 

consumed, and over two-thirds of all the water diverted serves no useful 

purpose. He declared that the officials of Idaho could effect savings 

in the water supplies already available within the State but that it 
would be easier to secure new sources of supyly through the United States 
Government than to put pressure on Idaho citizens to conserve the water 

they already have. 

Mr. Dan. W. Greenburg, Director of the Wyoming State Planning 
Board, said that Wyoming officials are absolutely oppcsed to the Idaho 
proposals embodied in the Pove-White bill. He said that Wyoming appreciated 
that Yellowstone National Park in its natural condition is the greatest 

asset the State can have, and if the Park were to be impaired, Wyoming as 

well as the Nation would be the losers, 

He recalled the time when Shoshone Falls in Idaho was a grand 

spectacle which tourists would travel far to see, but today, through the 
erection of a dam and attendant works, the falls have practically disap— 

peared and no one would be interested to go to see them. 

Mr. Greenburg brought out the fact that the proposed use of 
the park waters is merely a matter of economy, that the Idaho officials 

could secure cheaper water by making free use of Yellowstone Lake than 
by purchasing land for impounding reservoirs within the State of Idaho. 
"For a few paltry dollars", said Mr. Greenburg, "the Idaho officials 
are willing to destroy the park values in the Yellowstone National Park - 

the greatest phenomenon area in the United States", 

It was agreed that Mr. Cammerer should be requested by Miss James 
to send out to all those present and to such other organizations as 

_ Would be interested historical and current information on the threat to 
the Yellowstone. It was also agreed that Mr. Greenburg would make avail- 
able a consolidation of the reports made by the Wyoming State Planning 
Board, 

If other information comes to hand, it will be distributed. In 
the meantime it was thought that it wuld not be necessary to call another 
conference of the organizations until sometime in 1939 after the 76th 
Congress convenes, 

‘ OK ea
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ORGANIZATIONS INVITED AND REFRESENTED AT THE 
INFORMAL CONFERENCE ON YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL FARK 

June 2, 1938 

Washington, D. C. 

Organization Officials Representatives Present 

National Park Service Arno B. Cammerer, Director 

Frank A. Kittredge, Re- 
gional Dir, Region IV 

—Preece B, F, Prieet, Asst. Chief 
Engineer 

George C. Collins 

John Cameron 
Merritt Barton, Attorney 

Stephen Tripp 

Wyoming State Planning Dan W. Greenburg, Director Dan W. Greenburg 

Board Box 498, Cheyenne, Wyoming 

Adv. Bd. of Nat. Parks, Dr. Hermon C. Bumpus, Ch, 
Historic Sites, Bldgs. Duxbury, Massachusetts 
and Monuments 

4m. Assn. of Museums Dr. Laurence Vail Coleman, Dir. 
c/o Smithsonian Inst., 
Washington, D. C. 

American City Planning Tracy B. Augur, President 
Institute TVA, Knoxville, Tennessee 

Harold W. Lautner, Ex. Sec. 

Hunt Hall, Cambridge, Mass. 

Frederick J. Adams, Editor, 

PLANNERS! JOURNAL 
491 Beylston St. Boston, Mass. 

American Forestry Assn. Ovid M. Butler, Ex. Sec. Ovid M. Butler 
919 17th St., Washington, D.C. 

G. H. Collingwood, Forester G. H. Collingwood 
919 17th St., Washington, D.C. 

American Institute of H. S. Wagner, President Frank T, Gartside, Asst, 
Park Executives Metro. Park District Supt., National Capital 

Akron, Ohio Parks, Interior Bldg. , 
Washington, D. C. 

Will O. Doolittle, Editor, 

PARKS & RECREATION, 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 

: | 
American Nature Assn. Richard W. Westwood, Sec. Richard W. Westwood 

1214 16th St., Washington, D.C.
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Organization Officials Representatives Present 

American Planning and Frederic A. Delano, Ch. Bd. Harlean James, Ex. Sec, 

Civic Association 901 Union Trust Building, 

Washington, D. C. Dora A. Padgett, Man. Ed. 
PLANWING & CIVIC COMMENT 

Horace Mi, Albright, Pres. 901 Union Trust Bldg., 
Washington, D. 0. 

J. Horace McFarland, Ch. Nat. Pks. 

American Society of A. D. Taylor, President Morley J. Williams, 

Landscame Architects 4614 Prospect Avenue 1107 16th Street, NW 

Cleveland, Ohic Washington, D. 0. 

Bradford Williams, Ex. Sec. 

9 Park St., Boston, Mass. ; 

S. Herbert Hare, 

114 West 10th St. Bldg., 

Kansas City, Missouri 

American Society of Miss Viola S. Schantz, Tr. Arthur H. Howell, 

Mamnalogists U. S. Biological Survey 3919 S. Dakota Ave., NE 

Washington, D. C. Washington, D. C. 

Dr. Vernon Bailey, 
1834 Kalorama Rd., NW 
Washington, D. C. 

American Wildlife Henry P. Davis, Secretary 
Institute Investment Bldg., Washington, D.C. 

C. M. Palmer, Jr., Editor 

AMERICAN WILDLIFS 
Investment Bldg., Washington, D.C. 

Boone and Crockett Club Kermit Roosevelt, President 
#1 Broadway, New York City 

Dean Sage, Jr., Secretary 
49 Wall St., New York City 

Camp Fire Club of Wm. B. Greeley, Ch. Com. on 
America Conservation of For. and 

Wildlife, 150 Broadway, N.Y. City 

Daughters of the Mrs. Henry M. Robert, Pres. Gen. 
American Revolution Memorial Continental Hall, 

Washington, D. C. 

Mrs. Wm. A, Hartman, 
District Conservation Chairman, 

All States Hotel, Washington, D.C.
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Qrganization fficials Representatives Present 

Ecological Society of Dr. Herbert C, Hanson, Pres. Dr. C. L. Newcombe, Dept. 

America N. D. Agriculture College, of Zoology, University 

State College Station, of Maryland, College 

Fargo, North Dakota Park, Maryland 

Office of Education Dr. J. W. Studebaker, Commnr. Dr. C, F. Klinefelter, 

Department of Interior, Admin. Asst. to Commnr, 

Washington, D. C. 

Emergency Conservation Mrs. C. N. Edge, Chairman Mrs. C. N. Bdge 

Committee 734 Lexington Avenue, 

New York City 

Garden Club of America Mrs. T. H. B. McKnight, Ed. 
BULLETIN, 1615 21st St., 
Washington, D. C. 

Mrs. Robert C. Wright, 

Nat. Ch. of Conservation, 
Haverford, Pennsylvania 

Mrs. Win. A. Lockwood, Ch. 
National Parks , 
1220 Park Ave., New York City 

Gen. Federation of Mrs. Saidie Orr Dunbar, Pres. Mrs. Thalia S. Woods, 

Women's Clubs 1734 N Street, NW Sec. to President, 
Washington, D. C. 1734 N St., Wash, D.C. 

Gen. Wildlife Federation Cari D. Shoemaker, Sec. 

Investment Bldg., Washington, D.C. 

Izaak Walton League of Kenneth A. Reid, Gen. Manager, Abner Roe, 
America Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill. District National Bank 

Building, Washington, DC 

Dr. M. D'Arcy Magee, V. P. 
5038 Reno Rd., Washington, D.C. 

Dr. E. Russell Cook, 

7225 Wis. Ave., Washington, D.C. 

National Association of Dr. John H. Baker, Ex. Dir. 

Audubon Societies 1775 Broadway, New York City 

National Conference on Col. Richard Lieber, President 

State Parks 824 Illinois Building, 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

Harlean James, Bx. Sec. Harlean James 

901 Union Trust Bldg., 
Washington, D. C. 

National Congress of Mrs. Wm. T, Bannerman, Mrs. Glen L. Swiggett, 
Parents & Teachers 1201 16th Street, WW The Mendota Apartments, 

Washington, D. C. Washington, D, C.
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Organj zation Officials Representatives Present 

National Education Assn. Willard E. Givens, Bx. Sec. {. D. Martin, Dir. of Mem- 
1201 16th Street, N. W., bership, 1201 16th St., 

Washington, D. C. Washington, D. C. 

Dr. Joy Elmer Morgan, Ed. 
N. BE, A. JOURNAL, 1201 16th St., 
Washington, D. 0. 

Nattonal Federation Mrs. Earlene White, President 
Business & Professional 2029 Conn. Ave., Washington, D.C. 
Women's Clubs 

Miss Winifred Willson, Hd. 
INDEPENDENT WOMAN, 

1819 Broadway, New York City 

National Parks Assn. Dr. Wn. P. Wharton, President 
Groton, Massachusetts 

Albert W. Atwood, Secretary, 
65 Observatory Circle, 

Washington, D. C, 

James A. Foote, Ex. Sec., James A. Foote 

1624 H St., Washington, D.C. 

Robert Sterling Yard, Hd. Robert Sterling Yard 
1840 Mintwood Place, N..W., ©. 
Washington, D. C. 

Natural Resources Dept. Col. Walter DuB. Brookings, 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce 1615 H Street, N. W., 

Washington, D. C. 

Oregon Trail Memorial Dr. Howard Driggs, 
Association New York University 

New York City, N. Y. 

Wilderness Society Robert Sterling Yard, Pres. Robert Sterling Yard 
1840 Mintwood Place, NW 
Washington, D. C. 

The Wildlife Society Dr, A. A. Allen, President Victor H, Cahalane, 

Cornell University National Park Service 
Ithaca, New York Washington, D. C.
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Syracuse, N,Y,, May 19, 1938 
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Wash, DC 
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ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS: } 

To guard against mistakes or delays, the sender of a message should order it repeated, that is, telegraphed back to the originating offiee for comparison. For this; 
one-half the unrepeated Ben rate is charged in addition. Unless otherwise indicated on’its face, this is an unrepeated message and paid for as sueh, in consideration 
whereof it is agreed between the sender of the message and this company as follows: i i 

. 1. The company shall not be liable for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, of any message received for transmission at the unre- 
peated-message rate beyond the sum of five hundred dollars; nor for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, of any message received for 
transmission at the repeated-message rate beyond the sum of five thousand dollars, wnless specially valued; nor in any case for delays arising from unavoidable imterrup- 
tion in the working of its lines; nor for errors in cipher or obscure messages. | 

2. In any event the company shall not be liable fordamages for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for the non-delivery, of any message, whether 
caused by the negligence of its servants or otherwise, beyond the sum of five thousand dollars, at which amount each message is deemed to be valued, unless a greater 
value is stated in writing by the sender thereof at the time the message is tendered for transmission, and umless the repeated-message rate is paid or agreed to be paid, | 
and an additional charge equal to one-tenth of one percent of the amount by which such valuation shall exceed five thousand dollars. . 

he a ae company is hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward this message over the lines of any other company when necessary to reach 
its destination. i 

4. Domestic messages and incoming cable messages will be delivered free within one-half mile of the company’s office in towns of 5,000 population or less, 
and within one mile of such office in other cities or towns. Beyond these limits the company does not undertake to make delivery, but will, without liability, at the sen- 5 

5 der’s request, as his agent and at his expense, endeavor to contract for him for such delivery at a reasonable price. 
5. No responsibility attaches to this company concerning messages until the same are accepted at one of its transmitting offices; and if a message is sent to such 

office by one of the company's messengers, he acts for that purpose as the agent of the sender. i 
6. Thecompany will not be liable for damages or statutory penalties in any case where the claim is not presented in writing within sixty days after the message 

is filed with the company for transmission. 
7. It is agreed that in any action by the company to recover the tolls for any message or messages the prompt and correct transmission and delivery thereof shall be 

presumed, subject to rebuttal by competent evidence. : i yi 
8. Special terms governing the transmission of messages according to their classes, as enumerated below, shall apply to messages in each of such respective classes 

in addition to all the foregoing terms. _ ig : 
9. Noemployee of the company is authorized to vary the foregoing. © THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY | 

4 INCORPORATED 
R. B, WHITE, PRESIDENT . | 

CLASSES OF SERVICE ; 

TELEGRAMS NIGHT LETTERS zi — ———_ 
A full-rate expedited service. » Accepted up to 2:00 a.m. for delivery on the morning of the ensuing business 

‘ oy a rates still tee ee Sue ae eee ee as follows: ree ange 
ard telegram rate for 10 words shall be charged for the transmission of 50 words 

NIGHT MESSAGES or less, and one-fifth of such standard telegram rate for 10 words shall be charged 
_ Accepted up to 2:00 a.m. at reduced rates to be sent during the night and deliv- for each additional 10 words or less. 
ered not earlier than the morning of the ensuing business day. : SPECIAL TERMS APPLYING TO NIGHT LETTERS; 

Night Messages may at the option of the Telegraph Company be mailed at des- In further consideration of the reduced rates for this special Night Letter serv- 
tination to the addressees, and the Company shall be deemed to have discharged ice, the following special terms in addition to those enumerated above are hereby 
its obligation in such cases with respect to delivery by mailing such night messages agreed to: : ‘ x 
at destination, postage prepaid. Night Letters may at the option of the Telegraph Company be mailed at desti- 

if nation to the addressees, and the Company shall be deemed to have discharged 
DAY LETTERS its obligation in such cases with respect to delivery by mailing such Night Letters 

eed sie at destination, postage prepaid. 
A deferred day service at rates lower than the standard telegram rates as fol- 

lows: One and one-half times the standard night letter rate for the transmission FULL RATE CABLES 5 Sins h additi 0 tant ean akinesia 
ia owes or less and one-fifth of the initial rates for each additional 10 words ‘An expedited service throughout. Code language permitted. 

g SPECIAL TERMS APPLYING TO DAY LETTERS: 
"In further consideration of the reduced rate for this special Day Letter service, DEFERRED HALF-RATE CABLES : 

the following special terms in addition to those enumerated above are hereby Half-rate messages are subject to being deferred in favor of full rate messages for 
agreed to: 3 not exceeding 24 hours. Must be written in plain language. 

A. Day Letters may be forwarded by the'Telegraph Company as a deferred 

service and the transthission and delivery of such Day Letters is, in all respects, CABLE NIGHT LETTERS : 
- subordinate to the priority of transmission and delivery of regular telegrams. i ight fee fariplaimlaniadnae carmmunieat: t third the full 

B. This Day Letter is received subject to the express understanding and agree- Me anit an at ote Dee IE eae eae 
ment that the Company does not undertake that a Day Letter shall be delivered suites OF eae: Binion oF 2 War nated for, Gubiest to delivery at tie cored 
on the day of its date absolutely, and at all events; but that the Company's obliga- Gilda naan! a : 

. tion, in this respect is subject to the condition that there shall remain sufficient 
time for the transmission and delivery of such Day Letter on the day of its date SHiEArEPIOGhAMS 
during regular office hours, subject to the priority of the transmission of regular A service to and from ships at sea, in all parts of the world. Plain language or code 

‘ telegrams under the conditions named above. language may be used. 

. 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ©/o NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Washington, D. C. 

May 16, 1938, 

MAY 1 » 
AIRMAIL °° 1836 

Mre Ralph Te King, 

Roosevelt Wildlife Experiment Station, 
Syracuse, New York, 

Dear Ralph: 

In your letter of April 21, which was partially in reply to mine 
of the k8th, you stated that you would begin to work on the list of 
prospects, contacting some personally and the rest by mail. 

I assume you intend to go after everyone on your list in Region I, 
If I am not correct, please inform me inmediately with a checked list, 
as suggested in my letter of the 18th, as I am getting a supply of 
mimeographed letters immediately to send out from here, 

Sincerely yours, 

Lia 
etor H, Cahalane, 

Secretary, 
‘ The Wildlife Society, 

ersten ™ 

Cnsrvered Ma Unk, Withes q 
/ 
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May 14,1938, 
Marshall Memorial Building, 
Syracuse, Hew York. 

Mr. Victor H, Cahalane, Secretary, 
The Wildlife Society, 
% National Park Service, 
Washington, Dc, 

Dear Victor: 

Apparently the mix-up on committee appointments is now 
straightened out, 4t least I hope 90, and I am rather glad it wasn't 
straightened out in time to get my name in the list of members of 
the Committee on Cooperation in the last copy of the Journal. That 
would have made it appear there too many times, b 

I hope that I will be able to contact every prospect 
in Ragion 1 in the course of the next six weeks, I will be glad te 
undertake thie if the Society feels that they can furnish the 
necessary amount of letterheads and envelopes and perhaps some amall 
charge for mimeographing. I am not sure yest as to this matter of 
mimeographing, I may be able te get it done at no cost to the Society 
or I may have to pay some emall charge, Anyway, before contracting 
for the work I will write you again and let you know definitely what 
arrangements I can make, 

Very truly yours, 

Ralph T,King 
Regional Directer 

|



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ¢/9 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

May 4, 1938. Washington, D. C. 

Mr, Ralph T, King, 

Roosevelt Wildlife Experiment Station, 

Syracuse, New York. 

Dear Ralph: 

A letter just received from Dr. Weese states that quite naturally 
he does not entirely understand the mix-up between you and the list of 
manbers of the Committee on Cooperation but goes on to say: “whatever 
the situation, however, I should be very glad indeed to have Mr. King 
as & member of the committee", Would you therefore consider yourself 
on the list. It is too late, of course, to add your name to the List 
printed in the last issue of the Journal but we will, ef-eourse, in- 
elude it whenever the committee is mentioned in the future, 

If you can inform me very soon of the number of prospects in Region 

I that you wish me to write, I can go shead with the order for mimeo- 
graphing. I want to assure you, however, that if you will go after the 

whole list, I*ll be glad to be relieved of the burden, 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H. Cahalene, 
Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society.



May 2, 1938, 
Marshsll Memorial Building, 
Syracuse, New York, 

Dr, Arthur A. ALLGH 
Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New York. 

Dear Doctor Allen: 

I have just received a list of prospective members 

from Cahalane, and, according to the date line on the list it has been 

corrected up to April 15th, I have also received the last issue of the 
Journal which contains a list of all the present members of the Soclety, 

and so there is no reason for me to keep the list of members or prospects 
which you leaned me when I saw you in Ithaca last month, 1 am returning 

these lists with this letter, 

Very shortly, I am going to begin writing these ‘ 

prospects, and I hope that it will be possible to add a considerable number 

of members from this region, I'11 keep you informed of my own activitier 

and the responses that I obtain, 

If you have any suggestions et all, I will be very glad 
to receive them. 

Hope you enjoyed your western tripaand will look forward 
to seeing you again some time in the near future, 4 

| 

; Yory truly yours, 
' 

| | 
; Ralph. tT, King ; | 

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE 

| 

, | 

\ ¥



4s FRANK C. EDMINSTER 
f REGIONAL BIOLOGIST 

F U. S. SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

WILLIAMSPORT, PENNA. 

April 29, 1938 
Mr, Ralph T, King 
Roosevelt Wildlife S,ation we, 
Syracuse, New York 5 

19, 
Dear Ralphs 3 

At the Second Annual Meeting of Wildlife Technicians 
of the Northeastern States held at Harrisburg, Pa., last 
January, it was decided that this group should petition 
for organization as a Section of The Wildlife Society under 
the provisions of Article VII of the constitution of that 
Society, A petition for such organization was presented 
to The Wildlife Society at its annual meeting in Baltimore, 
Md., in February end approved by the council of the Society. 
This Section, is to be know as the Northeast Section of 
The Wildlife Society, is composed of the states included 

in Region 1 of the parent Society. 

In anticipation of the approval of the formation 
of this Section, the group meeting at Harrisburg elected 
officers of the Section for the ensuing year, Those 
elected were: Chairman, Frank C, Edminster, Soil Conser- 
vation Service , Williemsport, Pa.; Vice-Chairman, J, Victor 
Skiff, New York State Conservation Department, Albany, 
New Yorks Secretary-Treasurer, James M, Morton, Game 
Commission, Harrisburg, Pa. 

It was also voted at this meeting that the newly 

elected Chairman should appoint ea committee on by-laws for 
the new Section, to be composed of one Active Member from 
each state in the Region and of which he should serve as 
Chairmen, This is to advise you that you are appointed to 
the committee on by-laws to represent the state of New York, 

4 As chairman of the committee I have taken the liberty 
of drafting a tentative set of by-laws for the Section, 

‘ You will find a copy of these enclosed, I am also enclosing 
a copy of the constitution and by-laws of The Wildlife 
Society. Will you kindly review the proposed by-laws for 
the Section very critically and return to me with your 
comments and suggested changes as soon as possible. Please 
consider that this first draft is only an attempt to make 
the work of the committee simpler and is not to be construed 
as an effort to force any particular type of by-lews on 
the Sectiong You should feel free to criticize in any way 

that you believe desirable, Upon return to me I will 
attempt to organize all of the comments and criticisms 
and make a revised draft to concur in the judgment of the



FRANK C, EDMINSTER 
REGIONAL BIOLOGIST 

U. S. SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

WILLIAMSPORT, PENNA. 

-2- 

full committee. I+ is proposed that these by-laws as approved 
by the committee be presented at the next annual meeting 
of the Section for adoption by the Section, 

I wuld greatly appreciate the favor if your comments 
can be made so that I may receive the returned by-laws by 
the first of June. 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank C, Edminster 
Chairmen, Northeast Section 

Enc, 2 ; of The Wildlife Society 

Committee on By-laws: 

Neil W, Hosley, Massachusetts 
Marshall Thayer, New Hampshire 
Kenneth A, Wilson, Maryland 
George W. Davis, Vermont 
Walter A, Gresh, West: Virginia 
John Pearce, Connecticut 
Victor H, Cahalane, District of Columbia 
Ralph T, King, New York 
Frank C, Edminster, Pennsylvania, Chairman



The Constitution and By-laws of 

CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLE I—Name. 
The name-of this Society shall be The 

Wildlife Society. 

ARTICLE II — Objectives. 
The principal objectives of the Society 

shall be: (1) Establishment of professional 
solidarity and. the maintenance of the high- 
est possible professional standards; (2) de- 
velopment of all types of wildlife manage- 
ment along sound biological lines; (3) pub- 
lications to effect these ends; and (4) pro- 
tection of the interests of its members. 

ARTICLE III — Membership. 
Sec. 1. The membership of this Society 

shall consist of Active Members, Associate 
Members, and Honorary Members. 

Sec. 2. Active Members shall be persons 
professionally engaged in the practice or 
teaching of wildlife management, in wildlife 
administration, in wildlife research, or in 
graduate study of these subjects, who are 
graduates of a school approved by the Coun- 
cil, or who, in the opinion of the Council, 
have acquired an understanding of wildlife 
management principles and techniques com- 
parable with that required by a school ap- 
proved by the Council. 

Sec. 3. Qualifications of applicants for 
Active Membership shall be passed upon by 
a standing committee of five members who 
shall be nominated by the Council and



elected by the Society at its annual meeting; 
three members of the committee to be elected 
in odd numbered years, two members in even 
numbered years, to hold office for two years 
each. Election of applicants for Active Mem- 
bership shall be made by the Council from 
among those recommended by the Member- 
ship Committee. 

Sec. 4. Any person may become an Asso- 
ciate Member upon recommendation of two 
Active Members and acceptance by the Sec- 
retary. 

Sec. 5. Honorary Members shall be per- 
sons who, upon the unanimous recommenda- 
tion of the Council and a two-thirds vote 
at any stated meeting of the Society, are thus 
recognized for their distinguished service or 
outstanding achievement in the field of Wild- 
life Management. 

Sec. 6. Only Active Members shall be en- 
titled to vote, to hold office, and to represent 
the Society officially. All classes of mem- 
bers shall receive the journal and such other 
publications of the Society as the Council 
may direct. 

ARTICLE IV — Officers. 

Sec. 1. The officers of the Society shall be 
a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, 
and a Treasurer. 

Sec. 2. The officers shall be elected annu- 
ally from among the Active Members, shall 
be eligible for re-election, except that the 
President and Vice-President shall not suc- 
ceed themselves, and shall perform their du- 
ties until their successors qualify. Officers 
shall be elected by a majority vote at the 
annual meeting and their official terms shall 
commence at the close of the meeting at 
which they are elected. 

Sec. 3. The President shall preside at 

2



| meetings of the Society, shall be Chairman 
of the Council, shall appoint all Committees, 
except the Membership Committee, including 
those established by the Council, and perform 
other duties incident to his office. 

Sec. 4. In the absence of the President or 
in his inability to act, his duties shall be as- 
sumed by the Vice-President. In the event 
neither one can serve, the Council shall ap- 
point a President pro tempore. 

Sec. 5. The Secretary shall be the Execu- 
tive Officer of the Society under the general 
direction of the Council. He shall issue no- 
tices of annual or special meetings of the 
Society. A report covering his activities 
during the preceding year shall be made by 
him to the Society at its annual meeting. 

Sec. 6. The Treasurer shall be respon- 
sible for all funds of the Society except per- 
manent funds held in trust and shall be 
bonded in suitable amounts as decided by the 
Council and at the Society’s expense. His 
accounts shall be audited at the close of each 
year as directed by the President before pre- 
sentation at the annual meeting of the So- 
ciety. 

Sec. 7. Vacancies among the officers shall 
be filled by vote of the Council from among 
the Active Members for the unexpired term 
of the office. 

ARTICLE V— Council. 
Sec. 1. The Society shall be governed by 

a Council composed of the President, Vice- 
President, Secretary, Treasurer, and at least 
one representative from each of the Regions 
as defined in the By-laws. The Regional 
Representatives shall be elected annually, 
shall be eligible for re-election and shall take 
office at the close of the annual meeting fol- 
lowing their election. 

3



Sec. 2. The Council shall appoint the 
Editor; shall have power to fill vacancies 
occurring in its numbers; shall recommend 
to the Society for action By-laws not incon- 
sistent with this Constitution and shall per- 
form such other duties as are herein pre- 
scribed. Not less than one-half of the Mem- 
bers of the Council shall constitute a quorum. 

ARTICLE VI— Meetings. 

Sec. 1. The Society shall hold an annual 
meeting and such other meetings as the 
Council may direct at places and dates se- 
lected by them. Due notice of such meetings 
shall be given by the Secretary at least thirty 
days in advance. 

Sec. 2. Resolutions passed at a meeting 
of the Society by less than a majority of its 
Active Members shall represent the majority 
opinion of the meeting, but shall not be bind- 
ing on the Society unless subsequently ap- 
proved by the Council. 

ARTICLE VII — Sections. 

Sections of the Society may be authorized 
by the Council upon petition of ten or more 
Active Members. Sections may adopt neces- 
sary By-laws, providing that no part of them 
shall conflict with the Constitution of this 
Society. A report of its activities shall be 
presented by each section at the annual meet- 
ing of the Society. 

ARTICLE VIII — Dues and Funds. 
Sec. 1. The annual dues of Active Mem- 

bers shall be $5.00 and of Associate Mem- 
bers, $3.00. No dues shall be charged Hon- 
orary Members. 

Sec. 2. Annual dues shall be payable from 
January 1 in advance. Members in arrears 
shall forfeit their rights and privileges and 
shall receive no publications until such dues 
are paid. 

4



Sec. 3. All monies accruing to the Society 
received for undesignated purposes shall 
constitute the Permanent Trust Fund, the 
proceeds from which shall be utilized to 
carry forward the work of the Society as 
directed by a three-fourths vote of the Coun- 
cil. In the absence of such direction, this 
income shall be reinvested by the Trustees. 

Sec. 4. Bequests, grants, or trusts made 
for the purpose of advancing the field of 
Wildlife Management and/or The Wildlife 
Society, may be accepted by the Society, pro- 
viding the Council shall have first favorably 
considered the objects and specifications set 
up by the trust. These shall be placed in 
the Permanent Fund. 

Sec. 5. The Permanent Trust Fund of the 
Society shall be controlled in trust by a 
board of three Trustees with power to sell 
and reinvest according to their judgment. 
One Trustee shall be elected at each annual 
stated meeting for a term of three years. 
In case of vacancies caused by suspension, 
resignation, or death, successors may be ap- 
pointed by the Council for the remainder of 
the term. The Trustees shall be bonded in 
suitable amounts as directed by the Council 
and at the Society’s expense. 

ARTICLE IX — Amendments. 
The Constitution may be amended by a 

two-thirds vote of the Active Members of the 
Society, replying by ballot to a notice of the 
proposed amendment. Such notice must be 
submitted to all voting Members at least 
thirty days previous to the closing date for 
the receipt of ballots. Amendments may be 
referred to the Society for action either by 
a two-thirds vote of the voting Members at 
any stated annual meeting, or by a favorable 
vote of at least two-thirds of the Council. 

5



BY-LAWS 

I. Election of Officers. 

The President shall appoint a nominating 
committee, which shall recommend to the 
Society candidates for each office. Members 
shall have the privilege of nominating addi- 
tional candidates from the floor before the 
ballot for each office. In case a ballot does 
not result in a majority for any candidate, 
subsequent ballots shall be limited to those 
two candidates receiving the largest number 
of votes on the previous ballot. Ten per 
cent of the Active Members of the Society 
shall constitute a quorum. 

II. Election of Council. 

Representatives to the Council shall be 
chosen, one from each of the following Re- 
gions: 

Region 1: 

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa- 
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New 
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, 
Delaware, District of Columbia, and West 
Virginia. 

Region 2: 

Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Ca- 
rolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala- 
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. 
Region 3: 

Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana. 

Region 4: 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, 

Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, and Kansas. 

6



Region 5: 

Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Okla- 
homa. 

Region 6: 

Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, 
Nevada, and Utah. 

Additional Regions may be established for 
similar representation upon approval by the 
Council. Representatives to the Council shall 
be elected in each Region by any plan ac- 
ceptable to the Council. 

III. Order of Business. 

The order of business at the annual stated 
meeting, unless changed by a two-thirds vote 
of the Active Members present, shall be as 
follows: 

1, Reading and approval of the minutes 
of the previous meeting. 

2. Report of the Secretary. 

3. Report of the Treasurer. 

4. Report of Regional Representatives 
and Sections. 

5. Appointment of temporary committees. 

6. Report and recommendations by the 
Council. 

7. Action on business reported by the 
Council. 

8. Reports of committees. 

9. New and unfinished business. 

10, Election of officers. 

IV. Delinquents. 

The names of members whose dues are in 
arrears for two years shall be presented to 
the Council for action. 

Z
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V. Fiscal Year. 

The fiscal year of the Society shall end 
December 31. 

VI. Editor. 

The Editor shall be appointed by the Coun- 
cil. He shall serve for one year ,or until his 
successor is appointed, and shall be respon- 
sible for all matters relating to the publica- 
tions of the Society, subject to such restric- 
tions as may be imposed by the Council. 

VII. By-laws. 

By-laws may be adopted, amended, or re- 
pealed at any annual meeting by a majority 
vote of the Active Members present. 

8



The Wilélite sectety 

Aeticle 1, naam 

Seetion 1. 

The name of the organisation shall be the Mortheaet Section of 
The Wildlife declety. 

Avticle 2, JURISDICTION 

Seetion 1, ; 

The Merthoact Section of The “Aldlife Society shall be composed 
of members whose nag eager amy eg t  Nyge a 
Soalety, compricing the states of Maine, New » Yormont, 

‘ Maceaghusetta, Nhode Ieland, connecticut, New York, New Jersey, 
Penneylvania, “est Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and the 
District of Golunbia, 

Article 3, MuMBERCHIP " 

oF tevtion 1. 

Memberohip of the Section shall consist of two greden, Active 
and Associate, as defined in the constitution of The “ildlife 
foolety. 

‘ Section 2. ; 

; ALL Active Members of The Wildlife Seciety under the jurisdiction 
of this Section shall be eligible to Active membership in the 

Sections 

Section 3. 

; All Associate members of The Wldlife Society umler the juris- 
diction of this Section shall be eligible to Asseeiate membership 

in the Section. 

Section 4, 

All eligibles for sembership in the Section shall »e billed for 
Seetion dues by the Secretary-Treacurer and shell become members 
of the Section in good stending upon the payment of the first 

year's dues, 

Section 5. 

Only Active members shall hold office, represent the Section ! 
officially or be appointed to Standing Committesa but doth | 

elasces of members ahall be entitled to 211 other rights and 
privileges. | 

by
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Section 6. 

j Nemes of members more than two years in arrears in Society or 
Section dues shall de preented to the Mxecutive Committee for 

: sction. 

Article 4. O”ricgre 

feetion 1. 

The officers of the Northeast “ection of The "Wildlife Soetety 
shell be « Chairman, » Vice-Chairman ani « “ecretary-Treasurer, 

Seetion 2. 

The officers shall be elected annually from among the Active 

Members of the Section by s plurality vote of the members present 

at the annual meeting, Their official term: shsll comence at 

the close of the meeting at which they ore elected and they shell 
perform their duties until their successors qualify. 

Seetion 3. 

Twenty members in good standing in the “ection shall constitute 
a quorum for the election of officers. 

Seetion 4. 

The Chairman shall preside at all meetings of the Section, and 
of the Mxeeutive Committee, shall appoint 11 Committees except 
the Executive Comittee and perform other duties inetfent to 
his cffice. He shall call one regular meeting of the “ection 

each year. He shall act as liaison officer betwoon the “ection 

and the Sosiety. 

Section S. 

; The Vice-Chairman shall assume the duties of the Chairmen in his 
j absence or inability to act. In the event that neither one can 

; 4 serve, the Sxeoutive Committee ehall appoint a Temporary Chair 
man until the next regular annual mecting. 

i 

' Section 6. 

The Seoretery-Tressurer shall issue notices of the onnual meeting, | 

shall keep the minutes of the annual meeting and of meetings of , 

the ixeoutive Committee, conduct general correspondence and act | 

as custodian of records, A report covering hia activities of the 

previous year shall: be made by him to the Section at ite annual 

meoting. 

Ag Treasurer he shell collect all membership dues and be custodian 

of all funds of the Section, All expenditures other than for 

portage and stationery sust receive written approval of the
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; Chairman of the Section, Me shall sutsit his bocke and accounts 
to audit at the regular annusl mooting and shell present ean onnual 
repert of the financial status of the Seetion ot the regular 

' amnusl meting. Suth audit and report ehell cover the period 
ef the previous ealendar year, He shall serve without bond, 

fection 7. 

: Voeancies among the officers shall be filled by vote of the 
Sxecutive Committe: from among the Active Moxbers for the i | 
unexpired term of the office, 

Articole 5, EXESUTIVR comrrrs 

Seetion 1. 

The Section shall be governed by an Uxequtive Comittee composed 
of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, “ecretary-Treasurer, the retiring 
Ghadrean ani four menbere at ihhge vo be elected fron enone the 
Aotive members for two year t » two members at large being 
elected at each onmnual meeting. The *eglonel Representative f 
of The “11dlife "celety for Region 1 shall be on ex-officio 
nenber of the “xceutive Comittee, 

Section &, : 

The ixecutive Committee shall be responsible for the affairs of { 
the Seotion and decide policies and procedures between the 
Annual meetings of the Seetion. | 

Seetion 3. 

Five members choll constitute a quoram for meetings of the 
Yxecutive Committee. 

: Section 4. : 

: The Sxecutive Committee shall fill vacancies occurring in ite 
nembers, shall recomend Amendments in the By-lers to the Seetion 
for action, shall set the time and place of regular mectinge 
with due consideration to the recommendations of the i 
Committee, and hell perform such other duties as : 

by in these by-laws. ™ : 

Article 6. TANDING COMMITTars 

Section 1, : 
; : 

There shall be two “tending Comuittees & the “ection: 

Fé I, The Program Comittee | 

II. The Yesolutione Committee | 
} 

|
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ke The Program Committee 

The Program Coumittee shall recommend the time 

" gil place of the snnusl meeting to the xecutive 
Committee through the Chairman not less than 

: two months before the date suggested for the 
mogting. It shall formulate the program for 

. the meeting.ané attend to 41] necessery orrenge- 
mente in connection with the meeting. 

B. The Peselutions Comittee 

The Resolutions Committee shall formilate and 
tring before the onnual meeting any formal 
expression of opinion or policy which the 
Seotion my desire to approve and meke a matter 
of record. ; 

Seetion 2. 

Sanding Committees shall be appointed by the Chairman of the 

Seetion who shall alee designate the Chaimmen of each Coumittee. 

Tho Chaimman of the Section shall be an ex-officio member of 

all “banding Committees, ‘the term of service of *tanding 

Committees shall end with the presentation of the Committee 
Report at the annual mecting. 

i Notion 3, 

‘ No standing coumittee shall exvend monies or incur any financial 

obligations whetcoever without written authorization by the 
Ruequtive Committee in the form of a letter from the Chairman of 

; the Section to the Chairgan of the Committee. 

 Apbiele 7. SPROTAL GomErrras 

Section 1. 

i Special counittees may be appointed by the Chairmen of the 

Seetion to investigate and report upon special interests of the 

Seetion. The chairman of such committees, duration of term, 

the position of the Section Chairmen as ex-officio member, 

and use of Section funds by the Committee shall be handled es 

with “tanding Committees, 

Section f. 

authority to act for the Section in matters involving policy 

shall not be delegated to any comaittes, group, or individual, 

except by unanimous vote of the full ‘xecutive Committee, 

Article 8, MaTINas , 

fection 2. 

The Section shall hold an enmnual meeting at euch place ant tim . 

as determined by the Uxecative Committees. Sue notice of sush
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meeting shall be given by the Seeretary-Trescurer at least 
thirty days in advance, 

“estion 2, 

Meetings of the Executive Committee may be ealled by the Ghairman 
of the Seetion at sueh plages and times as he deem necessary, 

a Section 3. 

Reaolutions, amendments to the by-laws, or petitions passed at 
a mocting of the Seetion by less than « majority of ite Members 
shall represent the majority opinion of the meeting, but shall 
not be binding on the Teetion unless subsequently approved by 
the ‘xesutive Committee. 

Avticle 9, MMensHIP DUES 

: Seotion 1. 

Aunual Seotion dues of one dollar shall be levied on 21) 
. mombexs, Annual duee are payable from January firet in advance. 

Section 8. ' 

Member in arrears shall forfeit al] rights and privileges in 
the affaires of the Section, | 

' Awbiele 20, AKeemeants 

Seotion 1. ) 

These by-laws may be amended at an annual mooting, of by letter | 
ballot, by a two-thirds vite subject to the limitation | 
set forth in Section 3 of Article @ and “ection 2 of thie ortiéle. 

Seetion 2. ane. 

Written notice of ail proposed anendments to the by-laws to be 
voted at « meeting shall be sent te oll members of the Section 
by the Secretary~Treneurer at least tee weeks in sdvanee of the 
meeting. 

| 

|



Y Me WELDLEFS SOCLery 

OFFICE OF THE SRORETARY ¢/o National Park Service, 
Washington, D. GC. 

: April 18, 1958, 

LETPER TO OFFICERS AID REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: 

Dear Sirs: 

A mumber of impotent matters have arisen during the two months elapsing 
since tho anme). meeting ani, on President Allen is away fron his office for 
several months, it devolves on the Secretary te take up this business with 
you end other manbers of the Council. 

Because many persons are in the field during the swmer seasa <- coum 
selves included «« the next four or five woeks seans the opportume time to 
revitalise our campsign for members, ‘he growth of the Seclety has now 
slowed dom to fau or five applicents a week and, as there are surdly many 
others who should be interested in actively supporting the work and aims of 
the organization, it is up to us to do everything we can to tering the oppor- 
tunity to their attention, 

ieellent results ensued last year from the efforts of Hegional Repre- 
sentatives to wing in new members. “Some need more urging; others need 
SE Oo ee ee a oe The local man can usually accom 
plish more with brief ee eee ee oe ee oe Cee 
and may be comparatively uimom herefore, prepared a complete 
ane Ladd eh aienbanen Uh pear tala see tine teas Gk, dndee we oat rele, 
prethedwea A sayrare mg Bodh = magne Aye og stowmgpaeigl fh 
the membership rolla, You will doubtless note the names of mny with whom 
you are persmally acquainted who should be in the Society. ‘ny ection you 
ean teke in this matter will be mush appreciated. 

It ia resliszed that the task of getting out om individual lotter to oach 
person on this list may well be impossibly large for your facilities. It has 
ocourred to mo that s followup fom letter fran this Office would be just as 
effective in the majority of cases and with thia in mind I suggest the follow 
ing: that you check with a distinctive mark the names of prospects on the 
enclosed lists, to indicate those to whom you will be able to wite during 
the next few weeks, ‘The carbon copy would then be returned to mo and I would 
send 2 mimeograyhod letter to the names remining unghecked, 

In cage you wish to shift some of this load back to me, please retum 
the marked list within a few days, together with your eritical. suggestions 
on the enclosed draft of a letter to these prospects, You are, of course, 
free to use the letter, or my portions of it, in your om part of the
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Under separate cover you are also boing sent a supply of revised General 
Statements of information concerning the Society. Because last year’s Stato~ 
mont seemed to be effective, it has been brought up to date and, for econany, 
slightly condensed to gat it down to fuo full pages. ‘the old Statements re~ 
maining on hand may be throm away. 

You are requested to give consideration te and eament on, the recent 
request of the Union of American Biclogiealal Sooleties, of which The Wildlife 
Society is a manber, for a donation of from ten to fifty dollars to assiat in 
See rant wnt Cremsins cumnats of the Uien, Presumably the other members 
have received yequestse. ‘The sole response that has come te my mow 
ledge is that of the Society of Mumalogists, vhose treasurer hes no authority 
to make such on expenditure and has informed the Union that the matter must 
be referred to the Council at its amu) meeting noxt July. Please give me 
your opinion on the following or other courses: 

le Donate a voted amount of money. 

&. lefuse to donate anything. 

Se Defer action until the Council assembles, presumbly , 
next Vebruary, to discuss the matter. 

The above covers the tw matters of business that should receive attention 
as 800m as possible. 48 the Society does net yet have a house organ, a resume 
of new via this letter my serve to keep you up-toedate on affairs, 

1. The April issue of the Journal 1s expected to be off the press in 
about a week. Cnly moxbers in good standings ise., who have paid their dues, 
will receive it. It will contain various reports presented at the Baltimore 
necting, a9 well as « description of the mesting itself. Also, the Journal 
will contain a complete List of the officers, coemittees and active and ase 
sociate manbers, complete to Merch 10. A Limited nunber of copies of this 
list of 20 pages will also be made up as a separate with covers ani one will 
be supplied upon request to each officer of the Society. A gherge, the smount 
to be determined later, will be made to others, Publieation of this List 
will be a source of mich satisfaction to my who have anticipated its use | 
fulness for a number of months. 

& The matter of the status of paid-up and delinquent members is brought 
to mind by the preceding. nly two or three resignations have been received 
Retttiod of thade: cee nit nthe Sine han Giagesh eines muhers wave 

; notified of their status (essociate or active) it may be asmmod that most 
of the extrem expressions of dissatisfaction have been registered. To date, 
only six members clested to ‘Active membership have requested Associate manber- 
ship «= chiefly for financial reasons, About 500 members have paid their 1938 
walk peewaaa? cenee co eta ee The non-appesranse of the Journal 
will probably serve as sufficient to most of thie mmber so that the | 
treasurer will be pleasantly busy receiving dues during the next months 

|
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Se The persamel of the committees on on Profesaional 
seendenty enh on emmngumabe ter tp 100 teetine an Wk ee te eee 
Comittes, have been appointed and have indieated aeceptance, (is the come 

plete List wild pear soo in the Journ: spase need aot be used hare in 
enumerating names). The Comittee of most probable long-range importaxce to 
the Society, that on Professional Standards, is just beginning to function 
under the chaimmuahip of Rudolf Bennitt. Several mambers of the Council 
have written valuable opinions bearing on the Committee's and I an 

: case Sty Mandes oak Me oceatbe outed Os gant to lone emmenactoas ox Sen 
from others. 

It alse goes without saying that sny eriticiems or suggestions regard~ 
ing my own share in the Society's work would be greatly apreciated. 

y 
Pi Teg e a Ligh, a 

Vistor H,. Ouhelane, 
Seeretary, 

The Wildlife Seclety. 

iuelosure



DRAFT 

Dear 3 

During the past year officers of The Wildlife Society have written you 

about the organization ani, because of your interest in the field, the pos- 

sibility that you would like to join it. 

Possibly the letter or letters have not reached you. Perhaps you were 

unable at the time to take any action me to a superabundance of financial 

problems that sometimes gang up on all of us. We cannot believe you were 

uninterested, however, and therefore ask for a little of your time and at- 

tention. 

The Wildlife Society has now bem a going, live organization for more 

than two years, It is the professional group established for the purpose 

of raising and solidifying the standards of the profession, and for develop- 

ing all types of wildlife management along sound biological lines. The 

Joumel of Wildlife Management has set a standard too frequently neglected 

by wildlife publications; that of quality rather than number of articles, 

"Ding" Darling, president of the General Wildlife Federation, wrote im- 

mediately after the Joumel began publication that "there is sufficient value 

in the first volume to be worth several thousand dollars to those who read 

and apply it to the game management areas under their supervisione"” Dr. 

Charles Elton, head of the famous Bureau of Animal Populations at Oxford, 

England, stated in a more recent number of the Joumal of Animal Ecology, 

"The impression left (by the Journal of Wildlife Management) is of soundness, 

both in contribution and in editing, and of considerable freshness and 

promise in attitude."
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We feel that, with better acqusintance, you would wish to help in the 

publication of the Journal and to further other objectives of the Society by 

joining in the enterprise. Herewith is a hearty invitation. Associate 

Membership is only $3.00 per year. Mey we not have an affirmative response? 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H, Cahalane, : 
Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society.



THE WiLDLIFs SOCIETY 

April 16, 1us6 

PROGPOCTIVE BAMBEAS ~ Region I 

Adams, C. C., Dr, New York State Museum, Albany, Ne York, 
Adams, M. As, Soil Conservation Service, Norwich, New York, 
Adums, Z. By, Dr. 46 Cottage Furw Rd., Brookline, Mass, 
Agar, Ae J. 8..Ce Soy Spencer, West Virginia, 
Ahearn, J..D., Broome County Planning Com., Binghamton, N.Y. 
Albright, L. Russell, S. C.S., Newark, Delaware 
Aldous, C, M., Coburn Hall, Univ. of Maine, Orono, Maine, 
Allard, Harry A., 425 West Wing, U.S. Dept. of Agri., Wash., D.C. 
Alien, Theodore, 204 Cornell St., Ithaca, New York, 
Allison, Vernon C., Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey, 
Anderson, Wiiliam, Soil Conservation Service, Bath, New York, 
Andrews, Arthur allen, S62 Augustine St., Rochester, New York, 
Andrews, Justin, Prof,, Johns Hopkins Univ., 615 N. Wolfe St., 

Baltimore, Maryland, 
Alpeter, L. S.y S. Ce. 8., Burlington, Vermont, 
Apgar, Chas. 5., Jr., Penna, Game Com., Harrisburg, Penna, 
Archbold, Richard, American Museum of Natural History, New York,N.Y. 
Arnold, John R,, tye Sage Road, Ithaca, New York, 
Ash alfred We, Resettlement Adm., Trumansburg, New York, 
Ashley, Montague, F. Dr., 477 First Avenue, New York 
Atkinson, Harry W., 10 Bisnop Road, Guilford, Baltimore, Md, 
Ata, James We, los Reynolds Place, South Orange, New Jersey, 
Aylward, David, Mass, Fish & Game Ass'n,, Museum of Comparative 

Zoology, Cambridge, Mass. 
Badura, Joseph L., Resettlement Administration, Ithaca, New York, 
Baillie, James L. Jr., Royal Ontario Museum, Tomonto 5, Canada, 
Baker, Horace B., Dr., University of Penna., Philadelphia, Penna, 
Baneser, John S., White Mountain Nat'l Forest, Laconia, N. H. 
Burber, Clifiord W., Dr., N.¥,. State Veterinary Col., Ithaca, N.Y, | 
Barrett, Chas. H. Mey 1.3589 Valley Place Bebe, Washington, DBC. | 

Barrett, O. Wey Dives c/o Lo&.Green, 468 ®. Sath St., New York,N.Y. 

Barrows, Jack &,, National Park Service, Washington, D. C. 
Barsae, Philip, Box 207, State Coll-ge, Storrs, Conn. 
Bartsch, Paul, Dr., U.S. National Museum, Washington, D. C. 
Bassett, C, F., U. & Biological Survey, Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 
Batchelder, Chas. F., 7 Kirkland St., Cambriuge, Mass, 
Beach, William N., Room 1518, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
Beldon, Hoburt F., & Kellogg St., Windso:, Conn, 
Beldon, Stoddard, Box liso, Conn, Siate College, Storrs, Conn, 
Bell, Frank Te, U.S. Bur. of Fishericzs, Dept. of Com., Wash, D. Co 

Benkert, a. Me, S218 Baum Building, Pittsburgh, Penna. 

Bernier, B. &., Prof., Ste-Anmne de la Pocatiere, Quebec, Canada. 
Best, Alton Le, 5S. Ce Sey Rockville, Conn. 
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Bettinger, Ralph, Dept. of Fish & Gamd, Trenton, New Jersey, 

Beyea, Douglas, H., Camp S-7%, Port Byron, New York, 
Birdseye, Clarence, Birdseye Laboratories, Glouster, Mass, 
Birge, Ben,, Lorraine, New York 
Bishop, Sherman C., Dept. of Biology, Univ. of Rochester, 

Rochester, New York, 
Bissonnette, T. H., Prof., Trinity Colicge, Hartford, Cann. 

? Blakey, Harold L. Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. 
Bobbitt, 0, V., Camp SCS-Va-1i, Bera, Virginia. 
Bowdish, B, S., Demarest, N.J. 
Brackett, Lee ¥., Box 52, W. Falmount, Mass. 
Bradder, W. B., 383 Chapel Street, New Haven, Conn, 
Branchatd, Louis A., Leonardtown, Maryland, 
Brand, Irving, Emergency Conservation Committee, New York, N.Y. 
Brandreth, Courtenay, Ossining, New York. 
Breder, Chas. M., Jr., Aquarium, Battery Park, New York, N.Y. 
Brewer, George BE, Dr., 151 Sast 78th Street, New York, N.Y. 
Brooks, Alonzo B., Ogleby Park, Wheeling, West Virginia, 
B vown, Alice L, Dr., P.0. Box 1511, Washington, D, C. 
Buckingham, H. C., Jo State Div, of Forests, Court House, 

Cumberland, Maryland, 
Buwp, N. Marks, P.O. Box 110%, Binghsmton, New York, 

‘ Burgess, Thornton W., 61 Washington Road, Springfield, Mass. 
Burnham, John B., Essex, New York 
Burns, Frank L., Berwyn, Pennsylvania, 

) Cadwalader » Chas, M. B., Academy of Nat. Scivnces, Phila., Penna. 
Callenbach, BE. W., 106 Hort. Bidg., State Coliege, Penna, 
Caler, Harry G., 775 &. 3rd Street, Philadelphia, Penna, 
Calvert, Philip P., Prof., Univ. of Penna., Philaielphia, Penna, 

. Caubridge, Hlsie G., S802 Spuyten Deujvil Parkway, New York, N.Y. 
Cameron, Robert, Nowfivld, New York. 
Camp, Oswald E., Supt. Statue of Liberty Nat'l Monument, 

Fort Wood, New York, 
Campbell, Myron L., Soil Conservation Service, Bath, N.Y, 
Campbell, Robert S., Dr., Bureau of Reswarch, U.S. Forest Service, 

Washington, D. C. 
Carr, Willies H. Dr., American Museum of Natural History, New York. 
Carpenter, C.R., Dr., Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson, New York. | 
Caryl, Re. Ney 8. C. S., Bpencer, West Virginia, 
Chaffee, Robert, 162 South Main Street, Rutland, Vermont, 
Chase, G. T., Resettlement Adw., Shinhopple, N.Y. 
Cherry, Chas, L., Box 66, So. Carrer, Hass. 
Christian, J. J., 125 Pyne Hall, Princeton, N.J. 
Cicero, A. B., S24 NM, Burroughs St., State Coliege, Penna, 
Clancy, Hiward, Resettlement Adm., Cuba, New York, 
Clanton, We ley, Carnegie Museum, Pittsbugh, Penna. 
Clark, Arthur L, State Bd, of Fisheries & Game, Hartford, Conn. 
Clark, Bilton, Pomfret, Verwont, 
Clark, Leonard B,, Dept. of ees Union College, Schenectady ,N.Y. 
Clarke, Wa. C., Dr., Cornwall Bridge,. Conn. 
Clausen, Robert T., Bailey Hortorium, Sage Place, Ithaca, N.Y. 
Clawents, Co M., Se C. Ss, Clements, West Virginia, 
Cleve, Howard, New Brighten, Staten Island, N.Y., 
Coe, Howard He, P. 0. Box 70, Arcadia, R. I. . 
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Coddington, James W., University of Maryland, College Park, Md. 
Colbert, Howard J., 66% Deely Street, Pittsburgh, Penna, 
Collins, Heary He, Jr., 1:15 St. Mathews Place, Washington, D.C, 
Comsia, As M, 827 Milton St., Montrwal, Quebec, Canada. 
Condron, Thomas H., 51 Seba Avenue, Brooklyn, few York, 
Cook, Arthur, 120 Waite Avenue, Ithaca, N.Y. 
follins, A. J., 8. C. 8., Norwich, New York, 
Coolidge, Harold, Dr., Museum of Somparative Zoology, Harvard Uniy 

Cambridge, Mass, 
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Soderberg, Raymond, 160) que St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 
Spalding, Edward L., Kappa Sigma, Orono, Maine, 
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Spiker, Charles J., Branchport, N.¥. 
Spring, Samuel, Dean, College of Forestry, Syracuse, N.Y. 
Stabler, Robert M., Dept. of Zool., Univ. of Pas, Philu., Pa. 
Stackhouse, H. 8., Pa. Fish Com., Harrisburg, Pa. 
Stadlaeir, Albert, 16 Lake Pi., Pleasantville, W.J. 
Stevwle, 0. D., 503 School St,, Cambridge, Md. 
Stone, Harry H., ?.0.Box lU1, Sturbridge, Mass, 
Storer, Hoburt %., S22 Vose Ave., South Orange, N.J. 
Stray, Joseph W., 1o4-146 Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
stryser, Carol, 840 Btway, West New Brighton, Staten Island, N.Y, 

van, ldaurics, Junion Park Naturalist, Acadia National Park, 
Bar Harbor, Maine. 

Swope, Bugene, Dr., Roosevelt Bird Sanctuary, Oyster Bay, N.Y. 
Sykes, Ge Fe, Prot., 416 Huntingdon Ave., Boston, Kass, 
Tack, Peter I., Coxstock Hall, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, §.¥. | 
Taverner, Peas, National Museum, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 
Teal, Henry As, Conservation Dept., Albany, N.Y. 
Thoupson, Orient ¥,, Wildlife hanger, Acadia Hational Park, 

Bav Harbor, Haine. 
Thowpscn, Seton H., Bureau of Fisheries, Washington, D.C. 
Tinxer, sarl W., U. 8. Forest Servic., Washington, Db. Ce 
Toda, .8.Clyds, Dr., Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Torrey, Js. Albert State Gaue Fara, bast Sandwich, Hasse, 
Trask, Henry 0., 6. 8. Forest Service, futluna, Vermont. 
Trimble, Ruth, Miss., 308 Bicher Ave., Greenburg, Pa. 
Truitt, Ry F., Prof., University of Maryland, College Park, Md. 
Turbervilie, Herbert W., Harvard Forest, Petersham, Mass, 
Turner, Judd Cc. Pa, Game COs » Harcisburg, Pa. | 

Twomey, As Coy bavaegs Museum, Pitisburgh, Pa. 
‘ Ubier, Francis &., U.&. Biologicul Survey, Washington, D.C. 

Upton, Clyde B., Oglebay Park, Wheeling, W, Va. 
Urner, Charles A., 596 Westminister Ave., Hlizabeth, N.J. 
VanHuizen, Peter Sui RFD #1, Cawbricge, Maryland. 
VanNawe, Willard @., Dr., Aw. Hus, Nat. Hist., New York, H.Y¥. 
Vogt, Williams, 1775 Broadway, New York, N.Y. | 
Waleott, Frederic C., Hon., Norfola, Conn, 
Walker, He. Cay 8. Ge Bey ithaca, W.Ys 

Wallace, George J,, Pleasant Valley Sanctuary, Lenox, Mase, 
Walsh, Lester A., Wat'tl Ass'n. of Audubon Soc, 1775 Bway, N.Y. 
Walsh, J. Psy Resettlement Administration, Berns, N.Y. 
Walter, Phillip J., 8 C. 8., Moundsvilie, ¥. Va. | 
Warfel, H. B. Prof., Mass. State Coliege, amherst, Mass, 
Warthin, Aldre 8., Jr., VassarCollege, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
Weems, Carrington, &. Wall Street, N.¥., N.¥. 
Weisener, Oliver J., C.C.C. Camp $72, Glassboro, N.J. 
Wenrich, D. H., Profs, Univ. of Penn., Philadelphia, Pa. | 
Wessell, Charles Wellington, Bd.Game Com., Harrisburg, Pas. 
Wetmore, Alexander, Dr., U.S. National Museum, Wash,, D.C. 
Wetmore, Psyche W., Mrs., Bur. of Bio. Survey, Washington, D.C. 
Whaley, Ben., Secretary of Senator Byrnes, Senate Office Bldg. , 

Washington, D. C. 
| 

| 
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Whaley, Chester T., Gawe Managewont Superviser, Wakeficld, R.I. 
Wharton, William P., Groten» Mass, 
White, Brancis B., St, Paul's School, Condord, N.H. 
Whitney, As Ge, 26 Hawthorn St., Albany, N.Y. 
Williews, Alfred M., Jr., 514 West Taft St,, Bridgeport, Conn, 
Williams, Sawuel, Dr., University of P ttsburgh, Pittsbugh, Pa. 
Wolf, Louis Bes N.Y. Stute Con, Dept., Rome, NY. 

Wolfe, Reginald Aes Resettlement adm, Canton, Pas 

Wood, Albert &., br., Cape May Court ouse, New Jersey | 
Wood, Arthur, Supt., eee Wat'l For., Elkins, #. Va. 
Wood (2)Horace &,, Prof., versity of Newark, Newark, N.Js 
Woolworth, C. M., Animal Trap Co, of America, Litits, Pe. 
Wright, Albert H., Dr., Upland Road, Ithaca, N.Y. 
Young, Stanley .., Bur. of Biological Susy sie Washington, D. C. 
Youngren, Rs. Assy 8. Ce. Sey Moundsville, W. Va. 
file, Re Rey 8. Cc. Sey Burlington Vermont, 

éacchero, % Je, West Virginia Univ., Morgantown, Ws Vae 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY °/o NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Washington, D. C. 
April 11, 1938, 

2 14 495 
Mr. Ralph T, King, : 

Roosevelt Wildlife Station, 

Syracuse, New York, 

Dear Ralph: 

I am glad you reminded me in your letter of April 7 about the envelopes. 

We slipped up there -- after writing you we forgot to send them out. They 

are going by mail and as we must enter an order for paper, the stationery 

will start to you in about a weeks 

Please excuse this forgetfulness. 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H, Cahalane, 

Setretary, 
The Wildlife Society,



2 Marshall Memorial Building, 
Syracuse, New York, 

April 7, 1938, 

CARED aasieet Merwin , The life ys 
¢ Wational Park Service, 
Washington, D.C, | 

Dear Victor: | 

I have copied the names and addresses of the members of The 
Wildlife Soclety who are listed as residing in Region 1, from the lists 
which Dr, Allen gave me, 

I haven't done anything as yet with the list of prospects, 
but I hope to get at that job within the next week or so, I will be very 
glad to have a copy of the list which you mention, and will attempt to get in 
touch with each of these prospects one or more times during the year, I have 
a feeling that the membership in Region 1 can be considerably increased, 

So far, I have not received any of the envelones which you 
mentioned in an earlier letter, Zither they have gone astray in the mils, 
or perhaps you forgot to forward them, I haven't need for any additional 
stationery at this time, tut as I begin writing to these prospects it will 
probably go pretty fast, so if you care to, I suggest that you include a 
quantity of Letterheads along with the envelopes when you mall them, 

Sincerely yours, 

: Ralph f. King k 

Regional Director



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY c/o National Park Service, 

Washington, D. G, 

April 2, 1938, 

Mr. Ralph King, 

Roosevelt Wildlife Experiment Station, 

Syracuse, New York. 

Dear Ralph: 

When he was here last week, Dr. Allen told me that he had turned over 

to you his list of members of the Society which will also appear in the 

April issue of the Journal of Wildlife Management, He also gave you his 

list of Region I members of the Society of Wildlife Specialists in order 

that you could do some canvassing. 

There is besides a considerable list of other prospects, many of whom 

have not responded to the letter that was sent out to each one last years 

We are going to check this list and will have a copy made for your use, 

Perhaps you will be more successful in getting the die-hards into the 

organization. Any suggestions you have on the membership campaign or any 

other point would be gratefully received, 

Will you need any more Wildlife Society stationery in the near future? 

Sincerely yours, 

Ghrw- 
Victor H, Cahalane, 

Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society.
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Marshall Memorial Building, 
Syracuse, New York, 
April 7, 1938, 

Dr. A, A. Allen, j 
+ , 

Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New York, 

Deer Dr, Allens 

I am returning at thie time the membership liste which 
you were kind enough to loan me, I have opbted from these the names and 
adéresses of all members in this region, 

With your permission, I will keep the list of prospective 
members and the list of mewbers of the Socisty of Wildlife Specialists, 
I wish to check these two against the list which Cahalane is sending me in t 
the near future, Aa soon aa I have received his list end checked it against 
those you loaned ne, I will return them all to you. 

agperentty we covered sll of the questions raised in your | 
lettors of March 15th and 19th, when I emlled at your office, so there is ) 
no need of coing into those metters in thie letter, 

I will be clad to have a copy of the Membership Committee's | 
report when one is available, | 

Thanks for the time you gave me on my visit, ani I wish to | 
assure you again thet it ms not only 2 profitable but very pleasant visit, j 
I hope I may get down to Cornell again soon, and I also hope that whenever 
you are in the vicinity of Syracuse, you will plan to stom for a visit at 
the Station, . 

: Very truly yours, 

Ralph T, King 
Regional Representative 

|



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Yq. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 7 2 

i 

March 19, 1938 

Prof. Ralph T. King 
Marshall Memorial Bldg. 
Syracuse, New York 

My dear Doctor King: 

Thanks very much for offering to run over 
to Ithaca to talk over The Wildlife Society matters, and 
I certainly would be delighted to see you. I am plan- 
ning to start on a western trip the last of next week, 
however, and the only free day I have is Tuesday, the 
2ene.) LE 12g could come then, I should love to see 
you. I w be gone about a month and, therefore, if 
we could get together before I leave it would be very 
desirable. However, this is not giving you very much 
notice and I can well understand that you may have other 
commitments. 

I have been holding a letter which I wrote you 
a couple of days hoping to get another copy of Bump's 
report of the Membership Committee of The Wildlife So— 
ciety, but I am enclosing it with this letter and will 

; send you on that report when I receive another copy 
from Bump. In the meantime, I would appreciate your 
suggestions regarding the Committee on Standards. 

With kind regards, 

rthur A. Allen 
AAA:B President 

‘a é | 

ae md 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

March 16, 1938 

Prof. Ralph King y, 
Regional Director APR > y 
The Wildlife Society 8% 
Syracuse University 
Syracuse, New York 

Dear Professor King: 

Gardiner Bump, Chairman of our Membership Com- 
mittee, is anxious to have each memner of the Council 
advise on the suggestions made in the report of the 
Membership Committee which was read in abbreviated form 
at the Baltimore meeting. 

I find from the minutes of the Baltimore meeting 
that I am supposed to appoint a Committee on Standards, 
and I assume that the members of this Committee will re- 
port upon these suggestions, and others, that have a 
bearing on requirements for membership, as well as the 
training offered in the various colleges. I am sure, 
however, that the members of this Committee would like 
an expression of opinion from the members of the Council 
on this report of the Membership Committee. 

Tentatively, I am suggesting the following names 
for the Committee on Standards, and would appreciate from 
you suggestions as to any changes or additions to these 
names: 

Chairman, Bennitt 
Errington 
Leopold 
Wight 
Ruhl 
Stoddard 
Tarzwell or Hubbs 
Edminster or Trippensee 

If you will send me your suggestions as to the make-up 
of this Committee on Standards, as well as your sugges- 
tions on Bump's report, I will see that they get into 
the hands of the Chairman of the Standards Committee. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely “Sy ial 

A ; en 
AAA:B President
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ee March 31, 1938. 
f he 

ye Mr. Tioter M. Cahalane, 
? a The Wildlife Society, 

i 4 Matt Park Service, : 
; ie Washington, DR 

74 
re Dear Victor? 

" In the Light of the foresters and mammalogists' 
; experience, it seems that the Wildlife Society would not have 
mh mach to gain by accepting advertising in the JOURNAL. ‘This sort 

1} of thing is entirely foreign to my experience and as far as I om 
r concerned I should be willing to abide by the decision of the 

' editor and treasurer, MeAtee is the fellow that hes made the 
JOURNAL the success that it is and has undoubtedly had more expert- 
erice in this type of work than any other member of the Soclety. 
If he doesn't favor the acceptance of advertising, then neither do 
I, 1% seems wb would have so little to gain and that it would 
involve so much additional trouble on the part of the editor that 
it would be rather short-sighted in us to make the acceptance of 
advertising a part of the Society policy. 7 

I will not say anything in this letter relative to the 
; er from ScAs Affaire which was appended to your last letter, 

I will write you a this sometime next week. 

Vory truly yours; 

| “RALPH, KING, Director 

a 

AW vere



THE WILDLIFS soot my ee ee 

OFFICER GF THE SZORETARY 0/o National Park Serviee 
aghington, De S. 

‘ Merch £1, 1936, 

LSTPR YO THe CONN: 
Map 

Dear Sirs: us 

We have received by reference from the WMitor, a request of Dre Re Be 
Trippensee of Massachusetts state College with regard to the purchase of 
Sele ne spase in the Journcl of Wildlife Mamgemant, Nie cormmmication 

owes t 

“Just a Line to ask about the possibility of buying adver= 
tising spece in the Journal. The Compony whigh is inquiring ex 
pects to sell equipment used in wildlife research and is inter- 
ested in full page and half page spase, preferably on the inside 
of the covers of the magazine, As I am connected with thie Company 
they have asked me to inquire sbout the possibility of advertising. 
May I hear from you about this at your earliest convenience?” 

Dre Tripponssee has bee informa that a definite reply will be made as 
seen 4s the Goncensus of opinion of the Council ie received. Reference of 
this matter to the Councdl seus advisable because this is a new policy mate 
ter that has not previously come up for decision. Yor your guidence and in- 
formation I asked an opinion from the office of the Axecutive Secretary, 
seelety of American Foresters, and from the Troasurer, Smeriean Society of 
Mumalogiste, if advertising in their respective publications carried ap- 
preeiable retums te the Society. iilr. CLepper of the Society of Amrican 
Foresters ia out of tom but his secretary etated that she believed that 
advertisements bring in "sew returnt.” Miss chentz, Treasurer of the 

iumoalogi sts informed mo that the Society has run a few advertisenents 
_ Chiefly as an accomodation to worthwhile advertisers, She said that the 
relatively smijl fees perhaps offset trouble osensioned the Miter. ‘The 
problem of filling spsce is decreased if advertisers engage the same space through 
the entire year. 

I pelieve that itor MeAtee's unofficial opinion is thet advertiaing 
is likely to result in more trouble then it will be wawth to the Treasury. 

Maclosed for your information is cepy of a snail portion of the minutes of 
the meetings of the Smeutive Jeasion of the Society of ‘merigan Foresters’ Council



of December 12, 1937. It is of particular interest to us as the “other 
organization” in The Wildlife Society. ‘the remarke were made by an Associate 
Monber of our om groupe : 

Sineverely yours, 

KEE 

Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society. 

Enelosure



EXCERPT FROM "S,.A.F. AFFAIRS" VOL. 4 NO, 2 FEBRUARY 1938 

Mr. John Coffman: There were two topics mentioned in the President's 

; report this morning to which I wish to make brief reference: The first is 

the attitude of the Society to wildlife as a part of forestry, I am afraid 

that the present attitude of the Society is driving the wildlife technicians, 

who do have a background of forestry, into another organization which is more 

limited in scope and is largely composed of biologists who do not have the 

forestry training which in any event is essential, in my judgment, to the 

proper management of wildlife in forest areas. In my judgment, wildlife is 

en integral part of forestry and in forestry schools should be included as 

a@ part of the reguler training in forestry, whether for recreational or 

commercial forestry purposes. A knowledge of animal ecology as well as of 

plant ecology, and their interrelationship in the management of forested 

lends, is essential for the balanced training of every forester, and any 

forestry curriculum which fails to include such training is lacking just 

that much of the proper training of a practical forester. For that reason I 

would like to enphasize the need for closer coordination of the forestry 

schools and profession with a sympathetic attitude toward wildlife management 

' in connection with forest lands, and a welcome into the Society of American 

Foresters of wildlife men with a forestry background, rather then an attitide | 

which will induce then to form their om organization with considerable | 

variance to forestry principles and objectives. |
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Bureau of Entomology & Plant Quarantine P 

Washington, D. C. 

: March 16, 1938. 

Mr. Vietor H, Cahalane, 
Secretary, The Wildlife Society, 
c/o National Park Service, 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Mr. Cahalane: 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letters of March 4 addressed 
to the Bureau of Plant Industry and the Bureau of Entomology and 
Plant Quarantine transmitting copy of a resolution passed at the 
recent annual meeting of the Wildlife Society. It is noted that 
the Society is interested in a diseased condition in persimmon 
trees which has been found in a portion of the State of Tennessee 
and recommends that steps be taken by Federal, state, and private 
agencies to control and prevent the spread of this disease. 

Little is known about this disease at this time, It was brought 
to the attention of the Department about a year ago and the Bureau of | 
Plant Industry, it is understood, has been keeping it under observation 
since that time. That Bureau is making such studies of this problem as | 
are practicable with the funds available in the hopo of learning how . 

. the disease is transmitted, where it came from, and what steps may be | 
taken to control or exterminate it. This Bureau is planning to cooperate ! 
with the Bureau of Plant Industry in these studies by making observations 
to determine whether insects have a part in the transmission of this 
disease from tree to tree. 

Meantime there seems little that can be done at this time except 
to go ahead with the research work. Until more is known about the | 
disease it is difficult to plan an extermination or control program. 
It is understood certain officials of the State of Tennessee are in- 
terested in this problem and are also keeping in touch with developments. 

Yours very truly, 

(SGD) Lee A. Strong | 
Chief of Bureau. |



On Friday, March 11, I attended a conference on the persimmon 
; wilt disease, held at the biology building, University of Tennesseee 

The purpose of this conference was to make known the information 
gathered thus far by the Bureau of Plant Industry, regarding char~ 

acteristics of the disease and the manner in which it workse 

Dre Beattie, of the Bureau of Plant Industry, gave a very good 
description of the disease, its symptoms and methods of controle 
According to Dre Beattie, the disease is caused by the fungus 
Cephalasporium and the first symptoms are wilted leaves and black 
streaks in the woods After the leaves have wilted, they turn from 
green to yellow before dying with the rest of the trees The fungus 
spreads through the persimmon very rapidly once the tree is at- 
tacked; and after the tree is dead, spore deverlopment is likewise 
very rapid and prolifice 

It is not yet known how the spores are carried from one tree 
to another, but it is believed that wind is the principal distrib- 
uting agents; at least the fact that the wilt works from the top 
of the persimmon downward would indicate as much» 

So far as is known, the only counties in which this disease 
is known are: Davidson, Cannon, Rutherford, Williamson, Maury, 
DeKalb and Wilsone All of these counties are in the Cumberland 
Valley and lie in the vicinity of Nashville, and Lebanon, Tennesseee 
The wilt has not beam found in the Tennessee Valley to datee 

All efforts to determine where the disease came from have 
d failed; it behaves like an introduced disease but there is no 

record af its occurrence elsewhere in the United States and 
} just how it came to show up where it has, if it is an exotic 

disease, is something unknown at this timee 

For control of this wilt, Dre Beattie reconmends cutting 
and burning the infected treese The burden of eradication 
rests on the State and the State Forestry Division has accepted 
control responsibilitiese
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Maroh 14,1938, 7 

Mr, Victor H, Cahalane, 
% National Park Service, : 

: Pashingtoa, D.C, 

Dear Victor: ; 

| Thank you for your letter of March 7th,and although T 
| sopreciate the honor that has deen shown me, I am not too sure that 
| I am thankful for the extra work it entails, I knew, of course, that 

Dr, Allen dould not continue as Regional Representative in Region 1, 

but I had no iden thet the job was going to fall to me, I am afraid 

the number of votes I received in the November election was due largely 

to the feeling on the part of the men in this rogton that I, as a 

noweomer, should be treated as nice as possible. ‘ | 

Anyway, I am glad to serve the Society in this capacity, and | 
wish to ageure you ant the other officers that I will do my best 

during the coming year, Bennit had sent me a card indicating that this 

jod would fall to me, but stating that I would got the details from you, 

go I wasn't certain as to what had happened until I received your letter, 

I haven't heard from Dr, Allen yet, but no doubt will shortly 

and, anyway, I am planning to spend a day at Cornell some time next week, 

AS soon as I have had an opportunity to telk matters over with Dr, Allen, 

{ will write you again and if I can be of service in any way to the 

Society or to you as Secretary, please do not hesitate to call on me, 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Very truly yours, a 

i Ralph T. King, Director 
ROOSEVELT WILDLIFE FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

MAp 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY c/o National Park Service, 9 I 
Washington, D. C, 83g 

March 7, 1938. 

Mre Ralph King, 

Roosevelt Wildlife Station, 
Syracuse, New York, 

Dear Ralph: 

Due to Dr, Allen's graduation to the position of President of The 

Wildlife Society, it is my duty and pleasure to inform you that you 

are chosen as the Regional Representative, Region I, You may remember 

that the ballot of last November stated that a second choice should be 

indicated for use in the event that the elected representative should 

become ineligible or unable to serve out his term. 

You were the runner-up for the Northeast Region. Dr, Allen is going 

to send to you the letterheads marked "Office of the Regional Representa- 

tive" and as he will continue to need his stock of envelopes, I am sending 

a supply from here. I am also asking Dr, Allen to forward to you his list 

of members in Region I, including addresses, As this List was not quite 

up to date, you will find enclosed a supplement which with that from Dr. 

Allen will give you a complete file, Also enclosed are a couple of copies 

of the list of Active Members to date, You will note a few corrections. 

Associate is written beside the names of three who preferred to remain in 

that classification. 

I am also asking Dr, Allen to send to you the various lists of prospects 

for Region I, These lists are of some age but by eliminating the names of 

those who are now members, you will have a fairly complete list of those who 

have been sent invitations to join and have not accepted. This will be 

brought completely up to date in a few weeks so that you will have an accurate 

list. Anything you can do to follow up on some of these people who should 

be members will be much appreciated. I would, of course, like to have from 

you any suggestions for increasing the membership or ways in which the 

Society can serve its memberse 

Please inform me if there is any further way in which I can assist youe 

Good luck to the new Regional Representatives 

Sincerely yours, 

LewteNhebnwe— 
Victor H, Cahalane, 

Secretary, 

Bactoauve The Wildlife Society.



The Constitution and By-laws of 

CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLE I— Name. 

The name of this Society shall be The 
Wildlife Society. 

ARTICLE II — Objectives. 

The principal objectives of the Society 
shall be: (1) Establishment of professional 
solidarity and the maintenance of the high- 
est possible professional standards; (2) de- 
velopment of all types of wildlife manage- 
ment along sound biological lines; (3) pub- 
lications to effect these ends; and (4) pro- 
tection of the interests of its members. 

ARTICLE III — Membership. 

Sec. 1. The membership of this Society 
shall consist of Active Members, Associate 
Members, and Honorary Members. s 

Sec. 2. Active Members shall be persons 
professionally engaged in the practice or 
teaching of wildlife management, in wildlife 
administration, in wildlife research, or in 
graduate study of these subjects, who are 
graduates of a school approved by the Coun- 
cil, or who, in the opinion of the Council, 
have acquired an understanding of wildlife 
management principles and techniques com- 
parable with that required by a school ap- 
proved by the Council. 

Sec. 3. Qualifications of applicants for 
Active Membership shall be passed upon by 
a standing committee of five members who 
shall be nominated by the Council and



elected by the Society at its annual meeting; 
three members of the committee to be elected 
in odd numbered years, two members in even 
numbered years, to hold office for two years 
each. Election of applicants for Active Mem- 
bership shall be made by the Council from 

\ among those recommended by the Member- ' 

ship Committee. 
Sec. 4. Any person may become an Asso- 

ciate Member upon recommendation of two 
Active Members and acceptance by the Sec- 
retary. 

Sec. 5. Honorary Members shall be per- 
sons who, upon the unanimous recommenda- 
tion of the Council and a two-thirds vote 
at any stated meeting of the Society, are thus 
recognized for their distinguished service or 
outstanding achievement in the field of Wild- 
life Management. 

Sec. 6. Only Active Members shall be en- 
titled to vote, to hold office, and to represent 
the Society officially. All classes of mem- 
bers shall receive the journal and such other 
publications of the Society as the Council 
may direct. 

. ARTICLE IV — Officers. 

Sec. 1. The officers of the Society shall be 
a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, 
and a Treasurer. 

Sec. 2. The officers shall be elected annu- 
ally from among the Active Members, shall 
be eligible for re-election, except that the 
President and Vice-President shall not suc- 
ceed themselves, and shall perform their du- 
ties until their successors qualify. Officers 
shall be elected by a majority vote at the 
annual meeting and their official terms shall 
commence at the close of the meeting at 
which they are elected. 

Sec. 3. The President shall preside at 

2



meetings of the Society, shall be Chairman 
of the Council, shall appoint all Committees, 
except the Membership Committee, including 
those established by the Council, and perform 
other duties incident to his office. 

Sec. 4. In the absence of the President or 
in his inability to act, his duties shall be as- 
sumed by the Vice-President. In the event 
neither one can serve, the Council shall ap- 
point a President pro tempore. 

Sec. 5. The Secretary shall be the Execu- 
tive Officer of the Society under the general 
direction of the Council, He shall issue no- 
tices of annual or special meetings of the 

| Society. A report covering his activities 
during the preceding year shall be made by 
him to the Society at its annual meeting. 

Sec. 6. The Treasurer shall be respon- 
sible for all funds of the Society except per- 
manent funds held in trust and shall be 
bonded in suitable amounts as decided by the 
Council and at the Society’s expense. His 
accounts shall be audited at the close of each 
year as directed by the President before pre- 
sentation at the annual meeting of the So- 
ciety. 

Sec. 7. Vacancies among the officers shall 
be filled by vote of the Council from among 
the Active Members for the unexpired term 
of the office. 

ARTICLE V— Council. 

Sec. 1. The Society shall be governed by 
J a Council composed of the President, Vice- 

President, Secretary, Treasurer, and at least 
one representative from each of the Regions 
as defined in the By-laws. The Regional 
Representatives shall be elected annually, 
shall be eligible for re-election and shall take 
office at the close of the annual meeting fol- 
lowing their election. 

3



Sec. 2. The Council shall appoint the 
Editor; shall have power to fill vacancies 
occurring in its numbers; shal! recommend 
to the Society for action By-laws not incon- 
sistent with this Constitution and shall per- . 
form such other duties as are herein pre- 
scribed. Not less than one-half of the Mem- 
bers of the Council shall constitute a quorum. 

ARTICLE VI— Meetings. 

Sec. 1. The Society shall hold an annual 
meeting and such other meetings as the 
Council may direct at places and dates se- 
lected by them. Due notice of such meetings 
shall be given by the Secretary at least thirty 
days in advance. 

Sec. 2. Resolutions passed at a meeting 
of the Society by less than a majority of its 
Active Members shall represent the majority 
opinion of the meeting, but shall not be bind- 
ing on the Society unless subsequently ap- 
proved by the Council. 

ARTICLE VII — Sections. 

Sections of the Society may be authorized 
by the Council upon petition of ten or more 
Active Members. Sections may adopt neces- 
sary By-laws, providing that no part of them 
shall conflict with the Constitution of this 
Society. A report of its activities shall be 
presented by each section at the annual meet- 
ing of the Society. 

ARTICLE VIII — Dues and Funds. 

Sec. 1. The annual dues of Active Mem- 
bers shall be $5.00 and of Associate Mem- | 
bers, $3.00. No dues shall be charged Hon- 
orary Members. 

Sec. 2. Annual dues shall be payable from 
January 1 in advance. Members in arrears 
shall forfeit their rights and privileges and 
shall receive no publications until such dues 

are paid. | 
4



Sec. 3. All monies accruing to the Society 
received for undesignated purposes shall 
constitute the Permanent Trust Fund, the 
proceeds from which shall be utilized to 
carry forward the work of the Society as 
directed by a three-fourths vote of the Coun- 
cil. In the absence of such direction, this 
income shall be reinvested by the Trustees. 

Sec. 4. Bequests, grants, or trusts made 
for the purpose of advancing the field of 

, Wildlife Management and/or The Wildlife 
Society, may be accepted by the Society, pro- 
viding the Council shall have first favorably 
considered the objects and specifications set 

. up by the trust. These shall be placed in 
the Permanent Fund. 

Sec. 5. The Permanent Trust Fund of the 
Society shall be controlled in trust by a 
board of three Trustees with power to sell 
and reinvest according to their judgment. 
One Trustee shall be elected at each annual 
stated meeting for a term of three years. ’ 
In case of vacancies caused by suspension, 
resignation, or death, successors may be ap- 
pointed by the Council for the remainder of 
the term. The Trustees shall be bonded in 
suitable amounts as directed by the Council 
and at the Society’s expense. 

ARTICLE IX — Amendments. 
The Constitution may be amended by a 

two-thirds vote of the Active Members of the 
Society, replying by ballot to a notice of the 
proposed amendment. Such notice must be 
submitted to all voting Members at least 
thirty days previous to the closing date for 
the receipt of ballots. Amendments may be 
referred to the Society for action either by 
a two-thirds vote of the voting Members at 
any stated annual meeting, or by a favorable 
vote of at least two-thirds of the Council. 

5
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BY-LAWS 
ai 

I. Election of Officers, 
The President Ghall appoint a nominating 

committee, which shall recommend to the 
Society candidates for each office. Members 
shall have the privilege of nominating addi- 
tional candidates from the floor before the 
ballot for each office. In case a ballot does { 
not result in a majority for any candidate, 
subsequent ballots shall be limited to those 
two candidates receiving the largest number 
of votes on the previous ballot. Ten per 
cent of the Active Members of the Society 
shall constitute a quorum. 

II. Election of Council. 

Representatives to the Council shall be 
chosen, one from each of the following Re- 
gions: 

Region 1: 

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa- 
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New 
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, 
Delaware, District of Columbia, and West 

Vigginia, 4 Cer, Pigda a rc), 

Region 2; 
Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Ca- 

rolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala- 
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. 
Region 3: 

Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana. , 
Region 4: j 

North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, 
Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, and Kansas. 
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Region 5: 

Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Okla- 
homa. 

Region 6: 

Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, 
Nevada, and Utah. 

Additional Regions may be established for 
similar representation upon approval by the 
Council. Representatives to the Council shall 

. be elected in each Region by any plan ac- 
ceptable to the Council. 

III. Order of Business. 

The order of business at the annual stated 
meeting, unless changed by a two-thirds vote 
of the Active Members present, shall be as 
follows: 

1. Reading and approval of the minutes 
of the previous meeting. 

2. Report of the Secretary. 

3. Report of the Treasurer. 

4. Report of Regional Representatives 
and Sections. 

5. Appointment of temporary committees. 

6. Report and recommendations by the 
Council. 

7. Action on business reported by the 
Council. 

8. Reports of committees. 

| 9. New and unfinished business. 

10, Election of officers. 

IV. Delinquents. 

The names of members whose dues are in 
arrears for two years shall be presented to 
the Council for action. 

Z 
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V. Fiscal Year. 

The fiscal year of the Society shall end 
December 31. 

VI. Editor. 

The Editor shall be appointed by the Coun- 
cil. He shall serve for one year ,or until his 
successor is appointed, and shall be respon- 
sible for all matters relating to the publica- 
tions of the Society, subject to such restric- 
tions as may be imposed by the Council. 

VII. By-laws. 

By-laws may be adopted, amended, or re- 
pealed at any annual meeting by a majority 
vote of the Active Members present. 

‘ 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Announcement of elections of Active Members 

through February 14, 1938 

Adams, Harry E. Cox, William T. Graham, Edward H. 
Adams, We C. Cruickshank, A. D. Graham, Herbert 
Aldous, Shaler E. Dalke, P. De Graham, S. A. 
Allen, Philip F. Dambach, Charles A. Green, Edwin L. 
Allen, Arthur A. Damon, David Green, Robert G. 
Allen, Durward L. Danforth, Stuart T. Greenwalt, Ernest J. 

Anderson, Rudolph Me Darling, Choster A. Gresh, Walter A. | 
Anderson, Wallace L. Darling, J.N. (honorary) Griffith, Richard E. 
Arant, Frank S. Davenport, L. A. Grinnell, Joseph | 
Arlton, Alexander V. Davis, Cecil N. Gunderson, Arden B, 
Armstrong, Edward L. Davis, G. W. Hamilton, William J., Jr. 
Ashbrook, Frank G, Davis, William B. Hamerstrom, Frederick Mey dr 
Baerg, Wm. J. Day, Albort M. Handley, Charles 0. 
Bartlett, Ilo H. Dayton, William A. Ham, Harry W. 
Baumgartner, Frederick M. Deen, J. Lec Hart, Dennis C. 

Baumgartner, Luther L. DePuy, Porcy Le Hart, H. E. 

Beal, Clarence M. Dickerson, LM. Hatch, Alden B. 
Beard, D. B. Dixon, Joseph 8. Hatfield, Donald M, 
Becker, George B. Dobie, John R, Hawkins, Arthur S. 
Behle, William H. Dolley, Johz S. Hendrickson, George 0. 
Bell, William B. Donehower, Weston Henika, Franklin 5, 
Bennett, Carey H. Doty, L. He Henning, Willard L. 
Bennett, George W. Eaton, E. 4. Henry, Cordia J. 
Bennett, Logan J. Edminster, Frank C. Hickie, Paul F. 
Bennitt, Rudolf Eklund, Carl R. Hicks, Lawrence E. 
Benson, Seth B. Elkins, Winston A. Hochbaum, Hans A. 
Bode, Irwin T. Emlen, John T. Holt, Ernest G. 
Bond, Richard M. English, P. ¥. Holweg, Arthur W. 
Borell, Adrey E. Errington, Paul L. Hosley, Neil W. 
Boykin, Lemuel W. Evans, Charles 4. Hosmor, Ralph S. 
Bradley, Ben 0. Feeney, William S. Hotchkiss, Neil 
Bradt, Glenn W, Finley, William L. Howard, William J, 
Breckenridge, Walter J. Fisher, Lee W. Hewett; —trthur H. Ley ee 
Brooks, Maurice G. Floyd, Edwin V. Hunt, H. Ras oe 

Brown, Claudeous J. D. Fox, Adrain C. Hunt, James B, ¢ 
Bruckner, J. H, Fredine, C. Gordon Hurd, Myron A. 
Bryant, Harold C. Freeburn, C. C. Ingles, Lloyd G. 
Bump, Gardner Frison, Theodore H. Janzen, Yeniol H. 
Burroughs, Raymond D. Fry, John R. Jenkins, Hubert 0, 
Butler, Ovid M. Gabrielson, Ira N. Johnson, Fred W, 
Cahalane, Victor H. Garlough, Francis E. Johnson, Maynard S. 
Cahn, Alvin R. Garner, M. R. Kalmbach, Edwin R. 
Clarke, C. H. D. . Gates, W. H. Kase, J. C, 
Chapman, Floyd B. Gearhart, Harry E. Kelker, George H. 

Chase, Warren W. Gebhart, James W. Kelly, Maurice W. 
Cliff, Edward P. Gersbacher, Willard M. Kendeigh, Samuel C. 
Coburn, Don R, Gerstell, “ichard King, Dale S. | 
Compton, Lawrence V. Gier, Herschel T. King, Ralph T. | 
Condon, D. D. Girard, George L. King, Willis 
Cooperrider, Charles Goff, Carlos C. Kingenborg, Paul J. 
Cottam, Clarence Goodrum, Phil Knappen, Phoebe M. 
Couch, Leo Ke Gordon, Seth Kobes, Karl G. |
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Komarek, Edwin V. Olson, Herman F. Sperry, Charles C. 

Komarek, Roy O'Roke, Earl C. Sprunt,Alexander,—dr.(e<-c. 
Kreager, Paul T. Orr, Robert T. Stanek, G. R. 

Krefting, Lauritz W. Osborn, Bon 0. Stegeman, LeRoy C. 
Kriebel, Ralph M. Ostenson, Burton T, Stevens, Orian A. 
Krummes, Wm. T. Page, R. Ie Stevens, Ross 0. 

Laidlaw, Alan F. Palmer, E. Laurence Stevenson, James 0. 

Langlois, Thomas H. Palmer, Lawrence J. Stoddard, Herbert L. 
Lamb, Samuel H. Payk, Barry C. Stoner, Dayton Zeere% 
Lamson, Arroll Le Parker, Lansing A. Sto¥er, Tracy I. 

Langenbach, John R. Pearce, John Stupka, Arthur 

Lay, Daniel W, Pearson, Allen M. Sumner, E. Lowell 

Lay, George B. Pearson, T. Gilbert Swenk, Myron H. 
Lee, Orville S. Phillips, John C. Swanson, Gustav A. 

Lee, Robert E. (Iowa) Phillips, Paul Sypulski, John L. 

Leedy, Daniel L. Pirnie, Miles D. Taft, Alan C. Z 
Leffelman, Louis J. Presnall, Clifford C. Tarzwell, Clarence lM. 

Leopold, #ldo Quortrup, 2. R, Taylor, Otis B. 

Linsdale, Jean M, Rasmussen, D. L. Taylor, Walter P. 

Locke, Samuel B. Reid, Duncan H. Terres, John K. ; 

Long, William H.,Jr. Reinke, Karl A. Thayer, Marshall 

Long, W. S. Rich, “illis H. Tift, Richard 
Lund, Peder N. Ripper, Bdward E. Tonkin, George 
Lutringer, Leo A. Rissman, Albert J. Toner, G. C. 

Lynch, John J. Roberts, Paul H. Towns, Homer G. 

MacLulich, Duncan A. Robinson, Cyril S. Townsend, Myron T. : 

Madsen, David H. Ross, Roland ©, Trippensee, Reuben E. 

Manweiler, Jack Roszman, Foster D, Tubbs, Farley F. 

Markley, Chester H. Ruch, Lewis C. VanCleave, Harley J. 
Marshall, “illiem H. Ruff, Frederick J. VanDersal, William R. 
McAtee, W. L. Ruggles, Dyer H. VanDeventer, William 
McDonald, Malcolm E. Ruhl, Harry D. Vorhies, Charles T. 

McDougall, Walter B. Rush, Harold J. Wade, Douglas Ed. 
Mills, Harlow B, ~ Russell, Carl P. Walker, Charles F. 
Moffitt, James Russell, Paul Webb, Martin R. 
Mohr, Carl 0. Sanders, Royd Webb, Vim. Le 
Montgomery , Robert De : Saunders, Aretas A. Wegse, A. 0. 
Moore, albert W. Saunders, George B. West, Raymond M. 
Moos, Louis M. Schaffer, Victor B. Whitlock, Stanley C. 
Morse, Marius A. Schorger, A. W. Whitaker, H. L. 
Morton, James N. Scott, Walter E. Whitfield, C. J. 

Mosby, Henry Ss Shapovalov, Leo Wight, Howard M. - 

Munro, James A. Sharp, Ward M. Williams, Cecil S. 

Murdock, Earle C. Shantg, Homer L. Williamson, Lyman 0. 
Muric, Adolph Shelford, Victor E. wilson, Kenneth A. 

Murie, 0. Je Shillinger, Jacob E. Ying, Leonard W. 

Murray, Leo T. Siegler, Hilbert R. woods, Farris H. 
Myers, .George S. Skiff, J. Victor Yeager, Lee Emmett 

Nagel, Verner 0. Smith, Ase i. Yeatter, R. E. 
Nelson, Urban C. _ Smith, Clarence F. Zahniser Howard : 

Wico,—largeret Ml. Leeoe—. Smyth, Thomas Siemmermen;—Fred-k. re f 
Nilsson, Nils N. Sooter, Clarence A. 
Obenauf, Walter H. Spaulding, Milo H.



Marshall Memorial Building, 
cme New York, 

; March 16, 1938, 

Dr. A.A.Allen, President, ' 
The Wildtire Society, 
Pernow Hall, 
Ithaca,New York, 

My dear Dr. Allen: 

: , Thank you for your very nice letter of March lith, Fortunately, 
I had received official notification from Cahalane, so that the blow had been 
somewhat softened, Of course, I am very mich set up over the fact that I can | 
serve the Society in this capacity, but I ag also appreciative in more ways 
than one, of the “consolations" which you sent along with your conzratulations, ; 

Vic sent a list of the members, including both associates 
and active members, This, of course, enables me to tell which are active and which 
are still on the associate list, but I haven't anything that enables me to tell 
what residents of the region were affiliated with the original Society of Wildlife 
Specialists and have not yet joined the Wildlife Society. 

I am wondering if it wouldn't be a good plan for me to come.down 
to Ithaca and spend an hour or so with you some day in the near future, I have 
been hoping to get down there ever since I came back here last summer, tut somehow, 
I never have gotten around to doing it. This seems like a perfectly good excuse 
for such a trip and will enable me to accomplish a number of things that I have 
wanted to do for some time, Wot only could I take care of some of this Society 
business, but I would like a visit with you, Dr, Hamilton, Dr. Palmer, and I would 
like to meet Dr. Needham again, although he will not recall me, I know, I could 
also bring along what I have on our affiliation with the National Research Council~ 
and we could go over it together at that time. I may say here that all I know 
about this affiliation is that last April I received word from Dr. R.E.Coker, 

rhan of the Sub-committee on Applied Ecology, which is a part of the regional 
pow on Agriculture and Biology, in which he informed me that I was a member 
of this sub-committee, Since that time we have had considerable correspondence on 
the desirability of certain projects, but nothing at all on the official relation 
between societies. I am not too sure that I was appointed to this committee because 
of/ my membership in the Wildlife Society, but I have always suspected that that was 
the case, because I am not a momber of the Meological Society and I don't tmow for 
what other reason I would have been selected, 

f We all missed you at the Baltimore meetings and I hope that you 
/ have fully recovered from your illness by this time. I can't agree with you that 

_, 1 could fill the position of President better than you can, That's a very nice 
“  — gentiment end I ayprectate it, but it just ien't true, and I am sending my belated 

congratulations to you, but actually, the Society is the one deserving of 
| gongratulations, Your acceptance of the position will do a very great deal toward 

gaining for the Soclety that recognition that it mst eventually receive, if it is 
to accomplish the good that we wish it to accomplish, I aseure you that I will



\ ‘ 

| “ 
nh ; 

} 4 | be glad to give you any help thet I can in connection with the Society affeirs 
; | \@r any other connection, for that matter, and will be glad to continue on the 

/ | advisory commit tes, 
foe 

/ Will you let me know what day other than Monday or Friday ‘ 
j | it would be convenient for me to see you at Cornell. If it wouldn't be 

f postponing this too long to make it the week of April 11 - 16th, that would 
i | %e most convenient for ne, because that happens to be Spring vacation out here 

/ / at the College. 

es Very truly yours, | 

Ralph f.King 

|



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

Fernow Hall 
Ithaca, WN. Y. 

4 March 11, 1938 
Bg», 

“OP 
Professor Ralph King 
Roosevelt Wild Life Station 
Syracuse University 
Syracuse, New York 

My dear Professor King: 

By this time Cahalane has undoubtedly notified you 

of your election as Regional Representative of The Wildlife 
Society for Region 1. May I offer you my congratulations, 
consolations, and assistance in any way that I can be helpful. 
I trust that we can add materially to our membership in our 
region this year and make it even more representative than 
it is at present. 

hey wre 
There are still quite a number of men, affiliated 

with the first Society of Wildlife Specialists who have not 
joined The Wildlife Society. I circularized the list last 
year and got quite a response but there are still quite a 
few outstanding who might respond better to you than they 
did to me. As soon as Cahalane sends me the list of asso— 
ciate members I will check them off and send it on to you, 
or perhaps he will send it direct. I am likewise forwarding 
such letterheads as were left in my office, and Cahalane 
says he will send you the envelopes. If you need more letter- 
heads: you can undoubtedly secure them from him. 

I was terribly sorry to miss the Baltimore meeting, 
especially after the way it turned out leaving me in this 
position as President of the Society which could be filled 

d so much better by yourself or Leopold. Fortunately this 
is only for a year, and I will do my best to keep the ball 
rolling during that time if I can count on your help. In 
a few days I will send you the proposed list of committees 
for your suggestions. 

Bennett stopped off on his way to Missouri and, 
amongst other things, told me that we were in some way 
affiliated with the National Research Council and that you 
knew the details of this and that no one else seemed to. 
Can you tell me just what action has been taken? I under- 
stand we are members of the Union of Biological Societies 
and associated with the A.A.A.S. 

I am hoping that you will consent to continue on 
the Advisory Committee. 

With kind regards, 
Sincerely yours,



| 

February 25, 1938, 

Supplemental List of Maubers in Region I 

Dey, Albert M. Biological Survey, Washington, De O. 

Magiiamara, Lester Ge, Mereerville, Now Jersey. 

Bennett, Williom He, Ne Ye State College of Yorestry, Syracuse, New York. 

O'donnel, John Ze, Camp 282, Hest Tomsend, lnssy 
Lattringor, Leo Ae, Pae Game Comission, Harrisburg, Pas 

Holweg, Arthur H., Conservation Department, Albany, New York. 

Ashbrook, Frank G., Bureau of BMological survey, Washington, D.C. 

Oberholser, Dr. Harry 0s, 2805 18th Ste, Ne Wey Washington, Ds o, 

Frank, William J,, Ne Ys State College of Yorestry, Syracuse, New York. 

Beker, John He, 1775 Broadway, Now York, N. Ye 

Stegenan, LeRoy G4, Ne Ye State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York. 

Storr, “alter K., Hopkins Memrial Forest, Williamstom, Masa. 

Jennings, Otto %, Carnegie Museum, Pitteburgh, Pas 

«Hunter, By Ps, Office of Fish and Game Service, Montpelier, Vermonte 

Sift, J. Victor, Bureau of Gano, Conservation Department, Albany, Wow York. 

‘Pimerman, Vins ey Sod Consorvation Service, Lancaster, Pas 

MeCain, Randal, U. 3, Forest Servios, Warren, Pa. 

Shanta, Homer Le, Forest Service, washington, D. 0,
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Adams, Harry E. Cox, William T. Graham, Edward H. 
Adams, Wey C. Cruickshank, A. D. Graham, Herbert 
Aldous, Shaler E, Dalke, P. De Graham, S. A. 
Allan, Philip F. Dembach, Charles A. Green, Edwin L. 
Allen, Arthur A. Damon, David i Green, Robert G. 

Allen, Durward L. Danforth, Stuart T. Greenwalt, Ernest J. 
Anderson, Rudolph M. Darling, Choster A. Gresh, Walter A. 

Anderson, Wallace L. Darling, J.N. (honorary) Griffith, Richard B. 
Arant, Frank S. Davenport, L. A. Grinnell, Joseph 

Arlton, Alexander V. Davis, Cecil Ne Gunderson, Arden B. 
Armstrong, Edward L. Davis, G W. Hamilton, William J., Jr. 
Ashbrook, Frank G, Davis, William B. Hamerstrom, Frederick Mey dt 
Baerg, Wm. J. Day, Albort lM. Handley, Charles 0. | 
Bartlett, Ilo H. Dayton, William A. Hann, Harry W. 
Baumgartner, Frederick M, Deen, J. Lee Hart, Dennis C. 
Baumgartner, Luther L. DePuy, Porcy L. Hart, H. E. 

Beal, Clarence M. Dickerson, L.M. Hatch, Alden 3. 
Beard, D. 8. Dixon, Joseph 8. Hatfield, Donald M. 
Becker, George B. Dobio, John R, Hawkins, Arthur S. 
Behle, William H. Dolley, John S. Hendrickson, George 0. 
Bell, William B. Donchowor, Weston . Henika, Franklin 5, 
Bennett, Carey H. Doty, L. H. Henning, Willard L. 

Bennett, George W. Eaton, E. 4, Henry, Cordia J. 

Bennett, Logan J. Edminster, Frank C, Hickie, Paul F. | 
Bennitt, Rudolf Eklund, Carl R. Hicks, Lawrence E. 
Benson, Seth B. Elkins, Winston A. Hochbaum, Hans A. 
Bode, Irwin T. Emlen, John T. Holt, Ernest G. | 
Bond, Richard M. English, P. F. Holweg, Arthur W. 
Borell, Adrey E. Errington, Paul Le Hosley, Neil WW. | 
Boykin, Lemuel W. Evans, Charles A. Hosmer, Ralph S, | 
Bradley, Ben 0. Feenoy, William S. Hotchkiss, Neil 

Bradt, Glenn W. Finley, William L. Howard, William J... | 
Breckenridge, Walter J. Fisher, Lee W. Hewett; Artnur H. ecg 
Brooks, Maurice G. Floyd, Edwin V. Hunt; H. Re 7 

- Brown, Claudeous J. D. Fox, Adrain C. Hunt, Jamos B, 
Bruckner, J. H. Fredine, C. Gordon Hurd, Myron A. 
Bryant, Harold C. Freeburn, C. C. Ingles, Lloyd G. 
Bump, Gardner - Frison, Theodore H. Janzen, Daniel H. 
Burroughs, Raymond D. Fry, John R. Jenkins, Hubert 0. 
Butler, Ovid M. Gabrielson, Ira N. Johnson, Fred W. 

Cahalane, Victor H. Garlough, Francis E. Johnson, Maynard S. 
Cahn, Alvin R. Garner, M. R. Kalmbach, Edwin R. 
Clarke, C. H. D. Gates, W. H. Kase, J. C. 
Chapman, Floyd B. Gearhart, Harry E. Kelker, George H. 

Chase, Warren W. Gebhart, James W. Kelly, Maurice 1. 
Cliff, Edward P. Gersbacher, Willard M. Kendeigh, Samuel C. 
Coburn, Don R, Gerstell, Richard King, Dale S. 
Compton, Lawrence V. Gier, Herschel T, King, Ralph T. 
Condon, D. D, Girard, George L. King, Willis 
Cooperrider, Charles Goff, Carlos C. Kingenborg, Paul J. 
Cottam, Clarence Goodrum, Phil Knappen, Phoobe M. 

Couch, Leo K. Gordon, Seth Kobes, Karl G,
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Komarek, Edwin V. Olson, Horman F. Sperry, Charles C. ES 

Komarek, Roy O'Roke, Earl C. Sprunt,—Alexender; dr. eere 

Kreager, Paul T. Orr, Robert T. Stanek, G. R. 

Krefting, Lauritz W. Osborn, Ben 0. Stegeman, LeRoy C. 

Kriebel, Ralph M. Ostenson, Burton T, Stevens, Orian A. 

Krummes, Wn. T. Page, R. I. Stevens, Ross 0. 

Laidlaw, Alan F. Palmer, E. Laurence Stevenson, James 0. 

Langlois, Thomas H. Palmer, Lawrence J. Stoddard, Herbert L. 
Lamb, Samuel H. Payk, Barry Ce Stoner, Dayton. (ceuse~. 
Lamson, Arroll Le Parker, Lansing A. Stoyér, Tracy I. 
Langenbach, John R. Pearce, John Stupka, Arthur 

lay, Daniel ¥. Pearson, Allen M. Sumner, E. Lowell 

Lay, George B. Pearson, T. Gilbert Swenk, Myron H. 

Lee, Orville S. Phillips, John C. Swanson, Gustav A. 

Lee, Robert E. (Iowa) Phillips, Paul Sypulski, John L. 

Leedy, Daniel Le Pirnie, Miles D. Taft, Alan C. 

Leffelman, Louis J. Presnall, Clifford C. Tarzwell, Clarence li. 

Leopold, #ldo Quortrup, 2. R, Taylor, Otis B. 

Linsdale, Jean M. Rasmussen, D. L. Taylor, Walter P. 

Locke, Samuel B. Reid, Duncan H. Terres, John K. 
Long, William H.,Jr. Reinke, Karl A. Thayer, Marshall 

Long, W. S. Rich, Willis H. Tift, Richard 
Lunti, Peder N. Ripper, Bdward E. Tonkin, George 

Lutringer, Leo A. Rissman, Albert J. Toner, G. C. 
Lynch, John J. Roberts, Paul H. Towns, Homer G. 

MacLulich, Duncan A. Robinson, Cyril S. Townsend, lMiyron T. 

Madsen, David H. Ross, Roland ©, Trippensee, Reuben E. 

Manweiler, Jack Roszman, Foster D. Tubbs, Farley F. 

Markley, Chester H. Ruch, Lewis C. VanCleave, Harley J. | 

Mershall, “illiem H. Ruff, Frederick J. VanDersal, William R. 

McAtee, We L. Ruggles, Dyer N. VanDeventer, William | 

McDonald, Malcolm E, Ruhl, Harry D. Vorhies, Charles T. | 

McDougall, Walter B. Rush, Harold J. Wade, Douglas Ed. 
Mills, Harlow B, Russell, Carl P. Walker, Charles F. | 
Moffitt, James : Russell, Paul Webb, Wartin R. | 

Mohr, Carl 0. Sanders, Royd Webb, Wn. Le 
Montgomery, Robert D. ‘Saunders, Aretas A. Wefse, A. Os 

Moore, Albert W. Saunders, George B. West, Raymond M. 

Moos, Louis M. Schéffer, Victor B. Whitlock, Stanley C. 
Morse, Marius A. Schorger, A. W. Vhitaker, H. L. 
Morton, James N. Scott, Walter E. Whitfield, C. J. 

Mosby, Henry S. Shapovalov, Leo Wight, Howard M. - 

Munro, James A. Sharp, Ward M. Williams, Cecil S. 

Murdock, Earle C. Shanty, Homer L. Williamson, Lyman 0. ; 

Murie, Adolph Shelford, Victor E. ‘Wilson, Kenneth A. 

Murie, 0. J. Shillinger, Jacob E. Wing, Leonard i. 
Murray, Leo T. Siegler, Hilbert R. Woods, Farris H. 
Myers, George S. Skiff, J. Victor - Yeager, Lee Emmett 
Nagel, Werner O. Smith, Asa i. Yeatter, R. E. 

Nelson, Urban C. Smith, Clarence F. Zahniser Howard ; 
_Iiee;lergerett. Licec. Smyth, Thomas Zimmerman, Fred R. l-<~y rari — 

Nilsson, Nils N. ; Sooter, Clarence A. 0 
Obenauf, Walter H. Spaulding, Milo H. ‘



Columbia, Mo., 3/17/38. 
Dear Ralph:- 

I was glad to hear from you and to learn that your 
appointment as Regional Representative had been con- 

firmed, as I knew it would be. You will have things 
to learn about the R.R. job from Dr. Allen, but at 
the same time he will have things to learn about the 

President's job from you---so the sooner and oftener 

you can see him, the better. It is a relief not to 
have so much Wildlife Society work to do, but I do 
rather miss it; no doubt you had the same experience. 
I am very glad you are in an official capacity again. 
With best wishes, incerely yours, 

WAR » 
ae :
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March 15,1938. 

Dr, Rudolf Bennitt, 
t Professor of Zoology, 

| University of Missouri, 
5 Columbia, Missourl., 

Dear Rudolf: 

I have postponed answering your card until I had official 

notice of my appointment as regional representative, Just a day or two ago 

I received a letter from Vic in Washington, containing that official notification. 

I am glad that you had softened the blow by notifying me ahead of time as to 

what was coming. Naturally I feel that this is quite en honor and I am glad to 

be able to serve the Society in the capacity of regional representative, On 

the other hand I am not particulerly anxious to acquire many more jobs than I 

now have, Honestly, though, I am tickled to death that I am eligible tothis 

appointment, T had no knowledge at all of the results of the regional 

representative elections last November, o it cane as a very pleasant surprise 

that the fellows here in the Hast had given me the second highest number of votes, 

I have heard nothing from Dr, Allen as yet, but I am planning to | 

spend e day st Cornell next week, and no doubt we can go over the affaires of the 

Society in this region in sone detail at that time, ! 

With kindest personal regards. I am f 

} Sincerely yours, 

Ralph T. King 

| 

‘ ‘i iv



Columbia, Missouri 
ie ‘ Fepruary 21, 1938 im oReI GEES ie 

—-~-THis-rs “to tell you that I went directly from 
New York to Ithaca and thence to Buffalo and home. 
Sorry we couldn't have got together this time. By 
the way, did you know that with Dr. Allen's election 
you automatically became regional representative for 
Region I? Don't give me away, for you to doubt will 
receive word from Cahalane before long. 

With best wishes, 
Sincerely yours, 

nore 
Professor of Zoology 

RBECP University of Missouri
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1655 Pennsylvania Avenue, NeYo 
Washington, D. C. % 
March 9, 1938 vs 

z 2. 
% 

Mr. Ralph T. King, 
Director, Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station 
Syracuse, New York 

Dear Mr, King: 

I am glad to acknowledge your letter of March 1 and the 
illustrations sent therewith, addressed to Dr. Van Dersal. 

Your paper and the chart are today being turned over to 
Mr. Ce. M. Palmer, Jr., of the American Wildlife Institute, in 
the hope that both may be included in the forthcoming volume of 
Transactionse Mr. Palmer is desirous of printing all papers 
presented at Baltimore in the Transactions if this proves to be 
feasible. 

With the very best of wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Ernest Ge Holt 
: Chairman, Program Committee



y THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Announcement of elections of Active Members 
through February 14, 19338 

vAdems, Harry E. fox, William T. Graham, Edward H. 
/Adams, We Ce Cruickshank, A. D. Graham, Herbert 
Aldous, Shaler E. Dalke, P. D. Graham, S. A. 

ydllen, Philip F. Dambach, Charles 4. Green, Edwin L. 
/Allen, Arthur A. Damon, David Green, Robert G. 

Allen, Durward L. Danforth, Stuart T. Greenwalt, Ernest J. 
_&nderson, Rudolph Me Darling, Chester A. Gresh, Walter A. 

Anderson, Wallace L. Darling, J.N. (honerary) Griffith, Richard B. 
Arant, Frank S. Davenport, L. As Grinnell, Joseph 
Arlton, Alexander V. Davis, Cecil N. Gunderson, Arden B, 
Armstrong, Edward L. Davis, G W. Hamilton, William J., Jr. 

VAshbrook, Frank G, Davis, William B, _-Hamerstrom, Frederick Me, de 
Baerg, Wm. J. Day, Albort Mi. Handley, Charles 0. 
Bartlett, Ilo H. Dayton, “illiam A. Hann, Harry W. 
Aaumgartner, Frederick M, Deen, J. Lee -Hart, Dennis C. 
Aaungartner, Luther L, DePuy, Porcy Le Hart, H, E. 
Beal, Clarence M. Dickerson, L.M. Hatch, Alden 3. 
Beard, D. B. Dixon, Joseph 8. Hatfield, Donald M. 
Becker, George B. Dobie, Joun R. Hawkins, Arthur S. 
Behle, William H. Dolley, John S. Hendrickson, George 0. 

vBell, William B. Wonehower, Weston Henika, Franklin 5, 
Bennett, Carey H. Doty, L. He . Henning, Willard L. 
Bennett, George W. Eaton, E. 4. Henry, Cordia J. 
Bennett, Logan J» -Edminster, Frank C. Hickie, Paul F. 
\Bennitt, Rudolf Eklund, Carl R. Hicks, Lawrence E. 
Benson, Seth B, vElkins, Ninston A. Hochbaum, Hans A. 

“Bode, Irwin T. Emlen, John T. Holt, Ernest G. 
Bond, Richard M. English, P. F. Holweg, Arthur W. 
vBorell, Adrey E. Errington, Paul Le Hosley, Noil ‘i. 
Boykin, Lemuel W. Evans, Charles A. Hosmer, Ralph S. 
Bradley, Ben 0. Foenoy, William S. Hotchkiss, Neil 
Bradt, Glenn W. -Finley, “illiam L. Howard, William J. 

VBreckenridge, Walter J. Fisher, Lee W, Howell, Arthur H. 
Brooks, Maurice Ge | Floyd, Edwin V. Hunt, H. Re 

Brown, Claudeous J. D. Fox, Adrain C. Hunt, James B, 
Bruckner, J. Hs -Fredine, C. Gordon Hurd, Myron A. 

vBryant, Harold C. Freeburn, C. C. Ingles, Lloyd G. 
~Bunp, Gardnor Frison, Theodore H. Janzen, Yeniol H. 

v Burroughs, Raymond D. Fry, John R. Jenkins, Hubert 0. 
/ Butler, Ovid M. Gabrielson, Ira N. Johnson, Fred WW. 
“Cahalane, Victor H. Garlough, Francis Ey Johnson, Maynard S. 

Cahn, Alvin R. Garner, M. R. Kalmbach, Edwin R. 

Clarke, C. H. D. Gates, W. H. Kaso, J. C. 

Chapman, Floyd B. Gearhart, Harry E. Kelker, George H. 

Chase, Warren W. Gebhart, James W. Kelly, Maurice Wi. 
Cliff, Edward P. Gersbacher, Willard M. Kendeigh, Samucl C. 
Coburn, Don R, Gerstell, Nichard King, Vale S. 
Compton, Lawrence V. Gier, Herschel T, King, Ralph T. 
Condon, D. Uy Girard, George Ly King, Willis 
Cooperrider, Charles Goff, Carlos C. Kingenborg, Paul J. 

- Cottam, Clarence /Goodrum, Phil Knappen, Phoobe M. 
~Couch, Leo Ke Gordon, Seth _Kobes, Karl G,
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’Komarek, Edwin V. Olson, Horman F. Sperry, Charles C. 

Komarek, Roy ~O'Roke, Earl C. Sprunt, Alexander, Jr. 

Kreager, Paul 1. Orr, Robert T. Stanek, G. R. 

Krefting, Lauritz W. Osborn, Ben 0. Stegeman, LeRoy C. 

Kriebel, Ralph M. Ostenson, Burton Tf, Stevens, Orian A. 

Krummes, Wm. T. ; Page, R. I. Stevens, Ross 0. 

Laidlaw, Alan F. Palmer, E. Laurence Stevenson, James 0. 

Langlois, Thomas H. Palmer, Lawrence J. Stoddard, Herbert L. 

Lamb, Samuel H. Payk, Barry C. Stoner, Dayton 

Lamson, Arroll Le Parker, Lansing A. Stoner, Tracy I. 

Langenbach, John R. Pearce, John Stupka, Arthur 

Lay, Daniel W, Pearson, Allen M. Sumner, E. Lowell 

Lay, George Be Pearson, T. Gilbert Swenk, Myron H. 

Tee, Orville S. Phillips, John C. Swanson, Gustav A. 

Lee, Robert E. (Iowa) Phillips, Paul Sypulski, John L. 

Leedy, Daniel Le Pirnie, Miles D. Taft, Alan C. 

Leffelman, Louis J. Presnall, Clifford C. Tarzwell, Clarence Hi. 

VLeopold, #ldo Quortrup, 2. R. Taylor, Otis B. 

Linsdale, Jean M. Rasmussen, D. L. Taylor, Walter P. 

Locke, Samuel B. Reid, Duncan H. Terres, John K. 
Long, William H.,dre Reinke, Karl A. Thayer, Marshall 

Long, W. 5. Rich, Willis H. Tift, Richard 
Lund, Peder N. Ripper, Edward E. Tonkin, George 

Lutringer, Leo A. Rissman, Albert J. Toner, Ge C. 

Lynch, John J. Roberts, Paul H. Towns, Homer G. 

VMacLulich, Duncan A. Robinson, Cyril S. Townsend, Myron T. 

VMadsen, David H. Ross, Roland G. Trippensee, Reuben E. 

Manweiler, Jack Roszman, Foster D. Tubbs, Farley F. 

Markley, Chester H. Ruch, Lewis C. VanCleave, Harley J. 

Marshall, “illiam H. Ruff, Frederick J. VanDersal, William R. 

McAtee, W. L. Ruggles, Dyer N. VanDeventer, William 

McDonald, Malcolm E. Ruhl, Harry D. Vorhies, Charles T. f 

McDougall, Walter B. Rush, Harold J. Wade, Douglas Ed. 
Mills, Harlow B. Russell, Carl P. Walker, Charles F. 
Moffitt, James Russell, Paul Webb, Martin R. 
Mohr, Carl 0. Sanders, Royd Webb, Wn. Ly 

Montgomery, Robert D. j Saunders, Aretas A. Wesse, A. O. 

Moore, albert W. Saunders, George B. West, Raymond M. 

Moos, Louis M. Schaffer, Victor B. Whitlock, Stanley C. 

Morse, Marius 4. Schorger, A. W. Whitaker, H. L. 

Morton, James N. Scott, Walter E. Whitfield, C. J. 

Mosby, Henry S. Shapovalov, Leo Wight, Howard M. - 

Munro, James A. Sharp, Ward M. Williams, Cecil S. 

Murdock, Earle C. Shantg, Homer L. Williamson, Lyman 0. 

Muric, Adolph Shelford, Victor E. Wilson, Kenneth A. 
Murie, O. J. Shillinger, Jacob E. Wing, Leonard W. 

Murray, Loo T. Siegler, Hilbert R. Woods, Farris H. 
iMyers, George S. Skiff, J. Victor Yeager, Lee Emmett 
Nagel, Werner 0. Smith, Asa H. Yeatter, R. EB. 

Nelson, Urban C. Smith, Clarence F. Zahniser Howard 
Nice, Margaret M. Smyth, Thomas Zimmerman, Fred R. 

Nilsson, Nils N. Sooter, Clarence A. 
Obenauf, Walter H. Spaulding, Milo H.
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/ THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Washington, D. C. 

f January 25, 1938 
“Ay 

ep 

"39 

Mr. Ralph T. King 
Director 
Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station 

Syracuse, New York 

Dear Mr. King: 

At the last meeting of the Program Committee of the Tech- 

nical Sessions for the forthcoming North American Wildlife Con- 

ference your paper on "What Constitutes Training in Wildlife 

Management?" was allotted a place on the program for Tuesday 

afternoon, February 15« 

In view of the very large number of papers to be presented 

and the limitations of time and space, all speakers are being 

asked to take no longer than 15 minutes for their entire presenta- 

tion. Completed manuscripts must be handed to the chairman of 

the meeting at which the paper is presented. Chairmen of all 

technical sessions will observe these rules rigidly. 

At the last meeting of the Program Committee it was also 

decided that you would make a very good chairman for one of the 

sessions, and I sincerely hope you may find it possible to help 

the program along by acting in this capacity. 

In order that the preparation of the printed program may 

be expedited, we would appreciate it a great deal if you would 

let us know by return mail whether or not you will be willing to 

accept this chairmanshipe 

, Sincerely tae 

William R. Van Dersal 

For: Ernest G. Holt 
‘ Chairman, Program Committee
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1653 Pennsylvania Ave., NeW. 
Washington, D, C, 

January 4, 1938 

Mr. Ralph Te King : 

Roosevelt Wildlife Experiment Station 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. King: 

At a recent meeting of the Program Committee in charge of 

the Technical Sessions of the forthcoming North American Wildlife 

Conference, it was decided to request that abstracts of papers be | 

in the hands of the Committee not later than January 17. At thet 

time final selections of the papers can be made on the basis of 

the mterial presented in the abstracts. The completed manuscripts, 

ready for the printer, may be handed to the chairman of the meeting 

at which the author speaks. 

Knowing that you are very busy with your work at the Experi- | 

ment Station I thought you would be glad to know that final sub- | 

mission of your paper can be deferred for about 50 days. Naturally, 

we would be glad to have it in advance of the Confermce, but, as | 

the above will imlicate, you will have more time than you thought 

you had. 

Sinerely yours, 

Natlewn A Va~shiere 7 | 

William R. Van Dersal 

For: Srnest_G, Holt. 
Chairman, Program Committee 

- P, S Your letter of January 3 came in just as this was completed. 

I can assure you that at the present time it is impossible to tell you 

exactly when your paper will appear on the program. This is true not 

only because the fiml selection has not yet been made but also because 

the manner in which the sessions will be divided cannot be decided wmtil 

after the 17th. I regret exceedingly that I cannot give you the infor- 

mation you want, but I em sure you understand why this is impossible, 

As soon as the dates are made more definite, which should be about 

January 25, I can let you know, but that is about the best we can do. 

W.R.V. 

|
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: January 53,1937. 

Mr. Erne. Holt Chairman, 
Program ome 
1653 Pennsylvania Ave. ¥.¥%., 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Molt: 

I Judge from your letter of December 27th that £¢ will not de possible to state at what time papers will be presented on the Wildlife program until after January 15th. I em wondering, however, if you could let ne know whether or not I will be on the progran February With or 15th, 

I have a request to present a paper at Cincinnati on either the 16th or 17th end I do not want to accept this invitation unless I en sure it will not interfere with my appearence on the program in Baltimore, Will write the Cincinnat! organization, asking then to await further word from me after hearing from you. 

Very truly yours, 

~— f.Xing, Director 
ROOSEVELT WILDLIFE FOREST Exprriwerr STATION



1653 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 
December 27, 1937 

Mr. Ralph T. King 
Roosevelt Wildlife Experiment Station ’ 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. King: 

I am pleased to inform you that on the basis of your 
synopsis the Program Committee of The Wildlife Society has 
tentatively allotted fifteen minutes for the presentation of 
your paper on “What Constitutes Training in Wildlife Manage- 
ment" at the technical sessions of the Third North American 
Wildlife Conference, Final allocation of a place on the 
program is contingent upon the submission of your completed 
manuscript by January 15. 

Sincerely Paes 

Ernest G. Holt 
Chairman, Frogrem Committee



1653 Pennsylvania Ave., Nei. 
Washington, D, C, 

December 9, 1937 

Mr. Ralph T. King 
Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station 
Syracuse, New York 

Dear Ralph: 

Unfortunately I departed from Washington on a field trip 
the day before your letter of November 16 was written, Let me 
tell you even at this late date, however, that I am very glad 
to have your synopsis of a paper for presentation at the Third 
North American Wildlife Conference, and I am sure that it will 

receive due consideration by the full committee in drawing up 

the fiml program. 

Please be prepared to let us have your completed manu- 
script in the form in which you would like to have it published. 

“ith very best wishes to you, Mrs. King, and all the 
little Kinglets, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Vr 

reat G, Holt 7 
Chairman, ‘rogram Committee



November 22,1937. 

Mr.Gardiner Bump,Chairman, 

| es York State Conservation Dept., 
Albany New York, 

Dear Gardiner: 

In reply to your letter of November 12th, which I received only 
two days ago, I agree with you that the men mentioned on the enclosed personal 

' history statements are probably not yet qualified for active menbership in the 
Society, These are all pretty fair men with the exception of Stoudt, He is an 
especially good man, However, he took his collere work at a time when very little 
training 4n wildlife work was available, He 1a getting some excellent experience 
now ant I°should think that in another year he might very well be reconsidered for 
active membership, 

The cther three men - Upton, Sterbda and Amidon are not to my 
knowledge profeasionally engaged in wildlife management. The last I know, none 
of them were devoting the major part of their time to suck work, They are all 
excellent men to have in the Society, but they certainly have not yet had sufficient 
experience to qualify them for active membership. I could not recommend any of them 

s at this time, 

Very truly yours, 

Ralph T.King, Director 
ROOSEVZLT WILDLIFE FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN, 4 
; N.-Y.S. Conservation Dept. 

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE Albany, N. Y. 

November 12, 1937 

Mr. Ralph T. King 
Roosevelt Wildlife Station 
Syracuse University 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

Dear Ralph: 

In connection with the Membership 
Committee's analysis of applications for 
active membership in The Wildlife Society, 
I have been "on the fence” as to whether 
or not the enclosed Personal History State- 
ments from Robert F. Upton, Jerome H. Stoudt, 
Webster N, Sterba and George B. Amidon would 
qualify them for active membership. There 
is a question in my mind as to whether their 
qualifications would measure up, and noting 
that you are given as one of their sponsors, 
I would appreciate a note from you as to how 
they stack up, in your judgment, against the 
qualifications for active membership as out- 
lined in the Constitution. 

In such eases as these, I feel it 
highly desirable to secure the considered 
opinion of some ranking member of the Society 
to whom the applicant is well known. 

ety yours, 

enh 
Chairman 

GB:V 
Ene.



Movenber 16,1937. 

Mr. Ernest G.Holt, Chairman, 

The Wildlife Society 
1653 penmesttliine Ave., W.¥., 
Yashington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Holts 

It is probably too late for me to be included on the 
program of the coming Wildlife meeting, I am anne it has not been 
possible for me to answer your letter of October 1 sooner. If it 
isn't too late for inclusion on that program and if you think the paper 
I have in mind, a synopsis of which is enclosed, is worthy of such 
inclusion, I would like very much to have the opportunity of presenting it. 
I realize that it is not in the nature of a report on research and would 
contain nothing new or startling, but I believe that it is time we bégan 
considering much more seriously the type of training that students in 
wildlife management are civen. i 

The best way to bring about this consideration is to 
evaluate present methods and set up something for those interested to 
shoot at. I am willing to be the goat. In fact, I would enjoy an 

' opportunity to present my own ideas in this field to the Society. Please 
let me know what you think of the subject. 

Nothing the Society has done pleases me more than the 
arrangements made for taking care of the program at the next meeting. You 
end your committee are to be congratulated on the manner in which you have 
tackled this job and the method you have chosen to fellow. I wish you 
every success. 

Very truly yours, 

Ralph T.King,Director 
‘ ROOSEVILT WILDLIFE FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION



Title ~ What Constitutes Training in Wildlife Mensgement. 
Anthor- Ralph T.King 
Reading time = 20 minutes. 

Synopsis. 

Training in wildlife management must include mich of animal 
biology, environmental constituents and relations and land utilisation. 
These older fields of knowledge provide three of the four cornerstones 
that constitute the foundational besis of wildlife manscemont training, 
viz., zoolocy, ecology and economics, The fourth cornerstone is wildlife 
management techniques, a new field of knowledge and one thet is 
peculiarly the prerogative and responsibility of the wildlife technician, 

, Several of the special divisions of zoology, botany, forestry, 
agriculture, economics and sociology are distinctly a part of wildlife 
management and contribute directly to training in this field. These 
divisions are listed and their contributions evaluated. Those phases of 
wildlife management not included in previously existing courses are 

‘ considered and the necessity for and advisability of incorporsting new 
courses in the curriculum is discussed, 

The importance of a backrround such as can be provided only by 
biological, ecological, economic and historical kmowledce is stressed and 
the complete devendence of rildlife menagement on the ecolocical appronch 
and the economic point-of-view is reemphasized, 

\ 

j



Pitle - That Constitutes Training in Wildlife Management. : 
Anthor~ Ralph T.King 
Reading time + 20 minutes, 

Synopsis. 

raining in wildlife management must include mach of animal 
biology, environmental constituents and relations and lend utilisation, 
These older fields of knowledge provide three of the four cornerstones 
that constitute the foundational basis of wildlife manszenont training, f 

viz., zoology, ecology ond economics, The fourth cornerstone is wildlife 
management techniques, a new field of knowledge and one that is 
peculiarly the prerogative and responsibility of the wildlife technician, 

Several of the special divisions of zoology, botany, forestry, 
agriculture, economics and sociology are distinctly a pert of wildlife 
management and contribute directly to training in this field. These 
@ivisions ere listed and their contributions evaluated, Those phases of 

wildlife management not included in previously existing courses are 

considered and the necessity for and advisability of incorporating new‘ 

courges in the curriculum is discussed, 

The importance of a backeround euch as can be provided only by 
diclogical, ecolocical, economic and historical Imovledgs is stressed and 5. 
the complete denendence of wildlife management on the ecolocical approach 
and the economic point-of-view is resmphesized,



1653 Pennsylvania Avee, NeW. 

Washington, D. Ce. 
October 16, 1937 

| 
Dre Ralph T. King | 
Roosevelt Wild Life Station | 
Syracuse, New York | 

Dear Ralph: 

At a recent conference between representatives of the 
American Wildlife Institute and of The Wildlife Society, held 
to discuss ways and means of bettering and making more effec- 
tive the scientific portion of the program for the Third North 
American Wildlife Conference, it was agreed that a committee 
of The Wildlife Society would undertake the arrangement of the 
technical sessions. 

As I have been designated chairman of the committee to 
discharge the obligations assumed by The Wildlife Society, it 
becomes my pleasure to extend to you and your associates a very 
cordial invitation to participate in the programe In order to 
facilitate the formulation and arrangement of a well-rounded, 
representative program, it is earnestly requested of all who 
wish to take part that they submit to me at the earliest possible 
moment the title of the paper or papers they wish to present, the 
reading time of each, and a brief synopsis. 

As one of the declared objectives of the cooperative 
arrangement between the American Wildlife Institute and The Wild- 
life Society is the publication of the Proceedings of the Third 
North American Wildlife Conference with a minimum of delay, it 

; is expected that authors will submit their complete manuscripts, 
ready for the printer, at least thirty days prior to the opening 
date of the conference. 

Assuring you of our appreciation of your help in making 
these technical sessions even better and more interesting than 
they have been in the past, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Ernest G. Holt 
Chairman, Program Committee 

PeS. The-Conference will be held somewhere in the East, probably | 
in Baltimore or Washington, about the middle of Februarye
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Noverber 10,1937. 

Mr.Victor Cahalane, Seerctary, 
The Wildlife * 
Wati Service, | 

VYashington, D.C. 5 

Dear Mr. Cahalanes } 

Enclosed is an epplication for membership in the Wildlife 
Society of Mr, 0.7.0ja. Mr. Oja is a graduate of the New York State College of 
Forestry and he has had, as you will note from his application, very little 
formal training in wildlife work. Me has, however, a tremendous interest in this 

work and a much broader knowledge of it than the written record would indicate. 

Mr,Oja is the Forester in charze of the Huntington Forest, 
a 13000 acre property in the Adirondacks, primarily devoted to the investigation of 
wildlife, This proverty is the field station of the Roosevelt Wildlife Forest 
Experiment Station. Oja‘s work there for the past five years has demonstrated his 
understanding of wildlife problems and appreciation of the true meaning of wildlife 
conservation. His contacts with the numerous naturalists who have worked there has 
enabled him to add much to his training as a forester, “is plans at present are to 
complete his Master's degree in wildlife management during such periods of leave 
as he is able to take from the forest, 

I do not hesitate to recommend him for membership in the Society 
and hope that the Soclety will find it possible to act favorably on his application, 

: Very truly yours, 

| Ralph T.Xing,Director 
f j ROOSEVELT WILDLIFE FOREST MXPERIMENT STATION 
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ae orn Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Mo. 
September 6, 1937. 

Mr. Ralph T. King 
Dept. of Forest Zoology 
Syracuse University 
Syracuse, N.Y. 

Dear Mr. King:- 

Thanks for your 8/25 letter, which was received just be- 
fore we left Michigan for home. I can well appreciate the 
difficulties attending completion of your Ph.D. work in 
absentia; I did not know that these were being added to your 
other worries brought about by your new position. Here's 
hoping that all will go well and that the last hurdles will 
be quickly cleared. 

As for the grouse MSS, please understand that my letter 
was prompted, first, by concern lest the Journal of Wildlife 
Management lose this valuable material, and second, by the fact 
that I had had no word from you as to the prospects. I am 
greatly relieved to know that affairs are going along as well as 
can be expected, and that the MSS will be forthcoming in due time. 
I have taken the liberty of informing Mr. McAtee of this, since 
of course he's greatly interested. 

Even through what would ordinarily be an August lull, there 

has been a good deal of correspondence and other business in con- 

j nection with the Society, and the memberships continue to come in. 

McAtee has a very attractive set of papers in the forthcoming is- 

sue, which should be out next month. Helping to run this outfit 

is so engrossing a task that I find it hard hot to give it more 

time than I should. I am very glad you have had reports that 

the state of the Society was on the whole healthy; nothing would 

please me more than to be able to claim credit for this, but as 

you well know, it is no one-man job, and most of the burden so 

: far has fallen on the Secretary, the Treasurer, and the Editor. 

When we passed the 300-mark on July 1, I really felt that reason- 

able success was assured, and I believe we shall have a pretty 

good foundation for our successors to build on. I believe the 

most critical matter, and the one that will affect the Society 

most profoundly, will be the part played by the Society at the 

next North American Wildlife Conference. If our program com- 

mittee, aided by all the rest of us, does a bang-up good job, I 

think we shall be pretty well established; if it doesn't--- 

well, all the other organizations concerned with wildlife are 

already viewing us with a good deal of interest. It is for that 

reason that we are laying our plans even half a year ahead, which 

under the circumstances is none too much. Thanks for your sug- 

gestions in that connection, and send on any more ideas that you 

have. With best wishes, 
(Lia your c



August 25,1937. 

a atoms The fe ety, 
Crystalia Star Route, 
Frankfort, Michigan. 

1 Dear Doctor Bennitt: 

After nearly a three months absence I an 
back in Syracuse and I find a number of letters from you which 4 have been received here during the sumer and have just received ‘ ig your last letter relative to the program for the next meeting of ; 4 ' the Socicty. I am enclosing with this letter my answers to the 
three questions you propose, 4 

I am truly sorry that I was not able to submit 
material for the first issue of the Journal. When I promised you ‘ such material in St. Louis last winter I had no idea that I was : going to change locations. My plans then were to devote the entire spring and summer to the writing up of my grouse work. However, the \ chance in location which came about within a month from the time I . talked with you necessitated a complete change in plans and the aN taking over of the work at Syracuse has made it impossible for me to a do any of this writing. I might add in this connection that I an wi also striving mightily to complete the requirements for a PhD degree, ; 

' Those two things —- the duties in connection with ’ my new position and the completion of the requirements for uy degree ’ must take precedence over everything else. Among the degree 
requirements is the completion of my thesis. As soon as that is 
written it will be submitted for publication and I hope that the 
Journal will accept at least a part of it. 

It may seem strange that an article appeared in 
the Journal of Forestry after my talk with you. Thig article, however, 
was written and submitted prior to that time. 

It is embarrassing to de put in the position of ” ‘ constantly making excuses, but I felt that I owed you this explanation, Please believe that my interests in the welfare of the Society and of 
the Journal is as great as it has ever been and that I will do everything 
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within my power to aid both, but I simply must beg the allowance of 

sufficient time to properly handle my job here and to complete my : 

; degree. 

Every report I have had concerning the Society makes 

me fecl that ite affairs are being handled most efficiently. It is 

indeed fortunate that we have the present set-up of officers. I am ‘ 

alse very mach pleased with the first issue of the Journal. 

Please do not accept anything in this letter as an 

attempt to heg off from those duties or responsibilities that are 

f rightfully mine. If I can be of any assistance at all te you as 

President or to the Society as a whole, I will deem it a privilege to 

render such assistance. Now that I am finally settled in Syracuse, 

have my family here and can plan on uninterrupted work I believe that Tt 

will be able to handle my correspondence more efficiently and hope that 

I will continues to hear from you. 

Very truly yours, 

RALPH . KING, Director 
ROOSEVEL? WILDLIFE FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION | 
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5 President Grystalia Star Route 

stiles of bbe Frankfort, Michigan 
f August 19, 1937. 

ae of the Gouneil: Allen Gahalane Chase 
Davison Dixon Graham 
Howard -” Taylor 

Chairman, _ Committee: Holt 
Editor: McAtee : Y 
Advisory Committee: Grinnell King Leopold Stoddard 

eeeeeeeeeeeeee 

Both the Secretary and the Chairman of the Program Committee are 
to be away from Washington for some time. I am therefore writing you 
now concerning the next meeting of the Wildlife Society, so that your 
opinions may be available for their consideration on their return. 

About two months ago I asked wr. Holt to represent the Society 
in conversations with the Secretary of the American Wildlife Institute 

re the part that the Society might play in the next North 
American Wildlife Conference. (I am reliably informed that this will 
probably be held in Baltimore). You will recall my question in an 
earlier letter concerning our part in the seientifie program, One or 
two of the replies suggested caution lest we become too inextricably 
associated with the Institute, which might prevent us from holding 
meetings elsewhere; but most of the replies favored close cooperation 

‘ with the institute in the matter, even to the extent of taking over the 
entire scientific part of the program if this was the wish of the 
Institute. 

This was the basis on which Mr. Holt was asked to confer with 
Messrs. Davis and Palmer of the Institute. He reports that the In- 
stitute would be glad to have the Wildlife aera arrange the entire 
scientific program, and that acknowledgment to this effect will be 
printed in the program if the Council agrees to the plan. While I ! 
first asked him to serve only as a sort of “contact man" between us | 
and the Institute (with Gahalane's help), I think that 1f the Gouncil | 
approves he is the logical man to serve as Chairman of the Program 
Committee, which explains his provisional title above. 

It is understood that the Institute is not washing its hands of 
the entire scientific program, but that it is turning over to us the 
problem of arranging this program. We in turn would naturally work 
in close cooperation with Messrs. Davis and Palmer so that there would 
be no overlaps or conflicts. 

Though the first question on which I should like your vote may 
involve a repetition of your earlier expressed opinion, I wish you 
would record it anyway on the enclosed sheet:- 

(1) Do you favor arrangement of the scientific program of the next 
North American Wildlife Gonference by a committee of our Society? 

If you do not, you will not need to answer the remaining ques- 
tions. But if you do, there comes next the question of personnel of 
the Program Committee. I think we must all agree that the Committee 

/
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should be large enough to represent fairly all the major fields of 
wildlife research and management, beth terrestrial and aquatic, and 
that its members should be familiar with whatever is going on that 
ought to be reported at the Conference. Also, 1t would seem natural 
that the Chairman should be someone in Washington who can keep in 
close toush with the administrative officers of the Institute. 

This is a knotty problem, but one that must be solved if the 
Society is to identify itself as the technical wildlife organization 
at the Conference. ilow large should the Committee be? Would it 
suffice to have it composed of Messrs. Holt and Cahalane and the six 
Regional Representatives? Should the Regional men be empowered to 
designate substitutes and/or assistants within each region, in order 
to cover the field more thoroughly? Should the Committee instead 
consist of men who are not Council members at all? If so, how 
should they be selected? 

, I do not need to remind you that we must be especially careful 
this year because we have a precedent to set, and the result of this 
Committee's work---if you decide to have the Committee---will affect 
profoundly the welfare and prestige of the Wildlife Society. There- 
fore will you please write fully on the next two questions, using 
additional space if necessary:- 

(2) What should be the size and distribution of the Program Commit- 
tee, geographically or by special interests? 

(3) Who. should be on\the Committee? (Give names or method of se- 
lection or both). : 

Two other matters:- 

Please bill the Treasurer, Dr. Chase, for postage or other ex- 
penses incurred on Wildlife Society business. 

A& recent letter from Mr. WeAtee indicates that wrt (4 for the se- 
cond issue of the Journal of Wildlife Management is rather slow in 
coming in. . Two articles have been accepted and one has been returned 
for revision with the recommendation that it be resubmitted. There 
is no doubt that as more and more authors begin to “point” their 
writings toward the Journal there will be plenty of usable material--- 
perhaps too much. It 1s most essential just now, however, to see 
that publication is not delayed, even though I am told that this is 
the usual experience among new periodicals in the scientific field. 
The kditor quite properly feels that he has gone as far as he can in 
the matter of soliciting manuseripts, and it seems to me that respon- 
sibility for securing the best available material now rests squarely q 
upon the Council, with whatever assistance the Advisory dommittee dan 
render. Will you please consider this matter again and do what more 
you can? 

I shall be at the above address until September 1, after which 
I shall again be at Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Mo. I shall appreciate 
it very much if you ean write me ponte September 1, however, so that 
your opinions may be transmitted essrs. Holt and Cahalane as soon 
as possible. Suggestions regarding the Journel should of course go 
directly to the iditor. . 

J y yours, “LY ant ee 

OP AAF- TF A f 
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Midolf/Bennitt, President
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ro FRE) WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT July 26, 1957 
Lefevre Hall 
Columbia, Missouri 

Professor Ralph T. King 
Department of Forest Zoology 
Syracuse University 
Syracuse, New York 

Dear Mr, King:- 

The abstract of your paper on Ruffed Grouse 
Management which appeared in the July Wildlife Review 
reminded me once more of our conversation at St. Louis 
in March, In view of your specific comni venent to send 
a series of papers covering your ruffed grouse work to 
Mr. MeAtee for the Journal of Wildlife Management, I 
have been hoping to see the first of these papers at 
the earliest possible date. However, the first issue 
of the Journal of Wildlife Management has appeared 
without any paper from you, while at the same time one 

has appeared in the June issue of the Journal of Forestry. 

Sinee the latter is only a ten-page paper, I take 
it that you are still intending to put out your more 
detailed material in the Journal of Wildlife Management; 
but I must say it would relieve my mind greatly if I 
had definite word from you to this effect. You will 
recall that I “hoped we should hear from you seon" when 

I wrote you on May 26. 

i With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Rudolf Bewnitt 
““Préest dent 

RB: CP
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY c/o National Park Service, 
Washington, D, C, 

June 2, 1937. 

Mr. Ralph T. King, 
Director, Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station, 
Syracuse University, 
Syracuse, New Yorke 

Dear Mr, King: 

On behalf of the Officers of The Wildlife Society, I wish to 
acknowledge the receipt of your application and $3.00 fee for Asso- 
ciate Membership, and to welcome you into the Society. We hope 
that this association will be long and mutually beneficial 

Your professional history statement has been forwarded to the 
Membership Committee, which will consider it carefully, and you will 
be informed if your membership can be raised to the Active classi- 

fication. This procedure is followed in all cases. 

Meanwhile, we hope and expect that you will take an active part 

in the affairs of the organization. It is hardly necessary to say 

that the future of the Society depends upon the attitude of the 
membership. We have all seen societies which were run "from the top 
down," and we know that this may lead to stagnation. No amount of 

correspondence, committee work and the like, can take the place of 
personal contacts among nembers and between members and the public. 
This calls for a high degree of personal responsibility on the part 
of all of us, especially during the coming year; but if our members 
take upon themselves the active duty of accomplishing the objectives 

stated in our Constitution (a copy of which is enclosed herewith), 
the influence and prestige of the Society will increase. 

In some things we must proceed slowly---in setting up educational 
standards, for instance---but there are four things that can be done 

now and throughout 1937 by each member: 

(1) See that all men of your acquaintance. who are profes- 

sionally interested in wildlife know about the Society, and that all 
who should become members have the opportunity to do so. Approach 

them personally or send their names to the Secretary or to your 

Regional Representative. 

(2) Do everything possible to assure to the Editor manu- 

scripts of high quality, so that the reputation of The Journal of 

Wildlife Management may at once be established among scientific publi- 
cations.



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFIGE OF THE SECRETARY 

(3) Promote and support regional wildlife conferences, 

keeping in close touch with your Regional Representative. 

(4) Do 911 you can to raise educational, research and 
professional standards. 

A group of hundreds of persons cannot work together without honest 
differences of opinion, but these have a way of disappearing when they 

are openly discussed with the intention of adjusting them. Your 
Officers sand Regional Representatives earnestly request that they be 
inforned of criticisms and constructive suggestions for the common | 

good. Those that can be will be handled by them. Those that cannot 

will be presented to the next meeting of the Society. It is possible 

for our Society to become more closely-knit than nost national organi- 
zations. We shall do everything in our power to make it so, and we 

bespeak the cooperation of the membership to the same end. 

We send you our greetings and our best wishes for the coming 

year. 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H. Cahsalane, 
: Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society.



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT May 26, 1937 

Mr, Ralph T, King 
Department of Forest Zoology 
Syracuse University 
Syracuse, New York 

Dear King:- 

Thank you for your letter of May 20. We do not 
contemplate a separate library for the Wildlife Building 
since it immediately joins the Biology Building, and 
the library of the latter already receives the publica- 
tion of the Roosevelt Wildlife Station. If, however, 
you ever put individuals on the mailing list for such 
publications,, I should be very glad to have my name 
added to them and to receive these publications in the 
future. If not, I shall understand. 

On the whole the affairs of the Wildlife Society 
are going smoothly and in high gear. The other officers 
and the Council and Committee are doing their work in 

cellent shape---especially Cahalane who is doing a 
Bev ealenn task as Secretary with smoothness and dispatch. 
There have been some very minor disagreements, but 
these we have quickly resolved by collecting the opinions 
of the Council in each case, Cahalane tells me that the 
present paid membership is about 265, Considering that 
those who join the Society in advance of the first issue 
of the Journal are doing it on faith alone, I think that 
a membership of 500 by July 1 will be an excellent record 
at this stage of the game, 

. 

With best wishes, and the hope that I shall hear 
from you soon about that ruffed grouse manuscript. 

Sincerely yours, 

— 

Rudolf Bénnitt 

RB: CP



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Cr ee Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Mo. 
May 20, 1937. 

Professor Ralph T. King 
Dept. of Forest Zoology 
Syracuse University 

l Syracuse, N.Y. 

Dear King:- 

Recalling our conversation about your ruffed grouse , 

work at St. Lowis, I just received from Mr, McAtee a list of 

the MSS already accepted for the Journal of Wildlife Management. 

In response to my specific question, he says he has not yet 

received anything from you. 

z know you have been fearfully busy and that there have 

been other complicating circumstances. But in view of the 

importance of early publication of your data, both to yourself 

and to the rest of us, will you not make a special effort to 

get the first batch of material to Mr, McAtee at the first 

possible moment? I took our conversation to be a definite 

commitment on your part to do so, and while you quite properly 

. gala you could not guarantee to send in the MSS before a certain 

date, I am taking the liberty of reminding you at this time 

because neither Mr. McAtee nor I have heard anything further 

abogt the matter, 

I trust all is going well in the new job. With best 

Wishes, 
Sincerely yours, 

cc: W.L.McAtee (ie f



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
c/o National Park Service, 

Office of the Secretary Washington, De Ge 

April 13, 1937. 

Mr. Ralph T. King, 
Roosevelt Wild Life Station, 

Syracuse University, 
Syracuse, N. Ye 

Dear Ralph: 

At President Bennitt's reminder I am sending you, as a member 
of the Advisory Committee of The Wildlife Society, a small supply 
of stationery and some general statements and professional history 
blanks you may find useful in contact work. 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H. Cahalane, 

Secretary.



OFFIGE OF THE SECRETARY c/o National Park Service, 

Washington, De. C. 

April 7, 1937« 

Mr. Ralph T. King, 

Roosevelt Wild Life Station, 

Syracuse University, 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. King: e 

You were one of nearly six hundred persons interested in wild 
life managenent, administration, teaching or research, who last year 

affiliated with The Society of Wildlife Specialists. This leads us 

to believe that you will wish to continue your membership in The 
Wildlife Society, as the new organization was officially named at 

the recent St. Louis meeting. Enclosed herevith are the following: 

(1) A general statement concernins the history, objectives, 
and formal organization of the Society in 1936 and 1937. We hope 

you will read this carefully, especially if you did not attend the 
St. Louis meeting. 

(2) The Constitution and By-laws adopted at that time. 

(3) A questionnaire dealing with your training for and experi- 

ence in wildlife work, For the present, until the Membership Com 

mittee and the Council can give careful consideration to the many 

nanes now before them, all applicants for membership are eligible only 

for Associate Membership, though as a present affiliate you require no 
sponsors. All persons, however, are requested to fill out this 

questinnnaire, and it is hoped that most of them will in due time be 

adjudged by the Council as qualified for Active Membership. 

Will you not fill out this blank and return it today with $3.00 

for your Associate Membership? 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H. Cahalane, 

Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society. 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY : A GENERAL STATEMENT 
eee 9 Sr IRL) TCR 

During the First North American Wildlife Conference, held in Washington, 
D. C., February 3-7, 1936, a meeting of over 100 persons affected the ten- 

porary organization of The Society of Wildlife Specialists, including as 

members persons professionally interested in wildlife management. This ac- 
tion was prompted by the conviction that there was need in this rapidly 

growing profession for an agency to define and maintain standards, to af- 
filiate for the common good all persons subscribing to these standards, and 

to establish a journal of wildlife management. 

The officers of the temporary organization were: President, Ralph 
1. King (then at University of Minnesota); Vice Presidents, Brnest G. 

Holt (Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D.C.), and Miles D. Pirnie 

(Michigan Stato College); Secretary-Treasurer, W. L. McAtee (Bureau of 
Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.). There were in addition two 
counsellors, Aldo Leopold and Herbert L. Stoddard, and a Regional Advisory 

Board consisting of representatives from thirteen regions laid out by 

the General Wildlife Federation. 

During the first year, with virtually no publicity, 563 persons af- 
filiated themselves with the Society, paying a fee of one dollar. Mean- 

while, a committee of six, under the chairmanship of Gardiner Bump, pre- 

pared the preliminary draft of a Constitution and By-laws for the formal 

organization meeting in 1937. 

The Society of Wildlife Specialists was temporary in character, its 
chief aim being to prepare the way for a permanent organization. This vas 
accomplished February 27 and 28, 1937, at St. Louis, Mo., when a meeting 

attended by over seventy-five affiliates adopted a Constitution and By- 
laws and elected the Officers and Membership Committee for the ensuing year. 

Objectives. The objectives of the Society are: (a) Establishment of pro- 
fessional solidarity and maintenance of the highest possible professional 
standards; (b) development of all types of wildlife managenent along sound 

' biological lines; (c) publications to effect these ends; (a) protection 

of the interests of its members. 

Membership. Active Membership is open to any person professionally engaged 

in the practice or teaching of wildlife management, in wildlife administra- 

tion, in wildlife research or in graduate study of these subjects, who is 

a graduate of a school approved by the Council; or who, in the opinion of 

the Council, has acquired an understanding of wildlife work comparable to 

that required by an approved school. 

Associate Membership is open to any interested person who is sponsored 

by two Active Members. (During 1937, sponsorship by Associate Members is 

allowed).



Honorary Members may be elected in recognition of distinguished serv- 

ice or outstanding achievement in the field of wildlife management. 

Journal. Pubdlication of the quarterly Journol of Wildlife Management, to 

be sent to all members, will begin in July, 1937. The Editor of this and 

other publications of the Society is W. L. McAtee (Bureau of Bhological 

Survey, Washington, D. C.). Manuscripts for the Journal should be sent 

directly to the Editor. 

Dues. Dues for all members, whether Active or Associate, will be $3.00 

for the calender year 1937. Beginning January 1, 1938, dues for Active 

Members will be $5.00, for Associate Members $3.00... Honorary Members pay 

no dues. 

Council. The governing body of the Society is the Council, composed of the 

four Officers and one representative from each of six regions in the United 

States. Provision is made for additional regions in other countries as 

the need arises. 

Officers. The Officers elected for 1937 are: President, Rudolf Bennitt, 

University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.; Vice-President, Joseph S. Dixon, 

National Park Service, San Francisco, Calif.; Sccretary,Victor H. Cahalene, 

National Park Service, Washington, D. C.; Treasurer, Warren W. Chase, Soil 

Conservation Service, Des Moines, Iowa. 

Regional Representatives. Region 1: Arthur A. Allen, Cornell University, 

Ithaca, N. Y. Region 2: William J. Howard, National Park Service, Richmond, 

Va. Region 3: Samuel A. Graham, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Region 4: Verne E. Davison, Soil Conservation Service, Rapid City, S.Dak. 

Region 5: Walter P. Taylor, Bureau of Biological Survey, College Station 

Texas. Region 6: E. Lowell Sumner, Jr., National Park Service, San Fran- 

cisco, Calif. 

The Regional Representative is in charge of the activities of the 

Society in his region. Hence his position is one of the utmost importance, 

and the promotion of membership, regional meetings, objectives of the 

Society and the like -- either directly or through the combined efforts 

of the menbers -—- is to a large extent his responsibility. For this reason, 

the Society has decided that hereafter these men shall be elected by the 

menbers in their own regions. 

Gommittoes. Membership Comnittees (elected): Gardiner Bump, Chairman; P. L. 

Errington, L. BE. Hicks, T. H. Langlois, W. R. Van Dersal. 

Advisory Committee (appointed): Joseph Grinnell, R. T. King, Aldo Leopold, 

H. L. Stoddard. 

2



Special problems. It is a matter of concern to the Society that the 

quality and scope of wildlife work offered in the colleges and universities 

be of high standard. Courses and curricula cannot and should nat be form- 

alized but certain academic standards must be maintained and certain basic 
biological courses, as well as those of a more specialized nature, must 

be offered if aspirants to this professional field are to be trained along 
sound scientific lines. This may involve evaluation of curricula, of 

teachers and equipment, or recognition of other sorts. 

It is clearly recognized that academic training is not the sole means 
to achieve the necessary background required for Active Membership in the 
Society. Thus persons who, in the opinion of the Council, have acquired 
through specialized experience a thorough understanding of wildlife prin~ 

ciples and techniques are also eligible to Active Membership, under the 
conditions set forth in the Constitution. 

Opportunities for service. The Wildlife Society begins its formal exist- 
ence at a time when, as never before, the public is genuinely interested in 

wildlife conservation. This gives promise of broad opportunities. At the 
same time, it imposes heavy responsibilities upon the men vho are to study 

and administer the wildlife resources of the North American continent. The 
obligations of this Society are obvious. Their fulfilment will be one of 
the really constructive tasks of the present generation. 

Rudolf Bennitt, President 
Joseph S. Dixon, Vice-President 
Victor H. Cahalane, Secretary 
Warren W. Chase, Treasurer 

5 /



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Mo, 
March 26, 1957, 

Mr, Ralph T, King 
University Farm 
University of Minnesota 
St. Paul, Minn, 

Dear King:- 

Thank you for your letter of March 24, with the suggestions 
concerning the enclosures, Apparently no fundamental change 
will be necessary, but we have been able to simplgfy them some- 
what and the muggestions made by you and the others have been 
incorporated in the new draft. 

No, I had not heard of your impending change. While I 
.don*t know anything about the relative merits of the two posi- 
tions, I assume that you are making a step upward, which you 
richly deserve to do. As director of the Roosevelt Wildlife 
Station, you will surely have much broader opportunities than 
you had in Minnesota, and I congratulate you heartiy. 

Please don't let anything interfere with the completion 
of that first MSS which you said you would get to MeAtee in 
time for the first issue of the Journal of Wildlife Management, 
We are all counting on it. 

In the batch of material you have just returned, you read 
about the doings at St. Louis after you left; if there is any- 
thing that was not clear, or concerning which you have any doubts, 
please let me know. This is a big job, as you well know; I 
shall have difficulty in even partially filling your shoes; and 
you needn't think that anything like a move from one part of the 
country to another is going to shake us off your trail when we 
need advice and assistance, 

; Once again, I congratulate you and send you my very best 
wishes in your new field, 

Sincerely youts, 

Leta list —
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Dr. sndals Bennitt, President hae 
; The a v : 4 

Departaent of .ccology : 
University of Missourd 
Columbia, Kissourt x 

Dear Or. Bennitt: : ‘ ‘ a 

; *jelosed are the copies of the letters you sent me last week. tu 
Aithough I have only made two or three notations on these eopies I have gone in 
over them carefuliy. I can find neither omissions or misstatements, and I va 
think the tone is quite satisfactory. So far as I em concerned IT recommend 
getting them out to the progpective membership in their present form I 3 
am looking forward to the receipt of my copies and as soon as I have received 

. them will forward my dues to Oahalane. 4 

I am glad to know that MeAtee has definitely aceapted the poat t 
as editor of the new journal. I hope I will be able to get a paper to him . 
in time to have it included in the first number. So mech has happened since I 

5 left St. Louis that I am afraid to promise anything for the next few months. , 

I don't know if you have heard yet of my recent change. Less #7 
y than two weeks ago I resigned my position here at Minnesota effective April 15 ia 

and on that date will take up my duties at Syracuse University as Head of the i 4 
Department of Forest Zoology and Wirecator of the Roosevelt Wildlife Station. x 
T have only three weeks to wind up my affairs here and I know nothing of what I e 
will be confronted with there, so you ean see that for a while things are going a 
to be a bit indefinite and somevhat rushed as far as I am concerned. My 4 
address until April 15th will be here, after that date at Syracuse. 

This move will, of course, make no difference as far as my interest 
in the Society is concerned and I hope it will make no difference in our relations. ; 

; Please call tpon me for any help I am able to give and should you be coming Hast 4 

at any time do not fail to include Syracuse in your schedule of stops. 

Sincerely yours, hs ; : ; 

RIK K Instructor - Economic Zoology 
Enc. ‘ " } a 

ee ek
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‘ of Zoology, University of Missourt 4 ee Miunbia, Moc’ Maren 15, 1997. 

Rogional Nepresentati ver Fon, Joward, Graben son, Taylor, q 
Milsors Goudttes! Crimell, ide, Leopold, Stoddard, ’ 

Dear Sirt~ 

In order that there be no Sor ee 
menbers of the Tildlife society, 4t ts that we send 
Os sons a Peetinee © Se ent of present condition and 
aims of the ty. I hope we can get this into the mail not 
later than April 1, 

it 1s avon more important, however, that the men named above 
give cereful advance consideration to the material which is to be 
one one HAS Fensen, 1 Gm oonding you herentth @ Sinah Giekh 

if Soneved statement concerning the Seotners 1936~1.937. 
Letter from the Offieers to % (which : 

 apeedirerimtompa cialadegsineray 

} Introductory notes to both prosent affiliates and | 
prospective monbers, 

The nenbers vill also revsive copies of the Gonsti tution end 
rea qMesti prepared by Kenbership Committee, and 

una eantiee it etrefuliyy insert, your sovrestions adds ind | 
amendments, and return 1% to'newrnld’poosttle, aauhhe a uaak — 
realise that this will be « rather é # 6 most impor- 
tant one, Up mat be aaue, Gat tee hintewt Gal glans of tee Betowy | 
pe eli fag egg ew gh Alse, wo want your fronk opinion as | 
to whether ae Re Te wees See © oe ees 
The facts may be complete and sacourate, yet the “tone” of the letters 
may bo all wrong. 

soe Soreing Shee 7 the copy will be anended as necessary 
and forwarded to Seeretary for tranauission to the membership. 

Fer per infewe thane ke, MoAtee the iasuance of two 

Ba Sot"jorchls stfengeenty’sr‘ganylaey aig bu Sose‘Aink po * mis + 
You gan assist materi vounding up" suiteble MSS and seeing 
Sank eae ane AGRE Ue hae OF teed OE Poets | 

if you know of a member who is artistically inclined, end who | 
Might serve on a committee to design a seal, insignia for the Journal, | 
ete., for presentation to the next annual meeting, will you please 
informa me? 

I shall hope to hear from you shortly, — WL. th beat - Ad i 

fhe pl LaF 
Rudest ii and tt, Pre si dent



| Dear King: - Your comments oe these enclosures, as well as any- 
thing else you care to say for e good of the order, will be espe- 
cially important and welcome, Please write soon and in 2%
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY : A GENERAL STATEMENT 

During the First North American Wildlife Conference, held in 
Washington, D. C., February 3-7, 1936, a meeting of over 100 per- 
sons effected the temporary organization of The Society of Wildlife 
Specialists, including as members persons professionally interested 
in wildlife management. This action was prompted by the conviction 
that there was a need in this rapidly growing profession for an 
agency to define and maintain standards, to affiliate for the com- 
mon good all persons subscribing to these standards, and to estab- 
lish a journal of wildlife management. 

The officers of the temporary organization were: President, 
Ralph T. King (then at University of Minnesota); Vice-Presidents, 
Ernest G. Holt (Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D.C.), and 
Miles D. Pirnie (Michigan State College); Secretary-Treasurer, W. 
L. McAtee (Bureau of Biological S urvey, Washington, D.C.). There 
were in addition two counsellors, Aldo Leopold and Herbert L. 
Stoddard, and a Regional Advisory Board consisting of representa- 
tives from thirteen regions laid out by the General Wildlife 
Federation. 

During the first year, with virtually no publicity, 563 per- 
sons affiliated themselves with the Society, paying a fee of one 
dollar. Meanwhile, a committee of six, under the chairmanship of 
Gardiner Bump, prepared the preliminary draft of a Constitution 
and By-laws for the formal organization meeting in 1937. 

The Society of Wildlife Specialists was temporary in charecter, 
its chief aim being to prepare the way for a permenent orgenization. 
This was accomplished February 27 and 28, 1937, at St. Louis, Mo., 
when a meeting attended by over seventy-five affiliates adopted a 
Constitution end By-laws and elected the Officers and Membership 
Committee for the ensuing year. 

Objectives. The objectives of the Society are: (a) Establishment 
of professional solidarity and maintenance of the highest possible 
professional standards; (b) development of all types of wildlife 
management along sound biological lines; (c) publications to effect 
these ends; (d) protection of the interests of its members. 

Membership. Active Membership is open to any person professionally 
engaged in the practice or teaching of wildlife management, in wild- 
life administration, in wildlife research, or in graduate study of 
these subjects, who is a graduate of a school approved by the 
Council; or who, in the opinion of the Council, has acquired an 
understanding of wildlife work comparable to that required by an | 
approved school. | 

Associate Membership is open to any interested person who is spon- 
sored by two Active Members. 

Honorary Members may be elected in recognition of distinguished 
service or outstanding achicvement in the field of wildlife manege- 
ment.
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Journal. The quarterly Journal of Wildlife Management to be sent to 
ali members, began in July, 1937, end has already established a 
high reputation. The Editor of this and other publications of the 
Society is W. L. McAtee (Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, 
D.C.). Manuscripts for the Journal should be sent directly to the 
Editor. 

Tues. Dues for Active Members are $5.00, for Associate Members 
$3.00. Honorary Members pay no dues. 

Cotmcil. The governing body of the Society is the Council, composed 
of the four Officers and one representative from cach of six regions 
in the United States. Provision is made for additional regions in 
other countries as the need arises. 

Officcrs. The Officers elected for 1937 are: President, Rudolf 
Bennit, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.; Vice-President, 
Joseph S. Dixon, National Park Service, San Francisco, Calif; 
Secretary, Victor H. Cahalane, National Park Service, Washington, 
D.C.; Treasurer, Warren W. Chase, Soil Conservation Service, Des 
Moines, Iowa. 

Regional Representatives. Region 1: Arthur A. Allen, Cornell Uni- 
versity, Ithaca, N. Y. Region 2: William J. Howard, National Park 
Service, Richmond, Virginia. Region 3: Samuel A. Graham, University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Region 4: Paul H. Roberts, U. S. 
Forest Service, Lincoln, Neb. Region 5: Walter P. Taylor, Bureau 
of Biological Survey, College Station, Texas. Region 6: E. Lowell 
Sumner, Jr., National Park Service, Sen Francisco, Calif. 

The Regional Representative is in charge of the activities of 
the Society in his region. Hence, his position is one of the utmost 
importance, and the promotion of membership, regional meetings, 
objectives of the Society and the like - either directly or through 
the combined efforts of the members - is to a large extent his 
responsibility. For this reason, these men are elected by the 
members in their own region. 

Committees. Membership Committee. (elected): Gardiner Bump, Chair- 
man; P. L. Errington, L. E. Hicks, T. H. Langlois, W.R. Van Dersal. 

Advisory Committee (appointed): Joseph Grinnell, R. T. King, Aldo 
Leopold, H. L. Stoddard. 

Special toeleme. It is a matter of concern to the Society that 
the quality and scope of wildlife work offered in the colleges and 
universities be of high standard. Courses and curricula cannot and 
should not be formalized, but certain academic standards must be 
maintained and certain basic biological courses, as well as those 
of a more specialized nature, must be offered if aspirants to this 
professional field are to be trained along sound scientific lines. 
This may involve evaluation of curricula, of teachers and equipment, 
or recognition of other sorts.
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It is clearly recognized that academic training is not the sole 
means of achieving the necessary background required for Active 
Membership in. the Society. Thus persons who, in the opinion of the 
Council, have acquired through specialized experience a thorough 
understanding of wildlife principles and techniques are also eli- 
gible to Active Membership, under the conditions set forth in the 
Constitution. 

Opportunities for Service. The Wildlife Society is living at a 
time when, as never before, the public is genuinely interested in 
wildlife conservation. This gives promise of broad opportunities. 
At the same time, it imposes heavy responsibilities upon the men 
who are to study and administer the wildlife resources of the North 
American continent. The obligations of this Society are obvious. 
Their fulfillment will be one of the really constructive tasks of 
the present generation. 

Rudolf Bennitt, President 
Joseph S. Dixon, Vice-President 
Victor H. Cahalane, Secretary 
Warren W. Chase, Treasurer
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Self-education in the wildlife field: 

Names and addresses of 2 professional references or sponsors (members of The Wildlife Society): 

i, 

2. L 

List memberships in scientific or professional societies related to the field of wildlife management: 

Present major interests or specialties in the wildlife field: 

State approximate number of your scientific publications, and give bibliographic references to those bearing on wildlife management: 

(Add additional sheets if space insufficient.) 

I hereby apply for membership in The Wildlife Society with the understanding that classification of my membership shall rest 

with the Committee on Membership and the Council of the Society. 

(Signature) 

CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLE III — Membership. 

Sec. 1. The membership of this Society shall consist of Active Members, Associate Members, and Honorary Members. 

Sec. 2. Active Members shall be persons professionally engaged in the practice or teaching of wildlife management, in wild- 
life administration, in wildlife research, or in graduate study of these subjects, who are graduates of a school approved by the 
Council, or who, in the opinion of the Council, have acquired an understanding of wildlife management principles and technique 
comparable with that required by a school approved by the Council. 

Sec. 3. Qualifications of applicants to Active Membership shall be passed upon by a standing committee of five members 
who shall be nominated by the Council and elected by the Society at its annual meeting; three members of the committee to be 
elected in odd numbered years, two members in even numbered years, to hold office for two years each. Election of applicants 
for Active Membership shall be made by the Council from among those recommended by the Membership Committee. 

Sec. 4. Any person may become an Associate Member upon recommendation of two Active Members and acceptance by the 
Secretary. 

Sec. 5. Honorary Members shall be persons who, upon the unanimous recommendation of the Council and a two-thirds vote 
at any stated meeting of the Society, are thus recognized for their distinguished service or outstanding achievement in the field 
of Wildlife Management. 

Sec. 6. Only Active Members shall be entitled to vote, to hold office, and to represent the Society officially. All classes of 
members shall receive the journal and such other publications of the Society as the Council may direct. 

~
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CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLE I -- Name 

The name of this Society shall be American Society of 
Wildlife Managers, 

ARTICLE II -- Object 

The objects of this Society shall be to protect, promote 
and represent the interests, science and practice of the pro- 
fession of Wildlife Management, and to provide and direct mediums 
for professional thought in this field, 

ARTICLE III -- Membership 

Sec. 1. The membership of this Society shall consist 
of Members, Associate Members, Honorary Members and Patrons, 

Sec. 2. Members shall be persons professionally in- 
terested in the field of Wildlife Management, or who are graduates 

: of a school requiring courses approved by the Council, and who, 
in the estimation of the Council, have acquired an understand- 
ing of Wildlife Management principles and techniques, comparable 
with that required of a school approved by the Council, 

Sec, 3. Any person may become an Associate Member upon 
recommendation of two Members and acceptance by the Executive 
Secretary. 

Sec, 4. Honorary Members shall be persons who, upon the 
unanimous recommendation of the Council and a two-thirds vote at 
any stated meeting of the Society, are thus recognized for their 
distinguished service or outstanding achievement in the field of 
Wildlife Management. 4 

Sec, 5. On payment of $1,000 or more, any person re- 
commended by two-thirds vote of the Council may be elected a 
Patron by the Society, . 

Sec. 6, Only Members shall be entitled to exercise the 
rights and priveleges of the Society and to receive the publica- 
tions thereof, 

| 

|
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Sec. 7. Only Members shall be entitled to hold office “ 

except that of Trustee or a Member of the Council, “es 

ARTICLE IV -- Officers OG 

Sec. 1. The officers of the.Soeiety shall be President, 4 
Vice-President, Executive-Sécretary and Tréasurer,...— ¢ py 
Ata Oe aren he guce2 ea thom Se We> 

ne88l., 2, The officers shall be elected annually from 
among the,Members;. shall be eligible for-re-election; and shall 
perform their duties until their successors shall qualify, 
Officers shall be elected by a majority vote at the annual meet- 
ing and their official terms shall SPREE Se ee gee Sra 

~~elbecteds VI mee & rae of The weelios > ony 

Sec, 3, The President shall preside at meetings of the 
Society, shall be Chairman of the Council, shall appoint all 
Committees including those established by the Council, and per- 
form other duties incident to his office, 

Sec, 4. In the absence of the President or in his in- 
ability to act, his duties shall be assumed by the Vice-President, 
In the event neither one can serve, the Council shall appoint a 
President pro tempores 

Secs 5. The Executive Secretary shall be the Executive 
Officer of the Society under the general direction of the Council, 
He shall issure notices of annual or special meetings of the 
Society and conduct Regional elections of Council Members, as 

; provided in the By-laws, A report covering his activities during 
the preceding year shall be made by him to the Society at its 
annual meetings 

Sec, 6, The Treasurer shall be responsible for all 
funds of the Society except permanent funds held in trust, His 
accounts shall be audited at the close of each year as directed 
by the President before presentation at the annual meeting of the 
Society. 

Sec. 7, Vacancies among the Officers shall be filled 
by vote of the Council from among the Members for the unexpired 
term of the office. 

. ARTICLE V -- Council 

Sec, 1. The Society shall be governed by a Council 
composed of the President, Vice-President, Executive Secretary, 
Treasurer, Editor of the Journal, and thirteen elected Regional 
representatives.
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Sec, 2 The thirteen Regional Representatives shall 

be elected, one from each Region as described in the manner pro- 

vided in the By-laws, Such Representatives from even-numbered 

Regions shall be chosen in even years; from odd-numbered Regions 

in odd years. They shall be eligible for re-election and shall 

take office at the close of the annual meeting, 

Secs 3, The Council shall appoint the Executive Secretary 

and the Editorial Staff of the Journal; shall nave power to fill 

vancancies occurring in its numbers; shall recommend to the Society 

for action By-laws not inconsistent with this Constitution; shall 

perform such other duties as are herein prescribed, Eight 
Members of the Council shall constitute a quorum, 

ARTICLE VI -- Meetings 

Sec, 1. The Society shall hold an annual meeting and 

such other meetings as the Council may direct at places and dates 

selected by them. Due notice of such meetings shall be given 

by the Exective Secretary at least thirty days in advance, 

Sec. 2, Resolutions passed at a meeting of the Society 

by less than a majority of its Members in good standing, shall 

represent the majority opinion of the meeting, but shall not be 

binding on the Society unless subsequently approved by the Council. 

: ARTICLE VII -- Sections 

Sections of the Society may be authorized by the Council 

upon petition of ten or more Members. Sections may adopt necessary 

By-laws, providing that no part of them suaii conflict with the 

Constitution of this Society. A report cf ..ts activities shall be 

presented by each section at the annual meeting of the Society. 

ARTICLE VIII -- Dues and Funds 

! Secy le The annual dues of Members and Associate Members 

shall be $3.00. No dues shall be charged Honorary Members or 

Patrons. 

Sec, 2. Annual dues shall be payable from January 1, 

Associate Members and Members in arrears more than one year shall 

forfeit their right to vote and to receive the Journal until such 

dues are paid. 

Sec. 3. All monies aceruing to the Society from Patrons 

as a direct result of thier elections as such, together with that 

received for undesignated purposes shall constitute a permanent 
trust fund,
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the proceeds from which shall be utilized to carry forward 
the work of the Society as directed by a three-fourths vote 
of the Council, In the absence of such direction, this inn 
come shall be reinvested by the Trustees, 

Sec, 4. Bequests, grants or trusts made for the pur- 
pose of advancing the field of Wildlife Management and/or the 
Society of Wildlife Managers, may be accepted by the Society, 
providing the Council shall have first favorably considered 
the objects and specifications set up by the trust. These 
shall be placed in the Permanent Fund, 

Sec, 5, The Permanent Fund of the Society shall be 
controlled in trust by a board of three Trustees with power 
to act according to their judgment, One Trustee shall be : 
elected at each annual stated meeting for a term of three 
years from among the Members, Honorary Members or Patrons, 
In case of vacancies caused by suspension, resignation or 
death, successors may be appointed by the Council for the 
remainder of the terms 

ARTICLE IX == Amendment 

The Constitution may be amended by a twosthirds vote 
of the Members of the Society (which may be obtained by corres- 
pondence), Amendments may be referred to the Society for 
action either by a two-thirds vote of the voting Members at 
any stated annual meeting, or by a favorable vote of at least 
two-thirds of the Council, Notice of proposed amendments 
must be submitted to all voting Members four wecks previous 
to tho closing date for the receipt of ballots,
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I == Election of Officers 

The President shall appoint a nominating committee, which 
shall recommend to the Society candidates for each office, Mem- 
bers shall have the privilege of nominating additional candidates 
from the floor before the ballot for each office, In case a 
ballot does not result in a majority for any candidate, subsequent 
ballots shall be limited to those two candidates receiving the 
largest number of votes on the previous ballot, 

II #- Election of Council 

Representatives to the Council shall be chosen «= one from 
each of the following Regions: « 

Region 1, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, 
Rhode Island, Connecticut, 

i 2, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, 
Delaware, District of Columbia, 

" Be 

'! 4. 
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it 13, 

Nominations shall be made in each Region by a nominating 
ballot to be supplied each voting Member of the Region by the Ex- 
ecutive Secretary during the month of November, preéeding the year in which a Regional representative is to be elected, In each Region, the names of the two Members having the largest number 
of valid nominating ballots as roceived by the Executive Secre- tary by the following Decomber 51, shall be promptly submitted by him to its voting Members for election, The nomince having the majority of the valid votes as received by the Executive : Seeretary by the following January 31 shall be declared elected,
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III -~ Order of Business 

The order of business at the annual stated meeting, unless 

changed by a two-thirds vote of the Members present shall be as 
follows:~« 

1. Reading and approval of the minutes of previous meeting. 
2. Report of the Executive Secretary. 
3, Report of the Treasurer. 
4, Report of Regional Representatives and Sections, 

5. Election of officers, 
6, Appointment of temporary committees, 
7, Report and recommendations by the Council, 
8, Action on business reported by the Council. 
9, Reports of committees. 

10. New and unfinished business, 
11, Appointment of permanent committees by President-elect, 
12, Reading of the minutes of the meeting, 

IV w= Delinquents 

The names of Associate Members and Members whose dues are 
in arrears for more than two years shall be presented to the 
Council for setion, 

V -» Fiscal Year 

The fiscal year of the Society shall end December 31, 

VI -= Editorial Staff 

The Editorial Staff shall consist of an Editor-in chief 
and other Members of the Society, all of whom shall be 
chosen by the Council, The Editorial Staff shall serve for 
two years, or until their successors are appointed, and shall 
be responsible for all matters relating to the publication of 
the Journal subject to such restrictions as may be imposed by 
the Council, 

| 

|
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Self-education in the wildlife field: 

Names and addresses of 2 professional references of sponsors (members of The Wildlife Society): 

‘. 

2. 

List memberships in scientific or professional societies related to the field of wildlife management: 

Present major interests or specialties in the wildlife field: 

State approximate number of your scientific publications, and give bibliographic references to those bearing on wildlife management: 
(Add additional sheets if space insufficient.) 

I hereby apply for Membership in The Wildlife Society with the understanding that classification of my membership shall rest 
with the Committee on Membership and the Council of the Society. 

(Signature) 

CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLE III — Membership 

Sec. 1. The membership of this Society shall consist of Active Members, Associate Members, and Honorary Members. 

Sec. 2. Active Members shall be persons professionally engaged in the practice or teaching of wildlife management, in wild- 

life administration, in wildlife research, or in graduate study of these subjects, who are graduates of a school approved by the 

Council, or who, in the opinion of the Council, have acquired an understanding of wildlife management principles and techniques 
comparable with that required by a school approved by the Council. 

Sec, 3. Qualifications of applicants for Active Membership shall be passed upon by a standing committee of five members 
who shall be nominated by the Council and elected by the Society at its annual meeting; three members of the committee to be 
elected in odd numbered years, two members in even numbered years, to hold office for two years each. Election of applicants 
for Active Membership shall be made by the Council from among those recommended by the Membership Committee. 

é Sec. 4. Any person may become an Associate Member upon recommendation of two Active Members and acceptance by the 

ecretary. 

Sec. 5. Honorary Members shall be persons who, upon the unanimous recommendation of the Council and a two-thirds vote 

at any stated meeting of the Society, are thus recognized for their distinguished service or outstanding achievement in the field 

of wildlife management. 

Sec. 6. Only active members shall be entitled to vote, to hold office, and to represent the Society officially. All classes of 
members shall receive the journal and such other publications of the Society as the Council may direct.



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY: A GENERAL STATEMENT 

During the First North American Wildlife Conference, held in Washington, De C., 
February 3-7, 1936, a meeting of over 100 persons effected the temporary orgeanizae 
tion of the Society of Wildlife Specialists, including as members persons prafes- 
sionally interested in wildlife management. This action was prompted by the 
conviction that there was a need in this rapidly growing profession for an agency 
to define and maintain standards, to affiliate for the common good all persons 
subscribing to these standards, and to establish a journal of wildlife management. 

The chief aim of the Society of Wildlife Specialists was to prepare the way for 
@ permanent organization, This was accomplished February 27, and 28, 1937, at St. 
Louis, Mos, when a meeting attended by over seventy-five affiliates adopted a Consti- 
tution and By-laws and elected the Officers and Membership Committee for the ensuing 

year. Within six months the membership had passed the 500 mark, and since that time 
has enjoyed a steady growth. 

Objectives, The objectives of the Society are: (a) Establishment of professional 
soltaarrey and maintenance of the highest possible professional standards; (b) 
development of all types of wildlife management along sound biological lines; (c) 

publications to effect these ends; (d) protection of the interests of its memberBe 

Membership. Active Membership is open to any person professionally engaged in the 
practice or teaching of alate management, in wildlife administration, in wilde 
life research, or in graduate study of these subjects, who is a graduate of a school 
approved by the Councils; or who, in the opinion of the council, has acquired an 

understanding of wildlife work comparable to that required by an approved schoole 
It is clearly recognized that academic training is not the sole means of achieving 
the necessary background required for Active Membership in the Society. Thus persons 
who, in the opinion of the Couneil, have acquired through specialized experience a 
thorough understanding of wildlife principles and techniques are also eligible to 
Active Membership, under the conditions set forth in the Constitution. Associate 

Membership is open to any interested person who is sponsored by two Active Members» 
Honorar Gan may be elected in recognition of distinguished service or outstand- 
ing sartovensnt in the field of wildlife management, 

Journal, The quarterly Journal of Wildlife Management to be sent to all members, 
began in July, 1937, and has already established a high reputation. The Editor of 
this and other publications of the Society is W. Le McAtee (Biological Survey, 
Washington, De Ce). Manuscripts for the Journal should be sent directly to the 
Editors 

Duese Dues for Active Members are $5.00, for Associate Members $3.00. Honorary 
Members pay no duese 

Council. The governing body of the Society is the Council, composed of the four 
Officers and one representative from each of six regions in the United States, Mexico, 
and Canadas 

Officers. The Officers elected for 1938, are: President, Arthur A. Allen, Cornell 

University, Ithaca, Ne Ye; Vice-President, Thomas H. Langlois, Ohio Conservation 
Department, Put-in-Bay, Ohio} Secretary, Victory H, Cahalane, National Park Service,’ 
Washington, D. C., Treasurer, Warren W. Chase, Soil Conservation Service, Des Moines, 
Iowae



Regional Representatives. Region 1: Ralph T. King, Roosevelt Wildlife Forest 

Experiment Station, Syracuse, Ne Ye Region 2: William J. Howard, National Park 

Service, Richmond, Virginia. Region 3: Samuel A, Graham, University of Michigan, 

Ann Arbor, Michigan. Region 4; Paul H,. Roberts, U. S, Forest Service, Lincoln, 

Nebre Region 5: Walter P. Taylor, Biological Survey, College Station, Texas. 

Region 6: fe Lowell Sumner, Jr., National Park Service, San Francisco, California. 

The Regional Representative is in charge of the activities of the Society in 

his region. Hence, his position is one of the utmost importance, and the promotion 

of membership, regional meetings, objectives of the Society and the like = either 

directly or through the combined efforts of the members - is to a large extent his 

responsibility. For this reason, these men are elected by the members in their own 

region, 2 

Committees. Membership Committee; Gardiner Bump, Chairman; L. E. Hicks, EB. V. 
Komarek, James Morfritt, W. R, Van Dersal; and T. H, Langlois, Special Consultant. 

Advisory Committee: Joseph Grinnell, R. T. King, Aldo Leopold, H. Le Stoddard, 

Rudolf tomar, Rudolph M. Anderson. 

Committee on Professional Standards: Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman; F. C. Edminster, ~ 

P. Le brrington, C. be Hubbs, Re te King, Aldo Leopold, H. D. Ruhl, H. L. Stoddard, 

We P. Taylore 

Committee on Cooperation: A. 0. Weese, Chairman, V. H. Cahalane, BE, G. Holt, He Le 

Shantz. 

Opportunities for Service. The Wildlife Society is living at a time when, as never 

before, the public is genuinely interested in wildlife conservation, This gives 

promise of broad opportunities, At the same time, it imposes heavy responsibilities 

upon the men who are to study and administer the wildlife resources of the North 

American continent. The obligations of this Society are obvious, Their fulfillment 

will be one of the really constructive tasks of the present generations 

Arthur A. Allen, President 
Thomas H. Langlois, Vice-President 
Victor H, Cahalane, Secretary 

Warren W. Chase, Treasurer
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July 7, 1947 

Dy. F, NW. Hamerstrom,
 Jr. 

The George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Hommys 

logan J. Bennett tella me that he is asking you 

to serve on the awards committe
e. At his request 

I am sending you my file, but I am not sure 

% contains anything importan
t except my letter 

ging reco
mmen

ded 

changes in prodedure,
 

you can ¢% this appointment
 I will feel 

about 18 veoeuse I lnow the Jod will de 

good hands. 

Yours
 

as over, 

Aldo Leopold



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

206 FORESTRY BUILDING 
Stare CoLuece, Pa. 

June 25, 1947 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am very sorry to learn that you are having eye trouble 

and have requested your withdrawal from the Awards Committee. 

I sincerely hope that your eyes will have recovered in the very 

near future. 

Upon your suggestion, I am writing to Dr. Hamerstrom to 

find out if he will accept appointment in your place on the 

Committee. He will appreciate it if you will send him your 

views on the work of this Committee and also a set of standards 

that you and the other committee members are drawing up. 

Yours very truly, 

Si ’ 
; Pres t 

sb 

ec: Mills, McAtee, Harmerstrom 

: 

y
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dune 19, 1947 

Dr. Logan Bennitt | 
205 Forestry Baliding 

Rear Logent 

I recently accepted appointment to the Avards f 
Committee, tut I an now doubting whether. this 3 
is a squaye deal to the Soglety. I have been | 
hewing eye trouble whieh curteaile my reefing. 
My agceptence was based. on the aseumption that 
this wae tenporary but I have not gotten rid , 
of it yet, ond 1¢ uy hold me beek through 
the year. A member of thie commitites to do 
a good Job rust rend everything, and the chances 
are that I vould be unable to do this. T wigheot: 
therefore, you would let ne withdraw. 4 

I don’t Like to leave you out on « Limb, and 
would Like to suggest Proderie¢: Hanerytron, 
George Reserve, Pinckney, Michigan, who 
might be a good member, and his point of j 
view would be somewhat similer te my om. { 

With personal regurds, é 

: Yours sincerely} | 

{ 

ALAPu Aldo Leopold 4 
Sioned in Me. Leopold's | 
absence to aveld delay. | 

a gna 

Co Weep) Yylbig |



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

office of Editor 132 Natural Resources Bldg 
Journal of “ildlife Management Urbana, Illinois 

June 4, 1947 

Mr. W. Le MeAtee 
c/o University of Chicago Press : 
5750 Ellis Avenue 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

and 

Dr. Aldo Lecpold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

C Gentlemen: : 

; I am enclosing a letter which I received re- 
cently from Dr. Storer concerning the work of the Awards 
Committee. JI am also in receipt of a copy of Dr. Leopold's 

O letter to Dr, Bennett relating to the work of this Committee. 
As I have never operated on this Committee before, the ; 
guidance and suggestions of you gentlemen will be of great 
importance to me. The four points mentioned in Dr. Leopold's 

P letter sound to me both logical and desirable and it is my 
personal feeling that the council should adopt them. 

The press of many things here will keep me thor~ 
oughly occupied until sometime in July. After that time 

Y it should not be too difficult for us to meet, possibly in 
Chicago, for purposes of discussing the matters of procedure 
which face the Committee. Do you think such a conference 
would be desirable? 

Very truly yours, 

bates On, 
Harlow B. Mills 
Editor 

| 

HBM:mf'm Y 
cc: Dr. Logan J. Bennett



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
College of Agriculture 

Agricultural Experiment Station 

May 28, 1947 

Dr. Harlow B. Mills 
The Wildlife Society 
132 Natural Resources Building 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Mills: 

There actually has been little to guide the Awards 

Committee of the Wildlife Society other than the statements in 
the constitution. The Committee can only make an award to a 
member of the Society, which narrows the choice and sometimes i 

¢ excludes books and authors of merit. | 

While serving the Committee as chairman, it was my | 

practice to send other members titles of papers that micht be 
worthy of consideration. They also did the same with me. We 
then discussed papers by correspondence as necessary, although 
in some fortunate cases agreement was general and early as to 
our choice. 

P I feel that the scope for the award should be increased 
by removing the restriction as to membership in the Society. For 
instance, several people felt that Charles Flton should have 
had the award for his "Voles, Mice and Lemmings" but the best we | 
could do was to send a letter of appreciation and make the award 
to a member. 

Very truly yours, | 

| | 
/S/ Tracy I. Storer 

Tracy I. Storer 
Professor of Zoology 

TIS: fr 

|
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

a Educ. Bldg. May 24, 1946 

ate College, Pa. 

Tracy I. Storer, Chairman ' 

Thomas H. Langlois 
{ 

Aldo Leopold ,~ 
| 

W. Le McAtee 

4 

COMMITTEE ON AWARDS | 

Gentlemen: : 

I have appointed you on the "Committee on Awards." Your duty is | 

to select the publication or publications of the year on Wildlife Management 

and Ecology which you feel merits the annual eward by the Society. You are 

to submit your choice to the President in advance of the 1947 Wildlife 

Conference so that it may be read at the annual meeting of The Wildlife Society. 

| I hope you will all accept the task assigned. , 

Sineerely yours, 

j P. F. os : 

President. ‘ 

4 

i 

; 

. 

;
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Mareh 16, 1945 

Dr. ¥. Le MeAtee 
U. 8 Fish and Wildlife Service 
Merchandise Mart 
Chiengs 54, Ilidnoie 

Dear Mac: 

A double award to Hochbaum and Durward Allen would suit 
mo emeatly. I can detect no difference in merit betwoon 
the two publications, although each of course extels in 
a @igferent way. If we can agree on this, I will feel 
gure no error hae been made, and no equally good work i 

overlooked (unless it be in the fisheries field, which f 

of course I do not cover). 

I am sending a copy of this to Garl Hubds. It in not { 
Clear to me just how we can compare fish and other a 
publications, because I certainly have no ¢ritical 
judgment in the fish field. 4 

Yours, { 

: 
Alde Leopold | 

Professor of Wildlife Management } 

ec Rabbs } 

| 

heey



March 12, 1945, 

Dr, Tracy I, Storer, 
University of Californie, 

Davis, California, 

Dear Storers 

Reply to your letter of February 22 has been delayed until 
I could learn the reul date of publication of the book entitled 
"Michigan fox squirrel Management” by Durward 1. Allen, I am 
now informed that it we published November 27, 1944, so is 
eligible for citation by The Wildlife Society among publications 
of that year, As Leopold saya, KH. Albert Hochbaum’s “The canvas~ ; 
back on @ prairie marsh” ie outstanding, Probably, therefore, 
there should be two citations and I believe this ws provided for 
by a ohaage in the rules since I previously served on the Comittee 
on Awards, 

: The original rules under whieh the Committee operated were 
certainly definite enough and in my opinion, do not require much 
amending, although the provision just mentioned would seem to be 
desirabler 

Sincerely yours, 

BR PFT 

* 

te, Tabs 
ho
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January 29, 1946 

Dr. Carl L, Hubbs 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
Drs We Le MeAtee 

Gentlemens : 

For the meeting of the Wildlife Seciety in March, the wards 
Comuittee should make a report. The book of "Ring-necked Pheasant 
and the paper by Charles W. Sehwarts on "The Praivis Chicken in | 
Missourt" ave two items that come to mind for consideration. If 
you have others please nominate them, let me have your replies 
promptly. If further correspondence is necessary, we can get 

Bhrough with our task and be ready to report at the meeting in Yen 

Very truly yours, 

Tracy 1, Storer 

TISsPC | 

ay”
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De. Tracy I, Storer, Chairman 
Committee on Awarde, The Wildlife Society 
Division of Zoology, Unive-sity of California | 
Davis, California 

; Dear Dr. Storer: | 

I was not Clearly aware that I contine to be a member of the Conmittes 
on Awards, but of course I em always iaterested. 

Ae between the four papers mentioned in your letter, I think the choice | 
lies between Graham and Hochbaum. My reneons for considering these better 
than the Toung and Goldman wolf book are outlined in the attached review. — | 

I greatly admire the wolf book as a historical study tut not as an 
ecological or management study. 

Ba Graham's book is certainly important, and I have reviewed it favorably, 
but it is perhaps less direetly concerned with wildlife management than 
Hochbeum's book, f am, of course, biased in Hochbaum's cage, but te oy 
mind, his book is the beet of the four, and also, in my opinion, the best 
of any other publication during the year. 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

' PS. T want to nominate Durward Allen's Michigan Pox Squirrel Managenent / 
which in my opinion is one of the outstanding publications of the year. 
IT would hate to say which is the better--Hodhbaum's Ducks or Allen's 
Squirrels, } 

?.8. I forgot to say angthing about Schearts' Prairie Chicken. . 

The vox is so nearly all pietures that it seems to me out of the running. 
He hae a lot of good stuff on chickens but he was not allowed to put it into this 

ee Hubbs 
MeAtes



DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

February 22, 1945 

Committee on Awards Carl L, Hubbs 
The Wildlify Society Ade Lengel! 

WW. ° 

Gentlemen: 

Although there is to be no meeting of The Wildlife Society ; 
in 1945, it would seem appropriate for our Committee to review 
publications during 1944 and select one for an award, " . 

The works of Young and Goldman, Graham, Schwartz and oF 
Hochbaua are items that come to minds doubtless you will have é ‘ 
others, I will be glad to know whether you think we should * “ee 
recommend an award this year and also what your respective 

i nominations are, 

wor 
At the 1944 meeting of the Society, the President,directed 

to appoint a-comnittee to study qmel report upon more definite 
rules regarding the issuance of awards, I do not redall whether 
any special committee was designated, but it would seem appro- 
priate for our committee to gather ideas on the matter and put 
them together for consideration at a subsequent Journal mesting, 

: Very truly yours, 

Tracy I, Storer 
TIS:ear Bettey (Aaivman
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Jamary 4, 1944 

Dr. W. L. McAtee 
Fish and Wildlife Service | 
Merchandise Mart . 
Chicago, Illinois j | 

Dear Mac; 
| 

Are we still an Award Committee for the Wildlife 
Society? If so, I would like to make a suggestion a 
for this year's award: 

Hickey, Joseph J. 

1943. A guide to bird watching. Oxford 
University Press, New York City, 262 pp. 
Tliustrated by Frances Lee Jaques. Bird 
tracks by Charles A. Urner. j 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

; : " 
; i



Pett fhe Gum. on aurarda_ 

42h University Farm Place 
February 5, 1943 

Mr. W. Le MoAtee 
The Wildlife Society 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Merchandise Mart 
Chieago, Illinois 

Dear WeAtes: 

Since Bilton is not eligible, my final vote 
is for no wward this year. ‘ie 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P, S. I have just received a report from 
the man whom I asked for an opinion 
on the Targwell paper. He called 
it a very good work, but does not 
consider it outstanding.



ey 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE -OF-THE-BDIEOR cfo-THE-WILDLIFE SERVICE 
JOURNAL-OF-WH-DEHFE-MANAGEMENT—__ Washingten;-D-C, 

February 4, 1943, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

If Elton's book were eligible for The Wildlife Society 
award, there would be no question,of course,of its coming first. 
However, Elton is not a member and specifically declined to become 
& member so that a subscription to The Journal of Wildlife Manage- 
Ment could be paid by the Bureau of Animal Population instead of bu 
him personally. 

Aside from the disjointed character of the Wyoming sheep 
bulletin, my min objection to it is that hunting aeons 
on what should have been known as their experimental during 
the progress of the investigation. That was objectionable from 
the scientific point of view, but from the conservation angle, it 
would seem that no hunting whatever of the sheep in Wyoming should 
have been permitted. 

Sincerely yours, ) 

ti: PH CCC



42h University Farm Place 
February 2, 1943 

Mr. W, L. McAtee 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear McAtee: 

I have deferred writing you while waiting for an opinion from a fish 
man on the Targwell paper, but judge from your letter of Jamary 30 
it is not very heavy. Accordingly, I am willing to drop it from 
consideration. 

I am already convinced that the Severaid paper does not qualify in 
respect of weight of subject matter. 

I have now read the Wyoming sheep bulletin carefully, and while I 
consider it way ahead of the Severaid paper, I don't like the 
divided authorship, and I am in doubt about its outstanding merit. 
In opening up 4 case of deficient mineral nutrition, it certainly touches 
upon a very fertile field, and if this had been accompanied by experimental 
work, my doubts would disappear. I can't get away, however, from the 
comparison between it and other papers which we have passed over in former 
years. It is not in the running with Emlen's quail paper nor Green and 
Evans' snowshoe papers. 

It now occurs to me whether Charles Elton's " Voles, Mice, and Lemmings" 
can not be considered within the scope of the award. Neither the 
original resalution nor the rules limit the award geographically. A large 
fraction of Blton's book deals with Canada,and Canadian work is certainly 
in the running. I don't know whether Elton is a "member in good standing", 
but I am certain he takes the Journal because he quotes from it often. 

I take it there can be little debate about the outstanding quality 
of Elton's book. If, therefore, he is not excluded from consideration, 
I nominate his book for the award for this year. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
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OFFICE OF THE EDITOR. c/o THE WILDLIFE RYE 
JOURNAL QF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washingtdn, Bo 
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Jamary 30, 1943. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

In writing this identical letter to all members of the 
Committee, the Chairman is only economizing and thanks every 

member for his consideration of the papers we have had before 
us and for his recommendations. 

Speaking now as an individual, it appears to me that the 

Tarzwell paper reporting upon a simpler investigetion and mking 
only a single management suggestion is not of such potential 

weight as either of the other two. The Severeid paper's only 

considerable original contribution is on the artificial propaga- 
tion of the snowshoe hare. The bighorn paper has the wealness 

of independent chapters by different authors and as 4 consequence 

of not being thoroughly organized. 

In the Chairman's opinion, no injustice would be done by 

the Committee's recommending that no award be mde for the year 

1942, but he will of course be guided by the wishes of the 
majority of the Committee. Even if a recommendation is mde to 
the Chairman, he mst then ascertain whether one or more of the 
authors concerned was a member of The Wildlife Society in good 
standing during the year 1942, 

é Due to pressure of work, Dr. Bennitt has asked the Chairman 

to act as his proxy but I shall be glad to hear from other members 

of the Committee as soon as practicable. 

Sincerely yours, 

LU DUECEL RE



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR c/o THE WILDLIFE SERVICE 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washington, D. C. 

January 21, 1943. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Carl L. Hubbs has suggested an additional paper for consideration 
in connection with the possible award by The Wildlife Society for 1942, 
It is the following: 

Q\ Tarzwell, Clarence M. 
Fish Populations in the Backwaters of Wheeler Reservoir 

pet \ and Suggestions for Their Management. Trans. American 
qt esl? Fisheries Society 1941 (1942), pp. 201-14, 

<4 tt ' 

- hao Certainly in my previous letter I was not trying to restrict choice 
4 by the Committee and I think if none of the 1942 erop of papers appears 

to be equal to those previously recognized, that the Committee would do 
x fey well to recommend no award, The award in 1940 was to Paul L. Errington, 

wr > Frances Hamerstrom, and ¥, N. Hamerstrom, Jr., for their paper, "The \ 
Great Horned Owl and Its Prey in North Central United States," and in 
1941 to Adolph Murie for his paper, "Ecology of the Coyote in the 
Yellowstone." 

Sincerely yours, 

LP. DUK?CALEE



42h Univereity Farm Place 
Jamary 12, 1943 

Mr. W. L. MeAtee 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Tllincis 

Dear McAtee: 

In reply to your hetter about awards: 

I haven't seen the Wyoming sheep study, but have sent for it, and 
as soon as I have read it, I will send you an opinion. I read the 
snowshoe hare bulletin by Severaid at the time it came out and noted r 
that it was exceopionally well-written. However, the subject matter 
didn't strike me as particularly heavy. I corresponded with Leo Couch 
about it and found that the time invested in the study was also not 
very heavy. I would have trepidations sbout giving it an award. 

It has been going around in my head for some time that the following 
paper has exceptional solidity, novelty, and thoroughness, but the 
trouble is 1t came out in 1940: 

Emlen, John T. 

1940, Sex and age ratios in survival of the California 
quail. Jour. Wildlife Managssent, vol. 4, no. 1, 
pp. 92-99. 

Moreover, it combines the best methods in ornithology with a 
practical game management problem. What should we do when a recent 
paper not exactly of the calendar year is better than a paper within 
the calendar year? Of course, I am not asserting that the Bnlen 
paper is better than the Wyoming sheep paper, but I am willing to 
assert that it is mch more substantial than the snowshoe hare 
paper. 

Tt seems to me that the laws of chance may often bring up a situation 
where strictly current papers are exceeded in merit by recent but 
not strictly current papers. I see nothing in the wording of our 
mandate which would prevent the consideration of any recent paper. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFPICE-OF-FHE-EDITOR ~<-4o-THE-WH-DHFE-SERVICE- 
JOURNAL-OF-WILDIFE-MANAGEMENE —Washington, DC. 

January 7, 1943. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Since the award of The Wildlife Society for an outstanding 
paper is based on publications of the calendar year, it has been 

necessary to wait until this time before starting Committee 

action, On the other hand, it will be necessary to expedite 
consideration of our assignment as the meeting of the Wildlife 

Federation will be held February 15-17. 

I am enclosing copy of the rules under which the Committee 
has operated since the beginning and which presumbly, therefore, 

are not in serious need of amendment. 

I am also suggesting the following two papers that my 
deserve consideration this year, t Orr 

ey 
Honess, Ralph F., and Nedward M. Frost. ee) ow 

1942. A Wyoming bighorn-sheep study, Wyoming Game and i *«? wt 
Fish Dept., Cheyenne, Bul. 1, 126 pp., 46 figs., oh on) 
tables, Ql A had 

Severaid, Joye H. 

1942, The snowshoe hare, its life history and artificial 

propagation, Maine Dept. of Inland Fisheries and 
Game, Augusta, 95 pp., 45 figs., 14 tables. 

Members of the Committee are invited to mke other nominations of 
papers that qualify under the rules, If such nominations are 

received, they will be promptly transmitted to other members. 

Sincerely yours,



Rules for the Guidance of the Committee on Awards 

q for The Wildlife Society 

The Society’s instruction is that "the mst outstanding paper or 

papers in the field of wildlife ecology or mnagement be recognized by 

an appropriate citation or certificate at the next annual meeting, the 

conditions and all administrative details to be left to a Committee 

appointed by the incoming President" (Journ, Wildlife Management, 4(3), 

July 1940, p. 342). 

It appears that the Committee is to submit recommendations, and 

that the Society will mke the awards. We should present our sugges- 

tions in the form of a motion, taking into account Rule 7 below if 

desired. The Committee holds that the words "field or wildlife ecology 

or mnagement" cover general or interpretative as well as specific or 

research activities. 

Rules 
1. Awards are to be made annually on the basis of publications issued 

during the calendar year preceding the annual meeting of the Wildlife 

Society at which they are mde. 

2, Publication shall be construed to mean ony printed papers that are 

available for reasonably wide distribution, 

5S. Papers on wildlife ecology to be considered for award shall deal 

with ecology as related to wildlife mnagement. 

4 Papers to be eligible for award shall be outstanding; if in the 

judgment of the Committee no paper entitled to that classification 

has been published in a given year, there shall be no award. However, 

if events justify, more than one paper ean be recognized in a year,



5. If a member of the Committee is author or joint author of a contri- 

bution being considered for award, he will take no part in delibera- 

tion or voting concerning that paper, 

6. Decisions shall be by mjority vote of the Committee. 

7. Awards for the present will be in the form of documentary citations, 

engrossed if the Society so authorizes. 

8. Awards shall be made only to members of The Wildlife Society in good 

standing for the calendar year concerned.
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January 14, 1943, Sait 

Prof, Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of January 12, I must say that 
it seems to me that paragraph No. 1 of the rules of the 

Committee on Awards restricts us to publications appearing 
during the preceding calendar year, that is, in this case 

1942, I hope that members of the Committee my make other 
nominations for I would not want to seem to be restricting 
choice. Further, I think tht if the papers under consider- 
ation do not seem to be as good as those that have previously 

been recognized, we should pass over the award altogether. 

Sincerely yours, 

ev AC. Fel C2 Ze7



I. ; I, gad Chew pade 

424 University Farm Place 
February 5, 1942 

Mr. W. L. MeAtee 

Committee on Awards : 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. ¢. : 

Dear McAtee: 

I recommend for the 1941 award Adolph Murie's 
"Eeology of the Coyote", National Park Fauna, 
Bulletin 4, 1940 (1941). 

I have in mind no other paper of the year which 
would be in the running, although my mind is open | 
4f anyone else has a nomination. | 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



,4 Vian 

January 21, 1942. 

To Members of the Committee on Awards. 

It is time to consider whether we will recommend citation 
of an outstanding paper in the field of wildlife management for 
the calendar year 1941. Copies of rules under which the Com- 
mittee operated last year are enclosed for new members. Pre- 
sumbly held-over members have copies to which they can refer. 4 

The first thing to decide is whether any changes in the 
rules are desirable and the next whether any sufficiently out- 
standing paper was published. The Chairman will be glad to 
hear from you in these respects. 

Chairman, Committee on Awards. 

Wa aa io Boole gy oh bs Cocke 
¢ v
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424 University Farm Place 
May 21, 1942 

Mx. Richard Gerstell 
Pennsylvenia Game Commission 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Gerstell: 

Wy enthusiasm for the Awards Committee was considerably dampened 
by the rude and inconsideraié behavior of some of our younger 
members at the Memphis meeting. If men of such mental attitudes 
are professional men, then God help the professions. 

I am afraid that the intrusion of such attitudes into our profession 
is the natural penalty for too aasy entrance, which in turn resulted 
from the Hew Deal boom. 

However, I am still a thorough believer in the idea of an award, 
no matter whether the younger generation likes it or not. Hence 
I will be glad to serve again, provided the remainder of the committee 
will be similar to what it was. I am also glad to accept continuance 

on the Professional Standards Comnittes. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
_ Professor of Wildlife Manageuent 

P.S. On reading this over, I am probably inaccurate in describing 
the Memphis clique as "young". It included, ss you know, sone 
very bald-headed members of our profession high wo in the 
federal bureaus. liowever young ur old, they aré there and 
portend il] for the future.



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

Madea , Sie. 

Dear (ney 2 Cop etd’ 
) 

This is just a short note to ask whether you can 

see your way clear to S°Tve as a member of the 
continue—to—serms 

Society's ( Paros Committee during the 

year ending in April 1942, 

I sincerely hope that you will be able to help out 

in this respect. Thus, unless you notify me prior to May 25 

that it will be impossible for you to serve, I shall proceed with 

the appointment. 

Looking forward to the pleasure of working with you 

and with kindest regards, I remain 

Very truly yours, 

Wd. 
SS 

Richard Gerstell 
President 

RG: 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

' Madesou : WMeacerrarer. 

Dear haat. Seopelel , 

This is just a short note to ask whether you can 

serve 
see your way clear to continue to serve as a member of the 

Society's Crdessusreal <lsidlaad.ivor ts during the 

year ending in April 1942, 

I sincerely hope that you will be able to help out 

in this respect. Thus, unless you notify me prior to May 25 

that it will be impossible for you to serve, I shall proceed with 

the appointment. 

Looking forward to the pleasure of working with you 

and with kindest regards, I remain 

Very truly yours, 

fi aleoeh pel 
ee erated 
President 

RG:T
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR */o BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washington, D. C. 

January 6, 1941, 

Prof, Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Leopold: 

: The calendar year 1940, the period specified for appearance 
of papers to be considered by the Committee on Awards for The 

5 Wildlife Society, having expired, and the annual meeting coming in 
February, makes it desirable that we proceed to vote. A draft of 
the rules was sent.you on November 27 along with a list of the 
papers that have been nominated for citation. Unless, therefore, 
you mow of any others that may be worthy, please vote promptly. 

Rule 6 says that decision shall be by majority vote of the 
Committee, but if I had given the matter more consideration, I 
would have suggested elaboration of the rule. There being only 
three papers nominated, it seems to me advisable to recognize but 
one, sO we might have a separate vote on that point, Further, it 
will simplify the voting if you will merely list the three papers 
by author and catch title, then number them in the descending order 
of your preference. Tlus the paper with the lowest total of numbers 
from the whole Committee will have the highest approval and that 
with the largest total, the lowest, If this procedure can be used 
in place of a vote on each one, which might require further corres- 
pondence, ‘the matter probably can be settled on the basis of replies 
to this letter, Please indicate also whether you think the Committee 
should have a meeting of its own in Memphis. 

Sincerely yours, 

h Brg low prnrols MH tanmenehrern — ltr-retel tb 

2, Baw Grud - Guvwthee Hane 

3, HWieterce — Cottelak



424 University Farm Place ‘ 
December 3, 1940 

Dr. W. L. MeAtee 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U.S.D.2. 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear McAtee: 

Before we come to a final vote, I would like to discuss with you 
my impressions of the three eligible papers. 

Hickie's "Cottontaile" is an admirable piece of popular translation, 
but I have grave doubts of the depth of his grasp of what he was 
translating, It is more clever than solid. He repeatedly shows 
(to me) that he was not in command of 211 the important literature. 
Thus leaves in foggy status a good many points in cottontall pre= 
dation on which very explicit conclusions occur in Brrington's writ- 
ings; he is foggy about the cottontail cycle which is clearly de- 
scribed by Greene oud others. I still think Hickie wrote a good 

popular bulletin, but it is hardly worthy of an award, and I am 

troubled by the very slender acknowledgement he gives Durward Allen, 
who did the big end of the work. 

Errington's "Horned Owl" is a masterly job; the last seetion is 
virtually a treatise on theory of predation, is well written, and 

displays a deeper grasp of the literature than I résliged he had. 
The trouble is the first part is labored, abstrusive, and far more 
cumbersome than need be, and the average wildlifer who sends for the 
bulletin because "it got the prize" will never stumble through the 
bad introduction to the later good parts. With all these handicaps, 
though, I now rate it as No. 1 or 2. 

Greene and Evans give he smoothest, clearest, simplest presentation 
I've seen in many a day. Their subject matter lends itself much easier 
to the "laboratory method" of writing than Errington's. However, 
they attempt no such comprehensive analysis as Errington does; they 
do not go far beyond the reporting of facts. It remains a fact, though, : 

that the paper gives us a clear picture of the population mechanism, 
even though it does not give us many reasons for the operation of its 
cogs and wheels. 

Errington ts fveene, in short, is the natural philosopher vs the 
mechanistic scientist. The philosopher necessarily leaves more loop- 
holes than the recorder of facts. Which do we want to recognize? 

Yours, 

Aldo Leopold
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR */g BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washington, D. C. 

November 27, 1940, 

Prof, Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Leopold: 

It appears that the Committee on Awards has reached a suffi- 
cient degree of agreement to warrant a final draft of rules 
governing its work for 1940, A copy of the rules is enclosed for 
your information but I would suggest the entire freedom of the 
members of the committee to bring up in a meeting of our ow body, 
if we are able to hold one or even in that of the general meeting 
of the Society, changes that appear desirable. 

As a reminder, the papers so far nominated are the following, 
only brief titles being given for those that have been mentioned 
before; there is one additional paper listed. 

Bennett, George W., David H, Thompson, and Sam A, Parr, 
Lake Management Reports, 4s A Second Year of Fisheries 
Investigations at Fork Lake, 1939. 

Ineligible under the provisions of rule 2; 4%.48 note 
printed paper. 

Hickie, Paul 

Cottontails in Michigan, 

Errington, Paul L., Frances Hmerstrom, and F, N, 
Hamerstrom, Jr, 
The Great Horned Owl and Its Prey in North Central 
United States. 

Green, R, G., and C, A. Evans. 
Studies on a Population Cycle of Snowshoe Hares on the 
Lake Alexander Area, Journ, Wildlife Management, 
4(2-4), April, July, and Oct. 1940, pp. 220-238, 
267-278, 347-358, 

Please nominate promptly any others published this year so 
that we can take a ballot upon them safely in advance of the meet- 
ing which will be held in Memphis, Temn., February 17-19, 1941. 

‘ Sincerely yours,



Rules for the Guidance of the Committee on Awards 

for The Wildlife Society 

(Final dreft governing awards for 1940) 

The Society's instruction is that "the most outstanding paper or 

papers in the field of wildlife ecology or mamgement be recognized by 

an appropriate citation or certificate at the next annual meeting, the 

conditions and all administrative details to be left to a Committee 

appointed by the incoming President" (Journ, Wildlife Mamgement, 4(5), 

Tuly 1940, p. 342), 

Tt appears that the Committee is to submit recommendations, and 

that the Society will make the awards, We should present our sugges~ 

tions in the form of a motion, taking into account Rule 7 below if 

desired, The Committee holds that the words "field of wildlife 

ecology or management" cover general or interpretative as well as 

specific or research activities, 

Eules 
1, Awards are to be made annually on the basis of publications issued 

during the calendar year preceding the amual meeting of the Wildlife 

Seciety.at which they are made, 

2 Publication shall be construed to mean only printed papers that are 

available for reasonably wide distribution, 

Ss Papers on wildlife ecology to be considered for award shall deal with 

ecology as related to wildlife management, 

4. Papers to be eligible for award shall be outstanding; if in the 

judgment of the Committee no paper entitled to that classification 

bas been published in a given year, there small be no award, However, 

if events justify, more than one paper can be recognized in a year,



5S. If a member of the Committee is author or joint author of a contri- 

bution being considered for award, he will take no part in deliber~ 

ation or voting concerning that paper, 

6, Decisions shall be by majority vote of the Committe, 
7, Awards for the present will be in the form of documentary citations, 

engrossed if the Society so authorizes, 

8, Awards shall be made only to members of The Wildlife Society in 

good standing for the calendar year concerned, _



Rules for the Guidance of the Committee on Awards 

for The Wildlife Society 

(Final draft governing awards for 1940) 

The Society's instruction is that "the most outstanding paper or 

papers in the field of wildlife ecology or management be recognized by 

an appropriate citation or certificate at the next annual meeting, the 

conditions and all administrative details to be left to a Committee 

appointed by the incoming President” (Journ, Wildlife Management, 4(3), 

July 1940, p. 342). 

It appears that the Committee is to submit recommendations, and 

that the Society will make the awards, We should present our sugges- 

tions in the form of a motion, taking into account Rule 7 below if 

desired, The Committee holds that the words "field of wildlife 

ecology or management" cover general or interpretative as well as 

specific or research activities. 

Rules 
1. Awards are to be made annually on the basis of publications issued 

during the calendar year preceding the annual meeting of the Wildlife 

Society.at which they are made, 

2. Publication shall be construed to mean only printed papers that are 

available for reasonably wide distribution. 

3, Papers on wildlife inlay to be considered for award shall deal with 

ecology as related to wildlife management. 

4. Papers to be eligible for award shall be outstanding; if in the 

judgment of the Committee no paper entitled to that classification 

has been published in a given year, there shall be no award. However, 

if events justify, more than one paper can be recognized in a year,



5. If a member of the Committee is author or joint author of a contri- 

bution being considered for award, he will take no part in deliber- 

ation or voting concerning that paper. 

6, Decisions shall be by majority vote of the Committee. : 

7, Awards for the present will be in the form of documentary citations, 

engrossed if the Society so authorizes. 

8, Awards shall be made only to members of The Wildlife Society in 

good standing for the calendar year concerned.



4ok University Farm Place 
November 12, 1940 

Dr. W. L. MeAtee 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. &. Department of Interior 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear McAtee: { 

I am wiiling to go along on the new draft and interpretation of 
rule number 2. 

I favor the exclusion of ecological papers which have no relation 
to wildlife. 

As to compilations, I suggest the following interpretation: when a i 
compilation consists in the translation of a given unit from one kind 
of presentation to another (say, technical to popular), it is not 
eligible. If, however, a compilation represents actual synthesis of 
heretofor unrelated ideas, it is eligible in proportion to the merits 
of such synthesis. 

I am agreeable to dropping the age limit in rule 8, provided it be 4 
understood that the purpose is to encourage the emergence of young i 
brains and new ideas. 

e 

T am opposed to limiting awards to members of the Society. In forestry 
and now in wildlife ther are many instances where people not bearing 
the label of forester or wildlife manager make direct contributions 
of outstanding value. The fact that such a contribution is mede from 
outside increases its significance to us. All societies are in danger 
of becoming “mtual admiration societies." 

I appreciate the work you are giving to this committes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR */9 BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washington, D. C. 

November 8, 1940, 

Prof, Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

It proved impracticable to get a final draft of rules for the 
Committee on Awards, so I am trying again for greater unaninity. 
The preamble was agreed to, omitting the question-mark at the end. 
Rules 1, 5, 6, and 7 also were accepted by all. 

Discussion of the other rules will be given below and I trust 
that your replies will enable me to make a redraft that will repre- 
sent practically wanimous opinion, 

2. New draft. "Publication should be construed to mean only 
printed papers that are available for reasonably wide distribu- 
tion." 

Note that this excludes mimeographed and processed papers, in- 
cluding the Illinois fish report that has been nominated for citation. 
It is my feeling that mimeographed publications should be regarded 
only as temporary or preliminary and that they need not be considered 
for citation until they have reached the stage of appearance in print. 
Processed publications have been increasing in number recently and 
present a perplexing problem, They may be prepared in as permanent a 
form as printed documents but usually are not. The rule as drafted 
is a little old-fashioned, I realize, but I am under the spell of the 
A,0.U. definition that requires papers not only -to be in print but 
also available for purchase, ts assuring theoretically that anyone 
can get a copy. 

5. There are four votes to one in favor of the rule as stated. 
One member thought that papers on ecology to be eligible should not 
necessarily be related to wildlife. I would suggest that there is an 
Ecological Society that can and should attend to recognition of merit 
in its owm field and that possibly our trespassing might be resented. 
Certainly the inception of The Wildlife Society was not very sympathet- 
ically received by the Ecological Society. 

4. The rule was generally satisfactory but one Committee Member 
suggests that it should make it clear that we favor papers based on 
original work, Possibly this point of view is taken care of sufficiently 
in the preamble where research is mentioned. The Committee Members 
know that I am in favor of research, but as I stated in an editorial 
note in The Journal of Wildlife Management, one of the main Objects of



the Society is to advance management, I can conceive of an 
excellent management treatise being written that would not be based 
chiefly on original work, Perhaps Leopold's "Game Management" comes 
in that class and surely if another comparable publication comes 
along, we will want to recognize it. i 

8. This was a complicated rule and brought out corresponding 
diversity of views. I will make some comments and draft a new rule 

: which I trust will be acceptable. It is true that in the beginning 
we made a special effort to encourage the younger generation and 
those who heard me speak on the subject will have no doubt of my 
convictions in that respect. On the other hand, that was some years 
ago, enough in fact to put some of the "younger" group into the now 
"middle-aged" class. To show how this applies, I may refer to authors 
of the three papers so far nominated for citation. As to Hickie's age, 
I have no information, but Errington is now 38, and one of the authors 
of the Illinois fish paper is 43. For another instance, not directly 
concerned, I may say that Cahalane, our first Secretary and our present 
President, is 39, I, therefore, move the abolition of any age require- 
ment. As indicated in my remarks on rule 3 and as I assume by desire 
of the Society, the intent is to recognize the work of our own members. 
Not all of our members reside in North America so that the geographical 
restriction does not seem desirable. Why would not a good rule be 
that “awards shall be made only to members in good standing of The 
Wildlife Society." 

I trust that this exchange of letters may enable us to settle upon 
a set of rules that will hold at least for this first year. As stated 
before, we might be able to consider them more effectively in Committee 
assembled bt we are not likely to have such an opportunity before next 
spring. A copy of the final draft of the rules with preamble will be 
sent to you. 

Sincerely yours,
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= ( ust THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR °/o BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washington, D. C. 

October 28, 1940, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Leopold: 

Another paper that may be suggested for citation by the 
Committee on Awards of The Wildlife Society is: 

Errington, Paul L., Frances Hamerstrom, and F. N. 
Hamerstrom, Jr. 
The great horned owl and its prey in north central 

United States, Iowa Agr, Expt, Sta. (Ames), 
Research Bul. 277, pp. 758-850, 4 figs., 12 tables, 
Sept. 1940 (Oct.). 

If you have not already received this paper, a copy should 
be sent to you in response to a request I am now making, 

Sincerely yours,
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; THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR °/9 BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washington, D. C. 

October 24, 1940, 

Prof, Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Enclosed is typescript embodying a further stage in the 
formulation of rules to guide the Committee on Awards for The 
Wildlife Society. This draft takes into account suggestions 
received from three members of the Committee besides the Chair- 
man. In the enclosed draft, the most controversial points are 
indicated by question marks. Please let me have your reactim 
towards the rules in general and especially toward these ques- 
tioned clauses, Time marches on, so that the next draft will 
probably have to be considered binding upon the Committee in 
recommending the first award or awards. Perhaps we can get 
together at the annual meeting and further revise the rules. 

One nomination of a paper to be considered for award has 
been made and I add another, References to these are as follows: 

Bennett, George W., David H. Thompson, and Sam A. Parr. 
Lake Management Reports. 4. A Second Year of Fisheries 
investigations at Fork Lake, 1939, Biol. Notes No. 14, 
August 1940, Natural History Survey, Urbana, Ill. 

Hickie, Paul 
Cottontails in Michigan, Michigan Dept. of Conservation, 

(Lansing), 112 pp., many figs., 6 charts, 9 tables, 
1940. 

I have requested that a copy of each of these papers be sent to 
each member of the Committee not already on the mailing list of 
the institution concerned. 

Sincerely yours,



42h University Farm Place 
October 14, 1940 

Dr. W. L. MeAtee 
U. 8. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear McAtee: 

I nominate for the Wildlife Society award the 

following paper: 

Bennett, George ¥., David H. Thompson, and 
Sam A. Parr. lake Management Reports. 4. 

A Second Year of Fisheries Investigations 
at Fork Lake, 1939. Biol. Notes Mo. 14, 
August, 1940, Natural History Survey, 
Urbana, Tllinois. 

The is notable for (a) its contribution to 
management, (b) reversing the current notion of predation 
as a factor in management, (¢) reversing the current 
notion as to the benefits of artificial propagation, (4) 
clear presentation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Wildlife Management



hoy nue Place 
August 10, 1 

Dr. W. L. MeAtee 
c/o Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear McAtee: 

I will be very glad to serve on the committee and cannot see why 
such a duty should be considered an inroad on anyone's time. I¢ is a 
question of thought, not time. 

I agree without exception to the six specifications which you propose. 

I would like your personal opinion on a further question: Must the 
paper deal with technology or ecological foundations for technology, or 
are interpretations of the professions] field and the science underlying ’ 
it acceptable? 

I have im mind such recent work as Fraser Nariing's, which is essentially 
a synthesis or interpretation of ecology, management, history, and geography. 

I suggest also a specification on the geographic boundaries under con- f 
sideration. Must a paper come from the United States, or can it be from j 
North America or the world in general? 

My own opinion is that at this particular stage, the interpretation of 
our relationship to science on the one hand and culture on the other is 
more important than our technological advance. I express this opinion with | 
some reluctance, because several members of the committee, including myself, 
are active in the field, but as a practical matter I do not think our con- 
tributions are in the running with Darling's. ; 

It is also my opinion that there should be no geographic boundary to 
the award. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR °/4 BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washington, D. C. 

August 8, 1940, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Leopold: 

Now that the issue of The Journal of Wildlife Management has appeared 
that contains the proceedings of the amnual meeting, we are in position to 
go ahead with the duties assigned by President Cahalane in his letter of 
May 20, I note some remarks in the replies to Mr, Cahalane's letter indi- 
cating lack of time to do the work requested, but I think the Advisory 
Committee should be considered to be acting as a unit in the matter whether 
every member is in position to render an opinion or not. It is not likely 
that a great amount of time will be required but if you really are too busy 
to participate in the deliberations, your abstinence will be understood. 

The duty of the Committee acting under the chairmanship of the writer 
for this specific purpose is to select the most outstanding paper or papers 
in the field of wildlife ecology or management and to prepare an appropriate 
citation or certificate for it, which, with the approval of the Council, 
shall be presented at the next annual meeting of The Wildlife Society. 

It is apparent that the Committee will have to adopt rules to govem 
its procedure, Regarding these, I am now making certain suggestions and 
will be glad to have your comments and additions, 

(1) According to the resolution adopted by the meeting, the paper or 
papers shall relate to the field of wildlife ecology or management. In a 
way I regret this wording as there is an Ecological Society that should be 
able to provide adequate recognition for strictly ecological papers, I 
think that the Committee on behalf of The Wildlife Society might well make 
the reservation that an ecological paper to be considered for our award 

should have been prepared as a basis for wildlife management. 

(2) According to the resolution, the paper or papers shall be the 
most outstanding. As a correlative of this, I would take it that if there 
is no sufficiently outstanding paper in a given year there should be no 

award, This brings up the question of how important a paper should be. 
We will have to accept something less important than Stoddard's book on 
"The Bobwhite Quail" or Leopold's work on "Game Management,” but how far 
shall we depart from that standard? Probably this matter can be worked 

out satisfactorily only in practice. 

(3) I think it most desirable that it be understood that the paper or 

papers shall have been published contributions and here we are confronted 
with the question as to what is publication, Under prevailing conditions 
it seems almost necessary to take processed contributions into considera- 
tion, but to an old-timer that also goes against the grain.



(4) The period for publications that should be considered should 
be definite and it seems to me that we may as well accept the recommen- 

dation in the President's letter that it be for the calendar year pre- 

ceding the anmal meeting at which the award is made. 

(5) If a member of the Committee is author or joint author of a 
contribution being considered, he should not take part in deliberations 

concerning that paper. 

(6) A documentary citation, engrossed if the expense is not consid- 
ered objectionable, should be made rather than a cash award. Some day 
we may come to the medal stage but perhaps it would be best to start 

with the other plan. 

I shall be glad to have your views in full on this letter and any 
additional suggestions that you may care to make, It seems to me that 

in two or three rounds of correspondence we should be able to arrange a 

code of procedure so that we can take the next step of listing papers 

worthy of consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 2 

Ly CEL TEL



42h University Farm Place 
May 24, 1940 

Mr. Victor H. Cahalane 
c/o National Park Service 
Washington, D. C, 2 

Dear Vie: 

I will be glad to serve on the committees of 
award with MeAtee 

I foresee thet the principal difficulty will 
be to delimit wildlife management from wildlife ecology. 
For example, it immediately occurs to me that Milton 
Trautsen's "Birds of Buckeye Lake, Ohio" should receive 
consideration, but then up pops the question, "Is it 
managementi" Wo, it isn't--it's ecology, but ecology of 
& Very extraordinary sort. 

I am sending a copy of this to MeAtee. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

oe F = se _ mel



o/o National Park Service, 
Washington, De Ge 

May 20, 1940. 

MEMORANDUM for the Advisory Committee. 

Ralph T. King 
\ Aldo Leopold 

Rudolf Bennitt 

Ae ‘Ae Allen 

4s far as I am aware the past function of the President's Advisory 
Committee has been to look honorable (in the Japanese sense). The great 
amount of work which @onfronts the Society cannot be parceled out to too 
many hands and I hope that you will consent to serve on a committee that, 
in addition to giving advice, will serve at least one important functions 

The report of the Committee on Professional. Standards made to the 
1940 meeting contained the recommendation that the Society make a review 
of the literature which would lead to citation of the outstanding paper 
or papers on wildlife management or wildlife ecology published during the 
year. The annual. meeting acted upon this recommendation by adopting it 
as a motion. Subsequently, I took this natter up with the Council with 

& view to setting up the necessary machinery for this review. A few 
members of the group have not yet made reply but the question is of such 
urgency thet I feel it unwise to defer action. ‘the following procedure 
has received approval of a majority of the Councils it is, of course, 
subject to such modification as you believe advisable and to correct any ..- 
quelities which will probably appear as the scheme is put to worke 

For the purpose of reviewing the literature the membership of the 
Advisory Committee is requested to act as a group under the Chairmanship 
of the Editor of the Journal of Wildlife Management, Mr. W. Le MeAtee, 
to formulate detailed rules, to review the literature that appears 
during the calendar year 1940 and to recommend a citation or citations 
to the Council for final approval. 

I have one suggestion which has been approved by the Council which 
had made the objection that a six-man committee is rather large for the 

Ee eee » So ee Ae 
inevitable such e distinguished several of you will, dur- 
ing tha your, puAAGR popeve that one ehigtiks fev fini senmidgpalien 
and perhaps for citation as the outstending literary accomplishment.
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: Before such a paper reaches final consideration the author should be 
eliminated from the committee for that yeare 

The exact nature of the citation was not settled by the annual. meet- 
ing but discussion seemed to point to the desirability of establishing a 
suitable documentary citation rather than a cash awarde Your reactions 
will be appreciated. & 

A copy of this memorandum is going to Mr. MeAtee who will start work 
Soom ne aenstaebahe i cen hemes’ ealosiaee le ag a teen 
form me immediately if you cannot undertake this and I know 
that Mr. MeAtee would like to have any suggestions that will be helpful 
in working out procedures. ie canes Se ene $6 Ves eats epee 
matters confronting the Society and is worthy of our best efforts. I 
hope you will find it possible to help. 

Sincerely yours, 

(TI ha Lana 
Presidente 

cc McAtee 
Edminster
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April 3, 1947 

: Dr. Pennoyer F. English 
Agricultural Wdueation Building 
The Pennsylvania State College 
State College, Pennsylvania 

Dear Muglish: ; 

At the San Antonie meeting the ec mittee on foreign . 
: g relations submitted an incouplete report which was 

not acted upon. ’ 

The attached letter frou Dr. L. Cinbergen illustrates 
the active demand for foreign exchanges and I hope 

J that the Society can take some sort of action with- seg 
out waiting for another meeting. The exchanze for 
Ardea would be an excellent one, providing the 
Society intends to build up a library. It was in : 
Ardea that Tinbergen's classic paper on phalarepe 3 
Was published. i; 

I would appreciate your letting me mow whether and 
: weet action can be taken. It would, of course, be 

entirely appropriate for you to write Mnbergen ; 
direct. é 

§ With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

AlrPu ALDO LEOPOLD 

: ace 3 “a : + ieee 
—— a



i April. 16, 1947 

Dr. P.F, English 
Agric. Biuc. Bldg. 
Pa. State College 
State College, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mnglishs 

: T Gan appreciate the fact that you are snowed under 
with exchange offers and alse the fact that the 
Aduinistration of the Society has become too heavy 
to ba carried as a thank-you job. I agree with 
you that we have uo way to maintein a library until 
we have a paid axeoutive, 

Your idea of exchanging journals for lend lease and 
other foréign aida is a new one to me. I would anti- 
Gipate prestical difficulties beoangse the aids deal 
with the government, whereas the journals come from 
private organizations. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Dr. Mnbergens 
in order to state my reluctant conclusion that there 
ig no way at present for the Seclety to exchange 
Journals with hin. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALIPu ALNO LEOPOLD



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AGRIC. EDUC. BLDG. 
April 8, 1947 PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 

a Strate CouueceE, Pa. 

(eae 
WA NY e =, 

Dr. Aldo Leopold ee 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

This is in answer to your letter of April 3, concerning foreign sub- 

scriptions and exchanges and in particular reference to the Netherlands 
request. 

Since the war ended, the Secretary has been beseiged with foreign re- 
quests for the exchange of journals. Without any difficulty, we could be 

meking exchanges with about 300 foreign libraries. This brings up the point 

as to who is going to pay the bill on such an exchange. I think The Wildlife 

Society has two or three rather important duties to carry out before we can 

start maintaining a library. 

(1) The Society has grown to be so large that we are going to get into 

very serious difficulties in the next two or three years if we do not change 

our administrative set-up. It is going to cost us money to hire. an executive 

secretary to take over the job of Secretary and Treasurer, if and when that 

is to be done. It seems to me that the time for that change is here now. 

~ Dalke and Bennett each are handling over 1500 accounts. In addition, 
much time is also spent on orders for back issues, changes of address and 

numerous requests plus all the Council business. Today, both the Secretary 

and Treasurer are spending about one-half of their time carrying on the 

duties of the Society. A saturation point has been reached; in fact, it 

is a wonder that someone hasn't objected before this time. 

(2) There is increasing pressure on The Wildlife Society concerning 

the accrediting of schools and universities teaching wildlife management. 

If the Society takes over this job too, it will cost several hundred dollars. 

In other words, The Wildlife Society has two or three major problems 

confronting itself at present, that should be taken care of before we assume 

any new financial responsibilities. 

Up until now, our policy has been to invite those people who requested 

exchanges, etc., to become associate members or subscribers. We will send 

Dr. Tinbergen an invitation to bedme an Associate member of the Society. 
A
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I wonder if anyone has ever thought of the idea of our 
government obtaining for the Library of Congress, one set of all 
of the scientific journals from the various countries in exchange 

for the relief, lend-lease and physical aid that we have sent and 

are sending out. 

We will appreciate getting any of your views on this matter. 

Yours very truly, 

P. F. English, 

President 

PFE:sjb 
ee: Council Members of The Wildlife Society



IN REPLY REFER TO 4 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Z 
1, py? 

North Rotunda, Museum Building 
Stenford University, California ‘ 

March 3, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
The University of Wisconsin 
hol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of Jamvary 30. 

" My suggestion that exchanges with foreign libraries be set up was 

derived from the present practice which exists et Duke University, 

whereby they use "Ecological Monographs" as exchange material for their 

library. Perhaps some university, or other agency interested in the 

exchange of literature, could utilize The Wildlife Journal for that 

purpose. 

However, I suggest the whole matter be dropped. I would still 

prefer to see copies of the Wildlife Journal available to everybody 

rather than in the personal library of a correspondent, regardless 

of how the Journal got there. That, in my estimation would stimleate 

more exchanges and correspondence between persons interested in 

wildlife than a news letter from a correspondent in some distant land. 

Yours sincerely, 

dames W. Moffett, In Charge 
Southwestern Inland Fishery Investigations 

JW efg 

ec Elton 

Alyward 
Leedy 
L. Bennett 

P.S. The carbon copy of this letter for Elton is enclosed. I believe it would 

be better if you transmitted it with other corresvondence when the 

opportunity arises.



Semnry 3, 1947 

My. Janes W. Motfeb} 
North Sotanda, Museum Baullhding 

Sabiformia 

Rear Me. Hotfetts 

The Committes's propomnl te sand the Jounal to foreign 

Siege traces petaiat sacasia'sf coe 
; Saks GanE saummeiale’ babuan We paeeea euaele 

the correspondents. 

Your Sen atthe extangee Sateen 
aa deltas tinocthen onda toolinas tole it, the purchase 

ef « mibeeription to the Journal ty the libmry in question. 
ie Se Pee oy ae See wee See See Sie Se 
rerio’ Seeley of 

soe te eee ot with the 
foctoty iteslty for te Soolety os mo 2ibmay. Shore 

Gantt tyne Seto monbere wo night be wilde Yo 
wrkte abstenete? { doubt whether would works, bodes 
oe Ce ae oe eee eee ee 

know Little shout the next paper. However, I am open 
muggestiona. 

Your sinceraly, 

Aldo Luopold 

ee Miton 

he Bonnett



IN REPLY REFER TO: 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

North Rotunda, Museum Building 
Stanford University, California 

January 23, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Membership 

The Wildlife Society 
Agricultural Hall 
College of Agriculture 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Proressor Leopold: 

In response to your transmittal of January 2, I have reviewed 

the proposed report of the Committee on Foreign Membership, The 

Wildlife Society, and have only one suggestion to make. I am wonder- 

ing if it would not be possible to work out a plan whereby The Wildlife 
Society "Journal" could be used as exchange material by some libraries 

or institutions in this country for distribution to institutions 
throughout the world, If such a plan is impossible, I still believe 
thet The Wildlife Society would profit if copies of the "Journal" 

could be sent to certain key libraries in Europe and Asia with the 

request that exchanges be solicited by the Society itself. Whenever 
such exchanges are established someone in the Society could abstract 

articles of general interest and print them as part of the "Journal" 
or "News Letter." 

I believe the Committee has made a sound beginning in tackling 
this problem. We can be more certain of progress if we approach 

our responsibility with caution. 

Yours sincerely, 

Se LO, er ss 

James W, Moffett, In Charge 
Southwestern Inland Fishery Investigations 

JWM: efg
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=e UNITED STATES ge 
cttes DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ) Ja 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE : 
IN REPLY REFER TO: 

OHIO COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

COLUMBUS 10, OHIO 

January 8, 1947 

Dre Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

DearDr, Leopolds 

Acknowledgment is made of the receipt of your letter dated 
January 2, and the proposed Report of the Committee on Foreign Relations ~ 
of the Wildlife Society. 

I think the report, as you have composed it, is quite good, It 
seems to me you have selected the two methods most effective for promoting 
the international exchange of ideas and research findings on wildlife 
conservation, ecology and management. 

The third point suggesting that each foreign correspendent be 
invited to contribute for publication in the Journal, an annual commen= 
tary or review of events in his country or region, appealed to me es- 
pecially, It occurred to me also that abstracts of a few appropriate 
foreign articles might be regularly included in the Journal of Wildlife 

Management in addition to the annual reviews, This would, of course, 
bring up the problem of selecting the right type of literature, trans= 
lating the articles and abstracting them, Perhaps the correspondents 
could assist in this work. 

In point two, you apparently used by mistake, the name Ameri=- 
can Wildlife Institute instead of Wildlife Management Institute, 

I will be looking forward to seeing you at the San Antonio 
meeting. 

Sincerely yours, 

Daniel L. Leedy, L 
Ohio Wildlife Research Unit 

DLL 3rb



Honorary President President Vice-President Vice-President Vice-President 

JAY N. DARLING DAVID A. AYLWARD WILLIAM L, FINLEY CHILES P, PLUMMER COLIN M, REED 

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION 0 ol 
ee * 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

20 SPRUCE STREBT 

BOSTON 8, MASS. TEL, CAP, 1475 

eae January 1, 1941 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

‘ Mr. Aldo Leopold = 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have read your letter of January 2 and the 

copy of the proposed report of the Committee of Foreign ~ 

Relations. 

: I approve 100%. I think it is very wise to start 

small and if we do a real good job on what is contained in 

the brief report the avenues of opportunity will open pretty 

fast. 

I hope you are going to be at the North American 

Conference in San Antonio and I look forward to seeing you 

at that time. 

Sincerely yours, 

DAVID A. AYLWARD 
President 

DAA:1lel 

Organized for the purpose of restoring and perpetuating the natural resources of this Continent through an aroused and enlightened opinion among the people of this nation 

Sponsors of National Wildlife Restoration Week
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on tig 
Denial L. Loe 
fan 4. tae 

Gent] ones : : 

lags Bermett has reminded me that onr report is due at the San Antone 
mating Fobruery 3. 

The gonseaus of opinion of the Comulttes seams te fowor « cmall tegianing 
ee Se 6 eee oe Se ee oe ae eee 
Aggoriingly, I an eubeltting f approval attached report. 
Shae uae Wake sony Wakels Soeucas Gans Wave to date weak tae oP 
long reports. 

the report, if adopted commits tho | te some comiinantayy subsextp- 
Wieas tio fumed and alge to the aollantton of corte fonekgn 
materials. wy om opinion is thet 4% the Seolety is not willing to mike 

: a ee | i na oe 

Part Swo of the report on the promotion of trips easwme that the Goclety 
WALL hove ovaileble an s¢tive Gomittes Chaimmn, prefembly lesated in 
the tet whore he can be in active personal touch with Foundations and 
other possible soureen of funds for finmmeing trips. Your present chair 
man ia not in a poshtidn to undertalss this detailed developmont and IT am 

ee See Sere ee en tae ee ee 
la presented. 

Sees ood tp vene enamine ot tenn on ee See 
ns ee ee ee ee in advance of Jobroary 

Yours sinoovely, 

AMotapl 
Aldo Leoseld, Chairman



Jamary 1, 1M. ; 

REPORT ON Tat 
COMMITTEE ON FORRIGN RELATIONS | ‘ 

OF (28 WILOLIVe SOCIETY ‘ 

Sarnath promote the intermational exchange of ideas ani research findings ; 
on fe conservation, seslocy, and management, ; 

MELHOR Methods of accomplishing the above will develop with time, Yor the pres 
sent, we recommen’ only two undertakings 

{3} dn exchange of literature. 
Tae promotion of international travel avi study, 

Sughange of literature 

le St up not to exeeed 10 complimentary smubseriptions to the Journsl of 
Wildlife Menagenmt, to be assigned from time to time at the disere- 
tion of the Comittee, 

2. Ask the American Wildlife Institute to eontrilmte 10 couplimentary 
Cocles of the Transactions of the W. A. Wildlife Conference, 

3. Above to ba sent to not to exaead 10 correspondents to be selected 
by the Comittes. Zach such correspondent is invited te contritute, for 
yublication ia the Journasl, an aumel commentary or review of events 
in his country or regione The Gomalttes showld act in an advisery capae 
eity aa te selection of subject matter. 

4. The Comittee shall mbmit anmally te the Gouncll » report of its oper~ 
ations. 

Exemption of Ireve) end study. 
The Committee is requested to eatablish relations with Fountlations or other 

bodies interested in iuternational exchanges of students and international visits 
among echolurs. It is aathorized to represent the gens A in gach matters, and { 
shall submit to the Councd] an awual report of its activitios, ; 

\ ; canntiatsitcS cic dia lip la <n Sia a aa
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY A5 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 206 FORESTRY BUILDING 

December 12, 1946 Strate Cou.ece, Pa, 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 

University of California 

Berkeley 4, California 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Just a note to remind you that your Committee 

of Foreign Membership should make a report at the 

annual meeting in San Antonio, Texas, February 3, 1947. 

If your Committee makes a report, will you please file 

a copy of it with me at the time it is given at the 

meeting? L 

Yours very truly, 

a 
2 Secretar 

LIB: sjb 

Mm — Ne ad \ t ‘



Noveuber 8, 1946 

Dr, Tukas Mnbergen i 

Apelied Mielt-Meclegy” | 
Sutewag 1OF 
Yalahorat 

Pont Hanspest, Netherlands 

Dear Or, TMabergent 

the Midlife Sostety now hae a comeittes on ite 
foreign relettions which 411 shortly aubalt reece 
meniations on the whole question of exchange of ideas 
with other qouatriga, Somewhere within the presosed 
now wochaniem thera wast be a orovision for such an 
exchange of journals aa you propoms, I au confident 
that iu the near future soasthing aan ba vorked out, 
You will hear from me farther, “th best wiawas 

Yours stneorely, 

Aide Leopold 

ATRL 

oof Pennoyer ¥, Bnclish 
Ravid A, Alyward 

Senkel fe tae 
jana t. wernt
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION 

Postal Address: 

Usman Sanam Seen’ 35"4 Reptember, 1946, jae of 
Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Dept. of Wildlife Management, 
The University of Wisconsin, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison 5, Wisconsin, 
U.S.A. 

Dear Leopold, 

I sent you a copy of my reply to the letter 
from English (mine dated 20 st about the Comittee 
on Foreign Relations of the Wildlife Society. You will 
see from that the extent to which I think I can help 
i.e. by acting as a moderately efficient clearing house 
for suggestions about policy and people for those parts 
of Europe that I am in touch with, but not to do actual 
summrising of literature on specialised topics or even 
on wildlife management generally. I'd like to help all 
I can, but my writing energy is a bit limited at the 
moment, and I have a heavy back log of research to be 
written up, including eight years of field work on 
voles previous to the War (or, as one bright writer fron 
England perpetrated: "Prior to the contretemps with the 
Herrenvolt"). 

I like your draft report and am willing to subserix 
£6 it,leaving to your descretion and the rest of the 
Committedshow mech of it should be put into action at 
once. At the moment, I have good contacts with Séan- 
dinavia, U.S.S.R., Holland, France and Italy. I expect 
some of your American army liason men could think up 
good contacts with central Europe. I am also getting in 
touch with various British Commonwealth centres, notably 
with New Zealdnd. When you have decided your exact 
line, let me know what you want me to do and I will go 
ahead. 

Thanks for your last lettey which I will answer 
sepa, , a7



eye 
oe OXFORD UNIVERSITY nia 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION ae 

Postal Address: tare 9 
Bureau of Animal Population Telephone: fjord 4261 

University Museum, Oxford 20th September, 191.6. Telegrams: Mus, Oxford 

Ree - , Ritakicrne 

Copy for Professor Leopold. Cpe ncatl: 

Mr. P. F, English, 
Agricultural Education Building, 
State College, 
Pennsylvania, 
U.26. ke 

Dear Mr. English, 

‘ I found your letter of August 20 awaiting 
me on my return from a holiday on the Welsh coast. 
I was very interested to read Leopold's proposals, 
which seem to me very valuable, 

I am certainly willing to do my best to 
act as a member of the Committee on Foreign Relations, 
provided you are clear as to the limitations which 
my time and knowledge will impose on my activities. 
I could certainly put you in touch with various 
European workers, and do other similar contact jobs, 

and give my views from time to time on the Committee's 
policy. I camot actually undertake to write abstract 
articles etc., and I do not think it was your intent- 

ion to ask me to shoulder that part of it, but 
rather that I showld try and help you to get the men 
to do it, In any case, it has to be remembered that 
I am not a game expert, but rather a general ecologist. 

I will write direct to Leopold with more 
detail on the proposals themselves, in a few days 
time, and will send you a copy of my letter, 

Yours sincerely, 

CHARLES ELTON
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IN REPLY REFER TO \ 7 \ 

UNITED STATES co 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Ye 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

North Rotunda, Museum Building 

Stanford University, Celifornia 
September 11, 1946 

gf Ris. oe Q ae 

q'" okt t pope 
Or eee oe 

Prof. Aldo Leopold gs port ao. 
. Dept. of Wildlife Management : Vt eaten 
University of Wisconsin 
hol University Farm Place ; 
Madison 5, Wisconsin : 

Dear Professor Leopold: : 

I have had an opportunity to study your draft of a report of the 

Committee on Foreign Relations of the Wildlife Society. I am in 

absolute agreement with you that this committee refrain from attempt- 

ing an all-out membership campaign in foreign countries. I believe the 
suggestions made in your report will lead to a greater interest in 
wildlife work in these countries than would a concerted effort on the 

part of the committee to enlist members to the Society. ; 

In the field of fisheries management I am satisfied that American 
students of the subject could profit tremendously from work being done 
in foreign countries. As an example of this I refer to a recent attempt 

to establish professional and scientific contacts by Mr. Ph. Wolf, 

President of the Swedish Salmon and Trout Association. Mr. Wolf is : 
very desirous of establishing contact with investigators interested in 
salmonidee, His request for information and exchange of literature was 
not one-sided, It was accompanied by a very substantial publication 
which his association had issued. Incidentally, the publication was in 
Swedish, but it was accompanied by a translation in English. I know the 
reaction of fisheries workers here in California toward Mr, Wolf's attempt 
has been very favorable, and all of us feel that we should and can make 
contact with Mr, Wolf and his association not only for our benefit but 

also for his. 

There has developed an interest in fisheries management on the part 

of many foreign countries to the west of us. Several students are now 
. registered at Stanford University from India for the express purpose 

of learning American methods and gaining some background on which they 
might base a sound management progrem for the fisheries of India. I am 
satisfied that these men are interested in the Wildlife Society and any : : 

other organization which furthers work kindred to their interests. I 

_ suggest that these men be contacted by a letter from the president 
CTORY| or by this committee and that all purposes and objectives be explained 

< Buy] to them. Our contacts should also impress upon them our desire for 

suares| mutual exchange of ideas. 

STAMPS
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Your report as drafted is very well done. The appointment of 

"correspondents" in foreign countries is, to my way of thinking, a e 

fine idea provided that these men are willing to take the time 
necessary to present abstracts or summaries of important works in 

their respective countries. 

The publication of importent foreign papers condensed and trans- 

lated in the Journal of Wildlife Menagement seems to me to be the most 

constructive work which we can accomplish in bringing to the minds of 

our membership sources of information in foreign lands which otherwise 

would not be available to them, Such abstracting service might, however, 

become a rather large order, since it is my opinion that the future 

will see a tremendous increase in the number of foreign articles pub- 

lished. If the bibliographies of such papers are also included with the 

abstracts or translations, these references will stimulate correspondence 

on the part of interested members with the authors of such papers. Once 

contacts of this kind are established they are easily maintained by the 

mutual interest of the correspondents, In this manner much can be done 

to enlarge and to increase the relationships between scientists of all 

countries, 

Yours very truly, 

eens James W, Moffett, In Charge 
Central Valley Fishery Investigations 

JW; efg 

cc to Mr, Charles Elton 
Mr. David A, Alyward ; 

Mr. Daniel L. Leedy



Honorary President President Vice-President Vice-President Vice-President 
JAY N. DARLING DAVID A. AYLWARD WILLIAM L, FINLEY CHILES P, PLUMMER COLIN M. REED 

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

20 SPRUCE STREET 

BOSTON 8, MASS. TEL, GAP, 1475 

WASHINGTON OFFICE 

1212-16TH STREET N, W. ; 

WASHINGTON, D. C. August 26, 196 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

. 2h University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your report to President English is at hand, and I will comment 
briefly. First, you have handled the subject so well and so much better 
than the rest of us that my first impression would be to say, "All right". 
There is one thing, however, that appears to me and which comes to me in 
increasing volume as time goes on. That is the difficulty which foreigners 

have in understanding the American system of free hunting and fishing. 
To my mind it would be very helpful if we could take steps to clarify this 
situation in their minds. I am also wondering just what the setup in our 
State Department is so far as conservation and wildlife-management are 
concerned---whether they have any section or department that makes any 
pretense of covering such action. If they do, the Wildlife Society's 
Foreign Relations Committee should certainly make it a part of their pro- 
gram to cooperate. However, I suspect that because of red tape and 
diplomatic usage we would get along much faster if we went on our own. 

Probably after a more mature consideration, I may have other 
comments; but if you want to go ahead immediately on the basis of the 
present setup, it is all right by me. 

Sincerely yours, 

i 

DAVID A. AYLWARD 
President 

DAA:sfe 

Organized for the purpose of restoring and perpetuating the natural resources of this Continent through an aroused and enlightened opinion among the people of this nation 

Sponsors of National Wildlife Restoration Week
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ee UNITED STATES 
Vas DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

= FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
IN REPLY REFER TO: 

OHIO COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

COLUMBUS 10, OHIO 

Angust 23, 1946 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold 

I think the report of the Committee on Foreign Relations of the 
Wildlife Society as drafted by you is a good start. I like the revised 
title "Committee on Foreign Relations," 

The objectives set forth in items 3, 6 and 7, if they were accom 
plished, would be of much value to wildlife managers and even though it 
Would mean more work, it seems to me that they could be accomplished to best 
advantage by including the other points, 1, 2, 4 and 5 which you have mentioned, 

I can think of two other possibilities of getting some of the same 
results, These are (1) to hire a professional translator whose duties would 
be to translate all important foreign articles dealing with wildlife manage= 
ment and issue the papers or the abstracts thereof in a form similar to the 
Wildlife Review, (2) to make arrangements for the exchange of graduate stu= 
dents in wildlife management with other countries, 

The translator would probably have to be employed by some agency 
as the U. S, Fish and Wildlife Service, and in making this statement, I am 
of course not expressing any official opinion of that Service, The papers 
to be translated would have to be received and selected on some prearranged 
and sound basis. It is my understanding that the U. S Forest Service em 
ploye a translator, 

In regard to the second suggestion, I think it might be possible 
for exchange students to do a great deal in the way of broadening our outlook 
in wildlife management and keeping us posted on current developments in 
foreign countries, 

We are, in fact, expecting a Danish student, Kaj Westerskov, to 
come to the Ohio State University for his graduate work this fall, He will 
be on & Fellowship granted by the Ohio Wildlife Research Unit and will receive



Aldo Leopold 
Wisconson 

August 23, 1946 
Page 2 

additional financial assistance from the Wildlife Management Institute, He 
speaks the Scandinavian languages and, in addition, English, French, Latin 
end German, He may be able to assist the Committee on Foreign Relations 
through his acquaintances in Europe, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Daniel L. Leedy, Leader 

Ohio Wildlife Research Unit 

DLL 3d jr 
cc to English 

Elton 
Alyward 
Moffet
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY eee 
Ww 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AGRIC. EDUC. BLDG. 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 
August 20, 1946 State Couiece, Pa. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 

The University of Wisconsin 

% 424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your letter of August 3 and your draft of a proposal to present 

your comnittee was awaiting me on my return from a month's vacation in the 

Pacific Northwest. 

First of all, I have no objection to your calling the committee, 

"Committee on Foreign Relations." I believe this will cover the intent 
of the Council when they requested the formation of this committee. The 

points proposed in your "Report of the Committee on Foreign Relations of 
The Wildlife Society" are important. 

I feel like you that this is a rather ambitious start and that 

perhaps the committee should concern its@lf with items #3, 6, and 7 and 

that the committee members can think over the other items and report to 

you. Naturally items #1 and 2 of this report would necessitate rulings 
by the Council. There is a ruling at present that members who wish to 
present material for publication in the Journal of Wildlife Management may 

do sol If more than one author presents an article, one of these must be 

a member of The Wildlife Society. In the case of exceptional papers a 

limited number may be run on the approval of the President and the Editor. 

I am happy to see the start that you have made on this new 

committee and feel that something worthwhile will come of it. I am 
mailing copies of this report to the members of this committee. These 

were supplied by you. = 

Kindest personal regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

President 
PFE: bg
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Ep dugast 3, 1946 

Mite Be Be Mglish : 

State College, Pa. ; ‘ i 

Deo FP. Ft 

T have at last gotten around to drafting a proposnl for Mscansion by the 
Somalttee in accordance with your letter of June 12. I enclose enough) ~~ 
Geples for the Committees if you decide thet the propessl is sufficiently 
dn Line with the resolution and with your own conception of the Comalttes's 
function. 

Pn sys hom yee ae ygge yo - Soaromgendh eeecargy yin ron eg 
om Foreign Membership". I don't eare what name is used as long 

ao it avoids any implication of “selling” the Journal in foreign countries. 

I am submitting the attached report merely te lay a conerete proposal on the 
table for discussion. diy ghoaSernescedior 5 Ry Raden ecg: Poo Pd dtaag : 
$0 nerve on the Gonnittes, the keynote mst be the sealcing of guidance, | 
vather than the giving of it. m= 

If you think that the rough draft is suiteble for disenasion, may I ask you 
te clroulate it to the other members of the Comittee with such coments 
Whieh you as president wish te ad@? Tt goes without saying that we now ask 
the opinion of the members on my propoesle and on alternative proposals 
of their om, . : 

I suspect that the rough draft is too comprehensive for - beginning. 
Foahapa ve shold start with soothing siuole and Let Uw thing eros the 
Hag poe agg tee rad pach oth lane gr doug Pardo of Items 
3, Gomi 7. Something along these three lines I believe te be essential 
to a good start. ' 

Bpenkeing among ourselves, I feel a growing apprehencion over the failure of 
Anerican game managers to acquaint themaelyes with foreign Litermébure, 
AG & Gonsequence moat American qane managers are unsble to understand 

the of Mangoret ilice's "Song Sparrow" the literture on 
behavior is all foreign. sodern ideas on bird behavior are aluost absent 
from Anerlean management publications end I fear will remin so until 
the Sevalgn idbambare G6 inde nebenedthe, I have come te Believe that 
behavior is almost as fundamental in game management as is environment, é 

“Ath personal regaris, yours sincerely, : 
y f < 

: Aldo Leopold A
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Copy for Prof. Aldo Leopold. | 
a 

| 18th July, 1946. 

Mr. PF. English, z i 

Agricultural Education Building, 
State College, 
Pennsylvania, 
Us Se As 

Dear Mr. English, : 

Thank you for including my name in the invitation 
to become a member of a committee to study the relation 
of the Wildlife Society to activities outside America. 
Of course, I appreciate the personal side of this, and 
would do a great deal to be on any committee that 
Leopold is chairman off But, as he himself has queried 
the Committee's usefulness and terms of reference, I 
would like to do the same. Frankly, noone over here is 
likely to want to join the Wildlife Society except to 
get the journal. This is an obvious social fact in 
most international aspects of scientific societies, not 
in the slightest degree a criticism of the great work © 
the Wildlife Society is doing, or a depreciation of 
friendly relations. What I think your Council may have 
felt is the need for some international clearing-house 
or platform for wild life conservation ideas. I agree, 
put don't see much prospect at present of making a work- 
able system. I believe that the most effective practice! 
method of promoting the exchange of ideas between scien- 
tists in different comtries is through individuals 
doing research tours and spending research years abroad; 
and that nearly all other paper schemes for achieving 
the same ond are mostly ineffective and unrealistic. 
The former is the method by which I would personally feel 
was helping things on, and I expect within a year or two 
to be able to give facilities for "foreign" research 
students and possibly to be helping also in the organ- 
ization of a special graduete course in ecology.



There is one other mattor that might be relevant, 
though it is at present confidential. I have placed 
before the Imperial Scientific Conference a proposal 
for a new Imperial Bureau of Wildlife Management, to 
do classifying and abstracting of world literature over 
a wide field of applied vertebrate (but not fish) 
ecology. 

A decision yes or no will probably be reached this 
month. I want this new Bureau to use our ow resources 
here, though it would be administratively independent 
under the Imperial Agricudtural Bureaux organigation 
(which now is covering lend manegoment as a whole, ratr 
than only the strictly agricultural field). 

Se you see my inclination is to confine my coop- 
eration to lines where I can see sane definite results 
in terms of individual contacts or clearing-house work 
on literature. I have a-strong antipathy to any vague 
words about cooperation and coordination, and am fore 
tified in my 'phobia' by observing what really happens 
at international conferences! Science advances inte: 
nationally chiefly by a large number of personal frp 
contacts between workers in different countries. us 
ib wes purely through the personal pee tes Herbert 
Stoddard that I was lucky enough to get the Bureau of 
Biological Survey to help us over the North Americen 
snowshoe rabbit enquiry. I get the Dutch ecological 
literature sent me because I shared a hut with a Dutch 
bidlogist in Spitsbergen 25 years agos An American 
Rhodes scholar, whom I helped to train, has settled in 
Jemaica end sends me news fron there. Every time I 
visit America I get huge push forward in my general 
Tdeag, by talking to actual people at work. Congresses 
help a bit, but I learn more by spending a day, say, 

i with Leopold and his graduate workers. Could we do 
more to increase these personal contacts? 

Yours sincerely, 

CHARLES ELTON



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AGRIC. EDUC. BLDG. 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 

June 26, 1946 State Couiece, Pa. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for your letter of June 21 asking for further 

information on the Committee on Foreign Membership. , 

I am inclined to go along with your second interpretation, namely; ; 

to solicit the participation of foreign workers and perhaps invite criticism 

of the Society and its affairs. 

Fach year the Society prepares a general statement on The Wildlife 

Society and I am enclosing 15 of these for your use. If you have occasion 

to need more, kindly let me know. I am also enclosing with these statements 

15 application for membership blanks. We operate under the constitution and 

the constitution at present states that we have four kinds of membership, 
Active, Associate, Life, and Honorary. 

I think the simpliest way for any of the foreign people to become 

| affiliated with the Society is for them to come in as Associate members, 
| which entails dues of $4.00 amually, payable in advance and entitles the 

| applicant to the Journal of Wildlife Management for that year. The 
| constitution has set up simple requirements for Associate members and it is 

} the simpliest way for people to join. 

I hope you will be able to take over the Chairmanship of the Committee 

and do what you can on it. In your contacting individuals it is not necessary 

to urge them to join but you could tell them in case they wish to join all 

they need to do is return the application blank filled in with $4.00 and 

these you could forward on to the Secretary. 

I hope that I have cleared up these points so that you will feel 

free to go ahead. 

Sincerely yours, | 

P. F. Mnglish 

President 

PFE: bg
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Jone 2, 1946 

P, F.. Mnglish 
Agric. Bine. Bliég. 
State College, Pa. 

Dear "nelishs 

I hate to be "if-ing and and-ing" about any chore assigned me by the 
Society, but I do not quite understand the intent of the Comittes 
on Foreign Menbership. 

If the intent 1s merely to sign up foreign workers in the wildlife 
field, thon I am frankly out of sympathy with the effort. I do not 
mind letting them know that there is a Seslety and that we issue 
a Journal, tat I would balk at soliciting their memberships. 

On the other hand, 4f the intent is tc solielt the perticipation of } 
foreign workers in questions ef common policy and perhaps also their 
@riticicn of the Society ani its affairs, then I would be willing to 
BOXVO. 

The languages in the resolution “to study ways and means of interesting 
wildlife workera in foreign bends in the Scelety” might be construed 
in either of the two ways mentioned above. I left the meeting before 
this discussion ceme up, hense I have no first-hand knowledze of 
the probable intent. Gan you ijluminate the question in any degree? 

I am sending = copy of this to iten, but not to the other monbers 
until I have hoard from you. 

In the event that you believe the second interpretation is the : 
intended one, I would appreciate a brief summary of the terms under 
which forelgn workers can join. Do thay havo te pasa through the 
two grades of netibership? What will they be called and what will 
be their dues? I am no expert on the mochanion of the Society 
and want to be sure of these routine points. ~ | 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 4 
(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence. ) 

@ Miton
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT Agric. Educ. Bldg. 
State College, Pa. 

June 12, 1946 

COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN MEMBERSHIP 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman v 3 

Charles Elton ; 

David A. Alyward 

Daniel Le Leedy _ 

James We Moffett 

Gentlemen: 

As you are all well aware it becomes the duty of the president to set 

up committees as ordered by the Council or by the members at the annual meeting. 

At the 1946 Council meeting of the Wildlife Society the Council stated, 

"In view of increased interest and activity, worldwide, in the wildlife fiéld 

during the Post-war period, the Council recommended that the President appoint 

a committee to study ways and means of interesting wildlife workers in foreign 

lands in the Society."” Therefore, the above named men are designated as 

members and chairman of this committee. 

In selecting this committee I have, as you see headed it with the one : 

man, that in my opinion will be able to get this assignment done in a ereditable 

manner. We at present have a few foreign members but the Council felt we 

could strengthen our membership in this field. . 

I would appreciateiit if you will tackle this assignment and submit 

a report at our 1947 annual meeting and at that time present a copy of the 

report to the Secretary. 

Sincerely yours, ; ' 

P. F. 9 tae 
President 

PFE: bg ; 
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College Station, Texas 
January 4, 1945 

Paul L. "rringten 
Theodore H. Frison 
Carl L. Hubbs ; 

| hide Leopold 
Willis H. Rich : 

Herbert L. Stoddard 

fear Sirs: 
’ 

: I am sending forward to the Civil Service Comission 

today a otter (cory of we last movting tut questions © 

made by the Society at its lest meeting that questions on 

wildlife work to the extent of at least five percent be included 

in examinations for Junior Agronomist, Junior 
Forester, Junior 

Range Oxeminer, Junior Entomologist, Junior Veterinarian, and 

all others dealing directly or indirectly with 
wildlife end land 

use. 
: 

All members of the Comittee except one 
replied to 

ny request for suggestions regarding this 
letter, and all approved 

sending the letter substantially es herewith 
inolosed. 

I would have liked to suggest to the Camittee 
and to 

Chairmen Mitchell of the Civil Service Comission that a meeting 

be held to discuss the problems raised by this 
letter, but the 

exigencies of transportation appear to make 
such & procedure im- 

practical. : 

I thank the members of the Comittee for cooperating 

so generously in the preparation of this letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Uris Pa 
2 Walter P, Tayler, Chairman 

Comaittee on Professional Standards 

WPT sab~31 

Inelosure 

# Copy of letter to Civil Service Commission
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

College Station, Texas 
January 5, 1945 

Hon, Harry B, Mitchell, President 
United States Civil Service Commission 
Washington, D, ¢, 

Dear Sir: 
: 

At its meeting in Toronto, Canada, April 7-9, 1942, 
the Wildlife Society unanimously approved the following: 

"That the Wildlife Society request the Civil Service 
Commission to consider including questions on wildlife work, to 
the extent of at least 5 percent, in examinations for Junior 
Agronomist, Junior Forester, Junior Range Exeminer, Junior En- 
tomologist, Junior Veterinarian, and all others dealing directly 
or indireetly with wildlife and land use." 

Comment on the above by the Committee on Professional 
Standards of the Wildlife Seeiety was as follows; 

“In connection with the lend use jobs which will surely 
confront appointees to the junior professional grades in the 
fields mentioned above, some knowledge of wildlife is indispens- 
able, It is desirable, indeed vital, that these technical leaders 
should know something of the important native animals and plants 
in the environment with which they are dealing, Wildlife questions 
in the examinations will encourage the inelusion of at least some wildlife courses in the college work of each potential e@pplicant.* 

In submitting this recommendation, the Comittee makes 
the following suggestions: 

“The junior professional scientist is sure to encounter 
wildlife problems in connection with his work. 4ll too often in 
the past these problems, being little understood, have been passed 
over, But their potential and actual importance as a part of a 
balanced land use program justifies attention to all of them in 
their proper place,” 

Some exemples may be helpful by illustrating the sort 
of thing the Comittee has in mind,



‘the Se eitane,  toceneteh tas cxom Coren 
tant antusl Foote ‘in Twenhofel has shown (Treatise 
on Sedimentation - 1926, 1982) that animals such as earthworms, 
pocket gophers, and insects, are important agents in soil making. 
This point was early brought to attention by Charles Derwin, Pur- 
thermore, the problems of the agronomist, as he deals with field 
erops and soil conseryation, bring him up short against problems 
in many phages of animal relations. "het game species occur on 
the lands he is working? What de land use capabilities men in 
terms of wildlife? In a balanced farm progrem are fenecrows bene~ 
ficial or harmful? thet rodent pests affect crop yields, and what 
should be done about them? What are the biological and bic-ecological 
aspects of agronomy in general? Are suggestions for wildlife manage- 
ment practical from the viewpoint of a diversified farm program? 

The most serious problem confronting the 
guuminer ung be emo of votente, of of preduteny Gaienl or tt 
coneern competition for food between the pronghorned antelope and 
domestic livestook. 

z Santor, Forester may find rodents of prine inporsanse 
in r 3 or he may find a winter deer sur- 

_ plus on his lands; or, like the junior range examiner, he may be 
faced with administration or research in an area where questi ons 
of competition between game and livestetk give him e headache, If 
he ie conducting research work he will find it neeeseary to take 
animal feetors into account. 

or may find himself in the middle 
of an atiras Spldeste, Wt wild sntanls carry the dlaeuse! 
Whet oan be done about these carr ? As game animals increase 

Fee Teatte Sak 00 eee Smt, gees Gre extent Wy ee 
and wildlife, what disease relationships are involved? “hy does 
overgrazing seemingly lead to a greater incidence of stomach worms? 
What are the relationships of wild game, livestook, and other domes~ 
tic animals in health and disease? 

Some knowledge of wildlife should materially assist the 
Lea or SateMSTORE ES $e solve the probleme involved in mosquite 

related drainage enterprises which may so seriously 
affect wildlife resources. The question of numerous inseet phases 
of habitat manipulation for wildlife is one for which the junior 
entomologist should be qualified to care, 

In these days when necessary econanies emphasize the 
cenigehiiity of wall We savy. 20te of ital fer various ant 
multiple ; + © for inereased production, it seems pecu- 
lierly fitting that the questions om civil service examinations 

should be broad in outlook, If the junior scientists with whon



this memorandum is concerned are familiar with wildlife needs and 
practices, they will be in much better position to increase the 
total productivity of the land with which they deal, Thus a 

E junior range examiner may be able to bring about the use of land 
formerly used exclusively for graging not only for grazing but 
alse for wildlife production. Such production not only would pro- 
vide supplementary crops of game, fish and fur animals, but also 
beneficial song and inseetivorous species, All these things give 
added value; and the better balanced wildlife would help to pro- 
tect the main crop from rodents and insects, whether this main 
erop be grass on a grazing range or corn on an intensively farmed 
area, 

It is realized that no permanent civil service appoint- 
ments are being made in wartime; but seemingly the principles men- 
tioned in this letter apply now and continuously, and warrant atten- 
tion whether in comesction with present conditions or with the more 
permanent and normal status of things anticipated at the close of 
the war, 

The question of whether this problem of more adequate 
civil service examinations (on the wildlife side) should be taken 
up with your Commission now or postponed umtil after the war was 
decided by us in favor of immediate action, For it is unlikely 
that there will ever be a period in all future history when 
etrpate ‘Waning on wikis ant ether gies of couples 

will be more importent than at present. During wartime the trend 
is likely to be in the direction of depletion of basic production 
resources, ‘The effective combatting of this trend depends in 
substantial measure on the Civil Service Commission and the Govern- 
ment bureaus. 

It would be appreciated if the Commission sould give 
attention to the problems involved and, if possible, collaborate 

with the bureaus affected in the Civil Service examina- 
tions in the options mentioned by including questions on wildlife, 

to the extent of at least 5 pereent.
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We should be glad to offer our services to the Commission 
3 at any time in the preparation of appropriate questions in our field. 

Very truly yours 

COMMITTEE ON PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 
THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Rudolf Bennitt, University of Missouri, Columbia 
Missouri 

Peul L. Errington, Iowa State College, Ames, lowa 

Theodore H. Frison, Natural History Survey, Urbana, 
Illinois 

Carl Le Hubbs, University Museum, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Aldo Leopold, Department of Wildlife Management, 
University Farm Place, Madison, Wisconsin 

Willis H. Rich, Natural History Musewm, Stanford 
University, Palo Alte, California 

Herbert I. Stoddard, Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, 
Georgia 

Walter P. Taylor, Fish and Wildlife Service, U. &. 
Department of the Interior, College 
Station, Texs, Chairman of Comittee
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2 * THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY Coma 

(euro 4A 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

' North Rotunda, Museum Building 

Stanford University, California 
June 12, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
yok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: : uate 7 oie 

Would you be willing to continue to serve on the 
Committee on Awards of The Wildlife Society for 1943? Also, 
would you be willing to continue on the Committee on Profes- 
sional Standards? I assumed that you would be and I have sent 
the new list to Dr. Tracy I. Storer for publishing in the 
July issue of THE JOU. EAL L,I may have been somewhat previous 
in this’ matter, “but“almost” contintious absence in the field has 
prevented my taking care of this matter until now. ~~ 

“@hanks for sending the recent reprints. Tam de- 
lighted: to have them,” I read with particular pleasure you 
paper on “Cheat grass.“ In Oregon and Washington recently I 
saw thousands of acres of broom in bloom in turned over and 
cut over areas, It makes one wonder what is going to happen | 
to the land that we have treated so outrageously. 

I hope you will give me a yes answer on the above 
committees. 

: : With best wishes, — 

Yours sincerely, 

he 

PRN: efg (: >) 
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42h University Farm Place 
June 22, 1942 

Dr. Paul Needham : 
The Wildlife Society 
North Rotunda, Museum Building ; 
Stanford University, California. 5531 

Sak Gigs | Bree ar © aie tnee 8 Slits 
I am very willing to contime with the Comittee 
on Awards, but I have been inactive on. the Professional 
Standards Committee, and would rather have somebody 
else serve if that is convenient. I am, of course, 
always available to any Committee if they. should happen 
to need me. If it is too late to make the change, I. 
will go along with the Professional Standards group for 
another year. : 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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April 1, 1942 

Mr. Walter P. Taylor, Chairman 
Committee on Professional Standards 
College Station, Texas 

Dear Walter: 

I am willing to sign the report, but it seems to me 
a very long document. I would prefer a shorter 
version but lack the time, as I have no doubt you 
lack the time, to suggest ways to shorten it. } 

I enthusiastically endorse turning the rating job 
over to some qualified individual if he can be 
obtained. : ‘ 

I am skeptical about urging agricultural deans to 
give instruction in wildlife. Their yardsticke 
are different from ours. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

College Station, Texas 
March 25, 1942 

Rudolf Bennitt 
Paul L. Errington . 

Arthur 8. Hewkins 
Carl L. Bubbs 
Aldo Leopold —— 
Barry D. Ruhl 
Herbert 1. Stoddard 

Dear Sir: 

I enclose herewith for your comment and criticisa 
tentative draft of a report for submission te the Council 

and the general membership of the Wildlife Society. The 
report can be readily amended or changed, if desired. 

It is proposed that we schedule a meeting of the 
Conmittee on Professional Standards at the headquarters hotel 
in Torento, if practicable, before the meeting of the Council. 

I am corresponding with Frank Hdminster relative to a tine 
and place appropriate for this meeting. 

If we ean agree on a report, I suggest thet we sub- : 
mit said report for consideration to the Council and later, 
if desired, to the Society. 

Cordially yours, 

Walter P. Taylor, Chairman 
COMMITTEE ON PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 

WiTsab-25 

Enclosure 
Tentative draft of a report



Tentative Draft of 
Report of Committee on Professional Standards, The 
Wildlife Seciety, Submitted at the Regular Anmal 

Meeting of the Society, Toronto, Canada, April 7-8-9, 1942 

Under a resolution adopted at the last meeting of the 

Wildlife Society the Committee on Professional Stendards was ‘ 

directed to investigate the possibility of further study of 

institutions giving wildlife work. 

War has much changed the status of the policies and 

work of all scientific societies. Not only this, but all 

educational institutions are operating somewhat abnormally. 

in view of this fact it has seemed to us that final econsider- 

ation of listings of wildlife schools with ratings, curricule, 

end all similer matters might well be postponed until after 

the war. Your committee is not perfectly certain that this 

is the proper course, especially im view of some of the recon- 

mendations to be made later on, but at least that is one pos- 

sible course of action. 

The conclusion does seem inescapable thet if professional 

phases are to be properly emphasized by our Society we must 

eventually undertake a listing and accrediting of wildlife 

schools just as the American Chemical Society does with schools 

training chemists, the Society of American Foresters with 

schools of forestry, and the American Medical Association with : 

medieal schools.
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The necessity of some form of sccrediting is all the , 

more emphasized by Section 2, of Article I1i on menbership, 

in the constitution of the Wildlife Seciety. This Section 

reads: “Active members shall be persons professionally en- 

gaged in the practice or teaching of wildlife management, in 

wildlife administration, in wildlife research, or in graduate 

study of these subjects, who are graduates of a schecl approved 

by the Council, or whe, in the opinion of the Council, have 

acquired an understanding of wildlife management principles 

and teachings comparable with thet required by a school ap- 

proved by the Council." 

Note that the Couneil, so far as known, has never 

announced or published any list of approved schools, nor has 

: eny particular study been given the problem, except in con~ 

sidering individual qualifiestions of prospective members. 

Seemingly, in erder te carry out the present provisions 

of the constitution, careful study of the matter of accrediting 

and approving schools is called for; and such accrediting and 
approval should be undertaken at the earliest practicable time. 

There is a pressing need for a more adequate definition 

of who is the professional wildlife worker. What constitutes 

wildlife work, or if it is preferred, what is wildlife manage- 

ment? 

4 second resolution adopted at the last annual meeting 

of the Society directed thet interested colleges and universities
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encourage their agricultural student bodies in improved appre- 

ciation of wildlife work. A eomnittee recommendation relative 

te this resolution will be submitted as a part of this report. 

The Committee herewith recommends: 

(1) That the wildlife curriculum as @ part of the in- 

5 portant conservation movement be more than ever stressed dur- 

ing the war period. 

Comment: 

One of the members of our committee (liubbs, 1942) 

writes; "it seems to me that more pressing now 

than the ordinary problems in curricula is the - 

question of building up and maintaining an ade~ 

quate professional group during times of war. 

We can't afford tc sacrifice the whole wildlife 

orgenizetion thet is growing up. ven more 

eritical then the problems in reconstruction 

thet will surely grow out of any neglect in 

wildlife conservation will be the vital prob- 

lems of maintaining our natural resources for 

: the many years of strife that so likely lie 

ahead of wo." Your committee feels that wild- 

life conservation should be emphasized in con- 

: nection with a balanced curriculum which will 

properly stress every phase of production of
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basie resourees, including minerals, soils, waters, 

: vegetation, wildlife and human resources. So far, 

unfortunately, our people are almost wholly “grab” 

or “profits” minded, if we are to survive and 

win the war, we must become increasingly cooper- 

ative and conservation-minded. 

In spite of all efforts up te date, exeessive 

use of basic natural resources is the order of 

the day, war needs affording the up-to-date 

excuse for continuing a netional policy of ex~ 

ploitation snd depletion in virtually all lines 

which has really never been interrupted. But 

national needs for qualified conservors, restorers, 

rehabilitators, educetors, will become more press- 

ing, and the schools should not omit to train the 

necessary leaders. 

(2) That the merit system of appointment to technical 

or non-technical positions with State or federal government 

be jealously adhered to and expanded te the fullest extent 

by both federal government and State, as being in the best 3 

interest of efficiency and the winning of the war. 

Comment : 

The civilian employee is ‘the man behind the man — 

behind the gun", end it is of peculiar importance, é
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in the conservation field es elsewhere, that he 

should be efficient and thoroughly capable during 

a period of world conflict. Seemingly the Civil 

Service Reform movement should be imnediately ont 

emphatically stimulated by every proper means. 

The merit system objective should now receive 

decidedly more ettention then in normal times. 

Merit system in peace time is desirable; in wer 

time it is vital. 

(3) That an adequate definition of professional wildlife 

worker be formulated. 

Comment s 

The problems of the membership committee would 

be clarified and simplified if this could be 

done. . The maintenance and improvement of pro- 

fessional standards would be easier if agreenent 

could be reached on what these standards are. 

(4) Thet the Wildlife Seciety, through its Membership 

Comittee /cr Conmittee on Professional Standards/, request 

each head of department of wildlife work, or its equivalent, 

following the period of graduation, for the names of those 

students who have graduated with credit in the field ef wild- 

life work, and who may thus in a minioum of time qualify pre~- 

fessionally for active membership in the Wildlife Society. 

Comment: 

fhe possibilities are distinctly limited for
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the absorption of graduates in the wildlife field, 

as clearly shown by studies by the Fish and Wild- 

life Service and by Dr. Wing's Employment Committee. 

Perhaps the Wildlife Seciety can help to recognize 

this by urging election to menbership of those ‘ 

enly who are well above the average in their ac- 

ecomplishments both in college and in actual field 

' end wildlife work during or following their col- 

lege work. 

(5) Theat the Wildlife Society request the Civil Service 

Commission te consider ineluding questions on wildlife werk, 

to the extent of at least 5 percent, in exeminations for Junior 

Agronomist, Junior Forester, Junior Range Examiner, Junior Ento- 

mologist, Junior Veterinarien, and all others dealing with wild- 

life and lend use. < 

Comment: 

“(fo be formulated by Bennitt and Bdminster. ) 

Suggestions for consideration: 

hb 6. paw at the lend wee Sete vikteh whl! coeely 

confront appointees to the junior professional : 

grade in the fields of work mentioned above, 

wildlife is imesesapable. it is desirable, yes, 

vital, thet these technical leaders should know =
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something of the important native animals and 

plents in their environment with whieh, directly 

or indirectly, they will be dealing. Inclusion © 

of wildlife questions in the examinations will 

enceurage the inclusicn of at least some wild- 

life courses in the college work of each potential 

applicant. 

(6) That the President end Secretary of the Society address 

a letter to the President and Dean of Agriculture of each wild- 

life college or university listed in Wildlife Research Manage- : 

ment Leaflet No. 98 (brought up to date) calling attention to 

the pressing need for greater interest, especially at this 

time, on the part of all students of agriculture in the prob- 

lems of conservation, including wildlife, and asking the help 

of each President and Deen in stinulating, in his own agricul- 

tural student bedy, greater interest in the conservation of 

all the basic production resources (minerals, soils, waters, 

vegetation, wildlife, human life). . 

Comments 

(To be formulated by Bennitt and Edminster.) 

Suggestions for ecnsideration in the Comment: 

At its meeting in Memphis, Temessee February 

1941, the Wildlife Society urged all interested 

: colleges and universities to encourage their
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agricultural student bodies in improved appre- 

ciation of wildlife work. Wo formal action has 

as yet been taken by the Society on this recom- 

mendetion. 

(7) That the Seeiety consider and authorize a study at 

the proper time, of all schools graduating professional wild- 

life workers according to the definition adopted by the Society. 

Special attention should be given to orgenization of each 

school; its stending in the eduestional world; its financial 

status; its library, including quality, completeness, and 

accessibility; its faculty, with special reference to numbers 

of faculty compared to numbers of students, training of faculty, 

experience, activity in professional societies, output of quali- 

fied students, and research west; its budget; its location; its 

laboratories, condition, equipment, and facilities; lands ac- 

cessible to students for actual wildlife field work, their ac- 

cessibility, quality, equipment, and improvement; and any other 

points thet should have or do have a bearing on the professional 

training of students entering the field of wildlife work. 

(8) It is reconmended that the prime responsibility for 

said acerediting of wildlife schools be delegated to an interested 

outstanding leader in wildlife education, research and manage- 

ment, this leader to be designated by the Council; and that the
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Council, at the proper tine, undertake to arrange for 
the 

necessary funds, leave, etc., to permit and provide for the 

travel inspection, and compilation of the desired accredit~ 

ing. 

! At the last annuel meeting of the Seciety the problen 

of reclassification of Soil Conservation Service bielogists 

to the status of conservationists was referred te your Com- 

nv 
mittee. ce, thet this problem has been satisfactorily 

settled within the Service, and no committee action is required. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

heitiaat “  — 

Paul L. Errington = =—=—~—™O 

irthur 5. taking 

pier. 

Tide Leopold 

a_i °°” 

Herbert L. Stoddard 

Walter Py Taylor, Cheirman ~~ 
25 1942 EERE EEE EERE EEE 

Mareh .



Con elle en) trofrasernel - 
U Staruclards - 

(w bdtge Soerek, 

: College Station, Texas 
November 14, 1941 

Rudelf Bennitt 
Paul L. Errington 
Arthur §. Hawkins 
Carl Le. Hubbs 

.-Alde Leopold 
Harry D. Ruhl 

\ne Herbert L. Stoddard 
a\A 

aoe You will remember that et the Fifth Annual meeting 
4° »® | « of The Wildlife Society held in Memphis, Tennessee, February 

Ae Y oe 18, 1941, it was resolved "That The Wildlife Society does 
er “y XY - hereby request the U. $. Civil Service Commission to consider 

oe =» incorporating questions on wildlife management in exeminations 
Wer po 4, for Junior Agronomists, Junior Foresters, Junior Range lxaminers, 

“ o? “,* \ dunior Entemologists, Junior Veterinarians, and all those deal~ 
oy ing with wildlife and land use." It was moved te refer this 

m = resclutien te cur committee, and this was done. 

The question now is; whet shall we do with the reso- 
lution? 

As cheirman of the comaittee, perhaps I should not 
even express an opinion regarding this resolution; however, as 
the meaber who introduced the resolution I feel thet it would 
certainly do no harm and it might do some good if we recommended 
adoption of the resolution at the next meeting of the Society. 

if the Civil Service Commission should include wild- 
life questions in the examinations mentioned, it would assist 
those non-majers in wildlife who are or ought to be interested 
in some wildlife training to secure such training. Those who 
are taking courses in Agronomy, Forestry, Range Management, 
Entomology, and Veterinary Medicine would be encouraged to take 
some of the wildlife courses whieh are offered. The department 
responsible for wildlife training would be assisted in extend- 
ing the influence of wildlife information end training to groups 
within the institution thet should have seme wildlife training. 

Please let me know what you think we ought to do with 
this resolution. 

At the same meeting the Seciety requested the presi- 
dents and deans of all colleges and universities giving courses 
in wildlife conservation to take all proper and necessary steps 
to interest larger nuubers of the agricultural student body in



wildlife work, not es a vocation or profession, but as a neces~ 
sary supplemental course to enable these men to properly meet 
the wildlife problens they will inevitebly have te handle. The 
intent of the above resolution i» im line with this request on 
the part of the Society. 

Sincerely yours, 

Yur PV 
Walter P. Tayler, 
Committee on Professional Standards 

RPT sab 

=! 
4



_ THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY = [= ee 

Committee on Professional Standards 106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. is - 
Ses Golumbia, Missouri am ee 

February 5, 1941. ; 33h 

To Committee Members: Errington; Hawking; Hubbe; King; Leopold; 
Ruhl; Stoddard; Taylor; (Bennitt). OC to: Cahalane; Edminster. — 

Gentlemen: ' 

The main purpose of this letter is to arrange a time for our meet- : 
ing at Memphis. The Council of the Society is scheduled to meet at = 
2 PM Sunday, the 16th, at the Peabody Hotel, and if the experience of 
past years is any criterion this meeting is likely to last through the Ee 2 
evening, If it does, it will properly have first call on the services =e 
of Cahalane, Ruhl, and Taylor, which would make it bad for our discus— Se. 
sion of civil service. — ; | 

_ What do you think of the 1dea of a luncheon meeting on Monday? We = 
could get a private room somewhere---presumably at the Peabody---meeting 
at twelve noon and using the time before the afternoon sessions for thie fs 
purpose. There would still be time to prepare the report (somewhat ab- a 
breviated) for presentation to the Society Tuesday night; (noting by SE 
the tentative preerer that the business meeting is to follow the Comfer- 
ence Banquet, 1 take it that the meeting will have to be a short one.) = 

Will you gpegee drop me a postcard by return mail, answering these © S : 
questions: (1) Do you expect to be at Memphis? (2) Do you favor — a 
meeting with our Committee Monday noon at lunch? (3) Do you favor some 
other time, and if so, what other time? I should like to make the nec~ 
essary arrangements by letter before leaving here. i 

Hawkins and Ruhl report progress on their subcommittee Job, and I = 
hope we shall have a draft of their report to examine at Memphis. a S 

There have been no further suggestions re Errington's report except ee 
; from Taylor, and I presume Errington has considered the changes suggested # 

in three of Taylor's nine points (the others constituting endorsements and 
amplifying discussions) . If so, since I believe Errington 1s not going ay 
to be at Memphis, unless plans have changed, I hope I may receive the fin- 

: ished MS to take to the meeting. It would be a great help if there could 
be 3 copies---one for the Committee and two to leave at the registration 
desk for perusal by Society members should the Committee endorse this plan. 
Presumably the simplest thing to do will be to give McAtee the M3 at Mem- 
phis; little would be gained by mailing it to him at this time. Caha- ~~ 

. lane writes that he will provide for 1t in the April issue of the Journal. oe 

Leopold favors “publication of Errington's report in the Journal aos — 
with an editorial note to the effect that it 18 published for the purpose 
of eliciting opinions of the members." This is a point that we ought to 
discuss; J had hoped that this A edie could be published with the appro- 
val and backing of the Society. ow the matter can be handled might be 
considered “unfinished business" for our Committee meeting. aoa 

Sincerely yours;> *_ eee 

Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 

[ — _ lee Ss oe * 2 = ay 5 : a, Se a at i
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(Supplement to Committee letter of 2/5/41) 

Gentlemen: : 

fhe postman who took avay the Letter to you just completed ; 
brought a letter from President Cahalane which should be referred 
to you for considerations i 

February 3, 1941 

"In a recent letter Frank Edminster has suggested that you be 
prepared to lead discussion at the Society's annual meeting on means 
by which the Society can aid schoole training men for the wildlife 

profession. Thie certainly comes within the scope of your comnit- 
tee, and possibly oe already planned on working up to this phase 
of the subject. n any event, Frank's suggestion is passed along to | : 
you for any action you wish to take." —— 

My first reaction is this: Yes, this is certainly a matter of 
great and continuing concern to this Committee, and the raising of : 
training-stendards was one objective which the Society had in mind : 
when this Committee was set up; but---if we have our business meeting 
after the big Conference Dinner on Tuesday night, the 18th, how in the 
world will there be any time for discussion of this or anything else? : 

It occurs to me that you may wish to discuss the question specifical= 
ly at our Committee meeting, and that if you do not expect to be present 
there may be some things you can tell the rest of us by letter. lLook- — 
ing over our accomplishments to date, there is no doubt that the Leopold 
statement 1s specifically designed to aid the training-institutions as i 
well as the students. The Errington statement should leed to closer 
relations between schools and hiring agencies in the government. The — 3 
Ruhl-Hawkins report, while dealing with state civil service, should have 
much the same effect. 

A copy of this letter is going to Edmineter, and I hope that before : 

the Memphie meeting he will give us the benefit of his further ideas on : 

the subject---preferably by letter to all af us, but failing that, in 
conversation, I am not sure what sort of “aia he has in mind, but any ‘ 

ideas growing out of our present activities or preparatory to future un-.. 

dertakings will be most welcome. : 

Sincerely yours, ‘ 

L ee 5 co ee 

3 Rudolf/Bennitt, Chairman : 

= 7 je f - ' ;
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Fed ee 
THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY pe ee 

Committee on Erofessione) Standards ;: Ye Ee ass a ee 
oe ~~ 206 Wal@life Conservation Bldg. = 

Columbia, Missourl = 
November 27, 1940. aa 

To Gammtice Manbergi Errington). Havkina; Hubbs; King; Leopold; | unl; Stoddard; Taylor; (Bennits).’ QO to: Cahalene; Hamineter. — 
. Gentlemen: i ee ee 

Herewith is 2 copy of Errington's latest draft of the tea 

son “Objectives in Civil Service." You will recall that he has been = 
ene working as a subcommittee of one on this assignment and has already re- ae . 

aR ceived a great deal of assistance from members of the Committees. The 

ee present draft is now sent you for your further comments. = === ae 

ss TG would be highly desirable 1f we might all agree upon “| | 
oe etance of this statement so that it could be presented to the Soclety % 
FES EN Sat Sees 4 = Pats aa ae ones aos 

. : in finished form in February. i wish you would express your pint o 8 

= on this points Should we, having agreed upon whatever we agree upon, © es 

go ahead and send the paper to McAtee for publication, or showld we 

submit 4% fist to the Society, getting ts authorization for official — 
Sch 5 ee 

ae B Z tage 5) ‘i = as =| eck ene aes 3 ore = 

| publication by the Society? There 1s something to be said on both 

| sides. Meanwhile, will you plegse read the enclosed draft carefully 
Pan 

~~ and write Errington what you think of it---in general and in detall--- =. — i a Pre Renin heen eae RPA A ha 
60 that his work may proceed as rapidly as possible. TP eee 

_ ss A the Migwest Conference in Urbena, the following committee mem 
bere had a brief conference? Havkins, Leopold, Errington, Ruhl, and 

a Bennitt. (We tried to find Hubbs but somchow missed him). Asare- 

sult, Hawkins and Ruhl have undertaken to bring their study of state 
= si : Pe 

ae civil service up to date so that a report can go to the Committee soon 

after New Year's, and to the Society in February. With thie and Erring- 
| -—s ton''# Job done, we shall have discharged two important responsibilities. 

a
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OFJECTIV'S IN CIVIL SERVICE 3 

(Prepared by Paul L. Errington, with the : 
assistance of, and endorsed by, the other meme 

. bers of the Committee on Professional Stan- =e 
dards, 1940 1) 

: The accepted purpose of a civil service system is, in brief, to 
insure an optimum combination of advantages for the public and the : 
public's employees. Civil service attempts to safeguard the inter. i 
ests of the public through selection of employees on 2 merit basis 
and to safeguard in turn the interests of the employees through pro- cag 
visions concerning salaries, tenure, promotion, retirement, etc., Peseta 

' and by protection against political or other interference or ex- ay 
ploitation. . ; ; | 

There is naturally less disagreement with the principles governe = | 
ing civil service than with the translation of those principles into Sets, 

: practice -- especially as relates to specific cases where decisions = 
may not always be disinterested. Nevertheless, enough confusion ree 3 
sults from honest divergence in viewpoints and the complexity inher- = 
ent in big programs to make the need of criterla for judging current a 
or proposed systems all the greater. Civil service is neither the e 
only nor, being a product of fallible human effort, conceivably the ee 
best means of working for the common ends of the public and its em- aoe 
ployees, but it appears to_be more worthy of consideration than any ae 
other medium now in sight.2 eee i 

ae 
Appointments = 

: Under civil service, government (including federal, state, and 3 : = 
loeal) positions are filled chiefly through examinations. The ade- : ee 
quacy of this method is conditioned by how frequently the examin. ee 
ations are given end by how well they reveal an applicant's qualif. eras) 
ications for the respective openings that may exist. The latter : : ee 
leads to questions as to the qualifications of the persons preparing 3 

- and grading the questions and the money and facilities available for = —__ 
such purposes. Obviously, the more mechanical the methods of handling —_— 
examinations become, the less suitable it will be for choosing per- _ ; 
sonnel for positions requiring special training or aptitude. 

The examination of Junior Biologist has been singled out for ena : 
attention by this Committee. Not only is 1t widely given, but the j é 
Soelety of American Foresters has also made a valuable study of the seo 

Rudolf Bennitt, University of Wisscurl, Chairman; Paul L. Frring- ia ia 
ton, Iowa State Colleges Arthur S. Hawkins, Illinois Natural History = 
Survey; Carl L. Hubbs, University of Michigan; Ralph T. King, Syracuse 
University; Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin; H. De Ruhl, Miche 
igan Department of Conservation; Herbert L. Stoddard, Cooperative 
Quall Study Association, Thomasville, Georgia; Walter P. Taylor, U. 
S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Texas A. and M. College. coe essen a. 
2 The Committee is especially appreciative of courtesies shown it pees 

by President Roosevelt's Committee on Civil Service Improvement, 9 =
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corresponding Junior Forester efamination. To encourage the uge of 
examinations that are practicul t6 conduct and at the same time in- 
telligently selective, the following desiderata are listed: 

(1) Examinations should test the applicant's ability to think 
and express himself, in addition to bringing out his knowledge of ise 
olated facts, and should to a reasonable extent reflect technical ad- ~ 
vances in the ficlds covered. Misleading or unfair "catch" questions 
should be avoided, as should those to which correct answers may be . 
found by random guessing, without either clear thinking or information. 

(2) While fundamentals should be emphasized in al1 examinations, 
no single examination should be expected to demonstrate the full 
qualifications of applicants for duties in different, more or less | 
specialized agencies, Optional questions should permit the applic- 
ant to show knowledge of particular subjects rather than aid him in 
concealing ignorance of things he might justly be expected to know. = 

(3) The importance of appraising character and personality of 
applicants should not be overlooked, notably when positions to be 
filled demand a high degree of cooperation. 

(4) So far as possible, no credit should be allowed in examina- 
tions except for personal qualities, training, and experience that 
enhance the applicant's fitness. If previous military status would 
be an actual asset on the Job, it should be given weight in the exam- . 
ination but should not be used as a principal quajification for posie 
tlens that could be effectively filled without it’, Similarly, pre-e 
ference may well be given to residents when a position requires loc- si: 
al knowledge or background, but place of birth or domicile should 
not unduly influence an applicant's chances for appointment. 

(5) Examinations should, whenever feasible, be synchronized 
with the academic year of collages and universities to equalize op- 
portunities for graduating classes. : 

(6) Ffforta should be made to correlate forms and questions of : 
examinations with future accomplishment of cmployees, in order that 
selectivity of the examinations may be evaluated and improved. There 

: should be integrating contact between examining agencies and those 
employing and training men. 

On the whole, the selection of employees according to civil = 
service methods seems to be more necessary in large than in small 
organizations. It is admitted that the label of civil service does 
not, in itself, free a system from political, selfish, or incompet. 
ent manipulation and that sound methods of hiring are followed by pri- 
vate and public institutions alike without any reference to what we 
call "civil service". It is also apparent that selection through f 
civil service may not be equally desirable for all ranks: of employees 

3 See Chapter XV, pp. 383-408, of the bookiby James FE, O'Brien and 
Philip P. Marenberg, "Your Federal Civil Service” (Funk and Wagnalls 
Co., 1940), for a description of inequalities that may result from 
veterans! preference laws, The efficiency of a system can hardly 
fail to suffer as long as a veteran making’ an earned examination ‘ 
grade of 60% mst be placed in an eligibility register ahead of a be 
non-veteran making 100%, i oe 

o uae
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in the same organisations less formality is often preferable, and 
specialists mist be handepicked almost anywhere if the best are to 
be had. Field skilis, for example, are very hard to determine 
through the usual cxaminations. ' 

Tenure, Retirement, Advancement, and Elimination 

Apart from filling government positions with qualified employees, 
a major function of civil service is to assure satisfactory personnel 
of good tenure, within the limitations of budgets and prescribed 
scopes of activity. This it does by preventing dismissal arbitrarily 
or for reasons of religious or political belief. 

Adequacy of retirement provisions depenis in large measure upon —_— 
good tenure, and possibilities for retirement may afford one 6f the 
major attractions of civil service for prospective employees, 

Advancement under civil service tends to be slow, even when the 
: performance of the employee may show pronounced and continued ime 

provement. When advancement does come it often entails dispropor- 
tionately more responsibility and "headache" than compensation of 
any sort, monetary or otherwise. : 

Lack of funds may terminate employment under civil service as ” 
in any jobs; likewise employees may usually be dismissed because of 
misconduct. Flimination of harrier derdepiee | employees may be partially 
accomplished by probationary appointments*, but there is definite 
feeling that too many civil service jobs are merely "held", In wild- 
life management particularly, a large number of positions created 
during the rapid expansion of the profession several years ago were 
filled by poorly-trained mens some of these persons, by virtue of 
ability, self-education, and experience, are unquestionably qualif- : 
icd for the work they do, but others are not, and these others, furth-. 
ermore, are occupying positions for which plenty of better-trained 
and abler men are now available. 

Although continuity of employment is requisite to "career" work — 
and may be essential to the completion of long-term programs, a pose g 

_ ition once obtained should not thus catalogue a man indefinitely; 
in short, the permanence of civil service jobs appears to have been 
attained through undesirable sacrifice of the culling and stimulating 
functions of penalties and rewards. Security and performance should 
be more in balance. - 

Opportunities for Productive Work 

The realization of personal and of public satisfaction in a : 
civil service position may or may not be synonymous, but the two are 
interlinked insofar as human beings must do the work and as their 

_ efficiency is affected by health and morale. Granteéi, so long as 5 

4 It 1s problematical how accurately incompetence for a difficult Z 
position may be recognized in a probationary period of less than a 
a year. :
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established principles are not violated, that the details of what 5 . 
employees actually do in jobs may be said to be an administrative 3 
matter and hence not in the province of eivil service, it 1s evid. 
ent that attainment of civil service objectives may be impeded by ; 
weakness in the internal workings of governmental organizations. : 

: The rigidity and intricacy of procedure that we refer to as : 
"red tape" was doubtless evolved partly in defense against abuses 
and partly for the sake of increasing efficiency. Large organiza. ° 
tions manifestly need policies and a system to maintain order, but, 
as everyone knows, policies may have their faults, and a system can pt become so cumbersome that it diverts to itself most of the creative : 
endeavor it is charged with aiding and directing. Multiplication 
of imperfectly coordinated agencies is, of sourse, a further source 
of complications. : = 3 = 

No blanket criticism of working conditions in civil service 
jobs would be fair, if only for the reason that it would not be 
equally applicable. An inpression 1s widespread, however, thet neces wildlife menagement and related activities, the lower professional aa Erades of biologists have to spend overemuch time on veports, where. as the higher-ranking are too leaded down with the mechanics of ad- ministrations also, that excessive travel requirements and frequent changes in assignments may seriously detract from an employee's pro. a ductivity. It is perfectly clear that not all persons in such posi- | tions feel burdened either by reports or edministration or in simile aes lar ways; others are able to do what they believe effective work — ae principally after hours; still others maintain that they simply can- yeas not do more than "go through the motions", es : ae 

} In rebuttal, 16 is stated that those who canuplain about being ; swamped with reports or special assignments would not necessarily - work to better advantage if they had more latituds, and that keep. a ing the best-trained men in charge is essential to the success of el 8 program. .All of this may perhaps be very true, but there are legi- aa timate questions as to how much wastage of significant effort occurs “its and how much the impersonality of an orgenization may needlessly = force individuals into tasks irksome or unsuitable for them. eS 

Attracting and Holding Superior Personnel Ss so 

In general, the lower ranks of civil service jobs are relativdy more attractive thar. the higher. Regardless of the excéllent acientific standing of many government men, there are certainly many other scimtists of comparable qualifications who would not, under any incentive short of compulsiow, accept a civil service position. = 
Whether civil service or administration may be held responsible see esi ae for the lament of eminent workers that specialized training and ex- cae 

perience seem only to lead to desks at which clerical routine absorbs virtually all time end energy, government cepartments must offer ine ~ OE Gueement greater than a regular and passably adequate pay-check if — Sees: they are to bulld up -- and keep -- a really outstanding personnel... a 
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ORJECTIV'S IN CIVIL SERVICE é 

(Prepared by Paul L. Errington, with the 
aasistance of, and endorsed by, the other mem- 

. bers of the Committee on Professional Stan- 
dards, 1940 1) 

The accepted purpose of a civil service system is, in brief, to 
insure an optimum combination of advantages for the public and the 
public's employees. Civil service attempts to safeguard the interes Ss 
ests of the public through selection of employees on a merit basis 
and to safeguard in turn the interests of the enployees through pro- eee 
visions concerning salaries, tenure, promotion, retirement, etc., a 
and by protection against political or other interference or exe ee 
ploitation. . . : . eects 

There is naturally less disagreement with the principles governe 
; ing civil service than with the translation of those principles into 

practice -- especially as relates to specific cases where decisions s 
may not always be disintereated. Nevertheless, enough confusion ree a 
sults from honest divergence in viewpoints and the complexity inhere ae 
ent in big programs to make the need of criteria for judging current : <a 
or proposed systems all the greater. Civil service is neither the ae 
only nor, being a product of fallible human effort, conceivably the alee 
best means of working for the common ends of the public and its em- : a 
ployees, but it appears to be more worthy of consideration than any Bie 
other medium now in sight.2 : 

Appointments _ 

Under civil service, government (including federal, state, and ae 
local) positions are filled chiefly through examinations. The ade- es 
quacy of this method is conditioned by how frequently the examin. See 
ations are given and by how well they reveal an applicant's qualif- =a 
ications for the respective openings that may exist. The latter =a 
leads to questions as to the qualifications of the persons preparing 
and grading the questions and the money and facilities available for  —s—s=— 
such purposes. Obviously, the more mechanical the methods of handling eee 
examinations become, the less suitable 1t will be for choosing per= = 
sonnel for positions requiring special training or aptitude. 

The examination of Junior Biologist has been singled out for E 
attention by this Committee. Not only is 1t widely given, but the — ale 
Society of American Foresters has also made a valuable study of the woe 

TRudoif Bennitt, Universality of Missouri > chairman; Paul L. Fr ring = ie 
ton, Iowa State College; Arthur S. Hawkins, Illinois Natural History — eae 
Survey; Carl L. Hubbs, University of Michigan; Ralph T. King, Syracuse ee _ University; Aldo@.eopold, University of Wisconsins H. D. Ruhl, Miche — 
igan Department of Conservation; Herbert L, Stoddard, Cooperative 
Quail Study Association, Thomasville, Georgia; Walter Ps Waylon, Ue on Se 
S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Texas A. and M. College, 20s Aes 
2 The Committee is especially appreciative of courtesies ghom 6 ge 
by President Roosevelt's Committee on Civil Service Improvement. a 
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corresponding Junior Forester examination. To encourage the use of 
examinations that are practicul to conduct and at the same time ine 
telligently selective, the following desiderata are listed: 

(1) Examinations should test the applicant's ability to think 
and express himself, in addition to bringing out his knowledge of 1s-- 
olated facts, and should to a reasonable extent refleet technical ad- 
vances in the ficlds covered. Misleading or unfair "catch" questions 
should be avoided, as should those tc which correct answers may be 
found by random guessing, without either clear thinking or information. 

.(2) While fundamentals should be emphasized in all examinations, 
no single examination should be expected to demonstrate the full : 
qualifications of applicants for duties in different, more or less : 

: specialized agencies. Optional questions should permit the applice 
ant to show knowledge of particular subjects rather than aid him in si 
concealing ignorance of things he might justly be expected to know. = = = 

(3) The importance of appraising character and personality of 
applicants should not be overlooked, notably when positions to be : 
filled demand a high degree of cooperation. 

(4) So far as possible, no credit should be allowed in examina- 
tions except for personal qualities, training, and experience that 
enhance the applicant's fitness. If previous military status would 
be an actual asset on the job, it should be given weight in the exam-e 
ination but should not be used as a principal qua, sites for posie 
tians that could be effectively filled without it’. Similarly, pre- 3 
ference may well be given to residents when a position requires loc- 

: al knowledge or background, but place of birth or domicile should 
; not unduly influence an applicant's chances for appointment. : 

(5) Examinations should; whenever feasible, be synchronized 4 
with the academic year of collages and universities to equalize op- 
portunities for graduating classes. : 

(6) Ffforts should be made to correlate forms and questions of 
examinations with future accomplishment of employees, in order that : 
selectivity of the examinations may be evaluated and improved. There Ba 

t should be integrating contact between examining agencies and those : 
employing and training men. 

On the whole, the selection of employees according to civil = 
service methods seems to be more necessary in large than in small 
organizations. It is admitted that the lebel of civil service does 
not, in itself, free a system from political, selfish, or incompet- 
ent manipulation and that sound methods of hiring are followed by pri- 
vate and public institutions alike without any reference to what we 
call "civil service". It is also apparent that selection through 
civil service may not be equally desirable for all ranks of employees / 

"see Chapter XV, pp. 3835-408, of the book by James E, O'Brien and z 
Philip P. Marenberg, "Your Federal Civil Service” (Funk and Wagnells ; 
Cos, 1940), for a description of inequalities that may result from ; 
veterans! preference laws, The efficiency of a system can hardly 
fail to suffer as long as a veteran making an earned examination —— 
grade of 60% mst be placed in an eligibility register ahead of a . Fae 
non-veteran making 100%. 2 —— eee 
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in the same organization; less formality is often preferable, and 
speclelists must be hand-picked almost anywhere if the best are to 
be had. Field skilis, for example, are very hard to determine 
through the usual cxaminations. 

Tenure, Retirement, Advancement, and Elimination 

Apart from filling government positions with qualified employees, 
a major function of civil service is to assure satisfactory personnel | 
of good tenure, within the limitations of budgets and prescribed : 
scopes of activity. This it does by preventing dismissal arbitrarily ; 
or for reasons of religious or political belief, : ae 

Adequacy of retirement provisions depends in large measure upon sisal 
good tem-re, and possibilities for retirement may afford one of the - — 
major attractions of civil service for prospective employees. 

Advancement under civil service tends to be slow, even when the 
performance of the employee may show pronounced and continued im- 
provement. When advancement does come it often entails dispropor- . 
tionately more responsibility and "headache" than compensation of 
any sort, monetary or otherwise. ; ’ 

Lack of funds may terminate employment under civil service as 
in any Job; likewlse employees may usually be dismissed because of 
misconduct. Flimination of egress ec hore employees may be partially 
accomplished by probationary appointments*, put there is definite 
feeling that too many civil service joba are merely "held". In wild- : 
life management particularly, a large number of positions created 
during the rapid expansion of the profession several years ago were 
filled by poorly-trained men; some of these persons, by virtue of 
ability, self-education, and experience, are unquestionably qualif- : 
ied for the work they do, but others are not, and these others, furthe 
ermore, are occupying positions for which plenty of better-trained 
and abler men are now available. 

Although continuity of employment is requisite to "career" work 
and may be essential to the completion of long-term programs, a pos. 
ition once obtained should not thus catalogue a man indefinitelys: 
in short, the permanence of civil service jobs appears to have been 
attained through undesirable sacrifice of the culling and stimulating 
functions of penalties and rewards. Security and performance should 
be more in balance. : 

Opportunities for Productive Work 

The realization of personal and of public satisfaction in a 
civil service position may or may not be synonymous, but the two are : 
interlinked insofar as human beings must do the work and as their 
efficiency is affected by health and morale. Granteé, so long as : 

4 it 1s problematical how accurately incompetence for a difficult — See 

position may be recognized in a probationary perlod of less than. — year. = ioc
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established principles are not violated, that the details of what 2 
employees actually do in jobs may be said to be an administrative 
matter and hence not in the province of civil service, it 1s evid- 
ent that atteinment of civil service objectives may be impeded by 
weakness in the internal workings of governmental organizations. 

The rigidity and intricacy of procedure that we refer to as 
"red tape" was doubtless evolved partly in defense against abuses 
and partly for the sake of increasing efficiency. Large organiza- poe tions manifestly need policies and a system to maintain order, but, 
as everyone knows, policies may have their faults, and a system can : become so cumbersome that it diverts to itself most of the creative 
endeavor it is charged with aiding and directing. Multiplication — : 
of imperfectly coordinated agencies is, of course, a further source oes 
of complications. 

No blanket criticiam of working conditions in civil service aed jobs would be fair, if only for the reason that it would not be — = equally applicable. An inpression is widespread, however, that in 
wildlife management and related activities, the lower professional erades of biologists have to spend overemach time on reports, where. ; as the higher-ranking are too loaded down with the mechanics of ade ; - ministrations also, that excessive travel requirements and frequent | ales changes in assignments may serlously detract from an employee's pro- : ductivity. It is perfectly clear that not all persons in such posi- os tions feel burdened either by reports or administration or in simle € lar ways; others are able to do what they believe effective work . principally after hours; still others maintain that they simply can. 2 not do more than "go through the motiona™. : 

in rebuttal, it 1s stated that these who canplain about being 2 swamped with reports or special assignments would not necessarily -: work to better advantage if they had more latitude, and that keep- j ing the best-trained men in charge is essential to the success or os & program. All of this may perhaps be very true, but there are legie 
timate questions as to how much wastage of slenificant effort occurs and how much the impersonality of an organization may needlessly force individuals into taske irksome or unsuitable for then. aac 

Attracting and Holding Superior Pergonnel 

In general, the lower ranks of civil service jobs are relatively 2 more attractive thar. the higher. Regardless of the excéllent , sclentific standing of many government men, there are certainly many other scientists of comparable qualifications who would not, under — Es any incentive short of compulsion, secept a civil service position, 

Whether civil service or administration may be held responsible for the lament of eminent workers that specialized training and ex- perience seem only to lead to desks at which clerical routine absorbs 8 virtually all time and energy, government Gepartments must offer in- ae ducement greater than a regular and passably adequate pay-check if Eg they are to bulld up -- and keep -- 8 really outstanding personnel. ee 
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kek University Farm Place 

Dr. Paul L. Brrington 
Zoology Department 
Towa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Paul: 

Your statement on objectives in Civil Service, 
sent to the committee by Rudolf Bennitt, is exesllent. It 
is interesting to me how good writing can enliven and illum- 
inate even so duli a subject as Civil Service. 

Doubtless the members of the committee who are looking 
up deteils will want to hang on the hatrack which you have pro- 
vided more specific points for improvement, if they have any. 
The statement, however, is amply worth the attention of the 
Society as it stands. I have not a single criticism to offer 
and am proud to be on the committee sponsoring it. 

T am sending a copy of this letter to Rudolf Benni tt. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ee Bennitt Professor of Wildlife Management
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Committee on Professional Standeris 106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg, 
; = University of Missouri = 

(nee Columbia, Mo., August 5, 1940, 2 
5 2 = j STS emueeall ay a 

To Committees Members: Errington, Hawkins, Hubbs, King, Ruhl, Stoddard, te Seen 
_ Leopold, Taylor, (Bennitt). CC: Cahelanec, Edminster, ee 

Gentlemen: 
a 

Just on the eve of my departure on a vacation in Michigan, I rem 
ii ot ceived from Errington a copy of what he has written on civil service ee 

objectives. Without the opportunity even to read it myself until copies 
are made, I am leaving it with our secretary to run off on the duplicato: as ae 
and to mail to you with this letter, a 

& “It will be greatly appreciated by mo--and I am sure by Errington~= 
: Af you sould find vine to reel this statement someting Ship a> ee 
re send your comments on it to him. In order that you may have a copy for ae 

es your file and also a copy to mark up, I am sending each of you two copies. 

e In case any cf you care to gst in touch with me directly between now and ae 

2 : about September 10, my address will be Box 171, Pilgrim, Michigan. 

ae : | ee 
om Sincerely yours, 2 Seana 
oe : / ee 
= . : COMMITTZE ON PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS = 
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' OBFACTIVES IN CIVIL SERVICE 2 F 

By 5 

Paul L. Errington ; 

The accepted purpose of civil services is, in brief, to insure an optinun 3 combination of advantages for the public and the public's employees, Givil service attempts to safeguard the interestsof the Public through selection of employees 
on a merit basis and to safeguard in turn the interests of the employees through 
provisions concerning salaries, tenure, promotion, ete,, and by protection against 
political or other interference or exploitation, 

é 

There naturally is less disagreement with the principles governing civil ; service than with the translation of those principles into practics--especially 
as relates to specific cases where decisions may not always be disinterested, 
Enough confusion results from honest divergence in viewpoint and the complexity 
inherent in big programa, nevertheless, to make the need of criteria for judging 
current or proposed systems all‘ the greater, It does not follow that civil service 

fl is the only, or the best, means of working for the common ends ef the public and g 
n ite employees, but civil service appears to be as worthy of inquiry by this Come 

mittee as any medium in sight. 

Appointments | 

Under civil service, government (including state and local) positions are 
filled chiefly through examinations, The adequacy of this method of selection is, 
of course, conditioned by how frequently the examinations are given and by how 
well they reveal an applicant's qualificatione for the respective openings that 
may exist, The latter leads to questions as to the qualifications of the persons . 
preparing and grading the examinations. Obviously, the more mechanical the method 
of handling examinations becomes the less suitable it will be for choosing per= 
sonnel for positions requiring special training or aptitude. 

The examination for Junior Biologist has been singled out for attention by 
this Committes; it is not only widely given, but the Society of American Foresters 7 
has also laid valuable groundwork for us through their study of the corresponding 
Junior Forester examinations, To encourags the use of examinations that are ; 
practical to conduct and at the same time intelligently selective, the Committee 
proposes that: 

(1) Examinations should test the applicant's ability to think and express 
himself in addition to bringing out his knowledge of isolated facts, and should, 
to a reasonable extent, reflect technical advances in the fields covered, Mislead- 
ing or unfair “catch” questions should be avoided, as should those to which correct 
answers may be found by random guessing, without either clear thinking or information. 

(2) While fundamentals shoulda be enphasized in all examinations, no single : 

examination should be expected to demonstrate in full the qualifications of ; 

applicants for duties in different, more or less specialized agencies. Optional 

questions should permit the applicant to show knowledge of particular fields rather 
than to aid him in concealing ignorance of things he might justly be required to 
KNOW. s 
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(3) So far as possible, no credit should be allowed in examinations except 
for personal qualities, training, or experience that enhance the applicant's 

fitness for the job. 

{4) Examinations should, whenever feasible, be synchronized with the academic 

year of colleges and universities in such a way as to equalize opportunities for 

graduating classes, 

(5) Efforts should be made to correlate forms and questions of examinations 

with grades and future accomplishments of appointees, in order that the selectivity 

of the examinations be appraised and improved. It is recommended that there be 

more contact between agencies employing and those tralning men. 

On the whole, the Committee believes that selection of employees according 

to civil service procedure is more necessary in large organizations than in small. 

It is recognized that the label of civil service does not, in itself, free a system 

from political or selfish manipulation and that sound methods of hiring are follow- 

ed by private and public institutions, alike, without any reference at all to what 

we call civil service. It is also apparent that selection through civil service 

may not be equally desirable for all ranks of employees in the same organization; 

less formality is often preferable, and specialists must, at least to a degree, be 

hand-picked almost anywhere if the best are to be had. e 

Tenure and Advancement 

Apart from filling government positions with qualified employees, another 

major fuaction of civil service is to assure personnel of good tenure, within the 

limitations of budgets and the scope of activity of the institution. This it 

does through preventing dismissal for religious or politicalreasons, though 

employees may be eliminated for cause or lack of funds; without civil service, or 

an equivalent, no real retirement system seens possible. 

Continuity of employment is prerequisite to "eareer® work and may be quite 

essential to the completion of difficult, long-term programs, but a position once 

obtained should not thus catalogue a man indefinitely. 

Although needed elimination of unsatisfactory employees may be partially 

accomplished by probational appointments, there is a definite feeling that too 

many civil service jobs are merely held. In wildlife management particularly, 

a large number of positions ereated during the period of expansion several years 

ago were filled by poorly trained men; some of these persons, by virtue of 

ability, self-education and experience, are unquestionably qualified for the 

work they do, but others are not, and these others, furthermore, are occupying 

positions for which plenty of better trained and abler men are now available. 

Aa@vancement under civil service tends to be slow even in cases where the 

performance of the employee may show pronounced and continued improvement. hen 

advancement does come, it often entails disproportionally more responsibility 

and “headache" than compensation, monetary oF otherwise.
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In short, the permanence of civil service jobe appears to have been attained 
through undue sacrifice of the culling and stimulating functions of penalties and 
rewards. To encourage a more desirable balance between security and performance 
should be entirely within the province of this Committee, 

Opportunities for Productive Work 

The realization of personal and public satisfaction in a civil service position 
may or may not be synonymous, but the two are interlinked insofar as human beings 
must do the work and that their efficiency ie affected by health and morale, 
Granted, so long as established principles are uot violated, that the details of 
what employees actually do in jobs may be said to be an administrative matter and 
hence not the concern of civil service, weaknesses in the internal workings of 
government organizations impede the attainment of the mutual ends that should be 
the major civil service objective. 

The rigidity and intricacy of procedure that we refer to as "red tape” was 
F doubtless evolved partly in defense egainst abuses and partly for the sake of 

increased efficiency. Large organizations manifestly need policies and a system 

to maintain order, but, as everyone knows, policies may have their faults and a 

system can become so cumbersome that it diverts to itself most of the creative en- 

deavor it is charged with aiding and directing. 

' No blanket criticism of government jobs would be fair, if only for the reason 

that it would not be equally applicable. An impression is widespread, however, 

that, in wildlife management and related fields, the Junior and Assistant Blologists | 
have to spend an excessive amount of time on reports, whereas the higher ranking 

biologists are too loaded down with the mechanics of administration. It is per= 

fectly true that not all persons in such positions feel burdened either by reports 
or administration; others are able to do what they consider significant work 

principally after hours; others state that they simply cannot do anything more } 

than "go through the motions", 

In rebuttal, we hear the argument that those who usuelly complain about being 

swamped with reports or special assignments wouldn't necessarily spend their time 

to better advantage if they had more latitude and that it 1s essential for the 

success of a program to keep the best trained men in charge. All perhaps very 

true, but there are legitimate questions as to how much wastage of what should be 

strategic effort occurs and how much the impersonality of an organization may un- 
necessarily force individuals inte tasks irksome or unsuitable for them, 

Attracting and Holding Superior Parsonnel ; 

In general, the lower ranks of civil service jobs are relatively more at~- 

tractive than the higher. Regardless of the scientific standing, for example, of : 

meny government men, there are certainly many other scientists of excellent quali- 

fications who would not, for any incentive short of compulsion, accept a civil ’ 

service position. j 

Whether civil service or administration is responsible for eminent workers 

lamenting that specialized training and experience seem only to lead to desks at é 

which virtually all time and energy is absorbed by clerical routine, government : 

‘ departments must offer inducement greater than a passably adequate and regular pay 

Check if they are to build up--and keep--a really outstanding personnel.
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Committee on Professional Standards C8 jf1dlife Coneervation Bldg. 
University of Missourl  _ 
Gol umbia, Mo., April 16, 1940. 

to Committee liombers: Erringten, Hawking, Husbe, King, Ruhl, Stod~ 
dard, Leopold, Taylor, (Bennitt). OG: Cahalane, Edminster. 

Gentlemen: : 

Realizing irom bitter experience the démands on the time of the 
Secretary, President Cahalane has removed Edmineter from active mem- 
bership on this Committes, and hes restored Leopold to his former 
place. The latter is naturally most welcome; the former 16, for- d 
tunately, not entirely lost to the Committee, since he will receive 
our communications and will, I know, continue to give us the benefit 
of his ideae and industry as much as hie other duties will permit. 

Enclosed is a copy of the annual report delivered at Washington. 
ZI understand from the President that it 18 to be published, as last 
year, in an early iseue of the Journal of Wildlife Management. Ags 
indicated in the report, I have sent a copy to Mr. Lewis B. Sims, with 

i whom Hawkins, Hubbs, King, Taylor, and I conferred in Washington, and | 
he promises 1f possible to send each of us a copy of his completed re- 
port; if not enough coples are available, he will send one which will 
be routed around the Committees. 

The Society approved the report and specifically endorsed our ; 
work for the past year, directing its continuation. Therefore I shall 

. try to outline the various subcommittee jobe as they now stand: 

ERRINGTON: Continue hie efforte toward a general statement of objec- 
tives in clvil service, with special reference to the alma of the ser- 
vice and the general aspects of selection, tenure, etc., but with ref- 

; erence also to specific practices. (This change in 'the nature of his 
report is suggested because in our Committee discussions.in Washington 
it seemed to me that we needed te have a clearer statement of the real — — 
basis for federal and state wildlife work as the Society views it; — 
such matters as examinations and other specific practices are being 
reviewed by other members of our Committee, though of course they will 
be considered by Errington also.) May I remind you of Errington's ~— 
808? He would like to have more suggestions along this line from the 
rest of you than he has had thus far. : 

HAWKINS end RUHL: One of the most valuable contributions of the year 
has been made by these men, who have been reviewing the state olvil ; 
service set-ups, Hawkins by correspondence with the state conservation 
departments themselves, Ruhl by collecting information re state civil 
service systems. : series 

These men have agreed. (of. Paragraph 2, Page 2 of the annual 
report) to assemble this material for publication. I am not sure that — 
I have turned over ‘to them all of the Committee's material on the sub- 
ject; ‘4f not, will they please communicates with me? The sooner we 
can get a preliminary draft around the Committee, the sooner 1t can go 
into print. May I suggest that in typing anything for the Committee's 
use they make onion-skin copies|(as many as 12 can be made with thin _ 
aoeene thereby saving the chaivman the job of retyping? Cae oe 
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KING: Continue the Job on which Edminster has already made a good 
deal of progress, viz.» correlation of actual accomplishment on the 
job, as rated by a man's superiors, with several other things, ¢.2., 
his olvil service examination-grade, his scholastic rating, his extra- 
ourricular experience, and the like, King was present at one of our 
Washington discussions; he and Edminster are neighbors geographically; | 
and a6 a member of the S.A.F, committee he 18 familiar with the similar 
etudy undertaken by that organization; ‘ubérefore I hope he will be 
willing to carry on. This study, in the course of which he can call 
on any of the rest of us for assistance ad lib., should prove a valua- 

“ble eupplement to that already made by Mr. Sims, whose correlation was 
between the man's scholastic rating and his employment by the govern- 
ment, in and out of the civil service system. I should be glad to ~~ 
hear from King in the matter, and will then send him the bale of mater- 

. fal Edminster Left with me. ; 

ALL OF US: Cf. Last three paragraphs, Page 2 of the annual report. 
This is a job, but those of us at Washington seemed to feel that it 
is a necessary one. I have already oer my attempt, by trying out 

: the principles involved on the A.M. preliminary examination (an all- 
E day written examination) which we gave our Master's candidates early 

this month. 

I have received from Mr. MoAtee a number of old civil service 
examinations; other members of the Committee, notably Hawkins and 

2 Edminster, have contributed others; but I am uncertain what to do 
with them. Perhaps we might leave it this way: I will keep them 
here, sending them to any of you who want to see them, or routing them 
around the Committee if everybody wants to see them. 

We have two more or less immediate jobs, then: (1) To organize : 
the state civil service material in the hands of Hawkins and Ruhl, 
sending it around the Committee for brickbats before sending 4t in 
for publication. (2) To try our hands at writing some sample exami- 
nations, a comparison of which will be most interesting and valuable, 
not only to ourselves but to the Society (if-we-ehoose to let them = ~~ 
ie yesults) and, we hope, eventually to the civil service author~ 
tiles. : 

Sincerely yours, ; 
? ‘ 

he 7 . : eciespae 

4 on fae ; 
: : Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 

F aS ——— ose Seay —_
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY ae 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, Di C., a 

: March 18, 1940. : : eS # 

_ ¥ 

A propogal has been submitted to your Committee, to the effect 

that the Society should consider the question of yearly recognition of 

the most significant paper or papers in our field. While cash prizes 

geem to be, for the present at least, out of the question, it was sug~ 

gested that a citation in the Journal or something of the sort might be sf 
the means of according this recognition. E 

Your Committees has considered the proposal carefully and endorses 

4t, with the recommendation, however, that it be placed in the hands.of 
‘a committee which will decide upon any limitations as to subject, medium i 
of publication, age or status of the author, and other matters; this 

committee would alee select the Judges and administer the plan if it is 

approved by the Society. ee 

Therefore, to place the question before the house, your Committee 

moves that the Society approve in principle a plan whereby the most out— | 

standing paper or papers in the field of wildlife ecology or management 3 

be recognized by sn eppropriate citation or certificate at the next annual | 

meeting; the conditions and all administrative detalles to be left to a | 
committee appointed by the incoming President. 

(Motion seconded and passed) : 

A year ago, your Committee announced its intention of studying the oy 

matter of civil service practices in relation to wildlife work. At that : 
time, in a preliminary report, the Committees made certain general state- ‘ 

ments, which remain the Committee's opinion but which have been amplie- 

fied and supplemented by the year’s discussion. fhe Committee now hopes 

to be able to lay the foundations of a policy for the Society, to sub- 

mit the principles and recommendations involved to the Society at a later 
meeting, and, 1f they are endorsed, to do everything in 4ts power toward 

their adoption by the agencies concerned, as far as practical limitations 

permit.” : M es ah 7 

Your Committee feels, however, that its studies have not yet pro- 

gresséd far enough to warrant the assembling and presentation of con- taaled 

crete figures and recommendations. Therefore the purpose of this report 

4g simply to tell the Society what inquiries are tinder way, what other — 

matters are being kept in mind, and what ite policy during the coming 

year is expected to be, whether the preaent Committee remains in office 

or is replaced by another group. : 

Since last fall the Committee hes been in touch with the President's 

Committee on Civil Service Improvement, and has obtained from berets fm 

a large amount of significant data relating to federal work in wil (Life 

and related fields. We propose to send to the President's Committee a 

copy of the present report. | i ate ice } aS 

' eal Ea cere : ‘ } i ile PI Soe ee es 

| (In the belief that our objectives are sound training, fair seleo~ = = 
tion, security, and phate ped and that civil service arrangements are — 
at present the most important (though not the only) meane to these ends, 
the firat task the Committee has undertaken 1s to state clearly and fully 

; the objectives of its study, Errington 1s charged with this reeponsi- 

bility, with assistance from the other committee-members. eo 
: i @ r i eee 

\ : ena ; i 
ins sero} foo ees \ ei ee
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The second task is to learn as much as possible about present civil 
service arrangements in the federal bureaus and in the states. Taylor, 
through his long experience in the federal civil service, has already 
compiled a lerge amount of what the Committee needs te know about the dis- 
tribution, scope, and operation of the federal syetem. Ruhl and Hawkine 
have done the same for the states by communicating with them individually. 

Since the civil service in the states is probably less well-known to 
the Society than that of the federal government, your Committee proposes 
to publish some of the state information during the coming year. The ; 
preliminary inquiry is leading to a classification of states on the basis 
of: (1) existence of a state system, a departmental system, or no system; 
(2) general rating of the scope and effectiveness of the system; and (3) 
its application to wildlife positions. Most of the information has been 
assembled; it will be checked by the full Committee, then referred to the 
states for rechecking. After that, 1t will be presented to the Editor, in 
the belief that it will be of interest and value to both the Society and 
the state departments. 

As its work goes on, the Committee 1s concerning itself with such con- 
ditions as tenure, advancement, elimination, retirement, and the like. 
These, however, though important in the Committee's final report, cannot be 
Giscussed at the present time. A ‘ 

The third task which your Committee has set for Itself 1s an evaluation 
of civil service examination practices. The question asked at some time or 
other by all wildlife men 1s, "Do the civil service examinations test the 
knowledge and qualifications thet we believe to be most essential to the 
conduct of the job?"~-.-whether management, research, or some special phase 
of either one. 

In recent years some of the examinations---notably the Junior Biologist 
examinations because they are most widespread---have evoked some criticism 
as to scope, emphesis, form of questions, time, frequenoy, and other features 
the members of your Committee have no doubt contributed their share of these 
criticisms, However, the Committee feels that 1t should attempt to consider 
the matter, at least in part, from the standpoint of the state and federal 
civil service authorities, whose first question, quite properly, would 06. ee 
"What do the wildlife epeclalists suggest as means of improving the situation 

Therefore, without waiting for this question to be asked, the members 
of your Committee have assigned themselves the task of preparing, as indi- 
viduals, sample examinations for the general grade of Junior Biologist. 
The Committee feele that by doing thie a person can best show what he thinks 
about several things: (1) the relative importance of the several fields of 
subject-matter; (2) the relative emphasis upon personal tests, tests of 
basic knowledge, and tests of knowledge of its application; (3) the place 
of "objective" and i, questions in such an examination; (4) the 

- desirability of options (or even of separate examinations) to display know- 
ledge of special fields, with the corollary question of whether to establish : 
more than one civil service register---general and special; (5) the duration 
of the examination when all essentials have been included; and other points. 

tae ‘ 5 ‘ Zl S Nee Nia» 2 : In this undertaking the Committee bespeake the geclenens: oe other . 
members of the Society, and it hopes thot: many members will prepare and sub- 
mit to the Committee such sample-examinations. It proposes to share with 
the Society in another progress report the results of these attempts. In 
preparing them, one should not be influenced by present practical considera- 
tions, but he should consider what ought to be, since this 1s what we should . 
hope to approach. ae i at \ Bo es 

Dea eee ; es Se



In thie connection your Committee 1s agreed that as many as possi- 
ble of the examination questions should be released after the examina- 
tion is over, as a guide to future educational policy. It 1s realized 
that this 16 not alwaya feasible---for example, in the case of some sets 
of “objective” questions; but it believes that the more comprehensive 
questions could and should be available to teachera and students, as they 
regularly are in a number of colleges and universities. This would be 
one form of interchange of ideas between the hiring, examining, and train. 
ing agencies which in the past has not been as free as it should be. = 

An important part of your Committee's stud, headed by Edminster, 
is an attempt to anawer the very pertinent question: "How close a correl- 
ation exlets between a man's actual accomplishment on the job, as rated 
by his superiors, and several other things---e.¢., his civil service . 
peg ea cae gaa his scholastic rating, his extracurrioular experience, 
and the like?" It is entirely possible that the present examinations — 
and courses are giving highest ratings to those most likely to succeed on 
the job; on the other hand, this may not be so; in either case, we need ~ 
to know the answer. ; bates 

Your Committee has examined carefully the reporte on civil service 
made by the Society of American Foresters and its committees, in order to 
decide the points of agreement and disagreement between the foresters and 
the wildlife men. In nearly all respects the Committee is in agreement 
with the points made, and it is realized that there should be increasing 
cooperation between the groups in these two professions which are inter- 
ested in the operation of civil service systems, 

Thus your Committee's report this year 1s a general progress report 
and no more, The Committee believes that the whole study 46 one of the 
most important thet can be made at this stage, and 1t is predicated on 
the basic assumption that wildlife management is a profession in its own 
right, while at the same time an important adjunct to forestry, soil : 
conservation, and many other fields. é 

Additional note: On Mayoh 19, the day after this report was pre- 
sented to the Society, the members of the Committee met at the Mayflower —— 
Hotel, Washington, D. C., with Mr, Lewis B. Sims, technical asalstane ee 
the President's Committee on Civil Sergilce Improvement. 

For the Committee: Respectfully submitted, ; 
g ? x 

Rudolf Bennitt 17 a 
Frank C,. Edminster : fo ee 
Paul L. Errington fee pet ee 
Arthur 8. Hawkins ni ny ae 
Carl Ls Hubbe Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 

tide ted ota ffiot ia a | o Leopold, officio : : 
H. D, Ruhl sr 
Herbert L. Stoddard 2 

; Walter P. Taylor :



f February 6, 1939 “ 
Sherwood Plantation, a 
Thomasville, Georgia’ 

4 

Dre Gardiner Bump, cd 
New York State Conservation Department, . , } , 
Albany, New York oe pre 

i “4 

\ 

Dear Gardiner: \ 2 

Just sent off the last bunch of applica is for ree 
consideration to Van Dersal. Ji i oe 

Now that one year is peof, amny )things come to mind a 
that I feel should be thraghg@ out veffre the Society grows x 
much older. You have my d Sedest s Yotthy and greatest appreci- co: 
ation for the manner in which yu Kee handled the voluminous a 
paper work in connection with Ww ommittee's problems. I —- 
hate to burden you w Lar bute I shall not be able to be a 
at the Detroit meet*pe it seeds I What. = re 4 

First, ther¢/seems to be\d¢ ecided antipathy growing 4 
among some of our|4Active Members as tc the methods used in a 

ae evaluating member or active york; that is on the basis of : 4 
Lee length of “expos to eithey Araining or experience instead a 

i: of accompl tee\Nthe on emedy seems to be that we revise < 
our sys : erhaps~elect Active Members on the basis of ace 4 
complighyent, as in, the AvQeU. Perhaps the Society could elect 4 
men of/guch calibr Stoddard, Leofeld, McAtee, O'Roke, and 22a 
Wight and then let \these pass on further Members to their ranks. “a 
In th -0.U. I understand an Active Member nominates cthers. aa 
for suey rank and f¥en this nominee's accomplishments=-not “exe ‘ag 
posure re disc ed by the Active Members in a meetings ‘ a 

The o alternative might be to add a third classe= = 
“Accomplishments” and if we do that what need is there for.the. < 
other two classes? 8 Za 

Secondly, I have been asked if I would consider resign- a 
ing from Active Membership if a change were not made in this me 
Active Member business. frankly, I feel that sometimes I have i 
been very unfair to applicants in judging them on the baeis of aoe 
the rules and regulations I had to go by--se much so that I a 

_ am thinking seriously of resigning from the Membership Commit- a 
tee-efully realizing that under the AeQsUs. system I probably = 

- could not qualify as an Active Member. : is : 7 4



a : : : | 

Drs Gardiner Bump ote February 6, 1939 

The present system seems to me childish and smacks . of the “intellectual snobbery" of which the Be ological A 
Society was accused pbblicly in St. Louis. I know of one man d who has the necessary “exposure® qualifications as well as : 
those of "accomplishments", who remarked thaw he could not ; pa 
ask for membership in the Wildlife Society bletause he pefused a 
to be judged on length of "exposure" 2 Yet,\he is listed in 7 
the American Yen of Seience as one of the fotdmost animal ; 7 
ecologists of our time. a i 

These aré pore of the reasons you thusly. 
I would appreciate it if you would y this ma before the 
Counsel for them to do with as twey-see fit. I I am not. 4 misunderstood, for believe me ish ty\create no Wissention 4 in the ranks and have only théMelfare)df the Seciety at heart. - : 
I feel that as an Active Mephér, as wed as a member of the } Membership Committee, it is\eheo mry Af my work to pass on 7 what other Active Members thi 1 as my own personal ee 
feelings in the matter. Perha) am taking the Wildlife = 
Seciety too seriously, oui theNgsajority of the group think 

i it might be wise to ¢<pange i ayouls Ne now, and not some ad years hences // 

With best withes and sorry |I will not be at Detroit, 4 
; 

Sinséy ly» 

EVK:rp : j 

‘Ee Ve Komarek : oa 

Pe Se On of Leopold's recommendation I mark Evan 4 Kelley at * the "rules" can hang! : s 

a
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3 THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY ‘¥ 

Gommittee on Professional Standards 106 Wildlife Conservation_Bldg. 

ee ee ae Columbia, Moe, January 20, 1939. 

To Committee Memberss- Edminster, Errington, Hubbs, King, miele 

Ruhl, Stoddard, Taylor, (Bennitt). CG:- Allen, Cahalane. 

Gentlemen:- 

A few last-minute suggestions have made it desirable to retype Pages 

1 and 6 of the standards statement, Two copies of the new draft of each 

are enclosed herewith, and they should be substituted for the old Pages 1 

and 6 on the statements sent you on December 12, 1958. 

The changes, by paragraphs, have been submitted by the —— meni- 

Page 1: Paragraph 4 {Benad tt)s Paragraph 5 (Taylor); Paragraph 6 (Ben- 

atte) 3 Paragraph 7 (Cahalane). Page 6: Paragraph 1 (Ruhl). Taylor's 
and Ruhl's changes were sent to Leopold, who wrote the rewording. The 

changes suggested by Cahalane and me are still subject to your approval. 

I have_agreed—te sen@ Cahalane 300 copies of the finished statement “7. 

py January 254 Fhis will suffice for the Active Members of the Society. - 

I think the statement should be approved in toto; probably it will be; 

but since we are bound to submit it to the Sociéty, and since there may be 

a few carpers present, we might as well be thinking about what to do in 

case they get to arguing about minutiae. In making my report for the Com- 

mittee, I shall try to do everything possible to head off discussion---not 

because discussion is bad, but because in this case discussion is not likely 

to add anything of importance. 

Meeting at Detroit. 

I have just received notice that the annual te, | of the Society is 

to be held Monday night, February 15. Would you be willing to hold a 

| meeting of this committee on Sunday afternoon, February 12? We still 

need to discuss the matter of standards for Active Membership in the Society 

---concerning which more below---and there are some other subcommittees to 

hear from. 

I have asked Cahalane to tell me what the headquarters hotel will be, 

and the details of the meeting can be arranged later. Will you please 

write me whether or not you could be present Sunday afternoon, telling me 

also the time preferred or made necessary by train or bus schedules? 

Standards for Active Membership. 

Errington and Ruhl are the subcommittee considering this matter, con- 

cerning which I think we shall be expected to make some recommendations to 

the Society at Detroits 

—_ writes (1/14/39):- "I have already indicated ¥ my views to 
Ruhl, and those ere chiefly that we seriously consider Edminster's sugges- 
ted system. eee until Edminster wrote, I felt that I had no ideas for 
the improvement of he standards, as those we (the Membership Committee) 
decided upon last year seemed quite satisfactory to me.“ 

Ruhl writes (1/13/39):- “After having talked with several members of 
the Society regarding the standards for active membership and after review- 
ing the suggestions of Edminster and Errington as well as the printed state~-
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ment in the Journal, I feel that those standards are specific enough 
and adequate for the purpose. 

"It is my notion that if changes are to be made they be less formal 
rather than more detailed or restrictive. Under the circumstances I 
would favor adopting, if that has not already been done, the standards 
set up by the Membership Committee. If that Committee thinks it neces- 
sary to make alterations or additions in the standards, I would be in- 
clined to approve them since that has been their job and as far as I am 
concerned I would be satisfied with them. 

"It is therefore my recommendation that our Committee approve the 
specifications and standards already recommended by the Membership 
Committee." 

The "printed statement" referred to is in the April 1938 Journal 
of Wildlife Management, pp. 70-72. 

Edminster's commnication to the subcommittee is perhaps not known 
to most of the members of the Committee, and as a basis for further dis- 
cussion I think it should be quoted here in full; it is dated 10/19/38, 
put I did not see it until this morning when & copy was received from 
Ruhl: 

"Since receiving Dr. Bennitt's letter of a few days ago, I have 
gone back and reviewed the report of the Membership Committee with a 
view to making suggestions for improvement of the present method of 
rating candidates for Active membership. As you may recall, I played 
some part in assisting this committee over the a ear and a half, 
largely because the Chairman happened to be my boss fe a long while. 
Therefore I am fatbhly familiar with the rating system used and with its 
shortcomings, which we all realize. 

"T have given this problem considerable thought lately and I be- 
lieve there are three = needed in the system of rating candidates 

: for Active membership. First, I believe there should be a third con- 
sideration in addition to the Academic and Experience ratings, one which 
I would call "Outstanding Accomplishment Rating." Secondly, I believe 
that the categories for each of these three phases which go to make up 
the man's rating should be spread out in more detail than in the four 
categories under each heading used previously. Lastly, I believe there 
should be more detail as to the meanings of each of these categories and 
yet retain adequate flexibility. 

“In order to summarize my thoughts on this matter, I will set forth 
below my present idea of such a set-up of ratings. I hope this will 
prove of value to you as a chopping block to work on. 

Academic Rating 

“0. Not possessing a high school education. 
1. High school education but no college training. ate. 

1-1 /8--2. Partial college training of a general nature but not a gradu- 
~ Partial college training in biology but not a graduate. 

2-1/2--8. College graduation with a B.A. or B.eS. degree in a general 
course, or at least a course not majoring in Biology. 

$-1/2-~4-1/2. GoLiogs graduation with a B.A. or B.S. degree in 4 gen- 
eral course with major in Biology. 

5--7%1/2. Master's degree in Biology. This also allows flexibility 
for credit for additional work beyond the master's degree 
but not consummated in a doctor's degree. 

8--10. Doctor 's degree in Biology.
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"It is anticipated that the flexibility within each of these 
categories would allow the committee to pass judgment on the quality 
of the academic training within that category. For example, af master's 
rr in a direct wildlife management problem should be given greater 

weight than one on the life history of 4 song bird. It would also al- 
low the committee to give varying ratings according to the quality of 
the college from which the training was obtained. While we may not 
want to openly indicate that a degree from one college means more to us 
than from another at the present time, I still see no reason why we 
should not actually function this way in practice. 

Experience Rating 

®. No practical experience. 
1--2. Two M5 or more years of practical experience but not pro~ 

fessional, or one year of professional experience, 
3--4, Minimum of two years of professional experience. 
5--6. Minimum of four years of professional experience. 
Ten8. Minimum of six years of professional experience. 

Q--10. Minimum of eight years of professional experience. 

"The flexibility within these categories may be used to account 
for the varying lengths of experience within each category, as well as 
giving proper credit to the quality of the experience involved. 

Outstanding Accomplishment Rating 

"This rating should be judged by the candidate's writings, influ- 
ence on profession, high quality men produced or developed under him, 
influence on public opinion toward wildlife conservation, etc. The use 
of this third rating in classifying our candidates is a means of giving 
additional rating to those who may be weak in either one of the first 
two ratings but who, because of outstanding accomplishments, definitely 
should be rated higher than the first two ratings alone would give them. 
It is the judgment of all of those with whom I have talked and who have 
done some work with the committee that there was a definite need for a 
means to give a higher rating for this type of individuai. You well 
know some of the cases of men without any appreciable academic rating 
who are among the top leaders in our field, and who by any fair system 
of rating should have a very high rating for Active membership. I 
believe that this “Outstanding Accomplishment Rating" is a means to at- 
tain that end. 

"I would suggest that a figure from zero to ten be given under this 
rating: zero---when no outstanding accomplishment has been made; only 
rontine work, however good. A rating from one to ten would be given 
for varying degrees of outstanding accomplishments. For example, Leo- 
pold and Stoddard would clearly rate ten, while a man with one good pub- 
lished report on some wildlife problem or technique might have a rating 
¥ one, with other varying degrees of regognized accomplishments in be- 
Weene 

"The sum of the three ratings would give a total rating. This 
allows for a possible minimum rating of zero and a maximum rating of 
thirty. It is my suggestion that a total rating of ten be required 
for Active membership. 

"Using this system, a college graduate with a major in Biology 
would require four years of professional experience in order to qualify 
for Active membership, provided he had no outstanding accomplishments to
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his record. On the other hand, if in less than four years he had made 

a sufficient mark for himself to warrant our giving him more than zero 

in the outstanding accomplishment rating, then he might qualify for 

Active membership in two years or even less. This system makes it 

difficult for all but the most outstanding records in any one type of 

rating to make the grade for Active membership without having some sort 

of a mark in one or the other of the two ratings. ‘Thus, a man with a 

doctor's degree but with no experience would have to have a full wating 

of ten, M#4 thus indicating an outstanding plece of work in the doctor's 

degree in the field of wildlife manatement and a school of very high 
grade. I have tried to test out this system on various individuals 

whom I know; it seems to me that it funetions considerably better than 

the one used by the (membership) committee heretofore. Furthermore, 
I believe that it is sufficiently clear so that it should function fully 

as smoothly and be as easy on the committee as was the previous system. 

"In the report of the Membership Committee, the committee pointed 

out that there was an urgent need for a more clearly defined delimitation 
for the field from which Active membership should be drawn. In this 

connection it seems to me that our Active members should be limited to 

those ‘engaged in land management for wildlife'---in the field, in ad- 

ministration, teaching, or research---or in work which is clearly a fun- 

damental accessory to such land management activity. By thus basing our 

rofessional activity on land management and its fundamental accessories 

Tomax as wildlife disease analysis and research, etc.), we can eliminate 
definitely those in such fields as pure Ornithology, Archaeology (I well 

remember the discussion of the case of the archaeologist who worked with 

pird fossils), etc." 

(end of Edminster letter) 

To complete the record of written opinions on this question (as 
far as I know them), I now quote from a letter written by Dr. S. A. 
Graham to President A. A. Allen, dated April 7, 1958. It is an over- 

sight on my part that this was not sent to you earlier, for the letter 
contains ideas that merit consideration:- 

"The Committee on Standards is faced with a difficult job, and one 
that is even more touchy than that of the Membership Committee. When 

we examine the results of the latter committee's activities, we realize 
that in order to let in those workers who obviously should be members of 
the Wildlife Society it was necessary to lower the standards for train- 
ing almost to the zero point. If a man had a reasonably good biologi- 
eal training he rated at least three points even though he had no wild- 

life management training. 

"Likewide, experience of almost any sort that was marked with the 
wildlife label was accepted as satisfactory. This was as it should be, 
4f we were to have a society at all, because we must admit that only a 

handful of men could qualify for a truly technical society. Now the 
time has come to face two alternatives. Hither we must throw the 
Society wide open, as the ecologists, entomologists, and zoologists do, 
to almest anyone who is actively engaged or in some instances actively 
interested in the field, or we must tighten up decidedly, if we are to 
maintein a professional society. Apparently the membership is in favor 
of the latter with all the grief it entails, Thus the Committee on 
Standards has its joh defined.
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(paragraph omitted here because on a different subject) 

"Now may I unburden myself on the subject of training? ‘The 
standards set up mS the Membership Committees are ridiculously low. 
Presumably we first of all want men in the profession who have a 
college rather than a trade school education. if this is true, I 
em convinced that a four-year course does not provide time for pro- 
fessional training and at the same time even an approximately adequate 
basie and cultural training. Although some individuals may get 
enough in four years to did permit them to get a job, these men should 
not, in my opinion, be able to qualify for full membership in the So- 
clety until they have had considerable acceptable field experience in 
addition to their training. An additional year or year and a half of 
graduate training, over and above the undergraduate four years, should 
be required before & man can be given a aigh rating for education. 
Personally, it seems to me that only Ph.D.'s or Sc.D.'s whose traini 
has been specifically in the wildlife field deserve a rating of 4. “ 
Thus it wou. ollow that a person having received the master's degree 
iA and having a year or more in addition should receive 5.5, one having 
a master's degree in the wildlife field 5, those with the bachelor's 
Gegree with wildlife as a major field 2, and those with a 5.S. in 
another biological field, such aS Zoology, 1 for education. 

"Pew may agree with me in the above rating and many may claim that 
the bachelor's training should be rated higher, but when we condider 
the limitations of the four-year course it appears obvious that the 
bachelor's degree cannot represent both satisfactory basic and profes- 
sional training. For instance, in most universities the absolute 
minimum of basic and cultural subjects that must be taken in connection 
with any professional course totals 70 or more semester hours, say 75 
hours, out of a total of 120 hours. In the wildlife field at least 
20 additional semester hours should be taken in basic zoology. Since 
wildlife work is directly and intimately associated with or ectually a 
part of either forestry or agricultural practice, it seems essential 
that a student be familiar with the essentials of one or both of these 
fields. This would require at least 25 additional hours. Thus the 
absolute minimum of basic work exclusive of any wildlife courses fills 
the first four years completely. If wildlife courses are introduced 
into the undergraduate work, as they perhaps should be, some essential 
pasic courses must be left for the graduate years. Thus, in my humble 
opinion, it is impossible adequately to train a wildlife technician in 
four years, and I hope that the committee will consider time limitations 
in setting up training specifications. 

"This leads us to a consideration of experience, Obviously it 
should be possible to substitute the right kind of experience for formal 
training. I am inclined to agree with the recommendations of the Mem- 
bership Committee on this point. Thus a man with eight years of satis- 
factory experience would rate 4 and one who is on his first job 1. 
Thus if a seore of 5 is necessary to qualify for full membership, then 
the Ph.D. in the wildlife field would qualify his first year out, whereas 
the man with the bachelor's degree would only require at least four 
years of satisfactory experience if eight years of experience counts 4, 
4 years 3, 2 years 2, and any less amount of experience 1. 

“Another important question and a very difficult one that must be 
considered by the committee is the question of what constitutes satis- 
factory experience in wildlife management. Does general ornithological, 
herpetological, or parasitological field work qualify, must the experi- 
ence be economic in nature, or mst it go the whoke distance and involve
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the actual management of animals on specific areas in order to be 

acceptable? dust where shall the line between "pure" and "applied" 

field experience be drawn? Here is a point over which the "Pur may 

fly" in large quantities unless it can be approached from an abstract 

and impersonal viewpoint. The necessity of discussing frankly this 

and other sensitive questions emphasizes the importance of exercising 

the greatest possible care in selecting the Committee on Standards." 

(end of Graham letter) 

(I ought to say that Dr. Graham's letter came in response to a 

request for his opinion by Dre Allen.J Dr. Allen sent me a copy of ite) 

I can foresee that at our Detroit meeting there will be several 

divergent points of view in the Committee, not only as regards details 

put also as regards fundamentals, I am not going to obtrude any of my 

ideas in this letter---principally because, Edminster's letter having 

only just arrived, I haven't hed time to think it over carefully. 

It would aid us in reaching our conclusions, however, if before 

the Committee meeting at Detroit each of us could:- 

(1) ‘Take the printed statement, Edminster's statement, Greham's state- 
ment, and any others that may be at hand, separating in our minds 

the "good" points from the "bad." 

(2) Prepare---preferably in writing for the reference of the others--= 

a substitute statement af none of the existing statements appears 

satisfactory. 

It is only two and a half weeks before we assemble at Detroit. 

May I remind you again that I should like to lmow definitely whether or 

not you can attend a Sunday afternoon (Feb.12) meeting of this Committee, 

and that this notice should be received in time for me to send you each 

a postcard giving the details of time and place. 

The stamps attached to this letter are supposed to cover--~a8 nearly 

as I can figure it---your postage on Committee business this year; a 

small matter, but even a few cents can be used, and there is no reason 

why only the Chairman should use Wildlife Society stamps. 

Sincerely yours, 

ae Bennitt, Chairman



: ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN WILDLIFE WORK. 

by Aldo Leopold, Professor of Wildlife Management, Univ. of Wisconsin 

(prepared with the assistance of, and endorsed by, the other members ‘ 
of the Committee on Professional Standards, The Wildlife Society”) 

NEED FOR STANDARDS. 

Many universities now offer professional training in wildlife 
work. Many young men are seeking advice on how and where such 
training is to be had, and how to prepare themselves for it. 

As in any new field, there is widespread confusion in finding 
terms for comparing schools and for imparting advice to those who ask 
for ity: 

The Wildlife Society offers this attempt, by a committee of 
practicing wildlife specialists, to define adequate training for the 
practice of their profession. 

DEGREES AND KINDS OF TRAINING. 

Wildlife education has two functions: (1) to teach a few men to 
manage wildlife as a life work; (2) to teach the whole body of citi- 
zens to appreciate and understand wildlife. There is at present a 
regrettable neglect of the second function. Too many men want to 
make a living by managing wildlife, too few to bend other vocations 
to its needs. 

For the former there are different levels of training. The war- 
den or “farmer" of wildlife crops requires less schooling than the ; 
professional who can appraise methods of cropping and conduct research 
for new methods. Here again there is a regrettable neglect of the 
first or vocational level. Togafew schools offer good instruction in 
the field operations of wildlife management and administration; too 
many offer indifferent training in wildlife science and research. 

As a first step toward untangling these confusions, we here at- 
tempt to define that kind of training which seeks to prepare a student 
for wildlife management as a life work, and which merits the term "pro= 
fessional" or "scientific." We confine ourselves to this one kind 
and level, not because the others are less important, but because few 
schools as yet offer the others. 

For the sake of brevity this paper draws its illustrative mater- 
ial largely from land animals. Wildlife, however, includes aquatic 
animals also. Moreover, to the extent that plants are essential food 
and factors of the environment of animals, from which they cannot be 
dissociated ecologically, wildlife includes plants. Where the illus- 
trative material implies a narrower scope, the reader is asked to 
interpolate the broader one. 

a nap i a tac stn 
¥.--Rudolf Bennitt, Univ. of Missouri (Chairman); Frank C. .Ed- 

minster, S.C.S., Upper Darby, Penn.; Paul L. Errington, Iowa State 
College; Carl L. Hubbs, Univ. of Michigan; Ralph T. King, Syracuse 
Unive; Aldo Leopold, Univ. of Wisconsin; H. D, Ruhl, Michigan Dept. 
of Conservation; Herbert L. Stoddard, Cooperative Quail Study Assn., 
Thomasville, Ga.; Walter P. Taylor, Bureau of Biological Survey, 
Texas A. & M. College.
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No member of this committee would be able to score on all these 
criteria of professional preparedness. They set a high mark, but 
not an impossible one. Professional schools should be able to im- 
prove on the fortuitous education of the first generation. The mark 
of a modern school is that the students outscore the faculty on many 
points. It is our opinion that the best students in the best schools 
can score on all these points, the average students on 90 per cent 
of them. 

EQUIPMENT OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS. 

The foregoing "intellectual tools" cannot be given to students 
without certain intellectual and physical equipment for teaching. 

First of all, no institution without an output in wildlife re- 
search can possibly teach wildlife management of professional grade. 
To add to the student's knowledge the teacher must habitually be 
adding to his own. If the teacher has no output, his knowledge is, 
at best, second-hand. 

Second, no institution can teach wildlife management of profes- 
sional grade without land on which ecological experiments are being 
made, or on which the techniques of management are being tested, 
That is to say, a school must be practicing management and critically 
appraising its success before it can teach students to do likewise. 

Third, no institution can teach wildlife management without a 
wildlife library or without reference collections in process of ac- 
tive expansion. 

It is our belief that mass-education is impossible in the pro- 
fessional wildlife field. Size of school, beyond reasonable limits, 
is likely to be inverse to quality. 

The student will do well, in selecting a school, to ask about 
the character of its faculty, its research output, its management 
areas, its library, and its reference collections, rather than about 
its buildings, its curricula, and its appropriations. These are the 
trappings of scholarship; they mean little without the scholarship 
itself, 

A list of wildlife schools is issued periodically by the U. S. 
Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. The 1958 12st Ya 
Wildlife Research and Management Leaflet BS-~98,. 

SeabaRIE TET TENE NE TENE
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heh erewtty Farm Place 
Jamary 16, 1 Division of Wildlife Management “e 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

I have tested the standards as now revised on my own 
mental picture of four of my best students--Hawkins, Frederick 
and Frances Hamerstrom, and Hochbaum. Unless my picture is 
altogether distorted, they could score on all of the points listed. 
On the other hand, I admit that no such average could reasonably 
be expected in any considerable number of students. I therefore 
suggest that the paragraph at the top of page 6 of the mimeographed 
copy be amended to read as follows: 

"No member of the committee would be able to score on all 
these criteria of professional preparedness. The committee admits 
they set a high mark, but they nevertheless feel that professional 
schools should now be able to improve upon the fortuitous education 
of the first generation of wildlife managers. The mark of the modern 
school is that the students outscore the faculty on many points. It 
is our opinion that the best students in the best schools could score 
on all these points, and the average students on 90 per cent of them." 

I am sending a copy of this to Harry Ruhl in case he has 
any further comment, and I also want to thank him for his help. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ec H.D. Ruhl Professor of Wildlife Management



: : Dolumbia, Mo., 1/7/39. 
Dear Aldo:- 

Re your 1/5 letter: Yes, I am plaming to make 
the changes that seem to be agreed upon---especially 
by you--=in the mimeogfMephed statement sent to the 
Active Members of the Society, and will include 
Ruhl's suggestion. I wish you would send me a spe- 
cific rewording of whatever passages you think 
should be changed---in accordance with his sugges- 
tions and any others you have received. I ought to 
have them by January 25 at the latest, in order to 
allow time for cutting stencils, mimeographing, 
mailing to Cahalane, and agra to the Active 
Members. Sineerexyy) ) 

OS, wpa DA ff) 
—Dhrtenra— fe ( Sh A CPT: (22) S&S Rudolf Bennitt
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

MADISON, WISCONSIN.



42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 1 

Division of Wildlife Management 3 2959 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

Harry Ruhl has sent me @ copy of his comments 
of December 19 and I am much inclined to agree with him. 
In fact, his letter strikes me as one of the most valuable 
comments we have received. Are you willing to undertake 
such modification as is necessary to emphasize the ideal 
nature of the standards? : 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



STATE OF MICHIGAN 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
LANSING, MICHIGAN 

December 19, 1938 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman d 
The Wildlife Society 
106 Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri : ; 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: 

Your letter transmitting Leopold's draft of the revert for the Committee 
on Professional Standards hes been received. 

I have gone over it rather carefully and have tried to get the reactions 
of other people regarding it. There can be no quarrel, I think, as to the need 
for standards or as to the degrees or kinds of training which have been listed. 
Likewise, the"equipment of professional schools" is a very good contribution also. 

The standards set up for those just completing their training sounds 
rather formidable to me. I wonder whether it will not “terrify many of those 
contemplating taking up the field. While Leopold has admitted that the schools 
cannot teach everything and that the Committee itself could not pass the quali- 
fications (probably no other committee could either) I wonder whether it is not 
desirable to make thet somewhat more prominent. Instead of revising the standards 
gownward, point out that they are idealistic. 

It is my notion that few of the best trained men could really pass on 
all counts after they have been actively engaged in management for several years. 
Iwonder whether there are not some things thet schools cannot expect to teach and 
which must be acquired on the job. 

My net reaction is, not to attempt to revise or edit the paper materially 
but to be sure that the idea is an ideslistic yardsticx for everyone to reach for 
but which few are likely to secure in its entirety. 

As a member of the Committee, I would not seriously object even though 
no such paragraph were added, or other editing done. 

Yours very truly, 

#. DB. Ruhl 
HDR*LG In Charge, Game Division 

ec + Aldo Leopold



koh University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Jamary 35 1939 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missourl — 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

I think that Walter Taylor is right in that the 
term “mammal akille” is ill-chosen. {I did not moan the kind 
of skills he cites in his letter but rather the sills required 
for game warden and gamekeeping work. 

I also think the second sentence would profit by sub- 
stituting the word "schooling" for "training." The following 
revision for the paragraph in question is proposed: 

"Yor the former there are different levels of training. 
The warden or "farmer" of wildlife crops requires less schooling 
than the professional who can appraise methods of cropping and 
conduct research for new methods. Here again thers is a regrettable 
neglect of the first or vocational level. Too few schools offer good 
instruction in the field operations of wildlife management and ad=- 
ministration, too many offer indifferent training in wildlife 
science and research." 

T am sending & copy of this to Walter Taylor so he can 
let you know whether the revision is satisfactory. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce W.P. Taylor Professor of Wildlife Management
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af Dre Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 
| Committee on Professional Standards 

The Wildlife Society 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dro Bennitt: 

I have the most recent draft of "Professional Train- 
ing in Wildlife Work." For some reason I over-looked gn 
important point in previous drafts. It is stated on page 1 of 
the latest draft that "Too few schools offer good instruction 

“in the manuel skills of wildlife management; too many offer 
indifferent training in wildlife science and research". I 
agree that too many schools offer indifferent training in the 
wildlife science and research but I cannot see that further 
instruction in the manual skills of wildlife manegement is need= 
ed at all. The same manual skills that enable one to be a good 
farmer will suffice fully for activity in wildlife management. 
The principal problem will be to get the skills applied so they 
will really do good rather than harm to the natural resources. 
I have such skills in mind as plowing, fencing, terracing, con- 
tour cropping, planting, brush cutting, regulation of grazing, : 
controlled burning, drainage, dam building, etc. These skills 
are just as necessary for any up-to-date modern farmer as for 
the farmer especially interested in wildlife. So far as I can 
see, there is no need whatever for adding to the already pretty 
adequate instruction in this field. We are woefully short of 
peop}e who know when and where to apply or not to apply these 
skills. Perhaps the point could be stated in this manner; "Not 
new skills but e new approach in their appreciation is needed 
for successful wildlife management." 

With all good wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

WPT; dnh eS, Vang 
Senior Biologist, 

CC = Aldo Leopold Leader
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

TEXAS COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 

Pevsisse''21 Ttsse 

Dr. Rudelf Bennitt, Chairman 
Committee on Prefessional Standards 
The Wildlife Society 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: 

I have the most recent draft of “Professional Tfrain- 
ing in Wildlife Work." For some reason 1) over-locked en 
important point in previous drafts. It is steted on page 1 of 

the latest draft that "foo few schools offer good instruction 
in the manusl skills of wildlife nenagement; too many offer 

indifferent training in wildlife science and research". I 
agree that too many schools offer indifferent training in the 

wildlife science and research but I cannot see that further 

instruction in the manual skills ef wildlife management is need- 

ed at all. The same manual skills that enable one to be a good 

farmer will suffice fully for activity in wildlife management. 
The principal problem will be to get the skills applied so they 

will really de good rather than harm to the natural resources. 
I have such skills in mind as plowing, fencing, terracing, con- 

tour crepping, plenting, brush cutting, regulation of grazing, 
controlled burning, drainage, dam building, ete. These skills 
ere just as necessary for any up-to-date modern farmer as for 

the farmer especially interested in wildlife. So fer eas I can 

see, there is no need whatever for adding to the already pretty 

adequate instruction in this field. We are woefully short of 
peopje who know when and where te apply or not to apply these 
skills. Perhaps the point could be stated in this manner; “Wot 

new skills but e new approach in their appreciation is needed 

for successful wildlife management." 

With all good wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

WPT; anh Wee, i . Vantin 

Senior Biclegist, 

CC - Aldo Leopold leader 
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“hy THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY. 

Committee on Professional Standards 

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY:- 

At the Baltimore meeting of the Society in February, 1938, 
there was established a Committee on Professional Standards, charged 
with several responsibilities. One of them was the preparation of 
a statement of professional qualifications that might serve as a 
guide to persons intending to enter this field of work, and that 
might also be of interest to institutions training these men. 

Discussion of this and other matters by the newly-appointed 
Committee began on May 7, Mr. Leopold, as chairman of a subcommit- 
tee to whom this task was assigned, completed the first draft of a 
statement of qualifications on May 24; it was sent to the other 

members of the full Committee on June ly Since then there has been 
extensive correspondence among the members of the Committee with 
reference to this and subsequent drafts. The attached statement, 
which the Committee is presenting for the approval of the Society, 
is the fifth draft examined by the Committee. While primarily the 
work of Mr, Leopold, it represents also the views submitted by the 
other members of the Committee; alsoy valuable suggestions have 
been received from President A. A.-Allen, Secretary V. H, Cahalane, 
and Mr-. Charles Elton, 

Your Committee very early agreed: (1) that the standards of 
neither the Gocloty nor the profession were sufficiently well estab- 
lished to warrant "ranking" or "accrediting" institutions at which 
wildlife training is conducted; (2) that even if this were not so, 
a purely objective evaluation of institutions, based upon courses, 
equipment, salaries, and the like, would be confronted by so many 
unknown and variable conditions as to make the result of little val- 
ue; (3) that the necessities in preparation for wildlife work are 
best presented primarily to those who are undergoing this training 
or who expect to do so; (4) that this approach should benefit both 
the student and the institution. 

It is the belief of your Committee that the profession should 
be most concerned with what a man is, what he knows, what he can do, . 
and how he thinks. The means by which he attains competence in 
these respects are for him and his institution to determine; there 
is no formulas For this reason no mention is made of specific 
courses or curricula; these are listed in the BS-Leaflet published 
by the Bureau of Biological Survey Vets end of statement). 

The Committee recommends the adoption of this statement by the 
Society and its publication in the Journal of Wildlife Management, 

For the Committee:- Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 
Committee on Professional. Standards 

Rudolf Bennitt 
Frank: C. Edminster Aldo Leopold 
Paul L. Errington Hs De Ruhl 

: Carl L. Hubbs Herbert L. Stoddard 
Ralph T. King Walter P,. Taylor



ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN WILDLIFE WORK. 

by Aldo Leopold, é 
Professor of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin 

(prepared with the assistance of, and endorsed by, the other members 
of the Committee on Professional Standards, The Wildlife Society”. ) 

NEZD FOR STANDARDS. 

Many Universities now offer professional training in wildlife 
work. Many young men are seeking advice on how and where such 
training is to be had, and how to prepare themselves for it. 

As in any new field, there is widespread confusion in finding 
terms for comparing schools and for imparting advice to those who 
ask for it. 

The Wildlife Society offers this attempt, by a committee of 
practicing wildlife specialists, to define adequate training for the 

practice of their profession. 

DEGREES AND KINDS OF TRAINING. 

Wildlife education has two functions: (1) to teach a few men 
to make a living by managing wildlife; (2) to teach the whole body 
of citizens to appreciate and understand wildlife. ‘There is at 
present a regrettable neglect of the second function. Too many men 
want to make a living by managing wildlife, too few to bend other 
vocations to its needs. eee ee eee ree 
enn ete a pohuln4 

eo Por the former there are different. levels of yfaining. The 
7. warden or "farmer" of wildlife crops requires less \treining than the 

professional who can appraise methods of cropping and conduct re- 
search for new methods. Here again there is a regrettable neglect 
or the first or "Gel aio Hee level. Too few schools offer good, in- 
struction in the of wildlife mianagement4””" t66 n 7 
offer indifferent training in wildlife science and research. 

As a first step toward untangling these confusions, we here at- 
tempt to define that kind of training which seeks to prepare a stu- 
dent: to make a living from managirig wildlife and which merits the 
term "professional" or "scientific." | We confine ourselves to this 
one kind and level, not because the others’are less important, but 
because few schools as yet offer the others. 

rs For the sake of brevity this paper draws its illustrative mater- 
ial largely from land animals. Wildlife, however, includes both 
pnimals and plants, both terrestrial and aquatic. Where the illus- 
trative material implies a’narrower scope, the reader is asked to 
interpolate the broader one. 

*_--Rudolf Bennitt, University of Missouri (chairman); Frank C. 
Edminster, Soil Conservation Service, Upper Darby; Penn,; Paul L. 
Errington, Iowa State College; Carl L, Hubbs, University of Michi- 
gan; Ralph T. King, Syracuse University; Aldo Leopold, University 
of Wisconsin; H. D. Ruhl, Michigan Department of Conservation, Her- 
bert L. Stoddard, Cooperative Quail Study Assn,, Thomasville, Ga.; 
Walter P. Taylor, Bureau of Biological Survey; Texas A. & M,. College.
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STANDARDS. 

Professional training is ordinarily defined in terms of years 

at school, courses taken, and degrees received, The lack of stan- 

dard meanings inv2lidates some of these terms for our purposes, ¢s- 

pecially the lack of standards for specifying courses. The most 

elaborate curricula may ne offered by the weakest schools. We 

therefore cannot define professional training in terms of courses. 

Years at school and degrees come nearer having a standard mean- 

ing. ™ general. the minimum pericd for professional training is 

five years of college work: four years of undergraduate work pius 

ons year of graduate work. Six years is better, seven frequent in 

the better schools. In generai, a master's degree is the minimum 

for professional standing. 

It by no means follows. however, thet a student with six years 

of. college work behird him and a master's degree in his pocket is 

prepared for professionali practice. In the following pages we at- 

tempt to define preparedness at two stages? 

(A) At the sime of selecting an undergraduate major. 
(B) At the time of completing professional training. 

We attempt to express preparedness at these two stages in terms 

of (1) what the student is, (2) what he mows, (3) what he can do, 

and (4) how he thinks. A final section discusses briefly the phys- 
ical equipment of professional schools. 

Our hope is that these definitions will enable prospective stu- 

dents to arrive at a critical judgment of their own fitness, and that 

they will also enable wildlife schools to arrive at a critical judg- 
ment of their own adequacy. We hope further that more schools will 
cultivate their opportunity to impart a general understanding of 

wildlife to the student body as a whole, and that some will differ- 
entiate and develop good training for the vacant sub-professional 
levels. 

(A) At the time of selecting an undergraduate major. 

1. What He Is. The student should have a reasonably sound 
physique and 4& Coopérative personality. 

2. What He Knows. The student should have a better-than- 
average scholastic record, for this is usually an index to intel- 

ligence. 

In selecting his major for undergraduate work, the stu- 
dent will encounter the question: What biological field offers the 
best "gateway" to professional training? There is no "best" that 
ean be laid down for all individuals. It is desirable that the 
profession be recruited from majors in a wide variety of soiences 
and in a wide variety of arts of land use. In general, some bio- 
logical scienee is the best gateway to a career in research; some 
agricultural art (including forestry) to a career in policy or ad- 
ministration. It is a conspicuous fact, however, that men who are 

narrowly specialized, 6ither by training or temperament, seldom 

occupy any large professional niche for very longe
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The quality of teachers should carry more weight in selec- 
ting a major field than the departmental label. The student should 
select a major, if possible,.in a department with definite scholarly 
achievements in natural science and with a statesmanlike attitude 
toward land use.. 

In addition to academic preparation, the student should 
have attained, by his own efforts, considerable knowledge and field 
skill in some branch of natural history (such as ornithology, mam- 
malogy, or botany)... Animals, plants, and soils are the alphabet of 
wildlife management; in five years a good school can teath a student 
to spell words with it,. but ho must in some degree know his alphabet 
at the start.. 

3. What He Can Do.. More than average ability to express 
thoughts in writing and in speech is indispensable. 

Some pre-existing skill in woodsmanship, hunting, and fish- 
ing is desirable, likewise familiarity with the field operations of 
farming, forestry, and othcr land industries. There is danger, 
though, of confusing the aptitude for hunting and fishing, which is 
desirable, .with the aptitude for laborious studies of animals and 
plants,,.which is indispensable,.. 

4. How He Thinks... Ultimate professional calibre is a matter 
of scholarly habits of mind, both indoors and outdoors.. The student 
who "likes the woods but dislikes to study" should be skeptical of 
his fitness... 

The student who feels drawn to the outdoors but has never 
been impelled to undertake some systematic study of outdoor subjects 
on his own account should not expect a wildlife school to do it for 
Him, That fs to say, no wildlife school can make a professional 
man out of absolutely raw material in five ycars. Habitual self- 
teaching is & prerequisites 

(B) .At the time of completing professional training. 

1.. What He Is, To the personal qualities already mentioned 
the student Should have added, during the course of his training, an 
intense conviction of the need for and usefulness of. science as a 
tool for the accomplishment of conservation.. 

Re What Ho Knows. The basic skill of the wildlife manager 
is to diagnose the landscape, to discern and predict trends in its 
biotic community, and to modify them where necessary in the interest 
of conservation. To receive a professional degree,.the student 
should be able to examine a picec of land (or water) and to deduce 
(a) its original condition and recent history,.(b) the present sta- 
tus of its principal wildlifc specics and the population trend and 
behavior of each, (c) the status of its economic uses and their ef- 
fects on wildlife, (d) the modifications of economic use needed in 
the interest of wildlife, and (c) the rough outlines of researches 
necded to refine and verigy his diagnosis, 

To diagnose the landscape the student must lmow its compo- 
ment parts and something of thcoir interrelationships.. That is to 
say, hc must know its plants and animals, its soils and waters, and 
Something of their interdependenaes, successions, and competitions.
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He must know the industries dependent on that landscape, their ef- 
fect uonit, and its effect upon thom, He must know and habitually 
usc visible "indicators" of those slow landscape changes which are 
invisible but nevertheless real. 

= He should also have some mental picture of the other pro- 
fessions which are trying to influence that landscape, how they go 
about their work, and how they help or hinder his own work. 

Se What He Can Do. To acquire this knowledge, a student 
must have acquired certain technical skills in field, iaboratory, 
and office operations, 

He should have made an inventory and map of the food, 
cover, and other environmental conditions on a sample areca of land 
or water, and a plan for making that area more productive. He 
should have exceuted such a plan for a scason and drawn dcductions 
from his experience, 

He should have planned and executed an animal census and 
drawn deductions from it, He should have trapped, marked, rcleased, 
and retaken animals for the purpose of tracing movements, mcasuring 
density, or analyzing the composition of the population. He should 
have found and observed nests or young and recordcéd and analyzed 
mortality. 

He should have planned and executed some kind of quadrat 

for recurrent mcasurement of changes in vegetation. 

He should have reared some animal in captivity, Artifi- 
cially propagated animals, while probably of diminishing importance 
as a means of replenishing wild stocks, are often indispensable as 
controls for experiments on wild animals. 

He should have developed some degree of expertness in 
"reading sign," that is, in determining, by inference from indirect 
evidence, the kinds, numbers, habits, and status of animals on an 
arca of land or water and their relation to its plants and industries. 

He should have become really proficient in at least one 
ficld of natural history and should have developed some competence 
in tho others. (By "ficlds" is meant birds, mammals, fish, rep- 
tiles, plants, stag! 

He should have collected and analyzed stomach contents, 
pellets, and scats. He should have made usable bird and mammal 
study skins, extracted bones from a carcass, collected and prepared 
herbarium specimens of plants and plant foods. 

He should be able to score 50% of usable negatives in 
ordinary technical photography. He should know how to use compass, 
plane table, planimeter, slide rule, and calculator. He should 
have compiled simple statistics, graphed them, and analyzed them in 
the light of statistical theory. : 

He should be able to "post" a carcass and arrive at some 
notion of its normality or pathology and its cause of death. 

He should be a habitual reader of the current literature
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in wildlife management, natural history, ecology, and land use. 
He should be aware of the personalities represented in that litera- 
ture. While his knowledge of the literature will naturally be 
greatest in that of his own country, he should be aware of the work 
in all countries, and he should have.dug out the essential ideas of 
at least one foreign group, comparing their work with his ow, 

He should speak well enough in public to be able to dc- 
scribe his readings, observations, and ideas at professional or 
conservation meetings. 

4. How He Thinks, These technical skills are the tools for 
a professional career, but they are useless or even dangerous unless 
guided by a mind of professional calibre. To create such a mind is 
the aim of all education, including wildlife education; to define 
such a mind defies the best efforts of all committees, including 
this one. 

There are indicators of scholarship which are useful but 
by no means infallible. They are here given for what they may be 
worth: 

One indicator is output. To receive a professional de- 
gree, the student should have outlined, executed, and reported on a 
research project which the faculty is willing to recognize as a con- 
tribution to professional knowledge. This means he should have 
composed an account of his original work good enough to be accepta- 
ble to professional journals. (This does not inply that.every pro- 
fessional student must rush into print; only that is work be good 
enough to print. 

The student's account of his original work is usually his 
thesis for a degree. A thesis is not a specialty which the student 
should know to the exclusion of other subject matter. Rather, it 
is a vantage point, gained by his own effort, from which the stu- 
dent should scan his new professional world and try to understand it. 

He should have developed his own views on simple questions 
of wildlife policy and should be able to expound and defend these 

: views in public. He should have developed some appreciation of the 
ethics and esthetics as well as of the economics of wildlife. 

In viewing the landscape, he should habitually infer its 
past and foresee its future; that is to say, he should think in 
terms, not of plant and animal species alone, but of communities; 
not of types alone, but of successions, in this lies the differ. 
ence between the static natural history of yesterday and the dynamic 
ecology of tomorrow. 

He should have developed enough familiarity with the basic 
sciences to know when, where, and how to seek scicntific advice on 
questions arising from his work. 

Last and foremost, he should have developed in some degrec 
that imponderable combination of curiosity, Shoptteten, abe coreee= 
ivity mown as the "scientific attitude.” ee 

ee ee
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No member of this committee would be abl@ to score on all these 
criteria of professional preparedness. The cémmittee nevertheless 

. ./ feels that professional schools should now be ahle to improve on 

rar’’l the fortuitous education of the first generation, The mark of a 
modern school is that the students outscore the faculty on many 
pointse 

EQUIPMENT OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS. 

The foregoing "intellectual tools" cannot be given to students 
without certain intellectual and physical equipment for teaching. 

First of all, no institution without an output in wildlife re- 
search can possibly teach wildlife management of professional grade, 
To add to the student's knowledge the tcacher must habitually be ad- 
ding to his own, If, the teacher has no output, his knowledge is, 
at best, second-hand, 

Second, no institution can teach wildlife management of profes- 
sional grade without land on which ecological experiments are boing 
made, or on which the techniques of management are being tested, 
That is to say, a school must be practicing management and critical~ 
ly appraising its success before it can teach students to do likewise, 

Third, no institution can teach wildlife management without a 
wildlife library or without reference collections in process of 
active expansion, 

It is our belief that mass-education is impossible in the pro- 
fessional wildlife field, Size of school, beyond reasonable lim- 
its, is likely to be inverse ‘to quality. 

The student will do well, in selecting a school, to ask about 
the character of its faculty, its research output, its management 
areas, its library, and its reference collections, rather than about 
its buildings, its curricula, and its appropriations. These are 
the trappings of scholarship; they mean little without the scholar- 
ship itself, 

A list of wildlife schools is issued periodi¢ally by the U. S. 
Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C,. The 1968 list is 
Wildlife Research and Management Leaflet BS-98. 

TEIESEAEAE TELE LETTE TERE
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f THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

* Committee on Professional Standards 
: 7 ee 106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 

Unive of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 
December 12, 19358. 

To Committee members:- ‘Edminster, Errington, Hubbs, King, ae 

“~ “Ruhl, Stoddard, Taylor, (Bennitt).  CC:- Allen, Cahalane. 

Gentlemen:- 

Enclesed herewith are two copies of Leopold's latest---and,I hope, 

last---revision of the statement of standards; it supersedes the draft 

sent to you on October 14; since then further suggestions have been re- 
ceived from members of the Committee. 

If you approve of this statement for presentation to the Society at 

Detroit, will you please signify this in writing? I hope that all of 

our more important differences of opinion have been ironed out, and that 

en receipt of your approval I can then go ahead and mimeograph enough 

copies for the members of the Society. Since I expect to be away from 

December 22 to January 2 inclusive, it would help if I might hear from 

you by December 213 then I can leave the job to our secretary. 

This is the fifth draft; you have seen 211 the others and have con- 

tributed to them. In my opinion this statement represents a valuable 

service to the Society and to the pref8ssion, perhaps the most valuable 

of the year. ; 

The preliminary letter---which is for the members of the Society and 

not for publication in the Journal---is intended to show our members that 

this statement was not hastily drawn up, but represents a good many months! 

work. It shows also some of the considerations that we kept in mind in 
the course of the discussion. 

Civil Service standards. No report from the subcommittee (Edminster and 

fubbs). However, this is not urgent, and in any case we should probably 
not plan to present anything on this subject to the Detroit meeting of 
the Society. 

Publication standards. Errington's paper on this subject has been 

fieartily approved by Stoddard, Leopold, Taylor, Cahalane, Edminster, and 

Bennitt; nearly everyone recommends publication in the Journal. Assum- 
ing that Errington approves his own stuff, this is six of the nine members 

of the Committeew-penough, it seems to me, to warrant our asking Errington 

to edit his MS finally and send it in to MeAtee for publication in either 
the first or the second issue after the Detroit meeting. 

I say "the first or the second" because I don't think anything ought 
to interfere with the publication of our statement on professional and 

academic standards as soon as possible. This ought to go through as 
soon as it is approved by the Society, and perhaps the Editor would not 

have room in a single issue for two such papers. 

Unless a majority of the Committee disagree, we need not ask for the 

Society's specific approval of Errington's paper, and we can send it in 

---if the author wishes---with the endorsement of our Committee. The 

Society ought to approve the statement of professional standards---first, 

pecause this is one of the jobs for which our Committee was established, 
second, because it is a good deal more far-reaching in its implications.



Edminster wonders "if would be practical for the Society to set up 
a Publication Advisory Committee, whose job it would be to receive manu- 
seripts of articles proposed for publication by members of the Society 
and to pass judgment on them and offer constructive suggestions for their 
improvement or advice as to whether they should be published or not." 

I am sure he (and I also) would be glad to have the reaction of the 
Committee members to this proposal. My own reaction is that our Editor 
would probably feel that he already had such a committee, in that he reg- 
ularly submits MSS to members of the Society in whose fields they come. 
Of course this isn't called a committee or a board, but it is my impres- 
sion that these consultants perform the sort of service Edminster has in 
mind. I should think the next thing to do would be to ask MeAtee about it 

Stederds for Active Membership in the poietic Nothing on this yet 
om the subec ee rington a 3 ope they have received 

suggestions from the other Committee members to guide them, 

Cahalane corrected the statement in my 10/14 letter to the effect 
that the election machinery was being held up. He says (10/17) that 
some 20 applications are going the rounds of the Membership Committee, 
and about 10 doubtful cases Seré- being reconsidered by that committee. 

I still think we shall be reproached---by both the Membership Com- 
mittee and the Society---if we don't produce some concrete proposals for 
Active Membership standards at the Detroit meeting. If the subcommittee 
could draw up whatever alternatives they have to suggest, getting them 
to me by December 18 or 20, they could be sent around to the full Commit- 
tee so that perhaps during January we could reach a decision. it is 
worth trying, even if we have to thrash out the final details together 
at Detroit. 

Sincerely yours, 

Rudolf ee Chairman



42h University Farm Place ‘ 
Division of Wildlife Management December 6, 1938 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt ; 
: Wildlife Conservation Building 

University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

Thanks for your very careful editing job. I agree 
with ali of it end return the corrected manuscript herewith. 

As to the foreword, my only svggestion is that the 
mixup with Professor Davis is not sufficiently important to 
warrant the "alibi" in the foreword. I would suggest striking 
out these historical details, although I remember that I asked 
you to be protected agsinst any charge of copying his material. 
The thing now seems to me too insignificant to warrant any . 
protective measures, 

I have no ideas about when and how to present the 
matter to the Society. I do think that whoever is to vote on 
this or any other document deserves the chance to read it eare- 
fully in advance. I suppose 1% could be either published or 
mimeographed simply as a proposal preparatory to a vote. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enc] Professor of Wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY December 4, 1938. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place : 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo:- 

I have your 11/30 letter and the latest draft of the "standards" 
paper. This I take to be the final draft, as it well should be. 
Therefore I propose to have it mimeographed, distributed to the members 
of the Committee when I have heard from you again, and to the members of 
the Society in time for their consideration at the Detroit meeting. © 
shall be greatly surprised if the Society's reaction is other than highly 
favorable. This statement is a real contribution and I don't believe it 
can be improved upon. 

Before mimeographing it I am returning it to you herewith, since I 
have gone over it rather carefully to record any small editorial points 
that might be questioned. Will you please check over my red-pencil notes 
and indicate your approval or disapproval? (agtiind wt) 

Enclosed herewith also is a sort of Foreword which, it seems to me, 
is called for---in the mimeographed version at least. For one thing, it 
will remind the Society that this is one of the jobs assigned to us; 
further, it will indicate to some curriculum-minded members why we did 
not take that approach or #¢ any other approach to the problem of the 
institutions themselves---directly; by stating the time of your first 
draft and its release to the Committee, you are protected against any 
suspicion of plagiarism with regard to W. B. Davis's letter, published 
in the last issue of the Journal (there can't possibly be any such sus- 
picion, but this is in line with your request in the note appended to 
your October 4 letter). 

I don't think any such Foreword needs to go in the published paper. 
If you and the Editor disagree with me and put it in, it should not go 
into the reprints, for it is a communication to the Society. 

I should like your advice as to the best method of getting this 
statement through the Detroit meeting. If we hand it out only at the 
meeting of the Society, and only to the members present, they may claim 
insufficient time to read it carefully; also the absentees might kick. 
If we send it out by mail some time in advance, some of the more super- 
ficial quibblers (of whom there are always some among 600 men) might 
present insignificant but troublesome criticisms. I think it ought to 
go through as is. Have you any suggestions? 

Please edit and comment freely upon my Foreword; maybe it isn't 
necessary at all. If not, please say after all, Committee or no 
Committee, this is your baby. — 

ip bop Ss, 
J a 

ed i OF z ares 
——— RofotfT Be ct 

Profd¢ssor of Zoology
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Hevenher 50, 1938 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf; 

Here is the last try at "Professional Training 
: in Wildlife Work." 

Edminster, Taylor, and yourself have contributed 
valuable changes. Hdminster not only pointed out a plain 
inconsistency in the former draft, but persuaded me that 
some more explicit treatment of choice of undergraduate 
was needed. I think I have now met him half way. 

I have pulled a few more points out of Biton's 
letter, especially a sentence in the last section on size 
ef schools. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

" ¢@¢ Hdminster Professor of Wildlife Management 
Taylor 
Bilton



PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN WILDLIFE WORK 
Prepared by Aldo Leopold with assistance of other memhers of the Sub-Committee 

November 30, 1938 

Need for Standards 
Many universities now offer professional training in wildlife work. 

Many young men are seeking advice on how and where such training is to be had, 

and how to prepare themselves for it. 

As in any new field, there is widespread confusion in finding terms for 

comparing schools and for imparting advice to those who ask for it. 

The Wildlife Society offers this attempt, by a committee of practicing 

wildlife specialists, to define what constitutes adequate training for the 

practice of their profession. 

Degrees and Kinds of Training 
Wildlife education has two functions; (1) to teach a few men to make @ 

living by managing wildlife; (2) to teach the whole body of citizens to appreciate 

and understand wildlife. 

There is at present a regrettable neglect of the second function. Too 

many men want to make a living by managing wildlife; too few to bend other 

vocations to its needs. 

Among those who are to make a living from wildlife, there are different 

levels of training. The warden or "farmer" of wildlife crops requires less 

training than the professional who can appraise methods of cropping and conduct 

research for new methods. Here again there is a regrettable neglect of the 

former, i.e., vocational, level. Too few schools offer good instruction in the 

manual skills of wildlife management; too many offer indifferent training in 

the wildlife science and research.
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As a first step toward untangling these confusions, we here attempt to 

define that kind of training which seeks to prepare a student to make a living 

from wildlife, and that level of training which merits the term "professional" 

or "scientific." We confine ourselves to this one kind and level, not because 

the others are less important, but because few schools as yet offer the others. 

For the sake of brevity this report draws its illustrative material largely 

from land animals. Wildlife, however, includes both animals and plants, both 

terrestial and aquatic. Where the illustrative material implies a narrower 

scope, the reader is asked to interpolate the broader one. 

Standards 
Professional training is ordinarily defined in terms of years at school, 

courses taken, and degrees received. 

The lack of standard meanings invalidates these terms for our purposes, 

especially the lack of standards for specifying courses. The most elaborate 

curricula may be offered by the weakest schools. We therefore cannot define 

professional training in terms of courses. 

Years at school and degrees come nearer having a standard meaning. In 

general, the minimum period for professional training is five years of college 

work, four years of undergraduate work plus one year of graduate work. Six years 

is better, seven frequent in the better schools. 

In general, a master's degree is the minimum for professional standing. 

It by no means follows, however, that a student with six years of college 

work behind him and a master's degree in his pocket is prepared for professional 

practice. In the following pages we attempt to define preparedness at two stages: 

(A) At the time of selecting an undergraduate major. 

(B) At the time of completing professional training.
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We attempt to express preparedness at these two stages in terms of 

(1) what the student is, (2) what he knows, (3) what he can do, (4) how he 

thinks. 

A final section discusses briefly the physical equipment of professional 

schools. 

Our hope is that these definitions will enable prospective students to 

arrive at a critical judgment of their own fitness, and that they will also 

enable wildlife schools to arrive at a critical judgment of their own adequacy. 

We hope further that more schools will cultivate their opportunity to 

impart a general understanding of wildlife to the student body as a whole, and 

that some will differentiate and develop good training for the vacant sub- 

professional levels. 

(A) At the Time of Selecting 
an Undergraduate Major 

1. What He Is. The student should have a reasonably sound physique 

and a cooperative personality. 

2. What He Knows. The student should have a better-than-average scholastic 

record, for this is usually an index to intelligence. 

In selecting his major study for undergraduate work, the student will 

encounter the question: What biological field offers the best "gateway" to 

professional training? There is no "best" which can be laid down for any and 

all individuals. It is desirable that the profession be recruited from majors 

in a wide variety of land sciences, and from a wide variety of arte of land use. 

In general, some biological science is the best gateway to a career in research; 

some agricultural art (including forestry) to a career in policy or administration. 

It is a conspicuous fact, however, that men who are narrowly specialized, either 

by training or temperament, seldom oceupy any large professional niche for any 

long period of time.
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The quality of teachers should carry more weight in selecting a major 

field than the departmental label. ‘The student should select a major, if 

possible, in a department with definite scholarly achievements in natural 

science, and with a statesmanlike attitude toward land-use. 

In addition to academic preparation, the student should have attained, 

by his own efforts, considerable knowledge and field skill in some field of 

natural history (such as ornithology, mammalogy, or botany). Animals, plants, 

and soils are the alphabet of wildlife management; a good school can in five 

years teach a student to spell words with it, but he mst in some degree 

know his alphabet at the start. 

3. What He Can Do. More than average ability to express thoughts in 

writing and in speech is indispensable. 

Some pre-existing skill in woodsmanship, hunting, and fishing is desirable, 

likewise familiarity with the field operations of farming, forestry, or other 

land industries. There is danger, though, of confusing the aptitude for 

hunting and fishing, which is desirable, with the aptitude for laborious 

studies of animals and plants, which is indispensable. 

4. How He Thinks. Ultimate professional calibre is a matter of scholarly 

habits of mind, both indoors and outdoors. The student who “likes the woods 

but dislikes to study" should be skeptical of his fitness. 

The student who feels drawn to the outdoors but has never been impelled 

to undertake some systematic study of outdoor subjects on his own account 

should not expect any wildlife school to do it for him. That is to say, no 

wildlife school can make a professional man out of absolutely raw material in 

five years. Habitual self-teaching is a pre-requisite.
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(B) At the Time of Completing 
Professional Training _ 

1. What He Is. To the personal qualities already mentioned the student 

should have added, during the course of his training, an intense conviction 

of the need for and usefulness of s@ience as a tool for the accomplishment 

of conservation. 

2. What He Knows. ‘The basic skill of the wildlife manager is to diagnose 

the landscape, to discern and predict trends in its biotic community, and to 

modify them where necessary in the interests of conservation. To receive a 

professional degree, the student should be able to examine a piece of land 

(or water) and to deduce (1) its original condition and recent history, 

(2) the present status of its principal wildlife species and the population 

trend and behavior of each, (3) the status of its economic uses and their 

effects on wildlife, (4) the modifications of economic use needed in the 

interest of wildlife, (5) the rough outlines of researches needed to refine 

and verify his diagnosis. 

fo diagnose the landscape the student must know its component parts and 

something of their interrelationships. That is to say, he must mow its plants 

and animals, its soils and waters, and something of their interdependences, 

successions, and competitions. He must know the industries dependent on that 

landscape, their effect upon it, and its effect upon them. He mst know and 

habitually use visible “indicators” of those slow landscape changes which are 

invisible but nevertheless real. 

He should also have some mental picture of the other professions which 

are trying to influence that landscape, how they go about their work, and how 

they help or hinder his own work. 

3. What He Can Do. To acquire this knowledge, a student must have 

acquired certain technical skills in field, laboratory, and office operations.
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He should have made an inventory and map of the food, cover, and other 

environmental conditions on a sample area of land or water, and a plan for 

making that area more productive. He should have executed such a plan for a 

season, and drawn deductions from his experience. 

He should have planned and executed an animal census, and drawn deductions 

from it. 

He should have trapped, marked, released, and retaken animals for purposes 

of tracing movements, measuring density, or analyzing composition of the 

population. 

He should have found and observed nests or young, and recorded and analyzed 

nortality. 

He should have planned and executed some kind of quadrat for recurrent 

measurement of changes in vegetation. 

He should have reared some animal in captivity. Artificially propagated 

animals, while probably of diminishing importance as a means of replenishing 

wild stocks, are often indispensable as controls for experiments on wild animals. 

Be should have developed some degree of expertness in "reading sign," that 

is, in determining, by inference from indirect evidence, the kinds, numbers, 

habits, and status of animals on an area of land or water, and their relation 

to its plants and industries. 

He should have become an expert in at least one field of natural history, 

and to have developed soms competence in the others. (By fields is meant birds, 

mammals, fish, reptiles, plants.) 

He should heve collected and analyzed stomachs, pellets, and scats. 

He should have made usable bird and mammal study skins, extracted bones from 

a Carcass, collected and prepared herbarium specimens of plants and plant foods. 

He should be able to score 50 per cent of usable negatives in ordinary 

technical photography.
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He should know how to use compass, plane table, planimeter, slide rule, 

and adding machine. 

He should be able to "post" a carcass and arrive at some notion of its 

normality or pathology, and ite cause of death. He should know where and how 

to seek interpretation of what he cannot himself interpret. 

He should have compiled simple statistics, graphed them, and analyzed 

them in the light of statistical theory. 

He should be a habitual reader of the current literature in wildlife manage- 

ment, natural history, ecology, and land use. 

He should be aware of the personalities represented in that literature. 

While his knowledge of the literature will naturally be greatest in his own 

country, he should be aware of the work in all countrios, and he should have dug 

out the essential ideas of at least one foreign group and be able to compare their 

work with his own. 

He should speak well enough in public to be sable to describe his readings 

and observations at professional or conservation meetings. 

4, How He Thinks. These technical skills are the tools for a professional 

Career, but they are useless or even dangerous unless guided by a mind of 

professional calibre. To create such a mind is the aim of all education, 

including wildlife; to define such a mind defies the best efforts of all com 

mittees, including this one. 

There are indicators of scholarship which are useful but by uo means 

infallible. They are here given for what they weer be worth. 

One indicator is output. To receive a professional degree, the student 

should have selected, outlined, executed, and reported on a research project 

which the faculty is willing to stand behind as a contribution to professional 3 

knowledge. This means he shall heave composed an account of his own original
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work good enough to be acceptable to professional journals. (This does not 

imply that every professional student must rush into print; only that his 

work be good enough to print.) 

The student's account of his own original work is usually his thesis for 

a degree. A thesis is not a specialty which the student should know to the 

exclusion of other subject matter. A thesis is rather a vantage point, gained 

by his own mental effort, from which the student should scan his new professional 

world and try to understand it. 

He should have developed his own views on simple questions of wildlife 

policy, and be able to expound and defend those views in public. He should have 

developed some appreciation of the ethics and esthetics as well as economics 

of wildlife. 

In viewing the landscape, he should habitually infer its past and foresee 

ite future; that is to say, he should think in terms, not of plant and animal 

species alone, but of communities; not of types alone, but of successions. In 

this lies the difference between the static natural history of yesterday and the 

dynamic ecology of tomorrow. 

He should have developed enough familiarity with the basic sciences to : 

know when, how, and where to seek scientific advice on questions arising from 

his work. 

Last and foremost, he should have developed in some degree that imponderable 

combination of curiosity, skepticism, and objectivity known as "the scientific 

attitude." 

No member of this committee would be able to score on all these criteria 

of professional prepsredness. The committee nevertheless feels that modern 

professional schools should be able to improve on the fortuitous education of 

the first generation. ‘The mark of a modern school is that the students outscore 

the faculty on many points.
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Zquipment of Professional Schools 

The foregoing "intellectual tools" cannot be imparted to students without 

certain intellectual and physical equipment for teaching. 

First of all, no institution without an output in wildlife research can 

possibly teach wildlife manegement of professional grade. To add to the 

student's knowledge the teacher must habitually be adding to his own. If the 

teacher has no output, his knowledge is, at best, second-hand. 

Second, no institution can teach wildlife management of professional grade 

without land on which ecological experiments are being made, or on which the 

techniques of management are being tested. That is to say, a school mst be 

practicing management and critically appraising its success before it can teach 

students to do likewise. 

Third, no institution can teach wildlife management without a wildlife 

library, or without reference collections in process of active expansion. 

It is our belief that mass-education is impossible in the professional 

wildlife field. Size of school, beyond reasonable limits, is likely to be 

inverse to quality. 

The student will do well, in selecting a school, to ask about the character 

of its faculty, its research output, its mansgenent areas, its library, and its 

reference collections rather than about its buildings, its curricule, and its 

appropristions. These are the trappings of scholarship, and mean little without 

the scholarship itself. 

A list of wildlife schools is issued periodically by the U. 8. Biological 

Survey, Washington, D. C ‘The present list is described as "Wildlife Research 

and Menagenent Leaflet BS-98." 

AM
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College Station, Texas ya 
October 26, 1938 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 
Es Committee on Professional Standards 

The Wildlife Society 
106 Wildlife Conservation Building 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: 

Replying to your letter of October 14, I think 
Frrington's draft on publicetions is all right. Why mot get it 
published in the Journal of Wildlife Management, or mimeogrejhed 
for distribution? 

Se far as I know, I have completed careful review 
of Leopeld's “Professional Training in Wildlife Work; we have 
exchanged several letters on the subject. I de not remember whether 
I sent a copy of my lest letter to you on to Leopold. It may be 
well te suggest to him the inclusion of the following paregraph 
as the last item on his report: 

"A list of the wildlife schools was issued 
last year by the United States Department of 
Agriculture, Bureau of Biological Survey, Wildlife 
Research and Management Leaflet BS-98, COLLEGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES OFFFRING COURSES IN WILDLIFE 
MANAGEMENT, 1937-38. It is planned to revise the 
list eat least every twe years." 

I have nothing to suggest te Mr. nung oF Dr. Errington 
on standards of active membership. I prefer to reserve comments 
until the sub-committee compiles something for us to work on. 

With all good wishes. 

Very sincerely, 

WALTER P. TAYLOR 

wpt: gwd Committee Member 

ec Professor Leopold :



' UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 4” 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY yw = 

TEXAS COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT we ae 
IN REPLY REFER TO. 

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 

University of Missouri z 

Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: 

By way of amendment to Aldo Leopold's communica- 

tion of October 4, 1938, in behalf of the committee on pro- 

fessional standards of The Wildlife Society, may I suggest that 

in lieu of the last paragraph, "A list of wildlife schools is 

issued by the U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.", that 

the following be considered: 

"A list of the wildlife schools was issued 

last year by the United States Department of Agri- 

culture, Bureau of Biological Survey, Wildlife Re- 

search and Management Leaflet BS-98, COLLEGES AND 

UNIVERSITIES OFFERING COURSES IN WILDLIFE MANAGE- 
MENT, 1937-38. It is planned to revise the list 

at least every two years." 

Very sincerely, 

Senior Biologist, ie 
Leader 

WPT :dnh



Wea 
Wildlife Conservation Building ys , 

Columbia, Missouri 

October 20, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Fam Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

Thank you for your comments of October 18 on the October 

14 circular letter to the Committee on Professional Standards. 
I respect your point of view in the matter of standards for 

membership and will comply with your request. 

I shall forward to you any comments on your statemmt of 

‘ general standards which I receive. Cahlane's letter dated October 

17 contains the following paragraph:- 

"Possibly I am fussy but on the top of Page 3 of 
Leopold's book "Professional Training" the word "amateur" 

is used in a common but nevertheless mistaken sense. The 

term refers only to non-professional work in the sense that 

it is not pursued as a vocation or else is carried on by 

a dilettante. Possibly Leopold was referring to the 

latter. If so, I don’t agree that the stude@mt should have 

trifled with some field of naturel history.” 

I hope we shall see you at Columms. Seven or eight of us 

are going, as usual. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

: > 

Befnitt, Chairm 

RB aw Committeé on Professional Standards



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY wea 
ve 

Soil Conservation Service 
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania 
October 20, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

E Dear Professor Leopold, 

I hope you will pardon my failure to make comments on your September 6th draft of the article "Professional Training in Wildlife Management", Those of us who spend a good proportion of our time away from the office sometimes find it difficult to keep up-to-date on these jobs. 

Ihave gone over the latest draft of the article which I received a few days ago from Dr. Bennitt, and I believe considerable improvement has been made over the first drafts, 

In my letter to Dr. Bennitt of June 27, I made rather extensive comments on the sub-committee's article, most of which I still believe are applicable, 

In the first paragraph at the top of Page 2 you state "the minimum period for professional training is five years of college work", To me this indicates that the beginning of professional training is with the freshman year in college, However, from the mterial at the bottom of Page 2 and on the top of Page 3 the begiming of professional training is taken to be the beginning of graduate work following the completion of a bachelor's degree. Of course, this is simply a matter of what we consider to be professional training. Ina sense it is true that professional training can hardly begin until the student has completed or practically completed his undergraduate work. Yet, it is also true that most of the men who aim to go into this field as a profession will make that decision et the time they are entering college as a freshman, I feel, therefore, that we have a strong obligation to advise the young man of 18 years and whoris about 
to enter college as to what constitutes training in the wildlife manegement field and to assist him in deciding whether he is the type who should go into this 
work, 

It may be impossible to set dowm in writing a more precise description 
of what this student should be and what he should strive to learn in his under- 
graduate years and be able to do, as has been done at the bottom of Page 2 and 
top of Page 3, However, I still have a strong feeling that we should strive to 
give such a man more specific advise. When he arrives at college, someone is 
going to have to advise him as to how he may best prepare himself in his under- 
graduate years for this wrk, If anyone is in a position to give specific 
advice to youngmen entering college as to the practical training needed for the 
professional wildlife field, it should be our committee, 

There is one small suggestion that I have in connection with the description of "What He Is" under (A) on Page 2, I would add "he should have an innate interest in all living things end a deep seated urge to work with them", 

5 

i .
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' _ id believe this article will fill a great need in the training of young 
; men for the wildlife profession, end I hope that it will find greater dis- 

tribution than in the "Journal of Wildlife Menagement" alone, 

With kiniest regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

CC; Dr. Bennitt Frank C, Edminster



Madison, Wisconsin 
hak University Parn Place 
Oatoder 18, 1938 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf; 

This 4s my reply to your circular of October 14. 

Publication Stanieris. I think Errington has done as well in his 
er as anybody could possibly do on this abstract and imponderabdle 

question. I have nothing to add or subtract, and I doubt whether any amount of 
correspondence will greatly improve Errington's statement. I favor the publi- 
cation of his statement as representing the recommendations of the Comittes. 

= weeds fan seat There is one typographical error 
a the _fiamerte £95 She + thi m the bottom, the word "seed" should 

be changed to "seek. * 

es ee a I beg to be excused from participation in the 
revis zie for ost ership rules. I opposed the attempt to build a fence 
around our menbership in the first plece, and I am afraid I do not regard as 
Vital the many questions now arising as to the maintonance of that fence. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Committee on Professional Standards 
See t  e 106 Wildlife Conservation Bldge 

Unive of Moe, Columbia, Moe 
October 14, 19358, Ps 

Zo Committee members:- Edminster, Errington, Hubbs, King, Leopold, 
Ruhi, Stoddard, Taylor, (Bennitt). CC:- Allen, Cahalane,. 

Gentlement= 

In my August 19 letter to you, I expressed the view that the two 
tasks on which we should concentrate our present efforts are the es~ 
tablishment of standards for Active Membership in the Society and the 
presentation of a set of standards for students and training-schools. 
Subcommittees were appointed to consider further these matters, as well 
as publication standards and Civil Service standards, There is pro- 
gress to report on two of these fronts:- 

Publication standards, 

Errington's September 28 draft of his ideas on the subject, with 
his letter of transmittal on the last page, is enclosed herewith. 
Will you please read it critically, expressing to Errington whatever 
critiesisms you may have and expressing to me your opinion as to what 
position, if any, our Committee should take in the matter at this time? 

General standards for the wildlife profession. 

A mimeographed copy of Leopold's October 1 draft of "Professional 
Training in Wildlife Work" 1s enclosed herewith; this is, I believe, 
the fourth draft that has been prepared since our discussion of the 
matter began last springs Leopold has received suggestions from sev- 
eral other members of the Committee, and also from Charles Elton. 
This draft supersedes the September 8 draft which I sent you on 
September 13. 

I think this October 1 draft should be either the last or the 
last-but-one. Previous drafts have been fully discussed by most of 
the members of the Committee and there has been ample opportunity for 
the transmission of suggestions to the subcommittee headed by Leopold. 
May we then consider the present enclosure as subject to final revision 
before our Committee presents it to the Society? If you have no fur- 
ther changes to recommend, well and good; if you have, please write 
them to Leopold as soon as possible. 

In accordance with a suggestion by Dre Allen, the procedure will 
be thist- Following this final revision, I will have enough copies 
mimeographed for the use of the members of the Society at the next 
annual meeting. We will try to devise some means of distributing 
copies to the members a little in advance of the business meeting, so 
that they will have time to read beforehand what we hope and expect 
that they will ratify as an official pronouncement by the Society. 
I have informed Mr. McAtee that this publication was "on the way” and 
that it should be published in the first issue of the Journal after the 
annual meeting; he is agreeable to the plan. 

Civil Service standards.
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Civil Service standards. 

There has been no opportunity yet for the subcommittee com- 

posed of Edminster and Hubbs to get together in the matter, since 

Hubbs has been in the field all summer. Therefore there is nothing 

to report. This is less urgent than the two items of business men- 

tioned in the first paragraph of Page 1, but I hope that the sub- 

committee will begin corresponding between themselves and with the 

others before long, so that some preliminary ideas as to the position 

the Wildlife Society should take can be laid before the Committee at 

the annual meeting, if not sooner. 

Standards for Active Membership in the Society. 

You will recall that the job of establishing these standards, 

subject of course to ratification by the Society, has been dumped in 

our laps by the Membership Committee. This is probably as it should 

be, though I, for one, hate to tackle it. However, the subcommittee 

designated for the initial spade-work consists of Errington and Ruhl, 

and it is very important---I should say, imperative---that we have a 

plan to suggest at the annual meeting. 

Chase tells me that the Membership Committee has transacted no 

business since the annual meeting. There have been a number of new 

members whose status must be decided, so the only way in which I can 

explain this inactivity is that the Membership Committee is waiting 

for our Committee and the Society to lay down the rules which there- 

after the Membership Committee will administer. Clearly we must do 

this before the annual meeting. 

In the August 19 letter I asked the members of our Committee to 

write either Ruhl or Errington or both, commenting on the tentative 

set of standards for Active Membership presented at Baltimore by the 

Membership Committee (Jour,Wildlife Management, April, 1958, ppe 
70=72) I have neglected to do so, as have all the rest of us ex- 

cept Stoddard. May I urge therefore that we all take up this matter 

at once and in some detail, so that within the next month Errington 

and Ruhl will have some ideas on which to base their proposals to the 

full Committee? (Incidentally, if Errington and Ruhl are plaming 

to attend the Mid-west Wildlife Conference at Columbus, December 8, 

9, and 10, that would be a good place to thrash out the matter.) 

TIMES 

I believe we ought to set for ourselves the job of completing 

these two jobs before the annual meeting:- (1) Preparation of the 
General Standards---a task which is now almost completed; (2) pre- 
paration of a concrete set of proposals re Acbive Membership. 
In the long run, (1) is undoubtedly the more important, but (2) is 

the more urgent in view of the immediate needs of the Society. 

Sincerely yours, 

(didegliiaanst 
Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman



‘ PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN WILDLIFE WORK. 

Aldo Leopold, Professor of Game Management, University of Wisconsin 

(prepared with the assistance of other members of the Committee on 

Professional Standards, The Wildlife Society, October 1, 1938) 

Need for Standards 

Many universities now offer professional training in wildlife 

work. Many young men are seeking advice on how and where such 
training is to be had, and how to prepare themselves for it. 

As in any new professional field, there is widespread confusion 
in finding terms for comparing schools and for imparting advice to 
those who ask for it. 

The Wildlife Society offers this attempt, by a committee of 
practicing wildlife specialists, to define what constitutes adequate 

training for the practice of their profession. 

Degrees and Kinds of Training 

Wildlife education has two functions: (1) To teach a few men 
to make a living by managing wildlife; (2) to teach the whole body 
of citizens to appreciate and understand wildlife. 

There is at present a regrettable distortion of educational ef- 
fort. Too many men want to make a living by managing wildlife; too 
few to bend other vocations to its needs. 

Among those who are to make a living from wildlife, there should 
be no sharp line between the "farmer" of wildlife crops and the pro- 

fessional who can appraise methods of cropping and conduct research 
for new methods. All levels of training, from vocational to profes- 

sional, have a legitimate function. 

There is at present a second distortion of educational effort, 
Too few schools offer good vocational instruction in the manual skills 
of wildlife management; too many offer indifferent professional 
training in the wildlife science and research. 

As a first step toward untangling these confusions, we here at- 
tempt to define that kind of training which seeks to prepare a stu- 
dent to make a living from wildlife, and that level of. training which 
merits the term "professional" or "scientific." We confine ourselves 
to this one kind and level, not because the others are less important, 
but because by and large the schools do not offer them. 

For the sake of brevity this report draws its illustrative ma- 
terial largely from land animals. Wildlife, however, includes both 
animals and plants, both terrestrial and aquatic. Where the illus- 
trative material implies a narrower scope, the reader is asked to 
interpolate the broader one. 

Standards 

Professional training 1s ordinarily defined in terms of years at 
school, courses taken, and degrees received.
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The lack of standard meanings partly invalidates these terms for 
; our purposes, especially the lack of standards for specifying courses. 

The most elaborate curricula may be offered by the weakest schools. 
We therefore cannot define professional training in terms of courses. 

Years at school and degrees come nearer having a standard mean- 
ing. In general, the minimum period for professional training is 
five years of college work---four years of undergraduate work plus 
one year of graduate work. Six years is better, seven frequent in 
the better schools. 

In general, a master's degree is the minimum for professional 
standing. 

It by no means follows, however, that a student with six years 
of college work behind him and a master's degree in his pocket is 
prepared for professional practice. In the following pages we at- 
tempt to define preparedness at two stages; 

(A) At the time of entering professional training. 
(B) At the time of completing professional training. 

We attempt to express preparedness 4h these two stages in terms 
of (1) what the student is, (2) what he knows, (3) what he can do, 
(4) how he thinks. 

A final section discusses briefly the physical equipment of 
professional schools. 

Quv hope is that these definitions will cnable prospective stu- 
dents to arrive at a critical judgment of their own fitness for pro- 
feasionai training, and that they will also enable wildlife schools 
to errive at a critical judgment of their own adequacy for profes- 
sional training. 

We hope further that more schools will cultivate their opportu- 
nity to impart a general understanding of wildlife to the student 
body as a whole, and that some will differentiate and develop good 
training for the vacant sub-professional levels. 

fA) _At the Time_of Entering Professional Training. 
: 1.. What He Is. The student should have a reasonably sound 
physique and a cooperative personality. 

2. What He Knows. The student should have completed an ordi- 
nary undergraduate course, preferably with a major in some biological 
field. A better-than-average scholastic record is valuable, for it 
is usually an index to intelligence, 

What biological field offers the best "gateway" to profes- 
sionas training? There is no "best" which can be laid down for any 
and all students. It is desirable that the profession be recruited 
from majors in a wide variety of land science, and from a wide varie- 
ty of arts of land use. In general, some biological science is the 
best gateway to a career in research; some agricultural art to a ca- 
reer in policy or administration. It is a conspicuous fact, however, 
that men who are narrowly specialized, either by training or tempera- 
ment, seldom occupy any large niche for any long period. It follows 
from this that specialization should not start too early, and that
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"a specialty is a window through which we can look out on all the 
world," 

In addition to academic preparation, the student should have at- 
tained, by his own efforts, at least amateur status in some field of 
natural history (such as ornithology, mammalogy, or botany). Animals, 
plants, and soils are the alphabet of wildlife management; a good 
school can in five years teach a student to spell words with it, but 
he must in some degree know his alphabet at the start. 

3. What He Can Do. More than average ability to express 

thoughts In writing and in specch is indispensable. 

Some pre-existing skill in woodsmanship, hunting, and fishing is 
desirable, likewise familiarity with the field operations of farming, 
forestry, or other land industries. There is danger, though, of con- 
fusing the aptitude for hunting and fishing, which is desirable, with 
the aptitude for laborious studies of animals and plants, which is 
indispensable. 

4. How He Thinks. Ultimate professional calibre is a matter of 
scholarly habits of mind, both indoors and outdoors. The student 
who "likes the woods but dislikes to study" should be skeptical of 
his fitness for professional training. 

Tho student who feels drawn to the "outdoors" but has never been 
impelled to uncertake some systematic study of outdoor subjects on 

. his own account should not expect any wildlife school to do it for him. 
That Ts to say, no wildlife school can make a professional man out of 
absolutely raw material in five years Habitual self-teaching is a 
prerequisite, 

{B) _ At_the_Time of Completing Professional Training _ 
1. What He Is. To the personal qualitics already mentioned 

the student should have added, during the course of his training, an 
intense conviction of the need for and the usefulness of selence as a 
tool for the accomplishment of conservation. 

2. What He Knows. The basic skill of the wildlife manager is 
to diagnose the landscape, to discern and predict trends in its biotic 

. community, and to modify them where necessary in the interests of con- 
servation. To receive a professional degree, the student should be 
able to examine a piece of land (or Sceac} and to deduce (a) its ori- 
ginal condition and recent history, (b) the present status of its 
principal wildlife species and the population trend and behavior of 
each, (c) the status of its economic uses and their effects on wild- 
life, (ad) the modifications of economic use needed in the interest of 

: wildlife, (e) the rough outlines of researches needed to refine and 
verify his diagnosis. 

To diagnose the landscape the student must know its component 
parts and something of their interrelationships. That is to say, he 
must know its plants and animals, its soils and watcrs, and something 
of their interdependences, successions, and competitions. He must 
know the industries dependent on that landscape, their effect upon it, 
and its effect upon them, He must Imow and habitually use visible 
"indicators" of those slow landscape changes which are invisible but 
nevertheless real.
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He should also have some mental picture of the other professions 

which are trying to influence that landscape, how they go about their 
work, and how they help or hinder his own work. 

3. What He Can Do. To acquire this knowledge, a student must 

have acquired certain technical skiils in field, laboratory, and 

office operations. 

He should have made an inventory and map of the food, cover, and 
other environmental conditions on a sample area of land or water, and 
a plan for making that area more productive. He should have execu- 
ted such a plan for a season, and drawn deductions from his experience. 

He should have planned and executed an animal census and drawn 

deductions from it. 

He should have trapped, marked, released, and retaken animals 
for purposes of tracing movements, measuring density, or analyzing 
composition of the population. 

He should have found and observed nests or young, and recorded 
and analyzed mortality. 

He should have planned and executed some kind of quadrat for 

recurrent measurement of changes in vegetation. 

He should have reared some animal in captivity. Artificially 
propagated animals, while probably of diminishing importance us a 
means of replenishing wild stocks, are often indispensable as con- 
trols for experiments on wild animals.- 

He should have developed some degree of cxpertness in "reading 
sign," that is, in determining, by inference from indirect evidence, 
the kinds, numbers, habits, and status of animals on an area of land 
or water, and their relation to its plants and industries.: 

He should have become an expert in at least one field of natural 
history, and he should have developed some competence in the others. 
(By "fields" is meant birds, mammals, fish, reptiles,:plants,: etc.) 

; He should have collected and analyzed stomachs,-pellets,-and 
scats. 

He should have made usable bird and mammal study skins, extracted 
bones from a carcass, collected and prepared herbarium specimens of 
plants and plant foods. 

He should be able to score 50 per cent of usable negatives in 
ordinary technical photography. 

He should know how to use compass, plane table, planimeter, 
slide rule, and calculator. 

He should be able to "post" a carcass and arrive at some notion 
of its normality or pathology and its cause of death... He should know 
where and how to sce interpretation of what he cannot himself 
interprot. 

He should have compiled simple statistics, graphed them, and
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analyzed them in the light of statistical theory. 

He should be a habitual reader of the current literature in 
wildlife management, natural history, ecology, and land use. 

He should be aware of the personalities represented in that 
literature, 

While his knowledge of the literature will naturally be greatest 
in his own country, he should be aware of the work in all countries, 
and he should have dug out the essential ideas of at least one forcign 
group and should be able to compare their work with his own.’ 

He should speak well enough in public td be able to describe his 
readings and observations at professional or conservation meetings. 

4. How He Thinks. These technical skills are the tools for a 
professional Career, but they are useless or even dangerous unless 
guided by a mind of professional calibre. To create such a mind is 
the aim of all education, including wildlife education; to define 
such a mind defies the best efforts of all committees, including 
this one. 

There are indicators of scholarship which are useful but by no 
means infallible. | They are here given for what they may be worth. 

One indicator is output. To receive a professional degree, the 
student should have selected, outlined, executed, and reported on a 
research project which the faculty is willing to stand behind as a 
contribution to professional knowledge. This means he shall have 
composed an account of his own original work good enough to be acccpt- 
able to professional journals. (This docs not imply that every pro- 
fessional student must rush into print; only that his work be good 
enough to print, ) 

The student's account of his own original work is usually his 
thesis for a degree. A thesis is not a specialty which the student 
should know to the exclusion of other subject matter, A thesis is 
rather a vantage point, gained by his own mental effort, from which 
the student should scan his new professional world and try to under. 
stand it. 

He should have developed his own views on simple questions of 
wildlife policy, and he should be able to expound and de- 
fend those views in public. He should have developed some apprecia- 
tion of the ethics and esthetics as well as the economics of wildlife. 

In viewing the landscape, he should habitually infer its past 
and foresee its future; that is to say, he should think in terms, not 
of plant and animal speciés alone, but of communities; not of types 
alone, but of successions. In this lies the difference between the 
static natural history of yesterday and the dynamic ecology of tomor- 
POWs 

He should have developed enough familiarity with the basic sci- 
enees to know when, how, and where to seek scientific advice on ques- 
tions arising from his work. 

Last and foremost, he should have. developed in some degree that
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imponderable combination of curiosity, skepticism, and objectivity 
known as "the scientific attitude." 

No member of this committee would be able to score on all these 
criteria of professional preparedness, The committee nevertheless 
feels that modern professional schools should be able to improve on 
our fortuitous education. The mark of a modern school is that the 
students outscore the faculty on many points. 

Equipment of Professional Schools 

The foregoing "intellectual tools" cannot be imparted to stu- 
dents without certain intellectual and physical equipment for teaching. 

First of all, no institution without an output in wildlife re- 
search can possibly teach wildlife management of professional grade, 
To add to the student's knowledge the teacher must habitually be ad- 
ding to his own. If the teacher has no output, his knowledge is, at 
best, second-hand. 

Second, no institution can teach wildlife management of profes- 
sional grade without land on which ccological experiments are being 
made or the techniques of management are being tested. That is to 
say, @ school must be practicing management and critically appraising 
its success before it can teach students to do likewise. 

Third, no institution can teach wildlife management without a 
wilclife library, or without reference collections in process cf 
active expansion. 

The student will do well, in selecting a school, to ask about the 
character of its faculty, its research output, its management areus, 
its library, and its reference collections rather than about its 
building, its curricula, and its appropriations... These are the 
trappings of scholarship and mean little without the scholarship 
itself, 

A list of wildlife schools is issued by the Bureau of Biological 
Survey, U..S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.° 

SETTER TE



PUBLICATION STANDARDS IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT. 

(prepared by Paul L. Errington, September 28, 1958) 

Wildlife management has yet to acquire scientific standing in 

the estimation of many workers in related biological fields. This 

may doubtless by attributed in part to the time being not so far be- 
hind us when its literature was chiefly the lore of hunters and game 
keepers. Much that is currently available as "information" on 
wildlife topics still reflects the recentness with which objective 

research has come into the picture. 

What can be done to improve our literature is one of the mat- 

ters under consideration by the Committee on Standards. We may com- 
mend the efforts of W. Le McAtee in stressing quality in composition; 
his mimeographed articles on writing for the Biological Survey have 
wide scientific application and should be readily available to every- 

one interested. Worthy likewise of commendation are those Journals 

the policy of which is to reject weak manuscript material or that 

prematurely submitted, irrespective of whether written by members of 
sponsoring organizations. 

It is true that rushing into print and kindred practices are not 

feults peculiar to persons engaged in wildlife management; moreover, 
a substantial proportion of the technical publications of the latter 

group come out in Journals, Bulletin Series, etc., devoted to ecol- 
ogy, ornithology, mammalogy, parasitology, and science as a whole 
and hence are hardly exempt from editorial discipline to which the 

papers of other scientists are subject. Nevertheless, there is a 

strong feeling, within our field and without, that our manuscripts 
need more strict appraisal and revision before publication than they, 

as @ rule, have received and that a great deal of the responsibility 

for correcting this should be the responsibility of the authors 
themselves. 

In learning to write, there is no substitute for actual writing 
with intent of publication. Young workers should, in fact, spend 

much of their time writing as soon as they have data to organize end 
discuss. But it by no means follows that anyone, young or old, 

; should assume that manuscripts mst be published merely because they 

have been written. Large numbers of manuscripts conscientiously pre- 

pared by experienced scientific writers Y¥¢ are never sent to editors 
for the primary reason that their own ereators are not convinced of 

their merit. These writings are not always discarded outright, but 

may often "ripen" somewhere in files, later perhaps to furnish con- 
venient phraseology or data for manuscripts of less doubtful status. 

Upon completion of a manuscript, we can all afford to také the 

precaution of asking ourselves whether what we have written is a 

genuine contribution, and whether we have incorporated its substance 
in the form best adapted to it and to the Journal in which publica- 
tion is desired. It may therefore fall within the province of the 
present Committee to advance some opinions as to what constitutes 

justification to publish and to try to offer suggestions that may be 
concrete enough to be useful and yet not unduly rigid.
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Mature Papers and Monographs 

The Limitations of the human mind and the intricacies of 
natural phenomena are such that we may of course doubt that there 
WIXX ever will be truly mature scientific writing. That, however, 
should be no argument against working to bring our manuscripts up 
to as high a level of maturity as we are able and at least to pre- 
sent effectively the subject matter covered, extracting from the 
data in hand as much meaning as seems consistent with the facts. 

A ereoerer comes closest to being the "last word" on a given 
subject that an author is likely to write unless he continues the re- 

search upon which it is based or actively keeps in touch with the per- 

tinent literature other investigators may subsequently produce. it 
should always be the fruit of years, but years alone do not assure 
the maturity that should characterize it, A piece of technical wri- 
ting achieves maturity in proportion to the diligence and impartiality 

of the author's search for what may happen to be the truth; his 

success in assembling and summarizing data of reliable origin and 
statistical adequacy; his segregation of the basic from the inconse- 

quential and his recognition of varying degrees of significance; and 

the thoroughness with which he tests his statements and conclusions, 
one by one, modifying, eliminating, and making allowances for errors 
in technique or interpretation and for so infinitely much that he 

does not know, 

Papers do not have to be as ambitious in scope as monographs to 

be entirely acceptable contributions. Indeed, it may be desirable 
that an author planning to write a monograph first publish shorter 
papers on special phases of his investigations before beginning his 
main treatise; by so doing, he may not only lay a foundation of 
quotable material he could not advantagebusly present in necessary 

detail in the monograph, but he may also, through resulting contacts 

with other workers, learn much that he might not otherwise learn of 
shortcomings both in data and interpretations. 

While the more exhaustive life history or ecological researches 
may take three to five years or more to produce publishable data, 

some lesser side-studies may in a single season yield about as much 
as may ever be expected of them. In instances of the latter sort 
the findings, if valuable, should be put in print, although possibly 
in the form of notes rather than papers. 

Publications on Incomplete Studies 

Timeliness of interest and utility to other workers may justify 
a certain amount of early publication in the course of an important 
investigation. The danger of readers mistaking tentative views and 

current trends of data for established facts must always be guarded 

against, notably if the research findings are spectacular and lend 
themselves to popularization. On the other hand, the problems of 

conservation are often so acute as to demand whatever guidance may be 
immediately available; during the first stages of the waterfowl cri- 

sis, for example, publication of virtually any trustworthy informa- 
tion on ecological requirements of wild ducks was in order.
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In contrast with the situation in some fields in which tech- 
niques have become so standardized that descriptions of them are 
seldom published, the need for new methods and adaptations of old 
ones is keenly felt in wildlife research and management. A corres- 
pondingly greater part of our technical literature is accordingly 
deviated to papers illustiating procedure as well as findings, as 
related to handling of data as well as to field and laboratory work. 
One of the aims behind the founding of the Wildlife Society and its 
Journal of Wildlife Management was the creation of a suitable outlet 
for technique papers. Since we lay our foundations much as we go, 
the Committee feels inclined to advocate publication of this kind of 
material without unnecessary delay, assuming, to be sure, that the 
authors really "have something." 

Progress reports required by statute or agreement manifestly 
must be written, be they contributions to knowledge or not, but usu- 
ally their nature is evident and they are published by sponsoring 
agencies. In a similar class belong many articles and papers re- 
quested by editors of periodicals or by program committees of scien- 
tific or conservation meetings. Preparation is frequently on short 
notice and, an impending deadline being scarcely conducive to leisure- 
ly digestion of new data, the eautious writer may find it safest sim- 
ply to review preliminary researches, to re-emphasize salient points, 
and possibly to generalize upon the work under way, 

Notes in Scientific Journals 

A note is not commonly expected to have the maturity and weight 
of a paper but there is not always any hard and fact difference bes 
tween the two and that difference is not always one of length so much 
as of content. The editors themselves may print as papers manu- 
scripts submitted as notes or may recommend the converse to #¥gauthors. 

A major function of a note is to make accessible to technical 
readers such bits of useful information that one may acquire by 
chance, incidental observation, and studies of limited or interrup- 
ted duration. Old field notes are one of the best sources of mater- 
ial, particularly those having a bearing upon little known or contro- 
versial topics. Details of animal behavior, glimpses into the work- 
ings of complex natural relationships, phenomena associated with 
severe oeeccee” or mortality---these are some of the things from 
which significant notes may be prepared. 

A note, too, despite its brevity, should be written with care, 
It does, after all, represent scientific writing, and the author is 
as responsible for what he states in it as in a more pretentious 
publication; simplicity and conservativeness are still virtues to 
be sought. 

Concluding remarks 

Were this Committee to attempt to say precisely what should and 
should not be published it would find itself on exceedingly dangerous 
ground. Frankly, we, as individuals, do not feel qualified to pass 
final judgment upon much that is published even in our ow fields, 
We should not be laid open to accusations of prejudice, unprogres- 
siveness and the like, however, by saying that, whatever may be the 

merit of a great many contributions, there are few of them that could
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not have, to their own betterment, taken up less space in the Jour- 
nals in which they appeared. This statement is made with full 
awareness that some authors may go to the other extreme and, through 
overcondensation, seem to make unconvincingly flat assertions without 
support of either data or KAMHXUNXHHNX citations. 

The slowness with which the mind assimilates concepts at vari- 
ance with accustomed thought may occasionally justify considerable 
repetition in scientific writings as long as the author avoids leav- 
ing the impression that his findings are more broadly applicable or 
less subject to other interpretations than they are. Repetition in 
popular articles based upon published technical papers may also be 
necessary, though an author may be charged with "spreading his butéer 
too thin" in his efforts to accommodate editors or sincerely to try 
to make his work useful and understood. 

Finally, the Committee may reiterate that the real burden of 
improving the literature on wildlife management rests upon the 
authors. The criteria by which contributions may fairly be judged 
may be imperfect, but, at any rate, we may do what we can to en- 
courage authors to scrutinize their manuscripts very, very critically 
before they pronounce them completed. 

TRMEIMEEEE 

Letter of transmittal:- 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 
September 28, 1938. 

Dr. Rudolf Bemitt 
Dept. of Zoology, University of Missouri 
Columbia, Moe 

Dear Rudolf: 

Inclosed is the MS on publication standards that I prepared in 
response to your request of August 19. This proved to be an ex- 
ceedingly difficult thing to write so I trust you will excuse its 
lateness, particularly in view of the fact that I felt obliged to 
write it on what I might reasonably call my own time. 

I have received no communications from the sub-committee on 
membership except Stoddard's letter of August 24, a copy of which 
he sent to you. I think that his fourth paragraph is especially 
pertinent. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Paul Errington 

THEMES
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hak peeve iy Farm Place 
October l 

‘ Division of Game Management } : 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

Here is the draft of “Professional Training in 
Wildlife Work" in as good shape as I have been able to put 
it with the help of suggestions from the committee and from 
@iton, who happened to be here and was interested. 

I have not heard from Ralph King, but if he were 
geing to participate I presume he would have writteme by 
now. 

cf I would appreciate your making such further revisions 
as you wish without referring the matter back to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
: ee King Professor of Game Management 

Stoddard 
Taylor



PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN WILDLIVE WORK 

Prepared by Aldo Leopold with assistance of other members of the Sub-Committee 
October 1, 1938 

Need for Standards 

Many universities now offer professional training in wildlife work. 

Many young men are seeking advice on how and where such training is to be had, | 

and how to prepare themselves for it. 

As in any new professionel field, there is widespread confusion in finding 

terms for comparing schools and for imparting advice to those who ask for it. 

‘ The Wildlife Society offers this attempt, by a committee of practicing 

wildlife specialists, to define what constitutes adequate training for the 

practice of their profession. 

Degrees and Kinds of Training 

Wildlife education has two functions: (1) to teach a few men to make a 

living by managing wildlife; (2) to teach the whole body of citizens to appreciate 

and understand wildlife. be 
taitplecdu Hs rrcono fremcdure, 

There is at present a regrettable distortion-of—educational-effert. Too 

many don want to make a living by managing wildlife; too few to bend other vocations | 

te its needs. ! 

/~kmong those who are t6 make a living from wildlife, there pron be no sharp 

hai between the "farmer" of wildlife crops and the professional who can appraise 

bre methods of cropping and conduct research for new methods. All levels of training, } 

+ ‘from vocational to professional, have a legitimate function. — A 

|___ there is at present a second distortion of educational effort. f Too few 

schools offer good vecatsbonm: instruction in ‘ais wal. skills of wildlife 

management; too many offer indifferent prefersivenal training in the wildlife
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science and research. 

As a first step toward untangling these confusions, we here attempt to 

define that kind of training which seeks to prepare a student to make @ living 

from wildlife, and that level of training which merits the term "p#ofessional" 

or “selentific." We confine ourselves to this one kind and level, not because 

the others are less important, but because by-and—Learge tn ‘scnoots wth offer 

them Cs oth, 

Yor the sake of brevity this report draws its illustrative material largely 

from land animals. Wildlife, however, includes both animals and plants, both 

terrestial and aquatic. Where the illustrative material implies a narrower 

scope, the reader is asked to interpolate the broader one. 

Standards 

Professional training is ordinarily defined in terms of years at school, 

courses taken, and degrees received. 

The lack of standard meanings p#@0Zy invalidates these terms for our 

purposes, especially the lack of standards for specifying courses. The most 

elaborate curricula may be offered by the weakest schools. We therefore cannot 

define professional training in terms of courses. 

j Years at school and degrees come nearer having a standard meaning. In 

general, the minimum period for professional training is five years of college 

work, four years of undergraduate work plus one year of graduate work. Six years 

is better, seven frequent in the better schools. 

In general, a master's degree is the minimum for professional standing. 

It by no means follows, however, that a student with six years of college 

work behind him and a master’s degree in his pocket is prepared for professional 

practice. In the following pages we attempt to define preparedness at two stages:
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(A) At the time of ted SE heats Seshaens 

(B) At the time of completing professional training. 

We attempt to express preparedness at these two stages in terms of (1) 

what the student is, (2) what he knows, (3) what he can do, (4) how he thinks. 

A final section discusses briefly the physical equipment of professional 

schools. 

Our hope is that these definitions will enable prospective students to 

arrive at a critical judgment of their own fitness ,for-professional—training, 

and that they will also enable wildlife schools to arrive at a critical judgment 

of their own adequacy. for-professionai—training: 

We hope further that more schools will cultivate their opportunity to 

impart a general understanding of wildlife to the student body as a whole, and 

that some will differentiate and develop good training for the vacant sub- 

professional levels. 

(A) At the Time of Sntering 
Professional.fraining 

1. What He Is. The student should have a reasonably sound physique 

and a cooperative personality. 

2. What He Knows. ‘The student should have completed_an_ordinavy-under- 

cles mR ial aaa oa Xi dettor- 
than-average scholastic record ie-valuabdle, inne is usually an index to 

eae. dasa regan wbinckey fun praithingractuale wor, her abreliat will tntorder ts grtthee : 

Nhat pdiological #¥el@ offers the best "gateway" to professional training? 

There is no “best” which can be laid down for any and all students. It is 

desirable that the profession be recruited from majors in a wide variety of 

land science,’ and from a wide variety of arts of land use. In general, some 

biological science is the best gateway to a career in research; some agricultural
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art to ®@ career in policy or administration. It is a conspicuous fact, however, 

that men who are narrowly specialized, either by training or temerament, seldom 

occupy any saves ile tor any long period of time. I+-follows-from-this that 

specialization-should_neot—start—tee—carly, and_that"a-epectalty “isa wintow 

17 tenner menue comer ‘ 
In addition to academic preparation, the student should have attained, by 

his own efforts, ok ces oe a athens natural history (such 

as ornithology, mammalogy, or botany). Animals, plants and soils are the alphabet 

of wildlife management; a good school can in five years teach a student to spell 

words with it, but he must in some degree know his alphabet at the start. 

3. What He Gan Do. More than average ability to express thoughts in writing 

and in speech is indispensable. 

Some pre-existing skill in woodsmanship, hunting, and fishing is desirable, 

likewise familiarity with the field operations of farming, forestry, or other land 

industries. There is danger, though, of confusing the aptitude for hunting and 

fishing, which is desirable, with the aptitude for laborious studies of animals 

and plants, which is indispensable. 

4. How He Thinks. Witimate professional calibre is a matter of scholarly 

habits of mind, both indoors and outdoors. The student who "likes the woods but 

aisiise to study" should be skeptical of his fitness, fer-professional-training. 

The student whe feels drawn to the Voutdoors™ but has never been impelled 

to undertake some systematic study of outdoor subjects on his own account should 

not expect any wildlife school to do it for him. That is to say, no wildlife 

school can make a professional man out of absolutely rew material in five years. 

Habitual self-teaching is a pre-requisite.
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(B) At the Time of Completing 
Professional Training 

; 1. Whet He Is. To the personal qualities already mentioned the student 

should have added, during the course of his training, an intense conviction of 

the need for and usefulness of science as a tool for the accomplishment of 

conservation. 

2. What He Knows. The basic skill of the wildlife manager is to diagnose 

the landscape, to discern and predict trends in its biotic community, end to 

modify them where necessary in the interests of conservation. To receive a 

professional degree, the student should be able to examine a piece of land (or 

water) and to deduce (1) its original condition and recent history, (2) the 

present status of its principal wildlife species and the population trend and 

behavior of each, (3) the status of its economic uses and their effects on 

wildlife, (4) the modifications of economic use needed in the interest of wild- 

life, (5) the rough outlines of researches needed to refine and verify his 

diagnosis. 

fo diagnose the laniscape the student met kmow its component parts and 

something of their interrelationships. That is to say, he mst know its plants 

and animals, its soils and waters, and something of their interdependences, 

successions, and competitions. He mst kmow the industries dependent on that 

landscape, their effect upon it, and its effect upon them. He must know and 

habitually use visible "indicators" of those slow landscape changes which are 

davisible but nevertheless real. - 

He should also have some mental picture of the other professions which 

are trying to influence that landscape, how they go about their work, and how 

they help or hinder hi s/work. 

3. What He Can Do. To acquire this knowledge, a student must have acquired 

certain technical skills in field, laboratory, and office operations.
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He should have made an inventory and map of the food, cover, and other 

environmental conditions on a sample area of land or water, and a plan for 

making that area more productive. He should have executed such a plan for a 

season, and drawn deductions from his experience. 

He should have planned and executed an animal census, and drawn deductions 

from it. 

He should have trapped, marked, released, and retaken animals for purposes 

of tracing movements, measuring density, or analyzing composition of the population. 

He should have found and observed nests or young, and recorded ani analyzed 

mortality. 

He should have planned and executed some kind of quadrat for recurrent 

measurement of changes in vegetation. 

He should have reared some animal in captivity. Artificially propagated 

animals, while probably of diminishing importance as a means of replenishing wild 

stocks, are often indispensable as controls for experiments on wild animals. 

} He should have developed some degree of expertness in "reading sign," that is 

in determining, by inference from indirect evidence, the kinds,mumbers, habits, 

and status of animals on an area of land or water, and their relation to its plants 

and industries. 

He should have become an expert in at least one field of natural history, 

and to have developed some competence in the others. (By fields is meant birds, 

mammals, fish, reptiles, plants.) 

Ee should have collected and analyzed stomachs, pellets, and scats. | 

Re should have made useble bird and mammal study skins, extracted bones from , 

a carcass, collected and prepared herbarium specimens of plants and plant foods. | 

He should be able to score 50 per cent of usable negatives in ordinary | 

technical photography.
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He should know how to use compass, plane table, planimeter, slide rule, and 

adding machine. 

He should be able to "post" a carcass and arrive at some notion of ite 

normality or pathology, and its cause of death. He should know where and how to 

seek interpretation of what he cannot himself! interpret. 

He should have compiled aime statistics, graphed them, and analysed them 

in the light of statistical theory. 

He should be o habitual reader of the current literature in wildlife manage- 

ment, natural history, ecology, and land use. 

He should be aware of the personalities represented in that literature. 

While his knowledge of the literature will naturally be greatest in his own 

country, he should be aware of the work in ell countries, and he should have dug 

out the essential ideas of at least one foreign group and be able to compare their 

work with his own. 

He should speak well enough in public to be able to describe his readings 

and observations at professional or conservation meetings. 

4. How He Thinks. These technical skills are the tools for a professional 

carrer, but they are useless or even dangerous unlese guided by a mind of professional 

_ Calibre. To create such a mind is the aim of all education, including wildlife; to 

define such a mind defies the best efforts of all committees, including this one. 

There are indicators of scholarship which are useful but by no means infallible. 

They are here given for what they may be worth. 

One indicator is output. To receive a professional degree, the student should 

have selected, outlined, executed, and reported on a research project which the 

faculty is willing to stand behind as a contribution to professional knowledge. 

This means he shall have composed an account of his own original work good enough 

to be acceptable to professional journals. (This does not imply that every profes-
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sional student must rush into print; only that his work be good enough to print.) 

The student's account of his own original work is usually his thesis for 

a degree. A thesis is not a specialty which the student should know to the 

exclusion of other subject matter. A thesis is rather a vantage point, gained by | 

bis own mental effort, from which the student should scan his new professional 

world and try to understand it. 

He should have developed his own views on simple questions of wildlife 

policy, and be able to expound and defend those views in public. He should have 

developed some appreciation of the ethics and esthetics as well as economics of 

wildlife. 

In viewing the landscape, he should habitually infer its past and foresee 

its future; that is to say, he should think in terms, not of plant and animal 

species alone, but of commnities; not of types alone, but of successions. In 

this lies the difference between the static natural history of yesterday and the 

dynamic ecology of tomorrow. 

He should have developed enough familiarity with the basic sciences to know 

when, how, and where to seek scientific advice on questions arising from his work. 

Last and foremost, he should have developed in some degree that imponderable 

. @ombination of curiosity, skepticiem, and objectivity known as “the scientific 

attitude." yf 

No member of this committee would be able to score on all these criteria rd 

of professional preparedness. The committee nevertheless feels that modern a4 

professional schools should be able to improve on & fortuitous stensinenl® The 

matk of a modern school is that the students outscore the faculty on many points.
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Bauipment of Professional Schools 
The foregoing "intellectual tools" cannot be imparted to students without 

certain intellectual and physical equipment for teaching. 

First of all, no institution without an output in wildlife research can 

possibly teach wildlife management of professional grade. To add to the student's 

; knowledge the teacher must habitually be adding to his own. If the teacher has 

no output, his knowledge is, at dest, second-hand. 

Second, no institution can teach wildlife menagement of professional grade 

without land on which ecological experiments are being made, orth Yoonatque 

of mensagement are being tested. That is to say, a school must be practicing 

management and critically appraising its success before it can teach students to 

do likewise. ; 

Third, no institution can teach wildlife management without a wildlife 

library, or without reference collections in process of active expansion. 

—p The student will do well, in selecting a school, to ask about the character 

of its faculty, its research output, its management areas, its library, and ite 

reference collections rather than about its buildings its curricula, and its 

appropriations. ‘These are the trapping of scholarship, and meen little without 

the scholarship itself. ‘i 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Mo., September 27, 1938, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo:- 

A rather embarrassing situation came up some time ago, which I 
should no@like to bring to your attention. 

I enclose herewith a copy of a statement prepared by Dr. Davis 

of Texas A. & M. College. This was received from Walter Taylor on 

July 8. Since there seemed to me to be a good deal of similarity 

between Dr. Davis's statement and your draft of May 24, I wrote, with 
some hesitation, to Taylor on August 19 (copy enclosed}. This mom- 

ing I received from him the enclosed letter and proposal for an 

"insert" paragraph to be added to Dr. Davis's statement. Taylor's 
last letter informed me for the first time that this statement had 

been sent to McAtee for publication in the Journal of Wildlife Man- 

agement. 

It so happens that after receiving Allen's letter the other day 
I wrote McAtee (yesterday) to tell him that our stuff was on the way; 
I enclose a copy of this letter also. I don't want to say anything 
about Davis's statement, even though I have misgivings on two points: 
(1) The propriety of citing your "MS" (cf. my letter to Taylor this 
morning) without saying it was used with your permission and without 
stating clearly just what. this "MS" wass; and t2) the advisability 
of printing his statement in the Journal just ahead of the forth- 
coming statement by the Committee. 

After some consideration, it seemed to me that the best way to 
handle it was to urge that the citation of your "MS" in Davis's paper 
be clarified (also cf. letter to Taylor this morning). 

I feel rather indignant about the whole matter, though perhaps 
I am making a mountain out of fd a molehbills and at the risk of 
incurring the displeasure of Taylor and Davis I felt that I ought to 
do at least something about it. I never heard of anybody making use 
of supposedly private committee correspondence, lifting some of the 
ideas therein t t seems to me that he has had some help from your 
statement), an@? sending in a paper without acknowledgment or permis- 
sion from the author of the statements; and I don't like that sort 
of thing. 

“ I suspect you will tell me to let the matter drop. If so--- 
McAtee has already been informed that our statement is on the way; 
I have sent a copy of my letter to McAtee to Taylor so that he will 
know I wrote MeAtee hefore hearing from him---therefore that this 
isn't a last-minute attempt to stop publication of Davis's paper; 
and I have tried to make my views clear to Taylor. He is an eminently 

reasonable person, and I hope it will tx t all right. What 
about it? wcerely sere : 

2 ee 
y AA0CLpheaZc Ly



LETTER TO THE EDITOR: “WHAT IS A WILDLIFE SPECIALIST?" 

Por the past year or two we have been hearing end reading the 

term "Wildlife specialist". Many of us are not certain es to its 

connotation. According to sme stenderds, a wildlife specialist is one | 

proficient in the "ert" of sleughtering game. To some individuals he is 

the armchair biologist who delves inte the philosophy of, and concocts 

theories concerning, wildlife. According to another standerd, set up 

by one of our mid-western colleges, he is one who has completed an a 

Sight-weeks training course offered by that institution! Surely « wild- 
life specialist, in the true sense of the words, is more than any of the 

above standards imply. If he be not, I have been laboring under « gross 

misconception. 

fo invite discussion, clarifiestion, and definition of the tem, 

the standards (ideal of course) set up by the Department of Wild Game, 

Agricultural ond Mechanicel College of Texas, are here offered as something 

"to shoot at”. ‘ 

Our coneept of e wildlife specialist: 

(1) He has « keon interest in and appreciation of wildlife, pre- 

ferably from his boyhood deys. The boy who comes to us knowing nothing 

of the birds, mammals, fish, and plants of his home region likely will 

not succeed as a wildlife specialist. We would prefer to build on the 

foundation « boy hes gained in FFA or 4 H Club wildlife work, Junior 

Audubon activities, hunting, fiching, trapping, or even egg collecting. 

Such boys have the interest ot heart. We firmly believe thet every
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Tom, Dick, and Harry is not properly qualified with the intelligence | 

or interest to becone « wildlife specislist. We can't afford to glut | 
the field with misfits! 

(2) He is well grounded in the principles of Biology. He should 

know what the inside of « frog or « eat or a bird looks like. We should | 

know hie plente, iascete, and parasites, ond he should have at lecst 2 | 

nodding acquaintance with mathemetics, chemistry, physics, geology, his- 

tory, genetics, soils, end animal diseases. Me should be familier with 

the methods of farming practiced in his comunity. 

(8) He 4s able to prepare « paper that is good enough to be 

accepted by e professional journal in the field of his interest. 

(4) Me is able to speak well enough to sell himself and his work 

to the reasonable part of the general public. 

These sre all general, but basic, requirexents with whieh the 

Department of Wild Gane has little or nothing to do except in the way | 

of guiding and making recommendations to prospective gradustes. In 

addition, he has eequireéd several skills in field, laboratory, and 

offices techniques. This is the field in which our department functions. 

(1) He kmows how to take proper field notes and is able to com | 

pile end interpret his findings. 

(2) He is thoroughly fentliar with the wilALife in the area in 

whieh he is working. 

(3) He knows how to carry out « life histery study of on animal; 

to interpret his findings and recognize their values. | 

| 

| 

| | | |
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; (4) He knows how to plen end carry out a census of an area. 

(5) He knows how to analyze and mep an area showing kinds and 

location of various plants end other cover for wildlife; alo the soil 

types when such information bears on the problem at hand. 

(6) He is able to take suiteble photographs of wildlife aubjects; 

he nesl net nesenserily be 0 wild extual portent? photographer, however. 

(7) He knows how to make « collection of plonts; to identify, 

properly lebel, and preserve them. 

(8) He has proficiency in collecting, preparing, ané properly 

labeling study specinens of birds, memmals, reptiles, emphibiens, and 

fish. 

(9) He knowe how to collect, preserve, and label stomachs, 

¢erops, pellets end seats for food habits analysis; also, he ie sble 

to identify, roughly at leset, the content thereof, 

(10) He knows how to collect, preserve, and label animal pare~- 

Bites. 

(11) He knows how to camp, hunt, and fish: he gets along well 

' with his fellow workers in the field end elsewhere, and is at home in 

| the open. 

(12) He knows the literature in his particular field; how to 

@igest and index it. In this connection, he joins the lesding orgeniza- 

tions and subseribes to the principal wildlife journals and hes a work- 

ing librery of his own. 

(15) He knows something about the prominent men in hie field, where 

they are, and whet they are doing.
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(14) He hae « good knowledge of the interrelations of living 

things among themselves and with their environment; he is able to 

: @iegnose lands, tell what is the matter with them, end how to improve 

‘them. 

(18) He has a good unéerstanding of lend-use problems; the 

problems of forestry, grazing, sericulture, recreation, and soil] and 

| water conservation as related to wildlife problems. 

If weighed on the scales of the above standards, « number of 

“wildlife specialist", including myself and several others of my ac- 

queintanee, will be found wanting. But there is no sin in “hitehing our 

wagon to a star"! At leest these stenderés, in my opinion, ere far 

better than these first mentioned; certainly they are better than none 

at all. 

Comments, eriticians, and discussion are now in order.-- 

Eillion 3. Davis, Lepartment of Fiid Game, Agriculture! and Meehenical 

Sollege of Texas, College Station, Texas.



| 106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Mo., September 27, 1938, 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor 

Faculty Exchange 
College Station, Texas. 

Dear Dr, Taylor:- 

Thank you for your 9/23 letter which arrived this morning. 
Since Dr. Davis sent his paper to MeAtee, you should know that yes- 
terday I wrote McAtee a letter concerning the work of our Committee 
and teiting him that the Committee would shortly send him the state- 
ment on pe ch we have been working. A copy of the letter is enclosed 
herewith. This has been my only commnication with him in the matter, 

‘Regarding the “insert” which Dr, Davis is submitting to McAtee, 
I have, only one suggestion to make, but I think it is an important one: 

Dr, Davis refers to "Aldo Leopold's ‘What is a Game yew (us)," 
This is the way one would refer to a MS prepared by an individual and 
intended for publication by that individuals also, I suspect it would 
be’ conventional to say that the citation was by permission of the author, 
though IT am not sure about that point. However, Leopold's draft was 
not, so intended; it was, to use Leopold's own words, a "rough draft," 
‘and was only a contribution to the discussion of this whole matter by 

‘ our Committee; it was not intended for publication in that form. 
Therefore, it seems to me that Dr. Davis should make that part of his 
“insert” read somewhat as followst- "Aldo Pore ‘What is a Game 
Manager?" was read during the preparation of this paper, This was a 
rough draft prepared by him for the members of the Committee on Pro} 
fessional Standards of the Wildlife Pert? in connection with the 
preparation by the Committee of a statement of standards which was 
suggested by the Society last February as one of the tasks of this 
Committee." 

F eer I feel that the more ideas concerning standards which 
appear in print the better; the Committee certainly has no monopoly 
of good ideas. But I hope you and Dr. Davis will agree with me that 
the citation of Leopold's draft in its present form S likely to be 
misleading and should be clarified. 

As for the “confidential” business, I didn't mean that to be in- 
terpreted too strictly; naturally we ail want to discuss the matter 
with others, and I myself have done so with Dalke, Bode, and Arthur 
Clark. ~ = point is that if a part of the Committee's discussion . 
is to be cited in somebody else's presentation of the matter, there 
should be a clear statement of the nature of the MS cited. 

I have felt from the start a good deal of embarrassment in bringing 
up the matter at all. It would relieve my mind greatly to know that 
you and Dr. Davis are in essential agreement with the ideas I have 
expressed. 

With best wishes, Sincerely yours, 

Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 
Committee on Professional Standaz



; 106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Mo., September 26, 1938, 

Mr, We. Le McAtee, Editor \ 
Journal of Wildlife Management | 
c/o Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, Ds Ce hh 

| \ 
Dear Mr, MeAtee:- 4 | \ 

A letter received from Dr. Allen the other day leads me to 
tell you of his suggestion that the statement of professional, 

: standards,which the pen ip Pen as one of the tasks of 
Committee on Professional 3 rds, will be sent to you gp beifore 
many months. Dr. Allen suggests that it be one first to. the 
Society at the next annual meeting and that, if approved, it be) 
published in the next following issue of the Journal. V4 

It is the imsediate concern of a subcommittee composed of 
Leopold (as chairman), Walter Taylor, Stoddard, and Ralph King, | 
but the subcommittee has also been assisted by the full Committee, 
Leopold prepared a ee a on May 24, which was sent ig oy to 
the full Committee on + since then there have been ot 
drafts, and there will doubtless be another one before the sta hs 
ment finally agreed upon is sent to yous i ow 

This letter is only to tell you that this material is "on the 
weer The entire Committee feels that this will constitute a (| 
rather important contribution to the whole question of standards 
and for that reason we are trying to give it the most thorough |. 
consideration possible, A 

Sincerely yours, 

| 

Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 
Committee on Professional Standards



c THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
0 College Station, Texas 

P September 23, 1938 

¥ 

we cy . 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman : 

Committee on Professional Standards 
The Wildlife Society (j7 ot ¢ 
Department of Zoology pl a 
University of Missouri i 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: a 

Replying furt to your letter of August 19 relative to Dr. Davis’ 
statement. He says he did see Leopold's paper; he also read Gifford 

Pinchot's "What is a Forester" and Paul Errington's "Wildlife Research as 
a Profession." His own paper was drafted sometime before he saw Leopold's 
paper. The original was presented at a meeting of the Texas Wildlife Fed- 

eration in June of this year. 

He did not get the original idea from Leopold's paper. The biggest 

influence said paper had on him was to mke him resolve that his completed 

paper would not be restricted to game management but rather to wildlife as 

a whole. His line of thought, as I can confirm it, has developed from the 

time we started building our curriculum in Wild Game. In the various 
revisions of his papers, which were three or four in number, Davis tried to 

ignore Leopold's paper and incorporate only his own impressions. 

I had no idea that Leopold's paper or other communications of the sort 

should be held strictly confidential - I have considered that the various 
problems were for discussion and solution - so if any error has been made I 

am certainly partly responsible. 

The paper was sent to McAtee for the Journal of Wildlife Management. 

In order to guard against any suspicion of plagiarism, Dr. Davis is sub~ 
' mitting the enclosed paragraph for inclusion in the paper if and when it 

is published, 

Thank you very much for bringing the matter to our attention. 

Very sincerely, , 

wptsewd (Signed) Walter P, Taylor 

cc Dr. W. B. Davis 

INSERT 

Gifford Pinchot's "What is a Forester" and Paul Errington's "Wildlife 
Research as a Profession" were very helpful in preparing the following set 

of criteria; Aldo Leopold's "What is a Game Manager (MS)" was read during | 
the preparation of this paper. I have also had the advantage of working with 

Walter P. Taylor in determining our standards of achievement. 
W.B. Davis "Letter to the Editor" Journal of Wildlife Management
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Y August 19, 1938. 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor 
Faculty Exchange 

College Station, Texas 

Dear Dr. Taylor:- 

I am ashamed to say that yesterday was the first time I had 

read Dr. Davis's statement which you enclosed with your letter of 

July 8, When I did, I was struck by the resemblance of many of 

his points to those in Leopold's first-draft memorandum which was 

sent out to our Committee on June l. 

As stated in today's letter to the Committee, I intended to 

enclose a copy of Dr. Davis's statement, but before doing so I 

should like to be assured of one thing: That this paper was 

written before June 1, 1938. I feel sure that it was and that 

the similar lines of thought followed are the result either of 

coincidence or discussion between Dr. Davis and Mr. Leopold. 

If that were not so, you can see that the situation would be 

vs most embarrassing:- If Dr. Davis had seen and been influenced 

by the first draft of Leopold's paper, this would indicate the 

unacknowledged use of somebody else’s material intended for the 

strictly confidential use of our Committee. 

Evidently the paper was sent to some editor, though it 

was not stated who the editor was. If the paper is an entirely 

independent piece of work, I don't care who the editor was; 

otherwise, I care very much and I think something ought to be 

done about it. 

Knowing you, I feel certain there is nothing wrong. As 

chairman of our Committee, however, I take it to be my respon- 

sibility to be perfectly sure that the ideas and documents used 

by the Committee are kept for our use only, until the time comes 

to publish them. Will you write me at your convenience? 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) 
Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 

Committee on Professional Standards



‘ 42h University Parm Place 
September 26, 1938 | 

Division of Game Management 

‘ Dr. A. A. Allen 
FYernow Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, Now York ? 

Dear Dr. Allen: 

I distinctly agree with you that some game 
; farming should be included in the requisite "field 

training." It is beginning to dawn on me that artifical 
propagation is an essential source of experimental animals, 
and I have often been grateful that the graduate students 
that I got from you knew something about it. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, | 

é 
4 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management | 

| 

|



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT | 

Fernow Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 
September 24, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I have read your statement on professional training | 
in wild life management with great interest and 
thoroughly approve of it. I think you have stated 
very clearly what we all feel, and I want to con- | 
gratulate you upon your facility of expression. | 

There is just one matter, under the heading of | 
Field Operations, which I think might well be in- | 
Cluded and which we feel is a part of the training 
of our students here, and that is that every student 
specializing in this field should have had the expe- 

d rience of maintaining in good health some bird or 
animal in captivity for at least one year and should 
have reared from egg to maturity some bird, or bred 
in captivity some animal. We feel that by so doing 
a student gets a much clearer conception of the 
actual needs of birds and animals in the wild. Do 
you not agree that this is a desirable practice? As 

5 a Parts ad fact, we actually include quite a number 
of courses in our curriculum and expect 
the boys to spend at least one summer 4n a game 
farm, but, of course, this experience could be gained 

: in other ways. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

r 3 ee 

Arthur A. Allen, President 
AAA: NB The Wildlife Society



kok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
September 24, 1938 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: | 
| 

Thanks for your comments. I agree with almost 
all of them at once. 

I have talked with Blton about the present idea 
. Of defining a wildlife manager in terms of what he is rather 

than what sthooling he hae had. He was pleased with the 
proposal. I am going to ask him whether he will not read 
the draft and perhaps give the committee some suggestions. 

I am beginning to feel some trepidation about the : 
seriousness of thie job. I hope we can in some way do it 
well. 

Yours sincerely, | 

] 

\ 

\ 

vh Aldo Leopola | 

| 

. 

| 

; | 

| 

: | 

| 
])



Columbia, Missouri 

September 22, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

4 Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

My comments on your September 6 draft had just gone when I 
received the substitute draft of September 19. 

There is, however, no change to be made in my comments. On 

page 4, line 15 there is a typographical error: "“interdependencies"” 

should be "interdependences."” 

Sincerely yours, 

Rudolf — 

RB aw Professor of Zoology



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

September 21, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

I am sending you rather tardily a few comments on the September 6 draft 

of "Professional Training in Wildlife Management." These are for whatever 
use (if any) you care to make of them in the next draft. 

Page 3:- (1) At the time of entering professional: training the student 
ought to have not only "a reasonably sound physique and a cooperative person- 

ality” but a better than average scholastic record (which is something of an 

index of his intelligence) and a capacity for hard and systematic work. (2) 

I do not agree that the type of undergraduate biological specialization "does 

not matter." I think a student who has taken the ordinary "“old-line"” biolog- 

ical major, which includes a good many things useful for straight biological 

research but not much ecology and land usegis not properly fitted for graduate 

work. In our undergraduate group-major here we lay some enphasis on the lat- 

ter subjects. (3) Under item 3 I should change "desirable" to "indispensable", 
and I should add to the pre-existing skills some experience in hunting, fish- 
ing, and trapping. 

Page 4:- (1) Your headings "field operations" and "office operations" 

should, I take it, be subheads under heading B on page 3. (2) I notice that 

the "field operations" included nothing on aquatic biology. I am not compe- 

tent to say what these skills should be, but it seens to me that if this is 

to be a general paper, some reference should be made here and there to the 

things required in preparing for this branch of wildlife work. 

Page 5:- (1) Under “office operations" the student ought as a matter 
of course to know how to use a typewriter, calculator, planimeter, and other 

machines regularly employed in this type of work. I think also that at 

least the graduate student ought to be a member of one or more professional 

societies in the field of his special interest. 

I am beginning to get the conviction that in a great many phases of 

wildlife work - including the training of wildlife students - sheer physical : 
activity is being too widely substituted for habits of mature reflection 

and scientific judgment. I feel pretty Siegel oeee a with this idea. 

If you do, would it not be possible to emphasize her d there in the paper, 

the principle that the development of these habits of thinking is one of the 

chief - if not the chief - objects of university training? If we do not 

make this perfectly clear, we shall have lost the opportunity to apply some 

sort of brake to the headlong impetuosity of many organizations and institu- 

tions throughout the country. As you nowy, Enormous ee of factual



Professor Leopold -2- September 21, 1938 

matter (some of it good, some of it useless) is being thrown at the reading 
public with little evidence that it has been maturely judged or scientific- ; 
ally evaluated. I feel rather strongly about that, and while I have been 
an offender as much as the next man, I feel teat it is a principle that 
needs to be clearly enunciated. 

I must say that in a sense it ill becomes one who could not measure up 
to these standards to insist upon their adoption by others. The justifica- 
tion is clear, howeverg we ought to expect the future professionals in this 
field to have a good deal better training than we received. 

Sincerely yours, 

Rudolf Bewnitt 
RB aw Professor of Zoology 

|
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
Sherwood Plantation, : 

Thomasville, Ga. 
September 22, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
_ 424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 

During my latest absence in South Carolina your second drafe of 

“Professional Training in Wildlife Management" was received here, and was 

gome over with a lot of interest on my return recently. I am very glad 

+o say that I am enthusiastic over this presentation, and have no 

suggestions to offer;I do not see how the subject could be covered better 

than you have done, 

I agree with Prof. Bennitt that this might well be published in the 

Journal of Wildlife Management , with the idea that it may be adopted as 

an official statement of the Society at their next meeting. I also think the 

other suggestions in the same paragraph of his letter should be followed, 

With kind regards and hoping to see you soon, I am, 

Sincerely at 

: Herbert L,Stoddard 

Copy sent to Prof, Bennitt. . 

ie Peete Po. ae Zh hp. (ZL, ee 
ar ef TC rE ae foc, adored ea Oe tee 
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42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
September 19, 1938 

Sub-Committes on Professional Standards, 
The Wildlife Society 

Ralph 1. King, Director, Roosevelt Wildlife Yorest Experiment Station, 
Syracuse, New York 

H. L. Stoddard, Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia 
Walter P. Taylor, Faculty Exchange, College Station, Texas 

Gentlemen: 

I did not realize when I sent Rudolf Bennitt my “Professional 
Training in Wildlife Menegement" that he would use it ss 5 basis for a 
final proposal by the committee. It was drawn hurriedly snd has some 
obvious omissions and distertions of emphasis. 

Unless you have already written your reply, will you kindly use the 
modified draft attached, rather than the very rough one dated September 67 

Of course,the thing is still rough and badly in need of criticion, 
wt I think 4t comes nearer being a fair test of the idea of specifying 
standards without any large reliance on courses, years, degrees, and other 
terms of variable meaning. : 

Yours sincerely, 

r Aldo Leopold 

ce Bennitt



PROPRSSIONAL TRAINING IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMSUT 

Prepared by Aldo Leopold with assistance of other members of the Sub-Committee 
September 15, 1938 

Need, for Standards 

Many universities now offer professional training in wildlife management. 

Many young men are seeking information on how and where such training is to be 

had, ani how to prepare themselves for it. 

4s in any new professional field, there is widespread confusion in finding 

terms for comparing the adequacy of schools and for imparting counsel to those 

who ask for it. 

The Wildlife Society offers this report as the joint attempt of a committee 

of practicing wildlife managers to define what constitutes adequate training 

for the practice of their profession. 

Degrees of Training 

As in other fields of land use, there is no sharp line, and should be none, 

between the "farmer" of wildlife crops and the professional who can give seien- 

tifie advice on methods of cropping and coniuct research for now methods. 

All the intermediate grades of manpower are needed, and all grades of training, 

from vocational to professional, have 4 legitimate place. 

There is at present a ghorteze of vocational courses in wildlife management, 

and a tendency to attach to intermediate grades of training » higher label than 

their content merits. 

This report deals solely with that level of training which merite the term 

"professional." 

|
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Standards, 

Professional training is ordinarily defined in terms of years at school, 

courses taken, and degrees received. 

The lack of standard meanings partly invalidates these terms for our 

purposes, especially the lack of standards for specifying courses. The most 

elaborete curricula may be offered by the weakest schools. We therefore cannot 

define professional training in terms of courses. 

Years at school and degrees come nearer having » standard meaning. In 

general, the minimum period for professional training is five years of college 

work, four years of undergraduate work plus one year of graduate work. Six years 

is better, seven frequent in the better schools. 

In general, o master's degree is the minimum for professional standing. 

Tt by no means follows, however, that a student with six years of college 

work behind him and a master's degree in his pocket is prepared for professional 

practies. In the following pages we attempt to define preparedness in two stages: 

(A) At the time of ontering professional training. 

(B) At the time of completing professional training. 

We attempt to express preparedness at these two stages in terme of (1) what 

the student is, (2) what he knows, (3) what he can do, (4) how he thinks. 

A final section defines briefly the physical equipment of professional 

schools. 

Our hope is that these definitions will enable prospective students to 

arrive at a critical judgment of their own fitness for professional training, 

and that they will also enable wildlife schools to arrive at a critical judgment 

of their own adequacy.
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(A) At the Time of Entering 
Professional Training 

1. What He Is. The student should have a reasonably sound physique 

and &® cooperative personality. 

2. What He Knows. The student should have completed an ordinary under- 

graduate course, preferably with a major in some biological field. hat 

field does not matter. 

In addition to academic preparation, the student should have attained, 

by his own efforts, at least amateur status in some field of natural history 

(such as ornithology, mammalogy, or botany). Animals, plants and soils are 

the alphabet of wildlife management; a good school can in five years teach a 

student to spell words with it, but he mst in some degree know his alphabet 

at the start. 

3. Wheat He Can Do. More than average ability to express thoughts in 

writing and in speech is desirable. 

Some pre-existing skill in woodemanship, and in the field operations of 

farming, forestry or other land industries is desirable. 

4. How He Thinks. Ultimate professional calibre is a matter of scholarly 

habits of mind, both indoors and outdoors. The student who "likes the woods 

but dislikes to study” should be skeptical of his fitness for professional 

: training. 

The student who feels drawn to the "outdoors" but has never been impelled 

to undertake some systematic study of outdoor subjects on his own account 

should not expect any wildlife school to do it for him. That is to say, no 

wildlife school can make a professional man out of absolutely raw material 

in five years. Habitual self-teaching is a pre-requisite. 

(3B) At the Time of Completing 
Professional Training 

1. What He Is. To the personal qualities already mentioned the student 

should have added, during the course of his training, an intense conviction of
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the need for and usefulness of science as a tool for the accomplishment of 

conservation. 

2. What He Knows. The basic skill of the wildlife manager is to diagnose | 

the landscape, to discern and predict trends in its biotic community, and to 

modify them where necessary in the interests of conservation. To receive a 

professional degree, the student should be able to examine a piece of land 

(or water) and to deduce (1) its original condition end recent history, (2) the . 

present status of its principal wildlife species and the populetion trend and 

behavior of each, (3) the status of its economic uses and their effects on 

wildlife, (4) the modifications of economic use needed in the interest of wild- 

life, (5) the rough outlines of researches needed to refine and verify his 

diagnosis. 

fo diagnose the landscape the student must know ite component parte and 

something of their interrelationships. That is to say, he mst know its plants 

and animals, its soils and waters, and something of their interdependencies 

and competitions. He mst also know the industries dependent on that landscape, 

their effect upon it, and its effect upon then. 

He should also have some mental picture of the other professions which 

are trying to influence that landscape, how they go about their work, and how 

they help or hinder his own work. 

3. What He Gan Do. ‘fo acquire this knowledge, 4 student must have acquired 

certain technical skills in field, laboratory, and office operations. 

He should have made an inventory and map of the food, cover, and other 

environmental conditions on a sample area, and a plan for miking thet area more 

productive. He should have executed such a plan for a season, and drawn deductions 

from his experience.
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He should have planned and executed an animal census, and drawn deductions 

from it. 

He should have trapped, marked, released, and retaken animals for 

purposes of tracing movements, measuring density, or analyzing composition of 

the population. 

He should have found and observed nests or young, and recorded and analysed 

juvenile mortality data, 

He should have planned and executed some kind of quadrat for recurrent 

measurement of changes in vegetation. 

He should have developed some degree of expertness in "resding sign," that 

is,in determining, by inference from indirect evidence, the kinds, numbers, 

habits, and stetus of animals on an area and their relation to its plants and 

industries. 

He should have become an expert in at leagt one field of natural history, 

and to have developed some competence in the others. (By fields is meant birds, 

menmale, fish, reptiles, plants.) 

He should have collected and analyzed stomachs, pellets, and seats and 

recorded their contents. 

He should have made a usable bird study skin, extracted bones from a carcass, 

collected and prepared herbarium specimens of plants and plant foods. 

He should be able to score 50 per cent of usable negatives in ordinary 

technical photography. 

He should be able to "post" a carcass and arrive at some notion of its 

normality or pathology and its cause of death. He should know where and how to 

seek interpretation of what he cannot himself interpret. 

He should have compiled simple statistics, graphed them, and analyzed 

them in the light of statistical theory.
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He should be @ habitual reader of the current literature in wildlife 

management, natural history, ecology, and land use. 

He should know how to card, index, digest, and review and criticize such 

literature. 

He should speak well enough in public to be able to deseribe his readings 

and observations at professional or conservation meetings. 

4. How He Thinks. To receive a professional degree, the student should have 

selected, outlined, executed, and reported on a research project whieh the 

faculty is willing to stand behind as a contribution to professional knowledge. 

This means he shall have composed an account of his own original work good 

enough to be acceptable to professional journals. (This does aot imply that 

every professional student mst rush into print; only that his work be good 

enough to print. Premature publication is the mark of an inadequate school.) 

In viewing a landseape, he should habitually infer ite past and foresee 

its future; that is to say, he should think in terms, not of plant and animal 

species, but of communities, not of types but of successions. In this lies 

the difference between the static natural history of yesterday and the dynamic 

ecology of tomorrow. 

He should have developed his own views on simple questions of wildlife 

peliey, and be able to expound and defend those views in public. He should 

have developed some appreciation of the ethics and esthetics as well as economics 

of wildlife. 

He should have developed enough familiarity with the basic sciences to know 

when, how, and where to seek scientific advice on questions arising from his work. 

Last and foremost, he should have developed in some degree that imponderable 

combination of curiosity, skepticism, and objectivity known as “the scientific 

attitude."
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Equipment of Professional Schools 

The foregoing “intellectual tools" cannot be imparted to students without 

certain intellectual and physical equipment for teaching. 

First of all, no institution without an output in wildlife researeh can ! 

possible teach wildlife management of professional grade. To add to the 

student's knowledge the teacher mst habitually be adding to his own. If the 

teacher has no output, his knowledge is, at best, second-hand. 

Second, no institution can teach wildlife management of professional grade 

without land on which the ecological experiments are being made for the purpose 

of testing the techniques of management. That is to say, a school mst be 

practicing management and critically appraising its success before it can teach 

students to do likewise. 

Third, no institution can teach wildlife management without a wildlife 

library and reference collections in process of active expansion. 

The student will do well, in oiuities a school, to ask about its research 

output, its management areas, its library, and its reference collections rather 

than its buildings, curricula, and appropriations. These ate the trappings of 

scholarship, and mean little without the scholarship itself. 

A list of professional wildlife schools is issued by the U. §. Biological 

Survey, Washington, D. ¢. 

|



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Comittee on Professional Standards Columbia, Moe Pe Re ata September 13, oe 

To Committee membera:- Edminster, Errington, Hubbs, King, Leopold, Rul, Stoddard, raylor, (Bennitt). Cd: Allen, Cahalane, 

Gentlemen: 

Referring to Paragraph 2, Page 9 of my letter to you dated 
August 19, 1958, I received the other day from Mre Leopold a se- 
cond draft of the statement on "Professional Training in Wildlife 
Management" which 1s intended for publication by this Committee. 
A copy of this second draft is enclosed herewith. 

Will you please examine it carefully at your early convenience, 
weiting your suggestions for additions, correctiOns, or deletions to 
Mr. Leopold, who is chairman of the subcommittee the other members of 
Ghiok are Eine, Stoddard, and Taylor. Leopold's new address is: 
424 University Farm Place, Madison, Wisconsine 

On receipt of your commnications, the subcommittee will then be 
in a@ position to produce a final draft which will represent the con- 
sensus of the entire committee~--unless there are very important dif- 
ferences of opinion which must be ironed out by further correspondence. 
(If there are, we should certainly do so). 

One paragraph of Leopold's 9/8 letter should be passed on to you:- 

" I quote for the edification of the committee a sentence from 
Stoddard's letter: ‘Are we not making an undue showing of our imma- 
turity as a profession by all this talk of courses, universities and | 
so forth, as though they were the aim of wildlife management, rather 
than a desirable transitory period in the life of a wildlife manager?!" 

Concerning publication, my own view is that we should send our ys 
final draft to the Journal of Wildlife Management as soon as it is 
finished, without awaiting final approval by the Society at its next 
meeting. If the Society then adopts it as an official statement, well 
and good, and my guess is that the Society will do this. If not, a 
statement representing the consensus of the nine of us ought to be a 
useful contribution to the literature anyway. I suggest that Leopold 
should be listed as the author, with the other eight men listed in a 
footnote as collaborators, together with a statement to the effect that 
we are the members of the Committee on Professional Standards, 

I shall send Leopold my comments separately, and I urge you all to 
do the same as soon as convenient. 

How are the other subcommittees coming along? 

} Since ly yours, 

LE? iby, = 
; f 7 

Y ZL AL C4 7" * 
Rudo + Boar tt, Chairman



42h University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 
September 8, 1938 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
106 Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourd | 

Dear Rudolf: 

Your circular of August 19 and also a personal letter from 
Herbert Stoddard seemed to agree in urging me to re-draft the material on 
‘What Is A Wildlife Manager?" in terms of your “Four Points." This I have 
done roughly in the attached paper. 

I notico that some of the committee, particularly Himinster, insist upon defining training in terms of courses. I think Miminster's 
difficulty is that he has been attached only to good institutions and is 
unaware of the fact that some of the weakest schools have the most elab- 
orate curricula. Under these eiroumstances I simply cannot seare up any 
enthusiasm for incorporating lists of courses in our report, for it is 
bound to encourage rather than discourage the wild-catting of wildlife 
education. 

In the attached draft I have tried to abolish the arbitrary 
assumption of farm game a8 subject matter and made the wording applicable to 
any kind of wildlife. : 

I quote for the edification of the committee a sentence from 
Stoddard's letter: “are we not making an undue showing of our immaturity 
as a profession by sll this talk of courses, universities and so forth, as 
though they were the aim of wildlife management, rather than a desirable | 

. transitory period in the life of a wildlife manager? # 

Yours sincerely, 

| 
enel Aldo Leopold | 

Copy to Stoddard | 

| 

|
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Professional Training in Wildlife Management 

Need for Standards 

Many universities now offer professional training in wildlife management. é 

Many young men are seeling information on how and where such wedutun is to 

be had and how to prepare for it. As in any new professional field, there is | 

widespread confusion in finding terms for comparing the adequacy of schools 

and for imparting counsel to those who ask for it. | 

< The Wildlife Society offers this report as the joint attempt of a committee 

of practicing wildlife managers to define what constitutes adequate training 

for the practice of their profession. 

Degrees of Training i 

As in other fields of land use, there is no sharp line, and should be none, 

between the “farmer” of wildlife crops and the professional who can ane 

scientific advice on methods of cropping and conduct research for new methods. 2 

All the intermediate grades of manpower are needed, and all grades of training, 

from vocational to professional, have a legitimate place. ; 

There is at present a shortage of vocational courses in wildlife management, 

‘and a tendency to attach to intermediate grades of training a higher label than 

their content merits. : : 

This report deals solely with that level of training which morits the term 

"professional." 

Professional training is ordinarily defined in terms of years at school, 

courses taken, and degrees received. 

The lack of standards partly invalidates these terns for our purposes, - - 

especially the lack of standards for specifying courses. : The most elaborate e 

curricula may be offered by the weakest schools. : é
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| Years at school and degrees come nearer having a standard meaning. a 

s In general, the minimum period for professional training is five years of : 

college work, four years of undergraduate work plus one year of graduate work. 

Six ve is better, seven frequent in the better schools. 2 

: In goneral, a master's degrees is the minimum for professional standing. : 3 

It by no means follows, however, that a student with six years of : ’ 

college work behind him and a master's degree in his pocket is prepared for s 

s professional practice. In the following pages we attempt to define preparedness | 

in two stages: r : : 

(A) At the time of entering professional training. 

(B) At the time of completing professional training. 

We attempt to express preparedness at these two stages in terms of 

(1) What the student is 

: _ (2) That he knows 

(3) What he ean do | 

(8) How he thinks. 
J A final section defines briefly the wuvetinn’ equipment of professional : 

schools. : . 4 

Our hope is that these definitions will enable prospective studeats to : 

arrive at a critical judgmont of their own fitness for professional training, ee 

: and that they will enable wildlife schools to arrive at a critical. judgment ‘ 

of their own adequacy. : 4 

‘ 

, Ss 

poe ‘ i RCN seca
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(A) At the Time of Entering x 
Professional Training 

1. What He is. The student should have a reasonably sound physique and 

a cooperative personality. 

2. What He Knows. The student should have completed an ordinary unier- i 
graduate course, preferably with a mejor in some biological field. What field ; 

does not matter. : x 

In addition to academic preparation, the student should have attained, by 
his own efforts,at least amateur status in some field of natural history (such 

as ornithology, mammalogy, or votany). ; 

3. What He Gan Do. More than average ability to express thoughts in writing 
and in speech is desirable. | 

Some pre-existing skill in woodsmanship, and in the field operations of eS 

farming, forestry or other land industries is desirable. : : <a 

4. How He Thinks. Ultimate professional calibre is a matter of scholarly 

habits of mind, both indoors and outdoors. The student who "likes the woods 

‘bat dislikes to study" should be skeptical of his fitness for professional 

training. ; ‘ ; 

-(B) At the Time of Completing ” 
: ‘ Professional fraining 

1. What He Js. To the personal qualities already mentioned the student 

should have added, during the course of his training, an intense conviction of ao ‘ 

the need for and usefulness of science as a tool for tho accomplishment of ] 

conservation. os 

2. What He Knows. The basic skill of the wildlife manager is to diagnose , 

the landscape, to discern and predict create in its biotic commnity, ani to : 

modify them where necessary in the interests of conservation. To receive a ag
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professional degree, the student should be able to examine a piece of land : 

(or water) ena to deduce (1) its original condition ana recent history, (2) the : 
present status of its principal wildlife species and the population trend and 2 

behavior of each, (3) the statue of its economic uses and their effects on wild- i 
life, (4) the modifications of economic nae nestet in the interest of wildlife, / 5 

(5) the rough outlines of researches needed to refine and verify his diagnosis. 2 

To diagnose a landscapes the student mst know its component parts and : 

something of thelr interrelationships. That is to say, he mst know its plants 3 

end animsls, its soils and waters, and something of their interdependencies and ‘ 

; competitions. He must also know the industries dependent on that landscape, 

their effect upon it, and its effect upon them. : 

3- What He Gan Do. To acquire this knowledge, a student mst have acquired 

: certain technical skills in field, laboratory, and office operations. 
Field Operations : 

He should have made an inventory ani map of food, cover, and other 

2 environmental conditions and a plan for making the envi ronment more productive. : 

He should have execsted sath a plan for a season pnd fram Aeiuotions fron his - 

He should have planned and executed an animal census, and drawn deductions g 

from it. oe 
' He should have trapped, marked, released, and retaken animals for purposes aa 

of population census or diagnosis. ; ; 

He should have found and observed nests or young, and recorded and analyzed = 

juvenile nortality data. ; ee a 
He should have planned and executed some kind of quadrat for recurrent a 

5 measurement of changes in vegetation. | 

ee He should have become an expert in at least one field of natural history, 

and to have developed some competence in the others. (By fields is meant birds, 

mammals, fish, reptiles, plants.) Ai
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Laboratory Operations 

He should have collected and analyzed stomachs, pellete, and scats 

and recorded their contents. : : : 

- He should have made a usable bird study skin, extracted bones from a 

carcass, collected and prepared herbarium specimens of plants and plant foods. f 

He should be able to score 50 per cent of usable negatives in ordinary 3 
technical photography. : 

He should be able to “post” 2 carcass and arrive at some notion of its . 

normality or pathology ana its omse of death. : 

; Office Spsnahtinn : 

He should have compiled simple statistics, grayhed then, and analysed 
then in the light of statistical theory. 

fle should be an habitfual reader of the current literature in wildlife a 

management, natural history, ecology, and land use. 

He should know how to card, index, digest, and review such literature. 

He shovld speak well enough in public to be able to deseribe his readings 

and observations at professional or conservation meetings. 

: 4. How He Thinks. To receive a professional degree, the student should : 

_ have selected, outlined, executed, and reported on a. research project which the 

foculty 48 willing to stend behind as 2 contribution to professional knowledge. 

This means he shall have composed an account of his original work good enough : 1 

' to be acceptable to professional journals. ; ‘ 

.He should have developed his ow views on simple questions of wildlife : 

peliay, and ve alle to expound snd datenl thoes view tn public, Ke sheclabars | 

developed some appreciation of the ethics and esthetics as well as economics - 

of wildlife. 3 

He should have developed enough familiarity with the basic sciences to know 4 

| , : <a 
we ie
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when, how, and where to sek scientific advice on questions arising from his 

work. . i ; 5 

Last and foremost, he should have developed in some degree that 

imponderable bute of curiosity, skepticism, and impartiality known as ey 

"the selentific attitude." : 

; Equipment of Professional Schools | 

The foregoing “intellectual tools" cannot be Sensiiten to students without : 

certain intellectual and physical equipment for teaching. f 

First of all, no institution without an output in wildlife research can 

possibly teach wildlife management of professional grade. To add to the 

student's knowledge the teacher mst habitually be adding to his own. If the "0 

teacher has no output, his knowledge is, at best, second-hand. 

Second, no institution can teach wildlife management of professional grade 

without lan@ on which the techniques of management are in operation and their 

results in process of measurement. ‘ 

The student will do well, in selecting a school, to ask about its research 

output and management areas, rather than its buildings and curricula. Its 

libraries and Seferense collections are likewise important. ; 

= ‘ A list of professional schools is issued by the U. S. Biological Survey, ; 

‘Washington, D |
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COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA y 

August 23, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

1532 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 
: 

Prof. Bennitt seems to have written my name in longhand as a member of 

a& sub-committee of which you are Chairmm to prepare a draft of some sort 

of "geheral Standards..." to be submitted to the full Coumittee by October lst. 

As I have some time now, but am apt to be involved in all sorts of things 

goon, I though I would drop you a note now offering to assist in any possible 

way. I may see you in Madison before that time, but have no plans yet as 

to my hurried trip to Rockford. 

I have every confidence that you alone can draft something of which 

we can all be proud,along the lines of your “What is a Wildlife Menager", but just 

wanted to present a few thoughts while here and at leisure. In the first 

place, 2 heartily agree with your owm approach, and with the sentiments 

expressed by Prof, ?ennitt under the four points brought out in his 

communication of the 19th. I am personally in favor of a very simple, 

generalized statement, and think it would be premature to get involved in a 

long discussion of college courses, as guides to students and institutions, 

at this time. I ama firm believer that the fumction of an institution of 

higher learning ( a detached viewpoint, as I have never personally attended such 

an institution as you well lmow) is to teach the student to think, and to 

help him find out how to use the worlds accumulated knowledge to the best 4 

advantage. If the institution can do that the worthwhile student can take the 

initiative in acquiring the other tools of a profession, with the facilities 

made available of library, labratory and so forth. Crauming a man with'courses® 

be they ever so good, will never make an outstanding man in the wildlife sae 

field, without many other things he must acquire himself, 

To me it seems comparablé, Christianity. A man may be aided in becoming a . 

good Christian by listening to the preacher, put after all he has the same } 

sources of information (no more,no less) as the preacher,and can get the information 

himself if the has the proper mental powers and enthusiasm, without ever 

seeing the inside of a church, If a more or less “idealw list of courses must 

be prepared, to assist students and institutions, would it not be as good or better 

+o present this seperately, and not mix it up with the statement in question ? 

In a new profession where a student and his taachers must learn together (ia): ; 

there any other established profession with only one Goxt book?) courses in ny 

opinion should come second to field studies in the open , , 

As far as the "standards't set up by the Membership Committee are 

concerned, they seem to me excellent as far as they go. But I think that this a 

Committee and the Council should always reserve the right to pass for &ctive adh 

Membership individuals who have accomplishnents to their credit in the we 

profession,no matter how bad they may look on paper, and also to reject those 

who look good on paper but have wealmesses otherwise that may be well know. _ 

Those who have to do with the selection of Active Members should be able to a 

ie accept or reject on the basis of the man,and what he can do a3 evidenced ei em * 

Pee ‘ , came For See NR Shar Ae SH a a
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by his accomplishments, publications and so forth. Were it not that other things, 
such as possibly personal popularity and aitendance at mectings that may have ee 
a bearing, I would much prefer electing Active Members as is done in the A.O.U. Ris 
where individuals well beyond their school days are elected in open meeting of = 
the Avtive Membership entirely on the basis of accomplishment in their field, ae 
But enough of this rambling; you will think probably that I consider that 5 JG oe 
all are out of step but yours truly, iy ae 

‘ot ae 
But the thought I am trying to get over is thisjare we not making an undue ee 

showing of our immaturity as a profession by all this talk of courses, Universities _ 
and so forth, as though they were the aim of wildlife management ,rather than ee 
a desirable transitory period in the life of a wildlife manager? While all of these 
“growing pains“ are allright within our Committees as our thoughts crystalize, I 
hope that when we get dow to publication in the Journal; I personally hope that epee 
the statement of "General Standards” we will finally agree on will be a . a 
combination of the thoughts expressed in your presentation, with the four Bini 
points brought out by Prof, Bennitt, I emphatically do not agree with the ioe 
viewpoint that Inowledge of actual field technique should be supressed in this == 
statement. I would consider a knowledge of labratory technique (actual i ig 
making of study skins,autopsy technique and pathological examination, food i ee 
examinations and identifications, etc. ), and field technique ( how to hold oa 
animals in captivity and to propogate them, the principles of nursury work and oe 
culture of vegetations, etc.) on a par with ecolagical theory and so forth, eae 

| Tt ia true that use of this Imowledge may be called into play but ocassimally, 
A and we may want to avoid too much stress on nursury practice, artificial tite 

propagation and artificial measures generally as against more natural ecological  —_— 
manipulations, but that does not lessen their importance as tools of the ra 

Wildlife manager, who will need all of these things in the vast amount of Die 
controlled experimentation necessary to advancing his profession, ee 

I suppose my reaction to all this talk of colleges and courses is due to tne 
fact that I am a practicing wildlife mmager,and have been for a long time, Le 
while the mjority of our members are the teachers and the taught, and are in baa . 

es this angle of the game up to their ears. You are both and are in an te 
excellent position to draft a document that is really in balance. I for one ae 
am looking forward with very great interest to what will come forth. re 

cn Am sending a copy of this rambling thinking out loud to Prof, Bennitt, but He 
4 otherwise would just as soon not have it circulated in its present forms Co i 

Ms as 
How about putting a weeks hunt on Sherwood on your calander for this ‘ie ae “a 

Fall or Winter; a combination affair of bow and arrow, shotgun and ae 
conversation, am again extending a pressing invitation, a 

A ene 
png ours, : 

A an x Gee fe ae 

i rai ag 

d ee ae 

bikes ‘eines 

att ae i 
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ae THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Committee on Professional Standards Columbia, Mo. 
TD. Porn August 19, 1938% 

To Comnittee members:~ Edminster, Errington, Hubbs, King, Leopold, 
“~ ““Ruhl, Stoddard, Taylor, (Bennitt). Cre Allen, Cahalane. 

Gentlemen: = 

Replies to my June 1 letter have been received from all except 
King and Ruhl. They were long and detailed (as requested) and I 
can't send them to you verbatim; instead, I will try to summarize 
the opinions presented. 

We are mich further along our road than we have been, and it 
seems to be clear in the minds of the majority of the Committee 
that we should now concentrate on two things:- (1) Standards for 
Active Membership in the Society, with the cooperation of the Men- 
bership Committee; (2) standards which can be presented to pro- 
spective students and which training-institutions may use if they wish. 

Turning first, however, to some of the collateral matters men- 
tioned in my letter of June l:- 

Publication standards. 

eee Edminster, Hubbs, and (by implication) Taylor believe 
it is feasible to prepare a bulletin or article on pies te coe stand- 
ards. Stoddard feels we should wait before publishing it until we 
are further along---a view which I share---and Leopold doesn't think 
we can do anything that McAtee is not now doing. 

Apparently the entire Committee¢? feels that something is ween 
with a good deal of published material. But is this not an effec 
of too-low scientific standards, rather than something that should 
now be treated separately? A man is apt to write in mech the way 
that he thinks. It seems to me that if we are successful in empha- 
sizing certain standards of thinking, the writing will take care of 
itself, with the aid of the various editors; if we aren't, it won't. 

Therefore, important though the matter is, I suggest that we 
defer concrete action on it until more progress has been made in the 
two matters mentioned in the second paragraph above. Meanwhile, I 
am going to ask Errington to develop, in publishable form, the ideas 
which he has already expressed; these will be submitted again to the 
Committee and will form a valuable supplementary opinion to back up 
our statements concerning the standards mentioned above. 

Consultation with Society membership and institutions. 

Edminster, Leopold, and Errington think not, though Edminster 
properly suggests that we should feel free to consult selected indi- 
viduals and institutions if we wish. Taylor says, “After submission 
to the directors of the Society and whoever corresponds to our Execu- 
tive Committee, we should refer all these matters to the general mem- 
bership of the Society." Hubbs and Stoddard agree with Ruhl's pro- 
posal "in principle", but think the results would not justify the enor- 
mous amount of paper-work involved, Most of us, then, agree that
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while all the specific recommendations of this Committee must be 

passed upon by the membership of the Society, we shall probably make 

more rapid progress, for the present at least, working by ourselves. 

Civil Service grades and standards, 

T have had to do some reading between the lines in your replies 

to this question, but the consensus appears to be somewhat as follows:- 

Civil Service grades and standards are about the only objective 

way of evaluating the Imowledge acquired at institutions all over the 

country. Therefore, if these standards are what they should be, 

analysis of the records made by students in Civil Service examinations 

ak pe very useful in evaluating the institutions themselves. 

In the minds of some of our members, however, there appear to be 

two doubts, which with meagre information I confess to sharing:- 

(a) Is the quality of 4 training-institution properly meas- 

ured by the information that it enables its students to put down on 

paper, or are there other things---certain imponilerables, perhaps--= 

that are just as important XBM& and that would not appear in Civil 

Service grades? 

(b) Is the actual information called for on Civil Service 

examinations always the type which brings out the real fundamentals of 

wildlife management? 

On this important matter some quoted opinions are called for:- 

Taylor:- "the problem of ranking schools on the basis of grades made 

by their students in Civil Service exeminations should be 

considered along with the other problems of institutional 

standards. ---+- We should concern ourselves most earnestly 

with Civil Service standards." 

Stoddard:- "As the S.A.F. has seen fit to stress this largely, there 

must be some merit to the procedure, but I do not know 

enough about it to have a worthwhile opinion." 

Erringtont- "Yes, I believe that something might be done with civil 

service grades, assuming that examination questions are 

pertinent. --- I think by 211 means we should raise civil 

service standards in any way that we can. I don't know, 

however, just how one would go about it, Certainly we 

must come to some agreement among ourselves and we must 

guard against taking steps that may be thought meddlesome. 

But if the $.A.F. can do it to advantage, I don't see why 

we can't." 

Haminster:- "Sooner or later we will find it desirable to tabulate eivil 

service examination grades for blologists' positions. TI 

therefore recommend that we proceed into this work at the 

earliest opportunity. It might be well for a subcommittee 

assigned to this tuby to contact Dr. H. H. Chapman of the 

corresponding committee of the S.A.F. relative to means of 

getting the d&sired data. Possibly some of our members 

already know how to go about this, put I personally do note"
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Hybbst- Says he is insufficiently informed. 

Leopold:- "As to Civil Service grades, I consider them not useful for 
rating purposes." $ 

Clearly we cannot decide whether or not Civil Service standards 
and grades are useful to us untii we decide what our own standards are. 

Nevertheless, pending the latter decision we can proceed to acquaint 

ourselves with the modus operandi used by the S.A.F. I am going to 

ask Edminster and Hubbs to act as 4 subcommittee to draw up, for the 
use of all of us, an outline of the procedure of the S.A.F. Sandards 

Committee with reference to all matters pertaining to the Civil Service. 

(FOE: his isn't just because you suggested the subcommittee). They 

shook get in touch with each other, with Dr. Chapman, and with other 
members of our committee who may be more familiar with S.A.F. procedure; 

I hope that the latter will write them without solicitation, sending me 

copies of the correspondence if they wish. We shall run into this 

problem eventually and inevitably, and we might as well prepare for it. 

Turning next to the two major issues stated in the 2nd paragraph, 
Page 1 of this letter:s- 

Standards for Active Membership in the Society. 

On July 7 I wrote Chairman Gardiner Bump of the Membership Committee, 
ae attitude of him and his committee concerning the function of 

the Standards Committee in this matter. His reply, dated August 6, is 

self-explanatory; a copy is enclosed herewith, There has been no word 

from him since, so I take it that no one on his committee disagrees 

strongly with his view of the matter, We mst therefore assume thet the 

Membership Committee expects us to formulate the standards for Active 

Membership which, after approval by the Society, the Membership Committee 

will proceed to apply to prospective members and to present Associate 

Members. 

The only member of our committee who definitely disagrees with 

this division of responsibility is Taylor, who says, "We should have 

nothing to do with standards of active members in the Society." 

Other opinions are as follows:- 
Stoddard:- “We should sound out the Membership Committee on this and 

be guided accordingly." 
Hubbszj# We should “at least offer advice on the matter." 

nster:- Mwe should proceed to consider standards for Active Member- 

ship in the Society, provided you can reach an agreement with the 

Membership Committee. 
Errington:- "It may really be our duty to consider standards for active 

me? rehip, much as I would be pleased to leave that to someone 

else. 
Leopold:- "To my mind the first move on Questions 1 and 3" (a statement 

of general standards) "is identical, and is already before us." 
Bennitt:- I think we must all agree that the standards for Active Mem- 

bership and the standards for real competence in the wildlife field 
are necessarily identical or nearly so; I cannot see how they can 
be far apart or how our committee can escape considering both. 

¢
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The first thing to do is evidently for each of us to read over 
again the tentative statement of standards for Active Membership pre- 
sented at Baltimore by the Membership Committee (Jour.Wildlife Manage- 
ment, April, 1938, pp. 70-72). You will recall from an earlier letter 
that these were not formally adopted by the Society; they are therefore 
not binding in any wey and they serve merely as a basis for discussion. 

I am going to ask Errington (as a former member of the Membership 
Committee) and Ruhl to do another jobs- To receive commnications from 
each member of the Committee expressing our views of this tentative 
statement; I suggest that you send your letters to Errington; after 
mastication and preliminary digestion, he can then send the results to 
Ruhl for further digestion, the ne oe pea to be referred again to the 
whole Standards Committee for assimilation and use. I suspect that our 
treatment of this tentative statement may be colored largely by our 
activity in the next matter to be discussed, 

General standards for the wildlife profession. 

Since this matter is really the core of our work, I shall quote 
verbatim the opinions received concerning Leopold's preliminary draft, 
Which was sent you on June 1:- 

Hubbs:- "A statement on the various requirements for technical work 
Should be valuable, even now. But we should try to grade technical 
work into more than one classification. Most managers and execu- 
tives ought to have some technical training or at least understand- | 
ing; many managers will need to cover a very wide field, often | 
including fish as well as game management, and we should not expect | 
these men to have as full qualifications in all ways as the special- | 
ist; as the army of investigation grows there will be need of pri- 
vates as well as officers. Our brochure should give some inkling 
as to what stratum inf the field a given type of training will 
likely fit the student or apprentice. I would like to see any | 
statement dealing with formal college ber gines in wildlife contain | 
the strong was twaieh we aré proposing to write into the forth- 
coming North American Fish Policy) that the student serve some | 
actual apprenticeship before his training is considered complete | 
enough to warrant entering on a full-time position.¥ | 

"I suppose you as chairman would have the job of drafting a 
provisional statement on qualifications for wildlife work, for 
committee suggestions and eventual approvals; or that you should 
appbint a subcommittee to do the first job. Leopold's writeup 
is good as usual, but would have to be more than slightly para- | 
phrased to apply to the perhaps more complicated fish management 
angle. Many of the points he makes apply fully and strongly to 
any side of wildlife training. The point he emphasizes of ability 
to "look" at a piece of land and tell its history and life and 
possibilities is particularly inapplicable to our side of the game, 
because we can't see much of the fish environment by just looking 
at the water. 

"I think the statement should be published in the Journal, and 
made more available as a brochure for wide distribution to and at 
various centers of training, good, bad and indifferent." 

Taylort- "One mist have a good deal more than a knowledge of the plant 
and animal species in order to read a landscape. Although not 
mentioned by Leopold, the interrelationships between species, their
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successional relations, indicator significance, are at least as im- 
portant as their names. The rich field of ecological analogies, 
while very little worked up to date, is perhaps as important to | 
the wildlife specialist as that of systematic homologies. 

"It appears to me that mammalogy as well as ornithology and | 
botany should be a part of the equipment of a field naturalist. 

One should certainly have managed, or collected data on, an 
area, for a period, not only of a season, but of one entire year 
in order to have experienced a full gamut of seasonal problems. 

"One should have the personality to sell himself and his work 
to the reasonable part of the general public. In the absence of 
these qualifications all the others will go for very little. 

"T am not at all certain that the wildlife specialist should | 
necessarily be a gardener and nurseryman, as indicated by Leopold. 1 
It seems to me that the tendency toward making our profession an 
adjunct to landscape art, nursery practice and poultry husbandry 
is wrong. Personally, I feel that if a wildlife specialist can 
work out ways and means to avoid nursery practice, artificialized 
landscape art and poultry husbandry in building up a natural wild- 
life supply, his qualifications are far superior to those of the 
nurseryman type of specialist. 

. “Finally, in order to be a capable wildlife specialist, it 
strikes me that one must have a freedom from egotism and a reali- 
zation that one individual cannot possibly know it all. He 
should be strong enough and have self-confidence enough to consult 
freely with other wildlife specialists and with specialists in other 
fields, relative to problems which come up in the regular course of 
his work. It is a poor and inefficient physician who will not 
call a better man in consultation.¥ 

"Tt seoms to me the time has come to make a protest on the 
term Wildlife 'manager,' a protest which I hope will continue until 
the cognomen 'manager' is forever cast into the limbo of things 
discarded." 

(Taylor\afpended to his 1 ra copy of a sta\gment by 
Dr. Davis of his institutign along these lin a copy 
is at ed to the prese etter.) 

Stoddard:-"Leopoldts draft of ‘What is a Wildlife Manager! has been 
gone over with great interest. It meets my views so much better 
than I could poemiecy express them, that I am in agreement in using 
this as a basis. His 'Qualifications for a Professional Degreet 
indicate what the ideal wildlife manager of the future should be as 
far as training is concerned, and what the teachers of the future 
erop of wildlife managers should be now if they are to do their job 
right. It can be set up as an ideal ror institutions teaching 
wildlife management, and for students who desire to qualify them- 
selves for teaching in this field, in my opinion. My suggestions 
for minor changes in wording, and for a few additions are as 
follows :- 

“Page 2, Paragraph 2: Under 'Qualifications for a Professional 
Degree,' I suggest "the probable status*® as a substitute for "the 
present status. 

"“Seme heading, Page 2, Paragraph 4, proposed change of wording: 
'He should have a working knowledge of the mrnithology, mammalogy, 
herpetology and botany of his own State, and should know the litera- 
ture to a corresponding degree.'! My reason for the proposed re- 
wording of this paragraph is that I believe managers of upland
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wildlife will need a balanced knowledge of these four sciences 
in about equal degree. 

"As an additional and last paragraph under the heading, 
‘Qualifications for a Professional Degree,' would suggest the 
following: ‘He should have some general knowledge of animal 
parasitology and pathology and how to proceed to get the de- 
tailed information KHH@#a required in specific cases,.! 

"On Page 3, under ‘Laboratory and Office Experience,! 
would suggest (2nd Paragraph) the wording 'made a usable study 
skin! as a substitute for 'made a usable bird skin.! 

"Believe publication in the Journal would be a good way to 
get this before the Society, nr students and institu- | 
tions teaching wildlife management. They should all be readers 
of our publication." | 

Errington:- "My views on training were fairly well incorporated in the 
article om wildlife research as a profession (Scientific Monthly, 
383 554-560, 1954). In addition, I am much inclined to favor 
Leopold's policy of having students #8 do a certain amount of 
field work, but feel that one season's work may not be sufficient. 

"If and when we prepare some sort of statement, the Journal 
of Wildlife Management should be a suitable place for publication. 
An adequate number of reprints of the report could doubtless be 
fun off and distributed among the more important libraries and 
schools." 

Edminster:- "Professor Leopold has done his usual exeéllent job of pre- 
ciate his subject. In considering his paper, I have tried to 
place myself in the position of a student who is desirous of enter-~ 
ing the wildlife management field and the chairman of a faculty 
committee in charge of the wildlife management curriculum at a 
college. I then have asked myself the question, 'Does this paper 
tell me how I should plan my college curriculum to be thoroughly 
trained in the field of wildlife management?! and 'Does this paper 
assist me in developing an adequate curriculum for the training of 
young men in the field of wildlife management?! fo both questions 
my answer is that the paper is helpful but still not very specific. 
Professor Leopold says that the standards for professional training 
must be indirect. This is true, but it is also true that insofar 
as possible they should be direct. 

"In this third paragraph he lists the specifications as ‘number 
of years in school, the number and kind of courses taken, and the 
degrees received.! To this I would add requirements of sumner 
experience. 

"Throughout his paper Professor Leopohd, by stating what a man 
should be able to do, infers the types of training he should have. 
However, I believe that we can go considerably farther along this 
line by definitely stating what we feel to be the fundamental types 
of training for work in the field of wildlife management, Probably 
if each one of us were to list the subject matter courses that we 
felt essential to a proper professional training in the field, these 
lists would vary considerably, but only by so doing can we merge 
our thoughts and arrive at some baseline which may be helpful G 
the training institutions. In order to start the ball rolling 
toward this goal, I submit my judgment as to what formal courses 
the students should have to be properly trained for the field of 
wildlife management. In giving this list I recognize fully that 
many students who are definitely training for specialized fields 
within the broad field of wildlife management will want to omit 
weny of these studies and add further advanced courses in certain 

NES.
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"In the field of Zoology, the student should have a general 
course followed by a course in Vertebrate Zoology. This should 
then be followed by courses in Ornithology, Mammalogy, Compara- 
tive Anatomy, and Animal Ecology. In the field of Botany, a 
general course should be followed by courses in Woody Plants, 
Advanced Plant Taxonomy, Plant Propagation, Plant Ecology, and 
Genetics, At least two courses in Forestry, Silviculture and 
Mensuretion and Management should be included. In the field of 
Agronomy, a course in soils and one in field crops should be mini- 
mum requirements. In the field of Engineering, 2 course in 
general agricultural engineering including surveying, water im- 
poundment, concrete structures, etc., and one in mechanical draw- 
ing should be included. Courses in Bacteriology and Parasitology 
are highly desirable although the latter might well be replaced by 
a specific course in wildlife diseases and parasites. 

"With these courses in the basic sciences, courses in the 
field of practical wildlife management, wildlife administration, 
and wildlife research should be given. Practical wildlife manage- 
ment might be broken up into the following courses: woodlot- 
wildlife, farm-wildlife, migratory-wildlife, wilderness-wildlife, 
and fisheries. A course in the administration of wildlife re- 
sources and in public relations in wildlife administration should 
be included. A library course in wildlife literature and library 
technique and one or more courses in wildlife research techniques 
should be included in the curriculum. 

"The list as given covers approximately three solid years of 
formal study. It is obvious that such a curriculum could not be 
completed in a four-year course since I have not listed many of 
the general courses required by colleges as well as supplemental ; 
courses in the field of Natural Science. 

"Professor Leopold is not explicit as to the meaning of his 
term ‘professional degree.! If by this he means at least a 
Master's degree, then I am in almost complete agreement with him 
as to most of his objective requirements, I do not believe that 
the colleges should give a degree designated in wildlife manage- 
ment in less than five years. Upon this premise, I coneur with 
Leopold in his requirements that the student should have completed 
a research project, composed articles on his research projects 
acceptable to EMM professional journals, and made a beginning in 

_ public relations work. I question his requirement that the man 
'should have planted and maintained some kind of aursery,' inasmuch 
as nursery work is a complete field in itself and to a degree is 
distinct from wildlife management. If such a vexalvenanh wore 
desirable, I would think it just as desirable to require that the 
student have raised at least two species of game birds successfully 
in eaptivi ty. 

It seems to me that Professor Leopold has given undue emphasis 
to certain minor matters, particularly in his list of KX&£EX 'labora- 
tory and office experience,.! It is certainly advantageous if a 
man can prepare herbarium te coat analyze stomach contents, take 
good photographs, and compile and analyze statistics, but I question 
whether these should be requirements for general training in wild- 
life management. 

"Now to get back to some other requirements which we might 
suggest to institutions in the training of men for the field of 
wildlife management. I have already mentioned that I consider ‘ 
summer work an important requirement. I believe that every summer
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between scholastic years should be spent by the student on pro- 
jects approved by the proper faculty committee and that the stu- 
dent should be required to report on these projects at the end of 

" the work period. Satisfactory completion of this type of work 
; should be mandatory to the ebtaining of a degree. 

"I believe we all recognize the desirability of limiting the | 
numbers of students graduating with degrees in wildlife management. 
I have already suggested that not less than a Master's degree be 

‘ accepted as a professional degree in wildlife management. I be-~ 
lieve that it would also be desirable for the college to set up 

‘i definite limitations on the number of students who may be accepted 
as candidates for such degrees or even for a Bachelor's degree 
when the major is in the field of wildlife management. It is my 
suggestion that, if a man has passed and completed two years of 
undergraduate work, a faculty committee should pass upon his appli- 
cation for candidacy to graduation or advanced work in the field of 
wildlife management. if the number of students were definitely 
limited at this time and only those who have shown highly acceptable 
qualifications both scholastically and otherwise in their first two 
years be accepted, the flood of unadapted and poorly trained men 
desiring to enter this field might at least be partially stemmed," 

Bennitts~ I have probably had less experience in this sort of thing 
than any of the rest of you. ‘Therefore I shall present some general 
principles only:- 

There are just four things about a prospective wildlife student 
that a teacher or an loyer has to know:- 

(1) What ha tbe This involves his personality, physique, 
and other personal traits that can't be taught in courses. 

t2) What he knows. Some of this can be learned in his 
courses, but we might as well abandon at once any idea that a multi- 
plicity of courses will teach a wildlife ecologist all he needs to 

: know. A great deal mist be dug out by himself or picked up from 
his associates. : 

(3) What he can do. This involves the various skills, 
only of few of Which can be léarned in courses, a few more in con- | 
nection with research and similar projects or summer experience, and 
many more individually or from his associates. | 

(4) How he thinks. I regard this as by far the most im~ 
portant of all. Regardless of where he does his college work, re~ 
gardless of the quality of his teachers or his courses, if he comes 
out without the ability to see things age f and to reason clearly, 
he can never be successful in a scientific field. Training in how 
to think is the primary responsibility of the college. 

Therefore I am in favor of setting up our standards on something 
like the basis of these four points. State, if we wish, which can 
be fulfilled by proper course work and field experience, but discard 
the idea that courses can do it all. Outline a list of courses for 
the "ideal" curriculum, if we wish, but make it perfectly clear to 
individuals and institutions that the presence in the curriculum of 
properly-labelled courses is guaranty of sound wildlife training, 
Make it equally clear that it is inherent qualifications---personality, 
knowledge, skill, and clear-headedness~--that will determine success, 
and not exposure to a curriculum, 

This makes our job very difficult. It is much easier to list 
courses, as Mr, Gouch has done, but I do not think it is fundamentally 
important. 

I wonder if the suggestions of Mr. Leopold and the others could 
be given this approach. We must first decide whether qualifications
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or curricula are to be the starting-point; whether we are most 
interested in the individual who is to do the work or in the 
RERKT existing mechanisms which are available to train him. 
I think we should be most concerned with the qualifications of 
the individual. That has been the approach that has made American 1 
medical schools the best in the world, and we should do well to | 
use it. | 

uf To conclude this section of the discussion, I am going to 
Vitti d, ask peopolas, King, and Taylor to consider these things further 

A (Errington aueht to be on this subbommittee also, but he is already 
on two others, and anyway his view is in print), and to see what 
they (with Leopold as Chairman of the subcommittee) can bring out 
of this conghomeration of opinions---the sooner, the better. ao 
is some time yet until we shall have to report our progress to the 
Society, but time er by quickly when we are all busy, and an | 
immediate start on s important job will be none too soon. | 

The idea is for the subcommittee to decide:- (1) What shall 
pe the approach? (2) What are the real fundamentals? (3) Should 
a specific curriculum and its corollaries be included in our report? 
---and anything else thet grows out of their discussion. This, 
I hope very much, can be in by October 1, so that it can again go 
the rounds of the committee. 

If, by the next meeting of the Society, we could have put 
together our views of ree? and training standards, and if we 
could have made a good start (for further discussion at the meeting) 
on a set of Active Membership qualifications consistent with these 
standards, we could point to a good deal of progress. 

Sincerely yours, 

> 

| 
: Rudolf Sennitt, Chairman | 

| 
106 Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 

| 

yi ]
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a THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
t N.Y.S. Conservation Department 

Albany, N. Y. 
Office of the Chairman, 

Membership Committee 

August 6, 1938 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
106 Wildlife Conservation Building 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

Belatedly acknowledging your letter of July 7 - 

No thought other than that the full responsibility for the establish- 
ment of Membership standards would rest with the Committee on Standards, had oe~ 
eurred to me previous to your letter. The set of suggested standards drawn up 
by the Membership Committee and presented in their report at Baltimore was inten- 
ded primarily to indicate to the Society the qualifications in general utilized 
by the Membership Committee (in the absence of more definite indications of 
Society intent,) in recommending the classification of applicants as of Active 
or Associate grade to the Council. As indicated in our report, it was also hoped 
that these recommendations would stimulate clarifying discussion. I believe that 
the appointment of a Committee on Standards was one direct outgrowth of this pro- 
cedure. 

I certainly trust that no one, either on your Committee or elsewhere in 
the Society, holds for a minute any idea that the Membership Committee is anxious i 
to have its fingers in the setting up of Membership standards. Personally, I 
believe that our responsibility should begin and end with the applying of standards 
as set up to the applications for membership, as forwarded to us by the Secretary 
of the Society, to the end that the Council may place them in the proper Active 
or Associate grade. That we have over the past year gone further than this in 
setting up temporary qualifications for these grades has been purely a responsi- 
bility borne of necessity, which will, I assume, end as soon as your Standardiza- 
tion Committee's report is accepted by the Society. 

I cannot, of course, speak for the entire Committee in this respect, 
and I am accordingly referring to them by today's mail both your letter and my 
reply, with the request that any who do not concur will drop me a line covering 
their analysis of the situation. I can then integrate these and refer them to 
you as representative of the concensus of opinion of our Membership Committee. 

Incidentally, though I have drawn a sharp line with regard to the re- 
spective fields of these two committees as I see them, you of course understand 
that all of us are more than willing to assist your Committee on Standards in any 
way possible in the carrying out of your delicate task. It is quite probable 
that our experience over the past year in analyzing membership applications may 
prove of real value to you, either in modifying the original qualifications tem- 
porarily set up by our own Committee, or in starting out from seratch to build
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your own, Paul Errington, one of our old Committee members, is of course a manber 

of your Committee, and as such can pass on much of the tribulations and background 

which our group had to wade through last year. As we can pe of additional assis- 

tance, however, drop us a line. 

Sincerely yours, 

' 

(Signed) Gardiner Bump, | 

GB:V Chairman | 

Ene, 

| 

| 
| 

: 

| 

|
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42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
June 13, 1938 

Prof, Rudolf Bennitt 
106 Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourt 

Dear Rudolf: 

I imagine you do not expect much from me in answer 
to your circular of June 1. 

To my mind the first move on Questions 1 and 3 is 
identical, and is already before us. 

As to publication standards, I don't think we can do 
anything which MeAtee is not already doing. 

As to Question 5, I think we have our mandate and can 
act by ourselves. 

As to Civil Service grades, I consider them not useful | 
for rating purposes. | 

As to Question 8, I think we can leave the mechanical 
listing of schools to the Biological Survey end use its lists for 
answering inquiries. 

Yours sincerely, | 

7 

¢ | 
Aldo Leopold 

| 

|



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Committee on Professional Standards June 1, 1938, 

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE; - 

Just after the rest of this material had been sealed 
and put into the mail, the enclosed letter from Dr. Hubbs 
arrived. I therefore salvaged the letters and am sending 
his letter with the rest. 

He approaches the problem of standards from a somewhat 
different angle. In view of the gravity of the situation 
he describes---which we have all heard of in one way or 
another---will you please add comments on-hHiSsietter to your 
next contribution to this discussion? a 

o Wr 

Rudolf Benhitt



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Committee on Professional Standards 
Ti 106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 

ie University of Missouri 
/ Columbia, Moe, June 1, 1958. 

To the members ¢f the Committee:- Edminster, Errington, Hubbs, 
| ane era fe the Comittons Taylor, (Bennitt). CCz- Cahalane. 

Gentlemen:- | 

Replies to my letter of May 7 have been received from all but | 

a, King, and Taylor, and I should like to refer to you the many 
, deas presented. It seems to me that the best way to do this is to 

send each member copies of the letters received from the other mem- 

ers, while setting down my own ideas in the letters I write. if 

his scheme does not meet with your approval, and if instead of sub- 

auq ecting you to all this reading you prefer that I abstract it only, 
let me know and I shall be glad to comply. 

@ First, Cahalanets letter of May 10 states that the set of stan- 

dards (cf. April Journal, pp. 70-729 contained in the Membership Com- 
mittee's report was not formally accepted for future use by that Com- 

mittee or by the Society. This leaves our Committee free to develop 
relations with the Membership Committee as may seem best to both groups. 

I will now abstract, as best I can, the ideas and proposals re- 

ceived, with the request that you refer to the enclosed letters for 

details and that you send me your answers to the specific questions 

listed at the end of this letter. These answers ought to establish 

our procedure and we can ghen get to work on the items you consider 

worthy of attention. 

(1) What should be our relation to the Membership Committee and 
its standards? wae 

Edminster thinks our first job should be to set up definite 
standards for Active Membership in the Society, for use by the Member- 
ship Committee. Stoddard favors (as I am sure we all aoy close co- 

operation with the Membership Committee, but warns against too detailed 
specifications for Active Membership. If the Committee adopts Ed- 

minster's suggestion, I think we ought to adopt his further recommenda- 
tion that a subcommittee undertake to make a first draft. This mst 
be with the understanding, however, that the Membership Committee 
also agrees with this point of view and wishes our assistance, I 
will take up the matter with Chairman Gardiner Bump if this is indica- 

ted as the next step. 

(2) Are we to set standards which must be met by institutions 
"approved" by the Society as wildlife training centers? 

The unanimous verdict appears to be "No." All who have 
expressed their opinions appeer—te agree that the time for this is 
not yet, if ever. Good arguments are given in the enclosures.
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(3) Are we to draw up a statement of the personal, training, 

and i a for technical witaiite work which at 

Serve as an authoritative guide for the use of the Boot ety iety, indivi- 
duais, and such institutions as w&sh to be guided by it? 

All the expressed opinions favor thise My own view is 

indicated by the fact that while I was President of the Society I 

asked Leopold to formulate just such a set of standards. He has 

now prepared one, based primarily on farm game, and a copy is enclosed 

herewith which should be carefully scrutinized and fully discussed by 

the members of this Committee. Since we all evidently favor this 

approach to both individuals and institutions, I think Leopold's 

statement should form the basis of our future discussion of this aspect 

of our work, and I hope your letters will contain all the necessary 

bouquets and brickse--which will be duly relayed to the entire Committee. 

One further comment on this matter:- We have two tasks, 

(a) to formulate a statement of fundamentals on which we agree, and 
(b) to devise the best means of making this public. Some specific 
questions on these points are found at the end of this letter. 

(4) Shall this Committee concern itself with the standards of 
published work? 

Errington's letter deals almost entirely with this question, 
which we mst all admit is a very important oneo Should we prepare 
a statement of our views as to publication standards? 

(5) Should we, in either of the foregoing cases (I am amplifying 
Ruhl's suggestion a bit), refer these matters J, ‘the general meniber- 
ship of the Society and/or to the institutions concerned? 

Ruhl clearly states the advantages---greater public confi- 

dence and lessened opportunity for criticism, in addition to suggestions 

that we ourselves might not think of. The chief difficulty that I 

can see wovld be the terrific amount of paper work involved. 

(6) Should we rank schools on the basis of grades made by their 
students in Civil Service examinations: (cr. a Affeirs, May, 
1938, pp. 95-97) 

If we assume that the Civil Service examinations require 
in their high-ranking examinees the knowledge that we consider impor- 
tant, it seems to me that this offers a means of comparing the work 
of various schools that is as nearly as possible objective---though 
obviously the results of one or a few years would not be a good indi- 
cation of the calibre of the work taught at any one institution. 

(7) Should we concern ourselves with Civil Service standards? 
(cf. S.A.F. Affairs, May, 1938, pp. 98-99) 

This appears to be the chief concern of the Committee on 
Maintenance of Professional Standards of the S.A.F. Offhand, I 
should think it ought to fall within the purview of our Committee, 
though we are not yet in a position to be too specific about it; we 
must agree among ourselves first.
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(8) What use, if any, can be made of Leo Couch's BS-Leaflet 
#98 "GoLleges and universities offering Courses In wildlife manage- 
nent, 000" 

I have a few extra copies of this leaflet and will send it 
to any of you on reqest; probably you all have it. This goes at 
the matter from the standpoint of courses and curricula, though Couch 
makes the clear reservation that his summary is not an attempt to set 
up standards or to analyze the courses qualitatively. 

Summarizing now, in the form of specific questions:- 

(1) (a) Shall we proceed to consider standards for Active Membership 
in the Society (provided the Membership Committee is willing)? 
If "No," that ends the matter for the time bedng at least. 
If "Yes," I will first open negotiations with Chairman Bump 
of the Membership Committee, and will then appoint a subcom~ 
mittee of our group to prepare a first draft. 

(2) No question. "Accrediting" appears to be out. 

(3) (a) With Leopold's first draft to work on, is it too much to ask 
that each member of the Committee prepare a draft of his own, 
or full comments, amendments, etce re Leopold's outline. In 
that way, we can first decide upon the points of common agree- 
ment and general disagreement. 

(b) Assuming that we shall eventually reach common ground, what 
will be the best way to get the results before the Society, 
prospective students, and institutions? 

(4) What shall we do about publication standards? 

(5) Shall we "pass the buck" to either the members of the Society or 
to the institutions or to both? or shall we work by ourselves? 

(6) Shall we begin to tabulate Civil Service examination grades made 
in the wildlife field? If "Yes," I think we should have a sub- 
committee at work on this matter. 

(7) What shall we do about Civil Service standards? 

(8) What about Couch's report on courses and curricula? 

Enclosures :-= Sincerely yours, 

Letters to R.Be from: E 
Edminster, Errington, 
Leepeia, Ruhl, Stoddard ( F J 

Rudolf Beynitt, Chairman 

P.S. Please note the change in my address. 

@
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keh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

May 24, 1938 

Prof, Rudolf Bennitt 
Zoology Department 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

With the help of my students I have drafted a rough 
“standard” in compliance with your circular of May 7. ‘t is’ 
attached. 

I've not circulated it to the Committee, thinking yo { 
would first want to look at it. | 

In order to make the “experiences” specific I have had f 
to assume the school deals with a single class of game which T 
have assumed to be farm game. I found that if the wording is 
generalized to fit 411 classes, mch clarity is lost. By asking 
the reader to interpolate equivalents for other classes, I have " 
tried to forestall criticiem that the document is narrow and 
localized. 

Yours sincerely, | 

encl Aldo Leopold j 

} 

<7
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What is a Wildlife Manager? Gs a Cre\ 

> The basic skill of the wildlife manager is to diagnose the landscape, 

to discern and predict trends in its biotic commnity, and to modify them 

where necessary in the interests of conservation. : 

The degree to which such skill exists in any individual is not sus- 

ceptible of direct definition. Hence standards for professional training 

must be indirect. } 

This indirect definition usually takes the form of specifications fe 

the number of years in school, the number and kind of courses taken, and 

degrees received. 

The variable quality and content of years, courses, and schools would 

probably mullify such standards if applied by the Wildlife Society on the 

basis of paper data. That is to say, the Society is not yet in a position 

to compare and rate schools. 

However, it is believed that the schools could be helped in some degree 

to rate themselves if the Society could agree upon a list of the "intellectual 

tools" with which the best recent men are believed to be equipped at the time 

of receiving a professional degree. We here attempt such a list, for the 

deliberate purpose of drawing criticisms and suggestions from the membership. 

ae We have no illusions about the superiority of the method. It may prove 

+. be no better than the customary specifications of years, courses, and 

degrees. It may, however, prove useful for another purpose: to give pro- 

spective students who are contemplating professional training a rough picture : 

of the skills which such training should impart, and particularly to give 

: them advance notice of the skills which must be self-taught, preferably 

before such training begins.
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The fiestie list, then, is a suggested basis for: 

: i Enabling professional schools to appraise their own adequacy. 

2. Enabling professional students to foresee what professional . 
training is and how they may prepare for it. 

In order to make the list as specific as possible, it is arbitrarily 

couched in terms of farm game. The reader may interpolate the equivalents : 

; in terms of forest, range, migratory, or wilderness game, or in terms of . : 

other classes of wildlife. 

Pre-existing Qualifications ; 
Professional training of 4 to 8 years can teach a sutdent how to 

read a landscape, but it can teach him more if he knows the alphabet 

beforehand. The letters of the alphabet are the plant and animal species. 

Active personal work as a field naturalist in some ficla (ornithology, 

botany, ete.) should become a prerequisite to acceptance as 2 professional 

student. (This implies at least partial rejection of the idea, prevalent 

in schools of law, medicine, whee thet a professional man can be mde 

out of entirely raw mterial in a period of 4-8 years.) 

There need be no other prerequisite except a good biological education, 

> ietank fitness, and enthusiasm. : 

Qualifications for a Professional Degree , 

. fo receive a professional degree, the student should be able to look 

~ - at a piece of land and infer (1) its original condition and recent history, 

(2) the present status of its principal wildlife species and the population 

trend and behavior of each, (3) the present status of its economic uses 

and their effects on wildlife, (4) the rough outlines of possible modi- 

fications of economic uses in the interest of wildlife, (5) the rough , 

; outlines of researches needed to refine and verify his diagnosis.
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To neceive a professional degree, ‘the student should have outlined, ; 

executed, and reported on a research project which the faculty is willing 

to stand behina as a contribution to professional knowledge. 

; He should have become a proficient field naturalist in both the 

ornithology and botany of his own state,and should know the literature 

to a corresponding degree. : : e 

He should be personally familiar with the land industries of his : 

region. 

He should be able to compose an account, good enough to be acceptable 

to professional journals, of his research projects and natural history 

: observations. He should be an habitual reader of at least the current ; 

i Nitetihard in wildlife management, natural history, end land use. He should 

know how to card, index, digest, and review such literature. He should 

speak well enough to present a verbal account of such undertakings at 

professional or conservation meetings. \ Z 

He should have managed (or collected data on) an area of land for at 

least one season,in order to have experienced the full gamit of seasonal 

problens. 

Field Experience in Management 
fo possess these qualifications, a student mst usually possess ; 

certain skills in field, laboratory, and office operations. 

He should have designed, installed and operated a system of food 

patches, feeders,and cover plantings and drawn deductions therefrom. He 

should have made a food and cover map. 

He should have planted and maintained some kind of nursery. 

He should have built and operated bird and mammal traps, banded and 
maintained banding records, 

feather-marked his catch,/and drawn deductions from retakes.
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He should have planned and executed a census and drawn deductions 

from it. F 

He should have found and observed nests and helped analyze nesting : 

nortality data. 

He should have measured and recorded some kind of vegetative aie. 

2 Laboratory and Office Experience 

He should have collected and analyzed local stomachs and pellets and 

recorded their contents. : : 

He should have made a usable bird skin, extracted bones from a carcass, 

collected and prepared food and herbarium specimens. 

He should be able to score 50 per cent of usable negatives in ordinary 

technical photography. ‘ . 

He should have compiled simple statistics, graphed them, and analyzed 

them in the light of statistical theory. 

He should have become an habitual reader despite the pressure of | 

; current duties. 

Public Relations Experience 5 | 

He should have demonstrated ability to deal with farmers and other 

land users, and with conservation organizations. 

He should have made a beginning in writing ana delivering radio talks, | 

in preparing and explaining educational exhibits, in preparing news releases. 

He should have his own views on simple questions of wildlife policy 

and be able to expound and defend then. 

Scientific Attitude x ) 

All of the basic sciences are involved in wildlife management, end 

hence are "intellectual tools" for management. Wo one man don be proficient 

in the whole of even a single science. The wildlife manager can and should, 
however, know and use the mental attitude common to all, and be able to discern, 
eg and seek advice about the scientific questions arising from his
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Comments on “What a wildlife manager should be and know." 

CV) Ine tives naragraphs aa to discern o... interests of conser- 

eutlond might be changed to read: "to discern, predict, and 

if necessary modify trends in the biotic community." The chad | 

) "the interests of conservation" is. too vague and might mean 

little to a prospective wildlife manager. The phrase as it now i 

stands also might be interpreted "to modify" all biotic 

communities. HA 

(2) Gan soll, geology, and geography pe thought of as letters : 

in the alphabet needed to read a landscape? Human occupancy : 

: can so change the biotic community that some mention of the 

need of reading the results of such occupancy might be 

f included. ‘ i ey 

(3) On page two: Unless some manner of exchange of students 

is wrought between institutes teaching various land 

industries, or unless students are afforded short-term é ; 

contacts with land-industries, I do not see how they can : ; 

- become versonally familiar with several before graduating. 

An anaysis of the situation at Wisconsin University will ; 

k drive this point home. We have only limited contact with é 

forestry, game farning, landscaping, watershed, and range. 

What we get surely cannot be called personal familiarity. 

‘ (4) Professional ethies probably depend greatly on the 

the personnel in charge of various activities; but I can: d 

: ' foresee, since so many of the schools have newcomers to 

the field, an oncoming erate of wildlife managers who might : 

easily sell out for a "mess of pottage". ‘ 

, (5) Ag I see the title, it is going to be most difficult to 
f state what a wildlife manager should be. The part what he ; i 

\ should know has been aduirably stated. The titzle, if I may af 

\ so state, 1s redundant. ‘ eu



May 11, 1938 

Memo to all students: : 

As a member of the Wildlife Society's "Committee 

on Professional Standards," I have to write a definition, for consideration 

é by the Committee, of what a wildlife manager should be and know at the 

time he is turned out of his school to enter professional practice. : 

The Committee has decided not to use courses and 

years as criteria because of their extremely variable content as between 

various schools. x 

What can you add, subtract, or modify in the attached 

rough draft? : 

: Aldo Leopold 

| : | | 

, 2 2 e



What 9 Wildlife Manager Should Be and Know 

The basic skill of the wildlife manager is to diagnose a landscape, ; 

i.e., to discern and predict trends in the biotic commnity and modify 

them in the interests of conservation. 

Such skill, however, is impossible to define. Standards for pro- 

fessional training mst approach the problem indirectly. We can only 

ask, "Does the wildlife manager possess the intellectual tools commonly ? 

used in diagnosing landscapes, and has he achieved some preliminary 

experience in how to use them and keep them sharp?" 

Professional equipment is sometimes defined in terms of years in 

aclienl; courses taken, degrees received, and even physical plant used : 

for instruction. We have little confidence in such criteria because 

of the obviously variable quality of instruction represented by any given 

label. This report attempts to list the intellectual tools believed to 

be in the possession of men turned out by the best of the existing 

professional schools. Its prpose is: 

: 1. To enable prospective professional students to — 
weigh their fitness and ability. ~ 

2. To abies professional schools to weigh the adequacy 
' of their training. 

Pre-existing Qualifications 

: Professional training of 4 to 8 years can teach a student how to 

Tread a landscape, tut only if he knows the alphabet: beforehand. The 

letters of the alphabet are the plant and animal species. 

Active personal work as a field naturalist in some field (ornithology, 

botany, etc.) shoul be @ prerequisite to sicectone as a professional . 

student. (This implies definite rejection of the idea prevalent in schools 

of law, medicine, etc. that a professional man can be made out of entirely
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raw material in a period of 4-8 years.) 

There need be no other prerequisite except a good biological education. 

Qualifications for a Professional Degree 

By the time he is given a professional degree he should be a pro- 

ficient ficld naturalist in “a least the ornithology and botany of his 

own state, and should know the literature to a corresponding degree. 

He should be personally familiar with at least one land industry, 

: if possible before acceptance, and with several before receiving a 

professional degree. ‘ 

To receive a professional degree, he should be able to compose an 

account, good enough to be acceptable to professional journals, ofsimple | 

research projects or natural history observations. He should be an 

habitual reader of at least the current literature in management, natural 

history, and land use. He should know how to card, to index, to digest, 

and to review such literature. He should speak well enough to present a 

' verbal sccount of such undertakings at professional or conservation 

meetings. 

‘ fo receive a professional degree, he should have executed a research 

project which the faculty would be willing to stand behind as a contri- 

isl en to professional knowledge. | 

He should have managed an area of land for at least one season. 

To possess these qualifications, a student mst usually possess . 

certain skills in field, laboratory, and office operations as follows: 

, Field Experience in Management : 

He should have designed, installed and operated a system of food | 

patches, feeders, and cover plantings and drawn deductions therefrom. 

He should have made a food and cover map.
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He should have planted and maintained some kind of oursery. 

He should have built and operated bird and mammal traps, banded 

: - and feather-marked his catch, maintained banding records, and drawn 

deductions from retakes. 

He should have planned and executed a census and drawn deductions 

from it. 

He should have found and observed nests anf helped analyze nesting 

; mortality data. 

He should have measured and recorded some kind of quadrat. 

laboratory and Office Experience 
i He should have collected and analyzed local stomachs and pellets 

and recorded their contents. : 

He should have made a usable bird skin, extracted bones from a 

carcass, collected and prepared food and herbarium specimens. 

He should be able to score 50 per cent of usable negatives in 

ordinary technical photography. 

: He should have compiled simple statistics, graphed them, and analyzed 

them in the light of statistical theory. 

Public Relations Experience : : : 

; He should have demonstrated ability to deal with farmers and other 

4 land users, and with conservation oxgant mtions. ; 

He should have made a beginning in writing and delivering redio talks, 

in preparing and enplathing otaietiane exhibits, in preparing news releases. 

. 4



q From Frank C. Edminster 
Williamsport, Pennsylvania 
Received May 20, 1938 

Please pardon the delay in this reply to your letter of May 7 to 

the members of the Committee on Professional Standards. My work keeps 

me in the field about half the time, and as a result a letter has 

only half probability of finding me in the office when it arrives. 

In my judgment it was not the intent of the Society when it 

approved the report of the Membership Committee at Baltimore last 

February to adopt the procedure of the Committee or its recommendations 

as the policy of the Society, rather it is my opinion that the only 

intent was to accept the report of the Committee as satisfactory for 

its first year’s work. It would be most unfortunate if we had to be 

bound by thedetails in this committee's report, and I feel that the 

officers of the Society should interpret the approval of this report 

in the manner I suggest. I feel then that we should pursue our 

obligations as a Committee on Professional Standards without obligation 

to any of the past operations of the Membership Committee. 

In considering your three alternative objectives of our Committee, 

may I consider the second one first. I do not feel that we are now in 

any position to attempt to dictate to colleges or universities the 

requirements for graduation in the field of wildlife management, and 
I doubt if we will be in such a position for many years to come. 
Therefore, I feel that our second possible objective for our Com- 
mittee should be omitted. 

In my opinion the duty of the Membership Committee is to pass 
upon the qualifications of applicants for Active Membershipand to 
interpret the qualifications of these applicants as set forth and to 

decide whether or not they meet the requirements of the Society for 

Active Membership. I do not feel that it is the job of the Membership 

Committee to set up the standards for such Active Membership. In the 

first year of their operation it was a matter of expediency that the 

Membership Committee was forced to get up some standard by which they 

could judge qualifications for Active Membership. Now that the 

Committee on Professional Standards is organized, I believe that it 

is one of the duties of this Committee to set up definite standards 

for acceptance of applicants to Active Membership. I do not believe 

that the duties of the Committee on Professional Standards should be 

confined to the setting up of standards for Active Membership. Your 

third suggestion, "A statement of the personal qualifications, 
academic training, and experience requirements for technical wildlife 

work which may serve as an authoritative guide for the use of the 
Society, individuals, and such institutions as wish to be guided by 
it", should also be within the province of this Committee. To sum- 
marize, I feel that your first and third suggestions are the province 
of this Committee, while the second one should be avoided at the 
present time. 

I believe the first job of the Committee should be that of 
setting up definite standards for the grade of Active Membership for 
the use of the Memberhmip Committee. As to the mechanism to be 
employed by the Committee in arriving at these standards, I am some— 
what at a loss. I am afraid that if each one of us were to independently 
attempt to do this whole job that you, as Chairmah, would have an 
almost insurmountable task in composing the results into one harmonious 

unit. The basic premise upon which the Membership Committee ¥7 worked 

dbtisiddé last year, that Active Membership qualifications should



include consideration of both academic training and practical ex- 
perience, seems to be sound. There will certainly be instances in 
which Active Membership may be granted on the basis of experience 
alone, where significant training ehas been lacking. Some members 
of the Committee might be assigned the task of writing such require- 
ments. Similarly we may wish to grant Active Membership to men 
possessing unusual training qualifications but lacking in experience. 
Another group might be assigned the task of writing these require- 
ments. With these as a basis and in possession of all of the 
members of the Committee, we might then be in a better position to 
write combination requirements of training and experience between 
the two extremes mentioned above. 

This is the best thought that I can offer at the present time 
for facilitating the work of the Committee in what I feel is its 
first important job. I will aw&it further word from you before 
proceeding on any additional work of the Committee. 

FAH MEREHHHHEHE



y From Paul Errington 
Ames, Iowa 
May 13, 1938. 

I have your letter of May 7 addressed to the Committee on Pro- 

fessional Standards. While I'm afraid that I have little or nothing 

to contribute as concerns many of the questions you raise, I may pass 
on to you a few ideas for the corrdéction or mitigation of certain 
evils in current practice. I have already talked over some of these 

in detail with my exceptionally (I may modestly say) level-headed 
wife and hence to not think that I am tilting at the well-known 
windmills. 

I believe that a great wealmess in our as well as many other 
scientific fields is an apparent tendency to publish prematurely, with 
a conseqient lowering of quality of the general run of papers and ar- 
ticles coming out. Our field is sufficiently new and unique that it 
is hardly considered scientific by some people, and I have freq ently 
heard remarks from persons in other fields to the effect that it took 
brains and rigid training to succeed in their work, whereas just any- 
body could go into wildlife work. The readiness with which virtually 
untained or partly-trained persons could find employment as technicians, 
or the equivelent, in recent years has not done much to refute this 
attitude; but neither, for that matter, has the lightweight and in- 
adequate background of a large number of publications put out by wild- 
life workers. Leopold has also complained, and I know from your 
statements that you are in general agreement with me. 

It is, of course, a ticklish thing to combat, in view of the too 
frequent institutional pressure to publish. Some administrators can 
see only titles, whether there is substance behind them or not, and 
graduate students are urged to publish long before they can possibly 
have anything worth publishing. Journals having high standards and 
the power to reject MSS---and our own Journal under McAtee's editor- 
ship is a comforting example---exert a distinctly good influence, but 
other journals more or less obligated to publish whatever their member- 
ship send them make it possible for all manner of inferior material to 
come out sooner or later. The flood of genuine tripe that almost 
characterizeé the sporting periodicals is even more discouraging. 

Now it seemed to me that as something concrete I might outline 
the criteria by which I have been judging the suitability for publica- 
tion of my own MSS. As one who is paid to do research and one who 
has been subject to his share of criticism, with or without recogni- 
zeably good reason, my problem of making a showing has probably been 
as great as that of anyone else; but HH even so, I have eonscientiously 
tried to maintain the best quality in my writings of which I was capa- 
ble. This is said with due awareness that at least some of my publi- 
cations look like elementary if not weak stuff to me at present. 

It should be made plain that I thoroughly approve of young workers 
writing for publication---in fact, I think that they should spend much 
of their time writing as soon as they have data enough to organize and 
discuss, Writing is certainly very necessary in learning to write--- 
which in my case has taken nearly 20 years of consistent effort, so far 
as I have progressed to date. But it should by no means follow that 
either young or old workers should feel that they must publish a MS 
merely because they have written it. For myself, I may confess that 
I have a choice collection of MSS that will never come out in print,
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May 15, 1938. 
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except perhaps in part. Two of the four MSS of papers I have written 

since the first of the year have been filed away for future reference--- 

one to "ripen" for a year or two or longer, and the other to be merged 

with a more comprehensive MS planned for year after next. 

Aside from the question of whether the MS is well written (and I 

look for much good to come from McAtee's present series of articles on 

writing for the Biological Survey), I have found it useful simply to 

ask myself in effect: “Is this writing a mature presentation of the 

subject, or, if not, is there otherwise a legitimate reason for its 

publication?" After that, if it falls into certain categories, I send 

it ins; if it doesn't, it retires to some nice, quiet place where it 

won't be disturbed for some time. 

To be sure, maturity requirements vary greatly. Some little 

side-study may yield about as much in one season as it is ever going 

to; the more complex life-history or ecological researches may take 

years to produce really publishable data. I have felt that I had no 

business publishing on muskrats until I had four or five years of inten- 

sive work behind me; I wrote a few muskrat papers on the basis of three 

years, but most of the material I plan to publish on this animal will 

have at least five or six years' background---which it will need! 

Timeliness of interest affords, in my mind, justifiable cause to 

publish progress reports or papers of similar nature, especially on 

controversial topics and matters of significance to conservation or to 

other workers. These include summaries required periodically by sta- 

tute or agreement, articles requested by editors of Yournals or maga- 

zines, results of surveys, etc. 

I also feel that it is well to get the substance of old or inciden~ 

‘tal notes in print, if years have passed without further additions or 

42 it seems improbable that more data of a given sort will accwmlate 

in the years to come---always assuming that the content of the notes 

is worth publishing. 

Perhaps it may seem to you in reading the preceding paragraphs that 

practically everything that is written may be justified on the basis of 

something or other, and I grant that my personal criteria leave consi- 

derable leeway, Nevertheless, I believe that a general adherence to 

some such standards would eliminate a certain amount of the rushing into 

print and the padding of biblibagraphies that we all know goes one I 

admit that it is often hard, if not impossible, for an outsider to dis- 

tinguish between padding and, for instance, some "pehash" articles writ- 

ten upon request of editors, but, at any rate, we could get along with 

fewer papers based upon a week's observations of common and easily ob- 

served species and the like. It may be in point to mention that of 

three MSS sent me for critical reading since my election to the Editor- 

jal Board of Ecology the first of the year, I reconmended that two be 

returned to the authors with suggestions that they gather data for another 

year or two before working wean the respective MSS in final forme 

Well, anyway, here is something of a resume of my thought on a 4 

subject I feel is of fundamental importance. If this preliminary dis- 

cussion interests you and you wish to include a section on publication 

standards in the Committee report, I would be glad to be of what help 

I can. 
SAE



From Carl L. Hubbs_ 
/ Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

May 31, 1938. 
I do not have much to contribute in the way of ideas on professional 

standards to send in response to your letter of May 7. I am not at all 
sure how far it would be proper and effective to go in attempting to fix 
professional standards. In general these are matters which grow, and 
are particularly affected by the actions of leaders in the field. 

I think that we might be of more service in taking some action that 
would put the brakes on the exclusively undergraduate or even "short 
term" courses or curricula, particularly as these are accompanied with a 
statement that this training is adeqiate for wildlife management. I have 
become acquainted with a number of such examples, one of which was par- 
ticularly flagrant. This was an eight-weeks course by our Michigan 
State College, for which the announcement claimed that the taking of this 
course would be adequate training for almost any phase of wildlife man- 
agement, even though a high school diploma was not prerequisite. 

In the fish side, we do not feel the pressure on this point quite 
so severely, although it will come in the future, no doubt. We have a 
distinct under-supply of well trained fish management workers or teach- 
ers, though there are some poorly trained workers without jobs. From 
what I have seen and heard, there is developing a rather uncomfortable 
over-supply of incompletely trained game managers. So it would seem 
to me that perhaps the most pressing thing for us to do would be to make 
some indication as to what sort of training is desirable for the attain- 
ment of potential competence in this phase of wildlife management. 

Short summer courses, even of only a few days, may be very helpful 
to such men as wardens and hatchery superintendents, particularly if 
these "schools" are conducted annually. Short college courses ought 
to be helpful in training many types of conservation workers, but certain- 

ly someone needs to emphasize more strongly than heretofore the fact that 
a limited training does not give one a sufficient basis for higher grade 
research, management, or administrative work. 

I am not particularly enthusiastic about our committee worrying 
about the standards for membership in the Wildlife Society. I have 
heard a very large amount of criticism of the actions of the membership 
committee and the same criticisms would fall on our committee if we 
took part in EMM selecting members or erecting the standards under 
which the membership committee would act. 

It seems to me also that the time is not ripe now, if it ever will 
be, for our committee to attempt an accrediting of institutions, or even 
a rating of them. 

I am planning on spending the summer in the west, so that I will be 
away from Ann Arbor from June 17 to about September 12, 

FEE



From H. D. Ruhl 
Lansing, Michigan 
May 10, 1938 

Your dissertation of May 7 to the members of the committee on 
professional standards has been received. 

I must confess that I am probably as hazy as anyone as to the 
functions of the committee. I am inclined to shun the responsibility 
of "crediting institutions". A great deal of difficulty in such a 
rating would be encountered because the title and description of 
courses as found in the catalogs are not adequate to determine the 
value so far as practical wildlife training is concerned. After all 
it is not a matter of courses alone in which we might be interested 
but upon the qualifications, attitudes, experience, and training of 
the teachers of courses; all very complex and "touchy" things to 
handle. If we could draw up an idealistic set of training and 
experience combinations for each aspect of wildlife management, that 
might be of value in shifting the courses to fit certain needs. 

Might it not be advisable for the committee, if time permitted, 
to "pass the buck" back to the membership of the society somewhat by 
inviting each member to submit suggestions or a detailed outline of 
the kind of courses which he would recommend as fitting him most 
thoroughly for the job that he now possesses. By grouping those, 
that might be a basis for further refinement and leveling and would 
leave us in a better position to justify whatever decisions we were 
inclined to make. I realize it would be a terrific job to sort the 
suggestions if every member came through, but I am inclined to think 
that gvery few people would subimit anything more than very vague 
generalities. Those who did not contribute would be in a very poor 
position to "throw stones" at the committee later. 

The question as to the kind of curriculum most satisfactory has 
been raised by Michigan State College, and I presume a good many 
other institutions are grappling with the same problem. Perhaps we 
should make a collection of the courses now required and recommended, 
together with such suggestions as the colleges themselves might care 
to submit as to the type of modification they would like to make 
provided funds and men were available. This again is the formula of 
getting the other fellow to lead first. It also would tend to reduce 
the criticism that the institutions most vitally concerned had not 
been consulted. 

It seems to me that you have brought up a pertinent qestion in 
regard to the relationship of the committees on membership and pro- 
fessional standards because they do dovetail in many ways. So far 
as membership is concerned, I would not favor limiting the membership 
to the idealistic courses which we might recommend as being "the 
nuts", since many of the people in the field and doing well in it 
could not have found such courses to take at the time they went 
through school. In this respect the standards of the past, so far 
as technical training is concerned, and the goal of the future must 
always vary considerably. We have only to think of Holt, Trautman, 
Leopold, Stoddard, as well as many others to realize that many did 
not have the idealistic courses but still are doing the job. 

SERIE



From H. L. Stoddard 
Thomasville, Georgia 
May 11, 19358 

Your communication relative to the work of the Committe on 
Professional Standards has just been received and given considerable 
thought. It is answered very promptly as I will be away most of the 
time in the near future. 

I feel considerably handicapped due to the fact that I was unable 
to attend either the St. Louis or the Baltimore meeting of the Society, 
so missed all the discussions of these matters. 

Apparently the Membership Committee has been working hard and 
has done a lot of good work. As this Committeé was appointed a 
year before our own and had the responsibility of worki up member- 
ship standards and requirements as a basis for their cfsification 
of members, they were compelled to do much of the work that it seems 
to me would normally have been handled by our Committee. Then after 
completing their preliminary work, they presented for the approval 
of the Society a set of more detailed standards that resulted from 
the experience gained during the year. If, as you bring out, the 
Society formally accepted these standards, we already have a con- 
siderable structure. In that case, further work and cooperation 
with the Membership Committee might be the best start. This is due 
to the fact that the membership of the Society has been classified 
and selected on their standards, which might be a good reason for 
not making too radical departure until much more experience has 
been gained as a basis for requirements for new applicants. 

Other than contact with and cooperation with the Membership 
Committee to decide the field of work, I would favor the third 
possibility mentioned in your communication. In this work I would 
personally favor only a general statement in very broad terms as to 
the academic training or its equivelent in experience that wuld 
fit an individual for wildlife management work "along sound biological 
lines". This is due to the fact that ours is a new profession just 
emerging in the scientific and professional field. We do not as 
yet know so very much about this profession nor about the technique 
of the management we want to exercises; we might well slowly blaze 
our trail as we go. I personally think that a long and elaborate 
statement of "standards" and qualifications and detailed instructions 
or recommendations as to just how one would proceed along either 
academic or experience lines to qualify as an Active member in 
good standing, and then proceed with his professhonal work while in 
this status, would be premature and likely to do more harm than good. 
As the ideas of the Committee begin to take form and crystallize, we 
can begin to consider details, I suppose. 

After you have heard from the present officials of the Society 
as to how they construe the "adoption" of the Membership Committee'& 
"standards", doit the rest of us as to your thoughts in the 
matter, I will all I can to help, But I warn that I will be of 
little use in the matter of academic requirements. 

SHINEIMMMEEIEE



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

Committee si Standards Lefevre Hall, Columbia, Mo. 
’ See 3 ore May 7, 1958. r 

To t t t ~ Hdminster meet Hubbs, . 

‘ + ‘ » Taylor, (Bennitt » (copy to danalien’. 

x 3 Gentlemen:- 

4 Article II of the Constitution includes among the principal objec- 
- tives of the Society: “---the maintenance of the highest possible pro- 

fessional standards.” You will recall the general feeling at the 1937 
r St. Louis meeting that during its first year of formal existence the 

; Society had more urgent things te do than establishment of a set of stan- 

sarel and that eat like the commmication of “requirements” to 
institutions would ce nly be premature. As a result, the only ef- 

{ fort to establish standards was that made by the Membership Committee, 
who properly felt that the first standards to set should be those for 

Active Mewbership in the Soolety. 

\ The 1938 Baltimore meeting authorized the ereation of a Committee 

x on Professional Standards, on which you and I have the honor and 

. misfortune to serve, but there seems to have been no authoritative 
opinion as to just what we should do. Are we to set standerds for 

wembership in the Seeiety which will be used by the Membership Committee? 

Are we to set ante which met be met by institutions “approved” by 

the Society as wi fe training centers? Or are we to draw up, with 

or without the approval of the Society, a statement of the personal 
; training, and experience requirements for technical wildlife work whieh 

>» may serve as an authoritative guide for the use of the Society, indivi- 

°y . duals, and such institutions as wish to be guided by it? 

; As to the first possibility, I em not clear in my own =e what 

should be our relation to the Membership Committee and its standards? 

Yor instance, on Page 66 of the April Journal it is stated that “the 

report of the Membership Committee-----was adopted.” That report 

(ot, April Journal, pp. 70-72) laid down some very rigid standards for 

4, 5, 2, andi ratings in both academic training and experience. Tf 

7 wrote the Secretary yesterday to find out gf the Seskuty*s "adopti on™ 
ty constituted formal adoption of the standards laid down the Member- 

( ship Committee's report, I hope it did not, for it was my recollection 
that the Society did not discuss them sufficiently to warrant such action; 

™) and entirely apart from the merits of the proposals, more careful adis- 

‘ eussion seems to be called for. 

" If the Membership Committee's standards have been formally adopted 

y the Society, we shall have to fit them into our thinking. If not 

it is quite conceivable that there should be further joint cons ideration 

: of membership stendards “ both these Committees, since after all the 

\) Society is interested in (1) setting high stendards and (2) increasing 

\ - the number of men who can meet these standards, We shall have to await 

s (eae from the President and the Secretary on this point. 

\ 
‘ é
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With regard to the second  sgeggereeriges arene Rae pagtanay 8 of 
inestitutions---conversation with a good many men has — me the 
impression that there are two major obstacles:- (1) difficulty, 

' at present at least, of finding objective standards that can fairly 
be summarized on paper and that will give an institution anything 
more than an gp bens yg ys and (2) the desirability of the | 
2 pg ag approach impli n any accrediting system. Wany have | 

4, "Do we know enough about our ow standards, and have we suffi- 
cient authority anyway, to tell universities that they must do thus 
and s0---or else?” 

This leaves the third possibility---preliminary agreement by the 
Seelety, Stele kh Committee, as to the personal qalifications 
anubeens training, and field experience necessary to fit a wildlife 
technician for work along “sound biological lines." fhe arguments 
which have been advanced for this approach to the problem have been:- 
(1) Such a statement, appearing in the Journal with the soeeetee of 
the Society, would carry great weight in the form of authoritative 
advice but would make no attempt at compulsion; (2) such a statement 
would be drawn up (ostensibly) for the guidance of on eee to enter | 
wildlife work, but it would also be most useful to institutions which 
train such men; (3) it cog oral pod to solve some of the difficulties 
confronting the Membership ttee, 

It seems to me that the first thing for this Committee to do is 
to assemble the opinions of the members as to which ss or) of the 
above lines we should follow, My understanding of the job of the 
Chairman is that he should serve as a central clearing-house for Se, 
opinions, compiling them, abstracting them if necessary, and communi. 
tine them to the other members of the Committee together with his om 
views on the subject, 

fie me Ware eta eee ee eG If each of you will | 
write me your views as to the e function of this Committee, we can | 
then proceed along the line adopted, pooling our ideas and gradually 
reat a statement of the real fundamentals which we agree upon. 
It would save time and correspondence if you would also make very con- 
erete. Sent as to the mechaniem we should employ, individual or | 
institut standards which we should consider, or anything else that | 
comes to mind. 

I take it we are all agreed that this is---to put it sonservatively--- 
an important job and one that mst be gone at slowly, It will mean a 
lot of thought and many long letters. I will try to keep you informed 
$2" Aih SARGE SyAnlens Same RRENS AF ASL. NER, A 2 A POS ESS 
press yourselves at great length. i 

Some Society stationery is being sent to 7. I will keep track of 
stamps and will send you enough from time to t to cover that expense, 
It would help greatly to get us started if you could send me your reply 
to this letter in not more than a week, 

Siheerely ye : bi 

gO fe "rd | 
“xd rR LZ oT _— a 

Rudolf /Bennitt, Chairman /



i UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY April 28, 1938, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo:- 

Now that the tumult and the shouting has died, there are some 

things that must be said to you which you must have known waild come. 
You have given a real stimulus to the fundamentals of the state con- 

servation program; this is already returning to us in the form of 

comments and letters in surprising quantity. You have given us some 

fine advice (whether it was so intended or not) on the conduct of the 

Ashland Area and our research program generally. Most important of 

all to us in Columbia, your presence has clearly done a great deal to 

establish this controversy between the University and the Survey on 4 

basis of dealing with fundamentals and to make it come out in the 

right way. 

Perhaps a knew that after our meeting Monday night Bell and 

Middlebush ha#a conference Tuesday morning; I didn't know this until 

the last conference Wednesday afternoon, attended by Bode, Stephens, 

Bell, Curtis, Tucker, Miller, Dalke, and myself. Naturally Tidon's 

know all that has happened, and I don't want to. But the results 

speak for themselves: If Bell can speak for the Survey, their relation 

to the University hereafter is to be that of any other federal agency 

cooperating with an experiment station; he has reversed the attitude 

of the Survey on every essential point; and while I shan't really be- 

lieve this until it is recorded in the new memorandum of understanding, 

it looks as though the plan which you favored, ddg which we have advo- 
cated from the beginning, and which we understood was implied in the 

memorandum signed last fall is really to go through, For this I feel 

that you are in no small part responsible, and I hope that knowledge 

will be some small reward in itself. 

As for the work of the Committee on Professional Standards, I first 

want to make clear my quandary as to the chairmanship, even though this 

now seems to be a fait accompli:- In Ithaca I told Allen that in my 

opinion you were the Only possible choice for the chairmanship. Allen 

and Cahalane conferred in Washington just before Allen went on a long 

trip; Victor took over the correspondence and told me I would probably 

be designated as chairman. I replied immediately that I should be glad 

to serve on the Committee, but not as chairman, telling him why. He 

argued the point, but didn't say that the matter had been décided, so 

I did not reply further, Finally word came that the list had gone to 

the vrinter, in the form that has just appeared in the Journal, together 

: with a copy of Cahalane's April 16 letter to you. You were evidently 

the choice of many others beside myself to/f¥be the chairman of the 

Committee. I have not replied to this last letter (April 21) from 

Victor, and I shall not do so until all possible doubt has been removed, 

You told me in Columbia that you would have been unable to undertake the 

task, and I am taking you at your word. I want to think it over for
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another few days; meanwhile, is there the slightest chance that at 

the request of your colleagues on the Committee you could be induced 

to chenge your mind? Failing that, I am going to keep in mind the 

chance of getting you to serve as chairman after the preliminary dirty 

work of the Committee has been done. I don't belong in such a position, 

put I have done plenty of what I have called dirty work and am willing | 

to do more to get this very important Committee started on its way. 

I warn you I shall relinquish the chairmanship to you at the very first 

opportunity. Please give me whatever additional ideas you have on this 

phase of the subject. 

Meanwhile, pending word from you end pending any letter to the other 

members of the Committee, what do you think about following up the idea | 

we discussed in Columbia:- Preparing a sort of personal statement of 

our ideas as to qualifications and background necessary for wildlife 

work; this would serve as a direct source of information to interested 

individuals and would be of some influence with institutions. In view 

of your interest and experience in this particular matter, it seems to | 

me that you are the one to draft this in preliminary form, end it could 

be submitted to the membership of the Committee and to any others we 

might think of; finally, as Bode suggested, it could be published as a 

preliminary report in the Journal for the membership/to heave bricks at. 

The result would clearly represent a pretty influential composite ovin- 

ion and it could then be put out as an official publication of the Society. 

If you please, word on this also---in particular, would you not be the 

one to start the ball rolling? 

Perhaps I am too hesitant in matters like this. I want to do all 

I can to help, and I recently turned down Mrs, Nice's request that I 

be chairman of the newly-formed Conservation Committee of the Wilson 

Ornithological Club because I wanted to have as much time to give to 

our own Committee as I could. But if there is any chance to get you 

in big job (Cahalane's April 16 letter to you notwithstanding), we must 

do it. 

One more thing:- While your visit to the Ashland Area is fresh in 

your mind, would you be willing to unburden yourself of any ideas, 

criticisms, or anything else concerning the present and future conduct 

of that Area? We are applying for some more WPA funds---chiefly to 

do erosion-control work on the watershed draining into the Lake; what | 

other things need to be done? | 

If you don't insist on having it back, I am going to keep your 

picture, to be framed and hung in our conference room at the Wildlife 

Conservation Building. 

Thanks for many things. I hope your trip north was pleasant and 

speedy. From our standpoint your visit here was one of the best things 

that ever happened; I hope it was worth-while from yours also. 

Naa Sincerely yours, 

Rudolf/Bennitt



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ¢/o NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

April 26, 1938, 4p Washington, D. C. 
: 25 

ig 

Mr. Ralph T. King, 
Roosevelt Wildlife Experiment Station, 

Syracuse, New Yorke 

Dear Ralph: 

Your Letter of April 21 has arrived, I am very sorry that my telegram 

was garbled in transmission or when read to you over the phone, It read: 

"Will you accept membership Wildlife Society Committees 

on Professional Standards Bemitt Chaimman and Cooperation 
Weese Chairmen Please wire collect" 

I fully understand that you do not want to be in the position of refusing 

a place on the Committee of Cooperation, particularly after informing Dr, 

Allen that you would take it. The place has not been filled and as you were 

nominated for this place not only by Dr, Allen but by Dr. Hanson, President 

of the Ecological Society, I feel it important to get this misunderstanding 

straightened out immediately. There seems mo reason for canceling the 

invitation, if agreeable to Dr. Hanson and Dr. Weese, Chairman of the Com= 
mittee, Although it is toe late to get your name on the list in the Journal, 
which came out last week, I suppose this will make little difference to you 

and certainly would not interfere with the work you could do, 

A copy of this letter is going to Dr. Hanson and another to Dr. Weese 

and as soon as their opinions are received, I will get in touch with you 

again, Another copy is going to Dr. Allen to inform him that you did not 

intentionally doublecross him, 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H, Cahalane, a 

Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society.
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Marshall Memorial Building, ‘haw 
Syracuse, New York, re 
April 21,1938. ah 

Mr, Vietor H, Cshalane, Secretary, A 
The Wildlife Society, ea 
@ National Purk Service, ide 

‘ Washington, D.C, . 

Dear Vietort S 

Apparently I missed something when your telegram of last : 
Thureday afternoon was relayed to me over the telephone, As I got it, ‘ 

" this telegram simply asked if I would accept appointment on the Committee . 
f on Professional Standards, i 

A ‘ 
a From your letter I gather that you also asked sbout my 
ey accepting an appointment on a committee concerned with cooperation, Tf will 

admit that I‘ not anxious to acquire very many more committees jobs, On the | 
other hand, I am equally anxious to contribute my share toward the development \ 
and work of the Wildlife Society, If I was asked to serve on the Comnittee | 
on Cooperation and if the place is still open and the officérs are really ] 
desirous of having me serve, I will accent such an appointment, If the place / 
has already been filled, I have no doubt that it has been filled by someone | 
who can do as good or better in the position than I could and I will be just t 
as well pleased. Dr. Allen went over with me these comnittce avpointments j 
before leaving on his vestern trip and I recall that he had me down on some 
committee other than that on Professional Standards, I would not want him to j 
feel that I had refused appointment after indicating to him that I was volt 
willing to accept such an appointment, a\ 

As goon as I have received the list of prospects and the next iesue " \ 
of the Journal, containing an up-to-date list of members, I am going to ' 
begin contacting prospects--a few personally, as the opportunity arises and : \ 
othere by mail. 

; : Will keep you informed as to my activities and will be «lad of any _ 
suggestions that you can offer. , 

Very truly yours, \ 
‘} ‘A 

Ralph 7. King | 
Regional Director . 

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY } 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY °/o NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Washington, D. C. 
April 18, 1938, | 

| 

Mr, Ralph T. King, 
Roosevelt Wildlife Experiment Station, 
Syracuse, New York, 

Dear Ralph: 

Thank you for your very prompt telegram of Thursday afternoon accepting 
a@ place on the Committee on Professional Standards. By reason of omission 

of reference to it, I gathered that you refused to accept appointment to more { 
then one camittee and turned down the place in the group concerned with co- 

operation. 

As you were at the Baltimore meeting, I need not go into details regard- 

ing the Professional Standards Committee. This was proposed with the object | 
of formating an expression of the requirements of a wildlife manager, the 
results to be used, at least at present, solely in the internal work of the | 
Societye Rudolf Bennitt who is chairman will, I am sure, write you immediately | 

regarding the program and objectives. 

We are indeed fortunate that you can help in this work which is bound to 

have a considerable influence on the future of the Society and its effect on 

the field of wildlife management ani education, The other members of the 

committee are Stoddard, Errington, We Pe Taylor, Edminster, H, D. Ruhl, Leopold 

and Hubbs. 

4s an aside, your letterhead paper will go forward to you early this week. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee he ee 

Victor H, Cahalane, 
Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society.



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY th 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY April 16, 1938, /o sg ig oc 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

You will remember that at the February meeting of the Society in Baltimore, 
it was voted to establish a Conmittee on Professional Standards, which group 
would make an analysis of the qualifications desired in workers in this field, 
the results to be applied strictly to the internal work of the Society, In 
reply to my telegram of Friday requesting your aceeptance of a place on the 
committee, I was very glad to receive your affirmative reply. As a personal 
aside, I want to say that only regard for your future health and specifically 
your eyes prevented your nomination to the chairmanship of the groupe The best 
substitute we could find was Rudolf Bemitt who will, of course, bring to bear 
plenty of energy. 

The other members of the conmittee are Errington, W. P. Taylor, Ralph King, 
He De Ruhl, Stoddard, Hubbs and Frank C. Miminster, I know that Bemitt will 
get in touch with you very soon with relation to the work, f 

Some very important results will undoubtedly be derived from this activity 
and I hope that with due regard for yourself you will put in as much time as 
possible in helping Bemitt, 

' ‘With very best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H, Cahalane, 
Secretary, 

The Wildlife Society.
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